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The Importance of the
American Sentinel

“What is the Sentinel for, but to be the voice of the watchmen 
on the walls of Zion, to sound the danger signal.”

Ellen G. White, Manuscript 16, 1890.

“The Sentinel is like a trumpet giving a certain sound; and all 
our people should read it carefully, and then send it to some 
relative or friend, thus putting to the best use the light that God 
has given them...
“The Sentinel has been, in God’s order, one of the voices sound-
ing the alarm, that the people might hear, and realize their 
danger, and do the work required at the present time....
“Let every worker for God comprehend the situation, and place 
the Sentinel before our churches, explaining its contents, and 
urging home the warnings and facts it contains. May the Lord 
help all to redeem the time.”

Ellen G. White, Review and Herald, December 18, 1888.
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"IF ANY MAN HEAR MY WORDS, AND BELIEVE NOT, I JUDGE HIM NOT."-'-]esus.C:hrlst. 

VOLUME 15. NEW YORK, JANUARY 4,· 1900. 

Published in the interests of Religious Liberty-Chris
tian and Con.«titutional. 

1/fiJ Any one receiving the American Sentinelwitlwut having ordered it 
v know' tliat it is sent bj· some f11end. 'l'herefore those who I1ave not 
,•red tlieSeptinel need have no'fea.rs tllat tlleywiil be asked to pay for it, 

(Entered at .the New York Postoffice.) 

'l'HE conscience can acknowledge'no master but God 
.&lone. · 

.}C .}C 

No M'bRAL question can be settled by ballot; or by 
v-ote of the legislature. 

ba:ptized, or the occasion when it was "born agil;in," or 
to ~ny evidence that it i.s "crucified with Christ," or. 
that it eJrist~ to serve rather than •to l:ie served. · 

.}C $ 

"GovERNME~T of the people, by the pe~ple," ·is 
responsible alone to the people; the creature is respon
sible alone to 'its creator. God is the Creator of the 
people, and they are ~esponsible to him; but directly, 
as individuals, and 'not thmugh some ~r~ature which 
they may bring forth. · 

"THE kingdom of God is within you," said Jesus 
Christ; hence the thr.one of God is in the Christi~)l's 

· ANY "cheme whi'ch' k · ·· 11 t · heart, and the voice tha_t speaks from it is the:voice o_f 
. . n , · rna es one man mora y accoun -

able to another man, or set·of men, is popery; and no God. And any attempt to set up a nationafconscience 
~~ch·s('heme can be any better than the papacy. over the 'individual conscience is an attempt to drive 

.}C .}C 

THE scheme to have the Constitution "acknowledge 
God1'Js really a Hcheme to have thatdocumentaQknowl
edge . the theocrats back of this scheme as the mora:! 
rtllers of the nation. 

THE agencies of the divine government are not' 
human, but invisible spiritual agencies which proceed 
from the throne of God. With their appointment man 
can have nothing to do. 

God from his throne in the heart, and :set him upon a· 
· man-made ·.throne .in the 'state. · 

The Ne\V Interpreters of the Constitution. 

W~EN the Constitution of the United States WiltS , 

established, its. pro-visions· 1bdng the total· s~parat~~p 
between religion and the state made it essentiaJ1y ~dis
tinct.from all,views held.by'the Ca.tholic Church· on the· 
subject of religion and the state. This was esst)ntially 
the Protestant and Christian principle established as ' 
the fundamental and supreme law of this nation.; As 

' $ $ . such the papacy looked upon it, and therefore. r~fus~l} 
THE true acknowledgment of God is always made in to acknowledge the Government as a true. governm.ent •. 

• .ae;;individual·heart;• and if God be not acknowledged · Ace<;>rding1yin the Catholi~ WorJd ~~ S~ptempet,J$7'£,. 
)fl the•he!1irts of the people, any outward ackno~ledg , theleading(J.atholic writer in the United Stat~sf.l.t tht;tt'' 
~~p:~ of him is only Jlypocrisy and sin. . time. refe],'red to 'the Constitution .. and. Go,v:ernme:tt~.Qf · 

t)le :United States as follows:"""" · ·· , · ·. 

$ .}C "As j.t I!;! inte-rpreted . . . ·by the .Protestant .prbh · 
. W:m h~ve·hee'n told. that."this is a Christian nation;" ciple, so widely diifu,sed ,among us ,. . . ~e,j]Q :.nAtfiae~. 

'but we 4~Ye DeiVer be~:n~·PoW.ted •tO the tiln~ when·it was cepy,it-,pr hold .it to be.a,~o:v:ernment a,tJLU;QJ',~S Ql;lJP• 



AMERICAN SEN~I~~ .. 

. able of performing any ot the proper functions· of goT- not only "on account of his .knowledge of canon law,'". 
· ernment; and if it. continues to be interpreted by the l>ut also on acc~unt of his knowledge of uthe ConstitiJ.-
revolutionary principtes of Protestantism, it is sure to tion of the rin1ted States, and the method of procedure·· 
fail. • . · . Hence it is, we so often say that if the ih our courts'' II 

1 

American Republic is to be sustained and preserved at And th.is special. knowledge of his of "the Constitu-
all it must be by the rejection of tl!e principle of the · · 
Reformation, and the acceptance of the Catholic princi- tion of the United States, and the method of procedure 
ple by the American people." in our courts" was especially in his fa.vor in his receiving· 

this appointm~nt to the bishopric of Havana because · 
In 1892-FebruBtry 29-the Supreme Court by lib- of "the prominence in Havana of questions concerning' 

eral quotations of Catholic documents, and other doou- the property of the Roman Catholic Church." 
menta embodying 0atholic principles, proved to its As Bishop of :H:~vana, of course, Sharetti will be the·· 
own satisfaction il,nd accordingly unanimously an- principal in all questions concerning church property in:,• 
nounced that the establishment of the Christian religion all Cuba. Accordingly to him will fall most largely if 
.is within the. meaning of the Constitution, and that not entirely the interpretation of the Constitution in 
therefore. this is a Christian nation. This was distinctly all cases in which church property is involved. And 
the interpretation ?f the Constitution according to the thus the interpretation of the Constitution according to· 

· Catholic principle~ the Catholic principle is given a new and mighty impetus-
As soon as this had become/known to the Cathdlic · and one of the largest of fields for the e'Xercise thereof •.. 

l'!tudents of the· Constitution at Rome, there was pub- And since it is held that the sustainment and preserva
lished in. the United States the purpose of Pope Leo tion of "the American Republic" depends upon the in
XIII. that what the church bas doue for other nations terpretation of the Constitution according to the bath
in the past she would now do for the United States. In olic principle, what a wide field is opened to Bisho· 
order to accomplish this purpose be sent in that same Sbaretti iri which to show his zeal for the salvation t.
jear his personal representative to this country and this nation in interpreting according to the Catbolie· 
set up, at the capital of the nation his Apostolic Delega- principle the Constftutio.n of which he is said to have 
tion. And by that personal representative of his, Pope such special knowledget 
Leo XIII. iu the next year, 1893, public~y called "upon: And how far 'is this situation of Bishop Sharetti re~ 
aU the Catholics of America to go forward, in one band moved from a unioh of the· Catholic Church and th& 
bearing the book of Christian truth, and in the other nation of which the Constitution that he is to interpret 
the Constitution of the United States" to "bring your is the supreme law? . 
countrymen, bring your country into immediate· con- And 'Q.OW if only there can be secured a bishop of 
tact with that great secret of blessedness-Christ and Manila, and a bishop of Puerto Rico, each of whom like 
his church." Sbaretti is especially gifted in the knowledge of the Co;n-

As the Catholic Bible is the only Bible any Catholic stitutio'n of the United States so that be can readily 
would ever be expected by the pope to carry in one interpret it according to the Catholic principle and C·illll,. 

hand, ~o it is only the Catholic Constitution-the Con- have the widest possible field for the exercise of his t~l~ 
stitution interpreted according to the Catholic princi- ent, then Rome will ba:ve her campaign so well in hand 
ple-tbat any cS:tbolic would ever be expt;Jcted by Leo that she could very easily begin the interpretation of 
XIII. to carry in the other hand. the Constitution in the United States itself. And since· 

Accordingly in 1895 Apostolic Delegate Satolli b~- Archbishop Chapelle who is Apostate Delegate to Cuba, 
gan to practise the interpretation of the Constitution Puerto Rico, and the Philippines, has made· this begin
of the United States for Catholic interests, and of course ning with Sharetti, would it not rather be expected that 
only according to the Catholic principle; and, after the he would' follow it up in Puerto Rico and the -Philip-~ 
Ertample set by the Supreme Court of the United States, pines? Indeed only a few days ago we saw the an· 
.declared that in the Constitution there "~as inserted Jiouncement in. print that "the papal agents want Fa
the artiele of separation of the state from any religious ther McKinnon :to be bishop of Manila if the consent ot 
secp.n the pope and President McKinley can be obtained." Af!i 

This bit of history is essential in order to a good McKinnon is already coadjutor to the archbishop qf 
und~rstanding of the very latest move of Rome in this Me,nila, his accession to the bishopric of Manila ma(y 
connection, which is' as follows: In 1894 there came not be very far off. And even if he should not beco:tf.> 
from }.tome to Washington city a certain Monsignor bishop, this could not make a great deal of. differenc-. 
Sharetti as auditor of the Apostolic Delega.tibn then . since be is coadjutor to the archbishop and will ht;J the 
la:tely established there. About a month ago this~Mon- principal one to deal with the American authorities .. 
11ignor Sharetti, was appointed Bishop of Havana in Great things are going on. A:.. rr. J. 

{)uba. And now it is announced that this man, who, so 
far as information goes, bas been in·· the United States 
~onay, about five years, was appointed to that bishop~ic 

No MORTAL man has either thP. autho'l.'ity er tli~ 
power to sign .the name of God to anythilllg ... 



' The W. C. T. U. aad Sunday Laws. 

THE National W. C. T. U. has now definitely put itself 
on record on the question ()f Sunday laws and Sabbath
keepers, in the following ;:ords:-

. "Resolved, That we favor the amendmlllnt of all 
· State Sunday laws which do not contain the usual ex
.emption for,those who keep the Sabbath day." 

This resolution was offered "as involving all neces
sary points, and omitting the objectionable on¢s," in 
the following resolution, whieh was before the conven-
tion:- 1 

· 

"Resolved, That as a National Woman's Christan 
Temperance Union we protest against any such inter
pretation or use of any lines of our work as shall give 
aid or comfort to those who, through ignora»ce, preju
dice, or malice, would enact or enforce such hiws as can 
be made to serve the purpose of persecution, or to in 
any manner interfere with the most perfect liberty of 
conscience concerning days, or the manner of their ob
servance." 

Now,' we wish that somebody would take this 
original resolution and point out the "objectionable 
points.'" 

We' really desire to know what points there are in 
that resolution that are "objectionable;" and then. to 
know, also, why they are "objectionable." 

As the National Union has taken this action, and so 
has committed itself to the consideration of tliissuhgect, 
it is entirely proper for them to signify the "objection· 
able points" in that resolution. And we now say to aU 
the women of theN. W. C. T. U. tqat the columns of this 
paper, the AMERICAN SENTINEL, are freely open 'to ·them, 
in which to show these "objectionabl'e points." 

It is proper that they should do this, beca"Use 'we 
. are concerned in it. They hav·e adopted a resdlution 

definitely" directed to "those who keep the Sabbath 
day." There are about fifty thousand of the Sev· 
enth-day Adventists, alone, besides the Seventh-day 
Baptists, in the United State~, who are c·oncerned 
in the action of the National Union in passing this reso
lution, and who shall be concerned in their putting 
the resolution into effect. And, as >in their estima
tion, the resolution that they passed, was passed ex
pressly:in order to avoid the "objectionable points" in 
the resolution that was before the convention, they 
ought to be willing, for the f!a:ke of 'the many who are 
concerned, to state what are the «objectionable points". 

. in the: original resolution, 'and why we should be ex
pected to accept the substitute, and their action in car
'rying it out, instead of insisting upon i the principles 
em'Qodied in the resolution for which the one that was · 
adopted is the substitute. For, surely, they ought to 
.have our co-operation in what they have adopted; and' 
we .•~an assure the N~ W.·C. T>u. that we do sincerely 
wisl1 to co~oper~te with them in every way that is,possi" 
hlel .and we wili do .so. But when a vital pr1nciple is in-

Tolved, then adherence to principle is of more worth: 
· tn-a.n is co-operation at the expense of principle. 

IN hhe Natii:Hutl W. C. T.V. convention thdo1fo~1ngr, 
notice was given:-

" Madam President and Delegates: I gin notice that 
at the next annual convention I, or some one in my 
place, will offer the following amendment to the con,•ti~ 
tntion:-

"ARTICLE VI.-PLANS OF '\VORK. 

"Nothing shall enr be incorporated into any plan 
of N. W. C. T. U. work, by department or otherwise1 

which must of necessity become the occasion pf.sectarian 
controversy, or which can in any sense be made to inter:' 
fere with perfect liberty of conscience." 

This is the regu.larly established procedure in the 
N'. W. C. T. D. in all matters perta.ining to amendments 
to the constitution. This notice, therefore, stands af! 
perfectly regular and strictly in order; .and, as ·such, .is. 
before the union for consideration, through the whole
year, until the next annual convention; and will the& be, 
before the convention for consideration in convention,, 
and for the decision of the convention. 

Thus, by two distinct acts-their own aetion as a. 
convention, and this notice of an ame•dmentto the ,con-. 
atitution-the N. W. C. T. U. is committed definitely to. 
the consideration of Sund:;ty laws 'as affecting Sabbath· 
obaerV'ers; and to the consideration of their plans of 
work with respect to whatever may be, or may become,. 
«the occasion of sectarian controversy, or which can in 
:any sense be made to interfere with perfect liberty of' 

· conscience." In other words, the N. W. G. T. U., by 
these two acts, is brought face to face., officially and as'· 
a body, with the question of religious liberty-therigbts, 
of conscience as involvep in Sunday laws and Sabba~h 
observance. We are glad of it. This is a good thing •. 
It is one of the best things that has happened to the· 
N. W. C. T. U. since about 1886, at least, if not one ofl' 
the beat things that ever happened to it. 

THE National Union, in convention assembled; lias, 
declared itself in "favor" of "the amendment-of allState 
Sunday laws which do not contain.the uaual.ex,emption 
for those who keep the Sabba,th day."· This action ot 
theirs commits them to an examination of•all the State
Sunday laws, to discover which of,them,doea "not con· 
tain the usual exemption for .. those who keep the Sab
bath day;" and then, having found these, to "favor the 
amendment'' of them. 

In the nature of the e&se, this commits the whole 
National Union to the study of the question of· Supda;y' 
laws and Sabbath observers. ,And, as there Ml a regu~ 

larly introduced notice of. a,n, amendment, which they 
will be asked to adopt a,t; the next annual eon:vention,. 
by which "nothing shall e;ver be.incorporated. into an;y 
plan of theN. W. C. T. tJ,.~ wQr.k, by department or otlie:t.:..: 
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wise, which, must of necessity become the occasion of 
sectarian controversy, or which can in. any sense be 
made to interfere with perfect liberty of conscience,"
this, backing up their own work to which they are com
mitted by their own resolution, in the nature of things, 
requires them, in the examination of "all State Sunday 
laws," to consider whether there be any thing connected 
with these that may "become the occasion of sectarian 
controversy,.or which can in any sense be made to inter· 
fere with perfect liberty of cons'cience.'' 

Thus, by their own action in resolution, and by reg
ular notice of an amendment to their constitution, the 
N. W. C. T. U. is pledged to .the consideration of "per
fect liberty of conscience" as connected with Sunday 
laws and Sabbath observers. And, in the consideration 
of this mighty question,-one of the ;most important 
ever known,-,-the most important that has ever been 
before the N. W. C. T. U., the AMERICAN SENTINEL can, 
freely give, and hereby does pledge itself to give, the 
most hearty co-operation. And we call upon all Sev
enth-day Adventists in the nation to give the same co
operation in the consideration of this great question, as 
the AMERICAN SENTINEL proposes to give. Let a.l "those 
who keep the Sabbath day" assist by all possible means 
-by literature, lectures, sermons, Bible instruction, 
social converse-in every way help, and co-operate with, 
the women of theN. W. C. T .. U. in the consideration of 
this great question, which is inevitably now before them 
for at least a whole year. A. T. J. 

How to Compel a Man to Keep the Sabbath. 

BY A. F. BALLENGER. 

MANY ministers are giving their whole time to the 
work of influencing legislators, executive officers, to 
make and enforce laws compelling_ men to observe Sun
day. All this is worse than lost time. Civil law never 
made a Sabbath-keeper. T_he Sabbath law is spiritual. 
Civil law is not spiritual. A carnal law cannot bear 
spiritual fruit. There is a way to make real Sabbath-

. keepers out of Sabbath-breakers. Here is .the way it is 
done. 

A minister was preaching the gospel in a Maryland 
town. There was in the audience a very wicked man. 
He was a slave to tobacco and whiskey. His hair had 
grown gray in sin. His sins had separated him from his 
family, and he was living a hermit's life in a little shanty 
on the bay. 

At the close of the gospel sermon a call was made 
for men and women to forsake their sinful ways and 

I 
turn· to the Lord. Those who desired that prayer be 
offered for them were asked to raise their hands. This 
wicked man, this Sabbath-breaker, raised his hand. 
When these sinners were asked to surrender all to God 
and kneel down and unite in prayer for the forgiveness 

of sins, the wicked Sabbath-breaker knelt down: In less 
than five minutes the wicked Sabbath-breaker ~as con
verted into ·a new nian. In less than five minutes the 
wicked Sabbath-breaker became a Sabb11th-keeper. 
When be arose from his knees be had accepted into his 
life tP.e Spirit of the great Sabbath-keeper, Jesus Christ. 
This wicked man did not come to the meeting expecting 
to become' a Sabbath-keeper, but he heard the truth 
preached with compellingpower and he yielded to its in
fluence and became one. 

After the meeting he said: "My tools were all sharp
ened r6<Wy to go to work to morrow (this was Friday 
night) but to-morrow is the Sabbath, and I amgoing 
to keep it." This man was baptized and joined the 
~burch. He was reunited with his family, and a happy 
home resulted. Some weeks later an unconverted son 
remarked to the writer that there ,was a great change in 
their home; another unconverted boy declared that 
since father was converted their home was like heaven. 
This is the way Sabbath-keepers are made. Every other 
process will fail. "The carnal mind is enmity against 
God; for it is not subject to the law. of God, neither 
indeed can be." Why then attempt to compel the car
nal mind to be subject to the law of God when the Spirit 
of God sa.ys it cannot be done? But "the law of the 
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus," received into the heart of 
a Sabbath•breaker will destroy the carnal mind and set 
him "free from the law of sin and death" so that the 
"righteousness of the law" can "be fulfilled'.' in him. 
What the world needs and what Sabbath breakers need 
is not "the law of a carnal commandment" but "the 
power of an endless life,""'"'"the power from on high"
tbe Holy Spirit. "Not by might, nor by power, but by 
my Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts." 

Washington, D. C. 

SundaY, Law Decision Reversed in Pennsy-lvania. 

Ariel, Pa,, Dec. 25. 

EDITOR AMERICAN SENTINEL:-In August last David 
·Edwards caused S. B1 Field, a Sabbath keeper and now 
a member of the Seventh-day Adventist Church here to 
be arrested for binding and drawing oats on Sunday, 
a notice of which appeared in the SENTINEL, of August 
17. 

The justice decided against Mr. :Field and fined him 
$4 and costs. Mr. Field's lawyer appealed the case to 
the County Court. Last week the judge reversed. the 
decision of the justice, thereby clearing Mr. Field. 

, A. L. CoBB. 

ANEw JERSEY judge has decided in a test case that 
a Sunday shave is a necessity. It is still too soon to. 
express the hope that any judge in New Jersey or any 
other State will decide that the personal liberty of t,he 
American citizen is a :i:tecessity.-N. Y. World. . 
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An Interesting Case Decided. 

THE ·supreme Court of Iowa recently decided a very 
i11:teresting case, involving the legality of Sunday con
tiracts, and in effect affirming the right of the church to 
~monopoly of that day for church work. 

The case in question w~s on this wise: A certain 

1gentleman, whose name is of no importance in this con
hection, subs~ribed to a fund raised by a certain church 
'in Fort Madison. But when an attempt was made to 
collect the subscriptibn, he refused payment. 

The grounds of this refusal to redeem his pledge 
were, first, that there was no consideration;. second, 

'that the contract was void because of the fact that it 
was made on Sunday. 

The plea that there was no consideration, or "value 
received," was swept away as a mere quibble, the court 
remarking that the pledge would doubtless "never have 
been made without sufficient considerat.ion, whether 
tangible or not." 

Thus far the decision of the Iowa court must com
mend itself to all fair-minded people as being in strict 
accord with the demands of justice. Contracts are fre
quently made and material purchased on the strength 
of just such subscriptions, and it is only right that men 
making such pledges should be required to redeem 
them. 

But this could not be done in this case without sus
taining a Sunday contract, and it was at this point that 
the court got tangled. The promise to pay to said fund 
was clearly a contract, made on Sunday. To sustain 
this contract upon the broad groun'a that all me~ have 
an inherent right to make contracts whenever they see 
.fit, would have been to sweep away no inconsiaerable 
part of the Iowa Sunday law. 

The question was solved thus: The court said that 
while an ordinary contract made on Sunday was illegal, 
one to do good could not be so considered. "The cus
tom of taking offerings on the first day of the week.has 
existed from time immemorial, and no one has sup
posed this to be prohibited by statute. Otherwise the 

. deacons or others in passing around the hat and the 
minister in directing this to be done are amenable to 
the penalties of the law. The Founder of Christianity 
held it. to be lawful to do good on the Sabbath day." 

Now while giving to the cause of God may very prop
erly be held to be a part of divine worship, and not to 
be prohibited nor restricted in any way, by what .right 
does any American court thus award to the church and 

'to church people, to deacons, stewards, ministers, etc., 
a monopoly in the matter of raising funds and of mak
ing legal contracts on any day of the week, whether 
that day be Sunday or some other day? For if the leg
islature and the courts can grant such a monopoly for 

. one day why not for more than one? 
The Io,wa Bill of Rights pr~vides that "All laws of 

·' ' 

a general nature shall have a uni,form operation. The 
General Assembly sliali not grant to any citizen or class 
of citizens privileges or immunities which upon the same 
terms shall not equally belong to all citizens." 

But do not those who take up cburch,collections, 
and who secure pledges for church enterprises, consti; 
tute a "class" within the meaning of the Bill of Rights? 
and does not the law, as interpreted by the court in 
questipn, grant to this class a privilege which do~s not, 
belong equally to all citizens? It certainly does. 

Suppose that the agnostics of the State of Iowa were 
~o bold a largeSu,nday meeting for the purpose of rais

. mg a fund to erect a monument to the memory of the 
late Colonel Ingersoll, or to found a Freethought Col
lege, or to circulate the writings of Paine, Volney, et al.~ 
would the courts of Iowa bold that subscriptions made 
to such a fund on Sunday were collectable by legal pro
cess? If so the· reasons given would have to be very 
different frb .. l those given in the Fort Madison church 
case. 

The decidedly religious features of this case simply 
emphasize the fact that notwithstanding constitutional 
guarantees of equal rights for all men withput regard 
to their religious' beliefs and practises, religious people 
have been given a monopoly of Sunday for religious pur
poses. This class may raise money upon that day, and 
for this purpose may make legal contracts; but "ordi
nary .contracts" made upon Sunday for ordinary pur
poses are illegal! 

This decision involves the whole question of the
proper relations of church and state. The precedent 
established is a dangerous one. Who cannot see that 
the same authority that can thus favor Christianity 
might not with the same ease favor any particular sect. 
to the exClusion of all other sects? 

We believe that the contract in question wa,s prop
erly held to be legal,· but not for the reasons given. The. 
truth is that the right to make contracts is an inherent" 
inalienable right of whichgovernment bas no just power 
to deprive any portion of citizens. The idea of restrict-

. ing this right upon one dtiy of each week to the churches 
for church purposes, is abhorrent to all correet princi
ples of religious equality and of religious liberty. The 
state owes to Christianity only the same protection ac
corded to all men. Genuine Christianity needs no favors 
from civil government, nor does it ask for them. Sh:e 
who leans upon Cresar's arm for support is not the bride· 
of Christ. c. P. B •. 

The Wages of Sin.-The story is t.old of a young 
man who was addicted to the cigarette habit. He J;lad 
smoked 1,200 packages, and wrote to the manufa,ctur-. 
ers to know wh~t they would g~ve for the 1,2()0 pictures 
.that had COD(le with the cigarettes. The answer of the 
manu~acturer.s was right to the point-:•swoke 1,20(} 
more ,and we will send ypu a cof:Jln."-}JibJ(! Ecbo. 
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~====~====~====================================~ 
What Weuld Jesus Do? 

BY W. N. GLENN. 

' _.THIS is the proposed motto of a proposed "United 
1'Christian Party." The name implies the purpose of 
·such a party, even without the express design of having 
·"Christian voters all united at the ballot box." The 
~subject is the establishment of religious politics, or po
'litical religion. The call for the organization of such a 
party verbally disavows a union of church and state, 

rbut its success could mean only tha.t, nothing less. 
Why would Christia.ns seek to unite all their force at the 
%ballot box (for the ballot is just so much of the force 
. principle upon which civil governments a.re. ba.sed)? 
Would not the purpose manifestly be to force control of 
political matters, hence control of the Government? 

Such a party would assume to be Christian. If all 
•Christians should sustain this party, as the call sug
gests, would not it be a church party? If it should suc

·ceed at the polls, would not the Government virtually 
. pass into the hands of the church? The officers elected, 
'if true to their pledges, would be obligated to carry out 
the principles-in. other words, to obey the behests-of 
the Christian party, whiilh party would be the church. 
Thus the logic of the proposed "United Christian Party" 
is church domination of the state, or practical church 
·and state union. 

Well, would it not be well to havt:> the Government 
taken out of the hands of wicked men, mere selfish poli
ticians? The United Christian Party proposes to put 
only "God-fearing men" into office; would not that be 
a gmnd consummation? Yes, this all sounds well from 
the rostrum, and reads well on paper; but it never can 
be accomplished by professed Christians organizing for 
tpower to control their fellow-men by force. Control by 
·civil government is control by force; and the party that 
·"Seeks such control cannot be a Christian party. It 
would only be operating under a Christian guise; its 
very incipiency must' needs be hypocrisy, and therefore 
•it would be the most corrupt of all political parties. 

As to its motto, ".What Would Jesus Do?" we ask, 
What did Jesus do? At a certain time the people 
wanted to make him king-wanted to "take him by 
,force and make him king"-the highest political posi

. tion in their gift. What opportunities for reform in 
:go'Vernment and in society that position would have 
afforded him! Were not such reforms needed then? 
They certainly were. Did he accept? No; he spurned 
the idea, and hid himself from the temptation. W a.s it 
because he thought lle could not succeed in getting the · 
place? No; he had the povy.er of God behind him, and 
.could han attained to a.ny position that it was consis
tent for him to hold. His mission was to "preach good 

·tidings to the meek," to "bind up the brok(ln-hearted," 
· to "proclaim lib~rty tQ tM captives," and the ''opening 

'· of the prison to them that are bound," to ''proclaim 
the acceptable year of the Lord, and· the day of venge
ance of onr God," to "comfort all that mourn," etc. Isa. 
61:1-3. 

Here is not one word about engaging in politiics; 
not~ word about reforming civilgovernment or socit'l~Y 
through political methods. The only reformatory or 
beneficiary measures He ever suggested are comp~·e· 
hended in the proclamation of the gospel, by p'recept 
and example. And his word to his disciples is, '.'Follow 
me." The men who are endeavoring to form political 
parties for the purpose of eo•trolling the Government 
are not following Christ or his apostles. 

Have these professed Christians ever thought seri· 
o~sly of what the establishment of· a Christia.n govern
ment means to this Government and to their work . 
There can be no Christian government withoutChrist at 
the head of it. He is coming to this earth to set up just 
such a goyernment. But when he comes, it will be the 
death knell of every earthly government then in exist· 
ence, no matter what its pretense may be. His 'king
dom is represented by the stone "cut . out without. 
hands" (Daniel 2) wl:>~~lJ. will break in pieces every other 
government, and "fill tne whole earth.'' Not one of the 
governments of m,en will be patched up by political 
means and made to do service as the kingdom of Christ. 
The prophet saw them al! become "like the chaff of the 
suq~.mer threshing floors; and the wind carried them 
away, that no place was found for them." 

But not only will ali human governments be de· 
strayed, but all human beings who have not the Spirit 
of Christ will be destroyed "by the brightness of his 
coming.'' ·Christ himself declared, ''My kingdom is not 
of this world;" and men who are endeavoring to build 
him a worldly kingdom and to force worldly people into 
allegiance to it, are simply building in Christ's name a 
strupture which, together with the builders, he will ut-
terly repudia.te and destroy at his coming. · 
· Oakland, Cal. 

------~~·-------

Providence and Imperialism. 

By Tlws. 0. Hodgson. 

IMPERIALISTS are prone to charge upon providence 
the responsibility of our p·resent troubles in the East. 
This is an old dodge. No nation ever yet did a mean 
thing without blaming. providence for it. Na.poleon 
used another term but he meant the same thing when 
he excused all his crimes against other nations, and his 
own, too, under the plea of "destiny."' Great states
men are very fond of hiding behind this subterfuge. 

Now if it be true that providence has ordained that 
the United States must become a "world power;" then 
there is nothing for us to do but- "take up the white 
man's . burden." ·· But one can't help wondering· ·why 
providence didn't throw Canada. into our lap;'· ;Since 
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providence made the world and fashioned the continents 
it would seem that it must have designed Can~da for 
the United States, or visa, versa,; and eince w:e have dis· 
'C~vered so recently that the consent of the governed is 
notnecessary, why not take over Canada? Her terri
tory is much :needed to round' out our American farm. 

But alas! These shrewd statesmen have discovered 
that providence always takes the side of the hea.viest 
guns. If England were only as weak and decrepid as 
Spain how soon would Canada be ours, and that, too, 
in the interests of humanity, and for their good as well 
as ours! Modern statesmanship is about as hard to 
understand as "the ways of providence." "Be not de
ceived," we have as much human nature in us as any, 
other nation. We have more of the spirit of aggrand-, 
izement than earlier ns.tions ever had, and ~hen we want 
to extend our dominion it is not hard to find a pre~ 

text for jumping upon some weak and helpless people. 
That we should go half way around the globe to 

pounce upon a people that never injured us, nor gave us 
the slightest pretext for invading their territory, is so 
preposterous on its face that it is not strange we should 
seek to saddle the responsibility entirely on providence. 

Servitude Under Our Flag. 

New York "World." 

HAWAII is now a part of the United States. The 
'Constitution of the United States forbids "slavery or in
voluntary servitude, except for crime," in any territory 
controll!'ld by this country. 

Yet in Hawaii there are 100,000 men held in invol
untary servitude, and the act annexing the islands pro
wided for a continuation of this unlawful condition of 
;things. 

The American Federation of Labor in session at 
l])etroit bas entered protest by unanimous vote. Its 
actien is timely and necessary. If it were true, as as
rserted, that the H~waiian sugar plantations cannot be 
:successfully worked without some form of slave labor, 
<then the Hawaiian sugar plantations should ·be left to 
grow up in weeds. 

NQ "interest" on the face of the earth can compen
sate ior slavery. No consideration of gain can justify 
br excuse involuntary servitude. Better a wilderness 
anywher~ than a land fructified by the sweat of slaves. 

But it is not true that the sugar plantations cannot 
be .cultivated without slave labor. The like was said of 

. our Southern cotton fields. Yet never in the history of · 
slavery did those fields produce more than one-half the 
cotton crop that they now yield from free labor every 
year. 

Our first national duty is to make an end of the 
bG{ldagf;) of men wherever our flag floats, whether in 
Hawaii or S'Q.lu. 

Christmas and "Peace on Earth." 

"The Un1on Signal," Dec. 1899. 

To-nAY, the two nations representing the highest 
type of civilization, the two nations to whom have been 
granted such marvelous opportunities for knowing and 
applying the principles of Christianity, are each engaged 
in an aggressive war; a war with a people weaker than 
themselves; a war for the extension of' territory and 
the acquisition of material gain. Surely there must be 
an undertone of irony as well as of woe in the Christmss 
ca~ols of both E'ngland and America in this year of our . 
Lord,1899. . 

But the red-handed war upon the field of battle is 
not t.he only warfare which is being carried on in our 
nation .and throughout the world. Indeed, there is a 
profound sense in which that may be called a "peaceful 
war" when it is compared with the industrial and eco
nomic warfare in which well nigh every human being, 
wittingly or unwittingly, is qompelled to take .a part. 

Think of the cornering of industria!'! in the hands of 
the few while thousands trained to gain a livelihood by 
means of those industries are persistently kept out of 
work. See how the very first right which each human 
being should be able to elaim..:_the right to work-is 
denied to multitude.s, lest through "over-production" 
there should be a lessening of the enormous receipts of 
the few. We starve in this country because of "over
production!" Is. not that the devil's own logic? 

Read a paragraph or two gleaned almost at random 
from some of the leading papers of the land: "Gatling 
guns are the means to c~re striking mobs." "The shri
plest plan, probably, when one is not a member '-~·the 
Humane Society, is to put strychnine or arsenic in the 
provision furnished to trl:l>mps. This is a warning to .' 
other tramps to keep out of the neighborhood." 

"If workingmen have no vote they might be amena
ble to the teachings of the times." 

"There seems. to be but one remedy and it must 
come-change of ownership of the soil and a crea~ion of 
class land-owners on the one hand and of tenant farmers 
on the other-something similar to what existed in the 
older countries of Europe." ' , 

And this in Christian America! And this in "God's 
last experiment with humanity!" And this in."the ~a~d 
of the free!" Surely to one who has eyes to see and ears 
to hear, the Christmas chimes must often sound like a 
great wail rising from the depths of a sorely disap· 
pointed humanity. They must mean the crying of Peace, 
Peace, when there is no peace . 

CINCINNATI reports an order from Manila for twenty 
car-loads of beer. The consignee, a Manila saloon
keeper, and ·a firm,believer in the neceesity of "expan: 
~ion, 1 ' says be has a..demanQ, fo:r eight car~h>ads a .week;. 
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THE New York Sabbath' Committee are determined 
to. punish people in this city who violate the Sunday 
law by giving theatrical exhibitions. 

* * * 
BECAUSE an opera house which had recently been 

rebuilt in Newark, ~. Y., was to be opened Thursday 
evening, on which evening the usual church prayer 
meetings are conducted in that town, the proprietor of 
the opera house was severely scored by a Newark cler
gyman from his pulpit, as having given "an affront to 
the Christian churches of this village." .. 

* * 
This is treating the theater as a rival of the church; 

but a church which is in a condition to suffer from the 
rivalry of a worldly institution, is certainly not in the 
right condition spiritually. The opera house, consid
ered with reference to the exhibitions usually given, is 
against the church all the time, just as all worldliness is 
against the church; ~,tnd if church members go to the opera 
-on an evening when no church services are held, it .is 
just as bad as regards their efficiency as Christian work
ers as if they went on prayer meeting evening. If 
church members lose from their hearts the vital power 
of godliness, at any time during the week, they are un
fitted for efficiency in the church to which they belong, 
and their connection with it is only a hindrance rather 

· than a help. 

* * * 
When a church bas reason to fear the rivalry of 

worldly show-giving institutions, it is evidence that the 
church is on a worldly level. On the high plane of spir
ituality no worldly institution can be planted; and 
wllile the church remains on that plane, as it is her high 
privilege constantly to do, attractions will be offered 
he\' adherents with which worldly allurements have no 
power at all to compete. 

* * * 
THE Secretary of the Treasury was quoted recently 

as saying, when asked for an explanation of some finan
cial dealings between himself as agent of the Govern
ment and a certain bank, that it was wholly a matter 
between the Government and the bank, and did not con-

. cern the people at all. If this is so, then it must be that 
,the'Government has c.ome to be something apart and 

distinct from the people, so that the concern of the one 
is not the concern of the other; and it is time hir a new 
definition of government !n the United States. 

* * * 
THE "understanding" between England and the 

United States, in which it appears Germany also has 
some interest, has been gravely guaranteed by its pro
jectors to insure the peace of the world. Yet now, only 
a few weeks after this bombastic announcement, Eng
land finds herself facing tht:> grave possibility of the 
breaking up of her empire, and the precipitation of 
world-wide war. The spectacle of two nations grasping 
hands to insure the world's peace, while both are en· 
gaged in war and one is even fighting to maintain her 
place as a world power, is a curious spectacle, and one 
which well illustrates the folly of human wisdom. 

* * 
RECENTLY there was a convention of the Catholie 

Knights of Ohio in Delaware, 0., at which a ''ringing 
speech," says the Catholic Mirror, ·was made by Bishop 
Horstmann. The purport of the bishop's speech was 
that Catholics in America ought to unite to secure 
greater prominence in politics. At the same time h& 
said, "We thank: God that we are the only church that 
has kept out of politics." 

* * * 
He pointed to the record made by four leadingC<tth

olics in the German parliament: "Why-those four men 
brought Bismarck with all his blood and iron down to 

. their feet (applause). They stirred up all Germany; 
and you know to-day that King William ha!;l to hold 
out his hand to the Catholic .Centrum, or "t.herwise he 
cannot hold his P,OWer. They thought the l!l:st election 
would settle it, but the Catqolics sent back not only 
their own power but increased it by ten. They have 
now a surplus of one hundred and thirteen, and nothing 

, can be done without their consent. That is what united 
Catholic Germany can do." 

• 
* 

And the like of this is just what the bishop wants 
"united Catholic America" to do in the United States. 
And yet the Catholic Church would not for anything go · 
into politics! He even "told President McKinley once 
that if a priest sliould preach politics he would be sign~ 
ing his own death warrant!" 

* * * 
And this conception of the nature of politics and of 

what constitutes going into politics, is not at all con
fined to this, bishop or to the Catholic Church. It is a 
Catholic conception that bas come to be generally held 
by Protestants. But the truth is that any church goes 

. into politics ju,st to the extent that its members go into 
politics; for in politics a church member is notseparated 
from his religion. 
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THE Catholic Mirror mentions that this question is 
, being agitated in ecclesiastical circles in Hawaii: "When 
the United States absorbs a smaller State, a.s it ab
sorbed or annexed Hawaii, does a church existing in the 
smaller State necessarily become a branch of or a part 
of a similar ecclesiastical organization in the larger or 
~absorbing dominion?" And the Mirror inquires, "If so; 
'is not this dangerously akin to the pernicious doctrine 

of the union of church and state?" 

* * * 
It is amusing to note how both the Catholics and 

the National Reformers hold the union of church and 
state to be "pernicious" when it is something else than 
the union they are working to secure. 

Subsidizing the Church of Rome. 

EDITOR AMERICAN SENTINEL: l inclose a copy* of the 
decision of the Supreme Court of the United States 
determining the law of eleemosynary corporations and 
sectarian appropriations. I wish to call special atten
tion to the sentence, "All that can be said of the corpo
ration itself is that it has been incorporated by an act 
of Congress, and for its legal powers and duties that 
act must be exclusively referred to." And again, "In 
respect too, of its creation, organization, management, 
and ownership of proper'ty, it is an ordinary private 
corporation, whose rights are determinable by the law 
of the land, and the religious opinions of whose members 
are not subjects of inquiry." 

This shows how wise President Madison was in re
fusing his assent to a bill making a church an ordinary 
private corporation. He used the veto power to defeat 
a bill to incorporate a church in thjs district on two 
grounds:-

1. "Because the bill exceeds the rightful authority 
to which governments are limited by the essential dis
tinction between civil and religious functions, and vio
lates in particular the article of the Constitution of the 
United States which declares that 'Congress shall make 
no law respecting a religious establishment.' 

2. "Becam:e the bill vests in the said incorporated 
church an authority to provide for the support of the 
poor and the education of the poor children of the same; 
an authority which, being altogether superfluous if the 
provision is to be the result o[ pious charity, would be 
a precedent for giving to religious societies, as such, a 
legal agency in carrying into effect a civil and public 
duty." 

One week afterward another bill was vetoed by him. 
The latter provided "that there be reserved the quan
tity of five acres of land,including Salem meeting-house,. 

· in the Mississippi Territory, for the use of the Baptist 

*For the text of this decision see p. 10. 

Church at said meeting-bouse." He refused to ap,prove 
it: "Because the said bill, in reserving a parcel of land . 
of the United States for, the use of said Baptist Cliurch, 
comprises a principle and precedent for the appropria
tion of funds of the United' States, for the use and sup
port of religious societies, contrary to the Article of the 
Constitution which declares that 'Congress sha,JJ make 
no law respecting a religious establishment.'" 

These two cases of contemporaneous construction 
of the Constitution by the very man who wrote the First 
Amendment are only' casually referred to by the Su
preme Court, and then only as if they were the effusions 
of au ignoramus; for the court says that the phrase "a 
law respecting a religious establishment" is not synony
mous with that used in the Constitution, which prohib
its the passage of a law "respecting an establishment of 
religion." But clearly the men who framed the Consti
tution regarded it as synonymous. Many of them were 
in Congress when Mr. Madison's veto messages were dis
cussed and sustained by that body; and no such criti
cism as that now made by the Supreme Court was made 
by any one at that time. They supposed the First 
Amendment to prohibit all interference or meddling 
with religion, either in the abstract or in the concrete. 
Alexander Hamilton had defined the phrase "an estab
lished religion," to be "one with regard to the support 
of which the law is active and provident;" and the only 
difference between an established religion and an estab
lishment of religion is a mere participial difference, re
ferable only to the catego:i·y of time, and not to sub
stance, or quantity, or quality, or place, or action, or 
passion, or possession. 

There is no logical opposition between the two 
phrases at all. If framed into propositions they would 
stand opposed neithm· as contraries, subcontraries, con
tradictories, nor subalterns. There was no "established 
religion" of the United States when th~ First Amend 
ment was passed by the First Congress; and that body, 
supported by the ~hole American people, solemnly 
determined that there should be no "establishment ot 
religion" in futuro. 

The first great struggle between political parties 
after the adoption of the Constitution arose over the 
construction of the First Amendment, in consequence of 
the alien and sedition laws. This struggle gave rise to 
the Virginia Resolutions, written by Mr. Madison in 
1798, in defense of the freedom of conscience and of the 
press. Then the attack had been made on the freedom 
of the press, but it was declared that the freedom of 
conscience was equally endangered, and hen?e the whole 
nation was aroused. Sectiol).s 6 and 7 of these resolu
tions .show conclusively that the State and people of 
Virginia never could have intended to delegate to Con
gress the right to take money from a.ny citizen of that 
State to be applied in the propagation of opinions 
which he disbelieved; and that they were determined' to 
maintain the rights guaranteed. by the First Amend-
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meil.t at an hatJards. These two sections are as fol
lows:-

"6. That this State, having by its convention which 
ratified the Federal Constitution, expressly declared 
that, among other essential rights, 'the, liberty of con• 
science and the press cannot be canceled, abrid~ed, re· 
strained, or modified by any authority of the United 
States,' and from its extreme anxiety to guard these 
ri~hts from every possible attack of sophistry and am· 
bition-having, with other States, recommended an 
&mend:r;nent for that purpose, which amendme1,1t was in 
due time annexed to the Constitution-it would mark a 
reproachful inconsistency and criminal degeneracy if an 
indifference were now shown to the most palpable viola
tion of one of the rights thus declared and secured, and 
to the establishment of a precedent which may be fatal 
to the other. 

"7. That the good people of this Commonwealth 
having ever felt, and continuing to feel, the. most sincere 
affection for their brethren .of the other States, the 
truest anxiety for establishing and perpetuating the 
u.nion of all, and the most scrupulous fidelity to that 
Constitution, which is the pledge of mutual friendship 
and the instrument of mutual happiness, the General 
Assembly doth solemnly appeal to the like dispositions 

· in the other States, in confidence that they will concur 
with this Commonwealth in declaring, as it does hereby 
declare, that the acts aforesaid are unconstitutional, 
f!,nd that the necessary and proper measures will be 
taken by each for co-operation with this State in main
taining unimpaired the authorities, rights, and liberties 
reserved to the States respectively or to the people." 

Now, if the Constitution is to be construed and ad
ministered at all times according to its meaning and 
intention when it was framed and adopted, where is the 
justification for acts which violate the freedom of con,"' 
science by taxing the people of the several States--com
pelling them to furnish contributions of mone:;-tor the 
propagation of the religious opinions of "6he church of. 
Rome? Let the advoct\tes of pope:.;_.y and arbitrary 
power answer this. Let them sa:y wheth~r the policy of 
tSubsidizing the church ot Rqm;; does, or does not, sub· 
-vert both the general prin,..~~ples of free government and 
<the particular orga.'"._;ization and mandatory inhibition 
•of the Fede.rP_::L Constitution? But are we subsidizing 
11-.ha.t .ehv:t•ch? Let us see. 

'In his history of the Catholic Church in America 
(p. 489), O'Gorman says:-

" A complete history of the religious orders would 
be of the highest value, for their history is the history 
of Catholic education and charities. Our parochial 
schools, colleges, academies, and charitable institutions 
a,re in their hands." If this be true, is not a subsidy to 
the institutiol)-s owned and conducted by these orders 
u~constitutional? Are not all contracts made by the 
Government with them or their r@presentatives uncon
stitutional? Do they not compel men to make contri
butions of money for the propagation of opinions which 
they disbelieve? And are they not therefore sinful and 
tyrannical? Jefferson spoke of tax~:t;ion for such pur-.. 

poses as "unrighteous compulsion," and as "spiritual! 
tyranny" '(1 Jeff. Works, pp. 86-87). 

I .may supply other contemp,oraneous authorities in" 
a futurE} article. For the present I close. 

JOSEPH BRADFIELD,. 

Text of Supreme Court Decision Regal'di'ng 
· Sectarian Appropriations. 

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STA!I!ES. 

No. 76.-0cTOBER TERM, •1899. 

JosephBradfield,Appellant,}A 1 f .. h. C .., ~· vs ppea rom u e · ouru 01r 

Ellis H. Rob~rts, Treasurer · Appeals of ~he ~istriat 
of the Umted States. of Colum bm. 

[December 4, 1899.] 

THis is a suit in equity, brought by the appellBJn1J to 
enjoin the defendant from paying any moneys tra. the 
directors of Providence Hospital, in tbe city o£'Wash-. 
ington, under an agreemen~ entered into between the· 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia and the di~ 
rectors of the hospital, by virtue of the authority of an. 
act of Congress, because of the alleged invalhl!ity of the· 
agreement for the reasons stated in the biJl, of Cli>m

plaint. In that bill complainant represents that he is a. 
citizen and taxpayer of the' United States and a resident 
of the nistrict of Columbia, that the d0fendant is the
Treasurer of the United States, and the object of the. 
~uit is to enjoin him from paying to or on account oi 
Providence Hospital, in the city of Washington, District 
ofColumbia,any moneys belonging to the United States, 
by virtue of a contract bet_ween the Surgeon-General of 
the Army and the directors of that hospital, or by virtue 
of an a,greement between the Commissioners of the Dis
triut of Columbia and such directors, under the author· 
tty of a,n approp~iation contained in the sundry civil 
a,ppropriation bill fortl!~J.:>!f:Jt:r!~tgf Qglumbia, a'!lproveq 
June 4,1891, 

Complainant further alleged in his bill:-

''That the said Providen.ce Hospital is a private 
eleemosynary corporation, and that to the best of com
plainant's knowledge and belief it is composed of mem
bers of a monastic order or sisterhood of the Roman 
Catholic Church, and is conducted under the auspices of 
said church; that the title to its property is ves-ted in 
the 'Sisters of Charity of Emmitsburg, Maryland;' that, 
it was incorporated by a special act of Congress ap
proved April 8, 1864, whereby, in addition to the usual 
powers of bodies corporate and politic, it was invested 
specially with 'full power and all the rights of opening 
and keeping a hospital in the city of Washington for 
the care of such sick,and invalid persons as may place 
themselves under the treatment and care of said corpo-
ration.' . ' . 

.''That in view of the sectarian character of fjaid 
:Prov:id,ence Hospitaland th.e spec~fic and limi~e<l;object 



'Of its creation, the said contract between the same and 
>the Surgeon-General of the Army and also the said 
:.agreement between the same and the Commissioners of 
<the District ,of Columbia are unauthorized by law, and, 
1moreover, involve a principle and a precedent for the 
:appr01priation· of the funds of the United States for·the 
•use and su.pport of religious societies, contrary to the 
:article of the Constitution which declares that Congress 
·shall make no law respecting a religious establishment, 
:and also a precedent for giving to religious societies a 
legal agency in carrying into effect a public and civil 
duty which would, if once established, speedily obliter
ate the essential distinction between civil and religious 
functions. 

· "That the complainant and all other citizens and 
taxpayers of the United States are injured by reason 
of the said coll!ltract and the said agreement, in virtue 
whereof the public funds are being used and pledged for 
the advancement and support of a private and secta
,rian corporation, and that they will suffer irreparable 
·damage if the same are allowed to be carried into 
full effect by means of payments made through or by 
the said defendant out of the Treasury of the United 
;States, contrary to the Constitution and declared 
1policy of the Government." 

The defendant demurred to the bill on the ground 
that the complainant had not. in and by his Hill shown 
:any right or title to maintain the same; also upon 
the further ground that the complainant had .not 
>Stated such a case as entitled him to the relief thereby 
•prayed or any relief as against the defendant. 

Complainant joined issue upon the demurrer, and at 
:a term of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia 
the demurrer was overruled and the injunction granted 
.as prayed for. Upon appeal to the Court of Ap
peals of the District the judgment was reversed, and 
the case remanded to the Supreme Court, with directions 
to dismiss the bill. Whereupon the complainant ap
pealed to this court. 

Mr. Justice Peckham, after stating the facts, deliv
·ered the opinion of the Court. 

Passing the various objections-made to the mainte· 
uance of this suit on account of an alleged defect of par
ties, and also in regard to the character in which the 
·complainant sues, me~ely that of a citizen and taxpayer 
<>f the United States and a resident of the District of 
Columbia, we come to the main question as to the valid
ity of the agreement between the Commissioners of the 
District and the directors of the hospital, fouuded upon 
the appropriation contained in the act of Congress, the 
eontention being that the agreement if carried' out 
1\VOl:ild result in an appropriation by Congress of money 
to a religious society, thereby violating the constitu
tional provision which forbids Congress from passing 
.any law respecting an establishment of religion. (Art. 
.I. of the Amendments to Constitution.) 

The appropriation is to be found in the general ap· 
propriation act for the government of the District of 
Columbia, approved' March, 3, 1897. (29 Stat. 665, 

679.) it reads: "For two isolated buildings, to be con
structed, in the discretion of the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia, on the grounds of two hospita.ls, 
and to be operated as a part of such hospital, thirty 
thousand dollars.'' Acting under the authority of this 
appropriation the Commissioners entered into the 
ti.greementin question. . . . ·. 

The act shows that the individuals named therein 
and their successors ill. office were incorporated under 
the name of "The Directors of Providence Hoilpital," 
with power to receive, hold, and convey personal·· and · 
real property, as provided in its first section. By the 
second section the corporation was granted "full power 
and all the rights of opening and keeping a hospital in 
the city of Washington for the care of such sick and in
valid persons .as may place themselves under the treat
ment and care of the said corporation." The third sec
tion gave it full power to make such by-laws, rules, and 
regulations that might be necessary for the general ac
complishment of the objects of the hospital, not incon-
13istent with the laws in force in the District of Columbia. 
Nothing is said about religion or about the religious 
faith of the incorporators of this institution i.u the act 
of incorporation. It is simply the ordinary case of the 
incorporation of a hospital for the purposes for which 
such an institution is generally conducted. It is claimed 
that the allegation· in the complainant's bill, that the 
said "Providence Hospital is a private eleemosynary 
corporation, and that to th13 best of complainant:s 
knowledge and belief it is composed of members ofa 
monastic order or sisterhood of the Roman Catholic 
Church, and is conducted under the auspices of said 
church; that the title to its property is vested in the 
Sisters of Charity of Emmitsburg, Maryland," renders 
the agreement void for the reason therein stated, which 
is that Congress has no power to make. "a law respect
ing a religious establishment," a phrase which is not 
synonymous with that used in the Constitution, whieh 
prohibits the passage of a law "respecting an establish· 
ment of religion." 

If we were to assume, for the purpose of this ques
tion only, that under this appropriation an agreement 
with a religious corporation of the tenor of this agree-· 
ment would be invalid, as resulting indirectly in the 
passage of an act respecting an eRtablishment of relig
ion, we are unable to see that the complainant is his 
bill shows that the corporation is of the kind described; 
but on the contrary he has clearly shown that it is not. 

The ab.ove mentioned allegations in the complain
ant's bill do not change the legal character of the cor
poration or render it on that account a religious or 
sectarian body. Assuming that the hospital is a priv:· 
ate eleemosynary corporation, the fact that its mem
bers, according to the belief of the complainl:t,nt;. are 
members of a monastic order or sisterhood of the Ro
man Catholic Church, and the further fact tii.a~'the 
hospital'is co'nducted under tlie aupices of said ·~burch~ 
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are wholly immaterial, as is also the allegation regard
ing the title to its property. The statute provides as 
to its property and makes no provision for its being 
held by any one other than itself. The facts above 
stated do not in the least change the legal character of 
the hospital, or make· a. religious corporation out of a 
purely secular one as constituted by the law of its being. 
Whether the individuals who compose the corporation 
under its charte·r happen to be all Roman Catholics, or 
all Methodists, or Presbyterians, or Unitarians, or 
members of any other religious organization, or of no 
organization at all, is of not. the slightest consequence 
with reference to the law of its incorporation, nor can 
tlhe individual beliefs upon religious matters of the vari
ous incorporators be inquired into. Nor is it material 
that the hospital may be conducted under the auspices 
of .the Roman Catholic Church. To be conducted under 
the auspices is to be conducted under the influence or 
patronage of that church. The meaning of the allega
tion is that the church exercises great and perhaps con
trolling influence over the management of the hospital. 
It must, however, be managed pursuant to the law of 

. its being. 
That the influence of any particular church may be 

powerful over the members of a non-sectarian and secu
lar corporation, incorporated for a certain defi;ned pur· 
pose and with clearly stated powers, is surely not suf· 
ficient to convert such a corporation into a religious or 

_sectarian body. That fact does not alter the. legal char
acter of the corporation, "which is incorporated under 
an act of Congress, and its powers, duties and character 
are to be solely measured by the charter under which it 
alone has any legal existence. There is no allegation 
that its hospital work is confined to members of that 
church or that in its management the hospital has been 
conducted so as to violate its charter in the smallest 
degree. lt is simply the case of a secular corporation 
being managed by people who hold to the doctrines of 
the Roma.n Catholic Church, but who nevertheless are 
~anagingthe corporation according to the law under 
which it exists. · 

The charter itself does not limit the exercise of its 
corporate powers to the members of any particular 
religious denomination, but on the contrary those 
powers are to be exercised in favor of any one seeking 
the ministrations of that kind of an institution. All 
that can be said of the corporation itself is that it has 
been incorporated by an act of Congress, and for its 
legal powers and duties that act muRt be exclusively 
referred to. 

·'As stated in the opinion of the Court of Appeals, 
this corporation "is not declared the trustee of any 
church or religious society. Its property is to be ac
quired in its own name and for its own purposes; that 
property and its business are to be managed in its own 
way, subject to no Tisitation, surpervision, or control 
by any ecclesiastical authority whatever, but only to 

I 
. that of the government which created it. In respect 

then to its creation, organization, management and 
ownership of property it is an ordinary private corpor
ation whose rights are determinable by the law of the 
land, and the religious opinions of whose members are 
not subjects of inquiry." . . . . 

The act of Congress, however, shows there is nothing 
sectarian in the corporation, and "the specific and lim
ited object of its creation" is the opening and keeping 
a hospital in the city of Washington for the care of such 
sick and invalid persons as may place themselves under 
the treatme.nt and care of the corporation. To make 
the agreement was within the discretion of the Commis
sioners, and was a fair exercise thereof. 

·The right reserved in the third section of the charter 
to amend, alter or' repeal the act leaves full power in 
Congress to remedy any abuse of the charter privileges. 

Without adverting to 8illy other objections to the 
maintenance of this suit, it is plain that complainant 
wholly fails to set forth a cause of action, and the bill 
was pt·operly dismissed by the Court of Appeals, and its 
decree will, therefore, be 

Affirmed. 

Already They Ask for a Million Dollars. 

THE SENTINEL some time ago called attention to 
the probability of a demand for indemnity by the Cath
olic Church upon the Government, for damage to church 
property caused ·by the war in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and 
the Philippines. From the following, which appeared in 
the Pittsburg Catholic, of November 29, it appears that 
this demand bas begun to be made:-

"The church authorities, represented in this country 
by Cardinal Gibbons alid Archbishop Chapelle, the papal 
del!lgates to the Philippines, have taken steps to get 
pay from the United States Government for the damages 
done church property by American. troops in Cuha, 
Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. They bav11 retained 
Dr. Jose Ignacio Rodriguez,ofWashington,to represent 
the church. 

"Dr. Rodriguez, who already represents Cubans and 
Spanish who have claims against this Government for 
millions on account of the Spanish war and the Cuban 
insurrection that preceded it, has had a number of in
terviews with Secretary Root, with whom he has filed 
several dozen separate claims. 

"Secretary Root, it is asserted, agrees with Dr. Rod
riguez, that this Government is liable for the damages 
caused either by the few acts of vandalism andthemany 
acts of occupation of convents and hospitals which have 
been done by direction of 'American officers. 

"Dr. Rodriguez will present a claim for rent for the 
occupation by American troops of a convent in Havana. 
Th, <~oldiers have been using this building, ~hich, under 
the 'terms of the treaty of peace. is the property of the 
con~regation which supports it, for many months with-
out paying rent. ' · 

~<There is a:questionwbether·the debts so contracted 
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will have to be pai\1 by thisGovernment or by the Cuban 
republic which is to be organized. · 

"The~e is no question but that the occupation oi the 
churches in.Puert6 Rico and the Philippines will have 
to be paid for. These islands are United States terri
tory, to aU intents and purposes, and there is. no dis
pute but that if American troops should occupy a 
church in one of the States of the Union, the United 
States would have to pay tbe owners for it. The ques
tion will probably be referred to in Secretary Root's 
report with a recommendation that the court of claims 
be given jurisdiction to decide what shall be a just com-

. pensation. The claims filed amount to more than 
$1,000,000." 

The Crusade for Sunday Closing. 

THE New York Journal, of December 18, gave this 
summary of the situation as regards the Sunday-closing 
crusade in this vicinity:-

"The Sunday atmosphere in the country about this 
city is rapidly assuming the hue of the sky. Blue laws 
are being revived everywhere. 

"Up in Mount Vernon the Christian Endeavorers are 
active. Chief of Police Foley announces that in defer
ence to them he will endeavor to close Mount Vernon as 
tight as a drum on Sunday.· 

"Men with thirsts in Mount Vernon yesterday were 
compelled to suffer or come to New York for alleviation. 
Relays of Christian Endeavorers watched the saloons 
with eagle eyes and none dared open a door. The police 
paid attention to merchants of Hebrew faith who con
tend that since they observe Saturday as their Sabbath 
they may do business in their stores on Sunday. 

"Morris Greenwald is one of these. He was behind 
his counter yesterday morning when Policeman Gilroy, 
in plain clothes, entered and purchased an umbrella. 
·The scandalized Gilroy immediately arrested Greenwald. 
Policeman Masterson bought a necktie of.Jacob Feder
man and arrested him for violation oi the Sunday law. 
Two other merchants were arrested. . . . 

"New Haven, which has hitherto been as cheerful a 
. place to spend Sunday in as any Connecticut town can 
be, slipped back to the Blue Law observance of 200 
years ago yesterday. The city was like a cemetery. 
Not a store nor a barber shop was open. The mer
chants and barbers have decided to make the place so 
blue on Sundays that the people will rise up and clamor 
greedily for a change of color. The only diverting inci
dents of the day were furnished by barbers who skulked 
through the streets carrying suspicious looking bags 
containing the necessaries for aha ving the visage of their 
customers at their own homes. 

"Paterson, N.J., was closed up so tight that trains 
passed through with a hollow rumble as if. running over 
a covered bridge. Paterson has been closed up for sev
eral Sundays. An effQrt has been made to 'open the 
barber shops, and Recorder Senior will decide to-day 
the delicate question of the necessity ofa Sunday shave. 
There is no precedent on the New Jersey statute books. 

"In case the decision of the Recorder is against the 
barbers, who are fighting for open shops, they threaten 

to enforce every provision of the New Jersey blue laws. 
Under these a Patersonian who walks or rides or whis
tles or sings or kisses his wife on Sunday is guilty of a 
crime. 

"Ice cream and candy stores in Englewood, N.J., 
which have been closed on Sundays for some time, were 
open yesterday. The crusade against them was dropped 
because of its unpopularity." 

A MOVEMENT for Sunday closing is reported under 
way in Chicago. The News, of that city, observes that 
"Chicago has an unenviable fame as regards its observ· 
ance....:.or rather, lack of observance-of Sunday;" and 
it is equally indisputable that Chicago's reputation as 
regards morality is not an enviable one. ·But. no city 
ever falls so low in the moral scale as to be beyond the 
reach of a Sunday closing movement. 

The movement seems to be proceeding along purely 
selfish Hues, and hence does not call for any profession 
of regard for the religious welfare of the inhabitants. 
It is a matter of business between the associations of 
grocers, butchers, bakers,' etc .. 'l'he clerks in grocers' 
and butchers' shops have to work early and late 
through the week, and Sunday work in addition to this 
is too much; so these associations are going to settle 
the matter of Sunday work by voluntary agreement in 
favor of Sunday closing. If any members refuse to close 
on that day, they will-according to precedent-be pros· 
ecuted un.der the Sunday law; not because of any reli
gious regard for the day, but because such action is 
considered unfair to the others and a proper cause of 
discipline by the trade unions. 

Very much of the sentiment for Sunday closing rests 
upon this basis; but it works to the same end as that 
sought by those who would un~te church and state. 
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NEW YORK, JANUARY 4, ISOO. 

WEprintseveralsomewhatlengthy 
articles this 'week, but the informa
tion they give is of more than usual 
importance. 

$ 

How to ~make men Sabbath-keep
ers, is a problem many would-be 
reformers in this country are trying 
to ~:~olve by legislation and vigilance 
.societies. Read the solution , pre
-sented on page 4 of this issue. 

$ 

· JusT uow Sunday laws do not 
seem to be very popular in England. 
:Several London hair dressers were 
recently prosecuted under the old 
:Sunday law of Charles II., and were 
fined by the magistrate one penny 
each without costs. 

THE yearl900 has been designated 
by the pope a year of j Jbiiee, in 
token of which it was ushered in by 
midnight masses in the Catholic 
-churches. No doubt it will be a 
favorable year for the papacy, but 
we feel safe in predicting that it will 
be anything but a year of jubilee for 
the world. 

As most readers of the SENTINEL 
are rrobably aware, there is nothing 
to mark the first day of January as 
the time of the beginning of a new 
year, save that then the sun begins 
lto rise daily higher in the heavens
-a faC.t which plainly shows the con
nection of this division oi time with 
the pagan idolatry of sun worship. 

$ 

TilE London Daily Mail, in a refer
ence to the ill fortune of ~be British 
arms in South Africa, mentions that 
"More than one correspondent 
traces our recent reverses to the fact 
that the engagements were begun by 
us on Sunday." . 

But if this proves anything for the 

British with regard to th~ rightful
ness of, Sunday fighting, what does 
it prove for the Boers who won the 
victories? And besides, with the his
tory of the Spanish~American war 
fresh in mind, in which the English· 
speaking race won lilr}lliant victories 
on Sunday, can the English com
manders be blamed for regarding 
Sunday as an opportune day for be
ginning a battle? 

"This shows," remarks an English 
exchange, "the folly of trying to 
prove a thing evil by'certain results. 
The only standard· of right and 
wrong is God's Word." 

$ 

THAT "expansion" has opened a 
wide field for the papacy, in which 
to conduct operations for strength
ening her hold on the United States, 
is one of the plainest facts that enter 
into the' present outlook for this 
country. The papacy is given the 
opportunity of presenting many 
claim·s upon the United States, the 
recognition of which by this Govern
'ment must do much to strengthen 
her authority, and to establish a 
more intimate and cordial relation
ship between this ·qountry and the 
Vatican. And meanwhile the United 
States, by the action of its executive 
and judicit:J>l departments of govern
ment, is giving Rome every encour
agement to present all her claims 
with boldneEs. 

.>C 

RECENTLY an examination of cig
arettes was made by a sanitary com
mission in London, to determine 
whether. they contained opium, 

. phosphorus, mercury, arsenic, or 
other unsuspected poison which 
might account for the deadly results 
known to f~ow the smoking of cig
arettes in many instances. Tl:J.e 
result of the investigation, as an
nounced by The Lancet, was .that 
the cigarettes were exonerated as 
giving no fair ground for "an alle
gation of the presence of a substance 
producing injury to health." And 
yet there is scarcely a more deadly 
poison k,nown than oil of nicotine, 
which is produced wholly from 
tobacco, of which all ciga,rettes are 

composed. Strart~e tha.t the sani
tary exper.ts did not think of hunt
ing for this poison. 

THE idea that the kingdom of Gqd 
is to be set up on. the earth through 
the agency of earthly governments,. 
is a strange as well as a dangerous 
delusion. Several portions of Script
ure speak very plainly upon this 
point. One is the prophecy ofDaniel 
2, in which a stone (the kingdom of 
God) smites the great image (earthly 
kingdoms) upon the feet and sweeps 
the whole image away like chaff,;and 
becomes in its place a mountain fill
ing the whole earth. Another is the 
prophecy of Revelation 19; which 
portrays the coming oi Christ to t be 
earth to. set up his kingdom, and 
declares that at that time the kibgs 
of the earth and their armies will be 
gathered together to make war 
against him, and will be overcome 
and slain. The prophecy of Psalms 
2 is equally plain: "Thou [Christ] 
shalt ru'le them [the heathen and 
uttermost parts of the earth] with a 
rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in 
pii:lces like a potter's vessel." 

A rude ending it is to the dream ()f 
world-wide pea~e and righteousness 
to be established by the "benevolent 
assimilation" of. the earth by t.he 
"Christian" nations; but it is what 
t!me is destined to bring forth, as 
certainly as that the Word of God is 
true. And as this is the truth, to 
~ntertain the other and more popu
lar view. is to foUow a delusion which 
leads only toward destruction. 

BY the seizure of several flour
laden ships whose cargoes w~re 
thou~ht to be. destined for the 
Trans~aal, on the.ground that food 
stuff intended for one of two bellig
erents may be regarded by the other 
as "contraband of war," Gre8:t 
Britain has established a precedeilt 
which threatens no power so much 
as herself; since in a European' 
war she would have to depe{t:d al 
most wholly upon America for sup
plies of food. 
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THE chief evil of church-and-state union consists not 
in the showing of partiality to a particular church, but 
in the attempt to propagate 'religion by civil force. 

THERE can be no, union of religion and state without 
a union of church and state, any more than there can 
be a church without religion, or religion without a 
church. 

A UNION of religion and the state, as distinguished 
from a union of church and state, is only a broadened 
form of the latter; OO!ld an evii never .grows ler~s by 
spreading out. A union of the ·state with religion 
which favored all the churches alike would be only so 
much worse than a union which favored but one church. 

"You cannot have stable government without re
ligion," we are told; but it seems to be overlooked that 
religion, when joined with a government subject to 
change, must itself become unstable; even, as one writer 
has said, "the football of contending majorities." No 
government is unchangeable; and therefore no govern· 
ment can maintain an unchanging standard of morality. 

THE crowning work of God's creation was not a 
state, or a government, but a man, made in his image; 
and no .greater thing has ever been created since. The 
Son of God died to save the individual; but he did not 
die and would not ha~e died, to save any state or 

government. It is the individual that is of chief value 
in the sight of God. 

~ ~ 

SoME professors of Christianity seem more anxious 
for a political saviour than for a personal Saviour. 
That was the trouble with the Jews when they rejected 
Christ. 

MEN say the Sabbath law of God does not specify a 
particular day of the week; but in their own "Sabbath 
laws" they never fail to specify one particular day. Are 
they more particular than God? 

~ .J' 
THE state cannot decree any religious observance, 

without assuming to be an authority in religion; it 
cannot assume authority in religion without erecting a 
claim to infallibility; and it cannot claim infallibility 
without an assumption of equality with God. 

The "Usual Exemption" Favoted by the 
W. C. T. U. 

THE N. W. C. T. U. has put itself on record, by reso
lution regularly adopted, as in favor of "fhe amend
ment of all State Sunday laws which do not contain 
the usual exemption for those who keep the Sabbath 
day." 

It is certainly of interest to all "tho~e who keep the 
Sabbath day" to know what "the usual exemption" is, 
or is likely to be. And 'there is sufficient history on this 
subject to give considerable information-history, too, 
of which theN. W. C. T. U. is a part. l!'or the benefit of 
.all, we shall here sketch this history of "the usual ex
emption." 

In 1888, at the request of the N. W. C. T. U. and 
allied organizations, Senator Blair introduced into the 
United States Senate "a bill to secure to the people the 
enjoyment of the first day of the week, commonly known 
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as the Lord's day, as a day of rest, and to promote its 
observance as a day of religious worship." The bill 
met with considerable opposition througho~t the coun
try; and of this opposition "those who observe the 
Sabbath day" were a part. 

To check this opposition, an amendment to the bill 
was suggested by theN. W. C. T. 1]., at the gr~at hear
ing __ that was held in the Senate Committee room, at 
Washington, D. C., Dec. 13, 1888. This proposed ex
emption, which was added to the Blair bill, reads as 
follows:-

" Nor shall the pro-t.-isions of this act be construed to 
prohibit or to sanction labor on Sunday by individuals 
who conscientiously believe in and observe any othff 
day than Sunday as the Sabbath or a day o:f religious 
worship, provided such labor be not done to the disturb-
ance of others." · 

In January, 1890, again at the request of theN. W. 
C. T. U. and allied organizations, what is known as·the 
Breckinridge bill-"a bill to prevent persons from being · 
forced to labor on Sunday"-was introduced into the 
House of Representatives, in Congress, together with 
one of like nature in the Senate. The blank petitions, 
whichiwere circulated all over this land for signatures, 
and which, when signed, were presented in Congress, and 
in response to which the Breckinridge bill was intro
duced, read thus:-

" To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
"The undersigned organizations and adult residents 

(twenty-one years of age or more) of the Unit;ed States 
hereby earnestly petition your honorable body to pass 
a bill forbidding in the United States mail and military 
service, and in interstate eommerce, and in the District 
of Oolp.mbia and the Territories, all Sunday traffic and 
work, except works of religion, and works of real neces
sity and mercy, and such private work by those who 
religiously and regularly observe another day of the 
week by abstaining from labor and business, as will 
neither interfere with the general rest nor with public 
worship." 

In response to this petition, the Breckinridge bill, as 
originally introduced, bore this exemption,-

"Provided, however, that this provision of this act 
shall not be construed to apply to any person or per
sons who conscientiously believe in and observe any 
other day of the week than Sunday as a day of rest." 

And this exemption was especially claimed by the 
W. C. T. U. as that which they had "given." 

Another item in this connection is the fact that the 
same Dr. W. F. Crafts who helped theN. W. C. T. U. at 
Seattle in framing and adopting this substitute resolu
tion, wa;B also the chief aid of theN. W. C. T. U. in fram
ing, introducing, and working for the adoption of the 
.Blair Sunday bill and the Breckinridge bill; and he was 
their chief aid in circulating, securing signatures to, and 
presenting, the petitions that brought forth the Breck-

inridge bill; and it was he who was also the chief instru
ment in framing all these proposed exemptions. 

These examples, therefore, give a very fair idea of. 
what is meant by the phrase ''the usual exemption," in 
the resolution adopted at the late N. W. C. T. U. con
vention. This is so because the persons concerned in 
the framing of this resolution are, in measure at least, 
the identical persons who framed all theBe exemption 
clauses. 

Now, let any one. examine. carefully every one of 
these exemption clauses, and see how muchreal exemp
tion "the usual exemption" "gives" to "those who 
keep the Sabbath day." The first one requires that 
whoever shall be exempted must "conscientiously believe 
in and observe" another day than Sunday as the Sab
bath. And even then it is distinctly declared that the 
law shall not be construed "to sanction labor on Sun
day by individuals who conscientiously believe in and 
observe any other day than Sunday as the Sabbath or 
a day of religious worship." And, further, that when 
this labor is done without the "sanction" of the law, it 
must "be not done to the disturbance of others." 

_The actual reading of the exemption clause in the 
Breckinridge bill is that the law "shall not be construed 
to apply to any parson or persons who conscientiously 
believe in and observe any other day of the .week than 
Sunday as a day of rest." But the petition, in response· 
to which that bill, with its exemption, was framed, 
shows the intent of the clause in the minds, of those who 
originated it; and "the intention of the lawmaker is the 
law." 

Now notice how all-embracing that exemptiQ)l is, in 
the petitions that were presented, which called forth the 
exemption: nothing is excepted "except works of reli
gion, and works of real necessity and mercy, and such 
private work by those who religiously and regularly 
observe another day of the week by abstaining from 
labor and business, as will neither interfere with the 
general rest NOR with public worship." Nobody can 
have the benefit of the exemption from the requirements 
ofthe Sunday laws unlesshemeetsall these strict require
ments, both 'public and private. In short, the exemp- . 
tion clauses which they have framed deliberately pro
pose to take cognizance and jurisdiction of the whole 
religious and concientious life, 'public and private, of 

, those..who ob~erve any other day than Sunday. And 
such is the nature of •:the usual exemption for those who 
keep the Sabbath day." 

Nor is that all. It is found in actual practise that 
this '·'Uslilal exemption" does not exempt; as indeed it · 
was never intended that .it should, and as its very 
nature prohibits its doing. In the late convention at 
Seattle, when this was before theN. W. C. T. U. for dis
cussio:H-, Mrs. Tomlinson, national superintendent of 
parlor meetings, told the conventton that:-
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"New Jersey has a law which makes an exception of 
those keeping the se\Tenth day as the Sabbath; and yet 
in my own ~tate this last winter the seventh-day people ' 
who had observed the daystdctly,and who opened their 
stores or places of business in a quiet manner upon the 
first day of the week, were visited by the chief of police, 
and told that if they did not close their places of busi
ness upon the first day, they would be arrested, . . . 
Therefore in those States where there is an exemption 
the people are not always protected." 

And this in itself is in exact accord with statements 
made on this subject in former times. In July, 1887, 
there was a joint convention of the National Reform 
Association and the Woman's Christian Temperance 
Union (not a national convention), held at Lakeside• 
Ohio. Upon this subject of exemption, in that conven
tion David McAllister of the National Reform Associa
tion, who then, and for years, worked hand in hand with 
the W. C. T. U. everywhere, in national and other con· 
ventions (and who no doubt,is doing so yet), said<-

"Let a man be what he may,-,Tew, seventh-day 
observer of some other denomination, or those who do 
not believe in the Christian Sabbath,-let the l.aw apply 
to every one, that there shall be no public desecration 
of the first day of the week, the Christian Sabbath, the 
day of rest for the nation. They may hold any other 
day of the week as sacred, and observe it; but that day, 
which is the one day' in seven for the nation at large, let 
that not be publicly desecrated by any one, by officer in 
the government, or by private citizen, high or loW:, rich 
or poor." · 

This is sufficient to give to theN. W. C. T. U., and to 
the public, a good understanding of the nature and 
operation of "the usual exemption for these who keep 
the Sabbathday,"which, byresolution, theN. W. C. T. U. 
has voted to "favor." Need it seem strange to the N. 
W. C. T. U. that "thoE'e who keep the Sabbath day" will 
probably not be very enthusiastic helpers in obtaining 
such exemption? Should it seem to them strange that 
our co-operation might be found lacking? 

But while, in the nature of things, we can not co
operate in the endeavor to secure such exempti@n, we 
will. constantly do our best, in a perfectly plain but 
altogether respectful way, to make plain to theW. C. T. 
U. just wha.t is involved in Sunday laws, whether with 
or without exemptions. That is why we write this. We 
gladly do the women of the W. C. T. U. the justice to 
say that we believe they do not in any degree realize the 
true character of Sunday laws whether with· or without 
exemptions; and that they do not discern the true issue 
that is before theN. W. C. T. U. We believe that if they 
did discern this, they would be far from doing what they 
have done, and are doing, in that connection. We hope 
that they will candidly consider the whole mighty ques-
tion that is DOW before them. . A. T. J. 

THE sta:te has no right to attach its penalties to 
one side or the other of a disputed question in religion. 

Government by a "Single Mind." 

SoME time ago, in these columns, we que~ied as to 
how long this country could remahi a republic, a go-v
ernment of the people by the people, and at the same 
time work hand in hand with two monarchies in world 
affairs. 

In Harper's Weekly of December 30, 1899, there is 
printed a long argument by one of the regular staff of 
the Weekly, in favor of a one-man power in the Govern· 
ment of the United States. The material of the arti<;le 
is derived from the subject of treaties. 

The writer advocates ''understandings" rather than 
treaties with foreign powers. He cites the fact that · 
treaties which had been arranged satisf~ctorily by t·he 
executives of the powers concerned "fell before clamor," 
or "fell by the refusal of the Senate to ratify;" and 
then sa.ys:-

" Perhaps this bit of our recent history illustrates 
as well as any other the reason why an American 'execu
tive, bent on accomplishing an object through co-opera
tion with a foreign power, would prefer an unformulated 
understanding rather than face the almost certain de
feat involved in the submission of a treaty to the 
Senate." 

But whim it is a government of the people,'why 
should an American executive be bent on accomplishing 
an object himself alone with the voice of the people or in 
spite of the voice of the people? In such case he is not 
an executive of the. government of the people, but the 
executive <;>f. his own will. He alone becomes the gov
ernment; and whatsoever doe~ not conform to his per
sonal will can have no place. And that is nothing but 
the advocacy of a one-man power. 

The National Constitution has settled it that trea
ties shall be made "by and with the advice and consent 
of the Senate." By the Constitution the executive has 
no power at all in any matter of treaties, apart from 
the Senate; and he has no right to have or to exercise 
any will of his own in the subject. Here are the words: 
"He [the executive] shall have power, by and with the 
advice and consent of the 'Senate, to make treaties, 
provided two thirds of the senators present concur." 
If the Senate advises contrary, or refuses to consent, 
that is nothing to him: he has no further responsibility 
in the matter-provided that he cares anyt.hing for the 
Constitution, provided that he cares anything for the 
voice of the people through their chosen representatives, 
provided he recognizes government of the people by the 
people. But if he cares nothing for all this, and is "bent 
on accomplishing 'an object" himself according tQ his 
own will, Constitution or no Constitution, Senate or no 
Senate, people or no people, then if the Senate refuses 
consent, he will resent it and do the thing anyhow, by 
agreement or understanding; or if he thinks he .has 
reason to suppose that the Senate will not consent; then 
he will execute his own will through an understanding 
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without g1vmg the Senate !),riy chance at all, either to This is nothing else than in principle, and for tlte 
ad vise or consent: And this is only government by one occasion even in p·ractise, the abandonment of govern
-a one-man power. ment of the people by the people. The people are in-

·-··. Uthequetationsal~eady given are not sufficient to -formed that-since--the administration--fears tlrat-the ·
.convince that a one-man power here is thus openly de- people will not approve its policies, the admi~istrati~n 
manded, then read the following:- will execute its policies anyhow; that the administra-

"The participation of the Senate in the treaty-mak- tion cannot trust the people, and therefore the people 
ing function- is the cause of the difficulty; and while the shall not be consulted. 
weakness has thus far wrought no serious harm, it is This is p~ecisely the course of the republic of Rome 
something to be gravely consi<Jered if ":e take a_ place over again. First it was a government of the people by 
among the Asiatic powers. . . . The fact is that the the people, Then it was _government by a few, who
power to make treaties, if we are to enter into a coul'se could not trust the people. Then, as in a little while it 
of natioll'al progression, or retrogression-call it what 

came about that these few could not ~rust one another, you will, but involving those close mutual relations 
which Jefferson described as 'entangling alliances'- it became a government by one; and that one the most . 
mu.st include the power to make conv:entions quickly · powerful. And how r'apidlythis later great republic is 
and secretly and the power to abide by them. More• running the course. of that Blticient great republic! 
over, it is essential that thesiBgle mind with which our It is true that, so far, this is all said and done in con
Government deals must be met by a single mind on our nection with treaties. But how long will the practise be 

-side. ' · · In short, if foreign alliances are to be- carried on in that connection before it shall be extended 
come essential to u.s, we must set up a power that can '"• · · 
make treaties quickly, keep them flecret if nece11sary, to other things? The principle once adopted, where 
and abide by them to the end." · shall be set the limits to iits application? A. T. J. 

All of that is .certahly plain enough to be grasped 
by anybody. And tmrely the thing advocated as "es
sentia~" is rather sta_rtling, even though it be the inev
itable accompanimf>nt of any effort to hav& a, republic 
to work hand in harid with monarchies. Yet startling 
as it is that this thing should be thus openly advocated, 
at so early a stage in the new career, it is yet more 
startling to be authoritatively informed that not only 
is this thing advocatPd, by this Writer, but it is actPally 

, being studiously put into practise by tke present ad
ministratiO!J.. More than a month ago Washhtgton 

. correspondence gave to the country the information 
that it was not expected that the ag-reement between 
the United States and the other powers concerning 
China will bearranged in "a general andforre'al treaty:" 

· and f()r the reason that-

Why the Sentinel ·Protests. 

THE D,eclaration of Independence was put forth qy 
the A,merican colonies to Great Britain and to theworld 
as a notification of and justification for their absolute 
independence. 

, That Declaration spoke for all people on the earth, 
as was necessary that it s~J.:ould do. The American col
onies did not assert their independence because of any 
characteristic or circumstances peculiar to themflelves, 
but because "all men ar.e created equal," and because. 
"to preserve these rights [of all men] governments are 
instituted among men, deriving their just powers from: 
the consent of the governed.)' The colonists claimed 
this for themselves only on the ground that it was self-. 

"It would be extremely difficult to frame any such evidently due to all. 
convention so as to secure the approval of the United 
States Senate without a protracted struggle, which Now the United States has denied to another people 
might disclose disagreeable weaknesses in the Govern- the right of independence; this nobody disputes or can 
me11t's policies, and beside'S, the effort would be sure to dispute, for the record of it bas been in every i'ssue 
arouse opposition from the considerable element in the of the daily press for over· a year. And as it is true 
United States that is unalterably opposed to any sort that the Declaration of Independence asserted the right 
offoreign entanglements." of all people to independence, and that the colonies 

· And that is simply to say that in this matter the claimed that right for themselves only under the asser
national.affairs are to be conducted without the people. tion of it fo;r all, just so true is it that the United States 
A certain course-the strictly proper governmen.tal has now repudiated the Declaration oflndependenceand 
course- is studiously avoided, because it would be surrendered its own claim made therein to such freedom. 
"difficw.lt to 'sec~re the approval" of the representatives, And as surely as the United States ma.intains its 
of the people, and because it -,vould arouse opp>osition present course in this respect, so li!urely must it follow 
among i;he people themselves, and "might disclose dis- that the doctdne of the equal rights of all men and of 
agreeable weaknesses in the Government's policies." the justice of government by conselit of -~he governed, 
That is to say, because the administration doubts that will be relegated to the limbo of outgrown traditions, 
the. approval of the people would be given, the thing · as one of no binding authority or practial importance 
shall be done anyhow, and ~herefore without its oomililg in this day. 
within reach of the people at all. But upon tl;tis doctrine the AMERICANSENTINEL has 
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stood from the first day of its publication. That has 
been its foundation; and upon no other foundation. 

. could it have made the appeals that it has for justice 
and religious freedom. Upon no other can it make such 
appeals now or in time to come. 

And this is why the AMERICAN SENTINEL has from 
the first protested against the course of the nation in 
setting aside the doctrines it put forth to the world in 
1776. And surely, when the very foundation on which 
it stands is being swept from under its feet, the .SENTI· 
NEL can protest against it without meriting the charge 
of having "gone into pofitics." . 

When the doctrine • of the equal rights of all men 
shall be no longer be held as true by the American people; 
when appealfor justice can no longer be made upon this 
that is the one ground common to all-then further 
appeal to American principles against religious tyranny 
will be useless, and the mission of the AMERICAN SENTI
NEL will have reached its end. 

Papal Influence in France and in America. 

"POLITICS and Religion in France" is the heading O' 

an article in the current number of the "Missionary 
Review of theW orld," which could be read with profit by 
every person in this country. 

The author, Rev. Reuben Sailliens, of Paris, says: 
"Underneath all the political agitation in France over 
the Dreyfus affair, there is a great religious problem 
which has to b~ solved. The destinies of France hang 
in the balance. It is the ol<i fight, renewed, between the 
spirit of Rome and the modern tendencies toward liberty 
and piarliamentary government. At present Rome is 
doing her best to reconquer France." 

How the battle is waged is briefly but plainly told. 
"It is affirmed by good authorities," says Mr. Sailliens, 
"that the convents and religious congregations hold 
ten thousand million (10,000,000,000) francs worth of 
property"-a sum amounting to nearly $2,000,000,000; 
and this irt addition to a large "amount of movable 
property in stocks and funds," the aggregate of which 
is unknown. "All that money," writes Mr. Sailliens, 
"goes into the war; in support of daily papers, in 
schools competing with the school~boards, in institu
tions of higher learning, *here young men are prepared 
for the army and navy, thus furnishing staple institu-

' tions with officers who are devoted servants of the 
church." 

Exactly the sameinfluences areat work in this coun
try. The secular newspaper press of the country has for 
years been very largely subservient to the church of 
Rome. Neither of the great political parties dares to 
offend that church whose "devoted servants" are to be 
found occupying prominent positions in every ?epart
lment of. the Government, especially in the army, the 
na:vy, and the Supreme Court. The peculiarly sad and 

alarming fact, however, is that misguided Protestants, 
who have ceased to protest against the fo_undation 
principles of the papacy, are working hand-in-glove 
with this mediawal system for the subversion of reli
gious liberty in this Republic. And yet, very many who 
are doin~ this know it not., c. P. B. 

The Nation's Birthright. 

From "The Peril of the Republic," by P. T. Magan. 

THE advent of the United States upon history's 
stage broke the dawn of a new era, not alone for the 
Old Thirteen, but for all mankiud. The principles of 
freedom enunciated in the immortal Declaration of Inde
pendence were pregnant with weal for tens of thousands 
in other climes, and for millions then unborn, as well as 
for the embattled farmers who fought at Lexington and 
Concord. 

The new nation appealed not to tables of dynasty 
and r~yal succession to pr'ove her title to life or her 
ri~ht to existance as a sovereign, state among peers. 
Discarding these, her founders bore her into the arena 
upon certain s~lf-evident truths. Her people assumed· 
their equal and separate station among the powers of 
the earth by "the laws of nature and· of nature's 
God."* . 

Hitherto the doctrine had prevailed that the Almighty 
had created one class to govern and another class to be 
governed. Statesmen had universally held that all men 
were not created equal, and ecclesiastics had not been 
slow in seconding their teachings. When from time to 
time philosophers had arisen inculcating ideas of 'liberty 
and equality, they had been branded as anarchists by 
the state and atheists by the church. Many a time both 
the civil and religious powers had buried their own 
differences of opinion and claims of jurisdiction in order 
that they might form a union for the sole purpose of 
more effectively de-aling swift and summary punishment 
to these disturbers of the existing order of t,hings. The 
rack, the fagot, and all the ingenious and exquisite 
tortures which the Inquisition could devise had been 
freely employed to wring from unwilling lips the desired 
recantation. 

Prior to the time of our glorious Revolution the 
doctrine that governments derive their just powers from 
the consent of the governed was wholly unknown in 
national practise. The princes and potentates of the 
nations of Europe had entrenched themselves behind 
that wickede!'!t of all political tenets, the divine right Of 
kings. This they amplified till it might better have 
rea,d, the divine right of kings to govern wrong. With · 
the aid of this as their creed, they had outraged in their 
subjects the inborn sense of manhood to su01h an extent 
that by the time the close of the eighteenth century was 

*Declaration of Independence, pa.r. 1. 
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reached it was well nigh extinct; and the majority of the 
human family, worn out by the struggle of centuries, 
were ahout to sink into a long~ sleep. of politica.I -aeafh 
from which it seemed almost impossible that there 
should be an aw~tkening. 

But the spark of light and life still burned; andafew 
bold sentences,' the re:flectio'i:t of a few brave hearts, 
kindled a pillar of fire to .guide mankind out of the 
wilderness of niediev:al political errors into the Canaan 
of governmental truth. As are the ten commandments 
and the golden rule in divinity, so are the precepts that 
governments derive their just powers from the consent 
of J:;he "overned, and that all men are created equal, in 
civility. The Declaration of Independence and the Con
stitution .of the United States are inde~d the New and 
Old Testaments in things pertaining to Crosar, the one 
serving as a commentary in the light of which the other 
must be interpreted .. Immortal are thQ words of J effer
son, the sa'ge of Monticillo; grand in their simplicity and 
"noble roughness:"-

"When \n the course of human events, it becomes 
necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands 
which have connected them with another,and to assume, 

. among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal 
· station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God 

entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind 
. requires that they should declare the causes which impel 
them to the separation. 

"We bold these truths to be self-evident, that all 
men are created equal; that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among 
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that 
to secure these rights, governtnents areinstitutedamong 
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the 
governed." 

The Declaration of Independence is a declaration of 
great general principles, as well as a recital of certain 
'speoific grievances. It was never written to meet t_he 
exigencies of one particular time or people. No nation 
prior to this one had ever declared it as a principle good 
for all mankind tbat·all men are created equal, or that 
governments derive their just powers from the conse'nt 
of the governed. ~one of the great nati~ns of Europe 
ever ta,ugh~ or ·believed these precepts. They were born 
simultaneously with the American Republic. They con
stituted her christening robe and her birthright, peculi· 
arly her own, and the fi}:s-t infant cry of her national life. 
That riation 9f the Old World which has ever been the 
foremost in promulgating doctrines of freedom and 
liberty did not believe these things, for she it was who 
fought them. She did not even believe them in their 
most limited sense for her most limited self,-the isle of 
England, as distinguished from colony and dependency. 
Much less, therefore, did she consider them as divine and 

. immortal truths, applicable to all times and places, and 
worthy of being the basis of government among men in 
every kindred and nation and tongue and tribe'.-and 
people. 

Well has Charles Sumner said:-

-- _ "The words tha.t_ g~rv!l.rnments _derive the_ir_just 
powers from the consent of the governed are sacred 
words, full of life-giving energy. Not simply national 
independence was here proclaimed, but also the pri_mal 
rights of all mankind. Then and ther.e appeared the 
angel of human liberation, speaking and acting at once 
with heaven-born strength; breaking bolts, unloosing 
bonds, and opening prison doors; always ranging on 
its mighty errand, wherever there are any, no matter of 
wha-g country or race, who struggle for rights denied; 
now cheering Garibaldi at Naples, as it had cheered 
Washington in the snows of Valley Forge, and especially 
visiting all who are downtrodden, whispering that there 
is p.one so poor as to be without rights which every man 
is bound to respect, none so de~raded as to be beneath 
its beneficent reach, none so lofty as to be above its 
restrailning power; while' before it despotism and 
oligarchy fall on their faces, like the image of Dagon, 
and the people everywhere begin to govern themselves." 

And again he says:-

"These words in the Declaration of Independence 
were not uttered in vain. Do you suppose them idle? 
Do you suppose them mere phrase or generality? No 
such thing. They are living words, by which this coun
try is -solemnly bound, and from which it can never 
escape until they are fulfilled. Your statutes cannot 
contain any limitation which inflicts an indignity upon 
any portion of the human family." 

And yet a.gain:-

-"The Declaration of Independence is the twofold 
promise; first, that all are equal in rights, and secondly, 
that just government stands only on the consent of the 
governed, being the two great political commandments 
on which hang all laws and, constitutions. Keep these 
truly, and you will keep all. Write them in your 
statutes; write. them in your hearts. This is the great 
and only final settlement of all existing questions. To 
this sublime consecration of the Republic let u~ aspire." 

In liberty, therefore, was the nation conceived; -to .. 
these two propositions was it sacredly dedicated and 
solemnly seal~d in the blood of its noblest sons. As the 
Bible declares that all nien are equal before the Lord, 
i. e., that. God is no respecter of persons, so <the Declara
tion affirms that all mel't are equal before the law, and 
that this equality is their own unalienable and primal 
right. The Declaration does not.mean that all men are 
equal in all respects. But it does mean and it does say 
that they are equal in their ritht to life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness. And in this it recognizes the 
nobility of man as the creation of God, and makes no 

- I 
exception or distinction in favor· of any human caste 
or human lineage. 

Interest that Counts. 

A. FRIEND of the SENTINEL in Logan, Kans., shows 
his interest in the paper ~nd its work by sending lis six 
new subscriptions for one year. Reader, what are you 
doing for your community? 
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On the Way to hnperial Rule. 

"Springfield Republican" (Mass.). 

"There is no .authority, except in Congress, to pass 
any law' no matter how local . or trivial, and the dif
ficulty of conveying to the Congress an adequate con
ception and understanding of the various needs of the 

THE President in his message drew a bright picture of people of the different communities is eas.ilyunderstood. 
the future of the Philippines under the enforced sover- I see no reason why a more complete form of territorial 
eignty of the United States. Those subject peoples are to organization should not be provided." 

enjoyaprosperityandafreedomtheyhaveneverknown No reason in the world except Congress, and it is 
before. They are to have schools, religious freedom, an ·difficult to convey to that body an adequate under
exact and equal dispensation of justice, thriving com-· standing of the need. 
merce, proteGtion to life and property, encouragement What an admission is this! Government by vigi
to agriculture-in short, good government and equal lance committees and the like, so far as there is any 
laws under a flag that "has never waved over any com- government, 'more than thirty years after annexation, 
munity but in blessing." But "the future govern- and half a dozen years after miners and speculators and 
ment of the Philippines rests with the Congress of the others have begun to flock to the territory. None of 
United States." , those blessings of the Constitution. None of that bene-

It is a beautiful picture of p~ace and prosperity diction of the flag. And Congress immovable under the 
under "benevolent assimilation." Let theFilipinopeo- difficulty of conveying to it an adequate conception of 
ple, then, accept the divinely-guided. will· of the Ameri- what is wanted! 
can executive and rejoice. Let them heed the further We wonder if the President is unable to see thepoint 
assurance of the President that they must soon recog- of his own recital of facts and how sharply it turns 
nize that the flag "has not lost its gift of benediction in against his policy of distant conquest and colonial ex
its world-wide journey td their shor~s." And there it pansion. If it is difficult to impress Congress with 
might be well to have them pause in the reading of the the needs of a territory so long under the flag and no 
message; for in the very next paragraph they would be further off than Alaska, and to move Congress to act, 
told that the Dnit~d States had annexed Hawaii more what are the prospects of congressional government in 
than a year ago, and that absolutely nothing had been islands on the other side of the globe? What ?f the 
done to fix its status and government under the Ameri- progress of the "benediction of the flag" to those dis
can flag. A commission was sent out and reported a tant shores under congressional auspices? 
scheme of government. But Congress throughout its last The truth of the matter is just this: That par
session ignored the subject. The islands have been left liamentary government is adequate and possible only 
to drift as they may. Local government has been within the immediate range of an active, voting repre
paralyzed in many vital functions. It is unable to dis- sentation in the parliament, and beyond those limits it 
pose of public lands to settlers. It cannot complete is a delusion and mockery. The historian Froude, in his 
title in cases where lands have been entered upon. sketch of Cresar, stated the truth, as fortified by all ex
Doubt and difficulty surround the matters of tonnage 
taxes, Chinese immigration, patents and copyrights, 
navigation and so on. 

Government, in a word, hangs largely in the air to 
the hurt of the islands and everybody thereon. They 
are entitled, says the President, to the benefits and 
privileges of our Constitution, but they do not get these 
benefits. Congress has not acted, and when it will act 
nobody knows. 

But, it wm be told the Filipinos, Hawaii has only 
recently been annexed, and· the blessings of the Con~ti
tution will in due time flow out into the Pacific,. But 
there is the next paragraph in the message. It relates 
to Alaska. That territory was annexed thirty years in 
advance of Hawaii, and yet we are told that no ade
quate government has yet been provided for it. The 
people are being compelled in many cases to devise local· 
governments of their own, without any statutory 
authority or lawful sanction. "There is an entire ab
sence of authority to providetheordinaryinstruments 
of local police control and aqministration;" and "there 
is practically no organized form of government in the 
territory," and further:-

perience, when he said:-

" A homogeneous and vigorous people may manage 
their own affairs under a popular constitution so long as 
their personal cha.racters remain undegenerate. Parlia
ments and senates may represent the general will of the 
community, and may pass laws and administer them as 
public sentiment approves. But such bodies can preside 
successfully only among subjects who are directly repre
sented in them. They are too ignorant, too selfish, too 
divided to govern others; and imperial aspirations 
draw after them by obvious necessity an imperial rule." 

A~d so, government by the Roman Senate, succe~ding 
democratic government, ana admitting no representa
tion from the dependencies, inevitably gave way to 
absolutism. 

There is no purpose on the part of the President, or 
among his expansionist supporters, /o admit the Philip
pines to a fair and active and direct representation in 
Congress. Congress will control the affairs of the 
islands only so far as it may be moved thereto by influ
ences and cop.siderations arising outside of itself: And 
the President himself has told us what that means, as 
in the case of Alaska .. It means chronic neglect and per 
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sistent inability~o gather together the po~er' of gov
ernment and swing it in unity of purpose and continuity 
of effort. ·It means that Congress wili continue -to -ab
sorb itself witl;!. those immediate home interests directly 
represented in the body which alone have the p~wer to 

. compel attention. It means, accordingly, that govern
ment over dependencies must more and more, step by 
step, drift into the hands of the executive power; and 
this means the gradual development of that power at 
the expense of the legislative until it overshadows all. 
Verily, as the historian has said, 'imperial aspirations 
draw after them, by obvious necessity, imperial rule." 

This is whither the President's policy must lead us 
as certainly as it is tolerated by the people. He is lay
ing the foundations for an absolutism which will first 
render republican governll!ent nerveless and impotent, 
and then destroy it altogether. For thi,sannexation by 
conquest of vassal dependencies he is responsible, and 
we appeal to his own statements of fact to show where 
it must inevitably carry the American States. There is 
no providence or destiny about it. There is only human 
will and ambition about it. If the American people 
would save their Republic they must save themselves 
from this policy. 

A Baptist Clergyman on Religious Liberty. 

THE following plea for religious liberty was made in 
~recent discourse by a Baptist minister of Rome, Ga., 
the place where Mr. J. T. Eaton, Seventh-day Adventist, 
was recently trieQ. and convicted for the crime of break
ing Sunday. The speaker, Rev. J.D. Winchester, gave 
a true statement of Baptist principles upon this great 
subject:-

"Civil government cannot patronize religion without 
violating the sacred rights ol' conscience, and that is 
persecution. Therefore it is contrary to the principles 
of religious liberty for the civil government to appro-

'priate money for religious institutions. I declare to you 
that I am opposed to the employment by t~e Govern
ment of chaplains for Congress and for the army and 
navy. I am opposed to a law forcing the Bible into the 
public schools, and I am opposed to a law which pun
ishes a man presumably for working on Sunday, but 
which in reality, seek to color it as you may, punishes 
him for religiously keeping Saturday. There are not 
.enough legislatures, courts, jails and ch!tingallgs in the 
land to make me be anything else religiously than a 
Christian and a Baptist, and I would suffer this right 
arm severed from iny body before I would quietly ac
quiese in an atteD;J.pt of the stat't to force anyone else 
to be a Christil:m or a Baptist. · 

"I have little sympathy with the sect known as the 
Seventh-day Adventists. I would useevery Bible means 
to show them their error and gt:lt them out of it, but I 
don't ask the ai9. of the Government in this task if I 
should never succeed. It is simply none of the Govern
ment's business. Here I stand, I can do no other. God 
help me, Amen." 

Some Reasons for Staying Away From Church. 

By Dr. C. H. Parkhurst. 

SoMETIMES there is'no good in going to church. It 
depends principally on the church. It is often claimed 
that church atteiJ.dance is on the decrease. People are 
not going to be drawn in by being scolded for staying 
out. Nor ar~ they going to be drawn in-in a way to 
hold them-by being coaxed in by artificial seductions. 
A good deal of money is put into. the artistic trimmings 
of sanctuary service; There is no objection to the ar
tistic if it is wrought into the body of the service, and 
not availed of simply as so much millinery put on to 
make the service more presentable. The advertising 
of sensational topics is another way the pulpit takes to 
worry the truth into reluctant hearts of advertisement
captured congregations. It does not hold the people, 
but it does cheapen the pulpit· and set the house of God 
in the same row with ·the dry-goods stores, m~llinery 
shop~ ~nd other iiistitutioHs that put big headlines in 
the newspapers and flaming pacards in the front win
dows.~ We may 'call the rank and file of people very 
godless, but they:are able to' distinguish remarkably 
well between fact and fiction . in matters of religion. 
I believe th~t ninety people out of a hundred would 
respect God's house if they were spre that it is God'.s 
house more than it is man's~ It takes a good deal be
sides a pulpit, ~choir loft and a spire to make a church. 

Sunday Labor Statistics. 

"AccoRDING to the census of 1895," says The De
fender, "the number of persons in' gainful occupations 
in Massachusetts is, in round number, 1,075,000. Pos
sibly 150,000 of .these have some connection with Sun
day work. Of the'se, at least-113,000 will be found .in 
household domestic service, in agriculture, or in the 
fisheries. Of the 37,000 others, 17,994- are in transpor
tation service of various kinds as classed upon page 6, 
ante. The remaining 19,006 are distributed through 

. hotel and restaurant sei-vice and other einployments of . 
a more or less personal nature." 

"On the basis of 150,000, there are over 10,000,000 
Sunday workers in the United States. On the basis of 
37,000, over 3,000,000." 

It will be observed tij.at outside of d<;Jmestic and 
hotel and restaurant service, tht> number .of people 
whQse Sunday work is not voluntary is very small. 

To TALK of putting God into the Constitution, is 
only to talk absurdity. God can put man. where he 
pleases; but not all the. men on earth could put God 
anywhere. 

SAY, have you seen our "ad" on page 31. 
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A CRUSADE against the ninety saloons of Joliet, Ill., 
is now on. The point of attack is their violation of 
four laws,· viz., selling after 11 P.M., keeping open 

. Sundays, selling to minors, and selling to drunkards. 
Mida,'s Criterion, commenting on the fact, Aays:-"If the 
saloons kept to the law, they would not be so vul
nerable."-Union Signal. 

Then why allow the saloons any law to "keep .to"? 
Why, by a Sunday law, or any other law, make them 
less vulnerable to the forces of temperance? 

* * * 
•' 

. Too MANY people in this world are like this "peace7 
able" clergyman mentioned in an. AustraJian journal as 
one of the speakers at a celebration in Melbourne:~ 

"For himself, though a man of peace, he was willing, 
whenever the time carne, to show with a rifle where his 
own interests were. He did not think he would make a 
mull of it either. He had handled a rifle in his younger 
days, and he had not fqrgottet;t how to carry it." 

The real man of peace does not show where his inter
ests are by getting into a fight. 

* * * 
THE Rev. M. J. Savage, who religiously seems to be 

identified more closely with the Spiritualists than with 
any other body, in a recent "sermon" said:-

"I believe the attitude we have taken in the Philip
pines to be unimpeachably right. Nobody on the face 
of the earth ever paid any practical attention to that 
beautiful saying of the Declaration of Independence, 
'Governments derive their just powers from the consent 
of the governed.' " 

Mr. Savage sees plainly enough tha.t "the attitude 
we have taken. in the Philippines" is consistent only 
with the idea that the doctrine of government by con
sent of the go;,.erned is of no practical importance. 

* * * 
THE Rome correspondent of theN. Y. Sun said in a 

dispatch dated the 24th inst.:-

"The interesting ceremony of opening the Holy 
Door of St. Peter's was performed to-day by the pope 
with all the pomp that accompanies the solemn func
tions of the church. The event marked the beginning of 
the' Holy Year.'' 

After the ceremony the pope said: "I have opened a 
new era, in which may ·God give peace.'' That phe pope 

has power to open a new era by thie ceremony at St. 
Peter's, is an idea in keeping with the general character 
ofpapal assumptions. 

I .. .. .. 
THE Sa,cred Heart Review, an influential Catholic 

paper, published in Boston, declares that Catholics in 
the United States must organize so as to be able to 
throw their united political strength against that which 
invades their rights of conscience. It speaks with the 
air of one whose rights of conscience are already being 
trampled under foot. And what are these rights of 
conscience for which it contends? Oh, there has been .a 
reduction in the Government appropriations for Cath
olic Indian schools; and it is proposed to establish free 
schools after the American pattern in Puerto Rico! 
These two are the principal ''wrongs" from which they 
are suffering. .. 

* * 
As has been often pointed out in these columns, any 

appropriation at all of Gov.ernment mon~y for Catholic 
Indii:tn schools is wholly contrary to the American prin
ciples of government separating church and state. It is a 
concession to the papacy, a denial of.the principles of 
political freedom and a menace to the liberties of the 
people. And because the Government will not pursue, 
or showsla disposition to recede from, this unjust, un
American church-and-state policy, the Catholics-so far 
as this journal represents them-declare that their 
"rights of conscience" are invaded! 

.. 
* .. 

And likewise oi the complaint abont free schools in 
Puerto Rico. That island is now under American rule; 
and to tolerate longertheold Catholic church-and-state 
regime in education there would be to give that regime 
the sanctjon of the Government, to deny the American 
principle of church-and-state separation, and justify the 
papal principle of church-and-state union. As well 
might the Catholic school system be set up by the Gov
ernment here in the United States, so far as the effect on 
American principles is concerned, as to be maintained 
under American authority in Puerto Rico. Yet the 
refusal to main,tain it is another invasion of the "rights 
of the Catholic conscience.'' 

.. 
.. * 

In other words, theCatholicconscience,asdelineated 
by this influential Catholic paper, demands that the 
Government deny the rights of conscience of all Protes
tants. Such a conscience was never educated by the 
Word of God. 

.. .. .. 
/ And now a Ca'tholic organization, a Catholic party, 
is called for to demand and force from the Government 
this recognition of papal principles. A v.ast new field 
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ipr papal effort to secure recognition from the United 
States, has been opened up by theacquisition of the new 
territory tl}ken from Spain; and Roman Catholics in the 
United States are to be organized to secure the fullest 
advantage offered by the situation. Ve~:ily, thV nation 
is expanding, and in· no direction fast~r than toward 
Rorue. 

Church-and-State Resolutions by the Presbyterian 
. Synod of New York. 

A GREAT "Pan-American Exposition" is to be held 
in the city of Buffalo in the first year of the twentieth 
C(lntury. In connection with this exhibition the question 
is of course raised, as it has been in connection with 
similar enterprises, whether it shall be opened on 
Sundays; and already a protest against Sunday open
ing has gone forth from the Presbyterian Synod of 
New· York. At the last convention of that body this 
resolution touching the question was adopted:-

"As the conserva~ion of the Christian Sabbath, as a 
day of rest and worship, is essential to the preservation 
of the liberties of the American people, and also all 

. American institutions inclusive of the American home, 
the American Christian Church; and the American Re
public. 

"Resolved, That theSynodrespectfullybutearnestly 
urges the directors of the Pan American Exposition to 
be held in Buffalo in 1901,· to close the gates of the 
Ex{10sition every Lord's day during the continuance 
of said Exposition." 

This of course throws upon the _directors, if they 
heed the 11equest, the burden of determining which day 
is the "Lord's day"; and we hope that if the directors 
consider this question they will be guided in their con
clusions by the testimony of Scripture,. which is the only 
competent testimony to be had on this point. 

Another resolution passed by the Synod was the 
following:- -

Resolved, That the Synod of New York expresses its 
earnest disapproval and condemnation of the Sunday 
newspaper as a violation in letter and spirit of the law 
of God and of the State, and greatly injurious to the 
religious and moral life of the people, which both chu!ch 
and state are bound to protect and promote." 

This is a plain declaration in favor of union of 
church and state; for if the state is bound to protect 
and promote religion, there must be state laws favoring 
religion, since the state can act only through its laws. 
And what more did a ·l!nion of church and state ever 
present, as regards the state, than htws favoring re
ligion? As there are many conflicting religious beliefs, 
the state in favoring religion would be obliged to select 
some particular belief; and to favor some particular 
belief by law is to uphold that belief by law, which is to 
~~force it by law. And no union of church and state, 
we·repeat, ever required more of the state than that it 
enforce particular religious beliefs by law. 

Sunday-Closing in Chicago. · 
I 

FoR something more than twoweeks Chicago lias 
been agitated to quite .:itn extent by one of the semi
occasional Sunday-closing movements that are wont to 
sweep over American cities at irregular intervals. 

So far as the writer has been able to learn, the 
present agitation had its origin with small tradesmen, 
butchers and grocers, who complain that they are 
"compelleu" to keep open on Sunday. 

The fi~st effort was to secure general Sunday closing 
by agreement. But thi~ was found to be impracticable 
because of 'the widely-divergent yiews on. the subject 
among the grocers 'and butchers themselves. Some 
favored Sunday' closing during the winter months. 

,, Some thought b9tter to close after a certain hour in 
the morning; while some would close all day, and some 
not at all. 

As.is usual in such cases appeal has been made to 
the law-makers, and the .Board of Alderman have been 
asked to pass a general Sunday-closing- ordinance ... 
Pending action by the city, a good many are closing 
voluntarily, some for a portion of the day and some all 
day; thus proving beyond dispute that nobody is forced 
to keep open if he does not want to do so. 

It is only g~eed of gain that ''compels" anybody to 
keep his place of business open when he does not want 
to keep open .•. Indeed, nobody keeps open when he does 
not want to. The fact that he ,keeps open is evidence 
that he wants to keep open. It is true he might wish 
that conditions were such that he could make the same 
amount of profit in fewer hours. But the thing that he 
does is the thing that he wants to do under existing 
circumstances. 

It is not at all likely that Chicago will adopt a 
Sunday-closing ordinance at present. Such an ordi
nance would have but little chance of survival in the 
courts as at present constituted in Illinois. Indeed it 
seems doubtful if anything short of a constitutional 
amendment or flagrant disregard of that inet·rument 
would afford any substantial legal basis for Sunday 
legislation in this State, either state or mu:p.icipal. 

It seems strange that men are so short-sighted as 
to be willing for a few paltry dollars to surrender to the 
state their inalienable rights. Who!does not see that 
the same authority' that can require men to rest on 
Sunday can as readily, and with just as much reason, 
prescribe the manner of that rest? Oh, for more of that 
sterling manhood that puts liberty above pelf. 

One of the evening papers has espoused the Sunday
closing movement, and, publishes something on the sub
ject almost every day. But so far this newspaper cham
pion of this movement speaks only of "moral suasion" 
as the means to be relied on to secure tlie desired end. 
To this there can be no objection by any one, except to 
the idea that so few have the moral stamina to act inde
pendently in such a matter. Of course very many of 
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those who complain that they are "compelled" to keep 
open on Sunday, have more or less conscience in the 
matter. Having been taught that Sund~y is sacred, 
they feel some degree of condemnation for doing busi
ness on that day; hut this conviction is not sufficiently 
strong to cause them to act upon it, unless they can be 
secured from financial loss in so doing. And it is this 
sort of "morality" that is fostered by all Sundayclosing 
that is not absolutely independent and voluntary' 
whether secured by agreement or by compulsion. 

C. P. BoLLMAN. 

Sunday "Necessities" in New Jersey. 

"New York Journal," Jan. 1. 

RECORDER SENIOR has established a queer precedent 
at Paterson, N.J., in an action under the old statutes 
known as the Blue Laws. 

Last week he declared guiltless a number of barbers 
who were accused of doing business on the Sabbath, 
reasoning that shaving has become a positive necessity, 
and that the 13lue Laws, which bar almost everything 
but prayer on Sunday, make an exception of the abso
lute necessities. The decision caused some surprise, as 
the barbers and their friends had. not a doubt that the 
law was with them. 

Yesterday the Recorder gave his decision in the 
closing crusade against selling meat on Sunday. He 
decided that these sellers were guilty of an infraction of 
the law and therefore punishable by a fine of $1 and 
-costs. 

A comparison of the two rulings shows that it is 
necessity to get shaved on Sun_day, but that it is need
less to eat. -~ 

\ 

At about the same time of the day in Passaic city 
a barber and two dry-goods merchants were being fined 
for keeping open on Sunday. 

The Decline of Justice. 

WHAT other thought but that expressed in the abo~e 
heading can come into the mind as one reads . of such 
deliverances from the judicial bench as are recorded in 
the following? We quote from the Journal, of this 
city~- . 

"The commonest principles of justice and humanity 
must be lacking in the brain of a man who can sit in a 
Judge's chair and say solemnly to a jury:-

" 'If a railroad company kills a child, its parents 
should be satisfied with $1 damages. Children are a 
sou~ce of expense to their parents, and are ·of no pecu
niary benefit.' 

''Yet this is the expressed opinion of Supr~meCourt 
Justice Gum mere, of New Jersey. Only one dollar for 
the life of every child killed under the wheels of a train 

- or trolley car.· The market value of an ordinary dog is 
five times as _much. A pig is worth more. 

"Where is the heart of a man who c,an place the_ 
value of the lives of his cb;ildren at $1 each because they 
are 'a source of expense' and of 'no pecuniary benefit'? 

"What an encouragement to reckless motormen or 
engine drivers. They can afford- to qm over and kill 
children every day in the year without materially inter: 
fering with the stockholders' dividends. · 

"It is not the pecuniary benefit to be derived from 
such damage suits that parents of dead children look 
for. It is the restraining influence which a penalty df 
$10,000 or $20,000 always exerts upon r«:>ckless com
panies that must be considered. ' 

"Scarcely less foolish than the opinion of Justice 
Gummere is that delivered by Justice Robinson, of the 
Superior Court of Connecticut. He says:-

" 'Provided the railroad company killed the man 
painlessly, $10 is sufficient damages for his relatives. 
The relatives must prove that the man suffered pain to 
get more. The fac~ that the body is mutilated does not 
prove it.' 

"Here is another gem of jurisprudence. A man put 
to death painlessly is worth $10. A mari who suffers 
some pain is probably worth $100. On the other hand, 
and in accordance with the same rule, a man who is run 
over by a trolley car and dies shouting praises for the 
company would have to pay for the privilege." 

"A Wide-Reaching" Decision. 

IT is "an important decision," says the Catholic 
Monitor of the Supreme Court's affirmation in the case 
brought to restl'ain the. United States treasurer from 
giving public funds to a Roman Catholic institution. 
And it repeats: "This decision has a wide-reaching im
portance.'' 

Of course it hasr and no one understands better 
what this "wide-reaching importance" is than these 
Catholic authorities who appear to be so innocent of 
any intention to serve the purposes of the Catholic 
Church through these institutions supported by tax:-
paying Protestants. . · 

A Roman Catholic hospital is an institution of the 
Catholic Church, established to serve the purposes of 
the church. There is not a Roman Catholic institution· 
in existence that does not have as its primary and lead
ing purpose, the spread of the Roman Catholic religion. 
All Catholics the world over are instructed that the 
interests of theil' religion are to be put before all other 
interests in their lives, and that. their first and highest 
duty is. to the Catholic Church. And when money is 
paid to Catholic institutions, that money goes directly 
to ad'\"'ance Roman Catholic interests, and would not go 
more directly to that end if paid to the Catholic Church 
itself. 

And now if this Catholic institution in question
Providence Hospital, in Washington, D. C.-can be in
corporated and endowed in this way, how many other 
Catholic institutions of like chl}racter can b-e devised_ 
and incorporated and endowed from ,the public funds 
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iu the same' way? How much money can the Roman 
Catholic Church' receiVe'.from the Government in this 
way, and where is there any logical stopping-place in 
this process of tapping the Government treasury for the 
support of the Catholic Church? 

More than this: What is to prevent other churches 
uot over-scrupulous about their means of support, from 
~a king the cue thus furnished them and going into the 
same business? 

, The late decision' of Congress to appropriate :rw 
more public funds for the use of sectarian institutions 
appears to have been completely reversed. The move
ment to appropriate such funds for church purposes has 
been,revived; and the question is, Where will it end? 

All this money is raised by taxation; and the more 
of it is given to the cbxirch the hea~ier must the burden 
of taxation become. On this point the South American 
republics afford an impressive warning, which should 
not be overldoked by the people of the United States. 

I~ the 'interests of this paper we would respectfully 
call your attention to our "ad" on page 31. Read it, 
then let us hear· from you. 

Legal Authority Against Sectarian Appropriations. 

THE question of the rightfulness of the approp!'ia
tion of public funqs for the support of institutions under 
seetarian control-which has just been answered in the 
affirmative by the Supreme Court-is one that 'has 
several times claimed the attention of the courts in 
different States. We present here" a brief summary of 
decisions given upon th.is question, furnished us by a 
lawyer of Washington, D. C.:-

"' I consider the Government of the United States 
as interdicted by the Constitution from all intermed
dling with religious institutions, or with their doctrines, 
discipl.ine, or exercises. This results not only from the 
provision that no law shall be made respecting the es
tablishment or free exercise of religion, but from that 
also which reserves to the States the powers not delP
gated to the United States.'-'5 Jefferson's Works, page 
236. 

"'To compel a man to furnish contributions of 
money for the propagation of. opinions which he disbe
lieves is sinful and tyrannical.'-12 Hening's Statutes, 
page84. · 

"'The rights hereby asserted are among the natural 
rights of mankind; and if any act shall hereafter . be 
passed to repeal the present, orto narrow its operation, 
such act w.ill be an infringement of natural right.'-Jd. 

"Justice Story, in the case of Terret vs. Taylor 
(9 Cranch, p. 49), says: 'The Revolution might and did 
take away the public patronage, the exclusive cure of 
souls, and the compulsive taxation for the support of 
the church.' . 

"But, Mr. Allison claims that these principles do 
not apply to sectarian institutions here. Speaking of 

the St. Rose Industrial School and the House of the 
Good. Shepherd, he says: 'And they are ~hoth iudJI13trial 
schools.' (Hearings before the subcommittee of the 
Committee on Appropriations, U. S. Senate, ·p. 92). 
The House of the Good Shepherd in: St. Paul, Minn., was 
an industrial school of the same I'!Ort, but in the case of 
Farm!lr vs. St. Paul, Chief Justice Start said: 'As a legal 
proposition [the question of propriety aside] the city 
council [of St. Paul] had as much power to establish 
and declare any church in the city. a workhouse for 
female prisoners, and to authorize the city courts to 
commit any female convict to the custody of the rector 
or pastor of such church, as it had to declare the House 
of the' Good Shepherd, or any other institution not sub
ject t.o public control, such a workhouse.' One of 'those 
things which are. not lawful under any of the American 
constituti<;>ns,' says Judge Cooley, 'is compulsory sup
port, by taxation or otherwi~e,of religious institutions' 
(Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, 5th edition, p. 
580). . 

"In the case of Cook County vs. Children's Indian 
. School (125 III., 564) this doctrine was eill:phatically 

approved. In that case two industrial schools, one 
conducted by the Sisters of 'Charity, of Emmetsburg, 
Md., and the .other by the Sisters of the Good Shepherd, 
finding themselves denied a~cess to the public treasury 
of Chicago, resorted to indirection, and under the ad vic~ 
of their bishop, the members of those institutions set 
up a third corporation to act as a a decoy for their 
benefit; and the city authorities made contracts with 
this spurious corporation for the training of children; 
the children being turned over to the original corpora
tions, and the money paid to them. The position taken 
by their counsel in support of their claim to the people's 
money wat'!l precisely the same as that taken by the 
Senate subcommittee; that even though the· two insti-

. tutions were controlled by a church and were the recipi
ents of all the money paid to appellee (the spurious 
corporation), yet that. they were not. to be denied the 
money, provided' that there was only a consideration 
for the money paid. But the court denounced that the
oTyas 'extremely dangerous,' and went on to .explain 
why it was so. 'Iftheyareentitled,'saidJudgeMagruder 
'to be paid out of public funds, simply because they 
relieve the State of a burden which it would otherwise 
be itself required to bear, then there is nothing to pre
vent all public education from becoming subjected, by 
hasty legislil.tion, to sectarian influences. . . . the 
prohibition of the Constitution would be po~erless to 
pr'event the money of the taxpayers from being used to 
support such institutions. . . . It is an untenable 
position that public funds may be paid out to help sup
port sectarian schools, provided only. such schools 'shall 
render a quid pro quo for the payments made to them.' 
-125 Ill. p. 571. . 

"The State of Nevada, ex rei. The Nevada Orphan 
Asylum vs. Hallock, State Comptroller, is another in · 
which this question was· fulJy discussed. ThA Nevada 
Orphan Asylum had set up an industrial school(?) as a 
pretext for state aid. .The instit~tion was conducted 
by the Sisters of Charity, of Emmetsburg, Md., and 
Hallock, the Comptroller, refused to audit a claim pre
sented for an amount which had been appropriated for 
their use by the legislature. Chief Justice Leonard said: 
'The Constitution prohibits the use of any of the public 
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funds for any such purposes, whether parents wish it or 
not. If all the children in the asylum were Catholics, 
and all their parents or friends wished them to be taught 
Catholic dogmas, these facts would not make the instL 
tution non·sectarian. It is what it> taught, not who ara 
instructed, that must determine this question.'-16 
Nevada, page 883-4:" 

THIS illui!>tration of Roman Catholic ~'charity" was 
reported recently by The World, of this city:-

'' A bright little girl had been taken from the Hudson 
County, New.Jersey, Almshouse several months ago and 
indentured to a family named Norton. Mrs .. Norton 
died and the child . was transferred to the family of 
Frank R. Baldwin, who has a beautiful home at No. 29 
Winfield a-ve.,Jersey City. 

"The child liked her new home immens!ily. But 'Yes
terday Father McDowell, ·of St. Paul's Roman Catholic 
Church, heard ot the case and complained to Fre!lholder 
Joseph Murphy. 

"'It is against the· rules,' said he, 'to transfer an in
dentured child from one family to another. The law 
also prohibits a child of one religious faith to be inden
tured to a family. oi another faith.' 

"So the child was sent back to the almshouse.'' 

"Expa11sion" and Prosperity. 

DISPATQHES from Pittsburg say that the National 
Casket Company, having already filled an order for 
2000 coffins for the United States Government, is now 
figuring on another large order. Thus is our prosperity 
all pervading.-Springfield Republican. 

"He's true to God who's true to man; wherever wr:ong 
is done, 

To the humblest and theweakest,'neath theall-behold
ing sun, 

That wrong is also done to us; and they are slaves 
most base, 

Whose love of right is for themselves, and not for all 
their raee.'' 

-Lowell. 

A Card. 

To all interested in carrying the gospel of Jesus 
Christ to the inhabitants of other lands and who desire 
ot assist in supporting missionaries already placed and 
others who may engage ln the work, the opportunity is 
given to make an offering to the Foreign Mission Board 
of the Seventh-d~y Adventist denomination. 

Such donations should be sent to the FoREIGN MIS· 

siON BoARD, 150 Nassau Street, New York. 

TO 8TIR PATRONS: 

1. Write Names Plainly, 

2. Remit by P. 0. Money Order, or Express Order, or by BanK Dral1i 
on New York. Personal checks are llilt desired. 

3. Make all Orders and Drafts ~yable to Pacific Press Publishing Cr.. 
not to the editor or any other individual. 

4. We will receive Postage Stamps in small quantities and any kind o> 
good money. Defaced coins will not be taken. If paper mo:U.eiJ 
or cein is s~nt, register the letter. 

AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
Set for the def~nse of liberty of conscience, and therefore uncom. 

· promisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of 
Church and State, either in name or in fact. 

ORGAN OF TRE 

INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS LIBERTY .ASSOCIATION, 

PUBLISRED· WEEKLY BY 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Single Copy, Per Year $1.00. 
.so. 
.25. 

" Six months 
Three months 

ADDRESS, AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St •• New York. 

l3apti5t. Principle5 
OF 

Religious Liberty Applied to Sunday laws. 

An appeal to Baptists to be true to their historic 
principles and practice.. touching 

religious freedom. 

PLAIN DUT"KINJD. 

Of It a leading Baptist Minister and Edttor.writes:-
"I have read your pamphlet on 'Baptist Principles of Religious Liberty' 

with great interest and entire sympathy. • . , I hope you will 
continue your efforts for the. promotion of religious liberty." 

Fifty-two Pages, Illustrated, Price, 6c. 

Jesus Died for You. 
This is the title of the new num

ber (No. 63) of the 
APPLES OF GOLD LIBRARY 

written by Mrs. Luella L. Harmon. 

It is a Christ-filled appeal to sin
ners to yield themselves to Him 
who died for th11m. It is well cal

culated to soften and subdue 

hearts, and to do good wherever 
circulated. 

Price, 50 cents per hundred. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 ·BoND STREET, NEW YoRK. 
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THE CHILDREN WOULD ENJOY IT. 
-How it would ple!'lse the children if their parE;lflts or their older brother or--slster 

should get for them a set of our Bird Books, and then go out with them and 

together study the habits and identify their feathered friends by name .. 

We know of no more delightful and profitable way to employ an outing. It Is 

true that from the North many of our birds migrate to the South in winter, but 

not all of them leave us, and these books will enable you to identify them 

wherever found. In the South this Is especially a favorable time to study 

the birds, as there ar.e many visitors in the trees now. 

ALL ABOUT THE BIRDS. 
The two books described below are really companion volumes and together 

they cover all of our well-kno~n birds. The 100 beautiful colored plates present 
an unexampled series qf .bird pictures, being colored- from the birds them'selves. 
Sold singly at $2.00 each, or the set of two for $3.50. 

Bird Neighbors. 
By Neltje Blancban. 

An introductory acquaintance with 150-of 
our common birds, with 52 superb full-page 
pictures in color photography from the birds 
themselves. John Burroughs, the highest 
authority on .this subject, who has annotated 
the text, says of the colored, plates in .. his 
introduction : 

"When I began the study of birds I had 
access to a copy of Audubon, which greatly 
stimulated my interest in the pursuit, but I 
did not have the opera glass, and I could not 
take. Audubon with me on my walks, as the 
reader may this volume, and he will find these 
colored plates quite as helpful a's those of 
Audubon or Wilson." 

This book makes the identification of our 
birqs simple and positive, even to the uninitia
ted~ through certain unique features. 

Size, 7%;x10%; 
1
234 pages; strong green cloth binding; printed on fine paper,

full margins for notes. Price......................................................................... $2.00-
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Birds that Hunt and are ·Hunted .. 
By Neltje Blancban, 

Annotated and with an introduction by G. 0. Shields, 
"Coquina." This new book gives the life histories more 
complete,ly than ever before in a popular work of 170 of our 
game and .water birds and birds of prey, and contains 48 
colored plates. Litemture says: "The plates are probably 
the most valuable and artistic pictures of the kind available 
to-day. There is a charm of r\ality in the author's presenta
tion utterly fascinating to the sportsman." 

Size, 7%:x 10%; 359 pages; strong green cloth binding; 
printed on fine paper, full margins for notes. Price...... $2.00 
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'PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 BOND ST., NE'VV YORK CITY. 

THE MARKED NEW TESTAMENT •. 
For Missions and Mission Workers, 

the object being_]o call the reader's 
atten.tion to certain texts marked 
in red or black ink in facsimile of 
hand- markings. There are 225 
marked verses, bearing on tbesub
~ct of salvation through Christ, 
including repentance, faith, obed
ience, etc. Size 5% x 5% inches. 
Cloth, cut flush. Price 15 Cents, 
.with discount when ·ordered in 
quaptity. 

Books for the young. 

These are selected from a long 
list, and will be found convenient in 
size (4~x6~), handsomely bound 
(cover stamped in gold and colored 
ink), and well printed on good pa
per. Each book in a box. 

Price 30 cents each. 
A BAG OF STORIES. 

HEART LIFE. 

HELPS OVER HARD PLACES,-Girls. 

" Boys. 

JESSICA'S FIRST PRAYER. 

JESUS ONLY -Scripture text and poem for 
eac~dayof the ear. 

NOBODY LOVES ME. 

OLIV:EIS ,STORY. 

SCRIPTURE PROMISES-Classified so that 
is easy to find something suited to our 
present wants on every occasion. 

PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. 

BLACK BEAUTY. 
By Annie Sewell. A story of a horse 

which will teach young and old 
much about the proper care and 
treatment of dumb animals. Size 
4~x6~ inches, 252 pages, with 
illustrations, neat cloth binding 
beautifully stamped in gold and 
colored inks. Price 40 cts. 

A.ddre!!s, 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO •• 
89 Bond Street, NEiw York, City. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . . . . - . 
t A Unique Pen==THE ''POST.'' :1: 
~ . . t Being the ONLY :1: 
~ SELF-FILLING AND SELF=CLEANING • 
~ ~· .!'<0.1 p<>n manufactured in·'tbe world, the "Post Fountain Pen" stands pre-eminently alone. No need 14 
]: of inky fingers; no need of bothersome fillers. You can cleanse and refill the "Post," without· :1 
;; either of these adjuncts, in less than ten seconds. ;§: 
~ The unsolicited testimonial of one of our subscribers is to the point. • 

~ A He says:- .• 
~ "There is nothing so near to success as success itself. Such is the • 
~ •Post,' the acme, the climax of inventive genius." • 

~ .Unique Another of our subscribers who has already taken advantage • 

~ l of this offer and who again sends in for pen and paper, says:- • 
~ Journa == • 14 
"if! "I must say that the 'Post Fountain fen' is the best l"'iJ' 
~ fountain pen I ever used. It is a wonder." • 

t 'The ~ ~ 
~ As. an incentive to an aggressive work in behalf of the • 

~ AMERICAN Sentinel, we offer-by SPECIAL AGREEMENT WITH • 

~ SENT IN E L • THE.PATENTEE-to send the American Sentinel for ! 
"if! one year and the Post Fountain Pen, postpaid, :: 

~ for $2.50. It& f A staunch defender of the true principles ~~ 

"if! of religious liberty. The AMERICAN SENTI· ~~~ • 

~ NEL is unique in that it is the only paper pub- ~In ordering state kind of pen de- • 

~ lished in the United States devoted specifically sired-'-medium or fine. • 

f and aggressively to the work of making known !. 
~ ..-~~.:¢-. IV 
~ the principles of religious liberty-Christian and It& 
"if!~ Six Cardinal Points l"'iJ'. Constitutional-from the standpoint of truth. 

Peculia.r to the 

~ There is right now an urgent call and a ripe field for "POST:" • 

~• every power and every agency that will stand for the right. •• 
Self-Filling, 

~ 

~ Self-Cleaning, • 
"if\ The American Sentinel should be in the home of every American citizen. 
~ ~ Simplicity, It& 
"€PP Durability, ""if' 
~ In connection with the SENTINEL we offer the·" Post" Fountain Reliability, • 

~ Pen. They both stand on their merits. The price of the pen alQne is No Leaking. • 

~ $3.00. It cannot be purchased for less anywhere. • f The price of the SENTINEL is $L 00 per year. ~ :f 
"€PP ~..... l"'iJ' 
~ •um-nm-lml-am• • 

t Do you appreciate liberty of conscience? Do you desire to acquaint your friends with the move- • 
~ ments that are seeking to destroy this God-given right? ·;:lecure their subscription, the SENTINEL will ;! 
"if! do the rest. ""if' 

~ . 
~ Do you want a really reliable pen? Now is your chance. If desired we will send the SENTINEL to ~ 
~ one address and the pen to another. ' ~ 

~ Addres~ AMERICAN SENTINEL ~~ t . 39 Bond St., New Yo~k City.· !5f 

........................ ~·~··~ 
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NEW YoRX, JANUARY II, Igc>o. 

SPECIAL efforts are to be made 
by Sunday advoca_tes in Maine to 
secure legislation for a more rigid 
Sunday observance in tha.t State, at 
the next session of the legislature. 

~ 

Tim statistics of church growth in 
the United States for 1899, given in 
The Independent, show that the 
Christian Scientists are increasing 
more rapidly than ally other religi
ous body of noticea,ble prominence. 
Arid "Christian Science" is only an
other n~me for Spiritualism. 

' 

THE constitution which was pro
mulgated .li>y the Filipino govern
ment that has been pat down by the 
American forces in Luzon, contained 
this provision touching religious 
freedom: "The state recognh;es the 
liberty and eq11ality of all forms of 
worship, as well as the separation of 
chl!lrch and state." Has as much 
been s·aid under the authority of the 
United States? 

IT is announced by the secretary 
of the "Philadelphia Sabbath Asso- · 
ciation" that that organization, 
working in conjunction with several 
committees of citizens, after numer
ous oonferences with the mayor and
his subordinates, "have planned to 
make special efforts for the enforce
ment of the Sunday law," "on ·and 
after January 7, 1900." 

$ 

"THE law affords protection to all 
in remembering the Sabbath day in 
accordancinvlith the originalappoint
ment of our great Creator," says· 
secretary Mitchler of the "Philadel
phiar Sabbat:b.Association,"inspeak
ing of the Pennsylvania Sunday law. 
Yet individuals who conscientiously 

remember and keep this "original 
appointment" of the Creator have 

· J>_t:lf:ll1:Jlrosec_ll.ted l1:r;tder this Y~!"Ylll_"\V. __ 
The practical tendency of man-ma-de 
"Sabbath laws" is to turn men away 
~rom God's Sabbath law, ana cause 
them to forget his"originalappoint
ment" altogether. 

~ 

SoM;E people seem to have the idea 
that the Sabbath law of God com-' 
mands them to see that their neigh
bors keep the Sabbath, whether they 
themselves do so or not. They are 
willing to break the Sabbath them
selves, if need be., i-n order to make 
others keep it. And indeed, it is 
impossible to enforce a Sabbath law 
without breaking the Sabbath to do 
it. 

~ 

A RIGID Sunday law was euacted 
by the last legislature of New Bruns
wick, and the measure was yassed, 
we are informed, by a maj_~rity of 
only one vote. A little activity on 
the part of the frienps of religious 
liberty, in prese~~i!gthis side of the 
Sunday question to the mem hers of 
this legislative body, might easily 
have turned the majority vote the 
other way. But now-the-mischief is
done, and a much harder effqrt will 
be required to undo it. 

~ 

PRESIDENT ScHURMAN of the Phil
ippineCommission,in a recent speech 
before a religious assembly touched 
on the evils of sectarianism in the 
foreign missionary field, and ex
pressed the wish that only mission
aries of one denomination be sent to 
the Philippine Islands. "I do hope,'' 
he said, "that when we send the mis
sionaries we will decide beforehand 
on one form of ProtestantChristian
it;y. Send only one typ~·of mission
aries. . . . I hope that before send
ing missionaries to the Philippines 
the qifferent de:nomiin.ations will 
unite on some common platform.~' 

This leads _ The Independent to 
point out and deplore the eTil of 
sectarianism in the foreign field, and 
to inql!lire, "What can be oone to 
.remov~o the scandal?" It fears that 

nothing can be done :'until the de
nominations here are federated." 
But how will churcL federation rem
edythe situation~unless the churclles 
represented decide that only mis
sionaries of one church shall go to 
this foreign field, an\} unless this 
decision is enforced upon other 
churches? Are we to see, ere lon~r, 
the authority of the United States 
exercised to carry out the .dictates 
of what might well be termed a 
church trust, regarding missionary 
work in its foreign territory? We 
shall, if such suggestions can be put 
into effect. 

.:A: 

WE print on another pag~ an ex
·tract from an interesting volume 
just issued by F. H. Revell Co., en
titled "The Peril of the Republic," 
by P. T.'¥agan, Dean of the Battle .. 
Creek College. The lllook is written 
to set forth the departure from the . 
safe and right principles of govern~ 
ment that is to be observed in events 
that are te>-day making history_ for 
the United States. If this Republic 
is in peril, every citizen of the Repub
lic ought to kno·w it; for the Repub
lic cannot be in peril and safety still 
remain for the citizen. The author 
of this work presents facts from cur
rent and past history, considered in 
their rel~tion toAmerioan principles, 
to show that a real peril of great 
magnitude does threaten the Repub
lic to-day, and the reader cannot 
fail to derive valuable instruction,· 
nor, we think, to be convinced of the 
truth of the author's conclusions. 
The book contains 196 pages; price, 
one dollar. For sale at this office. 

~ 

THE Sunday laws of the States 
contain-with few exceptions-a 
"usual exemption" for observers of 
the seventh day;· which is supposed 
to make s-ach laws unobjectionable. 
But when analyz-ed, tla.is "exemp
tion" is found to be really a con
demnatioo of the Sunday law on the 
ground of consistency. If the law is 
one that interferes with conscience, 
or with rights, it has no good reason 
to exist; and if it does not interfere 
in this way, why exempt any class 
from its penalties? But as we show 
elsewhere in this issue. this "usual 
exemption" clause is not to betaken 
at its "face value." 
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"'IF ANY MAN HE~ MY: WORDS, AND BELIEVE NOT, I JUDGE illM NOT."-Je•us Christ. 

VoLUME 15. NEW YORK, JANUARY 18, 1900: NuMBER 3. 

Published in the interests of Religious Liberty-Chris
tian and Constitutional. 

R'" Any one r•ceiving the American Sentinel >rithout having ordered ff 
ma,y kno·>r that it i$ sent by some friend. 'Therefore those who have not 
ordered the Sentinel need have no fears that they will be asked to pay for it. 

CEntered at the New York :Postoflice.) 
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ALL men have .equal rights because all are created 
in the image of God. 

SABBATH-KEEPERS cannot be made out of Sabbath
breakers by any process but a change of hea.rt. 

THE laws of men can uphold no standard of moral
ity that rises higher than the level of human wisdom. 

THE good neighbor and good citizen is always tke 
man who adheres strictly to the dictates of ·his con
science. 

No MAN can yield his conscience to Cresar and to 
God at the same time. The domain of conscience does 
not admit of two sovereigns. 

PEOPLE who venture to interfere with the conscience 
of others because of religious differences, would do wel!' 
to remember that conscience is strictly a divine and not 
a human institution. 

THE "national conscience" is the conscience of the 
majority, and the majority represent only a power and 
authority "that are human. In religion, the majority 
have nearly always been in the wrong. God is the only 

. authority in religion, and in religion he speaks to the 

majority through each individual, amd not to each in
dividual through the majority. 

THE Sunday laws do violence to the rights of aJlthe 
people, no less than to those of the class who are made 
to suffer by them. ·They are a restriction upon reli
gious freedom. 

SINCE the carnal mind is not subject to the law of 
God, a11d cannot be, as the 8criptures declare, it js 
plainly unscriptural and wrong to attempt to· enforce 
the lm.w of God, or Christian morality, by the law of 
man. And no other kind of morality ought to be en_ 
forced by any law: 

The "Usual Exemptioll" Analyzed. 

FRoM the evidence which we have given from the 
record made by the N. W. C. T. U., it is certain that 
"the usual exemption for those who keep the Sabbath 
day," from the requirements of Sunday laws, which the 
Union "favors," doer.; not exempt. That is to say, "the 
usual exemption" is so hedged about with restrictions 
that it is robbed of all the quality of an exemption. 

In order for any person to have the benefit of this 
"usual exemption," it is not enough to observe another 
day, but the personobservinganotherday must"believe 
in" it. '-

Nor is it enough to "believe in" and "observe" an
other day; but the person observing another day must 
"conscientiously believe in" it. 

And when a person does conscientiously believe in and 
observe another day than Sunday as the Sabbath, still 
the exemption does not count unless the person "reli. 
giously" observes the day that he conscientiously be
lieves in and observes. 
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And when he "religiously'-' observes the day that he 
"conscientiously believes in and obse:t:ves," still the ex
emption does not count unless he "regularly" observes 
the day that he conscientiously believes in and reli· 
giously observes. 

And then the exemption does not count unless .the 
"religious" and ''regular" observance of this day that 
he "conscientiously believes in" and "observes," il:! per
fOrmed "by abstaining from labor and business." 

And even THE~ theexemptii::m does not count unless 
the work that he does on Sunday is work of ''religion," 
or work of "rea,J necessity and mercy," or "such private 
work as will neither interfere with the general rest nor 
with public worship." 

That is to say that "the usual exemption" requires 
belief, and even conscientious be}ief; and religious 
action, and regular religious action, on whatever day 
a man may choose to observe as the Sabbath; and also 
requires religious conduct, both public and private, on 
Sunday, or else the exemption does not count .. 

And ·even with all this, the "usual exemption" does 
not exempt from the requirements of the law, but only 
from the penalty of the law. 

This is certain, and we know it, from the fact that 
Mrs. Bateham, speaking for the N. W. C. T. U., said so· 
at the p:reat hearing on the national Sunday law, before 
the Senate Committee, in Washington, D. C., Dec. 13, 
1888. Senator Blair had said to Mrs. Bateham these 
words:-

"Let me ask you a few questions, Mrs. Bateham, 
to see if theW oman's Christian Temper~tnce Union un
derstood exactly the relati9n of what they propose to 
do to this legislation." 

He then stated that an exemption of the observers 
of another day would allow these observers of another 
day to do the work of the post-offices, and that of such 
other occupations as· the Sunday law w~ts intended to 
prohibit, and thus the law would fail of its purpose in 
prohibiting these occupations on Sunday; that is, it 
would so fail by means of the very thing which they 
themselves proposed-the exempting of observers of 
another day in hope of checking their opposition to the 
law. His remarks are summed up in the following sen
tences:-

"Now, you go to our Seventh day Baptist or Ad
ventist friends, for instance, and propose to introduce 
.a principle by which they can carry on the Post-Office 
Department on the Sabbath just .as completely as they 
see. fit. ·In other words; you propose to exempt them 
from the operation of the li'!>W so far as it prohibits post• 
office work on the Sabbath. Suppose you have a Sev-

. enth-day Baptist man for postmaster. Suppose you fill 
up every post-office in the country on the Sabbath, with 
Seventh-day Baptist people. You have the Post-Office 
Department in operation by virtue of this exemption 
because they can do the work conscientiously on that 
day." · 

To this Mrs. Bateham made the following reply:

"If you remember the clause, we do 'Dot propose to 
provide that they shall be able. to do this work;- but 
that they shall be exempt from the penalty . . They are 
not allowed to do the, work; but they are to be exempt 
from the penalty. Therefore, unless they could prove 
that they had not done this work to the disturbance of 
others, it would be impossible for them to carry on post
office matters, for instance, or any other public employ
ment, on Sunday." 

If any further evidence is needed on this it is pre
sented by Dr. W. F. Crafts himself in his Sabbath 
Reform Documents, No. 28, in which he says tl:iat 
'/The only States that have just and practicable ex
ceptions on this point [of 'the usual exemption'] are 
New Jersey and Arkansas." And ·then that all may 
know exactly what the only just and practicable exemp
tion is he presents as the example the following exemP,
tion found in the code of New Je~sey:-

"Every inhabitant of this State who religiously 
observes the seventh day of the week as the Sabbath, 

· shall be exempt from answering to any process in law 
or equity, either !(tS defendant, witness,. or juror, except· 
in criminal cases; likewise from executing on the said 
day the duti~s of any post or- office to which· he may be
appointed orcommissi?ned, except when the interest of 
the State may absolutely require it, and shall also be 
exempt from worl9-ng on the highways and doing any 
militia duty on that day except when in'-actual service. 
If any person, cha.rged with having labored on the first 
day of the week, commonly called Sunday, shall be-· 
brought before a justice of the peace to answer the in
formation .and charge thereof, and shall then and then:~· 
PROVE TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE SAID JUSTICE that 
he or she uniformly keeps the seventh day of the week 
as the Sabbath, and habitually abstains from following 
his or her usual occupation or business, and from all 
recreation, and devotes the day to the exercises of reli
gious worship, then such defendant shall be discharged;. 
PROVIDED ALWAYS, that the work of labor for which such 
person is informed against, was done and performed in 
his or her dwelling-house or work-shop, or on his or hap
premises or plantation, and that such work or labor 
has not disturbed other persons in the observance of 
the first day of the week as the Sabbath; and provided 
also, that nothing in this section shall be construed to 
allow any such person to openly expose to sa:le any 
goods, wares, or merchandise. or other article or thing 
whatsoever in the line of his or her business or occupa-
tion." · 

That i.s to say that by "the usual exemption for 
those who observe the Sabbath day," every pl:)rson who
observes any other day than Sunday, is subject to sur
veillance, to arrest, and prosecution; and . is thus sub
ject to be put to all the expense, i:rwonvenience, and loss 
of a course of prosecution, up to the point where it is 
discovered tha.t. all the manifold restrictions of the ex
emption have been complied with-then, and only then, 
the penalty of the Sunday law shall not be applied in 
his case. 

In other words, no one can be exempt kom tae re.-
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quirements of the law; no ,one shall be allowed to do 
any work, either public or private, on Sunday, without 
being subject to prosecution. But when the prosecu
tion has been. put through its wholE\ course, then he 
may be exempt from the penalty, provided he has ful
filled all the requirements of "the usual exemption," 
which are that he shall "believe in," and "conscientiousl:r 
believe in," and "conscientiously believe in" and "regu-

. larly" observe, and "conscientiously believe in" and 
"religiously" observe, another day than Sunday; and 
provided the work which was done was a "work of reli
gion," or a work of "real necessity and mercy, or such 
private work as does neither interfere with the general 
rest nor with publi-c worship." 

This is also certain, because it is already a settled 
rule of the courts: that the burden of proof lies ~:m him 
who claims the exemption; and also because Mrs. Bate
ham, speaking for the N. W. C. T. U., said that "unless 
they could prove that the work had not been to the dis
turbance of others, it would be impossible for them" to 
have the benefit of the exemption. 

And such is ''the usual exemption for those who 
keep the Sabbath day." By the official and representa
tive statement of theN: W. C. T. U., we know that such 
is "the usual exemption for those 'Yho keep the Sabbath 
d~y." 

And that such is its exact operation was stated by 
Mrs. Tomlinson, in the late national convention at 
Seattle, and can be confirmed by the actual experience 
of nearly a hundred cases in the .courts of several States 
within the last few years. 

What, then, is "the usual exemption for those who 
keep the Sabbath day" worth, which the N. W. C. T. U. 
has put itself on record as favoring?-It is not worth 
the paper that it is written on. It is a delusion and a 
snare to all who favor it. 

We do. not say that the women of theW. C. T. U. 
understand that all this is in the usual exemption; but 
that is exactly what is in it, whether they understand it 
or not. And we write this simply that they and all may 
understand what is in it. A. T. J. 

Two Ways of Promoting Civilization. 

By Rev. C. H. Parkhurst.·· 

To PROMOTE civilization by the use of swords and 
artillery is false to the word, example and life of Jesus 
Christ and of all his apostles, and alien to the entire 
genius of Christianity. If you say to that that there 
are places in the world where Christianity has sprung up 
as an aftergrowth of the military conquest-undoubt
edly; but that does not alter anything so far as it re
lates to the point I have just made. It does not relieve 
filthy soil that flowers grow out of it. God is all the 
time doing that thing. It was indispensable to our 

Lord'smission that Judas should betray him, but that 
didn't help Judas any. 

Or, you may claim that thepowder-and-shot method 
of extending civilization is more feasible, works with 
greater promptness. A Krupp gun does quick execu-. 
tion; amissjonary a~d a Bible are slow. I do not dis-
pute that. . . . Thousands of ministers have practi
cally been confessing to the world these last twelve
months that Christ's way of saving the world will not 
work, and that when Paul said that the weapons of our· 
warfare are not carnal he stated a principle that he
would have recanted if he had lived longer and known 
more. . . . I should be sorry to have to conclude 
that the gospel is inadequate without gunpowder to 
support it, and when I do conclude that I shall stop 
preaching out of respect-at least, I shall stop calling 
myself a preacher of the gospel. 

"Without the Constitution." 

A YEAR ago Harper's Weekly regarded with the
greatest disfavor the suggestion that the United States. 
would govern the island possessions without the Con
stitution. This, because such a suggestion was fraught· 
with peril to all true constitutional government in this 
nation. 

Within the year 1899, however, Harper's Weekly 
was completely revolutionized. Accordingly, in next to 
the last number for that year the Weekly takes positive
ground in favor of the United States governing all her 
island possessions .without the Constitution. It is in
teresting to notice this position which is new ground for 
the nation in her governing. 

Citing an admittedly questionable application of a 
Supreme Court decision, the Weekly says: "We have
never been able to see why this decision does not neces
sarily sustain the contention that Congres'S, with the 
President's consent, or o:ver his veto, may establish 
any government it pleases over a Territory, without;: 
regard .to the limitation of the Constitution." 

This conclusion the Weekly then supports by a cita
tion from another decision of the Supreme Court-the 
decision by which the property of the Mormon Church 
corporation was confiscated by the United States Gov· 
ernment-which at the time it was rendered we showed 
in these columns was positively a monarchical decision:. 
a decision which in principle made the United States 
Government a monarchy. See AMERICAN SENTINEL, Vol. 
6, p.147 (A. D. 1891). 

From that m~narchical, absolutest decision, Har
per's Weekly quotes thus:-

"Doubtless Congress, in legislating for the Territo
ries, would be subject to those fundamental limitations 
in favor of personal rights which are formulated in the 
Constitution and its amendments; but these limitations 
would exist rather by inference and the general spirit of 
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the Constitution, from which. Congress derives all its 
powers, than by express and direct application of its 
provisions.'' 

And upon this quotation the Weekly proceeds 
thus:-

"In other words, the limitations as "to personal 
rights are not binding in law, but are binding in morals. 
Therefore, whenever Congress deems that morality, 
including the essentials of good \government, requires 
that these limitations shall not be observed, it is not 
only Its right, but its duty to disregard them. . . . 

"Cmtgress, we thi:lilk, under Justice Bradley's deci
sio:ra, would not feel itself obliged to consider at all the 
limitations [of the Constitution] in framing a law for 
the government of the Philippines. It would probably 
deny to the Tagals, for example, the right of assem· 
bling, the right to bear arms, the security against search 
and seizure, guaranteed by our own people. . . . Con
gress, in a word, would have a perfectly free hand in 
~stablishing a government for any of our new posselil
sions, as free as the British Parliament possesses in leg· 
islating for the empire." 

And the Weekly says that this view of the question 
is already the one adopted by the presen~ national 
Administration, inasmuch as "Secretary Root holds the 
view that the Constitution does not apply to the dis· 
tant territories;" sud "he is now charged with the gov
-ernment of all the colonies except Hawaii and Alaska:" 
and that Senator Frye ia a published interview "is re
ported also to have said that the Constitution does not 
.apply." -

So much for the new position in regard to the a ban· 
odonment of the Constitution by the Government, and 
the governing without the Constitution. 

However, it is interesting to notice the curious rl!las
oning, both of the Supreme Court and of Harper·s 
Weekly, by which this abandonment of the Constitution 
is accomplished and justified. . 

The Sqpreme Court eays that Congress, so far as it 
is subject to theConstitutioli atj all in legislating for the 
Territories, is subject only by inference from the general. 
spirit of it, rather than becab.se of any "direct applica· 
tion of its provisions," and yet in the same breath says 
that it is the Constitution "from which Congress derives 
.all its powers." And that is simply to say that the 
instrument "from which Congress derives all its powers" 
may be disregarded by Col}.gress in the exercise of cer
tain of its powers! In other words, that the Constitu
tion ill bestowing npon.Congress "all" the powers that 
Congress can hav~, has bestowed upon Congress the 
power to disregard the very instrument from which it 
-derives all its powers!! A sheer abslVdity. 

The Weekly, in explaining this passage from the 
Supreme Court decision, and in deriving comfort from 
it, says that the limitations of the Constitution are 
"not binding" upop. Congress "in law," "but are bind~ 
ing in morals." And then from this draws the remarka
ble conclusion that "Therefore, whenever Congress 
deems that morality requires that these limitations 

shall not be observed, it is not only its right, but its 
duty, to disregard them." Which is simply to say that 
''morality'' can ·require-the disregard -of that whi-ch ·is 
''binding in morals"! that "it would be duty to disre
garli" duty!! Another sheer absurdity. 

• I 

By . such reasoning as is displayed in these two 
examples, it is not in anywise surprising that men can 
perfectly satisfy themselves that "the governmeRt of 
"the Colonies" can be conducted without the Constitu· 
tion. And by the same sort of reasoning they can very 
easily satisfy themselves on occaliion that government 
at home here in these United States can also be con
ducted without the Constitution. 

In reviewing in these columns May 7, 1891, the 
Supreme Court decision quoted now by Ha,rper's Weekly, 
we said that it "at once creates [in these United States] 
a sovereign power [apart from the people] and clothes 
it with paternal authority. And if this doctrine shall 
be maintained, so that it becomes a, principle of Ameri
can la,w, and shall become established a,s a principle of 
!fOVernment here, then the revolution backwards is. 
c~mplete; government of the people is gone; and that 
of a sovereign parent of the people is put in its place. 
THEN the doctrine of the Declaration of Independence 
and of the Constitution is subverted and the doctrine of 
sovereignty, absolutism, and paternalism is established 
in its stead." An'd this is .now being fulfilled tb the very 
letter, in very deed in the Government of the United 
States. 

At the time of the delivery of that decision by the 
Supreme Court, the Chief Justice, with Justices Field 
an.d Lamar concurring, in a dissenting opinion, utte,red 
a warning t~ the same effect in the followi:o,g words:-

"In my opinion Congress is re.str:ained, not merely 
by the limitations expressed in the Conl!!titution, but 
also by the absence of any grant of power expressed or 
implied in that instrument. ·And no such power as thst 
involved in the act of Congress under consideration is 
conferred by the Coastitntion,,nor iil any claulil.e pointed 
out as its legitimate source. I regard it of vital conse
quence, that a,bsolute power should never be conceded 
as belonging under our system of government to any 
one of its departments. The legislative power of Con
gress is delegated and not inherent, and is therefore lim
ited. . . . Nor is there here any counterpart in Con
gressional power to the exercise of the ROYAL PREROGA

TIVE. [And such exercise is] in disregard of the funda
mental pri.I;wiple that the legislat(ive power of the United 
States as exercised by the agents of the people of this 
Republic is delegated and NOT inherent." 

These items suggest that which is susceptible .of · 
abundant proof, that this repudiation of the principles 
of the Daclaration and the Constitution by this nation 
is a thing of gradual growth and not of a sudden leap. 
It finds its life in the planting of principles years ago, 
which by clear thinkers were observed and pointed· out 
at the time. And now that the thing is done in' open 
acts, it is also by these tpinkers seen to be but the logi-
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cal and in!:)vitable result of the acceptance' of the perni
cious principles that were insinuated years ago. 

.A.. T; J. 

. America Called to "Rule the World" and Set 
Up the "Empire of the Son of Man." 

AT the last session of Congress, Senator Platt of 
Connecticut, speaking in reply to the idea that foreign 
conquest is forbidden to Americans by the Declaration 
of Independence, said that the true and ju~t principle 
of government is that "governments derive their just 
powers from the consent of some of the governed." And 

·now, at the opening of the present Congress, Senator 
., ' 

Beveridge of Indiana, speaking for and outlining the 
policy of the administration. with reference to foreign 
conquest, states the same thing in another way, by the 
assertion that "The Declaration has no application to 
the present situation. It was written by self-governing 
men for self-governing men." That is to say, "govern
ments derive their just powers from the consent of the 
self-governed." Not "all men are created equal," but 
"all self-governing men are created equal." 

Let lis suppose that this is what the Declaration of 
Independence means, as this Indiana se:qator says it is. 
How would it have served the purpose of _the American 
statesmen of 1776? 

The Declaration of Independence holds certain truths 
to be "self-evident," which according to this new inter
pretation, are that "all self-governing men are created 
equal," that this class of men "are endowed by their 
Creator with c~rtain unalienable rights," and that to 
preserve these rights governments are instituted among 
men, deriving their just powers from the. consent of the 
self-governed." Are these self-evident truths? If they 
are self-evident, they are evident to all nations on the 
earth; to all people who' have enough intelligence to 
comprehend the meaning of the language used in 
stating them. And the people who are now being 
subjugated by the United States have abundantly 
proved that they fully comprehend the language of the 
Declaration of Independence. Is it then self-evident to 
them that they have not the same natural rights that 
other people have, and that government, as regards 
themselves, does not derive its just powers from their 
consent? To say that such "truths" are self-evident
that these are the self-evident truths of the Declaration 
of Independence-is manifest absurdity. 

The doctrine that only self-governing people are 
created equal and have the same unalienable rights, is 
not only not a self-evident truth, but it is _not truth at 
all. It is squar9ly contrary to the Word of the Creator. 
For that Word makes n,o distinction between men, save 
as regards character. It plainly says that God is no 
respecter .of persons. It makes the same requirements 
upon. all. It says that the Son of God came to the earth 

and died for all-for the individual of black or brown 
skin and uncivilized manners, just as truly and as fully · 
as for the individual of white skin and civilized ways . 
DEmy that all men have equal rights by creation, and 
you destroy the equality upon which all men are placed 
by the law and the gospel of God. If all men have not 
equal rights by creation, then their Creator has shown 
Himself a respecter of persons, contrary to His Word. 

And how, as before inquired, would this new inter
pretation of the Declaration of Independencehave suited 
the circumstances of 1776? What effect would it have 
produced upon King George III. and the English parlia
ment, to be told that "governments -derive their just 
powers from the consent of some of the governed?'~ 
Could not EingGeorge have agreed to that without any 
change in his views? Could he not have replied to the 
rebelliouscolonists,"ltistrue enough that governments 
derive their just powers from the consent of some of the 
governed, but you have not shown that this'some'must 
include yourselves. And as a matter of fact, it does not 
include you at all, but only the House of Lords, the 
House of Commons, and the English nobility." That 
is what King George could and would have 1'eplied to 
the Decl.aration of Independence if it had meant 
what members of Congress are now saying that it 
means. And what replyconld the colonists have made? 
By the very admission that the consent of only ''some" 
of the governed-of only the "self-governing" ones, the 
party in power-'-was necessary to just government, they 
would wholly have failed to prove the justice of their 
cause, and would have stood discredited before England 
and before the world. 

Our forefathers of the Revolution put forth the 
Declaration of Independence in defense of a struggle for 
liberty. To-day, it is quoted in defense of a fight for 
conquest, and with this new situation there is evidently 
demanded a new and vastly· different interpretation of 
its language. 

Senator Beveridge has been to thfl Philippines, and 
reports that he has "cruised more than two thousand 
miles through the archipelago," and "ridden hundreds 
of miles on the islands." He went for the express pur
pose of making an investigation, upon which he cou'ld 
report before Congress, as he has now done. He there
fore. speaks as an authority on the subject,, and is 
accepted as such by Congress and the Administration. 
The question of subjugating the islands is now to be· 
decided by Congress, and this senator has come forward 
as the authoritative spokesman of the party upholding 
the policy of foreign conquest that has been begun. It 
is worth while therefore to note the attitude of this 
party as indicated by this speech. 

The question before the American people is one of 
justice. The Declaration of Independence was an appeal, 
to justice. The American Constitution was designed as 
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the embodiment of the principles of justice in govern
. ment. By these principles the nation has professed to 
l:tave b~eJ:Lhith~rt_oguided. The question of the justice 
of foreign conquest, therefore, is the primary question 
involved, if it is to be· even pretended that former 
American principles have not been completely aban
doned. 

Turning therefore to the speech of Senator Beveridge 
in justification of the Government's present attitude in 
this matter, what do we find? Hardly have we begnD. 
its perusal before we come to these words:-

"Just beyond the Philippines are China's illimitable 
markets." 

What is the nation going to do with China's 
"illimitable markets?" We know what England did
she found China only a good market for opium and she 
was obliged to force. the Chinese to buy that. · The 
Chinese people are very poor. Will this nation force 
another Chinese market? 

Continuing, we 'read such statements as the follow-

~- . 
"Our largest trade henceforth must be with Asia. 

The Pacific is our ocean." "Where shall we turn for 
consumers of our surplu·s?" "The Philippines give us a 
base at the door of all the East." 

And here is one that deserves Rpecial emphasis:-

"The power that rules the Pacific, therefore, is the 
power that rules the world. And with the Philippines, · 
that power is and will foreverbetheAmericanRepublic!" 

The Republic has started out not only to be a 
"world power," but actually to rule the world! 

We read further:-

"China's trade is the mightiest commercial fact in 
our future. Her foreign commerce was $285,738,300 
in 1897, of which we, her neighbor, had less than.15 per 
cent. . . ; We ought to have 50 per cent. and we will." 

That will leave Russia, France, England, Germany, 
a~id other nations to divide up the remaining 50 per 
<Cent., a scheme ~n which it is supposed they will readily 
acquiesce, to the great gain of the world's peace! 

But, aside from all this, we read, the nation ought to 
take and hold the Philippines, because thBy are very 
valuable in themselves. "The wood of the Philippines 
can supply the furniture of the world for a century to 
-come. At Cebu, the Rev. Father Segrera told me that 
forty miles of Cebu's mount.~:tin chain are practically 
mountains of coal." . ' 

The most remarkable mountain chain in the world, 
this must be. But that is not all:-· 

"I have a nugget of pure gold picked up on the banks 
of a Philippine creek. ·I have· gold dust washed out by 
-crude processes of careless natives from the sands of a 
Philippine stream. Both indicate great deposits at the 
taource from which they-come." 

There is gold· in the islands! 
And the climate also is something wonderful, for it 

;<'is the best tropic climate in the world." We will not 

try to adjust this conclusion with what we have heard 
about the rainy seasons~ 

The speaker does not forget. to state that the 
Filipinos are not capable of self-government. "It is 
barely possible that .. one thousand men in all the 
archipelago are capable of self-government in the Anglo
Saxon sense. My own belief is. that there is not one 
hundred men among them who comprehend what Anglo
Saxon self-government even means."· 

There is something mysterious about Anglo-Saxon 
self-government, as seen to-day,even to ordinary people 
in America'. 

The people of the Philippines "are not capable of 
''self-government. How could they be? They .are not of 
a self-governing race.~,' "They are as a people, dull and 
stupid," and•"incurably inQ.olent." 

We have heard of white people in America who were 
dull, stupid, and indolent, but we have.never heard that 
for this reason they ought to be deprived of the right to 
vote. 

In the following words there is forecast a long 
period of milita.ry rule, if not a permanent one, in th'e 
new territory:-

"The men we send to administer civilized govern
ment in the Philippines must be themselves th~ highest 
examples of our civilization." "They ·must be as in
corruptible as honor, as stainless as purity, men whom 
no force can frighten, no influence coerce, no money 
buy." 

And if such men cannot be had for this distant 
territory, then "Better pure military occupation for 
years, than government by any other quality of 
administration." 

In conclu~ion, we quote from this speech some state
ments which contribute especially to its significance. 
Notethis:-

"If this be imperialism, its final end will be the empire 
of the Son of Man." 

And that it is imperialism, and meant to be such, is 
plainly admitted:-

"Pray God the time may never come when mammon 
and the love of ease shall so debase our blood that we 
will fear to shed it for the flag and its imperial destiny." 

, And this imperialism is to end in setting up -the 
"empire of the Son of Man!" That was the way Con
stantine's imperialism was to end, and Charlemagne's. 
And there are other statements to the same effect:-

" Quick upon the stroke of that great hour [the end 
of the century] presses upon us our world opportunity, 
wbrld duty, and world glory," and "Blind indeed is he 
who sees not the hand of God in events so vast, so har
monious, so benign." "And so, senators, with reverent. 
hearts, where dwells the fear Qf God, the American people 
move forward to the future of their hope _and the doing 
of His will." (Italics ours.) ' 

The scheme of foreign conquest into w~ich the 
nation has gone is now before ns1in full outline, showing · 
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its salient and characterir;ing features. The nation 
must take and hold the Philppines because they are 
-valuable. They will give us wealth in Asiatic trade and 
iierritory, and they containvaluable wood, gold mines, 
and other treasures. In a word, we must have all this 
because it means riches to us. This is the consideration 
·urged upon the American people; and in what way does 
it differ from the consideration which moves to any act 
of robbery, from seizing territory down to robbing a 
bank or'plundering a house? 

And the nation is. thus. to become a.world power; 
and not only that, but it is. actually to rule the world. 
And this. is. the will of God, and is to res.ult in s.etting up 
the kingdom of the Son of Man! 

It is. a project which appeals. to all clas.s.es. of people, 
-save thos.e who hold that all beings created in the image 
·of God are endowed with s.acred rights. T.he wealth to 
be gained app~als to the avaricious.. The "world· 
·opportunit;y," "world glory," and world rule appeal to 
the ambitious.; and the "call of God" to go forward and
set up the "empire of the Son of man," appeals. to the 
religious._ All thes.e can unite in giving it enthus.ias.tic 
support; and allpres.ent indications. affirm that this. 
will actually be done. 

And who can now s.ay that this. Republic has. not 
:now reached the greates.t crisis in its his.tory? 

In the Light of History. 

IT is. never s.afe to view current events and determine 
the character of a movement they repres.ent, without 
the light that can be thrown upon them from history. 
·«History repeats itself," and "the things written afore
time, were written for our instruction and admonition." 
To ignore the lessons of history is to invite the compan
ionship of error and disaster. 

The following passages from the history of the 
American Revolution, by Sir George Trevelyan, an Eng
lish writer, are suggestive of a way in which history is 
repeating itself to-day. They present a parallel between 
what was then the cause of patriotism, and what is now 
declared to be only dishonor and treason:-

''The ;drop scene of the impending American drama 
as presented to British eyes, was a picture of the New 
England character daubed in colors which resembled 
the originals as little as they matched each other. The 
men of Massachusetts were sly and turbulent, puritans 
.and scoundrels; pugnaci01:is ruffians and arrant cow
ards. This wal:l the constant nheme of the newspapers 
and the favorite topic with those officers of the army of 
occupation whose letters had gone the rounds of clubs 
and country houses.. The archives of the Secretary of 
State were full of trite calumnies and foolish prophecies. 
Bostonians, so Lord Dartmouth was informed, were 
not only the worst of subjects. but the most immoral of 
men. . . . If they could maintain a state of independ
ilnce they would be at war among themselves. (Italics 
ours.) 

And the following expresses the views of the Tory 
refugees after the evacuation of Boston:-

"In their view congressmen and committeemen were 
a set of rascals, who only sought to feather their own 
nest and not to serve their country. According to the 
theory in these circles Otis started the agitation, which 
started evt>rything, because his father missed a judge
ship. Joseph Warren was a broken man who sought to 
mend his fortunes by upsetting those of others. John 
Hancock, too rich to want a place, suffered from 
wounded vanity, because compelled to walk ·behind his 
betters in the order of precedence. Richard Henry Lee 
had been balked of an appointment as .distributor of 
stlamps under the Act which then, and only then, he 
came forward to denounce. John Adams turned rebel 
beca~se he was refused a commission of the peace, and 
Washington never forgave the British war office for 
having treated him with the neglect which was the nat
ural portion of provincial military officers." 

And there was much ]n appearance at that time to 
justify these views. The United States was then far 
from being the strong, compact Government which the 
world beholds to-day. Events were 'constantly happen
ing which were suggestive of anarchy a~d approaching 
political dissolution. Life and property were nowhere 
safe under the law. Congress moved about from place 
to place to avoid the invasions of British troops, and 
if there w.ere enemies of the patriot cause who were 
pleased to scoff at the American "portable govern
ment," they had facts upon which to base their ridicule. 
Even after victory had crowned the American arms, 
Congress, though nominally a body of 91 members, was 
rarely attended by a third of that number. "It degen
erated to a mere debating club; was menaced by muti
nou,.,, unpaid troops, and forced to wander from town 
to town to find an abiding place. It possessed no na
tional weight whatever." 

Those who had confidently asserted that the colonies, 
independent, would be at war among themselves-just 
as confidently as the like assertion is made with reference 
to another people to-day-soon found much to justify 
their prediction. Another authority says:-:-

" The various States, as soon as peace was made 
with England, were involved at once in territorial 
disputes, the most serious of which occurred between 
Connecticut and Pennsylvania. Both claimed the 
valley of the Wyoming, but the majority of the 
settlers were from Connecticut. The award was finally 
made to Pennsylvania, and no further trouble was 
apprehended. But during the winter of 1784 snow was 
deep and remained well into spring; went off rapidly 
and flooded the smiling, fertile valley of the Wyoming, 
burying the farms under a blanket of pebbles a.nd sand. 
The people were starving. President Dickinson urged 
the legislature to send prompt relief; but, incredible 
as it may seem, it refused to help the accursed Yankees; 
they deserved all they got for settling on Pennsylvania 
territory. , 'Tb.e flood was the hand of God punishing 
trespassers!' A scheme was launched to drive out the 
starving settlers and apportion their lands among a 
clique of speculators, so instead of food and rairnenG 
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being giyen, a company· of militia was sent ostensibly 
to preserve and restore order. That body stole what it 
could find, insulted women and be~t .defenseless men. 
When the-settlers-resented such action-~ cry -went up: 
'The troops are being resisted!' Then Patterson, the 
militia captain, sent dispatches to Dickinson accusing 
the farmers of sedition, and forthwith attacked the 
settlement, turned about 500 men, tender women and 
delicate children out of doors and set fire to theirhomesF 
They were driven into the wilderness at the bayonet's 
point and told to find their way back to Connecticut: 
Many died from hunger and exhaustion. Of course' this 
was going further than the Pennsylvania government 
desired; all Connecticut sprang to arms, and civil war 
was only averted by a meeting of the Pennsylvania 
censors who made t_ardy reparation to the despo,iled 
settlers." · 

"Consider that this was nearly three- years after the 
surrender at Yorktown, which virtuaily ended the Rev
olutionary war. It seemed to Europe when this affair, 

·other beundary·disputesnot so serious, and thecommer
cial war whieh NewYork,Connecticut,NewJersey,Rhode 
Island, and Massachusetts were waging against each 
other, came to its notice that anarchy must surely come. 
Public opinion in England thought that what Engiish 
arms had failed to do would be accomplished by the 
internicene strife of the colonies, and they would return· 
one by one to their old allegiance." · 

And yet all this represented the sacred cause of 
liberty and justice to human rights. Out of all this 
sprang order, peace, and the freest and best government 
on the face of the earth. The colonists were right and 
their detractors were wrong. The cause of self-govern
ment was just, and that of foreign rule unjust. And the 
cause of self-government is no less just to-day. 

.. Wholly Immaterial." 

ON page 29 of the Statutes at Large of the United 
States, may be found the following provision covering 
~he point of appropriations of public funds for the 
benefit of sectarian institutions ill the District of 
Columbia:-

" And it is hereby declared ·to be the policy of the 
Government of the United States to make no appropri
ation of money or property for• the purpose of founding, 
maintaining, or aiding by payment for services, ex
penses, or otherwise, any church or yeligious denomina-
1;ion, or any institution or society which is under secta
rian or ecclesiastical control; and it is hereby enacted 
that from and after the 30th day of June,.1898, no 
titoney appropriated for charitable.· purposes, in the 
District of Columbia shall be paid to any church or reli
gious denomination, or to any institution or society 
which is )lnder sectarian or ecclesiastical control." 

Of this statute Judge Hagner, of the District of Co
lumbia, said that it is "so plain as absolutely to close 
discussion of the question." And what candid person 
can read it and say anything to tlie contrary? And yet 
Justice Peckham, of the Supreme Court-who, we are 

' 

informed, is a Roman CtJ.tholic-in his decision award-
ing money from the U.S. Tr~'asury to a hospital wholly 
under Catholic control, declared that the "fact that the· 
hospital is conducted under the mamigement oCsaid 
church" is "wholly immaterial"! 

It is safe to say that this Supreme Court official or· 
any ofhis associates could not so word the statute in 
question that it wo1,1ld apply more plainly to the case or.· 
this Catholic hospital than it .does as it now stands in 
the statute books ot the nation. What is· plainly; 
"wholly imma;terial" in connection with the case, is the
will .of the people expressed· through this statute, as 
considered by the Catholic Church through a Catholic· 
member of the highest national court. 

Protestant~ and Catholics. "Drawing Together." 

CoMMENTING on the idea expressed recently by Jus
tice Brewer of the Supreme Court, that "the ancient. 
enemies, Catholicism and Protestantism," are "dr,awing~ 
closer together," the New York Sun, which is good au
thority on the C~tholic side of the question, speaks
thus:-

"The Church of Rome, surely, has neither abandoned 
nor in any degree lessened its claims; it still off€rs to. 
Protestantism no possibility of unity with it, except on 
the conditioa of yielding to its authority and rendering 
allegiance to the papal supremacy. Within a. very few 
years the pope, by refusing to accept the validity of the 
Anglican orders, has practically pronounced the whole
Church of England heretical, schismatic, and destitute 
of an apostolic foundation for its ministry. The only 
terms Rome offers in the nineteenth century are the· 
same as those it offered in the eighteenth century, and 
they will be the same in the twentieth century-uncon-
ditional surrender. · 

"The present pope, Leo XIII., is not one step closer 
to Protestantism in 1900 than was Pius VII. :in 1800•. 

"Justice Brewer speaks of 'minor differences of creed 
and doctrine,' 'of little significance;' but· there are no 
such differences between Rome and the Protestant world. 
The difference is deep and radical, full of great signi:fi ... 
cance, and, as we have said, cannot be bridge_d .. over by 
any gush of sentiment. The two can never come to
gether except by Protestants yielding and becoming 
Catholics or Catholics turning into Protestants. You 
might as well try to mix oil and water as to attempt to 
bring these two radically conflicting and diap1etrically 
and essentially opposing religious systems .,into har
mony, without the complete surrender of the one to the , 
other; and the twentieth century will not lessen that· 
impossibility by one whit." 

The "drawing together" of these two "ancient ene
mies,'' is due wholly, to the backsliding of decadent 
Protestantism. 

THE need of the world in this age is not of 
Nehemiahs, but of Pauls. 
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"THE whole Christian world," writes Professor Nie
mand, of Germany, "is in a mad fit of avarice. Such a 
widely-spread, stupendous and uncontrollable craze of 
aggression as' is now affectin,g all the great powers has 
not recurred in human history since the Mohammedan 
era of European, African, and Asiatic conquest.. The 
American Union, which remained longest ~ut of the 
ranks, has caught the prevalent malady." 

* * * 
JusTICE Brewer, of the United States Supreme 

Court, says he believe that the twentieth century will be 
marked by the development of a marvelous unity 
among religious denominations. One noteworthy feat
ure indicative of this, is that "the ancient enemies, 
Catholicism and Protestantism, are drawing closer to
gether. The prelates and members of the two churches 
do not hesitate to affiliate in a thousand forms of 
labor." 

* * * 
Justice Brewer's view is correct. And a few more 

Supreme Court decisions like the "Christian nation'~ 
decision which Justice Brewer wrote, will make the 
American Constitution over into a purely Catholic doc
ument, and do more than all else to facilitate the ap
proaching union. 

* * * 
THE editor of a Hackensack, N.J., paper was re

cently suspended from the Christian Reformed Church 
in that place for having taken photographs on Sunday. 
He appealed the case to the higher authorities of the 
church, and at a session of the "Classes" he was rein
stated. It' would seem from this that Sunday photo
graphy is not regarded by the Christian Reformed 
Church as an infraction of the "Christian Sabbath." 

* * * 
GREAT numbers of people from Fi~land are about 

to emigrate to the United States, accordin~ to press 
reports. The Sun, of this city, says:-

" A mo_st unusual emigration from Finland to the 
United States and Canada is expected this year. One 
steamship line bas arranged to bring over 55,000 Fin
nish peasants. It is said that thousands of families will 
con;te here~~ engage in fa~ming ~n the hope of bettering 
their conditiOn and especmlly With a view to escaping 

the new political conditions imposed .upon Finland, 
eleven months ago, by the Russian government.'; 

The Finns are Lutherans, and in their emigration to 
this country have in view the escaping from the reli
giomJ d~abilities which they would inevitably suffer 
under the Russian Greek-Catholic rule. People who 
leave their native land for conscience' sake are the most 
desirable class of immigrants from the Old World. 

' 
* * * 

The Independent (N.Y.) makes note of the hope 
expressed by president Schurman, of the Philippine 
Commission, that "only one type of missionaries'' will 
/be sent to those islands by the churches in the United 
States. "We are the ~ord's foolish ones," The Indepen
dent says, and "We have no doubtthat the chief denom
inations, and a score of small ones, will all establish 
missions there." "Each sect, Presbyterian, Methodist, 
Baptist, Episcopalian, Congregational, Disci})les, Sev
enth-day Adventist, will have its own organization. 
'Join us,' 'Join us,' Wearethetruechurch,'willbethe' 
cry." 

* * * 
We do not know how much this cry may be raised 

in this foreign mission field, but whether much or1ittle, 
it will not be the cry of the true church. "Join us," is 
not a Christian exhortation. The desire and aim of the 
Christian missionary is to see souls united to the Lord. 
And to this end he devotes himself.to the fulfilling of the 
divine commission, "Preach the Word.'' He proclaims 
the Word of the Lord, and exhorts his hearers to the 
duty of obedience to God's commands, and then,leaves 
the results with God. The Holy Spirit impresses upon 
hearts the truths of the Word to which the evangelist 
has called attention, and brings the hea:rer to the point 
of making a decision for or against them. And if he 
decides to obey the commands of God and walk in all 
his ordinances, there is no trouble at all about the 
question of which church he shall join. He will join the 
church that he sees to be keeping the commandments 
and observing the ordinances of the Lord. He will not 
want to join any other; and no other will want him as 
a member, or allow him to continue as one if his inten
tion hs plain to put his belief into practise. All this has 
been demonstrated by experience over and over ag!iiin. 
There is but "one Lord, one faith, one baptism," and 
but one way~of coming to the Lord, which is by. faith in 
his Word. And that Word is not "yea and nay;" it 
presents no conflicting doctrines, offers no chance for 
two persons to believe it and still be in conflict in their 
religious practise. The way to life is entirely too 
straight and narrow for its travelers to miss being in 
the same company. 

* * * 
The evils of sectarianism are great indeed but the 
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great evil is not that it prevents honest souls anywhere 
from discovering the will of the Lord; for that will is 
plain to all from the Word of God. But people are not 
willing to believe God, and to let that mind-that humil
ity-be in them that was in Christ, who "made himself 
of no reputation." They ar~ not willing to follow 
Christ in preference to every human leader; to accept 
his Word as of greater authority than any human 
voice. And because of this the professors of Christian
ity have become divided into sects. The great evil of 
sectarianism is that which cauRes sectarianism, rather 
than anything which results from its existence. 

A Lesson in Sabbath (Sunday) Keeping. 

WORKS OF NECESSITY vs. COMMON LABOR. 

!Twas my privilege to attend church in a little ham
let on the outskirts of Paterson, N.J. The service con
sisted of certain passages of scripture being read by 
different on€6 among the congregation, which were 
dwelt upon by the pastor. 

All went fairly well until one of the members read 
the fourth commandment, Ex. 20:8-11. After speaking 
at length upon the necessity of devoting the day (Sun· 
day) entirely to God, the minister explained the differ
ence between works of necessity and ordinary labor by 
using as an illustration a circumstance with which he 
had something to do as an adviser. 

Said he, "An elder of a church where I was at one 
time preaching, came to me and said he wo~ld have to 
resign from the eldership of the church because he was 
afraid that holding such a position h~ would be a stum
bling block to many. Pressing him for his reasons I 
found that he had a large melon patch, and was under 
contract to deliver several loads every morning in New 
York. This necessitated hitching up his teams, turning 
out with his hired man, loading up and starting for the 
city about six o'clock Sunday evening. In doing this his 
conscience condemned him, hence his resolution to 
resign. Said I to him: Brother:--, there is not the 
least shadow of a reason for your resigning;:as elder of 
this church. This work is a work ofj necessity:[accord· 
ing to his contract with the New York:dealer],(and you 
can keep the Sabbath [Sunday] and hold oommunion 
with God driving to New York Sunday evening w?th 
your load of melons just as well as though you were in 
attendance at church." 

· That settled the farmer; he didn'tj~esign;Jand, said 
the minister, "that man is still elder of the church, and 
is a good faithful worker." 

This is Sabbath-keeping as taught through Sunday
keeping; and this is the kind of church to join if you 
have work which by contract calls for performance on 
Sunday. See 2 Tim. 4:1-4. A. R. BELL. 

Sunday Crusade in Toledo. 

PBEJ..CHERS' UNION WARNS THEATER MANAGERS, WHO 
THREATEN TO CLQSE ALL SUNDAY TRAFFIC. 

Brooklyn "Eagle," Jan. 7. 

A COMMITTEE of the Toledo Preachers' Union has 
sent a warning to theate1· managers in Toledo, 0., that 
arre~_ts of all actors and employees will follow Sunday 
performances to-day. The managers, with one excep
tion, have decided to resist the State law on this sub
ject, and threaten, if stopped, to retaliate by closing all 
business houses, including drug stores, and to stop the 
street cars. An array of co,unsel has been engaged. It 
is tacitly understood that this is to be the first step 
towards closing the gates of the Ohio Centennial on 
'Sundays in 1902. There are no Sunday ordinances in 
Toledo, Mayor Jones having forced their repeal through 
r~id enforcement on Sunday, when milkmen and news
boys were arrested, an,d the crusade which begins to
day will pe under State laws. 

Catholic Education. 

IN South America it is well recognized among the 
Catholic authorities, that the "Salesian Fathers" are 
the most capable of all the religious orders, in the work 
of civilizing and teaching the Indians, as also in the · 
colonization of the vast uncultivated territories of this 
continent. They therefore being acknowledged as the 
great papal educators down here, it will be interesting 
to quote from a South American journal an incident 
which reveals in an unequivocable manner, that the 
terrible spirit of the Inquisition still burns in the breasts 
of the Roman Catholic friars. We shall translate th~ 
following from a prominent Chilian paper:-

"THE TENDER MERCIES OF THE SALESIAN FATHERS, ... \ 

"The Imparcial of IIuara has collected from the. 
Peruvian:' papers, a denouncement made by the "Muni
cirml" of Pisco, with the object of bringing to light the 
barbarous crimes committed by the Salesian Fathers in 
Hoji Redonda. 

"In the said town the Catholic Fathers had, but a 
short time previously, burnt in a most cruel manner 
five little children for different reasons, principally for 
the crime of not learning their lessons. The inhabitants 
of Hoji Redonda, being somewhat fanatical, covered up 
this atrocious act, so as not to bring disgrace upon the 
Catholic Church. 

"Recently however-in Fel;lruary last-the same Sa
lesian Fathers, have reiterat.ed this awful crime upon a 
boy of.ten years of age, named Eusebio Zegarra, ~?On of 
Eusebio Zegarra and Natividad Donayres, by inflicti~g 
severe burns upon his body for having neglected to 
learn his lessons at school. \ · 

"At 8 o'clock on a beautiful February morning, 
Father Guido, the superior, ordered the pupils to form 
a circle in the school yard. Upon their doing so, the 
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said reverend father(?) commanded the child Zegarra to 
divest himself of all his clothing. Scarcely had he obeyed 
than Father Guido took the lad in his arms and carried 
him to a bonfire that was burning a short distance 
away. 

"When the fire was at its highest, Father Guido· 
took the boy bythe hands and feetr-although the latter 
struggled iu vain to free himself from the hands of his 
executioner-and without the least scruple, the priest 
threw the lad upon the burning heap; from which he 

. was taken out a short time afterwards in a most exani
mate condition. 

"Nearly all the fellow-scholars of the victim cried 
bitterly at the sight of their apparently dead compan
ion, upon his being taken from the fire. The Catholi.9 
friars, without loss of time, had the boy conveyed to 
the hospital, where Dr. Monllla was called to give the 
first treatment; the greatest precaution being taken in 
the meantime by the clerical and medical authorities, 
to keep hidden this incident from the people. 

"The boyZegarra can to-day be found in Cieneguilla 
Street, No. 13, Hoji Redonda, in a veryconvalescent 
state, after having been confined to bed for nearly two 
months. We have visited him, and have seen with our 
eyes three great burns upon his person. One in the 
stomach, another in the shoulder, and the other in the 
knee. As the result of the latter, a tumor in the groin 
has appeared, which was operated on by Dr. Enrique 
Mestanza. 1 

"The parents of Zegarra have already protested 
against this brutal act, to the authorities of the town, 
but so far without result." 

The majority of our readers would imagine that 
such a savage act could not be committed in this en
lightened generation of the nineteenth century; and yet 
we find that not only is such cruelty perpetrated, but 
even the perpetrators of such horrid crimes are sheltered 
and protected by the judicial authorities of a .so-called 
Christian nation. And this, too, in the most faithful of 
all Catholic countries, viz.: Pt>ru-a country which for 
the long p~riod of four hundred years has received no 
other instruction than that taught by the priests of 
Rome. And yet the papal church boasts continually of 
the success of her forei~~:n missions. 

In truth, the spirit of the Madrid Quemadera still 
burns in the hearts of these inquisitional Catholic frian:; 
and they only await the opportunityto put theirtheory 
into practise. 

Has Rome become more liberal? Yes, but only in 
the countries where she has not the power to do other
wise; and where she is helpless to persecute. Would you 
see her in her true colors? Go to Spain, Portugal, Peru, 
Bolivia, Ecuador; there you see her in all her hideous
ness, and cruelty, intolerant to the extreme; having in 
view only one object; viz.: the extirpation of the 
.heretic. 

Let us. not be de~ived by the false cry that Rome 
has changed, and has become more liberal than she was 
in the Dark Ages, Such a clamor is false, and but cal-
culated to decdve the unwary. JoHN McC!RTHY. 

Buenos Ayres, Argentina. 

The Je~sey Blue Laws .. 

FoR ~any years New Jersey has been noted for its 
"lightning," but lately it has been acquiring notoriety 
in another way, which bids fair to add much to its rep
utation; namely, by the "Blue Laws." A tide of re
form(?) is sweeping over the State, and wondrousthings 
are being accomplished; but an extract from the New 
York World of January 9, given herewith, places Jersey 
City at the head of the list in the work of teaching its 
citizens that Sunday must not be profaned. 

"BLUE LAWS IN JERSEY. 

"Boys Who 'Shined! Shoes Sunday Were Fined ,$1. Efuh. 

"One of the old New Jersey Blue Laws, which pro
hibits the performance of manual labor on Sunday, was 
revived in,,Jersey City Sunday. Two boys were arreste~ 
for shining shoes in the street after the noon hou~. 

"Police Justice Nevin said be had)lO alternative but 
to impose a fine .. Each little prisoner contributed $1 
toward the municipal fund." -

The dignity of the law has been maintained(?). 
These two little shoe-blacks have been taught in a 
kindly manner the sacredness(?) of Sunday, and the 
world at large has been made better(?). Truly this is a 

Christian nation! 
A. R. BELL. 

·National Humiliation and Prayer for Great Britain. 

The question of the advisability of appointing a day 
of national humiliation aud prayer, in view of the 
disasters to British arms and terrible loss of life in 
South Africa, is bein,r discussed in England, and the 
following observations on the subject are called forth 
from the London Guardian. This journal does not 
overlook the elements of hypocrisy, inconsistency and 
general impropriety which are bound up with such 
manifestoes from the head of the civil authority, and 
pertain in general to the British system of an established 

church:-
" The grea~ o bject¥on to the __ appointment, br; 

authority,of a national day of 'humibatwn and pra;yer 
is contained in a reminder-that such days, at the time 
of the Crimean and Indian wars, merely anticipated the 
Bank Holidays of later date, with their concomitants 
of railway excursions, crowded public houses, and the 
rest of it. To close the public houses altogether on the 
appointed day, as they do in A~erica on ~he day of a 
Presidential ele0tion, would poss1bly reqmre an Act of 
Parliament, and one does not like to think of the so~t of 
talk that would be let loose in debate on such a subJect. 

"One thing is the boggling of certain minds over the 
word 'humiliation.' One writer; a clergyman, an?- not 
the first comer,says in effect-'We have done nothmg t~ 
be ashamed of, and why should we humble ourselves. 
Yet at morning and evening prayers we regula:ly and 
most justly acknowledge ourselves to be miserable 
offenders. Other people are nervous about prayers for 
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victory from tenderness of conscience as to the supposed 
implication of such a'prayer that our cause is a ju!'!t one, 
and its presumed arrogance. But agl!>in, w~c_ons.tantly 
pray that the Queen may be strengthened to vanquish and 
overcome all her enemies, and assuredly the compilers 
of the Prayer-book had no thought of asserting that 
the Sovereign must always be in the right in a quarrel. 
The prayer takes the human form of a special petition, 
for which there are countless spiritual precedents; but 
behind the prayers there is always the mental reserva
tion that God alone knows the justice of our petition or 
whether it is for our good that it should be granted." 

It might be well in the event of such an appointment 
to consider whether the .nation is prepared to recall its 
troops from South Africa and grant independence to 
the Boers, if the conviction should be reached that the 
cause of the Boers is just. ·From a Christian st~ndpoint, 
the admission that the nation might be in the wrong, 
and the consideration of the mora~ propriety of the war, 
would be absolutely necessary. But who ever beard of 
an e~pire pausing in its course to consider a question 
of morals? The idea has always been that the empjre 
was in th\=l right, and the seeking of divine aid was' not 
for the purpose of enlightenment, but o11,ly to ask the 
sanction of Heaven upon what the empire was determined 

to do. 

· A Reminder of the Dark Ages. 

WE are reminded when we read of such occurrences 
as the following, that the Dark Ages-as regards super
stition-~;~tilllinger on the earth wherever th~ people are. 
enlightened only by the light of Rome. , 

The people of the parish of St. Ignatius Loyola, in 
the province of Quebec, had placed over them, by au
thority of the bishop, a church warden to whom they 
strongly objected. A bitter controversy arose, which 
culminated in riot and bloodshed at a meeting held in 
the church to talk over the situation. Hearing of this, 
Archbishop Bruchesi decided to place the church under 
the ban, the effectiveness of which proceeding has '6een 
amply attested in papal history. The scene which en
sued when this direful sentence was carried into effect 

· is thus described:-

' 
Archambault scourged the parishione~s for their disre
gard of church authority. Fainting women were re
moved from the auditorium of the church when he de
Clared that henceforth the temple was deserted an-d that. 
the sinning Catholics had turned God from their church~ 
In the future, he said,,they would do without the benefit 
of theclergy; no bells would toll, no high mass would 
besaid. ·· r 

"When it was declared that no offices of the church 
would be held, not even those for the dead, the canon 
was interrupted by a· wail of lamentation that arose
and echoed from wall to wall. 

"In the presence of the congregation the church was 
then stripped of all the. symbols and furnishings of the 
~oman Catholic faith. While men and' women ran 
about , weeping and crying for mercy Canon Archa'm-

. bault ~as taking the lead iit the final act of placing the
ban. When he tore the first decorations from the high 
altar men and women were prostrate on their knees· 
protest.ing an~ weeping. · 

"Then the host was removed amid the wailing of the 
people and th,e chan.ting of the 'miserert:J.' The canon 
and his assistants inada short work of it. The altars. 

·were stripped of every symbol of sig~ificance, and the 
church, sav;.e for the walls and seats, was soon bare of 
anything .to suggest its purpose. 

"The tolling of the bells followed as the parishioners
were ordered to vacate the building. They: went forth 
as' a sorrowful multitude, and a panic followed at the
entrance. w om~n fell in the aisles, and were carried out 
througb the. si~e entrances .. M~n gathered without and·. 
wept ae the doors were locked and the keys taken ·by 
Canon Archa~bault for an indefinite period." 

To this stat~•of hysterical helplessness are people
reduced who in their ignorance depend on the authority 
-of man-the church-rather than on the Word and au
thority of God. 

WHY are 65,000 soldiers of the United ,States re
quired in the Philippines, and less than 5,000 in Cuba, 
tj.nd why is ther~ war in the one region and peace in the· 
other? The~e Wl'l fix the responsibility. It is not upon 
those who have protested always and pointed out the
honorable; better. and righteous way. In the one case 
this Republic wages a war of conquest; in the other we 
lift up liberty, teach the lessons of self-government, and 
protect the people in their home rights. In Luzon the 
hell of war exists; in Cuba there is quiet, and material' 
up building bravely goes on.-Springfield Republican. 

A Coming Storm. 

"The ban was inflicted by Canon Archambault, the 
chancellor of the archiepiscopal palace of Montreal, in 
the presence of a weeping, hysterical multitude of par
ishioners in the Church of St. Ignace de Loyola. It was 
read with much pomp and ceremony and the excitement 
and lamentation following can scarcely he pictured. 

''In a voice trembling with anger,·Canon·Archam- THE rumblings of a coming storm can be clearly 
bault said to the parishioners:- lieard in Colorado. Sunday baseball games are becom-

"'You have offended the three tribunals which every ing~very comnion here, an,d the main reason assigned. 
Christian should obey,-the tribunals of civil' authority. , by many for this desecration of Sunday is that the-
of God and of the church. The scandal is terrible.. The SeVienth-day Adv.entists are teaching the people that. 
newspapers are full of it, and soon it will be known in . 
all corners of the earth how Catholics here betray the Sunday ,is not the Sabbath and is not a sacred day;· and 
faith.' · therefore this great .growing disregard for Sunday sa-

" The excitement reached .a fever pitch as Canon credness. They are called iuthis part of the State espe-
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-cially, the greatest and the worst enemies the churches 
have to contend with. 

G. w. ANGLEBARGER. 

Wanted.-Literature treating on Religious Lib
~rty, for distribution. Very urgent. Send postpaid to 
E. P. Auger, Corinth, Miss. 

A Card. 

To all interested in carrying the gospel of Jesus 
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HEALTH~ 

How- to fintl It When It's -Lost. · 
How to Reep It When It's found. 

By B. Franklin Richards. 

~ays the author in his Preface, "This is supp?~ed to be 
JJ an enlightened age, when experience and knowledge 
with regard to the body and its diseases have been 
accumulated by professional men everywhere, yet dis
orders of the. stomach have steadily increased in variety 
and virulence until nearly every person has, to a greater 
or less extent, come under its influence. ., 

With a desire to drop some hint or suggestion that 
will prove beneficial to those who are now suffering, or 
who may hereafter suffer, .... the author sends forth 
these humble words.of warning." 

"HEALTH" contains 11 chapters, 222 pages, and is bound 
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Its 400 recipes are inter
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for their own benefit. 
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NEW YORK, JANUARY I8, I')OO. 

THE czar has issued a rescript in 
which he annou,nces that it is Rus
sia's intention to· rule the Pacific, or 
at least that portion of it in prox
imity to the coast of Asia. Evi
dently he is not prepared to admit 
the new A111erican contention that 
"the Pacific is our ocean." 

WE giv:e considerable space in this 
issue to a consideration of the policy 
of foreign conquest as affecting 
American principles of. government, 
because the matter is · now before 
Congress for their final action, and 
a speech has been made before that 
body which clearly defines the ideas 
and aims of the expansionist party. 
If we may judge from this speech, 
it is no longer pretended that an 
"imperial destiny" is not what that 
party has i1,1 view for this R,epublic. 

.JJ 

SEVERAL months ago, in Chatta
nooga, Tenn., a woman shot and 
killed a man on the stage of a thea
ter in that city, in plain sight of 
hundreds of people. YBt at the con
clusiod of her trial, the jury after 
only a few minutes' deliberation, 
brought in a verdict of "not guilty." 
What is this but encouragement for 
people to take law and justice into 
their own hands, aDd t9 believe 
that under certain circumstances 
they can commit murder with impu
nity? 

ALL denominations in Philadel
phia, including Roman Catholics, 
have joined in an undertaking to se
cure a religious census of the city, 
to be taken in one day-February 
22. The enterprise is under the di
rection of the "Philadelphia County 
Sabbath-school association," and 
the statistics gathered will be placed 

in the hands of pastors and Sunday
school officials. It is at least sug
gestive of an assumption of religious 
authority which might readily be 
turned against the rights of the 
p~ople. 

because the call is to "Christian" 
voters. 
· This simply means, therefore; the 

enforcement of religious beliefs and 
institutions through politics, or the 
union of religion with the state. It 
can have no practical significance 
other than this. But this is just 

THERE are three discoveries which what is done under a union of church 
are usually involved in the p11oceAs . and state. 
of absorbing new terr1tory into the $ 

domain of a powerfiil nation. First l 
Of course, this wonld not inean 

-always first-the discovery is made that the state would side with one 
that the new territory is very vain-

popular church against another 
able. Next it is discovered that the 

·· popular church, as these people_ think 
stronger power owes a duty to the 

would be necessary to constitute a 
weaker power to educate it in the· . f ,_ ,_ d ·· 

. . . . umon o c.nurc.rt an state. They 
ways of right hvmg, m the mean- h · 

1
.n . d the 11 k 

· t k" h . ff . d ave m1n we - nown t1me a mg c arge of 1ts a a1rs an / · . 
th t d f •t · . A d churches of the land,.-and a umon of 
. e cus 0 Y 0 1 s possessiOns. n church and state means, to them, a 
third, it is sOOn. that the hand of God union of the state with some tme of 
is in it pointing the way to destiny, 
and that the extension of sQve- tbese, to the e:xclusi@n of·the others. 

reigntycan be carriedo.ut al!! a really 
pious undertaking. And this third 
stage in the process appears to have 
been· reached by the United States, 
for we hear the nation being oalled 
upon by its statesman to go for
ward and 'take forcible possession 
of the . riches of the Orient, "with 
reverent hearts" and "in the fear 
of God." A happy combination in
deed of "duty" and pleasure! 

A MEMBER of the "United Christian 
Party" has sent us a co~y of the 
"Declaration of Principles" of that 
organization, and informs us that 
"We do not seek to unite church and 
state, but we seek to unite pro.tessed 
Christian voters to work and vote 
for righteous principles." 

WB do not doubt that this party 
is not working to secure his concep
tion of a union of church and state, 
and therefore do not question his 
honesty in making this statement. 
His conception of church-and-state 
union is ·held by very many honest 
and good people, but it is a narrow 
one. He would have all "professed 
Christian voters," unite to put in 
p_oliticaloffice men who will enforce 
"righteous principles" in govern
ment .. And it is certain that religious 
"righteous principles" are intended, 

But this, even if it could be done, 
W@nld be but a mild form of church
and ,state union, for the reason that 
the other popular churches WOl!.ld be 
too powerful to be treated with dis
respect. They would be able to en
force their rights, and would of 
course do so. An illustration of this 
is seen in England to-day. The 
"ChJ!rch of England" is the estab
lished church; it is joined with and 
supported by the state. B~t the 
Nonconformil!!ts are as larg-e a body 
as the state church; an~ the result 
is they are treated with respect and 
no serious infringement of their 
rights is attempted. 

$ 

It is where one church is powerful, . 
and another weak and uu.popular, 
that church-and-state union is seen 
in its Ip.alignant form.. It is then 
that the dissenting body is despised 
and treated with contempt, and the 
rights of its members trampled upon 
and accorded no serious considera
tion. This is the way it has always 
been 'in history, and this world will 
never become so good that history 
will not repeat itself in this respect. 
It .should be remembered that the 
worst evils of church-and-state 
union were seen under the long reign 
of the papacy, when only one "Chris
tian" church was known and recog
nized in the world. It was then that 
pers~cution raged most fiercely 
against the small, weak, unpopular, 
despised bodies of true Christians. 
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INTOLERANCE of men is never an attribute of Chris· 
tianity. 

$ $ 

No WEAPON of Christii).n warfar~ is made to coerce 
men into doing right. 

THE Sabbath was given to man without any law 
save the law of God; and it needs no new support 
to-day. 

IF men do not keep the Sabbath, that does not hurt 
the Sabbath, but it injures those for whom the Sabbath 
was made. They, and not the Sabbath, need protec
tion; but the protection they need is to be kept from 
the power of sin in their own hearts, and that protec
tion only God can SRpply. 

,fl ,fl 

As MORALITY is inseparable from religion, legisJa
tio.n cannot be based upon moral grounds without also 
resting on religious grounds, and thus becoming reli
gious legislation. Proper legislation is not to preserve 
morals, but rights. The preservation of morality can 
be accomplished only by spiritual agencies. 

,fl ,fl 

No PERSON is authorized to define the meaning of 
the Word of Go!il for another person, or for the Govern
ment; nor can this autliority belong to any num.ber of 
·persons together .. The Holy Spirit 'alone holds the 

office of making clear to the mind the meaning of the 
divine Word, to each and every mind individually. 

,fl $ 

THE natural right of every man to be let alone by 
others, to enjoy himself in this life in whatever way he 
may.feel inclined, is. a self-evident truth,-one that all 
men recognit;e alike. It is the one ground that is com
mon to all,-the on& ground upon which all men have 
equality o11e with another. Hence it is the one proper 
ground of human legislation. Moral truths are not self
evident, and the authority for moral truths is not one 
which all men recognize, and to attempt to define and 
enforce moral truths would necessarily involve a des
potism of one cla.ss over another. It is a part of each 
person's business to preilerve his freedom of thought 
and action (within the bounds of natural rights) unmo
lested; but it is no part of his business to molest others 
by imposing upon them his views of moral or religious 
duty. The right of liberty for one is the right of liberty 
for all. 

The Same Now as Always Before. 

"riERE are a whole lot of peGple who, through lack 
of careful attention in years past, liLS well as now, utterly 
fail to understand the position of the AMERICAN SENTINEL 
in relation to present issues. 

These folks think that the AMERICAN SENTINEL is 
opposed to nliLtional expansion, and to imperialism as 
to territory. This is altogether a mistake: an entire 
misapprehension of the SENTINEL's position, its work, 
and its principles. 

As to ex:pansioli in itself, t~e United States might 
expand to the ends of the . earth and the AMERICAN 
SENTINEL would never have a word to say against it. 
As for imperialism in territory the Uuited States might 
extend, its jurisd,ction over the territory of the whole 
earth and the AMERICAN SENTINEL would never have 
any occasion to utter a word in opposition. 
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.. 
But when in her expansion and her imperial absorp-

tion of territory, t'he Declaration of Independence
1
must 

be repudiated, and the Constitution abandoned; wl;tgn 
in such a career thefundamental principles of the nation 
and of natural right, are utterly ignored and when not 
ignored are ecouted; here only and for this cause alone, 
it is that the AMERICAN SENTINEL enters its protest~ 

If this nation would simply hold fast in unswerving 
allegiance, the Declaration of Independence and the 
National Constitution in letter and in spirit,,!1nd should 
expand to the ends of the earth, then her expansion 
would be an unmixed blessing to the whole world: as in 
her original little sphere, and her earlier expansion, and 
in epite of all other power, she has been a ·blessing to 
the whole world. If these vital principles of this nation 
were held by the nation in unquestioning faithfulness, 
and its imperialism were only in territory, even though 
it should embrace the territory of the whole earth: that 
also would be a blessing to the world. And the AMERICAN' 
SENTINEL would be glad of it all; because, to enlighten 
and bless the whole world with these principles is just 
what, and oniJ.y what, this nation was planted for. 

Therefore, neither with expansion nor with imperial
ism in territory, has the SENTINEL ever bad anythil'lg to 
do, nor will ever have anything to do. But since it is 
the indisputab1etr-ut~ that this expansion and imperial
ism is, in every element and at every step carried on in 
open and entire- repudiation of the Declaration of In
dependence and in disregard of the plain word as well 
as the whole spirit of the Constitution; since all the 
opportunities of expansion and imperialism, are made 
only occasion!! for the further abandonment of the vital 
principles of --this nation, which were given for the en
lightenment of the world; then it is, ana this is why it 
is, that in the interests of mankind, and in behalf of 
blessing to the world, the AMERICAN SENTINEL opposes 
the principles of this expansion and this imperialism: · 
the principles bear in mind-not the things, but the 
principles. 

Thus expansion and imperialism in territory might 
be extended by this nation to the ends of the earth and 
made to embrace the whole world; and if the principles 
of the Declaration and the Constitution were in faithful
ness carried with it and through it all everywhere, 
nobody could rightfully have anything whatever to say 
against it beca~se it would be only for the blessing of 
the world. Whereas on the other hand, even though 
expansion had never reached beyond the limits of the 
possessions of the original thirteen States, and even 
though imperialism in territory had never been either 
heard of or mentioned in this nation; yet if imperialism . 
in principle and in governmental pr~ctise had been en
tertained as now; and if th~pri:sciples of the Declaration 
and the Constitution had been repudiated as they ar~ 
now; then every Christian and every body else who has any 
regard for self-evident truth and the natural rights of 
mankind, would, in integrity to principle, be required to 

say just' what the AMERICAN SENTINEL is saying .. For 
such repudiation of principle by this nation can be only 
thecalamity()f the V\'Orld. 

In this misapprehension and misjudging of the 
SENTINEL, by these folks, there is a point that is most 
strange; that is: how anybody who has ever read the 
AMERICAN SENTINEL to any extent, can think that the 
present position and views of the SENTINEL on this 
subject are1n any sense new. In all this the SENTINEL 
stands precisely where it has always stood,andissaying 
e-xactly what it has always said. The only thing that 
is new is the new phase of things that bas developed, to 
which :tre now applied the same things which we have 
alwa;ys said. And even this new phase of. things is not 
altogether new: it is in present procedure largely the .. 
actuaffulfillll!eDt of that which long ago )fe said would 
certainly come of s86d that wae then being sown. 

This could be provefi to the length of pages from the . 
files of the SENTINEL of years past. We shall not attempt 
to take the space for anything like all of it. In last 

' week's SENTINEL there is an instanc.e in point: where on .; 
the subject of governing without the Constitution, as is 
now being done, we quoted from the columns of the 
SENTINEL of May 7, 1891, what we then said must 
certa,inly come, and which has now actually come. And 
here is another instance: In the SENTINEL of June 11, 
1891, under the heading of "There is Mischief in It," we 
discussed certain issues that were then current. In this 
discussion we were obliged to consi~er and note the 
principle and development of a one-man power, a civil 
despotism, in the Roma:n Republic; and the turning of 
it by the church powe~ into a religious despotism. We 
there and then remarked that by false principles an9 
wrong practises among the people there was developed 
first that civil despotism which was at last·turned into 
a religious despotism. And now we quote:-

"[Thus. there was developed] more and more the 
despotism of the many, till it was merged into a despot
ism of three-the first triumvirate-which ended in the 
despotism of one, whom they murdered, which was 
followed immediately again by despotism of three-the 
second triumvirate-which ended again in the despotism 
of one-Cresar Augustus-and the final establishment of 
the imperial despotism, the most horrible civil despotism 
that ever was, and which continued until Constantine 
and the political bishops turned it into the most horrible 
religious despotism that ever was. 

"That was the end of that story then and there; and 
the per;fect likeness to it will be the end of this story now 
and here. 

"And thilll answers t:fte query of one of our corres
pondents, as to what· business has the SENTINEL, a 
religious paiper, to touch this question which is political? 
We are persuaded that the SENTINEL has not missed its 
callin~, nor spent its efforts ia vain in this respect. The 
SENTINEL is a religious paper, that is true; and it exists 
for the sole purpose of exposing to the American people 
the movement for the establishment of a religious des
potism here, after the model of the papacy. 
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"But no religious despotism can ever be established 
over a free people. It were literally impossible to est~ b
Ush a religious despotism over the royal freemen who 
made the Declaration of Independence and the American 
Constitution .. 

"This gradual but steady perversion and subversion 
of the genuine principles of this Government as estab
lished by our forefathers, this steady inculcation of the 
principles of paternalism, is but sowing the seeds of a 
despotism-whether of the many, of the few, or of one, it 
matters not-which at the opportune· moment will be 
joined by the political preachers; and out of the wicked 
alliance thus formed, there will come the religious des
potism in the perfect likeness of 'the one which was 
before, and against which the continuous efiorte. of the 
AMERICAN SENTINEL have ever been, and ever shall be 
directed. 

"And that is the reason, and the only reason, yet 
reason enough, why the AMERICA:J SENTINEL, a religious 
paper, touches this otherwise political question. : . . 

"It may be that 'our correspondents will not agree 
with us just now; but that matters nothing to us. Five 
years ago [1886] when the SENTINEL first called attention: 
to the mo.vement to establish a religious despotism, we 
were criticised and pooh-poohed for that, more than we 
are now for calling attention to this surest forerunner of 
it. But the SENTINEL knew then just what it was doing; 
and it knows now just what it is doing, just as well as it 
did thea. Those who objected then, know now that we 
were right then; and those who object now may know 
some time that we were right now: and we shall have 
kaown it all the time. . . . · 

"And we are perfectly willin~ to trust to the event 
to demonstrate that the coming religious despotism 
will be established substantially in the manner here 
outlined." 

And now 1899 and 1900, this which in June, l89l,we 
said would come-a one-man power-is coming as fast 
as the days go by. That which in June, 1891, we were 
willing to 'trust to the event to demonstrate, is now 
January, 1900, being constantly demonstrated before 
the eyes of the whole world by the steady progress of 
events. And in all this there is also demonstrated the 
truth that the AMERICAN SENTINEL occupjes exactly the 
same position that it has always occupied, and speaks 
precisely the same things that it: has always spoken, 
when it opposes the abandonment of the Constitution 
and the repudiation of the Declaration of Independence 
which· are the acknowledged, and even the boasted, 
accompaniments of this expansion and imperialism of 
this nation. A. T. J. 

DISPATCHES from Manilla dated January 18, state 
that "the religious question is overshadowing the in
surrection." The "religious question" is the question 
whether or not the Filipinos are to be relieved of the 
intolerable burden of the Catholic friars. The people 
·fear that, as it is evidently the purpose of the United 
States to leave the Catholic interests in the islands un
disturbed, the abuses from which they have suffered 

under the domination of the orders of friars are to be 
continued. General Otis has informed them that ·the 
friars will not be forced on them if against their wish, and 
Archbishop Chapelle, the Catholic overseer appointed by 
the pope and the Prel!!ident, has said that he. would not 
attempt to force the friars on the people if they did not 
desire the friars to fill the curacies. We do not see the 
use of the small word "if" in these assurances. That 
the FilipinOR do not want anything at all to do with the 
friars, has been made too plain for any possible question. 

Position of the N. W. C. T. U. Regarding 
Sunday Laws. 

BY indisputable facts and records, we have shown 
to some extent the character of "the usual exemption" 
with respect to Sunday laws, "for those who keep the 
Sabbath day," which by resolution,and otherwise is fa
voreQ by theN. W. C. T. U. 

Now it must be remembered that this resolution 
favoring that "usual exemption" was adopted by the 
Union at the late national convention at Seattle as a, 

substitute for a resolution that was already before the 
convention; and "as involving all necessary points, and 
omitting the objectionable ones," in the original reso· 
lution. 

Understanding the real character and effect of "the 
usual exemption," which t~ey favor, and that this 
"covers all necessary points," and avoids all "objection
able <mes," in ~the original resolution, it is of especial 
interest to study the original resolution that was before 
the convention, to know what are the objectionable 
points in it. 

And here is that orig'inal resolution:-

"Resolved, That as a National Woman's Christian 
Temperance Union we protest against any such inter
pretation or use of any lines of our work as shall givE) 
aid or comfort to those who, through ignorance, preju· 
dice, or malice, would enact or enforce such laws as can 
be made to serve the purpose of pursecution, or to in 
any manner interfere with the most perfect liberty of 
conscience concerning days, or the manner of their ob· 
servance." 

Now we ask every soul to look carefully through 
that resolution, word by word and clause by clause. 
Please consider it in all its bearings from beginning to 
end. And when you, have thoroughly weighed and con· 
sidered it, then reflect, and weigh also the fact, that the 
N. W. C. T. U., in convention assembled, found in that 
resolution objectionable points to such an extent that 
it was actually s11t aside for a substitute involving such 
points as are characteristic of "the usual exemption for 
those who keep the Sabbath day." 

According to the situation as it stands, theN. W. C. 
T. U. has taken the position that it is an objectionable 
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thing for anybody to ask theN. W. C. T. 0. to protest 
against any such interpretation or use of any lines of 
W. C; T. D. work as sliall give aid or comfort to thase 
who, through ignorance, prejudice, or malice, would 
~nact or enforce such laws as can be made to serve the 
purposes of persecution. 

Accordingly, therefore, to the W. C. T. D. iii is ~ot 
an objectionable thing for anybody, through ignorance, 
prejudice, or malice, so to use any lines of W. C. T. D. 
work as to enact or enforce such laws as can be made 
to serve the purpose of persecution. 

It is an objectionable thing for anybody to ask the 
N. W. C. T. D. to protest against any such interpreta
tion or use of any lines of W. C. T. U. work as shall in 
a:n.y manner interfere with the most perfect liberty of 
conscience concerning days, or the manner of their ob
servance. 

Acco~dingly, therefore; it' is not an• objectionable · 
thing for anybody to use any lines of W. C. 1. U. work 
so as to interfere with perfect liberty of conscience con
cerning days and the manner of their observance. 

It is· an objectionable thing for anybody to ask the 
N. W. C. T. D. to protest against the use of their mate
rial and machinery, ev~n by .the prejudiced and mali
cious, in persecuting. 

It is not, to the national Union, an objectionable 
thing for anybody, even in prejudice and malice, to 
use the material and machinery of theN. W. C. T. U. to 
persecute concerning days. and the manner of their ob
servance. 

~ 

S9 the N. W. C. T. U. has taken its position, has 
written itself dow·n, and has published itself to the 
world. Assuredly, therefore, it was proper and most 
timely t~at a ~ember s1:lould give notice, as was given, 
"that at the next annual convention I, or some one -~n 
my place, will offer the following amendment to the cdn
stitution:-

"ARTICLE 1VL-PLANS OF WORK. 

"Nothing shall ever be incorporated into any plan 
of N. W. C. T. U; work, by department or otherwise, 
which must of neeessity become the occasion of sectarian 
controversy, or which ean in any sense be made to inter
fere with perfect liberty of conscience." 

Now let it be understood that we do not say that 
the N. W. C. T. U. consciously, in.tentionally, and of 
forethought, put themselves thu'~ on record as not 
objecting to persecution or interference with liberty of 
conscience concerning days and the manner of their ob
servance. We are perfectly satisfied, and free to say, 
that the women of the convention did what they did 
without any consideration at all of the realthing that 
they were doing. It is evident that they allowed their 
fears for Sunday and Sunday laws to beco~e f!IO aroused 
that they utterly lost eight of all merits of the resolu
tion before them; that all calmness of consideration 

was forgotten; and that in this "state of mind" they 
rushed the resolution out of the way by whatever means 
possible. And in the doing of this, they committ?d 
tl!.emselves to the position that it is objectionable for 
anybody to ask them to protest against the use of their 
material and machinery to persecute and to interfere 
with liberty of conscience concerning days and the man· 
ner of their observance. 

It is a good thing that the national Union has a _ 
whole year before it, in which to consider and to look 
Roberly at what they really did, and then have an op
portunity in the next annual convention to correct the 
mistake into which they allowed themselves to he hu~ 
ried. ' · 

And having considered the subject for a whole year, 
then, at the. next anp:wal convention, will they really 
correct their mistake? or will they confirm ,their ileclar
atioii to th~ effect that it is an objectionable thing for 
them to be asked to protest against any such interpre· 

,, tation or use of any lines of W. C. T. D. work as can be 
made to f!erve the purposes of persecution, or to inter
fere with the most perfect liberty of conscience concern
ing days .and the manner of their observance? These 
are proper and interesting questions. 

A. T. J. 

National Reform Notes. 

TnE following items of interest pertaining to the 
pr!tgress of· the National Reform movement, are gath
ered from the last issue of the National Reform orga:n, 
the Christian Statesman:-

IN the annual report of the Postmaster-Ge:meral, a 
recommendation is made to Congress in favor of "a 
modification of the eight• hour law, which shall provide 
for six days' work of forty-eight hours, with as many 
additional hours on Sunday, not exceedi:ng eight, as the 
exigencies of the service may demand." This disregard 
of the claims made for Sunday as a sacred day called 
forth a "faithful rebuke" from tte theocratic party, 
and "Mr. Smi~h [tbe Postmaster-General] has assured 
the editor of the Statesman that_,no such recommenda
tion will ever again find place in his report." 

"WITH the increasing prosperity of the times it now 
seems probable," says the Statesman, "that this year's 
receipts will be far in advance of those of any recent· 
year." And these will be used "to carry forward the 
many important lines of practical work now in hand." 
"The present list of workers in the National Reform 
cause," we read further, "is by far the largest during 
the ehtire history of the movement," and ''with such a 
corps of workers the year 1900 will be the inauguration 
of a new era in the cause of National Reform." ' 
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THE proposed religious amendment to the Constitu
tion, by which the Government is to be made "Chris
tian," will, we are told, "safeguard the religious liberty 
and equality of all citizens by providing toleration au.d 
ecclesiastical freedom, and by completely separating 
church an.d state." This amazing assertion appears in 
the Christian Statesman as part of an "admirable argu
ment" prepared by Prof. J. MeN aug her in support of a 
resolution passed at the late National Reform c0nven
tion in this city. 

To determine how much truth this assertion con
tains, we have only to note that under the State enforce
ment of Sunday obse~vance, which the theocratic party 
aim by means of this amendment to make more rigid 
and more widespread, exactly the same results have 
followed that were seen under the religious persecutions 
of former times. This party want Sunday enforcement 
not only by authority of the States, but of the nation. 
This party want the Government to lJecome ''Christian" 
in order thatSundayenforcementmay become more gen
eral and more rigid. And they say this would not bring 
religious persecution. It would not infringe religious 
liberty, but would safeguard it. But note: in·various 
States of the Union, under the operation of existing 
Sunday laws, people who for conscience' sake could not 
conform to such requirements, believing themselves 
bound by the law of God to honor the seventh day of 
the week and not the first day, have been arrested, fined, 
imprisoned, worked in the chain-gang, and treated just 
as "heretics" were treated under the religious persecu· 
tiona of the Dark Ages., except that they have not yet 
suffered the death penalty. In the one case the system 
ha& not been carried quite as far ,;:ts in the other, but it 
is the same in character, for it bears the same kind of 

as soon as adopted by Congress; and actually, as 'soon 
as it should be carried into effect. 

Marriage and divorce are regulated in each State by 
the State law. This is so by virtue of the principle of 
American Government which accords to each State the 
sovereignty over its own affairs. Should this power. be 
taken from the State and given to Congress, this princi
ple would be broken and the regulating power of the 
State over any other matter might with equal propriety 
be transferred in like ll"tanner. :N dlogical ground would 
remain jn support of the system of independent State 
government; and the complete absorption of State 
power by the national Government would follow as a 
natural result. _ .. 

But this is not the worst feature of the proposed 
amendment. Congress, by its provisions, is to exercise 
this power "as t:he highest law-making power of a Chris
tian nation.'' Congress is to become Christian. None· 
but. Christians-and orthodox Christians ~hey must be 
-can be sent to Congress. "We the people of the United 
States," who ordain the Constitution, will be changed 
to "We the orthodox Christian people of the· United 
States;" and all others can choose between being gov

. erned by the "orthodox Cbristia~s" or emigrating to 
some other land. Indeed, they have already been in
vited to emigrate by representatives of tbi13 "Christian'~ 
party. 

And this, as the National Reform party correctly 
sees, "would harmonize tbP- action of the legislative de-· 
partment of. the Government with the decision of the 
Supreme Court in which it is declared that 'this is a 
Christian nation.'" Such is the nature and meaning of 
that decision. 

fruit. If a system of government that is called for does THE Gad-in-the-Constitution party are trying hard 
not maan religious persecution, then religious persecu· to make capital out of the action of Congress in the 
tion will not be possible under it. And where such per- Roberts' case. They want the Government to base its. 
sec\}tion does appear, the system under which it ap- ·· action against polygamy on religious grounds. At the 
pears is plainly stamped as alll. invasion of religious annual business meeting of this association, the Com· 
freedom, however strongly its defenders. may assert its mittee on Resolutions was instructed to prepare "reso
innocence. lutions on the exclusion of Brigham H. Roberts, an 

"A joint resolution has been introduced into the 
Senate of the United States by Mr. Kyle, w bicb proposes 
the following .amendment as Article XVI. of the Consti
tution: 'The 0ongress as the highest law·making power 
of a Christian nation, shall have exclusive power to reg
ulate marriage and divorce in the Eeveral Statfs, Terri
tories, and the District of Columbia.' This amendment: 
if adopted, would harmoni.ze the action of the legisla
tive department of the Government with the decision of 
the Supreme Court in which it is declared that 'this is a 
Christian nation.'" 

Tbi& would be an "amendment" of the Constitution, 
with a vengeance. It would sweep away the Constitu
tion altogether. More than this: it would sweep away 
the Republic altogether, and in its place establish the 
worst form of monarchy. All this it would do in theory 

avowed polygamist, from Congress, and on the securing 
of an amendment to the national Constitution exclud-· 
ing polygamists from all national offices on Christian 
grounds.'' 

This scheme is now being actively pushed by the 
"reform" forces at Washington. "Several Joint Reso
lutions have been introduced into the House of Repre· 
sentatives for an anti polygamy amendment to the 
Constitution." One of these reads thus: 'Polygamy is 
hereby declared to be an offense against .the United 
States, and forevtr prohibited within them or any place
subject to their jurisdiction; and no person engaged in 
the practise tberedf shall bold any office of honor, trust, 
or profit under the United States or any State." The
theocratic party want to have inserted in this, after
"polygamy," the words "being condemned by the law 
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of Christ governing- the marriage relation." The im
portance in this critical" juncture," says the Statesman, 
"_of giving to an anti-polygamy amend'ment.adistinctly 
Christian character, with an express acknowledgment 
embodied in it of the law of Christ as of supreme author
ity in the government of the marriage relation, cannot 
be overestimated." ' · 

It is indeed a matter of great importance whether 
the Government le@:islates against polygamy and 
debars polygamists ftom office because of the law of 
Christ, or whether. i't is done upon purely secular 
grounds. For if the Government is to enforce one thing 
because it is demanded by the law·of Christ, how can it 
refuse to 'enforce any other thing demanded by that 
la~? The Government would be logically bound to 
attempt to enforce the law-or will-.,..of Christ in all 

. things, and thus to make itself a theocracy, executing 
the dictates of the ch11rch and calling back the dark 
days of religiousperseeution. It is to this ignoble point 
that the -National Reform "God-in the Constitution" 

And as ea.ch individual of the human family is re
quired to have faith, and to seek to the Lord for wis
dom, so is the .guidance of the Holy Spirit lor each 
individual, independently of all others. The infallible 
standard of morality can be seen in its application to 
human affairs only by each individual, for himself, and 
only within the limits of his own moral responsibilities. 
When one person attempts to apply God's infallible 
moral standard within the sphere of another person's 
responsibilities, he puts himself in the place of God, and 
can only lead others into darkness instead of light. 

There is already in the W()rld, and has been for cen
turies, a religious organization, which prof~sses to do 
just what these reformers have in mind to do: it pro
fesses to apply the infallible ~oral standard to the 
affairs of governments as well as of individuals, and is 
ready to point out certain requirements as being mor
ally binding upo'n government~. That organization is 
the papacy; and it became the papacy only by holding 
to the doctrine that civil governments are bound by the 

theocratic party are with untiring zeal striving·to lead morallaw1 and assuming, just as the theocratic party 
this nation. does now, to }!)Oint out to the· civil power the moral 

duties binding upon it. That organization is as good 

IN behalf of the "religious amendment to the Con- ···a one as can be devised for that purpose. The National 
Reform party and its allies are forming another organistitution" demanded by the theocratic party, it is ar-
zation which can at best only be exactly like the first gued that "The conducting of civil government requires 
one, and not in any way better. eontinually the dete_rmination of national moral prob- . 

But even if these "reformers" or any body of men lems." And "this necessity proves the nation itself to 
be a moral agent, and that it needs an infallible stand- on the earth could speak with an infallible voice in ap · 

plying the moral law to human affairs, the Government ard for its guidance, such as only the moral law of the· 
Christian religion affords." 

It is true that a being having moral ~esponsibility 
needs to be guided by an infallible standard of moral 
right, and that the moralla1!_-the Decalogue-is such 
a standard. But how is this infallible standard· to be 
used by the Government? ·The theocratic "reformers" 
insist that the Government shall enforce the observance 
of Sunday. They say this is a duty commanded by the 
Decalogue. That is their view-their opinion-oi it. 
But is their opinion infallible? And when they insist 
that the Government enforce their opinion of the mean-· 
ing of the moral law, will the Government then be 
g_uided by an i:r;tfallible ~tandard? Certainly it will not. 
No man is infallible; no assemblage or organization of 
men is infallible. And no man or organization of men 
<:an give an infallible application of the moral law. No 
infallible directions can be given to the Government by 
any man or men with reference to moral duty. The 
Government, if it permits any such moral guidance, will 
be infallibly led astray. 

The infallible standard afforded by the Word of God 
is of practicable value only through the agencies of in
struction which God himself bas p:r;ovided. God has 
given, to t}le believer, his Holy Spirit, as an infallible 
guide into ~11 truth. This cannot possibly be dispensed 
with .• The infallible voice must be the voice of God, 
'!lever the voice of man.' 

would still be debarred from ·attempting to conform to 
its requirements, for the reason that a government ~an
not possess moral responsibility. Civil government is 
a creature of man, and the creature is reponsible only 
to its creator. Civil government exists not to obey 
law, but to execute it; aud the only law that civil gov
ernment can know is the will of the people who create it .. 

·Civil government exists to prevent anarchy in human 
society, and it has no other purpose -whatever. And 
when it. does this, it reaches the limit of its responsibil
ity and its usefulness. It has no other business than to 

·I 
prevent anarchy because there is no other necessity for 
it. It prevents anarchy when it protects theindividuals 
of society i:q the enjoyment of their natural rights; and 
it does this by enforcing the laws which have been de

, vised for this purpose.' Civil government-is a means of 
~ervin_g moral bel.ngs, and not a moral .. beihg itself. 
Moral beings, so far as this world is concerned, are 
human beings, always. At the first, ·the only moral 
beings on the earth were Adam and Eve, and all other 
moral beings since their time are only such as have 
descended from them. God alone can create a being 
having moral responsibility. 

BE intolerant as you please of sin in your own 
heart, but remember that you cannot look into the 
hearts of others. 
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A Strange Conception of Christ. 

BY W. N. GLENN. 

. , REv. W .ALLACE R. STRUBLE, of Chicago, delivers the 
following proposition, which he evidently deems good 
politics; but ip is safe to say that if Christ should accept 
any or all of the offices named, and failed to secure a 
:good position for Mr. Struble and his political friends, 
there would soon be a loud complaint against thepolicy 
'Of the administration of the "Man of Galilee:"-

" Under the Republican form of government as 
exemplified in the United States of America the office
holder is intended to be the incarnation of his constitu
ents; or in other words the· people send themselves to 
the White House, to Congress, to. the legislature, and 
to the judicial bench. In a similar sense Lam in favor of 
sending Jesus the Christ to our halls of national legis
lation, to the White House, and to the bench of the 
United States Supreme Court. I am in favor of sending 
him to the States' legislatures, to the municipal coun
cils and boards of aldermen; of electing him governor, 

to ask him to assume their duties; . but he seems to 
think it Christian politics to suggest the name of the 
Lord in· connection with f'\Uch paltry honors. If such 
positions were to exist at all in the kingdom of God, 
th~y would be subordinate to the twelve apostles, who 
are_ to "sit on twelve throNes, judging the twelve 
tribes of Israel." Matt; 19:28. 

6. To elect Christ to authority in the affairs of 
earth is on a par with the action of the people who 
would have taken him b.Y force and made him a king. 
John 6:15. It is assuming that "the Most High ruleth 
in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever He . 
will (Dan. 4:17, 26, 32) by virtue of the grace of man. 
There is jnst one position to which man can elect Jesus 
Christ, and that is to supreme rule in the individual 
heart. Every other position to which he aspires he 
will assume of his own accord, in his own good time. 

Christian Science. 

mayor, State and County judgf>, Attorney-General, J. H. Kellogg, M. D., in "Good Health." 

State's Attorney and corporation lawyer; of naming CHRISTIAN Scientists .do not seem to recognize the 
him. for sheriff, constable, chief of police and police 
officer; in a word, of transferring this entire Govern- fact that the human will is just as tangible and real as 
ment, from the supervision of a township road or the is the divine. will; that the human body is a manifesta
scribing of a notarial folio, up to the executive manage- tion of God in the :flesh; that man, in all his relations 
ment of the nation and the supreme direction of its to his fellow men and to God, is· either keeping in the 
judiciary, upon the shoulders of The Man of Gallilee." divine order and in harmony with God, or going out of 

This i~indeed a strange conception of Christ, and th8 divine order and contrary to God. 
He might truly say, "Thou thoughtest that I .was Disease is simply a condition whic~ results from 
altogether such an oN.e as thyself." A few statements going wrong, from being out of the divine order. In a 
'Of fact are worthy of consideration in connection with .. certain sense, disease is not an evil, as the Christian 
this amazing idea of the Creator of the universe and Scientist claims, but a good. 
Redeemer of men. Suppose we take a simple illustration of this idea. 

1. The government of Christ is nt'lt a republic; it is When a person gets a sliver in his finger, there is pain 
a kingdom, an absolute monarchy. and swelling in that place; after a while the matter 

2. Christ is already the Lawgiver of his kingdom, which forms around the sliver, lifts it out. This is 
and the men who are making such blasphemous propo- nature's process of getting rid of the sliver; the pain is 
sitions, so degrading of One now standing so high, are incidental to the effort of nature. If the least little 
now living in vio.lation of the law He has already made. speck of dirt gets into your eye, how it smarts a:ud 
Then, where is there any guarantee of their loyalty in burns; the tears :flow, the eye becomes red, the lid closes, 
the future. and you are tempted to think you would be a great deal 

3. In whom lies the authority to send the King to better off if your eye did not smart when specks got into 
t~e White House, or anywhere else. When he sets up it. But as a matter of fact, how much better off would 
His kingdom, it will "fill the whole earth." "The earth you be? Your eye would soon be full of specks and 
is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof; the world, and cinders, its transparancy would disappear, and it would 
they that dwell therein." Ps,,24:1. When he establishes finally be of no service whatever. Pain, then, is a con
his kingdom in the earth, his seat of government will servative process; it is a necessary and actual fact, by 
be in the New Jerusalem, the city of gold, which he will which the body is warned against evil. 
bring with him. See description Rev. 21. Disease is a remedial process. The same power that 

4. Who has the authority to reduce Christ's judicial is within us and that cures us is the power that makes 
jurisdiction to the United States, when he is now the us sick, and illness is the process by which we get well. 
"Judge of all the earth" (Gen. 18:25), and all judgment Sickness and suffering are only incidental to the rem-
is committed to him (John 5:22)? edial process. 

5. As to all the petty officers enumerated above, People do not get well in consequence of any sort of 
Mr. Struble b.imself would esteem it an insult to an hocus-pocus, or magic. No one can effect a cure by 
ex-president, or an ex-governor, or an ex congressman, hiding away in a corner and "fixing his mind upon your 
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-case," or by giving you an "ab~ent treatment." This 
is a kind of ma.gic unworthy of a Christian age, and 
tl1.er~:J is no foundation fpr faith in it. 

The power in which we must have faith if we would 
be well is the creative and curative power wliich exists 
in e"trery living thing. 

This healing power is not away off outside of us and 
within the reacl:J. of just one certain class of persons. 
The only true healing power in all the universe is God, 
the great intelligence and force that is-behindeverything, 
in all existence. That power is in you, and if you are 
sick it is because God is trying to do something for you 
that you can not do for yourself. If iou are weary, it 
is because you need rest. If you are suffering pain, it is 
because you have been doing something that wm destroy 
you if you persist in your course. Pain, weariness, dis
ease, then, are our good friends. They are the agents 
by which God endeavors to lead us back i~p the right 
road. 

The truth, "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall 
he also reap," applies to physical no less than to spirit
ual sowings. Believe this, for there is nothing more 
certain. Sow to health, cultivate health, and health will 
spring up and grow in you. Cultivate the tree of health, 
and it will bear fruit, and you will find yourself improv
ing physically year by year. 

Echoes from the South .. 

BY JOHN MCCARTHY. 

AccoRDING to the Chilean journal LaLardi,published 
in Santiago, !l'e learn that the Roman Catholic bishop 
of Conception, Mofisenor Labarca, immediately upon 
his _return from Rome, petitioned the government of 
Chile to expel froiQ his diocese t.he "Fathers" of the 
Saint Franciscan order. This petition is ba~ed upon 
the immoralities, irregularities, and abuses of the 
''Fathers" of said order. 

The St. Franciscans have hitherto had under their 
care the Catholic missions to the Chilean Indians, but 
their lewd practises have to be publicly condemned and 
reproved by one of the highest Catholic dignitaries of 
South America. 

Yet it is the continuous boast of Rome that her 
missions are the admiration of the universe and modell! 
of sanctity. 

For some years past the Roman Catholic clergy, 
haveworked hard to have the HolyScripturesprohibited 
in the Bolivian republic. To this end they have-in 
their authorized journals-denominat£d the Bible a 
filthy book, indecent literature, falsifie.d history, and an 
nstructor of heresy; and in this way theyhave.managed 
to throw dust in the eyes of the Bolivians, which has 
prejudiced them against the perusal and study of the 
Word of God. 

.Just now, however, t.he liberal party has taken 
possession of the governmental reins, with the result 
that there is a great religious. reaction taking -place 
throughout the whole country. The liberals are clamor
ing for the free circulation of the Bible throughout the
Bolivian territory; and thus the way is opening up for
the spread of the gospel message in those benighted 
parts; although the p'riests are using every effort in.. 
their power to im,pede thiB object. 

From Ecuador we learn the priests have received a 
terrible blow, which has to a certain degree crippled the-1 

Catholic power in that country. Hitherto the popish 
dignitaries have held the patronage of several national 
positions, as well as of all important· ecclesiastical 
livings. This, however, has now come to an end. The
government_ by a recent law, has just deprived the church · 
of this power; and has determined to dispense with 
these positions, as the State thinks best. 

The Ecuadorean priests for some time past have. 
done their best to smother the liberal sentiments, which 
are becoming more and more manifest in that republic-_ 
with the advent of each day. In the past DO marriage 
was counted legal which was not celebrated .accorqing 
to the rites of the Catholic Church. Consequently the 
land is full of concubinage,and illegitimate children, and 
there immorality .is seen at its worst. Some may ask 
the reason of this. The reason is simple and clear to all. 
The priests demaudvery exorbitant sums before they 
consent to give tbeir"apostolic"blessing to those about 
to unite in matrimony. Thus the thousands of poor-

. inhabitants are excused from ' participation in this 
"blessing,<' through lack of the necessary finances. In 
the last few months, the people have united their voices,. 
demanding the l!~galization of the civil marriage. Th'& 
priests oppose with all the energ.r, of their souls, as they 
see one of the means, of enriching themselves slip from 
their grasp. But it appears that the popular sentiment 
is about to prevail, and the Ecuadorean Congress is
about to legislate a law legalizing the civil marriage. 

In the city of Cordova, Argentine Republic, several 
journals have expressed their indignation at the cruel 
treatment non-Catholics m.-e receiving in the municipaJ 
hospitals throughout the country, from the hands ~r 
the nurses, (Sisters of Mercy?). These good sisters first 
use their persuasive· powers to induce the patients to- . 
cpnfess to their _priests. Should they refuse to do so, 
they are immedi,ately marked as heretics, and harsh,.. 
cruel treatment is the method employed to bring these· 
infirm and dying dissentients to their proper senses. 
We could fill the paper with cases such as this which are
daily happening in dJ{ferent parts of this continent. But 
those who resort to such methods to convert ~be erring 
one, only show how little they are acquainted with the 
Redeemer of mankind, who gave His own life, that He 
might save that of His enemy._ 

Buenos Ayres, Argentina. 
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·. STEADY progress continues td be made by the Sun
day-closing movement in Chicago. Su_nday, January 7. 
every business house in the eastern portion of the stock
yards district was closed, and the western portion is 
expected to follow suit. The movement, says the 
Chicago Times-Herald, of January 8, "is assuming a 
general character, and it is said the business district to 
the west of the yards wm be closed next Sunday. When 
this is accomplished the work will be taken up on the 
North and. West sides and continued until Chicagoans. 
are educated to make their purchases for Sunday on the 
preceding day." 

ndividuals favoring Sunday closing to persuade any 
and all others whom they can to accept and practise 
their. views. This is no interfer-ence with religious liberty, 
and there is none until the point is reached where some
one is compelled to close on Sunday, or to refrain from 
work, against his will. And this point will very likely 
be reached if the present movement continues; for it 
will be but a step, after the people have been "educa,ted" 
to do all their shopping before Sunday, and to favor 
that system, to secure a city ordinance forbidding Sun,-. 
day trading. The Sunday closers are not likely to rest 
satisfied until they hiwe fortified themselves behind the 
law. 

" " * 
In one of the hardest districts of the city, (from a 

Sunday-closing point of view), petitions for Sunday ' 
closing were circulated among all the merchants, and 
only one of them refused to sign the petition. This one 
opened his store Sunday morning, January 7, to do 
business as usual, but was speedily "brought to time" 
by the Sunday-closing committee, in the following way. 
One of the chief advoca~es of Sunday observance was 
making a tour of the district Sunday morning, (breakjng 
Sunday thereby), to see if the merchants were keeping 
Sunday as they had agreed. A committee of the Sunday 
closers were with him. They discovered the· solitary 
open store. At once "pickets supplied with printed 
copies of the Sunday-closing resolutioni'J were placed 
near the storeoneitherside, and every possible customer 
was presented with one. After the pickets had been at 
work half an hou~ the merchant locked up his store and 
informed the committee that it would remain closed.not 
only yesterday but every Sunday hereafter." 

" * * 
One feature of t1ie movement in this city is an ap· 

peal that has been made to consumers not 1:lo purchase 
anything on Sunday. It is declared that ~o purchase 
groceries, etc., on Sunday is an indication of shiftless 
housekeeping, and it is expected the ban of this idea will 
influence many to guard their reputations by doing nd 
Sunday shopping. A city alderman asserts that "the 
.movement has come to sttty," because the majority of 
the people favor it. 

" " " 
It is, of course, the right of every storekeeper to close 

his store on Sund~y in harmony with his convictions of 
right or of sound policy; and it is likewise the right of 

* * * 
ANOTHER gigantic "trust" is announced as about to 

be formed-arailway trust-which will unite the great 
trunk lines of railway between the Atlantic seabord and 
the Mississippi. All ticket offices of these roads in the 
principal cities will be abolished, and all city, general,~ 
traveling and district freight and passenger agents and 
solicitors of these roads in the United States, Canada, 
and Europe will be dispensed with, and altogether 
50,000 o'r more men will be thrown out of employme:q.t. 

* • . . 
This forcing of people out of employment is one of 

the wor:;t features of the trust system. The object, of 
course, is to s.ave the money paid .to these employees in 
salaries; but while the immediate result may be what 
the trust magnates anticipate, the policy in the .end 
must prove "penny wise and pound foolish." The.se 
50,000 unemployed men, the victims of this ''trust," 
will swell by nearly that much the great army of idle, 
.discontented and desparate men, who at every favorable 
opportunity become the fomenters of industrial dis
turbances-strikes, riots, etc.-and intensify the conflict 
between capital and labor. The country can never be 
prosperous while a large percentageof those who should 
be wage-earners are out of employment, and it is poor 
policy on the part of the capitalists to lefsen the ge:aeral 
prosperity of the country in this way. 

A Sign of the Times. 

A NOVEL development in the journalism of the United 
States is the suppression of news in the interest of a 
political party. There have been a good many exam
ples of this, but the last week afforded a salient illustra
tion. Many of the papers that reported the speech of 
Senator Beveridge made hardly an illusion to the fact 
that Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, replied to it, and 
yet the Congressional Record shows that Mr. Hoar 
spoke about forty minutes in reply, and adduc~d a ni.ass 
of evidence against Mr. Beveridge's contention that 
certainly is entitled to. the most candid con~ideration .. 

· Perhaps whatever the senior senator from Massachu,-. 
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setts says is so utterly contemptible that it is amply 
sufficient for purposes of public information to report 
the fact that he spoke, without alluding to anything 
that he said, but th~ time is not far ba~k when it was 
assumed that whatever he said deserved the attention 
of his countrymen. Another example of the same thing 
is the scant reference in many papers to the correspond
ence ·Secretary Gage submitted . to Congress the last 
week. You read them in vain to discover that in it 
there 'was any such document as the Hepburn letter. It 
is to be expected that journals th~t are committed to a· 
political party ·will support that party through thick 
and thin. But 'it has not heretofore peen supposeq to 
be creditable to a great journal to suppress material 
facts and to refuse to give the news for fear of its effect. 
-The W&tchman. 

Sunday Closing in Ottawa, III. 

SALOONS AND GAMBLING HOUSES KEEP SUNDAY. 

The trolley cars were crowded during some portions of 
the day. Some of the South Norwalk cigar dealers so~d 
soda water and gave away a cigar with each glass, but 
the majority closed up and spent the day "roasting" 
the ,mayor. The police were kept so busy watching 
stores to detect ·the sale of cigars that the saloons had 
it all their own way. It looks as if the present police 
fprce of the city will have to be trebled if the mayor 
desires both the cigar and liquor end of the law watched -
on Sunday: 

Sunday Golf. 

THERE is much agitation in various districts not 
far from this city over the question of permitting Sun-
day golf. This game presents one of the most trouble
some. obstacles in the path of the advocates of Sunday 
enforcement which they have been obliged to meet. 
None of their stock arguments upon which they rely to 
create public sentiment in their favor, seems to fit the 

Chicago "Times-Herald." case of Sunday golf; and the-only argument which does 

0 I J 7 All th l 
. d · bl" :fit the cas~ is one which too fully exposes the animus of 

TTAWA, LL., an .. - e sa oons an gam mg 
h · th" •t 1 d t d d f h :fi t the Sunday movement to suit their purposes. So this 
ouse~;~ m IS c1 y were c ose o- ay, an or t e rs ~ . · . . 

t . · I · d Ott "d t , Th" form of Sunday desecratiOn has enJoyed greater Immu-
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d·t· d t th t" f M M 1 h nity from the prohibitions of the Sunday statutes than . con 1 IOn was ue o e ac wn o ayor a ony, w o · 
~.. · · almost any other 

called the saloon men together yesterday and informed . · • . 
th th t h ft ·

11 1 
t h t t "d Ordmary labor on Sunday could be declaimed em a erea er a sa oons mus s u up a mi - . : .. 
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1
• ,__ k d Th shows, pleasure resorts, etc., could be condemned on the a o en ers won ave eir Icense revo e . e · -

ground of immorality, or of requiring work on the part 
gambling-house proprietors were also notified to close 
their P-stablishments, and strict orders were given the 
police to report all violations. 

lHue Sunday in South Norwalk, Conn. 

'THE MAYOR'S FIRST ATTEMPT TO ENFORCE THE 
' . 

CONNECTICUT SUNDAY LAW. 

New York "Sun., 

SOUTH NoRWALK, Conn., Jan. 14.-To-day was the 
first Sunday of the enforcement of Mayor Charles G. 
Bohannon's unique conception of the Connecticut Sun
day law, a slightly revised edition of the old Blue Laws 
which made the Nutmeg State famous years ago. Con· 

, trary to the strict letter of the law, which provides that 
work or' necessity only may be carried on, the mayor 
decided that ice· cream, soda water, shaving, and boot 
blacks were a necessity, while he placed a strict taboo 
upon cigars, confectionery, fruit and nuts. Hundreds 
of South'Norwalk people went to Norwalk for their Sun
day smokes, much to the chagrin of the South Norwalk 
dealers, for .the feeling seemed to be that if the trade 
flocked to Norwalk~t might tea~h tlile mayor a lesson. 

of empl<?yees who, it might be supposed, would be glad 
of the opportunity to, rest on Sunday and attend 
church. Of Sunday baseball it c~mld be said that the 
noise Qf the game disturbed residents in the vicinity. 
But what of Sunday golf? That has obviously no bear
ing upon the poor workingman's right to rest; nor can 
it be said that it is immoral, or that it interferes with 
anybody's Sunday rest. It is necessarily a quiet game, 

. one that must be pla;yed outside of a city, and that is 
witnessed by but few. · Yet it involves the same disre
spect of Sunday as does Sunday labor or Sunday 
shows, which is the whole point in the controversy for 
Sunday enforcement. This respect must be secured and 
Sunday go'lf suppressed. But all that can be said 
against Sunday golf is that it shows disrespect for Sun
day as a church day; it violates a religious institution. 
This is poor ground indeed upon which to ask the inter
ference of the civil authorities, but the advocates of 
Sunday laws are obliged to take it, and thus to reveal 
the real object for which they are working. 

They were obliged to base their denunciations of 
Sunday golf chiefly on the gro-q;nd that it is a sin: .But 
the claim that it is a sin rests on. the claim that Sunday 
is the_ divinely·appointed Sabbath, which has to be 
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-taken for~ granted without any Biblical proof. And 
.even admitting it to be a sin, there is still no ground for 
undertaking its suppression by civil law, except,_the 
wholly untenable ground that any thin~ sin:l'ul is a 
proper subject of legislation. 

To the advocates of Sunday enforcement, however, 
all obfections are simply obetacles to be overcome, and 
if a proposition is inconsistent or un-American, it i_s 
only to be pushed so much the harder. That Sunday 
golf is a sin is the ground taken :l'or a vigorous denunci
ation of it by a revivalist, for example, who is conduct
ing meetings at Babylon, Long Island. , He is reported 
.as sayin~ that "Sunday golf playing is an outrage" 
which "should not be tolerated in a Christian commu
nity." This seemed to rouse his audieitce, some of 
whom are no doubt more intolerant of sin in other peo
ple than in themselves; and it is reported that Sunday 
golfers in Babylon "are in for trouble." 

In ~eneral, Sunday golf in the State of New York is, 
according to report, on the increase. The New York 
Tribune says that-

"In spite of vigorous protest from the more con
servative element Sunday golf has evidently come to 
stay. There is a growing laxity at all the large courses 
in the observance of the Sabbath, and whereas two 
years ago a prize competition was unheard of, now sev
eral of the leading clubs are holding regular tourna
ments on that day. A. few of the older organizations, 
like Morris County, are still holding out for a strict pro
hibition o:l' all Sunday games, but even there the 
younger members are eager to do away with therestric~ 
tion. Mu~h as it may be regretted by some, golf is 
gradually becoming a Sunday sport, and it seems only 
a question o:l' time before as many matches are held then 
as on other days of the week. The example ,furnished 
by the Lakewood Golf Club gives an illustration of the 
trend of popular feeling. When first organized one of 
the clauses of the constitution laid special emphasis on 
the restriction of Sunday matches. Since that time 
there has been a growing elem~nt in the club which has 
sought to vote down this clause, and this season after 
a warm discussion they have gained their end. Here
after Sunday sport will be enjoyed in the same manner 
as at the Country Club of Lakewood, and the links will 
doubtless be well patronized.'' 

In New England, however, especially in Massachu
setts, the tide against Sunday golf is still strong. There 
is much agitation over the question in Bo_ston, says 
the Tribune; "and one or two cases seeking to prohibit 
the sport on Sunday are now before the Supreme Court 
of Massachusetts. In several instances the police have 
been called upon to close the links, and at the Riverside 
Golf Club all Sunday play has ceased owing to a notice 
from that quarter that no games would be permitted. 
The Massachusetts Legislature in 1895 passed a law 
that whoever takes part in a game, sport, or play of 
any kind on Sunday is liable to a fine of $50, and it is 
this law which the police say they can invoke to back 
up their demands. The members of the BrooklineCoun-

try Club, one of. the most fashionable organizations in 
the 13oston district, were recently informed by the board 
of directors that whoever made use of the links on 
Sunday did so at his own peril, aud since th:!tt time 
there has been a noticeable falling off in the number of 
contests _on that day, but the sport is not wholly pro
hibited." 

A. new impetus to the Sunday-law crusade will be 
required to suppress Sunday golf in this State and city; 
and a new and mighty impetus will be given it at no 
distant day. Of this we do not have the slightest 
doubt. 

What Does It Mean? 

THE SABBATH QUESTION IN JAPAN, 

UNDER the heading "The Sabbath and Society," the 
November issue of the Voice, (Tokio), says: "It is not 
strictly correct to speak of the first day of the week: as 
the Sabbath. Sunday is :p.ot the Sabbath." "But,", 
says the editor, "it was a rather disagreeable surprise 
to have the peace of our quiet hours on a reeent Lord's 
day disturbed by the busy carpenters pounding away 
on a neighbor's heuse." 

The editor refused to give "the heathen any explana
tion for the disturbance of the peace" on the Lord's day 
(?),and after some long quotations from St. Sigori's 
Theology as an excuse for Catholics who work on Sun
day, he gave his industrious neighbor the following 
charge:-

"Certainly a man can violate every precept of good 
order, if he goes outside the habitations of other men; 
but where the good order and well-being of society is 
involved, and an injurious example is set in the com
munity, the question of relationship is involved." 

This writer arranged ilhe:firstmeeting forthepurpose 
of uniting the various denominations in Japan into a -
"oneness in principle and work." 

How this meeting was received is shown by a report 
of it that appeared in the Japan Times, from which I 
quote:-

"M~ny in the audience, no doubt were surprised to 
tind the honest opinions of many men of their .own creed 
and color in perfect harmony with the idea of Christian 
unity and oneness that inspired Mr. Snodgrass· to 
arrange such a meeting. We hope to see a continuation 
of this most worthy movement." 

With the well-being of society. bound up in ~he 

proper observance of the"Lord's day:" and the ,"Lord's 
day" the only point in common among the va.rious 
denominations, it is not difficult to see what this "one
!less in principle and work" will be. 

The great question to be decided before this union is 
perfected is, Who shall lead? 

In answer to the question, the Koye, (Catholic) 
says:-

"The principle of liberty of conscience, of which the 
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Protestants make so much, has proven a snare, and a 
delusioll to them. Unitarianism is its natural result. 
In making freedom of belief the foundation of the church, 
the Protestants have built upon sand. To talk of union 
among Protestants is mere idle prating. What have 
they to unite them? Do they notadvocateindependence 
of judgment? Is it n\)t a case of there being no standard 
to which all will alike bow? This cry for union shows 
that they are ill at ease, and well they may be. What 
elements of union are there in the whole system? We 
are united because our chu.rcn is founded upon the 
teachings of Christ ]ransmitted by St. Peter. Oar 
church distinguishes between truth and error and we all 
obey her. But it is the very essence of Protestantism to 
split up into a hundred sects. There are Protestant 
sects that have nothing to hold them together, except 
the name they bear, which is no more useful for the 
purpose than a sign board." ' 

The "standard" is the authority of the Catholic 
Church; and in return to it, we are told, lies the only 
hope of union. 

This conflict is none other than "the last great 
conflict. between truth and error:" and this "the final 
struggle of the long-standing controversy concerning 
the law of God; a battle between the religion of the 
Bible and the religion of fable and traditions." 

Tokio, Ja,pa.JJ. B. 0. WADE. 

False Pretenses. 

The '"Truth Seeker." 

THE corresponding secretary of the Philadelphia 
Sabbath Association, T. T. Mutchler; has an article in 
the Times, of that city, defending the Sunday law of 
1794, which the association is endeavoring to enforce. 
The law prohibits all sorts of business and pleasure 
during church hours. Its scope may be judged from Mr . 
. Mutchler's account of what it is designed to accomplish. 
Hesays:-

"The object of the law is the protection of all citi
zens from infringement of their sacred rights. The la
borer shall not be compelled by his employer to work 
on that day; the business man shall not be compelled 
to remain at work by his lawless competitor; our chil
dren shall not be subjected to temptation by the open 
candy shop on Sundays; nor should drug clerks be com
pelled to sell merchandize on that day, but only required 
to sell medicine during certain hours; church services 
shall not be disturbed by the passage of milk wagons or 
other vehicles for business purpost:.s. The law affords 
protection to all, in remembering the Sabbath day, in 
13,ccordance with the original appointment of our great 
Creator." 

The last sentence is a plain misstatement of fact. 
The day originally app~inted by the Creator was not 
Sunday, but Saturday, therefore this law has nothing 
to do with the Sabbath. The last sentence of the par
agraph also contains a falsehood. The law is designed 
not for the protection of rights, but for their violation. 

The laborer, he says, "shall not be compelled by his em
ployer to work on that day." No; and he never was 
. . . but under the law the laborer is deprived of the 
right to earn wages on Sunday, and is COII\pelled j;o loaf. 
"The business man shall not be compelled to remain at 
work by his lawless competitor." No; and he never 
war; but the Sunday law compels him to close when he 
would be open if he lived in a free country. And so it is 
all the way through. Children will not be tempted to 
spend their money for candy, but they will be coerced 
into giving it to the church; drug clerks will not be 
compelled to sell medicine, nor were they ever; but they 
will be fined if they do, and sick people may die for want 
of medicines on Sunday because God set apart Satur
day and hallowed it! 

We get at the nub of the matter when it is said that 
with the law in force "church services shall not be dis
turbed by the passage of milk wagons or other vehicles 
for businees purposes." At the Natio~al Reform Con
yention in this city last month one of the speakers 
mentioned the time when chains were stretched across 
the streets of the city during meeting hours, so that 
the way was closed to vehicles, and he recommended a 
return to the custom. He deemed it "Christial): liberty" 
that when one man desired to make himself heard in 
an address to the air, a hundred other men should be 
compelled by law to suspend their affairs until he had 
talked himself out. The plan is to treat all as criminals 
on Sunday and shut them up. It would be as beneficent 
~s relieving a man from the necessity of working for his 
living by putting him in jail, only i.t makes no provision 
for feeding him during his compulsory idleness. 

Church-and-State Uoian Inseparable from Popery. 

THE Osservatore Romano, the official organ of the 
Vatican, published recently the following propositions 
under the heading, "The Civil Authori~y of the Pope." 
They define the authority claimed by him, and state the 
grounds upon which, in the Catholic view, it is estab
lished. Notice how the union of church and state fol
lows naturally the proposition that the Christian 
Church has a visible earthly head. Accepting that 
proposition· as true, no logical defense can be interposed 
against the invasion and subversion of human rights 
by a union of church and state. And conversely, a. 
union of church and state demands the creation of a 
pope. The tw1o are inseparably united. 

Th<:! propositions are as follows:..,-

"I. The church is a completed organization estab
lished as such by God upon earth, the invisible head of 
which is Christ, the visible head of which is the pope in 
Rome. [A hydra-headed church]. 

"2. The church is a religious organiz.ation with the 
purpose of serving mankind in securing eternal salva
tion. 
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"3; But the church is at the same time the king
dom of God here upon earth, and th.erefore cannot be of 
this world, as it does not originate in the world .. 

"4:. Since the kingaom of Jesus Christ comes from 
heaven, it has also been created for heaven, and has 
there both its origin and its consummation. 

"5. The divine Founder, Jesus Christ, is entrusted 
with both the. highest priesthood and the highest kingly 
power; lw rules and governs the religlo·spiritual body 
that constitutes his kingdom and is the kingdom of 
God. 

"6. In the church, therefore, the idea of a. kingly 
power and of a priesthood is intimately and indisflolu
bly connected, and as the church upon earth has been 
eli\tablished upon Peter, and Peter is upon earth its 
head in the place of Jesus Christ, its heavenly head, thus 
too everything that is in Christ and in the church can 
also be claimed for Peter. 

"7. Accordingly, like Christ, Peter is ·both a priest 
and a king. 

"8. The priesthood embraces the authority of the 
magistracy; the royal power includes the power to gov

. ern, as the church is a real and perfect society. 
"9. Every society of necessity has a fundamental 

law and a permanent government. Without the former 
there would be no moral unity; andwithout the latter, 
no soci:\1 unity. 
. "10. The pope is accordingly the master [maestro] 

of the law and the Jaead of the government of the society 
and the kingdom of Jesus Christ, being invested and del
egated for this purpose by Christ himself. 

"11. Accordingly both as a teacher and as the head 
of a government, the pope has no one over him except 
Jesus Christ. 

"12. The pope can accordingly be dependent upon 
no one except the power and the sovereignty of Jesus 
Christ. · 

"13. Then the pope has· no equal upon earth nor 
any superior fin tutto e daper tuto]. 

"14:. It .is a logical conclusion that the pope of a 
necessity in every particular in which the spiritual asso
ciation of Jestts Christ comes into relation to human 
society mui!Jt be the sovereign. 

"15. The pope is accordingly the sovereign in the 
church and also in the world, in the divine and in human 
society, over against men and nations, over against 
princes and potentates. 

"16. As the church is universal, it includes each and 
every other society; as it is the kingdom of God, it 
covers also all other kingdoms; as the pope is the sove
reign of the church, i. e., of the kingdom and the society 
of Jesus Christ, he is also the sovereign in enry other 
society and in every other kingdom. 

"17. The sovereignty of Christ, which is the same 
as the sovereignty of God, is the basis of every other 
authority; every other authority is founded upon this, 
whether it be humau or divine, civil or political, private 
or public authority. 

"18. Therefore the religious and the spiritual sove
reignty of the pope includes also the civil and the polit
ical authority throughout'the world." 

And from these the Osservatore Romano deduces 
these conclusions:-

"1. Jesus Christ has made his.church free. 

"2. He has thereby made it sovereign. 
"3. The. church, and accordingly the pope also, 

must be free and sovereign. 
"4. The pope is free and must be free, not only in 

religious and spiritual, but also in temporal and mate
rial respects. 

"5. The pope can accordingly, neither in spiritual 
nor in tempm:al respects, be a subject; be must be a 
sovereign and a ruler. . 

"6. When, therefore, the pope declares that he must 
be absolutely free and a ruler in temporal respect also, 
it is contrary to the faith, contrary to reason, and con
trary to history to maintain that this is not correct." 

THE PERIL OF THE REPUBLIC. 
BY PROF. P. T. MAGAN. 

In this work the author shows how the United States 
of America is now on the very threshold of an apostasy 
from the principles of a true republic, and how already 
there has been congressional legislation, executive 
action, and judicial decision committing this govern
ment to principles opposed to Protestantism. This is 
MOST IMPORTANT HISTORY, and if you 
would know all about it you must read this book. 
Nowhere else is this history given. 
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N-:EW YORK, JANUARY .25, rsoo. 

< 

No.w that the Supreme Court of the 
United States has. pronounced this 
nation "a Christian nation," it ~e
mains for the same body to say 
whether it is a Protestant or a 
Catholic "Christian nation"; for this. 
question is necessarily involved. And 
just now there are three Catholics on 
theSupremebench to help indeciding 
it. ' 

~ 

. WE are infor1p.ed that the an-
nouncement niade irr the SENTINEL 
of December 211ast, of the arrest of 
~ seventh day observer under the 
Sunday law, at ,Citronelle, Ala., was 
incorrect, no arrest having been 

nected with. tliat organ.ization at 
the time of her death. 

A CONTROVERSY between Catholic 
parents and the public school au-

' thorities has arisen in Piermon.t, 
N.Y., and sixteen Catholic childre~ 
have been dismissed as the result. 
The Catholics object to the nature 
of the religious exercises at which 
attendance is made compulsory in 
the schools, saying thattheex:ercises 
are not non-sectarian. The contro
versy gives an illustration of the 
difficulties which grow out of the 
attempt to give religious instruction 
'under civil authority. 

THE theocratic party who are busy· 
·,in the lobbies of the capital itt 

Washington at every session of Con
gress, are 'trying hard to exercise 
an influence upon Congre'ss in the 
Roberts case, in such a way as· to 

made. 'W_e are glad to know this · establish a precedent for excluding 
was a mistake, though made on . ~embers from Congress on moral 
what we supposed was reliable infor- grounds. J They have in mind the 
mation. exclusion from CongTess of ot~ers 

~ bes.ides polygamists and Mormons; 

WoRD has been received from Mr. and withsucha}!lrecedentestablished 

J. T .. Eaton, of Rome, Ga., that sen
tence has beenpronomiced upon him 
by the court,. under the' decision 
recently rendered against him for 
not keeping Sunday. The court at 
the concLusion of his trial suspende~d 
sentence, and Mr. Eaton hoped that 
the suspension might be indefinite; 
but he has now to pay a fine of $15 

· and costs, or serve oue hundred days 
in jail or the chain·gang. We have· 
not yet learned what course he la~s 
·decided to pprsue in the matter. 

WITH deep sorrow we make note of 
the sudden death (trom pn@umonia) 
of Mrs. S.M. I. Heriry, whose contri
butions have often enriched the col
umns ~f this journal, and who· was 
an untiring worker in behalf of lib· 
erty of conscience as well as in other 
lines of Christian work. Mrs. Henry 
was long prominent in the work of 
·the W; C. T. U., ~rid was still con-

they would with the help of their 
powerful religioulil allies be .·able ere 
long to virtually dictate "moral" 
grounds'of admission to the national 
legislature. 

IT is reported that Archbishop 
Chapelle, 'who has cllarge of Catholic 
interests in t~e American colonies, 
has an agreement with the Adminis
tration whereby the Catholic Church 
is to retain $20,000,000 worth of 
reaJ estate in the Philippines-just 
the sum, by the way, that was. paid 
Spain for the whole territory. Also 
"the Archbishop is to select the 
prbperty." 

~ 

THE Sunday-closing movement in 
Toledo, Ohio, so far as regards Sun
day theaters, has received an unex
pected set-back; the jur~ in a test 
case having brought in a verdict of 
"not guilty." What further action, 

· if any;1,vill be taken by .the "Pastor's 
Union," which had charg~. of the. 
prosecutions, is.not stated. 

~ 

THE expression, "the American 
colonies," is once more coming to 
be a common one in the language of 
English-speaking pe_ople, as the 
newspapers of the day attes~. We. 
say "once more," because it was :.a 
common expre~;~ea~on once before, 
more than a hundred years ago. 
_But the Declaration of Independence 
came, and after that the expression 
"the American colonies" could n4>t 
stay. It was plain enough at that 
time that th~se two were absolutely 
incompatible. But now this expres
sion h~s been revived, and, of course; 
the Declaration of Independence has 
been cast aside. The two cannot 
abide together now, any better than 
they could in 1776. 

~ 

THE Scripturelil constitute a ~alu

able text-book on the subject of 
"manifest destiny.'' The destiny of 
men and of nations is thet·e made 
very manifest indeed, aJJ.d one needs 
only to believe what be reads in 
order to know all about the subject. 
"The soul that sinneth it shall die," 
may be cited as an illustration:. 
That is manifest destiny for- one 
class of people. On the other hand, 
"he "that believeth and is baptized 
[thus having ~is 101ins removed] 
shall be saved;" and this is manifest 
destiny for another class of people. 
The governments and kingdoms of 
earth are spoken of in Psalms 2 and 
Daniel 2 as being finally broken in 
pieces to make. way for the setting 
up of the everlasting kingdgm of 
God (see also Rev. 13, last half); 
and this is manifest destiny for the 
governments. And that this is so, 
no Christian can consistently deny. 

~ 

THE army of 150,000 soldiers 
which England finds it necessary to 
send against the Boers, is a forcible 
comment upon the sublime wisdom 
which inspired the attempt of Jame
son and his raiders to capture the 
Transvaal with 300 men. 
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THE Sunday law contains the germ of a "Sabbath 
trust"-a monopoly on Sabbath observance. The 
meaning of the Sunday law is, "Our Sabbath or none." 

THE heart is the fountain head· of the good or evil 
that blesses or curses society; and only that which can 
reach the heart can help to cleanse society of its wicked
ness. 

THE true Sabbath keeper is not willing to break the 
Sabbath in order to find out whether some one else ie 
k'eeping it, or to force some one else to keep it, or to 
hire others to do these things. 

THE perfect man is simply justified by the moral 
law, and the transgressor is simply condemned by it. 
In no case has the law-even the divine law-any power 
to lift men to a higher moral plane. 

IF it had _been possible to make men good by law, 
there would have been no gospel pointing to Jesus 
Christ as the one and only way of salvation; and every 
scheme to make men good by law denies the necessity 
of the gospel. 

THE person who tries to dri>e another person to 
the Lord, must necessarily, be further from the Lord 
than is the one whom he would drive, since the object 

driven must always move away from the driver. The 
individual who comes nearer to God must always be 
drawn, not driven. This is why individuals and society 
cannot be made better by law . 

..}& ..}& 

THE Sabbath ~annot be kept on two days in the 
same week; for to observe two days by rest from work 
is not Sabbath observance, since the very essence of 
Sabbath keeping is the setting apart of one day of the 
week, by rest, from aB the others. Ex. 20:8-11. 

GoD made the day for work, and the night for rest. 
He made the first six days of the week for thE? pursuance 
of secular affairs, and the seventh day for rest· from 
secular labors, and the consideration of things spirit
ual. This is God's order and God's law. Men have been 
trying to improve upon it ever since it was instituted, 
but they have never succeeded, and never will. 

A "Christian Political Union" Called For. 

A "NATIO~AL assembly" of "Christian politicians" 
is to be held May 1, of this year, in the city of Rock 
Island, Ill., for the purpose of organizing a "Christian 
Political Union," which will apply "the principles of 
Christ to the Government of the United States of Amer
ica." This call, which is in the form of an address 
adopted by a "conference of Christian men and women", 
held in Willard Hall, Chicago, December 31 last, is as 
follows:-

" 'To all Christian Voters and Friends of Jesus of Naza- · 
reth throughout the United States of America, 
Greeting: 

"We believe the fullness of time to have arrived when 
the eternal principles of justice, mercy and love, as ex
emplified in the life and teachings of Jesus Christ, should 
be embodied in the political economy of our nation, and 
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applied in concrete form to every function of our Gov
ernment,-national, state, municipal and local. 

. ''·We believe that the most direct means of accom
plishing this end is the formation of a politi<;,al body of 
united Christian men and women, who shall use their 
elective franchise lor the selection of able, worthy, and 
conscientious public officials who will seek in their re
spective positions to perform the functions of govern
mentin the spirit of the Man of Galilee. 

"We believe that a sufficient number of our fellow
citizens have been so spiritually and intellectually en
lightened by the example and teachings of Christ and 
his disciples as to equip them for wise and efficient lead
ership of such a political force; and to these we appeal 
for immediate and vigorous co-operation. 

"We believe that the pressing need, yea, the neces
sity of the times among the great masses of our fel
low-citizens is a practical application commercially and 
socially of the spirit and principles of Jesus of Naza
reth .... 

"We thereiore call ior a national assembly of Chris· 
tian men and women of legal age, representing every 
State, territory and possession of the United States oi 
America, to meet in the city oi Rock Island, Ill., on 
the first Tuesday of the month of Ma.y (May 1), in the 
year of our Lord 1900, at the hour of 10 A.M., for 
the purpose of formulating a plan for national political 
action. 

"For the purpose of securing the fullest possible ex
pression of the will of the people, we recommend that, 
for this initial national assembly, the number of dele
gates named by each State, territory, or possession, 
shall be fixed at the discretion of the constituents. 
'Whosoever will, let him' come. The only test of eligi
bility shall be:-: 

"Actual personal attendance at the conference and 
satisfactoryanswerof the iollowingquestion: 'Haveyou 
been elected as such delegate by a parliamentary body 
of your fellow citizens, and do you believe in the appli
cation of the principles of Christ to the government of 
the United States of America?'" 

TheRe are remarkable statements, and all the more 
significant because they express a sentiment, or concep
tion, that is everywhere pervading the religious world. 
And how does this prevailing conception accord with 
the divine standard of religious ,truth? Let us note some 
of its features:-

The "eternal principles of justice, mercy, and love, 
as exemplified in the life and teachings of Jesus Chriflt," 
are now to be "applied in concrete form to every func
tion of our Government." But have these principles, 
as thus exemplified, been applied in concrete form to 
the lives of the individual citizens?-Oh no; only to a 
very small ext€Ut. This is a truth plain~y seen on 
every hand. How then can they possibly be applied 
in the Government, which is oi the pople and by the 
people? 

"Worthy and conscientious public officials," to be 
cho&en by the people, are to "perform the functions of 
government in the spirit of the Man of Galilee." And 
the leaders of this new political force are to be "a suffi
ci~nt number of our fellow-citizens" who have been 

equipped for such leadership by being "spiritually and 
intellectually enlightened by the example and tea~}lillgs
of Christ and his disciples.'? But wh'ere in all the record' 
oi the example and teachings of Christ and his disciples. 
is there to ~e found any instruction or any precedent for 
Qonducting .political affairs? The Saviour kept entirely 
aloof from politics, though the government of Judea 
was more corrupt in his day than :is the Government of 
the United States at the close of the nineteenth century. 
If it bad been important for Christians to apply his
principles to the governments of the world, would he not 
have instructed them upon this point? 

The "pressing need" and "necessity oi the times" is 
"a practical application commercially and socially of 
the spirit and principles of Jesus of Nazareth." Does 
this mean that there is any greater necessity for society 
to-day than that of the application of these principles. 
to the individual heart, by God's plan of faith in Jesus 
Christ? And if it does mean this, can it possibly be 
true? 

The masses of the people are unchl'istianized; this is 
plain. Iniquity and corruption abound on every hand. 
The great cities are like Sodom and ancient Babylon~ 
Men :and women are given to every form of worldly 
pleasure and every form of vice. The church congrega
tions are small. The great majority of the voting pop~ 
ulation are not even nominally Christian. And yet (it 
is thought) somehow, through these very people, and 
without changing them individually at all, the Govern~ 
ment is;to:become Christian! Somehow, through these 
unchristian masses who do not apply the "principles of 
Christ" to their own practises at all, these principles 
are to be applied and carried out in the practises of the 
Government! This is strange blindness, truly. 

In:~very manifestation of Christianity, the starting 
pointlfrom which it is developed is always the individual 
heart. This is the starting point, always; and any
thing which does not start there-anything which ig~ 
nores that:starting point-cannot be Christianity. And 
Christianity starts in the individual heart only by the 
grace of=God, through faith. 

Goon government is among the higheflt of human 
aspirations. Politically speaking, it is the very highest. 
But no government other than self government can by 
any possibility be or ever become good. It may be
stable-as stable as the government of the czar. It 
maylbe peaceful-as peaceful as the government of a 
prison. It may be good government in the estimation 
of the privileged classes. But it cannot be good in the 
only sense in which unselfish and truly religious and 
patriotic men have a right to call government good. 
New York in the worst days of Tweed was better gov
erned than Warsaw in. the best days of the order that 
reigned there.-Sel. 
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The Secret of the National Apostasy. 

THE abandonment by the Government of the United 
States of the fundamental principle of the nation, that 
governments derive their just powers from the consent 
of the governed, is not at all a new thing except in the 
mere acts in which the thing is manifested in practise. 
This practise is only the fruit of evil seed diligently 
sown all over the land for more than thirty-five years. 

All these years there has been an organization work
ing and aiming definitely to turn the United States 
Government into a government of another form. Ac
cordingly it has denied the fundamental principles of 
this nation as the nation was founded. 

All these years this organization bas had its agents 
traveling throughout the length and breadth of the 
land, diligently teaching these principles which are an
tagonistic to the principles of the nation. These agents 
have had unquestioned entry into the academies and 
colleges of the whole country; they have been prominent 
on the programs of chautauqua as~emblies; they have 
had the sympathy and support of the churches and of 
the W. C. T. U. everywhere. And all these opportunities 
they have employed to the ,uttermo'st. 

The organization to which we refer is the National 
Reform Association: which attained a permanent or
ganization in January, 1864. Their theory of govern
ment has from the beginning been only the theocratical 
one; and accordingly they have ever insisted that this 
nation should incorporate this theory into its Constitu
tion and thus make of the Government a theocracy in
stead of a republic; its powers seated in a heirarchy 
instead of being derived from the consent of the gov-
erned. 

The representatives of this organization have openly 
proclaimed, as for instance at a convention at Sedalia, 
Mo., May 23, 24, 1889, that-

"To appeal to divine authority in our legislation 
would be to fundamentally change the law of our land, 
or the principle adopted by our fat,bers when they said 
that all governments derive their just powers from the 
consent of the governed. I for one do not believe that 
as a political maxim. I do not believe that govern-, 
ments derive their just :powers from the consent of the 
governed. And so the object of this movement is an 
effort to change that feature of our fundamental law. 
. . . And I see in this reform a providince teaching 
us the necessity of recognizing something else besides 
the will of the people as the basis of government. 

And as in another instance at Chautauqua (N.Y.) 
Assembly in August of the same year, a representative 
of the National Reform combination of organizations, 
proclaimed:-

"Governments do not derive their just powers from 
the consent of the governed." 

Now in the discussion of this question in national 
circles to-day it is recognized that it is the younger 

generation of public men who are leading in the path Of 
world-glory at the expense of the fundamentliLl princi
ples of the nation; while the old men are the converva
tives, and call for allegiance still to these principles 
wherever the jurisdiction of the nation may be extended. 

This is the truth. And this younger generation of 
public men of to-day were the boys in the academies 
and colleges of the country twenty to thirty years ago. 
And these were the boys who in those academies and 
colleges were inoculated in those years with this 
virus of the National Reformers that governments do. 
not derive their just powers from the consent of the 
governed. And now when those boys as the men of the 
younger generation in public affairs to-day meet a crisis 
in which it must be decided whether the fundamental 
principles of the nation shall be adhered to or repudi
ated they are prepared, and have long been prepared, 
to repudiate these principles in the interests of a will,o
the-wisp of "the empire of the Son of God," and in order 
to the execution of "his will" ! 

This is the secret and the true philosophy of this 
repudiation of the Declaration of Independence and the 
Constitution of the nation to-day. 

The first definite and decisive national steps in this 
ruinous course were taken in 1892 when the United 
States Supreme Court declared that an establishment 
of religion was within the intent of the Constitution, 
and that therefore "this is a Christian nation;" and 
when Congress by definite act set aside the Sabbath of 
the Lord from his own law, and substituted Sunday in 
its stead; and when the Executive approved the legisla
tion. In that procedure the national Government in 
all three of its esAential branches, did espouse the prin
ciples of a theocracy-the National Reform principle. 

After that it wasi~ the nature of thingA that it would 
be only a question of occasion and opportunity as to 
when the fundamental principles of the Republic would 
be openly repudiated by the nation. In 1898 and on
ward the opportunity came, and was greedily seized, 
and the occasion has been to date most diligently em
ployed. And it is all only the logical result of the 
inculcation of the National Reform principles in the 
formative years of those who are now the younger gen
eration of present day "statesmen." 

Norjhas that evil scheme yet reached its culmination; 
nor will it have reached its culmination until the Gov
ernment shall have been brought under the sway of a 
hierarchy, the civil power dominated by the ecclesias
tical, after the perfect likeness of the system of the Dark 
Ages. 

Ten years ago in discussing the principles an!l char
acter of that organization we said: "Such is theNationa\ 
Reform combination and its principles as it stands, in 
itself considered. And from all this it is evident that 
the whole scheme and organization forms only a co
lossal religious combination to effect politicalpurposes, 
the chief purpose being to change the form of the United 
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:States Government and turn it into a new 'kingdom of 
God,' a new theocracy, in which the civil power shall be 
'but the tool of the religious, in which the Government 
shall no longer derive its just powers from the consent 
of the governed; but shall be absorbed in the unjust and 
oppressive power of a despotic hierarchy, acting as the 
·'representative of God,' asserting and executing its 
arbitrary and irresponsible will as the expression of the 
law and will of God." 

And so it is swiftly coming to pass. .A. T. J. 

The Pope, the Archbishop, and the United 
States. 

LATE dispatches from Manila indicate that there 
was truth in the .report recently circulated that the 
Catholic friars would be maintained in office in the 
Philippines under American authority. At a reception 
given by Filipino priests to Archbishop Chapelle, which 
was attended by the most prominent citizens of Manila, 
these dispatches state, the "woman principal of the 
municipal school,"who was "one of the guests,'' "started 
to read a petition praying for the withdrawal of the 
friars :l'rom the islands," when "Archbishop Chapelle 
stopped her, saying that question would be regulated 
by the pope, Gen. Otis, and himself." 

Previously, according to report, both the archbishop 
cand Gen. Otis assured the Filipinos that the friars would 
not be forced upon them against their wish; but now 
the archbishop's declaration is that the question will be 
settled according to the wishes of the pope, Gen. Otis, 
and himself. 

The statement was received with an angry demons_ 
tration by the Filipino audience, and cries of "no friars 
in any capacity." 

It is clear enough that if the question of subjecting 
the people to the friars is to be settled by the pope, the 
carchbishop and the American general, it will be settled 
by the pope and the archbishop; for against these two 
it is wholly improbable that the American commander, 
whose business is with military rather than with relig
ious affairs, would offer any serious opposition. All 
that is wanted of Gen. Otis in this matter is to furnish 
the military authority and force necessary to carry the 
decree of the pope and the archbishop into effect. 

And what business, it may well be as~ed, has the 
American commander in Manila-the representative of 
the United States-to act i:n conjunction with the pope 
and the archbishop in a question of government in the 
p,hilippines? Has tbe United States gone into a govern
mental partnership with the papacy in this new ter
ritory? What business has a military official with 
religious affairs? and what business have religious 
officials with civil or military affairs? Whether then 
the question which is to be regulated by the pope, the 

general, and the archbishop be a civil or a religious 
question, what business have these three officers-two 
religious and one military-to act together in deciding 
it? How can the American Government do this without 
playing into the hands of the papacy? 

The Filipino people do not want the friars; that is 
plain. But if they are to have civilandreligiousfreedom, 
as has been so loudly promised from this side of the 
Pacific, what have they to fear in the matter? How can 
the friars be imposed on them against their will, if they 
are to be religiously and civilly free, as are the people in 
America? And if they are to be thus free, who but 
themselves will decide whether they are to have the 
friars over them or not? And if the people are to be 
free in the matter-if they are to decide the question 
themselves for themselves, as would be done in America 
-how happens it that the question is to be decided by 
the pope, the archbishop, and Gen. Otis alone? Evident
ly, if these reports are true, there is neither civil nor 
religious freedom for the Filipinos under American rule. 

Sunday Laws Infringe Religious Liberty, and 
Foster the Holidayism they Seek to 

Prevent. 

From the "Sabbath Recorder," Plainfield, N. J. ( Seventh,day Baptist). 

THOSE who keep the Sabbath have reason ~o know 
the effects of Sunday legislation. Sunday laws, in 
America, have been oppressive toward Seventh-day 
Baptists for the last two hundred and twenty-five years. 
In the Colonial period there were but two places where 
Seventh-day Baptists could find any recognition of their 
rights as Sabbath-keepers: the Colony of Roger Will
iams and the Colony of William Penn. Hence, the first 
Seventh-day Baptist Church in America was organized 
at Newport, R. I., in 1671 .A. D. The exemptions in 
favor of Sabbath-keepers, which have been embodied .in 
some of the States since the Colonial period, are not a 
just recognition of religious freedom, ana they have not 
been an efficient guard against wrongs done to Seventh
day Baptists at many times and in many ways. We 
know, also, that the Sunday laws intimidate people 
from following their conscientious convictions, and em
bracing the Sabbath. 

These exemptions are not only insufficient to meet 
the demands of liberty of conscience, but they are illog
ical and inconsistent. _ They are based upon a false 
principle which compels the civil courts to condemn 
men, or acquit them, on directly religious issues .. Thus 
an actual union of church and state takes place in every 
trial under these exemptions. Put into simple English 
these exemptions say: "Ii a man is conscientiously and 
consistently religious in his thoughts and actions on 
the Sabbath, he may disregard the Sunday law, within 
certain prescribed limits." This is "class legislation" of 
the most direct type, and founded on a religious test. 
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A. test case of this kind was made in the city o 
Plainfield, N. J ., about two years ago. A certain fruit
seller who closed his place on the Sabbath and opened it 
on Sunday was finally arrested for doing business in 
violation of the Sunday law. He was not charged with 
any illegal action except Sunday selling. The only 
question at issue was: Did he observe the Sabbath reli
giously enough, and conscientiously enDugh, to be 
granted the privilege of the exemption? The first jury 
disagreed. The second jury, made up of prominent 
Christian men, convicted, and he was fined twenty-five 
dollars. The decision of the jury was made upon the 
idea that since he did not belong to any Sabbath-keep
ing church, and did not attend church on that day, he 
was not entitled to the exemption. Other places of busi
ness kept open on Sunday by Sabbath-keepers were 
warned by the police during this "raid against Sabbath· 
breakers," and other arrests were made, but the prose
cuting attorney decided that all, Jews or Christians, 
who kept the Sabbath sufficiently sacred, i. e., those 
who belonged to Sabbath-keeping churches, could not 
be prosecuted, if they did not "expose" their goods for 
sale, nor leave their own premises to conduct business. 
It was a clear case wherein the civil court decided wha,t 
amount of religious conscience a man must express, in 
outward actions, on given days, in order to be entitled 
to exemption under the Sunday laws of New Jen,ey. 

This is the logical and essential issue in every simi~ 
lar case. The exemption system is a clumsy compro
mise made to escape the charge of injustice and perse
cution in the case of those who have the conscientious 
bravery to regard God's law of the Sabbath, rather 
tbai:J. man's law concerning Sunday. Those who favor 
Sunday laws, because of the exemption which is made 
in favor of Sabbath-keepers, in some States, foster an 
agency for persecution, and a system which compels an 
actual union of church and state in every civil court 
trial under those laws. 

The conscientious friends of Sunday observance, who 
look carefully into the history and the effect of Sunday 
legislation, will find abundant reason to cast Sunday 
laws aside for the sake of genuine and permanent Sab
bath reform. Sabbath observance is a religious and a 
Biblical question to be settled on conscientious convic
tions as to what God requires. Civil law has no right 
to interfere in such a question. There can be no "civil 
Sabbath." As well talk of a "civil baptism," or a "civil 
Lord's Supper." What is called a civil 'Sabbath, by 
some, can never be more than a civil holiday, and the 
history of Sunday shows that the holiday element is 
advanced and strengthened by the civil law. Reliance 
on Sunday laws has been a fruitful source of the grow
ing and destructive holidayism which now abounds. 
Conscience grows only in the soil of divine authority, 
and of religious faith, based on the Word of God. The 
more the friends of Sunday appeal to civil law, the more 
will holidayism, and its evils, increase. It is a well. 

known fact that the Sunday laws cannot be executed' 
against people in general, and no efforts of value are
made against large corporations and business in
terests. 

Another important fact which temperance reformer& 
ought to consider is that Sunday laws are a positive 
help to the saloons. All days of leisure are harvest days, 
for the liquor traffic. Compulsory leisure without reli
gious conscience, promotes dissipation, and thousands 
of people, who are compelled to be idle on Sunday, 
would be better off, by far, if they were at work. 8o 
long as the civil law classes the business of the saloon 
with other and legitimate businesses, the saloon will 
triumph when assailed for Sunday-selling by turning 
the law against other forms of business. Such legisla
tion puts the whip in the bands of Rum. 

The effect of reliance on Sunday laws destroys con
science on the part of religious people. When they give 
prominence to the civil law, and make strenuous efforts. 
to secure its enforcement, unconsciously, perhaps, but 
certainly, they drift away from regard for the divine· 
law. This has gone so far already that many Christian 
leaders now charge their fellow Christians with leading 
in the desecration of Sunday. This destructive state of 
things has been hastened by the popular falsehood that 
the Old Testament is only a "Jewish book," and that 
the Sabbath law is not binding on Christians. As Chris
tians lose regard for Sunday, the irreligious and the
non-religious masses go farther down into holidayism 
and dissipation. Hence it comes that Sunday laws. 
hasten the holidayism which they have no power to re
strain. 

Such disastrous results have been made certain 
because of the origin of Sunday legislation. No such 
system ever escapes from the fundamental elements 
out of which it is born. Sunday legislation is the direct 
product of the pagan State Church of the Roman 
Empire. The first Sunday edict of Constantine, emperor· 
of Rome, was pagan in form, in spirit and in fact. Herie
itis:-

"Let all judges, and all city people, and all trades 
men, rest upon the venerable da,y of the Sun. But hit 
those dwelling in the country freely and with full liberty 
attend to the culture of their fields; since it frequently 
happens that no other day is so fit for the sowing of 
grain or the phnting of vines; hence the favorable time 
should not be allowed to pass, lest the provisions ol 
heaven be lost."-Cod. Justin III. Tit. 12, L. 3. 

Nearly two generations of men passed before this 
pagan law was re-enacted in a modified form, in which 
the first distinctively Christian elements appear. 

In view of these and many similar facts, we plead 
with Christians to place the Sabbath question on a 
purely religious and Biblical basis. To refuse to do this 
is non-Protestant. It savors of disloyalty to Christ. 
If Christ's practise and teachings are not competent 
authority on the Sabbath question, there can be no 
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such authority. He established the Christian Sabbath, 
and it was the seventh day·of the week. 

For the sake of religious liberty, of justice, and of 
true reform, the Sabbath question should be removed 
from the field of politics and civil law, and left where the 
law of God and the example of Christ left it: to the Bible 
and Christian conscience. A great and grave issue con
fronts the Protestants of the United States . in the mat
ter of Sabbath reform. That issue involves the perma· 
nency of public worship, of religious culture, and of con
science toward theW ord of God. Final disaster may be 
delayed, but it cannot be evaded. Hence this plea. 

Militarism Menacing the America'n Government. 

AS SEEN BY A FRENCH REPUBLICAN AND AUTHOR, 
URBAIN GOHIER. 

From ''The Independent.'' 

THE emotions caused by the success of the war with 
Spain have kindled a certain warlike fever in the great 
American Republic; the fetes which were a short while 
ago inaugurated in honor of a glorious Admiral raised 
this enthusiasm to a still higher point. It is thus all 
the more necessary that the free citizens of the United 
States should not lose sight of the reality which lies in 
the perils of a military crisis. Assuredly it is not the 
business of a foreigner to urge his advice at such a 
moment. And yet it may well be permitted to a French
man to recall that his forefathers sustained the first 
steps made by the other side of the Atlantic in its 
struggles for liberty; it may also well be granted that a 
Frenchman who sees liberty so compromised.in his own 
country should hope that it wi~l remain intact in the 
New World. The trials which France is undergoing to
day and the evils which threaten her, because she is 
sacrificing herself to the militarist idol, may serve the 
cause oj political liberty in America as much as the 
material succor long ago rendered by the companions 
of Lafayette. · 

Imperialism is intoxicating at present a large part 
of the two great English-speaking nations. Imperialism 
cannot be conceived of without militarism, which is its 
instrument. Even the most liberal of the citizens of the 
United States know the terrible consequences of militar
ism only by an effort of intuition and reason, since their 
country so far has had the good fortune to be saved 
from it. Let them open their eyes and let them consider 
what is taking place in France: they will tremble. They 
will see what militarism has made of a nation formerly 
famous in the world for its spirit of justice, humanity 
and fraternity. The Anglo-Saxons, at this end of the 
nineteenth century, seem to offer, in the midst of other 
"races, the true type of man in the highest degree of 
energy, activity and courage, I have often asked myself 
whether this were the case because they had escaped 

militarism, or whether they had always turned their 
backs on militarism because they were such men. ~hat
ever be the answer, it is certain that the Anglo Saxon 
would lose all that makes his strength and originality 
if, like Continental Europeans, he allowed himself to be 
degraded and debased by the military scourge. 

France was, in the world's opinion, the country of 
the declaration of the rights of the man and oitizen; she 
had carried to theirconclusionall thegenerousprinciples 
put forward by Benjamin Franklin, John Adams and 
Jefferson in the preamble of your own Declaration of 
Independence. She was to remain the apostle of human 
progress. Yet see her after a hundred years torn asunder 
by plots and seditions, borne down by prodigious bur
dens, dismembered of two fair provinces, threatened 
by civil war, powerless without, buried in fanaticism 
and barbarity-why? Because she is the prey of 
militarism. 

The militarist idea. was plented in France by the 
long wars of the First Empire. A brigand of genius, at 
the head of our armies, killed four million men, pillaged, 
burnt, sacked Europe from one end to the other, while 
at the same time he was reducing tll.e French people to 
the basest servitude. To fool the world, and also to 
delude herself, France· gave the name of Glory to the 
crimes of Napoleon. She was stunned with this sham 
glory, and with it. she poisoned the soul of generations, 
giving a subordinate place to the studies and the arts 
which had formerly gained for her her finest prestige, 
valuing henceforth only the triumphs of arms. In seek
ing these triumphs she met the awful disasters of 1870. 
And by a funeral chance the very catastrophe which 
should have forever disgusted her with the military folly 
made her more blindly and puerilely the adorer of the 
soldier, of the uniform, of the barracks and of all of the 
farce and paraphernalia of war. France transformed 
herself into a vast camp, burdened herself with huge 
taxes, spent 30,000,000,000 franks in a quarter of a 
century, in order to parade a few hundred thousand 
men up and down the Continent of Europe, drove herself 
to economic ruin, to intellectual decay, to moral feeble
ness and to political anarchy. 

Examine the facts still closer. What has happened 
in France shows you what would be fatally sure to 
happen in any other great republic deluded into the 
same errors. 

To begin with the effects of militarism from the 
soldier's standpoint. Since the soldiers in a vast army 
make up a large part or even the whole of the youth of 
a country, the effects of militarism on them are reflected 
on the whole nation. Thus it is that militarism makes 
snch ravages in the soCial, intellectual, economic and 
moral orders. Formerly the French soldier served seven 
years: since the establishment of a universal obligatory 
service he has served five years, then three. The sons of 
the rich class, through different pretexts, more or less 
worthy, manage to leave the barracks at the end of a 
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_year; but the sons of the farmers, of the workmen and 
the whole laboring class of the nation remain three 
years in the army. The men who get off with the service 
of one· year escape the necesssity of serving in the 
eolonial wars; the victims of three years' service furniEh 
all the prey of the murderous expeditions into Africa 
and the Far East. This fact, alone, shows a revolting 
inequality in society which pretends to be democratic. 
But the barracks are a source of evil still more fearful. 
During three years, far from their parents, unable to 
engage in any intellectual occupation, with nothing to 
suggest a single elevated thought, the unhappy young 
men, from twenty to twenty-three years of age, stagnate 
in the midst of the greatest physical dirt and in the 
extremest of moral degradation. They forget there all 
they learned that would be practical in the exercise of a 
profession and everything that would develop them into 
healthy,, honest men. They contract the habits of idle
ness, moral inertia and of low debauch. The barracks 
are the hearthstone of alcoholism and of the shameful 
diseases which are spread all through the country to the 
very heart of the rural districts, bastardizing the race 
and decimating the population. 

Loose discipline, the fear of initiative and respons
ibilities, the attempt to avoid disciplinary punishments 
by all sorts of ruses, make the barracks, moreover, the 
very school of lying, hypocrisy and moral chaos. It is 
impossible for a human being to come out from such . 
surroundings after a three years' sojourn without having 
lost all sense of shame and those moral qualities which 
should give him his value and dignity as a man and his 
significance as a citizen. The young industrial workman 
no longer knows his trade; .the young farmer, after 
having loafed so long in the wine shops of garrison 
towns, no longer desires to return to the soil, and 
agriculture is abandoned. The sons of the better class, 
having hastily and slovenly acquired the diplomas which 
allow them to leave the army sooner, are really ac
quainted thoroughly with no branch of knowledge. The 
economic equilibrium of the nation is therel'ore destroyed, 
and at the same time its moral and intellectual strength 
is ruined. Do not for a moment think that in these for
lorn conclusions there is any exaggeration; you will find 
them developed by every writer politician or novelist 
who has studied the matter: they are also found, if I 
may speak of it, in. "The Army Against the Nation," my 
book, for which I was prosecuted by the French Govern
ment at the beginning ol' last year, and honorably 
acquitted by the jury, as having told only the truth. 

The political consequences of militarism prove equally 
terrible, on the other hand, when we consider the charac
ter, the sentiments, of the military chiefs, officers, sub
alterns, superior officers and generals of different 
rank .... 

Forming, as they do, a compact and solid body, 
being the absolute chiefs of the one armed force existing 
in an unarmed n~tion, they make np a feudality 

arrogant, violent and ready for every sort of sedition. 
Rich personally, or through the families with which they 
are connected, they become the natural instrument aiJ,d 
agents of all the forces of reaction and social oppression. 
They have made the national republican army a tool 
in the service of capitalistic oppression and papal 
reaction. In an army which has never been tried on the 
field professional merits are not and cannot be known; 
therefore advancement comes from powerful connections, 
through money, intrigue and guilty services rendered 
to powerful castes. The high grades are the entire 
monopoly of a few dynasties or coteries, of their kindred 
or of their fawning creatures. Carrying arms in the 
midst of a peaceful, unarmed people, they live as though 
in a conquered territ_ory, drawing their swords on every 
occasion,encouragii{g the violence of intoxicated young 
soldiers, terrorizing the population in all the little towns, 
where the democratic element is not numerous enough 
or sufficiently strong to oppoRe them. 

They are a State within a State. They have their 
peculiar code of justice, and they proclaim "that it does 
not resemble the other code." . . . They have their 
special laws, their priva;te prisons, where tortures un~ 
known even among the redskinsareinfl.icted on unhappy 
youths guilty of the merest peccadillo. They represent 
savagery in the bosom of civilization. Their judges 
condemn by order ol' chiefs, absolve by order of their 
chiefs, declare innocent a rascal protege like Esterhazy, 
and ruin foreve~ guiltles Dreyfus; or rather, and above 
all, their activity is directed toward defying the civil 
power, strengthening their contempt for civil law, of the 
government of the nation. 

They have a special honor among them, also, which 
they call "the honor of the army," or "military honor," 
and which they insolently parade before the eyes of the 
disgusted world. I do not pretend to rehearse here the 
history of the Dreyfus affair, as well known in the United 
States as in France. But I insist upon this point
namely, that it presents a resume,' a synthesis, of defects 
which, hitherto known only by a restricted public, are 
now thrown out in strong light for the edification of the 
whole world. There were forgeries and perjury, false 
testimony, lying, rascality, assassination and every 
variety of crime continually and openly furnished by the 
Major Staff, by twenty generals and a hundred officers 
of various grades. What is worse still, there was the 
sight of the whole army backing these rascals, knowing 
them to be rascals, in order to establish firmly the prin
ciple that a criminal clothed in a uniform is out of the 
reach of national justice, superior to the nation that 
pays him. The entire body of 22,000 officers, among 
whom there are very probably 20,000 honest individuals, 
took sides for the crime and the criminals against civil 
justice, against the nation. 

Just as these officers have their peculiar jus_tice, their 
spe(}ial honor, so they have their peculiar kind of con
science, which allows them to be guilty of extortion, theft, 
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violence and massacre in the four corners of our colonial 
empire, where rank and honors are acquired by plunder· 
ing inoffensive population. . . . From colonies where 
prevails a system of military brigandage our officers 
and our soldiers come back to us with the feelings and 
manners of savages, drunk with luxury, with cupidity 
and alcohol, ready to put citizens to the sword at the ' 
first call of a seditious leader and gaining experience in 
this kind of activity by continual aggressions. Major 
Marchand, who caused France the humiliation of 
l!'ashoda, enjoys a powerful popularity in the army 
because he burned some villages and shot more women 
in the Sudan than any of his predecessors. 

According to the terms of our republican constitu. 
tion, the people's representatives appropriate money 
for the public expenses; they control the disbursements 
of sums furnished by the revenue. During twenty-five 
years they have vot€d 30,000,000,000 francs credit for 
military expenses; they have never obtained any accounts 
or auditor's reports of the manner of expenditure of this 
huge sum. For form's sake they send to the Ministers 
lists of expenses and the Ministers communicate them 
to Parliament; but it is known and loudly proclaimed 
that these lists are false, and that the Budget Committee 
repeats each year, with sadness and resignation, that it 
is impossible for France to know what the military 
administration does with its money. The powerless 
representatives of the people vote all the credits that 
the military power demands, in order that future 
catastrophes should not be attributed to their resistance. 
And the military power says to itself that these future 
catastrophes will relieve it of the necessity of turning in 
accounts. It uses the billions, meant for the national 
defense, first in filling the pockets of the great chiefs and 
powerful commiEsariats, then in preparing rebellions 
from which a dictatorship is bound to come. 

Extortion, trickery and military theft-I have filled 
two thick volumeswithaccountsof all this, and yet have 
chosen only the characteristic features of army abuses 
in France, basing all that I have said on official 
documents. . . . The Government never punishes ths 
guilty person or the guilty officer beyond inflicting a 
timid reprimand or some rediculous little penalty. 

At present twelve million French citizens live in 
terror of the twenty thousand petty military employees 
whom they support; the normal development of the 
French democracy is paralyzed, its very existence is 
compromised, by the threatening attitude of its army. 
And this army is an army which bas never gotten over 
the humiliating defeats it has suffered, and which, on the 
contrary, is stained by the most wretched failures. 
What would it be on the morrow of the smallest mili
tary success? 

I leavethissituationfortbe meditation of the citizens 
of any country which is careful of the dignity of its men 
and its own greatness. 

Paris, France. 

Liberty Necessary to Self-Government. 

BY H. F. PHELPS. 

ONE remarkable statement in that remarkable, im
perialistic speech of Senator Beveridge, in the Senate, 
Jan. 9,1900, is worthy of more than a passing notice. 
It is this: "Liberty does not always mean self. go-vern
ment;" and given in full, reads as follows:-

" Let men beware how they employ the term 'self
government.' It is a sacred term. It is the watchword 
at the door of the inner temple of liberty; for liberty 
does not always mean self-government. Self-govern· 
mentis a method of liberty-the highest, simplest, best, 
-and it is acquired only after centuries of study and 
struggle and experiment and instruction, and all the 
elements of the progress of man. Self-government is no 
base and common thing, to be bestowed on the merely 
audacious. It is the degree which crowns the graduate 
of liberty, not; the name of liberty's infant class, who 
have not yet mastered the alphabet of fn:edom.'' 

Like m1ich of his speech, this is not altogether true, 
nor altogether false. When dealing with principles it is 
best to be careful of our conclusions. It is true that 
"Self-government is no base and common thing." It is 
true that "it is a sacred term." But self-government is 
not "a method of liberty." Neither is it "the degree" 
to be bestowed upon "the graduate of liberty.'' 

.On the contrary, self-government is the result of 
liberty. This is most emphatically so. No man can 
govern himself while under the hand of oppression. He 
must first be made free-set at liberty. He must be 
absolutely free so far as any restraint that would call 
for self-government in the interest of, or at the dictates 
of another man. It must be self-government of one's 
self and for one's self. A man must be at liberty to 
govern himself in his own interests, and that without 
dictation. 

This was why our fathers asked that King George 
should remove his oppressive hand and leave the inter
ests of the struggling American people in their own 
hands,-leave the people so far removed from the 
mother country to work out their own destinies, in 
proving to the world that if men were left at liberty, 
they could govern themselves in their own interests far 
better than others could do this fo:r them. England 
refused to allo-v the experiment. And she is now, true 
to her history and policy, refusing the same thing in 
South Africa. 

It is a matter of history that England was humbled 
in the New World, and compelled to abandon her policy 
of oppression; and she may yet be humbled in the 
Southern world. And, judging the future alone in the 
light of the past, this nation will yet be humbled in the 
very dust because she is denying to other weak peoples 
the same rights which she once claimed for herself. 

St. Paul, Minn. 
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THE Sunday law is being enforced in Hoboken,N. J., 
by the suppression of public dances after midnight of 
Saturday. 

* * * 
A NEW trust is announced-the "Bible trust"

which is to raise the price of Bibles, especially the teach
er's editions, fifty per cent. Five firms are in the trust, 
who have, it is said, no particular interest in the circu
lation of the Bible only as it brings them returns of 
cash. 

* * * 
BY a vote of 268 to 50, the House of Representatives 

at Washington voted to exclude Brigham H. Roberts, 
polygamist congressman-elect from Utah, from a seat 
in Congress. Mr. Roberts says that he will do nothing 
further in the matter, but that he believes the Utah 
district which elected him will make an appeal to the 
Supreme Court. 

* * * 
THE Tax Board of Philadelphia has, it is said, placed 

on the tax list the Baptist Temple, of which Rev. Russell 
H. Conwell, the lecturer, is pastor. The ground of this 
action is the allegation that the church is used for 
promiscuous entertainments at which admission fees 
are charged. Upon which ground, as an exchange re
marks, probably very few churches would be exempt 
from taxation. 

* * * 
FROM Harril;burg,Pa.,it is reported that about fifty 

pupils of the public schools at McDonald, Washington 
County, have been suspended for refusing to join in the 
religious exercises with which the schools in that place 
are opened. They are children of Roman Catholic 

. parents. The Catholics, of course, object on religious 
grounds, and their objection to religious exercises in the 
schools they are taxed to support, is a very proper one. 
An appeal has been made by them to the Department of 
Public Instruction. 

* * * 
THE Massachusetts legislature is again wrestling 

with the question of revoking the sentence of perpetual 
banishment against Roger Williams, passed by the 
General Court of Massachusetts in 1635. Last year a 
motion to this end was brou~ht before the legislature, 

but the session closed before due time could be had for 
its consideration. 

• * • 
The principal "reason" for the banishment of Roger 

Williams was that he denied the ~ight of the civil mag
istrate to interfere in matters of religious belief and 
observance. This fact has been duly set before the 
House Committee on Judiciary by the author of the 
present motion, and it is hoped the Massachusetts au
thorities will be satisfied with the two and a half centu
ries of hissentencewhichRogerWmiams hasnowEerved, 
and see fit to remove the ban. 

* * * 
AccoRDING to press reports, the Catholic Church, 

through Archbishop Nozaleda, of Manila, makes these 
demands for the church in the Philippines:-

!. That the titles to all property held by the church 
and religious orders shall be conceded. 2. Indirect 
contributions for the maintenance of the church and 
<'lergy. 3. Revenues to be collected from births, mar
riages, funeral dispensations, and apostolical indulgen
ces. 4. Church control of cemeteries, hospitals and 
pawn-shops. 5. Church control of the parishes free 
from all state interference, and the teaching of the 
Catholic catechism in all primary schools. 

Modest' demands, truly; and quite characteristic of 
the papacy in foreign lands. 

* * * 
MucH interest has been excited in religious circles 

throughout the country by the announcement that the 
Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, who has achieved fame as the 
author of "In His Steps," is to have entire charge for 
one week of the Topeka Daily Capital, in March next, 
for the purpose of showing just what a Christian news
paper ought to be. It will be edited and managed solely 
with reference to the question, "What Would Jesus 
Do?" The work is to be done-so it is intended-just 
as Jesus Christ himself would do it. Mr. Sheldon is to 
assume charge of the paper March 13. 

* * • 
This unique innovation ought to afford an example 

of great practical value, from a religious point of view, 
and is no doubt anticipated with this thought in mind. 
But alas! already the effect is spoiled by the announce
ment that the paper will be printed on Sunday! A press 
dispatch dated at Topeka the 22d inst., says:-

"The Rev. Charles M. Sheldon will close his 'religious 
daily' experiment with a Sunday issue of the Capital. 

"He will explain editorially that he cannot jeopar
dize the business of the paper by suspending publication 
on Sunday. The paper will be printed and circulated 
Sunday morning as usual." 

.. 
* .. 

this announcement be true, we anticipate a storm 
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uf hostile criticisru upon Mr. Sheldon's idea of a Chris- children of dissenters still continues in Russia. At Ju-
tian daily newspaper. rieff, two couples have been sentenced to two months' 

* 
* imprisonment "for not having brought up theii" child-

* 
A GREAT anti-trust convention is called for by prom

inent men of all localities and all parties, to be held in 
Chicago, February 12. The call sets forth some of the 
well-known evils of the trusts, and declares that "unless 
they are overthrown there will be established in free 
America a moneyed olig-archy on the one hand and a 
serfdom of the masses of the people on the other. They 
must be destroyed or free government is lost." 

* * * 
"This herculean task," it affi1•ms, "can be accom· 

plished only by the organization of the lovers of free
dom in every part of the Republic, and through the per
sistent and determined efforts of a united people." To 
which end it invites the attendance of "patriotic citizens 
from all States and Territories." 

* * * 
The wicked principle of the trust system is the 'plac

ing of power in the hands of one man, or of a few men• 
to which they are not entitled. The most dangerous 
monster of which the human imagination could con
ceive would be a fallible, sinful man, endowed with un
limited power; and in proportion-as the power of a few 
men (which wealth gives them) increases beyond the 
proportion of their importance as members of society, 
in that proportion do they become a menace to society, 
to be put under the ban of law if possible. No man can 
safely be entrusted with inordinate power. 

* * " 
THE French government has issued an order for the 

disbandment of the Assumptionist Fathers, in France, 
on the g-round that under the cloak of religion, the 
society obtains money and exercises an influence for 
political purposes contrary to the interests of the 
republic. .. 

* * 
A "DoN'T SoCIETY" has been formed in Brooklyn, 

with branches in va·rious places. Its motto is, "Down 
with Sunday newsJE>apers, Sunday street cars, Sunday 
letters and other Sunday institutions;" The members 
pledge themselves for one year or longer, to the follow
ing: "Don't ride simply for pleasure on Sunday, don't 
(save in an ocean voyage) ride in a public conveyance 
on Sunday, don't read a Sunday newspaper on Sunday, 
don't buy anything on Sunday, except in an emergency, 
and don't mailletterson Sunday."-Anotheroutgrowtlt 
of the l'uritanical Sabbath idea, which is so prevalent 
in our daysl-Lutheran WitBess. 

* * .. 
IT is reported 'that "orthodox" kidnapping of the 

renin the Greek Orthodox faith," and tb.e children were 
handed over to relatives belonging to the Established 
Church, or, in default, to the government, for education. 
Thereby the "Greek Orthodox faith" of Russia declares 
itself non-Christian, to say the least; for Jesus said, 
"If any man hear my words, and believe not, I judge 
him not." John 12 :47.-Present Truth (London). 

Polygamy and Polygamy. 

THE Christian women of the United States are in 
arms against the admission of the member-elect from 
Utah, Mr.Roberts, to a seat in Congress. The objection 
urged is that he has a plurality of wives; that he is 
guilty of polygamy. Under the laws of the United States 
polygamy cannot exist in any State or Territory. Po
lyga!ny exists over the entire Sulu group. Sultan and 
slave practise it. Why are these horrible conditions 
permitted in possessions of the United States? Why get 
shocked at a single instance in this country when thou· 
sands and tens of thousands are practising it in Sulu 
under the approval and p.rotection of the United States? 
-Cincinnati Enquirer. 

A CRUSADE against profanity has been started ln 
Albany, N.Y. The New York Journal gives this account 
of the undartaking:-

"ALBANY, N.Y., Jan. 14.-Bridled tongues will be 
the rule in Albany if a crusade against cursing and 
swearing, started by the Holy Name Society, is success
ful. Municipal aid is to be asked, and it is expected that 
the police will be directed to enforce the law against pro
fanity in public places. 

"Harmanus Bleecker Hall was crowded to-night 
with an audience enthusiastic in support of the crusade. 
Bishop Burke, Mayor Blessing, former Senator Amasa 
J. Parker, and others spoke. Mayor Blessing said the 
movement would have the co-operation of the city au
thorities. 

"Resolutions were adopted declaring that profana
tion of God's holy name has become so prevalent and 
common among all classes of people that it is a disgrace 
to this enlightened age and reflects scandal upon a 
Christian community. The practise oi cursing and 
swearing, the resolution set forth, has become so habit
ual that the most ordinary conversation is not indulged 
in without the profanation of God's name in almost 
every syllable, and the habit. of indulgence in indecent 
conversation by grown people has spread to such an 
alarming extent among children that it disgusts people 
even on the public streets. 

"It was resolved that the members of the several 
Catholic.societies of the city of Albany and citizens pres
ent pledge themselves to further every effort in the 
future to check the spread of profanity and indecent 
speech and to aid the municipal authorities in any effort 
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that shall be made toward preventing cnrsing and swear
ing on the public streets." 

The question.maybe raised, What constitutes swear
ing? And it should be. remembered, that different an
swers would be given to it by Protestants and Catholics. 
In Catholic countries it is a g-ross offense to speak dis
respectfully of the Virgin Mary, or of the State religion. 
The question is a religious one, and therefore one which 
the civil authority cannot settle. In attempting to 
f!ettl~ it the civil authority goes out oi its proper sphere 
and establishes a preceden"'.i from which much evil is 
liable to result. 

"In God We Trust." 

~RIGIN OF THIS INSCRIPTION ON UNITED STATES 
COIN. 

MR. PRESTON, director of the mint, has run dqwn 
the origin of the motto, "In God We Trust," to be found 
on our coins. It appears the first suggestion of such a 
motto came probably from W. R.Watkinson, of Ridley
ville, Penn., who signed himself a "minister of the gos
pel." His letter to Secretary Chase on the subject was 
dated November 13, 1861. He said:-

."You are probably a Christian. What if our Repub
lic were now shattered beyond reconstruction? Would 
not the antiquaries of succeeding centuries rightly 
reason irom our past that we were a heathen nation? 
What I propose is that instead of theGoddessofLiberty 
we shall have next inside the thirteen stars a ring in
scribed with the words 'perpetual union;' within this 
ring the all-seeing eye, crowned with a halo; beneath 
this eye the American flag, bearing in its field stars equal 
to the number of the States united; in the folds of the 
bars the words, 'God, liberty, law.' This would make 
a beautiful coin, to ·which no possible citizen could 
object. This would relieve us from the ignominy of hea
thenism. This would place us openly under the divine 
protection we have personally claimed. From my heart 
I have felt our national shame in disowning God as not 
the least of our present national disasters. To you first 
I address a subject that must be agitated.'' 

Whether moved by this letter or not, Secretary Chase 
wrote as follows on November 20, a week later, to the 
director of the mint in Philadelphia: "No nation can be 
~trong except in the strength of God or safe except in 
his defense. The trust of our people in God should be 
declared on our national coins. You will cause a device 
to be prepared without unnecessary delay with a motto 
-expressing in the fewest and tersest words possible this 
national recognition." 

As it was found that the director of the mint had no 
authority over the mottoes to be placed on our coins, 
Congress having by a law passed in 1837 provided for 
them, he prepared his designs and submitted them to 
the secretary. The mottoes suggested were "Our Coun-

try;" "Our God," and "God Our Trust.'' In reply, the 
secretary wrote: "I approve your mottoes, only sug
gesting that the first should begin with 'Our God,' so 
as to read 'Our God and Our Country,' and that the 
motto on the shield should be changed so as to read in
stead of 'God Our Trust,' 'In God We Trust.';, 

An act passed April 22, 1864, changing the compo
sition of the 1-cent piece and auth<>rizing the coinage 
of the 2-cent piece. It provided also that the devices 
of the coins should be fixed by the di.rector of the mint 
with the approval of the Secretary o[ the Treasury. In 
accordance with this provision the motto "In God We 
Trust," was placed on the new bronze 2-cent piece. By 
other acts it was provided that it should be placed on 
certain silver and.gold coins.-Sel. 

Sunday Closing in New Jersey. 

THE MAYOR OF ENGLEWOOD CHAMPIONS THE SUNDAY 
LAW. 

New York "World," Jan. 22. 

MAYOR E. A. Brinkerhoff, of Englewood, recently 
defeated in his endeavor to close can.dy stores and ice
cream parlors Sunday, is now prodding the butchers 
and barbers. He has sent out long circulars to these 
business men, the contents of which astonish the mayor's 
most intimate friends. He says there is a little excuse 
for butchers doing business Sunday mornings and adds: 

"The barber question is not so easily disposed of, 
for while cleanliness is akin to godliness, a clean shave 
is more in the nature of a luxury than a necessity, but 
it is a requirement of the many and often deemed essen
tial to needed comfort.'' 

The circular then branches off tbus:-

"The world is eager and active ior gain, and evil 
connived at will soon take the reins in its own bands 
and bid defiance to all control; but when rightly and 
firmly opposed it fades away before reproof and opposi
tion. 

"There is a problem of Sabbath observance in every 
century, and the problem apparently grows more intri
eate and bewildering as with the advance oi civilization 
it seemingly becomes a foe to Christianity. Yet the 
main structural principles of society are simple, and re
main the same for every age. 

"The great outstanding fact is that the Almighty 
cl8Jims one day in seven as his. The arguments for such 
a Sabbath are many. Those chiefly urged in public are 
considerations which relate to man's physical recupera
tion after the week-day toil, or to a periodic pleasuring. 
In the Bible view the Sabbath is not a holiday, but a 
holy day. 

"The Sunday laws, ii properly and judiciously efr. 
forced, would bring a blessing to any community, not 
necessarily interfering with individual rights or comfort, 
but giving to all the required example that the one day 
in seven has a divine guaranty of man's being set apart 
from a mere existence for toil or pleasure. 
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"If not by force of circumstances enabled to appro· 
priate the whole of the Sabbath day as the A,lmighty 
intended, as much of it as possible should be freed from 
worldly labor." 

Mayor Brinkerhoff is an officer of the Englewood 
Presbyterian Church. 

The butchers and barbers did not change their rules 
yesterday. 

It appears also that the mayor issued a call for a 
conference of certain business men regarding the Sun
day-closing crusade, which was responded to, says the 
World, by "seven butchers a111d one fish dealer." "The 
session was a private one;" and "one indignant resi
dent who was refused admisssion said: 'Why don't the 
mayor practise what he preaches about the old Blue 
Law. Let him stop riding in his carriage on Sunday 
and allow the servants to cook the Sunday dinner on 
Saturday. The people of Englewood are disgusted with 
his preaching.'" ' 

Sunday Enforcement in the West. 

COLVILLE, WASHINGTON, TRIES THE EFFECT OF 

SUNDAY CLOSING. 

CoLVILLE, W.A.sH., Jan. 8.-Sunday closing was put 
into execution in Colville yesterday with a vengeance, 
and Colville is now known and designated as a closed 
town. Several weeks ago the religious element thrust 
the issue by circulating a petition, in the form of an 
agreement, whereby all who signed promised faithfully to 
a bid~ by the Sunday-closing law and shut up shop after 
the first day of January. After reconsidering the mat
ter, a number of the signers published a notice of with
drawal, but many of the business men still left their 
names undisturbed on the petition. The paper was this 
week placed in the hands of the sheriff of the county, 
with the request that he forthwith enforce the Sunday 
law. Pursuant to his duty as an officer, Sheriff E. M. 
Denny prepared a written notice to all business men to 
close on Sunday and served a copy upon each and every 
business man in town. 

In order to render the picture ridiculous a number 
of the sportive element on Saturday night built a rail 
fence across each end of Main Street, the better to im
press the inhabitants from the neighboring country 
that business was to be suspended on Sunday. Boards 
were also nailed across the doors of the several churches 
of the town. While this was considered a huge joke, the 
church people took it seriously to heart, and it remains 
to be seen what the result will be in case a violation of 
the law is detected. 

FIGHTING AGAINST GOD. .A. striking little brochure showing in 
prose and verse the futility of man's "fighting against God" by attempting 
to dictate to his fellowmen in matters of conscience. Beautifully illus
trated with half-tone engravings. Price - - - - , - 3c 

Following Rome. 

A GREAT revival effort is in progress in Brooklyn, 
and with the effort to reach the unconverted masses, 
there is naturally much discussion of the question of the 
best means by which this can be done. And one of the 
clergymen having the effort in charge, a prominent re
vivalist from Atlanta, Ga., Rev. L. D. Broughton by 
name, is reported as having expressed himself on this 
question as follows:-

"Religion is going backward. The power it once 
had is diminishing. The people of less intelligent a12es 
were guided by God in all their actions. Nowthechurcb 
has no power. 

"It is the fault of the church, too. Ministers are at 
a standstill. They are slowly losing their power. As a 
drawing card the church ranks only sixth in the list of 
public attractions. It should be made to rank first. 

"How do I rank public attractions? First, theaters; 
second, prize-fights; third, cake-walks; fourth, kiss
ing parties; fifth, dances; sixth, churches; seventh, 
funerals. 

"That list shows that the church must be made as 
attractive as the theater and the cake-walk. Some
thingmust be done to bring the people into the churches, 
not on Sundays, but every day of the week. To do this 
we must make the church both a business proposition 
and a place of attraction. 

"Too little stress is placed on the word 'business.' 
The saving of souls for the Lord is just as much of a 
business as manipulating the markets of Wall Street. 

"There are 10,000 people who will pay $20,000 for 
theaterl:! before they will enter a church and give five 
cents to God. There are 50,000 men who would pay 
$1,000,000 to see a prize-fight and would insult any 
one who would ask them to give 25 cents apiece for reli
gion. 

"There are 20,000 women who would pay $10,000,-
000 for dresses for fashion who would not take the 
trouble to get up early enough on Sunday to attend 
church. 

"I want to see the man who can doubt that state
ment. 

"First of all, it behooves every minister to make his 
church as attractive as possible. It cannot be called 
sensationalism. It is merely .putting God at the head 
of all things, where be belongs. 

"If it is necessary to bring people to church, we min
isters might even go so far as to have a service where 
the biograph could be introduced with Biblical pictures 
and with other pictures, too. 

"Ji'or the men who put prize-fighting ahead of God, 
we might go so f~r as to have a few rounds of boxing 
before each service. 

"Perhaps a one-act comedy might induce the theat
rically inclined to stay until the sermon was over. 

"Then, to attract many others, we might turn the 
church into a temporary cafe, where we might serve soft 
drinks between prayers. 

"If this were done how quickly the sinners would see 
the difference between the paths that lead to God and 
the paths that lead to worldly delights. 

"I used to like to dance. I liked tg go to theaters, 
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>and I liked many other things-except church; but once 
there came a power into my heart and I saw that no 
man couldindulge in thefrivolitiesof Iiie and be a power 
with God. 

"And I never danced or went to the theater again. 
"Theaters, cards, kissing parties, prize-fights, cake

walks, and fashion, all mingled into one unharmonious 
whole, engage the people. They engage the people so 
strongly that they do not feel the power of God-not 
until their dissipated lives are waning and they are 
dying. 

"If God is good enough to save the dying man, what 
wouldn't he do for the man in the prime of life, if that 
man would only appeal to hi:m? 

"Just tell the people I am serious. My one object is 
to combine the church with business and pleasure, so 
that sinners may be saved!" 

All this is, in principle, just what was done by the 
church in the early centuries, to make Christianity at
tractive to the unconverted heathen. There were those 
in the church then, just as there are now, who saw the 
"necessity" of doing something to make tbe house of 
God a place of attraction for the heathen world. And 
according, various doctrines and ceremonies were de
vised with this end in view, and the result was, in their 
view, highly successful. The heathen were attracted, 
and :flocked into the churches in vast numbers. But 
instead of being converted to God by the church, the 
outcome was that the church herself became heathen. 
Having lowered herself to the plane of heathenism to 
save the heathen, she was unable to raise herself back 
to the plane of Christianity; she became as much lost as 
were the heathen. 

And to day, the same principle is no less true. The 
church can lower herself to the world's level, but she 
cannot lift herself back to the level of godliness. In
stead of saving the world, she can by such means only 
bring upon herself the necessity of repentance and hu
miliation before Cod for the sin of backsliding. 

The church of Rome succeeded in making herself 
attractive to worldly-minded people; and she has re
tained this attracting power ever since. And while the 
Protestant churches are confessing that their hold on 
the people is departing, and seeking in every way to 
devise attractions for catching and holding the worldly 
classes, no such necessity is felt by the church of 
Rome. That church is not losing her bold upon the 
people. This is a fact which any person can observe for 
himself. 

When Protestant pastors, therefore, begin to study 
to devise means for making the church a competitor 
with the theaters, and other worldly shows in attract
ing the pleasure-loving masses, they are only engaged 
upon a problem which the church of Rome has solved, 
and of which she holds the only solution. It would 
shorten the work and give the result they are seeking, 
if they would at once make the papal ·system their 
model. 

But Christianity does not seek to please:the worldly-

minded. It offers the power of God to transform the 
mind, and when that is done, the further removed the 
church is from the level of worldly shows and amuse
ments, the more attractive will it be to that individual. 
Christianity can make no compromise with the world. 

THE PERIL OF THE REPUBLIC. 
BY PROF. P. T. MAGAN. 

In this work the author shows how the United States 
of America is now on the very threshold of an apostasy 
from the principles of a true republic, and how already 
there has been congressional legislation, executive 
action, and judicial decision committing this govern
ment to principles opposed to Protestantism. This is 
MOST IMPORTANT HISTORY, and if you 
would know all about it you must read this book. 
Nowhere else is this history given. 

The following are a few of the chapter headings:
A NATION'S BIRTHRIGHT, 
A WAR FOR HUMANITY'S SAKE, 
AMERICAN IMPERIALISM, 
MANIFEST DESTINY, 
AMITY OR ARMAGEDDON. 

"The Peril of the Republic of the United States of America" is 
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inches), and is handsomely and durably bound in red cloth. Price 
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PAGAN COUNTERFEITS in B~~.C:.~t~=M~::ch 
A vivid presentation of the pagan festivals, rites, and usages which 
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THIS "OXFORD" BIBLE FOR $1.50. 
So many people are asking for "nice, large type" in a Bible, small enough 

to be conveniently carried, that we are led to offer this one. See how large 
and clear the type is, and the Bible is only 5Ux 7~x 1~ inches in size. 

It contains the necessary "Helps," such as Dictionary of Proper Names, 
Subject Index, Concordance, 15 Maps, etc., over 300 pages in all, being those 
portions of the Helps which are most used. 

Of (Jhrist's kingdom, PSALMS. The church's confidence in God. 

of the ivory palaces, whereby they 2 Reb. an 7 The LoRD of hosts is with us ; 
have made tliee a!aa. high place the God of Jacob is 2 our. refuge. 

a , d for us. S 'il' h 9- Kings aug ters were among a Cant 6 8 e1a . ' -
thy honourable women: bupon thy b1Kin:2_ig: 8 ccome, behold the works of tho 
right hand did stand the queen in ' Ps. VG. 5. LoRD, what ·desolations he hath 

Specimen ef type in our Style C-1 Bible. 

The binding is French Morocco, Divinity Circuit Style 
(see cut), round corners, red under gold edges, and cover 
is linen lined, thus making a neat, durable, convenient, 
but inexpensive Bible. 

Note the Price, $1.50, postpaid. 

Our order number for this Bible is C-1. We have 
better bindings at $1. 75, $2. 75, $3.50 and $4.00. 

The India Paper Edition bound in genuine levanq. 
Morocco, the best and most durable bindingforcontinuous 
use, costs at our reduced rate $7.25. Write us about any
thing you need in Bibles. Address 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond St., New York, N. Y. 

"~ f~IE~D I~ THE RITCHEN." 

THE MARKED NEW 
TESTAMENT. 

For Missions and Mission Work
ers, the object being to call the 
reader's attention to certain 
texts marked in red or black 
ink in facsimile of hand· mark
ings. There are 225 marked 
verses, bearing on the subject 
of salvation through Christ, 
including repentance, faith, 
obedience, etc. Size 5% x 5% 
inches. Cloth, cut flush. Price 
15 Cents, with discount when 
ordered in quantity. 

BLACK BEAUTY. 
By Annie Sewell. A story of a 
horse which will teach young 
and old much about the proper 
care and treatment of dumb 
animals. Size 4~x6U inches, 
252 pages, with illustrations, 
neat cloth binding beautifully 
stamped in gold and colored 
inks. Price 40 cts. 

Address, 
PACIFIC PRESS PUB. CO., 
39 Bond St., Ne'\111' York City 

WE have no apology to offer in bringing to the 
attention of our readers a cook book discarding an · 
article of diet which is everywhere known to contain 
disease-producing- germs, often of a most virulent type. 

How to Find It When It's Lost. 
How to Reep It When It's Found. 

While "A Friend in the 
Kitchen" contai,ns no flesh 
food recipes, it does contain 
an abundance of that which 
is most palatable and whole
some, and it· also tells how 
the foods may be prepared 
in the best possibleway. 

Its 400 recipes are inter
spersed with short talks on 
foods and food combina
tions and other items of 

practical value and importance to every housewife, as 
well as to those who wish to study the subject of diet 
for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. The binding is a new preparation resembling 
leather, Is almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oilcloth. Price 60 cents postpaid. 

GOOD AGENTS WANTED. 

PACIFIC PRESS POBLISHING CO., 
39 BoND ST., NEw YoRK.CITY. 

By B. Pranklin Richards. 

Says the author in his Preface, "This is supposed to be 
an enlightened age, when experience and knowledge 

with regard to the body and its diseases have' been 
accumulated by professional men everywh~re, yet dis
orders of the stomach have steadily increased in variety 
and virulence until nearly every person has, to a greater 
or less extent, come under its influence. 

With a desire to drop some hint or suggestion that 
will prove beneficial to those who are now suffering, or 
who may hereafter suffer, ... the author sends forth 
these humble words of warning." 

"HEALTH" contains 11 chapters, 222 pages, and is bound 
in dark green cloth. Price, One Dollar. 
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OAKLAND, CAL, 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. 
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N-EW YORK;, FEBRUARY I, 1900. 

THE article which we reprint this 
week from the Sabbath Recorder, 
gives some recent history showing 
how Sunday laws which contain 
"the usual exemption" for observers 
of the seventh day, have worked in 
New Jersey. Read it. 

As WE note elsewhere in this issue, 
a great "Christian Political Union" 
is called for by representatives of 
the leading religious bodies in this 
country, and a meeting to inaugu
rate such an organization is to be 
held May 1, in Illinois. A national 
committee has been appointed, rep
resenting Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Missouri, California, Pennsylvania, 
NewYork,New Jersey,andAlabama; 
and the Woman's Temple, in Chi
cago, has been selected as the na
tional headquarters. 

TnE"Blue-LawSunday" has come 
to Baltimore, and in consequence, 
says a dispatch, "there is great ex
citement and worry among trades
men." The announcement has been 
made that "the [Sunday] law will 
be carried out to the letter." Only 
motormen and trolley-car conduct
ors will be allowed to work. ''One 
newsdealer has prepared the follow
ing sign, which be will display on 
his store door Sunday: 'Closed on 
account of our great grandfathers' 
Blue Law and some fanatical hypo
crites.'" 

THE Jewish nation rejected Christ 
because they were seeking a political 
saviour,-a saviour of the nation, 
from the Romans. Christ came as a 
personal Saviour and therefore they 
did not want him. And do we not 
see the same thing to-day, in the 
United States? Are not thereligious 

~odies of the lanJ; calling for polit
Ical salvation,-for salvation of 
the nation, through poljtics-more 
loudly than they are cailing for per
sonal salva.tion? And in t}?.is are 
they not rejecting Christ, as did the/ 
Jews? Verily they are. Jesus is noA, 
a political Saviour, but :a,· ba,vio/ur 
of individuals "from their sins." J 

hole in the Constitution." But an
other h0le in the Constitution will 
hard!.') be noticed nowadays. 

"" THE question whether the Catholic 
friars are to be forced upon the peo
ple in the Philippines, says Arch
bishop Chapelle, will be settled by 
"the pope, General Otis, and. my
self.'' It is easy to forecast how the 
question will be settled under this 
arrangement. 

STATISTICs of Sunday Iabor\inMin
nesota furnished by Labor Coin mis
sioner McHale, show that only~,889 
persons habitually work on Sun-
d d 

· : RECENTLY a mass meeting under 
ays, an the amount of work do'ne · 

on Sundays is only about 25 pet·, the auspices of several "patriotic 
cent. of that done on week days, . orders" was held in Washington, 
owing to shorter hours. In eating \D. C., for the purpose of considering 

the political encroachments of the 
houses Sunday labor is 94 per cent. 

f k 
p.a. pacy, at which resolutions were 

o wee day labor, and in municipal 
k 9 

passed affirming the religious free· 
wor 6 per cent.; in drug stores, 
75 per cent.: newspaper offices~ 42 dop1 of all citizens under the Consti

tut'ion and their right under it to be 
per cent.; railways, 33 per cent. 

DR. PARKHURST, the foremost ad
vocate of municipal "reform" inN ew 
York City, says he favors the open
ing of salpo"!ls during certain hours 
on Sundays for the sale of beer. But 
can Dr. Parkhurst, or any other 
reformer of similar views, give a 
logical reason why it is right to open 
a place of business a part of the day 
on Sunday, but wrong to keep it 
open throughout the day? And can 
anyone tell, also, why ~he line upon 
the sale of intoxicants should be 
drawn so as to allow the sale of 
beer, and prohibit the sale of other 
alcoholic drinks? 

$ 

Do NOT skip the article published 
in this issue on the menace of milL 
tarism. The facts which if states 
ought to be in the minds of every 
American citizen. They are furn
ished by an intelligent Frenchman, 
who has had ample means of know
ing the exact truth about the things 
of which he writes. 

$ 

B. H. RoBERTS, po~ygamist, has 
been kept out of Congress, but at 
the cost, as many think, of "another 

eumpt from taxation for the prop· 
agatfon of religious opinions; that 
this is r~ P;otesta:q.t nation and that 
the Protestant religion is necessary 
to the pre&ervation of the Constitu· 
tion; and t·hat no money ought to 
be paid out of the Treasury to Ro
rua.u Catholic jnstitutions, or Cath-

. olic chaplain~. appointed in the 
army and navy: And the Catholic 
Mirror points to these resolutions 
as being "so unique" that it gives 
:them "for. the amusement" of its 
~eaders. There was a tim{dn Amer
ica,n history when no intemgent 
journal would have referred to ~uc.Q. 
resolutions as being"unique" in this', 
country. ., 

The resolutions do not go far 
enough. It is as bad to appropriate 
public funds for Protestant religious 
institutions as for those of the Cath
olics, anrl as bad to appoint Prot
estant chaplains for the army and 
navy, as to appoint Catholic chap
lains. The principle of the proceed
ing is the same in both cases,·and it 
is a papal principle. 

"JuDGING !from present results," 
remarks the Baltimore American, 
"another Peace Cop.ference would 
about embroil the universe.'' 
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NOTHING· that is spiritual in its nature can be pre
served by a carnal ordinance or commandment. 

WHEN men lose sight of principles in a controversy, 
it is lowered to the level of personal strife; but the con
test for liberty and justice can never be sett~ed by such 
means. 

GoD offers the Sabbath rest to all; and the person 
who will not take the Sabbath when it is offered to him 
by the Lord, will not really take it when it is accorded 
him by the "Christian pubJic." If he will not accept it 
from t.he law of God, he cannot accept it from the law of 
man. The acceptance or refusal of the Sabbath, by any 
individual, must be to God and not to man. 

IF the Sabbath could be lost through failure of the 
law to enforce its observance, or bY. the general disre.
gard of tl).e people, would not the seventh-day Sabbath 
h{tve beenl9st long ago? Yet it has not been lost; and 
the fact that· it has survived without the support of 
either law or popular·custom, is evidence that the Sab
bath is not so perishable in its nature as some men 
loudly assert. 

IF the first-day Sabbath ;is as good as the seventh
day Sabbath, it, like the latter, will survive without the 
aid of Sabbath laws and in spite of the disregard of 
world-loving people. And if it is not as good as the 

seventh-day institution, then plainly the latter ought 
to be adopted in its stead. 

ONE man has the same right to "protection" in the 
observance of the Sabbath that another man bas; the 
observer of the seventh day has a right to thesame pro
tection that is accorded the observer of the first day. 
And the first-day observer has no right to more "pro
tection" in the observance of the Sabbath than can be 
justly claimed by the seventh-day observer . 

.;A .;A 

THE Christian Church is in the world not to save 
institutions, but to save men. Christian institutions 
do not need saving; and if the church will devote her 
energies to the salvation of sinful men and women, the 
institutions will take care of themselves. Christian in· 
stitutions do not benefit unsaved people; for only those 
who are Christians can appreciate them and make that 
use of them which their Author designed. 

Those Consecrated Fallacies. 

IN the North America,n Review of December, 1899, 
there was published an article, entitled, "Some Conse
crated Fallacies." It is exceedingly interesting to note 
what are these particular "Consecrated Fallacies." 

However, in order to a clear understanding of the 
subject, it will be well to set down first, just what is a 
fallacy. The Century Dictionary defines it thus:

"FALI;ACY: Deceptiveness; deception; deceit; deceit
fulness; that which is erroneous, false, or deceptive; 
that which misleads; mistake." 

What then are these "deceptive," "deceitful," 
"erroneous," "false," "misleading," and "mistaken" 
things that have been "consecrated;" and that so need 
to be exploded as to demand the publication 'of an 
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article in the leading Review of theW estern continent? 
Read:-

"The framers of the Declaration of Independence 
. were inspired by an ardent patriotism and by lofty 
motives, and their statements embodied a. sufficient 
j~stificationof the cause to which they sought to ?evote 
their countrymen; but there was no revelatiOn of 
universal and eternal truth in the 'glittering generalities' 
with ~hich they prefaced these statements. On the 

· contrary, they consecrated to perpetuity some of the 
most obvious fallacies that were ever promulgated to 
mislead men." 

These "consecrated fallacies" then are to be fou:rid 
in the preface to the statements in which the framers of 
the Declaration embodied the justification of theircause .. 
This confines the "consecrated fallacies" then to that 
part of the Declaration iq which the framers set. forth 
what they designated as "truths," and which they 
declared to be"self-evident." And that is justwherethis 
reviewer finds them; and here he goes:-

"They proclaimed it to be a self-evident truth 'that 
all men are created equal; that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain inalienablerights; thatamong 
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.'" 

And be proceeds to explode these "consecrated 
fallacies" one by'bne in the following sor~:-

"Whatever interpretation and exegesis may do for 
this declaration, in the sense in which it is commonly 
accepted and used in the place of argument it is neither 
self-evident nor truth. . . . Nor can any power at the 
command of mankind make them equal in this world or 
in the processes of time, whatever may be their destiny 
in eternity!' 

''It is useless to argue around this immutable fact, 
or try to interpret into ~he Declaration a meaning 
which it does not contain. All men are simply not 
created equal in any possible sense of the word." 

So much for the 1•consecrated fallacy"--the deceitful, 
erroneous, misleading statement-that all men are 
created equal. And, of course, since that statement is 
-not true "in any possible sense of the word," it follows 
n~turally enough that nobody bas any rights at all. 
And so he writes:-

"N or, in any strict sense ~f the word, can all men,. or 
any men, be said to be endowed by their Creator With 
any rights whatever. . . . They [rights] are not. the 
natural·endowment, though they may be the far-off 
heritage, of all men.'' 

And all this being so, it would be simply impossible 
that governments should derive anything from the 
consent of the governed; and so, logically enough, this 
is another of those deceitful, erroneous, misleading 
statements-another of those "Consecrated Fallacies." 
Accordingly of this he writes:-

"Do they arrive their just powers from the consent 
of the governed? Let us not be blinded by the glitter of 
a generality, the meaning of which is not clearly de
fined. . . . 

"In the situation of the country as it then was, with 
the alternative of oppression OI'ingepe11dence confront
ing them, believing the people of the colonies to be the 
equals of those of the mother country, and equally en
titled to a voice in the government to which they were 
subject, they prefaced their Declaration with tbat·sweep
ing and glowingutterance,whicb bad a broad application 
as truth to their case; but which becomes a delusive~ 
bundle of falJacies when promiscuously applied to the 
universal state of man, and which bas taken the conse
cration of 1776 -~ giving, it an 'equal date with Sinai 
and' with Ararat.'" 

As might very naturally be expected, all tbis!repudi-· 
ation oi fundamental republican, and even Christian, 
and therefore divine, principle, is so laboriously worked 
out solely to justify this nation in the course which has 
been taken with the people in Cuba, and the new island 
possessions. But at what an enormous cost such 
justification' is found, when it can be only by such 
means! 

We have spoken of it as t.he repudiation of Christian~ 
. and therefor divine, .:principle, as well as repudiation of 
fundamental republican principle: and this is the truth. 
For is it n0t the statement of divine truth that "there· 
is no respect of persons with God?" Is it not written~ 
"If I did despise the cause of my manservant, or my 
maidservant, when they contended wfth me, what then 
shall I do when God riseth up?· and when he visiteth,. 
what shall I answer him? Did not be that made me, in 
the worn b, ·make him?"· Is it not written from God, 
"Choose ye this day whom ye will serve?" 

Yet this writer in the North American Review, can 
consistently disregard all these divine statements and 
considerations; because he does not belieTe ~hat men· 
have been created at all: they have been evolved. Here· 
ar? his ~ords:-

"All men are simply notcreate'dequal in any pos~>ible· 
sense of the word. . . . The creation of men has been 
a gradual process of evolution, and they have been 
coming into being in different parts oft he earth, through. 
long generations, with differences and imqualitifs which 
development bas varied and widened and not obliterated.'' 

And thus by National Reformism on one hand, and· 
evolutionism on the other, Satan has so thoroughly 
paved the way for the oppression of mankind, that· 
nothing else is now thought of, no other principle is now 
recognized by those , in places of '\YOrldly power or· 
influence. 

It is high j.ime to say to all people everywhere, 
"Behold your God.'' A. T. J. 

UNDER the heading, "Heaven-Sent Nations," The· 
Advocate, the leading Congregational organ of theW est, 
observes that-

"Not}ling has been more common or easy, than for· 
nations to think that they held a commission from. 
above. No conquest was too cruel, no crime against 
humanity too great, no destruction too sweeping, no· 
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ambition too selfish, to be covered, excused or justified 
by the claim of a divine commission." 

And as regards affairs of the present day, it con
tinues:-

"Commerce is called civilization,conquest Christian
ity, stock gamblers assume the tone of piety, Wall street 
thanks God, politicians pretend to missionary zeal, and 
senators talk of dividend-paying trade in ooo breath 
and a strategic providence in the next." 

And tbefoundationof all this hypocrisy and delusion 
is the idea that "this is a Christian nation." 

The Philippine Question in the Light of Mexican 
History. 

MExico and the Philippine Islands, more especially 
Luzon, were once both Spanish provinces, and were 
ruled-as all Spanish provinces were-by the Catholic 
Church. Out of this similarity in point of government 
arose conditions from which an interesting and instruc· 
tive parallel may be drawn; and such a parallel has 
been drawn by a writer in The Ra,m's Horn, of January 
27. And that writer is John Sobieski, the Crown Prince, 

I 
by birth, of the kingdom of Poland. Of his credibility 
as an authority upon the subject with which he deals, 
The Ram's Horn says:-

" After an honorable career as a young soldier, he 
went to Mexico cbiefly~to investigate the popular up
rising which cl).lminated first in the conquest of that 
country by the army of Maximilian, and later in the 
overthrow of that usurper. Although Sobieski was, at 
that t,ime, as be had always been, a devout Catholic, be 
found his mother church to be the parent of every con· 
ceivable outrage against the liberty of Mexico, and he 
gladly took up the fight in behalf of that oppressed 
people. This experience qualifies him to speak with au
thority on the subject which he discusses; and the par
allel he draws between the course of events in Mexico in 
the 60'A and those in the Philippines in the 90's, will be 
found no less mournful than striking." 

"At the close of our [the American] Civil War," Mr. 
Sobieski begins, "I had determined to go to Mexico to 
fight in behalf of the republic against the so-called 
Emperor Maximilian. There was a great deal of sym_ 
pathy at that time for Mexico, as it will be remembered 
our Government had never acknowledged the empire, 
nor received its minister, but bad retained Romero, the 
last minister appointed by the republic. 

"Nat knowing Romero personally, I went to General 
Hancock, then the commander of the District of Colum
bia, to seek, through him, an interview with the Mexi
can minister. I waR very well acquainted with General 
Hancock, having served with him on the plains before 
the war. So I went to him and told him my desire, and 
asked him for a letter of introduction, which be gladly 
granted, writing a high commendation. I easily se
cured an interview with the minister, who seemed to be 
greatly pleased at my enthusiasm, and our interview 

was quite lengthy. From him I received the whole his
tory which led up to the invasion of Mexico by the com
bined forces of France and Spain. And the story,! now 
give was afterwards repeated by Presid·ent Juarez in an 
interview which he had with some American, English, 
and German officers who ha<il served the cause of Mexico 
in the overthrow of Maximilian." 

We give a condensed statement, following, of the 
facts' narrated by Mr. Sobieski regarding conditions in 
Mexico and their causes during the period of which he 
writes. 

"The Liberal Party in Mexico ibad come into power 
upon the isAue of confiscating the church property." 
The church bad come into possession of two thirds of 
all Mexican real estate. The church waR monarchical in 
her principles and was continually conspiring against 
the Mexican republic, causing thereby numerous revolu
tions. 

Upon the triumph of the Liberal Party a.t the ballot 
box, the church party appealed to arms, but were as 
badly beaten as they had been at the polls. Their lead· 
ing generals, Marion and Majir, fled from Mexico and 
took refuge in Europe. The Liberal Party then confis
cated the entire church property in Mexico, permitting 
the church, however, the use of church buildings for 
worship. 

Generals Marion and Majir proceeded to Rome and 
had an interview with the pope, Pius IX., and it was 
determined to make an appeal to the Catholic powers of 
Europe, to re-establish the chJuch in Mexico. Spain 
was willing, but was weak. NIDpoleon III., flmperor of 
France, was able, but at first not willing. But he was 
ambitious. So the Mexican church generals arranged 
an interview with the pope's representative at Paris 
and the empress Eugenie, and at this council it was de
cided to urge -qpon the Emperor Napoleon, as a grand 
idea, that be establish in Mexico an empire which shonld 
serve as a breakwater against republican ideas which 
were~onstantly flowing o:ut from the great Republic of 
the Western World. Archduke Maximilian, of Austria, 
was to be made emperor, and the two great Catholic 
empires of Europe were by this loftyproject to be united 
against the rising Protestant powers of Europe, Eng
land, and Germany. 

The scheme pleased Napoleon III., who was to have 
the honor of founding the new Latin empire, and be 
heartily joined in the undertaking. The support of 
Spain was secured by the promise of restoration of the 
confiscated church property. 

Next a pretext was found for making war upon 
Mexico. That country was heavily in debt to French, 
Spanish, and English subjects, and being unable upon 
demand to satisfy these creditors, France declared war, 
and sent an army and fleet to Vera Cruz. This city was 
bombarded and captured. The French army marched 
upon the capital, and after a campaign of several 
months, the republic was apparently conquered. The 
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church party assembled a con~ress and declared their · "When the commissioners met at Paris, to ;make 
desire that Maximilian should be emperor of Mexico. · peace between this country and Spain, it will be remem
The latter replied that he "believed be had been called bered that the.Pfiilippine government, of which Agui-

naldo was the head, appointed a commissioner to ap
of God for the post," and with his wife set out . for his pear before that body and state their grievances, but 

· new seat of authority. Proceeding to Rome they re- the commis~ioners refused to listen to them, or in any 
ceived instructions from the pope, and the papal bless-· way receive him. 
ing;. thence they went to Vera Cruz,where the church "About this time, Archbishop Ireland, as the daily 
party and the French soldiers received them with great press informs us, had an interview with President Me
demonstrations of honor. The new emperor soon Kinley, and it waR there agreed that the property rights 
found that the republic was not extinguished, as he had of the church or monks, should not be interfered with. 

Accordingly, a clause was put into the treaty that all 
supposed. the property rights that existed under Spain would be 

A few months later, the United States, having sup- accordingly respected by the American Government. 
pressed the southern confederacy, demanded of France So the people of the Philippine Islands found that prac
the withdrawal of her troops from Mexico, and France tically everything they had fought· for against Spain 
wa,s forced to comply; Maximilian's power at once would be lost if the American Government's supremacy 
began to decline. His troops were defeated in the field• was maintained. So to them it was only 'a question of 
and in May, 1867, he was taken prisoner and' shortly slavery or death, and they preferred the latter. . 

"So this Government, by the treaty at Paris, put 
afterwardA put to death. themselves in the same position tbattheCatholicChurch 

Since that time several efforts have been made by party of Mexico occupied in 185'8, and for which the 
the church party to recover from this overthrow, but Catholic powers invaded Mexico in 1R61." 
all have miserably failed; and Mexico meanwhile has 
been advancing steadily in t,):le pathway of national 
progress and prosperity. 

THE PARALLEL. 

The parallel between the conditions which gave rise 
to the struggle for freedom in Mexico, and the condi
tions from which the Filipinos have been long strug
gling to be free-but have finally failed-we give 'in Mr. 
Sobieski's own words:-. 

''The condition in Mexico in Ul58, has its parallel of 
condition of things in the Philippine Islands, especially 
in the island of Luzon. The Catholic Church, or more 
properly speaking, the priesthood and friars, have ac· 
,quired from two-thi:ds to three-fourths of all the valu
able real estate of the island. It is well remembered as 
it has been stated by every writer and by General Mer
ritt, of the United States Army, that the rebellion in 
the Philippine Islands against SpaiD: was more a rebel
lion against the monks and clergy than against the 
sovereignty of Spain. Indeed, the people of that island 
did not know much about the government of Spain. 
The church ruled it; they levied their taxes upon the
people of that island and collected them, and it formed 
more than 80 per cent. of the taxes which that people 
had to pay. Then, in addition to this, being Aimply 
renters, they merely eked out an exiAtence, and that was 
all, and could not have done that had it not been that 
it was a tropical climate where so little was required on 
which to subsist. 

"The great aim of their uprising was to accomplish 
what had been accomplished in Mexico; to confiscate 
the real estate and turn it over to the government that 
would pass it out to the people. That property had 
not been acquired by the monks by purchase, but by 
confiscation. Whenever a man had a desirable planta
tion, they would trump up some charge against him, 
have him arrested, and, without investigation, shot; 
and the property was turned over to the monks. It 
was in this way, principally, that they had acquired 
their possessions. 

A Question of "Simple Justice." 

The Independent, which has all along supported the 
present national policy of foreign conquest, now-in 
view of certain developments in Congress-raises the 
significant inquiry, "Shall simple justice be done to 
PortoRico?" "Congress," it says, "is asked, by papers 
and persons of influence, to say to the Porto Ricans, in 
effect:-

'The blessings which we enjoy as a nation are not for 
you; they are peculiar to us. United Statef;:! laws and 
liberties and privileges are solely for the people of the 
United States, and when we say 'United States' we 
mean continental United States. We dare not extend 
the Constitution and laws of this definitely bounded 
Continental area over any neighboring territory which 
is not contiguous and geographically a part of the solid 
earth of States and Territories. We must not cross a 
sea, however narrow, with our sacred Constitution and 
laws. They will not bear transportation. We may not 
carry them to Alaska or Hawaii. We. dread the· effect 
of the intervening sea upon them. We are tied to the 
mainland. If Manitoba were offered now,we would even 
be afraid of the great lakes. We must be careful, very 
careful', because what we do in Porto Rico will be a pre-

· cedent for Hawaii, and worse still for the Philippines.',. 
• 

"What," The Independent proceeds to inquire, "is 
the specter which these fearful souls see and shudder 
over as they look across theW est India ferry, and the 
Alaskan and Hawaiian? Statehood, they .say. When 
they come down· to the ocean and see the islands mar
shaling as Territories for the peaceful honors of State
hood, they are ehoked with spasms of a sort of hydro· 
phobia. The sight of the water is too much for them, 
and they turn to Congress and say: 'This is' a terrible 
thing. Dan't make a dangerous preced,entl Don't let 
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in little Porto Rico, except in chains! The nation may 
go mad. Don't say 'Territory' to the Porto Ricans. 
They may call back, 'State.' Don't give them our Con
stitution and laws, as such, but say, 'These laws are for 
you, espe~ially, as a province or dependency, or colony. 
They are not given to you as United States laws, but as 
Porto Rican laws. Take them and be hap:py,if you c_an; 
but don't expect anything like equality, for that can 
never be.'" 

This is certainly a strange manifestation to come at 
this date from The Independent, or from any source from 
which the foreign-conquest policy. has derived support. 
The Independent looked over and approved the tree, a,nd. 
now holds up its hands almost in horror at the fruit it 
is beginning to bear. There was plenty of opportunity 
to discover at the first; from an inspection of the tree, 
just what would be its fruit. 

Right at the outset of the application of the "expan
sion" policy to the government of the new territory, it 
becomes necessary for a leading advocate of that policy 
to raise the question whether "simple justice" shall be 
done to the !people of a part of that territory. This, 

· from the standpoint it has occupied, is a very damaging 
admission. 

What is the prospective injustice which The Indepen
dent fears? For one thing, the answer is, Porto Rico is 
not to be allowed free trade with the United States. 
Some of the trusts in the United States are against it, 
and these representatives of the money power are in
structing Congress how it must act in the matter. For 
example, "There are senators and representatives whose 
constituents raise tobacco and sugar, and they argue 
that if more tobacco and sugar are raised within the 
bounds of the United States, the crops will be less re
munerative to them." It is now beginning to be dis
covered by the advocates of foreign conquest, that 
expansion across the sea is a different thing from the 
expansion of .Jefferson's day, which they have persistently 
sought to use as a precedent. 

"If Porto Rico is covered by·the Constitution," says 
The Independent, ''our ports and its ports will be as 
open to each other as the slips on either side of the 
Hudson River are to the ferryboats. that connect New 
York with Jersey City." But it is proposed that a tariff 
barrier shall be erected between the ports of Porto Rico 
and those of the United States, contrary to the Consti
tution. So many holes have now been made in the 
Constitution that it has ceased to be a very efficient 
cover for anything. And so "simple justice" to this 
people under the Constitution is denil':d. 

'I he Independent proceeds to say that "If the United 
States cannot restore to Porto Ricans what it took 
from them, or give them an equivalent, it were better to 
turn them over to the tenderer mercies of some other 
nation. It is a monstrous thought that we, so boastful 
of our free and generous spirit, should even contemplate 
such a tariff as Senator Platt proposes. It would be a 

cruelty such as Spain, selfish and oppressive as she is, 
never committed. We are in a fair way,if Senator Platt 
and some of his colleagues (we trust .there are not many 
of them) have their will, to crush aspirations which 
Spain did not wholly discourage." 

Then The Independent proceeds to notice the Presi
dent's plan for the government of the island, as being 
f'by no means a liberal one," and declares that it con
trasts unfavorably with the old plan of Spain. And in 
all this The Independent is not alone, but voices the sen
timents of other journals which have 'been and are yet 
ardent advocates of the new expansion doctrine of gov
ernment by consent of some of the go;verned. 

The situation is worth contemplating. Porto Rico 
is the very nearest of the captured if?lands which the 
Government has announced its intention of holding. 
And it was acquired with the least trouble. The people 
instantly submitted to American rule; they have heen 
l'riendly and have caused no trouble. They are iairly 
intelligent. There was therefore every reason to expect 
that the United States would do the best by Porto Rico 
that it would po for any of its new island possessions. 
And yet, at the very outset of the practical application 
of its "benevolent" designs, it is so apparent that the 
Porto Ricans will not get even "simple justice," that 
journals which have all along supported the nation's 
policy are now forced to cry out against what thPy see 
taking place under it, and denounce the proposed rule
as being worse than that of Spain. 

Such are the firstfruits of American imperialism, as 
seen under the most favoring conditions. What, then, 
must be its final fruits? 

And now that The Independent and other promi 
nent journals see that the budding fruit of the tree is 
evil, will they be conv-inced that the tree itself is evil? or 
will they think that somehow a good tree can bear evil 
l'ruit? Will they go to the root ol' the matter, and re
nounce the evil principles from which such practises are 
beginning to result? 

Theindependent's query can beanswerfld: No; Porto 
'Rico will notget"simplejustice"under the Constitution; 
and that for the simple reason that "simple justice" 
under the Constitution w~s denifld to its people when 
their territory was forcibly annexed to the United 
States. The initial step in the matter was contrary to 
"simple justice," \'l'nd succeeding steps that are taken 
can only be expected to be of the same kind. 

------~~-------

THAT wars for conquest, that is, merely or chiefly to 
increase possessions, are nothing more than robbery is 
clear to every one but those who are to reap the benefits. 
The course of Christian nations through the ages, which 
have fought ~o get land or make opportunitiesfor trade, 
has been as indefensible as that of those who have done 
so to get slaves, and down to within the memory of men 
now living all three were united in almost every war for 
conquest.-N. Y. Christian Advocate. 
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Glimpses from Afar. 

,BY JOHN MCCARTHY. 

ONE has only to read Catholic literature to be con
vinced of the truth of the extreme vanity and presump
tion of the papal church. Their eternal boast is, that 
Catholic civilization excels the Protestant civilization, 
in the same measure as the light oJ the.sun supersedes 
that of the stars. 

Right her~ in the Argentine Republic one has plenty 
of opportunities to study the' veracity of this claim; 
and one or two proofs which we shall quote will be suffi
cient to show how void of truth is this Catholic boast. 
According to carefully-gleaned statistics, there are in 
the Argentine Republic, Paraguay, Bolivia, and the 
Chilian Republic, more than 3,500,000Indians. Should 
one come in contact with these Indians-as I myself 
have done-he will find that 95 per cent. of them carry 
the scapulary-which all good Catholics· carry upon 
their bosoms. The majority of them have been "bap
Uzed" by Catholic priests. 

Eleven years ~}go a certain Indian tribe-very fero
cious-who wandered about in the national territory of 
the Gran Chaco, were invited one day to a conference by 
an Argentine military commander. Upon the arrival 
of the Indians near to the military encampment, the 
soldiers-lily order of the mayor in command-took 
hold of the "heathen'' Indians with iron grasp, and held 
them thm, much against their will, while a benevolent 
Roman Catholic clergyman made "Christians" of them 
by means of the drops of "holy water" which he 
sprinkled upon their heads. Thus was a savage tribe 
"converted" to the Catholic religion in one and a half 
hours. 

The Catholic Church for the last .three hundred years 
has boasted of her wonderful missionary enterprises 
in South America. In the whole of this vast continent 
she has held full sway in matters of religion for three 

.eenturies and a half, since no Protestant missionarY! 
was permitted to preach in any of the South American 
republics, until thirty Of forty years ago. Can the 
papal hierarchy show us an exemplary republic as the 
result of their absolute religious domination for the last 
three hundred years? Unfortunately for them they caR· 
not. Tte more one penetrates into the interior prov
inces of this tremendous continent, where the Catholic 
power even now holds sway, the more ignorance, im
morality, treachery, fanaticism, and bloodthirstiness 
will he see exhibited among the people. Sure signs are 
these of papal rule. · ' 

Yet the papal church desires to do for the United 
States what she fhas done for other Catholic nations. 
Would that Protestant;; would open their eyes .to the 
falsity of the Catholic preten;;L:ms, and not be blinded 
by claims which cannot bear the;jslightest~:investiga
tion. 

What is more cruel, more ferocious, more abomina
ble, than the well-known bull fight! The human mind 
can scarcely imagine.a.more barb'arous exhibitiou than 
that of a bull placed in a circus, to be the, victim of 
fiends in human form, calling themselves •'•toreros," 
"picadores," "banderilleros," whose highest pleasure is 
found in slaughtering the poor animal by such slow yet 
savage means, as to show that they are more brutish 
than the brute they have determined to kill. Yet one 
never hears of a bull fight in Germa~y, England, or any 
other Protestant nations; no, for such is one of the 
fruits of the Catholic religion. Wherever the papacy 
reigns supreme, 1!.11ere you will be sure to find such fiend· 
ish exhibitions as the above. 

For many years the bull fight has been prohibited 
in the Argentine Republic. Recently diplomatic rela
tions were re-established between the Vatican and the 
Argentine government, and scarcely had the papal 
nuncio arrived upon our Platine shores, than a certain 
Spanish company began to give "exhibitions" of bull 
fights, in the city of Rosario_, killing from two to four 
bulls every evening. Nearly all the secular journals 
clamored against such cruel exhibitions, appealing to 
the government to put a stop to them; but it is worthy 
of remark, that not a single protest was raised against 
them by any one of the official Catholic organs of the 
country. 

The education and civilization developed by the 
gospel is of a different character; it exalts the citizens 
of a nation by uprooting from their hearts all debasing 
and sanguinary inclinations. They who. learn in the 
school of Jesus can have no pleasure in exhibitions of 
cruelty such as I have mentioned. Hence we see the dif
ference between the Protestant civilization and educa· 
tion, and that of the Catholic Church. We leave you to 
judge, dear. reader, which of the two disputants presents 
the best results. 

Buenos Ayres, Argentina. 

The Truth About Army Chaplains. 

From ''The Lutheran Witness.'' 

THE agitation for more army chaplains is to the 
fore again. Here iA what one of our exchanges has to 
say about the matter:-

"That the chaplaincy is not what it ought to be, has 
been evident for years to those who are conversant with 
the subject. What has been done by Congress in insti
tuting it was merely a small concession to the religious 
sentiment of the nation. It is not the result of a careful 
and studied effort to provide for the moral and religious 
improvement of the army. It is the result of a half-and
half policy; a r-egard on the one hand for an extreme 
interpretation of the doctrine of the divorcement of 
church and state, and, on the other, an acknowledgment 
of the fact that the American people are Christian; and 
that, as such, there should be some recognition of it in 
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goyernment institutions. The idea of an army without 
a chaplain would be an .anomaly among Christian and 
civilized nations. · But the policy has been 'the less, the 
better;' and, consequently, whil~ there have been some 
one hundred posts within the United States occupied by 
the troops, there have been only from thirty to· thirty
four chaplains. As chaplains do not travel from post 
to post, but are confined in their ministrations to the 
garrison to which they are assigned, two-thirds of the 
occupied posts have been, and are, to day, without chap
lains." 

The truth about the whole matter ·is this: Congre!)s 
has no business supplying the army with chaplains. It 
must be evident that it could not at all do without dis
criminating against the religious belief of the one or the 
other. The churches, however, are free to' place chap: 
lains at these posts, at their ow;n .expense, and it is 
their business to do so. The church and not the 
state, is bound to provide for the spiritual welfare of 
'OUr soldiers: 

Revolution in the United States. 

New York "World," Feb. :!!. 

WHEN members of the K,entucky Legislature sought 
to enter the State Capitol yesterday they found their 
entrance barred by bayonets., The State militia, under 
orders of Governor Taylor, not only prevented their 
entrance to the legislative balls, but threatened them 
with arrest if they sought to assemble elsewhere in the 
city. 

This is in the simplest terms execp.tive usurpation 
supported by military power. It is the act of a dicta· 
tor, not of a governor. It is what happened in France 
under Louis Napoleon. It is a repetition of frequent 
history in the revolutionary Central and South Ameri· 
ean states. But it is a startling innovation in one of 
the United States. The dispersion of a sovereign legis. 
lative body by executive proclamation, and the substi· 
tution of the militia for the legislature or the courts in 
settling a disputed election, is a strange sight in our 
land since the close of the war. 

Government by bayonets rather than ballots-the 
rule of force instead of the rule of law-is revolution, 
by whatever official practised, by whatever party sus
tained. 

If assassinatio'l and usurpation shall be permitted 
to achieve their ob,iects in this case, not much imagina
tion is required to see what a few regiments of Federal 
soldiers might· do in Washington under the orders of a 
President who announced .his determination, as Gov
ernor Taylor did yesterday, to "stick even if he precipi
tated a bloody war." 

The whole deplorable affair illustrates the danger
ous tendencies and natural results of the new policy of 
milit~rism-of "bending" the organic law-of govern
;ment "outside the Constitution." 

Eternal Vigilance the Price of Liberty. 

By William Lloyd Garrison. 

Men think because from bloody war and strife 
Freedom emerges with trumphant feet, 
Mounting the throne of JusticP for her seat, 
Her reign of glory holds a lasting life, · 
Never illusion with more danger rife! 
Lulled to repose, for rest· and ~leep are sweet, 
She dreams, while back, with stealthy foot· steps fleet, 
Oppression rushes with its murderous knife. 

With Washington to guide, what need to guard? 
Answer, thou civil war from slavery's womb l 
With Lincoln in the firmament enstarred, 
Has not the vanquished monster found its tomb? 
l!'eigned its insensibility; unslain, 
Behold it rising to its prey again! 

Do We Need More Holidays? 

Lynn Roby Meekins, in the "Saturday Evening Post.o' 

A J3ILL in the present Congress provides that the 
twelfth day of February, the birthday of Lincoln, and 
the second day of April, the birthday of Jefferson, be 
made holidays. 

Why? There are at present in this -country twenty
nine holidays. Most of them are local. There is no 
national holiday; even the Fourth of July is not a day 
of rest by act of Congress. Although the President 
proclaims a day of Thanksgiving, it does not become a · 
legal holiday in any State unless there is a law for it. 
But in spite of the complications of the quPstion, there 
seem to be liberal cessations from toil. The Sundays 
yield fifty-two days of rest; the Saturday half-holidays 
twenty· six days more. This makes seventy-eight days. 
Then each State bas its own legal holidays, and often 
each city has its special days of observance. For in
stance, Massachusetts observes April 19 as Patriots' 
Day. Utah has July 24 as Pioneers' Day. Vermont has 
August 16 as the Bennington Battle Day. California 
bas September 9 as Admission Day. So it goes all 
over the country. When we take all these holidays and 
combine the statistics we find that they amount on an 
average to about ninet,y days or more-practically one
fourth of the year. This new bill would_ add a second 
holiday in February, the shortest month of the year. 
Twelve of the States already have holidays in April, so 
that the new'bill would also place a second holiday· in 
th11t month. We are in favor of holidays, of course, and 
wish we could crowd the calender with them. But it 
may be well not to rush toward the conditions that 
exist in Russia and some other countries, where there 
are so many holidays that the people who want to 
work have scarcely time or the opportunity to get up 
in the world. 
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THE old frigate "Constitution," renouned for its 
exploits early in the century, is to be put into condition 
for some kind of service again, at a cost of $100,000. 
But it will cost' much more ~han that to put the Consti
tution itself again into s".!rviceabl~ condition. 

* * * 
As is indicated by the course of events in the South 

African war, there is a difference between fighting for 
empire and a queen, and fighting for home and inde
pendence. Great Britain's hopes of winning in the con
test are based upon her ability to overwhelm the Boers 
with the force of superior numbers. · 

* * * 
THERE is, it is said, a strong feeling in many minds 

in Great Britain against the war, and many more who 
favor the continuance of the w:ar believe that too great 
a cost has already been paid for all the advantages .to 
be gained. It is probable that had this cost been an
ticipated at the outset, the war would not have been 
undertaken. But having been begun, it must go on 
now to the bitter end, even though the people pushing 
it regret that it was ever undertaken and realize that 
no possible gain can ever compensate for the terrible 
cost. And why?-The answer ~s" National pride! To 
stop the war now, would be humiliating to that pride, 
and that can never be allowed. Therefore the slaughter 
must go on! N~ matter how many people are killed
how much property wa.sted-no matter how many men 
are mutilated and maimed for life,. bow many women 
are made widows and little children orphans, no matter 
how much suffering is entailed,-the national pride must 
be maintained ! And such !s the attitude of a reputed 
"Christian" nation! 

* * * 
Imagine a Christian who would insist that whatever 

else might happen, his personal pride must not receive 
any hurt! That individual's Christianity would be of 
the same kind as is pos8essed by a "Christian nation." 

' I 

* *1 .. 
Pride-national or individuaF-and Christianity, 

are strangers· to each other. Pride and God are ene
mies. No man can be a Christian who is not willing to 
humble himself, to confess his error when he' is in the 

wrong. The Almighty dwells with him that is of :•a. 
humble and contrite heart." But the proud heart, or 
the proud nation,.God-wil,l not suffer. The popular-idea 
of Christianity as belonging to ~ nation, or government,. 
of this day, is a theory which is completely exploded 
and dissipated by the obtruding fact of national pride .. 

* * *. 

AT this writing there is civil w~r in Kentucky, in 
the very center of the United States. The governor
e~ct, Go.ebel, lies dangerously wounded· by the bullet of 
an assa.ssin, fired from a window of the executive man
sion. Governor Taylor, who claims to have been re
elected, has ~ssembled the State militia about the capi
tal to prevent the session of the legislature, and by 
proclamation has adjourned that body to meet in a 
town where only his partisans would be free to act. 
The legislature, which is i'il iavor of Goebel, are trying 
to find a place of assembly, but are kept back by the 
State troops. Meanwhile, Governor elect Goebel bas 
been sworn in, and has issued a proclamation directing 
the militia to disperse. Thus there are two rival gov
ernments in the State, one supported by the legisl~ture, 
the courts, and the constitution, and the other by the 
bullets and bayonets of the troops. It is hoped the sit
uation can be overcome with~ut bloodshed; but all 
parties are armed jn anti~ipation of an ·outbreak which 
will bring the full realities of civil war. 

* . * * 
There is talk of the possible need. of Government 

troops to deal ~ith the situation; but the Washington 
authorities deprecate such an id.ea, and no Government 
troops will be sent until it becomes eviqent that the 
State cannot preserve ort:ler and republican govern
ment by the means a't its command. And yet these 
same Washington authorities have deemed it necessary 
to send troops to the other side of the earth-to the 
far-off island of Luzon-on the plea that the people 
there do not know how to govern themselves, and are 
not entitled to have a chance to/show whether they can 
govern themselves or not. If there must be a protect
orate qver the people of a foreign land to preserve order 
and keep them from fighting each other, why not a 
protectorate over the State of Kentucky for the same 
reason? 

* • • 
It makes no difference what white men inay do_: 

how much ignorance,'barbarity, or g~neral disregard of 
civilization they may display-so far as concerns their 
right to govern them.selv~,e. That right is not y:et 
called in question, in America, where white men are con
cerned. Yet if the principles which defend human rights 
are set aside on account of another race of men, it can· 
not be long before the rigllts of white men are subverted, 
by the same influences. For all human rights stand 
upon one and the same foundation. 
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THE debate in Congress on the Philippine question 
has reached a stage where the upholders of the doctrine 
of government by the consent of the governed are openly 
and violently denounced by their fellow congressmen as 
tJ;aitors. This was the charge hurled at Senator Petti
grew of South Dakato, by a Senator from New Jersey, 
during a discussion of a resolution introduced by the 
former bearing on the Philippine policy. It was, s~.ty 
the press dispatches, "the most violent debate of the 
session so far on the Philippine question." 

* * * 
A statement made by the New Jersey Senator in 

, connection with his charge of treason against his col
league from South Dakota, is worthy of. note. He said 
that he had opposed the acquisition of the Philippines 
until the Paris treaty with Spain was made and ratified, 
and then he had thrown aside his "private views," and 
acquiesced in the result that :had been reached. '·I saw 
the flag attacked, and after that with me it was the 
country and the flag, right or wrong." (Italics ours.) 

But now, in the opinion of American statesmen, it is 
not necessary to care about the right or wrong of the 
Government's position; the Government is simply to be 
sustained, right or wrong. II it is in the wrong, it is to 
be supported an.d established in that course; it is to be 
pushed along on thewrongroad! And such is conceived 
to be the duty of a statesman! 

• "' . 
Where is a nation going to when it is on the wrong 

road?-to happiness? to prosperity? to peace? Or to 
disaster? 

* * 
There is a God in the universe who is always and 

unswervingly for the right, and against everything that 
is wrong; and in his hands the nations are as "the small 
dust of the balance." And when a nation is in the 
wrong, can it prevail against him? Has it come to be 
wisdom for a government to fight against God? 

* * " This senator seems to forget that the United States 
flag was not always the flag of this country. "The country and the flag, right or wr0ng," is a 

* sentiment consistent only with the idea that there is no 
* * God of right and justice in the universe. And even then 

Back in 1775, the flag of the country was the flag of -were the claims of the atheist to bP admitted'-it is a 
Great Britain, and when that flag was attacked there sentiment opposed to the lesson of all history, that 
were men who were filled with horror. And if this when a nation gets on the wrong road, it is on the road 
senator, and others of like mind, had been living then, to its end. 
holding_ the sentimentof"the country and the flag, right 
or wrong," upof which side in the Revolutionary 
struggle would they necessarily have stood? 

* * * 
Tlie revolt against the British flag was not because 

the flag was not good enough, but because it stood for· 
wrong. The United States flag came into existence 
solely because the American colonists would not stand 
for "their country right or wrong."_ America was then 
a part of. the British Empire. The American colonists 
revolted against the British government becauseit was 
in the wrong, and they would stand only tor the right. 

* * * 
Only by a repudiation,on theirpa1·t, of the sentiment 

"my country right or wrong" did the American flag come 
into existence; anrl only upon that ground is such a flag 
necessary. If that ground is to be abandoned, there is 
no longer any need of the flag. "Old Glory" with its 
stars and stripes, came into being as the symbol of the 
only government on earth that was founded upon just 
principles-the only government on earth that was in 
the right. For a government that was in the wrong, no 
new flag would have been necessary; indeed, no new 
government would have been established if no one had 
cared about the right or wrong of the controversy witb; 
Great Britain. The stars and stripes symbolized a new 
government that a:t:osesolely upon the issue of the right 
versus the wrong in the British policy. 

The Sword and the Bible. 

QuiTE recently a newspapflrreporter interviewed the 
author of "In His Steps," or "What would Jesus Do?" 
and secured from him an expression of opinion upon the 
retention of the Philppine Islands by this Government. 
The gentleman referred to is reported to h!ne said:-

"1 am sorry that the sword and the Bible must go 
band in hand, so to speak, to Christianize a barbarous 
people. I wish the Bible .could go alone, but it seems 
impossible. The humanizing influence of Christian 
teachings make me an advocate of American rule in the 
Philippines." 

This is too bad, but the world had a right to expect 
bett.er things of Mr. Sheldon; but he is not alone in 
holding and expressing such opinions. Probably a 
majority of the clergy of this country share, to some 
extent at least, this view. So important does it seem 
to them that the Bible shall go to all nations, that go 
it must even if has to be shot into their hom,es and 
hearts by Gatling guns and cannon. 

But the great trouble is that no nation ever yet 
received the Bible in any such way. Such methods give 
an entirely erroneous idea of the Bible and what it 
teaches. Semi-civilized peoples may possibly accept it 
perforce; or as being superior in SOE'I.e way to that which 
they have'Jlreviously held; but with it they recei-ve the 
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war spirit by which it was forced upon them, and never 
·· get the real spirit of the Bible at all. 

Christianity is a stench in the nostrils of millions of 
people to-day, simply because they associate it with un
just wars of conquest. The Bible might better never go 
at all than to go a.s the compa:nion or even as the camp
follower of the sword. The only sword the ChriRtian is 
authorized to use is the sword of the Spirit. And where 
that has beerl the only weapon bloodless victories have 
been won for the Prince of Peace. Better-, a thousand 
times that the soldier of the cross fall at his post of 
duty, bearing only the Word of God, panoplied only 
with the armor of heaven, than that the heathen scyould 
fall before carnal weapons in the hands of men bearing 
the Christian name, but knowing nothing by a living 
experience of the Spirit of Christ. War is utterly in
compatible with genuine Christianity, for to every one 
of his followers Christ says: "Put up again thy sword 
into his place: for all they that take the sword shall 
perish with the sword." Not by the sword, as is some
times quoted. "If thine enemy hunger, feed him; if heo 
thirst, give him drink," is the gospel rule. Christ did 
not abrogate the sixth commandment, "Thou shalt not 
kill;" and the wholesale killing of men in war is simply 
wholesale violation of the divine law. Let not murderers 
nor companions of murderers carry the Bible either to the 
Philippines, or any where else. "Be ye clean that bear 
the vessels of the Lord." C. P. BoLLMAN. 

Sunday-Law Crusade News. 

CONNECTICUT. 

Blue Law Invoked to Stop Recreation on Lake Whitney 
Newr NtmJ Havrm. 

sen ted in the Pastors' Union will be asked for contribu
tions to the Sunday law enforcement fund. It is pro
posed not to strike a blow until the fund is ample to 

- meet the expenses of a crusade against both the Sunday 
theater and the Sunday saloon. 

MARYLAND. 

Bhte Sunilay in Baltimore. 

All "Unnecessa..y" Business Suspeniled and Antiquated Laws 
E~ced. 

BALTIMORE, Mn., Jan. 28.-To-day was blue Sunday 
in Baltimore. For the first· time in many years the 
Sunday Blue Laws of Maryland, which in various forms 
.have been upon the statute books for two centuries, 
were rigorously and relentlessly enforced. The police 
force of Baltimore patroled the town from Canton to 
Carroll and from Locust Point to W lii>Verly in search of 
violators. Newsdealers, newsboys, milkmen, icemen, 
druggists for preserip.tions only and proprietors of 
lunch rooms alone W.t:J~ exempt. All other varieties of 
merchants who were found selling their wares between 
midnight and midnight will be called upon within a few 
days to appear before the Grand Jury. 

Cigar dealers, grocers, bootblacks, fruit dealers, 
soda water dealers, ice cream men, confectioners and 
stationers, who for yearf! have made no distinction be
between SunQ.ay and any other day, were compelled to 
close their establishments all day. A number of store
keepers placed amusing signs in their windows. One 
cig.ar store bad a large decorated sign reading: "This is 
hypocrite day; you must buy Bibles, l:J.nd not cigars." 
In another store yesterday was a sign, "Proclamation 
-Renewal of the Blue Laws. We close on Sunday. Buy 

NEW HAVEN CoNN. Jan. 28.-The town officials of your supplies to-day." In one of the large drug stores 
' ' h · th . . · "N th. Hamden, a suburb near this city, to-day resurrected a _ t ere was a stgn on e ctgar case saymg. o mg 

Blue Law to put a stop to Sunday skating' on Lake d~ing." It i~ th~ught that the law will be made so ri
Whitney, and there was a clash between the town con- dtculous that It wdl be repealed. 

stables and the several hundred skaters there, among 
whom were a number of Yale students. The sport has 
been permitted every Sunday up to to-day. The con
stables undertook to drive the skaters from the lake, 
but tlie officials found themselves in such a hopeless mi
nority that they gave it up. Now the people who were 
interfered with intend, if possible, to invoke by, way of 
retaliation another Blue Law that makes it illegal for 
the Hamden milkmen to deliver milk on Sunday in this 
city. 

OHIO. 

Toleilo Ote.-yymrm Waiting fm• More "Ammunition." 

ToLEDo, Jan. 29 -Worsted in their battle against 
the Sunday theaters, the Toledo clergymen do not pro- . 
pose to abandon the fight. At next Su:aday's services 
the congregations in all Protestant .. churches repre-

THJIJ BALTIMORE MCNISTJIJRlAL UNION GIVE THANKS 
FO;R THE CRUSADE. 

BALTIMORE, Jan. 29.-The ridicule C!:tlled forth by 
yesterday's enforcement of the antiquated Blue Laws 
was reflected in to·day's meeting of ~be Ministerial 
Union. The discussion was started by a resolution. of
fered by the Rev. Dr. Julius E. Grammar, that "This 
association hails with gratitude to the Almighty the 
action which has been taken, by the municipal authori
ties of this city for the more sacred observance of the 
Lord's day." 

The 'Rev. C. E. Guthrie was not enthusiastic. He 
said the Sundaynewspaper, the cab driver,and the soda 
fountain, to which the police had generally devoted 
their energies, were not the issues. He suggested that 
the old law might be modified. 
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Then there was a motion to include the mayor and 
police commissioners in the vote of thanks, but some 
did not think the police commissioners deserved to be 
included, while others thought they would be justified 
in feeling insulted if they were not. Dr. Grammer sug
gested that they settle it by just "thanking God." This 
was done amid laughter. 

-rrhe foregoing are press statements taken from New 
York City dailies. 

"Outside the Constitution." 

New York "World." 

THE decision of the Republican members of the'Ways 
and Means Committee to devise a plan for governing 
Porto Rico and later the Philippines "outside the Con
stitution," is not surprising. It is a perfectly logical if 
not indeed a necessary next step in the policy of impe
rialism. 

Having permitted the President to wage a war"out
side the Constitution," and "to recognize slavery and 
involuntary servitude in our new possessions, also 
"outside the Constitution," wby should there be any 
hesitation in imposing a tariff upon imports from and 
exports into those possessions in disregard of the Con
stitution? 

To be sure, it may seem hard to ~urpeople that after 
expending $150,000,000 in a war with Spain, and as 
much more in Mr. McKinley's war in the China Sea, with 
Porto Rican and the Philippine commerce held up as a 
compensation, they should now be called upon to pay a 
tariff duty on the products of our "spoils of victory." 
It may seem rather inconsistent likewise to the negroes, 
mongrels and "yellow bellies" whom we are annexing to 
find themselves taxed without representation. 

But when the Government goes "outside the Consti
tution" and the Declaration of Independence is treated 
as obsolete sentimentality, there is no telling what may 
happen. 

CoLOSSAL crosses are to be erected, in this last year 
of the 19th century, on nineteen mountain peaks of 
Italy, to commemorate each century. The Rome branch 
·Of a Catholic international committee has undertaken 
the work, the idea being that this will be a way of show
ing "homage to Jesus the Redeemer." 

THE "Christian newspaper" enterprise entered into 
by the Topeka Daily Capital and the Rev. Charles M. 
Sheldon, is already the subject of considerable adverse 
criticism. The following, for example, is offered by the 
Springfield Republican:-

"Rev. Mr. Sheldon is to be given opportunity to 
show how a Christian newspaper should be made. The 

first move in the new departure is to raise the price of 
the Capital from 10 cents to 25 cents for the week. 
That is business, as is the whole proceedin~ .. '··,~e part 
of the ownership of the Capital. The free advertisement 
which it has already secured can scarcely be estimated 
in dollars. On the minister's part we assume that his 
undertaking is a conscientious effort to instruct news
paperdom and the world. 

"It is decidedly worth noting that Rev. Mr. Sheldon, 
in his elucidation of the proposition, 'What would Jesus 
do?' is to continue the Capital's Sunday edition. 'He 
confesses that he has found by examination that the 
Sunday newspaper is so powerful an instrument for in
struction and enlightenment that it would be wrong 
and foolish to discontinue it.' This concession comes 
from one who 'has always denounced Sunday newspa
pers as evils which should not be tolerated.' . . . 

"Now we are to see how really Christian Editor Pro 
Tern Sheldon is going to be. We find him quoted to this 
effect:-

" 'I am sorry to say that the sword and the Bible 
must go hand in hand, so to speak, to Christianize a 
barbarous people. I wish the Bible could do it alone, 
but this seems impossible. The humanizing influence of 
Christian teachings makes me an advocate of American 
rl}le in the Philippines.' 

''That does not appear to us to be what Jesus, the 
Prince of Peace, would have said in the present national 
emergency: but perhaps Rev. Mr. Sheldon will not say 
that from the editorial chair." 

Sunday Legislation Gaining Ground in Europe. 

From "The Ram's Horn.,, 

IT is evident that the movement in behalf of Sab
bath observance [Sunday legislation] is progressing far 
mofe rapidly in European countries than it is in North 
America. According to a receHt addreRs on this sub
ject, on the part of Dr. Cunningham, of Edinburgh, it 
appears that while the sanctity of the Sabbath in the 
countries in which it has been most strictly observed 
for generations, has declined in the public regard, conti
nental countries, where the continental Sunday has 
been the. synonym of license, are giving more heed to the 
observance of the sacred day than hitherto. In 189.0 
the International Conference on Labor, at Berlin, dis
cussed the subject, and legislation was enacted two 
years later, prohibiting the opening of shops on Sun
day, and in 1895 the employment of operatives in enter
prises on the first day of the week was forbidden. 

Those who recall what a strife over this question 
was made in Chicago at the building and opening of the 
World's Fair, may be surprised to learn that the work
men employed on the Paris Exposition buildinf:!;s are 
guaranteed exemption from Sunday labor, and this has 
been done by special legislation. It is quite significant 
to observe, by the way, that a large movement on behalf 
of Sabbath observance which is now going on in Chi
cago, is not being fostered by the churches, as might 
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naturally be supposed, buj.; by the labor unions who, on of human expectations! The report that the trust is
behalf of retail clerks, are strenuously suing for a day of complete and in good working order is promptly fol
rest on Sunday. Already, in consequence of this effort, . lowed by the official announcement of an advance in the
nearly all of the retail shops have been closed, and so price of Bibles of the old quality. The way to a knowl
successful has been the effort that an attack has been edge of revealed truth is made harder by 15 to 20 per· 
made against the Sunday drug store. It is possible cent. This is disappointing, but it might be worse. Let 
that Chicago, which has been known far 1!-nd wide for its us be duly thankful tl;tat the trust merely publishes the· 
open Sunday, may vie with Toronto as the model city Bible and does not edit and expurgate it to give us a. 
of Sabbath observance. revised trust version of the good book. The command-

THE Ra,m's Horn, (Chicago), from which we quote .. 
elsewherti in this issue, says:-

"It will certainly be unwelcome truth to many, as it 
should be to all,ifit can be proved that ourcountry has 
become the unconscious or the conscious agent for per
petuating ecclesiastical tyranny in the Orient. Those 
who would be quick to deny this inference, should 
reflect that the cltai;ge is supported by many of our 
military commanders who have fought there during the 
past year." 

And in support of these words it adds:-
"Do we take counsel of our fears in writing the 

above? Let our readers take up once more their daijy 
papers of recent date and they will ;read an uncensored 
dispatch from the Philippines to the effect .that in the 
city of Manila a paper established at the instance of 
President Schurman, of Cornell University, to cause a 
sentiment for American annexation, had been suspended 
for this reason: It seems that a fund of money haR been 
raised for charity purposes, and sent over to the priests 
for distribution. This paper, called The America,n, 
criticised the manner in which it had been distributed. 
The editorwasinformed that it must retract that article, 
as no criticism of the church would be permitted. We 
do not know whether the criticism was just or unjust, 
but the editorrefused to retract, and suspended publica
tion, declaring in good conscience, he could not retract. 
From which we infer that the old Spanish regulations 
concerning free speech and a free prel's, have been re-

-established and enforced under our own Government." 

The Bible .Trust. 

A-NEW YoRK daily says:-
' - ,_ 

"THE announcement that the Bible publishers of the 
country had followed the fashion ~and formed a trust 
stiJlleft it an open question how the BiQle readers wo)lld 
be affected by the change. Mr. Archbold, of the Stand
ard Oil Trust, kindly explained to the public at the 
Alumni Association dinner of Syracuse University on 
Friday that trusts are "a necessary evolution of the 
times," that they reduce cost, improve quality, increase 
wages, please both the producer and consumer and min
ister to the happiness and prosperity of the country. 

"Accordingly we had reason to expect, and there were 
those who hoped ~g~inst hope, that the Bible Trust 
would furnish a practical illustration of the benevolent . 
side of this much·mooted question. Alas for the vanity 

ments "Thou shalt not steal," "Thou shalt not covet," 
still hold their places in the table of the Law, and the· 
Golden Rule irradiates the New Testam~nt." 

Prayer for Conquest. 

No "CHRISTIAN nation" ever acknowledges itself to· 
be in· the wrong. It sets apart days of fasting and 
prayer, for ~eeking the divine aid, not on the ground• 
~hat its attitude in the crisis that has bePnreacbed may 
be a w:rong one, nor as implying a willingness to take 
the opposite attitude should the divine guidance that is
sought point that way; but only to ask for. di:vine as
sistance in executing what it has set out to accomplish 
and is determined to do if possible. The "Christian 
nation" treats the deity as an ally, not as a. sovereign. 
If the cause in which the divine aid is invoked does not 
succeed, it is accepted as a chastisement for past sins,. 
never as an indication that the cause itself did not 
deserve to succeed. The "humiliation" of the natioll> 
never reaches the point of an admission of fallibility in 
judgment and a desire to turn from and make repara
tion for a wrong course of action which it maybe pursu-
ing at the time. · 

Just now, as an illustration, we have before us the 
spectacle of two "Christian nations" fighting each other 
in South Africa, and each at the sarue time earnestly 
invoking the divine assistance to crown the efforts of 
its armies with victory; They did not ask God to de
termine for them, before the war begun, whether they 
should fight or not, nor do they now cease fighting to· 
seek .for divine enlig-htenment as to whether the war 
shall be continued. One of them at least...:. Great Britain 
-is praying. for a speedy termination of hostilities,. 
when it is in her own power to terminate the war at 
once, by being willing to give up th9 idea of dominating
a foreign people. But it would be almost "treason" to. 
assert that such a concession is in harmony with the· 
divine mind. · 

We find in theN. Y. Sun, of January 23,\the follow
ing pertment obs~rvations upon this subject, under the 
heading "Fighting and Praying":- · 

"The Metropolitan, or presiding prelate, of the Can
adian .branch of the Chut·ch of England has appointed> 
the second Sunday in February, or February 11, 'as a 
day of special supplications for the happy ending of th€-' 
SouthAfrican War.' Meantime General Buller is fight
ing to bring it to a conclusion favorable to the British,. 
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-or the ending for which, of course, the Canadian Angli-
-cans will pray, since upon the success or failure of his 
present movement the issue of the whole contest de
pends. That questio.n, too, is likely to be settled one 
way or the other before the Canadians begin to send up 
their supplications two weeks from next Sunday. 

"Whether, then, that day of prayer is to be for them 
a day of thanksgiving or of humiliation depends on the 
soldiers, the guns, and the strategy of General Buller, 
and the event will be no more influenced by the divine 
overruling than are any other human happenings. 
This we do not say in any spirit depreciative of the 
-office and importance of prayer, but simply because it is 
a fact. 

"While the Canadians are praying in thanksgiving 
or in penitential sorrow and distress, the Boers will be 
praying to the same overruling Providence, but the 
event which would bring rejoicing to the Canadians and 
for which they would render praise to God as the Author 
of their good fortune or the outcome which would fill 
their hearts with grief as chastisement administered by 
God in the inscrutable ways of his providence, would be 
interpreted in exactly the other way by the. Boers. 
They are people with a faith in divine P~vidence and 
in the actual interference of God in human affairs which 
e.xceeds in its completeness the faith of most Christians 
of this day whether in Canada or elsewhere in Christen
dom. As they rest in the intervals of battle they sing 
hymns of praise to God and offer prayers to him in a 
spirit of subjection to the Divine will. . . . 

"In South Al'rica each side is fighting to the death 
to attain the blessing or ward off the punishment, yet 
that this war can come to a happy ending at any time 
the contestants may choose is as certain as that it need 
never have occurred. The Britit.!h can end it any day 
by following the example and precedent of Gladstone in 
the Boer War ol' 1881. President Kruger can close it 
by appealing for terms to England. Is it not therefore 
presumptuous for either. side to make supplication to 
God to bring to an end a conflict whose conclusion is 
wholly within the ability and option of contestants 
each fighting for his own advantage, when both are 
straining every nerve to settle it for themselves and 
when neither will settle it except under the compulsion 
of earthly circull)lstances which each is dotng his best 
to control by purely human means and instruments? 

"Victory over the Boers would bring to Great 
Britain no glory and would leave for the empire an al
most endless problem of extreme difficulty in South 
Africa, requiring for its treatment the maintenance oi a 
large and costly army of occupation for many years to 
come. Thus, it may be that there would be more dan
ger and sorrow for Great Britain in victory than in 
defeat. 

"If, then, our Canadian neighbors would recognize 
and bow before an overruling Providence let them pray. 
to God for peace, simply leaving it for Omniscience to 
determine where the happiness in peace lies, accord
ing to the judgment of the wisdom to which a thou
sand years are but as yesterday and as a watch in the 
night." · 

Have you a fountain pen? If not, turn to p. 95. 

THE PERIL OF THE REPUBLIC. 
BY PROF. P. T. MAGAN. 

In this work the author shows how the United States 
of America is now on the very threshold of an apostasy 
from the principles of a true republic, and how already 
there has been congressional legislation, executive 
action, and judicial decision committing this govern· 
ment to principles opposed to Protestantism. This is 
MOST IMPORTANT HISTORY, and if you 
would'know all about it you must read this book. 
Nowhere else is this history given. · 

The following are a few of the chapter headings:
A NATION'S BIRTHRIGHT, 
A WAR FOR HUMANITY'S SAKE, 
AMERICAN IMPERIALISM, 
MANIFEST DESTINY, 
AMITY OR ARMAGEDDON. 

"The Peril of the Republic of the United States of America" is 
just from the press, contains II chapters, I96 pages, (size 6y.; X 8 
inches), and is handsomely and durably bound in red cloth. Price 
$r.oo. Address 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Or, Oakland. Cal. 
39 Bond St., New York City. 

Kansas City, Mo. 

PAGAN COUNTERfEITS in Bt;~.c:.r~t~:M:~:.ch 
A vivid presentation of the pagan festivals, rites, and usages which 
the author finds in the Christian churches of to-day, together with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper cqyers. 
Price 25 cents. Address House nearest to you. 

To all interested in carrying the gospel of Jesus 
Christ to the inhabitants of other lands and whb desire 
ot assist in supporting missionaries already placed and 
others who may engage in the work, the opportunity is 
given to make an offering to the Foreign Mission Board 
of the Seventh-day Adventist denomination. 

Such donations should be sent to the FOREIGN Mis
SION BoARD, 150 Nassau Street, New York. 

TO 9UR PATRONS: 
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THIS "OXFORD" BIBLE FUR St.50. 
So many people are aeking for "nice, large type" in a Bible, small enough 

to be conveniently carri.,d, that we are led to offer this one. See how large 
and clear the type is, and the Bible is only 5%x7;!4x174 inches in size. 

It contains the necessary "Helps," such as Dictionary of Proper Names, 
Subject Index, Concordance; 15 Maps, etc., over 300 pages in all, being those 
portions of the Helps which are most, used. 

Of Christ's kingdom. PSALMS. The church's conjidenc8 in God. 

of the ivory palaces, whereby they 2 Reb. an 7 The LoRD of hosts is with us ; 
have made tliee glaa. high place the God of Jacob is 2 our refuge. 
9-"Kings' daughters were among a{rus. Selah. 

thy honourable women: bupon tb.y bJ~!:;i~: 8 ceome, behold the works of tho 
:ri_ght hand d~d stand the queen in • Ps. GG. 5. LoRD, what desolations he hath 

Specimen of type'in our Style C-1 Bible. 

The binding is French Morocco, Divinity Circuit Style 
(see cut), round corners, red under gold edges, and cover 
is linen lined, thus making a~neat, durable, convenifnt, 
but inexpensive Bible. 

Note the Price, $1.50, postpaid. 

Our order number for this Bible is C-1.111!1 We have 
better bindings at $1. 75, $2. 75, $3.50 and $4.00. 

The India Paper Edition bound in genuine levan~ 
Morocco, the best and most durable bindingforcontinuous 
use, costs at our reduced rate $7.25. Write us about any
thing you need in Bibles. Address 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond St., New York, N.Y. 

"~ F~IE~D I~ THE RITCHEN." 

THE MARKED NEW 
TESTAMENT. 

For-Missions and Mission W ark 
ocs, the object being to call the 
reader's attention to certain 
texts marked in red or black 
ink in facsimile of hand-mark
ings. There are 225 marked 
verses, bearing on the subject 
of salvation through Christ, 
including repentance, faith, 
obedience, etc. Size 5% x 5% 
inches. Cloth, cut flush. Price 
15 Cents, with discount when 
ordered in quantity. 

BLACK BEAUTY. 
By Annie Sewell. A story of a 
horse which will teach young 
and old much about the proper· 
care and treatment of dumb 
animals. Size 4)ix 6% inches, 
252 pages, with illustrations, 
neat cloth binding beautifully 
stamped in gold and colored 
inks. Price 40 cts. 

Address, 
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39 Bond St., New York City 

WE have no apology to offer in bringing to the 
attention of our readers a cook book discarding an 
article of diet which is everywhere known to contain 
disease-producing germs, often of a most virulent type. 

How to Fin4. It When It's Lost. 
How to Reep It When It's Found. 

While "A Friend in the 
Kitchen" contaips no flesh 
food recipes, it does contain 
an abundance of that which 
is most palatable and whole
some, and it also tells how 
the foods may be prepared 
in the best possibleway. 

Its 400 recip~s are inter
spersed with short talks on 

\ 
foods and food combina-
tions and other items of 

practical value and importance to every housewife, as 
well as to those who wish to study the subject of diet 
for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested· 
recipes. The binding is a new preparation resembling 
eather, Is almost as. durable, and may be washed the 
same as oilcloth. Price 60 cents postpaid. 

GOOD AGENTS WANTED. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
_39 BoND ST., NEw YoRK CITY. 

By B. Franklin Richards. 

Says the author in his Preface, "This is suppo~d to be 
an enlightened age, when experience and knowledge 

with regard to the body and its diseases have been 
accumulated by professional men everywhere, yet dis
orders of the stomach have steadily increased in variety 
and virulence until nearly every person has, to a greater 
or less extent, come under its influence. 

With a desire to drop some hint or suggestion that 
will prove beneficial to those who are now suffering, or 
who may hereafter suffer, ... the author sends forth 
these humble words of warning." 

"HEALTH" contains 11 chapters, 222 pages, and is bound 
in dark green cloth. Price, One Dollar. 

Address, 
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NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 8, 1900. 

IF the minority of people who ob
serve the seventh day do not need to 
be protected in their Sabbath ob
servance, why is it necessary to pro
tect the majority who observe the 
first day? 

$ 

THE Sabbath is declared in Script
ure to be a "sign" between God and 
his chosen people, given that they 
may know that it is the Lord God 
who sanctifies them. Eze.20:12,20. 
This being so, what business has a 
State legislature, or other body of 
men, to attempt to place this sign 
upon unsanctified people, by enact
ing and enforcing Sabbath laws? 

$ 

THE law of Christ cannot be ap
plied to civil governments, because 
the law of Christ is not force; that 
is, it is not and cannot be turned 
into, civil force. The law of Christ 
is the law of love; and a civil gov
ernment knows nothing about love. 
Civil government stands for justice, 
and justice neither loves nor hates. 
The law of Christ was made-so far 
as this world is concerned-for hu
man beings only. 

$ 

WHAT can be more natural than 
for a •'Christian nation" to believe 
itself commissioned by the Author. 
of. Christianity to do missionary 
work? since all Christians are natu
rally missionaries. And as a nation 
mUI'lt make its authority respected 
wherever it goet;, and to do this 
must employ an army aU:d navy, it 
follows very naturally that the 
army and navy come into use as 

, missionary agencies, and bullets and 
sh~lls are deemed essential in fulfill
ing a commission from the I:.ord. 
The "Christian nation" idea is the 
starting point, and_ the slaughter of 
human beings created in the image 

of God, is the termination. And it 
is all logical enough, if that idea is 
correct. But is it correct? 

IN Washington's and Jefferson's 
day, it was asserted that "all men 

-l"P. created equal," and "are en
'•, ""eu by their Creator with certain 
u'nath)nable rights;" and these state
ments were put forth as self-evident 
truths. But now such journals as 
the North American Review come 
forward and declare that these same 
statements are among the "most 
obvious taJlacies." How times have 
changed! 

LET men behave themselves as in
dividuals, and the government will 
behave itself, without any attempt 
to make it conform to a moral.law. 
But let men misbehave as individu
als, and the government which they 
adm:i:nistfr will misbehave itself, in 
spite of any and all moral laws to 
which it may profess to conform. 
The righteousness of a nation is not 
a governmental, but an individual, 
matter. 

IT is a curious idea which some 
people have, who want to see society 
reformed by law, that a law of the 
State, or of the United States, can 
make unchristian people "respect 
Christians and the day set apart for 
their observance." As anybody 
must know, people who are not 
Christians do· not see any use in 
Christian doctrinesand institutions; 
and many of this class are out
spoken opposers of Christianity, be
lieving its doctrines and pract!ses 
to be founded upon error and pro
ductive of harm to mankind. They 
have no respect for them whatever. 
And yet the professors of Christian
ity propose to compel these people 
by law to observe a (professedly) 
Christian institution- Sunday- in 
order to secure their reii!pect for it 
and for Christian people! ,)V"hat can 
the re!)ult be but to intensify their 
disrespect and dislike, and to 
strengthen the barrier between them 

and Christianity? People can come 
to ·God only by being drawn; but 
laws do not draw people; tliey drive 
them. The Lord draws people to 
himself. by "cords oflove;" but some 
modern reformers intend to drive 
people to him by the lash of legal 
force and _penalties. The more they 
drive the people, the further will 

. \ 
both they and the people get from 
the Lord. 

NoTICE how, as brought out in the 
article "Those Consecrated Falla
cies," on another page, the idea 
that men have come upon the earth 
by evolution goes hand in hand wit]! 
the idea that men were never en
dowed with any rights, and there
fore that it is nonsense to say that 
the purpose of civil governments 
among men is to preserve their "un
alieJ?.able rights." , The doctrine of 
the Declaration of Independence was 
enunciated from the standpoint of 
Christianity, and from that stand
point it still holds good. The doc
trines of atheism well serve the pur
poses of despotism. 

$. 

"Do WE need more holidays?" in
quires a writer in the,Philadelphia 
Saturday EveNing Post, in view of 
the fact that a bill is before Congress 
for making two new holidays, one 
in February and one in April. Then 
be proceeds to notP that there are 
already twenty-nine holidays in the 
year, besides fifty-two Sundays and 
the Saturday half-holidays; and his 
conclusion is that while he would 
like to "crowd the calendar with 
them," it would "be weUnot to rush 
toward the conditions that exist in. 
Russia and some other countries, 
where the.re are so many holidays 
that people who want to work have 
scarcely time or opportunity to get 
up in the world." , 

We should say so! Let a country 
crowd its calendar full of holidays, 
and it will speedily approximate to 
the condition of lands that have 
long been dominated by the papacy. 
People in thi~ age of the world need 
plenty of time to work, both to ena
ble them to prosper in business and 
to keep them out of mischief. The 
country has too many holidays al
ready. 
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CHRISTIAN government is government by love; civil 
·government is government by force; hence there can be 
no such thing as Christian civil government. 

GovERNMENT by force represents justice, and is 
therefore not antichriRtian, for justice is not against 
Christianity. But gover:t;tment by force represents jus
tice alone, and justice alone is not Christianity. In 
Christianity justice is combined with mercy, and "mercy 
rejoiceth again~t judgment." Christianity shows pres
~nt justice satisfied by the cross_of Christ, present mercy 
given the transgressor, and judgment delayed to a 
future time. To delay judgment in civil government 
would be to defeat civil government. Not to delay 
judgment for transgression in Christian government 
would defeat Christianity. Hence civil government can
not be Christian; neither, in its proper sphere, can it 
be antichristian. 

CIVIL government becomes antichristian when it 
tries to be Christian, or when it makes a profession of 
religion. 

WHAT is the difference, in principle, between a civil 
observance of a religipus day (the "civil Sabbath") and 
a religious observance of that day? The very fact that 
the day is a religious day ~akes the observance of it a 
religious observance. And Sunday is, beyond all ques
tion, a religious day. 

h' the Sunday institution had the support' of the 
divine law, would there be any need of the frantic call 
for its support by human law? W puld anything upheld 
by Omnipotence need to be supported by the arm of 
man? 

IF "the powers that be are ordained of God," they 
are certainly not ordained to go contrary to the will of 
God. And in obedience to the will of any power, under 
this ordinance, the will of God must stand first. 

THE whole principle underlying religious persecution 
is contained in the plea that religious observances 
ought to be enforced by the civil power. 

IN the annual report of work of the New England 
Sal;> bath Protective League, we note the statemen,t that 
"the League is formed for the purpose of defending the . 
Sabbath against the persistent encroachments upon its 
sacredness by business and pleasure." 

The special object of this organizat!on is to preserve 
the sacredness of the 8abbath. The purpose of the 
League is therefore plainly a religious one. 

Yet the League depends almost entirely, in its work, 
upon arousing public sentiment in favor of the enact
ment and enforcement of Sunday laws. 

It is plain, therefore, that the New England Sabbath 
Protective League is an organization which demands 
the use of the civil power to serve a religious purpose; 
which, in principle, is all that was ever done or ever 
could be done under a union of church and state. Such 
a demand is both unamerican and unchristian. 

The League wants the civil power employed to pre
serve the (supposed) sacregness of Sunday. But how 
can the sacredness of anything be preserved by law? 
The inherent sacredness of the Sabbath was established 
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by its divine .Author, and that cannot. be affected by 
anything that man may do. 

The only other way in which the sscreoness of the 
Sabbath can be concerned is in the keeping of it. It is 
to be kept holy-or sacred. , But is this anything that 
.can be secured by human law? Can the law of man 
make anyone sacredly observe the Sabbath? .And has 

' human law any business to attempt to enforce a sacred 
..observance? 

.Will a person observe the Sabbath sacredly without 
.going to church, where no cirqumstances prevent him 
from doing so? .And if a sacred observance of the day 

" I \ 
is to be enforced, will it not therefore be neceesary to 

· enforce attendance at church? 
.And in this. unamerican effort to preserve Sunday 

sacredness by law, is there not a confession that the 
alleged sacredness of Sunday is more a theory than a 
fact, and. must depend upon the outward show which 
the enforcement qf law can produce, or fail because it 
has no higher source of support? 

Further on in this annual report we find this quota
tion which has been much used in the effort to justify 
Sunday legislation: "The liberty of re,st for each is 
dependent on a law of rest for all." 

How can this be? What proof of it is to be found in 
spiritual or in natural law-in reason or in revelation? 

There is a liberty of rest, and t}lere is also a liberty 
of work. The same law which said, Thou shalt rest, 
said also, Thou shalt labor. The right of a man to 
labor is universally conceded to be as sacred as any 
other right. It is just as sacred as the r·ight to rest. 
It is altogether wrong, therefore, to compel one man to 
stop labor, in order that another man may rest. 

The right to labor being as sacred as the right to 
rest, how can it be any more true that "the liperty of 

. rest for each is dependent on a law of rest for all," than 
it is true that the liberty of labor for each is dependent 
on a law of labor for all? Why nQt make one man 
work in order that another man may work,. as well as 
make one man rest in order that another may r~st? 

One man wants to work on Sunday; another man 
wants to rest. Why should the man who wants to work 
be compelled to rest, any more than the man who wants 
to rest should be compelled to work? 

Some one may r!Jply, There is more to this question 
ethan the simple right of mankind to rest or to work. 
The duty of Sabbath observance is involved in it. 

But who shall say what day of the week is the Sab
bath? This is a disputed question-a point of religious 
controversy. Can the state settle a religious contro
versy and command a reUgious observance? Has the 
legislature either .the qualification;or the authority to 
take such action? 

If not-as all must agree-then what possible 
ground of justification can there be for compelling any 

person to rest, in order that the liberty of rest may be 
secured to some one else? 

The assertion is often heard in connection wiilh the 
agitation for the enactment and enforcement of Sunday 
laws,itha~ the Creator ordained "one day in seven" as a. 
day of rest. People who offer this in support of a Sun
day law are not sincere; they do not believe in a one
day-in-seven law at all. What they want-and the only 
thing they will accept-is a Sunda;y law.' The Creator
did set apart one day ir.1 seven, it is true; but be did not; 
leave any indefiniteness about it, and be did not set, 
apart Sunday, or the first day of the week. He set 
apart "the seventh day," which, as the weekly cycle was
fixed by!.that very act, must necessarily have been, and 
must now be, the seventh day of the week. 

Progress Toward Despotism. 

DEVELOPMENTS at the seat of the national Govern
ment reveal a rapid progress along the pathway to gov-
ernmental despotism. · 

The first great 'Step in this direction was the adop-· 
tionlof the policy oi foreign conquest. That policy had. 
to be justified in some way, and in the effort to do this. 
have been involved the further steps in the djrection of 
repudiating the principles of free government that have· 
since been taken. 

First, it was declared that the policy of foreign con
quest was upheld by the Constitution. Next, the Con
stituthm was declared .to be a very flexible instrument. 
that could be stretched and bl\llt so as to cover almost. 
anythh1g. Next it was declared that the Constitution. 
and the Declaration of Inqependence were "out~of date,'" 
a;nd that while entitled to some regard as veperable 
documents having a historical importance, they could 
not be binding upon such a great a.nd growing power as, 
the United State~ has now become. 

Neft it was discovered that, however these doctrines,. 
might be regarded, the Government possessed certain 
powers which might be ·exercised "outside the Constltu-. 
tion;" and this was soon hailed as a discovery of great 
importance. It was soon settled, in fact, that the Con-
stitution did not apply to territory outside the main
land of North:.A.merica at all, and that in the new island 
possessions Congress might govern just as it pleased. 
.And so it was considered proper to vest in one individ
ual, for the government ·of this new territory, power 
and authority beyonq any that could belong to him 
under the Constitution. Power and authority was . 
vested in the Chief Executive Qf the United States-the 
President-which under the Constitution belo_nged to 
the legislative and judicial departments of the Govern-
ment; and by this he was raised to a position over the 
new territory litt:te if anything short of an actual die--· 
tat or. 
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Under the Constitution, Congress alone can declare 
war; yet the President of the United States, without 
Congress, put into the field of warfare against the Fil
ipinos a larger army than was ever before raised by the 
United States to contend with a foreign power. 

This was a. plain usurpation of power, growing out 
of the unauthorized policy that had been adopted in 
dealing with the territory taken from Spain. But with 
this, as with every step in the departure from the former 
principles, vigorous and unceasing efforts have been 
made to fortify it and establish it as a legitimate feat· 
ure of American· government. It has even been pro
posed, under this program of government "without the 
Constitution," that the President shall have authority 
to conclude secret treaties with other nations, himself 
alone, or with such advice as he may choose, from his 
cabinet or perchance from a Catholic prelate,instead of 
"by and with the advice and consent of the Senate," as 
the Constitution provides. 

As was inevitable, all these steps taken for the gov
ernment of foreign territory "without the Constitution,'' 
and which were in the direction of "government by a 
sin~le mind"-a one-man power-have begun to react 
upon the government of the home territory, to which it 
is still admitted the Constitution applies; and steps are 
now being taken at Washington to strengthen the 
power and authority of the Chief Executive over the 
people of the United States. 

A New Hampshire senator has moved for an amend
ment to the rules of th~ Senate, for the purpose of shut
ting off the privilege of speaking upon general resolu
tions that may be introduced. The proposed amend
ment provides that" All resolutions shall be referred 
without debate to their api>J:opriate committees, unless 
the Senate by unanimous consent orders otherwise." 
The purpose and significance of this move are explained 
tl).us:-

"The adoption of this rule would make it impossible 
for any senator to speak during the morning hour upon 
any resolution which he might have offered, except by 
unanimous consent expressly granted, because any res
olution offered would go without debate to the appro· 
priate committee. The committees are in the control 
of the majority party in Congress, and would not report 
any resolution for consideration which did not support 
the administration. Thus, by the operation of this 
rule, the voice of free debate would be as completely 
stifled in the Senate as is the case in the House, where
nothing can be considered without the previous indorse
ment of the committee on rules. 

"The Senate, which has remained a deliberative 
body, where every State had the right, through its two 
senators, to be heard upon the general state of the 
country, would fall under the complete control of-the 
men making up the majority of the committee on rules, 
and practically under the control of the one man .who 
might be chairman of that committee." 

It is felt by the' supporters of this move that there 
is too much talk in the Senate in favor of political lib-

erty. A senator from South Dakota baA been speakiiig· 
in behalf of freedom for the people of the Philippines, 
and a senator from Illinois has been speaking in behalf' 
of the Boers, and it is declared that the administration 
must not be subjected to such attacks. This proposed 
amendment to the rules will., if carried, practically shut 
off all speeches attacking the policy of the administra
tion, because it will be necessary first to· secure the·· 
unanimous consent of the Senate, and the Senate will 
never be unanimous in opposition to the policy of the· 
President. It will consign all resolutions attacking the
President's policy to committees which "are iuthe con
trol of the majority party in Congress, and would not 
report any resolution for consideration which did not 
support the administration." 

Thus the administration will be left practically at 
liberty to pursue its own policy, regardless of Congress, 
which is to say, regardless of the people whom C<;mgress. 
represents. And then, the Government will not be a 
government of the people by the people, but a govern
ment of the people by "the administration," which at. 
least approximates to and must naturally soon result. 
in, government by a single mind-a one-;man power-a· 
monarchy as absolute as that of Russia. 

In line with all this that bas been cited, iii? a bill that 
is now before Congress which provides that the Presi· 
dent shall be given complete authority to prescribe-· 
rules of government and to appoint officials for their 
enforeement throughout the Philippine archipelago~ 

The passage of this measure is looked for at an early 
date. 

The Sabbath Changed By Law in the 
Cook Islands. 

THE following "Sabbath law" has, after much 
agitation upon the subject, been enacted by the Parlia
ment of the Cook Islands, in the South Paeific Ocean:-

"oRRISTMAS DAY ACT, 1899. 
"An act to regulate the calendar and assimilate the 

days of the week and months to those of other countries 
east of the 180th degree of longitude. 

"Be it enacted by theparliamentoftheCook Islands, 
with the approval of the British resident. 

"The short title of this act shall be the 'Christmas 
Day Act, Ul99.' 

"2. The 25th and 26th of DecembeF of the New 
Zealand Calendar shall be observed as the Christmas 
day within the islands of the Cook group, and shall be 
treated as one day, and be called the 25th ·day of De
cember, 1899. It shall further be held that the day 
following the said 25th shall be Tuesday, the 26th day 
of December. 

"3. It shall not be lawful for any one to follow his 
or her calling or ordinary employment, or do any work 
for profit or reward on the Sabbath day, as fixed by 
this act. 

"Provided always that work of an ure:elilt natme 
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·such as _loading or unloading of vessels, shall not be 
-deemed to be prohibited by this section. 

"4. Any offense und_er this act may be punished 
by a fine of not exceeding ten shillings, or in default 
not exceeding three days' hard labor on the public 
roads." 

The purpose and si~¥-ificance of this action are well 
stated by an exchange, as iollows:-

"The 'Sabbath day as fixed by this act' is Sunday. 
The first missionaries who labored in these islands, and 
through whose labors the people were induced to pro
fess Christianity, took no notice of the da,y line (longi
tude 180°), but kept on reckoning the days of the week 
just as they did at home. Therefore what they called 
the first day of the week was really the seventh day. 
All these many years the natives have been observing 
the Sabbath day, suppo~ing that it was Sunday. But 
since seventh·day Christians came among them the dif
fer:ence has become so conspicuous that the people who 
believe 'in Sunday observance began to demand that the 
calendar be corrected bylaw and so 'assimilate the days 
of the week to those of other countriPs.' The Catholics 
began the agitation, and the missionaries of the London 
Missionary Society joined them in the effort. 

'"Of course this is all done in order that there may 
be no mistake in the matter of Sunday observance. It 
did not make any- difference until the fact was empha
sized that· the day on which the people observed the 
Sabbath was the Sabbath of the commandment-the 
~eventh day of the week. As long as they observed the 
day as Sunday, the ffrst day of the week, it was all 
right; but when some began to observe it as the Sab
b8!th of the Lord, which it really is, the importance oj 
bEing like the world was suddenly appreciated. Observ
ing tbe Sabbath on th" seventh day was a blow to Sun
·day observance which the advocates of the Sunday 
Sabbath could not endure; hence the'civillawwas called 
·in to rectify the m.atter, and give to the first day of the 
week the prominence deemed to. be its due. Sunday 

-observers often argue (when other argument fails) that 
it does not matt-er which day you keep, if you observe 

-one day in seven; but the argument usually includes the 
·p{ovisos that that one day be on S~nday, and that the 
·institution be supported by state law." 

Honest Words by the "Washington Post." 

Why cannot we be honest in our utterances touch
ing the territories we have recently acquired? Really, it 
would save time and trouble, to say nothing of life and 
trea.sure, to eome out frankly with the annou~cement 
that we have annexed these possessions in cold blood, 

.and that we intend to utilize them to our profit and ad
vantage. All thistalkabout benevolent assimilation; all 
this hypocritical pretense of anxiety for the moral, social, 
.and intellectual exaltatien of the natives; all this trans
parent parade of responsibility and deep-seated 
:purpose-all this deceives nobody, avails nothing, helps 
us not an:inch in the direction of profit, dignity, and 
.honor. We all know, down in our hearts, that, these 

islands, groups, etc., are important to us only in the 
ratio of their practical, possibilities. We value the~ by 
the standard-of their commercial m;efulnef"s-;- and ~y 
no other.-WasHington Pos,t (D. C.), Jan. 14. 

"The Higher Powers." 

RoMANS 13:1 is often quote_d to prove that all should 
yield implicit obedience to eivil government, -right or 
wrong. But the fact., is that it teaches something very· 
different from this, Iiamely, ~hat every soul should be 
subject to "the higher powers"-"the principalities and 
powers in heavenly places" (Eph. 3:10)-all of which are 
in turn subject to- Jesus Christ. In short, Rom. 13:1 
sim

1
ply puts in other phrase the latter part of Acts 5:29: 

"We ought to obey God rather ~han men." 
Nori§"this a strained interpretation. TheScriptures 

plainly teach that Christ's is thehigherpower. Speaking 
by inspiration of God, as we learn from Num. 24:5-7, 
Balaam said: "How goodly are thy tents, 0 Jacob, and 
thy tabernacles,.O Israel! As the valleys are they spread 
forth, as gardens by the river's side; .as the trees of lig~ 
aloes which the Lord hath planted, and. as cedar trees 
beside the waters. He shall pour the water out of his 
buckets, and his seed shall be in ma~y waters, and his 
King shall be ·higher than Agag, and his kingdom 
shall be exalted." 

Again, in Ps. 89:27 we rea:d these words: "I will 
make him my first-born higher than the. kings of the 
earth.". 

These texts both, beyond a doubt, refer to Qhr1st._ 
''Water," singular, is frequently used in the Scriptures 
as the symbol of divine truth. To the woman at the 
well, the Saviour said: "If thou knewest the glftof God, 
and who it is is that saith to thee, Give me to drink; 
thou wouldest have asked of him, and he would have 
given thee living water." He would have given her the 
word of God, which "is li:ving and powerful." (Reb. 
4:12), and which "is spirit" and "life.''/ John 6:63. 

But "waters," plural, is used as a.symbolof"peoples, 
and multitudes, and nations, and tongues." Rev. 
17:15. With these facts in mind, read again Num. 
24:5-7, and it will be at once apparent that the import 
of Balaam's prophecy is that bythe pouring out of the 
water of life through the preaching of the divine word, 
God will have children in every nation; which is also 
plainly declared i~ Rev. 7:9, where in describing the 
throng of the redeemed, John says: "I beheld, and, lo, 
a great multituqe, which no man could number, of all 
nations, and kindreds, and peoples, and tongues, stood 
beiore the throne.'' 

Such is the kingdom of Him who is "higher than 
Aga,g"-"higher than the kings of the earth;" and 
whose are "the higl:!.er powers." 

To the Ephesians, the apostle wrote of the power 
that theFatherwrought in the Son "when he r~tised him 
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from the dead, atld set him at his own right hand in the 
heavenly places, .far above all principality and power, 
and might, and dominion." See Eph. 1:15-22. This 
authority Christ n9w has "as a son over his own house; 
which house are we." 

God's people, while in the world, are not of the world, 
even as he is not of the world. Set1 J ohn15:19. They 
are "strangers and pilgrims in the earth:" He b. 11:13. 
They are sojourners "in the land of promise as in a 
strange country, dwelling in tabernacles." Verse 9. 
Like Abraham, they look "for a city which hath foun
'dations, whose builder and maker is God." Verse 10. 
'They are subjects, not of earthly rulers, but of the 
·heavenly King, for in behalf of all such it is plainly 
declared, "Our citizenship is in heaven; from whence also 
we look for a Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ: who shall 
change qur vile body that it may be fashioned like unto 
his glorious body." Phil. 3:20, R. V. 

But being subjects of the heavenly King does not 
e;K'empt us from being subject to the eterna\ principles 
of justice ordained by God himself. All men "are en
dowed by their Creator with certain unalienabfe rights." 
Governments exist in the overruling providence of Gbd 
to conserve these rights. Hence, Christians "must needs 
be subject, not only for wrath, bu.t also for conscience' 
sake.:' 'They must obey, "not with eye-service, as men
pleasers; but as the servants of Christ, doing the will of 
God from the ~eart." 

"There is no power but of God." Said the boastful 
Pilate to the Saviour, "Knowest thou not that I have 
power to crucify thee, and that I have power to relea~e 
thee? Jesus answered, Thou couldes't have no power at 
all against me, except it were given thee from above<' 
Thus it appears that even the power by which men com
mit sin is from God; hence the charge of the Lord 
against the children of Israel: "Thou hast made me to 
serve with thy sins." Isa. 43:24. 

Civil government, as we now know it, was'no part of 
.God's original plan, any more than was divorce which 
hesubsequently permitted through Moses. God designed 
to govern man himself through love, and that he might 
do this he endued him wil;h social and moral qualities 
He gave him love of order·, a sense of justice, and th~ 
in'stinct of self preservation. These attributes in nn
fallen men would make them the willing subjects of the 
Creator. The same attributes would lead fallen men to 
associate themselves together for mutual protection' 
and cooperation, and to secure that order which men 
naturally desire. God is never taken by surprise. He 
provides before hand for every possible contingency. 
He provided civilgovernmentas a means whereby a race 
of rebels might be saved from anarchy and consequent 
self-destruction. 

"God is love," aud when in consonance with his 
character he cannot, because of man's sin, do for him 
what he otherwise would do, he does the very best. thing 
that can be done under the circumstances. The original 

law of marriage contained no provisionfordivorcement,_ 
Because of the hardness of their hearts Moses permitted> 
it. "But from the beginning it was not so."· Matt. 
19:7, 8. The Creator himself would not compel those to· 
live together who were not united in heart; and so the 
Lord through Moses permitted divorce. But this is not. 
and never was intended l'or Mtof1e who are truly the 
children of God. T'o permit men to put away their wives. 
when there was no agreement in the married life, was 
simply the best·thing that even the Creator could do for· 
those who, because of the hardness of their hearts, were 
not subject to the divine marriage law. 

In like manner, to permit, civil government among 
men, was the best thing that God could do for a race 
that had refused his divine rule. Since men would not 
willingly submit themselves to thei~Creatorina~l things, 
as they would not yield themselves to the God of love 
that he might work in each one to love his neighbor as 
himself, they must, for the preservation of the race, b& 
compelled to submit themselves one to another in civil< 
things, that is, in their· relations one with another .. 
"But from the beginning it was not so." 

"The powers that be are ordained of God;" that is,. 
the genus of government is implanted in the very nature 
of man. H was this governing power that gave Adam. 
such complete mastery over the beasts. And it is. 
because some men have more of this power than others. 
that some are natural leaders. But while· God has. 
ordained governmental power, he has no more ordained, 
the abuse of this power than he bas the abuse of an:y of. 
the powers of mind and body so often misused. The 
misuse of any God-given power (and all our powers are
God-given) is sin. And it is sin just as much in the ruler 
as in the subject. Even 'nations are subject to the 
supreme rule of right. This principle is recognized in, 
the Declaration of Independence in the statement that 
the United Colonies have "fuli power" to do all "things. 
which free and independent States may ot. right do." 

And thisbigherlawof right is theruleof theChristif!tn .. 
He asks not, What says the civil code? But, What is. 
right? Not, Wh~t says the state? But, What says the· 
God of heaven? Thus, alwa:ys and in every place he is 
subject te the "higher powers," to the "principalities 
ail.d powers in heavenly places." And being thus subject 
he wrongs no man, for he loves his neighbor as himself,. 
and "Love is the fulfilling of the law." c. P. n. 

A Parable. 

BY ROYAl, HUBBELL. 

A GOOD little boy sat upon his mama's doorstep. 
industriously powdering and sifting brick-dust with . 
which to scour the cutlery. , ' 

This was a laudable and innocent occupation; but.. 
a big, bad boy came along, bent on mischief. 

1 
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"Your dust is weak, little boy," said he; "here, ta;tre 
-<aome of this black sand und mix with it; and here are 
.,some nice little sticks for you to play with." 

APPLICATION:- TheN. W. C. T. U. and other1similar 
.societies were using the scouring religion of Christ to 
cleanse rusty and spotted humanity. What could be 
more beautiful? But wily Satan ever on the alert 
says: "Oh, but your religion is too weak by itself! Here, 
take some of the black sand of politics and civil govern
ment and mix with it to make it strong!" 

And, one of these days many innocent and undesign
ing people will awaken to the fact that the little fiery 
match-stick of sectarian hat~ has touched the black and 
white powder of politics and religion: and there will 
·hurst the bomb of religious persecution that will cripple 

' and scar ma~w of their brethren for whom Christ died. 

A Test Case in Ohio Schools. 

BY ROY F. COTTRELL. 

FoR several weeks an intense interest has been. 
·taken in a religious educational controversy between 
the teachers anq the school board of New Antioch, 
~Ohio. The opening exercises conducted by the principal 
consisted in Scripture reading without comment, and 
prayer. The assistant required her pupils to commit 
and recite iu concert ·the Lord's Prayer as found in their 
Th,ird Reader. The Board of Education being agnostic 
in sentiment, opposed this action; and, as the teachers 
would not yield, the matter was laid before the Court 
·of Common Pleas. There a decision was rendered in 
favor of the Board: but, as the majority in the district 
are in .sympathy with the teachers, the case has been 
appealed to the Circuit Court, and its verdict is now 
awaited. In. the interim the school building has been 
locked ag'ainst the teachers. 

• A weekly journal, in speaking of the bitter feeling 
·caused by this "religious war," says: "It is simply ag
nosticism in the form of law vs. the Christialjl religion." 
But this conclusion neither logically nor rightfully fol
lows. The fact that one lifts his voice against any 
religious exercises in the public schools, however brief 
or seemingly unimportant~ does not place him in oppo
sition to the Christian religion. On the. contrary, the 
principles of true Protestantism forbid all state institu- • 
tiuns from holding or teaching anything that favors in 
the least degree, any form of religion, whether Christian 

. or pagan. 
Our Saviour said, "Render therefore 'unto Cmsar 

·the things which are Cmsar's; and unto God the things 
that are God's:" and in return Cmsar (the state) is to 
demand only those things which are within his sphere. 
•Outside this, in all m~tters that embrace our duty to 
·God, rights of conscience, belief, or practise, the state 
<has no sovereignty. 

But is not this "a Christian nation"? and is it not 
just that the majority should rule? It has been declared· 
such by; our highest judicial authority. Is not that 
sufficient? Let us see. Has Cmsar the power to make 
one individual a Christian? Has the highest earthly 
tribunal power to Christianize a nation? Never. God 
alone can change the hearp .of man,~ or proclaim a theo
cracy; and, until h~s Spirit operates and controls the 
individuals that mak~ up our Government, it is not "a 
Christian nation." 

Let it be granted that 'the majority make a profes
sion; does this effect the principle involved?-Not at all. 
.Given the right to favor a general form of religion ando 
the ·principle is surrendered; for, that which sanctions a· 
genera,] form may with equal right sanction a pa,rticular 
form to the exclusion 6f all others. No person is to sur
render his right to think and believe, and if a man has 
no faith in religion shall he be compelled to place his chil· 
dren in a schooi where religious exercises are held? And, 
more than this, shall his means be appropriated to 
support a system with which he has no sympathy?
Certatnly not. 

"To compel a man to furnish contributions of money 
for the propagation of opinions which he disbelieves, is 
sinful and tyrannical." Justice is justice; right is right; 
and the slightest deviation from it is wrong. 

Dayton, Ohio. · 

"They Say and Do Not." 

BY
0

B. W. MARSH. 

NEVER in the history of mankh:td bas there been 
such a dispositio.Q. to say one thing and do anot:Q.er as 
at the present time. The sayings of the peqple are as 
directly opposite to that whioh is actually being done 
as is possible for them . to be. The history of nations 
COUld be made Up Of Violated promises and Unredeemed I 
pledges, and the Scripture that "there is no truth, nor 
mercy, no.r knowledge of God in the land," would in this 
strange time seem to meet the completeness of its fulfil
ment. The situation as summed up by the prophet and 
apostle is sufficiently startling to awaken anyone who 
cares to lay their words alongside p11esen~-day happen
jugs. ''Ever learning and never able to come to a 
knowledge of the truth," says the apostle, and the 
prophet adds, "In transgressing and lying against the 
Lord, and departing away from our God, speaking 
oppression and revolt, conceivinga,nd uttering from the 
heart words of falsehood. And judgment is turned 
away backward, and jus~ice standeth afar off; for truth 
is fallen in the street, and equity cannot enter." 1 Tim. 
3; 7; Jsa. 59: 13, 14. 

· 'rhe unfulfilled promises, and broken pledges lying 
at the gateway of nations are sufficient comment on 
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this awful truth. Here is one from the Denver Evening 
Post:-

"Says Peace but Intends War. Russia's Part in 
the Oriental Overture about to Begin is Very Clearly 
Indicated. The czar has given the most pronounced 
vocal assurances of his peaceable inclinations and in
tentions. This was the necessary prelude. With that 
assurance taken seriously nobody can look for mjlitary 
movements in Russia. Yet 75,000 troops have left 
Tiflis in Transcaucasia for Baku on the western coast 
·of the Caspian sea. From there they will cross at once 
to Krasnovodsk, whence they will proceed to Kanschka, 
the frontier station on the borders of Afghanistan. 
Events rapidly transpiring there make their advance 
-on Herat a necessity. Believing in. the peaceable assur
:ances of the czar, the British in India have of course 
nothing to fear, not until the Russians are massed on 
-the Indian frontier. 

"It was probably an, oversight on the part of the 
·czar that he failed to couple with his peaceable assur
ances a statement that Russia is not making any prep
arations for war. He might have said that, for it is the 
truth. All preparations have already been made. In 
Siberia as close to the frontier of British India as it is 
possible to take them without crossing the line, 250,000 
troops arenowassembled. Meanwhile England is calling 
for volunteers to go to South Africa, the regular force 
having been exhausted. TheBritisharedepending on the 
•czar's peaceable assurances, and the czar on his army 
made ready for the fray. General Yonaff, recently des
ignated for the especially-important command of the 
Russian forces in the semi-Reitschensk district, has al
ready established hifl headquarters in Kanschka, while 
the Russian squadron in Port Arthur and in the Persian 
·gulf is increasing. It is well to bear this in mind, to~ 
gether with the peaceable assurances of the czar." 

And now word comes frofn St. Petersburg that Rus
•Si.anrule is about to be established in Persia through the 
medium of an immense loan payable in seventy-five 
years. The whole scheme is plain enough; Russia is 
forcing an outlet to the sea. If she cannotgetitthrough 
ihe Dardanelles, she will be satisfied for the present with 
·the Persian gulf. She assures England that she means 
'peace, and for fear that England will interfere with her 
peaceful(?) intentions, she _has amassed an army of 
:325,000 men on the Af/hl'l.n and India frontier to en
force respect for her peaceful assurances while she throws 
her web around Persia, and presses a little closer about 
·the Sick Man of the East. "They say and do not;" they 
·say, "Peace, peace, when there is no peace," and "when 
-they shall sa,y peace and safet.y,' sudden destruction 
·cometh upon them." And who can say that the time 
·has not come? 

I 

Cripple Creek, Colo. 

"IT doesn't make any difference which day you 
·observe as the Sabbath-any onedayin seven-provided 
you observe the first day of the' week. If you don't 
·observe that day we'll lock you up." Is not this the 
dogie of the complete argument in behaH of Sunday? 

Constitution vs. Commerce. 

THE problem with which the Government has to 
deal in determining the political status of the newly
acquired island territory-the con:flict which is ]lire· 
sented between "sentiment" and trade interes:ts, be- , 
tween the demands of the Constitution and .those of 
commerce-is described in this quotation from an arti
cle on "Government in Our New Possessions,'' by 
Judge H. G. Curtis, of the Insular Commission, in The· 
Outlook:-

"Free trade must, of course, follow any declaration 
or action which brings theRe islands within our bonn
dar.v limits and makes them an integral part of the· 
Union, bec.ause the Constitutional provision is impera
tive that rates of duty shall be uniform throughout 
the United States, and no duty can be charged on goods 
imported from any State. This includes territories and· 
districts as well as states; otherwif'!e we would collect 
in New York duties on goods from Arizona, and from 
New York to the District of Columbia or any other ter
ritory. 

"This is one of the fundamental provisions of the 
Constitution. It was the leading cause for calling the 
Constitut.ional Convention; it was the only reason as: 
signed in the 'Virginia Resolutions' which started the 
movement for a Constitution and a more perfect union. 
The islands of Porto Rico and the Philippines can and 
would supply, with their soil and cheap labor, all the 
sugar which the United States could consume, all the 
tobacco which we could use, and all the semi-tropical 
fruits, rice, and many other things that could find a 
mark~t in the Untited States. All wquld-come in compe
tition with the products of this land, which we have so 
long striven to protect. 

"Free from all duty or control, all our tobacco in
dustries in eight S~ates, all the infant and projected 
beet-sugar industries, and all the fruit-growing of Cali
fornia and Florida, would beo irretrievably ruined. Is 
the mere sentiment of giving to these people a territo
rial government or legislation passed by Congress 
worth 'the injury to our own people an.d productions 
which it must entail? Are not our own people, who' 
have made this country g'reat, entitled to some consid
eration? Shall we be driven upon these rocks by the 
baseless cry of 'imperialism' or 'militarism?'" 

This only illustrates the inevitable difficulties in 
which the nation has become involved by the unameri· 
can policy of foreign conquest. The ship of state has to 
be steered between Scylla and Charybdis, and danger' 
is discerned upon only one side of the course. There 
are trade evils to be encountered if the Constitution is 
adhered to; but all the dangers they present are as 
nothing to those which lie in the way of what is now 
describe'tl as "()utside the Constitution .. " Imperialism 
and militarism are rocks which have :wrecked and are 
wrecking the greatest governments the earth has 
known. There-is no safety save in a return to the for
mer course. 
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NoT long ago a well-meaning critic of the AMERICAN 
SENTINEL took exception to some things the SENTINEL 
was saying of the policy of the present American admin
istration, and in support of the objection cited the 
f?cripture text "thou shalt not speak evil of the ruler of 
thy people." 

* * * 
This only illustrates the necessity for such a publi

. cation as the SENTINEL is designed to be. There iS no 
"ruler" of the American people. This is a government 
of the people by the people. But there are powerful 
forces actively at work in the Government which if not 
che~ked must very soon result in creating a ruler for

1

the 
people and turn this Republic into a monarchy. There are 
those in high political office who are willing to assume 
and accept power to which they have no right, and 
make themselves actual rulers of the people if the people 
are not vigilant to preserve their rights. 

* * * 
And right at_ this time, when vigilance and a clear 

discernment of the situation are so much needed, there 
are many who, like our critic, have the idea that to 
criticise the acts of the administration is to speak evil 
of the ruler of the people. That is just why it is nec
essary to call attention to the departure from republi
can principles in the Government. The SENTINEL is 
only pointing out that there is no "ruler" of the Amer
ican people,_and ought to be none; and if the people 
would view what it says in the proper light, they would 
bearoused to prevent theconsummatiop.of the monarch
ical movement that is in progress. But if already they 
have the idea that the Executive at Washington is a 
ruler of the people instead of their servant, what hope 
can there be for the maintenance of free government 
unless they can be aroused to their error? 

* * * 
There are, and should be, :r'ulers of the American 

people, but no ruler; there should be government "by 
the people" of the people, but no goyernment of the 
people by one man, or by any scheme which does 
not allow full popular representation. 

* * * 
NEGOTIATIONS wpich have been in progress for some 

time,with Great Britain, in respect to rights da-imed by 

the latter touching the prospective Nicaragua Canal~ 
have been concluded, and the United States is to build 
and operate the canal. Butit is realized that the ca-nal 
must be fortified to guard American interests in case of 
war with a naval power; and this question will receive 
the attention of the Government. And now an enginee!'" 
who has been conn~cted with the preliminary work 
already done comes forward and says the best way 
would be for the United States to annex Nicaragua and 
Costa Rica; and then "we would be able to do whatever 
we wished regarding the canal." This is very sugges
tive of more "expansion." 

* * * 
A CORRESPONDENT inquires how we can know which 

day is the seventh day commanded to be observed as 
the Sabbath. "Unless arecord of the seventh day has 
been kept from creation down," he says, "no one can tell 
when the seventh day comes round." 

* * .. 
There are several proofs by which our friend cam 

determine just when the seventh day comes round. 

* * " 
First, the seventh day is. the day immediately pre

ceding the first day of the week. We never hceard that .. 
anybody bad any trouble in locating the first day of the 
week; and as the indefiniteness of tbe seventh day is 
always asserted as an argument for the observance of 
the first day, the latter is conceded to be a definitely
located day, and from this as a basis the seventh day 
may be found, as stated. 

* * * 
But if our inquirer does not make his statement in 

behalf of Sunday, but believes the first day to be as 
indefinite as the seventh day, then we can cite him to the 
fact that not only has a record of the original seventh 
day been kept from creation down, but the seventh day 
itself has been so kept. 

* * *· 
The original seventh day was the seventh day from 

the beginning of creation; and the setting apart of tb~t 
day as the Sabba,tb for mankind, made the week. The 
weekly cycle of time has existed from A. dam's day to our 
own. 

* * .. 
The Crea.tor blessed and sanctified (set apart) the 

original seventh day, and his law declares, "the seventh 
day"-;-the oneheblessed andsanctified-"is the Sabb'ath 
of the Lord tqy God," and commands "in it thou shalt 
not do any work!' If the original seventh day were t~ 
become lost, this part of the divine law would fail,.. 
because men could notremember to keep bolyaSabbath 
day w~ich they had lost track of and could not find; and< 
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God would be unjust in requiring of mankind something 
they could not perform. If there were any p0ssibility of 
his Sabbath day becoming lost, that possibility would 
no doubt have been in the mind of the Creator when he 
ordained the Sabbath, and hewouldhavetakenmeasures 
for its preservation. So to question whether the seventh 
day has been lost or not, is really to question whether 
the purpose of God in giving the Sabbath has failed or 
not, which is to question whether God is omniscient and 
omnipotent, or is no real God at all. 

* * • 
The Creator pointed out the Sabbath day to the 

Jews shortly after they left Egypt; and as he certainly 
knew which day was the seventh day, it is certain the 
Jews at that time knew when the seventh day "came 
round." And they began as a nation to observe the 
Sabbath at that time, and havecontinueditsobservance 
from that day to this. So our inquirer has only to 
make note of the day observed by the Jews, to know just 
what day is the seventh day commanded by the Creator.· 

* * * 
Finally, it is recorded of the holy women who came 

to the sepulchre of Jesus to anoint his body, that· they 
"returned and prepared sweet spices and ointments, and. 
rested theSabbathdayaccordingtothecommandment." 
And the next day,when they came again to the s.epulchre, 
was "the first oay of .the week." So the Sabbath day 
according to the commandment-which was the day God 
sanctified and blessed at creation-is located at the time 
of the resurrection of Christ as beingthedayimmediately 
preceding the "first day of the week." And the first day 
of the week has certainly not been lost since that time. 

• 
* * 

There bas never, indeed, been any occasion in the 
history of the world for the week to get lost. From 
earliest times, fts different days were dedicated to the 
different heathen gods, from the sun to saturn, arid they 
were as prominent in the transactions of the world 
anciently as they are to· day. They could no more get 
lost anciently than they can to-day. 

* * * 
. Both the heathen world and the people of God have 

preserved the week, w:ith its seventh day, from earliest 
times down to the present; and their records agree to
day,and always have agreed. So it is absolutely beyond 
question that the seventh day of our week and the 
seventh day of creation week are one and the same day. 

• * • 
THE controversy in the public schools at Piermont, 

N.Y., growing out of the attempt to compelattendance 
of the children at religious exercises, which was opposed 
by Catholic parents, has been settled by the following 
decision rendered by State Superintendent Skinner:-

"It is a violation of the school law to compel chil-

dren to attend religious services after the hour of school 
opening, and the reading of the Bible in the public 
schools is also prohibited. As far back as 1838 the 
superintendent of common schools laid down this deci
sion: 'Neither the common school system nor any other 
social system can be maintained unless the conscientious 
views of all are equally respected.'" 

* * * 
A PROPOSED law for the control of religious associa

tions in Japan has been presented to the Japanese 
House of Peers, and from present indications it is 
thought likely that it will be passed. The proposed 
measure is interesting in that it puts Christian churches 
on the same plane as regards rights and privilegf's that 
is occupied by Buddhist societies and temples. No 
taxes are to be levied on "buildings and premises used 
for propagating l'eligion or performing se;rvices," or on 
"buildings established within such premises for the resi
dence of teachers of religion." This is substantially the 
same as the provision of American law against the tax· 
ation of church property. 

* * * 
"The only point against which reasonable objection 

can be raised," says an American religious journal, is 
the following:-

"No kyoshi [teacher of religion] can give public ex
pression to his opinions on political affairs, or engage 
in any movement of a political character." 

This has called out a protest frotn a number of Jap
anese Christians. 

* * * 
Such a provision is, of courst>, an unjustifiable re

striction upon personal liberty, yet it shows how keenly 
the Japanese government appreciates the truth that 
political measures starting from religious sources are 
likely to be productive of harm; and also that-sad to 
say-a profession of Christianity is no guaranty that 
an individual or an organization of men will not work 
against the government or try to manipulate politics 
so as to place their religion in a position of political 
advantage. 

* * * 
A PARTIAL report which has been made by the Phil

ippine Commission, affirms that independence is not· 
desired by~the more intelligent classes in the islands. 
It does pronounce, however, in favor of leaving the 
question of title :to property claimed by the religious 
orders to be settled by the courts of justice, and even 
suggests the)propriety of dividing this property up into 
small parcels, to be sold to the people. Meanwhile a 
new PhilippineCommission, with a United States Circuit 
judge at:its~head, has been appointed by the Presidmt, 
the special:mission{of which, it is said, will be the estab
lishment of a civil government for theislands. 
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An Infant Republic's Address to the United States. 

. THE following is an extract from what is-described 
by London newspapers as a remarkable document ema
nating from the office of the. Se~retary of State at Pre
toria, capital of the Transvaal Republic, dated Decem
ber 16, 1899. It is an appeal to the great powers of 
the world against being starved into submission by 
Great Britain, but seems especially addressed to the 
United States, of ~hich power it says:-

"Since, in 1870, the President of the United States 
acknowledged our republic as a sovereign state, Ameri
cans have :flocked here in numbers. In every instance 
the hand of fellowship has been extended to them. Not 
a single case of disagreement is on record, but with the 
first war note of the oppressor we are informed that 
America is acting in league with the enemy. If our 
sister republic has no sympathy with us, if the boasted 

· condescension of the British is to be preferred to sincer. 
ityand truth, we will no longer believe in the justiceaBd 
integrity of the American nation, and her profession of 
Christianity we will consider empty sound." 

Sunday Closing News .. 

MISSOURI. 

A FRIEND in Quenweg, Mo., sends us the following 
newspaper reports of a crusade for the enforcement of 
the Sunday law against saloons, in Jasper County and 
vicinity:-

''Jasper County was d~ier yesterday than the worst 
prohibition town in Kansas. From C~ntral Oity to 
astute Carthage not a drop of liquor was sold over the 
bar. Even in Webb Clty and Carterville, wherefor years 
the saloon men knew no Sunday, the mandates qf the 
law we:J;e respected. Joplin saloon men were given a tip 
last Saturday, so it is said, that Prosecuting Attorney 
Shannon had made up his mind to prosecute any fur
ther viola~ions of the Sunday-closing law, and inas
much as the officers had been kind enough ~o put the 
saloon-keepers on their guard, the latter readily took 
the hint. Of course the saloon men do not like it, but 
they must stand for it. , Sunday has always been 
counted as the biggestdayfor the liquor business inJop
lin, and if the closing is to be made permanent, some of 
the numerous places will be obliged to close up!". 

"Prosecuting Attorney H. L. Shannon is arranging 
to file information against ten or a dozen Joplin liquor 
license holders who failed to close their saloons last 
Sunday in compliance with an order from. the attorney 
in question. Delay is necessitated in filing the infor
mation by t1.e diflicu!ty in ascertaining just who is 
proprietor of each saloon. The records must be con
sulted. 

"Joplin's saloons closed up on Sunday of their own 
accord, ju~t before the grand jury went into session, 
and this fact Wafi! perhaps responsible for their not get
ting the notification to close at the same time Carter-

ville was noti:fled which caused some complaint at the 
latter place .. Now, however, several Joplin saloons still 
open Sundays, and will be IJroceeded against . .. . ...... ~ .. _ ...... - 1> -- . . . --··--""----~- -~- ---. ~- -----

"Webb City saloons have been kept closed on Sun-
days of late by the city authorities, though at one time 
it was so generally recognized that her saloons kept 
open anyway that the city added $10 to the regular 
monthly license of $50 for Sunday opening." 

. "Joining Hands." 

LAST, Sunday morning "Father" McGrath, a Roman 
Catholic of this city, with his :flock was admitted to the 
Lafayette Ave. Baptist Church, and later in the fore
noon to the Episcopal Guild Hall. In both places he 
conducted the regular service of his church. Altar. boys 
were in a'ttendance to chant and perform their part, 
and full mass was said. Mr. Me Grath was deeply moved 
by the "Christianity" manifested by these Protestants 
toward him and his people. Well, :what is Protestant-
ism here now anyway? ADDIE Bow:EN. , 

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 12, 1900. 

The Decay of the Republic. 

THE CONTRAST OF TO-DAY WITH THE FIBST QUARTER 
OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, AS SEEN BY 

AN OBSERVER OF FOUR SCORE YEARS. 

Highland Park, IlL, Jan. 25, 1900. 

EDITO~ AMERICAN SENTINEL: 
Your little paper, the SENTINEL, is the most pithy, 

forceful and cogent publication that comes to my table 
among more thail a dozen prints of the day. I read it 
ior the comfort and consolation it gives me by calling 
my mind back to the halcyon days of boyhood, of the 
first quarter .of this waning century, when patriotism 
was not measured by dollars, nor love of liberty a 
grinning pretense; in fact, to the days when the great 
American Republic was buoyant with hope and growth, 
and monarchists and imperialists were not suspected to 
have a habitat within our national limits. But alas, 
as I enter my four score years and calmly wait my sun
set whose rays are wrapped in drifts of lurid smoke, I 
rather court the hour, than dread the moment's pain, of 
ceasing to look on our decaying Republic. Already it 
has passed beyond reclaim. Would that I had gone 
before my eyes had looked upon power and dominion 
as paramount to individual liberty! 

Webster prayed that his dying eyes might not look 
upon a dissevered union; but little did he then paljlse 
to reflect that "union,"· power and dominion are and 
always have been the basis of human bondage and ~ndi
vidual servitude. We slaughtered half a million of our 
people, destroyed twelve billion dollars worth of prop 
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-arty, starved and mained more than half a million 
more, in a four years' domestic war, all for the "union," 
which is now only another term for ·"dominion."- To 
do that we raised, equipped, and educated three millions 
of soldiers, and by so doing laid the foundation for an 
imperial military monarchy, which is as firmly but
tressed on wealth and military power and a military 
13pirit of our people, as is the empire of any natlion on 
-earth. Wecannot turn back,weeannot changeadestiny, 
which we have, for forty years, almost unanimously 
acquiesced in, however much parties or individuals ma.y 
have differed at intervals as to methods. 

Therefore let me say, your golden words of wisdom, 
which fill your every issue of the SENTINEL are wasted 
-on noxious air. Individual liberty must become a 
myth save as to our rulers; not of the populace, nor 
need it be, for the populace have had their day, and 
have proved to be both ignorant, criminal and cor
ruptible. 

I read your most excellent paper, however, for auld 
lang syne, and then file it in our little city library, where 
I hope it meets the eyes of many of our people. It will 
at least serve to show how far we have already drifted 
from the moorings our grandsires marked for our 
safety. CoL. P. T. TURNLEY. 

Points Worth Considering. 

LAYING aside all points in the recent disturbances 
among nations which are being used as political 
schemes, every candid mind must admit there are some 
things in connection with these wars that are well worth 
studying. There are lessons to be learned from them. 
For instance, Why did the rebellion in the United States 
·continue on for four long, weary ·years? How came it 
that the war with Spain ended so quickly? Why is it 
that the Philippine question is not settled at once,-a 
great nation at war with a small island power? How 
dbes it happen that the Boers in South Africa can cause 
sueh a mighty nation as England so much t,rouble? No 
human mind can answer these questions correctly, un
aided by the Word of God. Suppositions can be ad· 
vanced as to varying conditions and circumstances of 
eon tending armies, but these are not reasons. 

God loves one nation the same as another, so far as 
the people are concerned, for he "hath made of one 
blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of 
the earth." Acts 17: 26. With him these nations are 
not some great cumbersome affairs. "Behold, thenar 
tions [not one] are as a drop in a bucket, .and are 
counted as the small dust of the balance." Isa. 40: 15. 
And still further, he permits them to develo.p so far, and 

· when they reach certain limits, they must stop. There 
is a Power above, which ordains decrees, and well is it 
that nations do not try to go past their decreed bound
aries. "And hath made of one blood all nations of men 

for to dwell· on all the face of the earth, and bath 
determined the times before appointed, and the bounds 
of their habitation." 

All this is that men should "~, '·" the Lord, "feel 
after him," and ":find him." This rdnciple has run 
through all human history. A nation became corrupt 
through sin, even to the chosen nation of Israel (for 
God is no respecter of nations), and tbensome otherna
tion with less corruption wasraiseduptopunishandsub
due the offending one. Then it often occurred /that this 
instrument would become exalted, taking all glory to 
itself, until it reached its limit before the Supreme" Ruler, 
and then the history would be repeated. All these 
changes were permitted to come to cause men to think 
about God, and "feel after him," and all who did so 
truly, found him, and were saved from earth's wreck. 

It is evident God had lessons for thetNorth as well 
as the South in the war of 1861-65. Slavery was an 
awful crime, and one charged against the whole nation. 

Perhaps the long dark history of Spain in religious 
bigotry and i1.1tolerance against the pure principles of 
the gospel of Jesus Christ bad something to do in de
ciding the late war between her and the United States. · 

But the principle of righteousness possibly is upon 
the other side in the contest, either in the far East or 
West, in the Philippine struggle. At least it will be well 
to ponder carefully the history of the past before con
cluding that because a nation is rig'Qt once or twice, it 
cannot but be right always. It does not count with 
God that a larger number stand upon one 13ide in the 
contest, if the minority are in the right. God is in the 
right, and those who are~in the right are on the side 
of power. This same principle enters into all struggles 
whether present or past. 

The war in South Africa seems to illustrate this 
same principle. It is a wonder to all the world how 
such a small republic can hold out in the awful struggle 
with a great world power. But in it all is God's 
lesson. And may he grant that every honest soul shall 
learn the lesson, and feel after the Lord, and find him. 
He is "not far from every one of us." 

The gosJ'Yll of Christ is not bound by national preju
dices, or opinions, or boundaries. The invitation to 
life is extended to every nation alike, to "every nation, 
and kindred, and tongue, and people." 

- Reader, are you pondering these things in the light 
· of God's Word? Are you feeling after your God in these 
troublous times? T .. E. BowEN. ~ 

Smoking Stunts the Growth of Boys. 

WHATEVER difference of opinion there may be upon 
the advisability of smoking for men, there is :none as to 
its pernicious effect upon boys. It affects• the action of 
the heart and reduces the capacity of the lungs. Young 
men who are being trained for athletics are not per-
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mit ted to smoke by their trainers because, as they say, 
"It is bad for the wind." The argument that will ap-

_peal most forcibly to. your boy is that smoking will 
stunt his growth. It has been proved that youthful 
smokers are shorter and weigh less than their comrades 
'who do not smoke. Cigarettes are particularly injuri
ous. Nicotine, the active principle in tobacco, is said 
by cJ;lemists to be, next to prussic acid, the most rapidly 
fatal poi.son known. The tender tissues of a growing 
boy cannot absorb even a very small quantity of it 
withoutmostinjurious result.s.-February La,dies' Home 
Journa,J. 

Pavin,g the Way for Despotism. . ' . ' 
THE PBUIT OJ!' THE NEW DOCTRINE OJ!' GOVERNMENT 

"OUTSIDE THE CONSTITUTION." 

"Springfield Republican." 

THE Senate committee on Porto Rico goes the full 
measure of the unconstitutional demands of the imperi
alist policy. It not only denies that the Federal Con
stitution is binding upon Congress in tax and tariff leg
islatio~ for this and the other island dependencies; it 
'denies that the Constitution is binding upon Congress 
in any particular where the territory of the United 
States, outside of the States within the Union, is !con
cerned. For the mnjority of the committee say:-

"It is within our discretion to make the inhabitants 
of Porto Rico citizens of the United States or not; so it 
is within the power and discretion of Congress to make 
the inhabitants of the Philippines and other islands we 
may acquire citizens, or withhold that quality from 
them. It is also within the power of Congress to regu
late and restrict and prohibit, if thought advisable, the 
passing of the inhabitants of the Philippines or other 
islands from their country into ours, or to prevent the 
prod~cts of their labor from coming into unjust compe
tition with the labor of this country." 

The sweeping and revolutionary nature of this con
tention will best appear by referring to the constitu
tional rule of citizenship. The Fourteenth Amendment 

stitutiona] law of slavery does not extend any further. 
And if the people of the islands are not or are not to 
Qecome citizens of the United States, what is or wm be 
their status? What are they? To what power do they 
owe allegiance? And if to the United States, does our 
claim to, their allegiance carry with it no reciprocal ob
ligation in conferring the rights and privileg~s of citi· 
zenship? They would :seem, according to the commit· 
tee, to be polit,ical non-descripts-mere ciphers in t.he 
affairs of nations. They are political slaves and might 
almost as well be made industrial .slaves, and it is ac
cordingly meet that the Thirteenth or Slavery Amend
ment should be abrogated along with the Citizenship 
Amendment. 

The Constitution again provides thatCongress shall 
make no law respecting an establishment of religion or 
prohibiting the· free exercise thereof, or abridging the 
freedom of press or speech. But as the Constitution is 
not binding on Congress when the territories are con
cerned, Congress ~an mak~ what religious or newspaper 
laws it pleases in the territories. Congress is prohibited 
conditionally from passing.bHls of attainder or ex-post 
facto laws; but if the Senate committee is right it can _ 
pass all such bills and laws it pleases in, the case of the 
territories. It can grant titles of ·nobility in the terri· 
tories. It can, in short, do anything. It is bound by 
no restrictions. Th~ fundaiJlental law of the nation is 
suspended when it comes to the territories, and Con
gress is so far the most absolute despot that ever ruled 
-entirely without any responsibility to the subject 
people over which it exercises an unrepresentative 
sway. 

This is the very flower and es_sence of imperialism. 
It only remains to be. asked how long the Constitution 
is likely to remain binding upon Congress in the case of 
interstate legislation after it has so lightly been tossed 
aside in relation to all other territory coming within 
the jurisdiction of the United States. 

A· Fitting Simile. 

provides that "all persons born or naturalized in the HERE is a paragr!tph from a report of the recent 
United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, assault on Ladysmith:-
are citizens of the United States." B:ut the committee "The men on both sides are reported to have fought 
say that persons born in Porto Rico or the Philippines, like demons, the .horror 811d bewilderment of the scene 
even though subject to the jurisdiction of the United presenting a picture without parallel in the expeorience 
States, are not citizens :and cannot be citizens until of those who took part in the encounter." 
Congress chooses to confer that quality upon them. The expression used, "fought like demons," is a well-

Then it follows of course that when the Constitution known one in the description of battles. It is very ap
provides th;;tt neither slavery nor involuntary servitude · propriate, too; but if, as we are continually assured, war 
"shall exist within the United States or any place sub· is consistent with Christianity, and is even at times a 
ject to their jurisdiction,'.' it is within the power of Con· part of Christianity,,why do we not sometimes Lear of 
gress to est~blish slavery in Porto Rico or the Philip- men "fighting like angels"? Surely this ought to be 
pines or not~·~ust as it chooses. For if the constitu- the case when two "Christian nations" engage· in war. 
tionallaw of Ci,tizenship does not extend to all places Ah, everybody knows that there- is nothing angelic 
subject to the ju\~isdiction of the United States, the con- about war, and it is only Jesuitical casuistry that 
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enables anybody to reconcile it with Christianity .-Lon- ACE N TS WANTED N 0 W! 
don Present Truth. IIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfllfiiiiiiiiiiiiiJIIUIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIJIUIIHIIIIIIIJIJIIJJI 

THE new political phrase "outside the Constitution" 
is descriptive of a vast region which American states
men have not yet explored,-a sea upon which they are 
without chart or compass. The Constitution is the 
chart upon which is marked the only known way of 
safety in American government. 

------~~·~------

IN carnal warfare the soldier aims to take others' 
lives and save his own. In Christian warfare the soldier 
gives his own life to save others. 
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NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 15, 1900. 

THE Sunday laws of the States all 
recognize that it is necessary to do 
sorn,.e work on Sunday, and provide 
an exemption for such work, often 
specifying work which is necessary 
only-to avoid some pecuniary loss. 
But if it is a necessity that people 
should be saved from pecuniary loss, 
is it al~o a necessity. that the people 
have the right to choose their own 
hours of rest, labor, and recreation? 
Are the natural ri~hts of the people 
as much of a necessity to them as is 
something that can. be represented 
in dollai'S a,nd cents? The SENTINEL 
contends that nothing can be more 
of a necessity to the people than that 
they be allowed to enjoy their na~u
ral rights and liberties. 

.JC 

IF England were a Christian na
tion, would she be more aroused 
over thefactthat a republicinSouth 
Africa opposes the march of her· 
empire through that continent than 
o-ver the fact that many millions of 
her subjects in India are stricken 
with famine, suffering from hunger . 
and disease,-men, women, and little 
children wasting to skeletons-who 
must perish unless some friendly 
hand is reached out to help them? 
Would England now be spending 
her millions and ·taxing all her 

· mighty resources to conquer a for
eign people and deny to them the 
right of self-gov:ernment, instead of 
to relieve the dreadful distTess of 
human beings in India who look to 
her for help, if she .were truly a Chris
tian nation? Who can answer this 
question in the affirmative? 

$ 

How TRUE was the prophecy of 
'Thomas Jefferson, the great Ameri
~an advocate and exponent of nat-
1lra.l rights, concerning the survival 
of the rights of the American people: 

"From the conclusion of this war 
[the Revolu~ion] we shall be going 
down hilL It will not then be nee~ 
essary to resort every moment to 
the people for support. They will 
be forgotten, therefore, and their 
rights disregarded. · They will forget 
themselves ·but in the sole faculty 
of making money, and will nev_:e~ 

think oi uniting to effect a due re
spect for their rights. The shackles; 
therefore, which shall not be knocked 

· off at the conclusion of this war, will 
remain· on us long, will be made 
heavier and heavier, till our rights· 
shall revive or expire in a convul
sion."'-Notes c;;_~Virginia, Query 
XVII. 

Is it not true that the people have 
"forgotten themselves but in the 
sole faculty of making money?" Ar.e 
they not careless of, their rights, 
save such rights as are concerned 
with money-getting-is not money_ 
getting, with the vast majority, the 
one all-absorbing craze? And how 
far off can we be from the convulsion 
which Jefferson fo~esaw? 

.)& 

- WHAT is more tiresome than to 
spend a whole day doing nothing? 
What is more taxing on the nerves 
than a whole day of compulsory idle
ness? And yet this is the remedy 
proposed for the weariness that 
comeR from the week of labor, 
by the people who advocate Sun
day laws. For those people, as is 
well known, want to forbid both 
labor and recreation on the day 
they believe to be the Christian 
Sabbath. They themselves can 
find congenial occupation in g~ing 
to church on Sun'day, and they 
would go to church and observe the 
day without any Sunday law. But 
people who do not want to go to 
church, and do not have a religious 
rega.rd for the day, can only be made 
more weary than ever by being forci
bly shut off from the avenues of 
exercise and recreation they would 
naturally choose.-compelled to loaf 
through the daylight hours of the 
Sunday Sabbath. To call this a 
remedy for weariness is truly a 
mockery. 

THE governmental authorities in 
the Cook Islands have recently, by 
taw; changed the Sabba.th observed 
there from the seventh to the first 
day of the week. Previous to t·his, 
everybody bad been observing the 
seventh day and working on the 
first day, even those people wl10 be
lieved in Sunday observance and by 
whose efforts the change to Sunday 
was brought about. But n_ow, peo

.. pie in the islands who believe in 
observing the seventh day, are to be 
punish€d by fine or 4ard labor for 
continuing to do what all the people 
were doing only a short time before, 
and what had always been done since 
the islanas were first discovered. 
(See p.· 99.) This is t~e spirit of all 
Sunday legislation. 

.)& 

THE imposition of a tariff upon 
Po:rto Rican products, now that the 
island belongs to the United States, 
is clearly contrary to the Consti! 
tution,and is vigorously denounced 
by American j,ournals, even by those 

. wh~ch have favored the policy by 
which Porto Rico became United 
States property. The Evening Post, 
of ~his city' says this proposed 
measure will be '.'an act of unparal
lele~ and shameful cruelty," "so 
cruel, so heartless, so charged with 
disaster and starvation for 1,000,-
000 human beings, that to adopt 
it would entitle Spain, or R.ussia, or 
even Turkey, to send missionarie~ 
to us." . And The Independent, as 
wl'r mentioned last week, condemns 
it in terms hardly less strong. 

But what else was to be expected? 
The imperial policy is a heartless 
policy; and why shoulQ. any one who 
advocates it be surprised that heart
less measures should be the out
come? It is all only what is de
manded by the "interests of trade," 
and these. interests are in most 
governments the controlling force 
to-day. 

.)& 

LOOKING at Kentucky, the coun
try is admonished, or should be, 
that it is time to talk more softly 
about the virtue and necessity of 
Anglo-Saxon civilization, for other 
people afar off who do not know 
how to govern themselves,· and 
might get ip.to &.- family quarrel if 
left alone. 
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IN religion, the voice of authority is not that of the 
people, but the voice of God alone. 

LEGISLATURES and courts exist to protect rights, 
not to manufacture or annul them. 

IF the national Government or a State government 
ean profess religion, it can with equal propriety join 
a church. 

"Crvrc righteousness "-righteousness by law-is 
-the righteousness that was boasted by the Scribes 
and Pharisees. It is a counterfeit .. 

THE right of every man to rest from work on Sun
day, implies also his right to labor on that day; for if 
labor is~not a right on Sunday, it is not a right on any 
day. 

THE gospel of Christ is not a command, but an 
invitation: and if changed to a command by the coer
eion of the civil power,Jt ceases to be the gospel at all. 
Aild this is why the state cannot be regilious witho11.t 
working against Christianity. 

No PERSON's conscience is to be interfered with by 
law, unless it has become so perverted as to lead him to 

do violence to the rights of others. And in such a case 
the civil authority acts not for the purpose of chastis
ing or correcting the conscience, but only to protect the 
rights that are suffering invasion. 

.)& .)& 

IF the millions of people who labor on the seventh 
day do not thereby harm the few thoueands who 
observe that day, how does it appear that these few· 
thousands will harm the millions by doing work on 
Sunday? 

THE Sabbath belongs to God, for he calls it "the 
Sabbath of the Lord," "My holy day," etc. And since 
we are to render to God that which is his, and to Cresar 
only that which is Cresar's, it is plain that Cresar has no 
business to command us to keep the Sabbath. 

A Methodist Bishop Calls for a National 
Sabbath Law. 

THE Religious Telescope (Methodist) of Dayton, 
Ohio, published in a January issue an article by Bishop 
J. S. Mills, D. D., calling for "A National Sabbath-ob
servance Law," in which the bishop says that such a 
law "is the only satisfactory prevention of Sabbath 
desecration known to me." He inquires what hinders 
such legislation, and proceeds to enumerate several 
hindranc€s. 

"1. The indifference of the masses-Christians as 
well as others-on this subject. 

"2. The open opposition of those persons (chiefly 
fo-reigners) who have a stailding objection to Christian
ity and to all its institutions. 

"3. The national greed for money is chiefly respon
sible for the Sabbath-breaking of the 3,000,000 of work
men who toil un Sunday as well as the other six days of 
the week. These toilers would be glad for the privilege 
of the day of rest, but corporation greed forbids it. 
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"4. In the recent past and now the Saturdarians 
[by this term he refers to observers of the seventh day] 
are the worst organized foe to a Sabbath law. They 
are distributing millions of pieces of lit-erature over our 
land of a plausible, but deceptive character, aimed to 
prevent Sabbath legislation." 

Now we had always supposed that the Christian 
religion-the gospel-was _a "satisfactory prevention of 
Sabbath desecration"; in fact, we still believe this, and 
that con::version by its. power is "the only satisfactory 
prevention"-the only thing that is sure to make a Sab
bath-keeper out of a Sabbath-breaker. But the bishop 
confesses that this remedy is unknown to him. 

A person desecrates the Sabbath when he doEs not 
keep it holy. And the reason the "Sabbath" (Sunday) 
is not more generally kept holy is, says the bishop, that 
the masses, including Christians, are indifferent, and 
large numbers of "foreigners" are opposed to Christian
'ity. So in order to overcome this indifference and op
position to Christianity, and cause Sunday to be kept 
holy-that is, not "desecrated"-he would have a ''na
tional Sabbath-observance, law"! A very likely rEmedy 
indeed! 

He says that "corporation greed forbids" three 
million of workmen taking rest on Sunday, who ''would 
be glad of the privilege of the day of rest." But should 
a workman, or any person, not kee'p the day God has 
commanded, because "corporate greed" forbids it? If 
nobody kept a command of God which the devil, repre
sented by "corporate greed" or any other form of self
ishness, forbids the keeping of, how many of God's laws 
would be observed in the earth? The fact that the Al
mighty commands a thing to be done ought to be evi
dence enough to satisfy a bishop that the thing can be 
done, no matter what other power forbids it. And 
therefore "corporate greed" is no real reason why work· 
ingmen cannot keep the Sabbath. 

But how can the workingmen take a weekly day Of 
rest when they would lose their positions by doing so? 
For answer one has but to point to the sixty thousand 
or more Christians in this country who observe the 
seventh day each week, and stili get along, without any 
law at all in their favor. If the minority d? not need 
"protection" by law, the majority certainly do not need 
it. 

The bishop is very indignant against those Chris
tians who observe the seventh day as the Sabbath,
so indignant that he has to apply to them an epithet 
not found in the dictionary. But immediately following 
this, in answering the question "How can such a law be 
secured?" he says that "God commands the keeping of 
one day in seven as a day' of rest." The seventh day 
people observe "one day in seven," which according to 
the bishop's statement is all that God commands, and 
yet fordoing this he finds occasion to denounce them. 

In his view it must be that the church has authority 
to go beyond the commands of God and exact "duties" 

of which his Word says nothing. And this is tbe pure 
doctrine of the church of Rome. 
· . T)lebisbop sees that it is very essential that all 
people should observe one fixed definite day; but why 
then can he not give the Omniscient the credit of know
ing as much, and not claim that his law only commands 
the observance of an indefinite "one day in seven"? 

This "one-day-in-seven" theory of the Sabbath com
mandment -is only used to combat the idea that "the 
seventh day" in that commandment is the definite sev~ 
enthday of the week, which the bishop- and all of like 
mind know very well they are not observing as the day 
of rest. The bishop simply does not believe in an: in
definite seventh day !'l>t all; nor do any others who can 
for a Sunday la* believe in it. If they did they would 
not~ call for a law commanding a definite day. And in 
all these calls for Sunday legislation, as in this one, 
there is revealed on investigation the arguments of the 
sophist and the principles of the papacy. All· which 
proclaim that the cause of Sunday legislation is inher
ently bad. 

The Edict of Philip. 

BRINGING OUT BY CONTRAST THE MEANING OF THE 

FIRST AlliENDMENT TO THE AMERICAN 

CONSTITUTION. 

BY JOSEPH BRADFIELD. 

I ONCE read in an old book. that James Mad.ison 
who wrote the First -Amendment to the Constitution, 
had before him when preparing the original draft, the 
celebrated~Edict of 1550, promulgated as a recapitula
tion and condensation of all the previous ordinances of 
the Emperor Charles V, respecting religious subjects. 
That edict will be found i:t;~ Motlry's '·Rise of the Dutch 
Republic," pp. 261, 264. Motley says that it was re
enacted by&Philip with the express advice of the Bishop 
of Arras; and Mendham ~:;ays in his "Life of Pius V," 
that this:infamous decree was entirely approved by the 
Vatican; that the Bishop of Arras was made a cardimil 
on account of his connection with it; and that the Duke 
of Alva, who carried it into execution, was preEEntEdby 
the pope~with a consecrated sword. The things forbid~ 
den by the Edict of 1550 were precisely thoEe intended 
to· be seeured by the First Amendment, to wit:. ''The free 
exercise of r.eligiOil.,freedom of speech and the pre~s, and 
the right of the people peaceably to assemble. and to 
petition for a redress of grievances." 

Its leading features are as follows:-
1. No one shall print, write, COJ?Y, keep, conceal, 

sell, buy, or give, in churches, streets, or other places, 
any book or writing made by Martin Luther, John 
Ecolampadius, Ulrich Zwinglius, Martin Bucer, John 
Calvin, or other heretics reprobated by the holy church. 
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2. No one shall converse or disputE' concerning the 
Holy Scriptures, openly or secretly, especially-on doubt· 
ful or difficult matters;. nor read, teach, or expound the 
Scriptures, unless he has duly studied theology, and 
been approved b;r.some renowned university. 

3. No one shall preach, secretly or openly, nor en
tertain any of the opinions of the abov~-mentioned 
heretics. 

4. No one shall hold <lon;yenticles in his own house, 
nor be present at any such, in which the adherents of 
the above-mentioned heretics teach, baptize, and form 
conspiracies against the holy church and the general 
welfare. 

5. No one shall lodge, entertain, or furni_sh with 
food, fire, or clothing, any person known to he, or no
toriously suspected of being, a heretic; and any one 
failing to denounce any such shall himself incur the 
penalties of heresy. 

6. If any one, being not convicted of heresy or 
error, but greatly suspected thereof, and therefore con
demned by the spiritual judges (the inquisitors) to ab· 
jure such heresy, or by the secular magistrate to make 
fine and reparation, shall again become. suspected or 
tainted with heresy~then, aithough it shall not appear 
that he has contravened or violated any of the above
mentioned commands; nevertheless, such person shall 
be considered as relapsed, and, as such, be punished 
with loss of life and property, without any hope of mod
eration or mitigation of the penalties of heresy. 

7. Such perturbers of the general quiet are to be 
executed, to wit, the men with the sword, and the women 
to be buried alive, if they do not pe~sist in their err9r. 
But ~f they do persist in them, then they are to be exe
cuted with fire; all their property in both cases to be 
confiscated to the crown. No judge shall alter or mod
erate these punishments in any manner. 

8. "We also forbid any one, of whatsoever condi
tion, to ask of us, or of any one having ·authority, to 
grant pardon, or to present any petition in favor of 
such heretics, exiles, or fugitives, on penalty of being 
declared forever incapable of civil or military office, and 
of being arbitrarily punished besides." 

In this edict, framed by the leaders of the- Catholic 
party themselves, we have the real and permanent aims/ 
of the church of Rome.with respect to the points it treats 
of. Those who framed our Constitution joined issue 
with the church on every one of these points, and built 
a wall of separation between church and state in order 
to protect the people of this land from tlie consequences 
of such iniquitous laws. The First Amendment is a 
remedial law, having in view the prevention of the mis
chiefs of intolerance, and was, as I have said, inspired 
by the memory of the Edict of 1550. It ought, there
fore, to be construed with reference to that edict, so as 
to reach the mischief and app1y the remedy; the only 
remedy being the non-establishment of religion, the 

non-interference of the civil authority with religious 
iJ:~.stitutions, their doctrines, discipline, or exercises. 

But if our rulers pursue their present policy, it will 
not be fifty years befo:re the Edict of 1550 will again 
become a law, and be. operative in the United States. 
The only way to prevent such a consumma~ion is to 
combat the principles of popery, whether they be found 
in Catholic or in so-called Protestant societies, in polit
ical parties or in monastic orders, in the army or among .. 
the populace. 

My own opinion is that the twentieth century will 
witness in this country a repetition of the struggles 
between popery and liberty which convulsed western 
Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The 
Edict of 1550 shows what true Protestants will be called 
up<?n to fight against; and the First Amendment, what 
they must fight for. 

Washington, D. C. 

Self-Government an Individual Acquirement. 

BY H. F. PHELPS. 

THE art of self·government must be acquired in the 
lifetime of the individual who is to govern himself; aud 
not "acquired only after centuries of study and struggle 
and experiment and instruction;" as a United States 
senator recently said. It can be of no value to the in· 
dividual, nor >yet to a natio:ra, if it must take "centu
ries." Neither is it a thing to be "bestowed" by man 
upon a fellowman, nor can 'it be given by a nation of 
men to another nation of men. It is an individual 
acquirement, and can only 0e acquired as a pers-on is 
left altogether free to work out the problem for him
self. Even then it is true that "eternal yigilance" must 
be an element in the man else the lesson will not be 
learned. 

That self-government does not fall as a legacy from 
one generation to another, is a lesson well attested in 
the history of the two greatest republics of all time. It 
is said, that of all peoples, the ancient Romans pos
sessed the faculty of self-government above all others, 
unless it were the Anglo-Saxons. And, though the last 
named would not be willing to award t:he palm to their"' 
more ancient brethren, it may be doubted that even 
these, could they give their voice in the matter, would 
grant the claims of superiority to the men of this 
Republic. 

But all readers of history know that with that fac
ulty of self-government in the Romans, was also to be 
fou;nd, hand in hand, the faculty and love of industry 
and frugality. With these, there followed prosperity. 
And, quickly, upon its very heels, followed luxury and 
prodigality. With these came idleness to the masses, 
because of the massing of the wealth in the hands of the 
few, and ease to the rich because of their wealth. Then, 
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as a result of luxury and ease to the wealthy, and idle
ness and want to the masses, there followed indulgence 
in every crime nameable in tho catalogue of crimes. 

As luxury, ease, and indulgence of every propensity 
with the ricll; and want, penury, and idleness to the 
masses, came in; so also the art of self-goTernment went 
out. Then, in order to restrain the dark passions of 
men, and to preserve the nation and even the world 

_ from going down under the weight of wickedness, ~;n 
effort was made to save the nation, and so the world, 
by legislation. That is, they sought to make men 
better by law. But. as men were not made better at 
heart by legislation, there was no power in law to 
r.eform men. And as men must be governed even 
though they had lost the power of self~government, the 
only logical result was a despotism,-the despotism of 
the army, followed by the despotism of the one-man 
power, as vested in the emperor. 

Thus it is clear that self-government is not an art to 
be secured by centuries of study, etc.; but each generation 
of men must seize upon their opportunities, first secured 
to them by their liberty, in the government of eaph 
individual by himself, and that for himself alone. If 
thE>y do not do this the faculty becomes a lost art. 

No man can govern himself for another, nor can he 
govern another man for himself. The moment this is 
attempted, there is an attempt at despotism. As Abra
ham Lincoln said: "When a white man governs himself, 
that .js self-government; but when he governs himself, 
and another man, that is more,-it is despotism." 

Lincoln's Forgotten Words. 

New York "World," Feb. 14. 

Change of the Sabbath in Raratonga, Cook Islands. 

Some Interesting No'es on the Subject, by Dr. J. E. Caldwell, Medical 
• Missionary of the Seventh·day Adventists. 

( ' 

IT is wonderfully interesting just~now to go around 
among the natives of the Cook Islands and listen to 
their conversation as they are engaged in the discussion 
of the Sabbath question. fhe unusual interest in that 
subject grows out of the fact that an attempt has been . ~ 

made to bring the Cook Islands into harmony with the 
rest of the world in the observance of the first day of the 
week as rest day. 

The native Parliament passed a bill at its last ses· 
sion providing t.hat in these islands the coming twenty
fifth day of December, together with the corresponding 
day of the week, shall be repeated in our calendar on 
the day following, thus giving us two C~ristmas days in 
this year. This will serve to correct the mistake the 
early missionaries are said to have made w-hen they 
came from the West and crossed the one .,hundred and 
eightieth meridian, neglecting the change'usually made 
by navigators in crossing the day-line. 

Though the mistake seems to have been recognized 
at an early day, it is a strange fact that all the native 
di~lects have escaped some of the evil consequences th~;~.t 
would naturally be expected tofoll~w such a mistake, 
for in numbering the da;ys of .the week they have made 
no mistake in using words belonging to the dialects to 
correspond to the mistake 1n the day of the month. 
Thus the second day after their rest day they call ruirua 
(se~ond day), and the day followin~ is ruitoru (third 
day), and they have always called the Sabbath, on 
which they have refrained from labor, ra itu (seventh 
day), which it really is, and always has been. 

It is the belief of all that the missionaries who 
ONE looks in vain through the speech of Senator brought European customs to these parts of the e11rth 

D/pew and all the other Republican orators on Lincoln's were Sunday-keepers; and how these things were fixed 
Birthday for the words of the great President that are · in the nativ;-language, notwithstanding the above
most pertinent to this time and· its main issue. The named mistake that is said to have been made, no one 
World reproduces them-"lest we forget":- seems able to explain. Thus there seems to have been 

"N() man is good enough to govern another man no mistake in numbering the days of the week, though 
without that other·s consent. I ,say this is the leading the names Sunday, Monday, etc., have been erroneously 
principle, the sheet-anchor of American republicanism.'' applied and held in common·with the mistake in the 

"When the white man governs himself, that is self- . d 
day of the month, though for a long time recogmze as government; but when he governs himself and also gov-

t incorrect. erns another man, that is more than self-governmen -
that is despotism." At the coming Christmas tide, the above-named 

"Our reliance is in the love of liberty which God has errors are to be corrected, and a law to punish those 
planted in qs. Our defense is in the spirit which prizes who work on the fir~t day of the week is to come into 
liberty as the heritage of all men in all lands, every- effect. A fiji_ting time, indeed, to introduce such a prac
where. Those who deny freedom to others deserve it tise. Since Sunday worship is of pagan origin, intro
not for themselves, arid under a just God cannot long duced into the so-called Christian Church through Ro-
retain it." h 

man Catholic interference, it is quite appropriate t at 
Thus spoke Lincoln the Emancipator-a martyr to that pago-papal season of festivity, Christmas, should 

Liberty. be selected from which to date the,beginning of strictly 

A LAW is entitled to respect only in proportion to 
the degree of justice it embodies. 

Sunday laws in the Cook Islands. 
Many of the natives are convinced that some sort ot 

a mistake was made, but they are not. clear as -to the 
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nature of the mistake. Many who accept the explana
tion given of its origin do not see clearly why they 
should be compelled to forsake the seventh day Sab
bath, which they all believe to be in harmony with the 
Scriptures, and take up with the first-day rest as a sub
stitute. Nor does the writer see, except to fulfill the 
prophecy of Jesus Christ through John the Revelator, 
when he said by the Spirit of God, "And all that dwell 
upon the earth shall worship him whose names are not 
written in the Book of Life." Rev.13:8. 

There is a great deal of discontent among the na
tives. Some are Clear on the subject, while others look 
upon the change with a sort of superstitious dread, 
fearing some plague from the Almighty as a judgment 
upon the land for attempting to change his laws. Some 
see clearly that the Sabbath is a holy da.y, made so by 
the presence of the Saviour in the person of his Spirit, 
without which nothing can be holy,-for be alone can 
hallow, and he makes holyby his presence. They see, 
therefore, that in forsaking the Sabbath for an institu
tion of human origin, they are forsaking. the Saviour 
who dwells in the Sabbath to sanctify his obedient chil· 
dren with a double blessing. Others see not the spirit
ual, but only the legal aspect of the change; but all, 
without exception, so far as I have observed, are op
posed to the change. Enn Makea Ariki, who, as head 
of the government, signed the bill, is said to weep and 
lament on account of the evil to which she consented, 
being carried away for the time by political and ecclesi
astical advisers. 

Another of tbeArikis of the island, Pa by name, told 
me that be clearly pointed out to his peers when offi
Cially assembled, that the Sabbath belongs especially to 
God, and that the government should have nothing 
whatever to do with the proposed change. 

There are rumors that the native authorities will 
close their bouse& of worship to first day worship if the 
present purpose to enforce the new laws is executed. I 
shall be both sorry and surprised if this is done, yet, 
doubtless, some may be alienated from their sympathy 
with those who have projected the change. . . . 

On May 19, 1899, the agents of the L. M. S. for 
Cook Islands held a meeting at Tereora, in which they 
decided to recommend a change in counting the days of 
the week. Here is their argument to the natives, as 
given in "Te Karere," the L. M. Society's organ for the 
group. 

The statement is first made that those passing in 
ships from one group to another have great trouble on 
coming to Cook Islands. What the nature of the 
trouble is, we are not.informed. The only regular vessel 
we have doing business in this group is the U. 8. S. Co.'s 
steamer which comes from Auckland once a month. On 
crossing the day-line, the steamer simply ignores it, as 
did the early missionaries, and keeps the regularly suc
ceeding first day, treating these islands as if they were 
on the west side of the line. Thus their reBt day coin-

cides with ours, which is the real seventh day. There is 
not any great trouble in this. Then the argument pro
ceeds thus:-

"Behold, l~t none be deceived (thinking) that we sin 
against God. This is not a sacred custom (Sabbath 
keeping), it is only a custom of the country. If we fol
low this new thing we shall not sin therein, and if we 
hold fast the ancient custom, we shall not therein be 
sinning. The Roman Catholics say we are sinning now 
in observing the seventh day, and if we change the day, 
that will be according to the mind of God. Lying words 
are these. The Seventh~day Adventists say we are right 
now, and if we change the day, in the mind of God that 
will be sin. These are also lying words. 

"It will be right for us to change the day, right to 
hold fast the ancient observance. God will not make 
us trouble on account of this thing. One thing God has 
commanded us, namely, that we sanctify the seventh 
day as Sabbath rio more. We now observe the Sab
bath. If we change the day, we lilhall then still ooserve 
the Sabbath. The decision lies with the rulers of the 
country; but we, your missionary society, think it win 
be a good .thing if the counting of the day is changed.'' 

Raratonga, Nov. 6, 1899. 

A Protest Against State Chaplains. 

BY A BAPTIST CLERGYMAN OF :RICHMOND, VA. 

From Sermon by Rev. Dr. Hawthorne, in Grove Ave. Baptist Church, 
Richmond, Va., December,l899; reported in the Richmond 

"Evening Leader.~' 

"CAN the State of Virginia commission a man to 
preach the gospel to its convicts without violating the 
fundamental principle of religious liberty?" 

Dr. Hawthorne preached on this suoject yesterday 
morning in the Grove Avenue Baptist church to a vast 
audience. Among those who attended the service were 
Governor Tyler and a great many members of the legis
lature. Dr. Hawthorne took for his text the words of 
Christ to Pilate: 'My kingdom is not of this world.' 
John 18:36. 

He said in part: 
"I deeply regret the circumstances which bave.con

strained me to devote this hour to the discussion of the 
great question of religious liberty .. A few weeks ago five 
ministers of the gospel, residing in this city, sent to the 
Governor of our State a communication, recommending 
the appointment of a chaplain to the penitentiary. Par
these ministers I cherish the highest regard. No one 
.who knows them would question their ability or their 
fealty to the cause of Christ. Men more worthy of con
fidence and honorcannot befound intheCommonwea.Ith. 

"In response to the request of these Christian minis
ters, the governor of the State put into his recent mes
sage to the legislature a clausp, recomm~nding the 
appointment of a chaplain for the State's convicts and 
an appropriation. for his salary. Virginia has never had 
a chief magistrate more worthy of the esteem and affec
tion of her people than the man who now.occupies that 
exalted position. I would gladly help to elect him to 
any office within the gift of the Virginia people. 
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"To oppose these Christian ministers and the noble blackest treason against the rights of man. It is a con
Governor of our State iR to me a painful duty. But I spiracy against the blood-bought freedom "bequeathed 
could not refrain from the task without failing to dis- to us by our patriot sires.. It is as wicked as the 
charge an obligation which I owe to the people of the spirit which kindled the martyr fires of Sm~thfield and 
State, and especially to the denomination of Christians drenched the soil of France with the precious blood of 
which I represent. It is in the spirit of kindness and liberty-loving and God-fearing Huguenots. Down with 
Christian charity that I enter my solemn protest against it! Load it with righteous indignation! Brand it with 
the mear:mre recommended by these distinguished men. the hissing iron of virtuous scorn! 

"When Jesus said to Pontius Pilate, 'My kingdom "All that t~e State canrightfully do for religion is 
is not of this world,' he ·announced a principle, which, if to protect it. The protectiqp which it extends to one 
universallyobserved,wouldkeepreligionforeverseparate sect it must extend to all. It is unwarranted interference 
from the state and give to every human being on the to make any distinction in the matter of protection, in 
globe the utmost liberty of conscience. favor of Protestant, Papist, or Jew or Mohammedan or 

"It was never Christ's purpose to have any conflict pagan. Every human being who breathes the air of 
with temporal government. No teacher ever taught this planet has the natural right to worship what be 
with more emphasis and clearness of man's obligation pleases, whether it he Jehovah, cir p,ope, or sun ormoon, 
to obey civil authority. or mountain or tree, or beast or bird, and it is the 

"There cannot be any conflict between religion and solemn duty of the State to protect him in the exercise 
the. state so long as each acts within its own legitimate of this right. 
sphere, and performs its own legitimate functions. The "When any body of Christianii! r1;1ceive or ask from 
dominion of Christ is over the human spirit: Wit-bin _the state more than protection-when they accept or 
the realm of faith and conscience b~ is the King of kings, petition for patronage in any form-they not only tres
and Lord of lords. As his kingdom is absolu~ely spirit- pass upon the rights of conscience and violate the 
ual it can baveno connection with externalgovernment. fundamental principles of religious liberty, but confess 
Its laws can be enforced only by spiritual sanction. to a weakness in the religion to which they bold. 

"The functions of the state is to deal with men's "We profess to believe in the imm,ortalityof Christian 
outward, earthly, and temporal affairs. It h1:1~ to do truth. We claim that our religion is from, the Lord God 
only with civil offenses, and can punish only by the Omnipotent-that it is inherently divine and, therefore, 
infliction of civil pains and penalties. The church should cannot be overthrown by men or devils. 
never invade the sphere of the state, and the state "We profess to belong _to a kingdom which bas the 
should never enter the sphere of the church. When God-man for its bead, and that it can, and will, possess 
either departs from this prinr;iple it degrades itself in the the earth·, not only without the help of temporal king
eyes of God and men. doms, but in defiance of every combination they can 

"Christ took no step to connect his cause with the make against it. 
state. Not in the remotest way did he ever hint that it "Now, when we seek any alliance with, or any patron
needed the support of the ch·il power. His kingdom age from, the State, we contradict ourselves and confess 
rules in a higher sphere, and bas all needful laws and to a weakness which invites the ridicule and scorn of· 
forces of its own for the accomplishment of -its sacred every infidel in the world., In see~ing such aid we do not 
purposes. It needs no help from the state, and wherever attract one humari soul to our cause, but drive millions 
it bas accepted or invited such help it has soiiPd its from it. ··· , ' 
purity and weakened its power. For a thousand years "Paul Rays, 'The gospel is the w;isdom of God and 
the alliance of religion with external government made the power of God.' If this be· true it must live and 
the church, or what was called the church, a mother of conquer. When you ~sk temporal authority to support 
harlots and abominations. the gospel you practically deny its dtyinity, and confess 

"The authority of the church is spiritual, and only to a lack of confidence in the means and methods which 
spiritual. Its work is spiritual. Its mission is to seek, Christ instituted for its dessemination and triumph. 
by the agency of divine truth and grace, to bring men "Where do we see in our country an alliance between 
into right spiritual relations with God andeach other, church and state? We see it first in tbeStatelegislation, 
.and thus prepare them for virtuous living here and which exempts church property from taxation. One 
everlasting blessedness hereafter. local church in' New York has teu million dollars' worth 

"Civil laws which establish one form of worship, arid of dividend-paying property ou which there is not one 
forbid or restrict other forms, are based upon the cent of taxation. This is a violation of the principles of 
unwarranted and mischievous assumption that it is the. religiousliberty,becauseitcompelsJews,Mobammedans, 
function of the State to determine f<;>r its subjects what Buddhists, Deists, Agnostics, and Atheists, living upon 
is the true faith and worship. That heresy is the mother our soil, to contribute to the support of a religion which 
of all the religious persecutions that have stained with they repudiate .. 
blood the annals of our race. ·This heresy reappears "If our State government should exempt bar-rooms 
to-day in various forms. from taxation, it would thereby compel every tax-payer 

. "It reappears in an organized effort to put a recog- to contribute to the support of the bar-rooms. This 
nitionof Christianity into the organic law of our Repub- would be an outrage upon "!;he consciences cif tax-paying 
lie, and in the avowed purpose of a certain secret organ- men who bate and abhor these crime-breeding institu
ization to prevent men who bold to 1a certain religious tions. It is not any less a violation of the rights of 
creed from having any voice in the government u,nder conscience to ·make cilurches beneficiaries of the State 
which we live. Down with it! Down with it! It is the government. Where this is done many men are compelled 
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to support a religion with which they have no sympathy~ 
It costs the State of Virginia a big sum of money to 
protect church property. Who pays for the protection? 
Not only Christians, but Jews and infidels. 

"It is claimed that the exemption of church property 
from taxation is justifiable on· the ground that churches 
.promote morality,and thus decreaFe the expenses of the 
Government in protectin~ the lives, liberty and property 
of its subjects. On the same ground any minister of the 
gospel, or any superintendent of a Sunday-school, or 
any teacher of a Bible-class, or any tempt>rance lecturer 
could claim exemption from taxation, because he is a 
promoter of morality. I have heard of a wholesale dry 
goods merchant whose habit was to call his clerks and 
other employes together every day and lecture to tht>m 
on the subject of Christian ethics. H the promotion of 
morality is a just ground for exemption from taxation, 
surely that man's busi:(less should have been exempted. 
Why discriminate between the promoters of morality? 
It is unjust. 

"I do not believe that in eyery place of public worship 
morallty is promoted. In Mormon, Buddhist, and 
Mohammedan plact>s of worship the infamous doctrine 
of polygamy is taught; and wnen the government under 
which I live exempts such placPs from taxation, it 
violates and outrages myconsciencebycompelling me, a 
tax-payer, to support polygamy. 

"We find an alliance of Qhurch and s.tate ;:igain in the 
appointment of chaplains to Congress, to our a!'my and 
navy, and to our State legislatures and many State 
institutions. The creation and support of these offices 
is nothing less than governmental patronage of the 
Christian religion. The ministers who fill these plac('s 
are commissioned by the Government; they are respom;
ible to the Government for the manner in which they 
perform their ministerial functions; they are in the 
strictest sense Government preachers. If that is not a 
union of church and state there is no such thing in 
England or Germany or Austria or Russia. 

"What right has eitlwr Federal or State government 
to espouse the cause of any religion and provide for its 
maintenance and propagation anywhere under the sun? 
When ~nd where did the people delegate to them such 
authority? Where, in the Federal Constitution, or in 
the Constitution of the State of Virginia, do you find 
any warrant for such procedure? Did the wise and 
liberty-loving men who framed these great instruments 
of organic law ever dream of such a thing as founding a 
government that ~hould lend its mighty arm to the 
establishment and support of any religion? The Federal 
Constitution says: 'Congres51 shall make no laws respect
ing an establishment of religion.' How can a State 
establis4 religion?-Byappointingand paying ministers 
to do religious work. 

"If my son were in the navy and compelled to attend 
a religious service every Sunday conducted by a Moham
medan or Mormon, I should be deeply grieved. It would 
be to him and to me an intolerable affliction. 

"We are bound to admit that the Government can 
just as consistently with its organic law appoint a 
Mohammedan or a Mormon to a chaplaincy in the navy 
as it can appoint an Episcopalian, a Presbyterian, or a 
Baptist. It is a violation of the fundamental law of the 
Republic and an outrage upon conscience to appoint 

any one to do religious work in the navy or elsewhere. 
"Let members of Congress take money from their 

own pockets to support the men whom they choose to 
lead them in their morning devotions. Let the officers 
and privates of the army and navy contribute of their 
own earnings for the support of the men who minister 
to them in spiritual things. If they cannot do it, then 
let the churcbAs of the country·provide for them, just as 
they do for people in their mission fields. 

"The governor of Virginia, backed by a petition or 
recommendation from :five Christian ministers in Rich
mond, asks the legislature for authority to appoint a 
man to preach the gospel of Christ in the penitentiary, 
and to take from the State's treasury a sum of money 
sufficient for his Rupport. If the legislature should 
authorize such an appointment, and such an appr0pria
tlon from the treasury of the State, it will thereby dis
criminate against other religions and declare Christianity 
to be thA religion of the State. When did Virgi:g.ians 
ever delegate to their civil governmenb the right to 
determine for them what t:eligion they should support? 
The passage of such a measure would wound the con
sciences o~ ma.ny thousands of Virginia people, and prac
tically annul the principle embodied in the great 'Bill of 
Rights' adopted by our fathPrs. 

"Every true Christian in the State appreciates the 
importance of preaching the gospel to the convicts in 
our State's prison. So far, this work bas been provided 
partly by ministers who have asked for no pecuniary 
compensation, and partly by missionaries, supported 
by voluntary contributions of the churches. The super
intendent of that prison says that no chaplain could do 
the work which is now being performed by the churches. 

"What good reason could the State give for inter
fering with this plan which has been operated so success
fully? If more religious work is needed among these 
convicts let it be known, and the Cllristian people of 
Virginia will provide for it." 

----------~~~.~---------

THERE is a strike of ~granite cutters in progress in 
Chicago, and the Central Federated (labor) Union of 
that city have written President McKinley to remind 
him that as a member of the Union, he is expected to 
take action in their favor. The President became an 
honorary member of this organization some time ago, 
through being chosen to lay the corner-stone of the new 
Chicago post-office. The labor union controlled the 
situation there and were able to dictate that no work 
on the building should be done by non-union men. The 
President was of course not a member of a labor union, 
but the difficulty was gotten over in this case by making 
him an honorary member. He now finds this honorary 
position somewhat embarrassing. 
. It is reported that the tyranny oi the trade unions 
in Chicago, exercised through an almost complete con
trol of the labor situation there, is such that some 
piano :firms and other manufacturing plants intend to 
leave the city, in order that employees, not members of 
the unions; may work for them without molestation .. 
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CARDINAL GIBBONs, head of the Catholic church in 
the United States, said in a recent address against 
polygamy, that if Congl'ess had allow~d B. H. Roberts a 
seat in the national legislature, it "would have b~en to 
countenance the degradation of. the holiest state oi 
man." This is a confession that the cardinal and all 
the prelates of his church, all the priests, and the pope 
himself, are by the doctrine and discipline of that church 
debarred from the holiest state of man; which is quite 
the truth. 

• • • 
"IF the United' States Government attempts by 

force of arms to reinstate the friars in the possession of 
their immense property in the country [the Philippines], 
the people say that they will fight to the last man 
against such injustice." So writf~s Rev. Jas. B. Rogers, 
Presbyterian missionary to the Philippines, to The 
Outlook; and this "very grave danger ahead," he ~>ays 
further, is one to which "Arc!J.bishops Ireland and Noz
aleda are striving their utmost to blind the people of 
America." 

• • * 
DISPATCHES from Sydney, Australia, state that the 

British reverses in South Airica have produced a great 
sensation in Sydney, and a Sunday was designated as a 
day of prayer for victory by the churches in New South 
Wales and Victoria. Cardinal Moran, of Sydney, was a 
prominent figure in the movement, and made ' a 
remarkable speech," advocating compulsory military 
service in Alli!ltralia. 

.. .. .. 
"THE genuine Russian conception of government," 

says The Independent, ''is very forcibly set forth in the 
following, which we quote from a p"ap"er by an American 
published in the Japan Mail. The American was con
versing with an intelligent and well-educated Russian 
officer, when the latter remarked:-

" 'There is one clause in the Constitution of the 
United States which always makes me laugh.' 

"'What is it?' I asked. 
"'The statement that it is natural for all men to 

seek happiness, and that it is the business of govern-
ment to attain it.' ' 

"'But do you not consider government to be for the 
sake of the governed, and the welfare and happiness of 
t~e people a worthy end?' 

'''Certainly government is not for the sake of the .. 
people; a11d I do not consider happiness an end at .all~ 
We must make the people happy, else they will rebel;. 
but this is only 1:!> means for furthering the interests or 
the State, while the true end of government is a great 
nation-Empire.'" 

.. .. .. 
And this is not only the true Russian conception oi 

government, but the conception held by every nation 
whe·u it starts out on the road to empire; it is the im
peri~tl conception. And Russians and Europeans are 
now not the only people who laugh at the American 
Constitution. .. 

* * 
THE old religio-political idea of saving men bye 

wh9le~;ale, with its sensational methods, which has been 
revived by some modern "evangelists" and "reformers,''" 
was presented in contrast with the Scriptural idea or 
saving men by individuals, in a recent sermon by Rev. 
J .. B. Hamilton, a Methodist clergyman of Brooklyn,. 
N.Y. The speaker, among other things, said:-

"Who watched the waning of the great revival' 
movement backed by the whole Christian organiza
tion of the City of Churches without chagrin? Leav
ing out the curiosity-seeking crowd drawn by sen
sational methods of questionable propriety, this whole· 
city did not furnish an audience equal to that drawn 
by any one of fifty week-day prayer meetings. Coarse 
wit, the stage tricks of the l:!uffoon, the airy conceits of 
individual caprice, combined to disgust a multitude of 
sensible and sympathetic observers. 

"There never has been a silly delusion that has. 
shamedqhristianity in the past that cannot be matched 
to-day in the teachings of the self-styled evangelists_ 
We have boy preachers, girl preachers, cowboy preach
ers, cyclone evangelists, advocating nonsense that. 
would make a thoughtful schoolboy smile. Men of 
learning and experience ar~ set aside. The Scriptural 
method of sa)Ving men by the individual, one at a time,. 
is superseded by the modern plan of capturing men by 
the wholesale.'' 

Blue Law Arrest for Skating . 

New York "Sun,,~, 

NEW HAV.EN, CoNN., Feb. 11.-An arrest under the 
old Blue Laws of the State, which put a penalty on va
rious diversions on the Sabbath, occurred to.1:ay when 
the Hamden, Conn., town constables took Arthur 
Edward Johnson into custody for skating. He was on 
Lake Whitney, two miles from this city, where the ska1r
ing has been enjoyed by hundreds of Yale and town 
men. Johnson was the only skater on the lake. He was 

·released on bonds. 

"YESTERDAY," reports theN. Y. World, of February 
12, "Englewood, N.J., experienced its fLust effect of the 
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Sunday-closing crusade, begun by Mayor E. A. Brinck
·erhoff. The barber shops and butcher shops wereclosed 
all day." 

The Work of the Trusts. 

A MAN committed suicide in this city [Creston, Ia.] 
recently. The reason he commiUed suicide was because 
of financial losses which he sustained through the 
"trust" methods of doing business. He had been a 
grain buyer but was unable to continue in that business 
because he had been shut out by the elevator or grain 
warehouse combinations of Chicago and St. Louis. In 
his office fastened to the front of his desk was a letter 
from one of these warehouses acknowledging the receipt 
of a consignment of grain. But that was not all of the 
letter. It continued, "We are sorry to learn that you 
are not a member of the-- Grain Buyers' Association. 
We consider it a most worthy organization ,and would 
respectfully suggest that you become a member of it." 
The letter informed: him that because he was not a 
member of that ·association they could receive no more 
gl'ain f!'om him. He informed the writer that in the 
same way he had been shut out of Chicago and other 
St. Louis warehouses and if he could not do something 
to raise the boycott against him he would soon be shut 
out enti!'ely. In reply to the question, "Why not join 
the-- Grain Buyers' Association," he said that the 
association was a combination to hold down the price 
of grain as it was bought from the farmers, that it was 
formed only for dishonest purposes and that he would 
not be a party to any such organization. 

It is against the laws of this State to form such a.n 
organization as this association is, and this man had 
appealed to the State authorities for a redress of his 
grievances. But he found no relief and the process 
went on, until in despair, he ended his life. Inquiry 
among those who had known him for years established 
the fact that he was recognized as a very honest and 
str~ightforward man, and one whose word was trusted 
by all who knew him. 

Here was manifested the spirit of the men who form 
those combinations called. trusts. They not only set 
out to control the prices of things but also are ready 
to shut off from buying and selling all who will not 
unite with them in their wicked schemes. And in doing 
this they have no .regard for the welfare, nor even the 
lives, of those who oppose them or stand in the way of 
their ambitious plans. 

This is a forcible illustration of what will be done 
· in a more general way when those who "worship the 
beast and his image" undertake to enforc.e that worship 
upon all who dissent from them. If a few men can shut 
a fellowman off from selling wheat and corn how easy 
will it be to shut off from both buying· and selling all 
who will not submit, when all are united in that 
purpose. J. b. BEARD. 

The Sunday Law Against Spiritualism. 

'rHE Sunday law has been invoked in this State for 
the suppression of a Spiritualist "seance," or of lY"hat 
claimed to be such. The facts of the case are given in a 
press :dispatch from Mt. Vernon, dated the 11th inst.~ 
as follows:-

"Acting upon requests of the pastors of some of the 
leading churches of this city and with the approval of 
Mayor Fiske, Chief of Police Foley to-night prevented a. 
seance of Spiritualists, which was to have been held in 
the People's Opera House. More than five hundred 
persons, many of them from Yonkers, White Plains and 
other places, were turned away. Manager Ring, of the 
Opera House, stood on the steps all the evening and 
told the people who came to attend the show that it had 
been postponed on account of police interference and 
would be held to-morrow night. · 

"The seance was to have been given by Dr. Alexan
der Hume, his wife and two assistants, who, according 
to circulars printed in' both English and German, dis
tributed widely in this and other cities, are 'the cE>le
brated and wonderfully-gifted mediums, who have just 
arrived from London, England?' These circulars prom
ised that they would cause spirits to :fiy through the air 
and converse with persons in the audience, tables to 
float· in mid air, music to be played by unseen hands, 
bells rung and thoughts read through a copper wire 
stretched the full length of the room. 'Clergymen,' said 
the circulars in conclusion, 'are amazed, scientists dumb
founded. Sceptics are invited to occupy front seats. A. 
nominal fee of admission will be charged to defray ex
penses.' 

''The circulars fell into the hands of some of the 
local clergymen, and this morning one of them called 
up Chief Foley on the telephone and told him that as 
the seance was in the nature of an entertainment it 
should not be permitted to go on. Chief Foley prom~ 
ised to visit the Opera House and stop the performance 
immediately if the law was being violated. A delega
tion of ministers and church people visited Mayor Fiske 
and asked him to stop the affair. They said it would 
be in the nature of an exhibition, and, a:hyway, bring
ing back of the spirits of the dead and causing tables to 
float about in the air, they thought, were not proper 
things to be going on in Mount Vernon on Sunday 
night. Mayor Fiske and Chief Foley decided that the 
best thing they could do was to stop the show, so the>y 
notJ:fied Mr. Ring to call it off. They said it was an en
tertainment, and was, therefore, a violatio·n of the Sun
day laws. ·Mr. Ring was indignant but was forced to 
comply. · 

"'The great trouble is,' said he to-night to a crowd 
in front of the opera house, 'that there are other shows 
in town. The ministers don't want anything that will 
keep people away from their churches.' 

"The Spiritualists, of whom there are a considerable 
number in Mount Vernon, were also indignant. They 
thought the mayor and police had exceeded their au
thority. Some of the women who were turned away 
from the opera house stamped ,their feet and rleclared_ 
that they would never go to any of the Mount Vernon 
churches again." 
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Some Past "Traitors." 

"THERE were giant!! in those days," is the saying. 
There were also traitors. The fact that Lincoln was 
a "traitor" in the Mexican war has been. proved by his 
recorded utterances in Congress. Daniel Webster was 

·another; for in September, 1847, at a Massachusetts 
whig convention in Boston, Webster said:-

"W e are, in my opinion, in a most unnecessary and, 
therefore, unjustifiable war. 

"I say at once that unless the President shall make 
out a case that the war is prosecuted lor no purpose of 
acquisition of dominion, for no purpose ·not connected 
with thB safety of the Union, then the whigs ought 
not to grant any further supplies." 

The whigs of that day-and they were the fore
runnel'~ of the republican party-were terrible traitors. 
The whig state conventio~ of New Hampshire, on 
November 6, 1847, resolved:-

" As citizens of a free country, we claim and shall 
exercise the right at all times of expressing our opinions 
of the acts, whether of the state or the national admin
istration, and whether these acts relate to war or peace. 
And we regard the attempt of the President of the 
United States in his last message to brand as traitors 
all citizens of the republic who do not yield a blind 
obedience to his will and approve his conduct in the 
unconstitutional commencement of the present war 
with Mexico as an insult to freemen." 

Down in Kentucky, Henry Clay, in that same year, 
drew resolutions for a mass-meeting which denounced 
the w'ar as having been brought on by deceit and 
unrighteousness. But why go on with this awful 
narrative? Every one in that day who was not a 
democrat, seems to have been what Mr. Cushman has 

. called Senator Hoar-a traitor .-Springfleld Republican. 

Has the Papal Church Become Liberal? 

THE QUESTION ANSWERED BY POPE LEO HIMSELF, 

THERE can be no better authority upon the question 
whether the Catholic Church has in this day oft he world 
-as is so generally asserted-become mild and liberal in 
character, than Pope Leo XIII. From his own words 
and acts the present character of the church of which he 
is head, may be fairly and truthfully judged. To this 
end/the following statements and, quotations embraced 
within the pontificate of the present pope, are submitted 
by Mr. William Burt, D.D., in the N. Y. ChriStian 
Advocate:-

"1. Has Leo been any les·s pretentious than his 
predecessors? He has allowed himself again and again 
to be called 'our most holy lord Leo XIII.' He has 
declared himself to be the supreme·ruler of rulers in this 
world. In his letter of April 21, 1878, after depicting 

the actual state of society, especially in Italy, in t:b.e 
darkest colors, he declared that the cause of all the evil · 
which afflicts the world is to be found in the refusal to 
acknowledge the authority of the church which, in the 
name of God, presides over the destiny of the human 
race and is the avenger and guardian of every legitimate 
power.' 'Hence,' he says, 'we shall use our influence to 
maintain the authority and dignity of the Roman See, 
and to reclaim the territory and civil power which by 
right belong to us, for the temporal dominion of the 
Roman pontiff means the salvation of thehumahfamily. 
By these le~ters of ours we renew and confirm the 
declarations and protests which our predecessor, Pius 
IX, made against the occupation of the Roman states 
aud against the violation of the rights of the Church of 
Rome.' 

"On February 22, 1879, in reply to an address pre
sented to him by Roman Catholic journalists, he said: 
'My beloved sons, maintain by your voice and pen the 
necessity of the temporal sovereignty- of the Pope for 
the free exercise of our supreme pqwer, and demonstrate 
from history our legitimate right to the same. Let it 
be known that the affairs of· Italy shall never prosper, 
nor shall there be peace, until provision shall have been 
IQade for the dignity of the Roman See and for the 
liberty of the Pontifex Maximus.' 

"To the standing committee of the Catholic conven
tion, meeting at Modena, September 18, 1879, the Pope 
.addressed a brief inciting the people to arise and vin
dicate the rights of the papacy and restore the temporal 
power .... 

"In his encyclical of February 25, 1882, Leo XIII 
recommended the organization of societies among the 
young and among the working people and the holding 
of conventions to agitate the question of the Pope's 
liberty and of the restoration of the temporal power; 
to found and maintain everywhere able periodicals, 'such 
as shall stir up the people on this subject.' 

"In reply to the New Year's good wishes expressed 
to him by the Rom11n aristocracy he referred to their 
high, noble, and privileged position when the Pope was 
king, and exhorted them to cooperate in every way for 
the restoration of the former dignity and influence of 
the Holy See. 

"On June 5, 1885, the Pope declared that 'the tem
poral power was absolutely necessary forthel'ree exer.cise 
of his authority as the vicar of Christ.' 

"In an address to the committee for the centenary 
celebration, of Gregory VII, Leo XIII, praising his 
illustrious predenessor (who was the incarnation of 
papal arrogance), expressed the wish that he himself 
might b~:. able to do as Gregory VII had done. 

. "In an a.Uocution May 23, 1887, the Pope stated 
that the only possible condition of peace with Italy was 
that the pontiff might not be subject to any earthly 
power. 

"In his encyclical of June 20, 1888, he affirmed that 
all legisimate power is of God, and has been intrusted 
alone to his vicegerent on earth. Then, taking to him
self this authority, he denied to the statetherightnot to 
profess the Catholic faith, and condemned liberty of 
worship, of speech, of the press, and of teaching. 

"On September 27,1888,in an address to the clergy, 
he said: 'Do not cease to cry aloud that the suprem'e 
power which 'the Pope has by divine right cannot be 
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subject to any power on earth.' In a letter of thanks 
to the president of the republic of Ecuador, dated Janu
ary 30, 1889, Leo XIII congratulated the president 
because, by a special treaty, the republic bad been placed 
under the protection of the vicar of Christ. (It is the 
constant aim of the Vatican to reduce all nations and 
peoples to the political, intellectual, and moral level of 
the republic of Ecuador). ·· 

"In a letter of May 22, 1898, Leo XIII praised 
Cardinal Ferrari and the work done in his diocesef 
though he knew him to ·be the leader in a rebellion 
against civil law and the chief instigator of the Milan 
revolt. 

"On August 1,1898, in an address to the people and 
to the clergy of Italy, the Pope protested against the 
suppression of certain Roman Catholic· papers, associa
tions, aud committees, all of which he knew to be revo
lutionary. Has any Pope ever pretended more than 
Leo XIII? Is there one encyclical, brief, letter, or ad
dress which demonstrates that he is any more lii;>eral 
than Innocent III or Gregory VII, his 'illustrious' 
·predecessors? . . . 

I 
HIS WORK FOR THE SPREAD OF IDOLATRY· 

"On several occasions Leo XIII has published poem 
prayers addressed to the 'most blessed' virgin. In a 
letter to the bishops of Italy, Sept. 20, 1887, we read: 
'It is well known to you how much confidence, in these 

'calamitous times, we place in the glorious virgin of the 
rosary for the salvation and prosperity of Christians 
and for thepeace of the church. At othertimes we have 
reminded you of the magnificent triumphs won over the 
Albigenses and other powerful enemies· of the Catholic 
Church, glories and triumphs which resulted not only 
in profit to the church, but also in temporal prosperity 
to peoples and nations. Why could not these marvels 
be renewed in our days through the power and goodness 
of the mighty virgin? In order, therefore, to render 
more propitious this most powerful queen of heaven we 
intend to honor her more throl1gh the invocation of the 
rosary. Hence to increase the worship of the holy 

said that the blessed Virgin ,was the 'remedy for all 
earthly ills.' 

"In his apostolic letter of Aprill4, 1895, addressed 
to the English people, the Pope offers a prayer to· the 
virgin for the conversion of England. 

"A little later the Pope wrote a letter to the Coptics, 
inviting tbem ·to intimate union with the Churcill of. 
Rome, and exhorting them to pray to the Virgin Mary 
and the sacred family. In May, 1896, the Pope com
posed a poem to the virgin, in which he recorded the 
triumphs won by the church over the A.lbigenses in 
FraRce and over the Turks at Lepanto, through the 
recitation of the rosary. 

"Thus led on by Leo XIII, the ignorant clergy have 
precipitated the more ignorant and superstitious peo· 
ple into fetish idolatry.'' 

Wanted To-day-Men Like Wendell Pbillips. 

"WOULDN'T there be some music. if Wen dell Phillips 
were yet alive and in good health-in vif!W of tendencies 
making for the practical annulment of the 13th, 14th, 
and 15th Amendments to the national Constitution?" 

So discourses an able journal of Boston, Mass. 
Well, would it not be a good thing for this journal to 
produce a! little "music" against. the wholesale attacks 
that are. now being made, not merely against the 13th,. 
14th, and i5th Amendments, but the entire Constitu-
tion? 

0 that there were a few men, like Wen dell Phillips, 
left, who would have the mora.I stamina to oppose all 
these party, and relig~o-political attackt~,on our Consti
tution and Declaration of Independence! 

ULYSES G. ADKINS. 

Porto Rico Under "Benevolent Assimilation." 

virgin we decree, beginning with this year, that the THE desperate condition of the "common people" of 
solemnity of the rosary be elevated to the S~>cond class, Porto Rico, from the effects of the war, the hurricane, 
and we beseech all that, while making sweet violence to and "benev.olent assimilation," is set forth in an appeal 
the heart of tnis mighty virgin, they pray for the exalt-
ation of the church and of the apostolic see, and for the to be..made to the United States Government by two 
liberty of the vicar of Christ on earth.' . . . labor leaders who have recently arrived from that 

"On Aug. 15, 1889, the Pope called on all Catholics island. The following facts relating to the matter are 
to invoke the protection of St. Joseph and of the Virgin stated by the JournaJ, of this city:-
Mary, because of the present troublesome times, and "Iglesias and Eduardo Conde, Porto Rican labor 
ordered that the feast of St. Joseph be celebrated leaders, who arrived here from that island a few days 
throughout the Catholic world. ago, have issued an appeal to this Government on be-

"In an encyclical addressed to the clergy and people half of the workingmen of Porto Rico. 
of Italy, Oct. 15, 1890, complaining of the atheistic "Thetwo delegates, who have established a head
spirit manifested in the proposed law in favor of civil quarters at No. 64 East Fourth Street, declare that the 
marriage and in the monument unveiled to Giordano working class of their island have been reduced by 
Bruno, the Pope recommended all 'to have as mediator reason of the war, the hurricane, and the action of this 
before God the most glorious Virgin Mary, the never Government since the storm, to a condition of extreme 
vanquished queen of the rosary, who has infinite power destitution. 
over. the infe~nal hosts, a~d who has often expressed her 

1 
"They declare that unless action is taken soon riots 

special affectiOn for Italy. will occur throughout the island, as the poor are d~s-
"On July 21, 1891, the Pope constituted by decree perate from their sufferings. 

the Virgin Mary heavenly patron of the free states of "To get justice, say these delegates, is almost im
the Congo, and in an encyclical of Sept. 23, 1891, he possible for the poor arid the laws practically result in . '-.,, 
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the disfranchisement of the majority of the laborers. Of · 
the 1,000,000 inhabitants 600,000 are absolutely pau· 
pers through no fault of their own. 
. "The workingmen demand ·a radical change in the 
·government of the island. They ask that the following 
ordinances of Governor-General Davis be annulled:-

"1. . That laborers on the public works shall get no 
more than twenty-five cents per day for eight hours' 
work. 

'"'2, That only property holders and taxpayers 
shall vote, and those who can read and write. 

"3. That the payment of $1 shall be paid befor,e a 
vote is cast. 

"4. The workingmen also ask that the ordinance 
forbidding appeals from the decisions of tribunals be 
abrogated. They also want a gen~ral market for im
ports, and better schools." 

We note also on this subject the following in a lead.
ing daily belonging to the political party now dominant 
in the Government:-

"Dr. Henry K. Carroll, recently Sf1ecial United States 
Commissioner t~ Porto Rico, spoke before the Method
ist social union'()f New York Monday evening [February 
12] on the nation's duty to that island. Shall we treat 
it worse than did tyrannical Spain? He thought 
not, but in his opinion that is the way the m_ajority 

_ party in Congress is preparing to deal with the Porto 
Ricans. Dr. Carroll said:-

" 'The nation we drove out of Porto ;J:tico for her 
barbarity gave it open markets to buy and sell in. She 
allowed manhood suffrage, sixteen full deputies and 
four senators to the Cortes at Madrid and twelve rep
resentatives in th!l local municipal assemblies. Yet we 
are considering letting them have but one non~voting 
delegate in Congress, and even that it is now propose.d 
to take away from them. I can't conceive this plan 
possible. Let them have free commerce, which means 
life. Otherwise it is death. Grant them a free govern
ment.' 

''But the answer which the House and Senate Repub
licans-excepting Mr. McCall, of Massachusetts-are 
preparing to make to this appeal; is to deny that the 
Porto Ricans have any rights whatever unde..r the Con
stitution of the United StatEJs; that they are not "and 
cannot become citizens of the United States excep-t by 
the will of Congress; that they are not entitled to any 
representation in the goverument which rules over the 
island and will not be given any beyond possibly one 
non-voting delegate; and that they are not entitled to 
the privilege of free commerce with the nation which has 
taken them over as a subject people and will not be given 
such a privilege. 

"A situation of great distress, poverty, and lack of 
employment among the people of the island continues 
to be reported. The free markets of Spain and Cuba, 
which even the Spanish tyranny conceded, have been 
closed, and- the American Congress, still chattering 
loudly about the 'blessings of our free government' that 
are to be the new heritage of the Spanish islands, pro-

- poses to deny the concession of any substitute free mar
kets. It is to insist upon the complete commercial and 
political subjection of those people. 

"The President has said in ·his message that it is 

'our plain duty to abolish all customs tariffs between 
the United States and Porto Rico.' Dr. Carroll says the 
President told him two weeks ago that 'he would not 
back down one inch from his Porto Rico policy, as out
lined in his message.' But the Republican majority in 
Congress plans to ignore this, 'our plain duty,' and ·we 
shall see whether any such legislation will encounter a 
presidential veto. · 

"It is a question of duty with the President. It is 
a moral question with Dr. Carroll-this of free trade 
with the island. It is a practica.I religious question, 
says United States Consul Philip C. Hanna, stationed 
on the island. But it is still niore than this with Gen
eral Roy S. Stone, who quotes from General Miles's 
proclamation:to the islanders on the occasion of his in
vasion in 1898: 'We have come to bestow upon you the 
blessings and immunities of the liberal institutions of 
our Government.' Thus the extension of the American 
Constitut;ion to the island is a matter also of fulfilling 
a solemn promise, and General Stone proceeds indig
nantly to say:-

" 'Can we now afford to break our f'lolemn promise 
to these people at the outset of our rule? Shall we give 
them three quarters, or some other fraction, of what is 
due them, and that not as' a right, but as a concession 
which the next Congress may revoke?' 

"But for all that, the administration party in Con
gress is making the most common welfare of the Porto 
Rican people a consideration subordinate to that of 
certain protected interests at home; and if the Presi
dent is resisting this course, the fact is not generally 
known about the Capitol at Washington.'' 

The Church of Rome Against Religious Freedom. 

THE church of Rome does not believe in liberty of 
thought" Some apologists for that church say that she 
has been slandered-that she does believe in such lib
erty; but she herself boldly asserts even at this day 
that she does not. And as an illustration of this we 
cite the folloWiing paragraphs from a discours.e by a 
Jesuit, Rev. S. Rockwell, who is a professor of rhetoric 
in Boston College. The discourse was on "The neces
sity of a~thority in religious matters as opposed to lib
erty of thought," and was printed in the Boston Daily 
Globe, of February 12:-

" 'We are li vin :r in the midst of a perfect chaos of 
opinion; . there are almost as many views about our 
duty as there are human beings, and our ears fairly 
tingle -with the constant talk of liberty of. thought. 
Liberty, God-given liberty, unfettered liberty, personal 
rectitude, faith through experience, individualism-all 
these sounds are ringing continually in our ears, and 
some come to think 1)1at they must be right. It is called 
"individualism" as opp6sed to religious absolution. 

"'The Catholic Church repudiates this liberty of 
thought, and as the cry is so popular and so wide
spread, it is of importance that Catholics should under
stand just what our faith rests upon, and what is meant 
by authority and why we reject liberty of thought. 

"'God 'is all-wise and all-truthful, and if he speaks 
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he cannot therefore ma.ke a.ny mistake or tell a lie. We 
maintain that he has given revelation through Christ, 
the God-man, who confirmed his divinity and his divine 
commission by the miracles he wrought. . 

"'We rest on faith in· God's Word; that is the first 
step, the foundation. The second step is this: We 
maintain that Christ wished his teachingR to be taught 
to the end of time. If they change they cease to be his 
teachin~s, but rather somebody else's. He is unchanged. 
He founded a church with which he promised to abide 
forever, preserving her irom error. This is the doctrine 
of infallibility and unity. 

"'The Catholic Church has au infallible teitching 
authority, resting on the commission of Christ himself. 

by being chosen to office, even to the office of the p0pe; 
nor does he by such elevation acquire any more knowl
edge than he had before. "If any of you lack wisdom, 
let him ask of God, who giveth to all men liberally and 
upbraideth not, and it shall be given him." "The Holy 
GP,ost, . . . he shall guide you into all truth." The 
Protest.ant is satisfied with God as his teacher .and "the 
Holy Spirit as his guide; and his satisfaction is not at 
all diminished by noting what has been the history of 
the men and the nations which have been led by the 
church of Rorue. 

·Now this position of the church has never been refuted, 
and to-day all the talk against the ,authority of the 
church is a mere rhetorical flourish, in'favor of liberty 
without reasons, without proof. A gesture .and an 
apostrophe to liberty are not enough to prove one's 
position, You must take up the Catholic Church's posi
tion and handle her proofs one by one and show their 
falsity. It cannot, never has, and never will be done. 
The stronghold of the church is "authority," the en
emy is liberty of thought, or ''individualism," as some 
call it.'" ' 

'"All the mischief in the moral world to·day, all the 
havoc in social and domestic life, all the confusion of 
thought and opinion are due to an exaggerated idea 
and to a false application of liberty. 

"'The Catholic Church teaches that our Lord Jesus 
Christ is really, truly, and substantially in /the euchar
ist. The non-Catholic or Protestant sects deny this, 
and charge the church with idolatry. In truth, one of 
the two must be false. But a religion which is wrong 

, eV'en in only one point, cannot be the true one. There
fore it is simply impossible that Catholicity and Prot
estantism should both be true. Sanctity can never be 
attained in repudiating dogma and tradition, or in 
tearingthe creed to tatters. It can onlybe.bad in chas
tising the body, in refraining from things, in purifying 
the heart, so that it may be the worthy abiding place 
of the blessed Lord in holy communion.'" 

The Catholic claim that the church of Rome has an 
"infallible teaching authority, resting on the commis
sion of Christ himself," which claim "cannot, never has, 
and never will be, refuted," is very easily refuted by the 
Scriptures, as it often has been and often will be r~
futed. The Catholic Church wants unity)n religion by 
the suppression of thought; the Protestant wants 
unity by the exer<;ise of thought. The Catholic wants .. 
supreme religious authority vested in a fallible, mortal 
man: the Protestant wants such authority vested only • 
in God. The Catholic goes to the pope, the prelate; the 
priest, to be taught his religious duty; the Protestant 
goes ~ God, to be taught by the Holy Spirit. The 
Protestant does not claim that his own judgment is a 
safe or proper religious guide, and this is just why he 
rejects the guidance of the pope, the prelate and the 
church "fathers," because all these were anrl are only 
mortal, fallible men like himself. 

No man is invested with a new element of charac@r 

Salvation, by faith, as opposed to salvation by 
works, meaJJ.Ii! liberty of' thought as opposed to that 
submission of the intellect to merely human authority 
demanded by the papal church. 
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NEW YORX, FEBRUARY 22, I9<JO. 

AT Mt. Vernon, in this state, re
cently, the Sunday law was invoked 
for the suppression of a spiritualist 
seance that had been advertised for 
that day. Naturally, the pastors 
who enforced the law gave the people 
>the impression of being actuated by 
:a desire to suppress competition 
with the Sunday services. 

~ 

APRIL 22-29 of this year haR been 
deB_ignated by the National Reform 
Association and kindred societies as 

;; 

a week of prayer "in behalf of a bet-
ter observance of the Lord's day." 
Pastors are requested to preach 
upon the subject at thi~ time, and 
the Young People's so~ieties, and 
theW. C. T, U. are ~xpected to co
operate by the distribution of liter
ature and in other ways. 

WE invite and request our readers 
everywhere to send us the news of 
:such happenings as fall under their 
notice, affecting the question of relig
ions liberty in their locality. No 
matter if it is but a "straw," that is 
what W!3 want. A m~re item often 

·furnishes a telling illustration of an 
important truth. It is the news 
from the front that interests the 
people;_ and the SENTINEL wants to 
be, where a sentinel is supposed 
to be, at the front. But to do this 
it must echo the words of warning 
from the human sentinels (that 
ought to be) in all parts of the 
field. Then send us the items, please; 
and they will be better if told in your 
own words. 

~ 

A RESOLUTION in -behalf of Sunday 
rest, passed at a recent labor con
vention, declared the belief of the 
assembly that "all men should have 
the privilege of this day, that they 
may spe-_ d it with their families, or 

as they desire, in rest or in worship." 
But the men who are calling ,for 

Sunday laws do not intend at all 
that the workingmen shall be al
lowed to spend Sunda.y as they may 
desire, because, as is evident, they 
might not desire to spend it as these 
men think it ought to b<j spent. The 
workingmen might find "rest" in 
recreation, attending or participat
ing in games, or in various worldly 
amusements; and that would never 
do; no, indeed. The workingmen 
are to be allowed to spend Sunday 
"as they may desire," provided they 
desire to spend it in attending 
church or in mch other way as will 
constitute an acknowledgment that 
Sunday is a sacred day. 

"* THE contention between two mag-
nates in the steel industry, Messrs. 
Carnegie and Frick, reveals some 
instructive facts and figures con
cerning the modern "trust" methods 
of doing business. The Carnegie 
Steel Company, it app~ars, was 
formed in 1892, by a union of two 
companies having each a capital of 
$5,000,000. On the basis of this -
$10,000,000 actually paid in, by a 
little manipulation of stock, $25,-
000,000 appeared as the nominal 
capital of the concern and the net 
profits for 1,.899 were $21,000 000, 
Profits for 1900, estimated, $40,-
000,000. Value of property in 1899, 
as estimated by Mr.Carnegie, $250,-
000,000; and value on the London 
market in ordinarily prosperous 
times, by the same authority, $500,-
000,000. All this in eight years 
from a ·capital of but $10,000,000! 
Who will say in view of such things 
that the fifth chapter of James is 
not present truth? 

~ 

FoLLOWING fast upon· the sugges
tion made by one in close touch with 
the, administration; that the chief 
executive might find it necessary to 
conclude treaties with foreign pow
ers without securing either the ad
vice or consent of the Senate, comes 
the announcement that a secret 
treaty has been made with Great 

Britain, which is regarded by the 
Stotte Department as an offensive 
and defensive alliance -for· the pro
tection of the Western Hemisphere. 
And this treaty, it is further stated, · 
is intended to supplant the "Monrqe 
doctrine," under which the Western 
Hemisphere has been secured against 
European aggression from President 
Monroe's time down to the present. 

This treaty is meant, of course, to 
be binding upon the nation; that is, 
upon the people; but as the people 
did not make it, either themselves or 
through their repre_sentatives, it is 
clearly an instance in which one man 
has assumed the prerogative of ruler 
of the American people. 

Naturally the announcement 
causes considerable excitement and. 
"senators, representatives, and men 
of all parties," we are informed. 
"declare that no British alliance 
shall ever set the Monroe doctrine 
aside." But the truth is the Monroe' 
doctrine ... has already been set aside 
by· the American invasion of the 

\. 
Eastern Hemisphere, and nobody 
ought to be surprised that a sub
stitute .is now proposed to take its 
place. Nobody ought to be sur
prised that the Monroe doctrine 
should be regulated -;;ut of the 
American political system simulta
neously with the Constitution and 
the Declaration of Independence. 

~ 

THE\ so-called statesman who 
"loves" his country so much that he 
will maintain it In the wrong, will 
help his country along in the path
way of wrong, which never led any
where else than to ruin. And as the 
most that a traitor can do is to 
bring ruin on thecountryhe betrays, 
it is plain that these two men belong 
in the same class. 

CLEAN copies of the AMERICAN SEN· 
TINEL are desired for free circulation 
by the Florida Tract Society, and 
those of our readers having such 
copies which they can send, post
paid, will be putting them to excellent 
use. Address Florida TractSociety, 
Orlando, Fla., Box, 508. 
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TsE person who most needs a reformation in him
aelll', is sure to see the most need of reformation in other 
people. And when the church is most in need of refor
ma.tion, she always sees that the cause of the trouble is 
tha.t the state needs to become Christian. 

I:w the penitentiariE.S of t.he land there is enforced 
~est and attendance at church- or chapel-on Sunday; 
aud why should people who are not under arrest f~r 
-crime he treated on Sundays like the inmates of a peni
tentiary; that is, shut up by Jaw (the Sunday law), 
with nothing to vary the monotony of theirconfinemen t 
~";i',Ve the privilege of going to rhurch? 

~ ~ 

THE scheme to "acknowledge God" by the religious 
amendment to the Constitution, advocated by the 
Na.tional Reform paltY and its allies, i-s really a scb~me 
<to ignore God; since it ignores the inalienable rights 
with which the Creator bas endowed the individual. 
This scheme, instead of leaving every man answerable 
to God in religio'Js conduct, would make the minority 
in religion answerable to the majority, under the claim 
tha.t the will of the majority, in religion, is the "law of 
Chrtist." Pretending to leave every man answerable to 
God alone, it would really make man answerable to his 
fellowman, by putting upon men the prerogative of 
interpreting and defining the will of God, the majority 
for the minority. This would simply be I>Opery,for any 

· sehe~ is popery which aims to subject men to human 
authority in religion. 

THE state, being an organization of men, cannot 
be religious without conflicting with that other religious 
organization of men-the church; that is, the two will 
necessarily occupy the same sphere. The church will 
preach religion, and the state will enfmce religion; for 
the state cannot be religious without enforcing relijl;ion. 
But coercion and persuasion cannot go h~nd in hand in 
religion. The latter is nullified ·by the former, and th~ 
religious state becomes paramount in the sphere of 
religion. So that if the state ra~ properly be religious, 
there is neither nece~sity nor room for any other ~rgan
ization in the sphere of religion which is not subordi
nated to the state. There cannot be two independent 
organizations; the state cannot be religious and be 
independent of the church. And in every case which his
tory presents, where the state bas meddled with reli
gion, either the church has become subordinated to the 
state, or the state has bPen subordinated to the c~urch. 

National Reform "Objections and Answers." 

IN a "Manual of Christian Civil Government," pre
pared by the editor of the Christian Statesman, who is a 
lead(lr in the "Na>tional Reform" movemeJ;lt to "Chris
tianize" the Government, the author devotes some space 
to a review oi objections made to the movement, whirh 
he answers to his own satisfaction. A brief considera
tion of these objections and answers will be helpful to a 
right understanding of this important question now 
being pressed upon the American people. 

First, the author cites "The Alarm Cry of 'Church 
and State.'" He proceeds under this topic to give the 
National Reform~definition or conception of a union of 
church and state, thul'1:-

" A Christian secularist is the one who is logically 
driven to the union of church and state. He is fOiced 
to join hands with the advocates of ecclesiastical es
tablishments. He forbids the state itself having any-
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thing·to do.with"religion. Yet he believes Christianity 
essential to human welfare. The state is incompetent 
to give her citizens what is essential to her own pros
perity and perpetuit.y. She must therefore go to the 
Christian church and have that organization do what 
the state herself cannot do, but must have done in her 
imperativ;e need. This is union of church and state. 
It is the church doing the work that is essential in the 
sphere of the state it~elf." 

Christianity is essential to human weliare; but it 
reaches the state through the individual, not the indi
vidual through the state. As Christianity makes indi
vidual men and women better, it adds to the welfare of 
the state, but it does not and cannot make individuals 
better by means of the state. Right here lies one of the 
fundamental f!'l>llacies of the National Reform system. 
It puts the ca.rt before the horse-the state before the 
individual,-and thus invotves the whole subject in con· 
fusion well suited to the purposes of sophistry. The 
individual comes first. Tl;le Creator made individuals 
on' the earth, not states. The state came afterwards, as 
the work of the individuals when they had become suf
ficiently nu~erous to warrant such a form of govern
ment. Individuals were the creators of the state and 
they change the form and character of the government 
at their will. T4e state, as regards such changes, 
merely reflects the cha.nges which have first come in the 

·individuals. 
It is the mission of the church to spread the gospel. 

The gospel makes good people out of bad people, and in 
this wayconduces to the general welfare and prosperity. 
The National Reform expositor says that this work 
belongs in the sphere of the state itself; but it is neither 
necessary nor possible for the state to do it. 

But following- this f~r-fetched and h:npossible defin
. ition of church-and-state union, tlre author proceeds to 
give a true one. "Union of churcn and state," he says, 
2'is some mingling of civil and ecclesiastieal offices and 
functions." And how, we ask, can the state be religious 
without "some mingling of civil and ecclesiastical offices 
and functions" being the necessary result? 

He says that "The Bible is the supreme law of each 
[church and state] in its own sphere"; and "The state 
must confine itself to the sphere of maintaining rights 
and doing justice among men." This is true, atJ.d this 
is in ha.t:mony with the Bible rule of rendering to Coosar 
what is Coosar's and to God what is God's. But this is 
not what the author of this "Manual of Christian Civil 
Gov:ernment." means; for he adds: "To do this it [the 
state] must be guided by the law of the righteous Ruler. 
of nations; and for itself, and not through any church,' 
it must acknowledge its divine Ruler, and the moral 
principles of his law, revealed both in nature and the 
Scriptures, that apply to its distinctive sphere and 
functions. This is its own religion. This is national 
Christianity. And th~s is the best possible safeguard 
against the intermingling of civil and ecclesiastical 
offices and functions, or the union of church and state." 

That is to say, the state must acknowledge God and 
be religious in its sphere, and the church must do the· 
same in her sph~re, and both these are demanded by 
Christianity! How many differe~t ways of acknowledg
ing God and being religious, then, does Christianity 
demand or admit of? 

There is but one sphere of Christianity; and when 
both state and church try to be Christian, they mus~ 
neoessarily attempt to occupy' the same sphere, aud one 
must soon appear as superfluous and become subordin-' 
a ted to the other. This is the way it has always been 
in church-and-state union. And yet the National Re
former would have us believe that this attempt to com
bine the civil and ecrlesiastical spheres into one "is th~ 
best possible safeguard against the intermingling of 
civil and ecclesiastical offices and functions" l This is 
the way he would prevent a union of church and stater 

"Another practical and pointed way of answering 
this stale objection" (that the National Reform move
ment means a ~nion of church and state), says this 
National Reform spokesman, "is by asking, What 
church?" "Some church as a' visible organization must 
be in view, if tliere is to be an actual union of church 
and' state." 

What church?-Any church or all churches combined. 
Can union of the state with a dozen churches be any 
better than union with one alone? Where there are a 
number of powerful churches, as in this country, the
religion of the state will necessarily be such as is accept
able to all these alike; for the E!tate could not unite 
wit.h one alone, in the face of the opposition of the rest. 
And e~en if it should do this, the union would be a com
paratively harmless one in its rf'sults, because the ex
cluded churches would combine against it, and the 
state would have neither the power nor the courage to 
make "heresy" a cdme punishable with civil penalties. 
But united with all the poweriul churches, the position 
of the state would be far otherwise, and it could and 
would then proceed, under their dictation, to attempt 
the suppression, of "heresy" by the severe~t punish
ments. 

But how could t·here be a uniou of the s.tate with aU 
the leading churches, when these churches are not united 
with each other? Ah, there is one poinf-one church 
dogma-upon which all the leading churches are united, 
and upon which they may form a union with the state; 
and that point is, "the necessity of observing Sunday as 
the Christian Sabbath. And the forming of the union 
upon this one point alone, does not at all affect the 
reality or the nature of the union. It is a union of 
church. and state, identical in principle, however differ
ing in details, with the plainest union of church and 
and state that the world bas known. And all the worse 
will it be for the small minority of Christians who take 
issue with the state and the powerful churches upon 
this one point.· All the- more will they be deno~nced for· 
standing out against the state and the churches upon a 
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single point; they~will receive only the~ less sympathy been pursued. In t}le session of Parliament last men
because their religious rights are not denied upon other tioned, an act was passed for changing the government 
points. NorwillitmatteratalltothemthattheheM·y ofQuebec, by which the Roman Catholic religion, in
hand of the law descends upon them for thiE one thing stead of being tolerated, as stipulated in the treaty of 

peace, is established; and the people there are deprived 
and not for such various forms of "heresy" as have been of a right to an assembly. Trials by jury, and the 
made punishable in the past. They will be fined, 1m-- English laws in civil cases are abolished. And instead: 
prisoned, and otherwise punished, precisely as diss.ent- thereof, the French laws are established, in direct viola
era have been punished under the union of church and . tion of his majesty's promise in his royal proclamation, 
state in former times. u:ader the faith of which many English subjects settled 

_Thus the question f'Which church" bas no force at h:t that province. And the limits of that province are 
all as lit reply to the charge that the National Reform extended so as to comprehend those vast regions that 

lie adjoining to the northerly and westerly boundaries 
movement does aim at a union of church and state. of these colonies. 

Notes on the Declaration of Independence and 
the "Quebec Act." 

BY JOSEPH BRADFIELD. 

IN the Declaration and Resolves of the First Conti
nental Congress, agreed to at Philadelphia, October 14, 
1774, four acts of the British Parliament; one of them 
being "An act -for making more effectual provision for 
the government of the Province of Quebec, etc.," were 
solemnly declared to be "impolitic, unjust, and cruel, as 
well as unconstitutional, and most dangerous and de
structive of kmerican rights.'' 

And again, in the same document, in the enumera
tion of "such acts and measures as have been adopted 
since the late war, which demonstrate a system formed 
to enslave America," the Quebec Act is included; and it 
is there spoken of as an act "for establishingtheRoman 
Catholic religion in the Province of Quebec, abolishing 
the equitable system of English laws, and erecting a 
tyranny there, to the great dan~er (from so total a 
dissimilarity of religion, law, and government) of the 
neighboring British colonies, by the assistance of whose 
blood and treasure the said country was conquered from 
France." 

In the famous ad~ress to the people of Great Britain 
approved October 21,1774, Congress said:-

' "Know then that we think the legislature of GrPat 
Britain is not authorized bytheConstitution to establish 
a religion fraught with sanguinary and impious tenets, 
or to erect an arbitrary form of government, in any 
quarter of the globe. 1 • • • 

"At the conclusion of the late wa:r-a war rendered 
gloridus by the abilities and integrity of a minister to 
whose efforts the British empire owes its safety and its 
fame-at the conclusion of this war, which was succeeded 
by an inglorious peace, formed under the auspices of a 
minister of principles and a, family unfriendly to the 
Protestant cause, and inimical to liberty. We say at 
this period, and under the influence. of that man, a plan 
for enslaving your f<>llow subjects in America was con-
certed. . . . · 

"To promote these designs, another measure has 

"The authors of this arbitrary measure flatterthem-
selveri that the inhabitants [of Canada], deprived oi lib
erty, and artfully provoked against those of another 
religion, will be proper instruments for assisting in the 
oppression of such as differ from them in modes of 
government and faith.-Journals of Congress, Vol. 1, 
p. 54. 

"This was evidently the object of the act. And in 
this view, being extremely dangerous to our liberty and 
quiet, we cannot forbear complaining of it, as hostile to 
British America .. Superadded to these considerations, 
we cannot help deploring the unhappy condition to 
which it has reduced the many English settlers, who, 
encouraged by the royal proclamation promising en
joyment of all their rights, have purchased estates in 
that country. They are now the subjects of an arbi
trary government, are deprived of trial by jury, and 
when imprisoned, cannot claim the benefit of the writ of 
habeas corpus. Nor can we suppre!'!ls our astonishment 
that a British Parliament should ever consent to estab- 1 
lish in that country, a religion that has deluged your 1 

island in blood, and dispersed· impiety, bigotry, perse
cution, murder, and rebellion through every part ofthe 
world."-Journals:orCongress, Vo/.1, pp. 44, 45. 

In the Declaration of the Causes and Necessity of 
Taking up Arms, adopted July 6, 1775, the Quebec Act 
is referred to as a statute passed "for erecting in a 
neighboring province, acquired by the joint arms of 
Great Britain and America, a despotism dangerous to 
our very: existence." . 

In the Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1776, 
the same view of the Quebec Act is expressed by pro
nouncing it to be an act "for abolishing the free sy~tem 
of English laws in a neighboring province, establishing 
therein an arbitrary government and enlarging its 
boundaries so as to render it at once an example and fit 
instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into 
these colonies." 

The Quebec Act had its inception in the Vatican, aud 
is a shocking instance of the insidious methods and ·per
petual intermeddling of the Roman pontiff in the polit
ical affairs even of Protestant nations. It is a well
established historical fact that Mgr. Guarandoti, who 
was secretary of the Propaganda under Pope Pius VII, 
wrote a letter to the British Cabinet ministers in which 
he enlarged upon the advantages of "the Canadian 
check," and in the most seductive terms explained what 
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an excelleBt thing it would be to have a proper under
standing between King George III and Pope Pius VII. 
In this letter he also declared that the church would 
always in the f:p.ture, as in the past. inculcate loyalty, 
obedience, and respect for sovereigns, and that her in
fluence would 'be entirely againRt any revolutionary 
movements;" calling attention ei'pecially to the fact 
that the spirit of independence in America at that time 
was confined exclusiyely to the Protestant colonies 
south of the st. Lawrence; that it WtlS the Protestant 
colonies whidh resisted tyranny, w_hile the Catholie colo
nies of Canada remained f•<ithful to his majesty! 

The Quebec Act was de~dgned to create two factions 
in British America, divided on religious, racial, and 
territorial lines, either of which might, when occasion 
arose, be used as an engine to keep the other _in perpet
ual subjection to the central authority at London. It 
was not doubted that the animosities engendered by a 
long serifs of wars in the past could be kept alive as a 
convenient leverage for oppression by allowing Queb£c 
to retain its Bourbon constitution. 

THE TEXAS DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. 

In the "unanimous Declaration of Independence, 
made hy the delegates of the people of Texas at the 
town of Washington on the 2nd day of March, 1836," I 
find the following expressions:-

, "The Mexican nation has acquiesced in the changes 
made in the government by General Antonio Lopez de 
Santa Anna, who, having overturned the. constitution 
of his country, now offers us the cruel alternative, either 
to abandon our homes, acquired by so many priva- · 
tiqns, or submit to the m(jst intolerable of all tyranny, 
the combined despotism of the sword and the priest
hood." 

The Mexican government now "deniesus the right 
of worshiping the Almighty according to the dictates of 
our own consciences, by the support of a national reli
gion calculated to promote the interests of its 'human 
functionary rather tharl the glory of the true and ever
living-God .... 

"It has failed to establish any publie system of edu
cation, although possessed of almost boundless re
sources in the public domain. . . . 

"It has failed and refused to secure on a firm b"asis 
the right of trial by jury. , 

"It has suffered themilitarycommandantsstationed 
among us to exercise arbitrary acts of oppression and 
tyranny .... 

"The Mexican government is a consolidated, cen
tral, military despotism, in which every interest is dis
regard~d but that of the army and priesthood, both the 

I . 
eterna~ enemies of civil liberty, the ever-ready minions of. 
power, and the usual instrumeNts of tyrants." 

•:Lorc1 God of H?sts! be with us yet, 
Lest we forget, lest we forget!" 

Washi;Jgton, D. C. 

Christians Not Made That Way. 

BY T. E. BOWEN. 

THE Sunday-closing measures ~;~o strictly enforced 
at the instigation of the church peoJie recently in Balti
more gave, many practical illustrations 31'1 to the real 
working of these obsolete laws. 

:So hearts were. made· better. No tender feelings 
/drawn forth toward God for his great' love manifested 
· to the children of men in so many ways. Instead of 
ma,king men better, they were driven into the hypo
crite's seat,. or made t.o hate a little Jl10re intensely all 
that passes for religion. These feelings found vent in 
many slurring placards displayed in &tore windows. 
Here are a few:- · 

"For it is decreed that man was made for the Sab· 
bath." 

"Gone to church; go thou and do likewise." 

A drug store had this:-

" We se\1 nothing but medicines, although we pro
test that it is a grave mistake for law-abidin~ citizens 
to fall sick on the Sabbath;, as it necessitates the em
ployment of physicians and diverts the minds of patients 
and. their families from devotional exercise. As, how
ever, we must keep open our store to supply such phys
ical wants on this day, we shall, as far as it lies within 
our power, enter into the spirit of the new order of 
things, brought about by the truly good people of this. 
community. To this end we will on this day offer spir
itual advice and treatment ·gratis to all who may 
apply." 

Here is some clerica:I advice given free, although you 
notice pardon is asked for giving it on Sunday, the 
clergys' busy day:-

"Not that we wish to enter into unseemly competi
tion with the clergy during their business hours, but 
that between whiles the hardened sinner and impious 
Sabbath-breaker may be thus warned away from evil 
thoughts and removed from the temptations of idleness 
to the betterment of his spiritual welfare and to the 
·edification of the truly good, whose tender, unselfish 
hearts throb with an altruistic ecstasy born of bumilty 
and charity. Therefore, we beseech you be not cast 
down, but with contrite heart, curb your desires." 

But the following notice is especially noteworthy 
as showing how the religious people are regarded by 
the worlc:J.ly people, and how futile is the effort to make 
people better by law:-

" And that it may direct" you to a spirit of emula~ 
tion, observe well the moral attitude and sera,phic coun
tena,nce of the elect and truly good, [italics ours] for they 
walk abroad and are plainly visible to the common 
herd, and :may be known by the gentleness of their de
meanor and the length of their faces." 

Who can imagine they are doing Jesus Christ service 
in enforcing such laws? Surely they know not what 
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spirit they are of, any more than (ijd the disciples of old 
when they asked Jesus :to permit them to call down fire 
from heaven and destroy the Samaritans for not re
ceiving their Lord. If we have not the spirit of Christ, 
we are none of his. ( 

·"A Revolution of the Most Radical and Far
Reaching Character." 

BY JOHN D. BRADLEY. 

change from a condition where all were free citizens and 
none were subject vassals, to a condition where in a 
particular locality all are subject vassals and none are 
free citizens; a change from a condition where all are 
allowed through their votes to participate in determin
in!?,".the legislation of the General Government, to a con-
dition in a particular locality where all. are made subject. 
to laws in the making of which they are forever denied 
the privilege of having a voice; a change from a co~di
tion in which the people have all the rights, powers and 
privileges of soverei!?,"n statehood, to a condition where 
for all time they are to be allowed no governmental or
ganization of their own excepting only such dependent 
organization as they are permitted to maintain at the 

IN introducing the follo~ing quotation we think of will and pleasure of the General Government. 
two things that are quite strange. "The proposition is not to be successfully contro-

One is that the members of the United States Senate verted that such radical changes in the principles and 
-the highest deliberative body in this country-have a practises of our Government will constitute a revolution 

. · of the most pronounced type. 
better opportumtyfor free speech and an untrammeled "If th f th · d t 't · t b . . . . '- , ere ore, e acqmre erri ory IS o e perm a-
expressiOn of their opmwns, than have the members o~ nently held without statehood and without the privilege 
possibly any o'.iher assembly in the country from the or right of their people to participate directly or·indi· 
national House of Representatives down to the most rectly in the enactment of the laws of the General Gov
unpretentious town meeting. This freedom is naturally ernqtent by which they are to be governed, and if it is. 
expected to be greatest in primary assemolies, and its impo~sible that they can ever b~ given such ?rivileg~s 

·.curtailment is naturally expected to be most pro- and right~; thefpterm.anent r_ethenttwtnh of tthes~ tslanfds IS 

d •· th bl' f th t · d f · h an expansiOn o . erritory wit ou e ex enswn o our· 
nounce m ose assem 1es ar es remove rom t e t ' f t · 't · · h' h d .· · . . . sys em o governmen ; I IS an expansiOn w IC e-
people. Th1s strange thmg, however, IS not hkely to stroys to that extent our political principles and our 
remain long, as it is now proposed by a member of that governmental ideals; it is an expansion which is neither 
body that "all resolutions shall be referred without the natural growth nor the legitimate development of 
debate, . . . unless the Senate by unanimous consent our system of go~~rnment, but it is an expansion which 
orders otherwise." The express object of this resolution is a revolution in that system. . ' 
is to shut off compietely such timely and truthful utter- '"The conditions which now exist, and which wiU 

t b l 
· ' undoubtedly exist hereafter if we permaneutly retain 

ances as we quo e e ow. h Ph'l' ; k · · 'bl h t h . . . t e I Ippmes, rna e It Impossi e t a. t ey can ever 
The other strange thmg 1s that there are a large become a State; and to hold them as a subject colony 

number of people who see nothing inconsiste~t between makes necessary a revolution in our system of govern-: 
the present attitude of the American Government to· ment which should not be aided by anyone who is Joyal 
ward liberty and humanrights,.and its attitude through· to the principles upon which that system was founded. 
out its whole history up to within less than two years It is a revolution which requires those who support it 
ago. They admit, that the succession of events bas to deny ~he most venerated principles contained in the 
b · d b t tb · · t th t th "R bl' , . . 1 Declaratwn of Independence, and compels them to 

een.rapi '. u ey msis a e e?u IC I~ Slm? Y openly challenge and dispute their truth. It is a revo-' 
makmg swifter and greater progress m the directiOn lution which tramples under foot the warnings and pre
that it has always pursued; t~at it is simply hastening cepts of Washington's Farewell Address, which we have·· 
to its legitimate destiny and accomplishing the great heretofore reverently read in this chamber upon each 
purpose for which it exists. We are told that ''For ages recurring anniversary, and the teachings of which the 
has Asia waited for America to be born, and to grow to American people have held as sacred for more than a 
her present strength," and that the time has come for hundre~ years. I~ is. a revo~ution wb_ich '?-tte~ly scouts 

h t h " · 'b'l't' , d t d·' h and derides the prmCiples whwh have msprred m us the· er o assume er responsi I I Ies an o Isc arge . f . d . " . . , · contemplatiOn o a Republican government as a sacre 
her obhgatwns. thing, and which has heretofore caused us to make-

To such people and to all others who have any haste to recognize every Republican government which 
doubts as to whether or not the American Government has been set up by those who have overthrown any 
is repudiating the principles of republican government form of monarchical government. It .is a revolution 
of which it has been the grand exponent for over a cen- which palsi~s our tongue when we would give voice to 
tury, we commend the following earnest and able words our sympathy for any people struggling for liberty 
spoken by Ron. A. 0. Bacon, of Georgia, in the United anywhere on the earth, and makes us with accusing 

conscience sit in dumb silence for fear the accusingfingel' 
States Senate, January 30:- may be poini!ed at us. Nay, mo're, ~r. President, it is a 

"Revolution means a turning over. · In political revolution which, while it denies liberty to other people,. 
matters it is used to signify a complete or radical endangers the liberty of our own people. 
change. There could scarcely be a more complete or "Blenators cannot fail to recognize that a people to 
radical change in the insti~utions of a c,ountry than a prese.rve their own libe.rties must be true to the princi-
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pies up,on which~their liberties rest. They mus"t not only 
be true to theprinciples of liberty as applied .to them
selves and 'as enjoyed by themselves, but they must be 
loyal to those principles in according the enjoyment of 
them to others. The man who teaches his children that 
th{'y can with propriety violate the Decalogue in deal
ing with the prpperty of his neighbor and the persons 

. of his neighbor's family, cannot promote or maintain 
personal honesty or personal virtue within theprecinds .. 
of his own household. 1 

"The advocates of t:he permane-nt retention of the 
Philippines do not like to hear the term 'vassal.' Nev
~rtheless, one who is the subject of a government in 
which he has no voice, who only has such liberty as the 
government may gra:q.t him, and which itself may be 
taken from him at the will of the government, is a vas
saL And that. is the only political relatio"il the Filipino 
can ever bear to the United States. The advocates of 
permanent retention do not like the term 'imperialism.' 
Nevertheless, whenever a republic owns outlyi~g prov
inces, to be held permanently as dependent colonie8, 
never to be admitted as i't part of the republic in the 
control and administration of the government, that 
republic is to that extent imperial. And, if held, per:dla" 
nently, that is th~ only relation which the Philippine 
Islands can ever bear to the United States. 

"Ah, sir, it is true that tht>terms 'vassal' and "impe
rial' grate on American ears. They are terms expres
sive of conditions violative of every principle of the free 
institujiions of America. They are terms expressive of 
conditions utterly at war with the principles which 
Americans during three generations have drank in with 
their mothers' milk. 

"To bring about such conditions and make them 
permanent which riecessa,rily result in imperialism and 
vassalage, is, I repeat, td revolutiopize the Government, 
because heretofore we have had no imperial colonies 
a·nd no vassals, and we have vaunted political principles 
whichhavemade itimpossible that we should have P-ither 
the one or the other. 

"Now, sir, I use the term 'revolution' because it is 
the' one which properly expresses the tact. The proposi
tion is this: That to permanently retain territory which 
it is known can never become a State and the people of 
which it is also known can never be admitted to parti
·cipation in the legislation and adminiE>tration either of 
.a State or of the General Government, people who must 
'be ruled by a standing army in their midst; is to work 
-4 revolution in the system of government as it has here
tofore existed in the United States-a revolution of the 
most radical and tar-reaching character~ 

"There can be no such thing as an imperial republic. 
It will either be an empire or a republic. Under the 
name imperial republic, the form of a republic may be 
preserved; but the soul and spirit of republican institu
tions will surely die. To speak of an imperi{ll republic, 
true to republican principles and institutions, is to speak 
of a free autocracy or a Christian infidel, or a law-abid-
ing lawbreaker. !• • 

"I desire to say that the man who compares the 
proposed expansion, and the effects which must neces
sarily follow it, to the ,expansion of the past which: has 
come from the acquisition of the territory acquired .from 
France or from Mexico or from Spain before the. late 

war; the man who·says they are alke; the man who says 
that the. one may be .taken a.s the auth<>rity aJ!!Ube 
defense of the other, is either woefully lacking in candor 
or still more woefully lacking in information, becavse 
they are as wide apart as the poles and ·as different as 
night is from day. The one is the expansjon and exten
sion of free government and tree institutions; the other 
is the destruction of free institutions and the birth and 
growth of imperial rule." 

The "Liberality" of the Papal Church under 
Leo XIII. 

William Burt, D. D. (Methodist), in N. Y. "Christian Advocate." 

.AN approved biography of Leo XIII contains the 
fqllowing st~;~.tement: "It is an old and barefaced accu
sation, which the 'enemies of the church have continually 
repeated, that she does not give su~cient attention to 
education, and that even her priests ar~'> ignorant. But 
the reign of Leo XIII has given a positive denial to .all 
such a!lsertions." · The author, however, a1!tempts to 
prove his statement by simply showing that the pope 
has caused to be published a fine edition oi the works of 
Thomas Aquinas, has ·erected. ~to c statue to him in the 
vatic an, and bas" made the study of this learned philos
opher to be introduced into all the universiti.eE>,colleges, 
seminaries, and f'(lhools in the Roman Catholic world. 
But do these facts constitute Leo XIII a leader among 
educators? 

It is well known that Leo XIII has always been one 
of the most zealous. disciples of Thomas Aquinas. 
While he was bishop of Perugia he founded an academy 
for the,special study of the "angelic doctor." In 1875, 
as· cardinal, he presented to Pius IX a request· that 
Thomas Aquinas might be proclaimed universal patron 
of all studies in the universities, academies, and semina
ries of the world. 

In harmony with his yiews as bishop he issued an 
encyclical August 4, 1879, recommending the teaching 
of the philosophy of Thomas Aquinas in all the schools 
~nd seminaries. This be confirmed by another letter 
written Oct. 15, 1879. 

On Jan. 18; 1880; the pope pla(!ed at the disposal of 
his editprs sixty thousand dollars for the publication of 
a new edition oi the .works of Thomas Aquinas, and 
again on Nov. 21, 1880, another sum of forty thousand 
dollars. On August 4,1880, Leo XIII declared his fa
vorite phil~sopher to be the patron saint of all Roman 
Catholic universities, colleges, and seminaries through
out· the world. The pope ·then recommended a thor
ough education for those whose sp~cial duty it might 
be to confute the doctrines of the Reformation, "which 
education can be obtained only in the philosophy 
and scientific theology of which Thomas Aquinas was 
master.'' . • ·~ 
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Every book and pamphlet written by RomanCatho- Catholics of Hungary, the pope speaks of the "modern 
lies during the reign of Leo XIII which has contained a sects as being more terribly fatal than the ancient Moe· 
lin\) or word expressing the right of free thought or of lem." With the modern Moslem the papacy seems to be 
private judgment has been immediately placed on the in most cordial relations. . . . 
"Index," while the. writers have been compelled to , The authorized biographer of the pope says: "In his 
-choose between retraction and absolute submis~~.on or glorious pontificate Leo XIII has given special atteiJ.
excommunication. Some time ago the Bishop of Cre· tion to the religious orders, has encouraged them, and 

. mona and others were called to account for a certain helped them to. rise up into their former position and 
liberal tendency in their writings. The pope gave them power in the church." On Sept. 17, 1882, he recom
to understand that they were to believe and hold all mended the cult of St. Francis of Assisi, and on May 30, 
that Thomas Aquinas taught, and nothing else. Their 1883, he constituted the third order of Franciscans. He 
letters of retragtion were as follows: ''I deplore what himself wished to be known as the protector of Francis· 
your holiness deplores. I desire what you desire, and ·cans, but the Jesuits have been specially favored by 
condemn what you condemn. I recognize no party ·but him .. He was at first their pet disciple, and then became 
the Roman Church, and no father but the head of that their willing servant. In his brief of July 13,1886, the 
church!' pope pronounced a eulogy on the Jesuits, whom he 

During the pontificate of Leo XIII the scholarly declared to be worthy of great honor in ~be Catholic 
have been persecuted, while the narrow-minoed and big· Church, and he abrogated tht- "Brief Dominus" of his 
oted have been rewarded. The present pope causeo predecessor, Clement XIV, giving back to the Jesuits 
Carini to die of a broken heart, and he treated very cru- all the privileges and immunities which they once en
elly the scholarly Tolsti, while he bas made bishops and joyeo. 

cardinals of men utterly void of any knowledge of mod- On October 12, 1892, Leo XIII addressed a letter 
ern sc•ience, but rich in their hatred of evangelical truth. to the "new general oi the Jesuits, in which he greatly 
If the pope has been obliged to recommend or approve praised the order, and on July 30, 1895, he gave into 
the establishing of schools as the only means of getting the care of the order the direction of all the colleges and 
the control of the rising generation, he has allowed as 
little of modern thought and freedom to enter these 
schools as was absolutely necess.a:J;"Y· . , . . 

In a letter to the vicar general of Rome, dated June 
26, 1878, the pope says: "In t.he midst of many reasons 
for rejoicing we have much sorrow pecause of the gen
eral condition of the church, especially here in Rome, the 
center of Catholicism and the seat of the vicar of Christ. 
Here there is no restriction on the preEs; here Protest
ant churches are built even in the most populous streets, 
as if to insult us." 

Again, on July 12, 1878, he wrote another letter to 
the vicar general, complaining of the liberty given to 
Protl$stants to build churches and open schools, by 
which means they "spread the poison of their errors." 
Then he issued the following decree: "The supreme ex
communication, reserved as the special prerogative of 
the pope, is herebyrpronounced against all those who 
give their names to the heretical sects, of whatever de
nomination, who take part in their religious services or 
listen to theh· preachers, who print the invitation to 
these services or the subject of the discomses. They 
commit mortal sin who go to sing or play in Protestant 
churcbeR, the publishers who print Protestant books, 
and the architects, contractors, masons, and laborers 
who work in the construction, repairs, or decoration of 
any Protestant church. Parish priests are hereby in
structed to see that no one will work for Protl:stants." 
This is not a document of the Middle Ages, but one that 
emanated from Leo XIII. . . . 

In his encyclical to the bishops of Hungary, Aug. 
20, 1886, which is really a political program for the 

schools in Egypt. 

It is a contradiction of terms to speak of Leo XIII 
as liberal and the ltiend oi free institutions, whether 
they be ecclesiastical or civil, when by his every act he 
h<:ts proved himself to be the friend of the Jesuits. By 
restoring them to power he struck a dagger into the 
heart of liberty. This institution, born in Spain, soon 
spread itself over all nations, but because of its political 
intrigues, its immoral teachings, and its crimes Clement 
XIV was obliged to abolish the order. But a secret so
ciety of that kind; proportions, and power could not be 
destroyed by a papal decree, and hence the Jesuits, cast
ing off for a time their distinctive garb, remained the 
same in heart and intent. They lived for awhile in the 
dark until they got rid of the pope who bad decreed 
their death, and then came forth more heinous than 
before. After the death of Clement XIV the Jesuits re-
turned to enjoy many of their rights and privileges. 
They became the confessors and counselors at courts 
and the favored educators of the aristocracy of the na
tions of Europe, but it was reserved to Leo XIII to rec-, 
ognize them officially and place them in power. Now 
the pope remains prisoner, and the Jesuits are directing 
affairs as they please. . . . 

The Jesuits hate our Constitution and our free insti-
tutions, and secretly seek to undermine the Republic. 
"Eternal vigilance is the. price of liberty." 

Let me conclude by quoting another line from the 
pope's authorized biographer: "Leo XIII has absolutely 
continued the work of Pius IX and faithfully sustained 
his principles since he is verily hfs successor." 
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THE Torch of Reason, a western paper, which is an 
exponent of atheistic "liberality," said in a recent issue 
that "no man or woman should have the right to do 
wrong, and that the majority interested should have 
the say as tu what is right and what is wrong; .and 
that it is, generally speaking, the duty of every citizen 
to yield a ready obedience to the voice of the people the 
same as a child should readily obey its parents." 

* * * 
This is the natural logic of atheism, since it ignores 

the Creator altogeth~r. The doctrine of freedom in gov
ernment is that "all men are created equal, and are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
rights," and that it is the proper business of civil gov
ernment to preserve these rights of the individual. But 
if there is no Creator, as atheism asserts, then of course 
m~n are not "created equal," and the highest authority 
upon any question of right and justice is the people 
themselves. And this simply gives to :the majority the 

-' .. 
authority to decide what is right in every matter, both 
civil and religious, and to oblige the individual to con
form his life altogether as it may dictate, just as a child 
must submit to the dictates of its parents. It swefps 
away individual rights altogether; for such a right is 
one which no majority can set aside. If the majority 
can rule in all things, thi:m there can be no such thing as 
an individual right. 

* * . * 
Thus atheism repudiates the Declaration of Inde

pendence, and betrays itis essential oneness with the 
governmental theory of the papacy a~d of National 
Reform. 

* * * 
The American theory of government enunciated in 

trhe Declaration of Independence is the Christian theory, 
·as 1Stated by Christ himself in the language, ''Render 
therefore to Coosar the things that are Coosar's, and to 
God the things that are God's." If there is n9 God, 
then we must necessarily render all things to Coosar, 
and be answerable to him in religious things as well as 
in things civil. We would be amenable in alHhings to 
human authority. The papal theory of government 
demands submission in all things to the authority of 
the pope-a human being-and the National Reform 
theory demands submission~in all things to the "law of 

Christ," as interpreted bj human authority. Thus aU 
three demand the same thing; all 'three ignore the Cn:
ator, differing on this pqint only in their methods. AU 
three stand opposed to the Christian and American 
theory which exalts the individual by recognizing in· 
him that which is too sacred to be' subject to merely 
human-authority and of which no human power can 
rightfully dispossess him. 

* * .. 

HoRACE GREELY's idea of the doctrine which now 
rests upon a Supreme Court decision, that "this is a. 
9hristiannation," is expressed in the following from the 
N. Y:, Daily Tribune, of March 7, lg65:-

. "We deny that this is ··a Christian nation. Franoo,. 
Spain, Russia, Austria, Mexico, Portugal, Brazil, etc.~ 
are Christian nations, no matter how many of their 
people may he non-Christians; this country is not Chris
tian, though a majority of its inhabitant~ probab1y 
are. 'Almighty God' is not the 'source of all authority 
and power' in our government; the people of the United 
States are such source. . . . The Federal-Constitu
tion is based on the idea that religious.faith is a purely 
personal matter, with which civil go.Yernments have 
properly nothing to do, and with which they cannot; 
meddle without doing far more harm than good." 

* * * 
It is plain from this ~bat in Mr. Greely's view it was 

not any great credit to a country to be a "Cbristia:n 
nation." A nation might be "Christian" without bt>mg 
any better th.an Spain, Austria, or Rmsia, while the 
best governm~nt on the earth was non-Christian. Of 
course, to call such nations Christian is a slur npon 
Christianity; and it is impossible that a nation should 
be truly Christian irrt>spective of the Christianity of· its 
people. 

* * * 
AN exchange notes that "by enforcing a puritanie 

Sunday law in South Norwalk, Conn., the mayor has 
inaugurated a Sunday exodus to Norwalk, a mile dis
tant, where trade. is permitted the first day of the week
Hence, if Sunday trade is a sin, the bigots have not les
sened the evil by closing the South Norwalk stores, but> 
they have caused to be added to the felony of SUnday 
traffic the offence of walking otherwise than 'rev(!mentJy 
to and from church.'" 

* * * 
AN obstacle in the way of the enforcement of the 

New 1'o'rk City Sunday law against shaving, has been· 
discovered by a Brooklyn lawyer who was counsel ior a. 
barber recently arrested for the crime of shaving a eos
tomer after 1 o'clock P. :M. Tile law provide~ tha,t find> 
"offenders" upon conviction, "shall be fined not more 
than $5; and upon a second conviction for a like offense 
shall be fined not less than $10 and not more than $25, 
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or be imprisoned," etc. Jacob Strubel, having been 
convicted and fined $5, said he had not the money to 
pay, and when his counsel called the attention of Justice 
Fitzgerald to the wording of the law, which says nothing 

·about the alternative of imprisonment for first offem·es, 
the prisoner was discharged. 

Sunday Enforcement in Baltimore. 

[IN an exchange we note the following with reference 
to the situation in Baltimore, Md., growing out of the 
recent crusade for the enforcement of Sunday observance 
in that place:-] 

The ancient Sunday law ol Maryland, passed in 
1723 A. n., reads as follows:-

"No person shall work or do any bodily labor on 
the Lord's day, commonly called Sunday, and.noperson 
having children or servants shall command or willingly 
suffer any of them to do any manner of work or labor 
on the Lord's day (works of necessi~y or charity alwa.ys 
excepted), nor shall any one suffer or permit any chil
dren or servants to profane the Lord's day by gaming, 
fishing. fowling, hunting, or unlawful pastime or recre
ation." 

Urged forward by the Sunday reformers, the author
ities of Baltimore ordered the rigid enforrfment of Hie 
law. An order was issued to the entire police force for 
Sunday, Jan. 28, 1900, to note all violations of this 
law. It was announced that this order included cigar 
dealers, grocers, meat dealers, messenger boys, hack· 
men, coachmen, saloon-keepers, drivers, bootblacks 

' ' fruit dealers, soda-water dealers, ice-cream dealer"', 
newsboys, lunch·room dealers, clerks, typE)writers, con
fectioners, stationers, etc., etc. 

Such was the program for January 28. As a result 
hundreds of violators and of witnesses who were regis
tered by the police, gave fictitious names, and the plans 
of the Grand Jury were thwarted. The movement which 
the friends of Sunday had urged was turned into a 
movement against the ancient law by inducing steps 
for a new statute. Hence we have the following report, 
through the New York Tribune, of the situation one 
week later. Under date, Feb. 3, 1900, its Baltimore 
correspondent says:-

"The Blue Laws will not be enforced so rigidly to
morrow, for the reason that the Grand Jury bas about 
six thousand witnesses of violati~ns of the law already 
on its hands, and it is not anxious to have that number 
doubled by the police to-morrow. ·At a conference of 

·the police authorities to-day it was decided to make 
exceptions to-morrow in the caees of newsboys, boot
blacks, baggage-wagon drivers, elevator boys and cab
men. It is apparep.t that it is impossible to enforce the 
laws, made 172 years ago, without stopping street-cars, 
newspapers, and ~ven cook8 and servants from perform
ing duties. The bill for the modification of the Jaws 
now in the legislatrire\will probably be pa"'sed next week 

and permit those members of the Grand Jury who in
sisted on a rigid enforcement of the old laws to get out 
of an embarrassing position."-Sabbath Recorder. 

Religion in the Public Schools. 

THE controversy over religious teaching in the 
public schools has appeared in the public schools of 
Harlem, N.Y. City. An atheist, named Bitner, whose 
boy attends one of the schools, does not want the latter 
instructed about God or given other religious teachiDg, 

· and on this ground takes exception to the reading of 
the Bible at the opening services which the boy is 
obliged to attend. Mr. Bitner intends to carry the case 
into the courts if necessary. 

The following statement of the case is made by the 
Herald, of this city:-

"John Jasper, Superintendent of Schools for Man
hattan, said yesterday that the Bitner case had not 
been brought to his official knowledge. 'The laws gov
erning the schools of this county,' he said, 'provide that 
no religious instruction shall be given or any teachings 
of a sectarian nature permitted. It is provided, bow
ever, that on opening school every day a chapter of 
Scripture shall be read, without note or comment. We 
have never had a complaint, so far as I know, that these 
provisions were being violated.' 

"It was pointed out to Mr: Jasper that young Bit
ner's troubles bad arisen through his refusal to copy 
from dictation the word 'God,' which was in the lines 
read. He was asked if therewas anything in the in
structions to teachers that prevents them from giving 
as dictation exercise lines that contain religious teach
ings. 

"'No instructions on this subject, so far as I know, 
have ever been given,' was the reply. 'Teachers are a.I
lowed to use their discretion in the selection of exercises, 
and they are supposl'd to know that the law forbids 
them to impart religious or sectarian teachings.' Mr. 
Jasper declined to comment on the propriety of using 
the verse that had led to young Bitner's recalcitrancy.'' · 

Religious instruction is the highest and most neces
sary instruction that can be imparted, and for this very 
reason it does not belong within the domain of public 
school education. And as religious truth is so much in 
controversy, to attempt to teach religion in the public 
schools would only precipitate controversies in the 
schools, bitter as all religious controversies are, which 
would work only harm to the schools and to the cause 
of Christianity as well. 

But it is a queer provision of the State law on this 
matter that "no religious instruction shall be given(" 
and yet that every day "a chapter of Scripture shall 'be 
read, without note or comment." Where does religious 
instruction come from, if not from the Bible? This 
part of the law would not be likely to stand a test in 
court. 

In the recent case of the Catholic children in Pier~ 
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-mont, N.Y., also, it will be remembered, the State au
thorities to whom appeal was made, decided that the 
reading of the Bible in the opening exercises, to which 
the Catholic parents objected, was a violation of the 
schoollaw. 

An Open Letter to the Governor of New 
Hampshire. · 

Lisbon, N.H., February, 1900. · 

To THE CHIEF MAGISTRATE OF NEw HAMPSHIRE, Gov
ERNOR ROLLINS, 

Dear Sir: I trust the importance of the matter un
der eonsiderations will be deemed by your Excellency a 
good and sufficient reason why I, an humble citizen, 
should address you in such manne:r: at this time., 

Having read your last Thanksgiving proclamation, 
and tha.t unique and famous fast-day proclamation, I 
consider that we have therein good evidence of your 
great interest in the welfare of the people of this state. 

Though myself belonging to a denomination of 
Christian disciples, who, in common with a large per
centage of Protestants, believe in the immutability of 
God's great mor~l law, which is summarily contained 
in the commandments (Ex. 20), but who unlike nearly 
all other: Protestants, believe in keeping these .same 
precepts exactly as they are. written; I do not write 
you as a representative of any_ela1's or society, but in
dependently, as an individual who believes. that no 
civil enactment should deprive any citizen in this great 
Republic, and in this "free State," of the privilege to 
worship God according to his or her own conscience; 
and especially when that worship is in perfect accord 
with the expressed teaching of God's Word. 

If you have given this subject no particularthought, 
you, no doubt will be surprised to learn that one of the 

_ statutes of this State makes it a crime for me, or any 
other citizen to keep the fourth commandment exactly, 
or ·indeed at all, as it i~ written. "Remember the 
Sabbath day to keep it holy. Six days shalt thou labor 
and do all thy work, but the seventh day [not; the first] 
is the Sabbath of the tord thy God; in it thou shalt not . 
do any work." Ex. 20:8-11. If any humble c-itizen 
believes the first day of the week is the Sabbath "accord
ing to the commandmel!t," let no man, the pope, nor 
any body of men, not even our legislators, deny him his 
God-given right, to worship as he himself thinks he 
ought. On the other hand, when the highest law in the 
uni"?erse permits me, even commands me, to work upon 
the -first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth days of 
the week (but not on the seventh), how can I, as a servant 
of the Most High, obey a law even of New Hampshire, 
which com,mands me not to work upon the first day of 
the week? , 

How can I, or anybody else, obey the divine law as 

it is, and at the same time, keep the Sunday law of this 
or anyotherStafe? 

Even though I, or any other citizen, should never 
suffer by the enforcement of this Sunday law; yet it is 
certainly far from justice. It is wrong in the extreme, 
that any one who chooses to obey God, exactly as he 
commands, should by any law of this State, be made a 
criminal and liable to prosecution for so doing. 

Trusting that, as the chief magistrate of this State, 
you will give this matter the attention its importance 
demands, and use your influence towards bringing the 
laws of this Staw into harmony with that principle of 
our national Constitution which declares that "Congress 
shall ma~e .no law ~especting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof;" there
by suppressing the evils that inevitably result from 
religious legislation, I am 

Yours for civil and religious liberty, 
G: E. Junn. 

Popll.lar Blindness. 

IT is surprising to see how many good people are 
led to smother their .natural feelings of kindness and 
sympathy for the oppressed, and seek to justify this 
Government .and England in fighting weaker peoples, 
while clinging to the delusive idea that the gospel may 
be advanced by such means. 

Many are weighing the situation; and were :the 
higher sensibilities of their own hearts to prevail, they 
would decide in favor of those who are fighting for their 
righ_ts,and against those who are fighting only for gain 
and glory. But glowing and misleading preSentations 
bide the true issues, and right is lost sight of. 

To hope that th,e cause of righteousness rna~ be . 
served by the same means which minister to pride, av
arice, and oppression, is to build upon the s·and. 

Your readers are much indt'jbted to the SENTINEL for 
standing guard over the dearest right~ of mankind, and 
for portraying the inwardness and the outcome of the 
evil theory that "might makes right .. " 

' CLIFFORD G. HOWELL. 
Brighton, Mich., Feb. 12. 

A Mistaken Calling for., Christians. 

EDITOR AMERICAN SENTINEL: The anti-saloon league 
in Denver, Col., headed by Rev. R. A. Chase, is working 
hard to have the midnight and Sunday-closing ordin
ance enforced. Re.v. Chase and his secretary are visiting 
saloons and gambling houses as spies, and havealready 
brought before the district attorney about fifty indict
ments; and they purpose to keep at it until they succeed 
in stopping all of this bad work going on after midnight 
or on Sunday. 
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H.ow much better if these brethren would work in a 
·fair and open manner for the conversion and salvation 

of these men who are running th~se sailoons and gam
bling places, and if they should succeed, then they would 
shut up their places of destruction every day in the 
week and all the time, and would do it voluntarily be
cause of love for the right. A Christian cannot be a 
spy or an inquisitor and work for souls. 

G. W. ANGLEBARGER. 
Alamosa, Col., Feb. 20. 

How Trusts Work. 

THERE are no trusts now, for all trusts havechanged 
their form of organiza.tion so that they are business 
corporations. So i~ looking for the results of trusts we 
must study the operations of the great corporations of 
the country. 

On Dec.1, 1899, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railroad Company reduced the wages of its. "steel 
gang" and "bridge men". from $1.25 to $1.15 per day 
and ''se.~tion men" from $1.15 to $1.00 per day. The 
two former are away from home for nearly all their 

. work, and have to pay an average of $3.50 per week for 
board. If they could work full time, six days, they 
could only earn $6 90, and after they had paid their 
board they would have but $3.40 for their wee~'s work. 
But they seldom ptlt in full tjme and often do not work 
more than t,hree or foJlr days per week, in which case 
they have little or n~thing left for themselves. The 
section men are at home all the time, but they have to 
pay rent, for many of them are married men with fami
lies, besides paying for fuel, provisions and clothing at 
present prices. Formerly they were allowed to use the 
half rotted ties which were taken out and replaced with 
new ones. Though not the best of fuel, they could be 
used, and saved the expense of buying. But last fall an 
order was issued that all the old ties must be piled up 
"by the side of the track and burned." This was no 
adv::J.ntage to the company while it was a loss to the 
section men. 

This cut in wages was not made because the road 
was not making good.retur.ns for the mqney invested, 
for it has been for many years one of the best-paying 
roads, and the published statement of earnings show 
that last year was an average year. But the reduction 
is a serious one to the men, for most of the commodities 
of life have materially advanced in price. 

The injustice of this reduction of wages was em ph a~ 
sized by the fact that one month later an advance was 
made in freight rates on between 400 and 500 different 
classes of articles, the increase being about twenty-five 
to thirty per cent. above the old rates. Thus while op~ 
pressing those who labor for them they, at the same 
time, by extortionate charges oppress the public which 
they serve. 

We have been told many times that while trusts 
reduce the cost to the consumer they increase the wages 
paid to the workmen, that in this way they please both 
consulller and producer, and so are a benefit to all. But 
when we look at the facts we find that they have stated 
the case backwards, 'that they increase tl;le .eost to the 
consumer while in this as in many other cases they re
duce the power to purchase. Instead of being "a n~ces
sary evolution of the times" and a benefit to the world, 
they are the result of that "greed ior gain, (and this in
stance is only one more evidence of it), that has takin 
possession of the he~rt of men-that greed that has no 
regard ier the need~ of a fellow-creature, that thinks 
only of self, and only cares that its ill-gotten gaills may 
be heaped the higher, not knowing that they are piled 
up against the day of God's wrath. Jas. 5: 1-6. 

J. 0. BEARD. 

Where the Reformation is Needed. 

WHILE the N;a,tional Reformers and their religious 
allies are s~outing about the necessity of so reforming 
the Government that it will become Christian, .to some 
disinterested observers it is apparent that it is in the 
church itself, and not in the Government, that a Chris- , 
tian rerormation is needed. Here, for example, is what 
the New York Sun says on the point in. a recent issue, 
under the heading, "Devices to Stimulate Church-· 
going":-

1 
"That there is actually a decrease in churchgoing 

at the present time, as alleged by so many of our cor~ 
. respondents, seems to be indicated by the extraordinary 
devices now in vogue in many places to induce people 
to go to the churches. The managers of traveling 
shows are not more fertile in artful advertising schemes, 
and their trickery to excite the popular curiosity is not 

·more sensational, more vulgar and more catchpenny. 
"0~ late we have printed extracts, largely from re

ligious papers, giving descriptions of these devices. 
They have included 'chicken suppers,' the introduction 
of 'lady ushers,' 'kissing games,' 'mock marriages,' and 
no end of otherdiversions in a similar scaleofvulgarity.. 
One of the heaviest tasks imposed on the ingenuity 9f 
many pastors and church and Sunday school officials 
seems to be to rack their brains to get up fresh novel
ties of this sort in competition with other churches en
gagedin concocting original and startling advertising 
devices for a like purpose. · 

"The latest rivalry in this business has taken place 
at New Brunswick, according to newspaper reports, 
and it has resulted in anabsolutely'novel entertainment 
by the Epworth League of the Methodist Church of that 
town. This was called ., A Single-hearted Confession 
Sociable,' and was an open confessional where unmar
ried young men and women were called on to tell pub
licly 'why we have never married.' It is said to have 
been extraordinarily successful as a mirth;provoking 
entertainment,.the confessions being greeted with 'great 
cheers and laughter' by a crowded audience. • • . 
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"If that is the price which must be paid for filling a 
church most "[lf!opl(lovvill be of the opinion that it had 
be~ter go empty." · · 

Juggling With the Constitution. 

"Springfield Republican.,; 

IT is becoming difficult to follow the Admininistra
tion in its interpretation of th~ C.onstitution regarding 
the. status of the new insular possessions. The theory 
advanced for the emergency has "been'that the Constitu
tion does not apply to them by its own force at all, Con
gress having unlimited power to govern the~ and 
regulate their affairs as is pleases. It is under this doc
trine that a tariff between the United States and Porto 
Rico is to be maintained, and the Fillpinos are to be 
given no rights of American citizenship. The adminis
tration's dispatch to Gen. Otis, through Secretary'Root, 
regarding sla-very in the Sulus, is, therefore, bewildering: 
On October 27,1899, Secretary Root informed the gen
eral that the Bates treaty with the sultan was con
firmed and approved by the President}' subject to the 
action of Congress; but he added:-

'-'With the understanding and reservation, which 
should be distinctly communicated to the sultan of 
Sulu, that this agreement is not to be deemed in any 
way to authorize or give consent of the United States 
to .the. e~isten.ce of ~lavery in the Sulu archipelago, 
whiCh IS made Impossible by the 13th amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States." 

From this it appears that the administration holds 
that the Constitution of the United States does not 
apply to the insular possessions of the United States; so 
far as one paragraph of it is concerned. Slavery cannot 
exist in the Sulu islands, says the government to Gen. 
Otis, because the Constitution of the United States for~ 
bids it. In all humility let us ask: Under what rule of 
constitutional interpretation does one section of the 
Constitution apply, by its inherent force, to the insular 

· possessions, while all the other sections do not apply .to 
them? The imperialist lawyers have a fine job •before 
t'l,1em. To reconcile the administration's positio:p. re
garding slavery in the Sulus with the imperii'J.list. theory · 
of _the limited scope of the Constitution, they must dem~ 
onstrate that one small section of that inst~ument 
has a scope and an expansive force greater than ail the 
re~t of the Constitution put together. 

I "'-. 

Tms then is the doctrine of the new imperialism:
Congress has "plenary powers" over our new posses· 

sions. · 
The inhabitants of the annexed islands have -no 

rights except such as Congress may gr~nt them. 
"They are not entitled to ~ny of the guarantee!!! of 

the Constitution as to jury ti-ial,free speech, a free pres$, 

the right of petition and of peaceable assemblage, free
dom from search and unwarrantable arrest. 

" . .. -. - --- ------ • ~ ~ - - - • ' ·-- 114> 

And whatever iJ;Ijury this peaceable Republic may 
and surely will receive from the dangerous graft of mili
tarism upon o"ur system and the injected" poison of sub
ject races of savages, hybrids and aliens, "our protected 
interests"-the great campaign contributorl;!-are "not 
to be injured." The Republic may perish, but the mo
nopolies must be preserved.-N. Y. World. 

A STORY, almost incredible, comes from Manila; to 
the effect that a Filipino soldier, captured in a recent 
skirmish, is to li>e tried before a military ~ommission on 
the charge of assault with intent to kill, or of murder in 
case actual killing can be established. 

This would be simply intolerable: It was on a 
.similar plea that Weyler and other militafy governors 
in Cu,ba justified their butcheries. The men who were 
fighting for liberty were styled briga~ds and outlaws~ 
and they were treated as criminals when th~y fell into- ' 
the bands of the Spaniards. It was this practise which, 
as much as anything else, outraged the sense of the 
civilized world and esl'ecially aroused the resentment of 
the American people. It was to p~t a st~p to th;·killing 
of soldiers on the pretext that they were committlng 
crime and not in fair combat, that the United States 
drove Spain out of this hemisphere. 

We do not want to play in" the Philippines the 
shameful game that Spain played in Cuba. The American 
people will not endure it. We may,con:fidently hope that 
this tale of the treatment of captured Filipino soldiers. 
other tba.n as prisonors of war will be found imaginary. 
-Boston Post. 

THE Constitution aside, ought there to be possible 
; in this country such a thing as a Congress poss~sing 
autocratic powers, subject to no review by the supreme 
court? Hitherto in the history of the Republic the United 
States supreme court has always stood.above the legis
lative power, checking and restraining its excesses in so 
far as they violated the fundamental law. But now it 
is proposed to throw aside the supreme court and leave 
Congress witjl full power over at least 10,000,000 oi 
human beings, very many of whom are advanced in 
civilization. The principle of absolutism, against which 
ourRevolutionary fathers rebelled; and against which 
thii! Republic has stood, until now, as a living protest, 
is thus introduced as an active force for the first time in 
our rt>publican system. No smooth words can explain 

·away this advance of despotic principles at the expense 
of constitutional government in the United States oi 
America.-Springfleld Republican. 

THE Sunday laws can never be harmonized with the 
Golden Rule. 
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THE solution of this problem of unne.cessary Sab
bath labor rests with Christians themselves. It is a 
fact that at least one-half of the people of this country 
are Christian enough tp at least profess the Golden 
Rule, which is all the rule that is necessary to solve this 
Sunday problem. . . . Let ns do unto others what 
we would like them to do unto us, &nd,not require them 
to work on the Sabbath.-The Rarn:'s Horn.· 

A UNION of the state with religionprodnces the same 
results that follow from a union of the state with the 
church; namely, the infliction of civil penalties upon 
dissenters'from the state's, or the state church's, re
ligion. And as the tree is know:n by its fruit, it ·must be 
concluded that union of religion and the state, anO. the 
union of chu~ch and state, are things which differ only 
in name. 

LAST year Russia exp!:)nded $150,000,000 for her 
·army, in a time of peace. For the same year she spent 
$5,000,000 for the enlargement an~ reorganization of 
her prisons, and only $3,000,000 for the education of 
her people, 95 per cent. of whom are peasants. Igno
rance is the baile of the country, the people cannotfarm 
withoutrobbing their lan\1, and last year 30,000,000 of 
them felt the stress of famine.-Canadian Baptist. 

No REL~Gious question was ever. permanently or 
:rightly decided by an act of the legislature or a decree 
of the courts of law. 
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NEW YORK, MARCil I, 1900. 

THE SabbathlawofGodcommands 
that the seventh day be observed as 
the Sabbath, and also commands 
that no other day be observed as 
the Sabbath. Hence it necessarily 
clashes with every Sunday law. 

IT is wrong to perform secular 
work on the day set apart by tbe 
Creator as the Sabbath; but this is 
so only because of the duty which 
we owe to God. It cannot become a 
crime to do on one day of the week 
what is not criminal on another day 
of the week. 

SABBATH desecration is a trans
gression of the law of God; and the 
penalty, fixed by the same Author
ity which enacted the law, is death. 
If men are to enforce this law, they 
are logically bound to execute its 
penalty, and send Sabbath-breakers 
to the gallows or the electric chair. 

IT is not necessary to a union of 
church and state, that the two 
should be united to enforce religious 
beliefs and observanees in general. 
A single point, as for ex.amp1e, the 
observance of Sunday as the Chris
tian 8abbath, is sufficient basis for 
as real a union of church and state 
as ever existed. The results to all 
dissenters from this church dogma 
will be precisely the same-fines, 
imprisonment, etc.-that would fol
low to dissenters under the most 
obvious union of church and state 
that was ever known. 

"civil Sabbath" is an alleged 
ty of these times; yet if the 

are calling for it and ex
make so much use of it, 
p!lriectly civil in their own 

conduct, the "civil Sabbath" would 
amount to nothing. If they would 
admit t'he necessity of the Golden 

.. Rule, and practise it, they wo~ld 
never interfere with the reljgion of 
their neighbors in the way that the 
"civil Sabbath" is designed to jus
tify them in doing. 

.}& 

NEARLY all the States of the Union 
have Sunday laws, but these laws 
differ widelyf~om each other in their 
regulations and their penalties. In 
some States, also, they are at times 
quite .strictly enforced; and in other 
States they are almost dead letters. 
And California has been for years 
without any Su•day law at all. And 
yet Sunday observance is about as 
general in one State as in another; 
it is not promoted by the .Sunday 
laws, nor hindered by.tbeir absence. 
It is as general in California, which 
bas no Sunday law, as it i!)-in Penn
sylvania, which has been noted for 
its Sunday law. And who, from 
these undoubted facts and condi
tions, can point out any necessity 
for Sunday laws at all, or discover 
any good purpose which they clearly 
serve in society? 

.}& 

THE Cana.dian Baptist reports tba t 
no person can obtain the position 
of conductor on the Toronto Street 
Railway unless he is 'filling to work 
on Sunday, and says that this and 
the operating of other liri.es of busi
ne8s on Sunday "not\ only robs 
many of the Sabbath rest, but it 
robs those who will not give up their 
day of worship, of employment." 
But the Baptist seems to forget that 
no person can be deprived of the 
Sabbath except with his own con
sent, for Sabbath desecration is a 
sin, and no person is obliged to com
mit sin. Any person who\prizes the 
Sabbath as he ought will hold on to 
it, and he who gives it up does so for 
the same reason that caused Esau 
oj old to part with his birthright. 
And as for robbing people of em
ployment, it is to be observed that 
either the Sabbath-keeping people 
or some others must be "robbed" of 

employment; for all cannot be em· 
ployed, and where one is taken on 
another mu_st b~e dismissed OUl_QiiJ.e 
other applicant for the same posi· 
-tion must be turned away. 

When we look closely at the facts 
that are alleged to make out a case 
for enforcing Sunday observance, we 
always find that therJ'l is no good 
reason for summoning the power Qf 
theEjtateto help an individual to be 
a Christian. -

.}& 

IT is difficult to sift the truth from 
the mass of confli~ting reports that 
come from the battle fields in South 
:Africa; but one thing seems clear, 
and that is that the civilization· of 
Paris, London, or New York is not 
essential to the development of those 
physical a.nd intellectual qualities 
which make nien heroes. The world 
would be just as well off to-day if it 
were not quite so highly civilized. 

$ 

\v,"E h~ve received from the "Truth 
Seeker Company," of this city, a 
booklet giving- the "Secret Instruc
tions of the Jesuit8;" being a re
print of a publication which ap
peared in 1723, in Amsterdam. We 
have no reason to doubt the gen
uineness of these "Secret Instruc
tions." They were designed by the 
Society of Loyola to be kept :very 
secret, and if by mischance they 
should fall into the hands of the 
public, the members were instructed 
to deny that they were the rules of 
the Society. Their p·ublication how
ever probably does little harm to 
the Jesuits and accomplishes little 
good for the cause to which that 
Society stands opposed. F.or the 
Jesuits have by n~ means a monop
oly of the evil principles which their 
"Secret Instructions" embody; if 
they had such a monopoly, they 
could accomplish little harm in the 
world. But the trouble is that they 
exist to a greater or less extent in 
every heart where principle is sub
verted to policy, in every life that 
is devoted to the servic~> of self. It 
is the general prevalence of this de
cadent spirit, rather than the ma
chinations of the Jesuits, that is 
menacing the perpetuity of liberty 
and just government in the earth. 
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RELIGIOUs legislation brings both law and religion 
1into disrepute. 

THE so-called "civil Sabbath" could not stand a 
day if deprived of its religious support. 

$ $ 

TIIF: right of the people to be free is as much a right 
<>n Sunda.y as on any other day of the week. 

~ ~ 

TuE low can justify or condemn, but it has no power 
to reform. Hence moral reforms are not promoted by 
legi~:~lation. 

THE reason why some people do not have a "quiet 
Sabbath" is that they are too much concerned with 
what other people are doing on that day. 

.,c ~ 

A IUGHT of conscience is not a right to interfere w1th 
t he liberty of others, but one affecting only the con
science and conduct of the individual claiming it. 

81:-.cE legislation represents the will of the majority, 
r eligious legislation depends for justification upon the 
utterly fallacious idea that the majority in religion 
must be in the right. 

THE province of religion is not to increase the popu-

la.tion of the jails, bvt to add souls to the kingdom of 
God. At least this is the province of Christianity. 
Hence it has no need for a Sunday law . 

THE rights of all men are equal; and all men, a~ 
regards their rights, are equal. One ma.n or class of 
men, cannot have a right which demands the subver
sion oi the rights of others. 

A WEEKLY day of rest is either the Sabbath of the 
Lord which he set apart at creation, or a counterfeit of 
it; and as such it must be a religious institution, and 
the resting upon it must be a religious act. ___ .______..,...___ ......... _ 

National Reform and the Rights of Conscience. 

0:-.E of the objections to the ~ational lleform move
ment which are "answered" by a leading exponent of 
that movement in a "Manual of Christian Civil Govern
ment," from which we quoted last week, is that of it~; 
infringement of the rights of conscience. The author of 
this National Reform ".Manual" assumes to answer this 
objection and to dispose of what he styles "this high
sounding claim," in this way:-

" What are meant by rights of conscience? and what 
is an infringement of them? Has any citizen a right of 
conscience to object to the Thanbgiving proclamn tions 
by our President and State governor~>? Has he a right 
of consciencetoobject totheemployment atgovernment 
expense of Christian ministers to pray in Congress or 
State legislatures? A certain citizen doesn't believe in 
these things: must they be abandoned as an infringe
ment of his rights? The name of God in our State con· 
atitutions offends him: is this an infringement of his 
rights of conscience?" 

Any-person who would anewerthe~e questions in the 
affirmative, he says, is a "secularist Tartar." 
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"Yes," we reply, " all these are, in principle, an in
fringement o·f the rightli' of conscjence; and because they 
embody this evil principle, they ought to be abolished.'' 

The'principle upon which Thanksgiving proclama
tions by Presidents and State governors, State chaplain
cies, and recognition of God in the State constitutions, 
rest, is the principle of church-and ~tate union. While 
in themsl'lves not of ~·IUCh contoequence, comparatively, 
they afford a basis upon which to build a complete 
church-and-state despotism without introducing any 
new principle of injustice. Once admitted and Bflnctioned 
by the people, they furnish the logic for all subsequent 
steps of oppr~>ssion and persecution. 

To meet the objection p resent ed by the rights of 
conscience, however, the National Heform advocate sets 
up the claim that a secular form of government infringes 
the-rights of conscience of people who wa.nt the govern
ment to be "Christian.'' This claim is worth noticing; 
hPnce we quote further from this ")fanual":-

"But suppose this high-sounding claim of rights of 
conscience w£>re grantL>d-r!:>penl our Sabbath law8; 
aboli~h the oath; ba.ni~h the llible from all our ~chools; 
hush the devout aspirations of prayer in CongreEs and 
State legislatures; discontinue all national and State 
calls to thankliogiving and prayer-do all this, and more 
than this , in deference to this pl~:>a of righ t s of conscience, 
-WOUld the difficUlty be ended? WOUld thP j•rob}em be 
solved? would no individual rights of consciencl' now be 
infringed upon? What ab~ut Christian _ citi~ens who 
believe that they have a r1gbt t o a qmet ~abbatb? 
What about citizl'ns who believe with Washington tl:Jat 
the oath is e~sential to our courts of justice? . . . Is 
there not an overwhelming majority of our citizt>ne 
whose most sacred and precious rights would be-wantonly 
and Impiously trampll'd undE!r foot by a government 
administered on the basis of the godless political creed 
of modern secularism? 

"And whither would this cry lead us? Roman 
Catholics claim that our common schools are an in
fring<>ment of their rights of conscience. Must we there
fore destroy the most magnificent system of public in. 
struction on the face of t·he eat"th? The war power of 
the national Constitution is opposed to the conscientious 
convictions of thousands of our best citizens. Shall we 
disband our small army, scuttle our iron-clads, and level 
our forts to the ground? The consciencee of 
multitudes are grievously oppreseed by capital puniFh
ment. Shall we therefore forbid the execution of the 
murrlerer?" 

The point to be observed in all this, to perceive its 
utter fallacy, is that the right8 of conscience demand 
only individual liberty. A right of conscience is not a 
right to say what some one else shaH do, but only what 
the inrlividual who claims that right , shall do. This i~ 
a broaddistinction,andonewhich theNationalReformer 
purposely ignores. The so-called "right" to say '~\"hat 
other people shall do, is just the sort of right claimed by 
tbese"reformers." They want to be nl1owed the " right" 
to mind not only their own business, but other people's 
as well. They have such a surplus of conscience that 

they want to be conscience not only for themselves, but 
for everybody eise. 

Thus, "what about Christian citizens who believe 
they have a right to a quiet Sabbath?" Does their 
" right to a quiet Sabbath" mean that nobody else has 
any right a t aJl to the day? The right to rest is not 
more sa<:'red than the right to labor. These people who 
want to rest on Sunday il!nore the right~'< of the people 
who want to work or to engage in recrE'ation_ They can 
have a "quiet Sabbath" if they wish it, either at home, 
or in the fields, or at church. They are pPrfect1y freP t o 
secure a quiet Sabbath in any of these ways, but they 
demand tbn.t other people shall not be left free. They 
can have a "quiet Sabbath" without disturbing other 
people; but that is not what t·hey want. They want all 
work stopped, no mattbrif t hey a.re ten miles away from 
it. They want all plays and amusements prohibited, no 
matter bow far removed from their sight and helll"ing_ 
They want to be allowed to say not only bow they 
themselves shall regard Sunday, but how other people
shall regard it. And they have the 1mpudence to drmand 
this as one of their " rights." If they would learn to 
mind their own businesf'l, certainly one of the chief 
obstacles to theiren joyment of a"quiet Sabbath" would 
be removed. 

And so of the other infringements of "right~" which 
he mentiom; they are all infringements of the " ri!lht" t o 
say what somebody else shall do; whjch of cour~;~e is not 
a right at all. Let Homan Catholics, and other religious 
bodies, instruct thei j· children in religion in th~>ir own 
schools. Xobody denies thPm the privilfge. .And let 
religion be kept out of the public schools, in order that 
no one tn&y be taxed to support a religion which he 
repurliates. Let every one be free to support his own 
religion to the fullest extent, but not "free" to say that 
some one else must support it also. :Freedom to dictate 
what other people must do is not freedom at all, but 
despotism. 

And let those conscientious citizens who do not 
believe in war, stay away from war. They can claim no 
right to say what ot her people shall do in t he matter. 
Likewise those who do not believeincapitalpunishment~ 

-1et them order theirown conduct in the matter as they 
see fit; Ilohody will int erfere with them. Anrl let them 
leave other people equally free. 

The simple rule which govern8 tile whole matter is 
that no one-not even the Nationo.l Reformer-bas a 
right to interfer._ with the rights of other people. 

The Only Word for It. 

THE vote on the Porto Hican bill means, according 
to the republicans, that the name United States no
longer stands for the American nat ion as a whole. 
United States now means only Maine, Xew Hampshire, 
Vermont, ~fassachusetts, and so on through the forty -
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five States. A new term must be invented to CO\'er the 
entir-e outfit. In Engla.nd, Germany and Russin they 
use the word empire. 'fha.t is the only wort.l available 
for us.-Springfield Republican. 

Maryland Sunday-Law Agitation. 

THE State legislature of ~Iaryland hal?, for the pal!t 
two weeks, el!:periflnced some of tbe perplexities tbat 
invarinhly follow religious enactments. 

Bein:;r stimulated by the existence of the old re· 
enacted provincin1 Sunda,v Blue Laws of 1696, ("An 
Act to Sanctify the Sabboth D11y") and an apparent 
desire to coerce conformity to their conception of re· 
ligious observonceto, the minister!'! of the city of Balti · 
more have successfully rr~><'ipitated a biennial Sunday 
crusa de for tile ln~?t t~>n ,vetu·s. 

'l'hH present Sunday law of Maryland prol•ibits a ll 
work excepting "works of necPFBity and cbarit~" and 
tbelle Oft-rPpented PffOrts tO enforce the law bas tended 
to antagonism to it, <>reat~d contPmpt for religion, and 
broup:ht forth the following propol'ed bill as a compro
mille measure betwe~n thof:'l' who de~ire n JihPull Sun
day and tbo~e who wish to throw about the day 
every po~siLle ret5triQtion :-

"A BILL 

"Entitled an ' Act to rPpeal and f'n-enact, with amend
ments, Section 24 i of Article :XXYH of tbe Code 
of Public General Laws, title "f'rimes and punish· 
menta," sub-title "Sabbath Breaking.'" and to add 
a certain new section to said ..lrticle to be known 
as Section 247 A, nnd to toll ow Section 24 7 of said 
Article. 

"SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly 
of .Ma1·ylnnd, That Section 247 oi Article XXVII of the 
Code of Public General Lnwl!. title 'Crimes and Punish· 
menta ,' sub-title 'Sabbath Breaking,' be and thf.' same 
is h l'reby repealed nnd re-enacted, with amendments, 
and that a certain new section be and the same is hereby 
added to said Article to be known al:l Section 247A, to 
follow Section 247, of said Article, to read as to the 
sections, respectively, as follows: 

"2-!7. No person shall do, command or authorize, 
any work or bodily lahor on the Lord's day, commonly 
known as Sundny, unless it be a work of necessitv or 
charity; and all shooting, hunting, and public ep~rts 
and shows on said day are prohibited; violation of any 
pr·ovif:'ion of this se<'tion being- a misdemefmor, punil:lh
able by a fine of five dollars: provided that it shall be 
la wful to do any work or labor connected with or inci
dental to the publication, Pditing or prepariug for pub
lication or dE>Iivery of newspapers, the carriage of pas· 
aengers in any car, vehicle, or elevator, the carriage of 
baggage to or from hotels or inns and railway ~;tations, 
the bakin~ of bread and preparing of meals, the polish
ing of boots or shoes, and the tra.nsmission of messages. 

"247A. All manner of selling, exposing or offering 
for sale, bartering or disposing of any property or 
thing on Sunday is a misdemeanor, punishable by a 

tinA not excePding fifty doll'l rs, or imprifonment in jail, 
not e.xcpeding' sixty days; I . t excepted from th~ pro
vision of this section o.re the sale of men.ls, to be ~at en 
on the premises or !'erved elHewhere by caterers, and the 
Rille of new!!papers, cigars or tobacco prPpared for Ul'e, 
milk, ice, fruit , flowers, confectionery, soda and mineral 
waters, drug!:!, medicines a nd surgieal appliancfs. 

"SEc. 2. And be it enncterl, That thi~;~ Act shall 
take effect from the date of its pas!!age." 

Thi'! bill was introdured in the Houe.e of Delegates 
b,y ~1r. S·~.nford of ilaltimore,and was reported fa vora.bly 
bv t.hc Judiciary Committee FPbruary 16, 19(10. Jmt 
before the thirdrradingof the billa hearing was granted, 
a nd the aclvocateE~ of the bill and the antis went to the 
capitfll in force. The advocates of th!' repeal wore 
streamers having the word, "Com;titution." The oppo
n ents wore large yellow placards in their hatbands 
in~crihed, "No repeal oi the Runday Lows." The State 
Hour~e W!lB throug'ed, the interest intense; nnd the 
sounds of excited discussions and cont.Pntions ttmid a 
denRe cloud of tobacco smoke and the fumeA of a brewery 
should have been sufficient to convince every ministE'r 
and ChriRtian participating th ; t the discus~ing of the 
SabbBth under such circumstances was as much out ot 
place as were they themselves. As an illustration oi the 
nature of the contentions at this hearing we quote from 
a few ~peeches made in favor of the propos~>d bill:-

,, 'I co10e before you this morning to aF!k you to 
secure to u~ the rights which the Con~;~titution of th£> 
United States gives us, and of tbe full P.njoyments of 
which the Methodist ministers of Ualt.imore s~>ek to 
deprive us. The Constitution guarantee!! us flnjoyment 
of life, liberty and the pursuit of bappinees. 'fbe mini~
tera' definition of liberty, gentlcmm, is: Freedom to 
every man to do as he likes so long as be does what 
~!Pthodist ministers approv<'. Our definition is: Free
dom to every man to do a.a be likes so long as he doPs 
not injure otherR. We say, if you test the arguments 
and statements of those gentlemen by our definition 
you will find that their arguments areillogicHland their 
position is untenable. 

" 'This is not the first time that a battle bas been 
fought in :\faryla.nd bet~een the forces of clerical intol
erance on the one hand a nd the defenders of libertv on 
the other. It will be ln the recollE'ction of many ge~tle· 
men here that, some years ago, o, ru.thPr ~evere conflict 
took place over t•he people's demaud for Sunday ca.rfl. 
The matter was submitted to the vote of the people, and 
the friends of liherty Fcored an immense -rictory. During 
the course of tbe campaign thot pr~>ced~d the voting 
some terrible prophPcies were utt t:>t'ed by tbe champions 
of the intolerants as to the doom that would befall 
Baltimore if Sunday cars should be run. It was pictmed 
that Baltimore would become ateepedinvice, dif.!sipation 
and debaucherv, and one of the extremefanaticR actuallv 
warned the people that if the ordinance passed, llaltimo;e 
would ultimately rival in wickedness the ancient cities 
of Sodom and Gomorrah. 

" 'The ordinance passed, and common sense tri· 
umphed, and even the intolerants now use the Sunday 
cars. But were any of their gloomy prophecies realized ? 
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For answer I reply: Ther~ stands dear old Baltimore 
to-day, in all her pristine beaut.yr The equal of any city 
in the world for orderliness and for the f'njoyment by 
her citizens of knowledge, virtue, religion, civilization, 
advancement and prosperity. She has only one draw
back; that is, in having more than her fair share of 
anatics, who are a drag upon the wheels of progre!!s. 

"'A few years passed on, and then about eight or 
nine years ago, a crusade wa.s started similar to the 
present one. The fanatics induced the Police Board to 
put in operation the old Sunday Blue Laws. The battle 
waged fiercely for a few weE>ks, when it was found that 
the laws were out of harmony with the spirit of the age, 
and could not be enforced. Excitement subsided; the 
ministers ceased from troubling, and the people were at 
rest. But, as a result, a large number of poor people 
were rujned, many others were injured, law and religion 
were brought into contempt, and an antagonism was 
.created to the Methodist religion which has not died out 
to this day. 

"'A similar crusade was commenced in Baltimore a 
'few weeks ago. We have had some heavy fighting, and 
.a large number of worthy citizens have been severely 
injured, but, fortunately, the bat,;le was started while 
you gentlemen were sitting, and so we come to you for 
,relief. The Sunday Blue Laws are like a bludgeon in the 
hands of the ministers, a blud~eon that is a menace to 
our just rights.' 

"Conrad Zeiger said the ministers were asking the 
enforcement of a law which had been on the statute 
books for over 160 years. It had been enforced only 
once or twice in the last 18 years-eight years ago and 
·now. That it was objectionable was shown by the fact 
that it lasted only two weeks, and then was again laid 
on the shelf. , 

"'You cannot legislate souls into heaven,' said the 
speaker, 'nor can you legislate people into the churches. 
Whether a man buys, sella, or smokes a cigar on Sun
day, attends church or reads the Sunday paper, is a 
matter determined by individual conscience. For vir
tue's sake too much zeal may be bad-the course of 
madness is a saint run mad. I admit some evil may be 
practised, using the cigar store for a screen, that is a 
form of hypocrisy not confined to the tobacco business, 
but exists from the amen corner to the penny shop in 
the alJey, and therefore should not degrade Christianity 
nor interfere with a legitimate business. Let us dis
claim that we all are dominated by that beautiful coup
let which was quoted when here last:-

"The littl<!! copp er penny 
And the little silver dime 

.Mak e the mighty dollar 
'N e are chasi ug all the time." 

"'I might with equal justice a.dd: 

"It's the precious greenback 
And the fat old envelope 

That give the preachers eloquence 
And their ideas little scope. " 

"'It is deplorable that so much enthusiasm should 
be aroused on the Sunday law, and so little concern 
manifested even by the ministers in the interest of 
measures of vital, moral, and religious importance 
·which lie not only at the foundation of our city and 

State, but the entire nation. Why not preach and wax: 
eloquent in the interest of a uniform divorce Jaw, the 
protection of children who are sweating and retrograd
ing in factories. Abolish your choir-singers and praise 
God freely, liberally, and with devotion.' 

"Edward Kines concluded the speech-making. He 
acknowledged he had been eugaged as an attorney to 
represent the friends of modificat.ion. He held that the 
preachers had no more right to dictate a s to what .he 
should do on Sunday than they had to dictate the cloth 
he should wear. The city of Baltimore was orrlerly, be
cause the present law had never been enforced. Enforce 
it, and the people would become scoffers at religion. 
The law prohibits the editing or sale of newspapers, 
and yet there was not a minister within the reach of ·his 
voice who had not invited a reporter to his church to 
take down his sermon. (Laughter.)" 

The bj]I was made a special order for the hour fol
lowing the hearing, but the lawmakers seemed to be 
confused and desirous of " washing their hands" of the 
whole matter. A thousand men about equally divided 
standing over them-in some instances on their desks 
and in their chairs-each faction demanding legislation 
favorable to their side of the question . Doubtless to 
avoid the rabble nnd probable trouble, the bill was 
made a special order for two days later. The perplexity 
seemed to increase with time, and the " washing" pro
cess was culminated in a vote "to table," and the Sun
day law left as it was before. 

Many of the delegates in explaining their votes fa
voring "tabling" the bill expressed a willingness to vote 
for a liberal Sunday law for the city of Baltimore, and 
Mr. Sanford gave notice that he would introduce a local 
Sunday bill for Baltimore in a few days. 

D. w. REAVIS. 

Why Sunday Laws are Wanted. 

IN The Defender, a New England magazine which 
advocates the enforced observance of Sunday, the Rev. 
A. H. Plu r •• b, D. D., states this as the purpose of Sab
bath rest:-

"What is meant by 'not anywork'-'In it thou shalt 
not do any work?' Is 'not any work' the end, or the 
menus to t·he end? Rest is good, but it is a negative 
good. It is not good enough to be the sole, or the 
chief, or more than a subordinate end of such a Word of 
God as the fourth commandment.'! 

Rest being then only a subordinate end, what is the 
primary end which is served by the securing of rest. He 
says:-

"A civil rest-day in itself is a great good, even for 
those who desire nnd get nothing more; but it is chiefly 
desirable because it gives better opportunity to keep 
the day holy unto the Lord." 

Now The Defender advocates the securing of Sunday 
rest by law; it wants Sunday rest enforced upon all the 
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people. But Sunday rest, it says, is only a subordinate 
means to the chief end to be secm;ed. ';It is chiefly de
sirable because it gives better opportunity to keep the 
day holy unto the Lord." What, then, is the chiei pur
pose of the Su~1day laws for which 1'he Defender and its 
party are calling? Plainly, the lnw being to secure Sun
day rest, and Sunday rest being "chiefly desirable" as 
a means to keepin~ Sunday holy, the chief end and aim 
of the Sunday law is the keeping holy of the day. They 
are trying to make men religious by law. 

They always deny this, of course; but by their own 
words they make it perfectly plain that such is the real 
truth of the matter. 

"We want the Sunday law to secure Sunday rest. 
We want Sunday rest. chiefly in order that the day may 
be kept holy." Therefore, the Sunday law is').J,iefly to 
promote the "holy" keeping of the day. That is fair; it 
is logical; a r.d it is the truth. 

Serious Thoughts About the United States. 

HOW A CI.Of.JD 01" WITNESSES 1-"IEIJ" IT. 

ny D. T. nOURDEAU. 

( A Frenchman.) 

.A. CLOUD of candid witnesses, both in the Old World 
and in .\merica, have noticed and criticised the fol
lowing recent departures of the Unit11d States from its 
profession, regarding them as sad omens for that 
nation:-

(a.) Taking and possessing territory east of the 
Atlantic, and in the Old World, thereby going against 
its famous Monroe doctrine. 

(b.) Acting toward the inhabitants of its newly-ac
quired possessions in the Orient in a mn.nner more than 
savoring of imperialism, and antagonistic to these 
famous "self-evhlent" truths in the Declaration of Inde
pendence: "All men are creo,ted equal," and "are en
dowed by theirCreatorwith certain unalienablerights," 
among which ';are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap· 
piness," and "governments are instituted among- men, 
deriving their just powers from the consent of the gov
erned." 

Under this head remarks like the following a:::emade 
by thoughtful persons of every )and, who have admired 
the profession and fundamental principles of what they 
have regarded as the model Republic:-

"Were the inhabitants of this acquired territory 
treated as if God had created all men equal? Weretbey 
treated as having the sarne right to libe-rty and inde
pendence that Americans originally bad? Did the 
United States in tbi1:1 case derive its just powers from 
the consent of the governed? Did it not rather force 
those with whom it had to do to consent to be governed 
by itself? Again, were the precept, 'Love thy neighbor 
as thyself,' and the Golden Hule, 'All things whatsoeTer 

ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to
them,· which are applicable to nations as well as to in
dividuals composing tb~m , and on which depends the 
republican doctrine of E:l'J Ual rights, strictly regarded 
by what had been hitherto considered as the model 
Republic? What a noble example this favored nation 
would have given to t he world in favor of liberty, had 
she marle the inhablt11nts of her Oriental possessions 
a free and independent nation,according to theirurgent 
pleas, instead of sacrificing so many precious lives, and 
expending such large sums of money to be refunded by 
an increased taxation of Americans! 

"Would not liberty and independence have been as 
precious to the inhabitants of those islands as they 
were originally to the United States? If the people of 
those islands had previously belonged to the United 
States and had been breaking away from that Govern
ment and endeavoring to overt urn its republican prin
ciples, or if they had been on~ with Spain in declaring 
and waging war against the United States, and had not 
been struggling for independence and sweet liberty, the 
case would have been different. Were not that people 
as justly entitled to liberty and independence as were 
the t-hirteen original States of the great American Re
public when they declared themselves independent? And 
would they not have been more disposed to bless the 
United States as their benefactor, receive her counsels . 
and, as it were, welcome the friendly touch of her fash
ioning hand, had she granted them what she originally 
cMimed for herself, than they will be under present cir
cumstances?" 

(c.) A>!reeing not to di~turb slavery in the Sulu 
Islands, thereby militating with the Thirteenth Amend
ment to the Constitution of the Unit€d States, which 
declares that "neither s1avery nor involuntary servi
t u de, except as a punishment for crime, whereof the 
party shall have been dnly convicted, shall exist within 
the United StateA, or nny plo,ce subject to their j urisdic
tion." 

Here it is pertinently asked , " If this change of tac
tics on the part of the United States Government is jus
tifiable, why might not slavery I.Je restored and left 
undisturbed in any part of the United States?" And to 
the excuse, "It is only a temporary t hine , a compro
mise for the present , until the thing is abolished;" and, 
after all, it is a "very mild form of slavery," the fol low· 
ing response is returned: "What need is tbpre of abol
ishing it at all, if it is so mild a thing? It is eitherriu;-ht 
or wrong. If it is right , why talk of abolishing it later 
on? ff it is wrong, is n ot a compromise out of place? 
Is it right to pursue o. wrong c~urse that good may 
come out of it?" 

(d.) Granting t he pasha of theSuluislands ayearly 
salary of $4,000. Is not this worse than catering to 
monarchism? Who is this pasha? In "Chambers' En
cyclopedia" pasha is thus defined: " .A. tit le used in the 
Ottoman empire, and app1ied to governors of provinces 
or military and naval commanrlers of high rank. The 
name is said to be derived from t wo Persian worda-pa, 
foot or support , and shah, ruler-and signifies the sup-
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port of the ruler [the sultan]. . The pasha is in 
his own person the military leader and administrator of 
justice for the pleasure of the sultan!" 

Whatever may be the present relations between the 
United States and 'l'urkey, one thil g is certain, which is 
that in case the sultan declares war against Christians 
and decides they shall be massacred (a thing which he 
has frequently done and is like.Jy to do again in the 
near future), the pasha of the Sulu Islands, will most 
assuredly act "for the plea~ure of the sultan," and of 
course the sultan will stand by him. And there is no 
end to such complications resulting from departures 
from both profession and principles on the part of the 
United States. 

What striking changes are coming over the United 
States Government, hitherto regarded as the pearl of 
nations, because of its exalted profession which, in a 
great measure, it exewplified before the world! Before 
the high profession and heaven·born principles lying at 
the very foundation of this Government, tyrants and 
oppressors once quailed, and lovers of freedom once re
joiced, being favorably affected by the powerful logic 
of eternal truth" practically carried out and by visible, 
unmistakable tokens of rich showers of heavenly bless
ings resting on a nation largely excE~ptional as to its 
doctrine and practise. 

Cnder such circumstances, both tyrants and lovers 
of liberty united in callin ~or the United States a happy 
and blessed nation. Other nations, as if drawn to the 
right by an invisible, supernatural magnet, aimed, as 
far as possible, to copy and utilize the noble principles 
of the American Republic. From the force of circum
stances, they voiced the sentiment of these words with 
regard to the Israelites, uttered by an ancient seer: 
"The people shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned 
among the nations." Num. 23:9. They said, "This 
nation has plenty of good territory on which to expand 
and prosper and on which to exemplify the principles of 
civil ami religious liberty; and surely, true to their pro
fession, she will Bot grasp after territory east of the 
Atlantic." 

But how changed the courae of the great RPpublic, 
and how changed the language of those who once lauded 
it and held it in admiration[ Their language now is: 
''That nation is departing from its profession and prin· 
eiples; and what will be the end of such a course?" How 
applicable to this nation are becoming these words 
with regard to the Jewish nation, uttered in anguish by 
the weeping prophet: "How is the gold becume dim 1 

How is the most fine gold changed!" Lam. 4:1. Even 
now there comes from some religionists in the United 
States more than an intimation that Sunday legisla
tion should ns1!ume such a phase that it can be possible 
legally to inflict the death pen'llty upon violators, even 
on those who cannot conscientiously keep Sunday. 
Thus we see in the United States a gradual but sure 
going back on the doctrine that all should be allowed 

to worship God according to the dictates of their own 
conscience, and on the-Bible doctrine that, so far as re
ligious duties are concerned, the power of choosing or 
refu~ing to obey, should be left free and untrammeled. 

And doubtless some readers of the SENTINET. will 
here call to mind the following pertinf'nt question asked 
by discerning Frenchmen at Chicago in 18n.3, upon 
seeing the gates of the Chicago Exposition closed on 
Sunday according to the Sunday bill then recently 
passed by the Congress of the United States; "Is this 
the American liberty for which Lafayette, Washington 
and others ventured their fortunes, their lives, their 
all?" ---· 

Love the Test of ReJigion. 

ll"\ W. S HlTClliE. 

THE test. of a religion is whether it "works by love 
and purifies the heart." A religion that works by force 
does not purify the heart but only changes through 
fear the outwa~d actions. There is no love in these 
action!:', and as there is no love there is no keeping of 
the law, for "love is the fulfilling of the Jaw." 

A person never love.~ to do what he is forced to do, 
for if he did he would do it before and without being 
forced to do it. 

A thing good in itf:lelf if done in love amounts to 
nothing if done without love. Authority for this is 
Paul's statement that if he gave all his goods to feed 
the poor and his body to be burned and have not love, 
he is nothing. The same rule will apply to church at· 
tendance and many other such things. 

False religions in all times have always discovered 
their true character by using fmce instead of winning 
by love after the manner of Jesus and of the apostletl 
after they were converted. 

g ,. well do the propagators of false religions know 
that usinp; force itl a sure indicator of the falBit:} of their 
teachings, that they try in various ways to hide it and 
to appear to b" working by love after tht> manner of 
Christ. But if the way of apparent love or charity does 
not cause people to submit to them they sooner or later 
lose all seH restraint and breR-k out in angPr a.nd force 
against those who resi!:!t then:.. But " what would Jesus 
do" in such a case' He wept ovet• Jerusalem when no 
hope remained that they would l is Gen more to his teach
it1gs. He did no more. He did not use force to make 
them follow him or do right. 

We have beard it said that " might makes right." 
We may say further by the same philosophy that "will 
makes right." "Where there is a will there's a way" to 
do wrong as well as right. It is wonderful how many 
good reasons can be thought of for doing a wrong thing 
whe-n the mind and heart are set that way. Some boys 
once went down to look through the orchard fence at 
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some apples that they were forbidden to touch. One 
thought of one reason and another mentioned another 
good reason why it would not be wrong to take those 
applt>s. One encouraged the other, and this was easy 
-to do, for each one wanted an excuse to take the apples 
and was glad when an e~pecially good r·eason for an 
excuse and quieter of conscience wa.s advanced. In this 
way restraint was fina11yovercome,and the boys rushed 
pell mell into the orchard. 

Coro·na, Cal. 

Ruin Sure to Follow Apostasy. 

BY R. F. PHl<:LPS. 

IN the two great republics, ancient Rome and the 
United States, has been exemplified, before all the na· 
tions of the earth, the principle of seU·govHnment, as 
f ar. perhap~, as is possible in earthly governments . 
.But self-government is a principle of Bible ~ruth. 
Ancient Rome imbibed this principle in spite of pagan
ism. And with her paganism and with the principle of 
~elf·government, waR to be found perfect freedom of 
worship. with but one rest.riction,-there must be an 
acknowledgment that the gods of the Romans were the 
superiors of all other gods. Her apostH.sy from the 
p rinciple of truth which she possessed was her ruin. 

Certainly there can be no room" for question but 
that this laAt republic is in advance of that ancient 
r epublic just to the extent that she is in possession of 
more Bible truth. And to the extent that this is so, it 
c a.n be said as of other peoplt>s and cities: "It will be 
more tolerable in the day of judgment for ancient pagan 
Rome than for thee." For with all the his'tory of the 
career and downfall of Rome before us, written both 
upon the pages of prophesy and history, this nation 
is goinl! over the same road of apostasy and disinte· 
grati on. And what then can be before her but total 
r uin? 

Having the principles of truth in greater perfection 
t han Rome, in the very beginning of her history as a 
n ation, she declared that ''Ko rf'ligious test shall ever 
be required as a qualification to a.ny poait1on of trust 
u nder the United Stat~;;.,,'' Thus an advance step was 
t aken in not demanding ~recognition of even the Chris
tian's God as snpe~ior to all others, that there might 
be the most absolute freedom in aU matters of con
science. 

Having more light than her ancient sister republie , 
t his nation adopted the principles of P1·oteatantism 
and republicanism, absolute civil and religious liberty. 
This was done because the framers of the national Con
s titution recognized the rights of all men to govern 
t hemselves in all matters both civil and religious. 

But now that the nation is repudiating the princi
.ples of Protestantism and republicanism, and thereby 

losing the power of self-government-the light of truth 
becoming darkness-the question arises, Will the art of 
self-government die out of the earth? Not at lall, we 

reply. In the very midst of all this apostasy and gen
eral ruin that is so sure to follow, the principle of self
government will be exemplified as never before. And 
the people in whom this principle of truth will be ma.ni
fested is the chur·cb of the living Gorl. Xot through sec
tarianism, but by the power or the' 'everlasting gospel," 
which is "the power of God unto salvatio n to all that 
believe." 

----
EXPANSION has taken hold of men's minds, said Con

gressman Bartholdt, of Missouri, in the House a day or 
two ago, "and if existing constitutions do not cover it 
they must give way." That is the spirit of the whole 
thing. II it is opposed to free government then perish 
tree government.-Springtield Republican. 

- - -·~~-._-. ...,. ___ _ 

Bill to Abolish Slavery. 

A BILL to abolish slavery in Hawaii has been intro· 
duced into Congress. The bill in general relH.tes to t he 
gov~ernment. of llawaii, and the part providing for the 
abolition of slavery is in the form of au amendment se
cured by Senator l'ettigrew, of South Dakota, who was 
recently denounced by a Kew Jersey senator as a 
traitor. We trust the bill wlth this amendml'nt will be 
passed; for as has been noticed in the!:!e columns, t here 
is actual slavery in Hawaii, in territory subject to the 
jurisdiction of the United States_ 

A Washington despatch rela t ing to the matter 
says:-

" Slavery in Hawaii wiii be abolished if the hill now 
pending in the Senate for a government for the islands 
is made a law. SE-nator Pettil!rew has secured th e 
adoption of an amendment to tht> bill which p rovides 
that 'all contrac ts made ~ince Aug. 12, 1898 . b y which 
persons are held for services for a definite term, etc./ 
shall be declared void. 

"Mr. Pettigrew, in support of his am endment, said 
that since the a nnexation of the islands more t h11n 30 ,-
000 .Asitttics lrad been brought in t o the is1ands as con
tract laborert>. He showed by the r eport o f the lla
wa1ian Board of Immigration t hat thP importat ion of 
J apanese roolies had incrE.>as·ed more than 1 00 per cent. 
since the a nnexation , and that t hey were now brought 
into Hawaii at the rate of 3,000 a month . 

"These laborers, he said, a re bound by contracts to 
serve from three to ten .yea.r>~. Their average monthly 
pay is $12.50, out of which the_v are compelled to boa rd 
themseh·es. Eo.ch month $ L GO is deciucted by the lm· 
migration Commission of Hawaii to pay their passage 
home after completing; their terms of sen·ice, and there 
is a system of fines by which their earnings are still fur
thor reduced, until they get only about $6 a month." 
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Mn. GoscHEN, first lord of the .British Admiralty, is 
authority for the statement that since Tlte Ha~ue peace 
conference more gigantic naval programs have been put 
forward by the powers than ever before had been con
ceived. The conference is only six months oft 

• • 
IN California, where church property has for some 

time beAn subject like other property to taxation, a 
movement has been started by the clergy to secure ex
emption for sucb property as is granted in other States. 
We are informed that "at a recent meeting of ministers 
and church members in San Diego a 'plan of campaign' 
was laid out, and a resolution adopted to levy an as
sessment on the churches to pay the expenses. The 
San Diego Daily Union states that the amendment was 
passed by both houses of the last California legislature, 
and will be submitted to the votes of the people at the 
election next ~ovember." 

* • • 
THE movement begun in this city by Roman Catho

Jics to introduce religious instruction into the public 
schools, fa, says the New York Christian Advocate, a 
scheme that "needs to be watched." And the Advocate 
adds: "There is no place in which to unite church and 
state in a republic." 

• • • 
The Advocate is right; but is it any worse, or any 

more a union of church and state, to teach religion in 
the public schools than to embody religious dogmas in 
the law of the land-as for example the dogma that 
Sunday is a sacred day which it is wrong to "desecrate" 
by the doing of secular work? 

* • .. 
"EXPANSIOX," says the New York Journal, "can sur

vive open opposition, but it cannot survive treacherous 
conversion into imperialexploitation.' 1 It sa.ysthiswith 
reference to the tariff impost>d upon Porto Rico. Yet 
the JournBl bas all along been an ardent champion of 
the principle of which thE' Porto.Rican tariff but repre
sents the putting into practise. The Journal has all 
along contPnded that the peopre of Porto Rico had no 
ight to jndependence-no right against forcible annex
ation by the United States, yet now it contends just as 
vehemently for the right of the Porto Ricans to free 

trade, under the Constitution. This is about like saying
that a man has no right to live, but bas a right to a.. 
meal of victuals. 

• • • 
TnounLE over the question of permitting Bible read

ing in a public school, is reported from New Autioch , 
Ohio. An exchange says:-

<~The school bo!l.rd directed the teacher, one Miss 
Pulse, to suspend Bible reading, but she refused to. obey. 
The board then applied foran injunctiontorestram her, 
but the judge decided that the power lay_ not.with the 
court but with the board itself, to res tram M1ss Pulse,. 
and he dismissed the case. Upon this the board dis
charged the teacher and clof!ed the school until another 
could bi engaged who would obey orders and omit 
religious services from the program." 

.. 
* • 

AN exchange mel\tions that "several taxpayers of 
the town of Greenfield, N.Y., have employed Judge J. L~ 
Scott as attorney to apply to the Supreme Court for an 
injunction to restrain County Treasurer Grippen from 
paying to the Ballston Spa W. C. T . U. the $100 appro
priation made by the board of supervisors in December 
for the purpose of paying expeDBea for holding religious 
service on Sunday in the almshouse. The taxpayers 
rightly hold that the supervisors cannot spend county 
money for religious services, and that if tne women ofi 
the Christian Temperance Union desire to send a mis
sionary to the almshouse they must do so at their own· 
cost." 

• • • 
So far as Rome is concerned, it is evident the Cubans

are not to have home rule. They must accept as their 
spiritual ruler a foreign bishop, Mgr. Sbarretti, who is so 
odious in their eyes that a general movement of opposi
tion has been started against him in the island . It is 
even asserted that if the protest of the people fails , they 
will organize their own church independently of the 
wishes of Rome. But independence of Rome means the
rejection of the Catholic religion. This the Cu bans do 
not see, and until they do see it they will remain bound 
without knowing where the chains are that hold them 
in bondage. 

• • .. 
An:MmAL DEWEY bas declared that the American 

navy needs to be largely increased, and his views on the
subject, as might be expected, are indorsed by other 
governmental authorities. In a statement bef~;ne tb& 
House Committee on Naval Affairs, the admiral said:-

" We need a more powerful navy than we have at 
present for a number of important reasons. We need a, 
navy large enough at all timeR to adequat_ely protect 
our growing foreign commerce and our colomes and our 
coast lines from hostiJe nations. 

"The greatest strength of every country ~o-day lie~ 
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in its navy. Our present fleet ol ships and the number 
of officers and men in the service are too small to meet 
the growing demand upon the country's sea power." 

His recommendations, whi<'h arelikelyto be adopted 
by Congress, are: four first-class bat tle-ships; three 
armored cruisers of 13,000 tons each; six smaller cruis
ers; eight to twelve gunboats. 

• * • 

SECRETARY-OF-WAR RooT ha.a gone to Cuba to in
vostigate the situation , and, according to report , to 
feel the temper of the peopleonthesuhjectof annexation. 
With tho experience of Porto Rico before their eyes, the 
Cubans will not be likely to favor annexation without a 
guarantee of free trade with the United States; which, 
of course, would be just as objectionable to certa in of 
the money powers in the United States as it is in the 
case of Porto Rico. 

- .. .......__....._ -

A Call for the Inquisition. 

b a recent issue of a local paper printed in Greenwich, 
Ohio, appea.red the following:-

''AN OPEN LETTER.'' 

"1 meant all I said as to minors, and am ready to 
circulate a petition to-morrow pray ing the Stnte of 
Ohio to give us a. law compelling minors to attend at 
the church of their choice the Lord's da..y school; giving 
the marshal of our municipality the responsible duty to 
see it executed, assigning to their nearest school thoee 
who have no choic~, and making it a misdemeanor for 
any one to hinder or oppose the full execution of the 
same, witb fines and imprisonment. 

"l:;icknesg or removal the only excuse for not being 
present at roll call every Sunday, making aU parents 
guilty of a. crime and misdE-meanor who do not do a ll in 
their power to send their children to Sun day school; 
making the municipality furnish needful clothing t o the 
needy ones. 

"Am ready to discus~:~ the same with any one who 
desires at nny time or place. 

"Respectfully submitted, 
"H. T. MEAD." 

The ordinary reader will discover at once that hack 
o f these words lies the inquisition in full. Without it 
bow could it be determined when n child was too ill to 
attend Sunday school; or whether parents did all in 
their power to send their children to the same. 

We are surely nearing the fulfillment of the prophetic 
words of the Patmos seer concerning tbelamblike power 
which should speak as a drngon: " And be exercieeth a.l1 
t he power of the first beast [ t he papacy] before him,a.nd 
causetb thP. earth and them which dwell therein to wor
ship the first beast (or papacy], whose deadly wound 
[the loss of power to enforce its worship] was healed." 
- Rev. 13:12. 

The spirit is already working in the hearts of men; 

and all that remains is a little more time in which to 
mold public sentiment. Then we shall see nnd feel a.ll 
the force of the prophet's words. 

H. H . BrRKBOLDER. 

Bellviile, Ohio, February :JO. 

~lethodists Attempt Persecution in Arizona . 

EmToR AMERICAN SENTINEL: We begin to eee the 
need of relig-ious liberty literature here. A short time 
ago the )lethodist minister and the Methodist bishop 
of this district tried three times to have some of our 
brethren [S.D. Adventists) in Solomonville arrested for 
Sunday work and for holding meetings in a public 
building there; but the judge finally got tired of them 
a nd asked them if the Adventists had molested t hem in 
any way. They said, "No." Then he asked them if the 
Adventists bad interrupted their services or religious 
meetings; and they s9.id, "No." 'l'hen he said, "You go 
home a nd mind your business and let them alone." 

Nevertheless, they came into our meetings and de
manded to know who was responsible for holding them, 
as they were going to have him arrested. Th e reply, 
given by the congregation, was, " It is all of us; arrest 
us all." So you see that the enomy, who ''was wroth 
with the woman an!l went to make war with the rem
nant of her Eeed, who keep the commandment s of God 
a-nd have the testimony of Jesus," bns not forgotten us 
here in Arizona. C. D. ~L WtLLIA:IIS. 

Tucson, Arizona, Feb . 23. 

Sunday Enforced in Knoxville, Tenn. 

IN the Knoxvi11e (Tenn.) SentiDcl, February 26, a n 
account is given of the t'lnforced observance of Sunday 
in this city. Among other things it says, "For the first 
time in many y(>ars the Sabbath(?) was yesterday 
-passed in Knoxville with nearly every business feature 
of the day closed ." 

Saloons, soda founts, cigar stores, fruit stands, and 
in fact , a lmost every place where a nickel could be spent 
presented a "cold shoulder"-a closed door-to the 
would-be purchaser. 

This condition of affairs which rendered the observ
a nce of the holy(?) day quiet and peaceful,resulted from 
a special order, issued by Chief of Police J. J. Atkins, 
Snturday a.fternoon. The order provides that the State 
law, which closes places of business on Sunday, must be 
enforced. 

The enforcement oi this law means t•hnt not even n 
cigar nor a package of ch ewing gum can be purchased 
on Snndn.y, and drug stores are allowed t o sell nothing 
but drugs. 

The police made vigilant efforts t o detect violations 
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of the law. During the day two casea were made 
against Monroe Howard's Imperial Hotel stand by 
Lieut. W. P. Chandler. These were the only cases of 
any character recorded during the day, which shows 
that the law violators were apparently not in evidence. 

Howard was fined $10. In the Journal and Tribune, 
February 27, this annourcement is made: '·The Minis
ters' Union warmly endorsed the strict administration 
of the Sunday-selling ordinance on last Sunday, and at 
the meeting of the union yesterday morning resolutions 
concerning the matter were passed. Remarks made 
were all complimentary to the officers for performing 
their duty." 

The resolutions passed were as follows:-

" WHEREAS, The Sundaj\ laws and ordinances of the 
city were strictly enforced yesterday; therefore 

"Resolved, That the Ministers' Union most heartily 
commend this action on the part of our mayor, board 
of public works, chief of t ·olice and policemen; and 
that we earne!!tly request our city officials to persevere 
in the good work which they have so auspiciously 
begun. 

"Be it further resolved, That we request all citizens 
to co-ow•ra.te with the civil officials in their endeavor to 
enforce our Sunday laws, and to give them all due 
encouragement in the faithful performance of all their 
official duties." 

Our Government, though lamb-like in appearance, 
is assuming every day more clearly the voice of the 
dragon. The states and the municipalities, encouraged 
by public sentiment, are becoming bolder to enforce 
coercive observance of Sunday laws. Popular educa· 
tion of religionists is trending that way. 

CYRUS SIMMONS. 

Absurdity of Sunday Laws. 

IF anything were necessary to show the absurdity, 
to say nothing of the essential wickedness, of Sunday 
laws and their exemption clauses, it was furnished a 
little while ago by a Paterson, N.J., justice. 

Within a short time of each other, two arrests were 
made for violating the Sunday law. One of the offend
ers was a barber, char~<?;ed with shaving a customer on 
Sunday; the other was a bntcher, charged with selling 
meat upon that holy(') day. Both offenders sought to 
avail themselves of the exemption clauses, and main
tained that their work was a work of necessity. 

The learned justice decided that shaving on Sunday 
was a work nf necessity, and therefore wholly justifia
ble; while he decided that selling meat on Sunday was 
not. The ground of his decision in the first case was 
the fact that he found it necessary to shave himself on 
Sunday, and that being so it was perfectly rig-ht for 
others to do the same; and as it is well known that aU 
people ca.nnot shave themselves, and some feeling that 

a shave on Sunday is a real necessity, they must, per
force, seek the aid of the tonsorial artist. 

Just why the justice deci·ded that selling meat was 
not a necessity did not appear in the reports. But it is 
fair to infer that the justice did not regard it as neces
sary on the ground that he did not eat on Sunday. 
How could it be otherwise, without showing himself to 
be unfair in his judicial renderings? As he justified 
shaving on Sunday because he regarded it as anecsssity 
for himself; so to be fair he must have justified the 
butcher for selling mea.t on that day, if he had regarded 
eating on Sunday a necessity. 

It is a law of nature that ordinarily hair will grow 
on a man's iace on Sunday as well as on other days of 
the week. It is also true that many people, in spite of 
anything they might do to prevent it, C'l.nllot help get
ting hungry on Sunday, as well as on other days. As a 
rule peop1e who are hungry will eat, even on Sunday; 
many must eat when hungry, or be made ill as a result. 
But no matter, however; the justice's decision makes it 
wrong for people to get hungry on Sunday, and If they 
do, the butcher must stand the consequences. 

It was of course fortunate for the barber that this 
justice's beard did not suspend its growth on Sundays, 
for he would then have been made to feel the strong 
arm of thll law; although in the butcher's case it was 
unfort.unate for him. 

But what shall bt"'said of a law that makel!l it possi
ble for a judge to capriciously clecidf' that shaving, 
which really is more a luxury than a necessity, is right 
when done on Sunday, while the seiling of food, which 
is an absolute necessity, is wrong when done on that 
day? 

This incident shows clearly that Sunday laws, with 
their exemption Clausell, are both wicked and absurd, 
and can result only in untold harm. 

r. H. KEsL.\KE . 

• Yew Rr11nswwk, Y J _ 

-~+-

Saloon Sunday Closing in Kansas City. 

TJ.IE question of Sunday closing of the saloons is 
being strongly agitated in Kansas City. The agitation 
is being- pushed by the anti-sa]oon leag ue of the city, 
who are calling upon the Police Board to enforce the law 
in the matter; which the Police Board seem rather in
disposed to do. In the discussions that have resulted 
some rather curious arguments for Sunday closing have 
been advanced by the league. 

The chairman of the league committee, for example, 
"said that a saloon keeper was required byllaw to be of 
good moral character, but those who keep!open on Sun
day are deliberate law-breakers, and no law-breaker can 
be said to be of good moral character. " 

That is to say, it is not the conductingof~the saloon 
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business that stamps a man as immoral, but the viola
-tion of the Sunday law. The saloon-keeper who closes 
on Sunday is moral, but the one who disregards the 
Sunday law is immoral. From which it necessarily 
follows that Lreaking the Sunday law is a worse thing 
than running a saloon! 

Another argument of the Sunday closers was that 
an open saloon on Sunday constituted n. "disorderly 
house," the keeping of which was contrary to the law. 
How thi~;~ could be true on Snnday an.·· more than on 
~Ionday or on other days, was not P.xplained; and the 
implied distinction is altogether too fine to be discerned 
by an ordinary unbiased mind. 

Cert!linly the cause of temperance and of law and 
ordL"l" hnAnothingtogain from theuaeof such arguments. 
It has nothing to gain from Sunday-closing1aws. 

This is so because such laws are ra.rely and only 
spasmodically enforced, while they throw a legal wall of 
protection around these nefarious institutions during 
six days of the week. The saloon Sunday-closing law is 
a law for opening the saloons six-sevenths of all the 
time, wh-en temperance and justice dechue they ought 
not to be opened at all. The saloon is a law-breaker 
( being an inciter to every crime), yet it is protected by 
Jn,w ( where there is a Sunday-closing law), which is not 
true of any other law-breaker. The saloon is n natural 
outlaw, and should be recognized as such in the criminal 
code. It should not be allowed the opportunity to hold 
up its head as a law-abiding institution. 

While thu3 s t reng thening the saloon, the Sunday
closing law, as stated. does little towards securing even 
the fra.gmentary seventh part of t emperance for which 
it is ostensibly passed. Commissioner GrPgory, of 
Kansas City, says the report, " said that in the twenty 
odd years of the existence of the metropolitan police the 
saloons ha d been closed only about ten Sundays. Mnny 
had been arrested, but none convicted." And this is 
substantially the experience ht\d in the matter of Sun
day closing- in other citi~ s. 

One thing, however, the Sunday-cloBing htw does 
secure. It sets apart Sunday as a day different in char
acter from ot·her days of the wet>k; for why should a 
Sunday-closing law be advocated more than a Monday-
losing or a Saturday-closing law, if Sunday is like any 

ordinary day. And this recoi!:Ilit ion of Sunday as a n 
extraordinary day is due to the reli~~: ious belief that 
S unday i;~ the Christian Sabbath, and is therefore a 
sacred day. But civil ena.ctm ents are not designed to 
a ffirm and ~ortify religious beliel's; n.nd in so far n.s they 
do this, they promote a union of church and sta te. 

The chairman of the Kansas City anti saloon league 
declared that public sentiment therewasoverwhelmin~ly 
in favor of " the respectful obsPrvance of the Sabbath"; 
and the indications are that the Sunday-closing move
ment will be quite vigorously pushed by the religious 
element which is behind it. 

A Perilous Scheme. 

ROXA'\' C -tTHOLlC PIWPOSITIOX TO SECURJ;.' UELIGIOUS 

TJ:I:, t(,U.!JHi IX TBJ:I: l!l"RLH' SCHOOLS. 

A P n OPOSITIO::'il comes from Roman Catholic sources 
to all Christians and Jews t o unite to secure reli~ious 
education in the public schools, by demanding time and 
opportunity for the religious guides oi the children to 
supplement the secular education with religious in
struction. That is, as we understand it , the religious 
teaching provided for under this plau would be strictly 
according to the prejudices and convictions of the 
parents and not for any proselyting purpose, the Roman 
Catholic, Protestant and Jewiah pupils each receiving 
the instruction under their own spiritual guides. 

This seems on its face entirely fair and we do not 
doubt that the intention of those making the proposition 
is honest and sincere; b11t any division of the schools 
or of the pupils in the schools according to the 
religious belief of their pa rents ia both unde@irable and 
impracticable. If it was attempted, more especially in 
a great community like New Yotk, it would result in 
breaking down the school system. The war of creeds 
would be sure to enter in a nd virulent religious contro
versy over the school inst ruction would he provoked. 
Moreover,a very con~iderable part of the parents at this 
time resent religiousin!3truction of any kind whatsoever, 
as was indicated recently by a father's withdrawjng hie 
son from a public school simply because 11e was obliged 
to listen to the reading of the Rible. 

The schools being ptiblic institutions supported by 
general taxn.tion, and there being here no Sta t e religion, 
it is obvious that t hey must of necessity be practically 
secula r in their instruction, for there is no system of 
religious t eaching which would command general assent 
or which would not provoke widespread resentment. 
Proselyting might be debarred from it by rt>gulat ions 
made in the strictest t er·ms pos@ible o.nd l.t might be 
honestlv disavowed by all the religious teacbt>rs ns an 
animatlng purpose, but t he suspicion of it woould never 
be quieted ; the impul se t o it would be unrestraina ble in 
teachers feelin~ t hat t hey had a commis;fon from God. 

Undoubtedly itmayset>mhnrd that Roman Catholics 
who esteem education without religion a veritable curse 
-making, as the Rev. Dr. hlcSweeny declares, "clever 
unbeli povers" -should be compelled of themselves to sup· 
port in the boroughs of 'fanhattan and The Bronx sixty 
schools, with more than forty t housand pupils, in order 
to secure religious instruction for t heii· young; but there 
is no other wa.y in this Republic. They mustvoluntat•ily 
bear the burden, if they feel that they cannot throw it 
off conscientiously, just as they bear t he burden of sup
porting their churches. Parents a nd priests who want 
religious education for children mnst provide i t in 
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E"choola distinct from the public school system or as a 
~npplement to the secular instruction which alone can 
b~ furnished by general taxation. Nor is this as great 
a hardship as it appears at first glance. It si111ply im
poses on parents a religious duty whieh they ought 
willingly to bear if they feel that its performance is 
r~'qnisite to the salvation of the souls of their young. 
They do not expect the state to assist in the provision 
of such instruction in their churches, and why have they 
any more reason to ask for it in the case of schools for 
their children? 

As the public schools are a prime necessity to our 
civilization, the maintenance of our popular government, 
nothing which will interfere with their e~sential service 
can be allowed to enter into them, and there is no con
cl'ivable plan for the restriction of religious education 
which would not constitute F~uch a disturbance or which 
could counterbalance by ttny possible arlvantage the 
disastrous consequences of the controversies which 
would inevitably result from it. 

One of the most beneficent offices performed by our 
public school system is in assimilating our great multi
tude of immigrants. It gives their children the Eng1ish 
~peech and rapidly tran~forms them into Americans in 
thought and feeling. That is a public duty, a necessity 
of popular government, and whatever interferes with it, 
even if it was the honest desire to impa.rt religious in
struction, would be no less tban a great national calam
ity. The field for religious effort is outside of these 
Rchools and it is in no way restricted by them. If a 
church deems education without religion a terrible evil 
it must supply the omission in schools of its own, as the 
Roman Catholics are now doing on so large a seale, or 
by inculcating the obligation of parental religious train
ing at home. 

A National "Christian" Political Ticket. 

THE "United Christian Party," mentioned recently 
in these columns as having been developed from a reli
gious conference or convention held in Willard Hall, 
Chicago, intend to put a political ticket in the field for 
the coming national campaign, and the following is re· 
ported as the idea of one of their leaders:-

NATIONAL CHRISTIAN TICKET. 

''RIGHTEOUSNESS.'' 

For President, 
A CHRISTIAN. 

For Vice-President, 
A CHRISTIAN. 

For United States Senators, 
CHRISTIANS. 

For Rt.>presentatives in Congress, 
CHRISTIANS. 

"Wouldn't you nominate any infidels or atheists?" 
was asked him. "Not one. I would appoint them to 
consulates in Turkey and darkest Africa, with instruc
tions to argue the religious question out with Satan , 
the sultan, and the chimpanzees." 

There is righteousuesl'! and " righteousness," and 
there ar"! Christians and " Christians." And there are 
Christians who know very little about the busine!'s of 
running civil government, and non Christians who are 
well qualified in this respect. The only result of the 
success of this "United Christian" political scheme 
would be that politicians would have forced upon them 
a. strong inducement to profess Christianity and stand 
well with the church. Hypocrisy would flourish and the 
church would be more and more leavened with the spirit 
of worldliness. The ideal state of the church is tba.t de
scribed in the Book of Acts where the hypocritical class 
were aH afraid to join the church, having the fate of 
Ananias before their eyes, and only the ~incert> believers 
were added to it, and these in great numbers. 

What They Think of The Sentinel. 

A FEW KXTRA.CTS FROM LETTERS OJ.'I'EOPLJI: W HO .U'PRE

CIATE THE lVORl( OF THE AMJI:RIC.·1N SRNTINEL 

I CONSIDER the AMERICAN 8ENTDIEL the one true ex 
ponent of popular government in this country. No 
republic can long exist where church n.nd state are 
blended, or where reJigion interferes in p ·-·litics. The 
Catholic Church is using the many so-called Christian 
political organizations with which to draw first blood. 
This is the expressed sentiment of one who belongs to 
no church, but will never endorse the encroachments o f 
religious organizations upon religious liberty. May the 
SENTINEL long continue in the good cause. I am ever 
ready to lend a helping hand so far as my abilit:r will 
permit. .T. D. HA~ntoNDB, M.D. 

La Mesa, Cn.l., February 17, 1900. 

I SHALL not stop giving support to the SENTI:iEL so 
long as I am able to pay for it. I feel a deep interest in 
its work for liberty and justice. In worl!ing for our 
fellow-men we are working for the )laster. May right 
prevail. WESLEY P uLVE R. 

Stoddard, Wis., Februa..rJ 22,1900. 

I WITH pleasure renew my subscription for the 
A:YnHUCAN SENTINEL. I think I never eaw a paper that 
voices my sentiments in every particular like this 
wonderful little paper. May it always dare to speak 
the truth, and uphold the foundation of American prin
ciples in both church and state, is the sincere prayer of 
the writer. A. E. FRANK. 

Canton, 1f. Y., December 26, 1899. 
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I AM a roi~sionary Btiptist of the strictest sort, but 
am in hearty sympatby and accord with the SENTINEl, 

in its advocacy of reli!?;ions and civil liberty. I have, 
form any years, recognized the tendency tow a.rd im pedal
ism, centra lization and destruction of the liberties:~ of 
the people and the downfall of the Republic. Friends, 
who then la ughed at me as a pessimist are beginning now 
to see the breakers and realize the danger. Long may 
the S ENTINEL guard t he rights of the co mmon people. 
I have no sympathy with the agitation DOl" respect for 
the judgment of Sunday fanatics. Yours truly, 

I TO OI.':R ··ATRONS: 

c. M. SRERROUSE. 

New Orleans, La., Januai'Y 30, 1900. 

FoR the enclosed dollar, send me some copies ot the 
SENTIXEL. I am not very particula.r about dates. It is 
always new if not entirely up to date. I keep a real 
estate office. Have e. great many comers and goers. I 
want to give each one a SENTINEL. • , • I consider 
the SENTL:s'EL a power in the earth. 

Yours very t ruly, 
H. FERRETT. 

Logan, Kansas, January 15, 1900. 

I THANK you for Rending me t he SENTINEL as you 
have. It is with great plea.sure that I get the pape-r 
every week. I could not k~p house with out it. 

c. D. BECKWITH. 

Rochest er, Yt ., J anuary 14, 1900. 

E DITOR SENTlNEL, New York City. 
Dea,r Sir:-TnE SENTINEL is a welcome visitor to my 

study,and although I have only yet seen a few numbers, 
I have derived much benefit from its reading. 

Yours very truly, 
T. E . LEWIS. 

Duenweg, Mo., February 2, 1000. 

---- ---- ----

Publications at 50 per cent. Discount. 

THE special attention of those who are interested in 

the circulation of religious liberty literature, is caHed 

to the fact that we are offering a discount of 50 

per cent., postpaid, on quite a large num ber of tracts 

and pamphlets. A list of these publications will be 

gladly furnished free to all who askl for it . Speak 

quickly if you want any •)f these. 

Address 

KL'ISAS CITY, Mo. 
'lAKLA ND, CALIF. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
39 Bond St., New York City. 

1. Write Nau•es Plainly. 

2. Remit by P. 0. :Uonoy Order, or Expre!IB Order, or by Banlt D""~ 
on New York. P~raooal che ck.o are not dcolr~d . 

8. Make all Orde rs and Dra!l..o! payable to Paclflc Press Publishing c., 
not to the editor or any other individual. 

4. We will receive P ostage Stamps in small quantitle& and any kiod 
good money. De!aced coios will D Ot be takeu. It paper m v .. ., · 
or cvin is sent, register the lett.er. 

AMERIC.1..~N SENTINEL 
Set for ~~defense of liberty of conscience, and therefore ttncom. 

prouustngly opposed to a n ything tending toward a union of 
Church and State, either in name or in fact. 

ORGAN 01;' THE 

INTERNA.TIOXAL REJ,IGIOUS LIBERTY ASSOCHTIO:N 

PUBLISH ED WEEKLY BY 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHlKG COUPANY. 

Slnl'le Copy, Per Y car 81,00 
.so 
.26 " 

"~ 

Bi:~tmontbs 

Three months 

AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St.. New York 

F~IE~D I~ THE RITCHEN." 

WE have no apology to offer in bringing to the 
attention of our readers a cook book discarding an 
article of diet which is everywhere known to contain 
disease-producing germs, often of a moat virulent type. 

While " A Friend in the 
Kitchen" contains no flesh 
food recipes, it does contain 
an abunda nce of tha t which 
is most palatable and whole
some, and it alBo tells how 
the foods may be prepared 
in the best possibleway. 

Ita 400 recipes are inter
spersed with short talks on 
foods a nd food combinn.-
tiona and other items of 

practical value and importance to every housewife, a s 
well as to those who wish to study the subject of diet 
for t heir own benefit. 

Rem ember It contains about 400 carefully t ested 
recipes. The binding Is a new preparation resembling 
leather, Is a lmost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oilcl oth. Price 60 cents postpaid . 

GOOD AGENTS WANTED. 

PACIFIC PRESS P UBLISHING CO., 
39 BoNn ST., NEW YoRK CITY. 
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ACENTS WANTED NOW! 

You can make Money selling 

THE NEW 

WEBSTER DICTIONARY 
AND 

COMPLE fE VEST ·POCKET LIBRARY 

A Dictionary in Your Vest Pocket. 
Ab.solutely Pull Pronunciation; Synonyms; Plural Porms; Com· 

pound Word~; !,000 Difficult Words; Proper Names; 
I.Ar~c Cltlca; Business Forms; Punctuation . 

Postal Re~rule.tlons; etc., etc, 

Contains. 
1. A Dio•tlonary. 

2. A (1azettf"'l"'r, 

:.1. ~Jnnun.l of ParHrtmenlory RuleR. 

4. Expt"rt Cnlculator, 

~, Lltl"rar-y Guld!l. 

45,800 Words. 
...,t 

YOU ~EED A 

DICTIONARY 
OF THIS KIXD. 

Send to us at once for it. 

Cloth, :red edges, indexed, 25c. MorocQo, gold ed~s, inde%eil, 60c. 
Extra Morocco, gold edges, indez:ed, 60c. 

THE PERil OF THE REPUBLIC. 
BY PROF. P. T. MAGAN. 

In this work the author shows how the United States 
of America is now on the very thre~hold of an a.postafi'y 
from the principles of a. true republic, and how already 
there has been congressional legis]ation, executive 
action, and judicial decision commjtting this govern
ment to principles oppm;oed to Protestantism. This is 
MOST IMPORTANT HISTORY, and if you 
would know !ll1 about it you must read this book. 
Nowhere else is this history given. 

The following are a few of the chapter headings:-

A NATION'S BIRTHRIGHT, 
A WAR FOR HUMANITY'S SAKE, 
AMERICAN IMPERIALISM, 
MANIFEST DESTINY, 
AMITY OR ARMAGEDDON. 

"The Peril of the Republic of the United States of America" is 
just from the press, contains II chapters, to;6 }lage:1, \size 6 ~ x S 
inches), and is handsomely and durably bound m red cloth. PricP 
$t.oo. Address 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond St., New York City. 

0t-, Oakland. Cal, 
Kansas City, Mo. 

~aptist Principles 
OF 

~eligious Liberty Applied to Sunday laws. 

An " ppeal to Hapti•t." to be true to their historie 
principles a.nd pra.cticea t~uching 

religious f'reedom. 

PLAIN HUT KIND. 

01 It a leading Baptist Minister and E:tlitor write~:-
"! baTe read your pamphlet on 'Baptist Princi1•Ies of R,.l g ous Ltb,.rty' 

wltb great tnte~€'st and entl~e sympathy. . , , I hope you " 'il) 
coDtillue your etlorts for the l>tomotioa of r~liJ>ious liberty " 

Filty~two Png..-s, lllustra(ed, Pri~e, 6€!~ 

Jesus Died for You. 
This is the title of the new num· 

ber (No. 63) of the 
APPI.ES OF GOLD LIHRARY 
written by Mrs. Luella L. Harmon. 

It is a Christ. filled o.ppeal to sin
ners to yield themsf'lves to Him 
who died for them. It is well cal
culated to soften and subdue 
hearts, and to do good whereve:r 
circulated. 

Price, 50 cents per h1mdred. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bo~n STREET, ~Ew YoRK. 

HEALTH~,._ 

Bow to Find It When It's Lost. 
How to Reep It When It's Found. 

By B. Franklin Rlchara •• 

Says the author in his Preface. "This is 8npposed to be 
an enlightened age, when experience and knowledge 

with regard to the body and ita diseases have been 
accumulated by professional men everywhere, yet dis
orders of the stomach have steadily increased in variety 
and virulence until nearly every person has, to a greater 
or less extent, come under its influence. 

With a desire to drop aome hint or suggestion that 
will prove beneficial to those who are now suffering, or 
who may hereafter suffer, ... the author sends fo.(tb 
these bumble words of warning." ' 

"HEALTH" contains 11 chapters, 222 pages, and ;s tJound 

in dark green cloth. Price, One Dollar. 

Address, 
P AOIFIC PRESS PUBLISIII~G CO., 

o.u:r.&Nv, c.u., 
K.lNB.As CtTY, 'Mo. 

39 BoNn ST., ~Ew YoRK, N.Y. 
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GENUINE "OXFORD" BIBLE St.50. 
llib1es bave recently ad'\·anced iu price. especially the cheaper styles, but for the presertt 

we offer this Bible at the old reduced price. 
So many people are asking for "nice large type" in a Bible small enough to be conven

iently carried that we are led to offer this one. Notice how large and dear the type 1s and 

the size is only 5 • X7 .xi • inches 
It contain~ al\ the reallv ue<:essary "Helps ' such as Dictionary of Proper :::\ames, Sub

jE-ct loth x:, Coucordance IS :\laps etc . . ove~ 300 pages in all, but not so m uch useless matter 
as to 1ua\r.e the book too thick and heavy. 

PSALl\'I.S. 

of tne ivory p:,L1ces, wlwreby they 1 2Heb. ": 

h aYe madu t1wo 1 ... d. I } "P=• 
9 ~King ' , .. _ .1tor-s 1cerc among • ;_ t> .s. 

1.hv J, n , 1 I 0 , ,_ vmen: '• t:po •n tb i biJ, u.".l • 
· ' ' .] E-t:md L ~"', , ·Jet n n · r -. · . .. 

The church's cm~(ulenre in C oil. 
--- -- -

7 The LonD of hosts is with us ; 
the God of Jacob is zour refug-e. 
Selnh. 
8 <Come, behold tho works of tho 

LoND, what <h solations he ha.tn 
!O[t~<·inlf•n d IYP" In out 8t-yl~ C-1 Ri"ble. 

· r r .. ,., ·, d tl o r..- ., Btbl"' last week tiLt y o n SE'nt me and will Stl.Y tbut I am very tnucb 
1 ,,. '"'' I "tt 1 t h••n> th<') •• re to cvet y particular n o! tbnt is R-~1·1 about th111t1 in the ad ... crtl""· 
w enl o\~ 1 h.we s h o WE'<l them til o•hen< t he result is that l IJave got orders tor three mor·· 
oCt I If! !'& ,.,. k h t I ~tyl<' (-I which orde~ I here\\ ith send you.' 

The b:nding is French ~Iorocco, Divinity Circuit Style • SE'e cut 
round corners, red nnder gol ·l edgcs. and cover is linen lined, thus 
m~king a neat durabk convenient, bnt mexpensive Bible. 

Our Price Still $I .50, Postpaid. 
Our order number for th1s Bible i. C ' · We have better bindings 

at $t 75, $2.75, $3.50 oo nd $4.00 
The India Paper Edition bound in genuine levant Morocco. tbc 

best and most durable bindtng for continuous use, , ost- at cm reduced 
rate $~.25. Write us .• bout .mythmg you need 1n Bibles. 

Address 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Bond St., New York, X Y. 
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Hoous for the Young . 
• 

These a re selected from a long 
list, and wm be iouud convenient 
in s ize ( 4~ x 6~), handsomely 
bound (cover stamped in gold 
and colored ink), and well printed 
on good paper. Each book in a 
box. 

Price 30 cents each. 
A 11.\U OF l!i'fORlB~. 
IlEA RT T.IFK. 

Hli:LPS OYER HARD PLAl"EI!i,-G>rls. 

Boys. 
J ES!'iWA'S F IRST PRA \ ' EH • 

.JE8US ONLY- S<:rlpture tut and poem 
tor each day of tho ear. 

1\"0riOIIV LO\ ES )IE. 

OLI"fE'8 STOR\ . 
Sf!RIPTVRE PJIO,HISES - Cle.asilled so 

that Is easy to find somethlng 
suited to our present wants o" 
every occasion 

PIIA~R I~I "I!i J"ROt.REI-i~. 

PAOIPIO PREBB PtrnLJBKING 00., 
39 Bond et,, New York, O!ty 

Complete list of publications Eent 
on application. 

DAINTY PRESENTATION ~OOKLETS • 

Only Self-filling and Self-cleaning Pen 
manufactured in the world. 

YOU' r'A.]{ c:r;IC-lNST!f .A..YD REFILL IT CV TEN ·' "EGONDS. 

Of this pen eome of our patrons speak as follows:

"I find it perfectly satisfactory." 
"I am more than pleased with the pen. " 

" 'l'he acme, the climax of inventive genius.'' 
"It is a fine pen; it cannot be beat. 

"'l'hey nre fine pens , and I shall esteem it a 
privilege to speak in their behalf.' ' 

The retail price of the pen is $3.00. It cannot he 
pur chased for less anywhere. We will fiend it, postpaid, 
with the SENTINEL one year, for $2.50. 

~IX ( ' .\RIH:\"AL POIXT!oi 
f'.E("LLUR 'fU "J'HF. 

·•PO~'l\" 

Self-ftlllnll:. 
~elf-("INning, 
Si DI}Jli(•i I~·' 
Durnbllh,·, 
ltt"Jiabilltv, 
'\"o r ... aklnlt-

Address AMERICAN SENTI~EL, 
30 Bond St., New York. 

• 
A series of shor t, practical, and interesting volumes 

daintily bound, and int~mded to fill the wants of thos~ 
desiring inexpensive booklets of real value for gift pur
poses. Bound in white lenthel~tte. handsomely deco
r ated. Price, 35 cts. eat•h. 

Secrets of Happy Home Life. The Christ-Filled Life. 
Take Heart Again. Golden Rule in Business. 
Young Men: Faults and Ideals. The Ma rriage Altar.~ 
Girls : Faults and Ideals. Ideal Motherhood. 
What a Carpenter Did With His Bible. 
The Everlasting Arms. Miss Toosey's Mission. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING co .• :iJ 
39 Bond Street, New York City. 
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NEW Yotu:, MARCH 8, I~. 

WE publish this week an interest· 
ing report of proceedings in the 
Maryland legislature relating to the 
enactment of a new Sunday law. 
See page 146. A vast amount of in
terest and even excitement over the 
question of Sunday enforcement was 
manifested by the people at the Cap· 
ital aud by crowds who came up 
from Baltimore to attend the hear
ing on the bill, and the matter is not 
yet ended. So we shall present an
other report later on. 

,)1. 

WE publish oB another page a few 
extracts from letters by friends of 
the SENTINEL, who appreciate the 
importance of the matters to which 
it is calling attention and the time
liness of its work. w~ are receiving 
such letters constantly, and we may 
know from them just how the SENTI· 
NEL would be appl'eciated by many 
others evm -.where, if only some one 
would bring it to their n,ttention. 
Reader,cannot you do something to 
this end in your locality? 

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, as meaning 
that which can be affected bythelaw 
of the land, is only a part of civil 
liberty. It is civil liberty in religious 
matters. Hence a person's civil 
liberty cannot be denied without 
affecting his religious liberty; and a 
denial of the right of self-government 
is as truly an assault upon religious 
freedom as is the enactment of a 
Sunday law. The pet>son whose civil 
rights are not respected, will in vain 
look for any deference to be shown to 
his religion. This islogical,and this 
is the way it has always been in 
history. 

~IAN, as a prophet, is a dazzling 
failure. Yet the world to·day is full 

of would-be prophets who assure us 
there is a bettl>r time just ahead, and 
whose predictions find ready accept
ance with the people. Here is an 
illustration which we find mentioned 
in an exchange. A ·Frenchman, M. 
Bloch, last year wrote a book show
ing that waris impossible, on account 
of the marvelous efficiency of the 
modern army rifle. Soon after its 
publication came theTranaTaal war. 
And now the author has reissued his 
volume under a different title, and 
shows in it that with modern weapons 
the civilian is as good a fighter as 
the regular soldier; thus proving as 
our exchange remarks, that "the 
more effective and deadly the weap
ons, the more general wm war be; 
and that is what anybody might 
have known beforehand." 

,JI 

TuE State Board of Education of 
Colorado, in the case of L. J. Cald
well (Seventh-day Adventist) which 
came befot>e it recently on the lat· 
ter's refusal to take an examination 
on Saturday, decided that the State 
"nowhere compels the observance of 
Sunday as a religious, bot only as a 
civil,institution." Also, "that there 
is no ground for the observance of 
two Sundays in the State, and that 
there can be only one."-(Denver 
News, F'eb. 27.) 
It is decidedly curious, in view of 

this, that if there is plain ground for 
the "civil Sabbath," as an institu· 
tion separate from religion, there 
should be ground for it only on Sun
day. "There is no ground for the 
observance of two Sundays in the 
State," hence the civil Sabbath must 
always coincide with the religious 
Sunday, yet it is not at all a reli
gious institution! There is nothing 
like the Sunday Sabbath to illus· 
trate a "distinction without a dif· 
ference." 

THE Sunday laws exalt idleness 
above honest labor, mrtkeJtobacco a 
greater ''necessity" for people than 
bread, distinguish between a fore
noon "shave" and an afternoon 
"shave" on the same day, and pre-

sent endless similar inconsistencie!J 
and restrictions upon honest indus· 
try and individual freedom . What 
is the necessity for soeh laws? Why 
not class them with the outg rown 
relics of chureh·and-state times, 
where they belong, and drop them 
from the statute-books of the na
tion? Why not allow that the 
people have the right to be free on 
Sunday the sa.me as on other days? 
Why treat them as capable adults 
six days in the week, and as children 
who must be kept under surveillance 
the remaining day? Will some ad
vocateof the Sunday laws please teiJ 
us? 

~ 

WE note this item in tbe Ijondon~ 
Eng., Present Truth of Febr11ary 
15:-

"Quite recently a Wolverhampton 
barber was convicted u-nder the Bun
day Trading .A.ct of Charleaii. ,whieh 
pro hi bits tradesmen, arti<ficers, work
men and lahorers from pursuing their 
ordinary calling on Snnday. He 
appealed, his counsel contending that 
he did not belong to anyone of these 
classes, and the Court of the Queen's 
Bench sustained his a-ppeal, holding 
that the.A.ctdidnot'applyto bn.rbers. 
What a strange condition, to have a 
law on the statute books, which puts 
all fair·minded judges at their wits• 
end to evade it! " 

THERE is a " vague a hum" in Great 
Britain, dispatches say, over the 
foilndation whieh seems apparent 
for the belief that Europe intends 
to interefere to prevent England 
from conquering the South African 
republics. Added to this is the fact 
that Russia is distinctly threatening 
England on the latter's Asiatic fron· 
tier, and h~ already a ' ' stronger 
grip on Persia" as the result of the 
war. England is not likely to brook 
any interference in Africa, and the 
prospect for a general European wa.-r 
has not for many years been more 
vivid than it is now. 

,)1. 

IT has been often said by those 
favoring Sunday legislation, that 
observers of the se-venth day should 
be willing to regard the loss of Sun· 
day as a sacrifice made to their re
ligion. But who will seriously claim 
that the state can say what an in
dividual shall sacrifice to his relig
ion? 
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THE Sunday laws are built upon the theory that 
man was made for the Sabbath. 

$ $ 

CoMPULSION, wheu exercised iu religion, only stirs 
up unholy and bitter passions in the !'oul. 

$ ~ 

GoD's idea in making the Sabbath was to save' men; 
man's idea in making Sunday laws is to Sll.Ve the 
Sabbath. 

THE Creator's Sabbath is perfectly fitted to the 
needs of all men; but a man-made Sabbath must have 
laws for forcing men into conformity with it. 

SINCE the fourth commandment which covers the 
entire week, leaves no place for a "civil Sabbath," it is 
plain that such a "sabbath" is condemned by the Word 
of God. 

THE state may compel a person to be religious, but 
it cannot possibly make him a Christian. And only the 
Christian religion makes people better than they were 
before. 

ONE vital <1ifference between God's laws and man's 
laws is that the latter have no love in them; and this is 
one great reason why human laws canhave no rightful 
connection with religion. 

GoD did not create individuals to save the state 
but he ordained the power of the state to serve the 
interests of individuals. The state was made only for 
time; but man was made for eternity. 

THE Sunday laws are about the only things that 
connect the present age of enlightenment with the Dark 
Ages of rnediawal church-and-state times. Why not cut 
these connecting links instead of trying to make them 
stronger? 

GoD has his own.laws,his own penalties and his own 
remedies for sin, which are in force to-day; and be 
neither asks man's help, nor will he tolerate man's in
terference, in dealing with sin. Man's laws are not to 
maintain righteousness, but rights. An act may he 
both a sin and a crime; but human tribunals can deal 
with it as a crime only. 

The Sabbath Was Made for Man. 

THE ''Lord of the Sabbath" declared that "the 
Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sab
bath." This stateme,nt embodies two ideas that lie at 
the foundation of the legislation that has been enacted 
for Sabbath observance. 

One of these ideas is that the Sabbath was made 
for man. This is God's idea, and the foundation of his 
legislation for Sabbath-keeping. 

The other idea (held by the Pharisees) is that man 
was made for the Sabbath; and this is the foundation 
of all human legislation to preserve the day. This of 
course is disclaimed by the authors of state Sabbath 
laws; but it is that to which reason and experience tes
tify as being the truth. 

God made the Sabbath to be wholly a blessing to 
mankind, and to put upon him no hardship. It was 
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perfectly adapted for man's spiritual, ment-al and phys
ical welfare; and, as God has made it, it is the same 
tg~d_dy. If people donot observe it, they lose the"good 
of it, but tht.y get no hurt from it. If they are against 
it, it is still not against them. It is for them, whether' 
they .observe it or not. 

But men have made Sabbath laws from which vastly 
different results ha-ve come. They have used the force
of the civil power to fit men to the Sabbath; not the 
true Sabbath, either, but their hu:gmn idea· of .the Sab
bath. If men did not want to conform to it, they were 
forced to do so. Where the human being did not fit to 
the institution set up by the religious majority, the 
state applied pressure to the human being UIJtil the fit 
was declared satisfactory. · 

·If men do not observe God's, Sabbath as his law 
directs, that law does not interfere with them. They 
lose the great good they would have gained from keep
ing it, but their liberty is not restricted and no penal
ties are put upon them. They are not coerced into 
anything. But if they fail to observe man's Sabbath 
.Js man's law directs, they are arrested, imprisoned, 
fined, put in chain gangs, and in other ways punished 
until they conform themselves to the Sabbath concep-. 
tion which the majority have set up. 

God's Sabbath is like a mantle of glory and beauty 
given to man, which he may put on if he will; but the 
Sabbaths oi the state laws are like a mold into which. 
men must put themselves or~be put; and if they do not 
fit the mold, they are hammered by the law until they. 
are forced into it, at whatever sacrifice or injury to 
themselves. 

All this is wholly con~rary to God and to the pur
pose of the Sabbath. All such laws ought to be abol
ished.·· If men will not make the Sabbath a blessing to 
themselves, let it not be made a curse to them by the 
mistaken zeal of those who would make their refusal a 
crime to be punished with the pains and penalties of the 
criminal code. 

PROBABLY the most densely illiberal country in 
South America is Ecuador. There the priesthood has 
had absolute sway, and there has been almost no 
possibility of securing any independent action of any 
kind; and yet the light is breaking there. The Congress 
of the republic has prepared a series of laws oh religion 
a:a:d the clergy, in which it lays restrictions upon the 
church which must be rather n~vel. The delegates oi 
the pope are to have no right of jurisdiction without 
previous authority from the executi,ve power, given in 
accordance with the council of State, and no bull or 
pontifical order is to be promulgated or executed or 
considered to have any value whatever without the 
corresponding exequatur from the executive power. 
Funeral and parish taxes the church is not allowed to 
collect. Tb;ere are restrictions on church property, on 

ordination, on entrail'ee to the novitiate, etc., which are
ver-y, very signifl~ant. The light is &iwnibg, after alL 
-N. Y. Independent. · --- -- . 

What We Experience in Turkey. 

BY. Z. G. BAHARIAN. 

TnE readers of the SENTINEL remember that a min-· 
ister of the Seventh-day Adventists was recently ban~ 
ished fromMalatia toKharpout. As soon as hereach11d 
there it was proposed by the government that he should 
have a commandment brought from Constantinople· 
High Porte to preach in freedom. However, h~. was left. 
free to work in the city·. Under his labors an Armenian 
accepted the truth, and at once began to open his sho}} 
on Sunday. The Armenians werP. offended because of 
two things; first, that he began to keep the Sabbath, so 
tliat Sabbath-k!=!eping took hold in that city; second, 
that their. Sunday was openly desecrated: 

This man was a shoemaker, and had a companion 
who was learning the art from him. He found that this 
man's Sabbath-keeping and Sunday working were con~ 
trary to his religion, but unwilling and unable to be 
without him, he devised a way to stop this n.'ew thing. 
Several Armenia~s called on the authorities- to com
plain against the minister, and,, became successful in 
banishing him from Kharpout to Eguin. They expected 
that the shoemaker would go back into his former reli
gion when he was left alone, but it was not so. 

As soon as the minister arrived at Eguin, the police 
proposed that he should give a guarantee no~ to go out 
of the city and also not to preach the Sabbath. For 
several reasons he consented, but a. few weeks later, 
after he had consulted with us, wrote two petitions, one 
to the governor of Eguin, and the other to the Vali of 
Kharpout. In both of them he presented the principles 
of religious liberty and the relation of the state to the 
church, ending with the cutting testimony that he 
should continue the preaching of the gospel under all 
circumstances. The Vali of Kharpout at once sent 
word to the governor of Egnin that he must stop the 
minister's preaching. The police called the minister 
and presented Vali's answer, and demanded from him a 
guarantee not to preach even when' he is invited to 
preach in a Protestant church. The minister refused to 
comply with the proposition, and was put into jail. 

~We are sure that his bold act surprised the govern
ment and made them think about it more soberly. 
Five days only he was left in the jail. The fifth day the 
police took hi~ out and, committed him to the Arme
nian bishop, expecting that the bishop's council would 
withhold him from preaching. The bishop, ignorant of 
the Bible, told him to refrain from this work. After 
several minutes' talk, the bishop sent him away in free
dom. Now the minister is free to preach, and a good 
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door is open to him, because Prote!!tants love him very 
much and,qav;t;l given him their church to preach when
ever and whatever he wants. 

Constantinople, Feb.14, 1900. 

"A World Power." 

BY JOHN D. BRADLEY. 

IN repudiating the principles of its Constitution as 
a republic~n government, the Government of the United 
States is distinctly changing its position in the eyes of 
and with ~eference to the other nations of the earth. 
This change is apparent to all. But the meaning of 
this change is recognized by few. There are many who 
insist that their countr.y has at last entered the realm 
of greatness; that now, by virtue of this change, it 
bas. "risen to be a world power, henceforth to be reck
oned with among the very few great nations of the 
earth." 

However, there are some who know what greatness 
is, and who are not blind to the meaning of the change 
that has taken place. The difference between the posi
tion held by America before this change and the posi
tion which is now held and is to be held by virtue of it, 
and the character of the "reckoning" once had as com
pared with that now accorded and had by ;:tnd "among 
the very few great nations of the earth," is plainly in
dicated by Senator Bacon, of Georgia, in his speech of 
January 30, in the Senate. He said:-

" Again, sir, among the imperialists, those who soar 
on a loftier wing, are fond of appealing to the patriotic 
emotions and pride of the American people by the oft
repeated statement that the results of the Spanish war 
has made the United·States a world 1power, and that 
they have now become one of the family of nations! 
Why, sir, one would suppose from thes<> oft-repeated 
expressions that this nation had for a century been 
kicked and cuffed around like a mangy cur, and that it 
had skulked around afraid to pick up the refuse which 
its master threw it. 

"What a wonderful discovery, Mr. President, that 
the United States have become a world power! Why, 
sir, when in the result oi the Revolutionary War they 
made good the great Declaration of July 4, 1776, they 
instantly became the greatest of world powers; the 
greatest oi world powers, sir, because in spite of the 
fewness of their numbers and the smallness of their re
sources, they had not only announced but maintained 
and secured a great principle thereafter to stand as a 
menace of every tyrant, the hope and inspiration of 
every people, however humble, who longed for liberty. 
This principle, thus maintaJned and exemplified in the 
growth of a great and free people, has, in the advance
ment of the free institutions of the world, been the most 
potential influence of a hundred years upon the destinies 
of the woi-ld. Just become,sir, a world power-a nation 
whose flag has never gone down in defeat! Just become 
a world power, when for seventy-five years it has stood 

as the guardian of a whole hemisphere and said to· the 
whole world, 'Not one step farther on this hemisphere!' 
a,nd for seventy-five years the world has obeyed the 
command! 

"And this discovery that we have just become a 
world power is due to a mere skirmish in which we over
came the weak and decayed power of Spain, when in 
truth we had so recently with our own blood, written 
the history of the greatest and the fiercest and the 
bloodiest battles of modern times. Why, sir, within 
your memory there occurred within eighty miles of this 
Capitol a battle in which more men were killed and 
wounded in half an hour than were killed and wounded 
in both American and Spanish armies and na:vies during 
the entire Spanish war. And the highest 'demonstra
tion that we were a world power was when the division 
enrled, and when there stood again united for all time, 
the people, who, when divided, had between themselv.es 
fought battles under the shock of which the earth quaked 
and the very mountains rocked. 

"No, Mr. President, we do not need to keep the Phil
ippines to prove to the world that we are indeed a world 
power. There is a meaning to the expression 'world 
power.' It has been perverted and has become misun
derstood. It originated across the water. They did 
say it about us. What did they mean? Did they mean 
they had suddenl-y discovered that a nation with 10,-
000,000 fighting men had suddenly become a world 
power, a nation with such a history as we have? No. 
What they meant by world power and coming into the 
family of nations was that before that time we had been 
a peaceful nation, attending to our business, frowning 
down upon the conquest of any people, however humble 
and however feeble they might be, holding up for free 
instituti~ms; differing from all the rest of the world in 
the fact that they were always ready for conquest, 
always ready to oppress the weak, always ready to 
despoil anyone who might be in their power; and when 
they saw that we had gone across the ocean to pick up 
a little feeble people, they raised a hurrah that we had 
also become a world power among the land grabbers,
and had become one of the family of nations to oppress 
and subject the weak and feeble." 

The Church's Power Not Political. 

[IN a religious exchange (Melbourne, Aus.) we note 
the following good advice given to those churches which 
believe they cannot obtain the power needed to do their 
appointed work in the earth with9ut seeking to poli· 
tics:-] 

In writing to the Ephesians Paul tells them of the 
"exceeding greatness" of divine power. Eph. 1:19. God 
is not, therefore, curtailed in his operations for want of 
power. He is able to give power to the faint, "and to 
them that have no might he increaseth strength." 

The fact that God possesses power, and that he 
alone can bestow it, is but too often overlooked by the 
church of God. After telling the disciples that all pCiwer 
in hea.ven and in earth was given him, Christ commis~ 
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'Sioned his followers to tarry at Jerus~lem until they 
were endued with power from "on high." Luke 24:49. 
Power to work for God must. ~orne from on high. 
Power from any other source can but mar and hinder 
his design. 

Had the church of God but been faithful to her mis· 
sian, the Pentecostal baptism would have followed and 
sanctified her work through all the ages. She would 
11ot then have needed to link herself with any earthly 
combination of forces, or lean on the arm of anyearthly 
government for assistance. 

In· the Baptist Union Assembly, held at Leeds, 
England, Sept. 27, 1899, the president, John Clifford, 
D. D., .IIJ.ade use of the following statement in his ad· 
dress:-

. "We dare not let politics alone. They are part of 
our religion. We should be disloyal to the King of 
kings if·we failed in~our duty to the state. The state is 
dear to us as the God-ordered instrument for 'the pro
motion of his rule of justice and peace and brotherhood; 
and it is one of our duties, first, to make the Parliament 
thrbugh which it acts really adequate for its work, and 
next, to ·use it so that the work may be well and faith
fully done." 

But God has not sent his church on a mission to 
Parliament. He gave his people command to go and 
preach the tgospel to every creature. The church has 
nothing to do with fitting the Parliament ior its work, 
or in seeing that its work is well done. God has or
dained governmental power, for "the powers that be 
are ordained of God," so that the church can safely 
leave the work of putting the government right to the 
God who "rules in the kingdom of men." · 

If the church would follow the commission-"Feed 
my sheep"-and)ook after the individual, God would 
surely look after the government. But the spirit in 
man that is constantly seeking for power, has led the 
church to cease her work of teaching to become. a dic
tator. In this way she endeavors to dictate to earthly 

·governments in order that they may do her bidding. 
. But this plan is not of God. . 

When Israel went down to Egypt for help she dis
connected herself from God, because the help she sought 
was not in God's plan. It is so with the cqurch to-day. 
She has gone down to Egypt for help, but instea;d of 
receiving help from earthly powers, she has received a 
wound. "Not by might, uor by power, but by my 
Spirit, saith the Lord." "Oisrael, thou hast destroyed 
thyself; but i~ me is thine help." Hosea 13:9. 

Every bid that the church makes for temporal or 
civifpower will onlyprove a stumbling-block in the way 
of God's work. It would be much more efiective·for the 
church to get on her knees than put on her titles. She 
would accomplish much more by prayer to God than 
prayer to Parliament. God has the;: Holy Spirit's. 
power waiting for the church when she gets ready to 
receive it. 

A Proposed New Sunday Law for Baltimore. · 
'' , r 

. .. TnE following Sunday bill ha.S been introduced in ·. 
the Maryland leg-islature by Representative Sanford, 
and active efforts are being made t~ secureitspassage:-:-

"SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly 
of Maryland, That Article IV. of the Code of Public 
Local Laws, title, City of Baltimore, subtitle, 8ab
bath, be and the same is hereby amended by addi~g 
thereto the followi~g sections, to follow immediately 
after Section 807: 

"807 A. No person whatsoever shall do any work or 
bodily labor on the Lord's Day, commonly called Sunday, 
and no person having children or servants shall com
mand or wittingly or willingly suffer any of them to do 
any manner of work or labor on said day, works of 
necessity or charity always excepted, nor suffer . or 
permit alily children or servants· to profane the Lor~'s 
day by gaming, fishing, fowling, hunting or unlawful 
pastime or recreation; every person transgressing this 
section to be punishable upon conviction before a Justice 
of the Peace by .a fine of $5, to be applied to the use Of 
the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, provided, that 
it shall be lawful to do work or labor connected with or 
incidental l:io the editing, publication or delivery of 
newspapers, the carriage of passengers in any car, vehicle, 
or elevatot·, the carriage of baggage of travelers, the 
transmission of messages, ,the polishing of boots and 
shoes, the baking of bread and preparation of meaJs. 

"1307 B. No' person shaH sell, dispose of, barter, or, 
if a dealer in any one or more of th:e articles of merchan
dise named in this section, give away on the Sabbath 
day, commonly called Sunday, any spirituous or 
fermented liquors, cordials, lager beer, wine, cider, or 
auy other goods, wares or merchandise whatsoever; 
and any person violating any provision of this section 
is punishable by fine of not less than $20nor more than 
$50 for the first offense; if convicted a second time of a 
violation of this section, 'by a fine of not le~s than $50 
nor more than $500, and by imprisonment for not less 
than 10 nor more than 30 days, and his, her, or their 
license, if auy were issued, shall be declared/ null and 
void by the court. · 

"It shall not be lawful for such person or persons to 
obtain another license for the period of 12 mouths from 
the time of such conviction, nor shall a license be o]Jtained 
by any otherpersonorpersons to carryousaid business, 
on· the premisesorelsewhere,if the person so as aforesaid 
convicted has any interest whatever therein, or shall 
derive any profi~ therefrom; and if convicted more than 
twi.ce of a violati6n of this section, such person or persons 
on each occasion shall be imprisoned for 'not less'than 
30 nor more than 60 days and fined a sum not less than 
double that imposed on the last preceding conviction, 
and, his, her or their license, if any were issued, shall be 
declared null and void by the court, aud no new license 
shall be issued to such person or persons for a period of 
two years from the time of such conviction; nor to anyone 
else to carry on said business wherein he or she is in 
anywise interested, as before prqvided, for second viola~ 
tion of the -Provisions of this section. One-half of all 
fines to be imposed under this section shall be paid to 
the State and the other half to the informer. This 
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section is not to apply to sales of meals, to be eaten on tion in the enjoyment of these things? How far are the 
the premises, or served elsewhere by caterers, nor to the people indebted to the Sunday laws for the opportunity 
sale of newspapers, cigars or tobacco prepared for use, • to wo'rship for""services that are not."interfered with" 
n;tilk' ice, fruit, flowe:s; soda or min~ral wate~s, confe.c- and for "ti~e to strengthen their moral natures"? A~e 
twnery, drugs, mediCmes and surgical apphances, m . . . . . . 
places other than those where spirituous, fermented or the people deprived of these prtvlleges m Cahforma, 
malt liquors are offered for sale. where they have no Sunday law? We have never heard 

"807 C. It shall not be lawful to keep open·or US«;l that Sunday is not as generaliy observed in California 
any dancing saloon, opera house, tenpin alley, barber as it is in Maryland. Or how.is it with those Christians 
saloon .or ball alley on the Sabbath day, commonly -60,000 or more in this country-who observe the 
called Sunday, and any person or persons, body politic seventh day instead of the first, and have no law at all 
or corporate, violating any provision of this section, or in their favor? Are they deprived of these privileges? 
causing or knowingly perm.itti?g~he sai?e to be violated Since these people enjoy all these privileges-as they 
by any person or persons m h1s, ner or 1ts employ, shall . . . · 
be fined not less than $50 nor more than $100 for the unquestiOnably do-;-and smce the people of one State 
first offense, and if convicted a second time of a violation where there is no Sunday law enjoy them equally with 
of this section, shall be fined not less than $100 nor those of another State where such a law exists, it is 
more than $500,and, if a natural person imprisoned for clear that the extent to which these privileges are se
not less than 10 nor more than 30 days; and, upon cured to the people by the. Sunday law may be correctly 
conviction subsequent to the seeond, fined on each occa- indicated by a cipher- and to this extent such a law 
sion in a sum at least double that imposed on the last " d •t lf t ' · I t " d fu th 
preceding conviction, and, if anaturalperson imprisoned commen 81 se oumversa suppor • an no r er. 
for not less tha.n 30 nor more than 60 days. All fines 
imposed under this section are rayable to the State. · 

"SEo. 2. That this act sha:ll take effect from the Sabbath Observance vs. Educational Laws and 
date of its passage.'' Customs in Colorado. 

This measure, it should be noted, is designed not in 
the interest of stricter Sunday observance in Baltimore, 
but as a relief measure from the rigorous exactions of 
the existing law. The Baltimore Sun says of it that 
"Mr. Sanford desez:ves the thaBks of all liberal-minded 
and progressive people for his earnest efforts to secure 
the modification of the obsolete and impracticable Sun
day laws of the State." Yet this proposed change in 
the Sundt;ty law, which will repeal "obsolete and imprac. 
ticable"exactions,and will leave the law fully as severe 
in its requirements as are most Sunday laws elsewhere, 
is vigorously opposed by the clergy of Baltimore and of 
the State. They do not want the"obsolete and imprac· 
ticable" restrictions of the old law repealed; they want 
them revived and enforced! What else but this can be 
inferred from their opposition to this bill? 

And if this strictly religious and puritanical observ
ance of the day, is what the clergy of Maryland want, 
as shown by their opposition to any effort to modify 
the old law, what must we conclude of the clergy in 
general who are calling for Sunday legislation? Is it 
not perfectly fair to conclude that one and all have in 
view the same puritanical restrictions upon liberty and 
self-government for which some of them are now so 
earnestly contending? 

The Baltimore Herald, which favors Mr. Sanford's 
bill, says that "the present Sunday law, so far as it 
secures the population in the enjoyment of opportuni
ties to worship and directs the suspension of toil, so 
that services may not be interlered with and that the 
individual may have time to strengthen his moral na
tu~e, commends itself to universal support." But how 
far does the Sunday law of Baltimore, either as it now 
is or as Mr. Sanford would have it, secure the popula-

AN APPEAL BY L. J. CALDWELL, SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST 
AGAINST. A DECISION BY THE COUNTY SUPT. 

OF SCHOOLS OF ARAPAHOE COUNTY. 

To THE HONORABLE ST.ATE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF 

STATE OF COLORADO: 

1. YouR petitioner, a resident of this State, ltereby 
appeals to your honorable body for redress concerning 
the action of Warren E. Knapp, Supt. of Schools for 
Arapahoe County, Colo., at the Teachers' Examination' 
of December 15, 1899, more specifically detailed below: 
On said date, being the third Friday in December, your 

·petitioner duly presented himself to answer the questions 
in the branchesrequired,and did answer those in writing, 
arithmetic, natural science, grammar,orthography·and 
school law. Your petitioner then requested the remain
ing questions for the purpose of then and there answer
ing them, but was told by Supt. Knapp that they could 
not be had till the next day, Saturday, December 16, 
1899. 

2. Your petitioner, being now, an,d for many years 
past a conscientious observer of the Sabbath, or seventh 
day, did not know or offer to answer theremainingques
tions until sunset of Saturday, when the Sabbath was 
past. He then answered the questions in U.S. History, 
Reading, and Theory and Practice, and ag;ain requested 
the .remaining questions for answering. This request 
and Supt. Knapp's reply weTe as follows:-

Denver, Colo., December 16, 1899, 5:50P.M. 
MR. W. E. KNAPP, CoUNTY SuPERINTENDENT OF Scm)oLS 

oF ARAPAHOE CouNTY, CoLo. 
Hon. Sir: I hereby demand the remaining examina-
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tion questions, viz: Civil Government, Geography and 
Physiology, unanswered by me at thiA examination of 
December -loth -and 16th, 1899, lor the purpose of· 
answering them. 

Yours repectfully, 
LoYD J. CALDWELL. 

OFFICE OF COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHO'OLS. 
Denver, Colo., December 16,1899, 5:50P.M. 

MR. LOYD J.· CALDWELL.-Dear Sir: The questions 
for which you have made the above demand will be 
tendered to you together with all the other questions 
used at said examination in the same manner and for 
tb,e same reason as to the other applicants, after you 
have retir~ ~rom said examination-the purpose for 
·which they are to be used by you being unknown to me. 

Very respectfully, 
WARREN E. KNAPP. 

County Superintendent of Schools. 
for Arapaho Co., Colo. 

3. Now your petitionerclaims to have fulfilled both 
the law requiring Friday and the rule requiring Satur
day examination, doing all he could in good conscience 
to conform to usual custom. 

But God's law says: "The seventh day is the Sab· 
bath of the Lord thy God. In it thou shalt not do any 
work." Ex. 20:10. "And God blessed the seventh day 
and sanctified it, because that in it he had rested from 
aU his work." Gen. 2:3: "From even unto even shall ye 
celebrate your Sabbaths." Lev. 23:32. 1 

When one is refused a teachers' certificate pecause 
he will ·not disobey God and violate his religion by 
taking examination on the seventh day then both the 
constitution and statute of Colorado. are violated, as 
extracts appended will show:-

CONSTITUTION OF COLORA.DO, ACT II, SEC. 4. 

"That the free exercise~nd enjoyment of religious 
profession and worship without discrimination shall for
ever hereafter be guaranteed: and no person shall be 
denied any civil or political right, privilege or capacity 
on account of his opinionsconcerningreligion-no:r:shall 
any preference be given by law to any religious denomi· 
nation or mode of worship." 

Art. IX, Sec. 8, <;>f the constitution provides:-

"No religious test1 or qualification shall ever _be re
quired of any person as a condition of admission into 
any public educational institution of the State, either 
as teacher or pupil." 

SCHOOL LAW OF COLORADO, SEC. 15, (Law of Ma ... 20, 18!7.) 

"On the third Friday in August, December and 
March in each year, he [the County Superintendent of 
Schools] shall examine all such applicants in ortho
graphy, reading, writing, arithmetic, .English grammar, 
geography, history, a~d Constitution of U. S., civil 
government, physiology, natural science, theory and 
practise ot teaching! and school law oi the State. Ii 
satisfied of the competency to teach and oi the good 

moral character of the applicant . . . he shall give 
such apJ>licant a certificate.'' 

4. That there isdiscriminl.l,tionandpreference shown 
toward the keeper of the first day or Sunday in that 
that day is not employed or required tor examination. 
That this is a point of religion would be quickly shown 
if a rule were made that all applicants must be exam
ined on Sunday or must teach on Sunday. Is it ril!?ht 
to stretch Friday over to 5:50P.M. Saturday to ac
commodate somean4. to refuse a few additional minutes 
to another whose _religion forbade certain earlier min
utes of same day?. Is it legal to require Saturday ~x-
amiuations at all? - -

5. Christ drew the line between civil and religious
duties when he said, "Render therefore unto Cmsar [the 
state] the things which are Cmsar's [civil duties]; an:d 
unto God the things that are God's [religious duties]." 
Matt. 22:21. The apostles said "We ought to obey 
God rather than men." Acts 5:29. 

The S~bbath, like baptism and the LQrd's supper, 
is wholly God's; and no civil law or officer has aught of 
right to do with them more than to keep out of their 
way. God ca.n and will collect his own, and condemn 
all who stand in the way. · 

··Obedience is the. highest form of worship. To con
dition a civil right (as to teach public school) on !a 
reli:'gious disobedience (as of violating the seventh-day 
Sabbath) is high t_rea~on both to G9d and the consti-
tution. . 

In closing, your petitioner begs to say that he be
lieves the rule requiring Saturday examination was 
made to accommodate and not to debar any;· and that 
Supt. Knapp decided as he did because of technical ad
herence to said rule, and not from personal motives. 

Respectfully yours, 
' LOYD J. CALDWELL. 

Denver, Colo., Dec. 20, i899. 

TJIE bill [to erect a tariff harder betwee~ Porto 
Rico and the United States] violates 

1
the Constitution. 

It imposes upon the Porto Ricans the tyranny of taxa
tion without represtlntation against which o!_!r fore
fttthers rebelled. It violates the promise oi General 
Mfles to the inhabitants, never disavowed by om: Gov-

. ernment, that "Porto Rico under the American flag w~ll 
enjC?y the same privileges and the same immunities. as 
the cit~izens of the diff~rent States and Territories of the 
Union">' It makes of Porto Rico a "crown colony" in-· 
stead of an American Territory.-N. Y. World. 

r\,>o-, 

"FoR. the first time in the history of this Republf,. a 
people has been fighting for home and freedom, and· tb,e 
.American Congress .bas not passed a resolution of sym
pathy. and encouragement. . What does this mean? 
What does it signify !:LS to the spirit of those who now 
control the national Government." ' 
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Serioas Thoughts About the United States. 

BY D. T. BOURDEAU. 

(A Frenchman.) 

DOES ITS WEALTH BETOKEN GOOD TIMES? 

THE immen!'e wealth of the United States does not, 
of itself, betoken good times to that nation. The his
tory of p3tst nations shows that, gener~lly speaking, 
with them, great wealth meant effeminacy and extor
t~Qn on the part of the rich; dissatisfaction, complaints 
of inj~stice, setting forth claims for rights and just 
dues, and uprisings, on the part of those in cramped 
circumstances struggling for a livelihood; more vice• 
more corruption, and m?re crimes; jealousies of other 
powers and foz:eign intervention; impending national 
ruin. 

This w:as the state of things with :the antediluvians 
just before ruin came upon them. They were buried up 
<vith the things of time and sense, and reaching out 
after wealth until the very day that Noah entered into 
the ark; and of them the Lord said at that time, "The 
earth is filled with violence." Gen. 6:13. See also Matt.' 
24::37-39; .Luke 17:26, etc. The same was true of the 
Sodomites before their destruction. Of Sodom it is 
written: "F?lness of bread and abundance of idleness 
was in her, neither did she strengthen the hand of the 
poor and needy." Eze.16:4:9. The same was true of 
the Jews when God's avenging hand was about to be 
wielded against them through toreign powers. Even 
their priests and rulers were greedy after earth] y riches, 

· were "companions of thieves," oppressed the needy and 
turned a deaf ear to their cries. Christ showed his dis
approval of such a course by the brisk u~e of chords 
as means of lashing guilty speculators.' John 2:13-
16. Read also Isa. 1:23; 56:10-12; Jer. 7:9; Reb. 2:5-
13, etc. 

It was when the Medes and Persians rolled in wealth 
and luxury that 64:0,000 of them were defeated in battle 
at Arbela by only 48,000 Greeks, and that the Medo· 
Persian Empire was replaced by the Greek Empire, the 
Greeks at that time being less wealthy, more industri-~ 
ous, stronger physically, more hardy and more virtu
ous than the Medo-Persians. The great wealth of the 
Ro'man· Empire, acqp.ired through injustice, oppression 
and cruelty, and perverted in its use, greatly helped to 
abase it in the scale of morality: and the union of church 
and state in that empire caused its overthrow. 

. IS IT A GOOD BASIS FOB CIVILIZING Al; J 
CHRISTIANIZING OTHEBS? 

_Hor should civilizing and Christianizing others be 
made an excuse for departing from right principles.~ A 
civilization and Christianization that are the out
growth of going against principles of justice and equity 
mu~t be shallow indeed, not to say disgraceful to true 
civilization and genuine Christianity. The plea of ad-

vancing· others in civilization by uRurping their terri
tory and depriving them of their natural rightS' is be
coming quite popular with so-called Christian nations; 
but this plea was never made by Christ and his apostles. 
Christianity, pure, unadulterated, is the greatest civil
izer in the world. Indeed, there can be no true civiliza
tion independently ·of the principles of Christianity, 
which have been embraced in the one plan of salvation 
ever since its establi!lhment. But true Christianity wins 
by love and never deprives men of their natural rights 
nor forces conscience by the use of cruel and compulsory 
measures. A Christianity that does this is a misnomer.
It is based on selfishness, hatred, envy, and revenge, 
and is the greatest enemy to true civilization. God can 
carry out his wise designs in spite of it, but he can never 
approve it. To day it keeps millions of our race who 
grope their way in the mists of heathenism, from em
bracing genuine Christianity and advancing in true 
civilization. 

IS IT ANTIPATRIOTIO? IS IT TBEASON? 

Is it antipatriotic and breathing the spirit of trea
son, even from the standpoint of true Americans, to 
stand by the noble principles on which the American 
Republic was formed? What is patriotism from this 
point of view? .The word patriotism comes. from the 
Latin word pa,ter, which means father. In this case, 
one truly patriotic would be one who would agree with 
the fathers of the first American Republic, wh~ vindi
cated the principles of civil and religious freedom and of 
complete separation of church and state. Therefore 
for. an American to oppose these principles of liberty, 
wouid be branding himself as antipatriotic. And is it 
not strictly true that Americans who by word and deed 
oppose the fundamental prin<'iples of the Republic of 
the United States are the very ones who breathe the 
spirit of treason, while Americans who stand by those 
principles are justly entitled to full and complete exon
eration from the unjust charge of breathing the spirit 
and of being guilty of treason, and should be com
mended for their unwavering fidelity to the government 
to which they belong? 

Being true to the righteous laws and principles of 
the government to which one belongs, iA the best evi
dence of true patriotism and of antagonism with the 
spirit of treaf!on. 

Ci vii liberty goes hand in hand with religious liberty, 
and civil bondage goes hand in hand with religious bond
age; and when a government that has, more than all 
others, professed and carried out before the world the 
principles of civil and religious'Iiberty, and has for this 
reason prospered beyond every other nation under the 
sun and been admired and praised by lovers of liberty 
in every land-when we say, a government that has 
done this and that has thus prospered, so seriously 
departs from the very princ:~ples to which it owes its 
existence and unparalleled prosperity, goes back on its 
profession and principles so far as to deny that all men 
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are created equal, that governments derive their ju,st 
powers from the consent of the governed, what is to be 
expected of it? When men make the highest conceiva-

. ble profession regarding religious liberty and the sep
aration of church and state, and yet go squarely 
against this profession by passing a bill against perfect 
religious liberty, as in the matter of closing i:ihe gates of 
the Chicago Exposition on Sunday, what else can we 
expect than that such a government, continuing in its 
downward course of apostasy, will finally pass a na
tional Sunday law, the enforcement of which will mean 
a deprivation of civil rights and a reviv,al of the perEe
cution of the Dark Ages, to those who, from conscien
tious scruples, will not submit to the oppressive national 
mandate? See Rev. 13:11-18. 

Against this oppressive, antirepublican, antichris
tian work comes from a merciful God this prophetic 
warning of world-wide application: "If any man wor
ship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in 
his forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the 
wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without 
mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be 
tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of th~ 
holy angels and in the presence of the Lamb. And the 
smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever: 
and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the 
beast, and his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark 
of his name." Rev. 14:9-11. 

This warning being world-wide in its application, 
the danger of worshiping the "beast" and his "image" 
by receiving the "mark of the beast" and of papal au
thority, when enforced by strong legal enactments, will 
exist in every land; for to "every nation, and kindred, and 
tongue, and people" is the three-fold message contain
ing this warning to go. Rev. 14:6-14. The language 
of the warning is not, "If any man worship the beast 
or his image," etc.; but, "If any man worship the beast 
:wd his image," etc., which shows that both the "beast" 
and his "image" will be worshiped at the same time 
and by the same act of receiving the "mark" of the 
"beast." 

How can this be done on the territory covered by 
the "beast," when the image is formed, not by the 
powers covering the territory of the beast, but by the 
United States located in America? Simply on this prin
ciple: The United States, notwithstanding its mild 
profession of religious freedom, takes the lead in this 
f1na} work of extolling and enforcing Sunday by strong 
.legal enactments; oth~r nations catch the spirit and 
follow the example of the United States. In doing this 
they not only worship the papacy that· brought about 
the change of the Sabbath as set forth in these pro
phetic words: "And he shall speak great words against 
the Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the 
Most High, and think to change times and laws" (or 
the law, Heb. Dan. 7:25); they also worship the image of 
the papacy formed by the United States, saying, Let us 

f' 
do as the United States are doing in the matter o 
~nforcing Sunday by strict Sunday laws well guarded 
b~ strong penalties, even the death penalty. Rev. 13: 
15, etc. 

The wrath of ma.n and nations can, by grace divine, 
be endured, as it bas been in past ages; but who can 
submit to endul'e the unmingled wrath of God, when the 
probation of men and nations shall have ended, and 
mercy's sweet voice shall no mo·re be heard foreve.r? 
Prov. 1:24-33; Rev. 22:11,12 14:9-13; 15:1:16. 
Oh let us give unmistakable proof that we heed the· 
heavenly warning for this time, by taking to heart a lid 
conforming to these words found in the last gospel mef!
sage to a fallen world: "Here is the patience of the 
saints: here are they that keep the commandments oi 
God, and the faith of Jesus!" Rev. 14:12. 

What Some Eminent Men Have Said About War. 

"Whence cone wars and fightings ainong you?" James 4:1. 

SENECA, the tutor' of the Emperor Nero, &nd put to 
death by that tyrant, about A. D. 65, says in his 95th 
epistles:-

" We punish murders and massacres committed 
amongst. private persons; what do we respecting wars 
and the glorious crime of murdering whole na\ions? 
Here avarice an 1 cruelty know no bounds. Barbarities 
are authorized by decrees of the Senate and the votes 
of the people; and enormities forbidden in private 
persons are ordered and sanctioned by public legisla
tures. 

"Things, which if men had done in tlleir pEivate 
capacity, they would have paid for with their lives-the 
very same things we extol to the skies, wbea they do 
them in their war accoutrements." 

Such was the testimony of a virtuous heatheB. 
John Wickliffe, the great reformer, was particularly 

disgusted with the ambition which induced rival popes 
to assert their claims to St. Peter's chair, at the ex
pense of torrents of human blood; for be not only con
sidered the whole trade of war to be utterly unlawful 
for Christians, but thought it wrong, on the principles 
ot the gospel, to take a.way the life of man upo» any 
occasion. Respecting conquest, be said, "the title of 
conquest ~s utterly worthless and untenable, unless 
the conquest itself be expressly commanded by the 
Almighty." 

Thos. Scott, D. D.-"War, in every case, must be 
deemed the triumph of the harvest of the :first great 
murderer-the devil." 

Bishop Porteus.-"One murder makes a Yillain
millions a hero." 

Bishop W atson.-"When the spirit of Christianity 
shall exert its proper influence over the minds of indi
viduals, and especially over the minds of public men in
their public capacities, war will cease tbrough0ut the 
Christian world." 
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Frederick the Great.-"When sovereigns are deter
mined to come to a rupture, they will not hesitate con
cerning materials for a manifesto." 

Seeker (Archbishop of Canterbury).-"War in all 
cases is accompanied with dreadful evils; of which we 
are apt to consider the heavy expense as if it were the 
onJy one, and forget the sufferings and miserable deaths 
of such multitudes of human creatures, though every 
one of them is a murder committed by the authors of 
this calamity." 

"Let Us Be Honest." 

From the "Washington Post," (Imperialist)" January 14. 

WHYcan we not be honest in ourutterancestouching 
the te;ritories we have recently acquired? Really it 
would save time and trouble, to say nothing of-life and 
treasure, to come out frankly with the ·announcement 
that we haye annexed these possessions in cold blood, 
and that we intend to utilize them to our profit and 
advantage? All thistalkabout benevolent assimilation; 
'all this hypocritical pretense of anxiety for the moral, . 
f!ocial and intellectual exaltation of the natives; all this 
transparent parade of responsibility and deep-seated 
purpose; all this deceives nobody, avails nothing,helps 
us not an inch in the direction of profit, dignity and 
honor. We all know, down in our hearts, that these 
islands, groups, etc., are important to us only in the 
ratio of their practical possibilities. We value them by 
the standard of their commercial usefulness, and by no 
other. All this gabble about civilizing and uplifting the 
benighted barbarians of Cuba and Luzon is mere sound 
and fury, signifying nothing. Foolishly or wisely, we 
want these newly-acquired territories, not for any mis
sionary or altruistic purposes, but for the trade, the 
commerce, the power, and the money there are in them. 
Why beat about the bush and promise and protest all 
sorts of things? Why npt be honest? It will pay. 

As a matter of fact, we are not concerned in the 
ethical or religious upliiting of the Filipinos. After all, 
the difference between a breech-clout and a starched 
shirt front is a mere matter of climate and personal 
opinion. Dishonesty, untruth; crime and general wicked
ness are here in our midst-present with us as part of 
our daily life and growing with our growth. We need 
not go to tl;le West Indies or the Philippines in search of 
material for moral rescue. Our own slums abound with 
opportunities for missionary zeal. Why not tell the 
truth and sav-what is the fact-that we want Cuba, 
Porto Rico, Hawaii and Luzon, together with any other 
islands in either ocean that may hereafter ,~ommend 
themselves to our appetite, because we believe they will 
add to our national strength, and because we hope they 
will some day become purchasers at our bargain coun
ters? We might as well throw off the pious mask and 
indulge our~elves in a little honest candor. It will cost. 

us nothing, and it may· profit much. At any rate, we 
shall have the comfort and satisfaction of being honest 
with ourselves and the privilege ot looking into the, 
mirror withou't blushing. , 

The Roman Church and Human Thought. 

"Springfield Republican." 

THE pope, says the dispatch about his birthday 
reception, spoke of the honors paid in Italy to Giordano 
Bruno,-the dedication of his statue in Rome being one 
of tho~e honors,-as instigated by the devil. This is so 
beautiful a specimen of medievalism that it is almost a 
pity to add a word of con;tment. Yet the word is really 
necessary to call the attention of the public to the fact 
that the Roman Churchis dogmatically and indiscipline 
precisely where it was in Bruno's day, 300 years ago~ 
So much has been said about "American" Catholicism, 
so much about the. wise concessions of Pope Leo XIII~ 
that there is a general impression that the. world is in 
some way changing .the old church, bringing it to toler
ation of, if not to a conformity with modern advance oi 
knowledge and practise. Now this remark of the pope 
to the Italian deputations that gave him their congrat
ulations on his 90th anniversary, shows that the only 
modification in the papacy is in Joachim Pecci's person
al wisdom and temperamental tact; and at the same 
time the case of St. George Mivart shows that there is 
absolutely no change in the attitude of the church 
to~ard thinkerfil since Bruno's day. The church to-day 
will not burn St. George Mivart at the stake, but the 
church of A. D.1600 would have burned him, without 
question. So Giordano Bruno, though it would suspend 
from the sact•aments, and no doubt eventually excom
munieate him, would live his life out if he were living in 
this age to express his superior knowledge. It is not 
the Roman Church, but its circumstances, that bave 
been so changed. 

It is the outside world that has made the difference. 
While popes, councils, congregations, the hierarchy I are 
dwelling in the same dogmatic bounds which Bruno 
broke, to the inspiration and nurture of philosophy and 
science, the absolute acquirements of the world bave 
gone onward and left them far behind. It is impossible 
for the progress of knowledge to stop of itself, and it is 
impossible for the church to stop it. But such slurs as 
even so enlightened a pope as Leo casts upon Bruno, 
and such disciplinary treatment as Cardinal Vaughan 
visits upon Mivart, unmistakably indicate that the 
Roman Church is what it was three centuries ago, and 
only the :temper of the age, which it does not govern, 
has compelled it to change its methods. 

IN Adrian, Mich., the Sunday law is rigidly enforced 
upon all classes of traders; and even street-car and. 
hack-line service is suspended. 
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day morning he noticed tl).e demand for his. I>erfectos · 
was unusually large, but he thought nothing ttbout it 
.untilin the-afteruoon.:when a-pnrchaser-teld-him it-was 
impossible to buy a cigar in the city. John did a good 
busines!'l a.J!d a resident of the city who desired a smoke, 
had but to wa.lk ~cros13 the bridge." 

The stores are closed tight on Sunday. . Onl:r' drugs 
can be sold. A Sunday newspaper, The Tribune & Jo]lr
nal, is published and sold. Freight trains are s~itched 
in the yards and are run through the city. Passenger 

THE papal church in Brazil has made an open trains are run, and electric railway service is the same 
demand for the overthrow of the existing institutions on Sunday as other week days. Why should a discrimi
and laws· in that country favoring civil and religious 'nation be made against candy and fruits, and .in favor 
liberty, and a return to the system of complete church- of steam and surface railways? 
and-state unio~: A dispatch from Rio Janeiro, dated CYRUS SIMMONS. 
March 5, says:-

"The Jlra?;ilian bishops have issued a collective 
pafjtoral to the clergy and laity, demanding the union 
or church anq l'tate and the suppression of liberty of 
oons6i(mce, civil marriages a:nd secular cemeteries' . 

. ' i<The pasto'ral also proposes a, prog~amme to com
bat the existing state of affairs." · 

• . .. 
This is the program of the papacy for Brazil; and 

:the only reason this is not its program for the United 
States, is that it knows such an atte.mpt would be hope
less here. The papacy's wishes and puJ;poses are every
where the, same; but its methods vary according to 
circumstances. 

More About Knoxville's Sunday. Laws. 

THE follow~n~ is taken from the Evening Sentinel, 
published in Knoxville, Tenn., March 5:- · 

"HE SOLD (]ANDY. 

"G. W. CARDEN VIOLATED SUNDAY ORDINANCE. 

''G. W. Carden, a merchant doing business at 122 
GeQrgia Street, was arrested Sunday by Patrolman 
Finley, for selling confectioneries, thereby violating the 
Sunday ordinance. 

,, ·"This was the only arrest made during the day. 
Taking into consideJ,"ation the short time the present 
department has been in office, and the opposition shown 
by some dealers against the ordinance, the police dl;l-

. partment is to be COIJ;!,Plimented on its efficiency in en
forcing the law. 

"Cardon will be tried this .afternoon. '·· 
"At first there were some protests against it, but 

citizens are already accustoming themselves to it. Com
P~;tr~:ttively few protests were beard this second Sunday 
ofenforcement. 

·"Those who were determined to get a smoke found 
it. ThPoughout the day Sunday, Johri Smith, who runs 
a fruit and cigar .stand at the south end of the Tennes

. see River bridge, in connection with his restaurant, juRt 
smiled and sold another cigar. John is a genial fellow 
who attends strictly to his 'own business. Early Sun-

Knox.ville, Tenn. 

Sunday Closing in Reading, Pa. 

' SINCE Re.v. Wilbur F. Crafts visited the city of Read-
ing a,bout three WE)eks ago, many things are being 
agitated; foremost, Sunday closing and Curfew ordi
nance . 

. The Ministerial Association, W.C.T. U., Y. M. C. A., 
ap.d the Barber~1Uhion, have "joined hands" and closed 
all barber shops· except a few, and if they will not come 

/ 

to terms they must take the consequences. 
The Barbers' Union have reduced the rates in favor 

I 

of such as are not yet in the Union, and so if they will 
join and co-operate in the' Sunday closing, many un
pleasant things may be avoided. 

The druggists are talking Sunday closing too; some 
wax quite hot in advocating the scheme as being a pan-
acea for many ills. GEo. F. B. UNGER. 

Ca]eium, Pa. 

Sunday Legislation in Iowa. 

RECENTLY a bill was introduced in the Iowa legish1r 
ture to strike out from the phraseology of the Iowa 
Sunday law the wo'rds "except that of necessity or char
ity," which define the exception to the work prohibited 
by the law; thus making all labor on that day subject 
to prohibition. FroiD. the wording of the law, which we 
quote below, it will be observed that atheists, who do 
not "conscientiously observe the seventh day," or any 
other day as the Sabbath, have no exemption from its 
pen;tlties, save such as can be secured· under thE) plea of 
"work of necessity or charity." In now seeking .to re- . 
move this slight ground of defense against the law, the 
clerical element which are behind· this bill leave us to 
.infer that in their view there can be no such thing as a 
"work of necessity or charity" where people of a class 
obnoxious· to themselves are concerned~·but that all 
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work by atheists and others they do not like is necessa
rily bad and ought to be prohibited. 

The effect of the bill, of course, was to arouse a 
-deeper antagonism to religion in the minds of those 
most in need of its priceless blessings. Here is what 
-one of thiS! class says of it in a letter to the Free Thought 
Magazine:-

"The following is ·a copy of the present puritanical 
'Sunday law' of Iowa. There is no.w a movement on 
foot to make this law enough worse to be worthy of 
fourteentp century legislation. Here is the present 
law:- ' 

"'.SEc. 5040. If any person be found on the first 
day of the week, commonly called Sunday, engaged in 
,carrying firearms, dancing, hunting, shooting, horse
racing, or in any manner disturbing a worshiping 
assembly or private family, or in buying or selling prop
·erty of any kind, or in any labor except that of neces
sity or charity, he shall be fined not more than five nor 
'less than one dollar, and be imprisoned in the county 
jail until . the fine, with costs of protiecution, shall be 
paid; but nothing herein contained shall be construed 
to extendto those who conscientiously observe the sev
enth day as the Sabbath, o.r to prevent persons travel
ing or families emigrating from pursuing their journey, 
-or keepers of toll bridges, toll gates, and ferrymen from 
attending the same.' 

attention to the fact that work is being done on Sunday 
in the machine shops of our cotton mills. Only last 
week a mechanic told us that he worked six days in the 
machine shop and on Saturday he was told to rep'Ort 
for work on the fo}lowing Sunday morning; that he did 
not want to work on Sunday, but should he refuse, he 
would lose his job. He further stated that at one mill 
in the country the boss machinist had said that at that 
mill there was Sunday work for the next six months. 

"These statements are startling and call for serious 
consideration by our people. Work on Sunday is not 
only forbidden by the Bible, but it is prohibited by the 
statutelaw of South Carolina, and we are derelict of our 
duty if we wink at these violations of both divine and 
human laws, simply because the one who forces this 
work on Sunday is a big corporation. 

"The Free Lance is a secular and not a religious 
paper, but aa most of the preachers of the county, we 
are glad to say, are readers of its pages, we. hereby 
tender to the.se noble men the use of our columns so 
that they may enter their solemn protest against this 
flagrant disregard of the fourth commandment and 
against the desecration of the day set apart by all 
civilized and Christian people as a day of rest. Work 
on Sunday is either right or wrong-there can be no 
middle ground; and this commandment is universal in 
its application. The observanc.e of the $abbath is bind
ing alike upon the rich and the poor, the farmer and tQ,e 
merchant, the factory president and the mechanic in the 
repair shop, and the saving of a little time or of a few . 
dollars should have no place in determining whether an 
act is right or wrong. . . . 

"This matter is now up to the Grand Jury and to 
Solicitor Sease, and the parties in interest want to know 
mhat will be done about the mat~er at .the March term 
of court." 

The Sunday law of South Carolina, as applying to 
secular labor, was a very mild affair so far as its penal· 
ties went, up to the year 1899. It read thus:-

"You will readily see that, as the law now stands, it 
·can be used to harass, fine, and imprison people who 
have done no one a wrong and who have disturbed no 
one. You will see that it recognizes the conscientious 
·scruples of Jews and Adventists, but not of the larger 
and more intelligent class knowii as Liberals, Agnostics 
and Freethinkers. We can therefore sa.y that the law is 
unjust, puritanical, and partial. But self-appointed 
meddlers in other people's private affa.irs are not even 
·satisfied with this outrageous law. On Jan. 25,1900, 
Senator Hazerton introduced a bill in the Senate (Sen. 
File 124), to strike out the phrase, 'except that of neces
sity or charity,' in ,the present law. If the reactionists 
-can pass that bill they will have no trouble in finding a "No tradesman, artificer, workman, laborer, or other 
pretext to worry and fine every Freethinker, Agnostic, person whatsoever, shall do or exercise any worldly 
.and Liberal in the State, for it would be almost impos- labor, business, or work of their ordinary callings upo~ 
.sible even to live and care for our families and domestic the Lord's day, (commonly called Sunday), or any part 
animals without in some way violating this law. It is thereof, (work of necessity or charity only excepted); 
pretty safe to say that preaching would be about the and every person, being of the age of fifteen years or 
-only occupation not prohibited by this law. The law in upwards, offending in the premises, . .sball,for every such 
its present form has been used by those who 'love their offense, forfeit the sum of one dollar." 
enemies,' to harass and worry those who love their -
·friends and are just to their enemies, to make them see 
the great beauty of godliness and piety." 

Sunday Enforcement in South Carolina. 

IN Spartansburg, S.C., an agitation has been started 
·for the enforcement of the Sunday law, and definite steps 
to this end are expected to be taken at the March term 
of court, which is now in progress. The situation is set 
iorth in the following from a Spartansburg Journal, 
the Free Lance:-

"Again we have been urged to continue to call public 

The law was, however, severe uponcorporationsrun
ning railway trains in the State on Sunday, this form of 
labor being prohibited under a penalty of $500. 

Last year the legislature amended the law by adding 
to it the following:-

"That on and after the approval of this Act, in 
addition to the penalties prescribed against tradesmen, 
artificers, workmen, and laborers who shall do or 
exercise any worldly labor, business or work of their 
ordinary calling upon the Lord's day (commonly called 
the Sabbath) or Sunday, or any part thereof, any cor
poration, company, firm or person who shall order, 
require or direct any work to be done in any machine 
shop or shops on Sunday, except in cases of emergency, 
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shall, upon conviction, be deemed guilty of a mis- of uncivil conduct, he would give the case a hearing. 
demeanor, and shall be fined in a sum not less than one He thus saved himself m:uch trouble, and served God's 
hundred dollars and not more~than·iJ:ve hundred dollars- gospel tellingly, for because of his decisi(:m:Paufstayed 
for eaeh offense." there a long time after this ha.f'lpened and accomplished 

Of course, if this law is enforced, the cotton mills a good work. 
(which are closedonSundays)will beseriouslybampered God is not served by men getting the false burden 
by the frequent necessity of shutting down for repairs. that they must make everybody worship God according 
Heret~fore repairs for·the week have been made in the "to the law." T. E. BowEN. 
repair shops on Sunday, while the mills were closed. 
Whether the religious element who want this law en
forced will prevail or not against the interests represented 
by the mills, is the question now to be settled. 

"Worship God Contrary to Law." 

PAUL had come to Corinth. He labored hard for 
his own· countrymen, but when they blasphemed, he 
turned to the Gentiles. He went into a certain man's 
house, named Justus, "oBe that worshiped God, whose 
house joined hard to the synagogue." 

This inspired account shows that close by where the 
Jews worshiped, was a heathen (as they regarded him) 
who was a. worshiper of God. But the Jews "had a 
law," and unless men worshiped God according to that 
law, they felt very sure that God did not accept such 
service at all. And so because this good man believed 
on Jesus Christ, with many others, a thing they sup
posed altogether unnecessary according to their pre· 
scribed "law," they raised an insurrection, and had 
Paul arrested and dragged before the jud~ment seat of 
the Roman official, Gallio. The only thing they could 
accuse him of on the warrant was that "This fellow per
suadeth men to worship God contrary to the law." 

Had this been truly contrary to God's law, then 
there might have been some force in the claim; but it 
was simply contrary to their human traditional law, 
which they had placed above God's sayings. 

It is sad to contemplate that this same spirit is at 
work to-day. Men must worship their God "according 
to the laws of the land," and all who do not are looked 
upon as no worshipers at all. Perhaps God would be a 
better judge in such matters. He tells us that he is 
seeking worshipers who will worship in spirit and in 
truth. Finite minds cannot understand the operatioBs 
of the Spirit fully. And again, spiritual things are un
derstood only by spiritual minds. 

What a good example was set rulers by Gallio. He 
say~, "If it were a matter of wrong or wicked lewdness, 
0 ye Jews, reason would that I should bear with you: 
But if it be a question of words and names, and o.f 
your law, look ye to it; for I will be no judge of such 
matters." 

Wh_o can say this representative in civil affairs did 
not take the right stand? He drew a clear-cut distinc· 
tion between religious and civil matters. He· l!!aid he 
was no judge of the former, but in case it were a matter 

Plea for Sunday Freedom. 

CoNVENTION HALL, in Kansas City, where a national 
political convention is to be held this summer, is under 
the control of a board of d~rectors, who have decided 
that no secular entertainments shall be allowed in the 
Hall on Sundays. This decision has provoked much 
discussion upon the question of its propriety, and some 
important truths pertaining to the subject of enforced 
Sunday observance have been stated before the public. 
We note in the Kansas City Journal of February 26, the 
following pertinent remarks by the Rev. Dr. J. E. Roberts 
of that city:- · 

"The right to go to church is no more sacred than 
the right to go to a theater. If the Convention Hall 
directors had adopted their recent resolution two years 
ago it is doubtful if that great hall would have been 
built. If the sanhedrim and the high priests have the 
welfare of the people at heart' they could do no finer, 
nobler thing than to inaugurate a series of Sunday 
entertainments in the Convention Hall." 

"When some men get religion they get ugly. Well 
meaning men consider themselves the special policemen 
of the Infinite. There are others who think that God is 
entirely competent to execute Lis own laws. Helping 
Go.?.. manage his affairs has been one of the most perni
cious of religiom~ followings. It reduces the Omnipotent 
to the level of a police magistrate. 

"The principle is everyday becoming more generally 
recognized, that the function of the law and penalty is 
the protection of people from injury. It isn't to make 
men moral, it isn't to punish them for wrong-doing, it 
is to protect society; it is to keep men free. The only 
laws of that kind that still remain are those relating to 
the keeping of the Sabbath day. These linger longest 
and die hardest. Sabbath discretion, SO"Called, affords 
opportunity for pulpit oratoricaJs and spectacular 
effects; it also gives some secular organizations a fine 
opportunity to pose as sponsors of the spiritual welfare 
of the community. . . . Thos.e suffering from this 
malady have the peculiar hallucination that they must 
compel someone else to.be good. 

"It was while under the influence of such a hallucina
tion that the director!!! of the People's hall resolved that 
Convention Hall sl).all not be rented on Sundays for per
formances of any-kind; at that time the paroxysm. was 
at its.height. A little later when its rigors haQ. begun 
to subside, this line was added: 'This is not to apply to 
meetings of a religious character, or to high order of 
musical entertainments or lectures.' Then came the 
mental depression which accompanies the paroxysm' 
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and then this last part was added: 'There is to be no 
deviation from this rule, e:x'cept by authority of the 
board of directors.' n that resolution bad been pro
mulgated eighteen months or two years ago, it may be 
fairly doubted if that great hall ever could have been 
built. It was not built for week day use, nor Sunday 
use; it was built for use by the people. It was built 
without reference to rflligion, politics, creed or sect, and 
the people who built it have the right to demand that it 
be kept sacred to their uses and free from restrictions 
imposed by any class. If its use is to be restricted on 
Sundays to please Christians, why should it aot be 
equally restricted on Saturdays to please Jews, that is 
their day of worship; and why should its use not be 
restricted throughout all of Lent to conform to the 
ideas of Catholics? That resolution was a sorry tribute 
to the church people. 

"For one, I cannot believe that they wanted it, or 
expected it, or do now approve it. I cannot think them 
possessed of such illiberality and such flagrant disregard 
for other people's opinions and rights as to wish to 
impose their own individual and peculiar ties upon the 
management of a public property. The hall directors 
erred when they presupposed the narrowness of the 
church people, and they erred still more grievously, if 
they imagined that their action would pass without 
protest. The Commercial Club indorsed that action; 
but the Commercial Club did not build Convention Hall; 
it helped to build it. Surely men of their breadth and 
sense of justice will not seek to override the rights and 
opinions of the humblermenwho also helped to build it. 

"When was the Commercial Club constituted a 
Sanhedrim to exercise its conscience for the spiritual 
guidance of the community; it does not contribute 
to the making of Kansas City a good place to live 
in to have a commercial Sanhedrim tell us how we 
shall and shall not spend our Sundays. There are some 
things in reference to that unprecedented performance 
that.the public would be greatly interested in knowing. 

"How many members of the commercial Sanhedrim 
are there? 
' "How many were present and voted when they 

indorsed the action of the Convention Hall high priests? 
"Was notice of such impending action duly served 

upon each member of the Sanhedrim, and in ample time 
to allow of his being present? 

"Previous to taking this action were any efforts 
made to ascertain what were the opinions of thousands 
of other joint owners of the hall? 

"The Commercial Sanhedrim is made up of men of 
means. 1\fanyof them have spacioushomesandgroun!ls; 
most of them have horses, carriages and servants; they 
hav.e books and pictures and music at home; they can 
press a button and a liveried servant drives a carriage 
to the door; . they can drive with their family to the 
country, Sunday, which brings to them rest, variety, 
recreation and enjoyment. 

"What of the tens of thousands who must toil early 
and late, who live in crowded houses, for whom Sunday 
is merely a change from the monotony of tb~ shop or 
factory or store to the monotony of dreary homes, who 
have bnt little of variety, recreation and pleasure? The 
rich members oftbe Sanhedrim do not need the Conven
tion Hall on Sunday; they ,,do not even need the high 

elass musical and literary entertainments which the high. 
priests of the hall, made gracious, deigned to allow; but 
the poor people need that hall; and ii the Sanbedrim 
and the high priests have the welfare of the city really 
at heart, they could do no nobler, finer, better thing 
than to inaugurate a series of Sunday entertainments 
in the ball, cheap enough to be within the reach of all, 
and good enough to give pleasure and profit to all. The 
rich members of the Commercial Sanbedrim drive to 
church on rubber tires and worship God in velvet pews; 
they drink from silver goblets lined with gold, and won
der why so many poor devils go to the saloons to drink 
beer. I will tell them why. It is because they have no 
other place to go. 

The man who goes to the salo.on instead of to the 
church, goes there because he prefers it. A nickel buys 
him a glass of beer, and in addition fellowship, fraternity 
~itnd equality. He could not buy as much in a church 
for less than $10,000 a year, and now the good people 
are trying to close the saloons on Sunday, and the 
superlatively good Sanbedrim bas already sealed up 
the Convention Hall, and both are trying to serve God 
and incidentally make this city a good place to live in. 
Let me te'll them, one and all, no city can be a good 
place tolivein unless the people are happy and contented. 
No people can be happy and contented when made 
moral by mandateR and religious compulsion; the people 
must be free. One man's freedom ends only where an
other one's begins. The right to go to a church is no 
more sacred than the right to go to a theater. It is in 
the liberty to go, not in the place." 

"I must say that the Post Fountain Pen is by far 
the best fountain pen that I have ever used. It is a 
great wonder." C. E. KENDALL; Short.Falls, N.H. 
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HEAL TH ...... a:.....--" 
How to find it 

When it's lost 
How to keep it . 

When it's found. 
This new ·book is attracting favorable attention 

wherever circulated, on account of its practical health 
hints and its numerous statistical tables in which are 
set forth the scientific principles-upon which the book is 
based. But do not get an idea that the book 'is full of 
technical terms which the ordinary reader will not 
understand, for such is not the case. It is written in 
the interesting, entertaining style peculiar to the writer, 
who is a lecturer of wide experience. 

The following are the chapter titles:-

The Last Treasure 
Man's Present Condition 
Errors in Diet 
The Enemies of Man 
The Digestive Agents 
Timely Suggestions 
What to Eat and Why 
To Whom Do We Belong 
Useful Information 
Home Remedies for Common Diseases 

' Seasonable Recipes. 

This book contains 222 pages, is well printed on 
good book paper, bound in neat green cloth, and will be 
sent postpaid for $1.00 · 

Address any of our Agencies, or 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

OAKLAND, CAL, 
KANl!As Ozn-. Mo. 

39 BOND ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET. 
By Milton _0. Wilcox. 

J 

Part 11.-BOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By Mrs. Flora Leadsworth. 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
By J. ll.. Leadsworth. M. D. 

This new book does not contain untried· recipes, for a first edi-
. tion of the book was gotten out by the author about· a year 
ll ago. It met with such a favorable reception. that we have now 
l arranged to -issue this revised and enlarged editipn. 
1l The recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and''an animal pro
I ducts, and furnish a variety of ·palatable substitute dishes 
lfi containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 

the body. · 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 

PAGAN COUNTERFEITS inB~~-~~~~t~~:r~~:~ch 
A vivid presentation of the pagan festivals, rites, and usages which 
the author finds in the Christian churches of to-day, together. with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address House nearest to you. 
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PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas Cfty, Mo. 

39 Bond St., New York City. 
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GENUINE "OXFORD" BIBLE $1.50. 
Bibles have re~ently advanced in price, especially the cheaper styles, but for the present 

we offer this Bible at the old reduced price. 
So many people are asking for "nice, large type" in a Bible small enough to be conven. 

iently.carried, that we are led to offer this one. Notice how large and clear the type is. and 
the size is only s~x71ixr7i inches. 

It contains all the really necessary "Helps," such as Dictionary of Proper Names, Sub. 
je~t Index, Concordance, 15 Maps. etc., over 300 pages in all, but not so much useless matter 
as to make the book too thick and heavy. 

\ . 
Of Christ's kingdom. PSALMS. The churc'lrs conjiiknce ~n God. 

of the ivory palaces, whereby they 
have made tliee glaa .. 
9 ·"Kings' daughters were among 

thy honourable women: bupon thy 
ri~ht hand did stand the queen in 

2Heb. an 
high place 
jo,.us. 

7 The Lmm of hosts is with us ; · 
the God of Jacob is 2 our refuge. 
Selah. ·' 

'Very much pleased. 

a Cant. 6.8. 
b 1 Kin.2.19. 
cPs. 66. 5. 

8 ccome, behold the works of the 
LoRD, what desolations he hath 

Specimen of t¥pe in our St¥1e C-1 Bible. 

"l received the two Bibles last week that ydu sent me, and will say that I am 'very much 
pleased with them; they are to every Particular all that is said about them in the advertise
ment. As I have showed them to others the result is that 1 have got orders for three more 
of the same kind-style 0-1 -which order I herewith send you." 

The binding is French Morocco, Divinity Circuit Style (see cut), 
round corners, red under gold edges, and cover is linen lined, thus 
making a neat, durable, convenient, but inexpensive Bible. 

Our Price Still $1.50, Postpaid. 
Our order number for this Bible is C-r. We have better bindings 

at $I.75, $2.75, $3.50, and $4.00. 
The India Paper Edition bound in genuine levant Morocco, the 

best and most durable bjnding for continuous use, costs at cur reduced 
rate $7.25. Write us about anything you need in Bibles. 

Address 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Bond St., New York, N.Y. 
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GOOD FOR·M and 

CHRISTIAN . ETIQUETTE. 

MRS. S. M. I. HENRY'S LAST BOOK 

Treats good manners as related to soci
ety rules in gospel work. A most help
ful book for old or young, laity or clergy, 
all who are "earnestly looking for. tb,e 
best means of serving God and human
ity." 

First Impressions are Most Lasting! 

Habits Determine First Impressions! 

Of this excellent unsectarian work 
Mrs. Henry says in the Preface:-

"Let no one suppose that I have been 
'laying down a lot of rules.' The most 
I have attempted to do is to point out 
some of those regulations which the ex
perience of thoughtful men and women 
of the world has found necessary to good 
social order, as well as some of those 
things that a long experience in work 
for the unfortunate has discovered as 
requisite to the prevention of scandals, 
and consequent ostracism." 

150 pages, .Price 25 cents. 

PAOU'IO PRESS PUBLISHING 00., 
89 Bond st., New York Oity, 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Calif. 
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Only Self=filling and Self=cleaning Pen 
manufactured in the world. 

YOU CAN CLEANSE AND REFILL IT IN TEN SECONDS. 

WE submit the following, just received:

Austin, Texas, Feb. 27, 1900. 
Dear Sir:-I have received the Post Fountain Pen, 

sent by you with the AMERICAN SENTINEL. !acknowledge 
receipt of it, because it is the most convenient arranged 
fountainJ have ever used. The feed is perfect. I have 
used six or seven different makes, the Waterman being 
being the last. The Post excel1s them all. 

Respectfully, 
GEo. D. EvANs. 

The retail price of the pen is $3.00. It cannot be 
purchased for less aJ?ywhere. We will send it, postpaid, 
with the SENTINEL one year, for $2.50. 

( Self-filling, 
SIX CARDINAL POINTS J !Oelf-cleaning, 

PECULIAR TO THE J)l Simplicity, l Durability, 
"POST." Reliability, 

No Leaking. 

Address AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St., New York. 

A series of short, practical, and interesting volumes, 
daintily bound, and intended to fill the wants of those 
desiring inexpensive booklets of real value for gift pur
poses. Bound in white leatherette, handsomely deco
rated. Price, 35 cts. each. 

Secrets of Happy Home Life. The Christ-Filled Life>. 
Take Heart Again. Golden Rule in Business. 
The Fruit of the Vine. 
Laddie. Ideal Motherhood. 
What a Carpenter Did With His Bible. 
The Everlasting Arms. Miss Toosey's Mission. 
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religious belief, it seems clear that IT is almost universally conceded 
the county superintendent's decision that the old "Blue Laws," in which 
in the case is unconstitutional. Th~ "cla~>e ~tbe ~Sunday'_ laws al'a"placed-, . 

- Stati{Board of Ed~~~ti~~~h~~~~~~. ~ have been ori~grown;- they are not · 
..,.,;... ____ _.._ __ ~;...oM....;.;I.ll haVe refused to sustain Mr. Cald- supported in this day by the senti- · 

NEW YoRK, MA;RCH IS, I~OO. 

WE are informed that the National 
:Reformers' at Washington have in 
lhand five amendments to the Con
:Stitution whicl;t. they are ready to 
:push upon the attention of Con
gress; and some of their measures ' 
have been already in~rod~ced. This 
is not the time for 'f;he~friends oflih-
erty to go to sleep. 

.;!. 

FoR over half a century this na- . 
tion has been: saying to all the great 
powers of Europe, "Hands off this 
hemisphere; ~o planting of off
shoots of European monarchies in 
this quarter of the globe;" aud not 

' one of Europe's crowned heads has 
dared to disregard it. And yet some 
"eminent statesmen" in this coun
try have just discovered that the 
United States is a "world power;" 
and that because it vanqu~shed the 
decrepit kingdom of Spain! See p. 
163. Some people have strange con
.ceptions of national greatness. 

.;!. 

WE print on another page an ap
peal made by Mr. L. J. Caldwell, of 
Colorado, against a decision of the 
county superintendent of schools of· 
Arapahoe County, Col., which de
prived Mr. Caldwell of the privilege 
-of taking an examination for ·a 
teacher's eertificate without violat
ing his conscience, the examination 
having been held on th~ seventh day 
-of the week, which he observes as 
the Sabbath. As theeonstitutional 
law of the·· State plainly specifies 
that no privileges offered to t1ny 
class of its citizens shall be denied 
to any by law on account of differ-. 
~nces in, religious be)ief, and ~~. Mr. 
Caldwell has been denied the .Privi
lege of qualifying for a public in
structor by a' d~ision which oper
ated against him ~olely through .hia 

well's appeal; and the latter says inent of .the people. This should be 
that he does not intend to carry the a plain sign that the time has come 
matter further on his own behalf. to remove. such laws from the stat~ 

.;1. ute ·books. But instead of this, the 

WE are informed that Messrs. R. 
S. Owen and Josiab Nash, of Amory, 
Miss., the former a Seventh-day 
Adventist elder, are threatened with 
the penalties of the Sun,day law· of 
that State. Mr. Nash, at the last 
reporti;liad been arreste((an·d:Eider · 
Owen had been notified to appear be-~ 
fore the circuit court. These men are 
not put ~nder arrest because they 
have been molesting their neighbors 
or interfering with any person's 

.. rights; for no one brings such a 
charge against them. But th'-'Y 
have been doing violence to the reli
gious sentiment of the majority 
where they live, by refusing to honor 
Sunday as the Christian Sabbath. 
Even this might not have brought 
the law upon them; but they have 

. brought in a rival religion, which 
exalts the seventh day of· the week 
in place of the first; and so the reli
gious majority have seized npon the 
favorite weapon against such-the 
Sunday law-and intend to put them 
down. It is not these men, but their 
religion, which they are trying to 
arrel"!t. 

~ 

IN South Ca.r~lina the man who 
works on Sunday is liable only to a 
fine of one dollar; while in Georgia 
the man who does the same thing is 
li~tbie to a $1,000 fine and one year 
in the chain gang. How much bet
ter Georgia must be than , South 
Carolina in the matter of Sunday 
observance! What a contrast the 

· one State must present with the 
other in this respect\ Does it'? Is 
Sunday kept any better in Georgia 
thaq_ in South Carolina?. If not, as 
we think many Southern readers of 
this journal know, then what virtue 
is there in human laws to promote 
Sabbath observance? 

effort is generally made to enforce 
them as if' they were the outgrowth 
of modern necessities and sentiment. 
Why not sever these dead branch~s 
from the tree of progress instead of 
trying to nourish them again into 
life?~ The~~tree cannot be lilenefited, 
but only injured, by such endeavo~. 

.. 

~ 

/ BoTH sides in the South African 
:war appear .to be confident that God 
is in their favor, and will' bring them 
to the l}nd of the conflict victorious . 
The B,ritis'h leaders point to th<>ir 
present success· as God's answer to 
the prayers of the nation in the 
darker days preceding, and Presi
dent Kruger· on the.other hand ex
horts the Boers to fight on and God 

. will surely deliver them; but his 
"faith" has not prevented him from 
making overtures to Great Britain 
for peace. Meanwhile occasion is 
furnished for the scoffer to repeat 
the old saying attributed to Napo
leon, that "God favors the heavy 
battalions," which has apparently 
been justified by the outcome of 
most wars. But· the purposes oi' 
God do not depend for accomplish
ment upon the work of armed-hosts. 
They are being wrought out in other 
ways than by battle, and by other 
agencies than ;soldiers and cannon. 
President Kruger and his pious fol
lowers are ~doom~d to disappoint· 
ment. 

~ 

THE pessimist, says the Union Sig
nal, is "the man who professes to 
believe that evil sits enthronedint.he 
human heart arid in the world," and 
such a person "is, to say the least, a 
very superficial thinker and observ
er." We wonder if the author of this 
statement has ever observed and 
thought about this declaration oi 
Scripture: "The heart is_ deceitful 
above all things, and desperately 

. wicked"? or others which· speak of 
the devil as the "prince of this world"? 
Not to have observed these plain 
texts is superficial observing; and 
.not to believethemshowsbothsuper
ficial observing and thinking. 
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THE purpose of Christianity is never to cast men 
out of the world, but always to cast the world out of 
men. 

IT is a bad sign when the clergy get more concerned 
for the suppression of crime than for the salvation of 
men from sin. 

IF you want a quiet Sabbath, spend the Sabbath 
day in the company of the "Lord of the Sabbath." 
You will find no occasion to complain of being "dis· 
turbed:" 

SEPARATED from religion, the state will never perse
cute; but joined with religion, the state will always 
persecute, because it will then be a party in a strife 
between opposing religions. 

As THE Creator certainly worked on the first day of 
the week, it is plain that the Sunday law, which' pun· 
ishes men for following the Creator's example, virtually 
makes the Creator a criminal. 

A MAN may be perfect as measured by the best laws 
that men can enact and enforce, and yet be the worst 
sinner on earth, measured by the law of God. Right
eousm>.Ps cannot be secured by human Ja.w. 

No LAW or act of a legislature can make wrong 
right, or absolve any person from obligation to con
form to the law of justice. Therefore the question, 
What is right? must always take precedence of the 
question, What is the law? 

THE civil government can deal with sin, if at all, 
only through its laws. But as God himself cannot deal 
with sin by law, even his perfect law, and still save the 
sinner, it is evident that no civil government has any 
business to try to deal with sin at all. However im
moral an act may be, if it is not an invasion of rights, 
it is outside the province of human law. 

Sunday Laws and "Works of Necessity and 
Charity." 

IN all the Sunday laws it is provided that the pro
hibition of work on Sunday shall not extend to "works 
of necessity and charity." This exemption gives the 
law a benevolent appearance, but in practise the ex
emption is never carried into effect. If it were, to the 
full extent of what "necessity and charity" demand, the 
law would be almost wholly robbed of its force. 

Consider, for example, the man who observes an
other day of rest than that specified in the law. He is 
held to ~his observance by the demands of his con
science, which he cannot set aside. So to observe the 
Sunday law,he must rest two days in the week, and lose 
one day every week which he would otherwise have for 
labor. ·This seriously interfereR with hill business. Is 
it a "necessity" that he should be successful in busi
ness? Being a poor man (as most men are in this day) 
he finds that he cannot get along successfully working 
only five days in the week: Is it a "necessity" that he 
have time enough for work so that he can "make both 
ends meet?" And would work done on Sunday to this 
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end, to enable him to live in· comfort and decency, be 
"work of necessity?" If not, ·what does "necessity" 
mean? 

- -He is a married man (most workingmen are) and 
h~s a wife and children to support? Is work done that 
is necessary for their support "work of necessity," if 
done on Sunday? And is there anything like "charity" 
in the act or acts which provide them with food, cloth
ing, and decent and comfortable surroundings? Does 
"charity" mean that little children shall not suffer from 
hunger or insufficient clothing or squalid and unsani
tary surroundings, and from all the adversities which 
poverty brings? And if a man has to work six days in 
the week, and one c;>i those days Sunday, to save his 
family from poverty, is such Sunday work "work of 
charity?" 

Or consider the c_ase oi the man who does not ob
servethe seventh day, but who cannot find steady work· 
and is obliged to take all the work be can find to get 
along. If he works on Sunday, and thereby adds to his 
scanty resources for supporting himself and ;his family 
in decency and comfort, is such work "work of neces
sity" or of "charity?" The Sunday law does not allow 
that it is, either in this case or (in some States) in the 
case of the man who observes another day. In Tennes
see, in Georgia, in Pennsylvania, and in other States, 
by the rule oi the Sunday law it is not necessary nor 
charitable for a man to provide for himself and his 

. family under the circumstances we have described. We 
have known of poor families in this country whom the 
Sunday law bas deprived of their entire means of sup
port, the husband and father being thrown into jail 
solely because he worked on Sunday to support them; 
so that if kind bands had not been extended to them 
from without, they would have been entirely destitute. 
And yet this was under a Sunday law which always 

•t d h •t " excepted. ''works of necessi y an c ar1 -y. 
The truth is that oppqrtuuity to work six da.ys in 

the week is a necessity to most men and to those de
pendent on them. The opportunity to do this without 
violating conscience is likewise a necessity. The Cre
ator recognized this when he provided for six days of 
work: "Six days shalt thou labor and do all thy work." 
More than this: the personal liberty and freedom of 
choice with which the Creator bas endowed every man, 
is also a necessity. If it had not been such the Creator 
would :dot have bestowed it upon the human family. 
The Sunday laws, while Claiming to respect necessities, 
interfere with all these necessities; and these necessities 
in turn demand that such laws should be abolished. A 
law which denies to any person the necessities of life, is 
not only uncharitable but inhuman. 

LAw cannot bring men nearer to the periect Stand
ard of goodness, and therefore cannot make them better 
than they were-before. If perfection of law is demanded 

as the essential of success in reforming society, this was' 
in the law that was proclaimed to the. world from 
Mount Sinai. If power to impress the-law upon the · 
minds of the people is thought to be the missing essen
tial, there was no lack of tllis in ;the sight of Sinai's. 
smoking, burning summit, and the voice of thunder that 
shook the earth. Yet all this only drove the sinful 
people further from the Lord than they were before. 

------~.~~-------

Under the Sunday Law of Mississippi. 

ARRESTS DUE TO RELIGIOUS ANIMOSITY. THE SENTI

MENT OF THE COMMUNITY AGAINST SUCH WORK. 

I 
THE readers of the SENTINEL will remember the· 

trials of J. H. Nash and myself last July at Amory, Miss. 
for Sunday work. We were each tried in the justi~e
court before a jury which ret-urned a verdict of no-t. 
guilty and we were acquited. This we supposed would 
be the end of the matter and in ordinary cases of crime 
it would have been, for the law declares that an acquittal 
"in such a court is a bar against any further accusation 
for the same offense. But while Sunday work is being 
done almost any Sunday by those who profess to keep 
the day: yet for_one who conscientiously observes the 
seventh day as the Sabbath to neglect to pay due re
spect for Sunday is considered so heinous a crime thai> 
it would seem be must be dragged from one court to
another till a jury can be found sufficiently blinded by 
religious prejudice to convict him. Hence the officer 
of the law bas come and arrested Brother Nash, and I 
have been notified to appear before the circuit court a-t. 
Aberdeen where we are called to answer the second time 
for the same offense. It is evident that the directors of 
this inquisition would have preferred a new case if 
they could have found one, for we have been informed 
by one man that he was offered a dollar to watch the 
Adventists on Sunday. 

We are glad to say that this unjust, unchristian 
and unlawful treatment we are receiving at. the hands 
of a-certain class whom we need not describe, does not 
repr~sent the better part of our community. We have 
honorable m,en of breadth of mind and character who
are not afraid to speak against such injustice, and they 
have given expression to their sentiments in the follow
ing words which have been signed bythe most prominent 
men of our community:-

"To WnoM IT MAY CoNCERN: 
"WHEREAS an effort is being made by certain parties~ 

to bring!hardships upon a class of conscientious Chris
tian people in our community, known as Seventh-day. 
Adventists, by arraigning them before the courts for 
the most trivial acts in the way of work which they may 
have done on Sunday, after resting on the Sabbath; 

"Therefore, we, the undersigned citizens of Monr.oe 
County, Miss., do hereby express our dissapproval of 
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any such proceedings as will lower the dignity of our 
State by thus using it as an instrument of persecution. 

"Adopting the language of George Washington we 
believe that, 'Every man who conducts himself as a 
good citizen is accountable alone to God for his religious 
faith and should be protected in worshiping God ac-' 
cording to the dictates of his own conscience.'" 

We expect to appear before the court next week. 
R. s. OWEN. 

Hatley, Miss., March 9. 

The American Exhibit to be Closed on Sundays. 

BY order of the American Sabbath Union, through 
the chief executive of the American people, the Ameri
can Exhibit at the Paris World's Fair will be closed on 
Sundays. We note the following on the subject in the 
Chicago 'limes-Herald:-

"The American section at the Paris Exposition will 
be closed upon Sundays by order of the President. A 
delegation representing the American Sabbath Union 
called upon the President several days ago and asked 
him to issue orders to Commissioner-General Peck to 
prohibit all labor by the workmen and the clerkl'! con
nected with the American commission to the Paris Ex
position on the Sabbath day and to close the American 
pavilion, and cover all the American exhibits on Sun
days throughout the exposition, The President thanked 
the delegation for bringing the matter to his attention, 
and Secretary Hay at once prepared instructions to 
CommissionPr-General Peck. Secretary Hay has re
ceived the following letter from the general secretary of 
the American Sabbath Union on the subject:-

"'Pittsburg, Pa., March 8. 
"'The Hon. JoHN HAY, Secretary of State, 

"'Washington, D. C. 
'''My Dear Sir: I had a very pleasant chat with the 

President yesterday with reference to the subject 
matter of our interview. I told him of the conference 
Bishop Hurst and myself bad with you and of ourentire 
satisfaction with the instructions that have already 
been sent to Commissioner-General Peck and Ambassa
dor Porter. 

"'The President inquired if I had suggested to you 
the advisability of sending a. word of extra caution con
cerning the opening day-Easter Sunday. I replied that 
I had, and that you had the matter undP-r advisement. 
The President spoke of your conversation with him rela
tive to this matter, and said that he would advise with 
you further concerning it. 

'"Allow me to assure you, Mr. Secretary, of our con
fidence in your wisdom in dealing with this question, 
and shall allow it to rest in your hands without further 
suggestion. 

" 'I am very sincerely yours, 
"'J. W. HATHAWAY, 

"'General Secretary of the American Sabbath Union, 
"'203 Broadway, New York."' 

One might suppose from this that the American 
Sabbath Union, and not the American people, were be-

hind the American Exhibit at the Paris Fair. If those 
whom the exhibit truly represents want it closed on 
Sunday, that is their right, to which no one will take 
exception; but why should the exhibit be closed merely 
to meet the mind of the American Sabbath Union? 
This ecclesiastical organization bas done nothing to 
promote the Exposition, pays for no space at the fair, 
and yet demands that its "Sabbath" shall be on exhibi
tion every Sunday while the fair continues. The only 
"reason" for this action is in the religious opinions oi 
_certain American clergymen. 

All men, including clergymen, have a right to their 
own opinions; but this right is no broader in the case 
of clergymen's opinions than in other cases. No person 
has a right to set up his opinion by law as authority 
for others. 

The civil autbori~y bas no business to act in this 
matter in deference to this religious union. The ques
tion of opening or closing the American Exhibit belongs' 
to the Ameriean people, or to those whom the exhibit 
represents, and this intrusion of the American Sabbath 
Union is only a piece of impertinence that is character
istic of these religio-political organizations. 

The English State Church in Difficulty. 

SPEAKING of the difficulties in which the Church of 
England has become involved through her dependence 
upon tb'e state, an English exchange says:-

" A most pitiable state of things in religious matters 
has been revealed by the recently-issued intercession 
service for the soldiers. Objection having been made to 
the prayer for the dead, which occurs in it, the Arch
bishop of Canterbury has directed his chaplain to write 
that 'it has been decided by law that prayers for the 
dead are not forbidden in the Church of England.' 

"This, however, does not satisfy everybody. The 
chairman of the Church Association has written a long 
letter to the Duke of Devonshire, Lord President of the 
Council, protesting against the prayer for the dead, and 
pointing out that it was ordered by the Archbishops of 
Canterbury and York aud the Lord President, sitting 
in council, 'and so without the knowledge of Parliament 
and probably without Her Majesty having any real 
cognizance of what was being done, a very grave consti
tutional change was attempted to be made in the doc
trinal standards of the Church of England.' 

"Of course the protest will not avail anything, for 
the leaders of the Church of England are determined to 
demonstrate its essential identity with the Church of 
Rome, a thing which those who oppose the new prayer 
are themselves unconsciously doing: for they base their 
protest not upon the Bible, which is the only real au
thority in matters of religion, but they appeal to man 
as against man; and this is Roman Catholicism. It is 
sad to see men looking to men, and depending upon 
human beings to know what they are to believe and 
practise. 'Cursed is the man that trusteth in man, and 
maketh flesh his arm.' Whichever way such a contro
versy as this turns, the papacy is the gainer.'' 
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Zeal for the Maryland Sunday Law. 

SoME idea of the activity displayed by certain of 
the clergy of Baltimore and vicinity in seeking to defeat 
the bill for a modifi,ed Sunday law in that city, may be 
gathered from the following which was printed in the 
Baltimore Herald, of March 9:-

"'Kill it, and kill it quick,' was the motto of the 
ministerial conference held last evening at Westminster 
_Presbyterian Church for the purpose of devising plans 
by which the Sanford bill may be defeated. The at
tendance was fairly large, and the enthusiasm was 
'unbounded. 

"The meeting elected Mr. Appold as the presiding 
.officer, and Rev. J. L. Allison offered the opening invo
cation. The first speeches were made by Mr. D. W. 
Glass, Rev. Oliver Hemstreet and Mr. Vansant, the last 
speaker giving a short review of the work that has been 

'accomplished by the Sunday-law supporters. Mr. Glass 
had been te see the Federation of Labor regarding the 
matter, and Mr.-Hemstreet urged the members to be 
.active, as it would require work and energy to defeat 
the bill. Mr. Appold, in the course of a few remarks, 
said that the candy stores should be closed everywhere, 
so that children going to Sunday-school with pennies 
would not be tempted to part with them. 

"At the suggestion of Rev. C. E. Guthrie, Mr. Bal
lard, of the Junior Order of American Mechanics, read 
a communication from its secretary, indorsing the spirit 
of the opposition movement. One of the most feasible 
propositions of the meeting was made by Rev.Harry L. 
Mitchell, who advised that a church be secured in An
napolis and that the Baltimore ministerial delegation, 
and all others who may be interested in the cause 
ghould hold a mass-meeting there', and invite the mem~ 
bers of the legislature to- be present. Mr. Hemstreet 
objected to the proposition, on t}le ground that the leg
islators are overworked, and would not have time to 
attend the meeting. Mr. Ballard then offered resolu
-tions that a. telegram representing the expression of 
the Young People's Society of Baltimore, the Junior 
Order of American Mechanics, and the Patriotic Order 
of the Sons of America, be simt at once to Mr. William 
Duncan, chairman of the city delegation. The resolu
tions were unanimously adopted. 

"Mr. Glass moved that a committee of Reven be ap
pointed to work in opposition to the Sanford bill by 
keeping in touch with the city delegates, the county 
.delegates, and by correspondence with ministers in the 
.counties, urging them to use their personal influence 
with the delegates in their districts. The motion was 
_adopted, and Mr. Appold was nfl'med as the chairnfan, 
with power to increase and direct the committee. 

"Mr. Guthrie made a brief address, in which he sug
.gested that the city delegation should not be consid
ered, as a whole, as antagonistic to the Sunday-law 

.supporters, until its members had put themselves on 

. record to that effect. He also hinted that the city 
delegation should not favor the Sanford bill for future 
political reasons, it tor no other. (Italics ours.] A mo-

. tion by Mr. Mitchell, to appoint a committee to confer 
with the labor organizations, and if possible wheel them 
into line, was unanimously adopted. The general com-

mittee was authorized to frame resolutions thanking 
the county and city delegations for their favorable sup
port in the recent contest. 

"Before the meeting closed there was a c~llecti~nfor 
a campaign fund.

1 
West Baltimore District Epworth 

League subscribed $5; Baltimore District Epworth 
League, $5; Christian Endeavor Societv of Baltimore 
City, $5; East Baltimore District Epwo;th League, $5; 
and the Patriotic Order Sons of America, $5." 

As this exciting and determined contest is being 
waged over the question of modifying the old Sunday 
law of the State, it will be well to have this law before 
us. It is as follows:-

''SABBATH-BREAKING. 

, "SEc. 24 7. No person whatsoever shall work or do 
any bodily fabor on the Lord's day, commonly called 
Sunday, and no person having children or servants 
shall command or willingly suffer any of them to do 
any manner of work or labor on the Lord's day (works 
of necessity and charity always e:xcepted), nor shall 
suffer or permit any children or servants to profane the 
Lord's day by gaming, fishing, fowling, huntin~, or un
lawful pastime/ or recreation; and every person trans
gressing this section and being thereof convicted before 
a justice of the peace, shall forfeit five dollars to be ap-
plied to the use of the county." ' 

"SEc. 248. [This section prohibits the sale or giv
ing away on Sunday of any 'goods, wares, or merchan
diee -whatsoever,' including ·tobacco, candy, or mineral 
waters. Penalty for first violation, $20 to $50 fine· for 
second violation, $5{) to $500 fine and imprison~ent 
for ten to thirty days, with revocation of license for a 
y_ear: for third violation, imprisonme:rit for thirty to 
s1xty days, and a fine double the amount previouslv 
imposed, with revocation of license for two years. E;
ceptions, milk and ice dealers and apothecaries when 
putting up bona fide prescriptions.] -,, 

"SEc. 249. [This section prohibits dancingsaloons, 
theaters, ball alleys, and barber shops on Sunday, under 
a penalty of $50 to $100 fine for the first offense double 
this amount for. the second offense, with tent~ thirty 
days' imprisonment, and a continual doubling of the 
penalty for each successive violation.] 

"SEc. 22. [This section prohibits catching oysters 
on Sunday, under a penalty of $50 to $300 fine, or sen
tence to the house of correction for any period from 
three months to one year, or forfeiture of boat used in 
the act.]" 

The Sunday law of Maryland ther~fore is, as plainly 
as words can state it, for the purpose of preventing 
"Sabbath-breaking," or the "profaning of the Lord's 
day;" and is therefore upon its very face a religious 
law. And this religious law stands with the civil laws 
upon the statute books of Maryland, in a country where
it is loudly proclaimed that there is no union of church 
and state! It is a strange thing, but it is so . 

A law to prevent "Sabbath-breaking," is a law for
bidding any person to change his religious belief from 
that embodied in the law, regarding the day to be ob
served as the Sabbath; for if he changes his belief he 
will not regard the law. No person can conscientiously 

/ 
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keep two Sabbaths in the same week, for there is but 
one Sabbath in the week, and he will observe it on the 
day which his conscience dictates. The law therefore 
forbids him to change his mind, and to forbid this is 
nothing less than a denial of his right to think; for the 
right to think amounts to nothing unless the individ
ual is free to utilize the results of his thought. And 
this is the nature of all religious laws: they are in the 
last analysis a denial of the right to think, and :fittingly 
did they originate in an age of the world when this 
right was boldly denied by a church that ruled the na
tions, when free thought was stifled by the Inquisition, 
and the lamp of progress burned dimly in the thick 
gloom of intellectual darkness. 

The separation of church and state is wholly incom
patible with religious laws; and as the separation of 
church and state is a true principle of American gov
ernment, let this principle be adhered to and religious 
laws discarded. Such laws relate back to the Dark 
Ages, and can only obscure the light of truth and prog
ress -;vith the gloom which they borrow from those 
times. 

Sunday Observance Agitation in Cleveland, Ohio. 

THE following discussion by clergymen of Cleveland, 
Ohio, upon the subject of Sunday enforcement in that 
city, was printed in the ClevelandLea,der of March 13:-

"Tbe Sunday observance crusade was discussed by 
the city ministers at their meeting Monday morning in 
theY. M. C. A.. building. 

"After the opening of the meeting Rev. Dr. L. H. 
Stewart, the first pastor called upon, and who "i'epre
Rented the Methodist side of the question, besides being 
on the committee to learn the feelings of his people on 
the subject and to report at the meeting, said that until 
that moment he had forgotten that he was on the 
committee. However he made a speech upon the 
question. 

"Rev. E. E. Baker, who represented the Presbyteri
ans, was called for. Rev. Mr. Baker was not present 
and Rev. Dr. W. L. Pickard, as a representative of the 
Baptist Church, was called. 

"Rev. Dr. Pickard delivered a spirited address upon 
thesubject. 'Wehavelawsand some righteous laws,; 
said the Rev. Dr. Pickard. 'The law must be enforced, 
that those who are at the mercy and tyranny of men 
may have one day of rest. We wish to reinstate the 
Sabbath. I don't believe I will use the word reinstate, 
but establish, for I don't know thatweeverhadone. We 
may discuss Sunday labor, the operating of street cars, 
steamboats, arid Si:mdaynewspapers, but what we want 
is the enforcement of the law. We have. cried out for 
personal liberty until there is no law, and law is needed 
in America. Give law, law, law, and then enforce, en
force, enforce,.' 

"Rev. D. 'r. Thomas, who represented the Congrega
tionalists, sent. a letter in which he stated that the 
members of his

1

congregation were in faver of the en. 
forcement ofthe Sunday observance laws. Mgr. Thorpe, 

of the Catholic Church, promised through a letter to 
lend his aid to the movement, and Dean Williams, of 
Trinity Episcopal Cathedral by the same expressed a 
like desire. 

"Rev. HenryW. Hulbert spoke forthePresbyterians. 
The point he made was that the crusade should be car
ried forward on the proposition of a day for physical 
rest, and that the religious side should not be brought 
too much to the front. 

"Business Agent Ferguson, of the Machinists Union~ 
was present and discussed shorter hours for all machin
ists. Rev. Dr. Stewart desired that a motion be put,. 
providing that the ministers should endorse the shorter 
hour work day. The motion was lost, Rev. Dr. Pickard 
stating that the matter should be looked into more 
carefully. 

"Sunday observance will be discussed in the church 
pulpits of the city on some Sunday in May. The follow
ing committee was appointed to arrange for this: Rev. 
E. E. Baker, Rev. Dr. W. L. Pickard, Rev. Dr. L. H. 
Stewart, Rev. D. T. Thomas, Mgr. Thorpe and Rev. Dr. 
G. H. McGrew." 

The Rev. Pickard's idea of making personal liberty 
subservient to law, as if the two were in antagonism, is 
worthy of note. The Declaration of Independence says 
that among , the "unalienable rights" of all men, are 
"life, liberty, 'and the pursuit of happiness," and that 
governments are instituted "to preserve these rights." 
Hence the very purpose of law is to preserve personal 
liberty, against which this Baptist clergyman cries out. 
A.ll just laws are in perfect harmony with the personal 
liberty of the people to whom they apply; but in the 
case of the Sunday law, "law" and liberty come into 
conflict. l'he Sunday law represents injustice, and 
injustice is never true law. We would recommend to 
the Rev. Mr. Pickard and others of like mind that they 
spend more time looking into the "perfectlaw oflibert;y '' 
mentioned by the apostle in Jas. 1:25. 

Promoting Morality by Law. 

Under the heading "A.n Attempt to Promote Mol'"· 
ality by Legislation," the New York Sun of March 6 dis. 
cusses a bill now before the legislature of this State 
making- adultery a misdemeanor and punishable as 
such. It seems that adultery in this State is not pun~ 
ishable under the criminal code as it now stands. ~The 
Sun mentions a letter from Bishop Doane (Episcopal} 
of Albany, asking the Sun to cooperate with the bill~ 

on the ground that "the State ought to assist the 
church to prevent sin;" to which the Sun replies that 
"the state has nothing to do with 'sin', which is 
'trl'),nsgression of the law of God.' The state deals only 
with offenses against man and human society." 

The Sun's answer is certainly correct. The state 
bas no business to join with the church to put down 
sin. To do so would be to join church and state, and 
reestablish persecution. The state can however and 
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-should, deal with adultery as a crime, where it consti
tutes an invasion of human rights. In this, as in all 
other matters, the state is bound to protect tbe rights 
-of its citizens, and enact and enforce such measures as 
will best secure this end. But with adultery in the 
broad, scriptural sense-, the state is powerless to deal 
and can accomplish no good by the attempt. 

Neither can the state make men moral by laws 
3gainst this sin. This is amply demonstrated by ex
perience. The church, instead of asking the state for 
aid against it, should deal more rigidly with it in her 
-own discipline. This is the suggestion the Sun makes 
in the matter. It says:-

".The church, however, here and everywhere else, 
has the power to punish adultery in its own members 
with ecclesiastical pen~tlties. with which the state does 
not interfere, and as the offense is a 'sin' in its view 
it can proceed against it accordingly without any 
secular assistance. The Roman Catholic Church:has no 
-trouble in the matter and why should the Episcopal 
Church or any other be in worse case? When, for in
-stance, a divorce is obtained in violation of the Epis-
-copal canon and the parties or either of them marry 
new mates they are living in virtual adultery in, its:view 
and it is really such instances which have provoked the 
·introduction of the bill in the New York Legislature; 
yet the church itself has full power to deal with these 
'sinners' if it is so disposed. If, practically, the church 
law against them is rargely a dead letter, what reason 
·is there to suppose that the civil law would do~ any 
better? Actually, as we have said, the criminal punish
ment of adultery is so rare in the States which make it 
indictable, that their laws against it amount to noth
·ing. Moral and social and religious law and sentiment 
·only can administer the preventive punishment." 

Union of Church and State in the Argentine 
Republic. 

BY JOHN MCCARTHY. 

ONE has but hastily to glance over the pages of 
'history to see the disastrous consequences of the illegit
imate union of the church with the state. Wherever 
-such a ~ondition of things has existed, there we may be 
,positively sure of finding in the judicialfor ecclesiastical 
ann:!ls, records of base injustice, religious persecutions, 
·Or continuous boycotting· of the minority who happened 
to differ in matters of religion from the majority. 

The Argentine Republic is no excP-ption to this rule. 
'There, the form of government is based on the same 
principle as that of the United States; each State being 
permitted to have its own legislative halls and pass its 
own laws. Unhappily, for the best interests of the in
habitants, there exists here an acknowledged union be
tween the state and the Roman Catholic Church. 

Recently, in one of the Argentine states,-Santiago 
<del Estero, the provinciallegislature!has passed a la:w, 

which compels all the officials employed by the state, to 
be present at the religious ceremonies performed in the 
Catholic Churches; upon all the nationaffeastdays; and 
obliging dissentients to forfeit one half of their monthly 
remuneration for each failure to comply with this stat
ute. No reasonable person can fail to see the injustice, 
of such a statute; since the holders of government posi
tions are not allowed to think and act for themselves in 

. <ttters of conscience, but m'ust hold themselves in sub
oru,~j,tion to thereligious dictates of the state. 

In the United States, our friends the National Re-
, formers, would call this an invasion of natural rights, a 
usurpation of God-given privileges. And such indeed is 
the truth. But what is the difference may I ask, between 
the pretensions of the Catholic Church and those of the 
National Reformers? Really there is no difference. The 
Catholic Church compels the observance· of her feasts, 
but goes a step further, by obliging her adherents and 
others to be religious-at least for one hour o.n certain 
feast days, while the National Refoqners would content 
themselves with enforcing an exterior observance of the 
feast days which they decide upon as necessary. But 
the position of both parties are essentially similar. 

The consequences of applying such coercivemeasures 
in matters of religion, which deprive man of the right 
to worship God according to the dictates of his own 
conscience, are disastrous to the moral condition of any 
community. The enforcement of such statutes can have 
but one result, viz., to convert the timorous dissentient 
into a hypocrite, by compelling him to conform out
wardly to the adopted views of the majority, or the 
persecution of those who are too conscientious to bar
ter their conscience to the demands of every fanatica1 
thro:Jig that may present itself. 

No man has the right to demand obedience in mat
ters of doctrine from another. Erery man has the per
fect right to do as he may wish, so long as he does not 
infringe the equal rights of his neighbor. God has given · 
man the right to choose to worship him as he may de
sire, and not as a majority may adjudge; or to refuse 
absolutely to worship the Creator at all. And immedi
-ately any person or power steps in to binder the free 
exercise of this right, such person or power is guilty of 
stealing the divine prerogative by constituting itself the 
supreme judge of the domain of conscience. 

Where such a condition of things can happen, a 
union of church and state does really, if not nominally, 
exist. 

The sad results of the past should help us to en
grave upon our memories, with indelible letters, the 
words of that noble-hearted, disinterested man, General 
Grant, who in the l~tter end of his days, implored his 
fellow-citizens "to keep the church and state forever sep
arate.'' 

"Do unto others as you would they should do unto 
you," is the rule of every true Christian. 

Buenos Ayres, 4.rgentina. 
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The Church Property Question in the Philippines. 

So FAR as conquest confers a right of ownership, 
II 

the United States now practically owns the Philippine 
Islands. The most valuable property in these islands 
is the church property, and the question of the disposal 
to be made of this property is one the Government has 
not yet decided, and which is causing much perplexit.y. 
On the one hand stands the Catholic Church reaching 
out her hands for the property, claimin!:! it is rightfully 
hers, and on the other hand it seems clear that the 
property belongs to the Government ana cannot be 
turned over to the Catholic Church or any church 
without violating the principle which forbids church 
~stablishment. The situatiqn is discussed in the San 
Francisco Argonaut, from which we quote:-

" Another embarrassing phase is the church prop
-erty question. Millions of dollars' worth of property 
in the islands is claimed by the Roman Catholic Church. 
But what is the Roman Catholic Church in the Philip
pines? Is it the papacy? Is it the friars or monastic 
orders? Is it the Filipino people organized into 
parishes? Do these people own their parish churches ? 
Or does the Government? 

"Lew Wallace, Jr., in a recent article makes a strik
ing argument to prove that it is the Government. He 
maintains that the Spanish crown obtained from the 
papal See grants to all regions west of the Azores; that 
the Spanish crown, in addition to conquest, thus ac
quired papal title to its colonies as well; that the Span
ish crown even nominated officials of the church; that 
the Spanish crown allowed them the use of certain lands 
for religious purposes, such as churches, monasteries, 
nunneries, burial-grounds, etc.; that the Roman Church 
did not acquire title in fee, but only in usufruct; that 
there are in existence no deeds granting any such fee; 
that the title to such property is therefore not vested 
in the Roman Catholic Church, its bishop or its mon
astic orders; that it remained in the Spanish crown; 
that the Spanish-American war, by conquest and by 
treaty, transferred all property of the Spanish crown 
to the United States; that therefore the church property 
in the sometime Spanish islands is now the public pro
perty of the Unite_d States. 

"Mr. Wallace's argument seems absolutely clear 
and uncontrovertible. It points with stt>adfast finger 
the path which the United States should follow. The 
Government is at present wavering, but any other 
eourse on the islands would result in a popular out
burst on the mainland. If the United States Govern
ment donates this, its public property, now used for 
church purposes, to the church of Rome, or that church's 
monastic orders, it would perform a possibly pious, 
but certainly imprudent act. The first amendment of 
the Constitution prohibits an establishment of religion. 
To give valuable public property to the Roman Church 
for its support and maintenance would certainly be an 
establishment of religion. Any such act by the Presi
dent-who now rules the islands-would be unlawful. 
Any statute by Congress authorizing such act would be 
unconstitutionaL . . . 

"Mr. Wallace's argumbnt seems to us incontro
vertible. The so-called church property in the Philip
pines has become the property of the United States, 
The best use to which the United States can put it 
would be to turn the monasteries and nunneries into 
public schools, and to utilize the revenues from the vast 
landed possessions to maintain these schools. Thus 
property once used for presumably beneficent ends will 
continue to be used in such directions, for nothing is 
more beneficent than the maintenance of public schools. 
If the property so long clutched by the Roman Catholic 
monastic orders in the Philippines slwuld be devoted 
to educating the Filipinos in American public schools, 
it would surely prove that out of evil good may come." 

Coining Money From Blood. 

It seems strange that the people of any so-called 
Christian nation could find it in their heart to justify 
war on the basis that it is "one of the finest methods of 

,~.g;_:c;.'l.j 

national money-making it is possible to conceive of," 
yet this is what in effect we find in a leading English 
magazine; and the remark is made that during the 
past thirty years, the victorious nations in war have 
regarded their bank account with a consider~ble degrt>e 
of complacency, and have come to agree with the re
mark which statesmen make, that "there are some 
things worse than war." Then the writer goes on to 
enumerate: Japan in her war with China, made a clear 
profit of £31,000,000; Germany in her struggle with 
France, over £200,000,000, and Russia's bill to Turkey 
for seven months' fighting was ior £141,000,000, of 
which not a quarter of it was actual expense. Life, 
limb, blasted homes, ruined lives, widows and orphans, 
·seem to count for nothing before the insatiable desire 
for riches.-London "Present Truth." 

WE note the following in The Examiner, a leading 
Baptist weekly of this city:-

"The Woman's National Sabbath Alliance held its 
monthly meeting on Monday, February 26, in the As
sembly Hall at 156 Fifth Avenue, New York. It was 
well attended and intert>sting. Reports from the secre
taries and the treasurer proved the organization to be 
wide-awake and prosperous. An extensive correspond
ence is being carried on, and the Sabbath literature is 
being widely distributed, bringing to the office many 
tributes to its high character and its usefulness. Re
ports from standing committees and auxiliaries show 
that good and aggressive work is being pushed against 
Sunday saloons and cigar stores .and Sunday sports. 
Strong protests were made against the patronizing of 
Sunday caterers, fruit and flower stores, and against 
Sunday social functions. There seems to be encourag
ing evidence that the leaven is working, and that there 
are less dinner parties and teal'l on the Sabbath than a 
year ago." 
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A MOVEMENT is under way in New York City for the 
organization of a "National Federation of Churches." 
An executive committee has been chosen to push for
ward the work. What the special aims of the Federa
tion are we have nqt yet learned. 

• • • 
THE Lord's Day Alliance of Ontario has appointed 

the. Rev. J. G. Shearer, minister of Erskine church, Ham
ilton, to the office of Field Secretary, and Mr. Shearer 
has signified his decision, with the consent of his pres
bytery, to accept the appointment. This, we are in
formed, "is a significant step, and it is intended to start 
in motion a new wave of Sabbath reform in Canada." 

• • • 
THE Rev. Chas. M. Sheldon's idea of editing a paper 

on the basis of answering the question, "What Would 
Jesus Do?" as an !)ditor;is one that strikes different 
people in various ways,.and which may be open to some 
criticism; but the attempt itself has much in it to be 
commended. It would be a great gain for society if the 
newspapers would print no scandaJ, would omit the 
details of crime, and would in all things aim to elevate 
the tastes and purposes of the public instead of seeking 
only to supply the public appetite without reference to· 
the character of the thing supplied. But newspapers, 
like other branches of business, are conducted with a 
view primarily to making money; and undoubtedly the 
Rev. Mr. Sheldon's experiment, while it has succeeded 
for the time as a novelty, would not permanently be 
attended with financial profit. There are not enough 
people in the land who prefer that kind of a newspaper 
to one of the ordinary style. The vast majority of 
people are not Christians in the strict sense of the word, 
and only truly Christian people will want a truly Chris
tian paper. 

* * • 
ONE very commendable thing about Mr. Sheldon's 

Christian newspaper was its exclusion of lying and 
fraudulent advertisements. Every paper is responsible 
for the statements .made in its advertisements. It puts 
these out to its readers as being -the truth, or at least 
as being true in the opinion of the publishers; and its 
readers have a right to view the advertisements as ac
companied by the guaranty of the paper. And any 
journal, and especially a religious journal;which prints 

advertisements calculated to deceive and injure its 
readers, is not one whit higher in character than the· 
liar and swindler for whom it is the means of finding 
victims. 

• • • 
Mn. SHELDON's farewell as a Christian journalist 

expressed the hope that the desecration of Sunday· by 
the publication of newspapers will soon cease. As a 
publisher· he a.voided such desecration of Sunday by 
publishing the Sunday edition of the Daily Capita} on 
Saturday afternoon. As people are usually busy on 
Saturday afternoon and evening, probably few found 
opportunity to peruse the Sunday Capital before the 
following morning; so that one of the main objections 
made to the Sunday paper may still apply to Mr. Shel
don's Sunday issue,-it comes into competition with 
the preachers; and all the more so in .this case, it may 
be, because of its being strictly a Christian paper. The 
New York Sun's Topeka's correspondent affirms that 
an entire Sunday was spent in preparing for the Shel
don editions of the paper, and remarks that why the 
circulation of the paper on Sunday would be any more 
sinful than this, is a query that has not been explained • 

• • * 
IT is a well-known fact, of which mention has been 

made in the daily press, that the Boers are strict ob
servers of Sunday, and have refrained on that day from 
bombarding the cities besieged by them, and have
avoided all Sunday fighting when possible, while the
British, on the other hand, have conducted operations 
on Sunday as usual, and have disregarded the day 
almost entirely. The Boers, we are informed, have on 
occasions been much shocked at the reckless profanation 
of Sunday they have observed going on in the British 
camps, where military preparations or sports and 
games have been the common occupation of officers and 
troops on that day. Accordingly, therefore, if there is 
any force or truth in what we have been so often and 
earnestly told by Sunday agitators, that disaster and 
the judgments of God surely follow the profanation of 
Sunday, the hand of the Lord should be against the 
British in the war and on the side of the Boers. But 
apparently it is just the other way. The British are 
sweeping everything before them, and the Boers are in 
constant retreat and asking for terms of peace. At 
first, before the British preparations had been com
pleted, the tide of success was with the Boers, and this 
might have been pointed to as an indication of the 
divine favor for their strict observance of Sunday; but 
as the Britilsh became overwhelmingly superior in the 
number of their men and cannon, the tide turned, just 
as it might naturally be expected to do. The disasters 
consequent upon the profanation of Sunda.y have not 
appeared, and events are putting the plain stamp of 
nonsense upon the idea that Sunday observance and 
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national prosperity are necessarily connected with each 
other. 

* .. .. 
THE Baltimore Sun says of the Sanford bill for mod

ifying the present Sunday law in Baltimore, that "If the 
question were put to a popular vote the Blue Sunday
iteswould be bluer thaneverwhen thevote was counted, 
for they would be beaten by the most overwhelming 
majority ever given in this city. 

* .. .. 
AT a recent Methodist ministers' meeting held in 

Baltimore, the following .resolutions relating to the 
effort to modify the Sunday law in the State of Mary
land, which was defeated, and to the later effort to 
enact a modified Sunday law for Baltimore, were passed 
and forwarded to the legislature:-

"HoN. WILLIAM DuNCAN, Chairman City Delegation, 
House of Delegates, Annapolis, Md. 

"The Baltimore Methodist Episcopal Preachers' 
Meeting, in regular session this morning, adopted the 
following resolutions:-

" Resolved, That we, the members of the Baltimore 
Methodist Episcopal Preachers' Meeting, representing 
more than eighty churches in this city, do hereby e:s:
press our hearty gratitude to that large majority of 
members of the House of Delegates of the State of 
Maryland for their prompt defeat of the Sanford Sunday 
bill, that would have secularized the Sabbath and de
moralized the people by legalizing the opening of some 
three thousa,nd retail stores in this city upon God's holy 
day, and further that our representatives in this noble 
defense of the American Sabbath have been true to the 
best traditions and the highest interests of our beloved 
Commonwealth. 

"Resolved, That we protest against further effort 
upon the part of Mr. Sanford and his allies to fasten 
upon Baltimore City his proposed demoralizing laws 
after they have been repudiated by the State and city." 

.. .. .. 
Perhaps the Methodist clergy here represented have 

never heard that in California no Sunday law exists to 
protect the alleged sanctity of Sunday and the morals 
of the people; and yet Sunday is quite as generally ob
served in California as in Maryland, nor are the people 
more demoralized in the one State than in the other. 
Store-keepers as a general rule prefer to close on Sunday 
and if the Maryland Sunday law were entirely repealed 
the store-keepers' of Baltimore wpuld, we doubt not, 
still close on Sunday as usual. The causes which de
termine in such a matter reach back of all Sunday laws, 
and cannot be eradicated or materially affected bythem. 
The morality or immorality of a city depends upon the 
operation of influences which lie altogether beyond the 
reach of any Sunday law that can be enacted. 

.. .. .. 
ATTENTION is called by The Outlook to a decline 

that is manifest in two of the leading churches in this 
country, the Presbyterian Church and the Methodist 
Church. · "Some time since," says The Outlook, "we 
pointed out the fact that the great Presbyterian com
munion was showing a decline in membership and in 
financial sustenance. Even greater astonishment 
comes in the discovery that the. Methodist Church is 
now losing in numbers. Bishops Fowler, Ninde, and 
Joyce have issued an address to the church calling for 
a week of prayer, during which daily services are to be 
held in all Methodist churches throughout America. 
The address states that statistics for the last year show 
a decrAase in the number of members in the church, and 
urges every Methodist to take himself to prayer, and to 
'call mightily on God for help.'" 

.. 
* * 

The Outlook offers the suggestion "that the decline 
in numbers in both the Presbyteria,n and Methodist 
communions is not altogether due to lack of prayer, 
but also and even more to a lack of 'works.' The 
churches have maintained themselves too much in touch 
with the classes, and too aloof from the masses. This 
fact has long been recognized by some intelligent church 
workers." .. 

.. * 
The first duty of the Christian Church, however, is 

to maintain itself in touch with its divine Head, Jesus 
Christ. If the church does this, she must always pros
per; but there is such a thing as the church's severing 
herself from her Head in· order to get in closer touch 
with the masses. The church of the fourth and fifth 
centuries did this, and was obliged to substitute a visi· 
ble human he:a.d, which is all the head she has had ever 
since. 

.. .. .. 
The true Christian Church, of course, is always the 

body of Christ; and her prosperity depends not upon 
numbers or wealth, but upon the spiritual nourishment 
and vigor constantly imparted from her divine Head. 
And as Jesus Christ was always in close touch with the 
masses, the "common people," so the church which is 
one with him will be in close touch with the people of all 
classes and conditions, and will not find it necessary to 
lower the standard of truth and righteousness to attain 
success. 

* .. .. 
CLERGYMEN of Indianapolis have undertaken to 

secure the abolition of -the army canteen by a novel 
plan, which it is hoped will prove successful. The plan 
is "that a day shall be set apart in which all Christian 
people shall close their houses of business and factories, 
and that services in all the churches sh!:tll be held, in 
which prayer shaH be offered that the President may be 
directed divinely to abolish the system. It is a part of 
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the program that all Christ.ians shall also abstain from 
food from sunup to sundown on the day fixed for 
prayer." 

We certainly hope some way can be found for the 
abolition of the army canteen, and that this effort may 
bear fruit in that direction if it does not accomplish all 
its promoters have in view. 

Sunday Card Playing in Connecticut. 

AN exchange prints the following:-

"It is reported that on the last day of January, 
1.900, six orthodox Hebrews, living in the city of New 
Haven, Conn., were arrested for playing cards on Sun
-day. They protested that since they observed the Sab
bath, they were not amenable to the civil law for play
ing cards on Sunday. . . . Touching the question of 
eonsistency, it would be interesting to note how many 
persons, not Hebrews, were playing cards on that same 
Sunday in the city of New Haven. Perhaps New Eng
land courts recognize that there is no wickedness in 
playing cards on Sunday except .on the part of those 
who have been religious enough to observe the day 
before as the Sabbath, and that men who ostensibly 
Qbserve Sunday as the Sabbath may, without sin, or 
inh;ingement of the civil law, add to the enjoyment of 
their 'rest-day' by card-playing. Great is the mystery. 
of Connecticut justice." 

It is hardly fair to call this "Connecticut justice." 
Connecticut is all right, but certain people in one of its 
cities are trying to enforce the Sunday law; and in any 
State where this is done, queer samples of "justice" will 
be shown up. It is Sunday-law justice, and that is a 
mystery always. 

"Sabbath Reform" Efforts in Philadelphia. 

THE efforts at securing a better observance of Sun
day inPhiladelphia are going forward with rather more 
persistency than is usual in connection with similar 
-efforts. There are parts of the city in which retail stores 
·of all kinds have paid no attention to the Sunday law 
for a long time. This has been especially true of cigar 
.and candy shops. This effort encounters many difficul
ties. The police are lacking in zeal, and the friends of 
Sunday claim that they are ~ery indiscreet, intention
ally or otherwise, in their effort to enforce the law; thus 
bringing the movement into disrep11te. Beyond all this 
the friends of Sunday seem inconsistent in that no 
effort is made to check the widespread disregard of the 
law on the part of the greater corporations. 

A committee of the Evangelical Conference, meeting 
in Philadelphia on February 26, 1900, reported _strong 
resolutions against the Sunday newspaper, and declared'"' 
that the desecration of Sunday increases steadily, 
through picnics, excursions, camp-meetings, and the 

like. The committee recommended that each member 
of the conference-the conference is ntade up of several 
thousanu clergymen-should preach at lt-a .. t one ser
mon on the Sabbath question during the llionth of May 
next. In the interest of Sabbath reform we hope that 
this resolution will be carried out, and that those cler
gymen, instead of making some slight discul"sion of 1 he 
work of the police in enforcing Sunday laws in Philadel
phia, will really preach upon the Sabbath Question in 
its larger and deeper meaning.--Sabbath Recorder. 

Sunday Clostng in Seattle, Wash. 

FROM the Seattle Daily Times, of March 2, we quote 
the following with reference to a Sunday-closing move
ment which has been started in that city:-

"For some time past there has been· a quiet agita
tion in favor of the week-day six o'clock and Sunday
closing idea, of the Seattle stores. That. agitation has 
at last taken on a definite form, and .beginning with 
Sunday next all retail clothing, dry goods, men's fur
nishing goods, boo_ps and shoes, and groceries, will be 
closed. The above-named class of stores have all agreed 
to this, and with the exception of Saturday nights, the 
do~rs will be shut promptly at six o'clock and all day 
Sundays. . 

"The Western Central Labor Union, representing all 
the trades Unions in Seattle, has had the matter in 
hand for the clerks, and throughout the entire agita
tion has met with the most unexpected success in get
ting the merchants to agree to their proposition. 

"On Monday night, March 5, all the trades unions 
of this city will meet at the labor headquarters on 
Third and Union for a demonstration that bids fair to 
excel in every way all past movements of a like nature. 
Three bands of music have been secured to head the pro
cession, which will form in front of the labor headquar· 
ters. The line of March is as follows:-

"East frbm Third and Union on the latter street to 
Fourth; north on Fourth to Pike; west to First, south 
to Main, east on Main to Occidental Avenue, north on 
Occidental Avenue to Yesler Way, east on Yesler to 
Second, and then north to Germania Hall. 

"Here the parade will be dismissed, and immediately 
following the dismissal the Union men will enter Germa
nia Hall to hold a mass meeting in favor of the move· 
ment . 

"The leaders of the several trades unions will deliver 
speeches indorsing the movement, and several sympa
thizers and supporters of the idea, business men about 
town, will also be heard from. . . . 

"This movement has been a pronounced success 
throughout the Middle West, and there is no reason 
why it should not be her.e. For instance, Denver, Salt 
Lake City, Spokane, PoJltland, Helena, Butte, Van
couver, B. C., and throughout Minnesota, Iowa and 
Illinois, this system is working, and to the best effect. 

"Better service in the above-named cities from the 
clerks was one benefit derived from the movement, and 
the merchants found their receipts to be as large, if not 
larger, than under the old regime." 
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So far as appears from this, the Sunday closing in 
this movement is voluntary, and not by demand or the 
enforcement of law. Every person has of course a right 
to close his place of busiaess on Sunday, and if he 
chooses to do so this is no inter.ference with religious 
liberty. If the Sunday-closing question can be settled 
by a voluntary agreement on the part of tradesmen 
to do no business on Sunday, the SENTINEL will have 
no objection to offer. It only asks that nobody be com
pelled to close on Sunday against his will. It only asks 
that no religious views of right be enforced by law. It 

. only ask8 that everybody be left free, as God has made 
him, to observe Sunday or any other day, or no day at 
all, according as his own views of right may direct. It 
only asks that the civil law shall not be crowded into 
the domain of conscience. 

Religious Liberty Address to the Porto Ricans. 

Translated from the Spanish. 

THE right of every person to thi:nk on all kinds of 
questions, religious, as well as civil, and to form his 
judgment and to determine his attitude with respect 
to them without anyone introducing either civil or 
ecclesiastical authority, has always been a principle 
which is the motto and glory of the American Republic, 

The only restriction that ought to be imposed is 
that this liberty for the individual who is guided by the 
infallible Word of God must not degenerate into liber
tinage and thus result prejudicially against the same 
individual and all others who follow it. By this is not 
permitted polygamy, lawlessness, anarchy, nor m,any 
other things of this character. The unfolding of these 
principles to the individual unprejudiced by the masses, 
which are, denying justice to none, but equal rights for all, 
or in other words, with malice towards none and charity 
for all, is the rule we have followed in all our legislatures 
and institutions. The Government was instituted to 
help and defend everyone in the exercise of theee rights 
and privileges .. It is not partisan, nor for the rich to 
override the poor, nor for the educated against the 
ignorant, nor of any one class against another, only 
this, that all respect and obey the laws. That all may 
know what are their dues and privileges, we have es
tablished in all places and fvr all classes our schools 
and churches. 

So to us it appears that to be worthy and able to 
exercise these rights of American citizenship so as to 
insure our eternal salvation and adoption of all good 
sentiments, it is of primary importance that the Porto 
Ricans establish themselves firmly on this principle of 
Free Examination, or The Open Bible, and adopt it 
practically. The mission of the Evangelical churches 
from the great reformation exemplified in the 16th 
century has been to give emphasis t'o this right, and it 
is a duty to insist on it. Because of this we made it 

possible for the IBible to become public property and 
we established schools in all parts of the world. . . . 
We believe that God wishes all to be. saved and filled 
with the knowledge of the truth. To discharge this 
sacred obligation we have come to this island and 
we offer to serve all those who wish to accept our efforts 
and assist in ou:r meetings. We are in the position to 
celebrate marriage, make explanation of the Bible 
visit the sick, bury the dead, console the affiicted, and 
by all these means which are in our province promote 
the progress and wellbeing of those Porto Ricans who 
are our brethren. 

Signed, EVANGELICAL PASTORS. 
San Juan, Porto Rieo. 

"The New Political Jesuitism." 

By Rev. Joseph Henry Crooker. 

A POLITICAL doctrine is now preached in our midst 
that is the most alarming evidence of moral decay that 
ever appeared in American history. Its baleful signifi
cance consists, not simply in its moral hatefulness, but 
in the fact that its advocates are so numerous and so 
prominent. It is this: A powerful nation, represen1;a
tive of civilization, has the right, for the general good 
of humanity, to buy, conquer, subjugate, control and 
govern feeble and backward races and peoples, without 
reference to their wishes or opinions. This is preached 
from pulpits as the gospel of Christ. It is proclaimed 
in executive documents as American statesmanship. It 
is defended in legislative halls as the beginning of a 
more glorious chapter in human history. It is boast
fully declaimed from the platform as the first great act 
in the regeneration of mankind. It is published in in
numerable editorials, red with cries for blood and hot 
with lust for gold, as the call of God to the American 
people. 

But how came these men to know so cl~arly the 
mind of the Almighty? Was the cant of piety ever more 
infamously used? Was selfishness ever more wantonly 
arrayed in the vestments of sanctity? Is this the mod
ern chivalry of the strong to the weak? Then let us 
surrender all our fair ideals and admit that might alone 
makes right. Is this the duty of great nations to small 
peoples? Then morality is a fiction. Is this the gospel 
of Jesus? Then let us repudiate the Golden Rule. Is 
this the crowning lesson of America to the world? Then 
let us renounce our democracy. 

This doctrine is a political Jesuitism infinitely more 
immoral than that of the old ecclesiastics. It is the 
·maxim of bigotry, "The end justifies the means," re
shaped by ambition and greed. The mask is too thin 
and black. The colonial motive is not love for others. 
It is described by the word unwittingly put on their 
_banners: Expansion, the expansion of our selfish selves. 
This teaching unbars the bottomless pit and lets loose 
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upon the world every demon that ever vexed the human 
rnce.· It unchains everywildpassion that has lingered 
in man's blood since it flowed upward from the brute. 
It turned every thumbscrew that tortured heretics. It 
piled the fagots about every burning martyr. It laid 
on the lash that drew blood from the back of every 
suffering slave. It prepares the path for the despot to 
reach his throne of tyranny and arms him with instru
m~>nts of oppression. 

It was against this denialofbothGod and humanity 
that the barons burled themselves at Runnymede. For 
its overthrow, Old Ironsides fought at Naseby and 
Marston Moor. To banish this theory of human affairs 
from the new world Washington suffered at Valley 
Forge and contended at Yorktown. To destroy the 
h,st vestige of this hateful policy, Grant conquered at 
Appomattox. This is not true Americanism, but the 
contradiction of every principle for which we have con
tended and in which we have gloried for over a century. 
This is not the upward way of civilization, but the back
ward descent to barbarism. 

If this be duty, let us recite no more the Master's 
· creed oflove. If this bedestiny,let us proclaim no more 

the rights of men. If this be patriotism, let us sing no· 
more "America." We must rewrite the "Star Spangled 
Banner," and make its theme the praise of conquest 
and colonization. We must erase the motto, "E. Pluri
bus Unum," and inscribe instead, "One nation in au-

. thority over many people." We must tear up the Dec
laration of Independence and put in its place "A sum
mary of the duties of colonists to their master." But 
this is political athe.ism. 

Something more than the welfare of distant peoples 
is at stake. We condemn this teaching and policy, not 
simply to secure justice to the brown man, but to insure 
justice and freedom for ourselves. The motive of our pro
test is more than friendship for him; it is devotion to 
principles of liberty that are the necessary conditions of 
universal human progress. The feelings of sympathy 
and justice ought to rule us in these relations. But 
every advocate of our present natio~al policy outrages 
these sentiments whenever he makes his defense.. His 
words ring false. And yet the heart of the matter lies 
far deeper. The true glory of America is imperiled. The 
happiness of o.ur descendants is assailed. The mission 
of America as the representative and guardian of liberty 
is in question. The perpetuity of free institutions hangs 
in the balance. 

We cannot worship this golden calf and go nn
scourged. We cannot violate the. principles of our 
Government and enjoy the blessings of those principles. 
We cannot deny freedom across the ocean and maintain 
it at home.· This nation cannot endure.with pa.rt of its. 
people citizens and part colonists. The flag will lose all 
its glory if it floats at once. over freemen and subjects. 
We cannot long rule other men and keep our own liberty. 
In the high and holy name of humanity, we are tram-

piing up()(} the rights of men. But Nemesis will wake. 
The mask will fall; ourjoy shall be bitter11ess; we shaH 
find ourselves in chains. 

Most of all, we lament the stain that has come t1> 
our flag, not from the soldier carrying it, but from the
policy that has compelled him to carry it in an unjust 
cause. . . . What we most deplore is the surrender 
that we as a nation have made of our leadership in the 
1Yorld's great work of human emancipation. What we 
most bitterly mourn is that we, by our selfish dreams of 
mere commercialism, have piled obstacles mountain 
high in the way of progress. 

What is most surprising and most alarming is the 
fact that large numbers of our people still call this 
national ambition for conquest and dominion a form 
of exalted patriotism. But we are surely under the 
spell of a malign influence. A false Americanism has 
captivated our reason and corrupted our conscience. 
May this hypnotic lethargy, induced by the glittering 
but deceptive bauble of imperialism,speedilypa.ss away; 
and may these fellow-citizens become again true Ameri
cans, free to labor for the liberty of all men and intent 
on helping the lowly of all lands to independence. 

Ann Arbor, Mich. 

To Preserve the Birds. 

A SINGULAR effect of irony is produced by this dis
patch, received from Washington last evening:-

"Minister Conger bas informed the State Depart
ment that, at the request of the diplomatic corps in 
Pekin, the Chinese government has prohibited the ex
portation of pheasant skins. The birds were being 
ruthlessly slaughtered to meet the demand in the Euro
pean markets for their plumage." 

This is the first official step taken in any country of 
the world to save the birds, unle~s the queen's prohibi
tion of the use of egrets on the guards' headgear be con
sidered such a step. Yet such steps must be taken, and 
very soon, too, by every nation, if the extinction of the 
human race is a thing to be avoid.ed. There is no sort 
of doubt that this matter depends on the preservation 
of the birds, for reasou which must be well known: and 
at the rate that women are using up the birds of the 
world, their disappearance is really calculable. Millions 
of birds are not killed yearly without immensely dimin
ishing the possibilities of the survival of the species 
most in demand, or, in truth, without making it abso
lutely sure that they will be ext'erminated. The slaugh
ter must stop, and as a simple measure. of preservation 
of the race the governments of the world have got to 
pass even more stringent bills than Senator Hoar has 
framed and advocated. It is not sentiment that will 
compel this, but the hardest of economic reasons.
Springfleld Repub]jcan, March 8. 
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"THE New York State Conference of Religion," is 
the name of a religio-political organization formed in 
this State last May, and which is now nearing a condi
tion of readiness to begin its public work by the hold
ing of meetings, etc. ·A meeting was to have been held 
in this city in April next, but for various religious and 
political reasons the meeting has been postponed until 
November. We find this notrce made of it in The Out
}oo/r:-

"The movement is an attempt of men who differ· se
riously in their religious philosophy, or theology, to 
get together for some practical interests wherein they 
are religiously agreed. It is not a congress or parlia
ment of religions for a comparison of opposing views, 
but a conference of religion for the combination of reli
giously-planned efforts toward objects for which all 
truly religious men are concerned. Nine religious de
nominations are represented in the executive commit
tee of the conference, viz., Baptist, Congregational, 
Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian, Reformed, Unit!k 
rian, Universalist, and Israelite; and it is supported 
and indorsed by such men as Chancellor McCracken, 
Chancellor Day, President Allen, President Taylor, Dr. 
Allen of Tarrytown, Dr. Josiah Strong, and others 
whose names are on the list of the general and executive 
committees. The committee say:-

" 'With a view to the ultimate junetion of all reli
gious forces within the State in co-operative efforts for 
those ends of moral and social betterment in which the 
religious spirit, whatever its outward forms, is agreed, 
it aims to bring to a common platform and a common 
endeavor the earnest-minded of all religious denomina
tions."' 

TO OUR PATRONS: 

1. Write Names Plainly._ 

2. Remit by P. 0. Money Order, or Express Order, or by Bank Draft 
on New York. Personal checks are not desired. 

3. Make all Orders and Drafts payable to Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
not to the editor or any other individual. 

4. We will receive Postage Stamps in small quantities and any kind of 
good money. Defaced coins will not be taken. If paper money 
or coin is sent, register the letter. 
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Set for the defense of liberty of conscience, and therefore uncom

promisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of 
Church and State, either in name or in fact. 

ORGAN OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ASSOCIATION. 
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Six months 
Three months 
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Publications at 50· per cent. Discount. 

THE special attention of those who are interested in 

the circulation of religious liberty literature, is cal!. d 

to the fact that we are offering a discount of 50 

per cent., postpaid, on quite a large number of traets 

and pamphlets. A list of these publications will be 

gladly furnished free to all :who askj for it. Spe~:~ k 

quickly if you want any of these. 

Address 
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OAKLAND, CALIF. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co .• 
39 Bond St., New York City. 

IM.PORTEO, GERiiAN BIBLES. 

MANY of our German friends prefer the "old coun
try" editions of the Bible to those printed in the United 
States. We have therefore imported some German 
Bibles from Hamburg, and we feel sure that those de
scribed below will please our SENTINEL readers who use 
the language of the Fatherland. These are Luther's 
translation, and all have references. 

Price List. of German Bibles:. . 
No. 60. Black Cloth, sprinkled edges, size 

5~x8~ inches, Hamburg print, $ .75 

No. 62. Black Leather, gilt edges, size 5~x8~ 
inches, Hamburg print, • - - 1.50 

No. 64. Arctic Seal, cut divinity circuit, gilt 
edges, thin paper, 10 pages of helps 
and 8 maps, size4~x674x1~, Stutt
gart print, 2.50 

Address house nearest you. 

Jesus Died for You. 
This is the title of the new num

ber (No. 63) of the 
APPLES OF GOLD LIBRARY 
written by Mrs. Luella L. Harmon. 
It is a Christ-filled appeal to sin
ners to yield themselves to Him 
who died for them. It is well cal
culated to soften ;;tnd subdue 
hearts, and to do good wherever 
circulated. 

Price, 50 cents per hundred. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Cal. 

39 BOND STREET, NEW YORK . 
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HEAL TH-4•~" 
How to find it 

When it's lost 
How to keep it 

When it's found. 
This new book is attracting favorable attention 

wherever circulated, on account of its practical health 
hints .and its numerous statistical tables in which are 
set forth the scientific principles upon which the book is 
based. But do not get an idea that the book is. full of 
technical terms which the ordinary reader Will not 
understand, for such is not the case. It is written in 
the interesting, entertaining style peculiar to thewriter, 
who is a lecturer of wide experience. 

The following are the chapter titles:-

The Last Treasure 
Man's Present Condition 
Errors in Diet 
The Enemies of Man 
The Digestive Agents 
Timely Suggestions 
What to Eat and Why 
To Whom Do We Belong 
Useful Information 
Home Remedies for Common Diseases 
Seasonable Recipes. 

This book contains 222 pages, is well printed on 
good book paper, bound in neat green cloth, and will be 
sent postpaid for $1.00 

Address any of our. Agencies, or 

PACIFIC PRESS. PUBLISHING CO., 

O.uo .. uro, C.u., 
KANsAs CITY, Mo. 

39 BOND ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET 
By Milton Q, WilcoL 

Part 11.-HOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By Mrs. Flora. Leadsworth. 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
By J. B.. Lea.dsworth. M. D. 

This new book does not contain untried recipes, for a first edi
tion of the book was gotten out by the author about a year 

i ago. It met with such a favorable reception that we have now 
arranged to issue this revised and enlarged edition, 

i 'the recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and furnish a variety of palatable substitute dishes 
containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
the body. 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 

PAGAN COUNTERFEITS in B~~- ~~r~~t~M~~:~ch 
A. vivid presentation of the pagan festivals, rites, and usages which 
the author finds in the Christian churches of to-day, together with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address House nearest to you. 

Address, 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

39 Bond St., New York City. 
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GENUINE "OXFORD" BIBLE $1.50. 
Bibles have recently advanced in price, especially the cheaper styles, but for the present 

we offer this Bible at the old reduced price. 
So many people are asking for "nice, large type " in a Bible small enough to be conven. 

iently carried, that we are led to offer this one. Notice how large and clear the type is. and 
the size is only sYox7%xr% inches. 

It contains all the really necessary "Helps," such as Dictionary of Proper Names, Sub
ject Index, Concordance, 15 Maps. etc., over 300 pages in all, but not so much useless matter 
as to make the book too thick and heavy. 

of the ivory palaces, \Yhereby they 
have Inad~~ fn0i.: g~ad. 

PSALMS. The church's confulence in God. 

7 The LoRD of hosts is with us ; 
the God of Jacob is 2 our refuge. 
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GOOD FORM and 

CHRISTIAN ETIOUETTE. 

MRS. S. M. I. HENRY'S LAST BOOK 

9-"' Kings> ~~"utihters uJere among 
thy honl'uralJle \Vorne::::t: bupon thy 
:r::i:,t hand d.d stanJ the q:;een in 

2Heb. an 
high piace 
for us. 

a Cant. 6.8. 
b 1 Kin.2.19. 
cPs. 6G. 5. 

Selah. , 

Treats good manners as related to soci
ety rules in gospel work. A most help
ful book for old or young, laity or clergy, 
all who are "earnestly looking for the 
best means of serving God and human
ity." 

Tery much pleased. 

8 °Come, behold the works of tho 
LoRD, what desolations he hath 

Specimen of type in our Style C-1 Bible. 

"I received the two Bibles last week that you sent me, and will say that I am very much 
pleased with them; they are to every particular all that is said about them in the advertise
ment. As I have showed them to others the result is that I have got orders for three more 
of the same kind-st-yle C-1 --which order I herewith send you." 

The binding is French Morocco, Divinity Circuit Style (see cut), 
round corners, red under gold edges, and cover is linen lined, thus 

· making a neat, durable, convenient, but inexpensive Bible. 

Our Price Still $1.50, Postpaid. 
Our order number for this Bible is C-1. We have bl'!tter bindings 

at $1.75, $2.75, $3.50, and $4.oo. 
The India Paper Edition bound in genuine levant Morocco, the 

best and most durable binding for continuous use, costs at cur reduced 
rate $7.25. Write us about anything you need in Bibles. 

Address 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Bond St., New York, N.Y. 

First Itnp'l'essions are Most Lasting! 

Habits Deurmine First Itnp'l'essions! 

Of this excellent unsectariitn worlr 
Mrs. Henry says in the Preface:-

"Let no one suppose that I have been 
'laying down a lot of rules.' The most 
I have attempted to do is to point out 
some of those regulations which the ex
perience of thoughtful men and women 
of the world has found necessary to good 
social order, as well as some of those 
things that a long experience in work 
for the unfortunate has discovered as 
requisite to the prevention of scandals, 
and consequent ostracism." 

150 pages. Price 25 cents. 

PAOIPIO PRESS PU11LI8HmG 00., 
89 Bond st., New York Oitj, 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Calif. 

-THE fOST FOUNT~IN fEN. The "What Is Worth While" Series. 

Only Self=filling and Self=cleaning Pen 
manufactured in the world. 

YOU CAN CLEANSE AND REFILL IT IN TEN SECONDS. 

WE submit the following, just received:

Austin, Texas, Feb. 27,1900. 
Dear Sir:-I have received the Post Fountain Pen, 

sent by you with the AMERICAN SENTINEL. !acknowledge 
receipt of it, because it is the most convenient arranged 
fountain I have ever used. The feed is perfect. I have 
used six or seven different makes, the Waterman being 
being the last. The Post excells them all. 

Respectfully, 
GEo. D. EVANS. 

The retail price of the pen is $3.00. It cannot be 
purchaseq for less anywhere. We will send it, postpaid, 
with the SENTINEL one year, for $2.50. 

. J Self-filling, SIX CARDINAL POINTS Self-cleaning, 
PECULIAR TO THE Simpli~~ty, 

Durability, 
"POST." I Reliability, 

l No Leaking. 

Address AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St., New York. 

A series of short, practical, and interesting volumes, 
daintily bound, and intended to fill the wants o! those 
desiring inexpensive booklets of real value for gift pur
poses. Bound in white leatherette, handsomely deco
rated. Price, 35 cts. each. 

Secrets of Happy Home Life. The Christ-Filled Life. 
Take Heart Again. Golden Rule in Business. 
The Fruit of the Vine. 
Laddie. Ideal Motherhood. 
What a Carpenter Did With His Bible. 
The Everlasting Arms. Miss Toosey's Mission. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond Street, New York City. 
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NEW YORK, MARCH 22, I'!)OO. 

WE publish this weE)k a communi· 
eation from Eldfr R. S. Owen, of 
Amory, Miss., relative to the pro
ceedings that have been instituted 
against him there on the charge of 
breaking Sunday. Mr. Owen and a 
member of his congregation, Mr. 
Nash, were tried last July on this 
same charge and were acquitted; 
yet now, although no new charge 
has been brought against them, 
they are again placed on trial, eon· 
trary to the principles of justice and 
the general law of the land that the 
life,liberty, or property of any person 
shall not be twice placed in jeopardy 
for the same offense. We do not be
lieve tbis action is in any sense rep
resentative of the people of the State 
of Mississippi. No doubt the gen
eral sentiment in the matter is much 
more nearly represented by the pro
test published in connection with 
Mr. Owen's letter. The one thing it 
does fully represent is the Sunday 
law. Such extraordinary perver
sions of justice are never attempted 
in a good cause. 

IN a summary of "recent gains 
and losses" for Sunday observance, 
by Rev. W. F. Crafts, which was a 
feature of one of the issues of the 
'I opeka Daily Capital, under the 
Rev. Mr. Sheldon's control, the 
writer says that the "worst foes" of 
Sunday observance are "Christians 
who patronize Sunday trains, Sun
day newspapers, and Sunday mail," 
in which are included ministers as 
well as lay members of the church. 
Mr. Crafts remarks that "with such 
news coming. in from the church, we 
cannot expect much from those who 
represent the state:" 

Of course not; yet this same Mr.· 
Crafts and many others who say tb,e 
same thing are diligently working to. 

AMERICA~ SENTINEL. 

· reform the state in order that Sun_ 
day desecration may;, be stopped 
Wl:ty n_Qt begin on lthe "worst foes'; 
of Sunday first, and institute a re
form in the church that will eradi
cate the church's demand for Sun· 
day desecration? Why try in the 
name of religion to es.top the state 
from giving to church people that 
for which they are all the time 
asking? 

THE question of the validity of 
Sunday contracts is to be passed 
upon by the Supreme Court of Mas
sachusetts, says a report from Bos
ton. The case is that of a young 
man who n;J,ade a contract of mar
riage on Sunday evening, and now 
wishes to be absolved from fulfilling 
it. The matter was brought before 
a Boston judge, who ruled that a 
Sunday contract of this sort was 
valid and must be kept or consti
tute a basis for damages. As the 
general :Iaw is that contracts made 
on Sunday are not valid, it may be 
interesting to discover why they are 
binding in the form of a promise to 
marry, and not binding in other 
matters. 

BoTH branches of Congress have 
now decided that the Constitution 
does not apply to territory under 
the authority of the Government, 
outside the United States; or in 
other words, that such territory
Porto Rico, Hawaii, the Philippines, 
etc.-has a supreme and irresponsi
ble master in the Congress of the 
United States. In the United States, 
Congress is amenable to the Consti
tution; but as the Constitution by 
this decision does not apply to this 
other territory, yet American au
thority does apply to it, it is simply 
to be governed at any time as Con
gress at that time may see fit. And 
now unless the Supreme Court shall 
give a contrary' decision in the mat· 
ter, the nation will stand fully com
mitted to the system of government 
without a constitution, either writ
ten or understood. This is simple 

absolutism, and is a form of govern
ment in which every avenue is wide 
open to despotism. It is despotism 
in form, and if history teaches any
thing we may be sure it will speedily 
result in a despotism in fact. · 

Thus the Government now stands 
in the anomalous and untenable 
position of being bali republic and 
half empire, half free and half des
potic, unless the Supreme Court 
shall reverse the judgment. Once 
before it occupied this position, and 
the result was a Civil War. That 
was necessary to preserve constitu
tional government; but it would 
seem that the majority of people 
to-day do not prize constitutional 
government as did their fathers of 
forty years ago. 

MAYOR VAN WYCKoiNewYorkCity 
has decided, by veto of a bill to re
lieve a Lutheran church from pay
ing assessments for public improve
ments, that churches in this city are 
not exempt from bearing their part 
of the financial burden which such 
improvements impose. "The bene
fit to the church from any public 
work for which an asJessment has 

: 

been levied," he says, "is a direct 
benefit, as much as if the increased 
valuation of its property came from 
the erection of new buildings or the 
adornment of buildings already 
erected on its real estate. Retaining 
the benefit, it . shouid bear its just 
proportion of the burde~." 

$ 

A BILL is to be introduced in the 
New Jersey legislature making it a 
misdemeanor to refuse medical aid 
to persons dangerously ill, or to 
prevent such persons from being at
tended by a physician. The bill is 
aimed at the "Christian Scientists," 
who will, if it becomes a law, be li
able to prosecution for taking chJrge 
of any case of dangerous sickness. 

$ 

Baund Volumes of the SENTI
NEL for 1899 are now ready for 
delivery .. Prices as formerly. Cloth 
with leather back and corners, 
$2.50. Heavy manila paper, $1.50, 
postpaid. 
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FoRcE combined with religion always results in a 
retrograde movement. 

To UNITE religion with politics is not to elevate 
politics, but to degrade religion. 

~ ~ 

·As the state must always carry the sword of justice, 
it is plainly disqualified for service in the capacity of a 
missionary. 

THE truly Christian reformer will approach the peo: 
pie with theW ord of God, and not presume to approach 
G-od with the word of the people. 

~ ~ 

GooD laws are the result, not the cause, of right 
sentiment in the minds of the people. A true reform 
must begin with the people, not with the laws. 

As human law can repre!'lent no love but only justice, 
~nd Christianity cannot be separated from love, it 
foliows that Christianity cannot be expressed in the 
form of law. 

THE Creator gave the Sabbath to all men "without 
m-oney and without price;" but the Sunday laws have 
tl.xed a price upon it, and those who will not pay must 
pe fined or sent to jail. 

RELIGIOUS truth has in all agel! found its way op· 
posed by the barrier of religious legislation; and relig
ious legislation has always represented an effort to 
dam up the tide of progrelils in religious knowledge. 

THE state cannot be religious. The express purpose 
of religion-the gospel-"-is to provide a way of escape 
for the transgressor; while the. express purpose of the 
state in its laws against crime, its police, and its courts, 
is to clo~:~e up every avenue of eseal?e against the trans
gressor. 

~ ~ 

FROM its very nature, religious legislation must 
constitute a bond of union between the church and the 
world. 

"Slaves of What?" 

IN the ''Shelden edition" of the 'Topeka, Daily Capita,] 
considerable prominence was given to the subject of the 
desecration of Sunday. In one issue we note the state· 
ment made by a railway employee that many employees 
of railway corporations' are slaves. "We are slaves of 
what?" he inquires, and adds, "Sabbath desecration. 
It has come to be, violate the fourth commandment or 
starve." 

Now we ask our friends who believe in Sunday ob· 
servance as a religious duty, How much faith in God 
does such ~.statement reveal? A person must "violate 
the fourth commandment or starve." Who is it that 
keeps people alive? The Christian will at once answer, 
It is God. Then God, wlio keeps everybody alive, in. 
eluding railway employees, will let one of the latter 
continue to live only on condition that he violates the 
fourth commandment! That is what this man says, 
and what Mr. Sheldon's"Christian newspaper" prints as 
being the truth. Think of it: God will take care of you 
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and keep you alive while you disobey him; but if you 
undertake to do what he he 4_as commanded he will let 
you starve to death! 

Has this really come to be the orthodox conception 
of God? It is not the true Christian conception, cer· 
tainly. 

Contrast with this the following statement made by 
a person who would not violate his conscience touching 
the fourth commandment for the sake of keeping his 
position. We take it from the Union Signal, in connec
tion with a report of religious services held in Willard 
Hall, Chicago:-

1'Some time ago a brother came to the leader and 
stated his purpose to give up a good position because 
he was required to work occasionally on the Sabbath. 
The other day he came back with his face beaming. 
'Well,' said he, 'God has heard the prayers offered for 
me in Willard Hall. I have a good position with a 
Ohristia.n publishing house and am getting on splendid
ly.' It pays to serve Jesus." 

Why should not every Christian, every individual 
who feels it a duty to obey the fourth commandment, do 
as this person did in the matter? And why should 
Christians expect that any other than favorable results 
would follow such action, as in this case? And if people 

exists, the sentiment expressed in the following is a. 
wholesome one to keep in mind:-

"To me it seems that neither the obtaining 1101' re
taining of any trade, how valuable soever, is an object 
for which men may justly spill each other's blood; that 
the true and sure means of extending and securing com
merce is the goodness and cheapness of commoditiee,. 
and that the profit of no trade can ev{)r be eq na] · to the 
expense of compelling it and holding it by ieets or 
armies. And I am persuaded that cool, dispassionat& 
posterity will condemn to infamy those who advise it, 
and that even success will not save from some degree of 
dishonor those who voluntarily engage in it." 

This is not an extract from a political do()ument of 
recent origin, but is what the American cololl,sts sa.i• 
through Benjamin Franklin in reply to the pea,ce mis
sion of Lord Howe to the leaders in the AmericaB Rev~ 
olution. 

Justice Upheld in Mississippi. 

THE CASES OF R. S. OWEN AND· ROBERT NASH,. 

ARRESJ:ED FOR BREAKING SUNDA:;Y,. PBOMPTLT 

DISMISSED. 

who feel bound by the fourth commandment would do EDITOR AMERICAN SENTINEL: The cases of Josiah ' 
this, how long would they remain in "slavery?" Nash and R. S. Owen, for Sunday work, were brought 

What then is the real trouble in the cases of those into the Circuit Court at Aberdeen, Miss., March 13. 
who, like this railway employee, feel that they ought not We stated to the court ~hat we bad been tried and ac
to violate the fourth commandment and yet do so for quitted before Justice Lantrip, and we requested that 
fear they will starve? He lays the blame upon the the case be thrown out of court. The witnesses weJre 
church, for its members' patronage of Sunday trains. question\:ld on that point, and testified taat this was 
"The church of to-day," he says, "is partly responsible the samk case which had been tried before. On affirm
for myself and a million of my brothers laboring on · ing thistheywere dismissed at once and bot1t cases were 
Sunday at the risk of our souls' salvation.'' Certainly discharged. 
he and they are in bondage-it may even be said, in Trying a case the second time for the same offense 
slavery-but to what? "Slaves of what? "-to repeat after the accused party has been acf}uitted, is strictly 
hiS!; own query-slaves of the railway company? Oh forbidden by the law of Mississippi. A zeal for the law 
no; the company does not compel them to labor against of the land that would thus violate the law of the land,. 
their will. They are as free to keep the Sabbath, or the is so evidently inconsistent that its injustice seems tD 
day they regard as such, as was the individual men- be recognized by all parties; and thu effort that bas 
tioned at Willard Hall. The trouble is in themselves. been made in that direction seems now to meet with 
They are slaves to something in their own hearts. And general disapproval. R. S. OWEN. 
before they complain of others as being responsible for Amory, Miss., March 16. 
their condition, they should eject the tyrant from his 
throne within them, as is in their power, and theirs 
alone, to do. If they will do this, it will solve the 
Sunday-rest and Sunday slavery question, so far at 
least as they are concerned. 

Enforcing Trade. 

IN these days when the national flag has come to be 
considered by men of wealth and power as a "commer
cial asset," to be waved over foreign territory merely 
for the benefit of trade, if no more urgent reason for it 

Plain, yet Perplexing. 

REFERRING to the relill:ious problem in the Philip
pines, The Churchman, of this city, says:-

" It has been necessary to deny the political d:e
mands of the Filipinos, but it will be a strange tliing if 
the United States, with religi.ous liberty at home, should 
herself turn loose among these sheep the wolves whom 
her approach had scared away, and should protect the 
destroyers against the guardians of the slleep-folcil. 
They have already gathered, partly by force, partly by 
fraud, partly from superstitious fear.s,enorlllouswealth, 
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and still greater cla,ims !:m which the courts will have to 
pass in due season. Just titles to property we must 
uphold, but it is a manifest iniquity to foist on our fel· 
low-Chr~.stians priests whom they hate; and it is . also 
impolitic. It :will be a menace to peace and order, to 
life and property. The matter is a perplexing one, and 
new to our governmental diplomacy. It must be han
dled wisely; but it must be handled fearlessly, and it 
must be handled soon." · 

But if it is "a manifest iniquity" and "a menace to 
peace and order, to life and property," to continue the 
religious,orders in power there, why should the matter 
be a perplexing· one? Certainly the perplexity cannot 
be in knowing what are the demands of right and jus
tice.. The perplexity must arise in trying to deal with 
the matter in a politic way,aside from the plain require
ments· of equity. Such problems are always very per· 
plexing, and frequently lead only to greater perplexity · 
and difficulty as the attempt is made to settle them by 
the politic met1aod. 

The God of Battles. 

ONE of Lord Roberts' recent dispatches runs as fol
lows:-

"By the help of God and the bravery of her majes
ty's soldiers, the troops under my command have taken 
possession of Bloemfontein." 

Upon this the Chicago Journal remarks:-

" It is curious with what persistency the old. idea, 
that God is on the side of battling armies, sticks in the 
mind~ It .is a thing people seem loath to give up, no 
matter what their cause. 

"It is just as strong in the last year of the nine
teenth century as it ever was. Oom Paul believes it. 
He has repeatedly assured his people that if they would 
be faithful God would p:ive them the victory, and they 
have accepted the doctrine. . . . It is the habit of 
people to think that God interferes in their wars. The 
American people generally believed it in their conflict 
with Spain, and probably would if they went to war 
again. The mere fact that God can't be on both sides, 
though both implore his aid, makes no particle of dif
ference. Probably not until a nation goes to war be
lieving it ia in the wrong will there be a change in this 
particular. 

"But the theological· theory of war is having a 
rather disastrous effect on the Boers, it is said. With 
more. simplicity and less ingenious sophistry than their 
foes they are beginning to believe in the couverse prop

. osition to President Kruger's, if we may credit the dis-
patches. If God gave them victories because he was 
pleased with them, why does he now give them defeats? 
'Obviously,' says the simple, psalm·singing, praying 
farmer, 'because be is displeased with us.' And if we 
may believe observers in the field, it bas only taken a 
few defeats to take the heart of the South Africans and 
shake the faith of many of them in the righteousness of 
liheir cause. 

"It is part of a large problem, and one that from 

the beginning has puzzled more learned men than the 
Boers. The only way out of it seems to be tO' conclude 
that God has some designs he won't permit mortals to' 
spy upon, and understand completely, through ordeal 
of battle or in any other way.'' 

It seems never to occur to a great many people that 
it is possible that God does not take either si.de in some 
wars. 

Nobody ever suggests that God favors the highway
man who is successful in robbing his victim and maki11~ 
good his escape, and that~e is displeased with the poor 
victim who is assaulted and plundered. 

Nor do men think that the winner in a prize fight ol" 
in a street brawl succeeds because of the divine favor. 
It is only when nations fight, when the robbery is eoB
ducted on a gigantic scale, that God is su:{rposed to be a 
party to it. 

In every quarrel, whether personf,tl or national, 
there is wrong on one side, and not infrequeDtly on bot» 
sides. Nor is there anything in the Word of Goa to 
justify even the individual or the nation that is i• tlle 
right lin wreaking vengeance upon the party in the 
wrong. To do this the aggrieved party, or at least the 
aggressive party, must be at once accuser, judge, a.ntl· 
executioner. But according to the Bible God is jud~e 
and executioner, neither does he permit any man to sit 
in judgment upon a case to which he (the man) is a 
party. 

Doubtless God does often interpose and by his prov
idence restrain or punish the transgressor and deliver 
the oppressed; but in very many cases both in individ
ual and in national wars, victory is not with the right, 
but with the physically stronger party. It is time we 
were done with making God responsible for the whole
sale murder of wars made possible only because of 
human greed of gold. c. P.' B. 

Compulsory Militarism. 

A GRAND IsLAND, Nebr.,journal gives this sliatemPBt 
of a case which came up in the public school in that city 
in February last, involving the question of the right of 
a public school board t,o make military drill compulsory 
upon the pupils. We give the substance of the report 
made by this journal. 

The pupils of the puplic schools of Grand Island are 
exercised after school hours in military drill. One of 
the pupils, E. C. Hayman by name, refused to participate 
in the exercise, having been instructed by his father not 
to do so. For his refusal he was expelled from the 
school. His father sent him back the next morning. 
The professor told him that he was expelled unless he 
would agree to take part in the cadet drill, and when 

. the boy refused to leave, the professor called in an as
sistant and went to police headquarters and swore out 
a warrant for the boy's arrest. The boy was taken into. 
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custody by the chief of police, and the case came up for 
_!}~~jflio~in th~ ~Oll]'t, wJ~l'lr~it waJ; argued b_et<JJ:e.!:Lj:\JJ'Y· 

For some strange reason not stated, the judge ruled 
that the cause of the boy's arrest should not be stated 
at the trial; whereupon one of the jurors arose and 
said:-

"Your honor, I am father of several children;. I pay 
my taxes. willingly' and ~ •. as a member of this jury' rise 
to ask for info~mation. Here is a boy who is ejected
from our public schools and traduced into police court 
on: a warrant which reads as though he was one of the 

-J:owest-crimiuals)an'd-yet"tbetestimonyoftheStateshows 
him to be a perfect gentleman in every respect; obedient 
and. of spotless character. Yet the jury is prohibited 
from knowing a single point which led to the boy's ar
rest. I say it is an. outrage; that this jury hal'! a right 
to know what this boy is arrested for. If the boy bas 
always been an exemplary scholar in the schools, why 
should be be ejected and arrested? I say, your hoD,or, 
that this j1}ry has a right to know what caused this boy 
to be arrested." 

Nevertheless the judge still refused to allow this · 
most essential piece of information to come before the 

·jury. 
The boy himself, when called to the witness stand, 

"stated that he bad never been expelled from school 
. before, neither had be any trouble with any teacher and 

his deportment cards were good; that on the evening 
of the 8th of February he was expelled from school, but 
here the court interrupted him from telling what be was 
expelled for, stating that if he referred to 'that matter' 
during the progress of the trial, be would be thrown 
into jail." 

At the conclusion of the boy's testimony"attorney 
Glanville, for the State of Nebraska, addressed the jury 
to the effect that the or~ers of the school board should 
be obeyed, be they right or wrong; and that the just· 
BeSS Of the case in question WaS no COncern Of OUrs." 

Then attorney Mitchell spoke for the defense. "He 
stated that be anticipated that the school board had 
made some ridiculous. and foolish ruling which would 
not stand in court, and which was an attempt to take 
away parental rights of the parents over their own chil
dren; that he as a father and every other man of a fam
ily bad rights over their children which no board or 
dictatorship dare molest and,advised those who wanted 
forced militarism to go to Russia where theybelong. 
For his part be was in this country for its freedom, and 
that if the schorl boardhad a right to compel school 
children to take militarism against the parents' wish 
there was no longer freedom; that the board had just 
as much right to compel the scholar to join the football 
club, the skating club, or any other club, as they had 
the 'cadets;' that many parents did not believe in mon· 
archy, militarism, or dictatorship, but on the contrary 
preferred to train their children for something good, 
something more elevating and more honorable than 
guns and swords; that guns and swords mean blood; 

that blood means murder, and that most parents have 
-~ higher ide~tLo_Lth~i~ ~Qn' s Ju:t_ur.e_tb.an~s.u.cb.tyr_nnny.'' 
The jury retired, and to their credit, after being out 
three minutes, brought in a verdict of "not guilty." 

Unless the paper from which we gather these state
ments has greatly exaggerated the facts, it is difficult 
to see how the spirit of arrogant despotism could be 
carried much further than was done in this case. This 
is militarism unriu1sked. This is the spirit of ~t, which 
it will surely exhibit when it feels itself strong enough 
to do so safely. This is what will be in the public 
schools everywhere when militarism gets into the seat 
of power. 

In this caJ;~e in Nebraska this spirit met with a re
buke; and the school board voted to rescind the order 
making military drill compulsory, and to reinstate 
young Hayman in the school from which he bad been 
expelled.· But it was. moved "that the military law be 
hereafter managed by the teachers in a similar manner 

>"" . . 
to all other studies, i. e., allow scholars to attend 
school without the military drill, but grade . them ac
cordingly; or, in other words, when they had reached 
the period where they are entitled to a diploma in all 
other stud~es, the same could be refused .. on the ground 
that they did not take the soldier part." And "This 
:Passed without modification." 

The journal from which we have quoted, cites for 
the benefit of the school board a ruling of the Nebraska 
Supreme Court relative to the rights of parents in se
lecting studies for their chifdren, that "The parent has 
a right to make a reasonable selection from the pre
scribed studies for his children to pursue, and this selec
tion must be respected by the trustees, as the right of 
the parent in that regard is superior to that of the 
trustees and the teachers." The journal pertinently 
adds:-

" The action of the trustees of our city schools in 
expelling young Hayman for refusingto appear in dress 
parade and military drill after school hours, can plainly 
be seen to be in open violation of law and the legal 
rights of the parent in the premises. 

"The latter action of the board, namely, to with
hold diplomas until the studeut or students have taken 
the prescribed cadet course, is e(lually illegal, so far as 
the laws governing our public schools are concerned. 
The school board, however, may be excused for the 
action taken on the ground that it was non-conversant 
as to the Supreme Court ruling in the premises, and the 
only honorable course now to pursue on the part of 
that body is to rescind its later action and he~:eafter 
conduct itseli within tl).e spirit ;l.nd letter of the law." 

THE u~recedented extent of the famine in India 
was officiaJly confirmed the other day by the Earl of 
Onslow in the British House of Lords, who said "it was 
without parallel in the history of the country." During 
the week ending March 3 there were 4,375,000 people 
receiving government aid to keep them from starva-
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tion. There have been many famines in India in the 
past; but why. should the severest of all come when 
England,had ruled the country for over a century? Is 
there somethin~r fundamentally wrong with the imperi· 

· alistic idea?-Springfield Republican. 

Lessons in Religious Liberty from the Experience 
of King Nebuchadnezzar. * 

BY PROF. W. W •. PRESCOTT. 

NEBUCHADNEZZAR was king over all the ear~b, and it 
was a new thing for anyone to dispute his absolute an· 
thority. It was to him a case of unbearable insolence 
when the three Jewish captives from conquered Jerusa· 
lem presumed to withstand him to his face. 

"Then wasNebuchadnezzar full of fury,and the form 
of his visage was changed against Shadrach, Meshach, ' 
and Abed·nego: therefore be spake and commanded 
that they should heat the furnace one seven times more 
than'it was wont to be heated. And he commanded the 
most mighty men that were in his army to bind Shad· 
rach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, and to cast them into 
the burning fiery furnace. Then these men were bound 
in their coats, their hosen, and their bats, and their 
other garments, and were cast into the midst of the 
burning fiery furnace. Therefore because the king's 
commandment was urgent, and the furnace exceeding 
hot, the flame of the fire slew those men ths,t took up 
Shadrach, Meshacb, and Abed-nego. And these three 
men, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, fell down 
bound into the midst of the burning fiery furnace." 

The king of Babylon did his utmost. The furnace 
was "exceeding hot," and from its fiery mouth it 
breathed forth death to "the most mighty men" that 
were in the army of the king of Babylon. They were 
literally slain by the breath of its mouth. Not one of 
that assembled multitude could say that the flame and 
the heat were not real, for it was demonstrated that 
men selected for their power of resistance .could not en-

, dure to approach near it. To them it was "a consum
ing fire." And there was no possibility left to the three 
captives for escaping from the furnace, for they "were 
bound," and they "fell down bound" into the very 
center of the flames. Thus did the king of Babylon f>Ur
pose to inflict summary punishment upon those who 
presumed to question his right to dictate what and how 
they should worship; aRd by making a public example 
of these few he would effectually check any such ten
dency to these treasonable sentiments on the part of 

·his other subjects. But he did not know with whom he 
was dealing, for he had not yet become acquainted with 
the God whose dwelling is with flesh, and there was no 
Gamaliel to say to him, "Refrain from these men, and 
lilt them alone. . ·~. . lest haply ye be found even to 

• Dan. 3:19-30. 

fight against God." That God who had brought these 
men to Babylon to reveal his. power to save, and whose 
presence was known to them, would through them m~ke 
his presence known to all the people. 

"Then Nebuchadnezzar the king was astonied, and 
rpse up in haste, and spake, and said unto his counsel~ 
ors, Did not we cast three men bound into the midst of 
the fire? They answered and said unto the king, True, 
0 king. He answered and said, Lo, I see four men loose, 
walking in the midst of the fire, and they have no hurt; 
and the form of the fourth is like the Son of God. · Then 
Nebuchadnezzar came near to the mouth of the burning 
fiery furnace, and spake, and said, Shadraeh, Meshach, 
and Abed-nego, ye servants of the most high God, come 
forth, and come hither. Then Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abed-nego, came forth of the midst of the fire. And the 
princes, governors, and captains, and the king's coun
selors, being gathered togetlier, saw these men upon 
whose bodies the fire had no power, nor was a hair of 
their head singed, neither were their coats changed, nor 
the smell of fire had passed on them." 

THE GREATEST KING OF EARTH ONLY ;1 SUBJECT. 

It was through the direct providence of the God or 
heaven that~ebuchadnezzar held a universal dominion. 
Through the prophet Jeremiah the Lord had said: "I 
have made the earth, . . . and have given it unto 
whom it seemed meet unto me. And now have I given 
all these lands into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar the 
king of Babylon, my servant. . . . And all nations 
shall serve him." And in his interpretation of the 
dream Daniel had said: "The God of heaven hath given 
thee a kingdom, power, and strength, and glory." It 
is evident, therefore, that the Lord expected all the 
people of the earth to be obedient to Nebuchadnezzar. 
Why then did he work in such a wonderful manner to 
deliver from death those who had refused to obey the 
king's decree? 

Ti:te key to the answer is found in the words of the 
Lord, "the king -of Babylon, my servant." These three 
Hebrews were servants of the most high God, and they 
were loyal, faithful servants. The king of Babylon was 
also a servant, but he was disloyal; and his unfaith
fulness could not absolve the faithful few from their a,l
legiance to the God of heaven and earth. 

/When God gave the dominion of all the earth into 
the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, be did not resign any of 
his own authority over the universe. "The Lord is the 
true God, he is the living God, and an everlasting King;. 
at his wrath the earth shall tremble, and the nations 
shall not be able to abide his indignation." "The Lord 
is a great God, and a great King above all gods. In 
his hand are the deep places of the earth; the strength 
of the bills is his also. The sea is his, and be made it 
and his hands formed the dry land." "He is to be 
feared above all gods. For all .the gods of the nations 
are idols; but the Lord made the heavens. Honor and 
majesty are before him; strength and beauty are in hi~"> 
sanctuary. Give unto the Lord, 0 ye kindreds of the 
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people, give unto the Lord glory and strength." "0 allowed to be placed in th~ position of "a little brief 
worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness; fear before authority" forgets his dependence upon God, and pre
him aJLth~.Jl!J>rth. Say among .the. heathen . that the- sumes to exalthinrselfabovelifm, oy seftfrigatnought 

.... L~~dreigneth." "Make a joyful noise unto the Lord, any of his laws, then the 11ubject must remember that 
all ye lands • .Ser~e the Lord with gladness; come before his duty cannot possibly rise any higher than obedience 
his presence with singin,g. Know ye tha:!i the Lord he i1;1 to God, and he must show the way of life to the dis-· 
God; it is he that hath made us; and his we are; we are loyal ruler who is jeopardizing the peace of his own 
his people and the sheep of his pasture." dominions. 

In the beginning God gave man authority over all GOJ) NEEDS NOT HUMAN SUPPORT. 

the ea;rth, and over every living creature; but this au- But although Nebuchadnezzar recognized that 
thority was o~ly under God as supreme. As soon as "there is no other God that can di:!liver after this sort," 
man ceased to be loyal tq God, he lost the dominion. he really held himself as still above even that God, by 
Now to Nebuchadnezzar had God given the dominion threatening to destroy any who should· speak against 
{compare Ps. 8:4:-8 and Jer. 27:6; Dan. 2:37, 38); but him. Any god who needs the assistance of an earthly 
Nebuchadnezzar had no p~wer except as he received it king in order to maintain his standing among mm, is 
from God." . "There is no power but of God; the powers certainly Jii.ot so great as the king, and the king who 
that be are ordained df God." Nebuchadnezzar's great offers such assistance shows that that is his view of the 
dominion w.as but a proof of the fact, which he ignored, matter. Nebuchadnezzar was· just as much out of. his 
that he was but an instrument in the Lord's hands, place in seeking to enforce the worship of the true God, 
with no power of his own. ·See Isa. 10:5-18. Nebuchad- as in commanding t.Q.e worship of his image. God him
nezzar's obligation to "fear God and keep his command- self does not compel men to worship him. He inyites 
ments" was not lessened, but rather increased, by his and seeks to win by a wondrous revelation of his own 
being placed in high position. As an individual he character, and he commissions every man who. hears 
owed to God the same allegiance that the most despised the invitation to invite others, but he does not need 
Hebrew captive did, and as a king over aU the nations and will not accept the assistance of any earthly power 
of earth there was upon him the far greater responsi- to enforce obedience to him. Every such effort hinders 
bility of setting to''all men. an example of loyalty to the rather than advances the kingdom of God in the 
Creator and supporter of all. The disregard of the earth. The state may make man a hypocrite, but only 
three Hebrews to the edict of the king was in reality an the creative power of God can make a man "a new crea
exhibition of the highest kind of loyalty, namely, to ture." 
God, the King of kings. The last which we hear of these three men is that 

Moreover, the three Hebrews were more faithful to they were "promoted," "in the province of Babylon." 
the interests of Babylon than was the king himself. When they stood before the angry king and witnessed 
When they were taken captive, God said to them, "Seek for the true God, they had no assurance that theywould 
the peace of the city whither I have caused you to be not seal their testimony with their lives, but the flame 
car-ried away captives, and pray unto the Lord for it; of the furnace was to them simply the light of the glory 
for in the peace thereof ye shall have peace." But peace of God in which their true character was revealed to the 
comes only to those who keep the commandments of king of Babylon, who gave them the place to which their 
God. "Great peace have they which love thy law; and worth entitled them. "He that humbleth himself shall 
nothing shall cause them to stumble." "There is no be exalted." 
peace, saith my God, to the wicked." "Righteousness· 
exalteth a nation; but sin is a reproach to any people." 
Babylon's safety depended solely on its loyalty to God 
and his commandments. Its fall was foretold, only be
cause of its sins. Therefore in refusing to worship the 
golden image that Nebuchadnezzar had set up, the He
brew ca,ptives were showing greater solicitude for the 
safety of Babylon than it~ king was. 

This is a lesson for to-da.Y for all the dwellers, the 
rulers, and the captives qf Babylon,-the w_hole earth. 
In the obligation to be subject to the powers that be, .. 
no man is absolved from the obligation to be subject to 
God, from whom all rulers hold their power. The 
injunction to every soul to be subject to "the higher 
powers," includes subjection to the Most High power. 
All men alike, both high and low, owe to him common 
allegiance; and if the king whom God has placed or 

War in the Philippines. 

A NEW ENGLAND journal, touching the question of 
the casualty list on the Filipino side since war began 
with the United States, says:-

"No official1 estimate of the 11umber of Filipinos 
killed and wounded by the Americans since February 
4, 1899, is likely to be made public yet awhile, because 
the :figures would shock the countq. As a starter, how
ever, it is known that in the first battle around Manila, 
according to Gener'al Otis's official report, the natives 
lost at least 3,000 men. Since then there has been over 
a year of warfare, and, according to the Boston Trans
script, 500 natives were killed or wounded by one regi
ment in the single month of January, 1900. It is con
servative to say that 20,000 Filipinos have been killed 
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.and woundEd, while 25,000 would not be an extreme 
estimate." 

This is a larger number than have been killed and 
wounded on both sides thus far in the South African 
war, w!th its months of hard and almost steady fight-' 
ing and several "pitched battles." Evidently the fight
big in the Philippines has been real war. 

Nor shall we attempt here to answer these arguments 
seriatim. We shall instead simply state, with almost 
equal brevity, the cogent reasons which we believe have 
wrought in the American people an unalterable determi
nation to mai~tain the state or non-ecclesiasticalsystem 
without compromise and without partnership. · 

Religion in the Public Schools. 

SPE~KING of the recent effort of the rector of a 
Boman Catholic church in this city to bring the city 
government and the churches into partnership for the 
eontrol of public school teaching, The Outlook gives the 
following summary of arguments for and a2ainst relig
ioas instruction in the public schools:-

"In our judgment, the issue between the ecclesiastical 
allld ~he non-ecclesiastical systeinof education is not one 
which can be compromised .. One or the other must be 
a.dopted and consistently maintained. By the ecclesias
tieal system we mean one in which the education is con
du.eted by and under the control of a church; by the 
non-ecclesiastical, we mean one which is conducted by 
a.nd under the control of the state. One system makes 
popular education an ecclesiastical function, the other 
:makes it a political function. No middle ground is 
p.ossible; nor is any such partnership as that suggested 
b,r Dr. McSweeney, by which. the state furnishes the 
money, establishes the standard, and prescribes the 
e:nrciculum, while the church selects the teachers and 
administers the school, either practical or desirable. 

"We believe that we understood the arguments in 
favor of treating popular education as an ecclesiastical 
function. We here summarize the arguments in a few 
sentences. They are, in brief, that it is the function of 
governmeat to govern, and educating is not governing; 
that democracy especially should remit to private enter
prise aU matters that can be so remitted, and education 
is such a matter; that America has definitely decided 
that religion is not a matter for the state, that educa
tion is inseparably connected with religion, and that the 
t~ame arguments which forbid a state system of religion 
iorbid a state system of education; that if education is 
left to the state it cannot be kept from politics, and 
politics corrupts wherever it enters; that true education 
includes the development of the moral and spiritual as 
well as of the intellectual nature, and that to omit the 
former from the schools is to make them godless, irre
ligious, and so eventually immoral, while to attempt to 
introduce religion into schools supported and carried 

. on by the state is impossible in a country with such 
radical differences of opinion in religions matters as 
exist in America. These arguments must be conceded 
to be not without weight; they deserve serious consider
a;tion; it is not strange that a considerable, though we 
.believe lessening party in the United States are influenced 
by them to favor a parochial system, either in lieu of or 
in combination with a state system; and he who would 
give this question a fair and rational consideration 
must recognize both the honesty and the intelligence of 
te!tose wlw take the ecclesiastical side of the question. 

"I. If nothing succeeds like success, nothing fails 
like failure; and the ecclesiastical system has been a 
lamentable failure. The Roman church has had for cen
turies the control of education in Spain, Italy, and 
France, and the result is not only a lamentable amount 
of illiteracy, but also, what is worse, a lamentable lack 
of independence and intelligence in the common people. 
The Protestant church has had control of popular 
education in England for centuries, and it can hardly 
be doubted that greater progress in popular education 
has been made.in the half-century of the board schools, 
established and maintained by the state, than in all the 
previous centuries of the ecclesiastical dominion and the 
parochial schools. On the other ha:ad, the state both 
supports and administers the systems of education in 
Germany and in America, and these are the two countries 
in which popular education has been developed with the 
greatest success; these are the countries in which there 
is the widest diffusion of intelligence as well as of learn
ing among the people. An ounce of practise is worth a 
pound of theory, and no wise community will abandon 
because of theoretical arguments a plan which is working 
well for one which has nevtr worked at all. 

"II. The reason for this difference it is not difficult 
to discover. Tb.e ecclesiasticalsystemrestson authority 
as its foundation, and seeks obedience as its end; the 
non-ecclesiastical system rests on reason as its founda
tion and seeks independence as its end. That there are 
some teachers in public schools who do not understand 
the free spirit of public education, and some teachers in 
parochial schools who are neither subservient to ecclesi
astical authority themselves nor endeavor to make their ' 
pupils so, is doubtless true; but both are exceptions. 
The tendency of the parochial school is to discourage 
questioning, of the public school to encourage it. The 
one teaches its children to accept without doubt what 
they are told; the other teaches them to inquire for 
theruselves what is truth, and to seek for it in all quar
ters. The common ecclesiastical criticism on our public 
schools illustrates and emphasizes this distinction: that 
criticism is that the public school tends to infidelity. It 
doubtless does tend to skepticism in all realms; and 
skepticism is the first condition of intellectual activity. 
If we want a people who will follow its leaders, we want 
the ecclesiastical system; if we want a people who will 
think for themselves, we want the non-eccleastical sys
tem. 

"And these two systems, thus radically differing in 
their foundation and the end they seek, cannot beuni.ted 
in any kind of a partnership. It is not enough for the 
state to pay the mom•y, fix the standards, determine 
the curriculum; it must select the teachers, and inspire 
the entire system: else that system will become in its 
spirit ecclesiastical, not independent; will cultivate in 
its pupils allegia:nce to authority, not the habit of 
thinking for themselves. That there are dangers in 
both directions may be conceded. Independent thinking 
is often crude, egotistical, erroneous thinking. But this 
better than not thinking at all, as any form of life has 
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in it more hope for the future than any description of •:S:ence the capital of the United States is not in th& 
death. United States. 

"III. The first objection seems to the American~. Extending the higher cr.iticism"of -the8onstitntion~ 
conclusive reason for not transferring the education of . the chi,ldren must be made to comprehend also thes& 
our youth from the state .to the church; the second propositions:objection seems to him also a conclusive reaStOn against 
attempting to commit the education to a partnership The United States -is the only country in the world· 
between state and church; the third objection is equally whose Congre~:~s does not meet in it. 
conclusive against any scheme which assortsthechildren The United States is the only country in the world 
of the community in different schobls according to the whose President does not live in it. 
religious prepossessions of their parents. Any such The United States is the only country in the world 
assortment runs denominational divisions down to the whose Government is not in it. 
cradle, and so intensifies the religious prejudices ,which 
are too often fostered, sometimes consciously, some- This may seem paradoxical and. absurd,_yet the 
times unconsciously, in the home and in the church. school children should be taught those things if the im
In Canada, where the children of Roman Catholic par- . perialists overthrow the opinion of the Supreme Court 
ents are taught in Roman Catholic schools and the by John Marshall, Whf'n it said that the term United. 
children of Protestant parents are taught in Protestant States embraces not only States, but. the territory of 
schools, the division between Protestants and Roman the United States. 
Catholics is as deep and the controversy as bitter as it 
was half a century ago. In the United States, where 
Roman Catholic children and Protestant children grow 
up together in the same school, joining in the same 
sports as well as in the same studies, religious prejudice 
is steadily disappearing; . . .. there is neithf'r a Roman 
Catholic vote nor an Orange vote, an<L it is not likely 
that there ever will be. The religious problem is one of 
the most serious which confronts our Canadian breth• 
ren. We have no such problem on tbis side of the line, 
nor shall we be likely to have such a problem so long as 
we maintain for the education of all Olll" children an 
unsec~arian publ.ic-school system wholly free from every 
form of ecclesiastical influence." 

. A Unique Country. 

''Springfield Republican.'' 

THERE are difficulties ahead for the class in geog
raphy if the name of this country means only the forty
five 8tates which send senators and representatives to 
Congress. The imperialists give that meaning to the 
term. The full official name of this country is "The 
United States of America." The articles of Confedera· 
tion said: "The style of this Confederacy shall be the 
United States of A1perica." And the Constitution says: 
"We, the people of the United States . . .. do ordain 
and esta:blish this Constitution for the United States of 
America." If the name refers only to the States no Ter
ritory outside of them is in the country proper. New 
Mexico belongs to the United States, but is not of it nor 
in it. 

The results from the standpoint of the party in 
power may be very satisfactory, ye~, from the stand
point of the class in geography to be found in every 
school in the land, they are somewhat confusing. The 
school children must be taught these facts:-

The District of Columbia is not in the United 
States. 

The city of Washington is in the District of Colum
bia. 

Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln Repudiated. 

THE following from a press repor't of recent pro
ceedings in the United States Senate, makes a point 
that is worthy of note:-

" Senator Pettigrew is revenged. It was Mr. Sewell 
of New Jer~ey who denounced him as a traitor in the 
Senate. The other day Mr. Pettigrew innocently bFgan 
reading some extracts from addresses which he wi~hed 
to have printed in the Record. The sentiments sounded 
treasonable, or anarchical, and the Hawleys and Lodges. 
began pricking up their ears. Finally Sewell jumped 
up. This thing had gone far enough. He objected to 
such stuff being printed at the expense of the Govern
ment. Pettigrew's eye gleamed; his hour had com_e, 
and the Senate was informed that the extracts, every 
one, were taken from the works of Washington, Jeffer
son and Lincoln." 

"THE Philadelphia Conference of the Methodist Epis
copal Church," says a Philadelphia dispatch, "to-day 
[March 21]unanimouslyadopted a resolution prf'sented 
by the Rev. Dr. T. B. Neeley commending the national 
administration for the acquisition of the territory in 
the Pacific. 

"The Rev. Dr. Lippincott started to make some 
objection to the phraseology of the resolution, but 
there were so many cries for him to resume his seat and 
for a 'vote' that the p'aperwas adopted. The resolution 
provided that the church take advantage of the provi
dential placing of the islands of the Pacific under con
trol of the United States by forming an expansionist 
army of 500,000 people who will contribute $1 a year 
for spreading the gospel in the islands. 

"A resolution was also adopted condemning the 
national administration for the failure to abolish the 
army canteen and calling upon the President to exercise 
his authority to suppress the sale of liquor to the sold
iers under Government sanction." 
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Two SALOON-KEEPERs, of Pemberville, 0., have been 
ned $150 an~ $200 respectively, for violation of the 

Sunday-closing law. 

• • • 
ONE of the chief causes operating at present to force 

interf~rence on: the part of the "Christian nations" in 
the affairs of China, is the necessity that is felt for giv
ing governmental protection to Christian missionaries 
laboring in that country. This supposed necessity is 
especially felt at this time, because of the active hos-

, ' tility of a Chinese organization known as "the boxers,' 
who aim to drive out or kill all the missionaries and 
"foreign devils" within their reach. As the missionaries 
are in many instances several hundred miles inland, the 
problem of giving adequate protection without landing 
troops on Chinese territory is a difficult one. A Wash
ington dispatch says on this point:-

"'The state department is in a quandary to devise 
means to render effective protection to the American 
missionaries at Shan Tung. The difficulty lies in the 
fact that the missionaries have in most cases gone as 
far as 200 miles inland, and are thus beyond reach of 
any aid that can be extended from a war ship. Minister 
Conger's advices show that the situation is further 
complicated by the fact that the location of the present 
troubles is so far inland as to make it difficult to deter
mine whether or not the 'boxers' are operating in Shan 
Tung, or across the border in Pechili province." 

• • • 
Protection to the missionaries, it would seem from 

this, may be the plea under which military occupation 
of Chinese territory will be accomplished by the United 
States. 

• • • 
A BILL recently introduced in the Massachusetts 

legislature aims to repeal the laws against fishing and 
shooting game in that State on Sundays. A hearing 
was given on the bill, of which we find this mention in 
the Springfield Republican of March 21:-

"There was a large delegation before the committee 
of fisheries and game this morning in opposition to the 
bill of Representative MacCartney t'o allow Sunday 
shooting. Rev. M. D. Kneeland of the Sabbath Pro
tective League made the point that the census officials 
have stated that in three-fifths of the country's area 
game was being annihilated~ Rev. W. H. Albright of 

Dorchester claimed the workman could get away fro·m 
work on secular days if he was enough interested. Even 
if he lost his wages it, was no W()rsethan f.or o);her peo
ple to lose their time. Other. speakers were William 
Shaw, treasurer of the Uni.ted Society of Christian En
deavor, Representative Robinson' of Springfield, and A, 
B. F. Kenney of Worcester." 

What decision, if any, has been reached in the ,mat
ter we have not yet learned. 

* * * 
AccoUNTS have been received frum Chesterfield. 

County, South Carolina, of the murder by burning and 
torture of a young white woman, unaccused of any 
crime. The motive behind the terrible deed, so far as 
any appears, was jealousy growing out of the girl's 
preference in the matter of her male acquaintames. 

* * * 
There is every reason for believing that such shock

ing occurrences are the natural result of familiarity 
with scenes or descriptions of torture and the infliction 
of "cruel and unusual punishments" put under ban by 
the Constitution as characteristic only of a savage 
race. Such scenes unfortunately belong to the history 
of recent events in some of the Southera States. On 
such occasions more harm is done to the community 
than can be offset by any possible good secured by the 
acts of vengeance. Such occasions can only be demor
alizing in the highest degree. Not only do they substi
tute anarchy for law and government, but they arouse 
and encourage passions against which civilization 
everywhere has erected legal barriers. These passions, 
at first exercised for the protectioa of white women, 
appear now to be reacting with precisely the opposite 
effect upon this very class. Nothing can be more t>ffec
tive in providing safety for :a, community than regar.;I 
for law and order. 

* * * 
"As ONE result of American occupancy of Manila," 

says the Wine and Spirit News, "the liquor business has 
reached enterprising proportions, and is now considered 
as one ofthe leading, as well as one of the respectable, 
kinds of business. Says one correspondent: 'On· the 
Escoita, the principal street, only a qu:nter of a mile 
long, there were but two places where intoxicating 
liquors were sold when we entered the city, whereas now 
there are eighteen. There are three hundred licensed 
places in the city where liquors maybe obtained,licerises 
costing $3 per year. The income of the largest, the 
Alhambra, is stated on good authority to be $700 per 
night. Already the street cars are topped with large 
signs detailing the exquisite qualities of certain whiskies. 
One quarter of the daily issue of the principal English 
newspaper published is devoted to extolling the perfec
tion of a brand of beer, while the largest drug store in 
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town devotes a whole column to advertising its fine line 
of liquors, with no mention of its medicines.'" 

better system. Strong law must be had for lawbreak
ers; but the real question is that as to whether Chris

.. tia._nit.Y' s life, light, and~lo:ve shall replace-tfte.dark--su
perstitions of a revived paganism." · 

Possibly the Wine a.nd Spirit News has been m1sm· 
formed, but a journal devoted to the interests of the 
liquor trade may usually be taken as reliable authority 
in a matter directly pertaining to that business. 

• • • 
A WRITER in the Catholic Mirror says of the ''duty 

of a citizen in war time," that "The decision of Con
gress fixes the duty of every American citizen." When 
C()ngress has declared war, then "whatever he may 
think of it" as being right or wrong, he has no"right to 
refuse his aid in giving it effect." 

• • 
* 

GENPJRAL LEw WALLACE, the wep-known American 
soldier and statesman, proposes the following as a Six
t,eenth Amendment to th·e national Constitution:-

"ARTICLE XVI • 

"SECTION 1 .. The United States shall. not in any· 
manner acquire, hold, maintain, provide for or exercise 
jurisdiction or sovereignty over any tsland,territ.ory or 
country now foreign, except with the consent of the 
people of the United States first had. 

"SECTION 2. In cases of territorial expansion here
after proposed the will of the people of the United States, 

• . .. 
Such sentiments are not out of place in a Catholic 

journal, bec~use the Catholic system 1s altogether dif
ferent from republicanism, and is based. on the principle 
of submission in _all things to human authority. But 
this is not.the doctrine of ·free government nor of Chris
tianity. Congress does not fix duty for any citizen in 
thl;l matter of killing people, or in any matter covered 
by the moral law. The Bible says, "Fear God and keep 
his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man." 
Congress uan neither add to this nor take from it. The 
commandment says, "Thou shalt not kill;" and to say 
that any body of men can by a vote make it the duty of 
men to kill their fellow-men, is to say that man can 
repeal the law of God; which to the Christian is the 
height of error, however it may appear to the atheist or 
the believer in papal claims. 

· required by the foregoing section, shall be determinable 
at elections, to be provided by Congress, and in every 
instance the President shall proclaim the result; where· 
upon, if there be a majority ·for the proposition, the 
Constitution shall, from the day of the proclamation, 
extend to the island, territory or country admitted, and 
to its inhabitants." 

• 
* * 

The members ofCongress are not chosen to prescribe 
duty for the people who put them in office. They are 
chosen to represent the people in the business of gov
ernment, which in this country is to take such action as 
is. necessary to preserve the rights of the people. The 
representatives derive all their authority from the 
people, and the people themselves are their own 
rulers. The sphere of civil gove·rmnent is the preserva· 
tion of rights and not the defining or enforcing of moral 
duties. 

* * * 
A WRITER quoted in the Union Signal makes a plea 

for the application of Christianity, in the place of the 
club of law, as a cure for the sprea:ding evil of Mormon
ism:-

"Mormonism constitutes one of the most urgent 
problems of the day. Utah and the common Mormon 
people have great possibilities of good; the Mormon 
system is satanic. The common people are very largely 
sincere, deluded persons, blinded by priestcraft; yet 
they have minds, feelings, capabilities, and an endless 
destiny like our own. They will never be clubbed into a 

Sunday Agitation in Chicago. 

THE Sunday agitation in Chicago has reached an
other stage. A call has been issued by the Illinois 
Journeymen Barbers' Protective Association, in which · 
the wes4j side boss barbeis are to have the use of the 
rooms of the association, at 118 5th avenue during the 
afternoon of Sunday, May 6, the west side bosses May 
13; the north siders May 20 and the downtown barbers 
May ~7. It is expected that the Snnday-closing propo
sition will be discussed and a vote taken as to closing 
shops. H this is decided on the bosses must ballot 
regarding making theelosing permanent or only putting 
it in force during the summer season." 

Business agent J. Lucas of the association, said in a 
recent interview:-

"It is not the intention to enforce the State law as 
to Sunday Closing without due notice to the bosses. 
The boss barbers oi ea~h part of the city shall decide 
among themselves. There will be a contract that the 
bosses.are expected to sign, and a violation of its terms 
means a fine of $5 a chair for each offense." 

The fact is that the State Sunday law is a mere 
wreck, and that is the only reason why appeal has not 
been made to it long ere this to force Sunday observance 
on all the people because it is desired by a part of the 
people. 

There is nothing in all the catalogue of things claim
ing to be moral that has I,-ss conscience in it than the 
Sunday agitation. It is true that a great many people 
have real conscientious convictions concerning Sunday; 
but there are many more whose cpnvictions are so weak 
that they are unwilling to risk anything for the sake of 
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those convictions. They will keep Sunday if they can 
do it without loss, otherwise they will not keep it. 

It is sheer nonsense to talk of such service being 
Sabbath-keeping. It could not be that even were the 
Sabbath of the fourth commandment observed instead 
of the Sunday, a day for which there is no divine 
·authority. 

He only keeps the Sabbath or any other day, who 
observes it "unto the Lord;" and he only observes it 
"unto the Lord" who is willing to sacrifice, if need be, 
for the sake of keeping it. o. P. B. 

Governor Rollins Proclaims a Fast Day. 

GoVERNOR RoLLINS, of New Hampshire, retains un
shaken faith in the virtue of fast-day proclamations 
and the like issued from the executive ma.nsion at the 
State Capital, and has issued another proclamation to 
the people of that State appointing a :fast day Aprill9, 
the. anniversary of the "battle" of Lexington, which is 
"Patriots' day" il} Massachusetts. He appeals to the 
people of New Hampshire for such an observance of the 
day as shall coincide with the practise of the fathers in 
earlier times. He says:-

"When the country was in its infancy and dangers 
surrounded it on every hand, our ancestors felt the need 
of a protecting and guiding power, and sought it pray
erfully, leaving us this annual rite as a sacred inherit· 
ance. Now that we have attained a strong and lusty 
manhood, now that we are a vigorous, wealthy people, 
having safely passed the perils of our youth, we are apt 
to forget the strong arm upon which our forefathers 
leaned. Instead of abolishing fast day as a worn out 
and useless custom, I would call our people to a renewed 
observance and a better appreciation of the real signifi· 
cance of the day. I would ask that large body of men 
who se~dom, if ever, cross the threshold of a church, to 
kneel once more where they knelt as children, and see if 
the church has not some message for them. I believe 
that a single honest attempt to cast off the blinding 
and depressing influences of doubt and materialism and 
to look at life once more through the clear, earnest eyes 
of youth and in the light of the faith of our fathers, 
would bring a solace and satisfaction 'like the benedic
tion that follows after prayer.'" 

The trouble is that the people of to-day do not have 
the religious spirit that was characteristic of thefathers, 
and this cannot be put into them by a governor's proc· 
lamation. If the success of fast days in the olden time· 
had depended upon official proclamations, they would 
have been as much a failure and a farce then as they 
are to-day. The fathers came together in the observ
ance of fast-day not because the governor had exhorted 
them to do so, but because the spirit of the observance 
was alive in their own hearts. To·day that spirit is 
dead; and only the latter of the institution remains, 
and that a dead letter, necessarily. The goyernor's 
procla~ation may have some effect, but it cannot put 
life in to what is dead. 

Of course, such a proclamation is altogether out· 
side the province of the governor's office. His office is 
purely politicai; and as a governor, he is authorized to 
issue only political proclamations. Hence his fast-day 
and other religious proclamations, while evincing a 
praiseworthy interest in the religious welfare of the 
people, are devoid of any l~?gal force; and being able to 
borrow no force from religious fervor in the minds of 
the people, become a farce in every sense of the word. 
Under such circumstances there is no reason why they 
should be issued at all. 

IN Portugal at present religious liberty is making 
some progress. The laws prohibiting priests, who have 
renounced their orders, from remaining in the country, 
excluding Protestants from service in the army, and for
bidding public celebration of Protestant services, have 
been repealed. The Protestant schools are attended by 
a large number of children, and a state school-inspector 
has publicly announced a Protestant school to be the 
best in the country. Many young men are aspiring to 
become Protestant clergymen. The middle classes espe· 
cially are said to be affected. Perse('ution has ceased, 
and it has been stated by persons wielding a large 
amount of influence that no Portuguese shall suffer for 
his religious convictions. There, too, the light seems to 
be dawning, just as it is dawning in its neighbor coun
try, Spain.-Lutheran Witness. 

Jews Fined in Chicago for Working on Sunday. 

THERE is trouble between Jews and "Christians" in 
Chicago because of "disturbances" occasioned by the 
former in transacting business on Sundays. The Chi
cago Tribune of March 20 prints the following:-

"Religious warfare has broken out in the ghetti over 
the failure of the Jewish merchants to rest on Sunday. 
The members of Christian churches in the district de
clare they are annoyed while attending church by noises 
occasioned by auctioneering. Captain Wheeler and the 
police of the Maxwell Street Station have taken a hand, 
and several arrssts have been made. Three men, John 
Demetrik, Andrew Brown, and Joseph Belap, were taken 
before Justice Dooley yesterday and fined the costs for 
disturbing the peace by conducting horse sales in Max
well street. Their place of business, near Halstead 
street, was in the immediate vicinity of two churches, 
and the parishioners complained. 

"Jewish residents of the district say the arrests are 
the climax of a series of petty persecutions. They de
clare that on Saturday they are as much interfered with 
by the Christians as are the Christians by them on 
Sunday." 

Of course, the Jews and seventh-day Christians are 
"disturbed" as much by the noise and confusion of 
secular business on Saturday, as the Sunday observers 
are by secular business on Sunday; and more so, be· 
cause the volume of business is vastly greater on the 
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seventh day than on the first. But of course the sev
enth-day people do not need any protection against 
J~Jl_ch_thingsl ... Not that they-are differently constituted 
from other people, but they observe the seventh day 
i~stead of the first, and therefore their interests don't 
need to be considered! The minority don't need pro
tection against the majority; it is only the majority 
that muf!t be protected against the minority! Such are 
some of the principles involved in this agitation for the 
legf-1,1 protection oLSunday. The seventh-day people 
aek for no "protection" for their rest on the seventh day, 
and feel no need of any; and the Sunday people, in ask
ing this for their day, only expose the weakness of _their 
cause. 

Labor Troubles in Chicago. 

Si:GNS are not w~nting which show plainly that Chi
cago is in all probability destined .soon to be the scene 
of serious labor troubles. 

There is a growing bitterness between capital and 
labor here, and both. parties to the controversy ~re ac
tively engaged endeavoring to gain some advantage. 

Of course one cannot believe all the reports that 
are current, but it is said that sales of arms and ammu
nition usually light during the winter season have been 
unusually heavy. "In this circumstance," remarks an 
evening paper, "many persons are beginning to foresee 
preparations for an outbreak such as preceded the an
archist riots of 1886." 

Some dealers attribute these increased sales to the 
general "good times," while on the other hand atten
tion is called to the fact that the "good times" that 
have brought about such a demand for weapons and 
explosives have been felt particularly since the early 
part of the year, when trouble began to brew betwe~ 
employers and employees in many lines of industry. 

Another significant fact is the increased activity of 
the avowed anarchists. Evidently they a~e only wait
ing their opportunity which they expect to find in the 
gigantic strike, which, judging from all appearances, is 
very soon to be inaugurated here. 

A prominent representative of labor from another 
State, who visited Chicago a few days sine!), said in a 
recent interview: "A spark cropped there [in Chicago] 
might precipitate a condition for which we do not want 
to be held responsible. Eve-ry nation and e-very grade 
is represented .. we have not forgotten the 'black road' 
riots of 1886. Those people are organizing, but we 
have nothing to do with it." 

In short, the whole situation is summed up by a 
morning paper in these words:-

"Representatives of b~th sides admit that the situ
ation is critical. They say that no labor trouble in 
Chicago since the great railroad strike of 1894 has been 
so widespread or so replete with elements of danger." 

C. P. B. 

A Victim of the Labor Trust. 

THE following letter recently received illustrates the 
fact that despotism is not all. on one side in the conflict 
between labor and capital; and the "trust" evil is not 
confined to the side of wealth. There is a "labor trust" 
among the other numerous combines of this· character, 
and the tyranny of this trust is quite as marked as in the 
trusts controlled ~y wealtb:-

"EriiTOR AMERICAN SENTINEL: I was mining coal a 
year ago, and as crop time came on I rented -some col'n 
ground near the coal mine, about twelve miles from 
home and went back and forth every week; therefore I 
took no change of clothes. The miners' federation had 
a rule that if any one died each miner would .have to go 
to the funeral or be fined one dollar. Instead of check
ing off the dollar they came to me and wanted me to 
sign a contract that I would sanction the rules of the 
federation~ I told them that their rule was wrong, that 
it would be taking my rights away from me; that they 
could check off the dollar if they wanted to as a fine, but 
I would not sign the contract. 

"Matters went along tbus for about two weeks. 
The coal company said they would see that I got work; 
but when they saw that to keep me they might have to 
close the mine, they let me go. The miners said they 
would not bear with me any longer. 

"Now as the miners are organized all over the 
United States, I have not th~ privil~ge of working in the 
mines. The labor trust is a power in the earth. 

"The Constitution says that every man is created 
with equal right to life, liberty and happiness; but we 
see that the principles of free government are being 
repudiated bY the people. 

"Respectfully, 
"LEWIS SAUCERMAN. 

"Farnsworth, Ind., March 12. 

Locomotive Engineers and Firemen on 
Sunday Work. 

THE following statements by locomotive engineers 
and firemen, regarding their attitude toward the move
ment for the suppression of Sunday work, are published 
in The Defender, the organ of the "New England Sab
bath Protective League." They certainly do not sus
tain the impression generally sought to· be given by 
agitators for Sunday enforcement, that railway em
ployees are all anxious for the success of the Sunday 
enforcement crusade:-

" There is a certain amount of Sunday work that is 
necessary; for example, the transportation of pPrisha
ble goods, and probably a majority of the men would 
prefer to work Sunday and obtain the pay for it; but 
there hastbeen so much Sunday work lately that many 
are getting a little tired of it. Theoretically, no man 
having conscientious scruples against Sunday work is 
required' to work, but there is an unexpressed feeling 
that it would not do a man any particular good if he 
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absolutely refused to run, his locomotive on Sunday. 
No vote declaring the wishes of the engineers' union on 
this subject has ever been passed, to my knowledge. 

"(Locomotive Engineers.)" 
"The majority it is believed are opposed to working 

on Sundays, although no vote, to my knowledge, has 
ever been taken in the union. Still there are many fire
men who wish to work, usua,lly men who have families, 
while the single men, as a rule, would prefer to have the 
day to themselves rather than get the pay for working. 
It may be doubted whether lell;islation is necessary or 
practicable to restrict Sunday work. No satisfactory 
legislation concerning railroad Sunday labor has yet 
been proposed. The companies and the men can best 
adjust differences, there are so many varying conditions 
existing which require special arrangements. Some 
trains must be run Sundays to meet the public demand. 

"(Firemen.)" 

Rome Ever the Same. 

"Lutheran Witness," 

IT has already been reported that Justice Brewer, 
of the United States Supreme Court, said lately in an 
address, that the two a'!lcient foes, Protestantism and 
Catholicism, were getting closer together, and that the 
twentieth century would see their ultimate agreement. 
If this description of the trend of affairs is true, it is 
only becauee Protestantism has become less Protestant. 
Rome has not changed and will not change. This truth 
ha·s lately been emphasized by the article which the 
Jesuit Clarke wrote in the Fortnightly Review against 
the recalcitrant and rationalist Prof. St. GeorgeMivart. 
The Romish writer says among other things: "bt the 
Catholic Church every dogma is essential and funda
mental, and must be believed by every Catholic under 
pain of eternal damnation. This is the Catholic faith, 
which unless a man believe faithfully and firmly he can
not be saved; whether any dogma was defined by the 
Apostles' Creed, or by the Vatican Council, or by one of 
the long roll of popes speaking in his character of doc
tor and teacher, of the universal church, makes no dif
ference whatever. It carries with it the same authority, 
whether it was declared to be a part of the fitith in the 
first century or the nineteenth, and he who refuses to 
accept it is just as completely an alien froni the com
monwealth of God in the one case as in the other." 
Here there is no mincing of words and even the weakest 
of Protestants should be able t? recognize the sign of 
antichrist. 

PAGAN COUNTERFEITS in Bt:~. :t.r~~~~nM~~:~ch 
A vivid presentation of the pagan festivals, rites, and usages which 
the author finds in the Christian churches of to-day, together with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address House nearest to you. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., . 
39 BOND ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 

OAKLAND, CAL, 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. 

TO OUR PATRONS: 

1. W>"ite Nam,e.• Plainly. 

2. Remit by P. 0. Money Order, or Express Order, or by Bank Draft 
on ~ew York. Personal checks are not desired. 

3. Make all Orders and Drafts payable to-Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
not to the editor or any other individual. 

4. We will receive Postage' Stamps in small quantities and any kind of· 
good money. Defaced coins will not be taken. If paper money 
or coin is sent, register the letter. 

AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
Set for the defense of liberty of conscience, and therefore uncom

promisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of 
Church and State, either in name or in fact. 

ORGAN OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ASSOCIATION. 
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PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Single Copy, Per Year 
Six months 
Three months 
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.25. 
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HEAL TH ....... a:~." 
How to find it 

When it's lost 

How to keep it 
When it's found. 

This new book is attracting favorable attention 
wherever circulated, on account of its practical health 
hints and its numerous statistical tables in which are 
set forth the scientific principles upon which the book is 
based. But do not get an idea that the book is full of 
technical terms which the ordinary reader will not 
understand, for such is not the case. It is written in 
the interesting, entertaining style peculiar to thewriter, 
who is a lecturer of wide experience. 

The following are the chapter titles:-

The Last Treasure 
Man's Present Condition 
Errors in Diet 
The Enemies of Man 
The Digestive Agents 
Timely Suggestions 
What to Eat and Why 
To Whom Do We Belong 
Useful Information 
Home Remedies for Common Diseases 
Seasonable Recipes. 

This book contains 222 pages, is well printed on 
good book paper, bound in neat green cloth, and will be 
sent p9stpaid for $1.00 . 

Address any of our Agencies, or 

Address Pacific Pre.ss Publishing Co .• 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. 
OAKLAND, CALIF. 

39 Bond St., New York City. 
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::·. TWO BOOKS \ 

:.==-.) 
The books described below were prepared to assist 

those who wish to live in harmony with scientific health 
. reform principles. They were written by practical 
housewives, and every recipe has been carefully tested. 

A FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN. 
We have no apology to offer in bringing to the attention of our 

readers a cook book discarding an article of diet which is evt!ry
where known to contain disease
producing germs, often of a most 
virulent type. 

While "A Friend in the! Kitchen" 
contains no flesh food recipes, it 
does contain an abundance of that 
which is most palatable and whole
some, and it also tells how the 
foods may be prepared in the best 
possible way. 

Its 400 recipes are interspersed 
with short talks on foods and 
food combinations and other items 
of practical value and importance 
to every housewife, as well as to 
those who wish to stndy the sub
ject of diet for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. The binding Is a new preparation resembllng 
leather, Is almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oil cloth. 

PRICE, 60 cents pos~paid. 
/ 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

This new book does not contain untried recipes, for a first edi
tion of the book was gotten out by the author about a year 

ago. It met with such a favorable reception that we have now 
arranged to issue this revised and enlarged edition. 

r-------, 

Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET. 
By Milton 0. Wiloox. 

Part 11.-HOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By Mrs. Flora Leadsworth. 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
By J, R. Leadsworth. 111. D. 

The recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and furnish a variety of palatable substitute dishes 
containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
the body. 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 
For either of the above books, address any of our 

agencies, or our nearest House. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland:0Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

39 Bond St., New York City. 

next Sunhay's 
{essott 

is full of glorious soul-saving truths. 
study of the lesson, secure the aid of 

In your 

"THE DESIRE OF AOES" 
the most beautiful commentary on the life of 
the world's Redeemer ever published; 

The old, old story is presented in its purity 
and simplicity, and the glorious theme is clothed 
with maey new, practical, present-day lessons 
and applications which are invaluable to every 
Bible student. 

A specially-prepared booklet which accom
panies each volume enables the student to 
quickly refer to the pages dealing with each 
Sunday's lesson. 

The book contains 866 large· pages, and is 
beautifully illustrated. 

PRICES $3.50 to. $7.00 
A descriptive circular free. 

Sold by subscription. If there .is no 
agent in your vicinity, write to our. nearest 
House. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co. 
39 Bond St., New York City, 
18 W. 5th St., Kansas City, Mo. 
1059 Castro St., Oakland, Cal. 

IliPORTED GERliAN BIBLES. 

MANY of our German friends prefer the "old coun
try" editions of the Bible to those printed in the United 
States. We have therefore imported some German 
Bibles from Hamburg, and we feel sure that those de
scribed below will please our SENTINEL readers who use 
the language of the Fatherland. These are Luther's 
translation, and all have references. 

' Price List of German Bibles: 

No. 60. Black Cloth, sprinkled edges, size 
5~x8:lll inches, Hamburg print, $ .75 

No. 62. Black Leather, gilt edges, size 5~x8~ 
inches, Hamburg print, · 1.50 

No. 64. Arctic Seal, cut divinity circuit, gilt 
edges, thin paper, 10 pages of helps 
and 8 maps, size 4~x 6~x l:lll, Stutt-
gart print, 2.50 

Address house nearest you. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Cal. 

39 BoND STREET, NEw YoRK. 
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LAST· OPPO.R.TUNITY 
TO GET THIS BIBLE AT $1.50. 

A large number have availed themselves of the special offer on this Fine Oxford Bible 
at the reduced price of $1.50. 

We presume some others have put off ordering thinking they would do so later. To all 
s11ch we say 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO .. DA Y 
for this advertisement WILL NOT APPEAR AGAIN IN THE "MAGAZINE," and the price 
on this Bible will be advanced to $r.8o. Send in your orders now and save 30 cents. 

· Notice how large and clear the type is, and the size is only 5%x7~x1~ inches. 
It contains all the :really necessary ''Helps,'' such as Dictionary of Proper N runes, Sub

ject Index, Concordance, 15 Maps. etc., over 300 pages in all, but not so :tnuch useless matter 
as to make the book too thick and heavy. 

Of Christ's kingdom. PSALMS. The church's confidence in God. 

of the ivory palacesl whereby they 2 Reb. an 7 The LoRD of hosts is with us; 
have made tliee ~aa. highpl<i.ce the God of Jacob is 2 our refuge. 
9 a Kings' daug ters we;e amonhg a~,:t 6• s. Se~C b h ld th k f t. h 

thy honourable women: upon t y b1Kin.2.19. 8 ome, e o e wor so e 
right hand did stand the queen in cPs. 66. 5. LoRD, what desolations he hath 
g()ld of Ophir. . •Is. 2• 4• made in the earth. 

Specimen 8f type in our Style C·l ~ible. 

The binding is French Morocco, Divinity Circuit Style (see cut), 
round c·orners, red under gold edges, and cover is l~en lined, thus 
making a neat, durable, convenient, but inexpensive Bible. 

Last Chance at $1.50, Postpaid. 
Our order number for this Bible is C-I. We have better bindings 

at $1.75, $2;75, $3.50, and $4.00. 
TI;J.e India Paper Edition bound in genuine levant Morocco, the 

best and most durable binding for continuous use, costs at our reduced 
rate $7.25. Write us about anything you need in Bibles. 

Address only 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Bond St., New York, N.Y. 
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GOOD FORM and 

CHRISTIAN ETIOUETTE. 

MR.S . .S. M. 1. HENRY'S LAST BOOK 

Treats good manners as related to soci
ety rules in gospel work. A most help. 
ful book for old or young, laity or clergy, 
all who are "earnestly looking for the 
best means of serving God and human
ity." 

Fi'l'st Impressions wre Most Lasfiingl 

Habits Dete'l'mllne Fi'l'st Imp'l'BSBifmB! 

Of this excellent unsectarian worlr 
Mrs. Henry says in the Preface:-

"Let no one suppose that I have hteen 
'laying down a ~ot of rules.' The most 
I have attempted to do is to point out 
some of those regulations which the ex
perience of thoughtful men an.d women 
of the world has found necessary to good 
social order, as well as some of those 
things that a long experience in work 
for the unfortunate has discovered as 
requisite to the prevention of scandals, 
and consequent ostracism." 

150 pages. Price 25 cents. 

PAOIFIO PREBB l'Ul!LIBHING 00., 
89 Bond st., New York Ol'r. 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Calif. 

THE rOST FOUNT~IN rEN. The "What Is Worth While" Series. 

Only Self=filling and Self=cleaning Pen 
manufactured in the world. 

YOU CAN CLEANSE AND REFILL IT IN TEN SECONDS. 

WE submit the following, just received:-

Trout Creek, N.Y., Mar. 20, 1900. 
I write to say that I am in receipt of the Post 

Fountain Pen, and that I am more than pleased with 
it. I am deligted with it. Its several redeeming fea
tures as per your notice in the SENTINEL are not over
drawn. It is all I desire in a fountain pen. 

Respectfully, 

J. W. RAYMOND. 

The retail price of the pen is $3.00. It cannot be 
purchased for less anywhere. We will send it, postpaid, 
with the SENTINEL one year, for $2.50. 

{ 

Self-filling, 
SIX CARDINAL POINTS Self-cleaning, 

PECULIAR TO THE Simpli~~ty, 
Durability, 

"POST." Reliability, 
. No Leaking. 

Address AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St., New York. 

A series of short, practical, and interesting volumes, 
daintily bound, and intended to fill the wants of those 
desiring inexpensive booklets of real value for gift pur
poses. Bound in white leatherette, handsomely deco
rated. Price, 35 cts. each. 

Secrets of Happy Home Life. The Christ-Filled Life. 
Take Heart Again. Golden Rule in Business. 
The Fruit of the Vine. 
Laddie. Ideal Motherhood. 
What a Carpenter Did With His Bible. 
The Everlasting Arms. Miss Toosey's Mission. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond• Street, New York City. 
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}laund Volu.mes of. .the SENTI
. NEL -for 1899. ·. ar~ · J:J.<>w ready . for 
, delivery. l>d.ces as.formerly. Cloth 
· with leather back' and corners, 
$2.50. Heavy mani~a paper, $1.50, 
postpaid. 

. READ the article in this· issue by 
Prof. W. W. Prescott, on-religious 
Iil:)er~y. as taught. by the experience 
of. .the greatest \ing of. ~ncient 
Babylon. ' The events. are anCi®.t 

, history, but the lessooo they teach 
· are as applicable now as they were 
·then. 

· THE effort, in Mississippi, to put 
two seventh- day observers on trial 
a second time for the same "offense'·' 
after they had been acquitted, in the 
interests of Sunday observance, met 
with speedy and complete :failure. 
See p. 194. The people of that 
State do not countenance such an 

· upjust proceeding, and in any other 
·cause it would probably not have 

· been attempted. 

$ 

SucH accounts as that published 
on another page relating to a youth 
in Nebraska ~ho was expelled from 
the public school for refusing to par-

. ticipate in military drill, and then 
arrested and dragged into court as 
a vicious character, although his de
portment as a pupil had been uni
formly excellent, are not calculated 
to cause right-minded people to long 
for the extension of the military 
:spirit and system in this country; 
A,s men lose theloveofjustice,liberty 
and peace, however, it is but natural 
that the opposite spirit should take 
its place. 

.JI 

IT is b¢ing seriously argued to-day 
·ev:~!l by prominent journals that be-

cause the Constitution did not (in 
the days before the war) of its own 
fQl'Q~ ~xtend slavery into the :qew 
territories of the. United States, 
therefore the Constitution does not 
now of its d:wn force extend freedom 
to the :hew territory taken from 
Spain. Such an argument is alto
gether fallacious. Slavery did not 
represent the Constitution or the 
Government; it was · a blot upon 
the Government. Freedom, on the 
other hand, is the very essence of the 
governmental system which the Con
stitution embodies; and when the 
Government is extended, freedom, 
by the force of the Constitution, nec
essarily goes with it. When men fix 
their gaze too intently . on techni
calities, they generally lose sight of 
the principles which lie at the foun
dation of the whole subject. 

.JI 

THE Sabbath was ordained to give 
man something more than mere rest; 
for on the seventh day God "rested 
and was refreshed." All that the 
Creator designed in giving the Sab
bath is secured to man through the 
gospel; but the restraints imposed 
by legislatures and co_urts can pro
vide neither rest nor refreshment. 

SELF-GOVERNMENT is a simple art 
in itself, but civilization has made 
of it a complex system, altogether 
beyond the intellectual grasp of the 
inferior races. But because these 
people cannot govern themselves af
ter ·the American system, we need 
not conclude they cannot govern 
themselves in any way. Govern
ments are instituted among men to 
preserve rights and any people who 
respect human rights are qualified to 
make a success of self-governll!ent. 

.J& 

THE Russian government, it is re

ported, is about to issue a decree 
for the abandonment of the old
style Julian calendar and the adop
tion of the Gregorian calendar in its 
stead, which has long been in vse by 
other civilized nations. There is a 
difference of twelve days between the 

two systems of rec~oning; neverthli~ 
less the ,change .from. one. to t~e 
othe-r- will notinany w·aya:ffeC£:-tiW 
days of the week, notwithstiwdlng . 
the many and em.phatic assertlotis 
Wl}'haveheard thattheSabbathmu~t 
h~ve been lost at the reforms .of the 
calendar instituted·byJulihs cfils~r 
and Pope Gregory .. 

.J& 

.AccoRDING to the return.S from t,he 
religious census lately taken.iD P4il~ · 
adelphia, as published in The Inde
pendent, out of 239,631 families 
visited, only twenty-two persons re
ported themselves as · atheists or 
agnostics. Doubtless Philadelphia 
contains fewer people of this cl!lSB 
proportionately than many sections · 
of the country; yet We are o$iged .. 
to conclude from these figuresltbat 

real atheists and agnostics atr' __ .. n. 'oj; 
numerous anywhere in tbe U ited 
States. A vast number of peo ,e do 
not go to church and seem · dif~ 

·~· ferent about religion; yet theJf: be· 
lieve in the existence of God. Iitthe 
fault theirs? or does it lie at the door 
of the church? 

.JI 

SoME excellent thoughts by The 
Outlook, relative to the controversy 
over the question of admittin~ reli
gious teaching into the pllblic 
schools, are presented on another 
page. This question is being widely 
agitated at the present time, and is 
one upon .which people everywhere 
need to become well informed. 

$ 

THE news from Kentucky shows 
that the faculty of ...Self-government 
continues to be a lost art in t,hat 
section of the United States. 'There 
seems to be no logical reaso~ ,why 
that State should not be benevo
lently assimilated. 

$ 

THE argument that the "United 
States of America" is a design~tion 
applying only to the States an!l not 
to the territory under the Gd.iern
ment's authority,is one that PI!'OVes 
altogether too 'much. See _p.~ 200. · 
And "that which proves too much 
proves nothing at all." 
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CHRISTIANITY demands the denial of self; the Sunday 
aws demand the denial of conscience. 

MoRALITY cannot be preserved by legality. The 
forms of godliness withoutthepoweramounttonothing. 

· THE religion which crucifies self will never ask for 
a law to save self from any cost incurred by obedience 
to God. 

REAL Sabbath rest is not in a Rabbath law, or in 
idleness, but in the Sabbath itself; and only he enjoys 
it who takes the Sabbath as the gift of the Creator. 

~ ~ 

IF a person has any rights at all, he has all the 
rights with which man has been endowed by the Cre
ator. He cannot be denied one right without in prin
ciple being denied all. 

~ ~ 

BECAUSE the true Sabbath is a religious institution, 
any weekly Sabbath must borrow from it a religious 
character, just as any imitation derives its significance 
from the thing imitated. 

~ ~ 

THE spirit of Christianity does not prompt a person 
to inquire of the Lord what his neighb?r ought to do, 
or to inform the legislature of how his neighbor should 
be made to act, on the Sabbath. 

THE state may command men in religious observ
ances now, but it will not answer for them finally at the 
bar of Him who alone has authority in religion . 

~ ~ 

IT is a bad thing to enact an unjust law, but a 
worse thing to enforce it after it is passed. If a bad 
law ought to be enforced, upon the same principle a 
bad character ought to ·be protected in doing injury to 
the public. 

THE true Sabbath-the "Sabbath of the Lord"-is 
immortal

1
because it is the same now that it was when 

God created it. Hence no one need be worried over the 
question of its preservation. Only that which has in it 
the seeds of sin and death needs to be guarded against 
the liability of destruction. 

A Baptist Clergyman's Defense of Sunday Laws. 

WE have received from a clergyman of Cleveland, 
Ohio, the following letter in reference to his connection 
with the agitation for Sunday observance in that city 
(noticed recently in Our columns), with a request for its 
publication, with which we very willingly comply:-

"EDITOR AMERICAN SENTINEL: You kindly sent me a 
copy ... of this week's SENTINEL that I might see your 
strictures on my plea for 'enforcement of the faw .' 
Possibly you will grant a brief reply. 

"Let me say: In keeping with the great denomina
tion to which I belong, I believe in the separation of the 
church and the state. I do not believe in trying to 
make people religious by civil legislation. Nor do I 
believe in civil government granting at any time, any
where, under any conditions, in states or territories, to 
Protestant, Catholic, or Jew, one cent of money for de
nominational purposes! 

"My remarks, which you criticise, were not a plea for 
laws to be enforced in order to make people religious, 
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or to attend any church, but were on this point: Cleve- Here comes in the plea for the "civil Sabbath." The 
land has scores of business·'<lbncerns which work thou- state does not interfere with religion, we are told, be
sands of men and women seven days in the week. These cause it only decrees a "civil" Sabbath-mere res"jj_fro!Jl 
wage:earners are crying for a day primarily fo.r physi-
cal rest. The laws of the city are against the operation work. But mere rest from W?rk, upon a fixed day each 
of. those business places on the Sabbath. Yet because week, after the m~nner of tl\ue Sabbath observance, hae 
these business men make money by running on the a religious significance of which it cannot possibly be 
Sabbath day, they run their business in violation of a divested by legislative act. It has been. so fixed by the 
plain law which the vast majority of people believe in act of the Creator. 
as a physical right and necessity. Now; that these We must kE>ep in mind the arrangement which the 
wage-men who get almost no time for physical rest, OI: Creator has established. His law says, "Six days shalt 
mental improvement, o:r religious enjoyment, lriay have 
at least one day of rest, I said that the laws on our thou labor, and do all thy work, but the seventh day is 
statute books which clearly forbid the operation of the Sabbath of the Lord thy God; in it thou shalt no~ 
these factories and places of business on the Sabbath do any work." S This covers the entire week, and divides 
'should be enforced,' that men and women who are it into six working days,·and one rest day, and that 
now compelled to work on the Sabbath or be thrown rest day is a religious day. It 13rovides no place for a 
out of their positions may have an opportunity to "civil Sabbath," and no such institution. can be put into 
rest. If you differ from me on this point, then I_ shall it without altering it and interfering with the position 
have to be contented in not being agreed with. I believe 
that righteous laws, and such enforcement of righteous assigned the "Sabbath of the Lord." 
laws as will give American citizens respect for law, are This is the' divine arrangement for the week-one 
among' the chief necessities of our age and country. . religious day of rest, and six working days. Omniscience 

"Respectfully, was. satisfied with it; why should not the Rev. Mr. 
"W. L. PICKARD, Pickard be likewise satisfied? Why should any Baptist 

"Pastor First Baptist Church, Cleveland, 0." clergyman think it can be improved on by a. State 

Probably no_more plausible ~tatement of the case legislature? --
for the Sunday laws could be made than is here pre- And by this arrangement all men are bound. All 
sen ted. The workingmen are, in very many cases, over- men, including workingmen, are religiously bound not 
worked by their employers; they are injured by working to turn the Sabbath into a civil day, nor to turn one of 
seven days in the week; it is a great wrong to a man and the six working days into a rest day. The six w~rking 
to his family that he should have almost no time in the · days must retain their character as such in order that 
week to spend with his wife and children; he ought to the Sabbath may retain its character as a day sancti
enjoy a weekly day of rest. All this we believe as fully fied-set apart-from all therest. Somemenobservethe 
as does the writer of this letter. We differ when we comE> seventh day, and feel in conscience bound to regard 
to consider the proper remedy. He says there should be Sunday as one of the six working days. Obhers observe 
a Sunday-rest law, strictly enforced; "'e say that all the first day, and if that day is the Sabbath they should 
Sunday laws are wrong in principle, and !therefore delu- feel in conscience bound to regard all other days as 
sive as a remedy for moral or social evils. working days. Hence the state cannot appoint and 

Would our Baptist friend be satisfied with a law enforce a weekly day of rest, under any plea, without 
which provided' that these factory employees should interfering with conscience. 
each be given one day off each week, upon any day ·Any weekly day of rest, whatever name may ,be 
which might best suit the wishes of the employee or the given it1 must be either the Sabbath of the fourth com
convenience of the employer? ~o; we think he would mandment or an imitation of it. If an imitation of the 
not. The day upon which they are to rest, for physical true Sabbath, it is a counterfeit and as such must be 
recuperation and social requirements, must be Sunday, offensive to the Author of the genuine institution. It is 
and no other. by the genuine Sabbath that men are to be benefited, 

More than this; the Sunday laws must apply not and not by a man-made imitation. 
only to owners of factories and business concerns, but The evil of all Sunday legislation is that it sets up a 
to all men ge:nerally. The individual who emplo.;¥S no human authority where the divine Authority has spo
one; but works only for himself, must stop his bu,siness, ·ken, and applies force in the domain of religion and the 
even though he prefers to work. This is what our Bap_ conscience. From the very nature of the Sabbath in
tist friend demands unless he is decidedly at variance stitution, as we have seen, this must be so. Hence it 
with his brother clergymen who favor Sunday laws. c:mnot he the proper remedy for the evil of overwork~ 

As we have stated, Sunday legislation is , 1Yrong in The dictates of conscience ought to settle the question 
principle. The Sabbath is a religious institution. Its of Sabbath rest for workingmen, as for all others; but 
observance is a religious act, and rest from labor is an those who have no conscience in the matter, or who will 
essential feature <;>f that observance. The legislature _not be governed by its dictates, must find a remedy by 
cannot appoint and enforce a weekly day of rest, without some other means than that which would bring com
coming into contact with religion. pulsion upon the consciences oi others. 
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A Call for "Christian" Politics. 

A WRITER in the Sa,bbath Recorder says:-

"There can be no question as to the duty of a Chris
tian to take part in politics. 

"There can be no question about the necessity for 
the Christian to take part in making the laws, and se
lecting the officers to enforce them." 

Is this so? Is there any question but that Jesus 
Christ took no part in politics, neither ~or ked for the 
enactment or enforcement of any laws? And is there 
any question but that Christians are bound to be guided 
by his example? 

Again, this writer says:-

"We cannot shirk these responsibilities and leave 
the country entirely in the hands of professional politi
cians and chronic office seekers." · 

But does uot this writer know that true Christians 
in this country, as in other lands, are not in the major
ity, but constitute only a small minority? As a part of 
the government, they would constitute the tail and not 
the body, and the tail does not wag the body, but vice 
versa. The candidates will be selected by the great 
majority who are not Christians, but are "professional 
politicians, and chronic office seekers," and followers of 
these characters, and then the true Christians can vote 
for them if they choose, under the impression that they 
are casting a Christian vote; while the politicians laugh 
at their simplicity. 

Anybody who reads a daily paper ought to know 
that politics in this country are managed by professional 
politicians, and always will be. These men have stud
ied the subject until they have made a science of the 
business of getting and holding a majority of the popu
lar vote; and the unskilled man can no more succeed in 
a political contest than can the novice succeed against 
the man of scientific skill in any other business. And 
the churches ;and religious organizations which aim to 
control politics will succeed in their purpose only when 
they a1'e led by professional politicians; that is, when 
theirireligious leaders learn and copy the methods by 
which professional politicians attain succHs. But when 
this is done, where will be their standing as representa
tives of Christ? 

True ~Christian}3 are the "salt of the earth"-that 
which preserves it. Matt. 5:13. · But will anyone claim 
that Christians preserve the earth by their votes? Yet 
Christians:wm argue in a Christian journal that Chris
tian~ must be careful to cast their ballots into thegreat 
sea of;political worldliness, in order to keep things from 
going to ruin! 

Politicslrepresents selfishne~;~s-the instinct of self
preservation, !self-advancement, self-exaltation-which 
is common to all people. Any person, e;x:cept perchance 
the true Christian, will resent an invasion of his rights, 
and will make trouble if he can for the person or party 

seeking to invade them. Hence there is a necessity felt 
to a greater or less degree by all persons in power, of 
respecting t,he rights of the people; and it is this neces
sity caused by the common instinct to "look out for 
number one," and not the "Christian vote," that main
tains the rights and liberties which civil governments 
are instituted to preserve. 

There are a vast number of people in this country 
who, while lacking the true Christian spirit, are tena
cious of their religion, and ready to roll the car of Jug
gernaut over the adherents of a rival religion where 
they constitute but a. despised few. And it is just such 
pleas for Christian politicia~~ as this the Recorder 
prints, that will take these over-zealous and under-wise 
"Christians" into politics for religion'~, sake. And when 
this comes to pass, as ere long it will, the Recorder will 
have plenty of reason to regret the results that will 
follow. 

The Failure of "Christian Politics." · 

The idea that society can be reformed and the moral 
evils that afflict it eradicated by putting good men
that is, righteous men-into political office, is shown up. 
as a delusion by an Australian journal, the .Bible Echo, 
as follows:-

'' There are many who propose reforming society and 
making theworld religious by law. The modus operandi 
that they propose is, 'Get Christian men in Parliament; 
then let them make Christian laws, and when these laws 
are enforced the evil will be restricted, men will be pro
hibited from sinning, society will become religious, and 
the world prepared for the millennium.' 

"To begin with, we do not believe that the truly 
Christian man will go to parliament. True Christianity 
neither covets place nor power. Christ never put up for· 
parliament, and if be had designed his followers should 
take up that kind of work he would have left some 
directions on the matter. 

"Again: When Christian men do go to parliament 
their Christianity seems to be the first thing that 
gives way. The following paragraphs, bearing out this 
point, we quote from the New Voice [New York City], of 
December 14, 1899:-

" 'Besides, it is impossible to find out the "good 
man." Any man that wants office will prevaricate and, 
as a rule, lie. And the "good man's" party fri'imds will 
not believe or even consider the truth. 

"'Indiana elected a Christian governor, a leader in 
the Presbyterian Church and soon to enter its ministry. 
Mr. Mount was not only a nominal Christian, but, ac
cording to all the testimony, a "goodman," but he turns 
out to be an emphatic license man, and, all things con
sidered, the saloons' best friend in Indiana. 

'' 'Missiourielected a "good man" in high standing in 
the Methodist Church, and he turned out not only a 
friend of the saloon, but an "all round" dirty politician, 
whose power for evil was only circumscribed by the 
small horizon of his mind. 

"'Iowa elected a "good man" governor-perhaps. 
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the most prominent member of the Christ1an Church
and he shambled down from his Christian profession at 
the first fire of-the politicians, and threw the door of the 
State wide open to the liquor traffic.' 

"This is just about how the matter stands. 'Any 
man who wants office wiH. prevaricate,' says the New 
Voice and we believe it is true. Then what good will be 
ac~odtplished 'by putting sueh·good (?) men in office? 

"The simple fact is, goodness does not come by' leg
islation. Righteousness is the gift of God. The law may 
keep ~man from committing murd'er because he fears 
the penalty, but if he has a desire that would lead to 
the injury of life, God rega,rds him as a murderer already. 

"Church membership and religious profession add 
nothing to the politician. 'l'hisis true not onlyinindivid · 
uallife, but in ci~y life as well. The following statement 
taken from the Signs of the Times will give evide:J?-ce on 
this point:-

" 'One of the most "Christian" cities of this land is 
the "City ofBrotherlyLove;" but this iswhatHon.John 
Wanamaker says, in the New York World, co:p.cetning 
it: "In· Philadelphia we have not had an honest election 
ior many years, and the debauchery of the ballot has 
acquired the system and precision of a science. . . . 
This has not been the growth of a day or year, but 
has been perfected by a steady, systematic development 
of the most minute details of original ingenuity. The 
machine has educat\)d its followers in election crime, 
rewarded them acco~ding to their prefection in fraudu
lent arts, and extolled and honored the leadership which 
best knew how to devise and avail itself of corrupt prac
tises and protect and promote its debased fools and 
disctples." ~Is Philadelphia alone in this respect.' 

"Christian politjcs is very largely a mistaken idea. 
The true Chrifltian will do right apart from all earthly 
laws. He is bound by a higher law than any f:arthly 
legislature can proclaim-even the law of his God. 

"God has ordained earthly rulers to judge between 
man and man,, to see that the weak are not swallowed 
up by the strong.·· But he has never entrusted to Cresar 
the work of converting men, or preparing them for 
heaven. 

"The Christian will walk humbly with his God in 
this world. The s.truggle for place and power does not 
disturb his peace, for God has promised that in the 
future (not now) he shall have power over the nations. 
Till then the child of God can safely leave his affairs in 
the band of the divine Ruler who puts up and sets down 
whomsoever he will. 

'Is THE day school the place for instruction in the 
primary truths of the Bible? Is' not this in the Chris
tian home, first of all, and then in Sabbath schools pro
vided by the ~hurches? In proport'ion as this solemn 
duty is given over to a teacher irl the day school will 
the responsibility be transferred from them to w:hom it 
naturally belongs, and the result cannot, in the long 
run, be good. In Germany the Bible is a text·book in 

· the common schools, and it has not added to the rever
. ence for the Book of Books to have it numbered with 
Grammar, Arithmetic, etc. Keep the teaching of the 

Bible in the hands of those who regard its truths as 
higher and'grander thanal! others.-Canadia11l!_ap_!ist. 

Sunday Closing at the Paris Fair. 

OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE ON THE SUBJECT BETWEEN 

THE AMERICAN 8-ABBATH UNION AND THE 

SECRETARY OF STATE. 

RECENTLY"we mentioned the fact that the American 
exhibit at the Paris World's Fair would, by order of the 
Government, at the solicitation of the American Sab
bath Union, be closed on Sundays. Since then the offi
cial correspondence on the subject bas been given to 
the press by permission .of the Secretary of State; and, 
naturally, it is found to be of an interesting nature. 
The following is the letter of the American Sabbath 
Union:-

"31 Bible House, New York, Feb. 7, 1900. 
"To the Hon. JoHN HAY, Secretary of State, Washing

ton, D. C. 
"Sir: In behalf oflarge nufubers of ourfellow-citi

zens, we respectfully ask that the representatives of our 
Government at the Paris Exposition this year be in
structed, in their official capacity, to pay that respect 
to the Sundayobservance which is paid by our National 
and State Governments and which is in accordance with 
the laws and customs of the A,J;llerican people, by the 
closing of their bureaux and the suspension of official 
business on Sunday. _ 

"For precedents in the action thus asked, permit us 
to refer to the instructions given by the Department of 
State to the representativesofthis country at the Inter
national Expositions at Paris in· 1889, in 1881, and in 
1878. 

"The question of Sunday rest, especially in its in
dustrial and social aspects, has cla1med greatly in
creased attention on the continent of- Europe within 
recent years, and by legislation and by the influence of 
public sentiment, large numbers of wage~earners have 
already been released from the slavery of uninterrupted 
toil. 

"This movement has been promoted by the example 
of this country. It is surely right that the action of. 
our representatives abroad should be such as to give 
emphasis to this example. 

"By order of the committee, 
"Very respectfully; your obedient servant, 

"WM. W. HoPPIN, Chairman. 
:;w. W. ATTERBURY, Secretaries." 

WM. s. HUBBELL, 

$" To this the following reply was received:-

' "Department of State, Washington, Feb. 17, 1900. 
"WM. W. HoPPIN, Esq., Chairman, New York Sabbath 

Commii:itee, No. 31 Bible House, New York City. 
"Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt. of your 

letter of the 7th,instant asking thab,in accordance with 
t.he precedents set in 1878, 1881, and 1889, the repre
sentatives of this Government at the Paris Exposition 
this year be instructed, in their official capacity, to pay 
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that respect to the observance of the Sabbath which is 
paid -by our National and State Governments, and 
which is in accordance with the laws and customs of the 
American people, by the closing of their bureaux and the 
suspension of official business on Surrday. 

"The subject has received.the Department's atten
tion, and I am pleased to inform you that the Commis
sioner-General of the United States to the Exposition 
and the United States Ambassador at Paris have been 
instructed to co-operate, as far as possible, with the 
American exhibitors in procuring united action to in
duce the suspension of the running of machin?ry and 
the performance of manual labor in connection with 
American exhibits on Sunday. They have further been 
instructed regarding their official observance of the 
day, and their report will be awaited as to what it is 
practicable for the United States to do in its Offi(Jial 
representative capacity. 

"I am, sir, 
"Your obedient servant, 

"JOHN HAY." 

The representatives of the Government, it will be 
noted, are to observe Sunday in their official capacity, 
which will constitute an observance of Sunday by the 
American Government. But the American Government 
does not observe Sunday here at home; for there is no 
national law for Sunday observance in any department 
of the Government, and in fact· each of the departments 
transacts business on Sunday when necessity seems to 
require it; while the Constitution, which is the highest 
law of the land, prohibits the enactment of any na
tionallaw "respecting an establishment of religion or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof." Congress did 
enact a law closing the Chicago World's Fair on Sun
day, and thus the Government did recognize the claims 
of Sunday as a religious institution; but it acted wholly 
without authority in the matter, as it does now in clos
ing the American exhibit at Paris. 

In recognizing Sunday as a religious institution the 
Government gives its support to a religion. It takes 
sides in a religious controversy; for opposing religions 
contend over this very question of acknowledging Sun
day as a sacred day. Why should the Government do 
tb,is? And if the Government can do this, of right, why 
may it not of right take sides in any other matter of 
religious controversy? Why may it not, and why 
should it not, support religion to the full extent of a 
complete union of church and state? How can the Gov
ernment favor a religion in the matter of Sunday ob
servance, without thereby establishing the full princi
ple of church and state union? 

THE Porto Rican tariff question brings us to the 
parting of the ways, where the people must decide 
whether expansion means the use of national power to 
exploit governed communities for our benefit, or the 
use of national power to extend over governed commu
nities the privileges which freedom bas given us. In 

this issue there can be no compromise. Shall conscience 
or commercialism ruie? That is the question.-The 
Outlook. 

The Mission of Christians. 

THE following "conversation" on thi§ subject by a 
writer in the Ram's Horn, presents truths which the 

- "Christian" lobbyists and politicians and agitators for 
religious legislation, and indeed all people, would do 
well to keep in mind:-

"I tell you," exclaimed the Man-of-Spirit, "the trou
ble with us is that we haven't backbone. We're afraid! 
Why, we call ou:rselves a Christian nation; the world 
calls itself civilized, and look at it! What bas the church 
to do with the ruling of this country? Nothing! We 
ought to rise in our migb,t and make ourselves felt! But 
we don't do it! And I'm afraid we won't do it. It's 
discouraging, the lack ofbackbone yon find in the world. 
Don't you think so, Uncle Bez?" 

"Well, I've found some pretty determined people in 
the world," replied UncleBez. "Someoftbemdetermiried 
to do the right thing, and some determined to do the 
wrong. I don't believe that it's altogether a question 
of more backbone; I don't think that is the crying need 
of the church to-day. In fact, I'm not so sure that we 
havn't too much backbone, some of us. I'm not sure 
that we are not a proud and stiff-necked generation. 

"I think if you'll get down your New Testap:tentand 
read a Jittle of the life of Christ, you will :very soon see 
that be does not require us to carry the world by storm. 
You remember that be warned his disciples against 
seeking to 'domineer' men; 'for the Son of Man came 
not to be ministered unto, but to minister.' 

"He was born in a stable; no man was crowded out 
of the comfortable inn to make room 'for the King of 
Glory. 

"He began busying himself 'about his Father's 
business,' when other boys were-busy with games. 

"His fore-runnerwas not a knigbtlyberaldinpurple, 
but a man in camel's hair from the desert. 

"Immediately after his ministry began, the devil' 
began to tempt him to take the kingdoms of the world 
for his own, but he would not-that was not the sort 
of rule he came to establish. 

"He called disciples unto him-that they might 
care for him, watch him and guard Him? No-they 
slept while he passed through the greatet~t agony the 
world bas ever seen. 'Not to be ministered'imto, but to 
minister.' He gathered them about him that he might, 
with infinite •patience and tenderness, teach them the 
way to live. 

"He explained to Nicodemus that the Son of Man 
'must be lifted up'-must give his life as a ransom for 
many. 

"To the woman at the well, a Samaritan with whom 
the self-righteous Jews had nothing to do, and again to
the publicans and sinners who gathered at Matthew's 
house, Christ went bearing the message of eternal life. 

"To his frien,ds and neighbors at Nazareth he de
clared that be was anointed' to preach the gospel to 
the poor, to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliver-
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ance to the captives, and recov~ring of sight to the 
blind'-'to minister.' 

"At Capernaum he healed many, casting out devils, 
and forgiving sins-healing body and soul-ministering 
unto poor, sin-sick man. 

"But in all of it, there's not a word about rising in 
his might and taking the world by force. 

"Christ n~er drove any one. The only force he 
uses is the power of love, to draw all men to him. 

"He came to minister. Don't let us get the notion 
into our heads that we can do his work for him. He 
has work for us to do-work in plenty if we do not turn 
from it, but it is not his work. We may become co
laborerswithGod,but onlytodoourownpart. We riuist 
leave God's part with him. 'God giveth the increase.' 
The results belong to Him, and our faith is very weak if 

-after we have done the best we can according to our 
conscience and God's pointing and the common sense 
he has given us-our faith is very weak, I say, if we 
can't trust the outcome with 1!-od, but think we must 
get our backbone up, and risei~ our might, and take a 
dub and drive men into the kingdom of ·heaven. We 
are not going to establish any inquisitions in these 
days; we have learned to know the love of God bett~r 
than that. 

"But, on the otlwr hand, while we are to allow Christ 
to minister unto us to our soul's salvation; while we are 
to accept what he does-for us; while we cannot 'convert' 
the world nor a single soul-we must follow in his steps 
if we are his children, and become also ministers inas
much as it is in our power. After Christ has ministered 
to us, we 1nust go and find our brethren as Andrew and 
Philip found Nathaniel; as the woman of Samaria went 
to the men of het• city, saying; 'Come and see'; as those 
who were healed at Capernaum brought others to be 
healed; as Matthew made a feast and invited publicans 
and sinners to see and hear the Master. We, too, must 
become ministers. 

"I wouldn't become discouraged if I were you," 
Uncle Bez went on. "I know there are a good many 
things in the world we would like to have "different. I 
know the devil seems to have a pretty good grip on 
some of the best things in the world, but I've faith 
-enough to believe it's all coming out right in the end. 
Dhrist came to minister-and I don't believe his mission 
will be a failure. Do you?" 

JoHNSTONE MuRRAY. 

A NEw E~GLAND journal says:-

"Our trade with the Philippines· has been itemized 
for the seven months to February 1 in a late report of 
the treasury bureau of statistics, and from a commer
cial standpoint it must be admitted that the results 
are highly encouraging, particularly in the case of malt 
and spirituous liquors. Exports from the United 
States to the islands in that period were: Of malt 
liquors, $101, 781; of brandy, $21, 714; of whisky, 
$65,138; of wine, $3,914; total malt and spirituous 
liquors and wine, $192,547, o:r at the rate of $330,000 
a year. And yet, prior to the American occupation, 
our annual export of all goods to the islands was little 
more than $100,000 .. Thus in the one item of intoxi
cating liquors we have created by conquest a trade over 

three times as large as our whole export trade in all 
commodities formerly amounted to. Here is striking 
evidence of progress in civilization from our <it£eer--of 
conquest-in one direction, at least.'' 

-------~~-----

The Burning Religious Question in the 
Philippines. 

"Springfield Republican." 

ARCHBISHOP CHAPELLE, who was sent by President 
McKinley to the Philippines on some mission connected 
with the spiritual affaJrs of the islands, visited early in 
January the convent of the Dominican friars !LtManila, 
the Dominicans being one of the religious orders 
against which such severP- charges have been preferred 
by the natives· and by travelers in the archipelago. An 
account of the :visit, together with a report of what the 
archbishop said to the provincial father of the order, 

·'was quickly sent to a Madrid paper by its Manila cor
respondent who claimed to hav:e received his informa
tion from the provincial father himself. This report 
was copied in the Manila papers, but first of all by Pro
greso, the Spanish organ, and on January 15 by the 
Manila, Times. -The publication caused much excite
ment in the Philippines, and is said by the Manila cor
reapondent of the New York Post to have "a.dded fuel 
to the flame of Filipino bitterness against the Ameri
cans." 

The excitement was due to the language Archbishop 
Chapelle is alleged to have used in his talk with the 
provincial father of the Dominicans. Words are put in 
his mouth which assure to the friars the continuance of 
their past privileges and functions under the rule of the 
United States. The following is from the Manila, 'limeE>'s 
translation of the Spanish paper's adcount:-

" 'Father McKiimon has given four public lectures 
in America,' said the delegate to the provincial, 'and 
his apostolic zeal is the cause of my presence now in 
Manila. His four public lectures caused President Mc
Kinley to reaHze the necessity for the monastic orders 
remaining in 1lbe Philippines, and I was, at the request 
of the holy see, appointed to the commission, which 
was endeavoring at Washington to settle the religious 
question of these islands. I exerted myself in this mat
ter, and stated my project for the settlement of the 
Catholic Church in the Philippines. My views were ap
proved by 6oth President McKinley and the pope, and I 
was intrusted with the mission by his holiness, who 
amplified my powers for the purpose. I therefore come 
to Manila with ample authority for everything. The 
arrangements and reorganizations which I intend to 
make will be completed in a short time. I rely on the 
support of the monastic orders.' 

"Mgr. Chapelle referred slightly to several subjects 
connected with his mission, but he did not openly ex 
plain any. He said, however, that the friars of the Phil
ippines have alarmed themselves without any reason. 
'I know their importance in this country,and am openly 
predisposed in .their favor. Would the friars accept 
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salary from the American Government supposing the 
latter was willing to employ them in its service? I 
regard it as an act of true weakness that Father N oza
leda should leave the archipelago. If it depends upon 
me, he will n0t do so. I would go so far as to impose 
upon him my authority, as I am sure that in less than 
six months he will be the most important prelate in the 
Orient.' 

"Asked by the provincial if the friars would be 
guaranteed against any vengeance in the event of their 
again occupying the parishes by virtue of the new ar
·rangements, the prelate replied; 'If the friars occupy 
the parishes they will be considered as elements of order, 
.and, therefore, as American agents.' Continuing, the 
delegate said that 'as America is thoroughly convinced 
of the necessity for the retention of the friars in the 
Philippines, the monastic orders 'fill be given the neces
-sary prestige, which will be much greater than it was 
-during the Spanish regime. Father McKinnon, who 
will be appointed to a high po!.'ition in the archipelago, 
will protect the friars and be the mediator between them 
and the American authorities here.'" 

These alleg-ed statements by Archbi,shop Chapelle 
are, if reported with substantial truth, of the most ex
traordinary nature. They are scarcely credible. Pres
ident McKinley and the American people arerepresented 
as being convinc.ed that the monastic orders sh;uld be 
undisturbed in their old privileges, property rights and 
spiritual functions, while the archbishop himself is 
declared to be openly predisposed in theirfavor. The 
suggf,'lstion that the friars be placed on salary by the 
United States Government would, if carried out, involve 
the establishment and maintenance of a religion by the 
United States, something altogether out of harmony 
with American institutions, and in defiance of theiCon
stitution, although the constitutional ob:ection could 
have no force with those of our people who accept the 
imperialist theory that the Constitution has no applica
tion. to territory of the United States. 

The repul,liation of these newspaper reports by the 
archbishop and by his staff assistant, Chaplin McKin
non, of the United States army, are very welcome, and 
every one would be ·glad to accept them as final. But 
Mr. Robinson, the excellent Manila correspondent of 
the NewYorkPost, now comes forward and states, after 
special study of the situation, that, in spite of any de
nials, he is convinced that "the weight of evidence 
strongly indicates that Archbishop Chapelle has spoken 
indiscreetly." Mr. Robinson observes that thE' original 
report has not been adequately controverted, and what 
is of more significance to his mind: "No steps have been 
taken against the paper Progreso, which first published 
those statements, and nothing has been said or done to 
other papers which copied them. For infinitely less 
venal offenses-for this was slanderous, if it was untrue 

which statements were made of the nature of those re
ported, and that this document fell into the hands of 
those who were neither supposed nor expected to see it. 
Through such a channel it probably obtained publica
tion, and that nothing has been done about it -is prob
ably due to the fact that Senor Editor holds a royal 
straight flush.'' It is certainly a very sing]llar circum
stance that, if the report printed was a mEre fabrication, 
the editors of the Manila papers have not been remon
strated with by the military authorities. 

For the publication of the report aroused great 
excitement among the Filipinos, and, undoubtedly, it 
supplied just the ammunition the insurgent printing 
presses were mo~t hungry for. The deep and abiding 
hostility of the people to the monastic orders immedi
ately flamed up. The archbishop has received a peti
tion from Roman Catholic merchants,. proprietors, 
physicians, and other leading citizens of the Santa 
Cruz district of Mailila, praying that the friars be com
pelled to leave the islands and that the parishes be pre
sided over by a Philippine secular clergy. The ,Manila 
Freedom, on January 19, said: "No more emphatic 
demonstrations by a Catholic people against religious 
corporations could be made than those that are daily 
pouring in from the different sections of the country.'' 
La, Pa,tria, of Manila, said, on January 16: "A river of 
blood flows between the Filipino people and the monas
tic orders. It is inconceivable that they should be en
throned once more on their former bights of power to 
control the affairs of the people.'' 

There seems to be a general agreement amongthose 
who have studied most closely the Philippine-question 
that the religious phase of it is one of great difficulty. 
. . . The great mass of the Filipinos bitterly hate the 
friars and the monastic orders, and this is a fact of the 
largest import, whether or not that hatred is well
founded. Unless the United States clips the wings of 
the religious corporations the war may go on indefi
nitely. On the other hand, does the administrationdare 
to expel the friars and confiscate their estates, as the 
Filipinos of all classes desire? In his recent speech in 
the Senate Mr. Lodge hinted strongly at such a .confis
cation when he said: "The land, which belongs to the 
people, and of which they have been robbed in the past, 
should be returned to them and their titles :made 
secure." But Mr. McKinley's Paris treaty contains 
clauses which seem to insure to the orders the perma
nent possession of their great landed properties, through 
possessory titles if through no other. . . . The final 
outcome, therefore, is in utter darkness, but the pros
pect is that war in some form will continue so long as 
the United States seems to the natives to be protecting 
the religious orders in their old position of spiritual and 

-looal papers have been cautioned and threatened by economic power. 
the American authorities. The immunity of the present 
case is, therefore, suggestive." Mr. Robinson's own PAPAL methods change to suit circumstances, but 
belief is that "some document exists, or did exist, in papal principles are everywhere the same. 
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FoR v~olation of the Sunday saloon law in Crystal 
Falls, Mich., five saloon keepers were fined $25 and an-
other was fined $50. J •. 

• .. . 
IT is reported that 5,000 Mormons have recently 

emigrated from Fhe United States to Mexico, where they 
have been granted special concessions. 

.. . .. 
AN application for the revocation of the license 

under which the Dewey Theater in New York City is run, 
made by the New York Sabbath Committee be~ause the 
theater had violated the Sunday law, was refused by 
the justice appealed to because the ~apers in the case 
had not been Stlrved on the right parties. 

• . ·• 
THE Wilmington Methodist Episcopal conference at 

Wilmington, Del., March 27, adopted a resolution con
demning the army canteen and the use and sale of liquor 
in new possessions of this Government; also a resolu
tion requesting the general conference to censure Presi-

. dent McKinley for setting aside the anti·canteen law. 

* * .. 
A SUIT against Christian Science "healers" has been 

instituted in Baltimore, by a man whom their treat
ment failed to heal of a diseased' leg: The victim wants 
$20,000 damages. An exchange which mentions the 
case appropriately remarks that "if a man is satisfied 
with absent treatment, he ought not to complain if the 
cure is absent also." 

.. 
.. * 

AN exchange announces that "Mayor Parkinson of 
Moundsville, W .. Va., has given out the information·· 
that he will soon adopt the Sheldon idea for municipal 
government, and run the city 'as Jesus would.'" There 
is a difference between trying to edit a newspaper upon 
this principle and trying to run a city government by 
jt, which will be discovered if the mayor carries his idea 
into effect. 

• • • 
RELIGIOUS liberty is steadily gaining ground ·in 

Argentina. News from that once priest-ridde:0: country 
says that "a recent army order releases soldiers from 

the obligation of attending Roman Catholic worship. 
The minister of education has proposed the reading of 
the Bible in -gublic schools. A public edu(!ator9C!l91!-: 
siderable distinction has boldly recommended attend
ance at Protestant services. Religions gatherings in the 
open air are now permitted on the princip_al squares of 
the capital." 

.. .. " 
Rori:uin Catholics object to the reading of the Bible-. 

in the public schools; because the Bible is in itself 
against the Catholic religion. They would not object 
to it if the readings were from the Douay {Catholic) 
version, and accompanied b,y the "interpretations" and 
"explanations" .made by Catholic theologians. The 
introduction of simpl~ Bible reading in the schools of 
Catholic Argentina is therefore an improvement ovei"" 
the old system of Catholic education, though it is of 
course an injuRtice to Catliolics and others to give the 
Protestant religion the support of the ~ overnment. 
State education, like the state itself, can properly be
only secular. ' 

.. 
* * 

THE pope is about to issue another encyclical, the 
theme 8f which will be a plea for general peace through
out the world. What the czar's conference has thus far 
so signally failed to do, the pope will endeavor to ac
complish through his personal influence and that of his 
church in all lands. The Catholic Mirror says of it:, 
"The encyclical will deal with the prospects of peace beldr 
out by th~ Hague conference, and the disappointments 
that followed on, the South African war. It will con
tain .an appeal to all governments, whether Roman 
Catholic or. not, to join in fresh endeavors to avert war.· 
It will also direct Catholic archbishops and bishops to- i 
contribute with all their power to the diffusion of the<' 
principles of peace and arbitration." 

.. 
• • 

Does this mean that the Roman pontiff is prepared, 
to make peace with the Italian government? If not,. 
and the quarrel over the temporal power is to be con
tinued, it seems to us that the pope's effort will be1 

largely nullified by the influence of. a bad example. 

* • • 
THE Rev. N.D. Hillis, pastor of. Plymouth Church~ 

Brooklyn, in a recent sermon denounced the Presbyte
rian doctrines of predestination and eternal t~rment, 
as being ·utterly r.epugnant to the Christian conception 
of· God. Dr. Hillis being a mem her of the Chicago .prl')s
bytery, his. attack upon Presbyterian doctrine has 
caused much stir and comment in Presbyteriall. and 
other religious circles; and it is stated that unless Dr. 
Hillis promptly withdraws from the Presbyterian com
munion, as he is said to contemp~ate doing, he will be. 
subjected to discipline by that church. 
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It is becoming more and more evident that the pres
ent age is not suited to the progress of Presbyterian
ism. The influences which give character to these times 
are antagonistic to the teachings of Calvin and Knox, 
and to the spirit of their times. The boundaries fixed 
by the creeds and traditions of former times are break
ing up, and in the effort to adhere to them the Presby
terian and other Protestant churches find themselves 
involved in a dilemma. They may ignore these medire· 
val doctrines of their "confession of faith," as their 
clergy mostly do; but the doctrines are there, and when 
\they are .attacked the churches feel bound to defend 
~hem; yet their adherence to the same raises an insu
perable obstacle in the way of their growth and pros
perity. The more hard and rigid and unmerciful the 
boundary lines of the creed, the more do the people of 
this day revolt at the idea of intellectual confinement 
within them. 

* * * 
The church of Rome alone maintains both her ad-

, herence to dogma and tradition and her accustomed 
hold upon the people; and this is because the papal 
religion is, far more than any other, the religion of 
human nature. The papal church will flouri~h while 
human nature reml1ins what it is and has been since the 
fall of man. 

* * * 
·.!BOOK has been published in Leipsic entitled, "The 

Golden Book of the German People at the Turn of the 
Century." To it the)kaiser has contributed this senti
ment:...:... 

"From God's grace comes the king, therefore he is 
responsible to the Lord alone. He must choose his way 
t1.nd his action from this standpoint alone. This awful, 
heavy responsibility, which the king bears for his people, 
gives him also a right to loyal cooperation on the part 
of his subjects. Therefore, everyone among the people 
must be filled with the conviction that he is ,personally 
responsible with him for the welfare of the fatherland." 

• 
* * 

The New York Sun sees in this an evidence that the 
theory "Me and God" will bold good in Germany during 
the twentieth century; but the New York Christian 
Advocate defends the kaiser's sentiment, and quotes 
this scripture as supporting it:-

. "Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are 
ordained of God. Whosoever therefore resisteth the 
power, resisteth the ordinance of God. ~. . . Wherefore 
ye must needs be subject, not only for wrath, but also 
for conscience' sake. For, for this cause pay ye tribute 
also; for they are God's ministers,attendingcontinually 
upon this very tbing."-Rom. 13: 1-6. 

* * * 
"In the same way" it adds, "this republic is ordained 

of God, and its president is by the grape of God. Nor 
does that mean that revolution is never right; for when 
governments by force overthrow the righteous and exalt 

· thewicked,~ease to be a terror to evil works and become 
a terror to good works, then the people are justified in 
'obeying God rather than man' and setting up a. true 
government." 

. . 

* * * 
To avoid error on this aubject it must be kept in 

mind that the Scripture says, "The powers that be are 
ordained of God," and not that the persons in power 
are so ordained. Civil government is ordained of God, 
but not the caprices and ambitions of a despot. All 
men are at all tim,es and in all places responsible to God 
for their actions; but it is a well-established truth that 
a sense oi responsibility to the people is the most effee-. 
tive safeguard against misgovernment on the part of 
those in power. Nor does the ruler's sense of "awful, 
heavy responsibility" before God make government by 
a single mind a wiser and safer sy~tem than th&~ in 
which governmental poweT is exercised by the wisdqm 
and authority of many. 

• • • 
Civil government is not instituted to secure obedi

ence to God, but to preserve rights. But when the one 
in power feels that he holds his office by divine right, and 
is responsible to God alone, he very easily arrives at the 
conclusion that he is appointed to direct his subjects in 
spiritual afiairs as well as in secular matters. The 
ruler's" sense of responsibility to God" i& very sure to 
be more a theory than a fact, and a cloak for a more 
real sense of responsibility only to himself. There is no 
safety for the rights of the people outside of "govern
ment of the people, by the people." 

* * * 
SPEAKING of the religious school question in Japan, 

over which Protestant missionaries have for some time 
been in conflict with the Civil authorities, the leading 
Methodist journal in the United States says that "If the 
schools would consent to make chapel attendance upon 
Bible classes voluntary, there would be little obstruction 
to other proceedings. It is to be hoped that by this 
time the Minister has made an open statement, allowing 
religious freedom. If not, since the matter is not merely 
a school question, but has assumed the character of a 
constitutional question, it is probable that the schools 
will feel called upon to cut off all connection with the 
government. We see that the law for controlling relig
ion, as recently submitted to the government for the 
Diet's approval, has been defeated by a vote of 121 to 
100." It adds that the failure of the law to pass was a 
"disappointment to the entire Christian body." 

* * * 
Christian schools certainly need no "connection with: 
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the government'~, in Japan or elsewhere; the connection 
which they do need. is with a spiritual rather than a 
political source of power. 

* * * 
THE anti-canteen law passed some time ago by Con

gress having failed of its purpose, it is proposed now 
to introducethis bill into Congress and put the question 
of the canteen beyond possibility of mistake:-

"To prevent the selling or dealing in bEer, wine, or 
any intoxicating drinks in any post exchange or can
teen, or transport, or upon any premise!l used for mili
tary purposes by the United States. 

"Be it enacted, by the. Senate and House of Repre
sentatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled,. ,. 

"That the sale of or the dealing in beer, wine, or any · 
intoxicat~ng drinks as a beverage by any person, in any 
post exchange or canteen, or transport, or upon any 
premises used for military purposes by the United States 
is hereby prohibited. 

".SECTION 2. That the penalty for any violation of 
this act shall be not less than: one hundred dollars and 
not more than five hundred dollars for each offense." 

* * * 
IT is reported that "the natives of the Samoan 

island of Tutuila, which has fallen to the United States 
in the partition with Germany, are all said to be devout 
Christians. When visited by the American ships, not 
one of'tliem would be induced to come on board on 
Sunday, but all went to church." A religious journal 

· thinks that "they might well send missionaries to Amer
ica to teach tqe people S11bbath·observance.". 

Their strict regard for Sunday, however, indicates 
that their Christianity rests more on the word oi-'t'he' 
missionaries than on the Word of God. 

Effort to Make Good Friday a Legal Holiday. 

RECENTLY a bill was introduced in the legislature of 
Massachusetts providing for the observance of Good. 
Friday in that State as a legal holi'day. We have not 
learned the result Of the effort, but the following reli
gious rea.sons given in its favor by the Boston Pilo{ 
(Catholic), which rest wholly upon the assumptions of 
the Catholic belief, indicate plainly the unwarrantable 
ground ~pon which such legislation Is sought:-

. "It is difficult to see any ground of objection t~ this 
bill, the provisions of which are approved by many 
Protestant bodies as well as by all the Catholics of the 
Comlllonwealth. 

"All who believe in the divine Christ and his atone
ment for the sins of men on the cross of Calvary should 
rejoice to see the anniversary of that Supreme Sacrifice 
marked by abstention from worldly business, and gen
eral opportunity for attendance at devout exercises in 
the churches. As the closing of liquor saloons is com-

pulsory on legal holidays in Massa~husetts, it would be 
a further satisfaction to right-minded Christians that 
tlie chance to desecrate Good Friday by the vi~ most 
repugnant to its spirit, should be reduced to the mini
mum." 

The Week of Prayer for Sunday. 

AccoRDING to the following published in the Union 
Signal, weconclu.de that the week of prayer appointed in 
April is to be turned mostly into an occasion for push
ing the work of "Sabbath,reform":-

"A call has been issued for a week of prayer, to be 
observed A;pril 22-29. The young people's societies of 
the various churches, theW. C.,T. U., the Y. M. C. A. 
and all other organizations interested in the preser
vation of the Sabbath are urged to use the week for 
prayer, public meetings, and the distribution of Sab
bath literature, and especially for a voluntary closing . 
movement, by which all business houses shall be induced 
to join in Sabbath closing, including the cessation 
of advertising in the press. The call is signed by the • 
heads of all the prominent reform and Sabbath obser-
vance organizations." . 

. Sunday Observance on a Government Transport. 

THE New York World, of March 30, printed the fol
lowing, which is confirmed by reports in other papers:-

'"'The transport 'Sedgwick,' formerly the 'Ch~ster,' 
:>f the International Navigation Company,arrived from 
Cuba yesterday with thirt.een able-bodied seamen in 
irons for mutiny. 

"Last Sunday the transport lay off Gibara and the 
bo'sun piped all hands to discharge three lighters loaded 
with clothing. 

"Edward Tammesen, a well seasoned salt, made 
this surprising speech:-

"'We all know as how it is agin the regulations Qn 
every well-regulated American ship for to perform any 
kind df unnecessary work on the Lord's day, the same 
being a day of rest. Aboard this ship thar's a plenty 
of work every week day. Now the hands don't propose 
to do a turn towards unloading them lighters unless 
we gets extra pay for a-viola tin' of the Sabbath.' 

"Tammesen's shipmates applauded and said they 
would stand by him, but Captain Hendricks clapped 
thirteen of them into irons, and put them on a diet of 
bread and water. The remainder of the crew turned to 
and unloaded the lighters . 

"The mutinous thirteen were still in irons aboard 
the transport last night." 

This transport is a Government. ship, engaged in 
the business of the Gvvernment; and it is strange that 
such regulations should be put into effect and such 
treatment accorded these men, if the Government ob
serve,§! Sunday as the secretary oi the•New York Sab
bath Committee affirms in his letter to the Secretary of 
State which we print on another page. The men would, 
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if that were true, have an easy means of redress in an 
appeal to the Washington authorities. 

The conscientious objections oi these sailors against 
"violating the Sabbath," are no doubt quite similar to 
those held by many workingmen in all occupations,
they do not want to violate the "Sabbath" unless they 
can have extra pay for doing it. 

Sunday Cigar Selling Prohibited in Massachusetts. 

titioned with a sense of the political influence of the pe
titioners. And the idea is continually growing stronger 
that rights inure, or, rather, that favors ought to be 
granted, in proportion to influence at the polls. 

"All this accounts for the numerous petitions com
ing before Congress in. the name of churches, praying 
for this, that, and the other measure of legislation. The 
churches are not alone in this kind of politics, but it is 
more significant from that standpoint because it shows 
a growing disposition on the part of the church to 
influence the world by a show of political power, 
rather than by the.power and consequent fruits of the 
Spirit. 

"It is claimed by nearly all classes in this country 
that the separation of church and state is the true prinBosToN, March 20.-As the result of a Supreme ciple of government, and such is the nominal character 

New York ''Sun." 

'Court decision, m.ore than 1,500 stores in this city hold- d this Government; therefore to see long arrays of peti-
ing victualler's licenses cannot sell cigars on Sunday, tions from the churches as such in our halls of legisla· 
the new rule going into effect on next S1mday. Chair- tion, for the purpose of controlling the action of the 
man Clarke of· the Police Commission said to-day that Government, or praying to the Government for favors, 
the law would be enforced, which means that no more shows a disposition to close up the supposed gap be
·cigars can be bought from any but a drug store on tween the church and the state ... Moreover, it sLows a 

growing lack of trust in the Spirit of God to supply all 
Sunday. The hotel-keepers and inn-keepers have been the power that the church needs for its work in the 
thrown into excitement, fQr lnwyers say they may be earth. 
compelled to stop selling cigars on Sunday. The law in "Furthermore, to see churches in the far East, or 
the case of inn-holders is similar to that for common North, or West, or South, petitioning Congress to enact 
victuallers, and until a court shall decide otherw;ise it is some local measure. for the District of Columbia, as 
believed that the inn-holders and hotel men will have though the people of that locality were in some way in. 
to lock up their cigar cases on Sunday. capacitated for self-government, shows a spirit of polit-

ical meddling entirely foreign to the spirit of the gospel. 
A ruling was handed down by the Supreme Court It shows an ambition for worldly power and influence 

yesterday to the effect that a common victualler's li- utterly incompatible with the spirit of the 'me.ek and 
·cense does not allow the holder to ~ell cigars on Sun- lowly' One, who 'made himself of no reputation,' anQ. 
day .. The case was that of the Commonwealth against" went about doing good. In matters pertaining to the 
·Catharine Graham, of Revere, the proprietor of a res- cause and kingdom of Christ, 'no man that warreth 
taurant in that town. entangleth himself with the affairs of this life; that he 

"Representative" Petitions. 

SPEARING of the evils of this now common system o4 
presenting petitions to Congress and other legislative 
bodies, a writer in the Signs of the Times says:-

"lt is true that legislators, and others to whom 
public petitions usually go, are coming to give more 
weight to petitions that purport to represent churches, 
fraternities, ete., than to those bearing the signatures 
·Of individuals without additional representation. This 
is due to the fact that organizations are supposed to 
hold their membership together in certain contingen
cies and therefore are able to wield more political power 
than the same number of individuals without organiza
tion. 

"It is the knowledge of this influence upon public 
·officials dependent on voters for their positions, that 
has given rise to the system of representative petitions. 
And it is one of the most deceptive devices that ever 
·came into play in the political arena. It is particularly 
noticeable that petitions to municipal boards, to legis-· 
laturet~, and to Congress, are more and more partaking 
·Of this character. The design o:a the part of petition 
manipulat?rs seems to be to impress the authority pe-

may please him who hath chosen him to be a soldier.' 
2 Tim. 2:4." 

The State Exists for the Citizen. 

THE following truthful observations touching the 
relation of the state to the citizen, as involved in the 
question of the right of control over the education of 
children, are taken from the Catholic Mirror, which 
credits them to Rev. T. J. Gasson, S. J., of Boston Col
lege, Mass.:-

"The vexed question as to whom the right of the 
education of the child belongs can easily be solved phil
osophically by considering that far more general prob
lem, viz., does the state exist for the citizen or the citi
zen for the state? The various theories upon this all
important subject can be divided into two classes, viz., 
into the class of philosophers who maintain that the 
object of the state is to secure the citizen in the enjoy
ment of his life and property, and into the class of 
philosophers who teach that the citizen exists for the 
state. -

"This latter view is the leading thought in the leg
islation of Lycurgus, and it was this peculiarity that 
gave Sparta her marked character, and distinguished 
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her in so striking a. manner from all the other states of 
Greece. Lycurgus was resolved that the Spartans 
should oe a nation of soldiers~ To accomplish this 
result he placed the complete training of the boys under 
the control of the state and introduced a system of 
state fatherhood that overthrew entirely all parental 
rights over the young. Every child after birth was 
subjected to a public examination of its physical condi
tion. The weakly and the cripples were exposed on 
Mount Taygetus. In his seventh year the boy was 
taken from his mother's care and given over to the state 
teachers or trainers, who taught the youthful Spartans 
all the gymnastic games, exercises and movements that 
were calculated to harden the body and to strengthen 
the muscles. They wer~ forced to wear the same gar
ments winter and summer, and to bear the privations 
of hunger and thirst. Literature, eloquence and phil
osophy were to be despised, although the boys were per
mitted to sing martial airs. 

"A Spartan was allowed to marry when he had com
pleted his thirtieth year, but even then he was still 
under public discipline, and was not permitted to take 
his meals with his wife. . The men messed together and 
slept at night in the public barracks. Not until he had 
reached his sixtieth year was the Spartan released from 
public training and from military s'3rvice. The individ
ual in this system was nothing, the state everything. 
The individual existed solely for the state. 

"The Christian theory of statehood is at utter vari
ance with the Spartan view. According to Christian 
philosophy the state exists for the safeguard oithe in
dividual and for the protection of inalienable private 
rights. The rights .of domestic society are not deri~!:ld 
from civil society,for the·individuals composing a state 
must necessarily exist before thk state can have exist-· 
ence. The individuals and the family are certainly prior 
to the state, and heuce it is impossible that the rights 
of the family should be derived from the state. Now,no 
society can lawfully claim to control or modify rights 
which it did not originate. 

"Bearing this in mind, the ·question of education 
resolves itself .into this, viz.: To whom does. the child 
primarily belong? If to the state, then the state should 
have complete control of education. If to the parents, 
then to them belongs the sacred right of giving the 
child that well-proportioned development of his facul
ties which will enable him to secure by legitimate effort 
his well-being in this life and its happiness in the IUe to 
come~ The state has its province, and that province is 
not to go beyond its own limits, and to usurp inalien
able private rights, but to protect the citizen in his 
home and in his sphere of action." 

Persecution of Protestants in Russia. 

NEWS has recently come of a renewed attack by the. 
czar's government upon the Lutheran churches in Fin
land and in the Baltic provinces. The pretext for this 
attack is th3;t the Lutheran clergy in Finland and Livo
nia are favoring the spread of pan-Germanic senti· 
men:ts. A number of recent conversions from the Rus
sian Orthodox Church to the Prote~tant faith have 

inspired a cry of alarm in the clerical and reactionary 
press. As a result, the Lutheran theological semina
lies, which a few years ago had been allowed t()be-oven 
in St. Petersburg, have now been closed.-Missionary 
Review. 

•:THE despotic power of the Catholic religious orders 
in Madagascar, which was exercised against Protestant 
missionary work in the island at the ¢'stablishment of 
French supremacy, s~ems to be on the wane, and a 
brighter day fo)\ liberty-loving people in that country 
is anticipated. We notE> the following on this point in 
the Missionary Review of the World:-

"The Rev. P. G. Peake reports an enthusiastic wel
come on his return to Isoavina, Madagascar. 

"'We have had the most demonstrative reception. 
we have ever received from the natives. The first w~ek 
was almost occupied in receiving parties with the usual 
presents of fowls, rice, eggs, etc. 'The freedom with 
which the people ~orne to us indicates that the night.:. 
mare of terrorism and persecution has passed away. 
Most of them, if not all, realize that they now really 
have religious liberty and lolerance. On WedB.esday 
we had a visit from Governor-General Pennequin. He 
was very pleasant and seemed pleased with his visit, for 
he made, a presept of fiftyfrancs to be distributed among 
the children.' 

"Similar good news comes from the Rev. J. Pearse, 
who reports the reinstate-ment (through the influence 
of Madame Pennequi~) of Rajaofera, one of our evan
gelists, who was banished last year on false charges." 

AN interesting indication of the reform movement 
in Russia is contained in the news that the czar is about 
to decree the abandonment of the Julian calendar in 
favor of the Gregorian system of reckoning time. The 
innovation, which will be promulgated in the course of 
a few months, was opposed with vigor by the more con
servative elements in the empire; and its adoption will 
be a clear concession to the business men, the manu
facturers, and others who come into intimate touch 
with Western Europe, which universally recognizes the 
Gregorian calendar. The nati_ons of the Grreco-Catholie 
confession have a.deep-rooted attachment for the Julian 
reckoning (the so-called "old style" calendar), which 
they have regarded as one of the indications of the 
independence of the Eastern C!mrch from Rome. As the 
head of the Holy Orthodox Church, the czar of Russia 
has the authority to sanction the change of calendar 
which is desired by the advanced men of Russia. Great 
pressure was brought to bear upon the czar, however, 
by the ecclesiastics, who regard~d,or affectlld to regard, 
the question of a system of time-reckoning for the em
pire as affecting the authority of the orthodox church, 
with an important moral_ bearing upon the solidarity 
of the ~lavonic world, which, with the exception of Po
land and Bohemia, has adhered tenaciously ~g the 
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Julian reckoning with much of race pride and religious. 
feeling as well." Now that Russia is about to adopt 
the Gregorian Calendar, a similar step may be taken by 
the other Slavonic nations of the orthodox faith.
Christian Register. 

THE South CongregatioL!al Church, Boston, has sub
stituted water for wine at its communion service. The 
venerable pastor, Rev. Edward Evierett Hale, D. D., ex
plained to his congregation that it was in accordance 
with his long standing desire that the officers of the 
church had decided to make the change. 

"It is a mere matter of detail," he said. "The use 
of wine is in no way essential to the communion. At 
the great national conferences of the Unitarian Church 
I administered communion with water. Christ in his 
life on earth took the cup and drank the wine of the 
country. In every land it is customary to u!'e in the 
communion service the beverage of the country, and, 
thank God, water has now come to be the beverage of 
America."-Uiiion Signal. 

Water is nature's beverage, made by the Creator, 
for America and all the world, though we cannot see in 
what sense it has now become the beverage of this coun
try any more than it was formerly. But it is not a 
symbol ot the blood of Christ, and for that reason is 
wholly inappropriate for a communion service. 

<It is better, of course, to use water, even at commu
nion, than any intoxicating drink; but why the church 
could not use unfermented "wine," which is no more 
intoxicating than water, does not appear from any facts 
known to us, or which we ca~ imagine as existing any
where. Even a zeal for terrJperance may be carried to 
extremes. 

A LEADING atheist journal published in this city 
makes this note of a bill now before the State legisla
ture relating to Sunday observance:-

"It is proposed to tinker the Sunday law of New 
York State by providing _that any person who regards 
and observes another day than the first day of the week 
as the Sabbath may engage in business or labor on 
Sunday. Assemblyman Weekes has introduced a bill 
to this purpose. · Such a measure ought to be rejected 
for several reasons. It is religious legislation, aban
doning civil ground and making religious belief and 
practise a test of the right to do Sunday labor. This 
permitting a Jew or a Seventh-day Adventist to do on 
Sunday what a Freethinker, a Protestant, or a Catho
lic is prohibited from doing is a total denial of religious 
equality. As a matter of fact, whether a citizen regards 
and observes one day or another, or no day at all, as 
the Sabbath, is not a legitimate occasion for legal in
quiry. Justice lies in one direction only-namely, to 
repeal every Sunday law on the statute books and ac
cord to the citizen the personal liberty of choosing his 
own holy days and holidays. These statutes are a 
fruitful source of injustice which could not possibly exist 
without them, and if the observance o:f any or no day 
were left to the choice of the individual. No thorough 

believer in justice between man and man can for a mo
ment defend such legislation, enacted and maintained 
as it is for the purpose of enforcing conformity to a rule 
of the church." 

THE Religious Herald (Richmond, Va.) discerns the 
fact that religious liberty is imperiled by the careless 
thought of the age regarding it, and says:-

"The time is ripe for a reaffirmation of the princi
ple of religious liberty. Since that principle was dis
covered and incorporated in the fundamental law of the 
Republic it has suffered many violations, and to-day it 
is held very loosely and very obscurely by a great many 
of our people. The only safe rule is entire separation of 
church and state. The only safe policy is to resist the 
beginnings. As an illustration of the indifference of the 
public to the violation of this principle, we may men
tion the fact that the city of Richmond continues to 
make, against the repeated protests of a large number 
of her citizens and taxpayers, appropriations of public 
money to institutions undtr sectarian controL It is 
high time for those who cherish the doctrine to teach it 
without faltering and without apology." 
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The books described below were prepared to assist 
those who wish to live in harmony with scientific health 
reform principles. They were written by practical 
housewives, and every recipe has been carefulJy tested. 

A FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN. 
We have no apology to offer in bringing to the attention of our 

readers a cook book discarding an article of diet which is every
where known to contain disease
producing germs, often of a most 
virulent type. 

While "A Friend in the Kitchen" 
contains no flesh food recipes, it 
does contain an abundance of that 
which is most palatable and whole
some, and it also tells how the 
foods may be prepared in the best 
possible way. 

Its 400 recipes are interspersed 
with short talks on foods and 
food combinations and other items 
of practical value and importance 
to every housewife, as well as to 
those who wish to study the sub
ject of diet for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. The binding is a new preparation resembling 
leather, Is almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oil cloth. / 

PRICE, ·60 cents postpaid. 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

This new book does not contain untried recipes, for a first edi
tion of the book was gotten out by the author about a year 

ago. It met with such a favorable reception that we have now 
arranged to issue this revised and enlarged edition. 

. Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE Dlln. 
~1 Milton Q, Wilcox. 

Part 11.-HOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By Mrs. Flora Leadsworth, 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
By J. R. Leadsworth. M. D. 

The recipes §.iscard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and furnish a variety of palatable substitute dishes 
containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
the body. 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 
For either of the above books, address any of our 

agencies, or our nearest House. 

PACIFIC PRES'S PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

39 Bond St., New York City. 

next Sun~ay's 
£esson 

is full of glorious soul-saving truths. In your 
study of the lesson, secure the aid of 

"THE DESIRE OF AGES" 
the most beautiful commentary on the life of 
the world's Redeemer ever published. 

'l'he o}d, old story is presented in its purity 
and simplicity, and" the glorious theme is clothed 
w~th many new, practical, present-day lessons 
and applications which are invaluable to every 
Bible student. 

A specially-prepared booklet which accom
panies each volume enables the student to 
quickly refer to the 'pages dealing with each 
Sunday's lesson: 

The book contains 866 large pages, and is 
beautifully illustrated. 

PRICES $3.50 to $7.00 
A descriptive circular free. 

Sold by subscription. If there is no 
agent in your vicinity, write to our nearest 
House. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co. 
39 Bond St., New York City, 
18 W. 5th St., Kansas City, Mo. 
1059 Castro St., Oakland, Cal. 

IllPORTED GE~llAN BIBLES 

MANY of our German friends prefer the "old coun
try" editions of the Bible to those printed in the United 
States. We have therefore imported some Germ·an 
Bibles from Hamburg, and we feel sure that those de
scribed below will please our SENTINEL readers· who use 
the language of the Fatherland. These are Luther's 
translation, and all have references. 

Price List of German Bibles: 

No. 60, Black Cloth, sprinkled edges, size 
5~x8).4 inches, Hamburg print, $ .75 

No. 62. Black Leather,gilt edges, size 5~:x:8).4 
inches, Hamburg print, 1.50 

No. 64. Arctic Seal, cut divinity circuit, gilt 
edges, thin paper, 10 pages of helps 
and 8 maps, size4~x6;li::x:1).4, Stutt-
gart print, 2.50 

Address house nearest you. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakhmd, Cal. 

39 BoND STREET, NEw YoRK. 
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• An il'lustrated 16-page weekly, i 
I religious, home paper. It stands ... :• 

by the Word of God. It is truly ..,. 
evangelical. It preaches the right-

• eousness by faith which results in • 
• right doing. It deals with pro- • 

i phetic exposition. It is an earn- t 
est exponent of practical mission- j 
ary work. It presents to the ..,.. 
reader the meaning of the revo- • • • lutions and changes now taking • 

I
• place in the political, social, ;Jhys-+ • •• 

ical, and religious worlds, in the • 
light of prophecy. It is whole
some, clean, elevating, whether : 

: you agree with it or not. • 
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fHE fOST FOUNT~IN fEN. Publications at 50 per cent. Discount. 

Only .Self=filling and Self=cleaning Pen 

manufactured in the world. 

YOU ·CAN CLEANSE AND :REFILL IT IN TEN SECONDS. 

WE submit the following, just received:-

Trout Creek, N. Y., Mar. 20, 1900. 
I write to say that I am in.receipt of the Post 

·Fountain Pen, and that I am more than pleased with 
it. I am deligted with it. Its several redeeming fea
tures as per your notice in the SENTINEL are not over
drawn. It is all I desire in a fountain pen. 

Respectfully,· 

J. W. RAYMOND. 

The retail price of the pen is $3.00. It cannot be 
purchased for less anywhere. We will send it, postpaid, 
with the SENTINEL one year, for $2.50. 

SIX CARDINAL POINTS Self-cleaning, 
{ 

Self·lilling, 

PECULIAR TO THE Simpli~i.ty, 
DurabJhty, 

"POST." I Reliability, 
l No Leaking. 

Address AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St., New York. 

THE special attention of those who are interested in 

the circulation of religious liberty literature, is called 

to the fact that we are offering a discount of 50 

per cent., postpaid, on quite a large number of tracts 

and pamphlets. A list of these publications will be 

gladly furnished free to all who ask for it. Speak 

quickly if you want any of these. 

Jesus Died for You. 
This is the title of the new num

ber (No. 63) of the 

APPLES OF GOLD LIBRARY 

written by Mrs. Luella L. Harmon. 

It is a Christ-filled appeal to sin
ners .to yield themselves to Him 
who died for them~ It is well cal
culated to soften and subdue 

hearts, and to do good wherever 
circulated. 

Price, 50 cents per hundred. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond Street, New Vorl< City. 
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NEW: YORK, APRIL 5, 1900. 

Bound Volumes of the SENTI· 
NEL for 1899 are now ready fo'r 
delivery. Prices as formerly'. Cloth 
with leather back and corners, 
$2.50. Heavy manila paper, $1.50, 
postpaid. 

THE czar is losing no time in 
strengthening his b,old upoti Asiatic 
territory while England is busy in 
South Africa. When England turns 
her attention again to Asia there is 
likely to be friction between thef;e 
long· standing rivals, which may 
easily result in another conflict. 

.$ 

WE print this week a communica
tion from a Baptist clergyman of 
Cleveland, Ohio, in defense of Sunday 
laws. We are glad to hear from our., 
lriends ·who believe in Sunday en
forcement, and we invite representa
tives of organizations working for 

. the same to make use of the SENTINEL 
in presenting their views upon the 
subject. Its columns are open to 
them at any t!me. 

$ 

TB:E American Exhibit at the Paris 
Fair, it now appears, may not be 
closed on Sunday after all. The 
French authorities object to such 
action because Sund~ty will be the 
most popular visiting day, and the 
closing of one of the chief exhibits on 
that day '''would seriously detract 
from the' success of the exposition. 
:So the American commissioner gen~ . 
·eral in Paris is said to be much per
plexed over the matter, and"has not 
yet decided what to do. 

,JI. 

WE-publish on another page the 
official correspondence between the 
American Sabbath Union and the 
State Department at Wasl:lington, 
relative' to Sunday closing of the 

American exhibit at the Paris Ex
position. In_this connection we call 
attention to the fact, as bearing 
upon the claim made for this Gov
ernment in the matter. of regard for 
Sunday, that just re·cently, on the 
Government transport Sedgwick, 
thh:teen men, for refusing to work 
on Sunday, were imprisoned in irons, 
and put on a diet of bread and water. 

~ 

TIIE ceDRUS of 1900, as planned by 
. the officials having it in charge, will 
make no Jtrovision ior religious 
statistics, an.~ the volume embody
ing the report will be less bulky and 
more quickiy prepared for that rea
son than was the case in the last 
national census. Some religious 
journals express dissatiRfaction, but 
the doubtful value of religious sta
tistics in point of reliability, and 
the doubtful propriety of govern-

. mental inquiry into :religious mat
ters, ought to settle the question in 
favor of the course the Government 
has adopte(i. 

,JI. 

THE chief constable of Manchester, 
Eng-land, says a London paper, in 
making a report on, the increase of 
drunkenness in Manchester during 
1899, said that nearly a third of 
all the arrests for drunkenness were 
made on Saturday. Yet. a great 
effort is being made by English 
churches to secure Sunday closing 
of the public houses as a temperance 
measure. It would seem that in 
Manchester at least the effort should 
be turned to the closing of such 
houses on Saturday, if temperance 
is really its aim. But we sl1all never 
expect to hear of any movement for · 
Saturday closing of saloons. 

WHEN mob assaults on free speech 
were made in France in connection 
with the Dreyfus trial, the Anglo
Saxon nations lifted their hands in 
an attitude of horror, and dwelt 
upon the decadent state Of liberty 
in France, in contrast with that 
presented' in their own domains. 
But now, in one of those nations 

which is conducting a war in Africa, 
rne~tings called to adyQca.:(je .t1t~Jles
sation of the war are at.tacked and 
broken up, and the advocates of 
peace are subjected to almost every 
form of violence and ins1;1lt; so that 
the right of Jr~e speech is n()W exer
cised there only at the risk of one's 
life. What a difference if makes 
whether the matter is one that 
touches our own interests, or only 
those of our neighbor! 

BISIIOP -PoTTER, who has recently 
returned from the Philippines with 
altered views touching that country 
and people from those previously 
proclaimed by him, says in The Out
look that "There are probably a few 
people in· America who believe that 
self-government 'is an absolute and 

. indefeasible right." There are a 
few people, probably, who still 
believe that "aJI men are created 
equal," and tha,t all men "are en~ 
dowed by their Creator with certain 
inalienable rights," which govern
ments are instituted among men for 
the purpose of preserving; and that 
civil governments accordingly de~ 
rive their just powers from "the' 
consent of the governed.'~ This 
language means self-government for 
all people if it ~eans anything, and 
there are a few people who still 
believe it speaks the truth. That is 
what w~ believe. 

No PARTY, religious or political, 
can put God into the Constitution 
by taking out of' it that equality 
and freedom for all in religion with 
which God has ever been inseparably 
connected. 

,JI. 

THE gospel does not mean that 
any person shall force even himself 
to do right, much less that he shall 
force others to do what he thinks is 
right. 

THE appointed work of the Chris
tian minister is not to restrain . the 
hands, but to touch the heart. 
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No PERSON can gain moral strength by leaning on 
the law. 

CIVIL law may be an obstacle to conscience, but 
never an aid. 

RELIGION cannot be hound by binding the men who 
profess and teach it. 

To ENFORCE a religious observance is to put law in 
the seat of conscience. 

THE more the church enters politics, the, more will 
politics enter the church. 

RIGHT and justice were established before there was 
any such thing as a majority vote. 

SABBATH rest is an excellent thing in itself; but it 
never does the person any good upon whom it is 
forced. 

$ $ 

THE powers that be are ordained of God, but the 
voice of the former must not be mistaken for the voice 
of the latter. 

THE enforcement of the Sunday laws makes more 

real disturbance on Sunday than is caused by any 
amount of honest labor . 

CoNSCIENCE may sometimes lead an individual 
wrong; but without conscience, another power will con
trol the individual which will always lead him wrong. 

MAN's prohibitiop can never stand where God has 
planted his permission; and he has permitted labor on 
the first day of the week, both by precept and by his 
own example. 

Extending the Constitution. 

THERE is a great deal of talk everywhere in political 
circles over the question whether or not the Constitu
tion extends of its own force to Puerto Rico and other 
new territory of the United States. 

This however is not the fundamental question that 
is raised by the acquisition of this new territory. The 
great question underlying all others is, Shall justice be 
done to the inhabitants of this territory? 

Some would-be statesmen talk as though the ques
tion of doing justice to these people depended on the 
question whether the Constitution extends to their 
lands or not. If it shall be decided that the Constitu
tion does not extend to them, then this country is not 
bound to consider the question of justice in its dealings 
with them! Congress can govern them in any arbitrary 
way that it sees fit! 

This is just the reverse of the truth. The question 
of doing justice in any territory does not depend upon 
the question whether the Constitution extends to that 
territory or not; but the question whether the Consti
tution extends thither depends upon the question 
whether the United States is bound to do justice in that 
territory. 
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For what purpose is the Constitution? As set forth 
in the preamble, it is to "establish justice, ensure do
mestic tranquility, provide for 'the common defense, 
promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings-of 
liberty to ourselves and our posterity." Are these 
things desirable for the people of the new territory? 
Ought such provision to be made for them? If so, them 
the Constitution must ·extend to their land, because the 
Constitution is the very means devised by the United 
States to secure these blessings here at home. And this 
does not mean that thelr country and circumstances 
must be made to fit the forms and technicalities of the 
Constitution as it applies to the United States, but 
that ~he Constitution must be applied to them as their 
situation demands. Some of the forms of the Constitu
tion may not fit 'their country, but this is no reason for 
denying them the essence of the Constitution-the pri_n
ciples of just government by which domestic tranquil
ity, the general welfare, and the blessings of liberty to 
themselves and their posterit;y, are to be secured. 

To say that the Constitution does not extend to 
the new territory, then, is to say that the people there 
do not need the blessings secured by it in the United 
States, or that they shall not be given them whether 
they need them or not. The latter has in effect been 
said by the Government. For the people of that terri
tory are a conquered people, and a conquered people 
cannot secure the blessings of liberty to themselves and 
their posterity except by successful revolt against their 
conquerers. Having begll:n by denying liberty and jus
tice to these foreign people, it is entirely logical that 
the decision should now be reached tha'b the Constitu
tion created for the purpose of securing these blessings 
to the people under it, does not apply to the territory 
where they reside. 

More Separation Needed. 

THE London Christian affirms that church members 
are responsible for-Sunday journalism in America, and 
fears that Sunday papers may yet be supported upon 
a similar basis in England. It says:-

"The seventh-day newspaper in Ameriea stays be
cause it pays, and it pays because Christians advertise 
in it-so· it is affirmed. 

"If they withdrew their advertisements, something 
might be done. We fancy that this would be the 
difficulty in this country also. Representatives of both 
the journals that offended here for awhile have said 
that there was money in the venture, and therefore we 
cam hardly count ourselves safe, unless Christians 
should be ready to make a stf\nd and separate them
selves. Separation we imagifne, will become a vital 
question for the church in t~e not distant future. Tes
timony for our Master and his truth is wanted and it is 
not easy to see how we can give it while the world and 
the church are so intimately blended." 

Yes; the church and the world are altogether too 
"intimately blended" to-day. The church needs a much 
clearer line of separation between herself and the world; 
but such a line will never be drawn so 1ong as .s.hB cour.ts 
the world to gain political power. The church will 
never have that separation from the world which Chris
tianity demands while the leaders of the church lobby 
in the halls of legislation, to persuade the state to give 
its support to religious institutions, such for example 
as the Sunday Sabbath. Every religious law upon the 
State books is a bond of union between the church and 
the state, and so between the church and the world. 

Recent Sunday Bills in Massachusetts. 

THE March number of The Defender, organ of the 
"New England Sabbath Protective League," gives a 
summary of recent efforts made to secure legislation in 
that State affecting 'the observance of Sunday. Several 
attempts were made to modify the existing Sunday law, 
and the views expressed by the "Sabbath Protective 
League" aiid its allies regarding such attempts are in
dicative of the religious animus which inspires the de
fense of such intolerant legislation. 

The Defender says:-

"There have been four bills introduced before the 
present legislature relative to the Lord's day. 

"(1st) H. No. 167, to which reference was made in 
the last Defender, was reported against by the Judiciary 
Committee and defeated in the House without discus
sion. It proposed to open certain stores and all bake
ries on Sunday. It was vicious and outrageous in 
character and met with opposition on all sides." 

Is there anything "vicious and outrageous" in al
lowing bakeries and certain other stores to be open and 
transact business? What is there that is "vicious and 
outrageous" about a bakery? We do not know. We 
never knew them to. be other than harmless and useful 
institution,s. And if they are such six days in the week, 
how come they to be different on the remaining day? 
They are not different, of course. But there is a differ
ence in the day. It is because of the peculiar character 
of the day that a bill allowing bakeries to be open at 
such a time is regarded as "vicious and outrageous." 

But what is the difference in the day? Oh, Sunday 
is a religious day; it is called the "Lord's day" and 
the "Christian Sabbath." That is why the state is 
asked to enforce its observance, and why any bill that 
would modify the law .in that respect is (!.enounced as 
"vicious and outrageous.'! And yet state enforcement 
of religion is not suppose.d to exist anywhere in this 
country! 

Of the opponents of this bill present at the hearing 
given upon it, the statement is that "nearly all the 
denominations had their representatives." We have 
never yet seen or heard it explained why religion always 

,• 
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furnishes the support for laws which are declared to be 
not at all religious in character. 

Of the second bill The Defender says:-

"(2nd) H. No. 247, is an attempt to repeal the law 
of 1899 making Sunday a close season for birds and 
game. It is selfish, brutal and impious, and should be 
buried deep and forever." 

Much at least of the killing of birds and game that 
is done by the "sportsman" is no doubt selfish and 
brutal. But why should a bill permitting it be called 
"impious" for other than a religious rea&on? Here 
again is seen the religious animus which underlies the 
movement of which The Defender is the exponent. 

The third bill is described as being "an attempt to 
weaken and destroy the game law of 1899," which "its 
friends should be permitted to withdraw," as was be
lieved would be done. 

The fourth bill was one favoring Sunday observ
ance, and of this The Defender says:-

"(4th) H. No. 931, was introduced by the friends of 
the Lord's day. It asks that the three words 'or an 
entertainment,' as found in the law of 1895, be ex
punged. This modest and reasonable request is made 
because those three words are an entering wedge to 
profane and demoralizing secularities, which are ad
mitted under the guise of charity and religion. The 
secular Sunday evening entertainment is generally of a 
questionable character. A large percentage of the pro
ceeds obtained from it goes into the pockets of its pro
jectors rather than to charitable and religious socie
ties, to be used entirely for charitable and religious 
purposes." 

We naturally query what these "prof·ane and de
moralizing secularities" may be which make the Sunday 
evening entertainments of a "questionable character" 
under the present law. Are these features of the enter
tainments profane and demoralizing simply because 
they are secular? or are they demoralizing in them
selves and such as would be of questionable character 
any evening in the week? If the latter, the ground of 
objection to them should not be that they are per· 
formed on Sunday, but that they are evil in themselves. 
We do not condemn murder, or theft, or assault, be· 
cause it is done on Sunday, but because it is in itself a 
crime against humanity. To argue that a crime should 
be prohibited because itis done on Sunda.y, or that a 
thief should be punished because he committed the 
theft on Sunday, would be nonsensical. Hence if these 
Sunday evening entertainm{lnts are criminal in their 
nature, it is contrary to right and reason to object to 
them simply because of the time at which they are con
ducted. A crime is a crime irrespective of the days of 
the week; and that which is not a crime on one day, is 
not a crime on anyday. And to condemn an act on one 
day only in the week, is to justify it on all other days of 
the week. 

If on the other hand these "profane and demoraliz
ing" features of the tabooed entertainments are simply 

features which are not suited to the religious observ
ance of the "Lord's day," then the effort to prohibit 
them is plainly based on religious grounds, and aims to 
favor a religious belief, through the exercise of the 
power of the state. It is a plain attempt at religious 
legislation. 

And as such, it is in harmony with the avowed object 
of the "New England Sabbath Protective League;" for 
the League proclaims in its official organ that it "is 
formed for the purpose of defending the Sabbath," as 
"a divine institution," against "encroachments upon 
its sacredness by business and pleasure." The League 
simply asks the State legislatures of New England to 
enact laws to preserve the sacredness of a divine insti
tution. And such legislation is plainly religious, if 
there is any connection between sacredness and reli
gion. 

A hearing on the- bill against Sunday secular con
certs was given March 6, but with what results we have 
not yet learned. 

Prayer for Sunday Observance. 

THE following call for a week of prayer "in behalf of 
a bettE>r observance of the Lord's day," appears in the 
April issue of The Defender:-

"Our nation is declared by the Supreme Court to be 
'a Christian nation,' and in nothing is this more appar
ent than in the respect shown to the Sabbath. Because 
we believe it to be of divine origin, of perpetual obliga
tion, and its observance essential to the welfare of the 
individual, the prosperity of the church, and the per
petuity of the state, therefore-

"1st. Let us pray God to quicken the conscience of 
Christians everywhere that his will, revealed in his 
Word and in secret counsel with him, may be the guide 
as to what we shall do on the Lord's day. 

"2d. Let us, as Christians, for the sake of the 
laborer and his family, observe the rule laid down in the 
following resolution passed at a great labor convention 
not long since:-

'"We believe all men should have the privilege of 
this day, that they may spend it with their families, or 
as they desire in rest or worship, and we ask laboring 
men everywhere to avoid doing that which requires 
others to labor on the Sabbath.' 

"3rd. Let us teach that not only was the Sab
bath given for worship and rest, but, also, that Christ 
most emphasized that true Sabbath keeping is not 
doing nothing, but doing good, and most fundamental 
of all, that the day is given to wean us from selfishness, 
in order to which selfish pleasure is to be given up no 
less than selfish work. Isa. 58:13, 14.'' 

This week of prayer is to be observed April 22-29. 
We trust that the occasion may be one of profit to all 
concerned in it, and that a closer adherence to theW ord 
of God touching Sabbath observance, both in belief and 
practise, may result to many from their prayer and 
study. One thing is certain, however-they will find in 
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that Word no warrant for a law to enforce Sabbath 
observance upon the people, and not1:J_ing which will 
justify them in doing detective work, or hiring others 
to do it, on the "Lord's day." 

It would seem to us that a declaration from the 
Lord would more appropriately introduce a call to 
prayer for the "Lord's day" than one from the Supreme 
Court, honorable and distinguished though that body 
be. Still the Supreme Court's declaration is right to the 
point, while the Scripture contains nothing that is to 
the point in behalf of observing Sunday. 

Nor does it make out a very strong case for the 
nation's Christianity to say that "in nothing is this 
more apparent than in the respect shown to the Sab_ 
bath." The great complaint made by Sunday observ
.ance advocates is that Sunday is~not respected even by 
-church members, to say nothing of the multitudes con-
-stituting the remainder of the people. Certainly if the 
respect shown to the Sabbath in this country is to be 
balanced against the disrespect shown to it here, the 
-scale will show an overwhelming preponderance of the 
latter; and if this is the best evidence to be had as proof 
that the nation is Christian, then certainly the opposite 
doctrine must be considered as established by the exist
ing facts. 

Anti-Sunday-Excursion Bill in Maine. 

THE following bi<ll aimed at Sunday excursions in 
Maine will be introduced at the next session of the legis
lature of that State:-

' From this it is apparent that Sundaytraveling and 
Sunday recreation in Maine are forbidden by the Sun
day law of that State, and therefore Sunday excursibns 
are prohibited, unless theycan be accomplished with
out travel or recreation. And therefore the proposed 
anti-excursion bill regulating Sunday travel, is, by its 
implied justifi~ation of the same, really against the 
Sunday law of the State. 

And this is, no doubt, the reason for the provision 
that nothing in the proposed measure shall be con
strued to affect in any way the existing Sunday law. 
But if it does not in any way affect the law-if it is not, 
as has been shown, really against the law-what force 
can be given to its language at all? 

We do not see that the Maine Sunday law needs 
any amendment to make it cover all the ground of 
possible Sunday desecration. It prohibits both work 
and recreation; so that the person who does not want 
to go to church or occupy himself with religious devo· 
tions, must get through the day as best he can in idle
ness. tt cuts off from him every source of occupation 
except such as is provided by that being who is_ always 
finding "work for idle hands to do." What more can 
the Sunday-law people want than this? Why do they 
not go to work to enforce the Maine Sunday law as 
it is? 

The Sabbath Needs Not the Civil Power. 

BY H. W. REED. 

"The rates for travel on Sunday on all railroad THERE are thousands of honest-hearted people in 
-trains operated in whole or in part in Maine, and all the world who believe in Sunday sacredness because 
steamboats, electric roads, and all public conveyances they have thus been taught. They have supposed that 
shall be in all cases the regular passenger rates of said Christ and his apostles observed the first day in the 
railroad, steamboat, electric road, or public convey-

same manner that God and Christ observed the sevepth ance; and in no instance for any purpose on Sunday 
shall excursion rates or any rate less than the regular day at creation. Such are surprised to learn that ces-
passenger rate be granted by any means o1· in any way, sation from Sunday labor was not prohibited by the 
directly or indirectly, to any person or persons by any apostles in their day, but was by a heathen emperor 
railroad, steamboat, electric road, or any public con- hundreds of years. after the death of all the apostles. 
veyance, under penalty of a fine of ten dollars and costs, This is the_ truth, however, and we will give a quotation 
for each and every passenger carried for less than the agreeable to this:
regular passenger rate. 

"Nothing in this law shall be construed as in any "The Sunday was at first distinguished merely by 
-sense affecting any Sunday law now in force." peculiar prayers and passages of the Scriptures. It 

In view of this proposed measure it is interesting does not appear to have been strictly observed as a day 
of cessation from labor before the reign of Constantine. 

-to note the provisions of a section of the Maine Sunday · By the decree of that emperor (A. D. 321) public busi-
law, as follows:- ness, and military exercises, were suspended. ·The coun-

"SEcTION 20. Whoever on the Lord'~ day, keeps cil of Laodicea (A. D. 360) forbade labor in general 
-open his shop, workhouse, warehouse, or, place of busi- terms."-Brande's Encyclopedia, p. 1203, Art. "Sun
ness; travels, or does any work, labor or business on day." 
that day, except works of necessity or charity; uses 
.any sport, game, or recreation; or is present at any 
dancing, publi~ diversion, show, or entertainment, en
-couraging the same, shall be punished by fine not ex
.eeeding ten dollars." (Italics ours.) 

Bythis quotation it .is seen that it was by the decree 
of. a Roman emperor that public business and military 
exercises were suspended on Sunday.' But this was not 
until A. D. 321. Cessation from labor alone does not 
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constitute Sabbath-keeping. We cannot keep the Lord's 
Sabbath by simply ceasing to labor on that day. There 
is more to Sabbath keeping than this, as we shall pres
ently show. Prom the quotation from the author just 
made it would appear that in Constantine's time the 
idea of Sabbath-keeping was that of a cessation from 
labor alone. Hence the decree was issued requiring a 
cessation from labor on Sunday. But this was for Sun
day-keeping and not for Sabbath-keeping. This idea 
still prevails in the minds of thousands who thus keep 
Sunday after the method of the Romish church, and by 
her authority. 

When Christ created the world in six days, he rested 
upon the seventh; but as he was not physically tired, 
he could not rest physically. In order for any one to 
keep the Sabbath as it should be kept, he must enter 
into the spiritual rest of Christ. That rest cannot be 
found upon any other day than the seventh. It cannot 
be found where it is not, and as it was on the seventh 
day and on no other day, it cannot be found else.where. 
That spiritual rest which entered into the Sabbath can 
not be found in the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and 
sixth days, for the obvious reason that it never entered 
into any of those days. So of a truth wecanneverobserve 
theSabbathon anyofthosedays named. But as it took 
this spiritual rest to create the Sabbath it is plain that 
the Sabbath is something spiritual; therefore, no athe
ist, deist, infidel, Protestant, Catholic, or any other 
human being on the face of the earth can keep the Sab
bath holy without entering into Christ's spiritual rest. 
They may all cease to labor on Sunday, Monday, Tues
day, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, and 
even then they will not have kept the Sabbath-the rest 
-of the Lord. No matter if they voluntarily or com
pulsively abstain from physical labor on any one of 
these days, that in and of itself is not Sabbath-keeping. 

So we can see by this true position what Sabbath
keeping is, and how unjust a civil law is that attempts 
to compel any one to keep the Sabbath. It is an at
tempt to coerce such to do what is an impossibility for 
them to do. Therefore, we are uncompromisingly op
posed to Sabbath enforcement by civil statute. It can 
not be done, because the Sabbath is a spiritual institu
tion. Then let no one legislate in favor of the Sabbath 
of the Lord, or its rival institution. The Lord will take 
care of his Sabbath and of those who observe it, and 
will punish those who do not care to keep it; and he will 
do all this without the-aid of civil power or legislative 
enactments. No Christian will ever ask for a civil law 
to compel obedience to the Sabbath. That is all con-
trary to the Spirit of Christ. The divine Legislator has 

Methodists and the Philippine Question. 

THE Methodist Preachers' Meeting which convened 
recently in Philadelphia, adopted resolutions relating 
to missionary vVork in the Philippines, the preamble of 
which said:-

"God in his wise providence has recently redeemed 
from bondage, despotism and superstition more than 
10,000 souls for whom Christ died, and has brought 
them under the sheltering folds of our flag, and made 
them partakers of our inheritance of liberty." 

This coming to the notice of the .American League 
of that city, the latter body addressed a letter to the 
Methodist gathering, which in reference to this pream
ble, said:-

"The adoption of this preamble indicates to the 
.American League that the members of your body are 
not well informed regarding the acquirement of the 
Philippine Islands. Our league has abundant official 
evidence to prove that the islands were not thrust upon 
us by an a11~wise Providence, but rather that our ad
ministration coveted them, as·Abab did covetNaboth's 
vineyard; that the people of the islands, who formerly 
trusted us and loved us as deliverers, have been basely 
deceived and maltreated, and that they have good rea
son to bate and suspect the .American people." 

The letter further made a request for a hearing to 
be given by the Methodist body to a representative of 
the League, who would address them on "The Philip
pine question from a Christian and American point of 
view." 

The reception given this letter made plain the Meth
odist attitude in reference to the qu~stions involved in 
the Philippine conquest. .As the action of a represen
tative Methodist body, it is worthy of note. It is thus 
described:-

"As soon as this letter was presented objection was 
made to its being read, and when the secretary an
nounced that the letter was from an anti-imperialist 
organization there arose a storm of protest. The sec
retary, amid great laughter, moved that the letter be 
referred to the committee on immorality and vice. Then 
another brother moved its reference to the committee 
on legislation, which was seconded. That was its 
burial. Rev. Dr. Lippincott appealed to the meeting to 
grant a hearing to the League, or at least to hear the 
letter, and two ministers called for 'fair play,' but the 
motion to refer without reading was carried amid the 
derisive laughter of the expansionists present. During 
the discussion one member called out, 'You need not 
fear to hear the truth,' to which there was a response, 
'We don't want to have this matter discussed here,' a 
sentiment whfch was loudly applauded." 

enacted a Sabbath law for all mankind, then let man In view of this a secular journal takes the Method-
respect that law and he will not want a civil law to com- ists to task with these judicious words:-

pel others to do as he does, or to punish them if they do 
not. 

Portage, Wis. 

"Ah, brethren, brethren, not so fast. Your action 
and your temper vividly recall episodes of the ante-war 
period when the question of slavery was vainly ruled 
out, but returned again and again and remained to 
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divide like a Rword. The 'unsettled question' over
turned and overturned again until in God's good tilDe, 
in Infinite sadness and turmoil, the settlement came. 
Impatient arrogance and 'derisive laughter' ill become 
those who preach and teach the words of Him whose 
gospel was justice and peace. Further, Christian men 
can never afford to be cowardly and impolite. It 
belies their professions. In this light the Philadelphia 
episode was not laughable; it was deplorable and un
worthy." 

The Flag a "Commercial Asset." 

"Springfield Republican." 

OuR Washington correspondent reports that the 
diplomatic corps is much interested in the question 
"How far the United States would go in the direction of 
intervention to preserve the independence of Corea and 
to prevent the influence of Russia from becoming para
mount in Asia." That is to say, would the United 
States enter a warlike combination against Russia in 
the far East? This is an odd question for the diplo
matic corps to be asking so soon after Secretary Hay's 
great diplomatic ''triumph" regardingthe "open door." 
If the "open door" has been secured, as is so strenu
ously claimed, through Mr. Hay's letter-writing, why 
should there be any talk about forcible intervention by 
the United States in Russia's plans in Asia? According 
to universal agreement, America has no interests in 
China beyond the "open door." 

The London Spectator's comment this week on the 
"open door" correspondence is very curious and brief. 

· In the case of any other power the correspondence 
would be purely academic, it says, but the Government 
at Washington has a way of considering such·letters a.s 
contracts, and. with the support of Great Britain, would 
probably not hesitate to enforce them. In other words, 
the correspondence is purely academic, yet the United 
States intends to get what it wants in Asia by using its 
war power. ThiR sagacious interpretation of the situa
tion recalls the speech of John Barrett, in New York, 
not long ago, in which he reported Assistant Secretary 
Hill as saying that the United States must now have a 
precedent in some commercial dispute in Asia in order 
to prove that it purposes to enforce, even at the risk of 
war, its commercial program. So it appears from vari
ous sources that force is at the bottom of the "open 
door" question and that the United States Govern
ment's eastern program, in so far ~s it is developed, 
leads logically to problems in armies and navies. The 
letters that Mr. Hay has received settle nothing in be
half of peace, for within a ·week of their publication the 
·question is asked if the United States would not inter-

, vene to stop Russia's ad vance in Corea, and the hint is 
dropped that America would not hesitate to threaten 
war in order to enforce her own interpretation of an 
"''ucademic" correspondence. 

The question said to be agitating diplomatic circles 
can be stated more broadly than in terms of interven
tion in Corea, or other parts of China. Cecil Rhodes 
recently referred to the British flag as a "commercial 
asset." A great question of the near future with u~ is 
whether the American flag is to be treated as a "com
mercial asset." For years commercialism has used 
the Government to protect the home market from 
foreign competition by means of the tax power, and 
now it proposes to use the war power in order to secure 
the foreign market. 

Under the new program, the nation will be led into 
foreign wars, if need be, just as in the past it has been 
induced to tax itself. The commercialism of England is 
absolutely dominant in the British empire to-day; shall 
the commercialism of the United States become no less 
absolute, and drive the nation through immeasurable 
struggles in arms for the sake of the almighty dollar? 

Ungodliness of the "Christian Nations.,; 

THE Ram's Horn (Chicago), which believes in the 
idea of national or governmental Christianity, makes a 
severe arraignment of the "two great Christian nat.ions 
of the globe" for pursuing a course calculated to bring 
Christianity into disrepute. In a recent issue it says:-

" It is not pleasant to reflect that the two great 
Christian nations or' the globe are engaged at this mo
ment in an enterprise which the Christian religion itself 
was designed to abolish. We ··believe it is impossible 
theoretically to reconcile any war whatever with the 
principles of Jesus Christ, but even granting that the 
contentions which the United States and Eugland are 
advancing in the Orient and South Africa are just ones, 
itis impossible for_ us to think that if Christ were the 
physical ruler of these nations, as he is supposed to be 
the spiritual sovereign, a better way than that of war 
would not be found for securing justice. 

"A feature of the present situation which is to us 
the most disgusting is the attempt of certain Christians 
in and out of office to justify our hostile position by 
eiting parallels irom Jewish his·tory. They are fond of 
speaking of the 'God of battles,' and of recalling the 
times when he used Israel as a scourge for devastating 
the heathen nations. That absurd parallel, however, 
breaks down in several points. In the first place, we 
have not heard that God has appointed any Moses, or 
Joshua, or David, to be a confidant concerning- his pur
poses to destroy any particular race or its liberties. 
Certainly neither Mr. Chamberlain nor Mr. McKinley 
have offered any credentials which would validate such 
a divine commission. Second, we should remember that 
we are in a new dispensation, when God himself does not 
use the same methods for bringing recalcitrant nations 
to account as he did in the era before Christ. It would 
be as absurd for us to resurrect some of the abhorrent 
institutions of the old dispensation which God suffer!)d 
for a time, like polygamy and slavery, for instance, as 
to appeal to ancient precedent for our justification in 
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prosecuting such wars as _are now raging. Third, and 
finally, it should never be forgotten that neither Eng
land nor America is fighting against heathenism, for 
whatever may be said against Filipino or Boer, it will 
be impossible to convince many people that an army 
which halts before battle to ofier prayer to God, or 
which hastens to render thanksgiving at that battle's 
elose,is an object of God's displeasure; and a race which 
is essentially Christian-Catholic Christian, but so far 
Christian as to throw ofi the Catholic yoke, as Filipinos 
have done repealiedly-cannot be wholly bereft of God's 
favor. 

"Whatever of truth there may be in these reflections, 
this much, to us at least, seems evident: that by reason 
of these two wars, the rulers at Washington and Lon
don have placed the Anglo-Saxon race in a compromis
ing position and have turned back the hands on the 
dial of progress at least a hundred years. Hereafter, 
and for a long time to come, any claim that America 
and England are God's chosen means for accomplishing 
the-purpose of his gospel will meet with the same smile 
of disgust and contempt which the title of Spain's ty
rant Philip provoked when he called himself 'Most 
.Christian majesty and protector of the faith.' The two 
most Christian nations are making Christianity every
~here synonomous with perfidy and greed.'' 

Good Doctrine. 

"Vulcan Times." 

ONE of the objections which this paper urges against 
what is termed the"~ational Reform" movement, which 
proposes to have church people run politics, and none 
but professed Christians put in office, is that such an 
arrangement is bound to interfere with the rights of 
conscieuce of the individual. Religion in politics leads 
to the Inquisition, to Torquemeda. One of the chief 
expounders of this new doctrine thus pretends to dis
pose of the above objection, which he stigmatizes as a 
"high sounding claim." 

"What are meant by rights of conscience? and what 
is an infringement of them? Has any citizen a right of 
conscience to object to the "fhanksgiving proclamation 
by our President and State governor? Has he a right 
of conscience to object to the employment at Govern
ment expense of Christian ministers to pray in Congress 
or State legislatures? A certain citizen doesn't believe 
in these things: must they be abandoned as an infringe
ment of his rights? The name of God in our State con
atitjutions ofiends him: is this an infringement of his 
rights of conscience?" 

At the risk of being the target for some of the epi
t1wbs which the writer of the above proceeds to apply 
to those who disagree with him, we will say that we 
object to all of the above. Thanksgiving proclamations 
may be seemingly innocent of themselves, but once ad
mit the principle of the right of the Government to even 
suggest in religious matters and you have the entering 

wedge of church and stf.l.te. And who that has witnessed 
the unseemly scramble, lobbying and wire pulling among 
the clergy at the opening of a session of the legislature 
to see which one of them shall obtain the coveted three
dollar-a-day job of opening each session with "prayer" 
has been otherwise than disgusted with religion as thus 
manifested? And a statute that imposes such things 
upon an agnostic clearly interferes with the rights of 
conscience. 

We beg to call the attention of the "National Re
former" to a truth which they have temporarily lost 
sight of, and that is that an infidel has as many rights 
in this country as the Christian, and to tax bini to sup
port chaplains, or to force him to sit and hear them in 
our legislative halls is clearly an imposition upon him 
and an infringement of his rights. Christ reasoned and 
plead with humanity but never used force, or called to 
his aid the civil law. Said he, "If any man hear my 
words, and believe not, I judge him not." 

Would that his pretended followers would really 
follow him, and do the same . 

A New Calendar Proposed by Russia. 

As HAS been announced, Russia is about to drop the 
old Julian calendar to which she has held hitherto in 
divergence from the practise of other lands, but she 
looks askance at the Gregorian calendar which the other 
nations use, declaring tLat it also is seriously defective, 
and that a new one altogether is needed. A New York 
paper sa,ys:-

"Russia proposes to the world to abolish both the 
Julian and the Gregorian calendar. In the month just 
closed the Russian calendar dropped one more day be
hind that of the Western church, thus making a difier
ence of thirteen instead of twelve days, which has pre
vailed between the two throughout this century. The 
difference has been more and more of a nuisance in 
proportion as Russia's commercial and other relations 
to Western Europe have increased. The Julian calen
dar, to which the Russian church and state adheres, is a 
pagan calendar. The commission appointed by order 
of the czar, under the direction of the Russian Astro
nomical Society, assisted by representatives of the dif
ferent ministries and learnE?d bodies, unanimously agree 
that the defects of this Julian calendar are such as to 
require reform, but they consider the Gregorian calendar 
-which we use-as almost equally erroneous, and can 
not accept it. Several times it has been rejected, the 
last time in 1830 by Czar Nicholas I. This astronom 
ical commission bas perfected an entirely new calendar, 
jn which common years have exactly three hundred and 
sixty-five days and leap years three hundred and sixty
six days. It is claimed that the new system is so near 
to the real solar year that not more than one day's 
difierence can occur in .a hundred thousand years. If 
Russia adopts it and the Protestant states of the West 
will not, Russia will be one day in advance now, and 
two days in advance from 1920 inclusive.'' 
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THE right of "non-union" laborers to obtain and 
hold employment without opposition from the labor 
unions, was the subject of a recent decision by Justice 
Jenks, of the Supreme Court of Kings County, N.Y., 
which is worthy of note. 

• • • 
Jacob Pfang, a non-union stone worker, applied for 

an injunction restraining the Machine Stoneworkers' 
Union from interfering with him by ordering strikes 
against his employment. Mr. Pfang said in his appli
cation that he has been driven out of employment a 
number of times by the Stoneworkers' Union in this 
way. 

• • • 
Justice Jenks denied the application, and based his 

decision on a precedent furnished by the English House 
of Lords in the case of Allan vs. Flood, which was ren
dered on Feb. 19, 1898. In this case the complainant 

· said that he was driven out of employment by others 
refusing to work with him. Lord Watson, in announc
ing the decision, is quoted as saying: "It is in my opin
ion the absolute right of every working man to exercise 
his own opinion with regard to the persons in whose 
society be will agree or continue to work. They [the 
workingmen] were not under any continuing agreement 
with their employers, and if they bad left their work 
and gone out on a strike, they would have been acting 
on their right whatever might have been thought of the 
propriety of their proceedings." 

* • * 
The logic of the decision is undoubtedly good, but 

it makes plain the fact that civil government is unable 
to preserve under existing conditrons one of the una
lienable rights of everyman-the right to work in any 
honest employment unmolested by his fellowmen. This 
arbitrary dictum of the trade unions is held by them to 
be a necessity; but it is tyranny none the less. 

... 
* • 

WHILE prayers for the success of the British arms in 
South Africa are encouraged among English Catholics 
by Cardinal Vaughan, prayers for the success of the 
Boers are, it is said, permitted by Cardinal Logue of 
Ireland in those districts where anti-British feeling is 
especially strong. This state of things is rather per-

plexing to those people who have said so much about 
the unity which prevails in the Catholic Church . 

• • * 
THE terrible ravages of the opium trade in China is. 

indicated by the number of suicides. In Yunnan pro
vince there are on an average of 1,000 attempted opium 
suicides per month. The a VPrage for the whole of China 
is not less than 600,000 per year. Dr. William Park 
says there are over 800,000, and that the number of· 
deaths from opium poisoning is not less than 200,000 a 
year.-Ram's Horn. 

And opium was forced upon China by one of the 
foremost of the world's "Christian" nations. 

• 
* * 

A "LIBERAL congress of religion," in furtherance of· 
the movement inaugurated by these congresses some 
years ago, will be convened in Boston April 24, contin
uing to the 29th. Its purpose as announced "is to 
unite in fraternal conference men and women of what-.·· 
ever name, who believe i:p. the application of religious 
principles and spiritual forces to the present problems. 
of life." 

* * .. 
THE idea that God, if not actually an ally of the 

British cause in South Africa, is at least favorable to 
the fighting that is being done by the soldiers in the 
field, finds expression in a recent act of the British com
mander-in-chief, Lord Roberts. He has lately ordered 
copies of a new prayer, written by the Archbishop of 
Armagh, Anglican Primate of all Ireland, to be distrib
uted to the soldiers ·of his army in South Africa, express
ing the earnest hope "that it may be helpful to all of 
HerMajesty's soldiers." It puts into the mouths of the 
soldiers petitions such as the following:-

"Fill me with Thy Holy Spirit that I may lead a 
new life. Spare ine to see again those whom I love at 
home, or fit me for Thy presence in peace. 

"Strengthen us to quit ourselves like men in our 
right and great cause. Keep us faithful, unto death, 
calm in danger, patient in suffering, merciful as well as. 
brave, true to our Queen, our country, and our colors .. 

"If it be Thy will, enable us to win victory for Eng
land; but above all, grant us the better victory over 
temptation and sin, over life and death, that we may 
be more than conquerors through Him who loved us, 
and laid down His life for us, Jesus our Saviour, the 
Capt.ain of the army of God. Amen." 

* * * 
In seems never to occur to any of the parties con

cerned that an answer to the prayer for the Holy Spirit,, 
for the new life through conversion, and for victory 
over temptation and sin, were it realized throughout. 
the army, might send the entire command back to Eng
land in revolt, resolved never again to kill their fellow
men for the sake of empire, or to fight again in anycause· 
with carnal weapons. 
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THE "Christian daily newspaper" jdea has taken 
root in the mind of a Methodist pastor in Baltimore, 
and has led him to decide on an effort to interest Chris
tians in Maryland in such an undertaking. A circular 
on the subject has been sent to clergymen and heads of 
religious societies throughout the State, presenting the 
following pledge:-

"W e, the undersigned, feel the need of a pure Chris· 
tian daily newspaper published in the city of Baltimore. 
We promise that if the Christian Citizen is ever published 
we will subscribe for it on the following express CQndi
tions: It is to cost two cents a copy. It is to exclude 
from its columns all advertisements of the liquor busi· 
ness, prize fights, Sabbath desecration, court investiga
tion of the unclean, theatres and everything which is 
corrupting to public morals. It will advocate onlythat 
which is consistent with pure Christian citizenship. It 
will have no political leaning, but briefly state the ac
tions of all political parties. It will be entirely unde
nominational.'' 

* * * 
When a sufficient number of subscribers is obtained 

to make it an assured financial success, the _subscription 
list is to be turned over to seven well-known "Christian 
business men" to have entire charge and control of the 
enterprise, and after paying the actual expenses of the 
publication all the clear profits are to be given to public 
charity, such as the Friendly Inn, the Boys' Home, the 
Prisoners' Aid Association, or to any other good cause 
which said board shall select. Those contemplating 
subscribing to the paper are requested to sign thepledge 
and return to the Baltimore pastor. 

• 
* * 

IN press comments touching the development of 
military ideas in Europe, we note the following:-

' "France has been quick to see the possible advan
tages of the automobile in time of war, and Germany is 
not to lag behind. The emperor has offered a prize of 
$20,000 for the best carriage adapted for use on the 
road or in the field. A squadron of armor-plated au
tomobiles, armed with quick-firers, and perhaps with 
scythes on the wheels in the style of the ancients, would 
certainly strike ~error to a foe if it got near enough." 

* * " 
THE following words spoken by Andrew Carnegie in 

an address to the young men of a Baptist church in 
this city, are worthy of repetition before every audience 
of young men in the country. His theme was "Step
ping·s·tones to success in business." 

"Before I had any stepping-stones, I had the most 
magnificent foundation for them. I was born to the 
blessed heritage of poverty. I hope I speak to poor 
young men. I hope the burden of riches has not been 
laid upon any of you at your time of life. When it is 
laid upon a young man, and, notwithstanding all its 
great temptations, he acts his part well, be is entitled 
to double honor. He is the very salt of the earth. We 

hear a good deal in these days about poverty-oh, abol
ish poverty! But the saddest day that civilization ever 
saw will be that in which poverty doesn't win its way. 
The poor, thank God, we will always have with us. God 
doesn't call his great sons from the palace. The first 
thing that a young man can do as a stepping-stone is 
to resolve to do more than his duty. If he doesn't do 
that, he is not in the race." 

• • • 
THE question of Sunday closing of exhibits at the 

Paris Fair is being agitated in England as well as in 
the United States. From the following press statement 
published April 4, it appears that the attitude of the 
British government is not so yielding toward the agi
tators for Sunday closing there, as is the case in this 
country; also that the American commissioner at the 
Fair has decided to close the national pavilion on Sun
days, notwithstanding the objection of the French 
authorities:-

"Lord Kinnaird, in the British House of Lords yes
terday, asked the government to support the United 
States in opposing displays on Sunday at the Paris 
exposition. The premier, Lord Salisbury, replied that 
the government was fully aware of the feeling in the 
matter, but had no shadow of authority to deal with 
the subject. It was entirely a question for the authori
ties of the exposition. Their objection to shutting 
certain shops on Sunday was that the general appear
ance of the exhibition would thereby be seriously in
jured, and they did not think themselves justified in 
adopting the suggestion. Opinions of the most diverse 
character were entertained on this subject, the premier 
continued, but in France the opinions generally were 
not precisely in accord with those of Lord Kinnaird . 
The government had done all that was possible in 
making representations on the subject to the exhibition 
commissioners. 

• • * 
"Regarding the Sunday opening question, Commis

sioner Peck has received a petition signed by a mass of 
American exhibitors in the engineering and machinery 
section, which is situated in the park of Vincennes, 
requesting permission to remain open on Sundays, Sun
day being the only day in the week on which they expect 
a large attendance, owing to the park being out of the 
way :ior most Parisians. They, therefore, wish to show 
the machinery in motion on that day. Commissioner 
Peck has decided to close the national pavilion oR Sun
days." 

PATRIOTISM does not demand that we shall approve 
a wrong. Loyalty to our country does not require dis
loyalty to principles of righteousness. Loving and 
honoring the flag means loving and honoring the prin
ciples for which that fiag stands.-Independent Patriot, 
Lamoni, Iowa,, March 29. 

THE churches will ;never reach Pentecost by the way 
of politics. 
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No Fishing oli Sunday in Connecticut. 

New York "Journal," April 3. 

CoMING down from the days of Cotton Mather is an 
old law so blue that indigo would be but a tint beside 
it, which prohibits fishing on Sunday. 

Anyway, in West Haven, town of Orange, the select
men got together and had sworn in a dozen special 
constables, who were ordered to conceal themselves in 
the underbrush and nab the fishermen. 

It was a success. Seven fisherman were gathered in 
under an old statute that has been inoperative for more 
than fifty years. The prisoners include several well
known New Haven business and professional men and 
two ~ew Yorkers. They will all be fined generously 
this morning, and as they generally gave fictitious 
names, they will not be known, and the church-going 
people of West Haven will rejoice. 

Rhode Island "Disgrac~d." 

. CHRISTIAN ENDEAVORERS inRhode Islaud,at a recent 
State convention, identified themselves with the move
ment for enforcing Sunday observance, by the adoption 
of the following resolution:-

"WHEREAS, Rhode Island has attained the unenvia
ble notoriety of being the only New England State that 
tolerates Sunday ball games and Sunday cycle races: 
therefore be it 

"Resolved, That the Christian Endeavorers of Rhode 
Island in convention assembled· do utter their earnest 
protest against such a flagrant violation of the law of 
the State, and do call upon all law-abiding citizens, 
and especially upon the citizens of the towns where 
these violations of the law have occurred to combine 
for the suppression during the coming year of these 
Sunday sports, which have so disgraced the name of 
the State." 

Rhode Island may consider itself very fortunate if 
it suffers from no worse "disgrace" than that occa
sioned by ball games and bicycle races within its bor
ders on Sunday. 

Too Much Like America. 

GovENOR Leary of the island of Guam, one of the 
new American possessions in the Pacific, has been de
posed from his office and recalled to this country, for 
reasons thought to be connected with the following 
proclamation, issued by him to the people of the isl
and:-

"Government Hou.<Je, Agana, Guam, Aug. 25, 1899. 
"General Order, No. 4: 
"The celebration of feast days of the patron saints 

of villages, etc., will not be permitted. The churches 

and their members maycele@rate their f<>ast days within 
the walls of their _c_hurches, chapels or private tesidenQes, 
in accordance with the regulations for tile maintenance 
of public peace. 

"Unless otherwise o~dered, the only public holidays 
recognized will be Sundays and holidays anthorizPd by 
the United States statute laws and by proclamation of 
His Excellency the President of the United States. · 

RICHARD P. LEARY, U.S.N. Governor." . 

It is thought by some that this proclamation 
amounts too nearly to an assumption that the Consti
tution of the United States extends over the American 
pos13essions in the Pacific; which, as known is contrary 
to the position held by the administration. 

Sabbatarianism at the Exposition. 

New York "World." 

IN accepting the courteous invitation of the French 
government to join the brotherhood of nations in a dis
play of our resources at the Paris Exposition we ac
cepted all the obligations of courtesy as a guest of the 
French nation. It would show a curious disregard of 
those obligations and of the customs of that country if 
we should now insist that the amr.le space assigned to 
us on our request should be barred and bolted and shut 
out from public view on Sunday-the one day in the 
week on which the great. body of visitors to the expo
sition would have the best opportunity of examining 
and profiting by it. 

There is much hyocrisy and humbug in Sabbatari
anism at home. Let us not make of it our most con
spicuous exhibit in Paris. 

State Inspection of "Charitable" Institutions. 

"UNDER a recent decision of the [New York] Court 
of Appeals," says the New York Sun, "there are now 
nearly seven hundred institutions of one kind or an
other in our State in many of which persons are re
strained of their liberty, that are not subject to the 
visitation or inspection of any department of the State 
government, or of any State authority of any descrip
tion." These institutions contain about 30,000 in
mates. This statement presents one phase of the situa
tion as regards personal liberty in this State. 

An effort is being made to amend the laws relating 
to State inspection of these institutions, but it is vigor
ously opposed by Mr. Elbridge Gerry, controller of the 
society which bears his name, and Mr. Gerry affirms 
that in this opposition he has the support of the Cath
olic Church in this city, and denounces the bill for State 
inspection as a measure instigated by the A. P. A. 

The truth of Mr. Gerry's assertion, while called in 
question by some, is certai:r\.Iy supported by consistency, 
for it is well known that th~ Catholic Church always 
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resists to the utmost any effort to secure State inspec
tion of the nunneries and similar institutions under her 
control. The very fact that such opposition is exerted 
against any measure that might place these institutions 
on trial before the public, is proof that practises are 
conducted within them which will not bear the light of 
publicity. State inspection meanE a curtailment upon 
arbitrary power, which is arbitrary because it feels 
itself answerable to nobody. "Power belongeth unto 
God," says the Scripture, but it cannot safely be given 

I 

to man, save only as its continuance is made dependent 
upon its just exercise of it, as the people from a full 
knowledge of his doings may decide. No objection can 
be made against publicity for the conducting of these 
institutions which is not a confession that injustice is 
practised within them, and a plea for its continuance. 

Bible Reading in Nebraska Schools. 

"Wymore (Neb.) Reporter." 

THE state superintendent of public schools in Neb
raska has decided that the Bible may be read in the 
public schools. The matter was laid before him in a 
case from Gage county, where one family wanted the 
teacher enjoined from using the book, although all 
others favored it. In his decision Mr. Jackson said: 
"There seems to be nothing in the laws of Nebraska 
that would prevent the simple reading of the Bible in 
our public schools. I am of the opinion that in this 
enlightened age and Christian land the public school 
teacher ought not to be deprived of reading the Bible 
or of repeating the Lord's prayer." 

Some Facts About Easter. 

THE following statements concerning Easter, made 
by the Rev. R. S. MacArthur, D. D., a prominent clergy
man of New York City, should be of special interest to 
believers in its observance who hold to the example of 
Christ and the apostles as constituting the guiding rule 
of Christian practise:-

"Easter Sunday is known as theChristianPassover. 
The word and the festival are a survival of the old Teu
tonic mythology. 

"The old Saxon name was-'Oster,' or 'Osten,' mean
ing rising. The German form is 'Ostern.' The English 
name is derived from the Teutonic Goddess of Spring, 
known as 'Ostera,' or 'Eostre,' whose festival occurred 
at this season of the year.'' 

"Easter is the grandest and most joyful of all 
church festivals. In the early days, its celebration 
lasted a week, closing with the following Sunday as the 
Baster octave. There is, however, no trace of the cele
!lration of Easter as a festival in the New Testament 
times, neither in the writing of the apostolic fathers. 
socrates, the ecclesiastical historian, distinctly states 

that neither Christ nor his apostles enjoined the keep
ing of this festival. Origen teaches that if we dwell on 
the great spiritual truths taught by our Lord., every 
day will be an Easter. 

"Later the observance became very general. The 
churches were ornamented with great wax candles. The 
faithful saluted each other with a holy kiss and with 
the salutation: 'Christ is risen!' To this the response 
was: 'He is i-isen indeed!' This beautiful custom is still 
observed in Russia, where Easter is observed with im
posing ceremony. 

"In Heveral pagan festivals there lurked great 
religious truths; they were unconscious prophecies of 
great spiritual realities; they were transformed into 
Easter.'' 

How it is that a festival of which nothing is to be 
learned from the precepts or practise of Christ and the 
apostles, but everything from the practise of the ancient 
heathen, becomes the "grandest and most joyiul" of all 
occasions to t,he Christian Church, we must leave for 
others to explain. 

--~--,_.__.. ___ _ 
The Protestant Movement in Austria. 

THE away-from-Rome movement in Austria still 
continues, and with increasing success according to the 
official Protestant organ of Austria. This journal 
says:-

"During the past three months, in German Bohemia 
alone, the number of converts from Roman Catholicism 
to Protestantism was 836, namely, 374 men, 246 
women, and 216 children. This makes a total in this 
province alone since the organization of this movement 
of 2,794 persons, namely, 1,404 men, 759 women, and 
631 children. Only eighteen pastorates contribute to 
this report, which does not, therefore, embrace the other 
German provinces of the Austrian empire.'' 

The movement is mostly confined to the cities, and 
the majority of the converts enter the Lutheran Church, 
although in Austria the Reformed Church is numerically 
the stronger of the two. "The evangelical cause is rap
idly gaining ground in those districts that in the Ref
ormation period were under Protestant influence, but 
where this church and creed were crushed by the counter 
Reformation inaugurated by the Jesuits, who, however, 
were not able to crush out the Protestant memories in 
the populace.'' "The fact that only a comparatively 
small number of children are found among the converts 
is to be explained from the fact that, according to the 
law of Austria, children between the ages of seven and 
fourteen are not allowed to change their church. Prob
ably the most remarkable feature in these statistics is 
the fact that the number of men converts is almost 
double that of the women. A large proportion of the 
men are young and unmarried. We have here a repeti
tion of the fact so noticeable in the period of the Ref
ormation, that the women cling much more tenaciously 
to traditional religious views than do the men. 
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"When it is remembered that the Protestants of 
B0hemia numbered only 140,000 .persons, the additibn 
of these converts is a noteworthy increase, especially to 
the Lutheran Church, which had hitherto only a mem
bership of 60,000. Some congregations have actually 
doubled their membership." 

' 

Liberty in the United States. 

EDITOR AMERICAN SENTINEL: I can't see how Mr. Mc
Kinley can oppose Sunday opening of the exposition in 
Pa.ris, when at the same time men in the Government's 
employ here are put in irons because they refuse to 
work on Sunday. · 

I read in a paper the other day that a woman· in 
Pennsylvania was lately arrested for sweeping her 
house on Sunday. How shall we understand this? 
There seems to be three controlling powers in this 
country:-

(1) The President and Congress. (2) The church 
and the priest. (3) The labor union. 

If a man refuses to work on Sunday as did. those on 
the Government transport "Sedgwick," the power of 
the United States puts him in irons. If he does work 
on Sunday, the church and priest put him in jail; and 
if he goes to work on Monday (as a non-union laborer) 
then the union labor men crush him just as surely as 
anything eLse. And in spite of all these they boast that 
this is a free country! ' 

Yours sincerely, 
CARL RAPP. 

Chicago, March 80. 

Suppressing Sunday Concerts. 

THE March ~ssue of the Christian Statesman prints 
the following account of National Reform work recently 
done in Allegheny, Pa.:-

"Allegheny, long celebrated as a Sabbath keeping 
city, was recently threatened with a form of Sabbath 
desecration that has invaded other cities. Concerts. 
on the Lord's day in Carnegie Hall were proposed for 
the coming spring and summer. When the evil has 
rooted itself in Pittsburgh, as it seems to have done, 
sympathizers hoped to extend it across the river. A 
meeting was held February9 in the United Presbyterian 
Seminary Building, at which acommittee was appointed 
to meet with the city councils and arrest, if possible, 
this innovation at its very inception. The old and 
specious plea is made in the name of religion that such 
'sacred' concerts will be for the moral and spiritual 
welfare of the masses of the. people. But in fact these 
concerts prove to be in every insts.nce, the enemy of all 
true religion. Being secular in themselves, they help 
powerfully to secularize the Lord's day. The word 
'sacred' is a ;mere cover for what has as little of the idea 

and purpose of the Sabbath as the ordinary 1 musical' 
programs of-other days oi the week:. 

"Since the above was 'written the proposed -inno
vation: has met with what we trust may prove to be a 
crushing defeat. The Pittsburgh Times of March 7 
gives the following account of this encouraging victory 
for the Sabbath: 'The Committee on Public Works of 
Allegheny councils last night returned the ordinance 
providing for Sunday concerts in Carnegie Music Han _ 
to councils with a negative recommendation. -A dozen 
or more ministers were present to protest . against the 
measure. When the measure came up H. M. Davidson 
read the ordinance defining the powers of the committee 
over Carnegie Music Hall, which showed that the hall 
could not be let for the purpose of holding e:A.tertain
ments of any kind on the Sabbath. Chairman William 
F. Trimble ruled Mr. Davidson out of orQer and an 
appeal was taken from his decision, which resalted 
"overwhelmingly in opposition to the decision of the 
chairman. A -vote was then taken on the ordinance,_ 
which resulted in its unanimous defeat.' It is due to 
Prof. John McNaugher, D. D., chairman of the National 
Reform Executive Committee, to state that the initi
ative which resulted in this victory was taken by him, 
and that every step was marked by his customary tact 
and efficiency." 

We have,nothing to say in defense of the character 
of these entertainments,, because we do not know any-
thing about them. But the character of a concert has 
nothing to do with the question oi its prohibition on 
Sunday. Suppose it i.s not a sacred concert-what con_ 
cern have the civil authorities with such a question?' 
Do the mayor and city council exist to define sacredness 
for the people, and compel th& people_ to abide by their 
decisions in the matter? Is this the purpose for which 
they are chosen to office? 

If an entertainment is evil in itself why not prohibit 
it on aJldays? And how can it be prohibited on Sunday 
only, as being not of a sacred character, without making 
a plain acknowledgment that the law forbidding it is in 
the interests of religion, and constitutes so far as it 
applies a union of church and state? 

The Plague Spreading in India. 

London ~~Lancet.'' 

THE plague has now taken hold of Bengal and is 
spreading fast. As I predicted therl:l is a recrudescence 
in Calcutta. The plague mortality has been rising 
steadily since the end of January, and the returns for 
last week show 199 deaths. The outbreak in Calcutta 
has not yet alarmed the native mind and large numbers 
still refuse to believe that the disease is plague at all~ 
but comfort themselves with the title of bubenic fever~ 
milder forms of which they think they h'i.ve known in 
Bengal for many years. 

The regulations being so mild there il,'! no ground 
for any complaints against the authorit L s. Should 
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plague really develop seriously, as in Bombay and 
Poona, the organization must show itself as helpless as 
it is insufficient. The rate of general mortality now 
exceeds 50 per 1,000 per annum, the normal being 
about 37. There is every indication of a very serious 
development. The outbreak in the Patna dist·rict has 
much increased, but it does not seem to have attracted 
much public attention. Nearly 1,000 deaths occurred 
last week. The people refuse to follow the traditional 
plan of evacuation. Some one appears to have pois
oned their minds just in the same way as some one pois
oned the minds of the people of Calcutta with regard to 
inoculation. The consequence is that the disease has 
spread rapidly and is now threatenin~ South Behar. 

Uf Bombay city the record is terrible, no less than 
2,701 deaths having occurred during the past week. 
The number of those dying from plague is gt•eater than 
has ever been known. The death rate is over 170 per 
1,000 per annum. The official returns only give the 
small number of 64:1 deaths from plague. Smallpox is 
still raging, but probably does not account for more 
than 300 deaths in the week. 

The plague expenditure in Bombay has been very 
large. A. recent return shows that up to Dec. 31, 1899, 
the total expenditure was Rs. 4,081,20!3 (equal 
roughly to about £270,000). The returns for the whole 
of India give 2,597 deaths from plague. It would 
probably not be far wrong to double this estimate. In 
the J ullunder district of the Punjah more villages are 
being attacked. 

The latest weekly plague statement for India, end
ing February 24:, shows a marked increase in the num
ber of deaths, and the week closes with 3,184 fatal 
cases, against 2,597 in the previous week. The increase 
is due to the further development in Bombay and in 
the Bengal presidency. In Bombay city the general 
mortality again surpassed the previous maximum and 
2,831 deaths were recorded. Of this:number 263 were 
attributed to smallpox, but the official figures only 
return 768 deaths as due to plague. If the truth were 
known, probably 2,000 deaths occurred from plague 
alone. This terrible general mortality very nearly 
touches a rate of 180 per 1,000 per annum. In Calcutta 
the outbreak is developing very rapidly and now, 
after only five weeks' increase, the plague mortality is 
double what it amounted to during the worst week of 
last year. 

PURE ALL WHEAT GRAHAM FLOUR,~ 
ground under our personal supervision, fresh to our 
order. We will just now fill orders at $4.00 per bbl. 
Grape Juice, pure, unfermented, 3 qts. for $1.00; 5 pts. 
for $1.10. Send for new lists. Remit by money orders. 

NEW YORK FOOD CO., 
OXFORD, N. Y. 
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3. Make all Orders and Drafts payable to Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
not to the editor or any other individual. 

4. We will receive Postage Stamps in small quantities and any kind of 
good money. Defaced coins will not be taken. If paper mouocy 
or coin is sent, register the letter. 
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HEALTH ................... " 
How to find it 

When it's lost 
How to keep it 

When it's found. 
This new book is attracting favorable attention 

wherever circulated, on account of its practical health 
hints and its numerous statistical tables in which are 
set forth the scientific principles upon which the book is 
based. But do not get an idea that the book is full of 
technical terms which the ordinary reader will not 
understand, for such is not the case. It is written in 
the interesting,entertaining style peculiar to the writer 
who is a lecturer of wide experience. 

The following are the chapter titles:-

The Lost Treasure 
Man's Present Condition 
Errors in Diet 
The Enemies of Man 
The Digestive Agents 
Timely Suggestions 
What to Eat and Why 
To Whom Do We Belong? 
Useful Information 
Home Remedies for Common Diseases 
Seasonable Recipes. 

This book contains 222 pages, is well printed on 
good book paper, bound in neat green cloth, and will Le 
sent postpaid for $1.00 

Address any of our Agencies, or 

Address 

KANsAs CITY, Mo. 
OAKLAND, CALIF. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
39 Bond St., New York City. 
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The books described below were prepared to assist 
those who wish to live in harmony with scientific health 
reform principles. They were written by practical 
housewives, and every recipe has been carefully tested. 

A FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN. 
We have no apology to offer in bringing to the attention of our 

readers a cook book discarding an article of diet which is every

. . 

where known to contain disease
producing germs, often of a most 
virulent type. 

While "A Friend in the Kitchen" 
contains no flesh food recipes, it 
does contain an abundance of that 
which is most palatable and whole
some,· and it also tells how the 
foods may be prepared in the best 
possible way. 

Its 400 recipes are interspersed 
with short talks on foods and 
food combinations and other items 
of practical value and importance 
to every housewife, as well as to 
those who wish to study the sub
ject of diet for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. The binding Is a ·new preparation resembling 
leather, Is almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as· oil cloth. 

PRI~E, 60 cents postpaid. 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

This new book does not contain untried recipes, for a first edi
tion of the book was gotten out by the author about a year 

ago. It met with such. a favorable reception that we have now 
. arranged to issue this revised and enlarged edition. 

Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET. 
By Milton O, WilQox. 

Part 11.-HOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By llt:rs. Flora Leadsworth. 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
By J, :&, Leadsworth. M. D. 

The recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and furnish a variety of palatable substitute dishes 
containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
the body. 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 
For either of the above books, address any of our 

agencies, or our nearest House. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

39 Bond St., New York City. 

next Sun~ay's 
fesson · 

is full of glorious soul-saving truths.· In your 
study of the lesson, secure the aid of 

"THE DESIRE OF AGES" 
the most beautiful commentary on the life of 
the world's Redeemer ever published. 

The old, old story is presented in its purity 
and simplicity, and the glorious theme isclothed 
with maay new, practical, present-day lessons 
and applications which are invaluable to every 
Bible student. 

A:<•·specially-prepared booklet which accom
panies each volume enables the student to 
quickly refer to the pages dealirig with each 
Sunday's lesson. 

The book contains 866 large pages, ~d is 
beautifully illustrated. 

PRICES $3.50 to $7.00 
A descriptive circular free. 

Sold by subscription. If there is no 
agent in your vicinity, write to our nearest 
Honse. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co. 
39 Bond St., New York City, 
18 W. 5th St., Kansas City, Mo. 
1059 Castro St., Oakland, Cal. 

IliPORTED GERliAN BIBLES 

MANY of our German friends prefer the "old coun
try" editions of. the Bible to those printed in the United 
States. We have therefore imported some German 
Bibles from Hamburg, and we feel sure that those de
scribed below will please our SENTINEL readers who use 
the )anguage of the Fatherland. These are Luther's 
translation, and all have references. 

Price List of German Bibles: 

No. 60. Black Cloth, sprinkled edges, size 
5Mx8~ inches, Hamburg print, $ .'75 

No. 62. Black Leather, gilt edges, size 5Mx8~ 
inches, Hamburg print, 1.50 

No. 64. Arctic Seal, cut divinity circuit, gilt 
edges, thin paper, 10 pages of helps 
and 8 maps, size 4Mx6~x1~, Stutt-
gart print, 2.50 

Address house nearest you. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Kansas Clty,Mo. 
OPikland, Cal. 

39 BoND STREET, NEw Ypnx. 
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THE rOST FOUNT~IN rEN. 

Only Self=filling and Self=cleaning Pen 

manufactured in the world. 

YOU CAN CLEANSE A.ND REFILL IT IN TEN SECONDS. 

WE submit the following, just received:-

Trout Creek, N~ Y., Mar. 20, 1900. 
I write to say that I am in receipt of the Post 

Fountain Pen, and that I am more than pleased with 
it. I am deligted with it. Its several redeeming fea
tures as per your notice in the SENTINEL are not over
drawn. It is all I desire in a fountain pen. 

Respectfully, 

J. W. CAYMOND. 

The retail price of the pen is $3.00. It cannot be 
purchased for less anywhere. We will send it, postpaid, 
with the SENTINEL one year, for $2.50. 

{ 

Self-filling, 
SIX CARDINAL POINTS !Oelf-cleanlng, 

PECULIAR TO THE Simpli!li.ty, 
Durability, 

"POST." Reliability, 
No Leaking. 
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Publications at 50 per cent. Discount 
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THE latest issue of the Christian 
Statesman reports unusual activity 
in National Reform work in the 
South. But the South does not 
stand apart from other sections of 
the country in this respect. 

A GUN just completed at the Wa
tervliet Arsenal, in this State, for 
the Government, will hurl a projec
tile weighing 2,870 pounds, 5 feet 
4 inches in length, a distance of 
twenty-one miles; will require 1,060 
pounds of powder for each discharge, 
at a cost for powder and projectile 
of $865. How many dollars' worth 
of damage it is capable of doing to 
the property of. the enemy at each 
discharge, is not stated. This is 
said to be the most powerful gun in 
the world. 

THE Christian Statesman accounts 
for the lack of g-rowth in the Meth
odist and other prominent churches 
the past year, by pointing out that 
these churches have not done their 
duty in the matter of "Christianiz
ing society." This is an important 
duty for the church, says the States
man, because without it there will 
not be "an environment in which the 
Christian character can come to 
perfection." "It is hard if not im
possible to be a consistent Christian· 
in society as we now find society." 
So the churches must destroy the 
evils that flourish in society, and so 
remove temptation and furnish an 
environment in which it will be easy 
to do right. 

This conception of the mission of 
Christianity contains two fatal de
fects. In the first place the church 
cannot renovate this world so that 
the evils flourishing in society will 
be eliminated. If the Scriptures 

teach anything at all, they teach 
that the world itself will be de
stroyed by fire, with all the wicked 
upon it, and that thus the evils that 
afflict society will befinallyremoved. 
Christians will not save the world, 
but will be saved out of the world. 
And secondly, Christian character 
is not brought to perfection by re
moving obstacles from the Christian 
pathway, but by a vigorous sur
mounting of these obstacles by the 
faith which lays hold upon infinite 
power. Christian character repre
sents not a work done outside the 

< Christian, but a work done within 
him. God's plan is not to take men 

· and women to heaven by smoothing 
the way so that they can slide along 
easily, but by filling them with 
power to overcome the . world and 
to rise above every possible obstruc
tion. The only smooth way in this 
world is the way that leads down
ward. 

A JOINT demand by Great Britain; 
France, Germany, and the United 
States has been made on the Chinese 
government for the suppression of 
the Chinese anti-foreigner society 
known as the "Boxers," within two 
months' time. Unless this iR done, 
the governments represented in the 
demand will land troops and march 
them to the provinces of Shan-Tung 
and Pe-Chi-li, "to protect foreign 
residents." 

There being no strong central 
I 

government in China, and govern_ 
mental affairs in that vast country 
being in a very unsettled state, af
fording opportunity for secret polit
ical and revolutionary societies to 
flourish almost unopposed, it is 
quite likely ~hat the Chinese govern
ment will be unable to suppress the 
"Boxers" within the space of time 
allotted; and then the forces of the 
"Christian" governments will feel 
themselves absolved from any fur
ther obligation to respect Chinese 
territory, and will enter and forcibly 
take possession of the country. And 
then, if this report be true, the 
lfnited States will be in armed pos-

session of territory upon the main
land of Asia. 

$ 

" EASTER " is observed by the 
churches because of the resurrec
tion of Christ. The day is celebrated 
as the anniversary of the day of the 
resurrection. As the anniversary 
day, it would, like Christmas or 
one's birthday, occur in different 
years upon different days of the 
week. Hence the churches would 
find themselves celebrating Monday, 
Tuesday, etc., as the day of the· res
urrection of Christ, when they bad 
celebrated the previous Sunday for 
the same reason! In the interests of 
Sunday observance this would never 
do. 

So it was decreed that the anni-
. versarymust always fall onSunday, 

and we have an anniversary day 
which not only always falls on Sun
day, but spreads out in the course 
of years over a period of four or five 
weeks between the beginning of 
March and the end of April! It 
does't matter whether it falls in 
March or April, just so that it falls 
on Sunday. 

All this celebration of Easter is of 
course a confession that Sunday is 
not the day of Christ's resurrection. 
A weekly event cannot be an anni
versary, and an anniversary cannot 
be celebrated weekly. The logic of 
the weekly observance demands 
that there be no Easter, and Easter 
in turn disposes entirely of the claim 
made for Sunday as the weekly 
Sabbath. 

Why will intelligent sensible people 
be guilty of such inconsistency? 
Why do not the churches either drop 
Sunday as the Sabbath, or drop 
Easter? If there is. any good reason 
for holding to both as commemo
rative of the same event, we really 
wish some one would tell us what 
it is. 

$ 

ALL reports from Japan agree 
that there is in that country a gen
eral expectation of war with Russia 
at no distant date, for which prep
arations are now being energetically 

· made on both sides. 
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THE Sunday laws, as enforced in some States, give 
the seventh-day keeper the alternative of dispensing 
with his property or dispensing with his conscience. 

CEntered at the New York Postoffice.) How CAN Sunday be both a religious and a "civil" 
Sabbath? How can a thing be both sacred and secu
lar? both tall and short? both white and black? Who 

CoNSCIENCE can be properly surrendered only to the can tell? 
Word of God. 

LAWS touching religion interpose the state between 
the soul and its Creator. 

TBE duties we are to render to Cmsar are never 
those which belong to God. 

Gon does not force any of his gifts upon mankind, 
and no man ought to try to force His gifts upon his 
fellowmen. 

LAws which are to maintain justice between man 
and man, must be founded upon something else than 
religious belief. 

IT is one thing to demonstrate the necessity of a 
weekly rest, and quite another thing to demonstrate 
the propriety of a Sunday law. 

~ ~ 

JEsus CHRIST's solution for the workingman's-rest 
problem, and the only solution he ever advocated, is, 
"Come unto Me, all ye that labor, and are heavy laden; 
and I will give you rest.'' Have clergymen found a 
better one to-day? 

LIGHT needs no protection against darkness, nor 
truth against error, nor Christianity against false reli
gions. When men are protected in their rights, religion 
will take care of itself. 

A New "Sovereignty" in the United Sta_tes. . 

A POLITICAL party in Maine-which one is not a 
material questiorn here-at its State convention held 
recently adopted resolutions in which it is stated that-

"Congress may be safely depended upon to secure 
to all who accept its sovereignty the .blessings of a 
just government and a progressive civilization." 

The noteworthy point in this is the idea it puts 
forth of the sovereignty of Congress. This is strange 
political doctrine for this country. If Congress is the 
sovereign, what are the people? It has been under
sbood heretofore that the sovereignty of the Unit€d 
States resides in the people, and that Congress has 
only such power and authority as are expressly granted 
to it by the Constitution. Now we have it plainly 
asserted that Congress possesses sovereignty in it
self. 

If this were the first appearance of the !loctrine of 
sovereignty in the United States other than that of the 
people, it might be taken for a mere mental slip on the 
part of its authors. But this doctrine has become too 
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prominent to w-arrant such a view of this assertion of 
congressional sovereignty. For years there has been 
a plain tendency towards the transference of power 
from the people to certain classes and parties in the 
Gqvernment, to such a degree as even to suggest the 
coming of an absolute monarchy. We are hearing of 
"government without the Constitution" and even of 
"government by a single mind" as conditions at which, 
if realized here, the American people. should not be 
greatly surprised. And. with this· the idea of the sov
ereignty of Congress is in perfect harmony. 

The people do not appreciate the importance of 
retaining the sovereignty in their own hands. They 
are, for the most part, absorbed in getting rich, as 
Jefferson· prophesied would be the case; and unscrup
ulous men of ambition, realizing their opportunity, 
are robbing them of their power and undermining the 
structure of American constitutional government. 

"Government without the Constitution," and the 
"sovereignty of Congress" are expressions meaning one 
and the same thing. The Constitution is the rule of 
government declared by "we, the people of the United 
States." The "sovereig:qty" of Congress must neces
sarily exist outside the Constitution; and it can exist 
at all only by superseding the sovereignty of the people 
and setting aside the Constitution; for this country, 
like the world in Alexander's day, "does :aot admit of 
two suns or two sovereigns." Shall the sovereignty 
remain in the people? or shall it be transferred from 
the many to a few-to Congress, then to a cliqu:e, to 
a triumvirate, and finally to an emperor? This is no 
idle question. It is one to which the American people 
must give an answer. 

Archbishop Ireland for Sunday Enfor·cement. 

THE following from ~his noted Catholic prelate is 
quoted in "Lord's Day Papers," a monthly publication 
isS'ued by the Wisconsin Sabbath Association:- · 

"I have noticed with much regret that in movements 
of citizens to enforce the Sunday laws of the country, 
Catholics are not in large numbers among the foremost 
combatants. This may rise from some singular politi
cal ideas held by them, but no political ideas must pre~ 
vail against such obligations as those binding us to the 
observance of the Sunday.'' 

And the "obligations binding us to the observance 
of the Sunday," as the archbishop and all Catholics see 
them, are that the day has been set apart by the Cath
olic Church as a religion~:~ day, resting upon precisely 
the same authority as do other feast and fast days of 
the Catholic Church, and no more binding than these in 
its obliga~ion. This is why Archbishop Ireland wants 
the Sunday laws enforced upon Protestants in this 
country. Another noted Catholic writer has said that 
the observance of Sunday by Protestants is "an hom-

age they pay in spite of themselves, to the Catholic 
Church;" and_ Archbishop Ireland, the Wisconsin Sab
h_ath As~qcjation (professedly Protestant), and all-o-th. 
ers working for the enforcement of Sunday laws, want 
Protestants in the United States forced to pay homage 
"in spite orthemselves, to the Catholic Church." 

But we don't want anything of this kind. 

Sectarian Appropriations Again. 

THE long-standing question of Government appro
priations for sectarian Indian s-chools came up un
expectedly in Congress for discussion April 7. It was 
precipitated by the following amendment offered by 
Senator Jones of Arkansas to the Indian appropriation 
bill which was then before the Senate:-

"That the secretary of the interior may make con
tracts with present contract schools for the education 
of Indian pupils during the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1901, but shall only make such contracts at places 
where the Government has not provided facilities for 
all the children of school age residing thereat, and to 
an extent not exceeding the number of children in at
tendance at said contract schools at the close of the 
fis~al year ending June 30, 1900." 

A lively discusshm ensued, which demonstrated the 
· fact that the sentiment for continuing Government. 

contracts with the sectarian schools is by no means 
dead in Congress notwithstanding the action taken by 
that body on the subject some years ago, which was 
thought then to have settled the question aga:i.nst such 
a policy. It is evident that Cardinal Gibbon's request. 
that Congress reopen the whole question of appro
priations for Catholic Indian schools, made some time 
ago, was not without a good foundation for hope of its. 
favorable reception there. 

The following is a press report of the discussion:-

"Mr. Thurston in charge of the bill, opposed the 
amendment, taking the position that the Government. 
should pursue a policy of providing its own schools. 
He deprecated any reopening of the· question which six 
years ago had been a subject of disturbance and serious 
discussion throughout the country. The matter, he· 
thought, had been settled at that time by the adoption 
of a policy of reducing the appropriations for contract. 
schools 20 per cent each year until the contract schools. 
should have been abandoned entirely. He stated that 
the secretary of the interior ha(l advised the committee 
that all Indian pupils could be provided for in the 
government schools. He deemed it the true policy of 
the Government to carry on Indian schools without. 
reference to any religious sect. 

"Mr. Jones made a strong appeal for the adoption 
of his amendment. He said it was not a revival of the 
contract system, but was appropriation simply to. 
permit the secretary of the int~rior to enter into con. 
tract for the accommodation of the Indian pupils who 
could not be accommodated in the government schools. 
He declared that if such an amendment was not .. 
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adopted, 2600 Indian pupils would be without school 
facilities after the present fiscal year, as the govern
ment sChools were entirely inadequate. Mr. Thurston 
stated that the contract schools were established by 
the Catholic Church for missionary purposes and for 
the advancement of a great Christian purpose. He 
saig that the commissioner of Indian affairs had au
thority now to purchase the buildings of the contract 
schools, but the Catholic Church, desiring to continue 
the work of the schools, declined to sell them to the 
United States. He was satisfied tliat in any event 
there would be no diminution of school facilities. 

"A stirring speech was delivered by Mr. Vest of 
Missouri. Prefacing his remarks with the statement 
that he had always been a Protestant and had no 
sympathy with any of the dogmas of the Roman Cath
olic Ohurch, he pronounced a brilliant eulogy upon the 
Jesuits for their work among the Indians. Mr. Vest 
paid tribute to Booker Washington for his great work 
among the colored people of the South. Prof. Wash
ington had struck the keynote of the negro problem, 
he said, by teaching the colored youth how to labor. 
This, he added, was the true secret of the success of the 
Catholics in their work among the Indians. This great 
undertaking had gone forward until, Mr. Vest said, 
'the A. P. A. and the cowards who are afraid of it,' had 
struck down the appropriation for the continuance of 
the work. He declared he was ashamP.d that any 
American should uphold such work of a secret political 
society. He would denounce it if it were the last accent 
of his life. He ridiculed the A. P. A. for adopting a 
resolution demanding his impeachment for saying in 
the Senate what he was now saying. Mr. Vest elo
quently told of the results of the work of the Jesuits 
among the Flathead Indians, saying that the Jesuits 
had rescued these Indians from degradation. He de
clared that the Jesuits were not doing the work for 
love of the Indians, but' for the love of Christ.' 'In my 
opinion,' he said, 'every dollar put by the Government 
into the Indian schools might as well be thrown into 
the Potomac river with a lead weight attached, or 
burned up with the idea that the smoke, by some mystic 
power of idolatry, would accomplish the work for which 
it was appointed.' 

"'I do not believe,' said Mr. Lodge of Mass~tchu
setts, addressing the Senate in a brief reply to Mr. Vest, 
'that it is right to tax one man to support another 
man's religion.' Upon that proposition Mr. Lodge 
maintained it was not l'ight to a.ppropriate Govern
ment money to support any branch of the Protestant 
church, yet, he stated, when he opposed the payment 
of money for the support of Catholic schools, he was 
called a 'bigot' or 'an insectivorous politician.' It was 
a plain and simple principle, he said, that the public 
money should not be used for the support of any sect 
or religion. 'I never belonged to a secret society in 
my life,' contitued Mr. Lodge, 'but I'm not to be de
terred from doing what I deem right by having the 
name of one flaunted in my face.' 

"Mr. Vest asked Mr. Lodge if he had not supported 
'the taxing of Catholics in Massachusetts for the sup
port of the common schools. Mr. Lodge replied that 
he had, but as the common schools were open to all 
and taught no creed he regarded the taxation as per
ectly proper. 'I attack no creed,' said Mr. Lodge, 'I 

recognize the great work accomplished by the mis
sionaries of all denominations and that done by those 
to whom the senator from Missouri so eloquently 
refers. The sacrifices of the missionaries are among 
the most beautiful pages of our history, but they can
not affect the principle which I have laid down.' 

"Mr. Gallinger of New Hampshire opposed the pro
posed amendment in: an earnest speech, in the course of 
which he referred to the work done by Dr. Duncan 
among the Metlakatla Indians. Mr. Vest followed with 
a beautiful story of the same work. Mr.Shoupof Idaho 
called attention to the fact that while Mr. Duncan's 
work was the most notable, in his opinion, ever accom
plished by onP. man among the Indians, he had per
formed it without one dollar of assistance from the 
United States Government. The debate was closed by 
Mr. Carter of Montana, who pleaded for school facilities 
for the Indian children in Montana. He said there were 
1073 children in Montana to-day who would have to be 
educated in the contract schools or go without educa
tion in any form, as the facilities supplied by the Gov
ernment were inadequate. An aye and nay vote on the 
amendment was demanded. The vote was ayes 14, noes 
21, not a quorum, and the Senate adjourned with the 
amendment still pending." 

The;position demanded by the principles of free and 
justrgovernment was clearly stated by Senator Lodge. 
To give to these or to any sectarian schools money 
raised by taxation, is to tax people to support a re
ligion in which they do not believe-an act declared by 
the founders of the Govenment to be "sinful and tyran
nical." Ta:x. money is raised by force, and the support 
of religion by such means is the support of religion by 
force. And this embodies the whole principle of a union 
of church and state. 

Civilization vs. Christianity. 

WRITING of "Missions in South Africa," Rev.Charles 
S. Morris, Field Secretary of the African Baptist Indus
trial Mission Society, says in The Examiner:-

"Without the missionaries the condition of the 
natives would be worse by far than if the foot of civil
ized man had never touched South African soil. Civili
zation simply has no message for a savage but death 
and extermination, unless it is accompanied by, or 
better still, forerun by the gospel of Jesus Christ. The 
devil of heathenism, when not east out by the Son of 
God, seems to get the seven evil spirits of civilized sin, 
and together they go back and re-enter the savage, and 
the last state of that man is worse than the first. 
Without the missionaries the natives, who here and 
there are becoming somewhat educated, who here and 
there wear civilized clothes, and thousands of whom 
worship the true God, would be wandering skin-clad, 
daubed in red paint; the women, as in all heathen coun
tries, man's beast of burden and his toy; the men strut
ting from kraal to kraal, drinking Kafir beer, selling 
their daughters for so many cattle, or bargaining for 
other wives-all steeped in vice, degraded, superstitious, 
hopeless, reprobate." 
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And yet we hear it proclaimed everywhere that the 
only hope of the savage is "civilization," forced on him 
with bullets if necessary-which "has no message" for 
him "but dea:th and extermination," and carries with 
it to him "the seven evil spirits of civilized sin." 

State Sunday Laws Upheld by the Highest 
Court of the Nation. 

BY H. F. PHELPS. 

BoARDING the street car on a recent morning, I 
picked up a paper left on the floor by some earlier pas
tlenger. The first thing that met my eyes was this:-

"suNDAY LAW IS UPHELD." 

What is called "The Barbers' Sunday Law," of 
Minnesota, has been a bone of contention among the 
barbers for some time past. A test case, that of Paul 
J. Pettit, plaintiff, vs. The State of Minnesota, was 
carried to the Supreme Court of the State. This court 
affirmed the decision of the lower court, and also the 
law itself as in harmony with the constitution of the 
State. 

The case was appealed 'to the highest court of the 
nation. A decision was rendered April 9, 1900, by the 
Supreme Court of the United States, upholding the so_ 
called barber law of this State. The decision was ren
dered by Chief Justice Fuller, and was concurred in by 
the balance of the court. Justice Fuller says that the 
United States Supreme Court has uniformly recognized 
State legislation respecting the observance of Sunday 
laws as an exercise of police power. A number of au· 
thorities were cited in England and this country touch
ing the question whether shaving on Sunday is a work 
of necessity. "In view of all the facts," the decision 
reads, "we cannot say that the legislature has exceeded 
the limits of its legislative power in declaring that a& 
a matter of law keeping, barber shops open on Sunday 
is not a work of necessity or charity. While as to other 
kinds of labor they have left that question to be de
termined as one of fact, we recognize the force of the 
declaration suggested and perceive no adequate ground 
for interfering with the wide discretion confessedly nec
essarily exercised by the state in these matters by hold
ing that the classification was so palpably arbitrary as 
to bring the law into conflict with the federal Consti
tution." 

It is passingly strange that men do not see the 
principle involved in. these Sunday laws. The real 
question is one of indiv.id'b.al right,-the right to do as 
one wills, provided always that the equal rights of 
another be not infringed-not whether this or that be a 
work of necessity or not. What inalienable right is' 
violated, pray, when a man shaves another, or does not 

shave him? or, when a man submits, or does not sub
mit, to be shaved on Sunday, or any other day?,, 

Archbishop Martinelli on the "Lord's Day." 

IN the Catholic Mirror, Archbishop Martinelli, "Del
egate Apostolic to the United States," considers the 
question "Shall Sunday be 'Lord's Day?'" and states 
the doctrine by which the question is answered for 
Roman Catholics. According to his statements, as will 
be noticed, Protestants in applying the term "Lord's 
day" to Sunday, have been following an example set by 
Rome from very early times. The archbishop says:-

"The Vttin races have used the word 'Dominica,' or 
day of the Lord, to designate the first day of the week 
since the reign of Pope Sylvester I, who ruled the church 
from A. D. 312 to 337. 

"From the beginning we find that all those people 
who derive their language from the Latin-the Spanish, 
French, Italian, and Portuguese, do not honor a hea
then god in the specific title which they give to the day 
which we call holy, but they call it, as we do in ecclesias
tical Latin-Lord's day-'Dominico'-in Spanish, Ital
ian and Portuguese, and 'Dimanche' in French. 

"The change which the Christian church made from 
the Sabbath to Sunday is too well known to need dis
cussion. The early followers of Christ chose the first 
day of the week as the day of prayer rather than the 
last, mainly to commemorate his glorious resurrection. 

"The teachings of the early fathers tell us that the 
Holy Ghost descended upon the disciples on Whit Sun
day or Pentecost, and this constitutes aqother reason 
for the change. The observance of the Sunday or day 
of rest does not emanate from the natural law, which 
would indeed require us to worship the author of nature 
during parts of every day rather than during a whole 
day of every week. 

"There is no divine law which commands us to com
memorate Sunday. The observance is purely of ecclesi
astical origin, dating, however, from. the time of the 
apostles. But as we have no trace of the Sabbath be· 
ing observed among the Hebrews before the time of 
Moses we need not question the authority of the apos
tles to sanctify Sunday and set it apart as the day on 
which we honor the resurrection of the Son of God. 

" The Anglo-Saxon word Sunday is the name given 
to honor the sun, the divinity considered the most 
powerful in heathen mythology. The names of the 
other days of the week are chosen to honor some other 
divinity, as Monday, Luna, the moon; Tuesday, Mardi, 
Mars, the God of war; Wednesday, Woden, or Mercury; 
Thursday, or Thorday, the day on which Jupiter was 
remembered; Friday was dedicated to Venus and Sat
urday to Saturn, the father of Jupiter and Neptune. 

"I believe that all Christian people should proclaim 
their belief iq the Son of God by honoring his name in 
the day which they have chosen to consecrate to him. 
This great country is a Christian country, and by 
adopting the word 'Lord's day' or 'Sonday' to honor 
the Word Incarn~te, it will bear witness of th9 truth. 
In the Latin we used to say 'Dies de Dominus,' but this 
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was considered too cumbersome for ordinary use, so the 
name has become simply Dominica. 

"There will be some means of simplifying the Eng
lish word to meet the popular requirements. We follow 
the New Testament as our guide and we will find therein 
many reasons for calling the first day of the week the 
'Lord's day.' Thus, there is but one passage in the 
New Testament in which we find the first day mentioned 
specifically as the Lord's day, namely, in the Apoc. 1: 
10. In Acts 20:7, we are told that,St. Paul abode seven 
days at Troas, and that on the first day of the week 
the disciples came together to break bread. We have 
every reason, both from revelation and from tradition, 
to consecrate the first day of the week to the Son of 
God, and to name it for him is consistently and relig
iously to put in practise the theory of our belief. I am 
interested in this discussion, and I hope that it will 
bear good fruits among the believers in Christ in this 
country." 

Observe that the archbishop says: "This great 
country is a Christian country, and by adopting the 
word 'Lord's day' or 'Sonday' to honor the Word In
carnate, it will bear witness of the truth." By making 
Sunday the "Lord's day," then, this country will pro
claim that it is "Christian." But with the archbishop, 
the term "Christian" means Catholic and not Protes
tant. The country can proclaim itself "Christian" as a 
Catholic, but not as a Protestant, country; and it will 
do this by making Sunday the "Lord's day.'' This is 
perfectly in harmony with the Catholic claim that the 
Sabbath was changed by authority of the (Catholic) 
church, and that the change of the day stands as the 
sign of the church's spiritual power and authority. It 
is perfectly true therefore that in making Sunday the 
"Lord's day" this nation will proclaim itself "Chris
tian" in the Roman Catholic sense, which will be simply 
to proclaim itflelf a Catholic nation. 

It is amusing to note the archbishop's further state
ment that in "Apoc. 1:10," "we find the first day of the 
week specifically mentioned as the Lord's day.'' The 
idea that the "Lord's day" of Rev. 1:10 refers specific
ally or in any way to Sunday was specifically contro-

. verted in the Catholic Mirror some years ago by a 
prominent Catholic writer, and seems to be better 
"Protestant" doctrine than Catholic; but the arch
bishop's statement well illustrates the assumption that 
goes with the attempt to find Bible proof for Sunday. 
The text-in question says nothing whatever about the 
first day of the week. The conclusion that it does refer 
to the first day of the week is reached by "arguing in a 
circle." The .first day of the week is "proved" from 
Scripture, first, to be the Lord's day; and then the 
term "Lord's day" in Scripture is taken as proof that 
the text refers to the first day of the week. It is like 
two persons trying to hold each other up in the air: 
each depends on the other, but as neither has any sup
port, they must fall to the ground together. 

"THE seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord." 

A "Remarkable Situation." 

THE New York Sun, in discussing the effect of the 
"higher criticism" upon the Protestant Church, points 
out that the Protestant bodies have in practise aban
doned the ground of Scriptural infallibility upon which 
Protestantism stood when the separation was made 
from Rome; leaving Rome as the "sole champion" of 
the doctrine that the Bible contains no error. In this 
it sees, and quite truly, a "remarkable situation":-

"The pope, in his encyclical on Scripture in 1893, 
declared that 'all the books which the church receives 
as sacred and canonical are written wholly and entirely. 
with all their parts, at the dictation of the Holy Ghost,' 
and 'that inspiration is not only incompatible with 
error, but also excludes ~:~.nd rejects it as absolutely and 
necessarily as it is impossible that God himself, the 
Supreme Truth, can utter that which is not true.' The 
sacred and canonical books referred to include all the 
Bible as accepted by Protestants and accordingly the 
papal definition of the dogma of the Scripture attrib
utes to the Protestant Bible entire and absolute infalli
bility. That is the question in controversy and the po
sition of Rome as to it is unequivocal. So also is that 
of Protestantism, so far as concerns its formal and au
thoritative standards of faith; but while Roman Cath
olicism commands the layman Dr. Mivart to render 
obedience to its dogma under pain of e4communication 
and eternal damnation, Protestantism retains in its 
ministry and as teachers of theology many men whose 
teachings openly contradict its standards. 

"Does not this, then, leave the Roman Catholic 
Church the sole champion of Scriptural infallibility? 
Of course, a law amounts to nothing, becomes a mere 
dead letter, unless it is enforced. And is it not a very 
remarkable situation? Protestantism, the great dis
tinguishing feature of which is reliance on' the authority 
of the Bible above and without any other, surrenders' 
the keeping of the infallibility of that authority to the 
church against whiGh it protested and from which it 
separated in the sixteenth century, as a fountain of re
ligious error." 

It is of course only in theory that the church of 
Rome maintains the infallibility of Scripture. The doc
trine has no practical importance for any true Catholic. 
For it i;; not the Scripture in itself that is the infallible 
guide of the Catholic into all truth, but the Scripture as 
interpreted by the church "fathers," the councils, the· 
popes, and Catholic theologians in general. The Script
ure is divine and unerring, but the interprbtation is. 
human and fallible. Such an interpretation does not 
explain the Bible, but the Bible is made to support the· 
interpretation. This opens wide the door to Hror in 
its worst form. And by this means error bas come into 
the Catholic Church, through centuries of time, untH 
to-day·that church, while still maintaining the doctrine 
of Scriptural infallibility, has no use for the Bible at 
all, never encourages its reading in the most enlight
ened lands, and in Catholic countries prohibits it as a. 
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dangerous· and heretical book, to be destroyed as an 
enemy of mankind. 
· The "higher criticism:'' is only another form of tllis 

human interpretation which has destroyed the Bible for 
the millions of the Catholic Church. It is a scheme aim
ing at a like result for the Protestant churches, but 
suited to the conditions of present-day Protestantism. 
The papal interpretation of the Scriptures puts error in 
the place of truth without denying the inaccuracy of 
the Scripture itself; the "higher criticism" puts error 
in the place of truth by simply declaring that certain 
portions of the Scriptures themselves are error. The 
one is as human and as fallible as the other, and they 
represent only opposite sides of a scheme to defeat 
salvation by putting the human in the place of the 
divine. 

The Omniscient never designed that infallible words 
should be interpreted by a fallible authority. If he 
had he would not have provided the Holy Spirit as a 
guide into all truth. If any man .lack wisdom, he is not 
to ask of the pope or the priest, the pastor or the 
higher critics, but "of God, who giveth to all men liber
ally and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him." 
If men will follow the counsel of the Omniscient and 
adhere to the plan he has provided for the spiritual 
enlightenment of mankind, they will find no difficulty 
in accepting the Scriptures as infallible, without the 
necessity of sub'mitting their minds to the authority of 
a pope. 

The Worst Hypocrisy. 

ALL hypocrisy is detestable, but that variety seems 
most hateful that under the guise of "Christian civiliz
ation," or "benevolent assimilation," enslaves less en
lightened peoples in the interests of "chartered com
panies," gigantic trusts, or "protected infant indus
tries." 

The following from a Chicago paper is apropos:-

"The Philippine archipelago is not, it seems, the 
only locality where the natives stupidly and stubbornly 
refuse to recognize those 'blessings and privileges of 
enlightened Caucasian civilization,' which General Miles 
so eloquently described in June, 1898. The people of 
the Congo Free State are said to be somewhat discon
tented under the benign sway of the Congo co~pany, 
whibh is controlled by that wise and virtuous prince, 
Leopold, king of the Belgians. The company, it seems, 
requires. the natives to produce a certain quantity of 
rubber. If they fail to do so cannibal soldiers employed 
by the company are let loose upon them and pillage 
and massacre follow. This has led to some resistance, 
which is feelingly described by t4e company's officers as 
'a rising of the natives aga~nst Christianity ang civiliz
ation.' · And, of course, the 'ris.ing' will be put down if 
every native has to be killed in order to vindicate Chris
tianity and civilization. There seems, however, to be 
one consideration which has been overlooked by Leo-

pold and his philanthropic associates. If all the natives 
are killed where will the rubber come from? Wouldn't 
it be better to kill only-half of them, say, pour encour
ager les autres-thus advancing Christianity and civil
ization and conserving the rubber interests at the same 
time?" 

Talk about the wickedness of the antediluvian 
world; it is doubtful if its crimes were more Heaven
daring than those pow perpetrated in the name of 
"Christian civilization." c. P. B. 

The Filipinos "Hate Protestantism." 

IN AN putline of the situation now existing in the 
Philippine islands, Mr. Frederick Palmer says in Col
lier's Weekly:-

"The sensation of the hour is the report that Arch
bishop Chapelle told the provincial of the Dominican 
brotherhood of friars that the friars were to be re
turned to their parishes and receive 'the same support 
from the Government a,s they had received under the 
Spaniards.· A denial was immediately announced, but 
this did not allay the fears of the native population. 
Two days later they sent a delegation to Gen. Otis. It 
comprised most of the members of the supreme court, 
which we have reestablished. (Every native member 
is opposed to the retention of the friars.) They asked 
what the intentions of the governor were regarding the 
frairs. He replied that the Filipino people were to 
enjoy the same religious liberties ·that the American 
people enjoyed under their constitut.ion. Natives are 
also presenting petitions to the archbishop. They are 
all of the same tenor. They ask for the expulsion of 
the Spanish friars, and for either the establishing of a 
n:ative priesthood or the assignment of American Cath
olic priests to ,the parishes. Throughout the islands 
at this time there are but few native priests to .solem
nize marriages, baptize children, bury the dead or hold 
church services. The natives are beyond question de
vout Catholics, as they understand Catholicism, and 
hate both Spanish friars and Protestantism. On the 
other hand, the number of Spanish friars in the islands 
was 3000. America has not 500 · priests to spare. 
There are but few who know Spanish and none who 
understand the native dialects. They would labor 
under this disadvantage." 

How much of this hatred of Protestantism is due 
to the fact, as the natives view it, that the army which 
has conquered them and scat~ered death and desolation 
through their country, represents Protestantism? 
This should be a serious question for Protestant mis
sionaries. Undoubtedly the papal ecclesiastics there 
have advocated this widel;, and by means of this 
seeming reproach upon Protestantism have greatly 
strengthened the papacy's hold upon the people, and 
correspondingly lessened the chances of Protestant 
missionaries for successful work. Is not this the view 
of the Philippine conquest that shoula have been taken 
by the Protestant churches.· We believe it is. 
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Jottings from Afar. 

BY JOHN MCCARTHY. 

IN the province of Cordova, in this Republic (Argen
tina), there is a large clerical party, who are leaving no 
stone unturned to introduce quite a novel idea in the 
way of ecclesiastical worship. A short time ago the 
metropolitan of the Greek Church sanctioned a scheme, 
which will facilitate in a wonderful manner, the recur
rence to divine worship, as practised in the Greek 
Church. The scheme is as follow: each train-from now 
on-will carry a chapel car, in which an altar will be 
erected, and the ceremonies of the Oriental Church gone 
through, in .exactly the same routine as though trans
acted in a Greek Church. Those having charge of these 
servi.;es will be .a friar, a priest, and a sacristan. Thus 
travelers are expected to avail themselves of these op
portunities to "keep themselves religious" during the 
journey. 

This idea has found great favor among the fanati
cal Catholics of Cordova, who are agitating the ques
tion quite vigorously, asking the provincial govern
ment to decree in favor of this "holy scheme," since the 
inhabitants of the city are more incredulous thf!>n ever 
before, and it is requisite to make an effort to bring 
them face to face with teachings of the mother church. 
A large subsidy is demanded by the ecclesiastical party 
to carry into execution this plan. 

SoME time ago the editor of the Tribuna Libre, in 
the city of Cordova, was taken prisoner by order of the 
bishop of Cordova. His crime was that week by week 
he wrote articles in his paper attacking the errors of 
the Catholic Church. The bishop, instead of contro
verting the heresy (as he termed it) of the journal in 
question, being all powerful in that ultramontane city, 
had the editor conveyed to the ;an, where he is now, 
not being allowed communication with the outerworld. 
The colonel of the regiment stationed in Cordova, influ
enced by the Catholic bishop, threatened with punish
ment any military officer who should introduce the 
Tribuna Libre into the barracks. Not content with 
this the bishop has sent out a pastoral letter, which he 
ordered to be read in all the churches,in which he warns 
every Catholic against buying, or advertising in, or 
helping to print, or even touching, this awful, heretical 
paper. He concludes by saying: "Such as will not give 
heed to our counsels and warnings, we excommunicate 
and curse." 

These are the weapons which Rome is accustomed 
to use. She is well skilled in their use, since she has had 
1,600 years of practise with them. She does not want 
to "waste" time in persuading a man by argument; no! 
she uses other arguments than those of reason,-the 
civil sword, coercion, excommunications, papal bulls, 
etc., etc. Rome has not changed, but she clothes herself 

with diff~rent raiment than that she wears in Spain, 
Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, and other fanatical lands when 
she appears before the British and American public; to 
them she poses as the defender of religious liberty, and 
the maintainer of equal rights. Let us not be deceived 
by her guile. 

SINCE President Roca has come to power, the ·gov
ernment has made concession after concession to the 
Catholic Church. The last move on the politico-reli
gious chess-board is, the sanctioning by the govern
ment of the renewal of diplomatic relations with the 
papal see-the which were interrupted many years ago. 

All arrangements have now been made; and soon 
the papal delegate, or internuncio, will have arrived 
upon the scene of his future intrigues. 

Buenos Ayres, Argentina. 

The Other .Side of War. 

London "Daily News." 

THERE are infinitely touching scenes to be witnessed 
daily in Pall Mall, scenes which may well make one ask 
whether war as a cure is not worse than the ill it pro
fesses to alleviate. There are two bureaus for giving 
information concerning the dead and wounded. That 
for the officers is at the western end of the War Office in 
PaU Mall; that for the non-commissioned officers and 
privates is at Winchester House, St. James's Square.· 
These two bureaus are beset all day long with inquirers, 
whose pained anxiety and)keen emotion, only too ap
parent for the brave endeavors at concealment, are 
distressing to witness. 

Type written foolscap sheets pinned to a frame on 
the wall give the grisly details of the dead and wounded. 
There is the list of the dead and then the list of the 
wounded-that is all. The throng, sometimes four or 
five deep, presses continually in front of these lists. 

The War Office might do better than this, one would 
think, and give more facilities to anxious folk for scan
ning the returns of the killed and wounded. As things 
go, it happens at times that troubled, anxious people, 
fearing the loss of some dear one, have to wait for 
a longer period than their patience can bear before 
catching a sight of the returns. The type written letters 
might, without difficulty, be duplicated or quadrupli
cated, so as to relieve the pressure. 

A tall, elegantly-dressed woman sweeps out into the 
corridor from the clerk's room. Her lips are twitching, 
her eyes dilated, her face as white as a sheet. She has 
just heard that her son, who was wounded in the Glencoe 
fight, is in a serious condition. "No amendment, mad
am," is the clerk's stereotyped reply to hel' inquiries. 
She goes her way through the lobby out into Pall Mall, 
a pathetic figure of sorrowing motherhood. 

And here a sweet~faced girl comes timidly up the 
steps and takes her stand just where the crowd thins 
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towards the end ef the frame. Not for worlds would 
she betray emotion, but there is something touchingly 
suggestive in the keen intentness with which she searches 
the lists of wounded. The foremost of the throng in
stinctively make way for her as, unconscious of the 
interest her presence creates, she makes her way along 
the line eagerly scanning the grim lists. Then she goes 
with a quick step into the clerk's room, and you may 
see the flutter of a white handkerchief as she raises it to 
her eyes. 

Here is a father come to learn the latest news of his 
boy, some young lieutenant, perhaps, wounded at Glen
coe or Elands Laagte. The father is an old officer him
self,and the orderlies on duty salute as he marche_s pas·t 
them: He is away for five minutes, and when he returu~ 
from interviewing the clerks, his face is white and hard. 

But it is not for him to show emotion. The 
Queen's service demands much sacrifices, and though 
his father's heart may bl€ed, no one shall read upon 
his face that he grudges the sacrifice of his wn. And 
then, perhaps, like a soldier, he will reflect that it is all 
the fortune of war. 

The scenes at Winchester House are far more poign
ant, because the actors in them give unrestrained 
expression to their emotions. Women are here from 
Aldershot, Hounslow, Woolwich; indeed, from all the 
camps within easy distance of London. - They cry 
softly to th~mselves in the corridors, and will spend 
hours and hours about the building waiting for further 
news of the loved ones away in Africa .. Those who 
know that the worst has happened go away with their 
sorrow, but the majority who have friends and relatives 
on the wounded list cannot be persuaded to leave. 
Incessant and persistent in their anxious inquiries, they 
nevertheless meet with the tenderest consideration 
at the hands of the\clerical staff. 

This is the reverse side of the medal- of war, the 
aftermath. A common.sorrow, a shared anxiety unit€s 
all classes. The general's wife, the colonel's l~dy stand 
side by side with the sergeant's "missus" an·d the wife 
not on the strength of the regiment before these dreaded 
lists. And you may see in Pall Mall many kindly 
womanly offices of condolence and pity discharged. 
Alike to those who have lost and to those who go as 
sympathetic spectators the scene is harrowing, at 
times even agonizing. 

BEFORE the ministerial union of Richmond, Va., 
recently, the Rev; J. B. Hawthorne read a paper denying 
the right of the civil- authorities to enforce an obser
vance of the Christian Sabbath. He declared further 
that he did not recognize the right of the President 
nor of the go~ernor to call upon the people to observe 
Thanksgiving day. Their Thanksgiving proclama
tions should be regarded merely as suggestions, and 
nothing more. 

Changing the Presbyterian Creed. 

~ 

A MOVEMENT has been begun in the Presbyterian 
Church to secure a revision of'the"Confess;onof Faith.'" 
A press dispatch dated at Little Falls, N.Y., AprillO, 
gives this report:-

"The Utica Presbytery, in session here, was thrown 
into a turmoil to-day by an address from the Rev. Dr. 
Taylor, of Clinton, formerly pastor of the Presbyterian 
Church in Rome, who advocated the elimination from 
the Confession of Faith of paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
a:nd 7 of chapter 3. 

"These p-tragraphs· cover the doctrine of election 
and reprobation, for the repudiation of which Dr. Hillis 
of Brooklyn resigned from the Chicago Presbytery. ~he 
Rev. R. W. Brokaw, pastor of the First Presbyterian 
Church of Utica, supplemented Mr. Taylor's addres~ by 
saying the session of his church had passed resol~twns 
to change the objectional paragraphs. A resolutw.n to 
eliminate the paragraphs was referred to thecom:rmttee 
on bills and overtures." ' 

It seems to be felt by thinking men in the Presbyte
rian Church that the time has come when the discarding 
of some of the doctrines so dear to John CalviB and 
men of similar mind, is absolutely necessary to the 
church's prosperity; and they are right, at least as far 
as they go. The creed of Calvin's day is not suited to 
this day. Its effect is simply to drive out the more 
enlightened and honest minds on the charge of heresy. 
As one observer has said: "With all the heretics driven 
out, there should be 11.othing to disturb the serenity of 
the members left within the fold, or their admiration 

. for one another. If this thing continues, however, the 
Presbyterian Church will sometime find itself in a death
like intellectual stillness." 

The bars of the creed ought to be let dow», and no 
others erected in their place. A creed is a barrier to 
truth, but cannot be a boundary of truth. In follow
ing the pathway of t'ruth, men must sooner or later run 
up against this barrier, and then there is trouble in the 
church. The creed may be enlarged-its boundaries 
extended beyond their former place-but they cannot 
be so extended as to enclose the truth, for the truth of 
God is infinite. Men must either stand still witl>ti:a the 
creed, which would mean spiritual death, or pass over 
the boundaries of the creed in the course of their prog
ress to the heights of divine knowledge. The only 
proper creed for the Christian Church is theW ord of 
God. That Word, we are divinely told, "is not bound." 
It can neither be bound by human might, nor bounded 
by human wisdom. 

I ANTICIPATE a riot of materialism, of mammonism 
and capitalism and speculation in Cuba and Porto 
Rico. If we take Cuba and Porto Rico we must govern 
them despotically. ·That is the only way they can be 
governed by us.-Proi A_. M. Wheeler, of Yale Colle~e. 
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AN advocate of Sunday laws has called our attention 
to a decision by the Supreme Court rendered in 1885, in 
which it is affirmed that "Laws setting aside Sunday as 
a day of rest are upheld, not from any right of the 
G,overnment to legislate for the promotion of religious 
observances, but from its right to protect all persons 
from. the physical and moral debasement that comes 
from uninterrupted labor. Such laws have always been 
deemed beneficial and merciful laws, especially to the 
poor and dependent, to the laborers in our factories 
and workshops, and in the heated rooms of our cities; 
and their validity has been sustained by the highest 
courts of the States." 

.. .. .. 
However such laws may have been deemed, even by 

the learned judges of the courts, the testimony of expe
rience clearly disproves the claim that they are "benefi
cial and merciful, especially to the poor." Under such 
laws poor men have been fined, thrown into jail, worked 
in the chain gang, and their wives and children left 
without support. We see nothing beneficial or merciful 
in such proceedings. 

* .. * 
There is a difference between a law giving every · 

person the privilege of rest one day in the week, and a 
Sunday law. Under the former no persecution for reli
gion's sake would be possible; but under the Sunday 
laws persecution has been frequent, under the impulse 
of plainly-shown religious animo£ity. The B.dvocates 
of Sunday laws want Sunday laws and nothing else. 
They may seek to hide behind the plea of the benefit 
and mercy of a weekly day of rest, but a mere day of 
rest is not what they want. The day of rest must be 
Sunday and no other. Sunday, and not rest, is the es
sential thing in their view. 

.. .. .. 
"Is IT really necessary to nationalpridethat a crime 

once begun must be carried on to the end? Is there not 
a time when nation~l prudence and national conscience 
can draw the nation back to the course of sense and 
honor?"-N. Y. World. 

There ought to be such a time, but we may search 
the history of modern nations in vain for an occasion 
when "national prudence and national conscience" bal
anced the scale against national pride aroused by some 
real or fancied insult. 

FRENCH military experts areijreported;ito be con
sidering the feasibility of an invasion ofj~Germany by 
means of automobiles, of which!the Intelligence D€part
ment of the army has reeently purchased a great num
ber. 

* * * 
PROFESSOR HYSLOP, of Columbia College, who hall'! 

devoted much time and effort of late to "investiga
tions" of spiritualistic phenomena produced by a 
prominent "medium," has as a result severed his con
nection with Columbia, and presumably will not be 
heard from again o~tside the occult domain whither he 
has entered. When SpiritualiEm once thoroughly gets 
hold of a person he is unfitted for anything else. 

.. 
* * 

DR. M. L. HEFFLEFINGER, of Huntsville, Ala., who 
served as army surgeon in the Philippines, was wounded 
near Manila last November, and is now at home, bears 
this testimony regarding the conditions affecting the 
health of Americans in those islands:-

"! should like to adviee all my old neighbor boys 
and friends in Texas lilgainst enUsth1g for service in i be 
Philippines, and not to allow the allunments of a com
mission to induce them to entu the service in that 
country. I do not believe any of our men can endure 
that climate longer than two y€ars, and fl'el certain 
that our entire army now there will have to be returned 
by that time, or bury the major portion of them there. 
It is not a white man's country, and Americans can 
never become successful citizEns. This country has 
a poor, conception of the true status of affairs over 
there." 

* * * 
THE following opinion relative to the question of 

the jurisdiction of the Constitution over American ter
ritory other than the United States, was furnished by 
Mr. Magoon, a law officer of the War Department, in 
response to a request upon that department by resolu
tion of the House of Representatives. The opinion re-. 
lates to the island of Puerto Rico, and after refc>rring 
to Spain's cession of the island, says:-

"Thereupon the territory conveyed became part of 
the United States and as such subject to the Constitu
tion. No further action by Congress was necessary or 
possible. The Constitution does not depend upon Con
gress for authority in any part of the United States. 
The reverse of the proposition is the fact. From this 
time on Congress must look to the Constitution for au
thority to legislate for Puerto Rico." 

.. .. .. 
A SHORT time since there was a pulpit-and-newspaper 

controve;sy over the proposition to close Convention 
Hall in Kansas City, Mo., on Sunday. The hall, we 
understand, was built by public subscription and has 
been used as a sort of institute for the exhibition of the: 
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products of the State and for other purposes .similar to 
those to which Madison Square Garden is. put in New 
York. The pulpit won in the debate, but the victory 
was short-lived, for the building was destroyed by fire 
last week. If the decision of the managers had been the 
other way, and it had been determined to continue the 
Sunday bicycle and horse shows, the moral from a the
ological point of view would be obviouR. As it is, no 
lesson seems to be taught.-Exchange. 

the careful consideration of the highest authorities, and 
the round of social 'festivals will be inaugurated next 
season under a simple an:d easily-comprehended system 
of rules. The imperative necessity of adjudicating the 
claims of the speaker of the House and the president of 
the Senate has compelled the promulgation of a new 
and regular order of precedence." 

The Ledger proceeds to state the new rules which 
have been promulgated as the final decree of the "high
est authorities" in the matter, and after some further 
remarks, concludes thus:-

"Let no one who rememberll! the republican simplic
ity, decorum, dignity, and democracy of the official life 
of our Government during the presidency of W ashi:ag

A PRESS dispatch from Paris, dated April9, s;tates ton or Lincoln cry out against this stilling of the 'hith
the following in reference to the question of opening erto stormy sea' of court life at Washington; it is quite 
exhibits at the coming Fair:- harmless, as harmless, indeed, as it is grotesque; it isn't 

a real court which our 'highest authorities' have set up; 
"The French authorities have decided that all ex-

All Exhibits Will Be Opened Sundays. 

the court is as sham as a palace of lathe and stucco. 
hibits at the Exhibition are to be open to the public , It's a petty sham and childish folly; it is merely a bad 
on Sunday, and the United States exhibits are within imitation, an impudent counterfeit of the real thin~; it 
this regulation. is a BrummageJa. court of an oride nobility, and rather 

"The United States National Pavilion is not within than rail against a thing so pitiful in its peurility let 
this category, and the question of its being opened or 'the highest authorities' be congratulated in the briefest 
closed on Sunday the French officials have left entirely manner possible, from Oshkosh to Pride's Corner, that 
to Commissioner Peck." 

Spirit of the Times. 

THE following from an Australian religious journal 
tells more in regard to the spirit of the times than can 
be told by all the arguments of the people who proclaim 
that the world is nearing the millennium:-

"Two PICTURES. 

"A few days ago vast crowds thronged the streets 
of Adelaide to see our troops embark. The send-off 
was most enthusiastic. It was an intensely hot day, 
over 100 degrees in the shade. And yet for all that, 
thousands of men, women, and children stood for hours 
in our Rtreets oblivious of heat and fatigue. Two days 
later-a Sunday-a very hot day likewise, a correspond
_ent in one of the papers declares there were not 500 
people in the churches, and he says in the largest and 
oldest church iu Adelaide there were only four people. 
No doubt the stay-at-home folks of that day would say 
it was too hot to go to church, and deem this a suffi
cient reason." 

Settling the Etiquette of "the Court." 

THE Philadelphia Public £edger makes this reference 
to rellent difficulties at "the court," as the seat of polit
icalarid social life at Washington is now termed:-

"A thrill of gladness will be feltthr~:mghout the land 
when it is learned from the court journals that. 'the 
bitter fight which has raged t;~uring the winter (at 

. Washington) as to social precedence bids fair for settle
ment,' and that 'the intricate problems have received 

this tempest in the social teapot of the Capital has been 
settled; as the very least which can be said about it will 
be the very best which can be s.aid about anything so 
absolutely absurd and pretentious." 

· The "court" may be absurd enough in itself; but 
as an evidence of the change that has overtaken the 
once prominent democracy of the nation, it is not with
out significance. 

·"Fast Day" in Connecticut. 

A NEW ENGLAND CLERGYMAN BELIEVES IT SHOULD 
BE ABOLISHED. 

"New H_aven Register," April 9. 

REv. DR. NEWMAN SMYTH, in his service at Center 
Church yesterday morning, said some straight-from
the-should!lr things regardin~ the latter day observ
ance of .Fast Day as a. public holiday. He compared 
the modern attitude toward the day as a holiday with 
the meaning of the day when it was established, and 
said some sharp things about the modern methods. 

Dr. Smyth read the proclamation, and then sug
gested that the day as a public holiday be abolished. 
He read the governor's proclamation for the first time 
in several years. It will be remembered that for the 

~ 
last two years he has refused to read the proclamation 
for the reasons stated in his address ye8terday. 

Dr. Smyth said that he would read the Fast Day 
proclamation with the public saggestion _that the last 
year of this century might be a fitting time to bring 
this custom to a close. The proclamation, he said,con
tained an apology for its own _issuance in the statement 
that it was a custom instituted by a generation which 
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feared God and kept his commandments. It urged the 
people of this State to devote the day to the State, to 
duty and to God. 

"Those were noble words," said Dr:. Smyth, "and it 
would be a grand thing if it was done by the people of 
Connecticut. It might influence materially the nomi
nations in coming political conventions, if the people 
generally .should do that. But as a matter of fact the 
day would. be observed as a public holiday under the 
mask of a day of fasting and prayer, and very probably 
the following day the attendance and business of the 
police courts would be increased throughout the State." 
This custom had been abolished in other States; we had 
clung to it because we disliked to give up all formal 
recognition of the relations of the state and the 
church. But the church should accept nothing which is 
not real. 

So long as the custom continued the churches of our 
order would respect the proclamation of the civil athor
ity by holding service on the appointed day; but Good 
Friday to devout minds was hallowed by more sound 
associations than the civil power could lend to it. 

American Government in Sulu. 

AccoRDING to the report made by a son of ex-Presi
dent Hayes, as told in the following press dispatch 
from Washington, the government established on the 
island of Sulu under the American flag, a,s yet fails to 
realize the first essentials of stable government-secur
ity to life and property:-

"WASHINGTON, Aprilll.-Lieut. Col. Webb Hayes, a 
son of the late President Hayes, now in the Philippines 
with the Thirty-first Volunteer Infantry, will quit the 
army as a protest against the submission of his supe
rior to 'diplomatic' robbery by a Dato of the Sultan of 
Sulu. 

"Colonel Hayes is coming home immediately, and 
will resign as soon as he arrives. 

"During the campaign just ended, Colonel Pettit 
sent an officer and several men to an island near the 
Sulus to capture an officer of Aguinaldo's army who 
was hiding there. 

"The little party upon reaching the island were told 
by Dato Atto that, according to the provisions of the 
treaty signed by the Sultan and General Bates, Ameri
can soldiers could not land with their guns. 

"The young officer in charge at first demurred, but 
finally gave way, and the soldiers disembarked without 
arms. 

"They were immediately surrounded by the Dato's 
SGldiery and other natives, who relieved them of their 
tobacco, money, and watches. The officer was fearful 
of offending the Data's men, and he made no protest of 
-consequence. 

"He asked that Aguinaldo's officer be surrendered 
to him. 

"'More tobacco,' demanded one of the Dato's lieu
tenants. 

/ 

"More tobacco was given and another request made 
for the insurgent officer. 

"'Give us $20 in gold and we will find him for you,' 
said the Dato. 

"The officer in charge produced the $20 and thepris
oner was turned over to him. 

"Lieut.-Col. Hayes said he could not afford to be 
connected with a regiment which had been subjected 
to such indignities without redress. Colonel Pettit is 
said to have requested that Lieut.-Colonel Hayes be 
relieved." 

Hypocrisy and Humbug. 

THE New York World, of April 5, 1900, speaks edit
orially of the Sunday closing of the Paris Exposition; 
and after touching upon America's obligations in the 
matter as a guest of the French nation, says:-

"There is much hypocrisy and humbug in Sabbata
rianism at home. Let us not make of it our most con
spicuous exhibit in Paris." 

It is quite true that there is much "hypocrisy and 
humbug" in the matter of Sabbath observance, espe
cially where Sunday laws are enforced. In fact all that 
a law enforcing Sabbath observance can do is to make 
hypocrites. The rest is in the Sabbath and not in the 
law, and no legal enactment can give this rest; there
fore, no human law can make a man a Sabbath-keeper. 
And there is much. "hypocrisy and humbug" in acting 
like a Sabbath keeper when you are not. 

G. B. THOMPSON. 
Rome,N. Y. 

A Frenchman's View of the Outlook for Peace. 

IN theNorthAmericanReview the well-known French 
writer, Emile Zola, states his view of ~he prospect for 
the cessation of war in the earth. He says:-

"1 know that, for belief in peace and future disarma
ment, the time is scarcely auspicious, a.s we are now 
beholding an alarming recrudescence of militarism. 
Nations which till now seem to have held aloof from 
the contagion, to have escaped this madness so preva
lent in Europe, now appear to be attacked. Thus, 
since the Spanish war, the United States seems to have 
become a victim of the war fever. I am not quite com
petent to judge the situation in the United States, as I 
am not sufficiently well informed on the subject, and I 
speak merely from what I have seen in the newspapers 
an<i in some documents that were given me. However, 
I can see in that great nation a dangerous inclination 
toward war. I can detect the generation of vague ideas 
of future conquest. Until the present time that coun
try wisely occupied itself with its domestic affairs and 
let Europe severely alone, but now it is donning plumes 
and epaulets, and will probably be dreaming of possible 
campaigns and be carried away with the idea of mili
tary glory-notions so perilous as to have been respon
sible for the downfall of nations. . . . 
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"It must be admitted that symptoms such as these 
are indeed alarming. If the United States, on the one 
hand, and England on the othel', were to arm all their 
male citizens, would not the situation become all the 
more alarming? On the other side of q~e seas would be 
found g;reat fortified camps such as we have in Europe; 
there would be one in England and another in America, 
and both nations could truly be said to be under arms . 

• Well may. one tremble when peace is thus threatened .. 
How, in face of it all, can we beli~ve that war will soon 
have become a thing of the past?" 

The Sunday Movement in Cleveland, Ohio. 

THE moYement for the enforcement of Sunday ob
servance in Cleveland, Ohio, is still in progress. The 
present situation is set forth in the following from the 
Cleveland Plaindealer of April10:-

"The members of the City Ministers' Union, including 
ministers of all denominations, decided yesterday upon 
a program of concerted action, looking to the better 
enforcement of the laws relating to Sunday labor. 

"The ministers have been considering the advisa
bility of a Sunday crusade for some time, and it bas 
been the sentiment all along that better work can be 
done by the ministers cooperating with ·laymen ra1iher 
than by making the crusade a distinctly religious and 
ministerial affair. The position that the ministers take 
is that, first, thousands of people are bein.g opliged to 
lose their rest day and that from a physical st'andpoint 

_ alone these persons should be aided 'in their desire to 
enjOy a day of rest like others. Secondly, the ministers 

·hold· that the ordinances of this city are being violated 
by men anxious for gain and that the violation of the 

"'6. The appointment of a representative commit
tee, a majority of whom shall be laymen, to take the 
lead in carrying out suchprogram. ~ 

. "'7. The appointment of Sunday, May 13, as the 
day on which pastors of all the churches of Cleveland 
and vicinity be requested to preach upon the th.eme of a 
weekly relit day and to urge its claim upon the atten
tion of the public.'" 

The great evils which are referred to as the occasion 
of this Sunday observance movement, are plain to all; 
but it is one thing to show tb.at certain evils exist, and 
quite another thing to provide the proper remedy. In 
this case the remedy-the ~unday law-is one that was 
provided centuries before the evil itself appeared, and 
provid~d for quite another purpose-that of punishing 
"offenses against God and religion." It was provided 
under a union of church and state, and was plainly put 
forth as a church-and state measure in the interest oi 
religion. To defend this same thing no.:w as being a 
purely civil enactmeBt., is illogical and insincere. If it 
is what is claimed for it now,it is not what it was meant 
to be by its church-and-state originators. 

The fact that men are overworked in the great mills 
and factories of the land, cannot be a reason for pro
hibiting labor by individuals working· for themselves 
alone, and of their own chojce, nor for prohibiting Sun
day amusements,-as the Sunday law does. It is alto
gether a wrong remedy for imiustrial ills. 

Proposed Change in Methodist Discipline. 

Sunday laws, besides making Sunday anything but A RADICAL change in the discipline of the Methodist 
quiet and orderly, is having a dangerous influence on Church ie reported to be under contemplation. by the 
the ·community in setting it an example of successful · r~presentatives of this leading Protestant body. As 
defiance of the law. stated in the New York Press of Apri111 it is as fol-

"The ministers decided to lend their support to a 
1 

' ' 
program of action, the lead to be taken by laymen. ows:-
The program is aimed especially at saloons and Sunday "Dancing, card playing, theater parties and many 
amusements. . . . other amusElments heretofore under the ban of the 

"A pro!?:ram for concerted action in Cleveland and Methodist Episcopa:l Church may be indulged in soon 
vicinity for a practical enforcement of laws affecting by the members of that church without breaking rules. 
the weekly rest day was adopted by the meeting, as Three State conferences in the East have asked the Gen
follows:- · eral Conference to permit these amusements, and there 

'"1. Demand that the law relating to the weekly is said- to be a widespread and general desire in other' 
rest day, commonly known as Sunday, be enforced by State conferences that the General Conference take this 
the proper authorities. action. T.he State conferences that have taken this 

. "'2. Special insistence upon the enforcement of law acti~n are th~ New York, the New York East Conference, 
relating to seq.ular professional performanee or to the which embraces Connecticut, and one of the New Jersey 
Opening of public reiiJOrts at which any charge is made conferences. 
for admission or seats. "At the New York Conference yesterday, on the mo-

" '3. Special insistence upon the enforcement of the tion of the Rev. E. S. Tipple, of St. James's Church, of 
Sunday law affecting the saloon. this city, the following memorial to the general body 

'' '4. Provisions whereby Sunday labor be cur- was adopted:- _ · 
tailed, as far as possible, and that employes who are "'That, Provided the committee on the constitu
compelled to labor seven days_ in the week shall have a tion of the church shall decide fliat paragraph 24 of the 
reasonable proportion of their day of weekly rest for . Discipline is constitutional, the General Conference be 
purposes of rest. memorialized to omit from paragraph 248 the incom· 

"'5. Co-operation with the Retail Clerks' Associa- plete catalogue .. of prohibited amusements and to sub
tion and all other organizations which stand for the stitute for the omitted clauses a paragraph in the 
reasonable enforcement of the Sunday law. chapter of "Special Advices" entitled "Christian Con-
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duct."' This chapter urges members not to follow any 
pleasures 'as cannot be used in the name of Jesus,' and 
'that they avoid the very appearance of evil.' This 
would remove the specific injunctions against dancing, 
card playing, theaters al).d like amusements. 

"In the New York East Conference the question was 
brought up by Prof. W. N. Rice, of" Wesleyan. It was 
decided by a large majority vote to ask the General 
Conference to strike out the rule. 

"One of the arguments that has been urged against 
the rule has been that it was practically a dead letter; 
that the young folk danced, attended theaters and card 
parties. In the New York East Conference yesterday 
the Rev.J.M. Buckley said the clause never should have 
been adopted. · 

~·Should the General Conference act on the recom· 
mendation of the State conferences-and the general 
belief is that it will-the move will be the most radi
cal made in the Methodist Episcopal Church in many 
years.'' 

If the rule against indulgence in carnal amusements 
is practically a dead letter in tbe Methodist Church; it 
is because it has not been enforced; and if this is so, the 
b.ars against worldliness have already been let down 
and only the empty form of church discipline remains 
as regards these worldly pleasures. This will naturally 
tend to facilitate additions to the church from the 
world, but it was not by such means that the church of 
Wesley and Whitefield rose to its present position of 
power in the earth. 

·SrN is the transgression of the law of God; crime, 
the, transgression of the law of man. But the law of 
God must be· transgressed in thought and motive, of 
which the act is only the outward expression; while the 
law of, man prohibits the outward act only. The sin is 
committed in the heart before there is any act of which 
the state can take cognizance as a crime. Hence the 
same thing cannot, strictly speaking, be both a sin and 
a crime; and the spherfi!S of civil government and of 
rt~ligion do not cover common ground. 

· WILL some one tell us a single tendency in the Gov
ernment of the United States at the present time toward 
the spread or e~tablishment of republican ·Iiberty?
Independent Patriot, Lamoni, Iowa, March 29. 

PURE·ALL WHEAT GRAHAM FLOUR, 
gro~nd under our personal supe{vision, fresh to ~ur 
order. We will just now fill orders at $4.00 per bbl. 
Grape Juice, pure, unfermented, 3 qts. for $1.00; 5 pts. 
for $1.10. Send for new lists. Remit by money orders. 

NEW YORK FOOD CO., 
. OXFORD, N. Y. 

TO OUR PATRONS: 
1. W.,.ite. Name.• Plainly. 

2. Remit by P. 0. Money Order, or Express Order, or by Bank Draft 
on New York. Personal checks are not desired. 

3. Make all Orders and Drafts Pj'Ytthle to Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
not to th~ editor or any other individual. 

4. We will receive Postage Stamps in small quantities and any kip.d of 
good money. Defaced coins will not be taken. If paper ml?ney 
or coin is sent, register the letter. 

AMERICAN SENTINEL~ 
I 

Set for the defense of liberty of conscience, and therefore uncom
promisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of 

Church aud State, either.in name or iu fact. 

ORGAN OF THE 

INTERNA't'IONAL RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ASSOCIATION. 

PUBjLISHED WEEKLY 'BY 

PACIFIC PRESS 'PUBLISHING CO~IPANY. 

Sin;;Ie Copy, Per Year 
Six months .. 
Three months 

$1.00. 
.50. 
.25. 

ADDRESS, AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond ·st., New York. 

HEALTH ....... *_..........." 
How to find it 

When it's .lost 
How to keep it 

When ·it's· found. 
This new book is attracting favorable attention 

wherever circulated, on account of its practical health 
hints and its numerous statistical tables in which are 
set forth the scientific principles upon which the book is 
based. But do no~ get an idea that the book is full of 
technical terms which the ordinary reader will not 
undilrstand, for such is not the case. It is written in 
the interesting, entertaining style peculiar to the writer 
who is a lecturer of wide experience. 

The following are the chapter titles:-

The Lost Treasure 
Man;s Present Condition 
·Errors in Diet 
The Enemies of Man 
The Digestive Agents 
Timely Suggestions 
What to Eat and Why 
To Whom Do We Belong? 
Useful Information 
Home Remedies for Common Diseas~as 
Seasonable Recipes. 

This book contains 222 pages, is well printed on 
good book paper, bound in neat green cloth, and will be 
sent postpaid for $1.00 ' 

Address any of our Agencies, or 

Address 

KANSAS CITY, Mo . 
OAKLAND, CALIF. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
39 Bond St., Newr York City. 
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: . TWO BOOKS . .\ 
' ~ 

FOR THE HOUSEWIFE . ) 
. ~=~=~~~:~~~~=~=~~~~=~=~~~~=~=~=~~=~:~~~&~' 
The books described below were prepared to assist 

those who wish to live in harmony with scientific health 
reform principles. They were writ~en by practical 
housewives, and everylrecipe has been carefully tested. 

A FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN. 
We have no apology to offer in bringing to the attention of our 

readers a cook book discarding an article of diet which is every
where known to contain disease
producing germs, often of a most 
virulent type. 

While "A Friend in the Kitchen" 
contains no flesh food recipes, it 
does contain an abundance of that 
which is most palatable and whole
some, and it also tells how the 
foods may be prepared in the best 
possible way. 

Its 400 recipes are interspersed 
with short talks on foods and 
food combinations and otheritems 
of practical value and importance 
to every housewife, as well as to 
those who wish to study the sub
ject of diet for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. The binding Is a new preparation resembling 
leather, Is almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oil cloth. 

· PRICE, 60 cents postpaid. 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

This new book does not contain un~ried recipesi for a first edi
tion of the book was gotten out by the author about a year 

ago. It met with such a favorable reception that we have now 
arranged to issue this revised and enlarged edition. 

Part. I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET, 
By Milton Q, Wiloox. 

Partii.-HOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By Mrs. Flora Leadsworth. 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
By J, R, Leadsworth. M, D. 

The recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and furnish a variety of palatable substitute dishes 

·containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
the body. 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 
' For either of the above books, address any of our 

agencies, or our nearest House. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

39 Bond st., New York City. 

next Sun~ay's 
(esson 

is full of glorious soul-saving truths. In your 
study of the lesson, secure the aid of 

"THE DESIRE· OF AGES" 
' 

the most beautiful commentary on the life of 
the world's Redeemer ever published. 

The old, old story is presented in its purity 
and simplicity, and the glorious theme is clothed 
with many new, practical, present-day lessons 
and applications which are invaluable to every 
Bible student, 

A specially-prepared booklet which accom· 
panies each volume enables the student to 
quickly refer to the pages dealing with each 
Sunday's lesson. , 

The book contains 866 large pages, and is 
beautifully illustrated. 

PRICES $3.50 to $7.00 
A descriptive circular free. 

Sold by subscription. If there is no 
agent in your vicinity, write to our nearest 
House. 

Pacific Pre~s. Publishing Co. 
39 Bond St., New York City, 
18 W. 5th St., Kansas City, Mo. 
1059 Castro St., Oakland,,Cal. 

IMPORTED GERMAN BIBLES 

MANY of our German friends prefer the "old coun
try" editions of the Bible to those printed in the United 
States, We have therefore imported some German 
Bibles from Hamburg, and we feel sure that those de
scribed below will please our SENTINEL readers who use 
the language of the Fatherland. 'fhese are Luther's 
translation, and all have references. 

Price List of German Bibles: 

No. 60. Black Cloth, sprinkled edges, size 
5~x8~ inches, Hamburg print, $ .75 

No. 62. Black Leather, gilt edges, size 5~x8~ 
inches, Hamburg print, 1.50 

No. 64. Arctic Seal, cut divinity circuit, gilt 
edges, thin paper, 10 pages of helps 
and 8 maps, size 4~x6!\(xl~, Stutt-
gart print; 2.50 

Address house nearest you. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Kansas City, Mo. 
01» kland, Cal. 

39 BoND STREET, NEW YoRK. 
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j \. ,.. place in the political, social, phys- ! 
'-''~ treatise on this important subject, and is of vital interest ''! ical, and religious worlds, in the + 
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THE fOST FOUNT~IN fEN._ 

Only· .Self=fi11ing and .Self=cleaning Pen .. 

manufactured in the world. 

YOU CAN CLEANSE AND REFILL IT IN TEN SECONDS. 

WE submit the following~: lately received:

Trout Creek, N.Y., Mar. 20, 1900. 
I write to say that I am in receipt of the Post 

Fountain Pen, and that I am more than pleased with 
it. I am deligted with it. Its several redeeming fea
tures as per your notice in the SENTINEL are not over
drawn. It is all I desire in a fountain pen. 

Respectfully, 

J. W. :CAYMOND. 

The retail price of the pen is $3.00. It cannot be 
purchased for less anywhere. We will send it, postpaid, 
with the SENTINEL one year, for $2.50. 

SIX CARDINAL POINTS !ilel!-eleaning, f 
Self·filling, 

PECULIAR TO THE Simpli~~ty, 
Durability, 

"POST." I Reliability, 
l No Leaking. 

Address AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St., New York. 

Publications at 50 per cent. Discount. 

THE special attention of tboee who are interested in 

the circulation of religions lib'{wty literature, is called 

to the fact that we are offering a discount of GO 

per cent., postpaid, on quite a large number of tracts 

and pamphlets. A list of these publications will be 

gladly furnished free to all who ask for it. Speak 

quickly if you want any of these. 

Jesus Died for You. 
This is the title of the new num

ber (No. 63) of the 
APPLES OF GOLD LIBRARY 
written by Mrs.LuellaL. Harmon. 
It is a Christ-filled appeal to sin
ners to yield themselves to Him 
who died for them. lt is well cal
culated to soften and subdue 
hearts, and to do good wherever 
circulated. 

Price, 50 cents per hundred. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond Street, New York City. 
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NEW YORK, APRIL 19, 1900. 

Bound Volumes of the SENTI· 
NEL for 1899 are now ready for 
delivery. Prices as formerly. Cloth 
with leather back and corners, 
$2.50. Heavy manila paper, $1.50, 
postpaid. 

ANOTHER Supreme Court decision 
upholding the validity of Sunday 
laws! See p. 244. Thus another 
step is taken towards committing 
this Government to the evil policy 
of enforcing a religious observance, 
which is the essential principle of 
church and state union. Reader, 
does this interest you? If not, why 
not? If it does, show this paper to 
your neighbor and ask lhim to be
come a reader of the AMERICAN SEN· 
TINEL. 

ON another page we print a dis
cussion recently had in Congress on 
the subject of sectarian appropria
tions. An effort was made through 
a senator from Arkansas.to provide 
for a renewal of the policy of appro
priating Government funds for the 
Catholic Indian schools, by an 
amendment of this kind to the 
Indian appropriation bill. The. 
amendment was defeated by a small 
majority. 

IT is reported that the czar, who 
is doubtless somewhat chagrined 
over the utter failure of his scheme 
for world-wide peace, is planning to 
intervene between the contending 
powers in South Africa. But peace 
cannot be imposed upon people
forced on them against their will
with any gain to the cause of real 
peace; for forcing the wills of people 

· is in itself an incentive to war. If 
the czar tries to make peace he may 
only kindle a greater conflict. 

APRIL 21, the Ecumenical Mission
ary Conference of the M. E. Church 
be~ins its session in this city. Ex
president Harrison will open the 
conference, and President McKinley 
will be present. Among the repre
sentative men who will attend, are 
Justice Brewer of the Supreme Court, 
Rear-Admirals Philip, Farquhar, 
and Watson, Generals 0. 0. Howard 
and Leonard Wood, and J.D. Rocke• 
feller and J. Pierpont Morgan. The 
session will close May. 1. 

.)% 

ARCHBISHOP IRELAND wants to 
have Sunday enforced upon all peo
ple in this country (seep. 242), and 
at the same time he knows (for it is 
plain -Catholic doctrine) that Sun
day rests on no other authority 
than that of his church, and that 
Sunday observance is an act of 
homage to his church. 

.)% 

, WE are informed by Rev. W. F. 
Cvafts t.hat the SENTINEL misquoted 
him in Ftpeaking, some time ago, of 
·the resolutions offered at theW. C. 
T. U. convention in Seattle, touch
ing the relation of the W. C. T. U. 
to Sunday laws. The resolution 
adopted was: "Resolved, that we 

.favor the amendment of all State 
Sunday laws which do not contain 
the usual exemption for those who 
keep the seventh day." In our col
umns it was printed "::lab bath day" 
instead of "seventh day." It ap
pears thatMr.Crafts was the author 
of this resolution; and as he does 
not believe the seventh day is the 
Sabbathday,he was misrepresented, 
though of course only those knew it 
who were in the secret of the resolu
tion's authorship. However, we 
gladly make the correction, as we 
wish to be perfectly fair with every 
person in every way . 

.)% 

WE have spoken before in these PROTESTANTS separated from 
columns of the change recently insti- 1 Rome because. they looked upon 
tuted by the authorities in the Cook ! Rome· as antichrist. Yet they con
Isfands, touching the weekly day of 
rest and worship. The· practise up 
to that time (begun through a fail
ure to number the· days as de
manded by the relative position of 
the islands to the "day line") had 
been to observe the seventh day as 
the Sabbath. The change to the 
first day was made because it was 
"very inconvenient" to business in
terests to continue the old re~kon
ing. But no sooner had the change 
been made than a missionary of the 
Seventh-day Adventists, laboring 
in one of the islands (Raratonga) 
was arrested and fined for continu
ing the practise of regarding the 
seventh day and not the first as the 
weekly rest. What relation this 
proceeding had to the advancement 
of business interests in the islarld, 
was not explained, nor did it need 
to be. It is itself an explanation of 
the whole move-of the spirit that 
was in it and behind it. It is the 
spirit of Sunday legislation the 
world over, however much honesty 
and good intentions there may be 
on the par~ of many who give it 
their support. 

tinned to observe the same day as 
the Sabbath which Rome observed. 
But the Lord says of the Sabbath 
that it is his "sign" (.Eze.20:12,20), 
that those keeping it may know 
they are worshipers of the true God. 
Rome also set.s forth the Sabbath
that of the Catholic Church-as the 
sign of her spiritual authority. The 
Sabbath thus holding this crucial 
place in the Christian syst~m and in 
that which claims to be such, it 
should be evident to Protestants 
that H the church of Rome is anti-
carist, she must be wrong on the 
point of Sabbath observance, and 
the distinction between Protestants 
and Catholics should certainly be 
as marked on this point as on any 
point of religious belief and practise. 
Nor would they need to search the 
Scripture long to discover wherein 
this· distinction should be made. 
Protestants were logically bound to 
repudiate Sunday observance when 
they separated from Rome; and by 
their failure to do so they are logi
cally drawn toward reunion with the 
papal church. 
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How CAN the state be religious without maintaining 
.a state religion? 

UNION of church and state leads surely to disunion, 
discord and strife between church and state. 

GovERNMENT support of church institutions is only 
an indirect form of government support of the church. 

IT is the right of every person to be in the wrong, 
in every matter that does not involve the rights of 
others. 

A SuNDAY law represents an effort to conform the 
world to the church; but such conformity always make& 
the church more like the world. 

THE Omniscient made only one kind-.ofSabbath. It 
was left for human wisdom to discover the "necessity" 
for both a religious and a "civil" day. 

THE purpose of civil law is not to force all people 
into uniformity of action; for such uniformity is both 
against liberty and against unity. Diversity, within 
proper limits, is much more desirable than· uniformity. 

THE physical needs of mankind do not demand rest 
upon Sunday more than upon any other day of the 
week; and the moral needs of mankind demand freedom 
of choice in the selection of the day. 

THERE is as much reason for a civil law enforcing 
the first or the tenth precept of the Decalogue, as for 
one enforcing the fourth precept. One part of the divine 
law does not differ in character fro II\. another part. 

THERE is nothing gained for the cause of religion 
by forcing men to pay a hypocritical homage to one of 
its institutions. Every religious law is against Chris
tianity, because it creates hypocrisy, which is an anti
christian thing. 

The "Two Arms" of "Sabbath" Reform. 

IN a treatise on the "civil Sabbath," the author, 
Rev. W. F. Crafts, sets up the claim that two different 
Sabbaths are essential in the work of Sabbath reform. 
Hesays:-

"The right arm, the most important part, of the 
Sabbath reform, is the promotion of the religious Sab
bath; its left arm, the preservation of the civil Sabbath. 
These two things-the Christian Sabbath on the one 
hand, and the American Sabbath on the otherrare as 
distinct as my two arms, that resemble and co-dperate, 
and yet are by no means the same." 

This illustration does not fit the case. The. reli
gious Sabbath and the "civil" Sabbath, as Mr. Crafts 
-views them, both fall on Sunday. Sunday is his reli
gious Sabbath, and the same day is also the "civil" 
Sabbath. There are not two Sabbaths he'Pe, any more 
than there can be two arms consisting of the same piece 
of flesh and bone. 
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''This distinction," Mr. Crafts says, "is itself an 
answer to most of the objections to $abbath laws, whic~ 
rest chiefly upon the false assumption that they are 
enforcements of a duty to God, punishments of a sin 
against 'God." The truth is that this "-distinction" 
was discovered under the necessity of finding some 
answer to the ob;ections to Sabbath laws, which would 
disguise the fact that such laws enforce a religious ob~ 
servance. The "distinction" has no existence in· fact, 
and therefore no force against the objections at which 
it is aimed. 

Sunday-law advocates.say that Bunday is the Chris
tian Sabbath. Sunday is therefore, in their view, a 
religious day. If Sunday is a religious day, it cannot 
be a secular day, for "religious" and "secular" are 
opposite terms. If the character of Sunday has been . , 

• fixed, by the Lord, then no act or law of man can change 
jts character. If on the other .hand Sunday is not· a 
religious Sabbath, then it is not the true Sabbath, and 
Christians of all people should be the last to desire its 

· establishment in the place of the rightful day. 

"It is admitted," says Mr. Crafts, ·"that it is the 
province of civil law to enforce man's duties to man, 
and especially to punish crimes against man. It is ex
actly on this ground that Sabbath laws forbid Sunday 
work and Sunday dissipation,namely,as crimes against 
man.': Assumption has usually to be supported by 
assumption, and this is an example,-the assumption 
of a "civil" Sabbath supported by the assumption that 
working on Sunday is a crime against humanity. If it 
were true that the rights of people were invaded by Sun
day labor, it would of course be proper .to forbid such 
labor by law, and there would be some ground for a 
"civil" Sabbath. But it is not tt:ue that Sunday labor 
interferes with any person's rights. It is not true that 
such labor constitutes a "crime against man." No 
labor that is not compulsory ean invade personal 
rights. 

The Constitution oi the United States forbids in
voluntary servitude, save as a punishment' for crime; 
and any person other than a criminal held in involun
tary servitude in this country can appeal to the Cons,ti
tution iormrelief. In-yoluntary servitude is recognized 
as an· invasion of personal rights; but the person who 
works voluntarily cannot claim that his rights are 
infringed. He has the right to work, and the right to 
stop wo.rk,and that is as much as any man can have (;r 
desire in this respect. 

As therefore. Sunday labor in the United States is 
not involuntary, but is performed only by those having 
the full privilege of stopping work whenever they m~y 
choose, no rights are invaded by it; and no rights being 
invaded, no action is called for from the civil power 
which is established to preserve rights. Hence there is 
no ground for a civil decree commanding Sunday rest, 
and therefore no ground for the establishment .. of a 
"civil Sabbath." 

America's Sphere in China. 

IN Harper's Weekly of April14, Mr. W. N. Brewster, 
a missionary in China, writes of the failure of 1 Japan to
establish a government in the island of Formosa. After 
five years of effort, he says, Japan has been able to es
tablish her supremacy over only a thirdi. of the island,. 
and bas. been obliged to make humilia~ing concessions 
to the powerful robber chiefs who. ruie the remaining 
two-thirds of the island, and the latter maintain a state
of practical independencie. This fact, he continue~, is of 
importance in view of another fact, which is that Japan 
covets the province of Fuhkien, in China, and· is making 
steady efforts to extend her authority over it. This 
province bas a population of 20,000,000 people. 

His conclusion is that Japan, having faiJed to con
qu~r ana govern Formosa, with its 2,000,000 people, is 
utterly incompetent to goveUI the Chinese province ot 
Fuhkien, and the province must come under the au
t~ority of some other power. The location of tb& 
province, it is to be noted, )is close to the Philippine
islands. Finally he says:-

"In view of the above facts, it would seem to,be the
height of folly for Japan to attempt to ha_ndle a whole
province witl:! ten times the population on the main. 
land. Disastrous failure would be certain. All this · 
points to the possible posEef!sion of this great province
by America in the not distant future. In case China 
breaks up, as now seems most probable, America can
not escape a share of the responsibility for the govern
ment of her next-door neighbor. Japan's failure in 
Formosa will natural1y throw this province, which 
Japan seems to want but can never govern, ·to America 
as the nearest great power that has not already marked 
out its 'sphere· ot influence.' It is not safe to prophesy 
with too much confidence ili such a matter, but the past 
two years have realized far stranger and more improb
able events in Amefican history." 

Some time ago it was settled by American mission
aries in China that the United States could not escape 
a share in the responsibility of governing the millions 
in China when the :final breakup of the. empire takes 
place. American staie!'men concur in this view, and all 
.~stions have seemed pretty well settled except that of 
the location of "the slice." And now this question is in 
·a fair way to being settled, if this writer in Harper's 
Weekly is to be accepted as authority upon the subject 

of which he speaks. 

"Reform" Witho.JJ.t Conscience. 

"Sabbath Recorder .• , 

IT IS interesting to note that most of the appeals 
for the eriforcement of the existing S)Jnday 'laws. are 
made upon the ground that all men must be compelled 
to cease from business on Sunday lest the few who de
sire to cease, from religious motives, shall suffer.pecu~ 
niary loss. The· effort· to clos,e barber-shops, for ex-
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ample, is made upon the ground that some barbers 
want to rest on Sunday, but they cannot unless they 
lose patronage which those who keep open on Sunday 
will take from them. Therefore, it is urged that the 

/ 

~tate must interfere and compel those who do· not de-
sire to close to do so for the sake of others. Such ap
peals lose sight of the idea of conscience, or the willing
ness on the part of men to suffer loss for the sake of 
right-doing. The case is pushed still lower because, in 
most instances, those who want to close desire to do so 
that they may have leisure for recreation, and not from 
any religious motive. A man whose conscience toward 
God and right-doing is what it ought to be, would 
readily accept the loss of wages, or of a day's business 
for the sake of right. 

Children Arrested for Looking at a Game on 
Sunday. · 

THE working of the Massachusetts Sunday law was 
seen recently in the arr~st of two boys in Somerville 
only 13 and 14 years of age, who were taken through 
the streets irl an open patrol wagon, followed by a 
crowd and guarded by an officer, and were both fined 
for the crime of looking on at a game of marbles played 
by other boys on Sunday. The boys injured no one, in
fringed upon no one's rights, but were themselves 
injured by being placed openly before the public as 
criminals, made to pay a fine, without any just reason 
whatever. Yet the advocates of Sundaylawsclaimthat 
they are madein the interests of humanity. That this is 
not the case is plainly shown in the above incident, When
ever the interests of humanity stands in the way of 
Sunday observance it does not weigh a feather. 

Sunday laws are tyrannical; they take away the in
dividual right of judgment in the matter of sacred days, 
and compel him to observe Sunday as a sacred day 
regardless of his belief, or interests. The ridiculous 
character of our Sunday laws was seen in a ruling of 
the Supreme Court recently, which allows cigars to be 
sold by a druggist on Sunday because they are a drug, 
but they are not to be sold at other places. Now as 
Sunday laws are declared to be made in the interests of 
humanity, and to preserve the sacred character of the 
day, the query is, how is humanity served, or the day 
kept sacred by having cigars bought at a drug store 
and smoked as a drug, rather than bought at some 
other place as a commodity, and smoked as a com-
modity? GEo. B. WHEELER. 

So. La.ncaster, Mass. 

THE Sabbath law of God fixes the character of every 
day in the week-six working days and one Sabllath 
day; and no change can be made in this order without 
assuming a wisdom superior to the Creator's. 

Will Not Mix. 

"The Argus," Prescott, Iowa. 

You can not mix relif!ion and politics successfully~ 
and the proposition to bring into the field a ·"Christian 
party" is the height of folly. 

The lowly Nazarine does not ask his p!Jople to strive 
for a kingdom on earth, but admonishef'l them to keep 
their eyes on that everlasting kingdom where nothing 
is corrupt. · 

This question, "What would Jesus do?" is becom
ing sickening the way it is being handled. If a Christian 
would carry it into his or her daily life individually it is 
all right, but whenever they attempt to dictate the· 
course of life along this line to the public a:t;td try to 
rule the world with Christianity as they see it ther~ is 
going to be trouble. 

Christ wants his religion forced on no one; be wants 
his foflowers to bring in the· sheaves by showing a 
loving spirit, and not by bulldozing the people. 

We defy anybody to show us by his teaching that. 
he desired an earthly ldngdom and that he attempted 
to set up one against the powers that were. 

Activity for Sunday Laws in Canada. 

THE "Lord's Day Alliance,"the chief organization in 
Canada for promoting the' enforcement of Sunday ob
servance, is vigorously at W?rk in this field o,f mistaken 
endeavor, according to the following, which we note in 
the Canadian Baptist:-

"This organization is taking on more vip;orous life 
since the appointment of Rev. J. G. Shearer- as Field 
Secretary, to devote his whole time to its work. Public 
meetings have been held in many of the chief centers, 
and the work of the Alliance is being more thoroughly 
organized and pushed. Various forms of Sabbath 
breaking have been discovered. In the border towns, 
American Sunday newspapers are being circulated on 
the Lord's day. Refreshment booths are being opened 
on the Sabbath day along the line of bicycle travel. A 
large paper mill in Cornwall is being run, and in other 
places building, repairing, etc., is being done, and 
photograph galleries are open, on the Lord's day. 
Most lamentable of all, in certain sections, Sunday ex
cursions are gotten up by certain churches to attend 
grave decorations, laying of 'corner stones, opening of 
new edifices., etc. 

"The very existence of the Alliance is having a 
restraining influence upon would-be Sabbath breakers 
and Sabbath breaking,as it is known that lawbreaking 
in reference to this day will lead to legal proceedings. 
We give the Alliance our hearty sympathy in its. ef
forts to preserve a day of rest for our people., While 
we as Baptists cannot seek Sabbath legislation for the 
sake of religion as would some, we can aid in securing 
laws for the protection 'of one day of rest on civil and 
economic grounds. There is no more serious threat to 
the best interests of our country than in the encroach
ment business and pleasure are making upon the Sab· 
bath institution. Let us be wide awake to p.rotect it by 
every legitimate means." 
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Expansion Under the Declaration of Independence. 

By Senator George F. Hoar (speech in.Congress, Aprill7). 

I HAVE spoken of the Declaration 61 Independence 
--as a solemn affirmation of public law, but it is far more. 
than that. It is a solemn pledge of national.faith and 
honor. It is· a baptismal vow. It is the bed-rock of 
~ur repub1ic~n institutions. It is, as the Supreme 
-court declared, the .soul iwd spirit of which the Consti-

tation that the Declaratl.on would abolish slavery, as· 
it did. 

In every accession of territory to this country ever 
made, we recognized fully the doctrine of the consent 
of the governed and the Qoctrine that territory so ac
quired must be held to be made into States. 

India Under Imperialism. 

'-tution is but the body and letter: It is the light by [THE followiBg. condemnation of English rule in 
which the Constitution must be read. The statesman India, made by a ~ew Engl!tnd journal, is not a con
·Qr the party who will not stand by the Declaration and demnation of the British nation, but of•. the imperial 
Qbey it is never to be trusted anywhere to keep an oath policy England bas pursued in dealing with the terri
-to support the Constitution. To- such a statesman, tory of inferior races under her authority. Just at this 
·whenever. his ambition or his passion shall incline him, time, when the United States. has undertaken to govern 
·to such a party, whenever its fancied advantage shall. inferior rac.es in a distant territory, the ghastly picture 
-tempt it, there will be no constitutional restraint. It presented by India to-day affords an object lesson which 
will bend the Constitution to its desire, never its desire should not be lost upon the American people:-,-] 

-to the Constitution. The ultimate test of government is the condition of 

THE OLD EXPANSION AND THE NEW. 

Ther~ is-expansion enough in i\, but it is the expan
'Bion of freedom and not of despotism; of life, not of 
-death. Neverwas such growth in all human history as 
'that from the seed Thomas Jefferson planted. The par
able of the mustard seed, than which, as Ed ward Everett I 

--said, "the burning pen of inspiration, ranging heaven 
and earth for a similitude, can find nothing more ap
propriate or expressive to which to hken t)le kingdom 
,of God," is repeated again. 

''Whereunto shall we liken it, or with what compari
-son shall we compare it? It is like a grain of mustard 
seed, which, when it is sown in the earth, is less than all 
the seeds that be in the earth. _But when it is sown, it 
;grow~th up, and becometh greater than alf herbs, and 
-sh.ooteth out great branches, so that the fowls of the air 
jmay lodge under the shadow of it!' 

This is the expansion of Thomas Jefferson. 'It has 
covered the continent. It ls on both the seas, It has 
,saved South America. It is revolutionizing Europe. lt 
is the expansion of freedom. It differs from your tinsel, 
pinchbeck, pewter expansion as the growth of a healthy 
youth into a strong man differs from the expansion of 
.an anaconda when he swallows his victim. Ours is the 
expansion r)f Thomas Jefferson. Yours is _the expansion 
-of Aaron Burr. . . . 

Thomas Jefferson comes down in history wiTh the 
Declaration of Independence in one hand and the title 
deed of Louisiana in the other. Do you think his left 
hand knew Iiot what his right hand did? Do you think 
these two immortal transactions contradicted each 
other? Do you think he bought men like sheep and 
paid for them in gold? It is true the men of the Declar
ation held sl~ves. Jefferson felt the inconsistency, and 

· declared that he trembled for ·his country when he felt 
that God was just. But he lived and died in. the expec-

the people. Englfsh rule in India is over a century old, 
yet if there is a God-forsaken people to-day on the 
earth's surface it is. that wretched section of humanity 
in the land of Clive, Lawrence and Kipling, that is dying 
by the thousands from simple hunger. :rhe Recretary 
for India, Lord George Hamilton, has lately admitted 
in the, British House of Commons that the present 
famine is the most serious that has occurred during the 
past 100 years. That is equivalent to saying that it is 
as terrible as any that has occurred in the known his
tory of the country, before or after the British con
quest. So far as the 19th century is concerned, the suc
cession of famines indicates conditions of deterioration 
ra~ber than of growing prosperity among the masses, 

·while the century ends with an awful climax in the worst 
famine of them all. 

If British rule has been the bleRsing to India that 
many have claimed, why doet! it fail so utterly to meet 
the simplest and most fundamental of tests? Improve
ments in the administration, the purification of the 
courts and the prohibition of a few heathen rites amount 
to notb_ing if the mass of the people are unable to pro
cure food. The ability to live and produce wealth is a 
condition more essential to any civili'zatiou than the 
manner i1;1 which we live or t-he particular organization 
of industry. 

No government .c,an be pronounced good under 
which the population suffers from recurring famine.s of 
great extent and increasing intensity.· And no more 
terrible indictment can be brought against a ruler than 
the simple fact that millions of his subjects periodically 
die of starvation. It is absurd to pronounce famines 
"an act of God." No intelligent person now loads upon 
the Almighty the responsibility for the great famines in 
Ireland during the past ,century. To be sure, the 
potato crop failed, but why was _it tha15 the Irish people 
had nothing except a f-ew po"tatoes between them and 
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starvation? In India there has been a failure of the 
monsoon. That was "an act of God." Yet why should 
61,000,000 people suddenly be threatened with death 
from hunger because of t.lH· lack of rain? 

In the recent brief debnl e in the House of Commons 
o:p.e or two daring members did not hesitate to attack 
British rule in India as being in a measure responsible 
for the present state of affairs. Sir William W edder
burn, who knows India thoroughly, opened the debate 
by moving "that in view of the grievous sufferings 
which are again a:ffiicting the people of India, and the 
extreme impover:shment of large masses of the popula
tion, a searching inquiry should be institute.d in order 
to ascertain the causes which impair the 'cultivators' 
power to resist the attacks of famine and ·plague; and 
to suggest the best preventive measures against future 
famines." Sir William attacked British officia.lism,and 
laid particular stress on the point that the Indian ryot, 
or peasant, is not encouraged to provide against 
drouths. Samuel Smith, supporting. the motion, 
brought up the appalling poverty of the people. "In 

power. The. sum of £60,000,000 is annually sent to 
England by the Englishmen in India, which they have 
drawn:from the wealth of the country. And heavy t·ax
ation, according to expert observers, ia "the real cause 
of India's impoverishment." These charges certainly 
help to explain the situation and to make it clear that
the responsibility for India's present condition cannot 
be entirely charged against the peopl~ of India them
selves. 

The closing year of the nineteenth century is proba
bly the most inglorious in British history during the 
century's passage. Sir William Wedderburn's motion 
was rejected .by the House of Commons. ·The British 
are lavishly and passionately spending their money by 
the hundred million to crush the nationality of a brave· 
people inSouthAfrica,yet millions of the queen'sindian 
subjects starve. 

Conflict Between Church and State in France~ 

·Madras in the past 11 years," he said, "the number of THE opening of the great internationalExpositien 
evictions for nod-payment of rent amounted to 152,- in Paris, was the occasion of an exhibition of the sec-
000, the nmuber in the preceding 11 years having been ularism now prevailing in t~e French government, 

. 840,000. Such a state of things stands self-condemned. which seems even in Protestant quarters to be viewed 
with a degree of apprehension. The Independent (New We are governing an excessively poor country far too 

expensively." York) in describing this feature of the opening cere-

Mx-. Maclean, a government supporter, who could monies, says:-
not be accused of partisan bias against the party in "What chiefly interests the French public is the 
power, and who lias spent a large portion of his life in relation of the Exposition and its opening exercises to· 
India, visiting the country again only last year, made socialism .and religion. The address at the opening 

was by the Socialist member of the Cabinet. There 
·a vigorous assault upon present conditions. When last were no religious exercises, no blessing by the Cardinal 
in India, he said, he was struck with the apathetic and Archbishop of Paris, no allusion to the Deity in the 
despairing attitude of the native population, who, speeches of M. Millerand and President Loubet; .and 
under recent calamities, had had taken from them even the hymn that was sung, instead of recognizing iJod, 
the last remnants of hope. The real cause of their im- was addressed to Victor Hugo. These are new depart
poverishment was heavy taxation. The salt tax was a ures; they look a bit like a return to 1789. It is not 
most oppressive burden to the poor man. As a matter strange that, following other acts against the church, 

such as the canceling two days before of the usual 
of fact, all th~ resources of India were mortg!tged to recognition of Good l!'riday by the Navy, the feeling 
England. All the great businesses, the ·shipping, rail- on the religious question has been greatly embittered, 
ways, banks and great industrial institutions of all and even the popular success of the Exposition endan
kinds were in the hands of Englishmen, who, drawing gered. France is still at heart Christian, strong as the 
large salaries, transmitted their savings to England. Socialists are, who are mostly anti-religious.", 

What were 1 he consequences to the native population? "The conditions in France," the Independent con
Famine followed famine, cattle died, household goods tinues, "are not reassuring." This is true enough; 
were pawned, and, having no means to replenish their but it would be no less true if the French government 
farms, the natives lived mere slaves to the village . stood upon a religious instead of a secular basis, and 
usurer. They had willingly voted £60,000,000 for the bowed to the decrees of Rome, as it formerly did. 
war in South Africa, and Mr. Maclean urged the House "Patriotism is taught in the state schools, as religion 
to fulfil their obligatfons to the noblest of British pos- is in the chur~h schools. Patriotism almost takes 
sessions-India. the place of religion. The French have not yet 

The trouble with India, according to Mr. Maclean, learned that the two can coincide." They have learned, 
whose right to speak on this question is not disputed, however, that true patriotism cannot coincide with 
is substantially the old trouble with Ireland, that other the religion of Rome. "Despite all the efforts of the 
monument of the failure of British rule. Financially popes, the church, remains hostile to the state, ;;tnd 
and industrially it has been made a mere tribute-bearer. desires its overthrow; and, to the common people, the 
India is literally the financia1slave of the British money ehurch:is represented in its worst and most medieval 
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a'spects by its most widely circulated organs. It is no 
wonder that this provokes the state to hostility and 
reprisals. The condition is an extremely sad one." 
And it would be sadder still if the government sub
mitted to the decrees of the church without a protest. 

The Independent then proceeds to .juetify secular 
government, as follows:-

"Why is it that we have here utter peace between 
·church and state, while France has war, and Great 
Britain has. constant disturbance? The reason is a 
simple one. In this country the church tells the. state 
that it will have none of its help, and so none of its 
interference. . . . There will be no real peace any
where between the two so long as either meddles with 
the functions of the other. Just now the Duke of New
-castle, a leader of the English Ritualists, declares that 
the only remedy for the restraint they suffer is through 
disestablishment. He is right, and so becomes the 
ally of all Free Churchmen. Ritualists in the Anglican 
Church ought to be allowed to do foolish things, such 
.as theuseof incense, and to hold and teach unreasonable 
things, ~uch as. the real presence of the body and blood 
of Christ in the bread and wine of the sa,crament. Th!>y 
>Should have the right to be w~:ot;tg, and the restraint 
of their religious freedom is a tyranny. So in France, 
:3.s long as the state supports the chUI:Ch, and SO 

many sorts of church, Christian and Jewish, it will 
have a fight with the church. A complete severance 
is the only way to peace." · 

Sunday Observance Leagues. 

'THE movement for the enforcemeat of Sunday ob
servance in this country, which is ·being pushed by the 
religious organizations . engaged in the promotion of · 
moral reforms-as they view them-has taken the form 
in ~orne cities of "Sunday Observance Leagues," which 
aim to bring pressure upon Sunday desecrators both by 
the enforcement of Sunday law~, and by the boycott 
wherever this weapon can be made effective. The fol-

Jowing from the Richmond, Va., Times, of recent date, 
·describing a meeting of the Sunday Observance League 
'Of that city, gives a fair idea of the nature and working 
Qf these organizations_:-

"The pastQrs and laymen of the city interested in 
the organization of the Sunday Observance League of 
Richmond and vicinity, met last night in the Assembly 
Hall of the Smithdeal Building,. at Ninth and Broad 
Streets. 

"The meeting was called to order by the chairman, 
Mr. Eugene C. Massie, who called upon Rev. Dr. William 
:8. Campbell to invoke God's blessing upon their meeting 
and work. 

"The minutes of the last meeting were read by Mr.· 
<G. M. Smithdeal, secretary of the meeting, in which con

-nection be read the constitution as discussed at that 
time, but aot adopted. 

"Upon the adoption of the constitution there was 
much discussion and several amendments offered. Rev. 
Jd:r; Goodwin, of St. John's, moved tile adoption of the 

constitution as amended, but Mr. Campbell asked that 
the section of the constitution which stated the object 
o~ the league be read, to which he offered an amend
ment, striking out that section which stated that· its 
object should be to enforce the observance of Sunday as 
a civil institution, and stated that .if the enforcement of 
the existing laws be the only object of the league he 
feared it would not succeed. 

"'The citizens of Richmond,' said Mr. Campbell, 
'should be educated to a proper observance of the Sab

-bath. The officers do not do their duty now, because 
they are. not backed by public opinion. We will not,' 
he continued,-'accomplisb a ~reat deal if we restrict 
ourselves to the enforcement of pres:mt law' and to se
curing necessary legislation for the proper observance 
of the Sabbath as a civil institution.' 

"Mr. R. E. Gary took the other side of the question, 
and said that he thought it better to stand on the basis 
of enforcing the law. 'The law,' said he, 'is the only 
thing we can enforce, and if we succeed in doing that it 
will be enough.' 

''Rev:. Mr. Goodwin agreed with Mr. Gary. Ife said: 
'You cannot find three men wnowill agree as to bow the 
Sabbath should be observed. That question must be 
left to a man?sconscienceand for him to decide. We can 
organize this league, but cannot dictate to any man 
what he shall do on Sunday.' , 

"'Let. the league,' he concluded,. 'enforce the civil 
Sabbath, but each member use his influence on his neigh
bor for the proper observ~n~e of the day.' 

"Mr. Oampb'ell's attention was called to the fact 
that the constitution contained the provision that each 
member should use his influence to the end that the Sab
bath be properly observed. Mr. Campbell stated that 
he had overlooked that provision, and .that that was 
exactly what be desired; consequently he withdrew his 
amendment. 

A BOYCOTT PROPOSED. 

"Mr. Thomas C. Diggs said that he was in favor of 
circulating a petition asking the citizens to withhold 
their patronage from those places of business which 
kept open on Sunday, and that be thou.gbt extraordi
nary means should be resorted· to by the league in ac
complishing their object. 'I know,' be said, 'that I am 
speaking for a lost cause, but I do not think we should 
be content to enforce the law and go no farther. We 
should arouse the people and show them a better way 
to keep the Sabbath by circulating literature, holding 
mass meetings; and interesting the people.' 

'"What if we do enforce tqe law? We can only close 
a man's shop and put him in jail possibly, but that 
should not be the whole aim of our league.' 

EXCURSIONS TABOOED. 

"Mr. T. W. Wood spoke in regard to'Sunda.y excur
sions, and went on to say that only the other day he 
was talking with a City official, who said that the officers 
were willing and able to carry out the law, but that the 
courts would not sustain them. 

"Mr. Campbell was appointed a committee of one to 
·have a thousand copies of the constitution. printed, and 
to mail a copy to each and every pastor in Richmond 
and vicinity, with the request that they read the same 
to their congregations, and ap'point from their churches 
a committee of five to solicit members for the league.'' 
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· 'fhe Churches and. Sunday Desec~ation. 

WHY should the promoters of "Sabbath. reform" 
seek to realize their object by reforming the State (so 
that the civil authorities shall enact and enforce laws 
for Sunday observance), when it is evident from their 
own testimony that the most appropriate. place for 
such reforms is in the church. Here are two .testimonies 
among many others that have been given upon this 
point. 

In answer to a question from a correspondent 
asking whether it would be proper for a Methodist 
minister to travel by Sunday trains to keep an ap
peintment for preaching when he could easily make the 
journey on the preceding day, the New York Christia;u 
Advocate said:-

"If he desired to exhibit contempt for the spirit and 
practise of the genuine representatives of Methodism 
with regard to the Sabbath, and make an impression 
upon the students to whom he was to preach that 
SiJnrlay traveling is a matter of indifference, the most 
effective way of doing these things would be to take the 
Sunday train, arrive just before the service, and take 
another for his home as soon as possible after the 
service. But if he wished to promote a regard for the 
observance of the Sabbath, he would never travel from 
oJ:J.e city to another on that day, except in a case of 
such extreme necessity that he would be justified in the 
puplic conscience. In addition to that he should take 
pains to have the reasons stated. The observance of 
Sunday has 'been broken down more effectually by pro
fessed Christians. than by 11oll other adverse influences put 
together." 

The second is the following stated in the Topeka 
Daily Capital (Sheldon edition) by Rev. W. F. Crafts, 
who has for years devoted,the major portion of his time 
to "Sabbath reform" work:-

"You have asked me to report on the above subject 
[Sunday observance] at a time when the Sabbath is 
more attacked from the front and rear than ever be
fore. Its worst foes are those of its own household, 
Christians who patronize Sunday trains, Sunday news
papers and Sunday mail. One often hears a preacher 
speak openly of going on a Sunday train, which is run 
in violation of both human and divine law. Churches 

. advertise in Sunday papers that are also violations of 
both codes. Sabbath schools adjourn :f}fteen minutes 
before church to leave time to sandwich a visit to the 
postoffice in between the services. In a New York vil
lage I recently heard a Methodist preacher say that 
communion would be in the evening because so many of 
his members worked in the paper mill in the earlier 
hours of the Sabbath. Thousands of persons are re
ceived into church membership while they are breaking 
the Sabbath law~:~ of heaven and earth, on the ground 
they might lose something if they refused. What fools 
the martyrs were who lost life rather than do wrong! 
With such new!'! coming in from the churches, we cannot 
expect much from those who represent the state. 

"The observance of Sunday has been broken down 
more effectually by professed Christians than by. all 

other adverse influences put together," says the leading 
Methodist journal in the United States, and a man 
whose long experience in Sunday reform work has 
made him thoroughly familiar with the situation, says 
that the wors~ foes of Sunday are those ·of its own 
household. Is it not"time, then, to turn; the energy of 
the "reform" movement upon the churches-upon the 
worst offenders-instead of directing it longer against 
those who naturally look to the churches to set them an 
example in such matters? 

Sectarian Appropriations Stopped. 

New York "Independent." 

FoR the first time in fifteen years the Indian Ap
propriation bill goes through Congress shorn of any 
provision in aid of sectarian schools among Indi~ns, 
commonly known as contract schools. The coming 
fiscal year will perhaps be the first since 1819 that Gov
ernment appr'opriations for Indian education will be 
applied solely to the support of schools carried on by 
the Government. · 

This is the consummation of a policy outlined by 
Congress in 1895. For that fiscal year the allowance 
for contract schools was over $2,000,000. In each suc
ceeding year Congress reduced this allowance 20, 30, 
10, 10 and 15 per cent., leaving only 15 per cent.,,or 
less than $60,000, available for the current fiscal year. 
The contract schools have thus had ample opportunity 
to adjust themselves to inevitable Americanism, and 
the Indian Bureau has meantime largely increased its' 
own facilities for taking care of Indian pupils. 

A vigorous attempt was made in Congress to con
tinue con~ract school appropriations on the specious 
plea that the enrollment in Government schools being 
already gr€ater than the capacity of those schools, no 
place could be found for an average of 2,000 or more 
Indian children who are now being cared for under con
tract until the Indian Bureau should.erect more build
ings in which to house them. This would, .of course, 
require a year o'r more at the very least. But the 
argument fell to the ground when it was pointed out 
that the average attendance on Government schools 
was less than their capacity, and, moreover, that the 
Indian Bureau stood ready, and had done so for sev
eral years, to purchase.any contract school plant that 
might be offered. 

Of the 25,202 Indian pupi)s e~rolled in school last 
year, 20,712 were in schools supported by the Govern
ment, 2,903 in contract schools aided by the Govern
ment, 326 in public schools at Government expense, 
and 1,261 in mission schools without expense to the 
Government. There is, therefore, no question that the' 
Government will be able to take care of any Indian 
pupils now in contract schools whom those schools 
shall be unwilling or unable to provide for next year. 
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THE Woman's National Sabbath Allia,nce, which 
has headquarters in this city, has sent out for publica
tion the announcement that the alliance, "desiring to 
meet the demand for children's literature, offers two 
prizes, one of $15, and one of $10, for a short story 
suitable for children, teaching the value of the Sabbath 
and God's command for its observance." 

• • • 
As the material for the vital ;portions of these essays 

mustbe drawn from the Scripture, and must beadapted 
to the minds of children, there is plainly a problem 
before the writers to teach Sabbath observance in a 
way that will point to Sunday a.s the day to be ob
served. Children are accustomed to taking people at 
their word, and when they read that "the seventh day 
is the Sabbath," they are ready to believe it because it 
is perfectly plai:n to their understanding; but they can
not comprehend the obscure "reasons" and inferences 
and. strained arguments by which theologians have 
arrived at the conclusion that the fourth command
ment means the first day of the week where it says "the 
seventh." They may be told that Sunday should be 
Ji:ept because on that day Christ rose from the dead; 

' but this is not a scriptural reason, and reasons not 
scriptural are worth nothing. 

• • • 
·The institution and obligation -of the seventh-day 

Sabbath ca,n be made plain to any child; but the argu
ments for Sunday can be grasped only by an educated 
mind. Is not this the truth? We believe it can be dem-

; onstra:ted at any time. 

• • • 
THE following press item presents a feature of war 

not usually taken into account, but one worth consider 
ing by humane people-its infliction of suffering upon 
dumb animals. Enormous numbers of horses used by 
the combatants in South Africa have fallen victims to 
sudden or more frequently slow and painful death upon 
the battlefield, to starvation, disease, and other evils 
peculiar to that country, and a great business in im
portation has sprung up to supply the demands of the 
cavalry and other branches of the service in which the 
horse is required. We are told that "the con~umi:Jtion 
of horse-power by the British in South Africa is causing 
great prgsperity in the American horse market. British 

agents now here are buying immense_ consignments in· 
Chicago and J-ouisville and New York, and the total' 
purchases may reach 25,000 animals. The existence of 

, the horse is secure so long as wars continue to require
his breeding for the operations of the battlefield and 
military :raid. The automobi1e can hardly displace the 
equine race as a fight~ng machine." 

* * * 
PROFESSOR PERSIFOR FRAZEJ;i, of the University of 

Pennsylvania, was exCluded from the witness stand 
as incompetent in a trial at Philadelphia, to which he 
had qee1l called, the reason for his disqualification being
his disbelief in the Christian religion. Such action is 
plainly contrary to the Constitutional provision against 
discrimination before the law; on account of religious. 
belief, contained in the fundamental law both of the
United States atld of the States. 

* • * 

THE "religious census" idea· is being tried in To
ronto, Canada:. The Canadian Baptist says of it:-

" A general canvass is being made oi the city of 
Toronto, by bouse to house inquiry as to church and 
Sunday-school attendance of the occupants. The can
vassers are being generally acceptably secured, but in, 
some cases their inquiries are resented as impertinently 
inquisitive. These are no doubt among the lapse& 
members of the different "communions."" 

* * * 
THE tabulatfon of the Cuban census shows that , 

' only fifteen per cent. of the adult population are able ~o· 
read and write. As the franchise in the island will prob
ably be made dependent to some degree upon educa
tional qualifications·, there is every prospect oi a gov-· 
ernment for the Cubans founded upon a very small and 
aristocratic electorate. , 

A New Way to "Harmonize" Scripture. 

AsiAN illustration of the practical skepticism that 
is taking the place of faith in the Christian church, the 
foilowing from the question and answer. column of The
Outlook, a professedly Christian journal, is to the 
point:-

"How do you harmonize the doctrine of God's free 
love with the Biblical accounts of his commands for 
the slaughter and extermination of peoples (for illus
tration, the Midianites)? Are the two consistent? 

. . W.T.M. 

"Where we read of such massacres as enjoined by 
divine command, the· phrase 'the Lord~ said' den<otes 
only that the Hebrews thought he said so. God spoke 
to ruen then in the same way as now, i.e., through the. 
dictates of reason and conscience. Then, as in the 

<"comparatively recent· times when men were put to 
death for heresy, both reason and conscience were at 
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fault in viewing such things, as St. Paul viewed his 
early career of persecution, as pleasing to God. The 
phr~se 'the Lord said' really implies no more than that 
the people who used it attributed what they regarded 
as their wisest and best impulses directly to God." 

This is harmonizing Scripture not with itseif-one 
text with other texts-but harmonizing it with the 
cono.!eptions of the human mind. The establishment oi 
this kind of harmony is not of the slightest consequence 
to any person in the world. 

-Human conceptions are to be harmonized with 
Scripture, and not Scripture with human conceptions. 
If reason had been a sufficient guide for mankind, there 
would have been no need of revelation. 

Sunday Skating no Longer a Crime in Connecticut. 

affair was nothing more or less than an April-fool joke. 
"The police were supposed to have an eye open for 

th9se who sold cigars and tobacco, but they 'used 
their own discretion.' Boston policemen never think 
oi buying cigars any more than they think of buying 
peanuts, and, as the captains had not provided expense 
money, that settled the matter. 

"The hotels all kept their cigar cases open, on the 
ground that they could furnish tobacco to their pat
rons, but some of the small restaurants resorted to all 
kinds of methods in order to get around the law. 

"In many instances a box of matches was sold and 
a cigar given as a premium, but more than one res
taurant had on sale a sort of a property pie, which was 
sold for ten cents, and if all that were sold had bE>en 
eaten, the hospitals would have been filled. A. cigar 
went with a pie. In the great majority of cases, how
ever, the law was openly disregarded, except when a 
policeman was in sight.'' 

THE case of a Yale College student named Johnson, 
who was arrested in February last for skating on Sun
day, was decided in the Superior Court of Connecticut / 
Aprill9, the deci~:~ion being that skating on Sunday in 
Connecticut is not a crime. A New Haven press dis-

"The Greatest Crisis in Our History." 

DR. THOBURN, of the CentralM.E.Church, of Detroit, 
addressed the "New England Society," of that city, 
Tuesday evening, April 17, on "The Meaning of Our 
Monuments." 

" patch says:-

" Judge Wheeler, of the Superio.r -Court, to day in
dorsed the views of State's Attorney Williams regard
ing the enforcement of the Blue Laws relating to Sab
bath observance. Mr. Williams nolled the case of Albert 
Johnson, who was arrested one Sunday last winter while 
skating on Lake Whitney. 

"There wail no proof thatJohnsonplayed any game. 
State's .Attorney Williams said that anything that 
could fairly be considered to be recreation was permis
sible on Sunday, and that there was no more reason 
why a man should be prosecuted for skating on Sunday 
than for riding a bicycle, taking a walk, or driving." 

-~ 

Evading the Anti-Cigar Sunday Law. 

UN~ER many if not most of the laws for Sunday 
observance, the sale of tobacco 011 Sunday is recog
nized as a ''necessity," thereby avoiding what \might 
be for the law a disastrous conflict with tLe ~trong 
sentiment behind the trade in that noxious artf~le; but 

·recently the Supreme Court of Massachusetts i decided 
. I 

that the Sunday l_aw of that State_ prohibits the sale 
of cigars on Sunday, by all persons holding lic~nses as 
victuallers. The effect of this upon the Sunday trade 
in cigars is described by the following in the New York 
Herald of April 2:- · · 

"'Package of cigarettes, please?' 
'''Can't sell cigars or cigarettes to-day,' said the 

restaurant man, with a smile. 'I. can sell you a box 
of matches for five cents, though,. and make you a 
present.' · 

"That was the way the Sunday cigar law worked in 
Boston yesterday. The devotees of nicotine obtained 
.all they wanted. Th_~re were no arrests, and the whole 

He said, "The Puritan spirit oj to-day is the spirit 
of freedom and indepenaence and intelligence and in
tegrity and industry." His excellent interpre~ation of 
Bunker Hill was that it "declares the inalil)nable right 
of human beings to be free!" 

With true and prophetic utterance he said, "We are 
approaching the greatest crisis in our history!" What 
does Dr. Tho burn see which should call forth such a sen 
timent as this? Ah, "There is a worse calamity," he 
says, "than war." "We are threatened by the perils 
of liberty.'' ''If;we should drop out of our providel!-tial 
place, and if WQ were to fall self-betrayed, what would 
become of the temple·of civil and religious liberty? ... 
If we fail, it will be the most disastrous wreck the world 
has known. If we succeed, it will be the sublimest vic
tory in all the annals of time." 

It is his hope we shall succeed. But whatever the 
issue, the crisis of w4ich he speaks is surely coming. Let 
us view the whole situation from the true view point,
God's Word-and upon its promises trust for deliver
ance; for to all such ones, deliverance will be given. 

CLIFFORD G. HowELL. 
Brighton, Mich., April18, 1900. 

The "Passion Play" Prohibited in Mexico. 

A. GREAT sensation in religious circles in Mexicb bas 
been caused by an ecclesiastical order prohibiting the 
annual "passion play-,'' depicting the scenes of the be
trayal, trial; and crucifixion' of Christ, which has been a 
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great feature of "holy week" in Latin-American coun
tries for m~ny years. A press account says:-

"Tbe new order of the archbishop of Mexico regard
ing the passion play, customary on Good Friday, was 
observed in the valley of Mexico, although t.he masses 
resented the prol;tibition of the spectacle; which bas 
been a feature of holy week for centuries, originating 
with the clergy wh~n they were Christianizing the 
Indians. But at Yautepec, in the state, of Morelos, the 
people assembled at the parish priest's home, demand
ing that he distribute, as usual, the costumes of the 
passion_ play. This he refused to do. It is reported that 
he was driven out of town, the people declaring;that 
they would uot stand such a priest, and must be allowed 
their ancient custom." 

The Surviving Forms of Slavery. 

SPEAKING of present relations in the South between 
planters and ex-slaves, the writer of the "Louisiana 

' I ' 
letter" to the New York Sun tells how the forms of 
slavery in that region' have survived. the ov~rthrow of 
the institution-facts suggesti,ve of the ease with which 
slavery could be re-established if the barriers of public 
sent'iment and constitutional law erected a~ainst it by 
theCivil War should be-as seemingly they are steadily 
being-removed:-

"Practically the mental attitude of the ·planter 
toward his former. slaves, and the children Qf those 
slaves, is unchanged to-day. He does not pay taxes on 
them. If one of them isexecutedformurder,beisnoten~ 
titled to recover one-half his value from the state. He 
regards. them still as dependents, however. Most often 
he names them when they are infants. He acts as sole 
arbiter and judge in their disputes. If they are sick he 
gives them medicjne, and his wife and daughters nurse 
them if the battle with death be a hard one. Each 
Christmas morning, as in the old time, they come up to 
the 'big house,' dressed in their best, to yell 'Chris'mus 
gif'!' and get their presents. If one of them wishes 
leave of absence from the plantation, he is apt tore
quest it as deferentially and hopefully as in the days 
before the war. If refused, be returns quietly to his· 
labor, muttering a little and rolling his ey£>s viciously 
toward any ot,her 'fiel' nigger' who p1ay be laughing at 
him.•• . 

''It is not by any means an infrequent sight in 1900 
to see a planter in the field on horseback while in front 
of him a gang of the ebon labore~s are toiling.· He is 
'overseeing' them, just as in 1850 his father's overseer 
oversaw them. ,One of the negroes, a burly buck 
weighing 200 pounds of bone and muscle, will be lwiy. 
He will lag behind his companions and turn a deaf fjar 
to adjurations. Then will the planter swing himself. 
from the sadd!e, throw the reins over his horse's bead, 
take a whip of rawhide in his right hand and belabor 
the recaicitraiit hoeman right heartily. t.When he 
thinks that enough·punishment has been administered, 
he goes. back on his horse and the negro resumes work 
wit.R a notable acceleration of speed. He may dance 
about and yell while . the lash is applied, but he will 

never think of resisti:J?g: He will low~>r his bull head 
and butt the soul out of any companion who pre~unies 
to taunt him with his chastisement. but toward the 
planter he has the attitude of a repentant child "hicb 
knows that it has deserved correction." 

The Sentiment in ·England for Disestablishment.-

EsTABLISHMENT, ?r union with the state, is not 
working well at present for the Catholic party in the 
Ch~rc~ of England, and leaders of that par.ty are ac~ 
c0rdingly agitating for the severance of the relation
ship. In England the state dominates the church, and 
as the church is divided into two contending parties, 
and the state cannot .side with both, one of these 
parties-which happens to be the ritualistic or Catholic 

I ~ . . 

party-finds itself opposed by the governme~t and 
brought into a state of subjection for which it feels
quite correctly-that disestablishment is the only 
remedy. This is what the Duke of Newcastle, who, next' 
to Lord Halifax, is the leader of the Catholic f.1arty in 
the established church, says of the present situation:-

" We in England are passing through a most 
anxious time. At the moment the war· absorbs piublic 
notic.e, and we are enjoying a temporary lull, but it is 
only temporary, and l fear we have much trouble ahead. 
When the archbishops delivered their preposterous 
judgment last July Catholics were dumbfounded, be
cause 'most of them thought tha:t at least. it would be a 
compromise, odious as compromise always is when 
matters of Catholic faith and practise are at stake. 
But the judgment being what it was, the right course 
would ha.ve been for Catholics to.present a very united 
fron:t, and firmly to refuse obedience. That the decision 
was only an opinion we have the primates' own author
ity for stating. 

"Unfortunately Catholics did not a~t together, and 
many of those }2riests whom· we had looked up to as
pillars of th'e faith were the first to yield, some through 

· sheer panic, others through what I think a mistaken 
sense of duty. Thank God there. are some who remain 
firm! Their positions are very difficult, and i.n some 
dioceses the bis:j:tops are pursuing'acourseof systematic 
persecution of those priests who will not betray their 
people by surrendering thei.r Catholic principles. 

"I have maint?oined throughout that incense· must 
be fougpt for vigorously. because the real attack is not 
upon it:, but upon the whole doctrine of the Eucharist. 
It is th~ Real Presence that Kensit and all the blatant 
Protestants of England hate, and it is that great 
Catholi~ truth that they are- determined to root out of 
England's church if they can. Incense is only a pre· 
liminary object of a;ttack1 but it is quite certain that all 
the rest will follow; and that is why we cannot submit. 

"I feel-pmny Catholics feel-that the only remedy' 
for the eyil is disestablishment. In the days when every 
M.P. w&s at least nominally a churchman the connec
tion bet;ween church and state was possible, but now; 
when Parliament contains men .of .all religions and of 
no reli~ion, thE) connection is an anomaly, and if Par-
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liament should attempt to revise the prayer book-a 
contingency by no means impos!)ible-Itrembletothink 
what the result would be. I dislike to see old things 
disturbed, but my conviction is that we Catholics in 
England should work for the complete independence of 
the church." 1 

Whether the state dominates the church, as in 
England, or the church dominates the state, as during 
the papal supremacY' in Europe, the result is. trouble 
for both church· ai;.d state,-!ln the one side because 
there is a denial of freedom, and on the other because of 
the mixing of religious and secular affairs. In either 
case there is a combination of force with religion, the 
suppression of freedom in both church and state, the 
loss of hope and aspiration from the souls of the 
people, the decay of enterprise, and finally the moral; 
mental and physical ruin of the nation. 

There is no decaying pation where liberty is left un
fettered: 

Cause of the Revolt Against the Presbyterian 
Creed. 

. New York "Sun." 

TB:IS being a period of .keen sensibility to all suffer
ing, the thought that God has condemned or will con
demn a great part or any part of his creatures to 

·everlasting torment in hell is horrible' to many people. 
.Societies for the prevention of cruelty, :raot only to 
children, bu.t also to animals, have been established .... 
Cruel and unusual punishments have been abolished 
throughout civilization. The method of administering 
the death penalty prescribed by Jaw has been changed 
in this State on grounds of purehumanityfromhanging 
to killing by electricity. It has also been made secret, 

' and the time when the execution of the sentence is to be 
carried out has been made indefinite, so that the as
sumed public demoralization by the old ~anner of 
hanging and the shock ·to the public sensitiveness 
eaused by it shall be diminished. Meantime at nearly 
every session of the legislature of this State earnest 
efforts are made to secure the abolition of the death 
penalty as a remnant of savagery, and in five States it 
has already been abolished actually. Even in w.ar, Red 
Cross activities are expended to mitigate the miseries, 
to inflict which is the purpose of war. People nowadays 
suffer sympathetically whenever theyseesuffering. They 
turn away with revulsion or indignation when a horse 
is whipped. So keen is. this sensibility in many people 
that they will not even read of cruelty practised or en
dured. 

At such a period the doctrine, once universally ac
cepted by_ Christendom, ~hat never-ending torture is to 
be administered by God to the comlemned denizens of 
hell becomes inexpressibly revolting to sensitive souls. 
They may declare in formal creeds that they believe in 
it, but in their hearts they reject it as impossible. 

' This doctrine of hell is thus expressed in the West-
m~ster Confession, and as there formulated it is essen
tially that of Christendom generally:-

"God hath appointed a day wherein He will judge 
the world in righteousness by Jesus Christ, to whom all 
power and judgment is given of the Father .... 

"The end of God's appointing this day is for the 
manifestation of the glory of his mercy, in the etet-nal 
salvation of the elect, and of his jnstice in the damna
tion of the reprobate, who are wicked and disobedient. 
For then shall the righteous go into everlasting Iiie, 
and receive that fulness of joy and refreshing which 
shall come from the presence of the Lord; but the 
wicked, who know not God, and obey not the gospel of 
Jesus Christ, shall be cast into eternal torments, and be 
punished with everlasting destruction from the presence 
of the Lord and from the glory of his power." 

It is the revolt of the keen sensibility of this time .at 
such a possibility which is the real motive of the present 
Presbyterian outcry for the revision of its confession of 
faith. 

What Should Be Done With the Philippines . 

From'Speech in Congress by Senator Hoar, April 17. 

First-I would declare now that we will not take 
these islands to govern them against their will. 

Second-! would reject a cession of sovereignty 
which implies that sovereignty may be bought and 
sold and delivered without the consent of the people. 
Spain has no rightful sovereignty over the Philippine 
Islande. She could not rightfully sell it Po us. We can 
not rightfully buy it from her. 

Third-I would require all foreign governments to 
keep out of these islands. 

Fourth-I would offer to the people of the :Philip
pines our .help in maintaining order until they have a 
reasonable vpportunity to establish a government of 
their own. 

Fifth--! wouid aid tbPm by advice, if they desire it, 
to set up a free and independent government. 

Sixth-! would invite all the Great Powers of. Eu-. . . . . 
rope to unite in an agreement that that independence 
shall not be interfered :with l;>y us, by themselves, or by 
any one of them with the consent of the others. 

Seventh-! would declare that the United States 
will enforce the same doctrine as applicable to the 
Philippines that we declared as to Mexico and Hayti 
and the South American Republics. It is true that the 
Monroe Doctrine, a doctrine based largely on our re
gard for our own interests, is not applicable either in 
terms or in principle to a distant Asiatic territory. But 
undoubtedly, having driven out Spain, we are bound, 
and have the right, to secure to the people we have 
liberated an opportunity, undisturbed and in peace, to 
establish a new government for themselves: 

Eighth-I would then, in not a distant future, leave 
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th~m to work out their own salvation, as every nation 
on earth, from the beginning of time, has wrought out 
it.; own salvation. Let them work out thei~own salva
tion, as our own ancestors slowly and in long centuries 
wrought out theirs; as Germany, as Switzerland, as 
France, in briefer periods, wrought out theirs; as Mex
ico and the South American Republics have accom
plis,hed theirs, all of them within a century, some of 
them within the life of a generation. To attempt to 
confer the gift of freedom from without, or to impose 
freedom from without on any people, is to disregard all 
the lessons of history. It is to attempt 

A ~ift of that whiJh is not to be given 
By all the blended powers of earth and heaven. 

Ninth-! would strike out of your legislation the 
oath of allegiance to us and substitute an oath of 
allegiance to their own country. 

The New American Governmoot. 

BY the act~on of Congress with reference to the 
island and people of Puerto Rico, a new kind of citizen
ship and o~government under American authority have 
be(ln created, the nature of which \is expressed in the 
pr"ovisions of 'the bill passed by Congress for the gov-
ernment of the island, as follows:- · 

"The capital shall be at San Juan. Persons who 
were Spanish subjects on April11, 1899, and who have 
not elected to preserve their allegiance to Spain, are 
held to be citizens of Puerto,Rico, and entitled to the 
protection of the UnitedStates. The designation of the 
body politic is under the name The People of Puerto 
Rico. · 

"The laws and ordinances of Puerto,Rico now in 
force shall continue in full force and effect, except ~s ai
tered by this act, or by military orders, and which are 
not inconsistent with the laws of the United States. 
· "The old law forbidding the marriage of priests and 
ministers is repealed. 
· "The vessels of Puerto Rico are to. be nationalized 
a.nd admitted to tbe benefits of the United States coast
ing laws. Quarantine stations are to be established. 

"Puerto Rico coins are Ito be retired, the peso being 
rated at sixty cents in the ex:change. Three months 
after the act· takes effect Puerto Rico coins are not to be 
legal tender. 

"Property usually under the control of the United 
States will -so continue, and other properties acquired 
from Spain will be administered by the Puerto Rican 

. government. 
"The governor is to be appointed by the President 

and hold his office fori four, years, having .the powers 
conferred on governors of Territories of the United 
States, but is to make his reportsthrou~h the Secretary 
of State to th.e President. 

'"An executive council appointed by the President 
arid confirmed by the Se~ate, consisting oi a secretary, 
attorney-general, treasurer, auditor, commissioners of 
nterior and education, and five other persons, is to 

hold office for four years. The council is the uppel' 
branch of the legislature, and five members of it-are-to 
be natives of ·Puerto Rico. The other branch shan· be· 
a house of'delegates, to consist of thirty-five members, 
elected bienni,ally by the qualified electors. Puerto 
Rico is divided into seven districts, each .Jith five dele
gates~ 

"The qualifications for voters a11e: at such elections. 
.. all citizens of Puerto Rico shall be allowed to vote who 
have been bona fide residents for one year, and ·who 
possess the other qualifications of voters l!,nder the laws 
and military orders in force on March 1, 1900, subject 
to ·such modifications and additional qualifications 
and such regulations and restrictions as to registration, 
as may be prescribed by the executive council. \ 
· "No perso:i(shall be eligible to membership in the 
house of delegates who is not twenty-five years oi age 
and able to read and write either the Spanish or the 
English language, or who is not possessed in his own 
right of taxable property, real or personal, situated in 
Puerto Rico. 

"Provi~tion is made for enacting legislation similar. 
to that in Territories. The judicial power is vested in 

- courts already established, the chief justice and associ
ate justices and marshals .to be appointed by the Presi
dent; judges of· the district courts and other officers 
by the governor of Puerto Rico. There is also. to be a 
United States district court. 

"The salarie~ of all officers appointed by the Presi~ 
dent are to be: governor, $8,000; secretary, attorney
general, auditor, commissioner of the interior, $4,000· 
eacl;l; treasurer, $5,000; commissioner o~. edueation, 
$3,000; chief justice of supreme court and United States 
district judge, $5,000 each;. associate justices, $4,500· 
eac~; two marshals, $3,000 each; district attorney, 
$4,000. 

"No export duties are to be collected, but taxes and 
licenses may_ be levied. 

"On the regular election day in November, and 
every two years thereafter, Puerto Rico may choose a 
commissioner to represent th~ .island at Washington. 
His salary is to be $5,000. 

"A commission of three members, one a native of 
Puerto Rico, is to be named to revise and codify the 
laws of Puerto Rico. 

. "The act for a civil government is to go into effect. 
on May 1, 1900." · 

Lent. 

Prom the "Canadian Baptist." 

Tms word m~ans Spring. It comes to us from an 
old Saxon!verb which means to lengthen; because in the 
Spring the days grow long. But the word has an ec, 
clesiastieal meaning. It denotes that season of forty 
days preceding and hading u~ to Easter, during which 
people are suppoS'ed to fast, in imitation ·Of our Lord's 
fasting in the wilderness before his temptation. 

The observance of Lent began early in the develop
ment oi the system known as Roman Catholicism. The 
date of its institution is d6ubtful; but directions con
cerning its observance were issued by the Pope in 
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:311 A.. D. The f~st has also been adopted in the Gree): 
and Episcopalian denominations. The purpoie of the 
institution of this long fast was aanitary. In olden 
-days, the festivities of the Christmas time were such as 
would be considered barbarous by us. Th-e community 
was given over to banqueting, revtting, eating, drink
ing and all manner of dissipation. This went on for 
weeks before Christmas, and continued for weeks after 
the New Year. For the time being everybody was given 
over to' unrestrained license and the ~ratification of 
appetite. There could be but one result. The end of 
the Christmas and New Year festivals found the peopJe 
surfP.ited in body, stupefied in mind, beclouded in 
spirit. Some means must be found to restore to health 
these three departments of human Jife, and Lent was 
devised for that purpose. Let the people for forty days 
live plainly. Let them forego luxuries and confine them
selves to necessities. Let them cease wandering about 
at all hours, and let them abide at home. 1'his was 
certainly common sense, and a good program for the 
whole year as well as for the Spring-time. How was 
this to be enforced? Make it" a religious observance; 
and like the sanitary laws of Moses, and the ablutions 
of Mohammed, it becomes practicable. This was done, 
and the result is Lent. 

Is there the same reason for the observance of this 
fast as in days of old? Yes, verily. For m,any people 
the winter months are still times of revelry. There are 
still scores of people who live in a very merry-go-round 
of social enjoyment. The writer knows of one woman 
whose invitations for one season numbered ninety
seven. Twice, at the close of the season, has this woman 
gone to the hospital with nervous prostration. Such 
fast livers need a season of retirement, or they will be
come physical and spiritual wrecks. . 

Is the observance of Lent the ·true remedy for this 
social ailment? Not by any means. There is a more 
excellent way; Let the whole year be dedicated, not to 
:five o'clock prayers, and week night vigils, and punish
ing of the flesh by abstaining from food, but to "living 
soberly, righteously and godly." Let us have our 
citizenship always in heaven, and let us look for. the ap
pearing of our .Lord Jesus; and we, shall need no forty 
days of special self-denial, because every day will be 
given to God. 

WHY does Sunday as a day of rest need any more 
protection than Saturday as a day of rest? 

PURE ALL WHEAT GRAHAM FLOUR, 
ground under our personal supervision, fresh to o.ur 
order. We will just now fill orders at $4.00 per bbl. 
Grape Juice, pure~ unfermented, 3 qts. for $1.00; 5 pts. 
for $1.10. Send .for new lists. Remit by money orders. 

NEW YORK FOOD CO., 
OXFORD, N. Y. 

TO OUR PATRONS: 

1. Write.Kames Plainly. 

2. Remit by P. 0. Money Order, or Express Order, or by Bank Draft 
on New York. Personal checks are not desired, 

3. Make all Orders and Drafts payable to Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
not to the editor or any other individual. 

4. We will receive Postage Stamps in small quantities and any kind of 
good money. Defaced coins will not be taken. If paper mou.,y 
or coin is sent, register the letter. 
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Set for the defense of liberty of conscience, and therefore uncom

promisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of· 
Church and State, either in name or in fact. 

ORGAN OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ASSOCIATION. 

. PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY 

PACIFIC PRES.S PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Sin~le Copy, .Per Year 
Six months· 
Three months 

$1.00. 
.50. 
.25. 

ADDRESS, AMERICAN SENTINEL, 
39 Bond St., New York. 

How to find it 
When it's lost 

How to keep it 
When it's found. 

This new book is attracting favorable attention 
'Yherever circulated, on account of its practical health 
hints and its numerous statistical tables in which are 
set forth the scientific principles 11pon which the book is 
based. But do not get an idea that the book is full of 
technical terms which the ordinary reader will not 

· understand, for such is not the case. It is'' written in 
the interesting, entertaining style peculiar to thewriter 
who is a lecturer of wide experience. 

The following are the chapter titles:-

The Lost Treasure 
Man's Present Condition 
Errors in Diet 
The Enemies of Man 
The Digestive Agents 
Timely Suggestions 
What to Eat and Why 
To Whom Do We Belong? 
Useful Information 
Home Remedies for Common Diseasas 
Seasonable. Recipes. 

This book contains 222 pages, is well printed on 
good book paper, bound in nea.t green cloth, and will be 
sent postpaid for $1.00 

Address any of our Agencies, or 

Address 

KANSAs CITY, Mo. 
OAKLAND, CALIF. 

Pacific Press Publishing Co., 
39 Bond St., New York City. 
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HYGIENIC HELPS 
For the Housewife. 

The books des!Jribed below were prepared to assist 
those who wish to live in harmony with scientific health 
reform principles. They were written by practical 
housewives, and every recipe has been carefully tested. 

A FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN. 
We have no apology to offer in bringing to the attention of .our 

Yeaders' a cook book discardin~r an article of diet which is every
where known to contain disease
produeing germs, often of a most 
virulent type. " 

While "A Friend in the Kitchen" 
contains no flesh food recipes, it 
does contain an abundance of that 
which is mo~t palatable and whole
some, and it also tells how the 
foods may be prepared in the best 
possible way. 

' Its 400 recipes are interspersed 
with short talks on foods and 
food combinations and' other items 
of practical value and importance 
to every housewife, as well as to 
those who wish to study the sub
ject of diet for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. Tne binding Is a new preparation resembling 
leather, 1s almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oU cloth. 

PRIOE, 60 .cents postpaid. 

NATURAL FOOD 0~ MAN. 
( 

Tlils new book: does not contain untried recipes, for a first edi
tion of the book ·was gotten out by the author about a year 

ago. It met with such a favorable reception that we have _now 
1U'flUlged to issue this revised and enlarged edition. 

Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET. 
By J4ilton o. W iloox. 

Part H.-BOW TO PREPARE, IT. 
:By Mrs. Flora Leadl!worth. 

Part 111.-FOOD, FOR THE SICK. 
By J, :R. Leadawortho :r.t D. 

The recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and- furnish a variety- of -palatable substitute dishes 
containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
thebody. , 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 
For either of the above books, address any of our 

agencies, or our nearest Rouse. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

· 39 Bond St., New York City. 

,what Is 
Christian 

1) 

The question often arises 
as to what is the proper rela
tion of the Christian patriot 
to his gavernment. The true 
principles are, of course, to 

Patriotism? be found in the Bible, but a 
new booklet has just been 

. prepared by Alonzo T: Jones, 
entitled "Christian Patriotism," than plainly and 
forcibly points out the right position for all to assume. 

It is a Biblical, original, and thoroughly com
mon sense treatise on this important subject, and 
is oi vit11l interest just now. Every SENTINEL reader 
should have a copy. 

Price in Paper Covers, 15 cents 

ADDRESS, 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
fl'lfr/::foH~~-Mo. 89 Bond St., New York City. 

50 r er Cent. Discount on I These. 
The following numbers of the Religious Liberty 

Library will be discontinued as soon as the stock is 
exhausted. Many of these have had a wide sale and are 
still ex-cellent for -gratuitous distribution. Send on 
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smaller quantities. · 
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B I.B L E S/ •- Helpful tor · · 
For YOUTH AND GHILDREN. · · Every Day. 

. ' WE have selected two Bibles for the young which are low in price, not too large and heavy 
to be c';;nveniently carried, but at the same time the type 'is large and easily read.' These Bibles 
contain nothing but th~ scripture text and the maps-no Helps to ~ake them thick arid unwieldy 

STYLE A-8 WITH REFERENCES. 

Specimen of Type. 

' David's'thirst /0'1' .. God. PSALMS, & He praiseth Gorl}O'I' his grace. 

10 Trust not in oppressiona and be- >or,'= l6 They search out iniquities; 2 they 
come not vain in robbery : if riches ~' a.ccomplish 3 a. diligent search.: both 
increase, set not your heart upon them. ~""they the inward tho'U{Iht of every one of 
11 God hath sJ;lOken bonce; twice ~h!JI them, and the heart, is deep. 

ha.ve I heard this; tha.t 'power be· '1"'"·~~ 7 But God shall shoot a.t them witlr. 
Zonoetlb unto God. G 1'~~7.. a.I! M!QWi suddenly 6 shaJl they be 

I - 1 ' 

This. Bible has references, chapter numbers in :figures, and type just like the above sped· 
men. It has also I4 maps and a diagram of the Temple. It is bound in French morocco, diTinity 
circuit style, is linen lined to·make it durable, has round comers and red under gold edges. The 
size of page is 4% by 7 inches and it is I 7.( inches thick. . . 

PRICE, postpaid, $1.25. 

Be: sure to order Style A-8 if you want the above, Better bindings in 
stock, if desired. 

STYLE H-1 WITHOUT REFERENCES. 

Specimen q_f Type. 

Eilwrlalions PSALMS. to praise God. 
hath he given to the ehlldren of flee of thanksgiving, 8lld will caJl 
men. upon the name of the LoRD. 

17 The dead praise not the LORD, 18 I will pay my vows unto the 
neither any that go down into si· LoRD now in the presence of aJl 
lence. his people, 

18 But we will bless the LoRD 19 In the courts of the LoRD's 
from this time forth and for ever- house, in the midst of thee, 0 Je-
more. Praise the LoRD. rusalem. Praise ye the LoRD. 

PSALM 116. PSALM 117. 
,. The psalmist pr:ofesseth his I<>Ue arul .4n ezhmtatioot to praise GodfOT' hio 

duty to God for his deliverance. 12 He mercy and truth. 
otudieth to be thankful. 0 PRAISE the LoRD all ye 

I LOVE the LoRD,.because he nations~ praise ~ all ye 
hath heard my voice and my people. 

supplications. 2 For his merciful kindness is 
2 Because he hath inclined lrls great toward us : and the truth 

This Bible has only the scripture text and maps, and the omitting of the column of refer·~ 
ences makes the size of page much smaller, but the type is the same as in Style A-8. 'l'his Bible 
contains 6 maps, has chapter numbers in figures, and is bound in French ~orocco, divinity circuit 

·style, is linen lined, and has round comers and red under gold edges. The size of page is 3% by 
5% inches and it is I 7f inches thick. 

Be sure to order Style H-1 for this Bible. 

PRICE, postpaid, $1.00. 

The wholesale prices on Bibles have been advanced twice within the last 90 
days, and we may not be able to offer these Bibles long at these reduced rates, 
so order at once. 

Address-

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond. St., New- York, N. Y;. 

Three books especially helpful 
"in our upward way," con
taining Sca-ipture texts for 
each day and choice poems, a 
classified list of texts and a 
book on Christian life. Please 
read description of each below. 
They are neatly· bound in 
cloth, em bossed in gold and 
co)ors. Size 4Ux6U inches. 

PBICE, 30 cents each. 

JESUS ONL Y• Compiled 
by Hannah M. Johnson. · This 
little book is not only a Bible 
Year Boo.k-with Scripture 
texts for everyday in thl(year, 
but it also contains an appro· 
priate verse or poem for each 
day, with author's .name 
appended to each one. 216 
pages. 

Only 30 cents postpaid. 

SCRIPTURE PROM
ISES. Compiled by Samuel 
Clarke. Theee Scripture Prom
ises are so classified that it is 
easy to find "something suited 
to the frame of our souls, or 
our present wants on every 
occasion; and that soul who 
knows what a suitable promise 
is worth in an hour of dark
ness or temptation, will never 
think such a work as this, and 
such various treasure, can 
have sufficient value set upon 
it," says Dr. Watt in his 
"notice" written for this col-

. lection in 1750. T'hese pre
cious promises are as good for 
our use now as when compiled 
more than a ·hundred and fifty 
years ago. 348 pages. 

PBICE,f.80 cents postpaid. 

HEART LIFE.. By Rev. 
T. L. Cuyler. Some chapters 
on Christian Life,amongwhich 
are the following headings:
"Heart-keeping, Building on 
the Rock, The Night-Bell of 
Prayer, Spiritual Dispeptics, 
Loveable Christians, Morning 
Cloud Religion, The Spices in 
God's Garden, Cost of Serv
ing Christ, and twentv other 
helpful chapters. 192 pages. 

PBICE, postpaid, 30 cents. 

Address 
Pacific Press Pub. Co., 

39 Bond St., N. Y., N.Y. 
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NEW YORK, APRIL 26, 1900. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 

THE· A¥ERICAN SENTINEL has been 
transferred from the Pacific Press 
Publishing Co. to the International 
Religious Liberty Association, Chi
cago, Ill., and will henceforth be 
published by that organization. 

The name has been changed from 
"AMERICAN SENTINEL" to "SENTINEL 
oF LIBERTY." The first issue under 
this name will be dated May 10. 

All correspondence pertaining to 
the paper · must hereafter be ad
dressed to the office of the Re
ligious Liberty Association, 324 
Dearborn St., Chicago, Ul. 
Matter intended for the editors 
should be addresse,d "Editorial De
partment.'' 

No paper will be issued between 
this date and May 10. 

$ 

THE trouble with workingmen in 
reference to Sunday work is not that 
they do not have the right to.rest, 
but that they do not use the right. 
If they have the right and do not 
use it, the blame for their failure to 
enjoy the right falls on themselves. 
Where no right is invaded, no law 
to preserve rights is needed. There 
can be no just ground for Sunday 
laws while Sunday work remains a 
voluntary act. 

Of.oourse, many people are work
ing on Sunday ·who would much 
prefer to rest on that day. But 
mere preferences do not constitute 
good ground ·for a law. The law 
can recognize rights, and distin
guish between justice and injustice; 
but it cannot accommodate itself to 
people's preferences .. Preferences are 

-!~'ht.f'i, _A right represents jus
ce . oiten represents 

only mental or moral weakness. A 
preference not to work may repre
sent only .Jaziness. In the matter of 
Sunday labor it represents in some 
cases-perhaps in many-a convic
tion that Sunday work is morally 
wrong. But the law cannot under
take to carry out. people's convic
tions of right. Convictions are for 
the convicted .Person t~ carry out · 
himself. The peradn wpo believes he 
ought to rest on Sunday in obedi
ence to the will of God, should not 
require any further reason than the 
will of God for observing that day. 
God has spoken plainly on the sub
ject of Sabbath observance; and to 
disobf'y God until the state speaks 
on the subjec~, is to set the state 
above God. For one who .does this 
to plead conscientious convictions 
against Sunday labor, is not very 
consistent, to say the least. 

sonal liberty, and the right denied 
is not the right of rest but t~e right 
of labor. This is a sacred right, 
and only tyranny will interfere with 
its enjoyment. 

Fqn several years the . Sultan of 
Turkey has been making promises 
to the America.n Government to pay 
a claim o.f $100;000 damages de
manded for loss sustained by Amer
ican~ missions in Turkey. The Gov
ernment is now bringing pressure t'O 
bear upon the sultan, and the Euro
pean nations who have unsuccess
fully tried to ,,collect 'damages on 
sirhilar grounds from the Turkish 
ruler: are interested spectators of 
the effort. now 

1

being made by "Uncle 
Sam.~' Wiiat adds more interest to 
the situation is th~ report that the 
sultan relies upon his power in the 
Philippines, to check the American 
Government in the event of resort 
to extreme meafjures. . W~at this 
means is explained by the statement 
that "there are in the Philippines 
more than 3, 500,000 Mohamme
d~ns, whose devotion to their cal
ipha is fanatic. The sultan would 
have but to lift his' finger and these 
Malays and Moros would join forces 
with the Tagalogs. The war in .Lu
zon would be extended in every di
rection throughout the islands, and 
the American forces would necess-

THE arrest of two young boys in 
Massachusetts recently, for watch
ing a game of m~rbles on Sunday 
(seep. 259),is something for those 
people to think about who regard 
the Sunday law as a mild and be
nevolent institution. Ho,w safe is 
religious liberty for adults in· a 
country where mere children are ar
rested under a Sunday law for look
ing on at a game being played by .. 
others? This of course is an extreme 
case; but the spirit that prompted 

arily have to be greatly increased." 
such work as this is the spirit of 
zeal for Sunday enforcement, and 

~'No SUNDAY law lays any burden 
on a11:y man'~ conscience,"says Rev. 
W. Allen Butler, LL.D., in a leaflet, 
' 1The Sabbath in Civil Law." If this 

the occurrence only shows to what 
this spirit may lead when a sufficient 
degree of zeal has been attained. 
The effectual way to guard against 
such exhibitions is to repeal the law 
which is so ready a channel for fa· is :so, what is it that makes ob

. servers of ~he seventh day prefer. na,ticism and intolerance. 

THE right of one person to rest on 
Sunday does not demand 1or its 
preservation the loss of another per
son's equal right to labor on that 
day. Every person is free to rest on 
Sunday, and there is no invasion of 
rights until there is introduceo the 
compulsion of the law. It is com
pulsion ·that interferes ,with per-

imprisonment and work in the chain. 
gang, to obedience to such a law? 
If their conscience is free in the mat
. ter, what reason can they have for 
making such sacrifi?es? Certainly 
they are not fond of going to jail, 
nor do they crave to take exercise 
in the chain gang. It is only con
science that can lead a people to 
sacrifice for the Sabbath as these 
have done. 
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Enforced idleness is not liberty, but bondage. 

.:1 .:1 

Every sel£-ap_2_ointed trustee of God is an embezzler 
of the rights of men. 

Religious despotism binds him who exercises it no 
less than him who is its victim. 

.:1 .:1 

The denial of religious liberty to one is a threat 
against the religious liberty of all. 

Conscience being itself a law of moral conduct for 
the individual, given him by the Creator, cannot be 
amenable to any law of man. 

Liberty cannot degenerate into license when it is 
enjoyed equally by all, since. license for one must inter
fere with liberty for some other. 

There is no more justice in a law compelling a man 
to be idle, than in a law compelling him to work. The 
right to rest and the right to work are equal. 

The Sentinel of Liberty. 
With the issue of this paper a new period is reached 

in the publication of the journal heretofore known as 
the American Sentinel. The change that has now 
come, like others that have preceded it, is in the direc
tion of increasing its efficiency in the cause to which 
it has been dedicated. 

From the very nature of the work it has under
taken, such changes have from time to time been 
necessary.· The Ameriqn Sentinel was establiS'hed to 
defend the rights of the people of this country in 
view of the rise of a religio-political movement by 
which those rights were threatened. That movement 
began in the formation at Xenia, Ohio, in 1863, of the 
National Reform Association, with the purpose of 
ov-erthrowing the structure of American republican 
government, and establishing in its place a theocracy, 
or political rule by the church. Slowly, but surely the 
leaven of this movement permeated religious and polit
ical circles until some action was imperatively de
manded to call public atte'ntion to the threatening evil 
and resist .its further advance. It was this necessity 
which called into being the American Sentinel, and 
as the movement it opposes has increased in power and 
extent, it has been necessary to increase the faciLities 
of the Sentinel to meet the demands of the situadon. 

The American Sentinel was first published 'in Oak
land, Cal., January I, 1886, as an eight-page monthly. 
January 30, 1889, it was changed to a weekly, the size 
of the paper remaining the same as before. In De
cember, 1889, the Sentinel was removed to New York 
City, the first number appearing there January 2, 1890. 
In 1897 it was changed from an eight-page paper to 
one of sixteen somewhat smaller pages, in which form 
it has continued to the present time. 

Meanwhile the movement which began with the 
formaticm of the National Reform Association has 
spread and enlisted in its baneful work numerous other 
organizations larger and more influential than the first. 
The American Sabbath Uf!.ion, the W. C. T. U., the 
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Society of Christian Endeavor, the Christian Citizen
ship League, League for Social Service, the New Eng
land Sabbath Protective League, and other organiza
tions that might be named, all aim to establish in this 
country a union of the state with religion, which is the 
essence of the National Reform plan of government. 

The movement has been greatly furthered also by 
the Supreme Court decision of 1892, declaring the 
United States to be a Christian Nation, by the act of 
Congress in the same year closing the gates of the 
Vvorld's Fair on Sunday, declaring Sunday to be the 
Sabbath of the fourth commandment and enforcing its 
observance as such, and by State legislation, and de
cisions of the courts enforcing Sunday observance. 
The present is no time for relaxing the efforts made to 
stay the progress of this ~hurch-and-state crusade. Its 
organized support was never more extensive in both 
church and state, and never more rapidly increasing; 
and never was it more strongly intrenched in public 

· sentirt1ent. 
The Sentinel now passes into the hands of an or.:. 

ganization whose whole energies are devoted to the 
furtherance of the cause of religious liberty, and oppo
sition to the schemes of religious intolerance. It is fit
ting that such a paper should be directed by such an 
organization. While the name is changed to one of 
slightly different signification, there is no change in 
ihe principles for which it stands or the results at , 
which it aims. All that the American Sentinel has 
been as an exponent of the principles of free govern
ment and a defender of the rights of the people, '':il1 
be realized in The Sentinel of Liberty, with as much 
more as can be gained from the increased facilities now 
placed at its disposal. 

And now we ask and expect from all those to whom 
this paper comes the same earnest cooperation and 
support they have so freely given to the American 
Senti~1el. We shall expect even more enthusiasm in 
its behalf. as we are prepared to give more through it 
for the furtherance of the cause it represents. Call the 
attention of your friends to this paper and ask them 
to become readers o£ the new Sentinel. No pains will 
be spared to make the paper all that it should be as a 
sentinel guarding the rights and liberties of the people 
in the great crisis which the cause of liberty has now 
n:ached. s. 

The liberty to work on Sunday does not interfere 
with the liberty to rest on that day. There is no inter
ference with liberty until men invoke the compulsion 
of the law. 

Conscience, and not the civil law, must be the mo
tive power in every true reform. The trouble with the 
efforts at reform by law is that they do not take con
science into account. 

Liberty. 
The liberty for the defense of which this paper is 

set, is "the state of being free from the domination of 
others, as far as this may be witho\lt trespassing on 
the rights of o.thers." That which goes beyond this 
is license. That which falls short of it is vassalage, 
or at best, toleration; and toleration instead of being 
liberty is a denial of it. 

Rights are God-given. They exist in the very na
ture of things. They are in no sense derived from 
government, being only defined and protected by hu
man law. The sphere of civil government is thus ac
curately defined by Thomas Jefferson: "No man has 
a natural right to commit agg-ressions on the equal 
rights of another; and this is all from which the laws 
ought to restrain him; every man is under the natural 
duty of contributing io the necessities of society; qnd 
this is all the laws should enforce on him." 

Liberty does not admit of special privileges for any. 
A privilege implies one of two things; either those to 
whom it is granted are permitted thereby to trespass 
upon the rights of others, or else those not enjoying 
the privilege are forbidden to do something which they 
have a perfect right to do. 

But whoever assumes either to authorize aggres
sions upon the rights of others, or to forbid the exer
'cise of natural rights, is a tyrant. Nor is he less a 
tyrant who assumes to grant his fellow men the privi
lege of doing that which they have a God-given right 
to do. Toleration is in some respects the most hateful 
of all the myriad forms of tyranny known among men. 
Any people who accept it barter their birthright as 
freemen for a paltry mess of the serf's pottage. 

Every man has a natural right to relate himself to 
God in whatever way seems to him most fit, so long 
as in so doing he does not trench upon the equal rights 
of others. For instance, no man has a right to offer 
a human sacrifice; and this not because in so doing 
he would shock the moral sense of those who hold such 
offerings to be abomination, but because he would de
prive a fellow creature of the natural right to- life. 
And this principle is as broad and far-reaching as the 

. relations of moral, social beings. 

RIGHTS ARE EQUAL. 

Nor does it make the slightest difference whether 
the rights of one or many are involved. The natural 
rights of a single individual differ not one iota from 
the rights of all the world. The heathen Chinaman, 
dwelling in one of our great cities, \earning his bread 
in the most menial way, has the same right to set up 
his joss and to prostrate himself before it, and to offer 
incense to the dumb idol, that the richest and most nu
merous congregation has to erect the most stately 
cathedral and to worship the true God therein. 

The Creator· made man free that he might form 
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moral character. And that freedom no man has any 
right to abridge except within the narrow limits whi:h 
we have indicated, namely, in so far as may .be essential 
to the preservation of the equal rights of others. 

Nor does this mean that the moral sense of one, nor 
yet of many, must be protected from the shock incident 
to the failure or refusal of the minority, or even of 
a single individual, to worship as the majority hold to 
be right. . . 

No man has a right to enter a place of worship 
and manifest open contempt for the place, the forms 
observed, the worshippers, nor the object of the ser
vice. The man who voluntarily enters a place of wor
ship may very properly be required to conform to the 
rules that obtain there. 

But it is just as true that no man can of right be 
compelled to attend or support any place of worshi?. 
Nor is it right to expose upon the street, to carry m 
procession, or in any manner to force upo~ th.e a~ten
tion of the public any religious forms, mstrtut10ns, 
symbols, objects, or relics, and require anybod~ under 
civil penalty to show them respect by uncoven~g .the 
head, bending the knee, or doing any other act mdtca
tive of reverence. 

Religious liberty consists not merely in freedom to 
worship as one's conscience dictates; it means also 
freedom from all dictation and compulsion touching 
the religious faith, forms, institutions and usages of 
others. The Protestant who, though permitted to re
ceive the Lord's supper in both kinds-partaking of 
both bread and wine-should be required to receive 
also a wafer at the hands of a priest, would in such a 
case, be denied religious liberty just as truly as though 
forbidden to receive the supper at all. 

The same is true of the Jew, Seventh-day Baptist, 
or other Sabbatarian who, while permitted to keep the 
day of his choice, in obedience to what he belieyes to 
be the divine command, is required to observe another 
day which pis neighbors hold to be enjoined by the 
Creator. 

Again, men generally recognize the fact that the 
taking of money from an individual by taxation for 
the support of religion is a denial of religious liberty. 
Comparatively few, however, see that exactly the same 
priqciple is involved in taking a pGrtion of time, as is 
done by laws requiring the observance of sacred or 
supposedly sacred days. Sunday legislation, as it ex
ists in nearly all countries, is no more defensible than 
is any other form of. taxation in the interests of re-
ligion. B. 

The Sunday law practically shuts everybody up in 
their homes or in the churches, on the first day of each 
week; thus treating them as criminals who ought to 
be deprived of their liberty,_ instead of free citizens. 

Sunday Enforcement in Pennsylvania. 

· A Seventh-day Adventist named Field was arrested 
recently in Pennsylvania for working on Sunday, and 
was fined four dollars and costs by a justice of the 
peace. . 

The law under which the arrest was made and this 
fine imposed was passed in 1794, and prohibits all 
"worldly employment or business on the Lord's day, 
commonly called Sunday (works of necessity and 
charity only excepted)." 

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has declared 
(Johnson's case, 22 Pa., 192) that in sustaining this 
law the courts recognize "divine command and hu
man legislation." Thus the law is distinctly religious. 
In other words, it is an effort to enforce a human in
terpretation of the divine law. 

Mr. Field belongs to a people who believe that the 
seventh day is the true Lord's day according to the 
Scriptures, and that it is their duty to keep it. And 
not only so; they believe that Sunday is a rival and 
counterfeit of the true Sabbath, which is the seventh 
day; and that to observe it as the Sabbath, knowing 
its origin and character, is displeasing to God. 

·Something as the government takes a piece of 
paper or metal, and by putting its stamp upon it gives 
it a distinctive character unlike all other pieces of 
paper or metal not similarly stamped by the same 
authority, so God has stamped the seventh day with 
a character peculiar to itself, and this distinction all 
men are under obligation to respect .. 

But this the law of Pennsylvania forbids; for while 
in that State no man can be arrested avowedly for 
keeping that part of the divine law which forbids labor · 
upon the seventh day, any man is liable to arrest if he 
does not treat another day outwardly just as he does 
the Sabbath of the fourth commandment. Thus the 
la~ of Pennsylvania, by forbidding worldly employ
ment on Sunday, forbids the making of the very dis
tinction between all other days and the Sabbath of the 
Lord, required by the fourth commandment. 

In this connection the following points made 
against. the Pennsylvania Sunday Law in 182r by 
Alexander Campbell in- the Reporter, of Washington, 
Pa., will be of interest. Mr .. Campbell says :-

"My objections are the following:-
"(r) Because the law is intended to compel all 

citizens without respect to any conscientious convic
tion to observe a day in one sense only, by abstain
ing from industrial employments which in some in
stances only facilitates the commission of crime and 
greatly increases these very vices and immoralities 
which are bewailed. To instance this, I will only men
tion one fact known to many, vi~., that hundreds of 
men, nay thousands, commit more sin in being com
pelled to refrain from the daily business of life on this 
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day than they do on any other day of the week. The 
wagoner, so often fined for driving his team on this 

-day; ii.iiiety-iiine-Hm.es in everfnuiidre<r sp-eii<ls .. the .. 
day worse in lying by than in traveling. 

and he will willingly make himself. the servant of all, 
. that if by any means they may attain to the liberty 

whicn·ne-ltnows and enj·oys:···'fherefore no one··who
knows true liberty, will ever wilfully do any injustice 
or wrong to anybody. "(2) It tends to oppress the consciences of some 

who conscientiously observe the seventh, and can
not conscientiously observe the first day,-such as 
Jews and Seventh-day Baptists. 
· "(3) The obedience which the law constrains is 

neither pleasing to God nor profitable to men. The 
man who observes the first day merely because the law 
requires him, performs not that kind of. obedience 
which flows from the heart, and consequ.ently it is with 
him an unwilling service. 

"(4) The law itself is unjust, inasmuch as it is par
tial: it consults the taste and voluptuousness of the , 
genteel folks in the large citi~s by allowing them to 
go to market morning and evening, to buy such things 
as may satisfy their craving appetite, while it would 
fine the poor farmer for saving l,Iis harvest, or gather
ipg the labo~s of the year, a work of much greater 
importance than buying and selling fresh oysters, 
melons, leeks, and onions, or a fresh beefsteak before 
sermon, or even after they return froi:n worship. 

· "(5) A fifth objection I have to the law is that 
the law itself is on its own principle lame, because it 
does not secure anything to the interests of even 
common religion or morality, because that, while it 
prohibits many from industry allowable on all other 
days, it allows them to spend the day reading news
papers, writing letters of business,' or amusement, 
talking politics, or speculating upon any carnal or tem
poral topic. Tl;J.is, I say, it allows because its juris
diction extends not to such things, but merely to overt 
acts on the highway o~ in the field." 

The Sunday law of Pennsylvania is no better now 
than it was when Mi. Campbell so ably dissected it 
nearly eighty years ago. 

What is Liberty? 

It is true that in the name of liberty many and 
gTievous crimes have been committed. Yet many and 
grievous as they may have been, this in no wise les
sens the fact that liberty is a true and genuine principle 
in human experience. 

It is only because men do not know what liberty 
is, that they can ever possibly commit crime, oppres
sion, or wrong of any kind, in the name of liberty. 
Men mistake power for liberty, and then use their 
power.despotically and call it the exercise, and the be
stowal of liberty. 

No man knows true liberty who has it not in him
self. And whoev.er has it in himself, recognizes it as 
belonging to every other man equally with himself; 

In the nature of things there is no true liberty but 
Christian liberty. It is only those whom the Son of 
God makes free, that are free indeed. This, because 
all men are in bondage to sin; and only Christ can 
break 'that bondage. "I ain carnal, sold under sin. 

I find then a law, that when I would do 
good, evil is present with me. For I delight in tne 
law of God, after the inward man; buf I see another 
law in my members, warring against the law of my 
mind, and bringing nie into captivity to the law of sin 
which is in my members. 0 wretched man that I am! 
who shall deliver me from the body of this death? I 
thank God through Jesus Christ." Rom. 7:II-25: 

Christ came into the world to "proclaim liberty to 
the captives, and the opening of prison to them that 
are bound." Luke 4:18-21. .He sent his disciples 
into the world to proclaim this liberty to every crea
ture. The Roman Empire then covered the civilized 
world ; and Roman freedom-the freedom of Roman 
citizenship-was exalted as the sum of an good. This, 
however, being the lot of a very few, the next best 
thing for mankind was held to be such measure of 
liberty as Rome considered them capable of enjoying, 
and therefore such as she was willing to bestow. Yet 
every Roman citizen was a s1;1bject, and every Roman 
subject was a slave; which is but to say that Roman 
liberty was only despotism-Roman freedom was only 
the greater bondage. 

Into that wor1d of the despotism ·and bondage of 
worldly power, in addition to the despotism of sin ~nd 
the bondage of iniquity, the Lord Jesus sent his little 
band of disciples to preach the gospel to the poor, to 
bind up the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to 
the captives, to set at liberty them that were bruised, 
and to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord. First 
becoming acquainted with the liberty of Christ them
selves, they went forth carrying hope to the despairing, 
joy to the sorrowing, comfort to the afflicted, relief 
to the distressed, peace to the perplexed, and' to all 
a message of merciful forgiveness of sins, of the gift 
of the righteousness of God, and of a purity and power 
which would cleanse the soul from all unrighteousness 
of heart and life, and plant instead the perfect purity 
of the Son of God and the courage of an everlasting 
joy. 

And Rome that boasted of her freedom, Rome that 
J:.•rided herself on being the conservator of liberty for 
the world, was so utterly blind to what liberty is, that 
by all h~r power, exerted in dreadful persecutions, she 
~.ntagonized this true liberty as the most dangerous 
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thing both to the individual and to the state. But, as 
has been well said, "How is it possible to arrest the 
spread of a faith which can make the broken heart 
leap for joy?" 

This is the liberty that is, and that is to be, pro
claimed, watched over, and guarded, by The Sentinel 
of Liberty. And there is need of it now, just as there 
was in the beginning. Here is another mighty nation 
that Jays serious claims to being the conservator of 
liberty for the world, but which is fast losing sight of 
what liberty is; and which, continuing as it has even 
already begun, will yet become so blind to what liberty 
is, that she will actually oppose by all the power at her 
command the true liberty-Christian liberty-as the 
most dangerous thing to the individual and to the 
state. 

For this cause in particular, as well as for other 
causes in general, it is essential that now, as at the 
beginning, the everlasting gospel shall be preached 
with a loud voice to every nation, and kindred, and 
tongue, and people, calling men everywhere to the 
worship of Him alone who made the heaven and earth 
and the sea and the fountains of waters. This is the 
work of The Sentinel of Liberty. 

Therefore let The Sentinel of Liberty be circulated 
everywhere. It advocates the only true liberty
Christian liberty-liberty that can never 15e used as an 
occasion of the flesh, but wfiich by love witl gladty 
serve others. For truest liberty is ever found, not in 
ruling, but in serving. A. T. ]oNES. 

An Erroneous Definition of Religious Liberty. 

We hold it to be a self-evident truth that every soul 
should be left perfectly free to worship God according 
to the dictates of his own conscience,-'-yea, more, that 
every one should be left free even to violate his own 
conscience, if he so elects. In other words, The Sen
tinel of Liberty denies the right of any human author
ity to require any man to do even that which he him
self believes to be his quty toward God. 

Said the Saviour, "Render to God the thi!!gs that 
are God's." The Creator h~s not authorized any man 
to exact from his fellows that which is due to Hi~. 
To all who would attempt such a thing he says, "Who 
art thou that judgest another man's servant?" 

It may be said that there is nobody in this country, 
or but few at least, who are disposed to coerce any 
one in matters of religious faith or practice. But this 
is an error. There are many such. 

Human nature is just the same as it has ever been. 
Men are naturally intolerant, and given the power and 
the opportunity, this intolerance will manifest itself in 
some form of persecution for opinion's sake. Says 
Buckle, in his "History of Civilization in England": 

"There is but one protection against the tyranny 

of any class, and that is to give that class ·very little 
power. Whatever fhe pretensions of any body of men 
may be, however smooth their language, and however 
plausible their elaims, they are sure to abuse power if 
much of it is conferred upon them. The entire history 
of the world affords no instance to the contrary." 

Nor is this the only reason why such a paper as 
The Sentinel is. necessary. Very many who, if they 
were asked if they believe in religious liberty, would 
promptly answer, yes, have only a limited idea of what 
it really means. Cardinal Gibbons, in his book, "The 
Faith of Our Fathers," declares in favor of "religious 
liberty," but defines it as "The free right to worship 
God acc;ording to the dictates of a right conscience;'' 

But religious liberty means much more than this; 
it means that no man or set of men shall have any 
power to define a "right conscience," and to enforce 
that definition on anybody by any sort of civil penalty 
whatever. 

_ Men are altogether too prone to assume the right 
not only to define the law of God and human duty 
under that law, but to enforce their interpretation of 
both law and duty. It has been truly said that, 
"Among all the religious persecutions with which al
most every page of modern history is stained, no vic
tim ever suffered but for violation of what government 
denominated the law of God.'' 

The sure preventive, then, of all such persecution 
m the future is to withhold from government ..abso
lutely all authority to define in any manner the law 
of God. B. 

Power From on High. 

From its first issue the Sentinel has pleaded for 
the power of Pentecost as against political power in 
the promulgation of the gospel of the kingdom. Its 

·watchword has ever been, "Not by might nor by 
power, but by My Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts.'? 

As a friend of the Sentinel and an advocate of the 
principles, I wish to bear witness to the practical work
ing of those principles in my ministry. 

At the closing service of a series of revival meet
ings held in an eastern city, a gentleman past middle 
age arose and said : 

"I ani an agnostic, but I am having more trouble 
accounting for the manifestations of power which I 
have witnessed during these meetings, than with all 
the difficult questions regarding the inspiration of. the 
Scriptures. Pray for me that I may find the truth." 

Prayer was offered for the man, and according to 
his wife's testimony, which is usually trustworthy, the 
man was converted. What was it that softened and 
subdued thi~ unbeliever? It was none other than a 
manifestation, though meager, of the same power 
which moved the multitude on the day of Pentecost. 

"There are some who cannot remain to the evening 
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service,'' said the messenger, "and they have sent me 
to request a five o'clock meeting." I was tired from 
the irtcessat1t tabor of the ·meeting, oilf the thottgnt 
that there were people hungry enough for the gospel to 
request an added meeting was refreshing. 

The Lord gave a theme while a brother minister 
opened the meeting with prayer, and there followed 
thirty minutes of witnessing to God's power to save. 
After the benediction, a brother hurried to the desk, 
and with face beaming with joy said: "The arrow of 
truth has done its work. Mr. ---, the infidel of 
the neighborhood, is under deep conviction, and is 
sitting yonder, weeping. Come and speak with him." 

".I am getting old, as you see by these gray hairs, 
.and yet I am without an anchor," began the man. "I 
am helplessly drifting. I have tried to anchor in infi
delity and failed ; then I tried to find an anchor in Spir
itualism, but it does not satisfy." "What you need is 
the Saviour. Receive Him, and you will find an an
chor," I replied. "How ?'1 asked the man. "Yield 
yourself to the Lord; acknowledge your sins; ask for 
forgiveness; believe that He forgives, and He will re
ceive you. 'Him that cometh to Me I will in no wise 
cast ou(' is His promise." "I cannot be.lieve," was 
the reply. I have been accustomed to explain away 
the phenomena which you call faith, on psychological 
grounds, and I cannot believe." "I can," I replied. 
"Once I was a helpless, hopeless wreck, but the Lor~ 
has wrought a miracle in my life, and is giving me the 
victory over those things which once enslaved me. I 
know ·He can save, because He is saving me." "That 
is what impressed me," he added earnestly. "I see you 
have something in your life that I have not. You are 
anchored, while I am drifting." 

"Now, my brother," I continued; "you acknowl
edge you are in need of salvation, and you believe that 
I have the very salvation that you need. Hadn't you 
better accept it, too? If you should consult your 
trusted physician, and he should describe your afflic
tion accurately, and then prescribe a treatment which 
had resulted in his own cure, would you not be acting 
wisely to faithfully follow it?" . "Yes," was the reply. 
"Will you not then take the treatment which I pre
scribe, and which has· healed me?" "I will try," was 
the feebie response. 

Then we found a retired spot, and kneeling, he ac
knowledged his transgression and pleaded for pardon. 
Kneeling by his side, I watched the struggle with in
tense interest, and met each despairing cry of doubt 
with a promise of the Word. Presently he pr-ayed, 
''Lord, I will act on the promise. I accept forgiveness. 
I am forgiven. But what did you forgive me for? 
Will I fall back into my olcf sins again? Will I get 
angry again ? Will I be profane? I am afraid I will 
.bring disgrace upon , Christi<1nity. 0 Lord, I ·am 

afraid." At this cry I placed an open Bible before his 
face, and asked him to read the following promise, 
wllicn h-e :read aloud, s1owly: 

"Fear thou not; for I am with thee: Be not dis
mayed ; for I am thy God. I will strengthen thee ; yea, 
I will help thee; yea, I will uphold thee with the right 
hand of my righteousness." Isa. 41 :ro. 

This Scripture completed the victory, and we re
turned triumphantly to find many of his Christian 
neighbors anxiously waiting the outcome of the strug
gle; and ministers and people without regard to de
nomination, gathered around him to rejoice with him 
over his new-fo~nd hope. 

After thanking the Lord for the victory, I sat alone 
meditating over the meeting and its results. "What 
did I say that moved him?" I queried. "All I did was 
to witness to the power of God to save. The witness 
was neither deep nor eloquent. It was the -simple 
story, simply told." It was none other than the Holy 
Spirit that had done the work. He had taken the wit
ness I bore and given it power to convict and convince. 
"Y e shall receive power after that the Holy Ghost is 
come upon you.~' 

It is not civil law that the church needs to-day, but 
the convincing life. It is not power from Congress 
that is needed to save the world, but power from on 
high. Not a tan;ying in the lobby of the legislative 
hall, but a tarrying in the upper room hard by the 
throne of God. 

Reader, do you hunger for power to convince the 
world of sin, and of r~ghteousness, and of judgment? 
Then receive the promised power from on high. The 
need of this promised power is illustrated by the fol
lowing possible scene : 

It is the ninth day, the .day before Pentecost. 
Peter and John ·have left the praying company for a 
few minutes and are walking pensively down the street 
to buy bread for their companions. Suddenly they 
confront a priest who recognizes them and addresses 
them thus: 

Pri~st-"Well, if here aren't Peter and John. How 
glad I am to see you and to know that at last you are 
free from that awful delusi~n." 

Peter-"What delusion?" 
Priest-"Why, the delusion that the Nazarene was 

the Messiah." 
Peter-"What makes you think we are free from 

that so-called delusion?" 
Priest-"! shC?uld think you would be, now that 

He is dead." 
Peter-"Dead? No, indeed; He is not dead. He 

is risen, and is alive forevermore." 
Priest-"N onsense ; He is dead, for I saw Him 

after He died. That resurrection story is a fraud. 
You, His deluded disciples., came by night and stole 
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His body while the soldiers slept, and now are circu
lating the lying report that He is risen from the dead. 
This I hear from the most influential people in both 

· the church and the state. Why continu·e the fraud 
longer? No one will believe your story. Produce 
Him if He is risen." 

Peter-"Fraud? there is no fraud. He is risen. I 
saw Him, and ate with Him, and talked with Him ; and 
so have we all. He is not only risen, but ascended to 
the right hf!nd of God, whence He came. I saw him 
a:::cend. He is not dead. He is alive ; alive forever
more." 

Priest-"Delusion upon delusion! Falsehood 
upon falsehood! Ascended? Never! He is dead 
forevermore." 

Peter-"That is cfalse. He is--" 

J ohn-,-"Come, Peter; don't tarry here. Let us 
hasten on. When we are alone I will tell you what 
impresses me deeply. And this it is, Peter: \Ve can 
make no impression on the priest until the Holy Ghost 
is come. Rememberest thou, not how He spake while 
He was yet with us, saying, 'Tarry ye in the city of 
Jerusalem until ye be endued with power from on 
high.' 'And ye shall receive power after that the Holy 
Ghost is come upon you, and ye shall be witnesses 
unto Me.' 'Nevertheless, I tell you the truth. It is 
expedient that I ·go away, for if I go not away the 
Comforter will not come unto you ; but if I depart I 
will send Him unto you. And when He is come, He 
will convince the world of sin, and of righteousness, 
_and of judgment. Of sin, because they believe not on 
Me; of righteousness, because I go to My Father and 
ye see Me no more; of judgment, because the Prince 
of this world is judged.' Let us return to the upper 
room and wait for the promise of the Spirit. Peter, 
did you not see how powerless you were to convince 
the priest of the resurrection of our Lord? 0, how 
powerless we are! Let us return apd pray more earn
estly for the promised Power.'' 

"And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, 
they were all vvith one accord in one place. And sud
denly there came a ssmnd from heaven as of a rushing 
mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they 
were sitting. And there appearerl unto them cloven 
tongues, like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them. 
And they were filled with the Holy Ghost, and began 
to speak with other tongues as the Spirit gave them 
utterance. Now, when this was noised 
abroad, the multitude came together, and were con
founded. And they were all amazed and 
marveled.'' 

I can easily think of that stubborn priest, hurrying 
with the surging multitude to the place of power. I 
can see him pressing his way through the eager crowd 

tmtil he fetches up at the feet of Peter, who is just say
ihg with a strange convincing power: 

"This Jesus hath God raised up whereof we all are 
witnesses. Therefore being by the right himd of God 
exalted, and having received of the Father the promise 
of the Holy Ghost, He hath shed forth this, which ye 
now see and hear. For David is not ascended into 
the heavens; but he saith himself the Lord said unto 
my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand, until I make thy 
foes thy footstool. Therefore, let all the house of 
Israel know assuredly that God hath made that same 
Jesus, whom ye have crucified, both Lord and Christ." 
Acts 2 :32-36. 

And now I see this same priest (for "many priests 
were obedient unto the faith''), listening, startled, silent 
p.nd subdued, until Peter reaches this point; and then 
I hear him, pricked in his heart, with earnestness cry 
out, "Men and brethren, what shall we do?" 

Reader, can you not see that what is needed to-day 
to silence the scoffer, to convict of sin and of righteous
ness, and prove the resurrection and point out Jesus 
at the right hand of God, is the Holy Ghost from on 
high? No other power is needed in the Christian 
church. To seek any other power is to discount and 
deny the Holy Spirit, the all-sufficient and only legiti
mate power for the advancement of the kingdom of 
God. May the Lord bless The Sentinel of Liberty and 
make it potent in this time of turning from the upper 
room to the committee room of human legislation. 

A. F. BALLENGER. 

A Tale of Two Nations. 

GOVERNMENT AMONG CELESTIAI.S. 

Away back in the dim and misty vistas of the eter
nal ages, the question as to what constitutes right 
principles of government agitated the breasts of celes
tial beings. 

There was then, as now, a problem of government 
true and false. On one side the principals were the 
Father and the Son-God and Christ; on the other 
Lucifer, tne Star of the Morning. And the history 
of all this was interesting then, it has been growing 
more so ever since, and is of deepest moment to all 
inhabitants of the universe, human, devilish, and di
vine, at the present hour. 

"God is love.'' His very nature is love. The foun
dations of his eternal law are love. "Thou shalt love 
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy 
soul, and with all thy mind." This is the first and great 
commandment. And the second is like unto it, "Thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On these two com
mandments hang all.the law and the prophets.'' 

Since, therefore, the law of God is a law of love, 
it follows that the government of God must be a gov-
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ernment of love. That is, the sovereignty of God in- every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, 
volved fullness of happiness to all created beings. The and under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and 

.. 'oi1Iy-6oeaiei1ce for which-Heaven cares is anobedi: ~affil1at ·are ID..tilem, h~arciT~a)'ing, Biessi~g, :m<ihon-. 
ence born of love. The King of the Universe asks or, and glory, and power, be unto him that sitteth 
nougl}t out a voluntary allegiance. In other words, upon the throne, and unto the Lamb forever and ever." 
the government of God is a government by "the con- Those of the children of men who are saved out 
sent of the governed." And the "consent of the gov- of every _kindred and tongue and people and nation 
erned" doctrine is the foundation stone of the govern- do not h~come subjects controlled by the arbitrary 
ment of God. will of another. They will not desire to be in such a 

This is made clear all through the Bible. Of be- state, and Go~ would not have them in such a state. 
ings who dwell in heaven, it is written in the Book On the contrary, God makes them kings and priests. 
of Revelation: More than this, he makes them kings and priests unto 

"A throne was set in heaven, and one sat on the God, and they "reign on the earth." And they say 
throne. And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper with a loud voice, "Worthy is the Lamb that was 
ahd a sardine stone; and there was a rainbow round slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and 
about the throne, in sight like unto an amerald. And strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing." 

. round about the throne were four and twenty seats; Now all of this does not sound as if there were 
and upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders sit- subjects or serfs in heaven, or in the world to come. 
ting, clothed in white raiment; and they had on their It does show, beyond a shade of a shadow of a doubt,. 
heads crowns if gold. * * * The four and twenty that in the realms of God every redeemed man is a 
elders fall down before him that sat on the throne, and king. To be sure, the Father and the. Son are kings 
worship him that liveth forever and ever, and cast their ~ver all, but pr~-eminent1y and fundamentally they are 
crowns. before the throne, saying: this "by the coment of the governed." God and Jesus 

" 'Thou are worthy, 0 Lord, to receive glory and are kings because every soul in the redeemed universe 
honor and power/ for thou hast created all things, wants it so. They would not rule over unwilling sub-
and for thy pleasure they are and were created.'" jects. 

This is a living picture of the operation of the gov- "For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they 
ernment of heaven. The four and twenty elders ad- are the sons of God. For ye have not received the 
dress the Lord, saying, "Thou art worthy to receive spirit of bondage again to fear; but ye have received 
glory. and honor and power." God, the King, receives the spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba; Father. 
his glory from these. True, he sits upon the throne, The spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we 
but these all wear crowns, the symbols of sovereignty. are the children of God; and if children, thm heirs/ 
God is King over them, because they want it so. Were heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ; if so be that 
all, the power of the universe theirs, they would not we suffer with him, that we may be also glorified to
have it otherwise. gether. For I reckon that the sufferings of this pres-

Again, it is written of those who are redeemed. from ent time are not worthyto·be compared with the glory 
this earth, and· who ultimately become dwellers in the which shall be reveal eo in us.'' 
better land beyond: This, then, is our status in the world to come. The 

"The four beasts and four and twenty elders fell spirit of bondage gone, we become "heir~ of God, and 
down before the Lamb, having every one of them joint-heirs with Christ." Heirs and joint~heirs to 
harps, arid golden vials full of odoursl- which are the what? To the kingdom, of course. 
prayers of saints. And they sung a new song, saying, Again, in Ephesians, 2 :r2 and 19, it is written: 
Thou .art worthy to take the book, and to open the "At that time ye were without Christ, being aliens from 
seals thereof; for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed the commonwealth if Israel, arid strangers from the 
us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and covenants of promise, having no hope, and without 
tongue, and peopl~, and nation; and hast made us God in the world; but now in Christ Jesus ye who 
u:rtto our God kings and priests ; and we shall ·reign sometimes were far off are made nigh by the blood 
on the earth. of Christ." 

"And I beheld, and I heard the voice of many an- "Now, therefore, ye are no more strangers and 
gels round about the throne and the beasts and the foreigners, but fellow·citizens with the saints, and of 
elders; and the number of them was ten thousand the household of God." The redeemed/ are "fellow
times ten. thousand, and thousands of thousands; say- citizens" with the saints, not fellow-subjects, and great 
ing with a loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was is the difference between the two estates. Subjects 
slain tci receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and exist in monarchies; citizens in "governments by the 
strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing. And consent of the governed." 
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Therefore, from all of the above testimony, it is 
abundantly clear that God's plan of government in 
heaven before this earth was created, and after it is 
ended, is by ''THE CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED. " 

It was Satan who first opposed government by the 
consent of the governed. This was the governmental 
doctrine of heaven, and he proclaimed against it. He 
it was. who first advocated that pernicious tenet of 
government without the consent of the governed. 

In the book of Isaiah it is written, "How art thou 
fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning! 
how are thou cut down to the cround. which didst 
w~aken the nations ! For thou hast said in thine heart, 
I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my THRONE above 
the stars of G~d; I will sit also upon the mount of the 
congregation, in the sides of the north." 

God accepts power from those who ·reign with 
him. Satan announced, "I will exalt my throne." Not 
simply, "I will exalt myself;" but "I will exalt my 
throne." A throne signifies government. Satan there
fore_ proposed to set up his government qver the angels 
of God. He proposed to do this without regard to 
their wishes in the matter. In other words, it was his 
plot to overthrow government by the consent of the 
governed, and establish in its place a monarchy, a one
man power without the consent of the governed. 

Over this "there was war in heaven: Michael and 
his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon 
fought and his angels, and prevailed not; neither was 
their place found any more in heaven. And the great 
dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, 
and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world; he was 
cast out 1nto the earth, and his angels were cast out 
with him." 

It was over the question, therefore, whether God's 
own system of government, which is always "By the 
consent of the governed," should be maintained in 
heaven for time and eternity, or whether it should be 
overthrown, and in its place the government of Satan 
should be established, the government of a one-man 
power, without the consent of the governed-it was 
over this question that Satan lost his first estate. This 
was the question then ; this is the question now. It is 
the problem of ages, and trembles on the tongue of 
time. 

P. T. MAGAN. 

To the horrors of the famine in India, which affects 
a larger number of people than there are in all North 
America, is now added that of pestilence, from an out
break of the cholera, which as yet shows no signs of 
abating. The noted atheist, Ingersoll, said not many 
years ago that civilization had abolished famines; but 
probably no famine of ancient times affected half the 
number of people who are suffering from the present 
visitation in India. 

A Question of Principle. 

There is now before the American people a ques.,. 
tion second in importance to none that has ever occu~ 
pied the attention of the statesmen in this or any other 
country. _ 

This question is, Shall the United States remain 
true to the principles which have made this the great
est nation in the world; or shall the principles of repub
licanism be repudiated, and the principles of imperial" 
ism be adopted in their stead? 

It may be objected by some that this is a political 
question, and that being such, it has no proper place 
in the columns of The Sentinel of Liberty. Let us see. 

This is indeed a political question, though not yet a 
party question, though it may ere long become such. 
But every question pertaining to governmental affairs 
is political. Slavery was once a political question. 
Prohibition is still a living political issue; while only 
a few years ago the maintenance of the Sunday law was 
the supreme issue of a state political campaign in Cali
fornia. 

These questions are cited merely because in each 
is involved a vital principle. Many issues are political 
merely, being wholly matters of policy, not involving 
vital principle any more than does the question with 
the farmer of whether he shall follow diversified farm
ing or devote his energies wholly to the production of 
wheat, or corn, or hay, or potatoes. 

But the question now before the American people 
is not one of mere policy, but of vital, fundamental 
principle. It is this, Shall we, not only as a nation but 
as individuals, continue to respect God-given rights? 
or shall we deny those rights and trample them under 
our feet?· 

We cannot avoid individual responsibility in this 
matter by remaining silent spectators. He who fails 
to protest when his neighbor's rights are invaded, and 
who by that failure gives to that invasion the sanction 
of silent consent, forfeits thereby the right to protest 
when his own rights are trampled under foot. 

This nation was established uponthe principle that 
rights are God-given and inalienable, and that govern
ments derive their just powers from the consent of the 
governed. 

This principle involves both civil and religious lib
erty. And it is impossible to deny the principle as 
applied to "inferior races" in distant lands and to mai~
tain it as applied to ourselves in our own land. It 1s 
either true of all peoples everywher,e, or it is not true 
of any people anywhere. Therefore he who by his 
silence now consents that this principle is not true in 
Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands consents to the 
same thing for this country, and for himself and his 
children. 

vVhen Israel demanded a king, the Lord sent Sam-
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uel to tell them just what was involved in their demand. 
And Samuel said: "This will be the manner of the king 

... that s'hall rule over you·: He will take your sons, arta 
appoint them for himself, for his chariots, and to be his 
·horset'nen; and they shall run before his chariots; and 
he will appoint him captains over thousands, and cap-

. tains over fifties; and will set them to ear (or plant) his 
. ground, and to reap his harvest, and to make his in
struments of war, and the instruments of his chariots. 

. And ye shall cry out in that day because 
of your king which you have chosen; and the. Lord will 
not hear you in that day." I Sam. 8:n-r8. 

These words are just as true to-day of the policy of 
imperialism as they were of Israel's king. It will not 
only take fields and vineyards by means of taxation 
for th.e buiiding and equipping of navies and the main
tenance of armies, but it will take our sons, a_s it has 
already taken thousands of young men, not only to be 
servants,· but t~ learn the art of war-to kill and tQ be 
killed upon the field of battle. 

It is just as true now that this government cannot 
endure partly republican and partly imperialistic as it 
was true in r86o that it could "not long endure half 
slave and half free." Imperialism cannot be confined 
to those outlying islands that have come to us as spoils 
of war. The policy pursued toward them is sure to re
act with disastrous results upon our most cherished 
rights. 

Indeed the policy pursued thus far toward Porto 
Rico and the Philippines, and which bids fair to be 
adopted as a settled policy by the nation, is the true 
measure of the decadence of that loyalty to principle 
which characterized the early days of the Republic. 
The degree of liberty preserved among us as a people 
seems to be due more to the native conservatism of 
mankind than to adherence to principle for its own 
sake. It is to be feared that we have reached the time 
foretold by Thomas Jefferson in his "Notes. on Vir
ginia": 

"The spirit of the times may alter, will alter. Our 
rulers will become _corrupt, our people careless. 

. It will not then be necessary to resort every 
moment to the people for support. They will b~ for
gotten, therefore, and their rights disregarded. They 
will forget themselves, but in the sole faculty of mak
ing money, and will never think of uniting to effect 
due respect to their rights. The shackles, therefore, 
which shall not be knocked off at the conclusion of this 
war; will remain on us long, will be made heavier and 
heavier, till our rights shall revive or expire in con
vulsion." 

Probably nothing that can be said or done will stay 
in any degree the rising tide of imperialism. But one 
thing can be done: the individual can preserve alive in 
his own heart and in his life the great principle of gov-

ernmentby consent of the governed. This is the prin
ciple of God's government. Satan goyerns]J.y [@t1<i 
and force; God goven1s by truth .and love. To which 
principle shall we be loyal? B. 

War Anti-christian . 

The nations of this world must of necessity main
tain themselves by force. 

But Christianity stands absolutely apart from all 
racial and national quarrels. 

"The Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of 
man," is more than a passing sentiment with Chris
tians. It is a fundamental principle. 

The Christian may have enemies; those who would 
do him harm, but he is the enemy of no man. He 
fights, but not with sword, Mauser, or Gatling gun. 
The weapons of his "warfare are not carnal, but mighty 
through God to the pulling down of strongholds." 

Christian experience is simply living the life of 
Christ, as says the Apostle Paul: "I am crucified with 
Christ; nevertheless, I live. Yet not I, but Christ 
liveth in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh 
I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me and 
gave Himself for me." Gal. 2 :20. 

The Apostle was describing not alone his own ex
perience, but Christian experience-the experience of 
every child of God. It is simply impossible to. imagine 
Christ Himself shooting His brethren. It is just as 
impossible to believe that He does the same thing in 
the person of His saints. The killing of human beings 
is anti -christian. 

vV e are not saying that everybody who ever did 
such a thing proved·thereby that they were not Chris
tians. But we do believe that in the clearer light of 
this day men should see that killing is murder, whether 
done in battle or under other circumstances. 

The early Christians did not engage in war. They 
would die rather than kill a fellow-being. It was not 
until apo§>tacy had honeycombed the church that Chris
tians were to be found bearing arms ahd engaging in 
carnal warfare. The leaders in the Church who have 
taught that it is right to kill men in battle have an awful 
account to meet in the day of judgment. B. 

Christianity is far more than an ethical system ; it 
ts divine power in the life of the individual. This 
power is given by the Lord himself in response to the 
faith of the individual who receives it. Nothing short 
of this is Christianity, and only thos.e who have this 
experience are Christians. 

Since this, and this only is Christianity, and since 
nothing short of this divine life in the soul constitutes 
anyone a Christian, it is manifest that only the power 
of God received by faith can make Christians. 
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An organization assuming the title of the "Union 
Good Citizenship" has been busy for some time trying 
to enforce Sunday laws, in York, Pa. Notice was 
given to all business men in the city, about two months 
ago, to close their places of business on Sunday. The 
newsdealers sold their Sunday papers as they did be
fore, and were arrested and fined four dollars and costs 
each. But the people agreed to pay them one cent 
extra per copy so they could pay their fines. The 
subject is discussed rather excitedly, and the Good 
Citizenship Committee is said to be somewhat disap
pointed in the results of their efforts. 

A recent telegram from London tells of the Bu
bonic plague at Mauritius, Bombay, Calcutta, Port 
Said, Teheran, Manila, Hong Kong, Melbourne, Syd
ney, Noume, Brisbane, Perth and Aukland; also in 
Buenos Ayres, where the disease has been raging since 
the middle of March. To this list should be added 
Honolulu. 

* * * 
May 2, the Methodist Episcopal General Confer

ence, in session in this city, adopted "equal representa
tion," which means that hereafter the Conference will 
be composed of an equal number of laymen and min
isters. This is a step in the right direction. Minis
ters are not "lords over God's heritage," or should 
not be. 

* '* * 
It is stated that John D. Rockefeller's income from 

Standard Oil stocks since January 5 of the present 
year, has been $24,000,000. This seems almost in
credible. It is certainly suggestive of James 5 :3, R. 
V., "Y e have laid up your treasure in the last days." . 

* * * 
Advices from Manila state that among recent or

ders issued by Major-General Otis was one abolishing 
the priests' exemption fromtrial by the civil courts for 
crimes and misdemeanors. 

'* * * 
Big guns cost something since, contrary to the pre

vailing thought concerning them, they are quite per
ishable. It is now said that ordnance officers in the 
United States army are beginning to be doubtful of a 
1 6,inch..gun, which has...cost$130,ooo, and whiGh-needs-

.a $r,ooo,ooo turret to protect it. The fear is that by 
the time the gun is .tested it will be burned out. 

It is stated that Andrew Carnegie, who refused to 
contribute to the Dewey arch fund, has giv-en $r,ooo 
to the fund for the w~dow of Sergeant Douglas, who 
was killed at Crot()n Dam during the recent strike. In 
sending the check Mr. Carnegie wrote: "Sergeant 
Douglas fought not for foreign conquest, but for peace 
and order at home." 

. * 
* * 

The report that large numbers of American soldiers 
in the Philippines have become insane, and that the 
number is being constantly augmented, though denied 
not long since, refuses to down. 

It is said that "between May 1, 1898, and April I, 

1900, nearly a thousand men have been shipped from 
the camps and posts of the army in the Philippines and 
Cuba to the government hospital for insane soldiers 
at Washington." 

In addition to this number many have returned to 
their homes with minds shattered almost, if not wholly, 
beyond remedy. . And during the same period of twen
ty-three months there were eighty-three suicides, 
nearly all due, it is said, to insanity. Twenty-nine of 
these suicides have occurred since the first of last De
cember. 

The cause of this frightful increase of. insanity 
among soldiers in foreign lands is said to be due to 
climatic conditions and homesickness. 

* * * 
A strike in the building trades has been in progress 

in this city for some weeks, involving from five thou:. 
sand to six thousand men; and the end is not yet. N u
merous efforts have been made to settle the differences 
between employers and employees, but without suc
cess. 

One man has been killed outright in this conflict, 
and many have been injured, some of them very seri-
ously. · . 

In several places in the city non-union men are 
working under police protection, not daring to leave 
the buildings either to eat or sleep. Meals and cots 
are furnished by the contractors. 

Nor is this spirit of unrest confined to Chicago. 
Under date of May rst, strikes were reported also from 
Buffalo, N. Y.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Duluth~ Minn.; Sa
vannah, Ga.; Seymour, Ind. ; St. Louis, Mo. ; Passaic, 
N. ]. ; Philadelphia, Pa.; Omaha, Neb., and Kansa,s 
City, Mo. 

Six thousand six hundred men were out in seven 
of the cities named, no figures being given for Duluth, 
St. Louis or Omaha; nor does this number include the 
thousands -uf-·iuh.~·--nren:-·in-·tnis city.-·----- --- ········ ··· ··· 

The· outlook for the near future is not reassuring. 
It has b~en broadly intimated tpat, owing to the polit-
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ical campaign now so near at hand, the civil author
ities will hesita,te to adopt the same stern measures for 
preserving the peace they otherwise would, for fear of 
alienating the labor vote. 

Suggests an American Napoleon. 

A German paper, the "Bremen Weserzeitung" sees 
spectacular possibilities in _the American trend toward 
imperialism. The United States, it says, is passing 
through a serious crisis. The coming presidential 
campaign, it believes, wiii decide the fate of the re
public, which, it holds, is in serious danger. 

"Fuii equality and true liberty, as they existed un
der the first pr~sidents," the journal detlares, "now 
have become legendary, and it is possible that modern 
republicanism may produce an ambitious president 
who shall repeat the role of the Great Napoleon." 

It is strange, but nevertheless true, that observers 
in other lands see more clearly than do the majority of 
Americans just what is involved in the changed atti
tude of this government toward the fundamental prin-
ciples upon which it was established. B. 

The "Christian" Party. 

May rst, the national assembly of the Christian Po
litical Union met at Rock Island, III. After discussing 
at ·length the thenue, "The Principles of Christ: shall 
we apply them in concrete form to state and national 
governments?" it was decided to launch a new political . 
party, to be known as the "United Christian Party." 

May 2d, a platform was adopted and candidates for 
the presidency and vice-presidency were placed in 
nomination. The ticket is, For President, Rev. Silas 
C. Swallow, of Pennsylvania; for Vi~e-President, John 
G. Wooley, of Illinois. The platform says: 

"We believe the time has arrived when the eternal 
principles of justice, mercy and love as exemplified 
in the life and teachings of Jesus Christ should be em
bodied in the constitution of our nation and applied in 
concrete form to every function of our government 
principles. We maintain that this statement is in har
mony with the fundamental principles of our national 
common law, our Christian usages and customs, the 
declaration of the supreme court of the United States 
that this is a Christian country and the accepted prin
ciples in judicial decisions that no law shall contravene 
the divine law. 

"We deprecate certain immoral laws which have 
grown out of failure of our nation to recognize these 
principles, notably the permission of the desecratiqn 
of the Christian Sabbath, authorized unscriptural mar
riage and divorce and the license and manufacture and 
sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage." 

The platform also favors prohibiting the sale of 
cigarettes and tobacco to minors ; declares against war 
and for the arbitration of all national and international 

disputes; for the daily reading of the Bible in the public 
schools and all educational institutions under the con
trol of the state ; for government ownership of all pub
lic utilities, and favors the election of president, vice
president and United States senators by direct vote of 
the people. 

The advent of this party is significant, and we shall 
have more to say concerning it in the future. B. 

What it Really Means. 

Portis, Kans., April r8, 1900. 

Editor Sentinel of Liberty:-

I was interested in the letter which was sent you 
by a Baptist clergyman of Cleveland, Ohio. Now I 
believe there are many like him who "do not believe in 
trying to make people religious by civil legislation," 
yet who are working hand in hand with those who do 
believe in it. 

Allow me to quote from Rev. I. W. Hathaway, D. 
D., General Secretary of the American Sabbath Union, 
in his remarks at the Nashville Convention of Chris
tian Endeavor, as follows : 

"We are often told that we should not endeavor to 
promote Sabbath observance upon religious grounds 
with those who are not professed Christians, or who do 
not accept our religion or Bible. But we cannot 
ignore the fact that man is a religious creature; and 
more, that he is a child of God; and in connection with 
this the fact that the Sabbath is a divine institution, 
given of God to meet the innate demands of man's 
nature. If man shall reject God and turn from the 
truth, it will not change his nature nor his needs, nor 
can the purpose and nature of the Sabbath be changed 
to meet the conditions of his unbelief. No 
Sabbath can long be maintained apart from its divine 
authority and sacred character. A secularized Sab
bath becomes a positive source of evil. God is less 
honored and Satan better served on a secularized Sab
bath than on any day of the week. 

"There is little, if any, physical rest in a secular 
Sabbath. A body, to be rested, must have the co
operation of a healthy mind and a clear conscience. 
Monday morning does not find the laborer recuperated 
for his task, either in brawn or brain, who has spent 
the Sabbath forgetful of his spiritual need, even though 
he may have refrained from all positive excess, save 
that of laziness, during the day." 

Now, what can Mr. Hathaway mean other than 
that a man must religiously observe the Sabbath to be 
rested for his work? While this may be all true. 
enough, yet the question is, with him, "Shall we en
deavor to promote Sabbath observance upon religious 
'grounds with thos·e who are· not professed Christians, 
or who do not accept our religion or Bible?" · 
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For a man to be recuperated in brawn or brain, he 
must have: "dear conscience"; he must not be forget
ful of his "spiritual need." But if the m'an is forgetful 
of his spiritual need, shall we endeavor to promote 
Sabbath observance with such a man? Mr. Hatha
way's answer is, "We cannot ignore the fact that the 
Sabbath is a divine institution, given of God to meet 
tfte innate demands of man's nature. The purpose 
and nature of the Sabbath cannot be changed to meet 
the conditions of his unbelief." 

So, while our Baptist friend does not believe in try
ing to make people religious by civil legislation, he is 
working iu company with those who do believe in that 
very thing, and is putting a weapon into their hands 
which they will use for that purpose. 

While our Baptist friend is in favor of giving the 
men time for physical rest, and laws "should be en
forced" for that purpose, his partner, Mr. Hathaway, 
says, "No Sabbath can long be maintained apart from 
its divine authority and sacred character." · 

Now, if men who are not religious· are not per
mitted to work they will spend the day in amusement 
of some kind. But, again Mr. Hathaway says, "A 
secularized Sabbath becomes a positive source of evil. 
God is less honored and Satan better served on a sec
ular Sabbath than on any other day of the week." 

It is certainly plain that the aim of the American 
Sabbath Union is to make men religious, even by law, 
if in no other way. . 

They make themselves the conservators of "clear 
consciences" for.other men. But what more than this 
did the papacy ever do? 

It seems to me as I read the articles of .our Baptist 
friend and Mr. Hathaway, that I can hear the creak of 
the rack and the crackle of the flames ; I see again the 
Roger Williams of the not distant fut~re, leaving his 
family fireside to find a home with the savages and 
wild. beasts, who were not so savage and wild as the 
men who would see to it that their neighbors did 
not spend "the Sabbath forgetful of their spiritual 
need." 

Let us remember that every man is responsible to 
God,alone for the manner in which he spends his Sab-
bath. E. H. CuRTIS. 

France and the Roman Catholic Church. 

The recent trial and condemnation in Paris of 
twelve Assumptionist priests is thought by some to be 
the beginning of an anticlerical movement similar to 
that of the early days of the Third Republic. 

The feeling against the religious orders is very bit
ter, and seem likely to become more so. Indeed it 
might truthfullJ.--be said--that only a r-affical~change ·in
the industrial conditions of the country can prevent the 
growth of this feeling. And since the danger point 

has been reached already, the future is not bright for 
France. 

"The French Liberals complain bitterly," says M. 
E. Saint-Genix, in an article in the Contemporary Re
view for March, that "monks and nuns are found now
adays occupying all the highways and byways of life. 

Trades, industries, and professions are in
vaded by them to the detriment of the family-support
ing layman. You can buy of Franciscan friars beer 
brewed by Cistercian monks, drink tea, coffee, or choc
olate imported and sold by pious Trappists, who them
selves never taste any of these concoctions ; finish up 
your dinner with a glass or two of liqueur distilled by 
holy but rival anchorets, who are believed to have fled 
in horror from this world of sin and sorrow, and buried 

·themselves in a cloister, in order to give themselves 
wholly up to God; you can polish the enamel of your 
teeth with patent powders and sweeten your breath 
with marvelous elixirs invented by men of God who 
have themselves no further us'e for either; you can get 
shod by enterprising Assumptionists, have your pur
pi~ and fine linen made by nuns or their orphan slaves, 
and generally get your perishable body as well as your 
immortal soul taken in and done for by the members 
of modern congregations." 

Nor does the trouble end here. These orders are, 
it seems, making their influence felt not only in indus
trial but in educational and political as well as in re
ligious life. Rome is evidently working hard to re
store France fully to "the Church." ·Saint-Genix says: 

"In certain walks of literature, in the less dangerous 
domains of science, in the work of education, and, 
above all, in the schemes and int'rigues of subterra
nean, as well as in the debates of daylight politics, they 
are indefatigable organizers, clever leaders, venture
some pioneers." 

The methods pursued not only in France but else
where in Europe, especially upon the Continent, are 
thus described by the same writer, and ate certainly 
not such as to commend themselves to those who be
lie\'e the minister of God should "follow after right
eousness, godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness": 

"On the Continent, especially in Central Europe, a 
zealous priest will frequent public-houses, chat and 
crack jokes with the workmen, coax them to the 
church, and keep them there by means of chains the 
very furthest links of which cannot be said to reach to 
heaven. The well-known Jesuit, Father Abel, of Vi
enna, highly approves and zealously employs these lat
ter-day methods. In a speech which he made some 
months ago to a cnumber of pilgrims in Altotting he 
said: 'In Vienna I act on this maxim: I catch more 
people with a glass of beer than with an Ave Maria. 
I certainly do-not exclude tne Ave Marfa, out to. cap -
an Ave Maria by quaffing off two half-measures, that 
is a thing I relish. But I will not have any-
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thing smacking of the devotee. I tell you _ 
frankly those feats which we have accomplished in 
Vienna have been effected less in the church than in 
the public-house. The main point is con
fession. If a man has confessed well, he will pray a 
little, and then he is gay andjolly.' Father Abel then 
went on to. describe the nature and extent of the suc
cesses which he obtained by this up-to-date method. 
In Mariazell he once got one hundred and five men to 
confess to him at a single sitting, sinners whose confes
sionless years amounted together to eighteen hundred l 
A second address to the same hearers was begun by 
Father Abel with the comforting assurance that he 
would keep them but a very short time so that they 
might soon get back again to their glass Qf beer! In 
this simple way is the great conversion trick per
formed!" 

In conclusion, Sair':-Genix says: "The Roman 
Catholic Church has uegenerated in France, and be
come a bloodsucking vampire of a kind probably un
matched in history. It keeps tens of thousands in iq
tellectual thraldom and material poverty, that its own 
ministers may wax fat. And it is on account of these 
and similar practises that French Liberals are now vio
lently and vainly agitating to bring about the expulsion 
,of the congregations which have organized and are 
.directing the movement." 

And what is true of France is true in varying de
gree;; of every country in the world. Nor is Rome the 
.only offender against the rights of mankind. Every 
false and every apostate religious system is helping to 
enslave not only the souls, but the bodies of men. Only 
the genuine religion of the Lord Jesus Christ-the· 
religion described by the Apostle James-gives lib
~rty to anybody: "Pure and undefiled religion before 
God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and 
the widows in their affliction, and to keep himself un-
. .spotted frofiJ the world." Politico-commercial reli
.gion, full of scheming, wire-pulling and selfishness, 
-can only rivet the shackles the more .firmly upon the 
wrists and ankles of poor fallen humanity. B.· 

Mr. Swallow, the presidential candidate of tpe self
styled "Christian party," seems to be an ideal leader. 
In 1898, he was the Prohibition candidate for governor 
-of Pennsylvania, and received r25,746 votes, or 12.6r 
per cent of all the votes cast for governor. The Pro
bibition candidate for State treasurer polled only r8,
..072 votes, or 2.28 per cent of the entire vote at the 
same election. This shows that it was the . man and 
not the party that· commanded the confidence of the 
people. Mr. Swallow is known as a "heroic fighter of 
political wickedness," and to this fact is due his popu-
1arity in Pennsylvania. 

Of course those who have made a study of the sub,-

ject recognize the fact that no permanent relief could 
be secured by turning the government over to any 
party, however high its profession. Calling a thing 
Christian does not make it so; and it matters not how 
honest Mr. Swallow and those who are associated with 
him in this movement inay be; just as soon as success 
might appear probable all the political tricksters in the 
country from both the old parties would be prompt to 
secure for themselves front seats in the new organiza
tion, carrying with them all the corruption from which 
the people are seeking relief. 

The organization of the "Christian party" and the 
nomination of a presidential candidate is simply an
other step in the direction of practical national reform 

. in this country, which means simply, ·union of church 
and state. We do not mean to be understood as main
taining that men should not be honest in political life. 
We mean simply this-that men who are honest will 
be honest wherever they are placed, and under what
ever name they may be called; but it will not make a 
man honest to make him a member of a "Christian 
party," any more than it makes a man honest to make 
him a member of the church. It will simply give dis
honest men a chance to masquerade as Christians po
litically. In other words, as hypocrites. 

.The organization of this new party is, to say the 
least, significant. It is not likely that it will cut any 
great figure in the coming campaign; but, unless we 
are much mistaken, we have not seen the end of this 
movement. It will be heard of again, and may prove 
to be an important factor in politics in the not distant 
future. B. 
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CHICAGO, MAY 10, 1900. 

Special Attention. 

We wish to call the special attention of the readers 
of The SENTINEL to the fact that all orders for . 
books should be sent to us as in the past. The SEN
TINEL having always been published by the Pacific 
Press Publishing Company, it has been the custom of 
some of our friends to address their orders for books 
to the AMERICAN SENTINEL, or their orders for 
the paper to the Pacific Press Publishing Co. In the 
past this has made no difference, as the orders have in 
either case promptly reached their proper destination; 
but now that the paper is to be published by the Inter
national Religious Liberty Association in Chicago, it 
. will make serious delay and much unnecessary work if 
orders intended for Pacific Press Publishing Co., New 
York City, are sent to the Association in Chicago. 

Therefore, be sure to address all book orders in
tended for us, to 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Bond St., New York, N.Y. 

~ 

As you read the principles stated and arguments 
presented in this paper, remember that just recently 
in the State of Pennsylvania, an observer of the sev
enth-day Sabbath has been arrested and fined for doing 
quiet work in his own garden on the day observed by 
people of a different religion, and is now, together 
with his church brethren, threatened with further pros
ecution of the same nature. This religious intolerance, 
this anti-Christian spirit, this setting aside of the prin
ciples of American free government, this menace to 
the liberties of the people and the prosperity of the 
nation, is what we are talking about in all the articles 
in this paper; and as you read the facts pertaining to 
this case, you may know of a certainty that the Seltinel 
is not discussing mere abstract principles, or firing at 
the dead issues of by-gone days. · 

~ 

In r896, Congress passed an act to authorize the 
Secretary of War to loan or to give to soldiers' monu
ment associations, Grand Army posts, and municipali
ties, war relics . in the shape of out-of-date cannon, 
columbiads, mortars, solid shot, shells, etc. 

It is said that thus far the government has not sue-

ceetled in giving away these war relies to any great 
extent; the demand does not nearly equal the supply. 
Two reasons for this have been suggested ; first, that 
the people do not care for that kind of thing, and that 
they do not really take delight in the display of such 
murderous relics. The other suggestion is, that the 
people are willing to accept nothing except the latest 
and best ; and that while the taste for war is increasing, 

. they want to see not antiquated, but modern weapons. 
The latter seems altogether more likely than the former 
reason, since it is an undeniable fact that the martial 
spirit has increased many fold in this country in the 
last four or five years. 

~ 

It is becoming apparent that the nations of the Old · 
World have designs upon South America, which are 
almost sure to make that country the theater of warlike 
operations in the near future. Just now there is much 
discussion in Englisli, German and American papers 
over Germany's claims in Brazil, and the recent an
nouncement of Secretary of War Root, declaring that 
the United States must fight if it is to maintain the 
Monroe doctrine, is regarded as a significant utterance . 
The London Spectator affirms the correctness of this 
view, and says that "if America should wish to enforce 
the Monroe doctrine she must be able to destroy the 
German fleet." Germany, however, is now building 
a big fleet, and if America "sticks to the Monroe doc
trine and yet refuses to prepa~e there is in store for 
America great humiliation." 

Having divided up most of the available territory 
of the Old World, the European powers are looking 
with greedy eyes toward South America, where vast 
districts yet lie uncontrolled by any power strong 
enough to resist their aggressions. The United States 
must either surrender the Monroe doctrine or reckon 
with the fleets and armies of Europe sent to partition 
that country, or at least large portions of it, as Africa 
has been partitioned ; and by its own aggressions upon 
Old World territory the United States has lost all 
moral support for the Monroe doctrine and strongly 
invited the Europe'an nations to adopt a policy which 
will make militarism a stern reality to the American 
people. 

Baron Von Kupfer, who is in the German foreign 
diplomatic service, says the reason why the Sultan does 
not pay the indemnity claims presented by the United 
States, is that "there is an agreement between him and 
Russia to divide up the empire's revenue between 
them." Turkey· owes Ru·ssia a vast sum for war indem
nity incurred a quarter century ago, and Russia no 
doubt would be very unwilling that Turkey should 
under .such circumstances satisfy claims of much more 
recent date presented by other powers. 
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If the state would let conscience alone, it must let 
religion alone also. 

.;!. .;!. 

The conscience that is educated by the laws and 
customs of men, will fail to pass examination at the 
bar of God.· 

.;!. .;1. 

Let men beware how they lay hold upon conscience, 
for it is a "live wire," directly connected with ·the 
dynamo of the Omnipotent will. 

.;!. .;!. 

The importance of the Sabbath as an institution of 
God for the welfare of mankind constitutes the chief 
r!:'ason why the state should not meddle with that 'in
stitution in any way. 

The Creator made the Sabbath a day of refreshment 
-of renewing of life; but state Sabbath legislation, 
with its restrictions upon labor and recreation, tends 
to make tl;te day altogether lifeless. 

. . '.;~. .;1. 

The Sabbath institution bears the image and super
scription of God, and when the state by assuming the 
right to legislate upon it, makes the institution its 
property and puts upon it the stamp of Caesar, the 
resuit isthe defaeement-of God's -image and-an-institu
tion valueless to both God and man. 

The Right to Interpret the Bible . 

The Sentinel of Liberty contends for the right of 
every person to be independent of all other persons in 
deciding what are the duties required of ·him by re
ligion, and in conforming; his actions to his own con
victions of right. 

Why-it may be asked-does the ·Sentinel think 
it necessary to contend for this right? Who in this 
free land disputes this right? Who is denied the 
privilege of deciding for himself what constitutes duty 
toward God, and of practicing his convictions of duty 
in his daily life? 

It may be surprising to the reader to be told that 
not merely one person, or a few individuals, but· many 
thousands of people-indeed, the whole minority in the 
government; are denied this privi1ege by the scheme of 
government advocated by the National Reform Asso
ciation and its allies; but such is the fact. That scheme 
has not yet been set in operation in this country, but 
it is one for which millions of earnest people are ac
tively working, and whose ultimate success is not 
doubtful if its present rate of progress continues. 

Just what it is that we are talking about will be 
made clear to the reader by reference to a hearing 
given the advocates of the National Reform scheme 
before a. committee of Congress in March, 1896. The 
hearing related to a bill then before Congress provid
ing for an amendment to the constitution which would 
make it "recognize God." The preamble was to be so 
amended as to read : "We, the people of the United 
States (acknowledging Almighty God as the source. oi 
all power and authority in civil government, the Lord. 
Jesus Christ as the ruler of nations, and his revealed 
will as of supreme authority in civil affairs), in order 
to form a more perfect union," etc. The "revealed will 
of God" being given in the Bible, the discussion at the 
hearing turned upon the interpretation of the Bible, 
and this question was asked with reference. to the 
religious duty of Sabbath observance: 

Mr. Burton. "Is not this the theory: Each man 
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regards the day he believes to be. the Sabbath, and the 
Government protects him in his worship from dis
turbance or interference?" 

The reply, given by Dr. David McAllister, the lead
ing champion of the proposed amendment, was: 

"Not only must this be the case in regard to every 
man, but the state and nation must decide for them
selves whether they will keep one day or not." 

Then followed this question and answer: 
Mr. Connolly. "Suppose the Bible has already 

settled that question, how could any act of Congress 
interfere with it if that is to be in the constitution?" 

Dr. McAllister. "Because we must interpret the 
Bible." 

Putting Dr. McAllister's replies together, we have 
the,essence of the National Reform theory of goveni
ment which millions of misguided people in this land 
are working to set up. While "each man" is to "regard 
the day he believes to be the Sabbath," "the state and 
the nation" must also "decide for themselves whether 
they will keep one day or not," and to do this the state 
"must interpret the Bible." But when the state in
terprets the Bible to discover its supposed duty upon 
any point, what is to become of the interpretation held 
on the same point by the individual subject to the 
state law? Upon this point Dr. McAllister said: 

"Here is the nation, which gives its decision ac
cording to its sense of right and wrong. That is the 
national conscience, and when the nation thus gives 
its decision, individuals whose conscientious views may 
conflict . . . in such cases the individual con
science must yield to the conscience of the whole peo
ple, which is over him and should be over him in order 
to enforce what is right, but which can be over him 
only by recognizing the Lord's supreme authority 
over the nation." 

·Thus, in case the individual holds a different in
terpretation of Scripture ·from that held by the state, 
the individual conscience must yield to the state con
science, and the individual must practice that which 
he believes to be wrong; or if he refuses this, he must 
suffer the pains and penalties of the civil law. 

The "state conscience" upon any point will of 
course be the conscience of the majority in the state 
touching that point. The minority will constitute dis
senters, and all these must yield their conscientious 

, convictions upon any pojnt of duty toward God, as they 
yield in the matter of imposing a tariff upon imports, 
or other purely secular questions of state policy. 

And if the individual conscience must yield to the 
state conscience upon one point, it may just as proper
ly be made to yield upon every point, and can be dis
pensed with altogether, the individual being guided by 
the state conscience which "is over him," and is of so 
much greater authority, in the National Reform view, 
than the individual conscience can be. The individual 
would then 1;1eed to exercise his consCience only when 
he became identified with the majority who were laying 

down rules and enacti!lg'Iaws of religious conduCt for 
the benefit of the minority. . 

Such is the scheme of government which, as stated, 
the National Reform party and its allies are urging 
upon Congress a~d upon the country, as they have 
been for many years. It is easily perceived to be 
identical with the union of church and state which has 
"cursed the fairest portions of the Old \iVorrd," and 
against which the first American statesmen took special 
care to guard this nation. 

Many will be naturally skeptical as to the probabil
ity of the mccess of this baneful scheme. Why-it 
may be asked-should millions of intelligent people 
be working for something so contrary to the founda
tion principles of this Government? The answer is, 
they are doing it unwittingly. They are blindly follow
ing their leaders in a course which appears to be right
eous, and they do not realize the nature of the results 
that will follow. They do not realize this be.cause they 
have not taken time to study the subject of the rela
tion of their work to the principles of free government. 
They do not believe it possible that their leaders can 
be in t.be wrong, so they have never tflought of con
sidering the nature of their work from the standpoint 
of such a possibility. 

But the people of this great country-the many 
millions who are not conc~rned in the promotion of 
religio-political reforms-will not they rise up and pre
vent this National Reform scheme being carried into 
effect? Ah, the people are indifferent on the subject 
of their religious rights. Believing such rights secure 
in this free land, they are careless and unconcerned, 
and are in ignorance of the danger that is threatening. 
As Jefferson prophesied, they are all too intent upon 
projects for making money to have any time to give 
to the securing of their rights. Upon both sides the 
people are under the bane of ignorance and must be 
enlightened and aroused to discern the situation in 
which the rights and liberties of the people . are now 
placed, if those liberties are to be longer preserved. 
This is a mighty fact, and the reason why the Sentinel 
of Liberty is published to-day. s. 

Human Rights. 

All human rights are God-given, and herice sacred. 
Every faculty and opportunity .that any man has was 
given to him by the Creator to be used to His glory ; 
and he who infringes a single one of these rights
who hinders the free, legitimate exercise of a single 
God-given faculty-invades not only the civil liberty, 
but the religious liberty of his fellow men. · 

The rule of the Christian life is, "Whether ye eat 
or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of 
God." He who obeys this divine rule is serving God 
equally whether following his plow or going to church. 



All his time and powers . belong to the LOrd. They 
are talents entrusted to him to use for God. 

It is manifest that to the tnan who believes this 
a:nd who lives it, every act is in a sense religious. 
Such a man will gladly do whatever is his duty toward 
his neighbor and toward society-do it not with eye
service, as a man-pleaser, but as "serving the Lord 
Christ." To require of him more than this, or t<:i for
bid him to do this, is to infringe his rights of con
science ; for his evety act. springs from conscientious 
conviction of duty. If he prays, it is of God; if he 
labors with his hands, he does it as the Lord's servant. 

Therefore, viewed from the standpoint of the Chris
tian, all natural rights are religious rights, and all lib
erty is religious liberty. To forbid to any man that 
which God permits, is to restrict the liberty of God's 
servant; while to exact from him more than justice de
mands, either in time or money, is to take from him 
a portion of his Lord's entrusted goods. Thus, any 
unjust law is violative of religious liberty, which is 
simply liberty to live the Christian life in all every-day 
affairs. This liberty has been provided by the Creator 
for every man, and belongs to every man, whether he 
ever claims it or not; and no power on earth. has any 
right to restrict this liberty in any way. B. 

Christianity Separate from the State. 
Jesus Christ came into the world to bring to men 

the true knowledge of God; for "God was in Christ, 
reconciling the world unto himself." 2 Cor. 5:19. He 
came to reveal to men the kingdom of God-to enun
ciate its principles, to manifest its spirit, to i:evea1 its 
character. Of it He said: "My kingdom is not of this 
world." John 18 :36. "Except a man be born again, 
he can not see the kingdom of God." John 3 :3. And 
His apostles declared, "The kingdom of God is * * * 
righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." 
Rom. 14:17 .. 

"My. kingdom is not of this world." Every king
dom, every state, every government of men, is alto
gether of this world and cif this world alone. How 
then. cari 'anybody be of any earthly khigdom or state 
and of the kingdom of God at the same titne? Those 
who are of the church are of the kingdom of God, be
·cause the church is Hie church of God, and not of this 
viorld-it is co~posed of those ,who are "chosen out 
.of the world." Those who are of the state are of this 
world, because the state is altogether and only of this 
world. • 

And, indeed, were not "all the kingdoms of the 
world and the glory of them'' offered to Jesus for His 
very own? Why did he not take them and rule over 
them and convert them and thus save them~L_Hecould 
ncit, because to ha~e ~tak~h tl:rem ~~ld have been to 
recognize "the god of this world," by whom they were 
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offered. LukeA:s-8. And so it is ever, the kingdom 
of this world is offered ever Qnly by Satan ; and all 
who are Christ's will refuse it, as did otir Example, and 
as did Moses, His chosen forerunner and type. . 

Christ was atid is the embodiment of the church 
imd of all Christianity. Therefore, and tqus, in the 
Word of Christ, in the very principles of the cause of 
Christ, there is taught the separation. between God 
and this world. · 

Accordingly, Christ says in another place, "Ren
der therefore unto Caesar the things which are Cae
sar's; arid unto God the things that are God's." Matt. 
22 :2r. In that time of the head of the Roman Empire, 
the personification of the world's power was Caesar. 
And in that Roman system it was claimed that what
soever was Caesar's was God's; because to all the 
people of that world-system Caesar was God. He was 
set before the people as God ; the people were required 
to worship him as God ; incense was offered to his 
image as t() God. In that system the state was divine, 
and Caesar was the state. Therefore that system was 
essentially a union of religion and the state. 

THE STATE NOT DIVINE. 

In view of this, when Jesus said, "Render therefore 
unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto 
God the things that are God's," he denied to Caesar, 
and so to the state, every attribute, or even claim, of 
divinity.· He showed that another than Caesar is God; 
He entirely separated between the things which are 
due to Caesar and those which are due to God. The 
things which are due to Caesar are not to be rendered 
to God. The things due to God are not to be rendered 
to Caesar. These are two distinct realms, two distinct 
personages, and two distinct fields of duty. There
fore in these words Jesus taught as plainly as it is 
possible to do, the complete separation of religion and 
the state; that no state can ever ~ightly require any
thing that is due to God; and that when it is required 
by the state, it· is not to be rendered. 

Again : Jesus is the Example whom God has set 
to be the Guide to every person in this world in every 
step that can be taken in the right way. Any step taken 
by anybody in a way in which the Lord Jesus did not 
go is taken in the wrong way. He hath left us "an 
example, that ye should follow in his steps." r Pet. 
2:21. And Jesus never, in any manner nor to any de
gree, took any part ·in politiCal matters nor in any 
affairs of the state. Jesus was then, and is forever, 
the embodiment of true relig!on. Therefore, in His 
whole life's conduct of absolute separation from every
thing political, frorp all affairs of the state, there is 
taught to all the _world, and especially to all believers 
in .. Him,.the~ €0mplete separation of the· religion· o-r-· 
Christ, and of all who hold it, from everything political 
ahd from all affairs of the state. 
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So faithfully did He hold to that ·principle that 
when a man asked Him only, "Speak to my brother, 
that he divide the inheritance with me," He refused, 
with the words, "Man, who made me a judge or a 
divider over you?" and then said to them all, "Take 
heed and beware of covetousness ; for a man's life 
consl.steth not in the abundance of the things which 
he possesseth." Luke 12 :13-15. Oh, if only all who 
have professed to be His followers had held aloof from 
all affairs of politics and the state, how vastly different 
would have been the history of the Christian era! 
What a blessing it would have been to the world! 
What floods of misery and woe mankind would have 
been spared ! 

WHY JESUS KEPT ALOOF FROM POLITICS. 

And why was it that Jesus thus persiste~tly kept 
aloof from all affairs of politics and the state? Was it 
because all things political~ judicial, and goverm;nental 
were conducted with such perfect propriety, and with 
such evident justice, that there was no place for any
thing better, no room for improvement such as even 
He might suggest? Not by any means. Never was 
there more political corruption, greater perversion of 
justice, and essential all-pervasive evil of administra
tion, than at that time. Why, then, did not Jesus call 
for "municipal reform?" Why did He not organize a 
"Law and Order League?" Why did He not disguise 
himself and make tours of the dives and the gambling 
dens, and entrap victims into violation of the law? 
And why did he not employ other spies to do the same, 
in order to get against the representatives of the law 
evidence of maladministration by which to arraign 
them and to compel them to enforce the law, and thus 
reform the city, regenerate society, and save the state, 
and so establish the kingdom of God? Why? The 
people were ready to do anything of that kind that 
might be suggested. They were ready to cooperate 
with him in any such work of "reform." Indeed, the 
people were so forward and so earnest in the matter 
that they would have actually taken Him by forc.e and 
made Him King, had He not withdrawn H1mself 
from them. John 6:15; Why, then, did he refuse? 

The answer to all this is, Because He was Christ, 
the Savior of the world, and had come to help men, 
not to oppress them; had come to save men, not to 
destroy them. "The government under which Jesus 
lived was corrupt and oppressive; 9n every hand were 
crying abuses,-extortion, intolerance, a~~ grinding 
cruelty. Yet the Savior attempted no c1vll reforms. 
He· attacked no national abuses, nor condemned the 
national enemies. He did not interfere with the au
thority or administration of those in power. He who 
was our Example kept aloof from earthly governments 
-not because He was indifferent to the woes of men, 
but because the . remedy did not· lie in merely human 

and external measures. To. be efficient, the cure must 
reach men individually and must regenerate the heart. 

"Not by the decisions of courts, or councils, or 
legislative assemblies, not by the patronage of worldly 
great men, is the kingdom of Christ established; but 
by the implanting of Christ's nature in humanity 
through the work of the Holy Spirit. 'As many as 
received Him, to them gave He power to become the 
sons of God, even to them that believe on His name ; 
which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the 
flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God.' Here is the 
only power that can work the uplifting of mankind. 
And the human agency for the accomplishment of this 
work is the teaching and the practicing of the Word of 
God."-Desire of Ages, chap. 55· i 

CHRIST OUR EXAMPLE. 

Now Christ is the true Example set by God for 
every soul in this world to follow. The conduct of 
Christ is Christianity . ...., Conformity to that Example 
in the conduct of the individual believer-this and this 
alone, is Christianity in the world. The conduct of 
Christ, the Example, was totally separate in all things 
from politics and the affairs of the state. Christianity, 
therefore, is the total separation of the believer in 
Christ from politics and all the affairs of the state, the 
total separation of religion and the state in the indi-
vidual believer. · 

Accordingly, Jesus said to His disciples forever, 
"Y e are not of the world, but I have chosen you out 
of the world.'' John 5 :19. And to His Father He 
said of His disciples forever, "They are not of the 
world, even as I am not of the world. As He is, so are 
we in this world." I John 4:17. "It is enough for 
the disciple that he be as his Master.'' 

The following passage from a sermon by the late 
Thomas Hewlings Stockton presents an infinity o£ 
truth, and is worthy to stand forever in letters ablaze 
with eternal glory: 

"There was one sacrifice too great for Christ to 
make. He was willing to .leave the throne of the uni
verse for the manger of Bethlehem; willing to grow 
up as the son of a poor carpenter; willing to be called 
the friend of publicans and sinners ; willing to be 
watched with jealous eyes, and slandered by lying 
tongues, and hated by murderous hearts, and betrayed 
by friendly hands, and denied by pledged lips, and re
jected by apostate p>iests and a deluded populace and 
cowardly princes ; willing to be sentenced to the cross, 
and be nailed to the cross, and bleed and groan and 
thirst and die on the cross. But he was not willing 
to wear an earthly crown or robe, or wield an earthly 
scepter, or exercise earthly rul~. That would have 
been too great a sacrifice .. He did, indeed, endure the 
crown of thorns and the cast-off purple and the reed, 
and the cry, 'Hail, King of the Jews!' But this_ was 
merely because he preferred the mockery to the reality ; 
so pouring infinite contempt on the one, not only by 
rejecting it in the beginning of his ministry, but als<> 
by accepting the .other at its clos.e.'' 
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·This is the Christianity of Jesus Christ; as respects 
the great question of religion· and the state. And, as in. 
all the instruction from God from the beginning of 
creation down, it calls always for the complete separa
tion of r(;!Iigion arid the .state iq all things and iiJ. all 
people, in order that the Christian may enjoy in
finitely. higher things. · 

A. T. JoNES. 

God never led any man in Israel a single step save 
.only as that rna~ "believed"-had confidence in, and 
gave his consent to that step and the taking of it by ' 
him." 

Once more, as the . climax thought on this point~ 
it may be said:. God never asks and never has asked a 
soul t0 do a thing of any kind or name or nature, until 
that soul manifests faith in that thing and the doing 
of it by l:iim. But faith is the highest, the most perfect 

A Tale o{ Two Nations. and complete kind of consent. 
, After the death of Moses, Joshua became the leader 

"THE COMMONWEALTH OF ISRAEL." of the people and nation of Israel. In his leadership 
If man had never fallen and become sinful, there under God all had faith; for of their own free will they 

·never would have been such a thing as civil govern- said unto him: "All that thou commandest us we will 
ment in the earth. · Even after the human family had do, and whithersoever thou sendest us, we will go. 
lost their first estate, if ev~ry soul had earnestly sought According as we harkened unto Moses in all things, so 
God for the "renewing" of His Spirit, there never will we harken unto thee: only the Lord thy God be 
would have been any necessity for civil gove;nment. with thee, as he was with Moses." This last provision 

But man did fall. · Moreo~er, he was so pe~erse was the only constitutional limitation, as it were, im
after he had fallen that he did not seek God for a new posed on Joshua. ' He must see to it that his life was . 
heart, and of course the result of this was that he grew such that God could go with him. 
worse and worse by nature. Then and only then out After the death of Joshua the Lord raised up judges 
of heavenly goodness to man did God permit that in- to judge the Hebrew nation. On ·whomsoever the 
stitution among men which we call civil government. Spirit of the Lord rested, on the man or woman upon 

In the very early days among the people of God whom the gift of leadership and judgment came-that 
the head of each house ruled that hous'e. Thus it was one did the people of Israel obey as judge over them. 
written of Abraham: "I know him, that he will CO'I'f!~ To this class of rulers belong Deborah, the prophetess, 
mand his. children and his household after him, and and Barak and Gideon. The form of choosing these 
they shall keep the way of the Lord, to do justice and officers, and the operation of such a plan of govern
judgment." This status of affairs con.tinued until Is- ment, was so simple, and worked so smoothly, that, 
rael went into Egyptian bondage. When the days of whether we understand all its modes and workings, 
their captivity were· at an end God raised up a man- it is bound to command our admiration and respect. 
Moses-to lead them forth. Such was the form of civil government prevalent in 

Iri all of his dealings with the children of Israel, the nation of Israel until the days of Samuel. In this 
from the time of the exodus onward, God never for a government the "consent of the governed" was the 
moment violated the"consent of the .governed" princi- great basic principle. It was a government among 
pie. At no time did He act in an arbitrary way, or men of God's own ordering. As long as the peopfe 
manifest to the smallest degree, monarchical-one- abided by God's principles of government for them, 
man power-principles. All of this is made abundantly they haa his promise that they should be a great na
clear by the commission which God gave to Moses and tion. More than. this, they had the promise of the 
the acceptance by Israel of Moses and the h~avenly Almighty that other nations should acknowledge their 
propositions of freedom of which he was the bearer. greatness as a nation. Thus it is written in Dent., 

"And God said moreover unto Moses, * * '* 4 :s-8: "Behold, I have taught you statutes and judg
Go, and gather the elders of Israel together, and say ments, even as the Lord my God commanded me, that 
unto thei:n,l'etc. "And Moses and Aaron went and gath- .ye should do so in the land whither ye go to ·possess 

. ered together all the elders of the children of Israel: it. Keep therefore and do them; for this is your wis
And Aaron spake all the words which the Lord had dom art.P/ our understai1ding in the sight of the nations, 
spoken unto Moses, * * * and the people be- whichshall hear all these statutes, and say, Surely this 
lie'ved." great nation is a wise and understanding people. For 

Here was a free, a voluntary acceptance of Moses what nation is there so great, who hath God so nigh 
and his mission by the people of Israel. The thing was ttnto them, as the Lord our God is in all things that 

· in no wise forced upon them. A meeting was called, we call upon him for? And what nation is there so 
andthe_p.eople.not only: concui"red-.ln-the-Plan, but they- great, that hath- statutes-and-judgments so right-eous--
"believed" it. Moreover God never at any time led as all this law, which I set before y6ti this day?" 
Israel a single step save only as the people "believed." This was a wonderful promise. It was a blessed 
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heritage. It was the legitimate fruit of permitting 
God's own plan of government to work among th~m. 
It was a glorious goal for the once despised people, and 
the path leading to it was a happy and an easy one. 

-There was also another great principle which God 
laid down for Israel, and upon the observance of which 
their happiness and welfare as a nation largely de
pended. In the proph~cy of Balaam it is said of Israel: 
"From the top of the rocks I see him, and from the 
hills I behold him : lo, the people shall dwell alone, 
and shall not be reckoned among the nations." 

The people of Israel were to dwell alone. They 
were to avoid "entangling alliances" with other pea-

. ples. To hold themselves in this condition was essen
tial to their glory and their greatness; while all the 
nations would call them great if they held to the prin
ciples which God had given them; yet they were not to 
be reckoned among the nations. In other words, Is
rael was to be a power among the nations ; but not a 
nation among the powers. 

This separation was necessary. God did not ask 
Israel to stand alone because he wished to exercise 
arbitrary authority or because he wanted to impose 
hard regulations upon her. In his great wisdom he 
knew that it would be impossible for her to preserve 
the .simplicity and righteousness of her institutions and 
at the same time become one among the powers of 
earth. 

Such was the "Commonwealth of Israel." Well 
would it have been for that nation had they never de
parted from it and entered upon the sad, though well
trodden, path of Imperalism. 

P. T. MAGAN. 

"After Orthodoxy-What?" 

The ·"Literary Digest" of the 12th inst. has an 
article under the foregoing heading that contains much 
food for thought. 

Reference is made in the "Digest" to an article by a 
Unitarian clergyman in "The North American Re
view" for April, in which the statement is made that 
"the essential features of the orthodox theory of re
ligion have been discredited by the modern knowledge 
of the modern world." 

This clergyman's conception of that which is to 
take the place of the discredited religion, namely of 
Christianity as generally understood (that is of faith in 
the at~nement of Christ and in his power to save from 
sin), is "a perfect kingdom of God," which he says 
"becomes a perfectly reasonable dream." 

But herein lies a great danger. The power of God 
is the only power that can subdue or even hold in 
check the eviLpassiol).s of men. But this power can be 
received only by faith. "Without faith it is impossible 
to please Him." Hence to destroy faith is to cut men 

off from all hope of receiving the power of God to ~ub
due their evil hearts. 

But what is even the highest civilization, the high
est culture, without God? It is described in the first 
chapter of Paul's letter to the Romans: "When they 
knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were 
thankful ; but became vain in their own imaginations, 
and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing 
themselves to be wise, they became fools, and changed 
the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made 
like to corruptible man, and to birds, and to four
footed beasts, and to creeping things." 

This was the wisdom of Greece and Rome, and 
without faith in God it must be the wisdom of the · 
twe~tieth century. Then when faith in God has per
ished, and by human wisdom "a perfect kingdom of 
God" has been established, ·nat indeed of the God of 
the Bible, but of the imaginary being that human 
wisdom will have substituted for the Creator as he has 
revealed himself in nature and in the Scriptures, re
fusal to accept this "perfect kingdom" will be treason 
to the state. And so as in Rome "enlightened liberal
ism" will persecute for opinion's sake the "narrow
minded" minority who, by adherence to "antequated 
ideas, hinder the progress of the whole people." 

Even now the education of the schools tends to 
undermine genuine faith in the God of the Bible; but 
this education is in some instances forced upon every
body. This will be so more and more; it will be held 
to be essential to the salvation of the state; and those 
who oppose this false system will be .regarded as 
enemies of the state. We do not half realize the dan
gers that are thickening around us. Much that is 
called liberality is only the worse tyranny. There is 
no real liberty outside the gospel of Jesus Christ, and 
this is the very thing that is assailed by those who 
attack the credibility of the Scriptures, who sneer at 
faith, and who by human wisdom and human legisla
tion would tstablish "a perfect kingdom of God." 

B. 

In the Chicago Tribune of April 6 the president of 
Michigan University, James B. Angell, argues that 
governments ought to protect by force their citizens 
who go as missionaries to foreign lands, but says it is 
agreed "that we should not make war upon any nation 
for the sake of carrying Christianity into it." But as 
missionaries go to a foreign land for the sole purpose 
of carrying Christianity into it, and the government 
under which they are citizens e~ercises its force to 
protect them in propagating that work, what else does 
the government do in effect but make war with a coun
try for the sake of Christianity, when it becomes nec
essary to protect the missionaries by force of arms? · 

The only way out of the dilemma is for Christian 
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missionaries to prosecute their work as citizens uot of 
the ci~il powers of earth, but of the kingdom of heaven, 
looking for . protectio,n only to that government for 
,whose extension they are laboring. 

The Conflict of the Ages. 

"God is a Spirit." "God is love.n Love is the 
spiritual ;dement and the spiritual power in this uni
verse: God's law is a spiritual law, and it is a law of 
love-"love is the fulfilling of the law." As love is tfie 
fulfilling of the iaw, so all sin, which is the transgres
sion of the law, is an infringement of love. He who is 
filled with the spirit of love until he spontaneously acts 
out the acts of love, has been emancipated frClm all 
legalism and compulsion; because God's will has be-· 
come his will, and so, in freely doing his own will, he 
obeys God. "The fruit of the spirjt of love, joy, peace, 
long suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, 
temperance; against such there is no law." 

john, in holy vision, beheld this spiritual law, this 
law of love, in heaven, under the throne of God, the 
basis of his government for the whole universe. The 
kino-dom of God is therefore a spiritual kingdom, it is 
"ri;hteousness,. joy, and peace in the Holy Spirit." 
It is not the kingdom of force or arbitrary power, it is 
the kingdom of love. It does not, like other king
doms, have to be maintained by armies, for its throne 
is established in the willing heart of each subject. "The 
kin,gdom of God is within you." Each subject has 
been won by love to willing service in the kingdom 
of love. God is king of this spiritua~ kingdom, this 
kingdom of love, because he is the supreme Spirit, the 
supreme Love, the source and fountain of all true 
love. 

Christ reigns with the Father because, by his won
derful manifestation of love, he has won the hearts of 
all God's true subjects, so that he ha~ been given a 
name with God high above every other name that is 
named in earth or heaven, so "that at the name of Jesus 
every knee should bow, * * * and that every 
tongue should confess thqt Jesus Christ is Lord to the 
glory of God the Father." Ultimately this spirituual 
kingdom will include the whole universe, and every 
morally accountable being tqat shall remain in the 
universe, for, "Every creature which is in heaven and 
on the earth, and under. the earth, and such as are in 
the sea, and all that are in them, heard I saying, 'Bless
ing, and honor, and glory, and power unto him that 
sitteth on the throne, and to the Lamb forever and 
ever.' " 

CHRIST'S CHOICE. 

There-is no forced service liere·. · ATns free and 
spontaneous. In the perfected kingdom, every heart 

forever more will be bound by the invisible cords of 
love to the everlasting throne of him who "is love." 

Every Christian is in the world now, to represent 
bv his words and his life this kingdom of love. He 
shouldtherefore repudiate as does the Lord, all forced 
or compulsory service, and seek that. service which 
cometh from the heart only. 

The true church of Christ is the one divinely ap~ 
pointed organic representation on earth of this spirit
ual kingdom. It is to stand, therefore, solely, and only, 
for the reign of love. It is thus to be a manifestation 
of the only power that can control the heart, and so 
actuate the life from within in harmony with the law 
of love. The church that seeks to bring to its aid any 
other power than the power of love, repudiates itself 
as the church of Christ, and abdicates the spiritual 
throne of that glorious kingdom for the blood-stained 
thrones of earth. 

In all ages, opposed to this spiritual kingdom of 
love, is the beast power, the kingdom of brute force 
and of political intrigue, the kingdom whose motto is, 
"Might makes right," the kingdom that is maintained 
only by force of arms, and whose subjects are held by 
deception and fear. This kingdom originated in heaven 
when .Satan said, "I will exa]t my throne above the 
stars of God." This kingdom, in heaven, drew to it 
one-third of the heavenly host. How long the conflict 
raged there we know not. We do know that love and 
truth were finally triumphant there, and force and 
falsehood and hatred were driven out. 

Then Satan came to earth, and taking advantage of 
man's free will, he deceived him, and led him astray, 
and so established his kingdom here. Since then there 
are two kingdoms on this earth, the kingdom of love 
and trut4; and the kingdom of hatred, deception and 
force, the kingdom of light, and the kingdom of dark
ness. As no two kirigdoms can exist peacefully in the 
.same territory at the same time, so here there is ever 
~ar and unceasing conflict between the two. 

This conflict enters every human life. Because of 
the sins of our ancestors, tendency to which we have 
inherited, we have in us from infancy elements of the 
kingdom of darkness. There are also in us elements 
of the kingdom of light, for Christ "is the light that 
lighteneth every man that cometh into the world." 
The conflict is between these two. The question is 
whether the spirit shall rule, or the beast; whether 
love shall be triumphant in that life, casting out all 
hatred, intrigue, and force, or whether the beast shall 
rule and love be cast out, and the final motto of that 
life be that might makes right. Bound and hampered 
as we are from birth by the law of an. evil heredity 
and an evil environment, or by wh~t :paul caps t_ll_~la_"Y_ ~ 
oEman(Ccleath in our membe~;~ unless we flee from 
the weakness of the flesh, and seek aid fr9m the divine 
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power; the beast will surely win in us, and the spirit be 
cast out. But thank God, "The law of the spirit of life 
in Christ Jesus, makes. us free from the law of sin and 
death;" When we resign ourselves to the Higher 
Power, we are "born from above," "born of God," 
"born of the spirit," born of love. Love thus is en
throned supreme within, and we are acknowledged 
members of the spiritual kingdom. Jesus said, "Ex
cept a man be born from above, born of the spirit, he 
can not see, he can not enter the kingdom of God." 
By this birth, love becomes supreme, the beast power, 
the flesh is cast out and crucified until Christ, or love, 
becomes all and in all. 

CALLED TO FACE THE QUESTION. 

Every man must make his choice. Jesus made his 
choice. Satan offered him all the kingdoms of this 
world and the glory of them if he would fall down and 
worship him. This was no idle imagination. Once the 
people tried to take him by force and make him king, 
but he eluded them and went his way. The political 
circumstances of the times were such that if Jesus 
would have but been untrue to the principles of the 
diyine kingdom, if he would have but yielded himself 
to this world's methods and plans, the methods and 
plans of force, in other words, if he would only worship 
Satan the beast power, instead of God the love power, 
he might have been king of this world. In this temp
tation, Satan simply made this fact plain to him. Jesus 
stood at the parting of the ways. On the one hand 
was the way of sacrifice and suffering and crucifixion 
in this world, with an eternal crown beyond in the 
spiritual kingdom of love. On the other hand was the 
way of earthly ambition, honor, and glory; the way 
of an earthly crown which however great, could be but 
temporal, since faith saw in the great future, all king
dom and dominion given to love. Jesus chose the way 
of the cross, and went about preaching the kingdom: 
of sacrifice and love. It was the choice between the 
beast and the spirit. Every man, we repeat, has tb 
make the same choice, and how many choose wrong. 

Not only does every individual have to make this 

had to individually separate themselves and 'come out. 
It was here than God's spirit, the spirit of love, led 
Abraham out, and made him the father of the faithful. 

The church in the fourth century of this era had to 
make the same momentous decision, and, sad to relate, 
here too the visible, the humanly· org-anized church, 
chose wrong. Before her, as before Jesus, were two 
ways. If she held high the· standard of Christ, and re
mained true to the law of his kingdom which is the 
rule of love only, she saw before her in this world only 
sacrifice and service and persecution. She must, as 
the Lord said, take up her cross and deny herself daily 
and follow him. By doing this she would truly repre
sent on earth the kingdom of love, and have as her 
reward a part in that eternal kingdom when it is fully 

' choice, but the organic church has to make this choice 
in every age, and often has she chosen wrong. Pagan
ism originated in this way. The external church, the 
visible, humanly organized church, made its. choice, and 
chosewrong. Paganism.is the relig1on of deception and 
force, itis the religion that dethrones the divine and ex
alts the human, or, in other words, that worships the 
beast.'Its appeal is to the sensuous, the lustful, the bru
tal nature. In every land, its chief characteristic was 
sun worship with its indescribable carnival of lust, and 
in all these lands its chief festival and its designating 
mark was the sun-festival, or the sunday. From all · 
this iniquity of the visible church, God's true children 

. set up. On the other hand, if she lowered the standard 
to suit the pagans around her, if she deserted the heav
enly principle of the divine kingdom, the principle of 
love only, and stooped to intrigue, and to use force as 
a worldly power, she saw before her worldly honor, and 
power, and the throne of earthly empire. The tempta
tion was too great. She lowered the standard. As 
Gavazzi says, "A pagan flood, flowing into the church, 
carried with it its customs, practices, and idols." By 
reason of this transgression, a host . was given him 
against the true worship, which. is ever a "daily sacri
fice." The beast power triumphed, and the visible 
church was transformed from the kingdom of love 
ruling the heart. by loving service, to a kingdom of 
force -compelling mankind, and kinging and unkinging 
men at pleasure. This exaltation of the church, how
ever, was its disgrace. "For whosoever exalteth him
self, shall be abased, and who so humbleth himself shall 
be exalted." Again the true church had to individually 
come out, and to flee into the wilderness and into the 
fastnesses of the mountains, where "the earth helped 
the woman,;' and where the pure gospel was main
tained in spite of the power of the papacy. When thus 
transformed, the Bible calls the ecclesiastical power of 
the papal church "the beast," and by the symbol used 
it shows its unity with the beast power through all the 
ages. How well she deserved this title, the historian 
Draper well shows when he calls her "the greatest in
carnation of brute force the world has ever seen." 

GOD SEEKS ONLY HEART SERVICE. 

The churches of the Reformation are to-day being 
. called upon to face this same great question, Shall it 
be love? or force? . the spirit? .or the beast? Shall it 
be the way of the cross? or the way of an earthly 
crown? And with grief of heart, here· too must we 
relate that the visible church is choosing wrong. She 
is forgetting that the true power of the church is the 
power of love only. She is forgetting that her Lord 
denied to her the sword of earthly dominion. She is 
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forgetting that the way he taught was the way he trod, 
the way of cross bearing service, and that he distinctly 
said, "Except ye take up your cross, and deny your
self daily, and follow me, ye can not be my disciple." 

The church to-day is &earning the same old dream 
of earthly empire. She says she has found "that what
ever she asks Congress for unitedly she can have," and 
"she hoges to see the day when the great churches of 
the country will come together and harmoniop.sly issue 
theil:" edicts, and the legislatures will respect them, and 
enact them into laws." This is again the triumph of 
the beast over the spirit. The same scripture that calls 
the papacy the "beast," calls this the "image to the 
beast." It is the .same beast power. Truly saith the 
Scripture, "All that dwell upon the earth shall wor
ship him, whose names are not written in the book of 
life." It is ever either the spirit or the beast, one or the 
other must be triumphant. 

As the visible church takes this stand to-day, as 
ever before, the true children of God must individually 
come out, and be separate. The solemn message goes 
to every nation, kindred, and tongue, "Saying with a 
loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his image, 
and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand,· 
the same shall ·drink of the wine of the wrath of God, 
which is poured out without mixture into the cup of 
his indignation." "Come out of here, my people, that 
ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not 
of her plagues." The people who heard this warning, 
and came out, are thus described. "Here is the pa:- . 
tience of the saints, here are they that keep the com:
mandments of God; and the faith of Jesus." They are 
next presented before the throne of God, having the 
harps and palnis of victory over the beast. and over his 
image, and singing the triumphant song of Moses and 
of the Lamb. Than this, no message can be more sol
emn, and this is the message for the people of to~day. 
This is the message we bring to you. Let love be tri
umphant in the life and in the church, Repudiate 
force, refuse. to worship the beast, so only shall you 
reign in the kingdom of love. 

G. E. FIFIELD. 

the deputy, Dr. Ofner, arid was as follows : 'The so
called blood accusation, i. e., the, accusation that the · 
ritual murder of Christians is commanded or per'mitt~d 
by the regulations of the Jewish faith or by the Tal
mudical-rabbinical writings, has been declared to be 
without foundatio~ by the most illustrious Christian 
scholars of the Roman Catholic church. The govern
ment regrets the spread of this accusation the more 
keenly sincE: it cannot ·disregard the fact that it endan
gers the peace of the people.' He declared further that 
the government would take steps to punish all who 
were responsible for the charges· brought against .the 
Jews. This may be the beginning of better days for 
our coreligionists in the Austrian empire. May it 
prove so." 

But while conditions are improving for the Jews 
even. in popish Austria, Sabbath-keeping Christians are 
still fined and otherwise harried in "free America.'' 

The Spirit of Sunday Legislation. 

The spirit of Sunday legislation puts on various dis
guises before the people of civilized and self-govern
ing lands, but in those countries where it is not obliged 
to contend with the influence of modern liberalism 
and enlightenment, it feels no need of any disguise and 
shows itself in its true character. Here in the United 
States, it hides behind. the plea of civil necessity, and 
professes to be mild toward all dissenters ; it would 
not in any way interfere with the worship of people 
who observe another day. But in the far-off islands of 
the sea, 'Yhere there is no sense of accountability to 
vast masses of intelligent people, it shuts up the 
churches of dissenters, forbids their worship, and re
sorts to measures identified with religious persecution. 
The following extracts from a letter written by -Dr. 
]. E. Caldwell, a medical missionary to the Cook Is
lands will demonstrate the truth of these statements. 
They' relate to the change recently made in the islands 
from Saturday to Sunday as the weekly day of rest, and 
the law enacted at the time commanding Sunday ob
servance. The letter is dated at Avarua, Raratonga, ' 
Feb. 28, 1900: 

"It is marvelous what the Lord is doing for some of 
them (the natives). Before they called us to teach them 
they had built a coro house for::vorship, with<~; g~od rau 
thatch roof. By order of the JUdge of the d1stnct, the 

Better Days for Jews in Austria. house was closed. Some of the principal members 
were taken to court and fined, under various pretexts 

The following from the Chicago Israelite shows. -the real reason being that they had ceased to attend 
that toleration if not religious liberty is making some ·services since the change to the first day of the week. 
progress, at least so far as the Jews are concerned: Eight of the original forty-six members who at ~rst 

"At last there is a gleam of light shimmering sent us their names have gone over to the other s1de. 
through the darkness which envelops the Jews of Aus- No, that is hardly the true way to put it. Their sym
tria. The ministry has dared finally to speak a word pathies are still against the movement, but they have 
in defense of the Jewish citizens of the country. It has yielded to the threat-s. of the arikis, and h3;ve beg~n to 
declared that the blood accusation is untrue. This go to meeting at the1r old place of worsh1p. It 1s re
official declaration must do much towards quieting ported that another batch of them has been singled out 
the-·agitation -that the machinations of the anti~Semites ·to be fined to-da-y." · ·· .. . .. 
have aroused. It was given by the Statthalter, Count "It is a marvel to me that any of them had the 
Kcilrnansegg, in answer to an interpellation made by hardihood to endure the persecutions they have been 
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s~?jected to, witho~t giving up. They ate threatened 
w1th the loss of the1r homes if they do not yield. To 
a natTve, who lives upon his land and has no means of 
earning money, this is a very serious thing.'' 

"Sunday morning. I was permitted to go out to 
Titikavaka yesterday and speak to the brethren there. 
T}le entire village who have not been working on Sab
bath • and attending the first day meetings were fined 
on last preparation day therefor. The specific charges 
bro.ught. were that they had trampled on' and profaned 
the1r ch1ef, and they had talked hard against the first 
day. T~e _facts are they did not accede to the request 
of th~ ank1 when he_ asked them to attend the first day 
meetmgs. If not pa1d to-morrow, their fines of 30 shil
lings each are to be put into the High Court for collec
tion. The fines were against all adults, male and fe
male alike." · 

"The dominant mission is exactly where the church 
was in the time of Constantine, and the establishment 
of the ecclesiastical hierarchy that was to continue 126o 
years. Their plan is to persecute and to intimidate all 
who do· not choose to adopt the new religion. They 
are succeeding in turning most of the people into their 
~hannel, but a~ a cost which is proving fatal to the 
mterests of the1r cause. The very meri who are .most 
worthy among their people are alienated. They refuse 
to attend the church, or in the few cases where they 
have succeeded in getting them to attend church, they 
do so with so poor a grace, and with so much com
plaint, that the cause of the persecutors is· done more 
harm than good. By the advantage which a long resi
dence among them has given us, we are easily able to 
call their attention to the blessed truths of God by 
which they may be sanctified. They are forbidden to 
meet ~ny more in their familiar places of neighborhood 
worsh1p, but they always greet us very warmly when 
we approach them." 

In a letter shortly preceding this, also, Dr. Caldwell 
wrote that "the people who refused to observe Sunday 
were turned out of their places of worship, the doors 
of the churches being closed against them for service 
ori any other day than the first day .of the week, and 
they were even forbidden the privilege of meeting in 
private meeting-houses, those in authority, some of 
whom are missionaries, even going so far as to sug
gest that these buildings be burned. One of our mis
sionaries was arrested and fined for non-observance of 
the law. But with all this, many were inquiring for 
light, among whom were chiefs and former mission
aries, and some had already taken thei~ stand for the 
truth of God. 

And all this is done by white people, English-speak
ing people-the same kind of people who are urging 
forward the movement for Sunday enforcement in Eng
land and the United States. If they were in this coun
try' they would disclaim any intention or desire to in
terfere with the worship of seventh-day people and talk 
about the necessity for Sunday observance on purely 
civil grounds. But in the far-off Cook Islands where 

' they .feel that they can do as they please witho:ut b,eing 
accountable to civilized and self-governing people, 

~he)l; bqldly proceed to c~ose up the churches of sev
enth-day • observers, and manifest the genuine spirit 
9f religious pers.ecution. That is the real spirit of the 
Sunday laws, and· it is just as truly so here in North 
America as it is in the Cook Islands. If it were n~t 
such here, it would not be what it is there. 

Israelites and the Sunday-Sabbath. , 
The editor of the Chicago Israelite, being impor

tuned by a subscriber to say something in the way of 
encouraging Hebrews to remain loyal to the ancient 
Sabbath, responds thus: · 
. . "I ~1ost respectfully decline to again enter upon a 
~1scusswn. of the Sunday-Sabbath question-if it is a 
l~ve questwn. As long as only one <;ongregation in 
tne country has transferred its day of rest and worship 
from the seventh to the first day of the week, and has 
not suc~eeded a!ter a great m~ny years of active prop
agand~ m secunng even one smgle, solitary other con
gregatwn to follow its example, I see no reason to 
regard the matter as in any way an imminent one. If, 
after the passing of almost two decades, the innovation 
has made no headway, I see no reason which should 
make c?nsistent Jews regard the movement as danger
ous or 1mportant. Not only has it made no progress 
but it has even lost some of its original advocates, on~ 
of whom, Dr. Kohler, a former occupant of Tep!ple 
Sinai's pulpit, is as strong an opponent today as he was 
in former years a propagator of the Sunday-Sabbath 
idea. The topic is one which has been most thor
oughly debated, and as the practical outcome of the 
pr~positio~ has ~hus far been nil, it is scarcely worth 
whlle to d1scu~s lt-:un~ess as a question for the young 
folk to debate m the1r hterary clubs to give them a zest 
for the supper and dancing to follow. I promise my 
correspondent that as soon as there are any other con
gregations of consequence to follow in the footsteps 
of Sinai I will blow a loud and long blast upon my 
bugle horn and summon tB the aid of the imperiled 
Sabbath a host of staunch defenders." 

We have heard much from time to time of the Jews 
abandoning the Sabbath of the fathers for the Sunday 
of their Gentile neighbors, but it seems that this move
ment is not nearly so general as some have supposed. 
It is true that, yielding to the demands of "business," 
very many Jews disregard the Sabbath altogether, but 
that many of them have adopted Sunday as their day of 
rest does not seem to be sustained by facts. 

A prominent clergyman of New York City, Rev. 
Dr. McArthur, gave utterance recently to the follow..: 

. ing, which certainly suggests that the cht'lrch, so far 
as he represents it, is not very closely in touch with 
present conditions among the humbler classes, either 
here or in other lands : 

"No Christian ought to enter heaven during the 
next twenty-five years if he can help it; we are getting 
more heaven on earth now than ever we had. We have 
had more of it in the last twenty-five years than at any 
time since Adam fell into sin in the Garden of Ede!l." 
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The Sunday-closing movement in York, Pa., to 
which reference was made in .these columns last week 

' ' l ' '"' 

seems to have run its course, leaving .matt~rs in about 
the same condition as before the crusade began, with 
this difference, however, that owing to the agit.atio~ of 
the question a good many people who had never given 
the subject a11y special thought before found out that 
Sunday as a sa,cred day is without divine authority. 

* * * At the time of closing the .columns of this paper 
the strike situation not only in this city but generally 
remained practically unchanged from last week. 

Street car lines are tied up in St. Louis. Several 
people have been hurt and one woman was struck upon 
the head by a brickbat and· killed. It is true that this 
was not done intentionally; for the woman was in no 
way connected with the strike and was carrying_ an 
infant in her arms when struck, but the incident shows 
the intense feeling there is and to what desperate 
lengths the strikers are willing to go to carry their 
point. 

* * * 
In Kansas City a blanket injunction has been issued 

by United States District J"\idge William C. Hook 
enjoining not only the strikers but a large number of 
labor leader's from interfering in any way with the run
ning of the cars. The injunction is predicated upon the 
fact that several of the persons complained against as 
threatening the interests of the company are residents 
of other states, and the further fact that the strikers 
threaten to prevent the company from carrying out its 
contract with the United States government to trans
port the city mail carriers to and from their routes. 
The injuncion is made absolute for a week, the matter 
being set for a hearing on the 19th inst. 

* * * 
At a 1 ecent meeting of the Butchers and Grocers' 

association in this city, held to consider the question 
of Sunday closing, it was declared as the unanimous 

. sentiment of .those present that the present system of 
voluntary closing is highly satisfactory in its working; 
and causes no loss in business to those who practice it. · 
If this is su, as we have no reason to doubt, it shows 
that there is no necessity for bringing everybody under 
the compulsion of a Sunday law in order to provide 
Sunday closing fo_r storekeepers who do not want to 
I:eep_o_petionthat aay. - --~~--- - -· ----

Another meeting is to be held June 5 for the pur-
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pose of enlisting all the merchants on the South Side 
in the Sunday closing movement 

* * * 
Some remark has been occasioned by the surprise 

expressed by Parisian journals at the resolution of the 
students of Princeton and the United States Athletic 
Association not to participate in the athletic contests 
at the Exposition if the sports should be held on Sun
days. President McKinley's reported instructions to 
Commissioner Peck to close the American exhibit are 
also said to be "making America and the Americans 
appear ridiculous in French and continental eyes;" 
To this a secular paper retorts: "Quite likely. Ameri~ 
cans, however, will not lose anx sleep over the fact. 
This country is able to make its will respected in mat
ters that concern itself and has not yet adopted the 
easy Parisian and Continental ideas as to Sunday ob
servance. In matters of conscience and religion the 
United States refuses to accept as its standard the ideas 
of a· nation whose president, as in the case of the late 
M. Faure, thinks it consistent with his dignity and 
with the due observance of religion to go hunting on 
Sunday." · 

* * * 
It is probable that Europeans will not be able to 

see much difference between actually going hunting on 
Sunday and starting on fishing tours and other pleasure 
excursions, as at least one of the presidents of. the 
United States did several t.imes not very many years 
ago. However, this he had a perfect right to do so 
far as any moral principle is concerned, since, "where 
there is no law there is no transgression;" and there 
is certainly no divine law against either fishing or hunt
ing on Sunday any more than on any other day. 

* * * 
The trouble in the whole question is in not leaving 

th~ matter of Sunday observance to the individuc;tl con
science. The people of France know very well that 

. the divine Sabbath law is not the standard of Sunday 
keeping in the United States. They also know that 
from the standpoint of that law neither the United 
States nor any American state is consistent in its Sun
day keeping or in the Sunday keeping that it requires 
of individuals, since all such laws permit many things 
on Sunday that the divine law forbids on the Sabbath; 
and it requites more wisdom than the average Parisian 

· seems to possess tq understand why, if one is going to 
depart from the fourth commandment at all, he may. 
not as welJ depart from it wholly as in part. 

* * * 
We think, however, that the facts are not correctly 

stated. It is riot so much the refus;al of the students to 
participate in the French games .on Sunday that excites 
-Etiropeart detision·~rs- it ts·· the effort· of Americans--to 
appear more pious th~m they really are. 
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"With Prosperity, Why Strikes ?'~ is the heading of 
an article in a prominent religious paper. "The ~ear 
1900, whose name is a synonym for_general prosperity, 
is having labor strikes by the dozen," says the jour
nal referred to. "The New England granite-cutters, 
the machinists, 6o,ooo employes of Chicago building 
contractors, the grain shovelers, coal miners, and street 
railway men, inaugurated strikes early in the year. 
The New York Central Railroad has a strike on hand, 
which threatens to spread to other roads. May Day 
brought news of strikes from all over the country
strikes of carpenters, plumbers, brewery engineers, 
telegraphers." 

This is not overdrawn. The outlook is certainly 
ominous. Nor does it help matters to say that ·"times 
are prosperous" and that "the reasons for these strikes 
must be looked for above the stomach," as does the 
paper from which we quote. 

It may be true as stated by a prominent professor 
in the Boston University, after making a careful study 
of the subject, that "enough food is wasted in Boston 
to feed the whole of Greece. Probably the working
men of Europe might almost be fed on what American 
workingmen waste," and that "the poorer classes of 
foreign laborers that come here do at first live on what 
the American laborer would despise to eat." But the 
fact remains that hundreds of thousands of laboring 
people are dissatisfied. If indeed it be true that no 
adequate cause for this discontent exists, then it is all 
the more ominous, since all the more difficult, if not 
impossible, to apply a remedy. It is to be suspected, 
however, that the assumed · "general prosperity" 
spoken of is felt more by certain classes than by the 
niasses of the people. 

No Horse Trading on Sunday. 

Justice Dooley, of this city, took occasion on th@ 
7th inst., to express his opinion of alleged violators 
of the "Sabbath" recognized by the laws of this State 
and municipality. Two weeks before a number of men 
were severely reprimanded by his honor for selling 
and trading horses on Sunday close to a church. 

Abe Schaefer, 465 14th street, fell into the hands 
of Detectives Hagerman and King while trying to 
dispose of a horse May 6, 

When Schaefer was arraigned Justice Dooley said : 
"It is a shame that worshipers cannot pass through · 
the streets on their way to church without encounter
ing these men who persist in carrying on their business 
in the public streets on Sunday." 

The magistrate then spoke severely to the prisoner 
and remarked that he ought to be fined $25 as a lesson 

· to both himself and others. He did impose a fine of 
.$ro,. bt.J.t ·allowed the prisoner to go on payment of 
c.osts. 

The justice certainly acted discreetly, since the im
position of a fine would very likely have resulted in 
an appeal, or commitment and habeas corpus proceed
ings, and in the end his honor might have been com
pelled even to pay the costs. This was the result in 
the ·barber cases some years ago. In fact, that con
test left only enough of the Sunday law to enable ."de
tectives" who are anxious to find somebody not under 
"police protection" whom they can arrest, to make 
trouble either for those who do not know their rights 
or are not able to go into court to defend them. 

Sunday Closing of Stores in Chicago. 

Several months ago nearly all the grocery stores 
and butcher shops in this city arranged to close on 
Sunday, and for a time the agreement was very gen-
erally observed. Now, however, that warmer weather 
has come, some dealers are beginning to keep open as 
aforetime. 

The Evening News, the newspaper champion of 
the Sunday-closing movement, in its issue of May 7, 
gives this account of the matter: 

"Thinking that hot weather will afford an excuse 
for keeping their stores open on Sunday, one or two 
dealers in the northwest part of the city have removed 
the placards which for months have been displayed in 
their store windows. These announced that no more 
seven-day selling would be countenanced, and were 
hung up at a time when nearly every Chicago grocer 
and butcher was in a fervor of delight at the thought 
that at last they were to be permitted to rest every 
Sunday. . 

"A few signed the agreement under protest, but 
these included the retailers in whose places of business 
the clerks were in nearly all cases children or relatives 
of the proprietors. And now it is asserted by several 
of this class, that during the sultry summer days they 
intend to keep their. stores open. As yet there has 
been but one violation of the agreement entered into 
with the clerks last winter. This is reported as having 
occurred with the opening of the butcher sfiop of 
Christopher Buehler, 246 -Clark street. The announce
ment is made by officers of Washington Council, No. 
17, of the Clerks' Association. A number of butchers, 
whose stores are in the vicinity of Buehler's, and who 
are opposed to an "open-door policy" on Sundays dur
ing the summer, as well as in cold weather, visited 
Buehler, when he first opened shop, and remonstrated 
with him. It is understood that no threats were made, 
but a peaceable effort to induce Buehler to stand firm 
met with failure. For fear that some of his competitors 
might do him injury, he visited the Chicago avenue 
'police stationyesterday afternoon and asked for police 
protection. Patrolman Clune was detailed on the mat
ter, but there was no violence." 

A subsequent issue of the News contains also the 
·fellowing: . 

"Grocers and marketmen in the vicinity of Ogden 
avenue and West 12th street assert that unless patrons 
are more consistent in their demands and in buying 
supplies Saturday night they will be compelled to 
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start anew in Sunday selling. While they express a 
des~re t<;> keep their store doors locked at least one day 
dunng the week, they say that unless something is 
P.orie they will have to annul the agreement they en
tered into with the Butchers and Grocers' Clerks As
sociation last winter. 

"The plea made by some of the customers is that 
during the half-holiday allowed on Saturday during the 
heated term they do not care to be bothered in the 
selection of eatables for the next day's dinner .• They 
argue that it is their wish to spend the afternoon with
o~t any thought as to the morrow; their desire being 
more for going on jaunts than going for joints of 
beef." - ·· 

All of which goes to show that it is a very hard mat
ter to compel a whole people to keep Sunday if they 
don't want to keep it. B. 

fellows did in the year 1870. . . . . The Protestants 
force their way into the houses of the French people, 
ostensibly to sell Bibles, but in truth to spy out where 
t~e ~onest peasant has· hidden his savings. They are 
.ptckmg out quarters for the army ·of the ii:rvasion. 
Therefore we must keep a watch over these imbeciles 
and force them to leave our towns. I£ France once 
becomes Protestant, then she will be little more than 
a vassal of England. These pious gospel messengers 
. do riot propose so much to make ·converts to Protes:. 
taritism as to demoralize our good people and to lay 
plans for facilitating the proposed invasion of our 
copntry. We appeal to the peasants to become new 
crusaders in the interest of the good cause." 

One of the noteworthy features of the book is the 
fact that it gives the address of the leading representa-
tives of Protestantism throughout .France. . 

The example of Renauld has been followed by 
others. "Le Complot Protestante" ("The Protestant 

An Anti-Protestant Crusade in France. Conspiracy") is the most recent and sensational con-
Among the most aggresive and. bitter agitations of tribution to this crusade. This conspiracy consists in 

the day is the propaganda in France directed against this, that Queen Victoria yearly contributes twenty
the Protestants, which has become a fixed _and persist- five million francs to the support of the Protesta~t 
ent fact in the religious thought of the republic. The religion and to the struggle against "France. This 
Christliche Welt (Leipzig, No. !4) contains from the is done on the basis of an agreement made between 
pen of Eugene Lachenmann an interesting collection England and Prussia in 1757. Accordingly each and 
-of data on this subject, presented, of course, from a all work undertaken by the Protestants in France ha&
Protestant point of view. . but the one aim, namely,. that of advancing this cgh-

The attacks, we are told, are increasing in intensity spiracy. Two other Anti-Protestant pamphletg' are 
and number. · Especially k the "Bonne- Pressev of the · very popular in France; one is entitled "La Trahison 
Assumptionist bt1SY with this propaganda, and tb,e Protestante" ("The Treachery of Protestantism"), and 
various "Croix" or church newspapers published the other ''L'Ossature de la Trahison"t'The Structure 
throughout the provinces make it a point to keep the of Treachery"). These are-btought out with a grin
people aroused on the subject.. In this controversy, ning skuir and a· bhick background on the titlepage. 
Protestants, Freethinkers, Freemasons, and Jews· are Among the views given in them are these: 
all put into one class, the leading charge being that of "As the Jew is a born money-maker, so the Hugue-

not is a born traitor. A Catholic will die for his faith; 
treachery to the country and an alliance with the a Jew, to save his money; but a Protestant knows no 
Protestant nations, especially Germany. The type of martyrdom. . The claim of the innocence of . 
opposition is much like that at one .tiine displayed Dreyfus was simply a specimen of Protestant treachery. 
against the Huguenots, and this name has even been in order to !l}ake it possible for England to occupy 
revived as a term of reproach and suspicion a&"ainst Fashoda and fo,r William II. to make his journey to 

Jerusalem. All the defenders of Dreyfus are open or 
the Protestants. secret Protestants, and the whole affair was conducted 

The origin of this agitation is interesting. Two after. the manner of the Protestants, who are not by 
years ago, Ernest Renauld, the editor of a provincial their faith ·compelled to implicit obedience to their 
and local paper in Cher, published a pamphlet entitled superiors, but subject everything to free 'investiga
"Le Peril Protestant," which aroused a great deal of tion.'" 
excitement. It has been followed by a solid volume Another noteworthy production of this crusade is 
of 569 pages on the same subject by the same author, "Le C6nquete Protestante" ("The Conquest of Prates-, 
with the special purpose of pointing out that Protes- tantism"), with the sub-title, "A Plea for Social Peace 
tantism is the great danger to the religion, politics, and and National Reconciliation.'' This work is based on 
social order of the country. The character of this the well-known fact that so many of the leading offices 
massive work can probably best be given by quoting and high state positions in France are filled by Protes-
Renauld's own words: tants. The author says: 

"The Republican Party is the Protestant party, and. "The Catholics are too scrupulous. Nobody can 
as the Protestant party it is the English and the Ger- bake an omelet without breaking some eggs. No 
man party in France .. · .. · .The Huguenots go revolution can be achieved without advancing over 
hand:..in:..lia~iia wTflitfie traitors Of 1he-fatnet1ana and . aea.O.-btfdies .... Do you think it-would be ·a-··· crime--to· 
withth~ foreign foes of France,. just as their religious condemn and to put to death such men as Zadox 
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:((af;t!l~ Reiriach, S<;:heurer-Kestner; Picquart, Zola; 
Brisson, Yves Guyot, Jaures, Clemenceau, Monod, and 
Ranc, because they have organized the Dreyfus con
spiracy?. I confess openly that I would have no hesi
tap.cy to ~:vote for the death of this Reinach, ·etc., and 
such pastors as Monad, etc." · 

.The Protestants ar~ . alarmed and are agitating 
counter movements. the most promising agent in 
this regard is the "Commission d'<fction protestante 
evangelique," appointed ·at the great ''Fraternal Con
ference" of Protestants, held in Lyons in November 
of last year; 

In the meanwhile the Protestant cause, according 
to the Christliche Welt, is progressing in the country 
as never before for centuries. An interesting account 
of this movement is furnished by the well-known au
thor and lawyer; Eugene Reveilland, in a series of "Los 
von Rom" ("Away from Rome") pamphlets in Munich. 
There are at present two homes for priests who have 
joined the Protestant church, and the organ of this 
movement among the younger Catholic clergy, Le 
Chretien Francais (The French Christian), is now ap
pearing as a weekly, side by side with a monthly called 
Le · Pretre Converte (The Converted Priest). The 
editor pf the former journal, the Abbe Bourirer, was 
recently compelled to appeal to the law for protection 
against attacks in public.-The Literary Digest. 

"The Michigan Christian Advocate" seems to think 
that the United States ought to compel Turkey by 
force of arms to pay the "indemnity for missionary 
losses." The "Advocate" says: 

"One thing is pretty certain, if no pressure is 
brought to bear upon Turkey, the indemnity will not 
be paid very soon. His policy is to procrastinate, and 
nothing but a show of force will bring him to terms. 
It is not the amount of the indemnity claimed, and 
which the porte has promised to pay, that is so im
portant. If that were all, no one would advise war for 
a mere $go,ooo. But it is the principle involved. If 
Turkey is not brought to time now, there will be no 
security for American missionaries in Turkey here-
after." · 

The slang expression "brought ·to time" is quite in 
keeping with the spirit that would invoke force in the 
interests of the gospel of the Prince of Peace. Better 
a thousand times that every bit of mission property in 
Turkey should be destroyed, and every missionary be 
expelled' from the country than that this or ahy other 
so-called Christian nation should declare war to secure 
the interests of Christian missions. The gospel com
mission is still in force,as is likewise the promise of the 
One who gave it; and if those who minister in his name 
would only rely more upon his power and less on 
earthiy powers, Christianity would not be so misunder
stood as it is in' Mohammedan arid pagan lands to-day. 

· Mu:ch of the trouble that missionaries have in .foreign 
' i~u1ds is because they wi11l1ot let politiCal affairs ::\.lone. 

What is 
Religious 
Liberty? 
~~~ 

THE importance of a correct understanding 
· of this question, and the principles govern
ing the true relation and attitude of the church 
and ·state can not be overestimated. 

Jefferson says, "The spirit of these times 

may alter, will alter," and it must be apparent 

to all that religious legislation is rapidly gain
ing favor in the public mind, and is embed

ding itself in the fundamental law of the land 
in defiance of the Constitution and all Ameri

can Institutions. 

The Religious Liberty Library Nos. 1 to 26 
will answer the many questions arising in 
your mind on the subject of church and state. 
They are substantially bound in cloth, in three 

volumes; price for the set, $1.25, postpaid. 
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Thi;! que~tion often: arises What Is as to .what is the proper rela'
tio:6 of the Christian patriot 

Christian to his government. Thetru~ 
principles are, of course, to 

Patriotism? be found in the Bible, but a 
new booklet has just teen 

.. . . . . prep~red by Alonzo T. Jones, 
entitled "Christian Patriotism," that plainly and 
forcibly points out the right position for all to assume. 

It is a Biblical, original, and thoroughly com
mon sense treatise on this important subject, and 
is of vital interest just now. Every SENTINEL reader 
should have a copy. 

Price itt Paper Covers; l5 cents 

ADnREss, 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland, Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 89 Bond St., New York City. 

TRADE EDITION, ·PRICE- $1.50. 
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an edition of "Desire of Ages" without Illustrations, in 
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those who want to carry a copy with them when travel-. 

. ing. There is a:lso a class who do not reel that they can 
afford to pay.$3.50 for the beautiful subscription edi· 

,, tion. To all these this plain edition will appeal. • 
It contains all the text of the subscription edition, 

including General and Scriptural Indexes and Appendix, 
but itoinue'trationsexcept the frontispiece. 

THE TRADE EDITION is 5~x7~ inches in siz~, 
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. islating for that country, may establish some form of 
religion there by force as tl).e easiest 'Yay to bring the 
controversy to an end. Certainly Congress is at liber
~y, under t~e prevailing view, to establish a religion 
m any portiOn of the new terri-tory; but· do t)le Ameri
can people want Congress to become familiar with the 
practice of setting up state 'religions ? Will they feel 
entirely safe under such circumstances with regard to 
religious freedom here at home? 

Our friends will confer a favor if when they send 
us newspaper clippings they will invariably indorse 
upon them not only the name but the date of the paper 
from which each one is taken. Sometimes neither of 
these items of information is given, in which case the 
clippings are of little value to us, even though they 
may otherwise be excellent. 

rr 
Washington, D. C., reformers have started a move~ 

ment for a curfew law to keep children off the streets 
in the evening, and the district commissioners have re
·ferred the matter to Maj. Sylvester, superintendent -of 
police, for report. It is stated that Maj. Sylvester will 
oppose the plan. He says that in Washington the 
summers are so hot that the children cannot play out 
of doors in the daytime, and that for the sake of their 
health they should have the run of the streets and the 
parks in the evening. 

.,c 

The Converted Catholic (New York) publishes in 
its May issue a picture showing Cardinal Gibbons pos
ing at the Dewey celebration in Washington last fall. 
It was designed by a Roman Catholic, and shows the 
Cardinal s·tanding between Admiral Dewey and Presi
dent McKinley, the latter facing the Cardinal with 
bowed head. The Converted Catholic says of it: "An 
enterprising Roman Catholic had this picture engraved 
and at great cost had offered it for sale to the Cath

. olics;. but the poor man is now bankrupt, for not a 
·Catholic family would dare to possess a copy of it after 
Mrs. Dewey had formally declared herself a Prates
ant." 

.,c 

The national constitution prohibits Congress from 
making any law "respecting an establishment of re
ligion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." But 
a.s .the. <foctrine prevails that the constitution does not 
apply outside the United States, there is manifestly. 
nothing to prevent Congress from establishing a re
ligion in foreign territory under American control ; for 
instance, in the Philippine islands. And the religious 
question being the le~ding, burning issue in those 
·islands, which is pressing upon the governing power 
for settlement, it is quite possible that Congress, not 
feeling hampered by constitutional .restrictions in leg-

.,c 
The article on another page, "An Anti-Protestant 

C:usadei~ France," is significant as showing that, not
wtthstandmg the boasted enlightenment and conse
quent liberality of the times in which we live, human 
nature is swayed by the same passions as in the day& of 
Torquamada, Duke of Alva, Duke of Guise, Catherine 
de Medici and others .whose names are synonymous 
with persecution. Tolerance, like beauty, is only skitt 
deep. Given . the power and opportunity men would 
persecute as bitterly to-day as they did when the auto 
cia fe lighted up the landscape in Castile and the N eth
erlands. 

Nor is all intolerance bound up in the hearts of 
French Roman Catholics. We must not forget that 
no longer ago than last December, a respectable Bos
ton clergyman speaking in a National Reform conven
tion in New York City invoked the death penalty upon 
those who refuse to keep Sunday; and only a few 
.days since a Seventh-day Adventist in the State of 
Pennsylvania. was haled before a justic; of the peace 
and fined $4 and costs for raking in his own door yard 
on Sunday, being accused by one who spi~d upon him 
for that purpose. Times change, bu:t onry tlie grace of 
God can change the human heart, taking out of it the 
spirit of Cain and putting into it the spirit of love. 

.,c 
Lord Salisbury's view of the saloon Sunday law 

was expressed recently in a speech made before the 
Church of England bishops. On this point the British 
premier said : 

"I have some sympathy with people who want beer 
on Sunday. I don't drink beer myself, but if I did I 
should want it as much on Sunday as on any other 
day." 

Certainly any man who drinks intoxicants. wants 
them as much on Sunday as on other days, and it is 
both useless and unreasonable to allow people to drink 
freely six days in the week and then try to shut them 
off from indnlgence on the remaining day. There is 
always some inconsistency in a Sunday law. 

.,c 
A new shell has been tested recently which will go 

through any kind of armor plate now in existence. A 
daily paper· suggests that "now some other inventor 
will have to make a plate that the shell cannot pene-
trate. Thus if w.e may not have universal peace we 
may be kept guessing." 
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Liberty is not a luxury; it is a necessity. 

~ ~ 

No strength from union can be gathered in a union 
of church and state. 

~ .$ 

The only proper basis of civil legislation is the de

mands of civil justice. 
~ ~ 

As the~e is no religion apart from a church, so 
there can be no union of religion and the state apart 
from a union of church and state. 

.$ .$ 

All the world has no more right to deprive asingle 
individual of any natural right than a single individual 
would have to deprive all the world of such a right. 

.$ .:J 

If the state ought not to oppose any religion, it 
ought not to help any religion; for the various reli~ 
gions of the land being opposed to each other, the state 
cannot help one without opposing another. 

.;A ~ 

Majority rule in religion is not for the good of the 
majority. In religion, the indorsement of the majority 
affords no guaranty of truth; and without such a guar
anty, religion is worthless, and its enforcement upon 
any person becomes an outrage. 

In religion, the state, like the individual, will natur
ally be guided by the church. Hence union of the 
state with religion, or a religious state, means church 
rule in state affairs. 

$ .;A 

The same principle which would justify the state in 
enforcing the true religion, would justify it in enforc
ing a false religion, since the state is not infallible, nor 
its laws and standards unchangeable, and it has the 
same right to enforce a religion at one time as at an
other. 

~ ~ 

If the state has a right to bind the conscience of an 
individual, it has also a right to loose the individual 
conscience and substitute its own standard of right and 
wrong in the place of any and every other standard. 
But the state cannot be a saviour to any person, nor 
afford justification for any before the bar of God. 

Human Statute vs. Divine Law. 

Strictly speaking "statute" is not a synonym of 
"law." A statute is an authoritatively declared rule, 
ordinance, or decree. Law is the superior standard of 
justice;· and whether recognized or not, exists in the 
very nature of things. 

Blacksto~e states this principle as follows : "This 
will of his [man's] Maker is called the law of nature . 
* * * This law of nature, being coeval with man
kind, and dictated by God himself, is, of course, supe
rior in obligation to any other. * * * No human 
laws are of any validity if contrary to this." 

Upon the truth of this principle rests the doctrine 
of God-given, inalienable rights. Human statutes can 
neither give nor take away rights. They can only, 
on the one hand, recognize such rights and guarantee 
their free exercise; or, on the other hand, deny them 
and abridge their exercise. No law is of any real value 
that does not appeal to the conscience: but this, stat-
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utes can do only so far as they· are in harmony with 
the law of nature; for God alone has any right to bind 
the conscience. 

This truth has been obscured by the assumption of 
men to be lawmakers. Once granted that any man 
or set of men can make law, it cannot be denied that 
the same man or set of me:ri can bind the 'conscience, 
or in oth~r words "command men under ·sin," as ex
pressed by the Roman Catholic Church. 

Let not the reader misunderstand the position here 
taken. Every man ought to yield cheerful and con
scientious obedience to every just statute; for every 
such statute is simply one or more of nature's laws 
declared in human language; and when so announced 
ought to be obeyed for conscience's sake. 

It is only just that every man should bear his pro
portion of the burden of building and maintaining 
roads, bridges, etc. This nature demands, and yet it 
is something that cannot well be done until some rec
ognized authority has by statute defined this duty and 
declared in what manner it shall be discharged. But 
the element in the statute that appeals to the conscience 
is the fact that it defines a self-evident duty, a duty not 
primarily dependent upon the statute, but existing in 
the very nature of things. 

But men forget this; many have never thought of 
it at all, and so feel free to dodge taxation, to shirk 
road work, etc. The evil of this misconception of 
human limitations in the matter of law-making does 
not end here ; ind-eed, this is but the beginning. God 
has himself codified in human speech his own moral 
law, defining particularly man's duty toward Himself. 
And this is a realm that man ought never to invade. 

But men ha·ve invaded that which is peculiarly the 
realm of conscience, and have attempted both to define 
and to make law touching the duty of human beings 
toward the Divine. The evil of this has been two-fold. 
First, it has resulted in persecution for conscience's 
sake; and second, it has seduced millions into trans
ferring their allegiance from the divine law to human 
statute. 

A striking example of making void moral obliga
tion hy a wrong conception of a purely civil statute, is 
furnished by the use which Christians make of mar
riage and divorce laws. The divine law forbids divorce 
and remarriage except for one cause. But human 
statutes permit divorce and remarriage for many 
causes ; . and professed Christians avail themselves of 
these lax provisions. 

The writer is not one who believes that the state 
ought to attempt to compel anybody to be subject to 
the divine law· of marriage and divorce; God himself 
did .not do this, but through Moses permitted divorce 
for other causes. . But the church ought to preserve 
dear and distinCt the distinction between human statute 

and divine law so that no one might substitute the hu
man for the divine as a rule of moral action. 

No human statute can possibly measure up to the 
standard of the divine law. It inevitably follows that 
by making the moral law of the Creator the subject of 
human legislation, men only lower the moral standard. 
And by not only consenting to such legislation, but by 
demanding it, the church gives countenance to the 
claim that the State has authority over the conscience. 
It is inevitable that those who accept this view readily 
adopt as thei:c rule of life not the divine law itself, but 
the human modification or interpretation of that law. 
Thus thousands of professedly Christian people are 
to-day living in adultery with no compunctions of con
science, because of a wrong conception of the sphere 
of civil government. Having complied with the civil 
law, they feel that nothing more can be required of 
them; and nearly every Protestant church practically 
accepts this view of the matter by making, not com
pliance with the law of God, but compliance with the 
statute of the State, the test of fellowship. 

The same thing exactly is true of Sabbath observ
ance. Many thousands who believe that the seventh 
day is the Sabbath according to the express terms of 
the divine Sabbath law, feel perfectly justified in dis
regarding that day and keeping another because en
jo~ned by the statutes of the State. Thus is the law 
of God made void by human tradition and human 
statute. The remedy lies in keeping ever in view, and 
instilling into every mind, the great truth that God and 
God only has the right to command any man under 
sin; that the divine law alone imposes moral obliga
tion; and that no matter what human statutes require 
or permit, the divine law is that by which every soul 
will be tested in the judgment of the Great Day. B. 

Are They Wise? 

Hon. John J. Ingalls, some years ago a conspicuous 
figure in the United States Senate, says in a recently 
published article: 

"Irrespective of creeds and theology they are wise 
who would recognize God in the Constitution, because 
faith in a Supreme Being, in immortality and the com
pensations of eternity conduces powerfully to the social 
order by enabling man to endure with composure the 
injustice of this world in the hope of reparation in that 
which is to come." 

But Mr. Ingalls does not explain how recognizing 
God in the Constitution can have any influence with 
the individual faith in "the compensations of eternity." 
Certainly he would not have us understand that the 
people will not believe in these "compensations" un-· 
less vouched for by the government. 

It seems strange ·to find Mr. Ingalls • among the 
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"Reformers" who would put God into the Constitution, 
since if we mjstake not he was of the opinion not so 
very many years ago that "neither the Sermon on the 
Mount nor the Ten Commandments have any place 
in politics." He doubtless told the truth as to the gen
eral practice, and that may be all he meant by the state
ment. Certainly his more recent utterance, quoted 
above, is sadly out of harmony with the former one, if 
by it he intended to express his own sense of the fitness 
of things moral and things political. 

Faith in God and obedience to the principles enun
ciated in the Sermon on the Mount and to the Ten 
Commandments Oljght to control in every walk in life, 
and where these cannot go men ought not to go; but 
they must be written in the individual heart, not in con-
stitutions nor upon statute books. B. 

Christianity and the Civil Law. 

M~ny people in this country hold to the idea, which 
has been fortified by. several court decisions, that 
Christianity is a part of the "law of the land." It is 
surprising that a conception which so belittles Chris
tianity should be held by members of the Christian 
church, and put forward by anybody in behalf of re
ligion; yet it is by church people that this doctrine 
is most zealously maintained in its traditional sem
blance of truth. 

Of course, if Christianity is a part of the common 
law, it is enforcable upon all the people as such and 
religious freedom cap no more exist here than in any 
land which maintains a state religion. This manifest 
truth is sufficient in itself to stamp the idea of com-. 
mon-law Christianity as\, one altogether at variance 
with the American conception of government. 

· But even if American. principles of government 
were in harmony with such a t#ing, it is utterly impos
sible that Christianity should be·jncorporated into the 
dvillaw. This is because of the ri'ature of Christianity, 
as being a system devised by the Omniscient, for a pur
pose infinitely transcending the purpose of civil gov
ernment. The greater cannot be incorporated into and 
become a part of the less. The infinite cannot be em-
braced within the finite. · 

So far from being merely a part of the civil law, 
Christianity is infinitely more than all human law could 
possibly express. Christianity is not a part of any
thing; it is a complete system in itself. The law ex
presses justice, but Christianity embraces all justice, 
and much more than this. It embraces all divine truth. 
It embraces mercy, without which it would avail noth
ing for the transgressor. It embraces all the attributes 
d the divine character. In short, it is nothing less 
than life even the life of its author, Jesus Christ. And 
as "God' was in Christ" when the Saviour of mankind 

walked and taught on earth, and in exemplifying Chris
tianity the Saviour was revealing God to the world, it 
must be true that Christianity is the very life of God 
(which is manifested still through human flesh), and is 
therefore as infinite and illimitable as God himself. It 
can no more be a part of anything than God can be a 
part of anything. Go.d is all and in all, and Christianity 
is the all in all of perfect living. 

The conception therefore which would make Chris
tianity a part of the law of the land, is infinitely short 
oi the truth, and calculated to work harm in propor
tion to the degree of error it embodies. Christianity 
can no more be enforced upon the people, as the law 
of the land is enforced, than God himself can be en
forced upon them. God does not force himself upon 
any person, and cannot be forced upon any one, by 
any power in the universe, much less by any power on 
earth. This truth all professors of Christianity ought 
to know, and they of all people on the earth should be 
foremost to oppose a doctrine which places Chris
tianity in so false a light before the world as does tl;lls 
doctrine which makes it subservient to human laws. 

s. 

The Religious Character of Sunday Laws. 

There is not the least shadow of doupt that Sunday 
laws are enacted and enforced because of the supposed 
sacred character of the day. The codes of most of the 
States style Sunday either "the Sabbath" or "Lord's 
day." Blackstone treats infractions of Sunday laws 
under the heading, "Offenses against God and relig
ion;" and in this he is followed quite generally by 
American authorities. In New York, we are told by 
Judge Kent that "the statute has for over a century 
recognized the sanctity of the day and punished its 
violators." In Georgia, the code styles Sunday "the 
Loyd's day;" and in Bass vs. Irwin (49 Ga., 436), it is 
declared that as such "all courts and magistrates are 
to consider it;" while in Saltar vs. Smith (55 Ga., 244), 
it is plainly said that "the code but re-enacts the law of 
the Almighty." In Arkansas the language of the court 
( r8 Ark., r86) is that "the day is set apart by divine 
appointment as well as by the law of the land." In 
Pennsylvania (Johnston's case, 22 Pa., 102), the courts 
recognize "divine command and human legislation;" 
while in Iowa (Davis vs. Smith, r Green, 406), we are 
told that the day is "established by laws both human 
and divine." See "The Legal Sunday," page II3. 

But notwithstanding the array of evidence of the 
true character of Sunday laws there are many who 
attempt to defend them as merely "civil statutes," "san
itary measures," "police regulations," etc. 

Much is made because of the assumed fact .that "no
body is required to observe the day religiou~l"y ;" "no-
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l;>ody is required to do a single religious act on that 
day," etc. And such atguments are advanced even by 
men who declare that "take the religion out and you 
take the rest out;" and again, "You cannot long pre
serve the Sabbath [Sunday is meant] as a day of rest 
unless you preserve it as a day of worship." 

But whatever is true of the actual language of the 
various statutes, it is certain that religious observance 
is the thing sought to be secured by them. This is 
evident from the language of "the usual exemption" of 
observers of "another day." Such exemption usually 
runs as follows : 

Arkansas: "Persons who are members of any re
ligious society who observe as Sabbath any other day 
of the week than the Christian Sabbath, or Sunday, 
shall not be subject to the penalties of this act, so that 
they observe one day in seven, agreeable to the faith 
and practice of their church or society." 

Connecticut: "No person who conscientiously be
lieves that the seventh day of the week ought to be 
observed as the Sabbath, and who actually refrains 
from secular business and labor on that day, shall be 
liable to prosecution for performing secular business 
and labor on the Sabbath provided he disturbs no 
other person while attending public worship." 

The Indiana code provides that "nothing herein 
contained shall be construed to affect such as consci
entiously observe the seventh day of the week as the 
Sabbath," etc. 

Iowa is the same as Indiana, while Kansas exempts 
"any person who is a member of a religious society, 

- by whom any other than the first day of the week is 
observed as a Sabbath, so that he observes such Sab
bath." 

Examples of exemptions might be greatly extended 
for they are very similar in all the States ,having ex
emption clauses for the benefit of Sabbatarians ; but it 
is unnecessary. They all show very plainly that the 
object of the law is to secure "conscientious" observ
ance of a day, for only "conscientious" observers are 
exempt. And in two instances which we have cited, to 
be able to claim the exemption the individual must be 
a member of a religious society, by whom other than the 
first day of the week is observed as a Sabbath. 

Thus in at -least two States Sabbatarians might use · 
the Sun.ft ay law to enforce discipline upon unruly mem
bers/ oy the terms of the statute any one who does 
not keep the seventh day "conscientiously" may be 
prosecuted for working on Sunday. 

Again, in either one of these States the Sunday law 
subjects members of Sabbatarian families to the temp
tation of joining such Sabbatarian church simply to be 
secure against prosecution for Sunday labor, for to be 
entitled to the exemption the individual who would 
claim it must be "a member of a religious society that 
keeps a day other than Sunday as the Sabbath." 

Thus, viewed even from the most favorable stand
point, Sunday laws are distinctly religious in char
acter, and are designed to secure religious observance 
of the day, or of some other day in lieu thereof. 

B. 

"What Sanctifies the Links." 

The Inter Ocean of the 15th inst. has an article 

under the above heading in which are stated some 
facts very significant as showing the growing disre
gard for Sunda"y as a sacred day. 

"Sunday golf is now played openly on all the links 
in and round Chicago," says the "Inter Ocean." ''What 
is more, it is played by church members in good and 
regular standing." The astonishing part of it is that 
"there is not a word of complaint at Lake Forest, in 
Evanston, or in Lake View against this condition, al
though three years ago each of these suburbs protested 
vigorously against 'Sabhath desecration' by the golf 
players. So complete has been the revolution in re
ligious circles that it is said the golf players of some 
fashionable North Shore suburbs take their golf outfits 
to church on Sunday morning, stand them in the lob
bies until services are over, and then proceed directly 
to the links, where they dine and pass the remainder of 
the day either as players or spectators of the noble 
game." 

This seems remarkable indeed, inasmuch as the 
ministry of the "Sunday keeping" churches has been 
laboring so long and so earnestly to impress upon the 
minds of the people the thought that Sunday is a 
sacred day. But according to the journal from which 
we quote, "it seems that the pastors have come to ac
cept Sunday golf either as a necessary evil or an inno
cent recreation, or both. At all events, the absence
of all pulpit criticism is evidence of the fact that they 
have ceased to contend against it." 

"There is nothing harmful in Sunday golf, as the
golfers see it; not a thing," continues the "Inter 
Ocean." And the modifying Clause, "as the golfers see
it," might well have been omitted, for in Illinois there is. 
no law either human or divine against doing on Sunday 
anything that may be lawfully done on other days, un
less the doing of it disturbs the peace. 

But it is the known absence of divine law especially 
which 'emboldens church members to spend a portion: 
of Sunday in playing golf. The pulpit and religious. 
12_ress have both been ~t considerable pains to impress 
upon the minds of the people the thought that the 

·fourth commandment of the Decalogue is of no force as 
applied to the seventh day of the week, the very day 
which it· specifically mentions. And it is not strange· 
that accepting that view touching the day specified :in" 
the divine law t.hey readily adopt the same view of the:-
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relation of the commandment to the first day, a day 
not named in any commandment, and inferentially re
ferred to only as one of the "six days" upon which the 
Creator worked. 

Continuing the discussion of golf, the Inter Ocean 
says : "The recreation is as innocent of guile as any 
game could possibly be. It is healthful from both a 
physical and a .moral viewpoint." 

Thus far all is clear sailing. Certainly, Sunday golf 
is perfectly p_roper for the respectable residents of Chi
cago's most eminently respectable suburbs, "but," as 
the "Inter Ocean" says, "precisely the same is true of 
Sunday fishing, Sunday hunting, Sunday base ball, 
Sunday bicycling, and Sunday horse racing." It is 
indeed true that "those who find pleasure in Sunday 
sports of any kind or all kinds are unable to see where 
there is any harm in them." And it is equally true that 
all of these sports are just as innocent upon Sunday 
as on other days, unless it can be shown that they are 
not in keeping with the character of the day; hence, 
examine this question from any possible standpoint 
and one is brought face to face with the question of the 
divine authority of Sunday as a sacred day. 

If the divine Sabbath .law applies to Sunday, then 
clearly not only Sunday golf but all Sunday games are 
wrong, and ought not to be indulged in by Christians. 
But the "if" is so large that only those who refuse to 
consider it candidly can get around it, under it or 
over it. 

In their efforts to explain away the claims of the 
seventh day, the friends of Sunday have destroyed in 
the minds of the people the force of the only divine 
Sabbath law, hence in the absence of civil law on the 
subject, and even in the face of civil statutes, even 
church m.embers are quite disposed to do about as they 
please on Sunday. B. 

Some of the Inconsistencies of Sunday Laws. 

Some weeks ago Representative Charles R. Saun
ders of Boston introduced a bill in the Massachusetts 
legislature the purpose of which was to so amend the 
Sunday law of that State as to permit the sale of cigars 
and other forms of manufactured tobacco on Sunday. 
To a r~porter o.f the Boston Post, who interviewed him 
upon the subject, Mr. Saunders said: 

"It is hard to believe we are at the threshold of the 
twentieth century when~a woman, trying to earn an 
honest livelihood, can be arrested in Massachusetts, 
fined and ordered to be imprisoned, unless the fine is 
paid, for selling a cigar on Sunday. Yet this is just 
what happened last August to Catherine Graham of 
Revere. 

"She was licensed by the town to keep open her 

dining room on Sunday to supply people with food and 
drink. This she did, and to some of them she also 
sold a cigar. She was arrested and fined $10, and the 
Supreme Court a fortnight ago decided that the con
yiction must stand under the Massachusetts law. 

"Drugs and medicines can be sold on Sunday, but 
the Supreme Court decided in 1889 that cigars were 
not drugs or medicine. The sale of cigars, however, 
on Sunday has continued at hotels, druggists, common 
victuallers and newspaper stores with little or no ob
jection. 

"Two Sundays have passed since the decision of 
the c6urt called the matter to the attention of the au
thorities. Notice was given that all sales of cigars on 
Sunday were illegal, but there is no evidence that the 
sale was diminished to an appreciable extent. 

"Where any regard whatever was paid to the no
tice, some simple device was used to evade the law. 
If a s-cent cigar was wanted, a 'Sunday Post was sold 
for 8 cents, and a cigar thrown in. One who must have 
a ro-cent cigar paid 13 cents for his Post. · 

"A plate of beans and cup of coffee, usual price IS 
cents, sold for 20 or 2S cents, with a S or 10-cent cigar 
as a gift. To have an entire community making 
a laughing stock of a law of the commonwealth and 
chuckling at its evasion is an injury to public morals. 
It tends to b~eed disrespect for all law .. 

"Moreover, what real reason is there for prohibiting 
the sale of cigars on Sunday? Horses and carriages 
which rattle through the streets, disturbing people 
more or less; can be let on Sunday purely for pleasure, 
and so can yachts and boats. Street railway cars, ferry 
boats, steamboats and railroad trains are all legalized 
on Sunday. 

"I do not use tobacco myself, but its sale on Sunday 
should be legalized for the comfort of those who do 
and to stop univer.sal desecration of the law. It will 
make no change in the practice of years. It will simply 
·make legal what is bound to be done any way, and do 
away with a deal of hypocrisy. 

"Instead of Sunday being a day of cheer and sun
shine, the policy at the founding of the colony was 
one of repression and severity. In those days there 
was a. union of church and state. No one could vote 
who was not a church member. When in doubt upon 
a question the civil magistrates consulted the elders, 
who were clergymen. The result was the usual evils 
which throughout history accompany such a union." 

Mr. Saunders' position against the Sunday prohibi
tion of tobacco selling was well taken. Of course to
bacco is not a necessary of life and is even injurious, 
but it is just as necessary as Sunday papers; and it is 
no more injurious on Sunday than on other days. To 
prohibit it one day in the week is thoroughly illogical, 
but no more so than is all restrictive Sunday legisla-
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tion. Mr. Saunders' remarks be<\r just as much against 
all Sunday legislation as against the special feature 
of the statute which his bill proposed to amend. B. 

The Federal Courts on Imperialism. 

Another important step bearing upon the establish
ment of imperialism as the national policy of the United 
States, was taken re~ently in the form of a decision 
by Judge Lochren of the federal circuit court, applying 
specifically to Puerto Rico, and in general to all the 
territory controlled by the government outside the 
United States. The decision is of importance because 
it comes from the federal judiciary, which heretofore 
had not spoken upon the great question of the right 
and authority of this nation to govern people in other 
lands without their consent. 

The federal judiciary is one of the three coordina~e 
branches of the national Guvernment, and its attitude 
in this matter is of special inter~st and importance in 
view of the fact that both the other branches-the law
making and executive bodies-have pronounced and 
proceeded to act in harmony with the assumption that 
the nation had such right and authority-that the 
Constitution of the United States does not apply to 
territory outside the United States, and hence that 
Congress and the President are not bound by the Con
stitution in dealing with the people of such territory, 
but can make and enforce such rules for their govern
ment as they see fit. 

The decision of Judge Lochren is squarely against 
this view ; but this decision does not of course speak 
for the whole federal judiciary; and until the Supreme 
Court has pronounced upon the question it will remain 
undetermined whether or not this branch of the fed
eral government will give its sanction to the proceed
ings of Congress and the President in the matter, and so 
fully commit the nation to the imperial policy. Judge· 
Lochren's decision for the moment casts a stumbling 
block in the way of the establishment of this policy, 
and it remains to be seen whether his view will be 
affirmed by the higher federal courts, or whether any 
obstacle which this one branch of the government can 
interpose will be sufficient to stay. the forward march 
of the powerful forces enlisted in its cause, which have 
already advanced so far toward its realization. 

As an important link in the chain of circumstances 
determining the settlement of this great question of 
national policy, Judge Lochren's decision is worthy o£ 
especial note, irrespective of the view one may hold 
touching imperialism as a national policy. We quote 
only such parts of the decision as touch directly upon 
this. suoject : 

·"The contention on the part of the United States is 

that by the cession the island of Puerto Rico did not 
become an integral part of the United States, nor sub
ject to the Constitution, but merely an outlying prov
ince or dependency to be ruled by the absolute will of 
Congress untrammeled by any provision of the Con
stitution; and, second, that the war with Spain was 
not ended so as to displace the jurisdiction of the mil
itary commission until the exchange of ratifications 
of the treaty on April 2, 1899, and that then because 
the Constitution had no force in that island such juris
diction continued until displaced by the provisions 
of some act of Congress. 

"This contention on the part of the government, 
that territory ceded to and brought under the sover
eignty of the United States is no part of the United 
States, and outside of the Constitution and its guar
antees, is strenuously urged; and an elaborate argu
ment of a law officer of the war'department, as well as 
arguments of several distinguished senators, in support 
of this contention have been presented and carefully 
considered. The arguments are ingenious, but, in 
view of the history of the country and the terms of the 
Constitution and the very numerous decisions of the 
supreme court, all to the contrary, I do not find them 
persuasive. 

LIBERTY AND TYRANNY. 

"Our general Government was founded by the me~ 
of the Revolution, who had rebelled against the arbi
trary power asserted by Great Britain, to govern her 
outlying colonies at the will of her parliarpent. They 
established this Government upon the asserted theory 
that all just powers of government come from the con
se·nt of the governed. They founded, as described by 
President Lincoln in language not yet forgotten, 'a 
government of the people, by the people, for the peo
ple.' It will be, indeed, marvelous if it is made to 
appear that these men who then founded our national 
government so constructed it that it is capable of rul
ing with unlimited power a subject people who have 
neither guaranties to protect them nor any voice in the 
government. This is foreign absolutism-the worst 
form of tyranny. 

"If the Constitution does not extend to Puerto 
Rico and our other new acquisitions of territory, Con
gress has the untrammeled absolute power to establish . 
subject governments, or make laws for s.uch territories; 
it has the power to establish dependent monarchies or 
satrapies, state religions and even slavery. The argu
ment of one of the senators referre.d to that the last 
clause of the thirteenth amendment prevents the estab
lishment of slavery is obviously lame. and impotent, 
for if the Constitution does not extend to those parts 
of the domain of the United States, nor limit Congress 
in its powers of legislation over them, by what process 
will this single clause of an amendment of that instru-
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ment detach itself from the skin of the parchment, and 
alone fasten itself upon these new territories? * * * 

"The argument, much repeated, that if the national 
Government of the United States has not the power 
to deal with these new territories untrammeled by the 
Constitution, its power is less than that possessed by 
the other governments of the civilized world is admit
ted. It proves nothing. The national Government of 
the United States is one of very limited powers. In 
respect to its own people, in its entire domain, and 
generally, except in nations, and concerning matters 
expressly committed to it by the Constitution, its 
powers are much less than that possessed by other gov
ernments. No one will dispute this. 

"The national Government of the United States 
was created, and its powers and jurisdiction granted 
and limited by the federal Constitution. Its powers can 
only be increased by amendment of that instrument. 

* * * 
"The power of the general Government to acquire 

additional territory rests upon its Constitutional power 
to make war, which may result in conquest, and 
its like power to make treaties, which may bring terri
Jory by cession. The power to govern such acquired 
territory results from the power to admit new states 
and to make all needful rules and regulations respect
ing the territory or other property belonging to the 
United States. * * * 

"The novel doctrine that the power of Congress to 
govern territory ceded to the United States may be 
conferred by a foreign sovereign, by and through the 
terms of the treaty of £ession, and that the general 
Government can exercise powers thus granted by a 
foreign sovereign, independent of and in disregard of 
the Constitution, until Congress, mayhap in the future, 
shall by its enactment see fit to extend the Constitu
tion over the territory, is contrary to the holding of 
the Supreme Court of the United States above cited, to 
the effect that the general Government is one of enum
erated powers and can claim and exercise no power 
not granted to it by the Constitution, either expressly 
or by necessary implication. It is clear that the general 
Government cannot legislate over territory where the 
Constitution. from which its every power is derived 
does not extend. The Constitution must be in force 
over a territory before the general Government can 
have any authority to legislate respecting it. No for
eign sovereign can invest the general Government with 
any legislative power. * * * 

"The plain, obvious and undeniable fact is that 
the general Government of the United States, created 
by the Constitution, and possessing no vitality or 
power not directly drawn from that instrument, can 
only exist and legislate where that Constitution is in 
force; and that every tract of territory that comes 

under the sover~ignty of the United States comes nec
essarily under that Constitution, which alone gives life 
to that sovereignty, and beyond which that sovereignty 
must cease. * * * 

"Further discussion or citation of authorities upon 
this branch of the case seems to me to be needless. It 
must be held that upon the cession by Spain to the 
United States of the Island of Puerto Rico, that island 
became a part of the dominion of the United States, 
as much so as is Arizona or Minnesota; and that the 
Constitution of the United States, ex propria vigore, 
at once extended over that island; and that this exten
sion of the Constitution gave Congress, whose every 
power must come from that instrument, the authority 
to legislate in respect to that island as a part of the 
lJnited States territory. 

"It follows that all the provisions of the Constitu
tion in respect to personal and property rights, includ
ing the right to trial by jury in criminal prosecutions, 
became at once, when the cession was completed, a 
part of the supreme law of the land." s. 

A recently published letter from Manila states that 
early in April the Jesuits distributed a pamphlet in that 
city, in which is set forth the "truths which Christians 
must observe." Among the things most strongly con
demned by the Jesuits in this pamphlet are religious 
tolerance and recognition of civil marriage. Conse
quently this act of the Jesuits is considered by many 
to be an attack upon the American administration. 
The pamphlet in question says: 

"The commands of the church must be obeyed in 
the same manner as the law of God. 

"You must subject your own judgment to that of 
the church, and think exactly as the church thinks, for 
.:he church cannot be overcome. 

"You must reject and condemn the Masonic sect, 
so frequently rejected and condemned by the Supreme 
Pontiffs. 

"You must reject and condemn liberty of worship, 
liberty of the press, liberty of thought, and the other 
liberties of perdition condemned and rejected by the 
church. 

"You must also reject and condemn liberalism, and 
also modern progress and civilization, as being false 
progress and false civilization. 

"You must utterly abominate civil marriage." 

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church 
convened in St. Louis on the 17th inst. The para
mount question to be considered is the revision of the 
Westminster Confession of Faith. Amending a creed 
is not an easy task and it is by no means certain that 
the advocates of revision will be able to muster suffi
cient votes to make the desired change. 
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A press item says that "hereafter the clergymen of 
Council~Bluffs will not attend funerals on Sunday. The 
people of that city will please govern themselves ac
cordingly and postpone dying the latter part of the 
week." 

* * * 
The changed attitude of Methodist church leaders 

toward worldly amusements as related to the church 
discipline, is indicated by the following, spoken before 
the Methodist conference in Chicago by Prof. C. W. 
Pearson, of the Northwestern University: 

"Our present opposition to science and to progres
sive biblical scholarship alienates the educated and 
thoughtful; our present apathy in regard to social 
questions keeps away the wage-earning classes and the 
poor; our present attitude toward amusements repels 
all healthy and cultured people, and especially the 
young and joyous, to whose best development innocent 
amusements are as necessary as instruction and work." 

By letting down the bars against "progressive bibli
cal scholarship"-that is, the "higher criticism"-and 
against "amusements"-which means theater-going, 
card parties, etc., the church will not "rerel" so 
many people and probably will not suffer a loss in 
membership as was the case last year; but such means 
of incr·easing church membership contrast sharply 
with those employed with such marvelous results by 
the apostles and the early Christian church. 

* * * 
The often-asserted but frequently denied alliance 

between this country and England refuses to down. 
The discussion of the question has been revived by the 
following language attributed to Ambassador Choate 
at a recent dinner in London: 

"From people who have such mutual interests as 
these [American and British] you do not need loud 
professions of friendship. It would be hard, indeed, 
to dissolve such ·ties [as those between America and 
England], and actions speak louder than words." 

Commenting upon this utterance the Inter Ocean, 
a strong administration organ, says: "Joseph Choate 
is this country's chief diplomatic representative abroad. 
Therefore his public utterances must always be meas
ured by the diplomatic standard. Measured by that 
standard, his words can mean nothing less than that a 
diplomatic understanding-actual and binding-exists 
between the governments of the United States and 
Great Britain." 

The Inter Ocean hastens to deny that any such 
understanding does exist, and to roundly denounce 
Mr. Choate for intimating such a thing. Meanwhile 
the people generally are left in uncertainty concerning 
the matter, but with the growing conviction that Mr. 
Choate's words did not belie the facts. 

* * * 
The present situation in two large districts of the 

British empire affords a crucial test of the character 
of the "Christianity" of "Christian nations," of which 
Great Britain stands a conspicuous example. The two 
districts in question are India and South Africa. The 
British nation is spending millions i~ killing men in 
South Africa, while millions of its subjects in India are 
dying from starvation. The figures are given by a 
writer in the Springfield Republican, thus: 

"The Boer war up to April I had cost the British 
government about $wo,ooo,ooo. This is at the rate 
of nearly $zo,ooo,ooo a month. It was stated by one 
of the speakers at the New York missionary confer
ence Sunday night that $r a month would suffice to 
support the life of a single person in the famine district 
of India. Thus it may be said that the British govern
ment is currently expending enough money in killing 
people in South Africa for the sake of crushing their 
liberty, to feed 2o,ooo,ooo of its starving subjects in 
In?ia, where, with outside aid, less than 6,ooo,ooo are 
bemg cared for." 

* * * 
Concerning the famine in India, the question has 

been asked, "Could it not have been prevented in some 
way by the government?" To this inquiry Rev. Rock
well Clancy responds in the Christian Endeavor 
World: 

"If government could control the weather, then it 
might be possible to prevent famine. India is depend
ent on the great monsoon for its harvests. The mon
soon blows over the land from the Indian Ocean, and 
first touches the southwest coast during the latter part 
of June, and. then spreads over the country. The 
rains should continue till the end of September. The 
failure of the monsoon means famine." 

Of course government caimot control the weather 
in any degree, and hence cannot prevent failure of 
crops; but the amount of money spent in organizing, 
drilling, equipping, and maintaining armies, and in 
building and maintaining navies would far more than 
suffice to relieve all. the distress caused by famine in 
these days of rapid communication, when all the world 
is no larger, practically, than a single state a hundred 
years ago. And this to say nothing of the increased 
production if the men now withdrawn from industrial 
pursuits to learn the art of destroying life, were en
gaged in producing those things ~hich sustain life. If 
the money which England is spending in the South 
African' war _were being spent in India in feeding. tp.e 
starving people, there would be no famine. It is true 
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the crops failed in a large district, but it is stated that 
in the whole country there is grain enough to feed the 
people, but those who need it have not the means to 
buy. These facts are a fearful commentary on · the 
boaste·d civilization of the nineteenth century, to say 
nothing of Christianity. 

* * * 
The general manager of the Union Traction Com

pany of this city estimates that the labor troubles are 
.costing the company $1,000 a day in loss of. receipts. 
.. 'The managers of other transportation systems," it is 
said, "both surface and elevated, have expressed like 
views and it is probable that the labor difficulties wliich 
have prevailed during the last sixty days have reduced 
street and elevated railroad earnings by something 
like $wo,ooo. The receipts of the street railroads have 
long been regarded as one of the most trustworthy in
-dications of the state of city business." Commenting 
upon these facts a daily paper says: "It would be a 
modest estimate to say that every 5 cents missed by 
the transportation companies represents at least 25 
.cents missed by the butcher, the grocer, the dry goods 
merchant, druggist and landlord from the same cause. 
This loss is the injury inflicted incidentally upon gen
-eral business, quite apart from the losses suffered di
rectly by those who are engaged in the struggle. It 
·suggests the extent to which the general public is in
-terested, on the economic side, in what is commonly 
<:ailed the labor question, and how important a right 
treatment of that question is from the point of view 
-of the public." 

* * * 
Some quotations made from European journals by 

-the Springfield Republican (Mass.) throw what that 
paper calls a "sol;>ering illumination" upon the regard 
in which the Monroe doctrine has now come to be 
held in Europe, thus: 
. "The London Economist pokes fun at the Monroe 
-doctrine, and says: 'It has become so increasingly 
illogical that the older diplomacy will not consent to 
recognize it, and will undoubtedly, when the ~mer
_gency arises, deny that it can be an excuse for tom
:Pelling any European power to surrender its purposes.' 
The Saturday Review questions whether we have not 
"voluntarily .abandoned all moral claitp to insist on the 
recognition of the Monroe doctrine by Europe;' our 
right to do so has always been challenged, but now 
that the United States 'has chosen to appear as a con
<tuering power in eastern seas and among the West 
Indies, the claim is being gradually exposed in all its 

. naked extravagance.' The Outlook is of the same 
mind: 'The sole ground upon which the United States 
.can successfully maintain their exclusive influence on 
the American continent is that they shall not interfere 
-on other continents. The ruk_ applie~to men and na
otions alike, that in requiring others to attend to their 

own affairs, you must define your own business and 
stick to it.' The force o£ these statements must be ad
mitted." 

*" * * 
In a recent address delivered before the Savings 

Bank association in New York City, on "The Aristoc
racy of the Dollar." Colonel T. W. Higginson said: 

"I remember in my youth there was a certain gen
tleman who was suspected of being a millionaire. What 
i3 the possession of a million dollars now, let us say, 
within the precincts of this Chamber of Commerce? 
Respectable poverty. 

"Aristocracy of birth and aristocracy of wealth have· 
up to this time divided the world between them. The 
aristocracy of birth has steadily lost prestige for many 
years. 

"Year by year, for the last century, the assimila
tion of the aristocracy of birth with the aristocracy of 
wealth in the English House of Lords has gone on 
steadily. The change is distinct gain.'' 

* * 
In a recent speech in Congress on the Navy Appro

priation bill, Senator Lodge said: 
"My reasons for desiring more ships and d~siring 

them quickly, is my belief that the safety of the United 
States depends upon the strength of our navy. We 
do not need the navy for the protection of our insular 
possessions. The danger lies in our own great coast 
line and in the defense of the Monroe doctrine in i:his 
hemisphere. We are about to enter upon the construc
tion of an isthmian canal. Whether it will be better 
to fortify that canal or not is yet an open question. But 
to control that canal, to defend it, to hold it open for 
our commerce and for the commerce of the world, even 
though it be against an enemy's fleet, we must be the 
naval masters of the Caribbean Sea. 

"We would be foolish indeed if we should close our 
eyes to the possibilities of the situation. We could 
never allow the Danish islands to pass into any other 
hand than ours. The Monroe doctrine is a great pro
tection to the United States, but I am by no means sure 
that some European nation (perhaps one whose navy is 
now receiving such rapid increase) may not test the 
Monroe doctrine." 

Though the Senator did not mention Germany by 
name, his meaning was unmistakable, and his words 
have elicited sharp retorts from the German press. 

* * *' •·. 
. I 

The York (Pa.) Gazette, of lV,_...y 6th, publishes some 
interesting statistics that go to show that, contrary to 
the prevailing idea, so-called Christian_s outnu~nber 
nearly two to one the adherents of any other religion, 
\vhile all the others outnumber the Christians less than 
two to one. These statistics are credited to a French 
statistician, who states that there are i~ round numbers 
477,ooo,ooo Christians, zs6,ooo,ooo of the followers of 
Confucius, 19o,ooo,ooo Hindoos, 177,ooo,ooo Moham
medans, and 148,ooo,ooo Buddhists. 
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Of course it goes without saying that only a small 
,proportion of those who are called Christians. are such 
in reality, since in such .an enumeration as this the en
tire population of such countries as the United States 
and England is couni~d as Christian. 

Southern Correspondence. 

SUNDAY LAW AGITATION IN LOUISIANA. 

The legislature of Louisiana is now in session at 
Baton Rouge, and before the session of sixty days 

· closes a campaign will have been carried on before it 
for and against the repeal of the present Sunday law. 
Ever since its passage in the legislative session of r886, 
repeated attempts have been made to repeal or amend 
the law, but thus far without success. It is practically 
a dead letter, and this i1> offered by some as a reason 
demanding a change; while others object to it as be
ing class legislation. The law is certainly a unique 
contribution to legislative jurisprudence because o( 
two main features which will appear evident upon a 
careful reading of its .provisions : 

"No. r8, Sec. I. That from and after the thirty-first 
day of December, A. D. r886, all stores, shops, saloons, 
and all places of public business which are or may be 
licensed under the law of the State of Louisiana or 

' under any parochial or municipllaw or ordinance, and 
all plantation sto,res, are hereby required to be closed 
at twelve o'clock on Saturday nights, and to remain 
closed continuously for twenty-four (24) hours, during 
which period of time it shall not be lawful for the pro
prietors thereof to give, trade, barter, exchange or sell 
any of the stock or any article of merchandise kept in 
any such establishment. 

"Sec. 2. That whosoever shall violate the provisions 
of this act, for each offense shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor, and on trial and conviction, shall pay a 
fine of not less than $25, nor more than $250, or be 
imprisoned for not less than ten days nor more than 
thirty days, or both, at the discretion of the court. 
Provisions of this act shall not apply to newsdealers, 
keepers of soda fountains, places of resort for health 
and recreation, watering places and public parks, nor 
prevent the: sale of ice. 

"Sec. 3· That the provisions of this act shall not 
apply to newspaper offices, printing offices, book 
stores, drug stores, apothecary shops,. undertaking 
shops, public and private markets, bakeries, dairies, 
liyery stables, railroads whether steam or horse, hotels, 
boarding houses, steamboats and other vessels, ware
houses for receiving and forwarding freights, restau
rants, telegraph offices and theaters, or any place of 
amusement, providing no intoxicating liqu01:s are sold 
o~ the premises ; . provided, that stores may be opened 

.for the purpose of selling anything necessary in sick.,. 
ness and for burial purposes; provided that nothing in 
this act shall be construed so as to allow hotels or 
boarding .houses to sell or dispose of alcoholic liquors, 
except wme for table use, on Sundays; and provided, 
further, that no alcoholic, vinous, or malt liquor shalt 
be given, traded or bartered or sold or delivered in any 
public place on Sunday, except when actually adminis
tered ·or prescribed by a practicing physician in the 
discharge of his professional duty in case of sickness · 
in such case the physicians administering the intoxi~ · 
eating liquors may be charged therefor. 

"Sec. 4· That all laws or parts of laws contrary 
to or inconsistent with the provisions hereof be and 
the same are hereby repealed." ' 

It will be observed that there is.no allusion to mat
ters religious on the face of the law, revealing clever
ness in the use of names and terms by its author. But 
of course the law is on the statute book of Louisiana 
in deference to the prevailing religious sentiment. 

The other feature is the provisions of the law ex
empting so many lines of business from its prohibi
tion. On its face these exemptions would seem to 
serve as licensing some lines of business on one day 
of the week to the detriment and loss of other lines of 
business which are legitimate on other days of the 
week. 

Of course the religious people who are interested 
in the Sunday institution are "up in arms" about it, 
particularly in New Orleans, where a Sunday Rest 
League is bending its energies to keep the law upon 
the statute books. At a recent meeting of the League 
a memorial to the legislature was prepared, and in 
urging its adoption one speaker said that he had been 
told by a sugar planter that in the height of the grind
ing season he "ceased operations on the seventh day, 
be'cause even the leather belts would disintegrate if 
they did not get a period of rest." Another said : "The 
same may be said of the hardest steel. Every man 
who shaved himself knew that his razor needed rest 
and every mechanic knew that car wheels would dis~ 
integrate if they did not get a period of rest." A doctor 
said rest was necessary for the human ~ystem, and 
referred to the fact that in 1853 over 6oo English phy
sicians had memorialized parliament, saying one day's 
rest in seven was essential for the physical man. 

One speaker quoted Cardinal Gibbons, who says 
of the weekly rest day: "It contributes immeasurably 
to the restriction of vice and immorality, and the pro~ 
motion of peace and social order." 

It goes without saying that rest is necessary for 
spiritual and physical reasons. This was known by the 
very first man Adam, for "the Sabbath was made for 
the man." But the great question raised by this:wh~le 
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matter of Sunday laws is, why should one man or set 
of men be permitted to choose the day for another s~t 
of people to rest upon and demand acquiescence to the 
point of being jailed for non-compliance? And why be 
so concerned about the saloon keepers' rest fr:om his 
business when the druggist is compelled by the same 
law to be always ready to compound prescriptions, and 
the hotel cook and carriage driver to have platter and 
food prepared and harness and animal ready for duty? 
There is woful inconsistency in the measures for prop
agating religion by civil enactment. The truth of the 
matter is that a "zeal for God but not according to 
knowledge" is at the bottom of the Sunday laws. 
More anon. 

s. B. HORTON. 
New Orleans, La., May 16. 

Postal Frauds in Cuba. 

The country and more especially the administration 
has been startled rather rmlely by the discovery of 
gigantic frauds in the Cuban postal service. 

A man named Neely, treasurer of the postal service 
for the island, is accused of en>bezzlement of the funds 
in his custody to a large amou11t, the shortage being 
variously estimated at from $3o .. ooo to $roo,ooo. .It is 
said that "if possible Neely will be sent to Cuba for 
trial, that a native jury may pass upon his case and 
administer punishment if his guilt be proved. . Neely' 
is under heavy bonds in New York, and Governor 
Roosevelt says Governor General Wood's request for 
his extradition will be granted. This matter is within 
Governor Roosevelt's discretion, in the absence of any 
formal arrangement for the return to Cuba of persons 
accused of crime." 

Havana dispatches state that the public is not ex
cited over the looting of the postal funds, but views 
the matter with ironical amusement. "The average Cu
ban," it is said, "expects, after his Spanish experience, 
~hat public officials will steal. He thinks it a good 
joke that Americans engaged in showing the Cubans 
how to govern should fall into Spanish practices." 

This cynical view of official morality is not shared 
by the national administration, remarks an administra
tion paper. "The looting of the Cuban postal funds is 
regarded as a. grave reflection upon American integ
rity, and an unendurable humiliation. The administra
tion is resolved to put an end to the scandal at once, to 
Qunish the offenders as sev~rely as possible, and to 
convince the Cubans that when the .United States 
promised them honest government it meant exactly 
what it said. 

"This nation occupies a position of trust in Cuba 
that makes such offenses as that charged against Neely 

even more outrageous than the plundering of our own 
treasury. The administration's determination to let no 
guilty man escape is fully approved by the country." 

If the Cubans are to be suitably impressed with 
the absolute honesty of the American government it 
will be necessary not only to punish Neely and his ·pals, 
but to establish such a censorship of the press as will 
effectually suppress a large share of the news from 
this country, especially during the coming political 
campaign. It is said that this city has a floating debt 
of $IJ,OOo,ooo in excess of the legal limit, every cent 
of which represents fraudulent transactions, if not out 
and out stealing. Then there is the story of Captain 
Carter's operation at Savannah, besides divers other 
steals and jobs, some of these directly connected with 
the war for the deliverance of Cuba, all of which ought 
to ·be suppressed before a proper impression can be 
made upon the untutored Cuban mind. B. 

Turkish Diplomacy. 

The Turkish empire occupies a position altogether 
unique among the nations .. Nominally independent, it 
has existed ever since August II, I84o; only by the 
sufferance of "the Powers." Many times it has seemed 
that the Turk must speedily be driven from Europe 
and his territory divided between neighboring states, 

. but as often some unforeseen circumstance has pre
vented this consummation. It is true that national 
existence for Turkey rests upon nothing more sub
stantial than the jealousy of other powers, but thus far 
this has sufficed to prevent the end which everybody 
recognizes as only a question of time. 

The present Sultan, Abdul Hamid II., has shown a 
, skill in diplomacy second to no crowned head of Eu

rope. His history is thus briefly sketched by the "Chi
cago Tribune :" 

·Abdul Hamid is a Turk and Mussulman of the old 
school. He is 58 years of age, and the innovations of 
modern civilization have left little impression upon 
him. He rules Turkey as his predecessors ruled it, 

and has only yielded grudgingly to the progress of the 
age. 

He became the ruler of the Ottoman Empire in 
August, 1876, at a moment when the Servian and Bul
garian provinces were in the revolt which immediately 
preceded the Turko-Russian war, and when the com
bined powers of Europe were exerting their utmost 
pressure to compel Turkey to adopt new policies. 

DANGER TO HIS EMPIRE. 

Upon his accession to the throne Abdul Hamid was 
confronted by the immediate danger of the disintegra
tion of· his empire. At that time Turkey in Europe 
includ~d Servia, Bulgaria,. Roumania, Montenegro, 
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Bosnia, Herzegovinia, and Thessaly, These provinces 
were not only in a state of revolt but Russia and Aus
tria were known to have designs upon territory which 
"\vould extend their own frontiers to the Mediterranean. 

. The dissolution of Turkey was freely predicted in every 
capital of Europe, and the strife between the powers 
for posse~sion of the broken parts of empire, for the 
spoil of Constantinople, and the control of the Darda
nelles promised to embroil all Europe in general war. 

.Abdul Hamid undoubtedly realized that it was too 
late to save the Balkan provinces, but he was quick 
to recognize in the general European situation the 
opportunity of saving his throne and his footing in 
Europe and of still maintaining Constantinople as the 
seat of Mohammedan power. 

CZAR KNOCKS AT CONSTANTINOPLE. 

For the first time he played his game on the chess 
board of Europe. All the world knows what followed. 
The war with Russia lost Servia and Roumania to the 
Sultan. Bosnia and Herzegovinia went to Austria, but 
M.ontenegro was erected into a buffer state that for the 
time blocked Franz Josef's pathway to Salonica. The 
Czar's victorious armies were at the gates of Constan
tinople, and Turkey's position in Europe hung only by 
a thread. 

Then it was that Abdul Hamid taught Europe its 
first lesson in OrientaL statecraft. By a secret treaty 
with Lord Beaconsfield the Sultan ceded to Great . 
Britain the Island of Cypress. In return Lord Bea
consfield guaranteed the territorial integrity of Asia 
Minor and sent the British fleet through the Darda
nelles. 

CHECKS RUSSIA WITH ENGLAND. 

Russia was checkmated. The Czar at once realized 
that his troops marching into Constantinople would 
be shelled by the British fleet. He was reluctantly 
compelled to give up a project long dreamed of by 
Russia and to submit to the terms of the treaty of Ber
lin, dictated by an European congress demanded by 
Lord Beaconsfield, who really acted as the agent of 
the crafty Sultan. 

In June, 1878, the powers were compelled to take 
steps to secure the enforcement of the terms of the 
treaty of Berlin with- reference to the ratification of 
the Montenegrin frontier. In this controversy the 
Sultan lost. He endeavored to save himself by chang-

. ing his ministry, thus giving Great Britain almost <:;om
plete ascendency at Constantinople. He watched the 
negotiations of the powers closely, waiting to make 
the most of any apparent disagreement. , But in the 
end he failed, being compelled to cede Dulcigno to 
Montenegro, but not until after. having received two 
ultimatums backed up by the allied fleets of the powers. 

Sultan Abdul Hamid's position in Eur-ope was rap
idly becoming precarious. Nearly every power had 

claims upon him. He owed money to every banker 
in Europe. He could only _pay in territory, as cash 
he had none. The territorial demands of Greece were 
still unsatisfied and the Russian war indemnity yet 
unpaid. 

PLAYS FRANCE AGAINST BRITAIN. 

So long as the concert of the povyers existed the 
Ottoman Empire was doomed. This was Adbul Ham
id's situation in r88o and 1881. 

The English and French rivalry for possession of 
Egypt gave Abdul Hamid the coveted opportunity for 
breaking the concert of the powers. The powers had 
united in pressing the demand for the completion of 
the Berlin treaty with reference to the territorial claims 
of Greece. The Grecian government was clamoring for 
a settlement and was actively preparing for war. Glad
stone had succeeded Beaconsfield and was encouraging 
Greece. Austria was suspected of designs in Salonica 
Bay. Gladstone, reversing the·policy of Beaconsfield, 
sided with Russia. 

The Sultan saw in the situation an opportunity to 
divide the powers. He appealed to France, rell).inding 
the republic of its interests in Tripoli and Tunis, to 
which England was hostile and Germany and Austria 
friendly. England and France were at once embroiled 
in a quarrel over northern Africa, Russia siding with 
England. 

SULTAN'S THREAT OF WAR. 

The powers were pitted against each other and the 
European concert broken. The Sultan fortified the 
Dardanelles, called the redefs to their colors, and made 
a brave show of preparing for war. His tactics partly 
succeeded, for, although in the end he was compelled 
to give in to the demands of Greece, he only gave a 
part of the territory originally demanded. 

In 1886 the powers again came together to consider 
the Bulgarian questio~ after the revolution which 
finally ended in Prince Alexander's resignation. Rus
sia and Austria, working together, demanded the res
toration of Prince Alexander, who was entirely under 
Russian influence. Germany and Italy took the same 
position. The Sultan appealed to England, asserting 
that Russia was intriguing to secure permanent con
trol of Bulgaria from which to menace Turkey with 
another advance on Constantinople. 

The Sultan's appeal to England was not misplaced, 
for Gladstone had been succeeded by Lord Salisbury, 
who regarded Russia as England's natural foe. As a 
result England refused to, recognize the treaty of Ber
lin as binding. The European· concert was broken, 
Russia was compelled to consent to. the election of 
Prince Ferdinand as ruler of Bulgaria, and that prov
ince was kept under the suzerainty of Turkey, Russian 
influence for the time being destroyed. 
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AMERICA'S FIRST EXPERIENCE. the crops to supply them in case of drouth. Of course 
the bishop intended no refl~ction upon .the British gov
ernment in making this statement. The only possible 

The United States' first experience with Turkey 
came during President Cleveland's administration, 
after the Armenian massacres of 1893-94. The United 
States ,and Great Britain both presented demands for 
indemnity· and the pressure of the two governments 
became acute. The Sultan aqopted the ruse of calling 
upon a conference of the powers to adjust the claims, 
knowing that the policy of the United States precluded 
the participation of this goveniment. 

· blame that can attach to the government for the famine 
is in the fact that while millions are starving in India 
the government is pouring out treasure like water in 
killing thousands in Africa. But for the African' war 
England might be doing much more than she is for th~ 
relief of famine sufferers. ' . . ' 

The result justified the Sultan's statecraft. The 
powers joined in appointing a commission of inquiry, 
to which President Cleveland, following traditional 
American policy, held aloof. . President Cleveland, 
however, did direct American Consul General Jewell to 
accompany the commission and make a report to the 
United States government from the evidence gathered 
bv the delegates of the powers. The Sultan refused 
Consul General Jewell permission to make such a re
port. Great Britain was compelled to act jointly with 
the powers. As a result British claims for indemnity 
have been involved with a mass of general claims and 
the demands of the United States were lost sight of. 

RUSSIA AGAINST ENGLAND. 

In 1895 the powers again joined in a concerted 
effort to compel the Sultan to consent to reforms in the 
administration of Armenia. Great Britain favored a 
naval demonstration and sent a fleet to the entra~ce 
of the Dardanelles. The Sultan promptly appealed to 
Russia, asserting that England contc;:mplated the seiz
ure of territory in Asia Minor. Russia and France, 
both interested in Asia Minor, naturally refused to in
dorse a policy of force and the European concert was 
again broken. 

In 1896 Great Britain threatened the Sultan ,with 
the occupation of Constantinople until the reforms in 
Armenia were put in operation. The Sultan replied to 
the threat by asking the Czar to appoint officers to 
inspect and strengthen the fortifications of the Darda
nelles and giving the Russian fleet permission to pass 
through the Bosphorus. Great Britain was again 
balked. 

Just at present Turkey is unquestionably under 
Russian influence, and it is believed that if the United 
States pushes its demands to the extent of making a 
show of force the Sultan will prcmptly appeal to the 
Czar. 

A committee of one hundred has been organized 
in New York to aid in the relief of famine-stricken 
India. Bishop Potter said at the meeting for organiza
tion, that it was a curious fact that the famine was due 
to England's good government, which by putting a 
stan to tribal wars with their vast loss of life has caused 
a multiplication of the people beyond the power of 

"The Review" of Buffalo, N. Y., notes that a so
ciety exists in France for the promotion of Sunday ob
servance, and a strong effort has been made by it to 
secure the closing of the Paris Exposition on Sunday. 
It is said that in making this effort "the society did 
not rely upon the assistance of the French people, but 
rather upon the influence of Englishmen and Ameri
cans." That is, in its efforts to secure the closing of 
the Exposition on Sunday the society appealed not to 
the people who manage the Exposition and who pat-:
ronize it, but to outside influence. It was their pur
pose to compel the closing of the E:(Cposition, not that 
anybody would have been better off for closing it in 
such 'a way, but it would look better and be more re-' . spectable. 

"The Review" very sensibly remarks that, looking 
at the question from a purely business standpoint, and 
taking into consideration the peculiar views· of the 
Parisians, it does not seem to be a very logical and de
sirable thing to close the Exposition on Sunday. 
"Even should the directors conclude to observe Sun
day, that fact would have absolutely no effect upon 
the Parisians. They would continue to regard the first 
day of the week as a holiday." And that is just all 
the <;ffect compulsory observance has upon anybody 
anywhere-simply no real eftect at alL If Sunday 
were indeed the Sabbath by di~ine appointment, the 

. only possible good that could come to anybody from 
observing it would have to come through voluntary 
and not forced observance. 

National allegiance to God can be secured only 
through individual allegiance to God, and individual 
allegiance to God can count only for the it:~dividual ex
ercising it. 

Religious liberty means not only the right to hold, 
and to observe one's owh religion, free from alt re-: 
straint and compulsion ; but likewise, freedom from all 
compulsion touching the religious views, institutions, 
and usages of others. · 

Freedom itself, when forced upon an individual be
comes despotism. 
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HYGIENIC HELPS 
For the Housewife. 

The books described below were prepared to assist, 
those who wish to live in harmony with scientific health 
reform principles. They were written by practical 
housewives, and every recipe has been carefully tested. 

A FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN. 
We have no apology to offer in bringing to the attention of our 

readers a cook book discarding an article of diet which is every
where known to contain disease
producing germs, often of a most 
virulent type. 

While "A Friend in the Kitchen" 
contains no flesh food recipes, it 
does contain an abundance ofthat 
which is most palatable and whole
some, and it also tells how the 
foods may be prepared in the best 
possible way. 

Its 400 recipes are interspersed 
with short talks on foods and 
food combinations and otheritems 
of practical value and importance 
to every housewife, as well as to 
those who wish to study the sub
ject of diet for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. The binding Is a new preparation resembling 
leather, Is almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oil cloth. 

PRICE, 60 cents postpaid. 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

This new book does not contain untried recipes, for a first edi
tion of the book was gotten out by the author about a year 

ago. It met with such a favorable reception that we have now 
arranged to issue this revised and enlarged edition. 

Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET. 
By Milton o. Wilcox. 

Part 11.-HOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By Mrs. Flora. Leadsworth. 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE' SICK. 
By J. R. Lea.dsworth. M. D. 

The recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and furnish a variety of palatable substitute dishes 
containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
the body. 

Heavy illuminated paper covers, price 25c. 
For either of the above books, address any of our 

agencies, or our nearest House. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING GO., 

Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

89 Bond St., New York City. 

Wh t . Religious 
a ts L .. b rt ? 1 e y. 

THE importance of a correct understanding 

of this question, and the principles govern

ing the true relation and attitude of the church 

and state can not be overestimated. 

Jeff~rson says, "The spirit of these times 

may alter, will alter," and it must be apparent 

to all that religious legislation is rapidly gain

ing favor in the public mind, and is embed

ding itself in the fundamental law of the land 

in defiance of the Constitution and all Ameri

can Institutions. 

The Religious Liberty Library Nos. 1 to 26 

will answer the many questions arising in 

your mind on the subject of church and state. 

They are substantially bound in cloth, in three 

volumes; price for the set, $1.25, postpaid. 

Address 

THE REVIEW AND HERALD PUBLISHINO CO., 
Battle Creek, Mich. 

THE LEGAL SUNDAY 
By the late 

JAM~S T. RII'IGGOLD 
of the Baltimore Ba·r 

This is one of the most 
faithful and interesting 
histories of the American 
Sabbath ever written .. 

256 pages. Enameled' covers. Price 25 cents. 

, lnttrnatloaal RtlhJious tibtrtv Jl$$'8. 
~24 Dtarbom Strttt, tr.bicago, m. 
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The question often aris~s 
What Js as_ to what is the proper rela

tion of the Christian patriot 
Christian to his government. Thet~ 

principles are, of coU:d'e', to 
·Patriotism? be found in the mMe, but a 

new booklet &trs- just l een 
prepa.r~d byA:Ionzo T. Jones, 

~ntitled "Christian Patriotism/' that plainly and 
forcibly points out the right pottltion for all to assume. 

It is a Biblical, origiltaJ, and thoroughly com
mon sense treatise on this important subject, and 
is of vital interest jusi now. Every SENTINEL reader 
should have a copy. 

Price in. Paper Covers, 15 cents 

AnDREs&;· 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Oakland, Cal. 
Kansas o;ty, Mo. 89 Bond St., New York City. 

TRADE EDITION, PRICE $1.50. 
"Desire of Age.s." 

IN answer to an urgent demand we have gotten out 
an edition of "Desire of Ages" without illustrations, in 
small compass, on light paper, for the convenient use of 
those who want to carry a copy with them when.travel
ing .. There is also a class who do not feel that they c~n 
afford to pay $3.50 for the beautiful subscription ed'i· 
tion. To all these this plain edition will appeal. 

'It contains all the text of the subscription edition, 
including General and Scriptural Indexes and Appendix, 
but no illustrations except the frontispiece. 

THE TRADE EDITION is 53{;x73{; inches in size, 
and contains 1042 pages. 

PRICES: 
Cloth, 
Full leather, round corners, 

- $1.50 
.2.00 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 
· 39 Bond St., New York City. 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Cal. 

PAGAN COUNTERFEITS inBt:~.::r~~t~a;M~~:~ch 
A vivi4 presentation of the pagat?. festivals, rites, and usages which 
the author finds in the Christian churches of to-day, togetlJ.er with 
two ~chil),>ters on· Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason :who professes to be a Christian. x87 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address House nearest to you. 

P A.CIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

OAKLAND, C..u., 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. 

39 BoNn ST., NEw YoRK, N.Y. 

Sub6Mirf&e for • • • 

St:NTINfL 

Of LIBfRTY 

A paper set for the defense of liberty 

both Christian and Constitutional, 

and opposed to everything tending 

toward a union of church and ·state 

either in name or in fact. 

You need this pap~r, · and your neighbors 

need it. If you are not familiar with this 

subject you will be surprised not only at what 

is proposed, but at what has been alreadydone 
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C.HICAGO, MAY 24, 1900. 

The sale of fruit on Sundays has been stopped at 
Haverhill, Mass., by order of the city marshal. Some 
fruit dealers wanted to close on Sundays and com
plained to the marshal about other dealers who wanted 
to keep open; so the latter are compelled to close in 
order that the former may keep Sunday without finan
cial loss. 

"" At a recent meeting of the Allegheny (Pa.) board 
of school controllers, says the Pittsburg Post, the ques
tion of the "flag salute" was considered, and it was de
cided not to make this exercise compulsory upon the 
pupils of Allegheny public schools, contrary to the 
wishes of the Allegheny G. A. R., who had passed a 
resolution calling on principals and teachers to enforce 

the salute each morning in their schools. 

"" 
A report of the Ecumenical Conference on Foreign 

Missions, held recently in New York City, is to be 
published early in the fall, and will appear in two vol
umes of about soo pages each. Parties wishing this 
report should address Publication Committee, Ecu
menical Conference, 156 Fifth Ave., New York, mak
ing checks payable to Edwin M. Bliss, Chairman. 
Price to advance subscribers, $I.OO for the two vol
umes. To others, $1.50. 

"" 
The present expense of maintaining the United 

States army, says an authority who writes in the Satur
day Evening Post, is "$330,000 a day, or $1,375 an 
hour, or $229 a minute." "The curious feature in the 
whole case," he adds, "is that the politicians are trying 
to hide the fact that we are maintaining a l~rge army, 
and if we are to pursue our present plans the size of it 
may have to be increased. Thus in the}"r"lation that 
is proposed there is the most painstakif , care to keep 
from any one the idea that we are drifting toward the 
enormous war expenses of a modern power. At the 
same time, when we add to these figures the one hun
dred and forty-odd millions which we are pa:ying out 
for pensions, we exceed the army expenses of any na
tion on earth, with the possible exception of Great 
Britain, whose expenditures in South Africa may' form 
the greatest total in the history of warfare. It is a 

striking c~ntradiction of ideals that just after the Peace 
. _Conference at The Hague, where disarmament wa~ 
discussed, every nation that took part in the feast of 
concord has since increased its expenses either for war 
itself or for appropriations for war. It all goes to show 
that we are still far from general brotherhood." 

"" A society called "The American Union" has been 
organized in Brooklyn, N. Y., with the aim of advanc
ing the interests of the public school and other Amer
ican institutions. It claims a membership of 22,000. 

Foremost among its specific obje.cts is that of enforc
ing "the law providing for the readit1g of the Protest
ant Bible each day in the schools." In itself, of course, 
the reading of the Bible is most excellent, but the place 
for this very essential feature· of proper child training 
is not in the public schools suppor~ed by the tax money 
of atheists and Christians alike.· The Bible itself con
demns such a course by enjoining upon men to do unto 
others that which. they would_ have others do unto 
them. 

"" The statement made last week, that millions of 
people in this country are pushing forward the 
project to niake this a "-Christian" government, so that 
the "revealed will of God" will be enforced as a part of 
the law of the la'nd, may seem to the reader to grossly 
exaggerate the facts ; nevertheless it is every bit true. 
The whole National Reform scheme is indorsed by. 
Rev. Francis E. Clark, president of the great Christian 
Endeavor Society, which alone contains over two mil
lion m~mbers. Then there are the Christian Citizen
shjp League, American Sabbath Union, W. C. T. U., 
Epworth League, League for Social Service, etc., ag
gregating millions more, all zealously working with the 
idea and aim of Christianizing the state. They do 
not realize that evil results will follow; they are for 
the most part excellent, earnest people, who think 
they are doing God service. But their ignorance and 
blind trust in the assurances of their leaders will not 
at all affect the nature of the result. Some of the worst 
things that ever happened in human history came as 
the result of a zeal that was not according to knowl
edge. 

In a recent speech Lord Salisbury, the British 
premier, sounded the alarm of war before the English 
people as no British statesman has sounded it before 
in many years, arid the fact of his customary conserva
tism added to the sensation produced by his words; 
B.ut Lord Salisbury is in a better position than are the 
people to know the exact facts of the situation, and 
the virtual alliance existing between England and the 
United States makes his words mean mu~h for the 
American people as well. . 
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God has given all heaven to mankind as individuals; 
but he has given nothing to the state. 

$ $ 

The blessing that is in Sabbath observance ca~not 
be conferred upon an individual or upon the nation 
by law. 

$ $ 

Nobody ever has to ask the state for permission to 
stop work on Sunday, and no more should any person 
be required to ask the state's permission to engage in 
honest labor on that day. 

$ ~ 

The more the state tries to "protect" the Sabbath 
by enforcing it upon people who feel no regard for the 
day, the more odious will the Sabbath become in their 
eyes and the more injury will be done to the cause of 
Sabbath observance. 

$ $ 

The fatherhood and consequent sovereignty of 
God, and the brotherhood, and consequent equality of 
man, is more than a poetic fancy; it is a fundamental 
truth, obscured indeed by human selfishness, but none 
the less true. The framers of the Declaration of In
dependence recognized it when they set forth that "all 
men are created equal ; that they are endowed by their 

Creator with certain unalienable rights; and that to 
secure these rights governments are instituted among 
men deriving their just powers from the consent of the 
governed." All of these truths are just as vital to-day 
as they were in 1776. 

Men do not need civil law to teach them their duty 
toward God ; indeed, the civil law cannot by any possi
bility do this, for those who make civil law are neither· 
qualified nor authorized to declare the will of the Lord. 
God is his own lawgiver, and has reserved to himself 
the right to judge violaj:ors of his own law. To all who, 
would usurp this divine prerogative he says: "Who 
art thou that judgest another man's servant?" 

The Necessity for the Sentinel of Liberty. 

The necessity for such a publication in this country 
·as The Sentinel of Liberty, is made evident not alone 
by acts of religious intolerance to which our attention 
is drawn from time to time, but by a work of education 
that is being pushed all the time by the advocates of 
religious legislation. This feature of the opposition to 
religious freedom in this land is less startling than the 
prosecution of Christians for conscience' sake under the 
"Sabbath" laws of the states, but far more dangerous 
in its results. Religious persecution naturally shocks 
public sentiment in at least many parts of the country 
where the facts come to be made known ; but the edu
cational work of the religio-political reform parties. 
who are seeking to Christianize the Government, is. 
for the express purpose of preparing public sentiment: 
everywhere to acquiesce in the enforcement of relig
ious observances by law even against the conscience 
of the dissenter. 

One point that is aimed at in this educational cam-· 
paign is the inculcation of the doctrine that the state· 
has the right to define and enforce morality upon its-
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citizens. We cite as an illustration the following from 
"Lord's Day Papers," a publication of the Wisconsin 
Sunday Rest Day association. The doctrine, as will be 
observed, is put forth to serve the cause of Sunday 
enforcement :-

"Day. What right has the law to say how I shall 
spend Sunday more than any other day, and what good 
will result from Sunday law ?" 

"Ellis. It is the business of the law to protect our 
rights. We have each, for example, a right to life, lib
erty, and the pursuit of happiness. 

"Day. That is the very thing I believe in, person
al liberty. 

"Ellis. But not liberty to take away another's 
rights. Law may always curtail any one's liberty so 
far as it infringes on th~ rights of others. My person
al liberty ends when it meets your rights. If a state 
or country believes that every one has a right to a 
weekly ~est day, that it is a very valuable right, and 
that many will be deprived of it, unless law protects 
them, it becomes duty to make and enforce laws for 
this object. The people of this country do so believe 
and practice. 

':Day. Although I do not altogether agree with 
them, I must admit that right, since majorities must 
rule ; but I cannot admit the right of law to recognize 
Sunday as a religious day, or to enforce it as such. 

"Ellis. If the mass of the people believe it a holy 
day and use it for: worship, they have a right to pro
tection from disturbances. Law has no right to say 

· how you shall iipend Sunday or any other day, and does 
not attempt it. It does tell many things you may not 
do on any day, and more that you may not do on 
Sunday, because they conflict with the rights of others. 

"Day. Do I understand you to admit that law 
ought never to interfere with my action, unless by it I 
deprive some other individual of some right? 

"Ellis. I do not say quite that ; for the law must 
work on general principles, and beyond individual 
rights lies the general welfare. Our republic depends 
for its value and stability, not on armed force, but on 
the integrity and morality of its citizens ; and its first 
duty should be to protect and foster such integrity and 
morality. Every student of history knows that the 
Christian religion always produces the highest type of 
morality, and that Christian nations best guard the 
equal rights of all. Thus it becomes a patriotic duty 
to give such protection to the Sabbath as shall enable 
all classes, if they wish, to use the day for public wor
ship, and as shall give religious teachers a fair field 
for work as opposed to the teachers of greed and law
lessness." 

Note the statement that the· "first duty" of the 
state is "to protect and foster integrity and morality" 
on the part of its citizens; and also that "the Christian 
religion always produces the highest type of morality." 
Taken together, these two statements amount to a 
declaration that the first duty of the state is to protect 
and foster the Christian religion, of which Sunday ob- · 
servance is held to be an essential part. This is the 
impression conveyed to the mind of the reader, and 

designed to be received by him. And when public 
sentiment is educated to the point of accepting it as 
the truth, it will sanction the enforcement of Sunday 
laws in every case, and under its deceptive light re
ligious persecution will appear and be sanctioned as 
a matter of civil necessity, to which only "teachers of 
greed and lawlessness" stand opposed. To the under
standing thus darkened, conscientious dissenters from 
this doctrine take on the appearance of criminals and 
enemies of the state, whose suppression by law is only 
a matter of regular prosecution for crime. Let public 
sentiment once become educated in this way, as wide
spread efforts are now being made to educate it, and 
strange scenes will be enacted in this erstwhile land of 
liberty and religious equality before the law. 

The doctrine that the state can of right define and 
"foster" morality is a fundamental error in the scheme 
of "Christian" government which the "moral reform" 
parties have in view. Once give the state power to 
define and punish immorality, and any religious dogma 
may be enforced in the alleged interests of morality. 
It is here taught, for example, that the dogma of Sun
day sacredness is essential to public morality, and with 
equal propriety the disregard of any other religious 
custom or practice might be prohibited as immoral. 
It might be decreed that the disregard of Thanks
giving day or of Christmas or ·Easter tends to im
morality, and their observance enforced accordingly. 
No separating line exists or can be drawn between 
moralit~ and religion; and when the state gets upon the 
domain of morality it will unavoidably trespass upon 
the field of religion, and religious legislation, with 
prosecution of dissenters-the old historical story of 
religious persecution-will be the result. 

Therefore, the people need to be educated to a 
clearer understanding of the doctrine laid down at the 
founding of this Republic, that governments are in
stituted among men to preserve rights, and not to en
force human conceptions of morality-not to stand be
tween the citizen and the one infallible Teacher of 
moral truth, to whom each individual of and for himself 
must give account. The question for the state is not, 
What is moral? but What is an invasion of natural 
rights? Let the state deal with the rights of its citizens 
in its appointed way, and God in his way can be safely 
trusted to deal with immorality. 

The doctrine that one man must surrender his right 
to work on Sunday because of another man's right 
to rest on that day, is an absurdity upon its face. 
Rights are equal, and one cannot overbalance another. 
The state is as much bound to protect the right to 
labor as to protect the right to rest. Every person has 
the right to stop work on Sunday, and each one has 
also the equal right to work on that day or engage in 
any lawful recreation; and this right can be qties-
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tioned only on religious grounds, with which the state 
has no concern. The right of labor is a sacred right, 
and its prohibition by the state in deference to a re
ligious day of the week can never be sanctioned by 
any principle of free government, or of right and 
justice. s. 

The Nature of Civil Government. 

Civil government is ordained of God, but not in the 
sense understood by some. We are not taught in the 
Scriptures that there is anything divine about human 
government. Had man never sinned, there would 
have been no such thing as civil government. 

"God is love," and had sin not entered, love would 
have reigned supreme over all. But God is never 
taken by surprise. He is never confronted by an emer
gency for which he has made no provision. Man was 
so constituted that in harmony with God he would 
gladly yield to the divine government of love. Alien
ated from God, his innate love of order, his sense of 
justice, and his instinct of self-preservation would lead 
him inevitably to organize in some manner for the at
tainment of these ends. And such government is or
dained of God in just the same sense as are any of our 
social relations which inevitably result from hurr..an 
nature and environment, and which in their proper ex
ercise are for the good of mankind. Moreover, this 
governmental power is just as liable to be misused as 
are any of the functions of mind or body. 

It must be apparent to every one who will give the 
matter even a moment's thought, that civil government 
in some form is absolutely essential for a race of social, 
free moral agents, in a str;Lte of alienation from God. 

Had not God committed to men the conservation 
of their own rights, one of two things must have hap
pened; either vengeance for transgression against hu
man rights would have been so swift and certain as to 
terrorize men, thus destroying in a measure their free 
moral agency, or else punishment would have been so 
long delayed as to afford no protection to those in need 
of it. 

"God is love," and when in consonance with his 
character, he cannot, because of man's sin, do for him 
what he otherwise would do, he does the very best 
thing that can be done under the circumstances. 

To permit civil government among men was the 
best thing that God could do for a race that had re
fused his divine rule. Since men would not willingly 
submit themselves to their Creator in all things, as 
they would not so yield themselves to the God of love 
that he might work in each one to love his neighbor as 
himself, they must, for the preservation of the race, be 
compelled to submit themselves one to another in civil 
things, that is, in their relations one with another. "But 

from the beginning it was not so." And in giving alle
giance to human government instead of yielding to 
the Lord, in putting human statutes above, or upon 
an equality with, the divine law, men just as truly reject 
God to-day as did the children of Israel when they de
manded a king that they might be like all the nations. 

B. 

The "Christian Party.;' 

As the readers of the Sentinel know, there is in the 
field of national politics a party styling itself the 
"United Christian Party," the platform of which says: 

"We believe the time has arrived when the eternal 
princip~es . of justic~, mercy and love as exemplified 
m the hfe and teachmgs of Jesus Christ should be em
bodied in the Constitution of our nation and applied in 
concret~ fo:rn to every function of our government. 
We mamtam that t?is. statement is in harmony with 
the fundamental pnnc1ples of our national common 
law, our Christian usages and customs, the declaration 
of the Supreme Court of the United States that this 
~s ~ ~hristi~~ country and the accepted principles in 
J~d1c1al dec1s10ns that no law shall contravene the di
vme law. 

"We deprecate certain immoral laws which have 
gr?w~ out of failure of our nation to recognize these 
pnnc1ples, notably the permission of the desecration 
o~ the Chri~tian Sabbath, authorized unscriptural mar
nage and d1vorce and the license and manufacture and 
sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage." . 

This is but putting into slightly different phrase the 
demands made for years by the National Reform As
sociation, article 2 of the constitution of which reads: 

"The object of this society shall be to maintain 
existing Christian features in the American govern
ment ; to promote needed reforms in the action of the 
government, touching the Sabbath, 1·he institution of 
the family, the religious element in education the oath 
and public morality as affected by the Iiq~or traffi~ 
and other kindred evils ; and to secure such an amend
ment to the Constitution of the United States· as will 
declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus Christ and its 
accepta.nc~ of the mor~l _laws of _th.e Christian religion, 
and so md1cate that th1s 1s a Chnstlan nation, and place 
all the Christian laws, institutions, and usages of our 
government on an undeniable legal basis in the funda- · 
mental law of the land." 

The points of similarity between the two planks 
which we have quoted from the platform of the United 
Christian Party and article 2 of the National Reform 
constitution are certainly striking. Just what such ut
terances mean can be best told· by those prominent in 
this so-called reform scheme. 

. In a convention held in New York City, Feb. 26, 
27, 1873, Jonathan Edwards, D. D., said: 

"We want state and religion, and we are going to 
have it. It shall be that so far as the affairs of state 
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require religion, it shall be the religion of Jesus 
Christ." 

At a convention held in Pittsburg, Pa., a year later, 
Prof. C. A. Blanchard said : 

"Constitutional laws punish for false money, 
weights, and measures. So Congress must establish a 
standard of religion, or admit anything called religion.'· 

In the Christian Statesman of Nov. I, r883, Rev. 
W. J. Coleman said: 

"To be perfectly plain, I believe that the existence 
of a Chnstian Constitution would disfranchise every 
logically consistent infidel." 

Again, in the Christian Statesman of Jan. 13, 1887, 
Rev. M. A. Galt, at that time a prominent National 
Reform worker, said: 

"Our remedy for all these malefic influences is to 
bave the government simply set up the moral law, and 
recognize. God's authority behind it, and lay its hand 
on any religion that does not conform to it." 

Dec. 14th of the same year, in an open letter to the 
editors of this paper, Rev. W. T. McConnell said: 

"You look for trouble in this land in the future, if 
these principles are applied. I think it will come to 
you if you maintain your present position." 

And no longer ago than December, 1899, in a Na
tional Reform convention held in New York City, Rev. 
J. M. Foster said: 

"vVe sometimes think the Pilgrim Fathers were too 
severe in their legislation against immorality. There 
was a law in the colonial statutes of New England that 
for a flagrant violation of the Sabbath the offender 
should be hanged. We may say this was wrong; but 
let me ask, were they nearer or farther from the moral 
law as interpreted by the Mosaic legislation than we 
are? Under the Mosaic law a man guilty of idolatry 
and Sabbath breaking was to be executed; and I ap
prehend that we ought to return to that order of things 
to-day, and execute the penalty for the. violation of 
moral law. A man who openly and viOlently blas
phemes the name of God has forfeited his right to live 
under the God whose law he has broken." 

But let us hear some official testimony upon the 
meaning of this demand that "the teachings of Jesus 
Christ" shall "be embodied in the Constitution of our 
nation and applied in concrete form to every function 
of our government." March I I, 1896, there was a 
hearing before the Judiciary Committee of the House 
of Representatives in Washington. The subject under 
consideration was a joint resolution proposing an 
amendment to the preamble to the Constitution of the 
United States, as follows (the part inclosed in brackets 
being that which it is proposed to insert): 

. "We,_ the people of the United States [ acknowledg
mg Almighty God as the source of all power and au
thority in civil government, the Lord Jesus Christ as 
the ruler of nations, and His revealed will as of su
preme authority in civil affairs], in order to form a 
more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic 
tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote 
the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty 
to ourselves and to our posterity, do ordain and estab
lish this Constitution for the United States of Amer
ica." 

At this hearing Mr. Baker, a member of the com
mittee, asked Dr. McAllister, Secretary of the Na
tional Reform Association, this question : 

"Who is going to decide that justice, the Protestant 
or Catholic, the Hebrew or Mohammedan?" 

Dr. McAllister: "It will be deci.ded as it is to-day. 
A man comes here to Congress, receiving the suffrages 
of the .People. His voice enters as an element in the 
voice of the nation, and that collective being, the Gov
ern.ment, must interpret w~at is right and wrong, just 
as It does to-day. * * >j< What we ask is that you 
acknowledge in your legislation the moral principles 
of Christianity." 

Mr. Baker: "Do you, then, believe the voice of the 
people is the voice of God?" 

Dr. McAllister: "When it is right." 
Mr. Baker: "Who is to determine what is right?" 
Dr. McA1lister: "The nation in its responsibility 

to God." 
Mr. Baker: "How are you going to determine 

that?" 
Dr. McAllister: "By the people themselves ; just as 

they do now." 

Again, in the same hearing, in replying to a ques
tion as to how this would affect the individual con
science, Dr. McAllister said.: 

"I say it comes to this: This matter of conscience 
is one that goes back to the moral sense of the people. 
It is not simply an individual conscience. * * * 
Here is a nation, which gives its decision according to 
its sense of right and wrong. That is the national con
science, and when the nation gives its decision, 
* * * the individual conscience must yield to the 
conscience of the whole people which is over him, and 
should be over him in order to enforce what is right, 
but which can be over him only by recognizing the 
Lord's supreme authority over the nation." 

* * * * * * * * 
The Chairman : "Do you believe the Bible to be the 

word of God?" 
Dr. McAllister: "I do; but that does not enter 

into the question." 
The Chairmq.n: "Now, if you believe that, do you 

intend by this amendment to have the Bible recog
nized in the Constitution as the word of God?" 

Dr. McAllister: "As the standard of morality, ac
knowledged by the people, by the nation, as given by 
God." 

The Chairman: "I want to get at exactly what- you 
mean here. I read your proposed amendment-'We, 
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the people of the United States [acknowledging Al
mighty God as the source of all power and authority in 
civil government, the Lord Jesus Christ as the ruler 
of nations, and His revealed will as supreme authority 
in civil affairs]' -in civil affairs. That is the point. 
What do you refer to by His revealed will?" 

Dr. McAllister: "The Bible." 
The Chairman : "Then you wish the Constitution 

to recognize the Bible as supreme authority in civil 
affairs, do you not?" 

Dr. McAllister: "Yes, sir." 
The Chairman: "Then the supreme authority

that is, law-in civil affairs must be construed and en
forced by the courts, must it not?" 

Dr. McAllister: "Certainly." 

It is not likely that this so-called Christian party 
will poll any considerable number of votes at the ap
proaching presidential election ; but it is one of the 
several organizations committed to this same mischiev
ous idea of moral reform by act of Congress or by 
constitutional amendment; and their evil influence is 
spreading. 

Personally those who are prominent in the several 
branches of this movement are worthy men. We give 
them credit for the best of intentions; but the success 
of their scheme could result in nothing short of perse
cution for conscience> sake. It has been well said that 
"among all the religious persecutions with which al
most every page of modern history is stained, no victim 
ever suffered but for the violation of what government 
denominated the law of God. To prevent a similar 
train of evils in this country, the Constitution has 
wisely withheld from our government the power of de
fining th,e divine law." 

With the. constitutional safeguards removed the 
fear expressed by Jefferson when he said, "A single 
zealot may commence persecution, and better men ])e 
his victims," would be quickly realized. "There is but 
one protection against the tyranny of any class, and 
that is to give that class very little power." · 

This is ju~t as true of such men as are leading out 
in this "reform" movement as of any other class. They 
are only human. • B. 

Thomas Jefferson on the Monroe Doctrine. 

Thomas Jefferson's view regarding the questions 
embodied in the Monroe doctrine, the preservation of 
which has become a leading question in America to
day, is shown in the following, written by Mr. Jeffer
. son to President _Monroe in reply to a letter from the 
·latter asking Mr. Jefferson's opinion on the subject: 

"The question presented by the letters you have 
sent me is the most momentous which has ever been 
offered to my contemplation since that of indep·end
ence. That made us a nation ; this sets our compass 
and points the course which we are to steer through 

the ocean of time opening on us. And never could we 
embark upon it under circumstances more auspicious. 
Our first and fundamental maxim should be, never to 
entangle ourselves in the broils of Europe; our second, 
never to suffer Europe to intermeddle with cis-Atlantic 
affairs. America, North and South, has a set of inter
ests different from those of Europe, and peculiarly her 
own. She should, therefore, have a system of her own, 
separate and apart from that of Europe. While the last 
is laboring to become the domici!e of despotism, our 
endeavor should surely be to make our hemisphere 
that of freedom." 

The Nature of Christianity and What Gave 
Rise to Persecution For Its Furtherance. 

[By the late James T. Ringgold.] 

·ALTOGETHER OF FAITH. 

Christianity is essentially and altogether of faith, 
for Jesus Christ is both "the Author and Finisher of 
our faith;" and it is written, "Whatsoever is not of 
faith is sin." It being true that whatsoever is not of 
faith is sin, and as Jesus Christ was manifested to take 
away our sins, it is evident that the salvatwn offered 
by Christianity and wrought by Jesus Christ is wholly 

·of faith. And as he is the Author and Finisher eve,n 
of the faith, as he himself is the giver of the faith which 
saves from sin, it is therefore and further evident that 
the salvation offered by Christianity and wrought by 
Jesus Christ is by grace through faith. And so it is 
written: "By grace are ye saved through faith; and 
that not of yourselves; IT IS THE GIFT OF Gon." 

NOT A CREED BUT A LIFE. 

In this truth, that faith is not of ourselves, but is 
the gift of God-in this, lies the distinction between 
Christianity and all other religions. And even more 
than this ; in this truth lies the distinction between the 
true and false Christianity. True Christianity is not a 
creed, it is a life; not a body of doctrines formulated 
by men, but the expression of the life of God in actions 
of men. This is the difference between "the faith of 
Jesus Christ," and "the faith of the creed;" between 
true Christianity and false Christianity; between the 
true religion and false religions of all kinds. 

FAITH WORKS BY LOVE. 

The true faith, the faith of Jesus Christ, being the 
gift of God, bears in itself, and brings to him who exer
cises it, the divine life, the divine virtue, and the divine 

· power. It brings to men the divine life to renew the 
· soul, the divine virtue to cleanse from sin, the divine 
power to keep the renewed soul in the way of right
eousness, and the divine energy to produce good 
works even the works of God. "For in Christ Jesus 
neither circumcision availeth anything nor uncircum
cision; but faith which worketh by love" -not faith and 
works, but faith which works. "Then said they unto 
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him, What shall we do, that we might work the works 
of God? Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the 
work of God, that ye believe on,him whom he hath sent." 
This faith draws the soul to God, subdues the heart 
to him, and moulds the whole life in the image of Jesus. 

RECEIVED BY FREE CHOICE. 

This faith is exerCised, all its gifts are received, and 
all its fruits are manifested, at the free choice of the in
dividual himself alone, before Him who is the Author 
and the Finisher of the faith itself. For it is written, 
'~l:f any man hear my words, and believe not, I judge 
(condemn) him not; for I came not to judge the world, 
but to save the world." Thus the Author of the true 
faith, of the faith of Jesus Christ, leaves every min 
absolutely free to accept or reject, to believe or not to 
believe his word. This is true Christianity. God is the 
Author of freedom of choice and freedom of thought 
in reHgion, and whoever in anything or in any degree 
whatever would invade this perfect freedom, thereby 
and therein supplants God, and Jesus Christ whom he 
hath sent. 

FALSE FAITH-FAITH OF THE CREED. -
There is another kind of belief, a false faith, which 

is from the side of man himself, otherwise called "the 
faith of the creed." This sort of faith is essentially hu
man, for the creed is only an invention of men. The 
creed being wholly an invention of men, and therefore 
only human, the faith of the creed is but the same. 
Being only human, it is utterly impotent to bring to 
men any shadow of virtue or power to take away sin 
or to renew the life ; and the only seeming virtue even 
that it can possibly have is but a form of godliness, a 
mere outward profession. This is ·false Christianity 
wherever found. 

FALSE FAITH BURNS MEN TO SAVE THEM. 

By its extreme conception of the importance of a 
man's belief of the creed to his eternal welfare, this 
false yet popular Christianity was led into the require
ment of such belief, elaborate and complicated beyond 
all precedent. If one may suffer eternally by reason 
of his wrong belief on one subject connected with the 
"hereafter," may he not probably so suffer in .conse
quence of his wrong belief on some other subject in 
the same connection? Obviously, the only way to 
"save" him with absolute certainty was to provide him 
with the right belief on every point that could be im- . 
agined as possible to arise. This amiable desire gave 
birth to the long and mysterious "creeds," for the sal«! 
of which those who misunderstood them in one way 
plundered and shot and burned and ravished those who 
misunderstood them in another way, for hundreds and 
hundreds of years; for whose sake John Huss suf
fered, and Calvin burnt Servetus alive, a~d the Puri
tans murdered the "witches" and 'Quakers. 

Belief in the creed was held to be essential to sal
vation. But many could not be persuaded to believe 
the things laid down in the creed, nor even to say that 
they believed them. In dealing with such persons, the 

. end was great enough to justify any mean,s. The adap
tation of 'the means to the end was not seriously ques
tioned. The propagation of the "faith" was deliber
ately undertaken on the assumption that it could be 
shot into a man or burnt into him, or racked into him, 
and it was conducted on that hypothesis for hundreds 
of years ; and this notion still pervades popular Chris
tianity. 

IMPOSSIBLE TO CONVINCE THE MIND BY TORTURE. 

Such a conception of the psychological nature of 
belief would be wildly grotesque if the results had not 
been so full of misery to the race. The apparently 
fundamental principles that it is impossible to convince 
a man of any proposition by torturing him, since the 
reasoning faculty is not controlled by the body, but 
the reverse; that we can never really know what a 
man believes in the matter of religion, because we have 
no possible way of ascertaining this except from his 
assertions, and men may lie on this subject as on oth
ers ; that persons capable of adhering to an abstraction 
in the face of a horrible death are just the manly, cour
ageous, faithful· citizens most desirable in any com
munity, while acquiescence extorted by pain or terror 
is not only to be suspected of insincerity, but argues 
a weakling, if not a hypocrite, and in any event a lack of 
the highest attributes of human nature-such simple 
truths as these were utterly beyond the grasp of intel
lects capable of persecuting for conscience's sake. 

PERSECUTORS MOVED BY SENSE OF DUTY. 

We may admit that Charlemagne and other "Chris
tian" princes disguised the greed of power under the 
cloak of religious zeal, and waged destructive wars 
against unoffending nations upon the pretense of anx
iety for their salvation. But a great deal of "Chris
tian" persecution was carried on in times of peace and · 
within the domains of the civil authority which directed 
it; and its victims were often men who were not sus
pected of any disposition to defy or ignore the gov
ernment. Political aggrandizement could form no in
ducement for the proceedings against such persons. 
The motive must be sought elsewhere. No doubt in 
many cases personal animosity, greed, lust, made their 
baleful influence felt; and perhaps the proportion of 
such cases would be larger, could we sift the evidence 
at this late day. But conceding to such motives their 
utmost force, the fact remains that they could not have 
thus manifested themselves if the ostensible purpose of 
the deeds had not been one which commended itself to 

\ 

the public conscience of the times. 
No candid student of history will deny that many of 
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those who actually directed these persecutions, as well 
as thousands who applauded them, were moved by sin
cere and disinterested ideas of duty. Their hearts seem 
hard and cruel, but, fixed immovably at their very 
roots, lay a profound and perfectly honest conviction 
that the fire and the torture were necessary for the 
good of the sufferer, and that the present pain was a 
means, and the only means, in the last resort, of pre
serving him from a far worse fate in the other world. 
Many a priest would sooner have gone to the stake 
himself than have neglected the duty of holding the 
crucifix close to the victim's lips throughout his agony, 
if haply the spirit might move him at any instant to 
kiss it, and thereby accomplish his salvation. 

THE VICTORY OF FAITH. 

It is hard to know which to pity most-the poor 
heretic whose body is seen in the pictures bound fast 
to the stake, or the shaven and cowled figure standing 
near by, watching with conscientious eagerness every 
movement of his mouth and head, and ready to assist 
the sufferer at any instant, even at the risk of setting 
himself on fire, to give the saving kiss to the emblem 
he carries in the air. 

When we remember what that emblem was, whose 
image it bore, and what an awful scene it commem
orated, we see on one side of the picture a human soul 
so humiliated, so blackened, so tortured, twisted, beat
en into such dissemblance of its Creator, that the spec
ta<;le of the burning body on the other side, from whose 
eyes a spirit looks up with a rapture that flames cannot 
quench, but only consummate, is a relief to the con
templation. 

The Law of Liberty. 

The law of God.is called the law of liberty. James 
2 :21 says: "So speak ye, and so do, as they that shall 
be judged by the perfect law of liberty." From the 
preceding verse we learn that the law here referred to 
is the ten commandment law given .by God on Mount 
Sinai; for it is the law that says, "Thou shalt not com
mit adultery," and "Thou shalt not steal." 

But why is it called the law of liberty? How can a 
law that consists of prohibitions be a law of liberty? 
The answer is found in the first words of this law. It 
does not consist wholly of commands beginning with 
"Thou shalt not," but its principle of perfect freedom · 
is revealed in the words : "I am the Lord thy God 
whkh have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out 
of the house of bondage." Then follows the com
mand, "Thou shalt have no other Gods before Me." 
But if this is a law of perfect liberty what is the pur
pose of this command, and why is it introduced, if not 
to abridge man's freedom? 

The Loving Father has brought Israel out of Egyp-

tian bondage where they could not serve Him even 
though they desired to do so; and He now says to 
them, "I have brought thee out of the house of bond
age," therefore "have no other gods before me." Since 
God had delivered them from bondage, He alone could 
keep them out of bondage, and if they desired to remain 
free they must continue under His leadership; for the 
moment they left Him to serve other gods, they would 
be brought into bondage to other gods. But why were 
they •not just as free when serving other gods as when 
serving Jehovah, provided they chose to do so? Be
cause when they entered the service of other gods they 
were utterly unable to be free from that service and its 
results; they were held bound, no matter how much 
they might desire to be freed from that service. Their 
only hope was to cry to the God whom they had for
saken to deliver them again; but when they were once 
more in the service of Jehovah they were not bound at 
all, but were free to leave that service at any time. 

Thus did God's grace abound toward his people 
who departed from His ways, turning to other gods. 
When they cried unto Him in their affliction and dis
tress He came to their rescue, delivering them from the 
bondage to which they had voluntarily submitted, con
trary to His warnings, and giving them the perfect law 
of liberty for their guidance and instruction. He gives 
them in answer to their prayer the Spirit and the heart 
to serve Him. Then, though they are servants of obe
dience unto righteousness (see Rom. 6:16, and other 
verses of the same chapter), they serve as free men, 
in the newness of the Spirit. 

Without this Spirit of service it is impossible to 
serve God or to obey His law. But when men attempt 
to enforce this law under civil penalties can it still be 
called a law of liberty? Not in any sense. Can the 
penalties attached ·make the sinner free from sin? Can 
the sword, or the rack, or the prison cell, kindle within 
the soul that Spirit of heart service? Not at all. The 
Spirit that "worketh in us to will and to do of His 
good pleasure" is the gift of God; but it is given only 
to those who ask. God will never force the door of a 
man's heart. He stands without and knocks, but will 
enter only by invitation. 

When then will man assume to do what even God 
himself will not attempt-to force men to serve Him 
and compel them under pain of imprisonment or death 
to obey the law of God contrary to their own wills? 
Do they not in so doing attempt to place themselves 
not only "above the stars of God," but above the Most 
High Himself? 

E. RAY JONES. 

If conscience can be set aside in one point, it can 
by the same principle be set aside in every point, and 
dispensed with altogether. 
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It is stated that the Prince of Wales will not attend 
the Paris exposition for the reason that the French 
government will not guarantee his personal safety un
less· he will submit to be shadowed by a number of 
detectives, to which the Prince objects. 

* * * 
A recent despatch from Paris says that a renowned 

physician, Rastineuf, after long experimenting with a 
certain variety of "long-life elixir," concluded it was 
perfectly safe, and injected a dose into his aged moth
er's arm two days in succession. She died in horrible 
suffering on the third day. The doctor, who had taken 
a hypodermic injection simultaneously, in order to 
prove to his mother how harmless the stuff was, sur
vived his mother only twenty-four hours. 

* * * 
The Roman Catholic chapel on the Government 

reservation at West Point has been finished, and will 
be dedicated June IO. The Secretary of War who some 
years ago authorized the erection of this chapel, as the 
reader may remember, tried to justify the proceeding 
by offering other denominations the same privilege; 
but thus far all the advantage of the offer has accrued 
to the Catholic church. Government support of the 
church is peculiarly a papal principle, and its practice 
mw;t always result in exalting the papacy above the 
Protestant churches. 

* * * 
The Methodist Conference which has been sitting in 

Chicago the present month, has put itself on record 
against sectarian appropriations for Indian schools. 
The resolution passed on the subject, after citing that 
"A desperate effort by the Roman Catholic authorities 
is now being made to force open again the national 
treasury to secure funds for sectarian and politico-ec
desiastical propagation," declares:-

"This General Conference, representing the largest 
single organized Protestant constituency in the repub
:lic, protests against the reopening of the sectarian 
-question. This General Conference also demands that 
civil and religious liberty shall be guaranteed to the 

·people wherever the flag of the republic floats over our 
most distant new insular possessions. 

"It is directed that a record of this action be 
promptly forwarded to the President of the United 

States, President of the Senate, Speaker of the House 
of Representatives, and Secretary of the Interior." 

The Conference is to be commended for this plain
spoken word in behalf of religious freedom. Still the 
men who passed this resolution believe in Sunday-ob
servance laws, which impose a money tax indirectly 
by appropriating an individual's time one day in every 
seven, forbidding him to engage in money-making oc
cupations on that day. In principle, where is the dif
ference between this and imposing taxes for the benefit 
of any other church institution than Sunday? 

* * * 
It is stated that Queen Victoria is greatly annoyed 

at Premier Salisbury's gratuitous anti-Irish speech, as 
it destroyed at a blow the entire effect of her visit to 
Dublin. The story goes that when Lord Salisbury 
visited the Queen at Windsor on her return from Ire
land he minimized the significance the Queen sought 
to attach to her reception. He followed this up at his 
first public appearance by classing the Irish in the same 
category with the Boers, on whom the virulent hatred 
of the bulk of Britishers is now concentrated. 

* * * 

A Boston clergyman, Rev. Clay MacCauley, just. 
returned to Boston from Japan and a recent visit to 
the Philippines, is interviewed by the ·Boston Trans
cript. In speaking of the war the United States is now 
carrying on in the Philippines, Mr. MacCauley said, 
among other things: 

"The Philippine question will never be settled se
curely and permanently until it is settled right, or 
until the nation degrades itself with yet deeper dis
honor than marks our century of dealings with the In
dians of our plains. 'This nation Gan crush the Filipi
nos out of existence in time, of course, and our good 
people may be deluded into thinking this the fit thing 
to do. But perhaps I would better say no more about 
this matter now. The American people, so far as I 
can see, seem to think that their present government 
has been acting wisely, throughout the course of events 
in the East. I am unwilling to blame, but this I am 
sure of, that however much 'world politics' has made 
it necessary that the United States should take posses
sion of the Philippines, the manner in which the gov
ernment set about to gain that possession bears no fit 
apology for it, better than ignorance and Caesar's will." 

* * 
In the Presbyterian General Assembly in St. LQuis, 

May 18, the Special Committee on Sabbath Observ
ance presented by its chairman, Rev. I. W. Hathaway, 
Secretary of the American Sabbath Union, a report, 
resolutions nine and ten of which were as follows: 

"Resolved. That we deprecate the rapidly increas
ing Sabbath slavery of corporate employes in this 
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(;OUntry, so that to-day by careful estimate no less than 
4,000,ooo men are thus enslaved and robbed of their 
inalienable rights to this day of rest." 

"Resolved, That we call upon the railroad compa
nies of this land that are engaged in running Sunday 
excursions, or allowing their road and rolling stock 
to be used for such purpose, to reconsider their action 
in this regard, so as to secure the minimum of trans
portation and service of their employes on this day, 
both on economic and moral grounds." 

A report in a daily paper says that subsequently 
"slavery" was softened to "employment" and "forcibly 
deprived" was sustituted for"" enslaved and robbed" in 
the first resolution, and "earnestly request" for "call 
upon" in the second. 

"But these changes were not made until Dr. Hath
away and Dr. McKibbon had expressed their opinion 
of the terms employed by the committee. These min
isters thought they should stand, but others wished 
to modify them for fear the St. Louis strikers should 
receive unintended encouragement." 

/ 

* * * 
·In the prelude to a recent sermon in Carnegie Ly

(;eum, New York, Rev. Henry Frank, pastor of the 
Metropolitah Church, declared that the freeing of the 
negro was a mistake. He said: "His (the negro's) 
native sluggishness, the evidences of his gradual ex
tinction since his enfranchisement, his imperceptible 
improvement since liberation, his startling lapses into 
barbarism, all must incline thinking people to conclude 
that the. freeing of the negro has proved a disastrous 
failure. 

"Every thinking man must believe that the fran
chise must be removed from the negro in such places, 
at least, where negro suffrage must mean negro domi
nation. 

"A new system of voluntary and penal servitude 
should be instituted. A section of country should be 
set apart to which all negroes would be permitted to· 
voluntarily migrate and there yield themselves as slaves 
to such persons as would agree to possess them, give 
them humane treatment and education." 

* * * 
In a recent interview in New Y otk, Rear Admiral 

Ahmed Pasha of the Turkish navy said: "From what 
I could learn of the desires. of the Sultan in conversa
tion with him he is anxious to increase the prowess 
of his navy. I will not giye the reasons. I will not 
say whether we fear Russia, or England, or any other 
~ountry, but, at any rate, we see that our navy must 
be put on a basis with western countries." 

· And then other powers see that their navies must 
be correspondingly strengthened, so the building and 
equipping of floating forts goes on in an ever increas
ing ratio. 

It is said that the only feeling in the town from 
which hails the central figure in the Cuban postal 
frauds is one of indignation against the man who be
trayed him. "He was under obligations" to the chief 
conspirator "for his appointment," and this it is 
thought by some ought to have forever sealed his lips! 
It seems never to have· entered into the thought of 
those who take this view of the matter that the man 

. whom they say was "betrayed" was under obligation 
··for his app'ointment, and under solemn obligation and 

oath to discharge honestly the trust committed to him. 

* * 
''The news that the Russian government will make 

Masampo, in Corea, the winter headquarters of the 
Russian fleet is considered ominous of further en
croachments by the Muscovite in that country," re
marks the Springfield Republican. "The Russian 
minister, M. Pavloff, has secured a site for a coal de
pot and naval hospital in Masampo harbor, but, at the 
same time, he has renounced for the czar any purpose 
to acquire land on the mainland opposite the harbor. 
London evidently has no faith in the renunciation. It 
is Japan that is more concerned in these developments 
than any other power, and it is certain that the estab
lishment of a Russian naval base just across the straits 
of Tsushina will not please the Japanese. The alarm..: 
ists, who have been predicting an early war between 
Russia and Japan, will find in the news fresh fuel for 
their fears." 

Civil Marriages in Cuba. 

When General Brooke became Governor General 
of Cuba he took from the Catholic Church the exclu
sive right to perform the marriage ceremony and 
turned it over to the civil magistrates at the request of 
the revolutionary and radical members of his cabinet. 
"The Catholic Church," remarks the Mirror (Balti
more), "with the tacit support at least of the Protestant 
ministers in Cuba, is preparing to bring pressure on 
Governor General Wood to induce him to revoke Gen
eral Brooke's order making civil marriage alone legal." 

General Brooke's order has been the law in Cuba 
for more than a year but it is likely a change will be 
made s~on. Of the :fforts in this direction, the Cath
olic Mirror says : 

"Archbishop Sbarretti has consulted with General 
Wood concerning the matter and has asked for the· 
revocation of the order. General Wood has the same 
feeling in this matter that he has on the question of 
divorce. If the Cuban people want the law chartged 
so as to legalize both civil and religious ceremonies, he 
is disposed to make the change. This is all that any 
religious denomination could ask. 
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"Archbishop Sbarretti is getting up an enormous 
petition for presentation to General Wood in order to 
show him the feeling of the people of the island. The 
Protestant clergy will also urge the revocation of the 
law, and unless the element opposed to the churches 
proves the stronger, it is expected that the change will 
come." 

This is only right. It is an infringement of the 
rights of conscience to require people to submit to civil 
marriage who believe the rite to be a sacrament of the .. 
church. Marriages should be a matter of public record 
and such safeguards should be thrown around mar
dage as will make reasonably secure the rights of all 
parties, but to require either that all marriages. shall 
be religious or that they shall all be civil is wrong. 
General Brooke's order ought to be so modified as to 
permit religious, equally with civil marriages. 

B. 

Sunday Enforcement In Massachusets. 

Under the heading, "The Police Strictly Enforce 
Observance of the Lord's Day," the Springfield (Mass.) 

. Union of May I4 prints the following: 

"Palmer, May IJ.-All the shops and business 
places were tightly closed in Palmer to-day, for the 
first time in fifteen years, and the flagrant violations of 
the Sunday laws that have been the subject of so much 
comment and criticism have come to an end. The po
lice officers of the town were summoned before the 
board of selectmen Friday evening and were given 
very complete instructions regarding the enforcement 
of the laws relating to the observance of the Lord's 
day. In accordance with the orders of the selectmen, 
all the shopkeepers were notified and a sweeping 
change went into effect to-day. 

"Newsdealers must close their places of business 
promptly at ro o'clock a. m., and likewise dealers in 
drugs and medicines. Drug stores may be opened 
again, however, between 5 and 8 o'clock p. m. Those 
who deal in soda water and cigars will make sales on 
Sunday at their peril, and it is likely that none will un
dertake the risk, considering the heavy penalty that the 
law imposes. 

"The enforcement of the law means much to deal
ers in cigars, soda water and confectionery, Sunday 
being one of their most profitable days. It is doubtless 
true that they will not suffer loss in the long run, when 
the people become accustomed tb the change of condi
tions. People will probably lay in a supply Saturday 
night that will last them over Sunday. 

"The movement toward the change has been agi
tated for some time and had its beginning with petty 
rivalry among some of the merchants. The change that 
has be-en made is a sweeping one and more extensive 
than was contemplated. Even the barber shops are af
fected, and will be compelled to remain closed all day 
Sunday, th-ough this branch of business was not in
cluded in the original complaints. 

"As to whether penny-in-the-slot machines will be 
tolerate<i is a question. Dealers in confectionery con-

tend that such devices should also be taken in and 
locked up. The matter has not been formally brought 
before the selectmen for decision. 

"The effect of the change will probably be very far
reaching, and when the season at Forest Lake is 
opened the extent of the change will be realized more 
fully and will be felt by a large number of the 
people. The principal profits at Forest Lake on 
Sunday are derived from the sale oi such articles 
as are now under the ban, and the business at 
this popular summer resort is likely to be very 
unprofitable if the law is strictly enforced, as is likely 
to be the case. It is probable that the merchants deal
ing in cigars and confectionery will not be content to 
stand by and see their shops closed and allow the sale 
of such articles at Forest Lake. They will undoubtedly 
enter complaints and prosecute the same for their own 
protection. 

"The change is regarded by many as a. desirable 
one, especially in Palmer, where business has been con
ducted on Sunday for many years in utter disregard 
of the laws relating to the Lord's day. Such conditions 
have prevailed in the past because no one was willing 
to come forward and complain and prosecute the of
fenders. Now the selectmen have taken the matter in 
hand and violators of the law must beware." 

The statement which we have italicized, that this 
movement "had its beginning with petty rivalry among 
some of the merchants," is significant. This is very fre
quently the case in the enforcement of Sunday statutes. 
They are allowed .to remain a "dead letter" upon the 
statute books until either "petty rivalry" or religious 
bigotry moves somebody to demand their enforcement. 
Of such "laws" as of no others known to American 
jurisprudence the words of Thomas Jefferson are con
stantly proving true: "A single· zealot may commence 
per.secution and better men be his victims." 

Doubtless, too, if the friends of the Massachusetts 
Sunday law were compelled to defend it against an at
tack on constitutionai grounds, they would assert that 
it is not "religious" but "civil;" that it "is designed 
not to secure a religious observance of the day, but to 
afford a day of rest to the workingman," etc. Yet the 
statute uniformly styles Sunday "the Lord's day;" and 
the "usual exemption" for Sabbatarians emphasizes 
its religious character by providing that "whosoever 
conscientiously believes that ·the seventh day of the 
week ought to be observed as the Sabbath, and act
ually refrains from secular business and labor on that 
day, shall not be liable to the penalties of this chapter 
for performing secular business, travel, or labor on the 
Lord's day, if he disturbs no other person." 

The expression, "conscientiously believes," etc., 
like many others of like character found in the Sunday 
statutes of most of the States, reveals very clearly the 
religious character of the law. The Sabbatarian is al
lowed to work "if he disturbs no other person," but 
one who has no religious faith is not, according to this 
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law, allowed to work on Sunday even though he does 
not disturb any one.· In other words, the law is de
signed to compel the observance of a Sabbath-the day 
of the dominant ·cult, by as many as will, but if not 
that day, then the day held sacred by some minor sect. 
Thus under the Massachusetts Sunday law every one 
in that State is required to pay tribute in time-and 
time is money-to some religion. B. 

Federation of Roman Catholic Societies. 

A movement is on foot for the federation of all 
Roman Catholic societies in this country. The pro
posed federation is stated to be "for the purpose of 
better carrying out the fraternity taught by societies, 
of establishing a bureau for the dissemination of Cath
olic literature, employment bureaus, etc." 

A further clue to the real purpose of the movement 
is given in the following paragraph from an eminent 
Catholic divine, taken from the Catholic Mirror (Bal
timore): 

"The organization of Catholic societies is an effort 
to furnish Catholic laymen the benefits offered them in 
societies thai, to say the least, are dangerous to Cath
olic faith. And I think it is the experience of most of 
us, lay and clerical, that those societies have not ac
complished all· that was hoped of them. In fact, in 
some instances they have succeeded in little else than 
exciting a fear and suspicion on the part of some out
side the church that their ulterior purpose was to se
cure control of the government or some such wild idea. 
If their federation will render them more efficient, let 
them be so united." 

It seems that by federation it is hoped these socie
ties can do something more tJ;lan merely excite sus
picion; that is, united they may be able to accomplish 
that which is now only suspected. Therefore, "let 
them be united," says this "eminent divine." 

·One way in which the proposed federation is ex
pected to operate is thus suggested by Gen. H. T. 
Rush, Chairman of a special committee appointed to 
perfect a scheme of fedet:ation. Among many other 
things General Rush says: 

"We are paying taxes for the education of other 
people's children, and the whole system, the libraries 
included, is a public system which we should see is not 
used for the propagation of falsehood and misrepre
sentation. If we had not a child in the public schools 
we should still have the right and be under the duty 
of seeing that school libraries be not made channels 
of falsehood and breeders of unnatural prejudices. The 
very text books of history in many of our high schools 
are grossly unfair and objectionable. Individuals here 
and there may raise objections, but nothing but organ
ized effort all over the country can hope to accomplish 
any real and lasting good; It is a misfortune for any
body to be misinformed as to any fact, no matter what 

its nature. And without going so far as to say that 
"history is a conspiracy against truth," it is known to 
us all that much of the history written to-day for the 
young is not history but fiction written with a design 
to blacken the Catholic Church. All this certainly of
fers a wide field for lay action. With some such federa
tion as this any society might still maintain its imme
diate purpose and still cooperate in carrying out some 
or <til the purposes here outlined." 

The ability of Catholics to manipulate history, to 
minimiz.e or suppress certain facts and to magnify out· 
of all just·proportion other facts, is well known. Some 
of this wot:k has been done even in the public schools 
and with the accomplishment of this federation we 
may look for much more to be done. And in this con
nection the statement made by the Mirror is signifi
cant, that "the Knights of Columbus of the District of 
Columbia are beginning to manifest a great interest 
in the ~ndowment of the Chair of American History in 
the University." B. 

Taxation of Church Property. 

The question of exempting church property from 
taxation has became a political issue in Nebraska, the 
Silver Republicans in that state having made the taxa
tion of church property a plank in their party platform. 
The Omaha Bee calls attention to the fact that this is 
not the first time this question has been connected 
with Nebraska politics. "Church taxation," says the 
Bee, "was one of the much debated features of the 
constitution submitted to the voters of Nebraska in 
1871. This subject was the prime rock of contention 
on which that constitution foundered, or rather was 
counted out. It afforded the only opportunity and the 
only example for a union of the church militant of all 
denominations. The Catholic priests and the Metho
dist preachers for once slept in the same bed and 
preached the same crusade denouncing the proposition 
as an attempt to tax the bones of their fathers interred 
in the cemetery and the most sacred places of worship." 
The Bee concludes that "If the Silver Republicans suc
ceed in engrafting church taxation in their national . 
platform they will resurrect the echoes of the memor
able Nebraska campaign of r87r and unchain the dogs 
of war by bringing the battalions of the church into 
battle array against the phalanx of the political reform
ers." 

Probably there is not much danger of any general 
disturbance over this question in the United States'; 
but it may be observed in passing that the exemption 
of church property from taxation is not supported by 
any principle of republican government; and while a 
conflict of clergy and politicians is much to be depre
cated, a battle for the right is far preferable to peaceful 
acquiescence in the wrong. s. 
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History Repeats Itself. 

The following appeared in a recent issue of the 
Washington Post: 

"Cuban Scandals-Honeycombed with ~raud-Fur~ 
ther Disclosures of Rottenness in the Cuban Postal 
System-Postmaster Thompson, of Habana, Under 
Detention, and as Wholesale Arrests are Impend
ing, a Fort will be Prepared for Prisoners. 

,.,Habana, May 14, 1900. 
"The extent of the postal frauds is far greater than 

what was originally expected. Besides taking in the 
postal department, the frauds seem to include the local 
office at Habana and various other offices throughout 
the island, and also to have extended to outside points 
which have been used for the sale of some of the old 
issue of stamps that were ordered destroyed. 

"Messrs. Reeves and Reynolds, the auditors of the 
postal department, are still under arrest at their own 
rooms, in charge of detectives. Special quarters, will, 
however, be prepared in some fort, where all the pris'-' 
oners connected with the frauds will be taken as soon 
as arrested. 

"To-day's arrests and the suspension of Mr. Thomp
son did not take place until after dark, and conse
quently these new features of the case are not generally 
known throughout the city this evening; but there is 
a perceptible excitement at the post-office, where no 
one knows who may be the next to be singled out. 

"Every additional revelation increases -the amaze
ment of the Americans here. The Cubans seem to be 
immensely pleased. They declare that the Americans 
can no longer boast in Cuba of their superior honesty 
when in Government employ." 

In the light of history, there is nothing surprising 
about such governmental corruption as is here de
scribed. It is the legitimate fruit of the system of 
government which disconnects the power of office from 
responsibility to the people governed, leaving the gov
erning officials answerable only to an authority in a 
foreign land whose people feel little interest in the 
affairs of a distant province. As was said by a speaker 
in Congress, "It has been the history of the world 
from the days of the Roman empire to the present 
hour. Where men have been sent abroad to main
tain military occupation and to govern a subject people, 
they have been robbers, and American citizens have 
proven in the case of Cuba to be no exception to that 
rule." ' 

. We do not present this statement of official cor
ruption in Cuba because of any importance it has in 
itself, but because of its bearing upon the great ques
tion of the extent to which history will repeat itself in 
the United States. In sending gover:nors to rule over 
foreign provinces this republic has followed the ex
ample of ancient Rome. In corruptly administering 
the affairs of their office the American governors have 
followed the example of the Roman governors. How 
m~ch further will the history of the Roman republic 

be repeated in the course of the American republic? 
Will it be repeated to the end of the republic and the 
setting up of empi~e and despotism upon its ruins, as · 
was the case with Rome? This is a question of tre
mendous importance to American citizens of to-day, 
and no one can afford to set it aside as one unrelated 
to his own personal interests. 

Governmental Interference With Religion. 

Touching the proposed interfe~ence of the general 
government with the spread of Mormonism, the New 
York Christian Advocate has this to say: 

"As a religion Mormonism cannot command the 
assent of thoughtful, intelligent persons. It may draw 
uneducated people within its cirde, and the)' may .be
come shrewd and able within that sphere, and be in
volved with its property and social influences, and their 
children may be intelligent and capable of looking 
over the moral and intellectual fences which have been 
built around them ; but in the open field of discussion 
and in free association with the public, Mormonism 
can make !10 real progress. But whither is our logic 
kading us? Is not this country the birthplace of mod
ern Spiritualism and Christian science, and the har
vest field of anti-medicine faith-healing? Who knows 
what may happen? Do not the clairvoyants and for
tune tellers thrive here, and nowhere more than in 
Boston and New York? Is not this the paradise of 
quacks of all sorts, . . to say nothing of all 
sorts of political delusions and other mental and 
moral epidemics? But federal interference, never, un
less people violate the law. Federal interference and 
state interference- with the practice of polygamy, yes. 
But neither federal or state interference with Mormon
ism as a religion, for that would simply mean a possible 
interference, federal or state, with Protestantism where 
Catholicism is in the majority, or Catholicism where 
Protestantism is in the majority, or any branch of 
either. It is 'pleading the baby act' for any religion in 
this country to ask for federal interference in its own 
behalf or against another. Let the Christian church 
know the danger and use Christian means of counter
acting it, and all will be well. Let them send as many 
missionaries, and better support those they have ; let 
pastors and laymen scour the unchurched communi
ties, and no such ungodly mixture of the carnal and the 
spiritual as Mormonism can long flourish." 

Only an infallible authority can safely define moral
ity, and any power which cannot be trusted to define 
morality, cannot be trusted to foster it. 

No individual has any right to force his ideas of 
morality upon another person ; and as no individual 
has this right, no number of individuals can, have it; 
and as no number of individuals can have it, it cannot 
belong to the state. 
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The Faith of the Flag. 

"Who will haul down the flag?" quoth he. 
Why, no hand of flesh or bone 

Can lower that flag on land or sea 
Till the faith of the flag is gone! 

Till a few shall rule and cunningly keep 
The bunting to garnish their greed ; 

Till dollars are dear and humanity cheap 
By the force of a Tory creed! 

Then will it fall! but answer us clear, 
Do you fancy that hour is drawing near? 

Did our liberty bell ring in vain? 
Was our Declaration a lie? 

Must we turn to the Old World again 
With the penitent prodigal's cry? 

Must we arm us and march in the van 
Of Europe's barbaric parade, 

And boom out gunpowder gospel to man 
To open a pathway for trade? 

Shall we strut through the world and bluster and 
'brag 

With the dollar mark stamped on the brave old 
flag? 

Nay! haul up the flag! raise it high ! 
Not yet is its spirit spent! 

Let it sing to the wind and the sky 
The truth that it always meant! 

Let it sing of the birthright of man, 
Of progress that never can lag ; 

Let it sing that trade may go where it can, 
But liberty follows the flag! 

ANON. 

Man's Right to the Sabbath. 

"The Sabbath was made for man." Mark 2 :27. 
Therefore, man has a right to the Sabbath day. 

He has this right as an individual, for the Sabbath 
was given to the individual man, and man's relation to 
God is an individual relation, and must be so long as it 
embraces faith, love, and individual accountability. 

All days were made for man, but the Sabbath above 
all other days. No other day of the week is especially 
designated in this way. Man has a higher right, there
fore, to the Sabbath day than to any other day. 

Any interference by the state with a man's rig-ht to 
an ordinary working day, would be recognized as an 
act of despotism. What then must be true of state in
terference with man's right to the day especially made 
for him? 

The state has no right in the Sabbath and can have 
none, since the Creator did not, and man cannot give 
the Sabbath to the state. 

Man cannot give the Sabbath to the state because 
it is not his to give. The Sabbath is the Lord's, and 
man can neither give it into other hands nor transfer 
any right which he has in the day. Hence there is no 
way by which any right in the Sabbath can be acquired 
by the state. 

Then~fore, any state Sabbath law (assuming Sun
day to be the Sabbath) is wholly without foundation 
in right and justice, and represents only an act of med
dling with that which the state has no right to touch. 
The Sunday laws (if Sunday be the Sabbath) interfere 
with the highest right a man can have with respect to 
days of the week. They touch the very day which was 
especially made for man, and from which, of all days, 
the state should keep hands off. 

This being true, such laws have no rightful place 
upon the statute books of state or nation and can de
rive no justification from the good and ;io~s motives 
with which many men engage in their support. And 
this would be equally true of laws enforcing the seventh 
day, specified as the Sabbath in the law of God. In 
any case, state Sabbath laws are wrong in principle, 
and can only be evil in practice, however plausible 
in appearance. 

No gift of God to man needs to be enforced by civil 
law. No blessing can be drawn down from heaven 
upon men by the civil power. No good from the in
stitutions of Christianity can be extracted by law. 
Man's right to the Sabbath can be infringed by law, 
but not preserved. That right is secured only through 
man's individual relation to the Creator. s. 

Coercive Sunday Observance and American 
Principles. 

[By lhe late Judge Thomas M. Cooley.] 

This is a country of religious liberty, not of relig
ious toleration merely. Every person is entitled to 
worship God according to the dictates of his own con
science, under the obligations which rest upon all alike, 
that public order shall be respected, and the require
ments of morality and decency observed. Whenever 
the law, either in terms or by the method employed in 
its enforcement goes beyond this, and undertakes to 
compel observances that are only required by particu
lar creeds, no matter how numerous may be those who 
consider them of divine obligation, it becomes tyran
nical and destructive of a fundamental principle of 
American liberty. It is also tyrannical when it pun
ishes as a public offence the management of a citizen's 
private affairs in such a manner as his own conscience 
approves, taking care in doing so neither to wrong 
nor to disturb those of his fellow citizens who differ 
with him in their views. If, in their opinion, the course 
he pursues must be displeasing to the Ruler of the 
world, the question involved belongs not to human 
tribunals, and it is the purpose of our constitutional 
system that human laws administered by imperfect hu
man instruments shall not assume to deal with it. This 
is a commonplace in the United States of America, but 
it cannot be too often repeated or too distinctly borne 
in mind. 
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HYGIENIC HELPS 
For the Housewife. 

The books described below were prepared to assist 
those who wish to live in harmony with scientme ~lth 
reform principles. They were written by praetkal 
housewives, and every recipe has been carefully tested. 

A FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN. 
We have no apology to offer in bringing to the attention of our 

readers a cook book discarding an article of diet which is every
where known to contain disease

. 'producing germs, often of a most 
virulent type. 

While "A Friend in the Kitchen" · 
co~tains no flesh food recipes, it 
does contain an abundance of that 
which is most palatable and whole
some, and it also tells how the 
foods may be prepared in the best 
possible way. 

Its 400 recipes are interspersed 
with short talks on foods and 
food combinations and other items 
of practical value and importance 
to every housewife, as well as to 
those who wish to study the sub
ject of diet for their own benefit. 

Remember It contains about 400 carefully tested 
recipes. The binding Is a new preparation resembling 
leather, Is almost as durable, and may be washed the 
same as oll cloth. 

PRICE, 60 cents postpaid. · 

NATURAL FOOD OF MAN. 

This new book does not contain untried recipes, for a first edi
tion of the book was gotten out by the author about a year 

ago. It met with such a favorable reception that we have now 
arranged to issue this revised and enlarged edition. 

Part I.-MAN'S PRIMITIVE DIET, 
By Milton o. Wilcox. 

Part 11.-BOW TO PREPARE IT. 
By Mrs, Flora Leadsworth. 

Part 111.-FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
By J, R. Leadsworth. M. D. 

The recipes discard meat, eggs, milk, and all animal pro
ducts, and furnish a· variety of palatable substitute dishes 
containing the necessary food elements to properly nourish 
the body. 

Heavy illuminated paper coms, price 25c. 
For either of the above books, address any of our 

agencies, or our nearest House. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

, Oakland. Cal. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

39 Bond St., New York City. 

The question often arises 
What Is astowhatistheproperrela-

tion of the Christian patriot 
Christian to his government. The true 

principles are, of course, to 
Patriotism? be found in the Bible, but a. 

new booklet has just l een 
prepared by Alonzo T. Jones, 

·entitled "Christian Patriotism," that plainly and 
· forclhly points out the right position for all to assume. 

It is a Biblical, original, and thoroughly com-. 
mon sense ~ise on this important subject, and 
is of vital interest just now. Every SENTINEL reader 
should have a copy. 

Price in Paper Covers, 15 cents 

ADDRESS, 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

'1..'!~~:/'cH~;·Ma. 39 Bond St., New York City. 

TRADE EDITION, PRICE $1.50. 
"Desire of Ages." 

IN answer to an urgent demand we have gotten out 
an edition of "Desire of Ages" without illustrations, in 
small compass, on light paper, for the convenient use of 
those who want to carry a copy with them when travel
ing. There is also a class who do not feel that they can 
afford to pay $3.50 for the beautiful subscription edi· 
tion. To all these this plain edition will appeal. 

It contains all the text of the subscription edition, 
including General and Scriptural Indexes and'Appendix, 
but no illustrationt'l e>xcept the frontispiece. 

THE TRA.DE EDITION is 5~x7~ inches in size, 
and contains 1042 pages. 

PRICES: 
Cloth, 
Full leather, round corners, 

- $1.50 
2.00 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Cal. 

39 Bond. St., New York City. 

PAGAN COUNTERFEITS in B~~- ~~~t!;~~~:~ch 
A vivid presentation of the pagat:?. festivals, rites, and usages which 
the author finds in the Christian churches of to-day, together with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address Hc;mse nearest to you. 

I 
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

39 BoND ST., NEw YoRK, N.Y. 
OAKLAND, CAL, 
KANSAS CITY, Mo, 
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TttG RGbiGIOUS liBERTY LIBRftRY 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY 

The International Religious Liberty Association. 

The following numbers are now ready: 

No.1 •. 

THE LEGAL SUNDAY. 
This is one of the most faithful and interesting histories of the "American Sabbath" 

ever written. 
256 pages. Enameled Covers. Price 25 cents. 

No.2. 

Is Religious Liberty Imperiled by Sunday Laws? 
The best thing on this subject ever printed. 

Twelve pages. Price 1 cent. 

No. 3. 

THE NATIONAL W. C. T. U. CONVENTION. 
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 25, 1899. 

Report of Religious Liberty discussion, with prefatory note and conclusion by Mrs. 
S. M'. I. Henry, National W. C. T. U. Evangelist; together with other matter bear
ing upon the question at issue, all selected, approved and arranged by Mrs. Henry. 

Thirty pages. Price 2 cents. 

No.4. 

THE PRESENT CRISIS AND OUR DUTY. 
A most timely treatise on a live topic. 

Thirty-six pages. Price 2;£ cents. 

No.5. 

The National Government and Religion. 
A sixteen page tract containing both the Congressional Sunday mail reports quoted in 

AMERICAN STATE PAPERS. These reports have never been printed before in cheap 
form. 

Price 1 cent'. 

No.6. 

Primary Principles Distin[nishin[ Between the Spheres of the State and Reli[ion. 
Nothing better has ever been written on this subject. 

Fourteen pages. Price 1 cent. 

No.7. 

THE · CONFLICT OF THE AGES. 
By GEORGE E. FIFIELD. . An excellent tract. 

Fourteen Pages. Price 1 cent. 
Address, 

INTERNATIONAL R~LIGIOUS LIBERTY ASSOCIATION, 
324 Dearborn. St:reet9 
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CHICAGO, MAY 31, 1900. 

We shall have something interesting to report in 
a week or two regarding the result of an attempt to es 
tablish religious intolerance in the province of Ontario, 
by means of Sunday laws enacted by the p~ovincial 
legislature. The question of the validity of the Onta
rio Sunday law-known as the "Lord's Day Act"-has 
now come before the Court of Appeals, and the de
cision of the judges concerning it will be of much in
terest and importance to the cause of religious freedom 
in Canada. 

$ 

The army under Lord Roberts ih South Africa is 
described as one of the most temperate armies, as re
gards the use of intoxicants, ever put in the field. To 
this fact is attributed its successful endurance of the 
hardships incident to a campaign characterized by 
forced marches over a rough and inhospitable country. 

$ 

The Catholic press in the United States is still en
deavoring to work up the basis of a claim for large 
damages against the Government for the "desecration" 
of Catholic churches in the Philippines. It seems 
pretty generally understood, however," that most of 
the alleged desecration occurred as the direct result of 
the use of the churches by the "insurgents" as forts in 
which to resist the advance of the Government forces 
in the islands. 

$ 

We are told in reports from Manila that three 
causes" are operating to prevent the restoration of 
peace. Filipino agitators and the friars constitute two 
of these causes, and the third is "suppressed by the 
censor." The American people are supposed to be 
supreme in American affairs, but we hardly think they 
have hired a censor to keep themselves in ignorance 
concerning affairs relating to their business in any por
tion of their possessions. 

$ 

The city council of Topeka, Kans., not very long 
ago passed a Sunday closing ordinance, which, how
ever, was not very strictly enforced, and it was alleged 
that "loud complaints" of this laxity were made by 
the merchants of the place. Now the mayor has an
nounced that heginning with Sund.ay, May 27, the law 

will be st~ictly enforced, even to the closing of florists' 
shops and ice cream parlors. The mayor app~ars to
be u.nmindful of the fact such an effort as he is now 
makmg. to .secure Sunday observance in Topeka, has
been _tned 1~ numerous other cities in various States,. 
but never w1th any permanent success. Reform with
out conscience must be a failure always. 

$ 

. . A propos~tion announced in the platform of a po
h~lcal party m Oregon, is "to give to the Filipinos,. 
fi1st, a stable form of government." To which a New 
Be~ford, .Mass., journal truthfully replies: "Well, you.. 
can t do 1t. Nobody can do it. A stable form of gov
ernment depends on the people themselves, whether 
they are ruled from within or without." 

~ 

An eastern exchange reports an agitation in Hack
ensack, N. J., over the question of permitting Sunday 
golf. The golf club of the city declares it is their in
tention to regulate their playing only by the state of 
the weather,. and certain of the Hackensack clergy 

. threaten to ~nvoke the law unless Sunday playing is. 
stopped; wh1ch, as our exchange remarks "is not at 
all neighborly, as the golf players have m'ade no ob
jection to the churches being open on Sunday." 

~ 

Some few people at least are becoming alive to the 
fact that something more is required to reform so
ciety than conventions and resolutions, or even civil 
laws. "An American Mother," writing in the "Ladies' 
Home Journal" for April, says: 

"There are other and graver facts of which I can 
b';lt hint here which prove how deep is the decadence 
ot. the old sacred family life, and how rapidly the in
stmc~ of moth~rhood is dying out among our women. 
O~e 1s the rap1d and enormous increase of divorces in 
th1s count~y, especially in the northeastern farming 
states. It 1s not only the gay, self-indulgent husband 
and wife who tire of each .other, but the plodding 
farmer and the woman who 1s old and worn out with 
~ork. Another fact, even more tragic and significant, 
1s the number of childless homes in the northern states. 
Hundreds of the oldest leading American families have 
become extinct in the last decade, The women of these· 
families were notably active in public work. So large· 
~as been t~e decrea~e of births of American parentage· 
m one sectwn of th1s country that there is a real dan
ger that the native stock there will entirely die out. 
There are darker depths here which I shall not un
cover. All women have looked into them." 

The particularly significant statement in the fore-· 
going is that the women in the leading American fam
ilies which have become extinct "were notably active· 
in public life." They gave speeches and essays and 
high moral instruction to the world instead of giving 
children. 
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The will of God cannot be defined by popular vote. 

.$ .$ 

Conscience, like any guide, must have absolute 
freedom or be of no use at all. 

.$ .$ 

The state can obey the will of God only by keeping 
altogether separate from religion. 

.$ .:A 

The fact that a religious institution appeals to the 
state for support, is itself proof positive that it has no 
connection with the Lord. 

The "gateway of politics" is altogether too low and 
narrow to serve as an entrance way for that divine 
kingdom which is finally to fill the whole earth. 

.:A .;A 

All the laws of the nations put together could not 
outweigh a single command of God, or absolve a sin
gle individual from one point of allegiance to God. 

.$ .$ 

The rights of the people are not preserved by the 
minority surrendering their rights to the majority, or 

by invading one individual's rights to maintain the 
"general welfare", but the rights of all are maintained 
by the preservation of the rights of each. 

.$ .;A 

Since all the nations of earth are declared to be but 
as the dust of the balance before the Lord, it should 
be evident to people who believe the Bible that God 
does not depend upon the nations for the setting up 
of his kingdom in the earth. 

Individual Rights and the General Welfare. 

The general welfare can never be promoted by the 
sacrifice of individual rights. This is contrary to a 
widely prevalent idea, but it is the truth. It is impos
sible to separate the general welfare from the individ
ual welfare, or individual welfare from individual 
rights. It is impossible to reach "the masses" without 
touching individuals. The individual is not touched 
through the masses, but the masses through individ
uals. Whatever works against the individual cannot 
fail to work against the masses. 

This is not saying that the circumstances of all 
individuals must be the same, or denying the necessity 
of certain restrictions upon individuals for the public 
good. It is only denying the idea that the public wel
fare may be something quite apart and essentially dif
ferent from individual welfare, so that individual rights 
might in some cases be utterly set aside under the plea 
of public necessity. The danger is that people may 
be "educated" to the point of accepting. this idea, and 
thus the barrier of public sentiment be removed from 
the pathway of misguided zealots who would stop at 
nothing in their efforts to bring about certain moral 
reforms through which they imagine themselves di
vinely commissioned to save the nation . 

Rome was greatest when the individual Roman 
was most exalted by the privileges of Roman citizen
ship. England's greatness dated from her Magna 
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Charta, which declared for the individual rights and 
liberties of the barons, and marked the dawning of 
the day of individual liberty for all the people. The 
United States rose to greatness by giving to the world 
the Declaration of Independence, championing the 
cause of the individual against the government, which 
under the plea of the "general welfare" or any other 
plea would deprive him of his inalienable rights of "life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness." The love of lib
erty has ever been the chief factor in promoting na
tional greatness, and the love of liberty is always the 
love of individual liberty. On the other hand, the 
denial of individual liberty under despotic governments 
has always been defended by the plea that it was nec
essary to promote the welfare of the nation. This is 
the way of the Russian government to-day and of 
other despotic powers that might be named. In Spain, 
individual rights have been so long subordinated to the 
"general welfare" that the nation is far advanced on 
the road to extinction and its evident decay is a sub
ject of general comment. In every despotic govern
ment, the people must sooner or later assert their in
dividual rights through a revolution, or the individual 
spirit which animates men to perform heroic deeds in 
the name of liberty must die out under the crushing 
heel of the oppressor, and decay seize upon the system 
from which the life spirit has departed. 

The protection of individual rights is for the indi
vidual welfare, and this conservation of the individual 
welfare directly promotes· the general welfare. The 
two can never be in antagonism to each other. But 
once the line is drawn between the rights of one in
dividual and the general welfare, the way is open for 
debarring the rights of other individuals, and there 
is no logical stopping place short of the worst systems 
of despotism which the world has known. 

The "general welfare" is always the sum total of 
individual welfare, and the body politic may be affected 
throughout by the injury done to a single member of it. 
Deny the rights of one member and a blow is struck 
at the rights of all. Promote the welfare of one, and 
the good that is realized flows out in blessing upon 
others. Leave every individual free to enjoy his God
given rights and thus to promote his own welfare, and 
the highest state of the general welfare must be the 
natural result. s. 

Great Britain's Danger. 

"There is a greater danger for England than the 
danger of defeat in this war," remarks the Chicago 
Journal. "There is the danger that has grown steadily 
since Gen. Kitchener's defeat of the mahdi's wild men, 
that England will exalt military prowess above all the 
other good qualities of her people. This is the curse 
of FrancE! to-day, and we cannot help thinking, as we 

read of drunken crowds surging through the streets 
of London, of a lord mayor sending hysterical tele
grams and of sober statesmen and clergymen betraying 
unsuspected hysteria, that England herself may be in 
a frame of mind that will soon send her well along the 
road her neighbor is traveling to ruin. The calmness 
and self-restraint that is supposed to characterize En
glish public life has been missing for a long time, and, 
to the amazement of the world, there have been dis
covered qualities that we had assumed to be the exclu
sive possession of the Latin races. No mob in Paris 
or Rome could have exceeded the fury of the London 
mob, and neither in Paris nor in Rome could the men 
of 'light and leading' have shown less inclination to 
chill the ardor of the throng than Englishmen of au
thority have shown." 

Nor is this danger confined to England, nor yet 
indeed to any one nation; it is world-wide. "The na
tions are angry." The war spirit is everywhere. It 
would require only a very little thing to set the world 
ablaze. B. 

What He Welcomes. 

One of our most esteemed religious exchanges, 
published in an eastern city, has for one of its depart
ments, "Young People's Work." This department is 
in charge of a special editor, and is frequently filled 
with good things-but not alway's. One exception we 
wish to note. 

"About four years ago," writes the editor, "I said 
in a public gathering that our country needed a war; 
something to wake it up from its condition of lethargy; 
a war with a foreign nation." 

The present writer heard a very similar remark 
more than twenty-five years ago by a man of the 
world, who thought there were "too many men," and 
that "a war would help business." It seemed heartless 
then, and with a larger knowledge of the horrors of 
war, it._seems to the writer even more heartless now. 

After protesting that he does not believe that war 
is "a good thing in itself," the editor referred to con
tinues: "And now that our battle has come and gone, 
I am looking for the effects which I hoped a war would 
bring. And one by one, and two by two, I see them 
coming. Not so marked indeed as one might wish, 
but here and there are signs of what seems to me a 
better state of things." 

This is a most remarkable paragraph to be penned 
by a Christian editor for young people, or for anybody, 
for that matter. Its influence can only be to cause 
those who read it to regard war with favor. But from 
the Christian standpoint war is utterly indefensible. 

But let us look for a few moments at some of the 
"reasons" assigned why war, while admittedly not 
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''good in itself," is nevertheless sometimes to be de
sired. The editor continues: 

"It seems to be in line with nature that from time 
to time all things are treated to a thorough shaking 
up. The cyclone and the hurricane keep the forest 
trees _from &'rowing weak and frail and flabby. So the 
man m busmess grows blunt and dull if his work is 
like a tread-mill year by year, and he needs the danger 
of defeat or competition to whet and sharpen up his 
thick-edged wits." 

The editor does well to liken war to "the cyclone 
and the hurricane;" but the idea that such terribly 
distractive storms are essential or even helpful to the 
growth of forest trees, is certainly a mistake. Un
questionably trees are benefited by the strong winds 
common to all parts of the country at certain seasons 
of the year; but "the cyclone and the hurricane" twist 
and uproot, leaving in their wake only broken, or at 
least weakened trees, which, if not denuded of their 
beauty, are at least windshaken at the heart. 

We should; however, let our editor make his own 
application of the figure he has introduced. He says: 

"As a country we were being drugged with the 
monotony of secure and easy-going prosperity. Pa
triotism was on the verge of slumber, for slumber is a 
pit that is deep and often fathomless. Men in office, 
as a general rule, saw no peril to the state, and so by 
methods, sometimes fair and often foul, they sought 
their own advantage, while all about them other men 
protested and found fault, not at what men in the 
office did, but because they themselves could not do 
the same. And all the while the great mass of people 
heeded not the actions of the office-holders and the 
politicians on the winning side, nor yet the howls of 
the disappointed barking at the doors." 

Patriotism is "love of country," and undeniably this 
has been wonderfully stimulated by the war with 
Spain. In the common acceptation of the term, pa
triotism means love of one's own country, but usually 
the love of country developed by foreign war is broader 
than this in that it stimulates and revives not only love 
of one's own country, but in the case of the more pow
erful nations it excites love of the country of the other 
party, to the extent that not infrequently only the pos
session of a large share of the territory of that country 
will satisfy that "love." But such "love of country" 
is only selfishness. 

However, it will be best to let the editor to whom 
reference has been made tell his story. He con-
tinues: 

"The war with Spain awoke this sleepy, almost 
dormant, patriotic spirit. Men in office had thrust 
upon them, without their asking, new and great re
sponsibilities, which either made strong men of them 
and brought out those sterling qualities, such as they 
themselves had never dreamed of, or else these same 
responsibilities proved too great; the weakness of the 
men appeared and they were fmced to give way for 

stro~ger though_not more honest men. And the peo
ple. lifted up their heads, before this bent intently on 
their work, and watched the progress of their country 
went out to guard its honor on the sea, the battle-fielci' 
and at the ballot-bo~. The conscience of the country 
wa? st~rtled f!om Its stupor and again became an 
act~ve, mfluenttal agent in shaping and controlling the 
action of the country." 

It may seem almost iconoclasm to cast athwart this 
beautiful pen-picture, the hateful shadow of sordid mo
tives, overweaning ambition, petty jealousy in army 
and navy, embalmed beef, and postal fraud scandals 
etc., but the overdrawn picture makes it necessar; 
that the truth be told, or at least referred to, "lest we 
forget ; lest we forget." 

And _even the writ_er we are thus briefly reviewing 
seems h1mself to reahze that there is another side to 
the picture, for he adds: "I sometimes fear that the 
shaking up was hardly long enough, and not severe 
enoug~ to ~ring about the best results." And surely 
somethmg Is wrong. Either "the shaking up" was 
not long enough or hard enough, or possibly it was 
not the sort of shaking up that we as a people needed, 
for assuredly it has led only to evil so far as this nation 
is concerned. Our arms have triumphed, but in the 
moment of victory, even in the framing of the treaty 
of peace, Greed struck down Liberty; the Declara
tion of Independence was trampled in the dust; and 
to-day the government once the handmaid of Liberty 
is doing the bidding of Despotism, and the end is not 
yet. B. 

The Holy Day by Law Established. 

The advocates of legal Sunday enforcement are 
manifesting more than ordinary activity at the present 
time in Wisconsin. One oi the themes discussed by 
the secretary of the Sunday Rest Day Association of 
the State is, "Can We Afford to Change Our Holy 
Day for a Holiday?" Of course nobody who has a 
holy day can afford to change it for a holiday; nor is 
there any reason why he should. Whoever pleases to 
observe either Sunday or another day as a holy day 
has a perfect right to do so; and no earthly power has 
any right to require him either to think of it or to treat 
it as a holiday. "He that regardeth the-day, regardeth 
it unto the Lord; and he that regardeth not the day un
to the Lord he doth not regard it." Therefore to the in
dividual to whom any day is holy it is holy, and nobody 
but himself can make it otherwise.. It is just as true 
that to the individual to whom any day is a holiday, to 
him it is such and no earthly power can make it any 
thing else to him. 

Probably, however, the question refers not to indi
vidual belief and practice, but to the legal recognition 
of Sunday by the State. In other words, the real ques-
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tion is, Shall the State change its "holy day" for a 
holiday? But what right has the State to have a holy 
day? And if the State has a holy day what right has 
the State to require the individual to observe that holy 
day if he does not wish to? The rights of the State 
are simply the rights of the individuals. The State 
has no rights apart from the individuals. The State 
exists simply and solely to secure the free exercise of 
individual rights. It is for this purpose that "govern
~ents are instituted among men," as declare's the Dec
laration of Independence. 

But the point we wished specially to note is that 
according to the logic of the situation and of the de
mand made by the Sunday Rest Day Association, the 
State of Wisconsin not only has a "holy day" but that 
''holy day" is dependent upon a statute made by the 
legislature, not only for its existence as a holy day in 
the first place, but for its continuance as such. If the 
plea of the secretary means anything it means that let 
the civil law either be repealed or become a dead letter 
and the so-called holy day becomes merely a holiday. 

B. 

No religion has any right to the "protection" of 
civil law. Governments are not instituted among men 
to preserve religions, but to preserve rights. 

The Nature of Sunday Laws. 

There is one very important difference between 
Sunday laws, and law~ creating and setting apart holi
d-ays. It is this: Sunday laws are mandatory, while 
laws touching holidays are simply permissive. Sunday 
laws say that you shall neither work nor play; while 
laws setting apart holidays leave the individual free 
to work, to play, or to be idle according to his own 
tastes and convenience. 

Familiar examples illustrating this difference be-
tween statutes touching holy days and holidays are fur
nished by the Fourth of July, Thanksgiving, Christmas, 
etc. Business is very generally suspended upon these 
days, but people are not compelled to observe them as 
they are Sunday. The law simply makes such days 
dies non, or dies nefasti, that is, days upon which legal 
business cannot be transacted-courts do not sit, and 
notes, bills, etc., falling due on one of these days, are 
due and payable on the succeeding day. But nobody 
is required to observe such days by refrainin!! from 
anything lie wishes to do, which might properly be 
done on other days. He may work, he may play, or 
he may buy and sell, if he can find those who are willing 
to engage in trade with him. But he cannot compel 
his neighbor to answer to a suit upon a national or 
state holiday; nor can he mulct a debtor in costs for 

failure to redeem his commercial paper on such a day. 
In short, in the one case the egis of law protects the 
man; and in the other, it shields the day. In other 
words, the law recognizing holidays seeks only to se
cure to the individual the largest measure of personal 
liberty; while statutes touch_ing Sunday are designed 
to secure from every man tnbute to a religious insti
tution, and this for religious reasons pure and simple. 

B. 

A Tale of Two Nations.-Israel and Im
perialism. 

God had set the people of Israel in the world for a 
double purpose. They were to give to all mankind 
the true principles of the Christian religion. They 
wer~ ~lso to give to all nations the correct principle-s 
of c1vrl government. According to the plan of the 
Lord, Israel was to be a power among the nations; 
but she was not to be a nation among the powers. 
The principle of government by the consent of the 
governed was instilled into her national economy by 
God Himself. The King of Heaven caused this pre
cious principle to distill itself into the hearts of the 
children of Israel as the dew of the morning is distilled 
from above on leaf and flower. As long as Israel held 
to the principle of government by the consent of the 
governed and obeyed the mandate of God expressed 
in the words of Balaam, "From the tops of the rocks 
I see him, and from the hills I behold him; lo, the 
people shall dweil alone, and shall not be reckoned 
among the nations"-as long as Israel obeyed this 
mandate, she would be great among the powers and 
blessed by them. With one voice they would pro
claim "Surely this great nation is a wise and under
standing nation, for what nation is there so great?" 

ISRAEL A COMMONWEALTH. 

From all this it is clear that Israel was a common
wealth, and was so recognized in the Bible itself. The 
true principles of the Christian religion and of civil 
government were designed of God to be her crown 
of glory, in things spiritual and in things temporal. 
God was Israel's Sovereign by her own consent, as 
well as the Guardian of her every way. · 

The government of Israel was administered in the 
name and by the authority of God. The work of 
Moses, of the seventy elders, of the rulers and judges, 
was simply to enforce the laws that God had given; 
they had no authority to legislate for the nation. This 
was, and for a time continued to be, the condition of 
Israel's existence as a nation. From age to age men in
spired of God were sent to instruct the people, and to 
direct in the enforcement of the laws. · 

The civil government of Israel was very simple. 
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It was simple in the outward form as well as in the in
wa:d spirit. There was none of the pomp and glory 
whrch naturally accompanies royalty. There were no 
titles and no thrones. The mind cannot conceive of 
a more simple administration of civil affairs than that 
which God Himself planned for His chosen people. 

For a number of years Israel, to a greater or less 
extent, followed the plans and wishes of God in the 
matter of their civil government; but little by little 
a new wave of feeling, unknown to the older genera
tions, began to vibrate the heart chords of Jehovah's 
chosen host. Increase of population and intercourse 
with the other nations began to work changes of 
thought, sentiment and principle. 

CUSTOMS OF THE HEATHEN. 

These introduced themselves insidiously; little by 
little, they stole the hearts of the children of Israel. 
The people began to adopt the customs of the heathen 
round about. Thus they sacrificed, to a great extent, 
their own peculiar, holy character, "gradually they 
lost their reverence for God and ceased to prize the 
honor of being His chosen people. Attracted by the 
pomp and display of heathen monarchies, they tired 
of their own simplicity. Jealousy and envy sprang up 
between the tribes. Internal dissensions made them 
weak; they were continually exposed to the invasion 
of their heathen foes and the people were beginning to 
believe that in order to maintain their standing among 
the nations, the tribes must be un·ited in a strong central 
government. As they departed from obedience to God's 
law, theY. desired to be free from the rule of their Di
vine Sovereign, and thus the demand for a monarchy 
became widespread throughout Israel." 

We have now reached one of the saddest days and 
chapters in the history of God's people. From being 
a government by the consent of the governed-a com
monwealth-Israel became a monarchy; and the story 
of the inauguration of this new state of affairs is of 
the most supreme interest, to every soul who loves and 
values civil freedom. 

It was during the days of Samuel's admil!-istration. 
He was divinely invested with the three-fold office of 
judge, prophet and priest. Under his administration 
the people had prospered in temporal things and god
liness had been promoted. With the full consent of 
the nation, Samuel appointed his sons to office as his 
assistants. These young men "turned aside after lucre 
and took bribes and perverted judgment." This was 
a bad thing for both them and Israel ; but Samuel had 
adhered to the true principles in appointing them to 
office, that is, he had obtained "the full assent of the 
nation." 

LIKE ALL THE NATIONS. 

Thus came that gathering long to be remembered 
in the annals of Israelitish story. "All the elders of 

Israel gathered themselves together, and came to Sam
uel unto Ramah, and said unto him, 'Behold, thou art 
old, and thy sons walk not in thy ways; now make 
us a king to judge us like all the nations.' " (I. Sam., 
8th chap.) 

Here was a plea on the part of the people for a 
monarchy. They wanted a king to judge them "like 
all the nations." In other words, they wanted to be 
like all the nations. 

But all the other nations on earth at that time, save 
Israel alone, were heathen nations. Their inspiration 
came from Satan, and their principles were born of 
evil and not of good. Every one of these were mon
archies. Their kings obtained the thrones, whether 
by fair means or foul, they little reeked. The people 
were not asked whether they liked the form of govern
ment or not. It was for them to obey the king and 
ask no questions. 

The common idea of things was that the majority 
of mankind were born saddled and bridled for the mi
nority, born booted and spurred to ride them. So 
when the elders of Israel gathered together to ask 
Samuel to make them a king to judge them like the 
nations round about them, they asked that the prin
ciples of Satan in government might be installed in 
place of the principles of God. This was the beginning 
oi a long dark night, the gloomy clouds of which even 
the advent of Christ, the Day-Star, could not entirely 
dispel, and which even to this present time has not 
come to t~e morning. 

"The cases of abuse among the people had not been . 
referred to Samuel. Had the evil course of his sons · 
been known to him, he would have removed them 
without delay; but this was not what the petitioners 
desired. Samuel saw that their real motive was discon
tent and pride, and that their demand was the result of a 
deliberate and determined purpose." 

Samuel plead with God. And the Lord said unto 
Samuel, "Hearken unto the voice p£ the people in all 
that they say unto thee; for they have not rejected 
thee, but they have rejected Me, that I should not reign 
over them." In the request which the people of Israel 
made to God, through Samuel, they rejected the gov
ernment of God and the principles of that government, 
but these principles involved that one eternal and al
mighty principle, "the consent of the governed." This 
principle also invoked the idea that Israel should dwell 
alone and should not be reckoned among the nations. 

"The days of Israel's greatest prosperity had been 
those in which they acknowledged Jehovah as their 
king, and when the laws and the government which 
He had established were regarded as superior to those 
of all the other nations. Moses had declared to Is: 
rael concerning the government of God, 'this is your 
wisdom and your understanding in the sight of the 
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nations, which shall hear all these statutes, and shall 
say, surely this great nation is a wise and understand
ing people,' but.by departing from God's law the He
brews had failed to become the people that God de
sired to make them, and then all the evils which were 
the result of their own sin and folly they charged upon 
the government of God. So completely had they be
come blinded by sin. 

"The Lord had, through his prophets, foretold that 
Israel would be governed by a king ; but it does not 
follow that this form of government was best for them 
or according to His will. He permitted the people to 
follow their own choice because they refused to be 
guided by His counsel. Hosea declares that 'God 
gave them a king in His anger' (Hosea 13 :rr)." 

A MIRACLE OF UNSELFISHNESS. 

Israel had petitioned for a king. God knew that 
a monarchy would not be the best form of government 
for them; nevertheless, He said unto Samuel, "Heark
en unto the voice of the people in all that they say unto 
thee." In these words the Lord admonished the 
prophet to do for the people a thing which He knew 
would not be best. Was divine wisdom blinded? Had 
the power of omniscience deserted the Omniscient 
One? Nay, verily. But the God of Heavens was 
simply standing by the principles which are the basis 
of eternal government now and forevermore. The 
people wanted a king. They wanted to set aside that 
simple form of government by the consent of the 
governed with which God had provided them, and in 
its place they wanted a hereditary monarchy. To this 
new form of government their minds consented, and 
God was willing that the principle of government by 

, the consent of the governed should work, even if it 
expelled Him from being king over His own people. 
0, miracle of unselfishness! Wonder of the ingen
uousness of the soul of the Most High ! God is love. 
In love volition is everything and arbitrary force is 
nothing. And God would not o'erstep the bounds 
which He set, even to keep Himself enthroned in the. 
hearts of His peoP,le. He would not force Himself 
upon a nation which preferred another king-another 
kind of government. 

Samuel faithfully set before the people the burdens 
that would be laid upon them under the new regime. 
He contrasted this with their present perfectly free 
and prosperous condition, "their king would imitate 
the pomp and luxury of other nations, to support which 
grievous exactions upon their persons and property 
would be necessary." 

"Ye shall be his servants," were the closing words 
of the prophet, "and ye shall cry out in that day be
cause of your king which ye shall have chosen you, and 
the Lord will not hear you in that day." However 
burdensome its exactions should be found when once 
the monarchy was established, they could not set it 
aside at pleasure. 

"WE SHALL HAVE A KING." 

But to all the pleading of the prophet, only one 
answer rolled back from the people, "Nay, but we will 
have a king over us that we also may be like all the 
nations, and that our king may judge us, and go out 
before us and fight our battles." 

"Like all the nations." Could Israel only have 
heard the sobs and seen the tears and known the an
guish wrung from the breasts of many a thousand 
subject among "the nations!" Could Israel only have 
heard the piteous wail of the little children lacking 
bread-could they have seen the look of pinching want 
of mothers among "the nations" whose husbands had 
been taken for the service of the king-in a word, could 
they only have realized the differences between the 
sweets of liberty and of the many bitter things of mon
archy, their petition would never have been heard. 
Their voices would have been hushed in solemn silence, 
as inwardly they blessed God for their happy lot. 

Jehovah Himself had ordained that they should not 
be like the nations. This they should have considered 
a privilege and sacred holy distinction; but they de
serted the cold snow waters of Lebanon for the murky 
streams of the valley. They left that which was high 
and holy for that which was earthly, sensual, devilish. 
Long years afterwards in the straitness and the siege, 
when the Roman armies surrounded Zion, the beauty 
of the whole earth, the harvest of this sad day was 
reaped to the full. The dregs of the cup which they 
now, for the first time, put to their lips, they drank 
to the double. 

But on this memorable morning their eyes were 
blinded; they could see only the glitter and tinsel of 
royalty, the splendor of monarchical regalia. A mist 
obscured their vision. Their brains were swimming in 
the intoxication of pride. They knew not the hour of 
their visitation. God let them have their way that 
that sacred prindple of government by the consent of 
the governed might not be, marred even by its own 
Maker. And from this unfortunate hour began the 
Empire of Israel. 

P. T. MAGAN. 

Liberty Not License. 

Liberty is not license. The idea is frequently ex
pressed that people must be deprived of a certain 
amount of their libert~, as a safeguard against the evils 
of license and anarchy .. The expression is an unfor
tunate one, because while it is meant to state what is 
true, it tends to obscure the distinction between lib
erty and lawlessness, and to accustom people to the 
idea that real liberty can rightfully be taken away from 
individuals for the public good,-an idea which di
vests liberty of its essential sacredness and breaks 
down every safeguard about it. 
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Liberty and license are opposites, always contend
ing against each other. License always interferes with 
somebody's liberty; that is the very reason it is 
frowned upon by the laws of civilization. All people 
should have liberty, and therefore none should have 
license. It is not liberty that should be taken from 
the people, but the opportunity to do that which in
terferes with liberty in others, and this interference 
with liberty is the only reason there can be for its pro
hibition. Real liberty is not against itself, and to 
prohibit liberty in the name of liberty is an act contra
dicting itself. 

Liberty is a natural right. It is a self-evident truth 
that "all men are created equal," and "are endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable rights, among 
which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." 
Being thus a natural and God-given right, it manifestly 
does not need to be prohibited to secure God-given 
rights. The rights bestowed by the Creator are not in 
conflict with each other. 

Liberty is a law, and is therefore not against law, 
but against lawlessness. The highest law-that of the 
Ruler of the universe, is denominated by Him the 
"law of liberty." What higher testimony than this 
could be given touching the sacredness of liberty, and 
its perfect harmony with all just law and right gov
ernment? 

The preservation of personal liberty, not as a mere 
privilege existing by right of sufferance, and subject to 
the dictates of expediency, but as an inalienable right, 
granted not by government but by God, and of which 
no innocent person can ever justly be deprived, is es
sential to the preservation of this Republic. 

s. 

White Ribboners in Oshkosh. 

The Woman's Christian Temperance Union of 
Wisconsin held its twenty-seventh annual convention 
at Oshkosh, May 22 to 24, in the Algoma Street M. E. 
Church. The convention was called to order by the 
president, Mrs. Mary C. Upham, wife of ex-Governor 
W. P. Upham. The number of delegates was one 
hundred and twenty-six. The church was beautifully 
decorated with flags and banners ; five national colors 
were artistically arranged. A large picture of the late 
Frances E. Willard was in the front of the auditorium. 
Above the chancel were the letters in white, "W. C. T. 
U.," which were very large, and over them was neatly 
arranged in. blue the word "Welcome." Several large 
white ribbon bows were neatly arranged. 

THE DEVOTIONAL EXERCISES. 

were conducted by Mrs. L. A. Hodge of Waunakee. 
The morning session consisted mainly of the seating 

of the delegates in the order of the counties repre
sented, the roll call and the reading of a few reports. 

The first report read was that of the corresponding 
secretary, Mrs. W. A. Lawson of Baraboo. The re
port did not deal with statistics, but mainly with the 

BRIGHT PROSPECTS IN MEMBERSHIP 

and interest, and also contained several valuable rec
ommendations to the different unions in the state or
ganization. Mrs. Lawson called attention to the fact 
that the state W. C. T. U. had grown by the addition 
of between 700 and &lo new members during the past 
year, and also that thirteen new local unions had come 
into the organization during the same time. She rec
ommended that every union in the state be visited by 
some worker in the W. C. T. U. outside the state at 
least once a year to encourage and instruct. Mrs. 
Lawson further recommended that funds be secured 
for the use of the unions in bringing these outside 
speakers into the state. She mentioned that many of the 
unions in the state are doing work of reform and im
provement that is not outlined or prescribed in the 
plans of the organization. One of the most important 
of these, she mentioned, was 

THE CURFEW. 

The unions of the W. C. T. U. have pushed the enact
ment and enforcement of the curfew law in many parts 
of the state with success. Much charitable work has 
been done by the unions, pastors' salaries have been 
readjusted, reading rooms, libraries and traveling li
braries have been established; with the aid of the W. 
C. T. U. churches have been built and many other 
lines of reform and improvements have been started 
and aided by the state W. C. T. U. 

Mrs. G. I. Follett of Spencer, secretary of the 

LECTURE BUREAU OF THE WISCONSIN W. C. T. U. 

read a report of her work for the past eight months. 
There were four lecturers in the state, viz. : Mrs. Le
nora M. Lake, vice-president of the Catholic Total 
Abstinence Union of America; Mrs. Clara C. Hoff
man, president of the Woman's Christian Temperance 
Union of Missouri and recording secretary of the Na
tional W. C. T. U.; Miss Marie C. Brehm of Illinois, 
national superintendent of the Franchise Department 
and national lecturer, and Miss Della C. H. Cox, or
ganizer and lecturer for the Wisconsin W. C. T. U. 
Mrs. Follett mentioned that 326 lecture meetings had 
been held in the state in the past eight months; 731 
new members had been secured; eighteen county con
ventions had been held and nineteen county institutes 
had been conducted. 

THE REPORT OF THE STATE TREASURER, 

Mrs. Ida M. Cooke of Green Bay, was replete with in
teresting figures. Her report for the year ending May 
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r, 1900, showed general receipts, $2,794.05, with lec
ture receipts $709.54; grand total, $3,503.59. The to
tal balance on hand was $285.03. Total number of 
unions, 174; total paid membership, 3,388, a gain of 
ninety-eight; twenty-three of the sixty-three counties 
show a gain in membership ; two counties lead with 
large gains-Grant county has added 87 members and 
Green county ror; thirteen new unions were organ
ized during the year. 

By a vote of the convention a teleg-ram of greeting 
was sent to the convention of railroad engineers then 
in session in Milwaukee. 

When Mrs. Upham rose to read her annual ad
dress she was greeted with applause, at which she said 
good naturedly: "I know if you applaud now you 
won't when I have finished." Her report showed the 

WONDERFUL GROWTH OF THE ORGANIZATION 

during the last twenty-five years and that it was now 
one of the largest in the country and its work is known 
and felt everywhere. She advocated that the children 
be brought up in a proper manner and taught to lead 
pure Christian lives, abstaining from liquor and tobac
co and other bad habits. She stated that the supreme 
courts of several states had declared against the sale 
of cigarettes, and she also urged that anti-cigarette lit
erature be circulated among the schools. 

Mrs. I. W. Black of Racine,, who is a branch secre
tary, made her report. This report showed that there 
have been added eight new unions of 

THE LOYAL TEMPERANCE LEGION. 

She divided the L. T. L. societies into three classes, 
the senior, junior and intermediate. Of the first, 
there are seventeen societies in the state; the second, 
thirty-four, and the third, nineteen. The enrolled 
members are 2,537, and the pledged members are in 
number 1,045. During .the past year 575 diplomas 
have been issued. 

Mrs. Maria F. Hanchett of Madison made her re
port of the "Motor," which is the official organ of the 
W. C. T. U. of this state. 

ANOTHER MILE-STONE. 

The report of Mrs. L. A. Hodge of Waunakee, su
perintendent of evangelistic work, reported in part as 
follows: "Dear Sisters: Time has fled all too swiftly 
and we reach another- mile-stone on our journey. 
Though we feel that the time has been redeemed, still 
we look forward to much more to be accomplished. 
Only two of our state evangelists have been in the 
field this year, Mrs. K. S. Lewis and Mrs. A. W. De 
Long." 

-Mrs. K. V. Stevens, Lake Geneva, superintendent 
of 

SABBATH OBSERVANCE, 

made the following report: "Again the superin
tendent of this department for lack of material 
with which to build must present a meager report. 
Only ten local unions have sent any report. Five 
new local superintendents have been appointed dur
ing the year. Mrs. Masse, superintendent of what 
was formerly the tenth district, has done good work 
in circulating literature. Mrs. M. E. Smith, superin
tendent for Portage county, reports r,8oo pages of 
literature distributed and a number of sermons ddiv
ered by pastors. No other county superintendents 
have reported. Owing to the lateness of the date for 
the annual prayer week we will be obliged to defer 
gathering reports from meetings held then, until we 
make up our report for the national convention. The 
following is a summary of what has been reported: 
Local superintendents, nineteen; literature distrib
uted, 2,500 pages; sermons preached, ten; respon
sive exercises used in Sunday schools, 300. We trust 
that a much deeper interest has been taken in this 
department, and more work done by the unions than 
has been reported." 

Mrs. Cornelia M. Foster, Sparta, superintendent of 
Sunday school work, reported in part as follows: "Sun
day schools already organized have given us a field 
prepared for our seeding with temperance work, and 
this department has been very readily adopted in a 
very large number of unions, because it can be so 
easily done. Over four thousand pledge cards have 
been signed. Local superintendents have been very 
active and have made much of the temperance lessons 
each quarter; have held concerts with 'Temperance' 
as the keynote, secured temperance books for their 
libraries and distributed temperance leaflets and pa
pers." 

OTHER REPORTS. 

Space will not allow me to give even a brief report 
from the other superintendents, but will name their 
departments and give name and address. 

Mothers' Meetings and Child Culture Circles, Dr. 
A. J. Shaw, Eau Claire; Prison, Jail and Almshouse, 
Mrs. Anna Russell, Milwaukee; Work Among Sol
diers and Sailors, Mrs. Frances Nau, Green Bay; 
Work Among Lumbermen and Miners, Mrs. E. W. 
Shores, Ashland; Scientific Temperance Instruction 
and Anti-Narcotics, Mrs. J. E. Kinmore, Baraboo; 
Medal Contests, Mrs. Lizzie Axon, Lodi; Temperance 
Literature, Mrs. E. E. Prath, Evansville; Influencing 
the Press, Mrs. Clara B. Fleth, Merrill; Work Among 
Foreign Speaking People, Mrs. 0. A. Breakey, La 
Crosse; Non-Alcoholic Medication, Dr.R. Bird, Beav
er Dam; Schools of Method, Mrs. M. C. Upham, 
Marshfield; Parlor Meetings, Mrs. L. H. Uren, Hur
ley; Flower Mission, Miss Edith Nugent, Ashland; 
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Fair Work, Mrs. W. E. Thompson, Milwaukee; Fran
chise, Mrs. Maude Sanders, Milwaukee; Christian 
Citizenship, Mrs. M. A. B. Smith, Madison. 

I regret that I cannot speak of these reports now, 
but I may be allowed to at some future time. I also 
regret that I cannot give even a very brief synopsis of 
the several able addresses and especiaiiy is this so of 
the lectures given by Mrs. Mable Conklin, New York, 
national lecturer, and Miss Marie C. Brehm, Chicago, 
Ill., superintendent franchise department, l"~ational W. 
C. T. U. 

At proper times there were devotional exercises, 
which were very helpful, this is especially true of the 
consecration services. They helped very much in 
maintaining sweet Christian influence during the three 
very busy days of the convention. 

OFFICERS ELECTED. 

The election of officers was done in a quiet man
ner and were as follows: President, Mrs. Mary C. 
Upham, Marshfield; vice-president, Mrs. G. I. Follett, 
Spencer; corresponding secretary, Mrs. W. A. Law
son, Baraboo; recording secretary, Mrs. Augusta E. 
C. Strong, Baraboo; treasurer, Mrs. Ida M. Cooke, 
Green Bay; editor of the Motor (official organ), Mrs. 
Maria F. Hanchett. 

The following named persons were chosen as dele
gates and alternates to 

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION 

to be held in Washington, D. C., in November; Dele
gate, Mrs. G. I. Follett of Spencer; alternate, Mrs. Bes
sie N. Prothero of Ashland; delegate, Dr. A. J. Shaw of 
Eau Claire; alternate, Mrs. J. B. Hoagland of Menomi
nee; delegate, Mrs. Jennie E. Kin more of Baraboo ; al
ternate, Mrs. Martha E. D. Hurlburt of Fond du Lac; 
delegate, Miss Clara Peters of Monroe; alternate, Mrs. 
Mecca Varney, Monroe; delegate, Mrs. L.A. Hodge 
of Waunakee; alternate, Mrs. M. A. B. Smith of Mad
ison; delegate, Miss Pamella A. Hand of Elkhorn; 
alternate, Mrs. Isaac Ellsworth of Milwaukee; dele
gate, Mrs. Hannah Patchen of New London; alter
nate, Mrs. Alma Robb of Green Bay. Aside from 
these the officers of the W. C. T. U. of this state will 
represent the union at the national convention. 

WISER COUNSELS PREVAIL. 

During the Thursday forenoon session Mr. J. B. 
Davidson of Milwaukee, secretary of the Sunday Rest 
Day Association, was presented to the convention by 
the chair, Mrs. Mary C. Upham. While speaking he 
asked the delegates to make a motion that the chair 
write a letter to President McKinley condemning his 
action in recently giving a Sunday dinner party. Mr. 
Davidson urged it in the strongest language he could 
command both in feeling and voice quality. He was 

very sorry indeed that President McKinley, who had 
been such a good Sabbath-keeper before should thus 
break the Sabbath. At the close of his remarks the 
chair sweetly and smilingly replied: "I hope, ladies, 
that you will not make any such motion," but added, 
"If I see him I can speak to him with better effect than 
to write to him." Here the matter was dropped, for no 
motion was made. In the afternoon session the sub
ject came before the convention in the form of a reso
lution thus: "And hereby exprt·Bs our regret that the 
chief magistrate of our nation and his wife have low
ered the hitherto high standard of Sabbath observance 
at the White House by giving a social reception and 
Sunday dinner." A motion was made to strike it out, 
which was carried. Only about fifteen delegates voted 
against the motion, while more than three times as 
many delegates voted for it. This action of the con
vention was right and worthy of commendation by 
all God-fearing and liberty-loving people. And may 
all of their actions in the future be as righteous as this 
act is my prayer. 

H. w. REED. 

Madison, Wis. 

Should Majorities Rule? 

The question, Should the majority rule? may be 
answered correctly by both yes and no. 

In all matters of public policy touching public af
fairs the majority should rule. If a road is to be 
opened or a bridge to be built or a street to be paved 
the end sought should be the greatest good to the 
greatest number. But no majority, however great, 
has any right to trench upon the liberty of the indi
vidual. In the matter of rights the peasant is the peer 
of the noble, the individual the equal of all the race 
besides. 

"We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all 
men are created equal; that they are endowed, by their 
Creator, with certain inalienable rights." As long as 
these words remain true so long will it be true that in 
the matter of inherent rights-rights which men have 
in virtue of being men, that is human beings-are not 
justly subject to the will of anybody but of the God 
who gave them. 

There is. no thought more utterly ruinous to all 
that is noblest and best in man, than the idea that the 
will of the majority has anything to do with moral ob
ligation. If a thing is wrong the concurrence of all 
the race cannot make it right. No more can the con
demnation of all the race make wrong that which is 
right. 

"The framers of the Constitution," said Richard 
M. Johnson,. "recognized the eternal principle that 
man's relation with his God is above human legisla
tion," and of course above the voice of majorities, how
ever large. Only thus could rights be rights. That 
which is dependent on the will of any man or of any 
number of men is not a right but a privilege. 

B. 
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The Senate committee on the judiciary has refused 
to report favorably the proposed constitutional amend
ment giving Congress power to regulate marriage and 
divorce. 

* * * 
The British-Boer war is practically over. The re

sult being what everybody except the Boers them
selves foresaw it must necessarily be, the utter extinc
tion of the Boer republics as independent states. The 
odds against them were too great. 

* * * 
The Dreyfus affair is again making trouble for the 

French Government. M, Waldeck-Rousseau is openly 
branded as a liar and scoundrel while presiding over 
the chamber, and on several occasions it has been nec
essary to surround him with guards to protect him 
from personal violence while in the chair. The French 
seem determined to maintain their reputation as the 
most turbulent of all civilized peoples. 

* * * 
At the time of the closing of the columns of this 

paper twenty-three warships were at Ta-kau-nine 
Russian, three British, three German, three French, 
two American, two Japanese, and one Italian. In 
addition to their crews, the Russians had on board 
their warships I 1,000 troops from Port Arthur, with 
field equipment. Fourteen thousand Russian troops 
are held in readiness at Port Arthur. Three hundred 
"international" bluejackets were already at Peking. 

* * * 
A recent Vienna despatch states that the Arch

bishop of Bucasert, at a recent audience with the 
Pope, received an autograph letter from the Pontiff 
for King Charles of Roumania. This letter virtually 
marks a complete reconciliation between the King and 
the Vatican, after years of strained relations. The 
Crown Prince's first son was baptized according to 
Orthodox rites, and the Pope, angered at the act, has 
pardoned slowly. 

* * * 
Recent advices are to the effect that the Czar has 

obtained from the Persian Government well-defined 
concessions of great political and commercial import
ance. Among these concessions is a grant of the right 
to construct a railroad from Erwan, in Caucasia, to 

Tabriz, and also for the opening to Russian trade o 
the entire district of Khorassan. Engineers have al
ready begun surveying this railway, which leads tc 
the center of the Azerbijan district, and which really i! 
the beginning of the road which will eventually extenc 
through all Persia to Bararbbas, and give Russia ar 
exit to the sea through the Persian Gulf. 

* * 

A late dispatch from Brussels says the election ir 
that city has "resulted in the return of eight Catholic 
deputies, five socialists, three liberals and two pro
gressists for the chamber and five Catholic members 
two liberals and two progressists for the senate. The 
general results of the election so far show that eighty
five Catholics, thirty-three liberals, thirty-three social
ists and one Christian Democrat have been elected.' 

And that is the way some people would like to have 
election returns read in this country, only, of course, 
each denomination or religious federation would likt: 
to see their party in the lead. 

* * * 
The following from a recent number of the English 

Churchman (London) will seem strange to American 
eyes: 

"On Monday the Bishop of Liverpool went to 
Windsor Castle and did homage to the Queen on hiE 
appointment. The Home Secretary was present and 
administered the oath. We presume our neo-Angli
cans would wish these 'formalities' to be dispensed 
with." 

But why should it seem strange? In our own 
country chaplains are elected by legislatures and by 
Congress, and in the Army and Navy they are appoint
ed and sworn. After all, we are only a step behind our 
English collSins. 

* * * 
These facts furnished to a London weekly by th~ 

secretary of the Church Association go to show th~ 
rapid growth of ritualism in the Established Church ol 
England. Concerning a certain parish the secretar) 
writes: 

. "It now seems that the long-suffering Protestan1 
parishioners, instead of getting that redress which the) 
were entitled to at the hands of the Archbishop, hav( 
had set over them another ritualistic law-breaker. Or 
Sunday last six candles were kept burning during th( 
whole of the service, and four more were lighted a' 
the communion, wafer bread was used, and the conse
crated elements elevated. The new churchwardens 
who are decided Protestants, protested after the ser· 
vice against these illegal practices. The action of th( 
Archbishop of York in this case shows more clearlJ 
than ever that the bishops are not to be trusted." 
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of the first. They teach their children to give to the 
cause of religion ; and these children are exposed to 
all the temptations to spend their money to which other 
children are exposed. Now if it were the duty of the 
State to protect the children of Sunday keepers from 
the temptation to spend their pennies on Sunday in
stead of putting them into the contribution envelope, 
would it not be under just the same obligation to guard 
against temptation the children who with their parents 
worship on another day? It is evident that this is a 
matter which the state should let severely alone. 

June I President McKinley, accompanied by Sec
retary Long, visited the Catholic University, the pro
fessors and students greeting them with applause. 
Rector Conaty made a speech of welcome to the Presi
dent on his first visit to the university, explaining the 
purposes and aims of the institution. 

"The cross which surmounts our buildings," he 
said, "is indicative of our religious faith, and the flag 
which floats to the breeze beside it is indicative of our 
national spirit. We are Catholics, holding our au
thority as an institution from the pontifical constitu
tion granted us by the holy father who founded this 
university, and we are Americans, obtaining our legal 
existence from the statutes of this district. 

"Under this roof minds are taught to love the cross 
and reverence the flag. Catholic Americans, we are 
taught and we teach loyalty to God as the source of 
loyalty to the republic.'' 

In response the President said: "I have been glad 
to note building after building rising on these grounds 
in the last half dozen years, and I extend to you my 
cordial congratulations. This nation is in advance of 
every other nation of the world in the matter of edu
cational advantages and opportunities, and no nation 
in the world is in greater need of ·educated young men. 
They are the pillars of strength to this republic, and 
we need them, it seems to me, never more than at this 
hour." 

* 'I' * 
A former vice-consul at Hong Kong, Edward 

Wildman, has an article in a recent number of ';Leslie's 
Weekly" entitled, "A Reign of Terror in the Philip
pines," in which he gives some startling facts quite at 
variance with the official reports published from time 
to time regarding the condition of affairs in the islands. 

Mr. Wildman says that "there exists a veritable 
reign of terror in most parts of the archipelago within 
a gunshot from our army posts. Either Gen. Otis is 
blind to the situation, or is keeping the real facts from 
the American people. Aguinaldo's forces have scat
tered into marauding bands and, leaguing themselves 

with the mountain tribes, terrorize the country, effec
tually check the cultivation of crops and the sale of 
marketable products, and wage war against all who 
hesitate to acknowledge the Aguinaldo govern
nlent." 

He is also of the opinion that the present military 
force in the Philippine Islands is entirely inadequate to 
cope with the situation and bring the war to a close. 
The American .people may find that imperialism; like 
some other attractive looking things, comes high, and 
is scarcely worth the price after it is obtained. 

Germany in South America. 

Much weight has been attached to Secretary Root's 
words at the celebration of the birthday of Grant, and 
the comments on it have not been confined to this 
country. Speaking of Grant's support of the Monroe 
doctrine, he pointedly referred to the eagerness of 
European nations to secure more territory, and the 
probable consequence that the United States must pre
pare to make a determined stand for that doctrine or 
else abandon it. 

The application of the remark might be quite gen
eral, but there are good reasons for the common dis
position to refer it to Germany, especially in connection 
with the movement to enlarge the German navy. With 
a population. of two-thirds that of the United States 
and a country smaller than Texas, there is abundant 
cause, quite aside from any colonial ambitions, why 
Germany should be seeking opportunities for expan
sion. It'' has been plain for some time that she was 
encouraging her migrating people to settle in South 
America rather than make their new homes altogether 
in North America. Brazil especially has been the land 
that they have been seeking. Naturally, as strangers 
in a strange land, they have been drawn closely to
gether. Large German communities have been formed 
especially in one state, and great regions in Brazil have 
passed into the hands of Germans that still remain at 
home. 

Brazil has not viewed the situation with entire satis-
faction. She has fancied that there were traces of a 
definite policy in the immigration. It has been hinted 
that the plan of "spheres of influence," which has been 
applied so largely in Africa and somewhat in China, 
might be extended to another continent as well, and 
that on some plausible pretext occasion might be taken 
to declare a German protectorate over the German col
onies of Brazil. Such a step would be but the prelude 
to action that would end in making a large section of 
South America a German possession. 

Whatever may be said for German government as 

contrasted with the rather unstable equilibrium of the 
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There is a strong drift in the English Church not 
only toward ritualism, but toward Rome. Stranger 
things have happened than the return of the Estab
lished Church to the Papal fold. 

* * * 
It is announced that hereafter Asbury Park, N. J., 

is to have Sunday trains. The resolution requesting 
the railroads to stop their Sunday t'rains at the Asbury 
Park station is said to have been introduced in the city 
council by Mr. Bradley himself, the founder of the 
town. According to newspaper reports his remarks 
upon introducing the resolution were in effect as fol
lows: 

"The Sunday of to-day is not the Sunday of twenty
five years ago. The people are more progressive, and 
Asbury Park has progressed with the rest of the world. 
To-day we want and get the Sunday newspapers. We 
must bring ourselves to the idea of a broader and more 
liberal Sunday. I believe that Sunday railroad trains 
are necessary to the proper growth of our beautiful 
city, and I trust that old-fashioned prejudices will not 
impel anybody to vote against the resolution." 

Adjoining Asbury Park is Ocean Grove, the great 
camp-meeting resort · controlled by the Methodists. 
Ocean Grove is a distinct corporation but separated 
from Asbury Park only by a narrow creek. There is 
said to be much feeling in Ocean Grove against the 
Sunday trains, and it is feared that they will bring to 
the place much that is objectionable on that day. 

* 
Haverhill, Mass., seems to be experiencing a regu

lar spasm of Sunday virtue, purely civil of course, for 
the law is "civil," but nevertheless operated in the in
terests of a religious institution. The Gazette of that 
city in its issue of May 14 says: 

"Marshal McLaughlin made a tour of visitation 
among a number of the fruit dealers in the city yester
day afternoon and found that they were doing business 
contrary to the statutes. He took samples of fruit and 
summoned the dealers to appear in the district court 
this morning. The following are the leaders who re
ceived the summonses: N:. Martin, Arid Moosh, N.H. 
Choalain, John Murred, Harry 0. Jacobs and Tarri
jian. 

"Game Warden Girard caught a local man, George 
W. Kimball, and a small boy fishing for eels yesterday 
afternoon at Ward Hill. Upon being detected thus in 
breaking the Sabbath the man surrendered the fishing 
tackle and promised to appear in court next morning 
to answer to the game warden's charges." 

Certain of the New England states used to employ 
"tithing men" to see that the people went to church 
on Sunday and to keep them awake after they got 
them there. They don't do that now, but try to accom
plish the same end by a little different method. 

A report from Cleveland, Ohio, states that on May 
13th sermons were preached in fifty churches in that 
city "on the observance of Sunday. The general dis
cussion of the question is preliminary to the active 
crusade which the city ministers' union is to institute 
against violators of the Sunday law. A permanent 
committee to conduct the crusade will be appointed 
and will probably consist of two prominent ministers, 
one or two labor leaders, and three or four prominent 
business men, and a leading lawyer. The general plan 
of the crusade will be to cause the prosecution of those 
performing and requiring unnecessary labor on Sun
day.". 

The lawyer is quite an essential feature in every 
Sunday crusade. What an oversight it was on the 
Lord's part, to be sure, when in giving the gospel com
mission, he omitted all mention of the employment of 
lawyers to enforce his religion on unwilling people ! 
How easy it would have been for Him to have said: 
"Only limited power is given unto Me in heaven and 
on earth. Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, bap
tizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, 
and of the Holy Ghost; teaching them to observe all 
things whatsoever I have commanded you; compell
ing not only those who believe but those who do not 
believe to observe the first day of the week; and for 
this purpose employing lawyers to prosecute in the 
civil courts those who refuse to observe this day; and 
lo, I am with you alway, even unte the end of the 
world." 

But Jesus did not say this. The statement upon 
which the gospel commission is based forbade it. The 
"therefore" refers to the declaration: "All power is 
given unto me." And this is the power with which the 
gospel minister should be clothed. It is the only power 
to which he has any right to appeal. It is the .power 
of the Spirit of God, not the power of the civil magis
trate. 

* * * 
"'The power of the penny.' There is a sermon 

there," says the Michigan Christian Advocate. "The 
penny and the Sunday candy store switches the child 
into the downward path.'' And how so? Oh, the 
child spends the penny for candy on his way to Sun
day school instead of taking it to the school and put
ting it into the contribution envelope. And this if not 
the sum of the offending of the Sunday candy store is 
at least the great count in the indictment against it. 

Of course it is right and entirely proper that the 
child should be taught to give to the cause of religion. 
But it is neither right nor proper that the civil law 
should be invoked to make this education in some meas
ure compulsory. There are those who go to meeting on 
another day, namely on the last day of the week instead 
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Latin races, Brazilians still have a prejudice in favor 
of governing themselves. It is suggested that Secre
tary Root's utterance was not impossibly prompted by 
a South American appeal for some such declaration. 
At all events, it is plain that the United States would 
have a very decided interest in any movement that 
would result in putting any European nation in a con
trolling position in South America.-Christian En
deavor World. 

"Has Finally Gripped Even the United States." 

The Springfield (Mass.) Republican referring to the 
recent wild demonstrations of joy in London over the 
news of the relief of Mafeking, South Africa, and its 
plucky defenders, says: 

"As the crowds were roaring through the streets of 
London the press dispatches to America were telling 
of the official correspondence coming from India rela
tive to the famine-the situation in various districts 
being summed up after this style: 'Crops, practically 
nil; water, hardly any; cattle, all dead; people, thrift
less class dead, people with small means at end of 
their resources and either on relief works or dying; 
crime, abnormal.' 

"At the same time a committee of roo in New York 
City was issuing an appeal for American money to 
send to India. It stated that 6o,ooo,ooo of the queen's 
subjects were suffering from famine, and that at least 
ro,ooo,ooo of them were face to face with death from 
starvation. The deaths are reckoned by the thousands 
daily, and the Indian government, with all the outside 
help it has been able to obtain, is caring for only about 
6,ooo,ooo of the affected 6o,ooo,ooo. American money 
to save the queen's subjects from starvation by hun
dreds of thousands, while England at home throws 
money right and left to celebrate in drunken disorder 
a petty triumph of arms, and sends out from $ro,ooo,
ooo to $zo,ooo,ooo a month-enough to keep as many 
people alive in India-to strangle two little republics 
in South Africa in their own dust and blood ! · 

"It is a painful picture, from whatever point of view 
may be chosen. But it may profitably arrest the at
tention of all mankind. It brings home to the humane 
heart of the world, with overpowering force, the ut
terly brutal and savage nature of the jingo aggression 
which has seized upon the leading nations and has 
finally gripped even the United States. Our own Phil
ippine aggression of the same general nature, with its 
thousands of innocent victims, awful as it is in all its 
aspects, appears almost feeble in comparison with this 
parent exhibition of an ambition which leaves millions 
of its subjects to starve while in drunken joy it pursues 
a bloody triumph over the life of weaker states." 

We have no wish to intermeddle with the South 
African imbroglio; nor do we thit;1k England worse 
than other nations. Human nature is essentially the 
same everywhere, and the madness manifested in Lon~ 
don is world-wide. It awaits only occasion to show 
~ill L 

By What Right? 

(By Chas. C. Holbrook, District judge, Alamosa, Col.] 

. If I believe in the continuing force a1_1d authority 
ot the fourth commandment as a part of the necessarily 
un~hangeable law of the unchangeable God, and you 
belteve that by some mysterious, unexplained and un
k~ow~ process, the unc~angeable God so far changed 
hts mmd as to change h1s law by substituting the first 
day for the seventh, and then forgot to tell us about 
it, what right have you to punish me for not under
standing as you understand this mvsterious unex
plained and unknown process of doing that which the 
Lord has never admitted doing? 

If you have evidences upon which you are enabled 
to base a belie~, and from which you do believe, that 
God changed h1s fourth commandment by substituting 
the first day for the seventh, and I am so constituted 
tha.t the same evidences do not convince me, by what 
clatm of right would you punish me because my God
given conscience cannot be satisfied by the· same evi
dences which satisfy yours? And by what right do 
you assume to force me to serve God according to the 
dictates of your conscience instead of my own? 

The leading nations of Europe have come to an 
agreement to prevent the further killing of big game in 
Africa, except with their mutual consent; but mean
while the killing of the human species-men, women 
and children-goes on as fast as the combined efforts 
of two opposing powers can continue the process. It 
is too much to expect that European civilization should 
exert its force to prevent the further slaughter of hu
man beings by the bullets of men who hunt beneath 
the government flag. 

The country has been startled by the revelation of 
great frauds practiced under the United States admin
istration of affairs in Cuba, and the latest information 
is that only a tithe of the whole story of dishonesty in 
this matter has yet come to the light of publicity. But 
why should the people be startled? Why be surprised 
over the occurrence of that which is as natural as the 
law of gravitation? It only shows that the people have 
not taken pains to view present occurrences in the 
light of the past. Let them read ancient Roman his
tory and the history of every nation which has gov
erned provinces as the United States is now governing 
the late Spanish possessions, and they will find only 
one continued story of governmental corruption in the 
administration of provincial affairs. The evil is in
herent in the system itself, and no indignation the gov
ernment may now show over the Cuban revelations 
will long arrest its working. In process of time the 
people will become used to the story, and such prac
tices will come to be accepted as a matter of course. 
And this is not our verdict in the matter at all, but 
that of history. 

Under the flag but not under the Constitution
the phrase expresses an anomalous and evil condition 
for any people. The flag and the Constitution belong 
together. 
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CHICAGO, JUNE 7, 1900. 

The St. James Chronicle (London) says "that al
ready Sunday cycling is becoming a source of per
plexity and distress to those who regard the Lord's 
day as a day of rest." But why "a source of perplexity 
and distress?" \V e are quite sure that there is no law 
in England compelling anybody to ride on Sunday 
who does not want to. 

.ft 

Upon receiving the effects of the American Sen
tinel from New York we discovered that the files of 
the current volume were incomplete, numbers 6 and 10 

being missing. The New York office has not a singl~ 
copy of either of these numbers, hence we are com
pelled to apply to our subscribers. We would like to 
get twenty-five copies of ,each of these numbers-No. 
6, date of February 8, and No. 10, date of March 8. 
Will our friends send them to us? 

,;1 

The Social Forum is by no means pessimistic, in
deed it is decidedly optimistic, nevertheless it sees that 
civilization is confronted by grave problems which de
mand settlement. It says : 

"Our present industrial system cannot last. From 
every viewpoint it stands condemned. Economically 
it is organized wastefulness, forbidding men to supJ?lY 
their needs from nature's boundless store, and cham
ing forces that might make the desert blossom. Ethic
ally it is monstrous, denying to man the most sacred 
of all rights, 'the right to live a guiltless life.' Social
ly it is a Minotaur, its jaws dripping with the blood of 
its own children. It must go. 

"On all this we are agreed. But how shall it go? 
Peacefully, almost noiselessly, like the ice and snows 
of winter, subdued by the force of the vernal sun, or 
as moribund feudalism went out in France a hundred 
years ago ?" 

Of course the Forum inclines to the view that the 
change will come peacefully, but the signs all point to 
a repetition of the scenes of the French Revolution. 

,;1 

Instead of showing any signs of improvement the 
strike situation in St. Louis grows worse. At least 
two persons have been instantly killed, one of them a 
woman with a child in her arms. She was shot while 
crossing the street, and was in no way concerned in the 

strike. Several persons have been seriously injured, 
some it is thought fatally. 

Last Sunday the crowning outrage of the strike 
was perpetrated upon a poor servant girl. Knowing 
little and possibly caring less about the strike, this 
girl, tired with her toil and· desiring to visit her mother 
in another part of the city . boarded a passing car. Ar
riving at the proper street she left the car and· was 
immediately set upon by a mob of men ( ?) who, after 
striking her in the face and violently pulling her hair, 
actually tore from her body every vestige of clothing 
except her shoes. She finally escaped from them 
naked, bruised and bleeding, finding refuge in a cellar 
until rescued by the police. 

This strike is not for "living wages" but to compel 
the street car companies to recognize union labor, that 
is, to allow the unions to say who shall be employed 
and who discharged by the companies . 

It should be remembered that this outarge was not 
perpetrated by any of the barbarians to whom the 
United States is trying to teach the art of "stable self
government," but in one of the leading cities of '.'Chris-
tian America." . 

Special Notice. 

After July 1 theprice of the Missionary Magazine 
will be fifty cents per year; to foreign countries, sev
enty-five cents. This decision was reached at the re
cent meeting of the Foreign Mission Board, after care
fully considering the question in all its phases. 

The Missionary Magazine has been published at a 
loss from its first issue, this heritage having been re
ceived from the Home Missionary, out of which it 
emerged. The subscription list has more than doubled, 
and yet the cost of the paper has been about twice the 
subscription price, and it will be impossible to ever 
secure a list sufficiently large to make it self-supporting 
at twenty-five cents. Because of this, the price was 
raised to fifty cents, which will practically pay the cost 
o£ publication. 

The Magazine has been before our people more 
than two years, so that they can judge of its value. It 
has been printed on better paper than the "Home Mis
sionary," and bound with good' paper covers. And 
besides this, it has been materially enlarged, and made 
more valuable by the addition of illustrations and other 
important information. It is the aim of the publishers 
to endeavor to increase, rather than diminish its value. 

We are now offering our people, for fifty cents a 
year, a good, forty-eight-page monthly, equal in value 
and size to many missionary journals which range in 
price from seventy-five cents to one dollar and fifty 
cents. 

The Missionary Magazine and Sentinel of Liberty 
-formerly the American Sentinel-will be clubbed to
gether for one dollar and twenty-five cents. Let all 
orders be sent as heretofore-either through the state 
tract society or direct to the Foreign Mission Board of 
Seventh Day Adventists, Room I9Q6, rso Nassau 
street, New York, N.Y. 
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Human jurisdiction extends only to outward acts, 

and to these only so far as they affect the rights of 
others. 
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A religious opinion is not any more entitled to the 
protection of law than is an opinion touching secular 
affairs. 

$ $ 

Every person's conscience is for himself alone~ and 
if every person would be sufficiently conscientious for 
himself he would not try to become conscience for 
other people. 

$ $ 

"The general welfare" cannot be promoted by ig
noring individual welfare. "The masses" cannot be 
reached by any good which goes over the head of the 
individual. 

$ $ 

Religious liberty is not license to trample upon the 
rights of our fellowmen. It is, however, freedom from 
interference in all matters of religious faith; and in all 
practice touching religion, not inconsistent with the 
equal rights of others. 

$ $ 

Opinions do not outweigh rights. Every person 
has a right to rest, and likewise a right to labor, on 
Sunday, or any day, and one person's opinion that 

everybody ought to rest on a certain day cannot be of 
any binding force upon another individual. 

$ $ 

Civil government can have no rightful jurisdiction 
over the conscience, because of human limitations; 
and because to give it such authority would be to put 
it in the place of God. 

$ $ 

The rjghts of a thousand men are no greater than 
the rights of a single individual. Each one of the· 
thousand has a right to life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness; but the individual has exactly the same 
right, and the thousand has it only because each indi
vidual in the thousand has it. 

Is the Legal Sunday Civil? 

It is denied by many that Sunday laws are in the 
nature of religious legislation. Indeed, it has been 
declared by some of the higher courts that statutes re
quiring suspension of secular labor or business upon 
the first day of the week are merely "police regula
tions," "sanitary measures," etc., and not in any sense 
violative of the American principle of total separation 
of church and state. This is an important question, 
worthy of the most careful and candid consideration. 

PHYSICAL REST NECESSARY. 

Of course physical rest is one of the neces~ities of 
human beings. Nor can it be denied that under certain 
conditions a regularly recurring weekly day of rest is 
most helpful to man. Rest seems to have been one of 
the objects the Creator had in view in giving the Sab
bath, if not in the beginning before the fall, at least 
when He called His chosen people out of Egypt. See 
Deut. 5:14. 

SPIRITUAL REST PRIMARY. 

But while the Sabbath gives physical rest, and was
so designed, its primary significance is, and was de-
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signed to be, spiritual. The reason assigned in the 
divine Sabbath law itself for observing the day strongly 
negatives the primacy of physical rest: "Six days shalt 
thou labor, and do all thy work; but the seventh 
day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God; in it thou 
shalt not do any work, * * * for in six days the 
Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in 
them is, and rested the seventh day; wherefore the 
Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it." Ex. 
20 :8- I I. Here the reason assigned for setting apart 
the Sabbath is plainly stated to be the fact of the Lord's 
rest upon that day after the work of creation. Then, 
too, it should be remembered that not only was the 
Sabbath given to the race before the fall, before man 
was subject to the necessity of wearing toil, but it will 
endure and be observed by the redeemed in the im
mortal state. See I sa. 66 :22, 23. 

THE SABBATH A MEMORIAL. 

Thus it appears that first of all the Sabbath is a 
memorial, designed to keep fresh in the mind of man 
the great and fundamental truth that God is the Cre
ator. It is not idleness, then, that is to be secured by 
the Sabbath, but holy meditation, as is plainly taught 
in Isa. 58:13,14: "If thou turn away thy foot from 
the Sabbath, from doing thy pleasure on my holy 
day; and call the Sabbath a delight, the holy of the 
Lord, honorable ; and shalt honor him, not doing 
thine own way, nor finding thine own pleasure, nor 
speaking thine own words ; then shalt thou delight 
thyself in the Lord." 

This shows the highly spiritual nature of the Sab
bath given to man by the Creator; and the fact that 
this spiritual significance is always and everywhere 
made prominent shows that it is an essential part of 
the Sabbath. Without this the most beneficial phy
sical rest is impossible. 

THE EVIL OF IDLENESS. 

Tlrere is nothing worse for man than idleness. 
vVhen hand and brain are not jointly occupied, the 
mind, during waking hours, should be employed with 
elevating thoughts; otherwise, better many fold that 
brain and body toil together, the former directing the 
latter in physical exertion until weary with labor they 
togethe; find rest in "nature's sweet restorer, balmy 
sleep." 

IDLENESS PHYSICALLY HARMFUL. 

Idleness is not restful. Nothing is so wearing to 
both mind and body as enforced inactivity. It requires 
only a few months' solitary confinement to wreck the 
average man both mentally and physically. Better far 
the wearing toil of the convict camp than the solitary 
"rest" of the dungeon. 

What men in their waking hours need most is not 
inactivity, but change. From the merely physical 

standpoint the weekly holid<!y is vastly superior to the 
weekly "civil Sabbath," because it gives change of oc
cupation; not change from voluntary toil to enforced 
zdleness. It exchanges the office for the tennis court, 
the factory for the excursion, the smoke and hurry of 
the city for a few hours in the purer and more restful 
atmosphere of the country. 

So far as the merely animal nature is concerned, 
why is not the theater the peer of the church? the con
cert equal to the sermon? the excursion as good 
as the trip to meeting and return? the picnic as prof
itable as the regulation Sunday dinner? 

THE CONTINENTAL SUNDAY. 

If the advocates of Sunday laws are sincere in the 
profession they make, that they only desire to estab
lish by law a "civil Sabbath"-to secure to the tired la
borer needed rest, and that they have no wish whatever 
to force him to go to church by forbidding him to go 
anywhere else-if this be true, why do they demand 
the prohibition of Sunday amusements equally with 
Sunday labor? 

The fact is, and it cannot be successfully disguised, 
that Sunday laws rest upon the supposed sanctity of 
the day, not upon the physical needs of weary toilers. 
The "civil Sabbath" is no more civil than would be 
baptism if it were enforced by civil law. It is simply a 
religious dogma enforced by civil penalties. 

B. 

Union of the State With Religion. 

Very few people in this country will openly admit 
that they favor a union of church and state. The Na
tional Reform party, which has taken the lead in work 
that directly leads to such a union, is as much against 
the union of church and state-according to their defi
nition of such union-as any other people are. They 
do not want the government to unite with the Meth
odist church or the Baptist church, or the Presby
terian, the Congregational, the Disciple, the Lutheran, 
or the Roman Catholic, or with any other denomina
tion. They only want the government to become 
Christian, like an individual who accepts and practices 
Christian truths. The government should not unite 
with any church, they say, but it should by all means 
unite with religion. 

Almost any intelligent person can define the evils 
of a union of church and state. But a union of re
ligion and the state in this country would really be far 
worse as regards intolerance than a t,mion of the state 
with any church. This is evident in the light of the 
fact that such a union would inevitably meet with the 
combined opposition of all the other churches, and 
would therefore be shorn of all power to enforce the 
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will of the state churct upon dissenters. Thus it is 
·in England to-day; the state church is opposed by 
numerous non-conformist churches, as powerful as 
itself in their combined strength, and there is little if 
anything savoring of religious persecution in that 
country. The union is a mild thing because under the 
circumstances it cannot be otherwise. And the union 
of church and state in this country against which the 
National Reform party and its allies are so valiantly 
opposed, would necessarily be equally impotent. 

But not so of a union of the state with religion. 
For religion, in such a case, would represent a com
bination of the leading churches, and not merely one 
of them alone. The religious tenets to which the state 
would hold in becoming' "Christian" would be those 
upon which the leading churches are united in their 
religious belief. All the churches would work to this 
end, and undoubtedly all would be taken into the 
scheme to insure its success. Then all the leading and 
powerful churches would be equally interested in main
taining the state religion, and the opposition would 
be practically nothing. Dissenters would have no 
powerful opposing body to stand between them and 
the will of the church combination executed by the 
state, and the combination would feel no fear to en
force its religious will by vigorous decrees. Dissenters 
being comparatively few, would be despised instead of 
feared and would be ground beneath the juggernaut of 
the state religion as is always done to dissenters under 
such circumstances. Thus a union of religion and the 
state, where there are a number of powerful churches, 
would be the most intolerant union that could be 
formed. It would be church and state union in its 
worst form. 

And, therefore, of all possible religio-political 
unions that are possible in this country, we want no 
union of the state with religion. s. 

"Salvation," remarks the Sunday School Times, "is 
not putting a man into heaven, but putting heaven 
into a man. It is not putting a sinful man into a law
abiding community, but writing the law of God in his 
heart and mind. The real question is not, What will 
we do under outward ,compulsion? but, What will we 
<lo by inward choice? Salvation is not the change of 
.circumstances, but that central change in us, that 
.change of the heart, of its attitude, its intentions, of its 
.choices, which will make it the conqueror, under all 
.circumstances, in life's battles." 

Those who are trying to usher in 'the kingdom of 
God by constitutional amendment, by civil enactments, 
a.nd some even by force of arms, should make a note 
.of this. 

The Church and Its Power. 

For more than three hundred years after Christ the 
church had to make its way by a struggle with the 
l~oman Empire, which had adopted the policy of no 
toleration for new religions. The persecution waged 
against the Christian church was inspired by a false 
system of religion which enjoyed the favor of the 
state and in fact held the reins of government in the 
empire. This persecution was often severe in the ex
treme, and finally reached the climax during the reign 
of Diocletian, when an attempt was made to utterly 
exterminate Christians and blot out the church and 
Christianity, by destroying all the sacred books of the 
Christians from the face of the earth. The church did 
not lose heart in this contest; she knew that the Al
mighty was her source of strength and power. This 
fierce struggle ended in triumph for the church; for 
the real author of this last persecution so far relented 
and became softened by the power of Christianity as to 
join the Emperor Constantine in an act of toleration 
of Christians in the year 31 1. This edict acknowledged 
the failure of persecution to accomplish any good for 
the empire, which at the beginning of its opposition to 
Christianity was at its zenith, but now was tottering 
to its fall. 

During this period of pagan persecution the voice 
of Christians was often heard in protest against the 
abuse of the power of the state, and in advocacy of 
the divine principle of religious liberty. Among the 
instances recorded in history are those of Justin Mar
tyr, Turtullian and Lactantius. It will be sufficient for 
the purposes of this article to refer to one of these. 

· Turtullian, addressing the Proconsul of Carthage, 
says of Christians: 

"We are worshipers of one God, of whose existence 
and character nature teaches all men; at whose light
nings and thunders you tremble; whose benefits min
ister to your happiness. You think that others, too, 
are gods, whom we know to be but demons. How
ever, it is a fundamental, human right, and a privilege 
of nature, that every man should worship according 
to his own convictions. One man's religion neither 
harms nor helps another man. It is assuredly no part 
of religion to compel religion, to which free will, and 
not force, should lead us ; you will render no real 
service to your gods by compelling us to sacrifice. 
For they can have no desire of offering from the un
wiriing." 

Lactantius and others plead with the heathen in 
similar language. All of which may be received as 
evidence that the early Christians taught religious lio
erty as a doctrine of Christianity. 

It is sad, however, to note that the edict of Con
stantine was only the beginning of a transition to a 
new order of things; for, in the process of time, Chris-
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tianity exchanged places with paganism. It became 
the religion of the state, and became possessed of all 
the power and privileges that had been enjoyed by 
paganism. Not alone did the church enjoy imperia~ 
protection, but tne power to dictate the co~rse ot 
empire, and to her ministers was granted the nght to 
assume the authority of sovereign bishop, not alone 
of the internal affa:irs of the church, but it soon ex
tended to the affairs of the state. . 

No sooner had this new order of things become 
established than another spirit took possession of the 
church. Christian intolerance took the place of pagan 
intolerance, and greatly exceeded it in intensity and 
extent. Christianity aroused in men a greater depth 
of passion, and when the love inspired by true Chris
tianity was turned to hate it knew no bounds, ~nd woe 
to the individual that dared to attempt to w1thstand 

its will. 
Heresy now became punishable by civil disability, 

confiscation, exile, and death; and new modes of pun
ishment were added, as the hate of men led to new in
ventions for torture. 

The union of church and state which began with 
Constantine benefited the church in no way, but ex
posed her to all the abuses of _wealth. an~ pow_er, and 
conformed the kingdom of Chnst, whlch 1s a kmgdom 
of love and peace, to the kingdoms of this world. 

The state was in no way benefited, for instead of its 
power being used in a legitimate way for the protec:
tion of society against the criminal element that 1s 
always present in the world, it was turned aside and 
made use of by the .church for the punishment of of
tenders against a false standard of religion; and the 
purposes for which governments exist were entirely 
overlooked and the result was disintegration. 

Notwithstanding the world and the church have 
these facts of apostacy and the terrible results before 
them, yet there are some even in our day that beli~ve 
with Gregory XVI. that "religious liberty is the hb_
erty of error," and "the most fruitful cause of evil 
with which the church is at present afflicted." ~nd 
some seem to adopt the view further expressed by the 
same dignitary, when he said: "From this noxious 
fountain of indifferentism flows· the absurd, erroneous 
opinion, or rather form of madness, which decla~es 
that liberty of conscience should be asserted a~d mam
tained for every one. For this most pestilential error 
that full and immoderate liberty of opinion paves the 
way which, to the injury of sacred and civil govern
ment is now spread far and wide, and which some 
with 'utmost impudence have extolled as beneficial to 
religion." 

These utterances are entirely at variance with the 
declarations of early Christians already referred to, 
and contrary to the teaching ofJesus Christ, the author 

of Christianity. After his resurrection Jesus said: 
''All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth,'' . 
and this power is for the church, not for the purpose 
of coercing men, but to convince them. 

Nor is this power promised to the church through 
the medium of the state, for this would rob the author 
of Christianity of all the glory. The state exists for 
a different purpose; and besides it has become contam
inated by contact with paganism. While the power of 
the church depends on her purity. Jesus couid not ac
cept the kingdoms of this world when offered him, be
cause by doing so he would have lost his power to 
save men, although he might have had the power of 
universal empire. If it was not safe for the author of 
Christianity to accept of worldly power, it is much less 
so for the church to covet and accept such power. 
This is substantiated by all the history of the past. 

But shall not the power of the state be sought for 
the enforcement of certain institutions of the church? 
It was precisely in this way that the church became 
involved in the fourth century. The principle once 
violated in the smallest degree severs the church from 
the source of divine power, and leaves it wholly de
pendent on the powers of this world. The power of 
the state is for mutual protection in things material; 
the power of the church is for individual upbuilding IYi 
things . spiritual. The state is maintained by force; 
the church by love. The power of the state is the 
lesser power; that of the church the greater. When 
the church lets go the· power of love and accepts the 
power of force, it must necessarily suffer loss, for it 
discards the greater for the less. When the state un
dertakes to do the work of the church, it must of ne
cessity suffer loss, for in undertaking the work of the 
church its energies are diverted and criminals thrive 
and good men suffer as criminals. 

When the church has lost its divine power it loses 
divine wisdom also, and virtues are made crimes and 
crimes are made virtues. Pius IX. said in his con
demnation of the eighty errors of the age: 

"It is a crime for private individuals to make no
account of the duties of religion, or to treat different 
kinds of religion in the same way. The church judges 
it not lawful that the various kinds of divine worship 
should have the same right as the true religion." 

If it is a crime it should be punished, but the church 
does not use force, therefore the power· of the state 
must be sought to execute the judgment of the church. 
Thus we see the result of the church seeking to ally 
itself with the state. It condemns ·as a crime that 
which was extolled by ] esus and his early followers 
as one of the greatest virtues. Let the church of to-day 
take warning. 

ALLEN MooN. 
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Simply the Name of them. 

It is stated as a fact of actual occurrence in New 
York recently that two Christian Scientists made ap
plication at the Central Park zoo for permission to 
"treat" an elephant that the papers had reported sick. 
When they were told that it would not be safe for them 
to enter the animal's cage, one young woman said: 

"That makes no difference ; we can cure him at our 
home, which is near here, without going near him. 
We often have patients as far away as China." 

That being true, which of course it was, that they 
could "treat" the beast just as well at home as at the 
zoo, why did they not do so without being to the 
trouble of going to the park at all? Why ask permis
sion to do something that they could have done just 
as well without permission? and which even though 
it might be perfectly useless, as some would doubtless 
insist, could not possibly harm anybody, and least of all 
(if one can conceive of degrees of nothing), the subject 
of the "treatment?" 

But the whole thing is too utterly absurd to even 
discuss. It is valuable only as an illustration of the 
unfitness of calling nearly everything "Christian." It 
emphasizes the fact that calling a thing "Christian" 
does not make it so. However, this is not understood 
by all the world and so the name has .become a stench 
in the nostrils of a large part of the human family. 

We have "Christian nations," and even "Christian 
wars," "Christian science," and "Christian" this and 
that until one involuntarily murmurs, "What's in a 
name." 

The foregoing is suggestive of a story told of Bos
ton when the city was not as large as it now is, and 
the farmers from the surrounding country used to 
bring wood to market on sleds. 

Driving into the town with a load of wood one cold 
day in midwinter, an old farmer whose circulation was 
not as perfect as it once had been, and whose eye was 
dimmed by age, heard from the lips of an old colored 
man, the cheery cry, "Hot meat pies! . Heah's yo' hot 
meat pies!" 

Shivering with cold, but not daring to leave his 
team to go inside to get warmed, and thinking how 
helpful something hot would be to him just then, the 
old farmer removed his mitten, took a five-cent piece 
from his pocket, and transferring it to the extended 
palm of the dealer in pies, replaced his mitten, and 
taking up the proffered pie, now all his own, he re
garded it for a moment with almost a look of affection, 
and then opening his mouth he took a liberal bite, 
which act, however, discovered to the now thoroughly 
indignant man that the pie was not only not hot but 
was actually frozen. 

Demanding in stern tones an explanation from the 
ebony-hued pie vendor, he was met with a look of 

astonishment that any one should presume to call his 
business methods in question, accompanied with the 
exclamation, "Dat's de name qf dem, boss; dat's de 
name of dem !" 

And so we often think when we hear the name 
'~Christian" so misapplied, "Dat's de name of dem, 
boss; dat's de name of dem."· B. 

A Tale of Two Nations. 
MAGNIFICENT IMPERIALISM; TREMENDOUS 

EXPANSION. 

Israel had desired a "strong central government," 
in order that they might maintain their standing among 
the nations. They thought that "the tribes must be 
united in a strong central government" or else they 
would not be respected by the nations round about 
them. God granted their desire, and with Saul as the 
first king monarchy was launched in Israel. At first 
the people had a voice in saying who their king should . 
be, but even this degree of liberty was soon lost sight 
of and the monarchy became an absolute one, hered
itary in the reigning dynasty. 

The reign of Saul was not wholly an inglorious 
one. He was followed by David, whose reign, next to 
that of Solomon, who succeeded him, was the most 
glorious of all the kings of Israel. David was a man 
of war and he made war on a great many of the nations 
round about. These he conquered and brought them 
into subjection under his yoke. Thus at the same 
time that imperialism began in Israel, expansion also 
took place. There was a great era of expansion and 
all Israel thought that Samuel and the Lord must 
surely have been mistaken when they warned them 
against a monarchy. Surely, thought they, Israel has 
never been so great or so powerful as she is to-day, and 
her scepter sways over a far greater portion of the 
earth than ever before in her history. Thus the record 
was writ-"Judah and Israel were- many, as the sand 
which is by the sea in multitude, eating and drinking, 
and making merry. And Solomon reigned over all 
kingdoms from the river [Euphrates] unto the land pf 
the Philistines, and unto the border of Egypt; they 
brought presents, and served Solomon all the days of 
his life. * * * He had dominion over all the re
gions on this side of the river, from Tiphsah even to 
Azzah, over all the kings on this side of the river ; and 
he had peace on all sides round about him. And J u
dah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine 
and under his fig tree, from Dan even unto Beersheba, 
all the days of Solomon." 

Truly, halcyon skies seemed to be bending over 
Israel; the Elysian days must indeed have come. 
Everywhere their arms ":ere victorious; everywhere 
kings bowed the knee and paid tribute at the feet of 
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him who sat upon the throne of the Empire of Israel. 
Israel was now "a great world power." The desired 
goal had been reached; all nations respected her and 
counted her a factor in the management of interna
tional affairs. During his day there was no greater 
king than Solomon and all the kings of the East coun
try and the Queen of Sheba came to see his greatness 
and the grandeur of his court. 

"And when the Queen of Sheba had seen all Sol
omon's wisdom, and the house that he had built, and 
the meat of his table, and the sitting of hiS' servants, 
and the attendance of his ministers and their apparel 
and his cup bearers and his ascent by which he went 
up unto the house of the Lord; there was no more 
spirit in her." 

Enormous public works were commenced. Thou
sands upon thousands of men were set at work; 'a 
magnificent temple was erected to the Lord; treasure 
cities were built. 

The old simple, pastoral Israel began to be no 
more; and in its place grew up, as in a night, a mag
nificent empire, studded with handsome cities, jeweled 
with magnificent palaces, and ad"orned with all the 
precious things that tribute nations could bring. 

The wealth of Solomon, as head of the Empjre of 
Israel, was very great. The gold that was left to him 
by David amounted to I08,ooo talents. In a single 
year, the gold that came to him was over 666 talents. 
In one voyage alone, his ships brought 420 talents 
from Ophir, and on another voyage they brought him 
450 talents. The Queen of Sheba gave him 120 tal
ents; Hiram of Tyre gave him 120 talents. All this 
was "besides that he had of the merchants, and of 
the traffic of the spice merchants, and of all the kings 
of Arabia and of the governors of the country;" that 
is, all of this was besides the regular customs, duties 
and taxes from his own kingdom. And all this was of 
gold alone, not accounting the silver, for silver "was 
nothing to be accounted of in the days of Solomon," 
he "made silver to be in Jerusalem as stones." 

Solomon was a great builder. He says, "I built me 
houses." And no building on earth has ever surpassed 
for beauty and glory the temple which he built for the 
Lord. No mention need be made of this, for the de
scriptions of it everywhere published are legion. Of 
his houses, the chief one wasrso ft.long,75 ft. wide and 
45 ft. high; and was in three stories. It had a grand 
porch 7 5 ft. long, 45 ft. broad. All the pillars, beams 
and floors of the house were of the finest cedar of Leb
anon; and the pillars were so numerous and so costly 
and those in the porch so tall that the building was 
called "The House of the Cedar of Lebanon." Be
sides this, he built the "Porch of Judgment." There 
he placed his royal throne .. It was built of ivory, in
laid with purest gold; having six steps with a foot-

stool of gold ; two graven lions on each step and one 
at each arm. The back formed a half circle and the 
seat was a golden bull. "There was not the like made 
in any kingdom." Near by was the "Tower of Da
vid" built for an armory. On the walls of this build
ing there were hung "a thousand bucklers, all shields 
of mighty men." Besides, there was the house of 
Pharaoh's daughter, his wife. These all were built 
with walls and foundations of costly stones, many of 
them twelve or fifteen feet in length. All were sup
ported with pillars and beams of cedar and fir, decked 
with gold and silver, and the ceilings and walls were 
ornamented with beautiful stones, set with gold and 
silver, after the style of the temple. He also built a 
summer palace in Lebanon. 

"He says, 'I made me great works.' He built 'Mil
lo, and the wall of Jerusalem and Razor, and Megid
do, and Gezer.' 'And he built Tadmor in the wilder
ness, and all the store cities which he built in Hamath. 
Also, he built Beth-boron the upper, and Beth-boron 
the nether, fenced cities with walls, gates and bars; 
and Baalath, and all the store cities that Solomon had, 
and all the chariot cities, and the cities of the horse
men, and all that Solomon desired to build in J erusa
lem, and in Lebanon, and througho)Jt all the land of 
his dominion.' 

" 'Millo' was a strong fortification, or tower, tliat 
protected the city of Jerusalem on the north. 

" 'The wall of Jerusalem' began at Millo, and ex
tended entirely around the city; and upon it were 
sixty towers. 

" 'Hazor' was the principal city, and the stronghold 
of the whole of North Palestine. It lay in the terri
tory of the tribe of Naphtali, 'apparently on the high , 
ground overlooking the lake of Merom.' 

"'Gezer' was also a fortified city, that commanded 
the Mediterraean coast road of communication be
tween Egypt and Jerusalem. The king of Egypt had 
taken it from the original inhabitants of the land-the 
Canaanites-and had given it as a present to his 
daughter, Solomon's wife. At the taking of it, Pha
raoh had burnt it and left it in ruins. 

"The two Beth-horons-'the upper' and 'the neth
er'-lay on the boundary line between the tribes of 
Ephraim and Benjamin, and guarded a pass on the 
road from Gibeon to the Philistine plain. Through 
this pass was the main way into the country of Israel 
from Philistia on the west, and from Moab and Am
mon on the east. 

"'Tadmor,' called also Palmyra, was built in an 
oasis in the desert of Hamath on the east. It was 'two 
days' journey (about 120 miles) from upper Syria, 
and one day's journey from the Euphrates and six 
long days' journey from Babylon the great.'-Joseph
us. This city was built that Solomon might control the 
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caravan trade from the East. Even the ruins of Tad
mor are a wonder, and what magnificence must have 
been displayed when it stood in its splendor! 

" 'I planted me vineyards; I made me gardens 
and orchards, and I planted trees in them of all kinds 
of fruits.' Literally, 'I made me paradises'-beautiful 
parks for pleasure grounds. The principal one was 
at Etham, about six miles from Jerusalem. To this 
place he would go in the morning, in stately progress, 
dressed in snow-white raiment; riding in his chariot 
of state, which was made of the finest cedar, decked 
with gold and silver and purple, and carpeted with the 
costliest tapestry worked by the daughters of J erusa
lem; and attended by a body-guard of sixty valiant 
men, of the tallest and handsomest of the young men 
of all Israel arrayed in Tyrian purple, with their long 
black hair, freshly sprinkled with gold-dust every day, 
glittering in the sun. 

" 'I made me pools of water, to water therewith the 
wood that bringeth forth trees.' These were necessary 
to keep his parks fresh and beautiful. There were 
three notable pools built in the side of the valley of 
Edom. The upper pool was 380 feet long, 236 feet 
wide at the eastern end and 229 at the western, and 25 
feet deep. One hundred and sixty feet from this was 
the middle pool, 423 feet long, 250 feet broad at the 
eastern end, and 160 at the western, and 30 feet deep. 
Two hundred and forty-eight feet from the middle 
pool lay the lower pool, 582 feet long, 207 feet wide 
at the eastern end, and 148 at the western, and so feet 
deep. They were partly hewn out of the solid rock, 
and partly built of masonry. All were lined with ce
ment ; all had flights of steps from top to bottom ; and 
all three were conne·cted together by conduits, and 
with Jerusalem by an aqueduct, so that not only his 
paradise at Etham, but also the city of Jerusalem, was 
supplied with water from them.' " 

Solomon spent twenty years in building his own 
royal house and the temple of the Lord. Never had 
Israel seen such a glorious era. Never had times 
seemed so prosperous or prospects for the future so 
bright. Empire brought a desire for conquest; con
quest brought wealth; wealth brought magnificence; 
wealth and magnificence brought luxury; luxury 
bred vice; and vice gave birth to ruin. And in a few 
brief years the magnificent fabric of governmental 
power which Solomon had built up lay bleaching on 
the sands of time, a stranded, dismantled hulk. 

P. T. MAGAN. 

The Creator is the only being in all the universe 
who has any right to require of any man the doing of 
anything under penalty of sin. 

"Republic or Empire?" 

May 24 ex-Governor Boutwell of Massachusetts, a 
life-long Republican, eighty-two years of age and of 
course with no political ambition, made a speech in 
Cooper Institute, New York, in which he uttered some 
truths well worth repeating-truths which should be 
carefully considered by everybody without partisan 
prejudice. 

Governor Boutwell did not content himself with a 
statement of abstract principles. He doubtless felt it 
necessary to make the application to men anci parties 
as they exist and as they have ranged themselves, or 
are now ranging themselves on the question at issue. 

So far as we are concerned we care nothing about 
men or parties. The Sentinel has no political ax to 
grind. We do, however, believe that the nation is in 
great danger of taking a step that will be fatal to re
publicanism-"government of the people, by the peo
ple, and for the people"-and which will bind us as 
a nation for all time to military imperialism. 

"There are indications," said the venerable ex-Gov
ernor, "that attempts are making to so construe the 
Constitution as to justify the policy of seizing, through 
war, foreign lands and alien peoples, and governing 
them as they might be governed if the Constitution of 
the United States did not exist. It is the manifest pur
pose * * * to seize and to hold countries and to 
govern races and communities outside of the jurisdic
tion of the Constitution. Thus is the administration 
creating a power in the presiaent and Congress inde
pendent of the Constitution, and over which the people 
can have no control. It is with that usurpation that I 
am now to deal. The question before the country is 
this : Republic or empire?" 

Coming at once to the real question at issue, Gov
ernor Boutwell said of 

THE JURISDICTION OF THE CONSTITUTION: 

"Of many propositions that may be laid down 
concerning the Constitution of the United States, no 
one can be more worthy of universal acceptance than 
this, namely: The Constitution cannot, of its own force, 
apply to territory that is not of the United States. 

"A second proposition, which seems to justify itself 
without argument, is this: The Constitution by its own 
force applies equally and everywhere and always to 
every part of the United States. . . 

"In elucidation and support of the first propos1t1on, 
if that proposition is open to debate, it may be said that 
it was not in tlw power of the men who made the Con
stitution, nor of the people and states that ratified it, to 
have it applicable to Great Britain, to the Philippines, 
or to the island of Porto Rico, that was then under the 
dominion of Spain. 

"If, then, the first proposition must be accepted as 
an indisputable truth, it follows, inevita~ly, that the 
Constitution does not give power, and, m fine, that 
the Constitution could not have given power to Con-
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gress to legislate for territories and peoples that then 
were or that thereafter might be outside of the jurisdic
tion of the Constitution itself. The power of legisla
tion, which subsists in the Congress of the United· 
States, is a derived power, and it is subject to one in
herent limitation-its powers cannot exceed the pow
ers possessed by the body of authority-in this case 
the Constitution-from which its own powers are de
rived. If, upon argument, this proposition might be 
open to debate, it remains to be said that the Consti
tution has fixed the limit of legislative power. As a 
declaration of a limitation of legislative power in Con
gress, the provision is superfluous, but its value is now 
to be appreciated in the enforcement of a manifest 
truth which otherwise, in these times, might be resisted 
stubbornly. 

CONGRESS CAN NOT GO BEYOND CONSTITUTION. 

"Following the preamble to the Constitution, and 
standing at the head of all things and of all declara
tions else, are these words: 'All legislative powers 
herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the 
United States, which shall consist of a Senate and 
House of Representatives.' Hence it follows that Con
gress must find authority in the Constitution for each 
and every of its legislative acts. 

"In vain will be the search for authority to legislate 
beyond the jurisdiction of the Constitution. No at
tempt has been made in the Constitution to give such 
authority, and such authority could not have been giv
en. The limits of legislative powers in Congress have 
been fixed by the Constitution, and they are fixed, ir
revocably fixed in the nature of things. 

"As a nation we are to obey the Constitution and 
to apply these truths. If Porto Rico is of the United 
States, then its ports are ports of the United States, 
and its inhabitants are citizens of the United States, and 
they are endowed already with all the rights and privi
leges of citizenship. If Porto Rico is not of the United 
States, then the attempt to exercise jurisdiction over 
the island through the lawmaking power is a gross 
usurpation abroad and a violation of duty at home, 
which cannot be defended and which ought not to be 
tolerated." 

HEREIN IS USURPATION. 

Referring to the advocates of imperialism, the 
speaker said that "through two steps in an argument" 
they "have deduced an erroneous conclusion from an 
admitted truth: (I) Our government, in common with 
other sovereignties, has a right to acquire territory. 
(2) That right carries with it the right to govern terri-
tory so acquired. , 

"From these propositions they deduce the false 
conclusion that Congress may indulge in a full and 
free discretion in the government of territories so ac. 
quired. Herein is the error, and herein is the usurpa
tion. By their acquisition the territories have become 
a part of the United States. As a part of the United 
States the Constitution extends to them, and the privi
leges and guarantees of the Constitution are their pos
session, as they are the possession of the pre-existing 
states and territories. In these features of our system 
of go.vernment is the security that this nation cannot 
at the same time play the part of empire and of re
public. 

"We have the right to acquire territory, and we 
have the right to govern all territory acquired; but 
we must govern it under the Constitution, and in the 
exercise of those powers, and those only, which have 
been conferred upon Congress by the Constitution. 
Any attempt further is a criminal usurpation. 

* * * * * * 
A CLAIM TO UNLIMITED POWER 

. "The claim that Congress may extend the Constitu
twn to the new territories is only a restatement of the 
claim that the Constitution does not apply of its own 
force to our newly acquired possessions, and that the 
power of Congress over such possessions is an un
limited power. 

"Congress is to obey the Constitution. It has no 
power to increase or to diminish the scope of that in
strument. 

"Whenever a territory is acquired, either by pur
chase or conquest, the Constitution becomes immedi
ately and by its own force the fundamental law of such 
acquired territory, or it must remain forever outside 
the Constitution, and consequently outside of the juris
diction of Congress, inasmuch as Congress cannot leg
islate beyond the jurisdiction of the Constitution, the 
source, and the sole source, of its legislative authority. 
The inquiry thus made leads to these conclusions, 
namely: 

"I. Whenever territory is acquired, whether by 
conquest or purchase, such territory becomes subject 
to the Constitution, and that without the aid or agency 
of any branch or department of the government of the 
United States. 

"2. The power of legislation by Congress over 
. such territory is fixed and limited by the Constitution. 

"3. That power is so limited that the 'duties, im
posts and excises' must be the same in the newly ac
quired possessions as they may then be in pre-existing 
states and territories at the same periods of time. 

"4. The claim that Congress may govern territo
ries and provinces that are not within the jurisdiction 
of the Constitution, or that Congress may extend the 
Constitution over Porto Rico, or the Philippines, or 
Japan, is an assumption of arbitrary power that must 
prove fatal to our republican system. These conclu
sions are in harmony with the decisions of the supreme 
court of the United States, ·with the opinion of Chan
cellor Kent, with the decision after argument of an, 
international tribunal, in which the United States was 
a party, and in harmony with the opinion given re
cently by Judge Lochren.'' 

JUSTIFICATION OF IMPERIALISM CONSIDERED. 

"I am nqw to consider some of the pretexts that 
are tendered in justification of the policy of imperial
ism," says Governor Boutwell. 

"If we pass by Shakespeare, Milton and Pope, our 
own poet, Oliver Wen dell Holmes, may. be classed 
among the leading philosophical writers of the modern 
era, in whatever relates to the passions and weaknesses 
of mankind. Holmes has named sin among the dis
eases that are catching. America has caught from 
England the disease of land-grabbing, of thirst for 
the subjugation of inferior races, all tributary to em
pire building, the crowning sin of dead nations and the 
peril of struggling nations that yet exist." 
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WHEN TRADE FOLLOWS THE FLAG. 

Referring to the advocacy of "a warlike undertak
ing ostensibly for the extension of our trade with 
China," the venerable speaker said: 

"China and Russia are combined, and nothing of 
trade facilities with China can be secured by force or by 
threats of force. The authorities of China have given 
notice that further territorial concessions will not be 
made. The recent speeches of the Chinese minister 
should be accepted as a declaration that trade with 
China is to depend upon friendships, agreements, re
ciprocal relations, and that nothing will be conceded 
to force. England and the United States, acting sepa
rately or combined, have not the power to dictate a 
commercial policy to China. Russia has gai11ed more 
in the last five years by peaceful means and agencies 
than England has gained by war in the closing quarter 
of this century. Russia has connected its vast Sibe
rian empire with the great Pacific sea on the east, and 
with the Persian gulf and the Indian ocean on the 
south. 

"The British empire in India is now embraced in 
the arms of Russia. That country has allied itself with 
China on one side and with Persia on· the other, and 
with openings to the sea through each country. Thus 
Russia is to control a third of the population of the 
globe, and, if we are to enjoy the benefits of trade with 
the millions of the East, we are to secure that trade by 
the profession and the practice of the principles and 
the arts of peace. Thus, again, it may appear that the 
maxim, or saying, that trade follows the flag is true 
only when the flag is the emblem and herald of peace. 
Legitimate and systematic trade shuns the flag in 

, times of war. 
* * * * * * 

THE MOST DISGRACEFUL CHAPTER OF ALL MODERN 
HISTORY. 

"Of all modern history, the most disgraceful chap
ter is that which the American nation is now writing. 
At the opening of the last third of this century we abol
ished slavery in America, and at the end of this cen
tury we are making war for the establishment of a 
system of slavery in Asia. The crimes of England, in 
the Sepoy war, on the upper Nile; in South Africa, are 
trivial offenses against justice and humanity when 
compared with the crime of subjugating and enslaving 
1o,ooo,ooo people. 

* * * * * * 
"In four years the doctrine of the right of self-

government has been repudiated in Washington. 
* * * The downfall of Rome, as described by De 
V ertot, was not more rapid than the change that has 
taken plac~ in the capital city of America." 

The remedy suggested by politicians is of course 
the overthrow of those now in power, of those who are 
directing affairs. But this is a superficial view. The 
fault is not in officials alone, but in the people. As a 
nation we have ceased to prize liberty as we ought .. 
We have become careless, and what wonder if rulers 
are also becoming corrupt-what wonder if tfie polit
ical "boss" usurps the place once given to fundamental 

principle. The true remedy is in calling the people 
back to the true principles of liberty. 

A correspondent of the Springfield (Mass.) Repub
lican, writing from Madrid, says: 

"T~ere will be no good education in Spain so long 
as cler~calism retains its power. I speak not of the 
Cathohc chu~ch,. but of that peculiar religio-political 
amalgam .wh1ch 1s the enemy of progress everywhere. 
The ~~rhst P:=trty was suppose? to be the depository 
of th1s m Spam. But Carhsm 1s declining fast · there 
is but one Carlist deputy in the Chamber. No 'chance 
whatever of any serious Carlist rising. How then is 
it that clericalism still holds its head high? The lib
eral reply is that the queen regent is more clerical than 
the Carlists, that she is responsible for this backward 
current, that she openly patronizes it and works for 
it in all those secret, quiet ways which 'constitutional' 
sovereigns know how to apply. I do not assert this of 
my own knowledge. I merely repeat common talk 
among the liberal deputies and journalists of Madrid. 
lJntil this reactionary factor is broken, there seems 
bttle chance for the liberation of the popular intelli
gence of Spain. I repeat this has nothing to do with 
genuine religion, for the Spanish churches in their gen
eral emptiness bear testimony to the fact that real de
votion is no more widespread than in Italy. At high 
mass at Segovia: on Sunday I counted less than fifty 
persons ; I only noted one service well attended any
where in Spain and that was by peasants. There is 
immensely more outer regard for Catholic rites in 
France than in Spain, while, of course, there is no com
parison between the zealous and educated priesthood 
of France and the dull, and in many cases worse parish 
clergy of Spain." 

Such facts, and they are known by everybody, 
ought to convince even the most obtuse that there is 
not only nothing to be gained but much to be lost by 
uniting church and state, or as some prefer to speak of 
it, "religion and the state." But no matter what it is 
called,itis always and everywhere the same baleful thing, 
ruinous alike to both parties. to the unnatural and adul
terous union. 

"The Jewish or Hebrew Sabbath," says the De
fender, organ of the "Sabbath Protective League" of 
New England, "was a memorial of the release of the 
children of Israel from Egyptian bondage,-a sign and 
promise of weekly rest of body, mind and soul." 

Very good; and does not every Christian belong 
to Abraham's seed (Gal. 3 :29)? and if an individu~ 1 

• 

a son of God ( 2Cor. 6 :IS) has he not been called out of 
Egypt (Matt. 2 :IS)? Are not the ten commandments 
addressed to those who have been brought out of 
Egyptian bondage (Ex. zo :1-17)? and is not deliver
ance from bondage the first experience of every Chris
tian? Then why should not that ancient Sabbath me
morial be observed by Christians today? 
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The New England "Sabbath observance" organ 
notes that nearly all the religious bodies in that sec
tion "have recently passed strong resolutions in 

1 

favor 
of Sabbath observance." 

* * * 
The Haverhill (Mass.) Gazette of May 14 reports 

the breaking up of two Sunday ball games on the pre
vious day by the marshal of that city. There are many 
who still insist that Sunday statutes are merely civil. 
If so, on what grounds can base ball and other similar 
games be prohibited on that day? The fact that not 
only work but play is forbidden on Sunday proves that 
the object of the law is to compel its observance as a 
religious institution. 

The members of the classis of the Dutch Reformed 
Church of Parmus Valley, N. J., were bickering re
cently before Vice-Chancellor Pitney for possession of 
the church property. The Chancellor listened for a 
time, then turning to the quarreling members, he said: 

"My advice to you, reverend gentlemen, is to go 
home and stop fighting. You are deeply injuring the 
cause of religion by your actions. The classis seems 
determined to impoverish this church. Go home and 
show more Christlike forbearance in your dealings 
with each other." 

This was good advice, but it ought not to have been 
necessary for a civil officer to give such counsel to min
isters of the gospel. 

* * * 
The situation in China looks at this distance very 

much like anarchy. The conditions ar~ certainly seri
ous and are doubtless causing uneasiness in many 
capitals. It is true that so far as China herself is con
cerned there is no more cause for alarm now than in 
the past. The Taiping rebellion of forty years ago was 
more formidable than is the "Boxer" outbreak of to
day; but the hungry European powers were not then 
in a position to take advantage of the situation as they 
are to-day. Russia, for example, now has several thou
sand within striking distance of Pekin. Other Euro-

. pean powers and even the United States are repre
sented by war vessels, with other'forces within easy 
call. At present England is too fully occupied in 
Africa to be able to take any active part in the partition 

of China, but from present indications the South Afri-
. can war is practically over and Lord Salisbury may 
think it an opportune time to strike while such a large 
army is several thousand miles nearer the scene of 
prospective operations than under ordinary conditions. 
Or should the South African war continue the Czar 
may conclude that he has nothing to gain but much to 
lose by delay. Viewed from any reasonable standpoint 
the outlook is ominous for China. 

* * * 
"It is refreshing," remarks the Chicago Record, "to 

find a case of consistency where money is at stake. 
The Haines Gauge company of Philadelphia declines 
to furnish apparatus for the ships of the United States 
navy on the ground that the proprietors are members 
of the Society of Friends and are opposed to war. This 
is the first case of the kind on record." 

* * * 
A rr.tinister of the Christian denomination in To

ledo, Ohio, has inaugurated a crusade "against the 
aristocracy of the churches and the insolent attitude 
they assume toward the poor." He says: 

"By the practice of the church more people are 
doomed to eternal perdition than were ever doomed 
by the saloons or any. other influence. Place no faith 
in your churches ; the clergy preach against raffling in 
saloons for chickens or turkeys for the poor, and a few 
days later they advertise a lottery for a fancy quilt or 
an embroidered sofa pillow for the rich. Mark my 
words, that there will be a reformation that will shake 
the religious world to its foundations. Isms and 
schisms will be parts of a broken parachute. Churches 
in New York and other cities receive direct rentals 
from the liquor traffic." 

It is announced that this minister proposes to ar
range for a church with regular church services, and 
will have on the side billiards, pool, bowling, and other 
games in the way of amusements, but no liquor or 
tobacco. 

* * 
A Freethought paper suggests that "if this venture 

at· mixing religion and diversion proves successful 
some of the Toledo saloons may back-cap the Rev. 
Mr. Patton by hiring a minister and advertising bil
liards and pool with preaching on the side." 

* * * 
It must be admitted that there is far to() much 

truth in Mr. Patton's arraignment of the churches, but 
the remedy will not be found in "billiards, pool, bow
ling, and other games" as an adjunct to the church. 
The people want not more amusements, but more of. 
Christ. 
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Apropos of the demand of a New York clergy
man that negro slavery be restored in this country is 
this from the Truth Seeker: 

"Mr. Frank in his solicitude for the negro forgets 
the white man, and hence overlooks the fact that slav
ery is always degrading to the master, however elevat
ing it may be to the slave." 

It must be admitted that in this instance the Free
thought editor shows a clearer moral insight than the 
minister. 

* * * 
The National Christian Citizenship League recent

ly sent to a number of persons the following questions: 
"Is the church Christian? Does she stand for the 
things for which Jesus stood and teach the truths he 
taught?" 

Among the replies received was one from the Rev. 
Dr. R. Heber Newton, rector of All Souls church, who 
said: 

"If by the question is meant, Is the church as an 
organization Christly, possessed of the spirit and or
ganized up"on the principles of Christ? I am afraid the 
answer must be no. The teachings of the church for 
the most part are far from following the teachings of 
Jesus-nay, they are far frOm recognizing what those 
teachings are. The organization of the church is 
planned and patterned upon a policy which is the very 
antithesis of a true society of Jesus? Commercialism 
dominates the organization and conventionality ty
rannizes the pulpit. The law of the market rather than 
the law of the Mount is accepted by the church at 
large." 

And who will dare deny that Dr. Newton told the 
truth. Clearly the church has departed very far from 
the simplicity and doctrine of the apostles. 

Worse if Possible than Drunkenness. 

Under the heading, "Drunkenness in Manila," the 
New York Christian Advocate of the 9th inst. says: 

"Through private sources the Advocate has been 
given a special glance at the liquor evil in Manila, and 
is constrained to allow other eyes to share the vision. 

"To begin with, our far-away informant seems to 
be under great constraint lest the military authorities 
in Manila may find out who it is that's giving out in
formation. The press censorship is very strict, and 
even the private correspondence of individuals is 
closely watched." 

Then follows a statement of the evil effects of 
liquor drinking, especially on the soldiers, many of 
whom have died of drunkenness and "scores if not 
hundreds have gone insane" from the use of a native 
liquor called "vino." 

But what must be thought of a censorship 
which is so strict that private individuals do not dare 

even to have it known that they write to their friends 
-a true statement of the conditions in Manila? 

There can be but one reason for such ~ r~nsorship, 
namely, to keep the people of this country, and possi-. 
bly even the administration, in ignorance of the real 
conditions in the Philippines. How much better is this 
than Spanish methods? But censorship, not only of 
the press but of private correspondence, is insepara
ble from military imperialism. If the people will have 
the "glory" they must pay the price. B. 

Political Alliance Suggested by an Ecclesiastic. 

At the recent Methodist conference in this city, 
Thomas Allen, D. D., fraternal delegate representing 
the English Wesleyan Methodist Church, said: 

"During the last twenty-five years a new sentiment 
has grown up in our midst. I refer to imperialism. It 
is by no means a party sentiment, because it has cap
tivated men of various types of political thought. 

* "''* * * * 
"It was this sentiment which found such dra

matic expression in our diamond jubilee a few years 
ago. The central figure of that great demonstration 
was our venerable and beloved queen, and she acted 
her part with a reverence, a thoughtfulness, and a sym
pathy which left nothing to be desired. This new 

SENTIMENT HAS REVOLUTIONIZED OUR COLONIAL 
POLICY. 

Time was when our colonies were regarded as a bur
den, and Parliament would not have shed tears if some 
of them had set up house;keeping for themselves. Buf 
that day has gone by forever. The colonial troops now 
fighting for us in South Africa have awakened ex
traordinary enthusiasm. One compensation for this 
terrible war will be that the bounds of friendship be
tween the colonies and the mother country will be 
strengthened. Having been united in sacrifice, they 
will not easily be separated in the time to come. 

"What the ultimate outcome of this new sentiment 
will be it is hard to S<J.Y· Sometimes I have been afraid 
that it may lead to a series of wars like that which 
marked the time of the colonization of the New World. 

"Anyhow, I feel that the Christian church has a 
duty to perform in relation to this new sentiment. Her 
duty is to chasten it, to purify it from all inferior ele
ments, to sanctify it; and then it will help us to con
solidate the empire and to build the 

KINGDOM OF JESUS CHRIST. 

"I believe' in the election of nations to work out 
definite purposes of the divine mind. The Hebrews 
served the purposes of revelation and religion. The 
Greeks furnished the world with an example of intel
lectual and arti<-tic culture. The Romans developed 
the principles of law, government, and order. And 
England's mission seems to be to serve the purposes 
of colonization and Christianity. 

"England has not forgotten the spiritual needs of 
her colonies. The evangelical revival produced our 
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modern missionary soCieties, and at the beginning of 
this century these societies sent forth brave men, not 
only to preach the Gospel to the heathen, but also to 
supply the early settlers with ordinances of Christian
ity. * * * These men laid the foundations of our 
colonial churches, and they are worthy to be held in 
everlasting remembrance. 

"Such is the providential mission of England, and 
because she has fulfilled it with success she has excited 
the jealousy of the old powers of Europe. They talk 
about perfidious Albion, and they call us land-grabbers 
and all manner of hard names. 

A RULING AND COLONIZING RACE. 

"I do not say that we have always had right on our 
side. We are a ruling race. * * * The French 
people say that we are always professing that we do 
not want territory, and yet we are always taking it. 
They say that we regard heaven as a British posses
sion. But there is more sincerity in our professions 
than 1·here seems to be * * * Our greatest inter
est is peace. We are colonizers. * * * There 
would have been no war in South Africa if Englishmen 
in the Transvaal had been treated as Dutchmen are 
treated in Cape Colony. The political rights which 
Mr. Chamberlain claimed for the Uitlanders were es
sentially reasonable. Europe said so, and if they had 
been conceded, the South African Republic would have 
renewed the lease of its life and prosperity. But in
stead of making any concession President Kruger sent 
us that precious ultimatum-an ultimatum that was 
worthy of Napoleon himself. There was only one ad
dition that could have been made to it, and that was, 
All Englishmen mnst clear out of South Africa in 
six months. We are not fighting for the enfranchise
ment of Johannesburg. It is a question of supremacy 
between the two races. You cannot have two masters 
in one house. Seeing that our territory has been i.n
vaded, that our colonists have been plundered, and that 
our men have been slain, you may depend upon it that 
we shall not sheathe the sword until the union jacR 
waves over Pretoria. 

A POSSIBLE ALLIANCE. 

"The help of Canada and the sympathy of America 
have given us the warmest satisfaction and pleasure. 
When America went to war with Spain on behalf of 
Cuba we gave her our blessing, and she has repaid us 
with interest. You have departed in one way from the 
Monroe doctrine. You have adopted a foreign policy, 
and if you intend to continue on this line, you will find 
it necessary to consider the question of alliances with 
other powers. And what is so natural as that a new 
friendship should be established between Great Britain . 
and America? We are allied in blood. Our principles 
of self-government are the same. Our interests are 
identical in various parts of the world ; and these are 
strong reasons why we should be friends, and why we 
should co-operate for the advancement of civilization 
and for the triumph of Christianity throughout the 
earth." 

It is thus that ministers of the Prince· of Peace iden
~ify themselves· with· human governments and help to 

. keep alive and to fan into intensity the war spirit, than 

which nothing can be more contrary to the spirit of 
Christ. 

Again, notice how the sentiment in favor of an alli
ance between this country and Great Britain is culti
vated. Notice the mingling of the secular and the 
ecclesiasticaL of the material and the spiritual-in 
short, of the sacred and the profane. Our material in
terests are the same, therefore "we should co-operate 
for the triumph of Christianity throughout the earth." 

And what sort of Christianity is it that thus tri
umphs throughout the earth? So far as the govern
ment is concerned it is a Christianity that forces opium 
upon China at the cannon's mouth and that sends to 
every heathen land ten gallons of rum for every Bible. 

Christianity is all right; and Anglo-Saxon civil
ization is far in advance of the civilization of Asia or 
Africa; and the political systems of Europe and Amer
ica are far ahead of those of other parts of the world, 
but it is a misnomer to call them "Christian." It is 
impossible for any people ever to highly esteem any 
religion that has been forced upon them by the sword. 
It is possible "to build the kingdom of Jesus Christ" 
only by preaching the gospel of the Prince of Peace. 

B. 

Bread-selling a Crime. 

"It has become a crime to sell bread on Sunday in 
the city of New York," says a weekly paper published 
in that city. "On May 21 four men were arraigned in 
Essex Market police court on the charge of having 
committed that offense. The arresting officer looked 
ashamed of his position, and the magistrate inquired, 
'Can't the police find any more serious crime down 
this way?' Then the officer told how he came to make 
the arrests. 'It isn't my fault, judge,' he said; 'I acted 
under orders. A minister has been complaining about 
me allowing the law to be violated. He comes to the 
station house frequently and insists that we arrest 
these desecrators of the Sabbath. I only obeyed or
ders. He is the Rev. Malcolm A. Birnie, and he is 
connected with a mission at 280 Rivington street.' 

The accused men were discharged, but when the 
Rev. Birnie was seen he expressed a determination to 
keep on calling the attention of the police to the vio
lations of the law. 

Birnie is chairman of the 'Committee on Good Cit
izenship of the First District of New York City. Chris
tian Endeavor Union,' and causing the arrest of men 
who sell bread or ice cream and of boys who sell flow
ers is in the line of his work, which he says is done in 
the interests of Sunday school children. He stated to 
a reporter: 'We want the streets of· New York so 
quiet on Sundays that children attending our Sunday 
schools may go to and from their homes undisturbed 
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by unholy thoughts. There are plenty of bakeshops 
open on Saturdays where people can buy their bread 
for Sundays.' To this statement the Rev. Birnie ha.s 
the irony to add: 'We do not want to deprive anybody 
of his rights!' 

"In discharging the bread sellers Magistrate Crane 
said to the officer: 

'' 'When the minister makes a complaint against you 
send him to me, and I guarantee that I will read him 
a lecture that may interest him and do him good. I 
do not blame you, but I feel that I am doing a Chris
tian act when I discharge these poor people, who 
themselves are trying hard to earn bread for their fam
ilies. Now I want you to see this minister and tell him 
before he makes any more complaints to see me. I 
would like to talk with him a while.' . 

"It is well to talk to Birnie, although he is prob
ably impervious to reason-either too fanatical or too 
rascally to allow words to affect his conduct; but the 
persons responsible for the Sunday law are the real 
culprits who have placed in Birnie's hands the power to 
gratify his bigoted and persecuting propensity. A law 
enforcing the observance of Sunday is as wildly out of 
place on our statute books as it would be if it en
forced the rite of baptism. Nobody can point to any 
good coming from the law that could not be realized 
without it, and it ought to be forever repealed. When 
that is done we shall be through with such miscreants 
as the Rev. Birnie and the gang of conspirators against 
liberty who employ him as their agent." 

The paper from which the foregoing is taken is 
the Truth Seeker, whose editor is an agnostic. Now 
isn't it too bad that he has opportunity to record such 
unchristian acts on the part of a minister of the Chris
~ian religion? It certainly is. 

But it should be remembered that this man Birnie 
is no worse than the system which he represents. It 
is the law that is at fault, and consequently the senti
ment back of the law; and yet that same sentiment is 
by some called "Christian sentiment." But "by their 
fruits ye shall know them." 

Persecution Ended in Triumph. 

The readers of the Sentinel remember that not long 
ago a Seventh-day Adventist minister was ·banished 
from Kharput to Equin ·in Asia Minor. The Arme
nians had stirred the government against him at Khar
put, that he might be sent away, that nobody might 
come to the knowledge of the truth. But God took 
their plan and used it to the salvation of others. The 
minister after gaining his freedom in Equin began 
to teach in the Protestant church. 

This was a unique opportunity offered to us by 
Protestants in Turkey. He labored several months 
without any success, the people seeming very indif
ferent t~ what was preached. But in these later days 

all at once several souls have been awakened to study 
the Bible, and two men and four women have begun to 
keep the Sabbath. One of the women is the teacher 
of the orphanage school opened by American mission
aries after the massacre. She is teaching the truth to 
the orphans also, and a good interest has been awak
ened among the children. She is sure that as soon as 
the missionaries hear about her obedience, she cannot 
longer stay there. Another sister is the wife of the 
master of a factory running with the capital given by 
missionaries. Her husband also is very friendly to the 
truth. These things will surely arouse antagonism 
from the missionaries and jealous souls. Let us see 
what will happen next. 

z. G. BAHARIAN. 

Constantinople, May 17, 1900. 

An advocate of Sunday observance by law says of 
a recent Sunday theatrica) show in Boston, Mass., "Of 
all the Sunday entertainments I have witnessed, this 
was the most disgraceful.'' We recommend that next 
time he stay away from the show, and thus set a good 
example before others. The disgraceful show would 
not exist if there was .no public demand for it; and 
as long as there is such a demand the show will find 
some means of existence. Continuing, this observer 
says that "there was no pretence, even, of anything 
sacred, and every number was a vaudeville act or a 
comic opera scene, and identically the same as present
ed at week-day performances, excepting costumes." 
If this is so, then identically the same reason exists for 
its suppression on "week days" as on Sunday. If such 
shows interfere with the rights of the people they 
should be prohibited; but as nobody is obliged to go 
to them, it is difficult to see how they constitute an 
infringement of rights. They are of course ·very de-
grading and demoralizing spectacles, but the law can
not go outside the sphere of rights. Only in that 
sphere can it be effective. In the sphere of morals the 
law is without a guide-a juggernaut running wild and 
doing incalculable damage. The natural rights of 
mankind are self-evident, and with them the law of 
mankind can safely undertake to deal. In the sphere 
of morals one must have the guidance of Omniscience, 
which can be secured only by the individual act of faith. 

The death list of American soldiers in the Philip
pines has P,assed the 2,ooo mark. Two full regiments 
of American soldiers have gone down to death since 
the beginning of the present war, and the end is not yet. 

The character of anything is not fixed by the name 
that is given to it. "A rose by any other name would 
smell as sweet." 
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CHICAGO, JuNE 14, 1900. 

We still have on hand a limited supply of the first 
three numbers of the Sentinel issued from this office, 
dates May 10, 17 and 24. These are excellent for dis
tribution and to use as samples. While they last we 
will fill orders for them in lots of twenty-five or more 
to one address at one cent per copy. 

$ 

We devote considerable space this week to matter 
bearing more or less directly upon the question of im
perialism. We do not do this from any political mo
tive, or for the benefit of any candidate or party, but 
because a vital principle is involved directly affecting 
the formation of individual character. 

It is said of man, "As he thinketh in his heart, so is 
he." Therefore it is not a matter of indifference what 
one thinks upon any question of vital principle. Just 
views of individual rights are conducive to a just ap
preciation of individual responsibility; and to know 
and feel individual responsibility toward God is the 
very foundation of all right character. Wrong think 
ing is sure to react disastrously upon the character ; 
therefore we should cherish right principles, whether 
our own liberties are involved directly. or not. · The 
vital question with each individual is not so much, 
What principle will the government cherish? but, 
What principle shall I cherish? 

$ 

A religious institution does not become civil simply 
because recognized and enforced by civil statute. 
Prayers and sermons paid for by the State are not civil. 
Who ever read that a session of the Senate was opened 
by a "civil prayer," or the "civil services" are con
ducted on board a certain battle-ship every Sunday by 

· the chaplain? 
$ 

The claim made in behalf of Sunday is that it is the 
Sabbath of the Lord, enjoined by the fourth command
ment" of the decalogue. It has even been styled "the 
test of all religion." Dr. W. F. Crafts says concerning 
it: "Taking religion out of the day takes the rest out." 
While Joseph Cook, in one of his Boston Monday lec
tures, in r887, said: "You will in vain endeavor to 
preserve Sunday as ·a day of rest, unless you preserve it 
as a day of worship." This claim alone should at once 

remove the day from the sphere of human legislation. 
It is not the province of the state to enforce religious 
institutions. 

.$ 

Religious legislation now generally takes the form 
of statutes requiring the observance of Sunday. The 
people are told that this is not religious legisla
tion, and that such statutes are designed "to pro
tect the workingman." The fact, however, is that Sun
day laws are always and everywhere designed to pro
tect not the man but the day. That this is true is shown 
by the form of the charge against those who disregard 
the law; they are un:formly charged with "Sabbath 
breaking," "violating the Lord's day," "profaning the 
Sabbath," etc. 

.$ 

Exhaust all the arguments ever urged in behalf of 
"civil Sabbath" statutes and the fact remains that but 
for the supposedly sacred character of the day there 
would be no Sunday law. Nobody is required to ob
serve a purely civil day. Who ever heard of a law for., 
bidding anybody to do as he sees fit on the 22d of 
February, the 30th of May, the 4th of July, roth of 
September, or even upon Thanksgiving or Christmas? 

All religious legislation-legislation touching re
ligious questions-is dangerous for the reason, if for 
no other, that it furnishes precedent for other similar 
measures. 

We do not see the reason for so much fear as is 
expressed touching the secularization of the "Ameri
can Sabbath." If the Sabbath is American, it will not 
be any less American when it is made wholly secular, 
for secular things are as truly American as anything 
can be. It will still be the "American Sabbath," and 
why should not every American institution be what 
the American people wish it to be? With the "Sab
bath of the Lord," of course, the case is different; but 
that is no more A~erican than it is German or French. 

$ 

Among the suj)porters of Sunday laws are· always 
to be found those who are themselves persistent vio
laters of the law-they want such statutes for others, 
not for themselves. 

Please Note 

the date on the yellow label on your paper. If your 
subscription is about to expire, we shall be glad to re
ceive your rtnewal at once. It will save our cutting 
your name from our list,· and you will avoid missing 
any of the numbers. 
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Nothing but the power of godliness can success
fully resist ungodliness. 
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If the Creator had designed that people should be 
forced to do right he would have made it impossible 
for them to do wrong. 

$ $ 

The most perfect law that could ever be devised 
could do nothing more than condemn men for wrong 
doing. For reformation and salvation, men must look 
to another source for help. 

.;A .;A 

God himself could not save the world by enacting 
and enforcing law, yet law is the first thing_ to which 
appeal is made by organizations that are now seeking 
to promote moral reform. 

$ $ 

Civil laws is not designed to protect religious in
stitutions, nor can any such institution possibly be pre
served· by such means. A religious institution that 
depends upon human law for its preservation, is des
tined to sure extinction. Nothing human can survive 
the touch of time. 

$ $ 

It is better that men should be free to do wrong, 
than that they should have liberty only to do right; 

As religious bigotry knows no such thing as en
lightenment or progress, so ecclesiastical ambition 
never can be content without power to persecute. 

$ $ 

The state has no right to enforce the right of Sab
bath rest, or any other right of the people, upon the 
people. When the state attempts to enforce rights, 
it fails to preserve them. To preserve a right is not to 
compel an individual to exercise that right, but to 
compel other persons to refrain from interfering with 

· the individual touching the exercise of that right; and 
the state has no more right to interfere than have the 
people whom it restrains in this respect. 

LJSunday Laws and the Workingman's Rest. 

A great effort is being made by the advocates of 
Sunday laws to justify such legislation on the ground 
that the workingman must have one day of the week 
for rest, and cannot have this needed rest unless the 
Sunday laws secure it for him . 

How then do the Sunday laws secure this rest for 
the laboring man, weary and worn from the effects of 
six days' toil? They compel the shutting down of 
factories and shops one day in each week, thus pro
viding a day of rest for all who care to avail themselves 
of it. So far so good. But the Sunday laws do not 
stop here. They do not merely provide the oppor
tunity for rest; they compel every person-employer 
and employe alike-to rest, to cease from all secular 
labor. They go beyond providing the privilege of rest, 
and compel cessation from work ; and in making rest 
compulsory, and not a matter of free will, they provide 
no privilege at all, for compulsion is certainly not to be 
viewed in the light of a privilege. 
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It might often be a privilege to an individual, dur
ing his day of rest, to improve the opportunity to per
form some secular labor about his home and premises, 
proper attention to which demands a considerable 
amount of manual labor, which the average working
man cannot well do before or after working hours, or 
afford to hire done by others. But the Sunday law 
frowns upon this as it does upon the running of a 
factory by a "soulless corporation." Work by the 
individual done for himself and by his own wish, is a 
desecration of Sunday, and must be stopped, the same 
as the running of shop or factory. Even though an 
individual does no work for a "soulless corporation," 
but is his own employer, and considers it necessary 
oftentime~ to work Sunday for the support of his fam
ily, the Sunday law nevertheless prohibits it, that he 
may be secured a day of rest! How restful, indeed, an 
individual must be under such circumstances. 

But the Sunday laws go still further; they go be
yond rest altogether, and provide something entirely 
different. For not only do they. decree that an indi
vidual shall not work on Sunday, but they forbid him 
every form of recreation. He must not play any 
games, must not hunt or fish, he must not go to any 
pleasure resort (these are all closed by the law), he 
cannot get out of the city, for all the street cars and 
trains have stopped running; he must sit down at 
home and do nothing and endeavor to find some rest 
in compulsory idleness-a vain quest. One thing he 
can do-go to church; where the average working
man does not care to go on Sunday, as an analysis of 
the Sunday congregations plainly shows. And this 
is his rest,-this is how the Sunday law provides for 
his recuperation from the week of toil-compelling him 
to do what he does not want to do, or to sit down and 
do nothing, when every faculty of mind and body is 
calling for some employment, as is always the case 
with a healthy individual when he is not asleep! What 
can be more tiresome-what more wearing upon the 
nerves and the whole system-than this compulsory 
loafing, this strain of keeping idle faculties that con
tinually clamor for some form of occupation? Yawn
ing with weariness and ennui, looking out upon the 
world as fr9m the grated window of a prison and 
counting the hours as they drag slowly by, employing 
the while various devices to "kill time," the "emanci
pated" workingman worries along through his day of 
"rest" and awakens Monday morning with a feeling 
. of relief that he is again at liberty to give vent to the 
natural activity of body and brain, to go out and min
gle with his fellow-beings without any feeling of re
:straint upon his actions save that to which he has been 
accustomed as a lawabiding member of society. Of 
.course, the individual who has a religious regard for 
the Sabbath day and enjoys communion with the Cre-

ator, will find in the Sabbath a peculiar and exalted 
pleasure, and will experience no weariness from want 
of occupation, because both body and mind are fully 
occupied in the devotional exercises of the day. But 
this is true only of those who love the Sabbath, and 
the law cannot put· into any heart a single emotion of 
love. It may make the day more odious to some by 
joining with it exactions contrary to one's sense of 
liberty and natural rights ; it cannot make it more 
attractive to any. And as we have mentioned, the 
great majority of the workingmen for whose good Sun
day laws are alleged to be necessary, have no love for 
the day, other than as a day of amusement and re
creation. 

Is this picture overdrawn? If it is, it is because the 
present Sunday laws are not such as the advocates of 
Sunday observance want, and are not enforced as this 
class desire and mean that they shall be. When such 
laws as they want are enacted and enforced, there will 
be an end both to secular work and worldly pleasure 
on the day they call the "Christian Sabbath," and the 
workingman will enjoy ( ?) precisely such "rest" and 
experience precisely such recuperation from his week 
of toil as we have described. 

In the light of such facts, which nobody can can
didly deny, the alleged benefit of the Sunday laws to 
the laboririgman dwindles to the vanishing point, and 
the argument based on such grounds is seen to be but 
a disguised plea for the exaltation of a religious insti
tution, by a means contrary to Christianity and to just 
principles of government. Let the workingmen have 
liberty-the liberty to which all men are entitled every 
day in the week, and let the Sabbath rest upon the 
foundation of conscience and the love of God, where 
the Creator himself has placed it. s. 

Speaking in defense of the Sunday laws, a promi
nent representative of the W. C. T. U. argues that the 
prohibition of work one day in the week will pay 
financially, and in evidence cites the reports of railway 
corporations that have discontinued Sunday work. 
These reports allege that employes earn as much in 
six days as they did previously in seven, and that as 
much work is done in the six days of labor as was pre
viously done in the whole week. This is a common 
argument for the enforcement of Sunday rest, as all 
will recognize who are familiar with the literature pub
lished in support of Sunday enforcement . 

But. almost in the next sentence appears another 
argument for the Sunday laws, which says: 

"Overproduction is the bane of many kinds of busi
ness. Reduce the output one seventh regularly by 
shutting off all business on Sabbath and it would pre
vent accumulation and bring relief." 
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Reading these two contradictory statements, the 
unbiased searcher after truth is forced to wonder how 
it can possibly be that if as much work is done when 
the weekly rest day is observed as when it is not, cessa
tion from work on that day can reduce the output one 
seventh, and thus be a remedy for overproduction. 

The only conclusion one can draw from reading 
such arguments is that the person making them did 
not aim to be logical, but had in view only the justifi
cation of Sunday laws, and seized upon any idea that 
seemed available for such use. . The aim was not to 
reveal the truth, but to maintain a cause to which a 
branch of theW. C. T. U. had become committed. Ar
guments which contradict and devour each other be
long not to reason, but to sophistry, and to the cause 
of error, not that of truth and right. 

Some Sunday Sophistry. 

"The Sunday League of America (Incorporated)" 
publishes at Columbus, Ohio, "Sunday Reform Leaf
lets," "issued quarterly or oftener." This is rather 
indefinite in view of the fact that the publication is reg
ularly "entered as second class matter;" and the law 
specifies that any publication to be entitled to such 
entry must be "issued at stated intervals." 

The number before us purports to have been is
sued in April of the present year, and the first article in 
it is entitled "The Sunday Movement." "All over the 
civilized world," says the writer (which presumably is 
Dr. Edward Tompson), "there is increasing interest in 
this matter. It is found that one day of rest and 
thought is a necessity for the welfare of man." 

Doubtless what is said is true as to the increasing 
"interest in this matter." This must almost necessarily 
follow from the untiring agitation of the question by 
the various Sunday leagues, of which the Columbus 
association is only one. But the statement "that one 
day of rest and thought in seven is a necessity for the 
welfare of man," is not quite so clear. 

If our memory serves us, it used to be found that 
one day of "rest" was "necessary" not only for man 
but for inanimate things even. But nothing was said 
about "thought." But since it has been pointed out 
that so far as the merely animal nature is concerned, 
the theater is the peer of the church ; the concert equal 
to the sermon; the excursion as good as the trip to 
meeting and return ; the picnic as profitable as the 
regulation Sunday dinner; the advocates of the "civil 
Sabbath" have been compelled to revise their argu
ments slightly, and they now couple "thought" with 
"rest." This is as it should be, and we hope that the 
subjects of ,this enforced "rest and thought" will oc
cupy at least a portion of the time in thinking about 
the rights which belong to every man in virtue of his 

. being a human being; one of which rights is to do 
as he likes, provided always he does not interf.ere with 
the equal rights of some other person. 

The plea so persistently put forth that "a regularly 
recurring seventh day of rest is a physical necessity" 
is fallacious. The history of the race has demonstrated 
quite the contrary. What country or what age ever 
produced a better physical or mental type of n1en than 
Greece and Rome, before idleness; luxury, and vice 
rendered their people effeminate? And yet they had 
no Sabbath; only the "wild solar holiday of all pagan 
tim<:s," which was none other than the "continental 
Sunday" of modern Europe, only with less restrictions, 
less beer, and more liberty in every other way. 

That a weekly Sabbath properly used is a good 
thing in every way, morally, mentally, and physically, 
we have no wish to deny. But physical rest is not, and 
never was, the primary object of the Sabbath. First 

. of all the Sabbath is memorial in its history, spiritual 
in significance, and religious in character. It can be 
no more properly enforced upon anybody than can 

. baptism or the Lord's Supper. 
Moreover, as before stated, not only is it incapable 

of demonstni.tion that a weekly day of rest is a physical 
necessity, but the facts of history are all against the 
idea. Several years since, the Christian Statesman 
published the following item relative to the Jews, many 
of whom observe no regular weekly rest; doing busi
ness on the Sabbath of their fathers and devoting Sun
day either to business or to pleasure-seeking. The 
Statesman said: 

"Attention is being called to the comparative lon
gevity of the Jews. Thus, it is said that in Polish Rus
sia, in a population of ten thousand, three Christians 
die for every two Jews, and that in Austria the pro
portion is about the same. In Saxony, one Jew in 
fifty-one and one Christian in thirty-three expresses 
the comparative death rate. At Frankfort, fifty"four 
per cent of the Jews reach their seventieth year, against 
thirty-eight per cent of the Christians. In Hungary, 
the chances of life among the Croats is put at twenty 
years, the Germans at twenty-seven, and the Jews at 
forty-six." · 

Even if this item did not disprove the statement so 
confidently made that a regular weekly rest is neces
sary to the physical well-being of man, it would utterly 
and forever negative the assertion that "the liberty 
of rest for one is dependent on a law of rest for all." 
For so far as these Jews observe a day of rest at all, 
in the manner insisted upon as essential, they observe 
it upon Saturday, when all the world is busy around 
them. The same is true of at least sixty thousand 
Christian Sabbatarians in this country alone, who find 
no difficulty in resting, nor even in worshiping, while 
other men are working and transacting business in 
close proximity to them. 
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Another fact that ought to give pause to the zeal 
of those who parrot-like are repeating the false state
ment that regular weekly rest has been found to be 
a physical necessity, was stated by Bishop Andrews of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, March II, I8go, in 
a public meeting in New York City, at which the writ
er was present. The Bishop had but recently returned 
from a missionary tour, and speaking of China said, 
"In that country they have no Sabbath; yet laboring 
men live to be very old." The Bishop added that he 
did not understand it, but that it was nevertheless a 
fact. 

This statement was made by Bishop Andrews in a 
meeting held under the auspices of the American Sab
bath Union, but with no intention of discrediting the 
physical-necessity argument. But facts have always 
been ~nkind to falsehood, and so the blow was no less 
deadly because given by a friendly hand. 

The truth is that "physical necessity" is only tised 
to obscure the real principle involved. Religious leg
islation has no standing in constitutional law in this 
country, therefore it must be made to appear that Sun
day laws are not religious in their design, but intended 
only to meet certain "civil" ends. 

But this leaflet which we are examining reveals its 
true character even more plainly in other things. On 
page three we find this: "Blackstone says, 'A corrup

. tion of morals usually follows a profaning of the Sab
bath.' " 

And this is just exactly what Sunday laws are for, 
namely to guard "morals," which is only another way 
of saying that they are enacted and enforced in the 
interests of religion. The very first definition of the 
word "moral" is: "Of or pertaining to the practice, 
conduct, and spirit of men toward God, themselves, 
and their fellowmen, with reference to right and wrong 
and to obligation to duty."-Standard. 

Notice morals have to do with one's relations to 
God, and 'with right and wrong, not with rights and 
wrongs. It is no wonder that Blackstone treats of 
"Sabbath-breaking" (by which he means treating Sun
day as a common day) under the heading of "offenses 
against God and Religion." That is all that Black
stone saw in it ; and that is just what the Sunday laws 
of his day were designed to punish; and their purpose 
is just the same to-day. The leopard of religious leg-
islation has not changed its spots. B. 

The power that would invade the conscience of 
but one individual, must be prepared to meet and over
come the throne of God. The rights of conscience can
not be set aside without also setting aside the rights 
of God. 

"Works of Necessity.'' 

What are works of "necessity" within the meaning 
of the Sunday statutes of the several States? for with
out exception they all contain the saving clause, 
"W arks of necessity and charity excepted," or words 
to the same effect. 

Even a very superficial examination of the subject 
will convince any one that it is exceedingly hard to dis
tinguish between convenience and necessity. In fact, 
what to one may seem an absolute necessity may, to 
another, be only a l~xury, or a convenience. For in
stance, to the one reared in the enjoyment of even the 
more common luxuries of civilized life, a frequent bath 
is a necessity. Without it life would not be worth 
living, health would be impaired and bodily comfort 
would be impossible. And yet there are thousands of 
people in every ·country who seldom bathe, who are 
never clean,. and who do not regard frequent bathing 
as at all necessary. 

Take another example. Two farmers live in the 
same neighborhood. The one has an abundance of 
hay already stored in his barns or secured in the stack. 
He has, however, a few tons still in the field, which, if 
saved, would add to his profits for the year, but notat 
all necessary either to his own comfort or support, or 
to the proper care of his stock. His neighbor has not 
so much hay,· and a larger proportion of his c~op is 
still in the field. It is essential to the support of his 
family and to the proper care of his stock that this 
hay be saved. It is Sunday and all the indications are 
that the night will bring rain. They both work to save 
their hay. They are both prosecuted for breach of the 
civil law. Both make the defense of "necessity." Is 
it equally good in both cases? or must the one farmer 
suffer the penalty while the other goes free? In the 
~ne case it is simply a question of adding a few more 
dollars to the profits of the year; in the other it is not a 
question of profit but of providing necessary food not 
only for cattle but indirectly for human beings. 

Another case not an imaginary but a real one pre
sents a slightly different phase of this subject; not a 
question of monetary profit, but of which is the more 
necessary, that a corporation make larger profits on its 
business or that the individual preserve a conscience 
void of offense toward God. 

The Sunday law of Tennessee prohibits the "doing 
or exercising any of the common avocations of life, or 
of causing or permitting the same to be done by his 
children or servants, acts of real charity or necessity 
excepted, on Sunday." 

In that State are two classe~ ·of people who have 
sought to avail themselves of this saving clause, touch
ing "acts of real necessity.'' These two classes are, 
first, corporations operating railroads, smeltjng fur-
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naces, etc. ; and second, Sabbatarians, religiously ob
serving as the Sabbath the seventh ciay of the week in
stead of the first. 

With the first class the plea has been so successful 
that so far as the writer knows they have never even 
been prosecuted. At Dayton, Tenn., some years ago 
when several Sabbatarians were in jail for working on 
Sunday (some of them in retired places where they 
were "detected" only by being spied upon), the pros
ecuting attorney was asked why they were prosecuted 
and nothing said about a great iron furnace which was 
in constant operation night and day seven days in the 
week. The reply was, "0, that is necessary." 

But the necessity is no more real than is the neces
sity requiring the Sabbatarian to work on Sunday. 
The foreman of that same furnace told the writer that 
the furnace could be banked not only for twenty-four 
hours, but for a week if necessary, without injury to 
the plant. The only loss occasioned by shutting down 
on Sunday, therefore, would be the loss of the profits 
of the business done on that day. Therefore the neces
sity is no greater in the case of the furnace than in the 
case of the individual Sabbatarian. Nor is it as great, 
for with the furnace it is simply a question of larger 
aggregate profits for the year; with the individual it 
is often a question of ability to provide for his family 
if, after voluntarily giving one day to his own religion, 
he is compelled to surrender another day to the State 
or rather to his neighbor's religion. B. 

A Tale of Two Nations. 
EMPIRE BRINGS RUIN. 

The magnificent imperialism and expansion of the 
days of Solomon were of short duration. He sowed 
to the wind and reaped the whirlwind. After his death 
the kingdom was divided, two tribes going under one 
leader and ten under another, and this was the end 
forever of that "strong central government" which the 
elders had called for in order that they might hold the 
iribes together. The strong central government ut
terly failed of its purpose; the twelve tribes were not 
held together by it. The simple plan which God had 
ordained and which had preceded this one had been 
much more potent for this purpose. 

And now began a checkered period in the history 
of Israel. They had departed from the principle of the 
consent of the governed. They had wandered from 
republicanism into imperialism; and this led to the vio
lation of the mandate, "Israel shall dwell alone and 
shall not be reckoned among the nations." No sooner 
had Israel become an empire than it became evident 
to her leading men that if they maintained their place 
among the great powers of the earth they must do so 
by means of alliances with different ones of these pow-

ers. But once they commenced making alliances, they 
were no longer dwelling alone, they were no longer 
not reckoned among the nations. 

This command that they should dwell alone and 
should not be reckoned among the nations, was not 
an arbitrary one on the part of God. It was given for 
t"i1eir own good. It came in the very nature of things. 
God knew the form of government which he had given 
Israel could not be maintained amid alliances with 
other nations. The principles governing republican
ism and monarchy are so vastly different that it is 
impossible for the two systems of government to unite,· 
and for the purer system at the same time to maintain 
its own pure and peculiar form. Monarchs are not 
accustomed to consulting their people, therefore when 
the king of Assyria made a treaty with the king of 
Israel, that treaty was made without even the knowl
edge of the people of Israel, for the treaties and un
derstandings of monarchs are almost always secret, in 
the very nature of things. Modern diplomacy will am
ply bear out this idea. Of course, there are commer
cial treaties which everybody knows about; but there 
are also secret understandings between princes and 
potentates concerning which their subjects know little 
or nothing. 

No sooner was Israel a monarchy, than alliances 
and confederacies began to be made with the differ
ent heathen nations. These, one and all, proved dis- · 
astrous to Israel. God continued to warn His people 
against them, hence it was written in the book of 
Isaiah: "The Lord spake also unto me again, saying, 
Forasmuch as this people refuseth the waters of Shi
loh that go softly, and rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah's 
son; now therefore the Lord bringeth up upon them 
the waters of the river, strong and many, even the king 
of Assyria, and all his glory; and he shall come up 
over all his channels, and go ever all his banks; and 
he shall pass through Judah; he shall overflow and gOl · 
over, he shall reach even to the neck; and the stretch
ing out of his wings shall fill the breadth of thy land, 
0 Immanuel. Associate yourselves, 0 ye people, and 
yc shall be broken in pieces; and give ear all ye of f~r 
countries ; gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken m 
pieces ; gird yourselves and ye shall be broken in 
pieces. Take counsel together, and it shall come to 
nought ; speak the word and it shall not stand ; for 
God is with us. For. the Lord spake thus to me with 
a strong hand, and instructed me that I should not 
walk in the way of this people, saying, Say ye not a 
confederacy to all them to whom this people shall say 
a confederacy; neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid. 
Sanctify the Lord of hosts Himself ; and let Him be 
your fear and let Him be your dread." (Isa. 8 :5-13.) 

This was not the only time that God warned Israel 
about these confederacies. Jeremiah also spake: "And 
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now what hast thou to do in the way of Egypt, to drink 
the waters of Shiloh? or what hast thou to do in the 
way of Assyria, to drink the waters of the river?" The 
words also of Rabshakah bore witness to the same 
truth: "Now, behold, thou trusteth upon the staff of 
this bruised reed, even upon Egypt, on which if a man 
lean, it will go into his hand, and pierce it; so is 
Pharaoh, king of Egypt, unto all who trust on him." 

God warned Israel again and again against these 
confederacies, but the people continued to think that 
alliances with the powers of the earth were the only 
sources of strength and safety. Instead of being a 
source of strength and safety, however, these al
liances dragged them down to unutterable ruin. 
Their kings became weaker and weaker ; their 
power became less and less respected in the 
earth, · until they finally went down captives into 
Babylon. Even there, God in his mercy visited them, 
and in his great kindness brought them forth to lead 
them back to ] erusalem once more. But they never 
regained their former power or place in the earth. 
Monarchy was still the form of government and it was 
unable to give them the respect among the nations of 
the earth that they had enjoyed in the old days under 
Moses, ] oshua, the judges and Samuel. By and by 
Rome came and put the land of the ] ews under trib
ute, and the chosen people were obliged to bow the 
neck to the proud rule of the iron monarchy of 
Italy. This was the condition of affairs when Christ 
came with healing in His wings. And there is no 
more interesting chapter in Jewish history than that 
of the Christ and the kingship. P. T. MAGAN. 

A State Cannot Be a Theocracy. 
That injustice to citizens and final governmental 

destruction arises from ecclesiastical assumption of 
power in the civil sphere, or vice versa, has been fully 
demonstrated in the history of the Roman govern
ment. In the fourth century the bishops of that time 
adopting the theory that the Roman government was, 
or could become, a theocracy, brought about a union 
of the church with the civil power, in order to receive 
support from the state in bringing the world to the 
religious faith held by themselves. In his History 
of the Christian Religion and Church, vol. 2, sec. 2, 

parti, Neander says of that time: 

"There had in fact arisen in the Church . . 
a false theocratical theory, originating not in the es
sence of the gospel, but in the confusion of the relig
ious constituents of the Old and New Testaments, 
which . . . brought along with it an unchristian 
opposition of the spiritual to the secular power, and 
which might easily result in the formation of a sacer
dotal state, subordinating the secular to itself in a false 
and outward way. . . . This theocratical theory 
was already the prevailing one of the time of Constan
tine; and . . . the bishops voluntarily made them-

selves dependent upon him by the1r disputes, and by 
their determination to make use of the power of the 
State for the furtherance of their aims." 

It may be readily supposed that when a worldly 
church thus prostitutes itself to the civil power in or
der to accomplish its ends, the civil government will 
in turn, to secure the political influence of the church, 
yield to its demands, although it may be evident that 
the granting of such demands will lead to flagrant 
abuses. 

In this case, it is well known what followed. De
crees were issued by the emperor regulating the con
duct of all Roman subjects in matters of religious 
faith. Penalties so severe were attached to these 
edicts, that all feared to disobey who desired to pre
serve their lives. Hence, nearly all conformed to the 
decrees, even though at heart they were not in har
mony with them. Such a course made hypocrites, 
from whom were chosen the chief dignitaries of the 
church and empire. The result was that the bishops 
became more and more ambitious, bold, and un
scrupulous. But the government having bargained 
with the church for its influence, could not well with
draw from the compact, because the political influ
ence for which it had bargained had become the_ dom
inating one. To combat it, at that stage in the drama, 
meant the loss of the empire to the civil power, yet 
to let matters still go on was sure to bring the same 
result at some future time. 

As the rapidly-growing influence of the church in 
secular matters was a dangerous thing to oppose, it 
was allowed to strengthen year by year till the church 
clearly gained the ascendancy in political intrigue. In 
fact, the emperors, in order to maintain their author
ity, had themselves recognized as bishops of the 
church, 'in order to administer affairs of the church as 
well as those of the state. The resultof all this was most 
natural-men who desired some rich benefice became 
extremely servile before those from whom they ex
pected favors, and were ready to bestow upon their an
ticipated benefactors the most flattering titles. This 
in turn placed the suppliants where they were ready 
to be used as tools of the bishops to do the vilest work. 

Not only were appeals made to the bishops to set
tle religious controversies, but Rome being the first 
city in the empire, other bishops appealed to the 
bishop of Rome to arbitrate their differences. Then 
Constantine enacted a law "permitting judgment to be 
passed by the bishops when litigants preferred appeal
ing to them ratherthan to the secular courts. He enact
ed that their decree should be valid, and as far superior 
to that of other judges as if pronounced by the emperor 
himself; that the governors and subordinate military 
officers should see to the execution of these decrees ; 
and that sentence when passed by them, should be ir-
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reversible." Sozomen's "Ecclesiastical History," Book 
I, chap. ·9· 

Neander says that this furnished to worldly-minded 
bishops "a welcome occasion for devoting themselves 
to any foreign and secular affairs, rather than to the 
appropriate business of their spiritual calling ; and 
the same class might also allow themselves to be gov
erned by impure motives in the settlement of these 
disputes." Vol. 2, sec. 2. 

Thus the way was open for the church to exalt 
. itself above the civil power, and the dignitaries of the 
church were not slow to seize the opportunity. This 
point g~ined, the highest offices in the church were 
filled by political methods, and through intrigue and 
bloodshed the worst characters became bishops, some
times before any formal initiation into the church. 
·with these, no opposition of any kind was tolerated, 
and any one who dared to be out of harmony with a 
biE.hop, paid the penalty with his life. 

All this naturally grew out of the false notions of 
theocracy entertained by the church of that time. If 
the state was a theocracy all government must be 
moral, as the government of God. In this way the 
church became the state, and the state the church. 
This accomplished, the church of Rome was not long 
in securing an empire, known as the estates of the 
church, and its bishops lived in a style of luxury and 
pomp rivaling that of the emperor himself. But when 
the church thus permitted itself to surrender the 
power of the gospel for that of regal splendor, it only 
hastened the nation's downfall. Corruption of the 
most fetid kind permeated both church and state, and 
ennervated tlie people. This made them an easy prey 
to the barbarians of the North who dismembered and 
destroyed the empire. 

The Dark Ages followed, and for hundreds of 
'years religious wars and religious persecutions af
flicted the people of Europe. Not one of these was 
necessary had the great truth been recognized, "that 
the state has no concern with the opinions of men, and 
no right to interfere, even in the slightest degree, with 
the form of worship which they may choose to adopt." 
Buckle's History of Civilization, vol. I, page I90. 

The theocratical theory has, in fact, always 
wrought mischief when introduced into human gov
ernments. It could not be otherwise; for that theory 
undertakes to make the Bible the rule of government, 
and to administer civil affairs according to the inter
pretation placed ori. the Bible by the officers of the 
government. This takes away the right of private 
judgment, extends the authority of law to opinions, 
as well as to acts, and so destroys the individuality 
of every subject of the government, which always was, 
and always will be, utterly ruinous. 

]. 0. CoRLISS. 

Force Excluded. 

No worker for· Christ during the Christian era 
has accomplished more for the gospel than the great 
Apostle Paul. He was an incessant worker. From 
city to city, country to country he worked, under the 
direct guidance (the privilege of every gospel min
fster) of the Holy Ghost. It must be admitted that he 
had wonderful success in dealing with human minds. 
Nearly everywhere he went, believers were left be
hind to mourn his departure. On one occasion the 
whole church accompanied him to the seashore, and 
there, when he had spoken with them and "kneeled 
down and prayed with them all," we are told that 
"They all wept sore, and fell on Paul's neck, and 
kissed him,." Surely such manifestations reveal the 
fact that this servant of Christ had a strong hold upon 
the affection of those for whom he labored. 

Perhaps one secret of his wonderful success lay in 
the fact that he believed and acted upon the principle 
that perfect liberty of action was the inalienable right 
of every man. He would compel no one. He wished 
to receive no forced hospitalities ; and so he hired a 
house at one place and worked,. supporting himself 
and those with him, while he preached the gospel. He 
wanted no unwilling contributions. "Let every man 
be fully pursuaded (not forced) in his own mind." 
"Every man according as h,e purposeth in his heart, 
so let him give; not grudgingly, or of necessity; for 
God loveth a cheerful giver." 

Then to show how carefully he respected the wishes 
of others, even though .personally he could have ad
vantaged himself, another instance is recorded by in
spiration for our learning. He was old, and a pris
oner. Philemon, a believer, had a servant Onesimus. 
They had had trouble, and Onesimus had left his 
master. Through Paul's efforts he had been con
verted, and in the prison at Rome had relieved Paul's 
sufferings very much. But Paul thought his master 
might need him, so he writes him a letter, sending 
Onesimus home with it. He writes: "Wherefore 
though I might be much bold in Christ to enjoin 
thee that which is convenient, yet for love's sake I 
rather beseech thee, being such an one as Paul the 
aged, and now also a prisoner of Jesus Christ. I 
beseech thee for my son Onesimus, whom I have be
gotten in my bonds, which in time past was to thee 
unprofitable, but now profitable to thee and to me; 
whom I have sent again; thou therefore receive him, 
that is, mine own bowels ; whom I would have retained 
with me, that in thy stead he might have ministered 
unto me in the bonds of the gospel: But without thy 
mind would I do nothing; that thy benefit should not 
be as it were of necessity, but willingly." Philemon 8-
I4. 

People who go about seeking to compel people to 
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do this or that (of themselves being perhaps right 
things to do), are not serving God. God accepts of 
no forced service. All such labor passes for nothing 
with him. Ministers of Christ can only persuade men. 
Hunting up civil statutes to wield against their fellow
men is no part of the service of Jesus Christ. 

T. E. BowEN. 

The Foundation of Morals and Religion. 

We note the following in a leaflet that is being 
widely circulated through the educational campaign 
that is being conducted by the organizations favoring 
the Sunday laws: 

"Our State Sabbath laws are good and wholesome 
and afford a sure foundation for morals and religion." 

Is it not strange that professedly Christian people 
will advocate the idea that civil enactments are neces
sary as a foundation for morals and religion? And is 
not the idea that the civil government should lay the 
foundation for religion, a strange idea among the prin
ciples of American republicanism? If the Govern
ment can properly lay the foundation for religion, why 
can it not as properly erect the superstructure upon 
that foundation? As a building depends upon its 
foundation, so must the character of religion depend 
upon its foundation; and if the civil power can right
fully lay the foundation, by the same authority it can 
affect religion in any other way, and establish a state 
church. If the civil power has authority to do the 
greater thing, it must have authority to do the less. 

If state Sabbath laws are the foundation of morals 
and religion, what foundation had the latter before 
there were any such laws, or what foundation have 
they now where no such laws exist, as in California, 
for example? Are there no morals and religion in 
California? or do they rest upon another foundation 
there? and if upon another foundation, why must state 
"Sabbath laws" exist to furnish them a foundation 
elsewhere? And how many different foundations can 
morals and religion have? 

Christianity is divine and rests upon no human 
foundation. The foundation of morals and religion 
was laid long before any human laws existed, even 
when the relation which they cover first came into be
ing. God himself laid the foundation, and that foun
dation stands to this day, as firm and as efficient as at 
the· beginning, and thus it must stand through all 
eternity. Morals and religion which rest upon a hu
man foundation-the foundation of state laws-are not 
the morals and religion established by the Creator 
upon the eternal foundation of his own power and 
wisdom. That which rests upon a human foundation 
is itself human, and morals and religion which ex
press o~ly human. wisdom and human righteousness 
must be a delusion and a snare to all that trust in them. 

The conclusion reached in the leaflet is that 
since the "State Sabbath laws" afford "a sure founda
tion for morals and religion," "they should be rigidly 
enforced;" But there can be no stronger reason why 
State "Sabbath laws" should not be enforced, than 
the very fact that they assume to be the foundation 
for morals and religion. An idea so erroneous as 
this does not speak well for the cause in behalf of 
which it was uttered. The cause of truth has no use 
for the assistance of error. s. 

Victory for Sunday Rest. 
(Chicago Chronicle, May 24.) 

It is gratifying to note that the city council of 
::.\:Tiles City, Mont., shares in the enlightened belief that 
the toiler should have one day in seven in which to 
recruit his exhausted energies, to indulge in harmless 
recreation or to attend devotional services. The Miles 
City council believes that Sunday should be a day of 
nst, even though the cessation of labor on that day 
should involve some inconvenience to the community 
at large. The council is a humane body. 

For, the saloon-keepers of Miles City, having pe
titioned the council for permission to close their places 
of business on Sunday-alleging brain fag as the re
sult of overwork-the council granted the request after 
due deliberation. 

The concession was no small one. As is well 
known, the wet goods business is the foremost industry 
of Miles City and it was no light matter thus to sanc
tion its entire suspension. one day in seven. 

As one member of the council pointed out, it was 
not only possible but probable that citizens would feel 
the need of a drink on Sunday. "What will they do?" 
he demanded-answering his own question with the 
gloomy and ominous prediction: "They will go to 
neighboring towns to get it," thus diverting commerce 
to rival municipalities and seriously disturbing the bal
ance of trade. 

But philanthropy and humanity prevailed over 
mere sordid considerations. The debate was animated, 
but in the end Sunday rest triumphed. The over
worked saloon-keepers are to have one day in which 
to recuperate for the arduous labors of the other six. 

In the meantime let us hope that the humane coun
cilmen will not be allowed to suffer as the result of 
their generous action. 

The Christian church being the body of Christ, as 
scripturally defined, it no more needs the support of 
the state than does Christ himself; and to advocate its 
support by the state is to advocate an alliance between 
the world and God. 
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Clergymen of the Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, 
.and Disciple churches at Piqua, Ohio, have united in 
.a demand upon the city officials of that place for an 
·enforcement of the Sunday law, which prohibits all 
Sunday work and recreation. 

* * * 
A "championship" game of baseball which was to 

nave been played Sunday, June IO, at Youngstown, 
.0., was stopped by an injunction issued by a judge of 
that place at the instance of a portion of the church 
dement. A decision in the case is expected shortly. 
A recent decision in a similar case in Michigan con
·<kmned Sunday baseball on the ground of being a 
·diEturbance, but intimated that in itself the game is a 
lawful form of amusement on any day of the week. 

* ' * 
* 

A revivalist has just closed a series of meetings in 
Hamburg, Ia., with one result that a strong effort is 
being made to secure from the city council enactment 
·Of a Sunday closing ordinance. Of course like all other 
Sunday laws this one if secured will be "purely civil.'' 
It matters not that such laws enforce the observance 
<>f a religious institution, and that they are enacted in 
.obedience to the demand of religious sentiment, they 
.are themselves "civil;" for don't you see, religious 
legislation in this country is unconstitutional, and it 
would never do to admit that Sunday laws are them
:selves violative of constitutional law? This is the rea
:SOn and the only reason the "civil" dodge was ever 
invented. 

* .. 
* 

The Vulcan (Colo.) Times wants to know "by what 
cCOn1>titutional right do states pass Sunday laws at the 
behest of a combination of preachers?" 

There can be but one answer to this question: there 
is no such right. The Times truly says: "As far as 
.constitutional right is concerned, a man has a civil 
-right to worship how and when he pleases, and to labor 
-whenever it pleases him to do so." 

"But," continues the Times, ·"even in Colorado 
there is a lavv on the statute books which imposes a 
iine of fifty dollars for working on Sunday, and the 
.combined church element is at work manufacturing a 
-;public sentiment that will enable them to enforce it, 
it being only a 'concealed weapon' at present. If the 
;above element succeed, and they will, then farewell to 

the boasted religious liberty of America, and giv-e 
greeting to the faggot and the dungeon." 

* * * 
The recent torture of a negro in a Southern State 

to extort from him a confession of the crime for which 
so many of his race have paid the penalty of their · 
lives, is startling in its significance. Torturing a sus
pected man with fire to compel him to confess is worse, 
if possible, than burning one known to be guilty. A 
confession extorted by torture could be of no possible 
value. It coufd not even ease in the slightest degree 
the consciences of those participating in securing it. 

. Such lapses into savagery_ are startling because they 
show by how slight a tenure we hold our most sacred 
rights. 

* -X· 

* 
A writer for the Sabbath Recorder says in a recent 

number of that paper: "I think that it is quite gen
erally conceded that the Sunday desecration so much 
talked about and so much lamented, is due very largely 
to a loss of conviction in regard to the sacredness of 
the Sunday. I lament very much this spirit, not be
cause thereby the Sunday is desecrated, but because 
it indicates, as I fear, a general tendency to hold the 
Bible and. religious beliefs lightly; it indicates, as I 
have said, the want of a deep, strong conviction in 
reference to the religious .life." 

It is certainly true in large measure that Sunday 
desecration is due "to loss of conviction in regard to 
Sunday sacredness." But this would not result in "a 
general tendency to hold the Bible and religious be
liefs lightly" were it not for the fact that in attempting 
to foist upon the world a false Sabbath, religious teach
ers have been compelled to discredit in a measure the 
Bible, which teaches something quite different. It is 
little wonder that when the ministers themselves tram
ple upon the Bible Sabbath, the people generally pay 
but little regard to the substitute. 

* * * 
March 3, 1897, Congress enacted the following 

general law touching sectarian appropriations: 

"It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Gov
ernment of the United States to make no appropria
tion of money or property for the purpose of 
founding, maintaining, or aiding by payment for serv
ices, expenses, or otherwise, any church or religious 
denomination, or any institution or society which is 
under sectarian or ecclesiastical control; and it is 
hereby enacted that, from and after the 30th day of 
June, 1898, no money appropriated for charitable pur
poses in the District of Columbia shall be paid to any 
church or religious denomination, or to any institution 
or society which is under sectarian or ecclesiastical' 
control." · 
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June 4, 1900, the House of Representatives had 
under consideration an appropriation for the sup
port of St. Joseph's Asylum, a Roman Catholic insti
tution in the District of Columbia. On the strength 
of the action taken in r897, Representative Bingham 
of Pennsylvania opposed the proposed appropriation. 
Mr. Fitzgerald of Massachusetts spoke in favor of 
making the appropriation notwithstanding the general 
law, and "predicted the rise of a Catholic party if the 
persecution of the Catholic sectarian institutions con
tinued." 

It seems rather strange that any one should term 
an effort to make a church support its own charities 
"persecution." The prediction of a "Catholic party" 
may be realized, but it would seem that in order to 
hope for any success it would need something more 
substantial and more just in the way of an issue than 
the fact of opposition to the support of church institu
tions out of the public treasury. 

* * * 

Only a short time since a man and a woman were 
convicted in Nashville, Tenn., of arson upon the evi
dence of a boy who under hypnotic influence related 
very circumspectly. just how the crime was commit
ted, and by whom the deed was done. The judge in 
setting aside the verdict said: "To my n1ind. the wit
ness is nothing more than the wall from which the 
echo of the clairvoyant is thrown into the case. If 
such doctrines as these were once recognized by the · 
courts of the country in their dealings with life and 
liberty, it would be alarming to contemplate the in
justice and oppression possible and probable to result 
in the very name of justice itself, against which human 
reason and knowledge would be utterly powerless to 
defend itself." 

Of course the accused persons may have been 
guilty, but better a thousand times that the crime go 
unpunished than that our courts adopt the policy of 
admitting such evidence. The Tennessee judge did 
right in setting aside a verdict secured on such evi
dence. 

* * * 
The "army canteen" institution is justified by its 

supporters upon the plea that it is the lesser of two 
necessary evils. The men will drink anyway, it is 
affirmed, and it is better to supply drink to the men in 
the camps than to have them get it in the towns. A 
physician who is familiar with the conditions of army 
life in the camps punctures this idea as follows : 

"The regimental canteen is worse than the grog
shop. The temptation is ever present, and any good 
resolutions or feelings of disgust after a spree are 
quickly dispelled by another drink. On the financial 
side, a soldier's credit is limited at the saloon. Not so 

at the canteen, where his pay is held as security for his 
drink, and often entirely absorbed. A soldier is 
obliged to seek a grog-shop, but the canteen seeks 
him." 

These are self-evident truths, and in the light of 
them no reason for the maintenance of the army can
teen appears save the unworthy one that the institution 
is fimincially profitable to the parties behind it. 

* * * 

In an address to the Knights Templars of the Dis
trict of Columbia, May 27, Rev. Dr. Williams of Wash
ington is reported to have said: 

"I look forward to the time when we shall have to 
draw swords against religious intolerance and oppres
sion, just as our ancestors enlisted under the banner 
of the cross for the relief of their suffering fellow Chris
tians in the far East. The conditions which aroused 
their enthusiasm and added fuel to the flames of their 
ardor even now exist in the East, where profession of 
Christianity is attended with great dangers and the 
holy places of our faith are in the possession of the 
unspeakable Turk, the arch-conspirator, whom, for 
mctives of policy, Christian Europe dare not expel to 
the wastes of Asia, whence he came." 

Upon which an editor, not having the fear of Na
tional Reform and "righteousness" by act of state and 
national legislatures before his eyes, remarks that "it 
would be more consistent for Christians to defer the 
assault on Islam until equal rights are made secure in 
all Christian countries." 

* * * 
The Christian Intelligencer calls attention in a 

recent issue to the increasing desecration of Sunday 
in this country, and affirms that the Sabbath is there
by placed in deadly peril. Its utterance is typical of 
many that are being made by the religious press 
touching this point. It says:-

"He must be blind who does not perceive that now 
the Sabbath is undergoing a serious assault; that 
troops of influences destructive of its sanctity and prej
udicial to its integrity are widespread, swift and de
fiant. The deadly peril with which the Sabbath is 
threatened is being recognized with deep concern by 
all lovers of God and righteousness. The present 
aspect of affairs is appalling. The Lord's-day prosti
tuted to bacchanalian revelry; Sunday papers hawked 
about everywhere, even at the doors of Christian 
churches games of ball and golf more numerous on 
Sunday than· on week days; excursions and amuse
ments of every kind; all show what this nation is 
coming to, except the people of God rise up in their 
might and come to the rescue. Christianity must be 
recognized as our governing principle ; the Sabbath 
and our Christian institutions must be maintained in 
their integrity and sanctity; the people must do with 
the seventh day what the Commandment requires-
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Remember it, sanctify it, keep it holy-or, as sure 
as God is the God of truth and righteousenss, this na
tion is doomed." 

That Sunday desecration is on the increase, is 
plainly true; but what is the cause of this increase, 
and of the general alarming state of affairs touching 
religion which is so evident at this time?- Is it not 
largely due to the fact that the people have ceased to 
look to the Bible as the infallible word of God-as the 
guide of moral conduct and a standard of righteous
ness by which they will be judged at the last day? 
And must not this result naturally follow from the 
course taken by the clergy themselves when they in
terpret the Bible contrary to its plain meaning, as 
for example in saying that the command to sanctify 
the seventh day means that the first day is the Chris
tian Sabbath? There is abundant food for reflection 
in this thought. The people are not fools, or blind; 
and there is every reason to conclude that Christian 
clergymen themselves, by teaching and practicing con
trary to the plain word of God on this very point of 
Sabbath observance, have done much to lower that 
word in the view of the people, and thus to bring about 
those very conditions which they now note with sor
row and alarm. 

* * * 
The curfew ordinance for lessening crime in the 

cities has not proved. a success in the State of Maine. 
So we are informed by the Springfield Republican 
(Mass.), which says that in Maine cities which adopted 
the ordinance it was found that "an increased police 
force was needed to enforce it, and rather than pay the 
cost of a larger force, the law has become more or less 
of a dead letter." The Republican adds that "the pop
ular attitude toward the prohibition law in that State 
appears to be much the same." 

War's Mortgage on Civilization. 
[New York World.] 

The debts of the civilized nations now add up a 
total of over $32,ooo,ooo,ooo-most of it incurred in 
wars. To realize what 32 billions means a few com
parative statements are necessary. 

The highest total value of the entire cotton crop of 
the United States in any recent year was less than 
$3oo,ooo,ooo. If, therefore, the whole American cot
ton crop were sold for IOO years in succession, and the 
proceeds applied to the payment of the world's indebt
ednes~-mainly incurred for wars and war prepara
tions-there would still remain an unpaid balance of 
nearly two billions. 

Prof. H. C. Adams of Cornell, some time since cal
culated that the interest payments alone on these ag
gregated debts of the nations equal the ~alue of the 

labor of 3,ooo,ooo men working constantly at $1.50 
per day per man. 

Civilization is under a blanket mortgage to war. 

"Danger Signs in the Old World." 

Under the above heading the Tribune of this . city 
recently published the following summary of warlike. 
symptoms in the Old W or! d. The situation has not 
improved since this was printed: 

"Danger signals seem to be flying over almost 
every quarter of Europe, Asia and Africa, and the dip
lomats of the old world never were so busy as they 
are just now. If you have read the foreign dispatches 
for the last ten days-and it's worth while, for Europe 
is making history these days-you will have discov
ered the following facts : 

"Russia has broken a treaty with Japan in order to 
secure a naval base on the Corean coast. 

"Japan has dispatched a powerful fleet to seize and 
fortify a position opposite the one leas'ed by Russia. 

"Russia is shipping transport after transport, load
ed with soldiers and guns, to Port Arthur, while Japan 
is mobilizing a great army. 

"Russia has moved 75,000 soldiers to the frontier 
of Afghanistan, and Great Britain has quietly shif-ted 
regiments in India until every pass on the frontier is 
heavily guarded. 

"France is actively engaged in war in the Algerian 
hinterland, fighting daily battles with the Arabs, and 
capturing towns and provinces long claimed by Mo
rocco UJ1der treaties with Europe. 

"The Sultan of Morocco has mobilized his Arab 
forces and started them to the frontier, where a clash 
with the French army is imminent. 

"Emperor Menelek has set up a claim for all the 
territory lying between the present frontier of Abys
sinia and the Nile, and has sent an army of 40,000 
men into the disputed region on the pretense of put
ting down the rebellious natives. 

"Germany has seized hundreds of square miles of 
territory which up to the present time has always been 
included as a part of the Congo Free State. 

"Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria has for months been 
planning a declaration of independence from Turkey, 
thus endangering the peace of the Balkans. 

"Russia has sent a peremptory note to Turkey, 
declaring that the Porte's attitude toward the Arme
nians will no longer be tolerated. 

"In France the only political party that clamors 
for war with England, carried the last election by an 
overwhelming majority, and the same party is breaking 
up the ministry that stands firmly for peace. 

"In Italy revolution against the present form of 
government is in the air. The Radicals and Socialists 
three weeks ago forced the dissolution of Parliament 
by their demands for a revision of the constitution. 

"Sweaen and Norway are arming with feverish 
haste, both fearing a crisis in the quarrel that has kept 
tli.e flame of national jealousy alive for a century. 

"And last-and least, too, it may be granted-here 
is the United States threatening a resort to extreme 
measures to collect a long standing claim for indemnity 
from Turkey." 
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Soldiers and statesmen have long been expecting 
a war that would involve practically all of Europe, 
and that would be more terribly destructive than any 
war the world has yet seen. It would seem impossi
ble that this long anticipated war can be averted many 
years longer. As pointed out by the Czar when he 
invited the several governments to participate in the 
Hague Peace Congress, the nations are now burdened 
beyond endurance by war revenues in time of peace. 
Sooner or later some nation,. or combination of na
tions, will precipitate a conflict in the hope of a re
adjustment that will give relief from the present expen
sive peace, maintained as it is by immense standing 
armies and by proportionally large and not less costly 
navies. 

Nor can this conflict, when it comes, be confined 
to Europe. The world is not so large as it used to be. 
Steam and electricity have brought once widely sepa
rated nations into close proximity. Even the United 
States is likely to be involved in the impending con
flict. As a nation we have departed in a measure from 
the time-honored tradition of the fathers that forbade 
any entangling alliance; besides the government now 
has interests in the far East that must be protected. 
The "danger signs" are to he seen everywhere. 

B. 

Can China be Dismembered? 

"It has apparently been taken for granted since the 
Japanese-Chinese war that China is to be partitioned 
among the European powers", says the Evening News 
of the 14th inst. "Every step since taken, every ag
gression or concession, has pointed to this ultimate 
solution of the Chinese question. Scarcely has any 
one questioned whether this is possible. The only 
problem seemed to be as to how this partition of the 
most populous empire of the world could be satisfac
torily accomplished. 

"But events in China the last few weeks have al
ready suggested to more than one thoughful Euro
pean observer the difficulties that lie in the way of the 
execution of this scheme. The Paris Solei!, for in
stance, as quoted in the special cable to The Daily 
News yesterday says: 'France has every reason to 
defend China's integrity. The idea of the dismem
berment of China is one of the most extravagant no
tions that ever entered the human brain.' 

"Is the notion extravagant? Think it over a few 
minutes and reflect what Japan, a pygmy nation com
pared with China, has been able to do within the past 
quarter of a century, and then think of what China 
might do, once it, like Japan, should be thoroughly 
wakened up. Its swarming millions could overrun the 
world once they were imbued with modern progress 

and the desire of conquest. Those who assume that 
China will submit like another India may be basing 
their conclusions upon false premises. The question 
as to what China may do if it awakes is a legitimate 
one and may soon disturb diplomats now dreaming of 
its dismemberment." 

It seems to be improbable that the Chinese them
selves will be able to offer any very serious resistance 
to the partition of the empire; but it is doubtful if the 
Powers can agree among themselves as to just how 
it shall be divided. 

Sunday Laws and the Aristocracy. 

The following from the Haverhill (Mass.) Gazette 
illustrates how Sunday laws, as enforced in most 
places, discriminate between the rich people and those 
upon whom fortune has not conferred the privileges 
of the aristocracy. A reader of the Gazette sends to 
it this communication touching Sunday law enforce
ment in the neighboring town of Riverside: 

"I noticed in your issue of Tuesday evening that 
the city marshal, accompanied by one of our aldermen, 
went on the warpath last Sunday and almost scared 
the life out of a crowd of boys who were playing ball 
in the pasture over on Silver hill. 

"Of course these ungodly boys ought by rights to 
go to church or Sunday school Sundays, but if they 
won't do that and must have some amusement Sun
days, they might come down here to Riverside and 
enjoy with us the play of our local golf club. I say 
"our club," but, bless you, we don't any of us belong 
to it. We could not get in. It is made up of the real 
'toney,' blue stocking, highest 'sassiety' of the town. 
About every fair Sunday for the past two years they 
have favored us with exhibitions of their skill as play
ers, their good clothes and their fine turnouts, and I 
tell you we appreciate it highly. 

"Regard for the Sabbath law, did I hear you say? 
Perish the thought! Such things are all right for 
wicked, ungodly boys, playing common base ball, but 
our golf club, selected from Haverhill's 400! The 
idea! Let the city fathers build some seats along the 
banks of the river where they can see the game, and 
send the boys down and let Marshal McLaughlin and 
Officer Bullock come with them. The club won't ob
ject to their looking on if they don't come too near.'' 

Christianity makes no discrimination between rich 
and poor, but respects every right of the poor man 
equally with that of his wealthy neighbor. The "foUl 
hundred" have a right to play golf on Sunday or any 
day of the week, and the lovers of baseball have an 
equal right to indulge in that diversion, limited therein 
only by the obligations which lawfully restrict conducl 
on any day of the week. Sunday observing peoph 
'have a right to their r(_!ligious opinions, and should b( 
respected in their practice of the same; but opiniom 
do not outweigh rights. Labor or recreation is a righ1 
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on any day of the week; and any person's opinion or 
the opinion of any number of persons, that Sunday 
labor or recreation ought not to be, counts for nothing 
in the scale of justice. No person has a right to have 
his opinion of right made a compulsory regulator of 
other people's conduct. s. 

Sunday Services for Fast Trains. 

According to the Times-Herald of this city the pas
senger officials of trunk lines running out of Chicago 
are considering the advisability of establishing divine. 
service Sundays on their through trains. The matter 
received considerable attention two years ago by the 
Erie officials, who finally discarded an elaborate plan 
made by one of the road's assistant general passenger 
agents. There is a feeling, however, on the part of 
some officials that it would be a good thing to devise 
some plan which would in a measure do away with the 
prejudice on the part of church people against Sunday 
travel. 

Several plans have been talked over, and it is 
thought to be almost .certain that one of the trunk lines 
will try the influence of religious services on a sixty
mile-an-hour flyer. The plan which seems to find most 
favor is that of converting the dining cars into chapels, 
where services could be held soon after the murning 
meal. This would require little work on the part of the 
employes, and one diner would accommodate all the 
passengers on one train who would care to join in the 
services. In the card racks could be placed hymn 
books and small Bibles, and the singing part of the 
service could be done by the "congregation." One 
minister could be engaged to deliver a sermon on each 
eastbound vestibule train, and the ministers could fin
ish the services going east in time to catch the flyers 
going west and repeat the program. If the dining car 
was found inadequate to accommodate the worshipers 
ministers might be engaged to give short gospel talks 
and deliver morning prayers in each of the coaches. 

The preaching of the gospel is about the only thing 
which is not now enjoyed by passengers on the fast 
through trains east and west. Every flyer now has its 
library car, in which are furnished grain market re
ports and stock reports, daily papers and periodicals, 
and nearly everything else a busy man can get in his 
own office. The cry against Sunday travel 'by a portion 
of the public has been heard for years, and not a few 
officials believe that if regular religious service was 
established on through trains better Sunday patronage 
would result. · 

The proposed innovation might prove popular with 
the traveling public, but it is more than doubtful if it 
would cdmmend itself to the ministers. Indeed, so 

far as they are concerned, it would only make a bad 
matter worse, as it would make the Sunday railway 
the rival of the church. B. 

Sunday Laws and Anarchy. 

The advocates of compulsory Sunday observance 
endeavor to foster the idea that opposition to Sunday 
laws or disregard of the same is anarchy. Thus one 
of them, writing in "Lord's Day Papers," a Milwaukee 
publication, says : 

"If one takes a Sunday paper, the newsboy who 
brings it is his servant, paid by him for breaking the 
Sabbath, and being an embryo anarchist." The indi
vidual who hired the newsboy to be an "embryo an
archist" would be, of course, from this standpoint, an 
anarchist full fledged. 

Anarchy, however, is something quite different 
from mere opposition to a certain law. Anarchy is 
opposition to civil authority-to government-and 
hence opposition to that which civil government is in
stituted to preserve. Civil government is instituted to 
preserve· human rights, hence anarchy is against such 
rights, and the true anarchist will both theoretically 
and in practice, always disregard them. Whatever, 
therefore, works against the preservation of rights is 
contrary to civil government and may be properly 
considered anarchical in its nature. 

Thi.;, being so, it follows that Sunday laws and all 
religious legislation are really manifestations of _the 
spirit of anarchy, for all compulsion in religion is 
against the sacred right of freedom of conscience. The 
real anarchy as regards Sunday laws consists not in 
opposing or disregarding them, but in advocating and 
enforcing them. 

Wrong is often embodied in civil statute, but is 
never transformed into right by the process. It is 
injustice still, and as such is entitled only to the un-
ceasing opposition of every lover of right. , 

Opposition to a law is not always opposition to 
good government. It is more essential to consider the 
object of government than the means by which the 
civil power seeks to enforce its will. The question, 
What is justice? is a more important one than What 
is the law? The advocates of Sunday statutes appeal 
to "the law," but they do not go back of the law to 
that purpose of government which is the only justifi
cation for civil legislation. They want Sunday laws 
not to preserve the rights of the people, but to pre
serve a religious institution, which they think must 
be maintained by law, if maintained at all. But a re
ligious institution which cannot be maintained without 
human law, is a religious counterfeit, ·and only de-
serves to disappear ·into eternal oblivion. s. 
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CHICAGO, }UNE 21, 1900. · ~ 

~Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without 
havzng ordered it, may know that it is sent by some friend. 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no fears 
that they will be asked to pay for it. 

To take possession of Pekin, depose the empress of 
China, and proclaim an international protectorate over 
the empire, is now advocated as the only course open 
to the "powers," including the United States, in view 
of the reign of terror that has been inaugurated. over a 
vast section of China by the "Boxers." The latter of 
course will have to be put down, and as they are now 
said to number several millions, it may be that a war 
of considerable dimensions will· soon be in progress 
in that section of Asia. The attempt to establish an 
international protectorate over China, should the pow
ers decide on such a step, can hardly fail to intensify 
the rivalry of the powers over the prize of Chinese ter
ritory and trade; and thus with tremendous rapidity 
the world is being hastened toward momentous events 
to be revealed in connection with the breaking up of 
the oldest empire upon the earth. 

~ 

As noticed a few weeks ago, the contest for religious 
freedom in Canada has reached a critical stage, and the 
outcome is awaited with much interest by both par
ties in the controversy. The question of the validity 
of the Sunday law passed some years since by the 
Ontario legislature, is to be determined by the Court 
of Appeals, and the decision given will vitally affect 
the situation in that province and exert a powerful 
influence for or against Sunday enforcement through
out the Dominion. Should the Ontario law be up
held, persecution of seventh-day observers, at whom 
the law is directly aimed, will be given a new impetus 
and the enemies of religious freedom will become bold
er than ever before .. But should the law be declared 
invalid, on the other hand, the whole matter of Sunday 
legislation will be thrown into the Dominion parlia
ment, and the enactment of a new Sunday law by that 
boqy will have to be secured before the prosecution 
of seventh-day keepers can safely be proceeded with. 
The expected decision has already been delayed longer 
than was anticipated, and will probably be announced 
soon, though no prediction upon this point can be 
made with certainty. · · 

A man belonging to the seventh-day Adventist com
pany in Greensboro, North Carolina, has been ar
rested, tried, and fined one dollar and costs for work
ing on Sunday. He refuses to pay the fine. Particu
lars concerning the case will be given next week. 

A New York City court to which appeal was taken 
from the action of the New York board of appraisers 
in assessing a duty on tobacco from Porto Rico, has 
r~ndered ~ decision declaring that Porto Rico is a part 
ot the Umted States so far as other countries are con
cerned, but a foreign country so far as the United 
States Constitution is concerned. This is simply to 
say that Porto Rico is a province under an imperial 
government, for how else could it occupy the peculiar 
position here affirmed of it? Thus it appears that the 
courts are beginning to fall into line with the other 
branches of the Government in supporting the imperial 
policy. 

~ 

The latest exhibition by the trust octopus is a cor
nering of freight traffic on the great lakes. The 
Standard Oil combine has purchased or rented nearly 
all the large vessels employed in the lake freight com
merce and tied them up at the docks, in order to raise 
freight rates on ore and other commodities to an ex
horbitant figure. 

The tendency of modern business methods as ex
emplified in the operations of the trusts, to eliminate 
individuality in employees, is a marked and baneful 
feature of modern industrial "progress." As an illus
tration the N. Y. Independent points to the case of 
a young man who held a high position in one of 
the leading trusts, but voluntarily resigned and con
nected himself with a smaller business not organized 
on the trust system, for no other reason than that he 
was tired oCbeing known as "number 396." "Such a 
fact," adds the Independent, "is a flash of illumination. 
Whoso cannot read political economy and American 
history by the light of it, is morally obtuse 0 r scien
tifically cross-eyed." 

But the gospel stands, and ever has stood and will 
stand, for individuality, and not only for that which the 
individual has when he accepts the gospel, but for the 
highest development of individuality which he can at
tain in time and eternity. Individuality is the Creator's 
plan and ideal for mankind, from which the race has 
departed by having "sought out many inventions." 

No person can afford to be standing still while 
events are moving so rapidly as they are to-day. 
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Just in proportion as churches have lost the power 
of God they have sought the power of the state. 

J' "" 
No civil government has any rightful jurisdiction 

over anything pertaining to a future state of existence. 
$ $ 

Self-control and love of justice are essential to 
"government of the people by the people." To lose 
these is to lose liberty. 

$ $ 

No live, spiritual church of Christ ever used or de
sired to use the civil law to enforce religious dogmas 
or promote morality. 

$ J' 
The state is not competent to decide what is morally 

right or morally wrong. It cannot do this without in
fringing the rights of conscience. The teachings of 
Luther were. held by the chief civil authorities of his 
day to be highly immoral. His books were burned 
and he narrowly escaped the same fate. In some coun
tries even to-day it is held to be highly immoral and 
even blasphemous to speak against the Virgin Mary. 
There· is no certain staRdard by which the state can 
decide such questions. To undertake such a decision 
on the basis of the divine law is only to decide by some 
human interpretation of that law. 

Popular government can be long maintained only 
by a people devoted to the principles of liberty. 

$ "" 
All men are equally God's servants, hence no man 

has any right to dictate to his fellow man in any matter 
pertaining to God, for of each one it is said by the 
Lord himself: "To his own Master he standeth or 
falleth." 

Rome Defies the Government in the Philippines. 

The Philippines have been taken from Spain, but 
they are still held by Rome, and that power has no 
intention of having her grasp upon the islands loos
ened in any degree. If the islands are to be held by 
the United States, they must, Rome is determined, be 
held subject to the claims of the papacy and to the 
institutions she has planted there to hold the people 
under her dominion. The United States must come 
in either like Spain, as a partner with the papacy, or as 
an inferior power, subject to the papal authority. This 
purpose on the part of Rome is now, according to the 
Manila Times, being openly manifested by the papal 
partisans in that city. According to the Times o~ 
April 9 last, leaflets have been scattered broadcast in 
the churches of Manila, containing quotations from 
the pope, setting forth that the orders of the American 
government through its representatives there count 
for nothing as against the authority of the church. 
The leaflet quotes Archbishop Chapelle, who was sent 
to Manila by the administration to settle affairs there 
in harmony with the American policy, as saying re
peatedly that "the church will and must do exactly 
what it wishes, without tolerating the slightest inter
ference on the part of the government." 

Other declarations made in this papal circular are 

as follows: 
"The commands of the church must be obeyed in 

the same manner as the law of God. 
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"You must subject your own judgment to that of 
the church, and think exactly as the church thinks. 

"You must reject and condemn liberty of worship, 
liberty of the press, liberty of thought, and other lib
erties of perdition (as Pope Leo XIII. calls them) con
demned and rejected by the church. · 

"You must also reject and condemn liberalism, and 
also modern progress and civilization, as being false 
progress and false civilization. 

"You must also condemn and reject the interfer
. ence of the civil authorities in any ecclesiastical af
fairs, so much in vogue nowadays. 

"Children must be educated solely· in Catholic 
schools, and must be taught to condemn what the 
church condemns. 

"You must hold that the church is superior to the 
civil authorities, and reject and condemn the doctrine 
that the church should submit to the state, or that the 
state is independent or ought to separate itself from 
the church. 

"You must utterly ab<:minate civil marriage, and 
regard it as pure concubinage." (This refers to all 

· marriages performed by Protestant ministers.) 

These and other like utterances are supported by 
quotations from the pope and the Catholic Scriptures. 
The circulars have, says the Times, been distributed 
at houses throughout the city, as well as in the 
churchec::. 

This is a plain defiance of the American govern
ment, and the significance of it all lies in the fact that 
it is· done under the direction of· one so well acquainted 
with the exact situation of things in America to-day 
as is Archbishop Chapelle. It lies in the fact that this 
papal prelate believes that under the existing situation 
Rome can successfully bid defiance to the American 
government in the islands, and bring the United States 
to her terms. If she can do this, she will have gained 
a tremendous victory. 

The administration deferred to the wishes and 
overtures of Rome touching the policy to be pursued 
in the islands, as being the best way to secure peace, 
and now Rome turns around and repudiates the ad
minstration and everything that is American. To 
quote f)lrther from the Times: 

"Civil marriages are established by general order 
of the Military Governor, and these truculent priests 
defy him and his general orders. Freedom of worship 
and freedom of thought are established in the procla
mation of General Merritt on the occupation of Ma
nila; again in the proclamation of Pre~id:nt McKin
ley, published officially by Gener-:1 Otis 111 Janua~y, 
1899; and again in the proclamat10n of t~e co~mls
sioners last April. These pamphlets d1ssemmated 
broadcast in the churches and homes of Manila roundly 
'reject and condemn' McKinley, Otis, _Merritt, the 
commissioners and the American nation at large. 
Nay, more. They 'reject and condemn' the whole civ
ilized world, calling niodern civilization a false and 
reprehensible thing. They will not tolerate the ex:
istence of a civil government, except under the control 

of the church. They tlefy the state, they defy the 
United States government, and they forbid the trem
bling Filipinos to obey the law, on pain of the utmost 
penalties of eternal per-dition." 

This is the outcome of the frequent conferences 
between the President and Archbishops Ireland and 
Chapelle relating to the governmental policy to be 
pursued in the late Spanish possessions. 

Commenting on th~ report made by the Manila 
Times, the leading Methodist organ in Michigan says: 

"Thus it. appears that the real war in the Philip
pines has been only fairly opened, and that it is to be 
a war to the knife, long and bitter. The priests have 
taken their stand, and are backed by the bishop of 
Manila and by Archbishop Chapelle, and unless Presi
dent McKinley grapples immediately and decisively 
with the issue, the outcome may involve much trou
ble." 

Very true; but is the President prepared to "grap
ple immediately and decisively with the issue?" Is he 
prepared, on the eve of the national political campaign, 
to alienate the Catholic vote in the United States by 
a manifestation of hostility to the papal program in 
Lu~on? Rome, evidently, does not beiieve that he is. 

And all this shows how the American government, 
in following its imperial policy, is playing into the 
hands of Rome; and it is all natural enough, for Rome 
is an imperial power, and one form of imperialism has 
a natural affinity for other forms. While the United 
States remained a republic, it was naturally antago
nistic to the papal system, which is a monarchy and 
a despotism of the purest type. The change from 
republic to empire must necessarily greatly strength
en the hands of Rome, and prepare the way for the 
final work of that power in the earth which is por-
trayed in the prophetic Word. s. 

Only Right is Duty. 

A Boston paper very truthfully remarks that "pa
triotism, in war times, being manifested simultaneously 
by two opposing nations-the just and the unjust-is 
therefore not necessarily a virtue." This being so, 
"patriotism" ought always to be secondary to love of 
principle. But what then would become of the senti
ment: "My country; may she ever be right. B'ut 
right or wrong, my country." -

The fact is that a country in the wrong is no better 
than an individual in the wrong. Both officers and 
men often feel perfectly justified in doing acts of in
justice, acts which they know to be unjust, simply be
cause commanded so to do by their superiors, or by 
"the government." They' excuse themselves by saying, 
"We only did our duty." But how can it ever possibly 
be any man's duty to do wrong? It cannot be. 
"Strictly considered, all duty is owed o~iginally to 
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God only." Nothing can be duty in any proper sense 
that is not right. It can never be duty for a sheriff to 
execute an individual whom he believes to be innocent 
of the crime for which he was sentenced. But what can 
he do ? Resign his office. And this he will do if he is 
a God-fearing man rather than do an act of injustice 
even in obedience to an edict of the courts. It is the 
individual and not the court or the state that must an
swer at the bar of God. 

Prosecution Under the Sunday Law of North 
Carolina. 

We have received the following letter telling of the 
arrest and prosecution of a seventh-day observer m 
Greensboro, North Carolina, for breaking Sunday: 

"Grissom, N. C., June 12. 
"Editor Sentinel of Liberty: Mr. Barefoot, of 

Greensboro, was arrested Friday, June I, for working 
on Sunday. He was tried and fined one dollar and 
costs. 

"It seems that on Sunday, May 27, Mr. Barefoot 
went out in his garden after sundown and was pre
paring ground for planting same peas when one of 
his neighbofs spied him and had him arrested. Mr. B. 
had often split wood and done other little chores on 
Sunday, but no attention had been paid to it. We 
were having meetings on Sunday nights and prayer 
meeting at his home Thursday nights, and this may 
be the reason why this neighbor was offended and 
acted as he did. Mr. B. will not pay the fine. 

"E. L. SANFORD." 

Whatever may have been the motive for the arrest 
and prosecution in this case, it is plain that only the 
bitter spirit of intolerance could prompt any individ
ual to inflict injury upon his neighbor for doing a little 
quiet work in his own garden. For some reason
probably because of Mr. Barefoot's religion, he being 
a Seventh-day Adventist-this neighbor became of
fended at him and desired to do him harm; and there 
on the statute books of the state was the Sunday law, 
an ever ready instrument for use against observers of 
any other than the common day of rest. It is thus 
that the Sunday laws of the states lend themselves to 
the unworthy designs of evil-minded persons. There 
is no exemption in North Carolina for observers of the 
seventh day. 

The Baptist minister of Greensboro, Rev. Livings
ton Johnson, in the true spirit of Baptist principles, 
made a public protest from his pulpit against this in
tolerant proceeding, report of which protest appeared 
in the Greensboro Telegram, from which we quote: 

"Mr. Johnson said he desired to enter his protest 
against this because he did not believe that it ought to 
be allowed to go without protest from some pulpit of 
the city. It was, he said, an infringement upon re
ligious liberty and a denial of a man's right to worship 

God according to the dictatetof his· own conscience, 
which should be a man's sole standard as his duty. 
The officer might be carrying out the law, for the 
speaker did not know about the statute, but the law 
·was wrong and had no right of existence. The law 
had no right to say to a man what day he should keep, 
as he was responsible alone to God, and he must search 
God's Word and decide for himself such questions. 

"It may be said," continued Mr. Johnson, "that 
this man was disturbing others. I reply that he was 
not disturbing any one half as much as do these trains 
which dash continually through the country and in
trude their noise and disturbance upon Sabbath keep
ers in all parts of the land." 

We shall keep our readers apprised of ·whatever 
further developments may arise in connection with 
this effort to enforce Sunday observance in North Car
olina. 

An Interesting Constitutional Question. 

On another page we print an article from the 
Springfield Republican reviewing briefly Judge Town
send's opinion touching the status of Porto Rico in 
its relation to the Constitution. 

Referring to this article as it appeared in the Re
publican, ex-Senator Dawes raises these questions : 

"1. What is the true significance of the word 'all' 
in the last clause of the 3d section of Article IV. of 
the constitution, which reads as follows: 'The Con
gress shall have power to dispose of and make all 
needful rules and regulations respecting the territory 
or other property belonging to the United States?' 

"2. What particular 'rule' or 'regulation' respect
ing territory belonging to the United States, Congress 
has not the power to make?" 

The Republican makes reply as follows : 

"Does the phrase 'or other property' refer to people 
or to communities of people who may chance to in
habit any territory of the United States? Were the 
framers of the constitution accustomed to speak of 
human beings as property or 'other property?' Did 
they even refer to the negro slave as property, in that 
great instrument? On the contary, did they not speak 
of the slave as a 'person,' as 'such persons,' and as a 
'person held to service or labor?' (See section 9 of 
Article I. and section 2 of Article IV.) And hence 
does not the clause in question, 'territory or other 
property belonging to the United States,' relate toter
ritory considered only as real property? In a strict 
construction of this clause no other meaning is possi
ble, and everybody knows that as a matter of fact the 
clause referred to the unoccupied lands held or owned 
by the several states under their colonial charters, 
which were generally ceded to the United States prior 
to the adoption of the constitution of 1787. 

"Nevertheless, even conceding that the power of 
Congress to govern the territories flows from this 
clause, is the word 'all' to be taken as ppssessed of the 
sweep and force which absolves Congress from all con
stitutional restraints and limitations in dealing with 
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the territories? The constitutional interpretation of 
a century gives but one answer to this question. It 
is well stated by John Norton Pomeroy, a recognized 
authority, in his 'Constitutional Law,' a text-book 
which the United States government employs at the 
military academy, in the following: 

" 'But is Congress absolutely omnipotent over 
these districts and territories? Is it, like the British 
Parliament, 'bound by no limitations save those which 
are self-imposed? This cannot be; nor does the lan
guage of the constitution require a construction so 
much opposed to all our ideas of civil policy. The safe
guards of individual rights-those clauses which pre
serve the lives, liberty and property of the citizens 
from the ·encroachments of arbitrary power, must ap
ply as well to that legislation of Congress which is 
concerned exclusively with the District of Columbia 
or with the territories, as to that which is concerned 
with the states. The reasoning which leads to this 
conclusion is irresistible. * * * If it were thought 
necessary that Congress should be hedged round with 
restrictions while it is legislating for the inhabitants 
of the states, who may be partially protected by their 
local governments, how much more necessary that 
the same body should be restrained while legislating 
for the inhabitants of those districts and territories 
over which it has an exclusive control, an undivided 
sway.' 

"And we may add that Mr. Pomeroy belonged to 
the broadest sect in the school of loose construction
ists. The precedents all support him in the above 
statement. 

"2. And as to the particular 'rule' or 'regulation' 
respecting territory which Congress has not the power 
to make, here are several : 

"It can make no rule or regulation respecting an 
establishment of religion or the free exercise thereof; 
or abridge the freedom of speech or press, etc. 

"It can make no rule which deprives any person of 
the right of trial by jury in cases where the value in 
controversy exceeds $20. · 

"It can make no rule imposing excessive bail or 
fines or cruel and unusual punishments. 

"It can n:ake no rule tolerating davery, or tending 
to deprive a person of his life or liberty or property 
without due process qf law. 

"It can make no rule or law sanctioning titles of 
nobility, or attainting objectionable politicians. These 
and much more. 

"And, finally, accepting Chief Justice Marshall's 
.definition of the term 'United States,' Congress can 
make no rule or law which destroys uniformity in 
duties, imposts and excises 'throughout the United 
States,' including all territory under its jurisdiction. 

"But Judge Townsend holds that Congress is 
hedged round by no such restrictions, or any other, in 
dealing with the territories. He is able to summon 
to his support in this extraordinary position not a sin
gle distinct precedent out of I 12 years of constitutional 
interpretation, so far as we have been able to dis
cover. We accordingly describe his decision as revo
lutionary. It will of course be passed upon by the 
higher courts, but even they will not st>ttle the ques
tion for all time. 

"There will remain the appeal to the p_eople, as in 

the Dred Scott cause. That decision wrote 'property' 
over the word 'person' in those sections of the constf
tion we have referred to; and we venture the predic
tion that the present attempt to write 'property' over 
the word 'person,' as he may be found in the terri
tories, will fare as badly in the final judgment as did 
that earlier and quite similar effort." 

Hon. James A. Brice, Member of the British 
Parliament, on the Eastern Question. 

Ron. James A. Brice, M.P., author of The Amer
ican Commonwealth, has contributed to the Saturday 
Evening Post of June 2 a most interesting article 
on the Eastern Question, in which he gives a plain, 
unvarnished statement of the relations which the sev
eral great Powers sustain to the Porte, and their sev
eral interests in Turkish territory. 

The Eastern Question has long been one of ab
sorbing interest to all the civilized world, and espe
cially to those who view its settlement in the light of 
divine prophecy. Both inspiration and the logic of 
events point unmistakably to the utter extinction of 
the Turkish empire. And if prophetic expositors read 
aright the divin.e predictions, momentous issues are 
at stake in the settlement of this question. The 
crowned heads of Europe see in it only an opportunity 
to enlarge the trade of their people or to extend their 
frontiers ; but to the student of prophecy it means 
the ushering in of the everlasting Kingdom of God. 

Of course Mr. Brice deals with the question only 
from the standpoint of the statesman. The "dim fore
shadowings of the future," which he says "we seem 
at last to see," are seen only in the trend of events. 
But in this case hum~n foresight and divine fore
knowledge are in practical agreement so far as the 
former goes. They part company only because when 
the finite fails the Infinite goes on telling what shall 
be after the settlement of the Eastern Question by the 
Powers of earth. 

"The passionate eagerness,'' says Mr. Brice, "with 
which all Europe has been watching the struggle in 
South Africa during the last six months tends to throw 
into the background other questions of not less real 
and permanent importance, questions which have be
fore now formed the central point of European poli
tics, and which may do so again. "Among these,'' he 
continues, "is the condition of the always moribund 
but never expiring Turkish Sultanate.'' 

The loss of Crete two years ago is referred to as 
"another stage" in the decadence of the Turkish pow
er. But since this "the Sultan and his crimes have 
receded from view, though those who know something 
about the maladministration and race hatreds in Mac
edonia, know how critical the situation continues to 
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be there, and how easy it would he for either the Ser
vians or the Bulgarians to light up an insurrection in 
those regions which would involve all Eastern Europe 
in the flames of war." 

To Austria and Russia, Mr. Brice gives the credit 
of preserving peace for the time being. The former 
controls Servia, the latter Bulgaria. "So things re
main tolerably quiet, and the only change likely to oc
cur in the near future is the erection of Bulgaria into 
a kingdom, an access of dignity which Prince Ferdi
nand is believed to desire and to be steadily working 
for." 

THE GERMAN EMPEROR AND HIS PRO
GRESSIVE POLICY. 

But while the status quo is being preserved in 
European Turkey by Austrian and Russian influence, 
"some very interesting developments have been going 
forward in Asia Minor. It is now at least twenty 
years," says Mr. Brice, "since the idea of possible Ger
man action in that region presented itself to forecast
ing minds, though under the regime of Bismarck, who 
was s'everely practical and averse to new or specula
tive enterprises, little or nothing was done to push 
forward such action. By degrees, however, German 
officers began to be engaged to reform the army sys
tem of the Turks, and German capitalists were found 
at Constantinople pressing for, and before long ob
taining, concessions for railways,. for mines, and for 
other large industrial enterprises." 

All this has been pleasing to Emperor William, 
who "has encouraged his subjects to embark their cap
ital in Turkey, seeing in this another market for Ger
man industry and another field for German enter
prise." 

While his people have been investing their capi
tal in Turkey, the German Emperor has not beeri an 
idle spectator. "His courtesies to Abdul Hamid," re
marks Mr. Brice, "which caused some surprise in 1895 
and 1896, and which culminated in his visit to that 
monarch in November, 1898, have usually been attrib
uted to this motive." 

But whatever the motives of the Germans, their 
success in a business way has been well-nigh phenom
enal. "They have quite superseded the English, who 
used to play the leading part in the commercial and 
industrial affairs of the Turkish Empire." 

The reason assigned for the great change is that 
"ever since the taking of Cyprus by the English gov
ernment in the days of Lord Beaconsfield, and the 
vehement condemnation of Turkish cruelties by Mr. 
Gladstone, England has been the Power most odious 
to the Sultan, while since the Armenian massacres of 
1895-6 it has been recognized that there can be no 
more of such protection given to the Sultan by the 

English as was given in the old days when England 
thought it essential to her interests to check the ap
proach of Russia toward Constantinople." 

Occupying this vantage ground, and receiving 
"from their Ambassador that diplomatic support which 
is essential in an Eastern court, they have shown 
great energy, especially in projecting railways. Re
cently a concession has been granted to them for ex
tending the railway from Constantinople to Angora, 
already built by German capital, farther out south
eastward from across the center of Asia Minor and 
through Mesopotamia to the Persian Gulf." 

RUSSIAN INFLUENCE IN ASIA MINOR. 

And now comes if possible a still more interesting 
chapter in this story of European diplomacy, "Russia 
could not be indifferent to the sanction thus given to 
an enterprise of such magnitude," says the writer 
whom we quote. "Some think that she resisted it. 
Others, with more apparent reason, hold that she had 
been previously 'squared' by Germany, as it is pretty 
certain that England was squared by the secret agree
ment concluded between her and Germany in 1898." 

"It is a first principle of German imperial policy," 
continues Mr. Brice, "not to quarrel with Russia. Be 
this as it may, Russia used the event as a basis for the 
demand to have her right to similar railway conces
sions in another area recognized; and the Sultan, 
with much reluctance, has found himself obliged to 
yield to this demand. He had nowhere to turn to 
for support, for while France, of course, always sup
ports Russia, Germany, having had her own share, 
could not in this instance interfere against her, and 
England no longer comes into question." 

VIRTUAL PARTITIONMENT OF ASIA MINOR. 

The significance of what has been thus accom
plished, not by war but by diplomacy, will be seen 
in the light of this statement: "Thus there has been 
cff ected by these railway arrangements a virtual partition
ment of Asia Minor into two 'sphe1·es of influence,' to 
adopt the exp1ession which has been used in Africa 
and in China to mark the acquisition of European 
claims to territories not yet actually annexed by Euro
pean claimants. Germany ta_kes the south and south,~ 
east of the country; Russia the north and northeast. 

It is not thought probable that Russia, with so 
much undeveloped territory elsewhere, will actually 
build the railways authorized by the concessions she 
has obtained, but- she can keep out rivals and com
petitors. "The Germans, however, will doubtless 
make their railway. They have promised to offer part 
of the capital to be subscribed in France, with the view 
to propitiating French opinion, and it is believed that 

. " the enterprise may turn out a pecumary success. 
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RUSSIA CAN WAIT~ 

"Russia,'·' says Mr. Brice, "can afford to wait. She 
has scored a great success. She has made another of 
those onward steps by which, more frequently with
out war than through war, her territory is constantly 
growing, and her influence extending beyond the lim
its of her territorial authoity. She is now predominant 
in Persia, a hopelessly feeble state with a vast area 
and a scanty population. She is also predominant in 
Manchuria, and will, when her Trans-Siberian Rail
way has been completed, be able to terrorize China. 
Across the whole length of Asia, from the Black Sea 
on the west to the Yell ow Sea on the east, she can, 
when she pleases, add without difficulty many thou
sands of square miles to her dominions. Having time 
on her side, she is prudently anxious to perfect her 
railway system and have some money in hand before 
she absorbs fresh districts on which much money 
would have to be spent. 

Still more recent events-events still future when 
Mr. Brice was writing his article for the Saturday 
Evening Post-further strengthen Russia's position, 
especially in eastern Asia. The Czar was the only 
European ruler having a really effective land force 
within easy striking distance of Peking at the time 
of the "Boxer" outbreak there, which, it seems pos
sible,mayend in the speedypartitioning of theChinese 
Empire. 

WHY ENGLAND HESITATES. 

"The times have been when such an advantage 
as Russia has gained by the virtual admission of her 
influence over the whole no~thern part of the Turk
ish Empire," says Mr. Brice, to say nothing of the 
advantage she is now gaining in China, "would have 
filled the English with alarm and aroused them to op
position. Even so late as 1878, Lord Salisbury's An
glo-Turkish convention bound England to defend by 
arms the Turkish frontiers against the Czar. But 
England is now so absorbed in her South African 
troubles as to have no thought of those interests in 
the Orient which were lately held so precious." 

From Mr. Brice's viewpoint at the time he wrote, 
"sudden and startling as this change in English policy 
is, it" did not seem to him then a thing to be regret
ted. "It had become impossible," he says, "for Eng
land to support the Turks, and it was impossible for 
her to replace their bad government by a better one 
of her own. She was too far off-she has her hands 
already too full in other places. She may see without 
disquiet the partitionment of Asia Minor between 
Germany and Russia, for she was not in a position to 
claim a share, even would it have been to her interest 
to do so. Egypt, which she has got already, which 
she has done much to improve, and which she seems 

now likely to keep, is really a burden rather than a 
source of strength. The influence of Germany cannot 
fail to better the lot of the unfortunate Christian sub
jects of the Turk, nor will she show herself unfriendly 
to American missions and to Western education, as 
the Russians sometimes do. And if England wishes 
to keep Russia from coming down to the coasts of the 
Levant, the interposition of Germany is, from the En
glish point of view, to be regarded as an absolute 
gain." 

"These, however," he concludes, "may be deemed 
minor matters. The great fact which stands out is the 
admission which Russia has at last secured of her 
exclusive influence over the whole northeast of the 
Turkish dominions, and the acquiescence of her three 
old antagonists of Crimean war days. France is silent, 
because she must have the alliance of Russia at all 
costs. England is silent for the reasons already set 
forth. Austria and Italy follow Germany, and Ger
many has got her own share. We seem at last to see, 
in dim foreshadowings of the future, the outlines of a 
settlement of that 'Eastern Question' which has so 
grievously perplexed English and Continental states
men for more than a century." 

An Interference With Religion. 

With reference to the prosecution of a seventh day 
·keeper in Greensboro, N. C., to which we refer else
where, the editor of the Greensboro Telegram says 
the following in defense of the action taken: 

"Were the keeping of one day in seven a matter of 
religion solely, grounded upon the sole fact that it 
is a Biblical command, then men would have a right 
to keep whatsoever day they chose, and the state 
would have no right whatever, upon the principle on 
which our system is founded, to take any notice of the 
fact at all. The state would have no right to say what 
day should be observed, any more than it would have 
the right to say whether baptism should be adminis
tered by immersion or by pouring. Were the Sabbath 
only a religious institution, by taking note of it and 
regulating it by law, the state would be abridging re
ligious liberty, because some citizens hold that the 
first day of the week is the proper day, while a very 
large class hold that Saturday is the day, and yet oth
ers believe in Friday. By forcing a believer in Sat
urday to worship on Sunday, that man's religious free
dom would be destroyed. From that standpoint, Mr. 
Johnson would undoubtedly be right. 

"But Sunday is not merely a religious institution, 
it is more. As a mere religious institution it could 
not be reconciled to the principles of our government, 
as Mr. Johnson suggests. It is an institution founded 
upon facts of physical experience which happen to, 
coincide with Biblical commands. The experience of 
mankind has taught the physic;tl truth that more can 
be accomplished in a given length of time by working 
six days and resting one, than by working seven and 
resting none. Thus it is best foi society that this prin-
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cipkbe re~ognized by law. The law does not compel 
·a man 'fo worship on Sunday, it merely compels him 
to-desist from all labors because his labor disturbs the 
rest which society has imposed upon itself. If this 
prinCiple be allowed, then it follows that the state has 
a right to say that a specific day shall be observed, 
because of the impossibility of accomplishing the de
sired end in any other way. If it were left to each in
dividual to observe whatever day he chose, then there 
would be no rest for society, and both society and 
individuals who desired to r.est would be denied the 
privilege." 

It is admitted in this argument that if the Sabbath 
were merely a religious institution, then "by taking 
note of it and regulating it by law the state would be 
abridging religious liberty." This is true, and the 
admission is fatal to the conclusion reached, that it is 
right for the state to take note of the Sabbath and reg
ulate its observance by law. For if such interference 
with the Sabbath would be wrong by virtue of its be
ing a religious institution, such interference must be 
wrong in any case, so long as the Sabbath remains a 
religious institution. If such action by the state would 
interfere with conscience and with religious belief and 
practice simply because the Sabbath is a religious in
stitution, then plainly, so long as the Sabbath remains. 
a religious institution, such action must still be an 
interference with religion. The same thing which 
would be an interference with religion in the one case, 
simply because the Sabbath institution is religious 
(the only reason that could be assigned for it), cannot 
cease to be an interference with religion in case it 
were true, as claimed, that the Sabbath is more than 
a religious institution, because the religious character 
of the institution would still affect the action of the 
state in the same way. There would still be the same 
existing cause, producing the same result. 

And whatever the Sabbath may be to others, to 
Christians it is purely a religious institution, and any 
regulation of its observance by the state must be to 
them purely an interference with religion. Such it is 
in the case of the seventh-day Christian prosecuted in 
Greensboro, and such it has been in all the numerou~ 
similar cases that have arisen in the last few years. If 
it were not an interference with conscience, these peo
ple would not have suffered the penalties of the law 
as they have done, rather than obey it. s. 

Religious dogmas or beliefs have no rights which 
can be claimed for them before the law of the land, 
and no law for their "protection" has any rightful place 
on the statute books. Human beings have a right to 
hold these dogmas as a part of their belief, but the 
exercise of this right does not require the aid of legis
lation. Some rights are best served by the absence 
of any legislation touching them. 

Are Sunday Laws Necessary? 

This is a question which many good people are 
answering in the affirmative, for certain "reasons" 
which to them appear very satisfactory and conclu
sive. A brief survey of the grounds upon which their 
conclusion is based will be instructive. 

They say, for example, that without Sunday laws 
the Sabbath will be lost-that it will be driven out by 
the encroachments of corporate greed and the love 
of worldly gain and worldly pleasure. As a theory 
this idea might be given some ·-degree of plausibility, 
hut unfortunately for the theory its falsity is shown by 
the facts of actual expenence. For there exists a Sab
bath day, observed by many. thousands in this country, 
and by some in all lands, which has no support at all 
in the civil law, but has existed through all the cen
turies of time without such support, and yet has never 
been lost and gives no sign of becoming lost to-day. 
Corporate greed and the love of worldly gain and 
worldly pleasure have had full opportunity to do their 
utmost against it, yet it has not succumbed to their at
tacks. And more than this, it has withstood also the 
opposition of popular custom and tradition, the oppo
sition of the example and teaching of the religious 
world, and even the opposition of the civil law; yet 
it survives to-day, and is . steadily making headway 
against all obstacles both passive and active. This 
Sabbath is the seventh day of the week, observed by 
the-Seventh-day Adventists, Seventh-day Baptists, and 
others. Not many years ago there were but a few 
thousand observers of this Sabbath in the world; but 
to-day there are sixty thousand such in this country 
alone. Thus has the observance of an unpopular Sab
bath spread and advanced amidst all. those opposing 
influences which are said to necessitate laws for the 
preservation of Sunday, and against even greater ob
stacles interposed by religious people themselves. 

The conclusion is plain: if the Sabbath which en
counters the most opposition can succeed against it 
all so as to be in no danger of getting lost, then cer
tainly the Sabbath which has the least opposition can
not be in need of civil legislation to insure its continued 
existence, if it is the true Sabbath day. And if it be 
not the true Sabbath, then certainly there should be 
no civil law enforcing its observance. 

But it is said that Sunday laws are necessary to 
provide the laboring man with a day of rest; and by 
the use of certain facts and figures quite a plausible 
argument is constructed in support of this assertion. 
But here again experience lays a destroying hand upon 
the theory, for if the laboring man who desires to ob
serve Sqnday needs a law to secure him in this privi
lege, then surely the observer of the far less popular 
seventh day needs a law to secure him in like manner. 
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Yet the laboring men of the latter class are able to suc
ceed in business without the aid of any law for Sab
bath observance and have never thought of petitioning 
for such legislation. 

Actual present-day experience therefore demon
strates that Sunday laws are not needed either to pre
serve the Sabbath institution itself, or to enable the 
workingman to observe the day and continue to pro
vide a living for himself and his family. It is dem
onstrated that such legislation is not needed for the 
protection of the minority; hence it certainly cannot 
be needed for the protection of the majority. For what 
reason then are Sunday laws necessary? If not for the 
reasons we have noticed, can there be any sound rea-
son for them at all? We think not. s. 

TheTrue Standard ofHuman Legislation. 

The divine law revealed in the Scriptures of the 
Old and New Testaments is not and should not be 
the basis of civil legislation. 

The law of nature, written in the very constitution 
of things, not dependent upon a written revelation, 
but revealing itself in all the relations of life, is all
sufficient for the ends of civil justice. Of this law 
Blackstone wrote : 

"This will of his [man's] Maker is called the law 
of nature. This law of nature, being coeval with man
kind, and being dictated by God himself, is of course 
superior in obligation to any other. It is binding over 
all the globe, in all countries, and at all times. No hu
man laws are of any validity if contrary to this ; and 
such of them as are valid derive all their authority, 
mediately or immediately, from this original." 

The same principle is set forth in the Declaration 
of Independence, in these words : "We hold these 
truths to be self-evident: that all men are created 
equal; that they are endowed, by their Creator, with 
certain unalienable rights." 

This endowment was not subsequent to man's crea
tion, but coincident with it. By the very act of mak
ing man what he is, the Creator endowed him with the 
rights which belong to him by the laws of his being. 
"Those rights, then," says Blackstone, "which God 
and nature have established, and are therefore called 
natural rights, such as are life and liberty, need not 
the aid of human laws to be more effectually invested 
in every man than they are; neither do they receive 
any additional strength when declared by municipal 
laws to be inviolable." 

Lock, in his essay on "Civil Government," says 
that "nothing is more evident than that creatures of 
the same species and rank, promiscuously born to the 
same advantages of nature, and the use of the same 
faculties, should also be equal one amongst another 
without subordination or subjection." 

"The sayings· and doings of daily life continually 
imply some intuitive belief of this kind," remarks Her
bert Spencer. "We take for granted its universality, 
when we appeal to men's sense of justice. In moments 
of irritation it shows itself in such expressions as 'How 
would you like it?' 'What is that to you?' 'I've as 
good a right "as you,' etc. Our prai-ses of liberty are 
pervaded by it ; and it gives bitterness to the invec
tives with which we assail the oppressors of mankind. 
Nay, indeed, so spontaneous is this faith in the equal-

. ity of human rights, that1 our very language embodies 
it. Equity and equal are from the same root; and 
equity literally means equalness." . 

Rights are not a matter of opinion but of fact; 
they exist in the very nature of things. In recogni
tion of this principle Lord Coke remarks: "When 
anything is gra,unded upon the law of nature, they say 
that reason will that such a thing be done; and if it be 
prohibited by~ the law of nature, they say that it is 
against reason, or reason will not suffer it to be done." 

The one universal basis of civil legislation is, there
fore, the inherent rights of man. These rights are 
self-evident. They are not dependent upon a written 
revelation, but appeal to all men everywhere, and are 
discoverable alike by pagan and Christian. 

The Code of Justinian influences in large measure 
the legislation Gf to-day in both England and America. 
It is true that it was compiled in the 6th century of this 
era, but that in it which is best and most in accord 
with the demands of civil justice, is traceable to purely 
pagan times. Well would it have been for the world 
had no effort ever been made to model civil law after 
the' supernaturally revealed law of the Creator; the 
law which he gave for the government of his own pe
culiar people, an<~ which according to his own divine 
arrangement was to be administered by men divinely 
guided; but never to be the sport of contending polit
ical factions, or to be re-enacted by human legisla
tures. The legitimate sphere of human government 
is limited to guaranteeing natural rights and enforcing 
natural duties. It does not include the domain of mor
als. Moral government should be left with the only 
Being qualified to administer it, namely, the Creator. 

B. 

Commenting upon our not~ of two weeks since, in 
which we remarked that "three causes are operating 
to prevent the restoration of peace" in the Philippines, 
an exchange says:· '.'The three 'causes' might be 
summed up in one word, 'Jesuits.' Then we have 
the root of the matter. The sooner Americans learn 
the methods of these slick underhand workers the bet
ter. The white ants of Popery, as they have been 
properly named." 
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"Wholesale fraud and corruption," says the Cath
olic Standard and Times, "honeycomb our public ser
vice in Manila. The Taft Commission just arrived 
there are said to be 'staggered' by the universality of 
waste and peculation under our 'carpet-bag' govern
ment. And General Otis goes on coolly refe.rring to 
the Tagalo insurgents as 'robbers.'" 

* * * 
As noted in these columns last week, the Ham

burg, Iowa, ministers are making a strong effort to1 
11ecure from the city council an ordinance closing 
places of business on Sunday. A Hamburg paper 
says: "Rev. Enders made an eloquent and able plea 
before the council in favor of closing." It is strange, 
indeed, what an interest the preachers take in "civil" 
matters when it comes to using civil law to enforce 
a religious institution. 

* * * 
"The proverbial quietude and peacefulness of En

glewood on Sunday mornings is being fearfully shat
tered these days," says the Chronicle of this city. 
Every Sunday morning "there is a lively state of af
fairs in the neighborhood of Sixty-third and Halsted 
streets which occurs with such regularity that now 
crowds are beginning to assemble to see the fun." 

The occasion of the disturbance is an effort to in
duce a dealer in clothing and shoes to close his store 
on Sunday. 

This merchant keeps open a few hours Sunday 
. forenoon, but gives each of his clerks a whole day's 
vacation each week. These clerks have signed a writ
ten statement that they are perfectly satisfied with the 
arrangement; but though they are satisfied others are 
not and demand that the store be closed all day Sun-

' 
day. 

* * * 
The statue of Liberty Enlightening the World, on 

Bedloe's Island, in New York harbor, is said to be in 
a rather woe-begone condition. The Herald of that 
city says of the statue: 

"Standing as she does mantled in a heavy coating 
.of green rust, she presents a much bedraggled appear
ance and her condition is the occasion for much ad
vers~ comment among the many thousands whose 
business or pleasure takes them down the bay." 

Commenting upon this, the Springfield Republican 
says: "It is small wonder that a statue of liberty 
should grow rusty nowadays. Pull it down and put 
up a statue of Dr. Gatling." 

* * * 
The Primative Catholic, of Brooklyn, N.Y., notes 

that the Catholic Truth Society has prefixed the word 
"International" to its name. · Among the items of 
work reported is "supplying regularly and gratui
tously about nine hundred families with papers and 
magazines in sparsely settled localities in the South 
and West; the names being supplied by priests." 

"Another item in the report," remarks the Prima
tive Catholic, "is the placing on the shelves of public 
libraries over eight hundred volumes of the ablest 
Catholic works. All this has been accomplished in 
one year." 

The secretary in making his report also notes "with 
satisfaction" "the work accomplished by the society 
in having expunged from text-books calumnies 
6J.gainst the Catholic Church.'' 

"The calumnies against the Catholic Church," says 
the Primative Catholic, "are the true facts of history 
regarding Rome, and her past doings. It is to the 
everlasting disgrace of Americans that these histories 
have been mutilated. And even in this garbled condi
tiQn, it is expounded, in numerous instances, in our 
public schools by Romish teachers.'' 

Truth and Fallacy. 

A writer for the Christian Century says: 

"A nation is not safe because of military supremacy 
only, or from the seven hills Rome would still rule the 
world. 

"Nor do seminaries and scholars constitute a sure 
defense, else the land of Plato and Aristotle had never 
been subject to the unspeakable Turk. . . 

"Nor does national existence runmng back mto 
hoar antiquity safeguard the future, for the 'Celestial 
empire' seems now tottering to its !all. 

"A nation is safe only when sh1elded by the eyes 
of Divine protection. This any nation can have th~t 
will coronate God as its supreme ruler and make H1s 
holy word its supreme law. 

"These acts will in themselves counteract all tend
ency toward dissolution and promote national strength 
and grandeur." 

The writer we quote errs in this only when he at
tempts to tell how a nation can have "divine protec
tion." 

God can be truly "coronated" only in the human 
heart. All any nation can do to honor God is to leave 
the individuals free to render Him such homage as 
they wish. Government cannot· assist in this, and it 
should not seek to hinder. 

Spain is an example of a nation which has tried 
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to "coronate God." Germany is another, and society 
is there honeycombed with infidelity more perhaps 
than in almost any other country. 

Individual faith in God is the only remedy for sin; 
and this faith cannot be assisted by legislation. 

The great trouble is that in attempting to "coro
nate" God, that which is really "coronated" is some 
self-appointed vicegerent of God. 

To "coronate" God is to acknowledge his law and 
to l;>ow to it. But when any nation undertakes to do 
this, that which is acknowledged and enforced is at 
best only some human interpretation of the divine law 
-usually far below the divine standard, and not in
frequently in direct contravention to that law. 

To "coronate" God by any state or national act is 
to make his law the football of contending parties, 
and the subject of court decisions, to be .construed as 
other laws are construed; so that naturally men in
stead of seeking to know what the Lord says in His 

'law, they will inquire what the courts say about His 
law. 

The divine law "is spiritual" and since "spiritual 
things" are only "spiritually discerned," the state, 
·which is not spiritual, cannot even discern the divine 
law, much less administer it. B. 

If Not Slavery, What Is It? 

It has been repeatedly stated, and so far as we know 
has not been denied, that the rebellion in the Philippine 
Islands against Spain was "more a rebellion against 
the monks and clergy then against the sovereignty of 
Spain." The same is true of the war which the natives 
have all along maintained against the United States. 

But why a rebellion against the monks, and against 
the government of Spain and of the United States 
because of the monks? 

Under Spain the monks were the real rulers, and 
the natives fear, and not without reason, that prac
tically the same system will be continued under Amer
ican government. 

Under Spanish rule the monks taxed the people 
in various ways while living and even pursued them 
to the grave \vhen dead. Marriages, births, funerals, 
etc., were all made a source of revenue to "the church." 

. Besides this the monks owned the land and the people 
being merely renters, eked out a precarious existence 
at best. 

Moreover, these lands had not been acquired by 
the monks by purchase, but by confiscation; largely 
upon false charges corruptly sustained. "Whenever 
a man had a desirable plantation, they would trump 
up some charge against him, have him arrested, and, 
without investigation, shot; and the property was 

turned over to the monks.. It was in this way, prin
cipally, that they had acquired their possessions." 

·The ·avowed" purpose ·of the revolutionists was to 
confiscate this property and turn it over- to the gov
ernment for the benefit of the people. This is exactly 
what was done in. Mexico forty years ago. It wa's this 
that led t,o the q.ttempt by Napoleon III., backed up 
by Rome, to estabiish ·an empire in Mexico under 
Maximilian.· This empire· failed as soon as the sup
port of France was withdrawn at the demand of the 
United States, and Maximilian was shot. 

But now the United States have been entrapped 
by Rome and are being used to fasten upon the Fili
pinos ,the very system which this Government refused 
to permit France to fasten upon Mexico. The facts 
have been thus stated: 

"When the commissioners met at Paris, to make 
peace between this country and Spain, it will be re
membered that the Philippine government, of which 
Aguinaldo was the head; appointed a commisswner 
to appear before that body and state their grievances, 
but the commissioners refused to listen to them, or 
in any way receive him. 

"About this time, Archbishop Ireland, as the daily 
press informs us, had an interview with President Mc
Kinley, and it was there agreed that the property 
rights of the church or monks, should not be interfered 
with. Accordingly, a clause was put into the treaty 
that all the property rights that existed under Spain 
would be accordingly respected by the American Gov
ernment. So the people of the Philippine Islands 
found that practically everything they had fought for 
against Spain would be lost if the American Govern
ment's supremacy was maintained." 

These facts are not very· creditable to the United 
States which by papal intrigue were induced to bind 
themselves to take the side of Rome against the peo
ple, and this without regard to the real merits of the 
case. Right or wrong, this Government .must main
tain the claims of the monks, or of "the church," as 
against the people of the Philippine Islands. If thiS. 
is not enslaving them, what is it? B. 

Foreign and yet Not Foreign. 
(From th<: Springfield Republican.) 

Against Judge Lochren's opinion as to the consti
tutional powers of Congress over the new territory of 
the United States, comes that of Judge William K. 
Townsend, sitting in the United States district court 
for Southern New York. The latter holds views quite 
the reverse of those expressed by the United States 
circuit judge at St. Paul in the habeas corpus case of 
the Porto Rican, Ortiz. 

The case before Judge Townsend related to 

AN ASSESSMENT OF DUTIES 

on an importation of tobacco from Porto Rico after 
the treaty of Paris had been ratified and an exchange 
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of ratifications had taken place. The importers, J oh_n 
Goetz & Co., appealed the matter to the board of 
general appraisers, which decided against the import
ers, who thereupon took the case to the United States 
court, contending that Porto Rico had become a part . 
of the United States and within the tariff laws of the 
nation. Judge Townsend decides that Porto Rico is 
not a part of the United States to this extent and will 
not become such a part until Congress has expressly 
defined the status of the island to this effect. 

THE TREATY OF PEACE 

left with Congress the determination of "the civil 
rights and political status of the territories hereby 
ceded," and it was within the constitutional authority 
of the treaty-making power, says Judge Townsend, to 
give Congress unlimited power in the matter. Con
gress meantime has refused to extend the Constitution 
and the laws to the island, and accordingly it remains 
outside of the Constitution. It is foreign country so 
far as the Constitution is concerned, but United States 
territory as against other nations. 

Judge Townsend brings out no new authority or 
precedent in support of this side of the question, be
yond the 

STATEMENT OF CHIEF JUSTICE MARSHALL 

(in American insurance company against Carter) re.
specting "the usage of the world" in the case of ceded 
territory: "It becomes a part of the nation to which 
it is annexed, either on the terms stipulated in the 
treaty of cession or on such as its new master shall 
impose." The gist of Judge Townsend's opinion is 
contained in the following: 

"To deny this power, to govern territory at arm's 
length would be to thwart that intention to make 
THE UNITED STATES AN UNFETTERED SOVEREIGN 

in foreign affairs. For if we wage war successfully we 
must some time become, as many think we are now, 
charged with territory which it would be the greatest 
folly to incorporate at once into our Union, making 
our laws its laws and its citizens our citizens, our taxes 
its taxes; and which, on the other hand, international 
considerations and the sense of our responsibility to its 
inhabitants may forbid us to abandon. The construc
tion of the Constitution which would limit our sov
ereign power would force us into a dilemma between 
violating our duty to other nations and to the people 
under our care on the one hand, and violating our duty 
to ourselves on the other. That construction would in 
such case imperil the honorable existence of our re
public." 

And so the president and the Senate, as the treaty
making power, may annex any territory they are able 
to; and may then delegate to Congress the. power to 
act beyond the Constitution, and exactly as it pleases, 
in relation to the new territory. 

Now the duly constituted government of the 
llnited States may indeed be 

. AN UNFETTERED SOVEREIGN IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS; 

but when foreign territory has once been an
nexed to the United States we come to deal not 
with a foreign, but with a domestic affair-with 
territory. of the United States and not of some other 
sovereign power. And here is the fatal weakness in 
Judge Townsend's argument. When, therefore, he 
asserts the power of the president and Senate to dele
gate unlimited power to Congress in relation to terri
tory of the United States, he is obliged to maintain 
that the government at Washington is a government 
of unrestricted powers rather than one exercising a 
certain measure of delegated authority from a power 
paramount to that of president and Congress. 

Such views as these place the government above 
· the people who created it, and who, in a written Con

stitution, imposed bounds upon the scope of its author
ity. They seem to us to be 

REVOLUTIONARY DOCTRINE 

and to mark with renewed emphasis the great change 
which is quietly being forced into American institu
tions to meet the needs of a rev€llutionary policy of dis
tant conquests and alien annexations. The people of 
the United States are, or were, the sovereign power in 
this country, and not the government at Washington. 
The people can, if they choose, delegate to president or 
Congress the unlimited power claimed for them by 
Judge Townsend; but this the people have not as yet 
done, and until they have done so Congress can step 
beyond the constitutional law of its being, in the gov
ernment of territory of the United States only by an 
act of usurpation. 

Sunday Laws and the Workingman. 

There are a good many labor leaders who are not 
in favor of Sunday laws, preferring to secure what 
they desire in the way of a weekly rest day through 
their own organizations rather than appeal to the state. 
In this they are wise. 

The Sunday-keeping churches desire Sunday laws 
in their own interests. These interests demand laws 
not only prohibiting Sunday work but Sunday play 
as well. 

Writing upon this subject in the Michigan Sab
bath Watchman for October, r89r, Rev. Francis W. 
Ware said: 

"* * * Make it impossible to run the theaters, 
shut up the cigar stands, ice-cream saloons, and soda 
water fountains, and prevent baseball playing, put an 
end to. railroad and other Sabbath excursions, and the 
masses will the more easily be turned to the house 
of God. Break down these sacrilegious but fascinating 
amusements and the church will have the right of way 
to our masses." 

This shows very plainly the real motiv~ back of the 
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demand on the part of the churches for Sunday laws 
and Sunday enforcement-it is that they may "have 
the right of way to our masses." 

But in the same paper, the same writer showed very 
plainly that they desire not only "the right of way to 
our masses," but "the right of way" to the pocket
books of "our masses." He says: 

"If the ~hurches of this state (Michigan) were to 
contribute $w,ooo this year to assist the American 
Sabbath Union to push its work, they would in our 
judgment make for themselves the finest possible in
vestment._ The money so invested would soon return 
to them with fine rates of interest. The money now 
spent in Sabbath desecration by those who are in 
large sympathy with the churches, but who are led off 
to the parks, on excursions, and to other places, where 
money is spent freely, * * * would, if our Sunday 
laws were enforced, return to the churches and con
tribute to their support." 

This was written nine years ago, but it just as truly 
reveals the real motive back of the "civil Sabbath" 
now as it did then. And the workingmen should un
derstand-such of them as do not now understand 
it-that in joining in the demand for Sunday laws, they 
are only asking the state to restrict their liberties in 

\ 
the interests of the churches. 

We believe that every man ought to be interested 
in religion and assist in supporting the gospel, but this 
he should do voluntarily, "not by constraint but will
ingly." And certainly the church has no right to use 
the civil power to compel this, even indirectly. 

It is no part of the duty of the state to foster re
ligion or religious institutions other than by .such just 
laws as will leave every man free to worship or not to 
worship just as he elects. Historically, religious liberty 
means not only the right to accept, to profess, and to 
observe the religion of one's choice, but also the right 
to reject, not to profess, and not observe any religion. 
This right the "civil Sabbath" seeks to abridge by in-
direction. B. 

The Church Militant. 
(Chicago, Journal, June 19.) 

Quite the most surprising deliverance upon the 
Chinese question comes from Bishop Earl Cranston, 
who declared, in a sermon at Denver on Sunday, that 
it is worth any cost in money or bloodshed if we can 
make the millions of Chinese true and intelligent 
Christians. "I would," he continued, "cut all the red 
tape in the world, and break all the treaties ever made, 
to place the armies of the United States in the fore next 
to Great Britain. We must not be the tail end of 
everything." 

Bishop Cranston was, we believe, elected to his 
present position at the Cleveland conference of 'g6, 
and is now stationed at Portland, Ore. During the 

past three ·or four years he has traveled abroad, and 
travel seems to have enlarged-or perhaps "expanded" 
is the better word-his views. 

The moral obloquy discovered· by many men of 
many minds in discussing the Chinese is one of the 
most astonishing phenomena of a turbulent and stren
uous age. Commerce, imperialism, and the followers 
of Christ, widely apart on many other questions, have 
been sing1,1larly unanimous in denying to the Chinese 
the common attributes of humanity, white, black or 
yellow. Hath not a Chinaman eyes? Hath not a 
Chinaman hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affec
tio~s, passions? Evidently not. Commerce would 
force trade upon him, even thcmgh the trade be opium; 
imperialism would cut up his empire, upon this or 
that pretext; and the followers of Christ-the Christ 
that stands- for peace on earth, good will toward men
would make the Asiatic empire run red with blood, 
transform its rice fi.elds into shambles, ensanguine 
every river and tributary, if thereby, as Bishop Crans
ton says, "we can make the millions of Chinese true 
and intelligent Christians." For the Denver exponent 
of the church militant does not stand alone in his 
views. He perhaps stands alone in audacity and 
bloodthirstiness; but others secretly believe what he 
has the shamelessness to avow. 

The missionary question is a question upon which 
we hesitate to pronounce opinion. Much may be, 
much has been, said upon all its sides. It is not a 
question upon which an opinion can be passed at once 
sweeping, intelligent and final. Yet one can, with a 
clear conscience and a conviction of right, protest 
against any such monstrous, immoral declaration as 
that credited to Bishop Cranston. It is unspeakably 
odious. 

Nor is it necessary that one should have any gen
uine sympathy with the Chinese to appreciate the 
shameful bullyragging that that peaceful people has 
put up with for more than half a century. The pow
ers, one and all, but England in especial-the Eng
land that Bishop Cranston would like to see, with 
drawn sword, marching side by side with the United 
States-have outraged, abused and robbed China sys
tematically. Every concession of importance that they 
have obtained from China has been such a concession 
as the victim of a highwayman yields at the point of 
a pistol. When Europe has advanced another foot 

. on Chinese soil the foot has been set down in blood. 
And we, the lovers of Liberty, the writers about 

liberty, the orators on the subject of Liberty, and her 
sister, Justice-what have we done to help the cause 
along? We have denied the Chinese entrance to this 
country, and demanded entrance to theirs. At the 
same time we have opened our gates to the riffraff of 
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Europe, and for fear that this might be contaminated 
by contact with the Chinese population already inside 
the copntry, we have, in one way or another, done our 
best to kill off the "pigtails." vVe have been as unjust 
and cruel to China as almost any other power has been, 
but we have done it in another way, and have been a 
shade more gentlemanly in the doing. 

It has been bad enough to watch commerce and 
imperialism holding up and slashing at the Chinaman; 
but now that Reli&ion frets for the highway, the mask, 
and the blunderbuss, it is rather time to call a halt. 
What has come over the church lately? Sword and 
fire flash and curl around half the pulpits in the land. 
Here's the New York Independent, which has long 
been suspected of religious leanings, clamoring for 
another Egypt under a joint protectorate of seven 
powers, including your Uncle Sam, of no-entangling
alliance fame. Verily, brethren, as the rural editor 
loves to inquire, "Whither are we drifting?" 

A Momentous Question. 
Testifying before the Industrial Commission in 

vVashington, N. F. Thompson, Secretary of the South
ern Industrial Convention, said of labor organizations : 

"Their influence for disruption and disorganization 
of society is far more dangerous to the perpetuation of 
our government in its purity and power than would 
be the hostile array on our borders of the armies of 
the entire world combined. Organizations teaching 
such theories should be held as treasonable in their 
character, and their leaders .worse than traitors to 
their country." 

Apropos of this the Springfield Republican says 
editorially: 

, "There are some very unlovely features about labor 
unionism in its current practical workings. We see 
these brought out in such contests as those being 
waged in Chicago and St. Louis-in the sympathetic 
strike, the boycott, the resort to violence when other 
means fail, the mob spirit that is so generally excited, 
and the temper which would deny by force and terror
izing practices the means of livelihood to the 'scab' 
or non-union workman. 

"But what are you going to do about the unions, 
beyond holding them and their strikes within the 
bounds of law and order? Are you going to prohibit 
and suppress labor organization? If so, are you going 
to deal likewise with capital and prohibit not only com
?inations of corporatio~s, but combination of capital 
m any and all corporatwns? Is the right all on the 
side of the strong, and the wrong all on the side of the 
weak? Is aggression against individual rights con
fined wholly to the organized laborer, and is organized 
capital wholly to be trusted not to exceed its own rea
sonable claims as against the laborer and the general 
publiG: ?" 

Then answering in part its own question, the Re
publican has this to say: 

· "This cannot be, and in a popular government it 

is simply idle to talk about prohibiting labor organiza-: 
tion and strikes without also considering the necessity 
of applying equally severe restrictions to capital. Nev
ertheless the people at large are getting exceedingly 
weary of these constant and most disturbing and de- · 
structive and often bloody outbreaks between organ
ized labor and organized capital, which are a disgrace 
to the civilization of the time. Some means must be 
found to stop these assaults on peace and order and 
progress in wealth production." 

Of course "this cannot be" and popular govern
ment be maintained. But the facts here enumerated, 
and others of like character, are sounding the death 
knell of free institutions in this country. 

As a people we talk about teaching the Cubans 
and the Filipinos the art of self-government, and yet 
are daily demonstrating that we do not possess the 
faculty ourselves. 

Two things are absolutely essential to government 
of the people by the people; namely, self-control and 
love of liberty for its own sake-that is, love of the 
principle apart from one's own participation in its ben
efits. In other words, love of liberty not simply for 
one's own self but for all men. . 

It has been truly said, "That government is best 
that governs least." But any government to be ef
fective must govern sufficiently to preserve the peace 
-to make life' and property safe, etc. But this can be 
done with the minimum of government only where the 
people govern themselves; each respecting his neigh
bor's tights, etc. 

Just now complaint is made that in a certain 
section of this city, every man out after a certain 
hour is arrested by the police and required to 

·give a satisfactory account of himself. This is of 
course very annoying to good citizens, and some of 
the papers are crying out against it. But why is it 
done? Surely not because the police want to perse
cute law-abiding men. It is done because there are 
so many law-breakers operating in that section that 
the police consider it necessary for the protection of 
the city. In this case the criminal element by their 
failure to govern themselves make it necessary in a 
measure for the police authorities to place restriction 
upon all that work a hardship upon honest people nec
essarily out at unseasonable hours. 

Again, much is said about the necessity of re
stricting the trusts and corporations. But why this 
necessity? Simply because men of wealth also are 
losing the faculty of self-government. Greed leads, 
them to overreach and wrong their fellow-men; hence 
the necessity for more government. And so our state 
and national governments are constantly becoming 
more and more paternal, that is, they are constantly 
intermeddling more and more with that which ordi
narily ought be left to the individual. 
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It matters not how intelligent a people may be, if 
they lack the faculty of self-control-if they refuse to 
do that which is demanded by the principles of jus
tice-they show themselves unfit for self-government 
and invite despotism. 

Nor is it possible for such a people to make laws 
that will compel themselves to deal justly. This is 
illustrated by the situation in St. Louis to-day. The 
mayor o~ the city belongs to one political party; the 

- governor of the state to another. Each fears to take 
any decisive step to restore order and protect persons 
and property in the city, lest he may alienate votes 
from his patty. Thus the laws which the people have 
made for their own protection fail when that protec
tion is most needed, because those whose duty it is 
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CHICAGO, JUNE 28, 1900. 

'f!!fir Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without 
having ordered it, may know that it is sent by some friend. 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no .fears 
that they will be asked to pay for it. 

Is Your Subscription about to Expir~? 

A good -many subscriptions to The Sentinel of 
Liberty expire this month. You can tell by looking at 
the little yellow label on the paper if yours is among 
the number. If so, please to send in your renewal at 
once. By so doing you wUI avoid missing any number 
of the paper and will save 'us the trouble of cutting off 
your name and then restoring it again a week or two 
later. -We need your help, and you need the Sentinel. 

Extra Papers. 

We have a limited number of papers left over each 
week, which we would be glad to supply in lots of 
twenty-five or more to one address, at one cent per 
copy. Since our previous announcement concerning 
these back numbers, -we have received a good many 
orders. The issues of May IO and June 7 are nearly 
exhausted. Orders for these will be filled, however, as 
long as the papers on hand last. We have a larger 
supply of other numbers. There are thousands of 
people everywhere who need these papers, and yet 
the supply is limited to hundreds. 

"" "A Christian Sabbath cannot long be maintained 
if the protecting fence of civil laws be thrown down." 
So says a promine~t W. C. T. U. worker connected 
with the "Sabbath Observance" department of that 
organization. 

A weaker statement could hardly have been ut
tered, as any unbiased person who knows aught of his
tory and of revelation- must admit. "If it be of God 
ye cannot overthrow it," is testimony that applies to 
the Sabbath institution, and should settle the ques
tion of its perpetuity with any person or organization 
taking the Christian name. 

What civil law in defense of the Sabbath was in ex
istence during the time of Christ and his apostles, and 
for scores of years and even centuries afterwards ? 
The Christian Sabbath existed then as it does now, but 
without any "protecting fence" of civil enactments 

whatever. And the Christian religion though opposed 
instead of protected by the civil laws, spread and tri
umphed, and the· Christian Sabbath became more and 
more widely observed, until the church, intoxicated 
with pride and the love of power, made an alliance with 
the state, and substituted a false religion in the place 
of the true worship. 

To say that that which is Christian cannot be main
tained without the protection of civil law, is to say -that 
divinity needs the support and protection of humanity, 
which is just the reverse of the truth. A Sabbath 
which needs a protecting fence of human power and 
wisdom for its preservation cannot be the Sabbath of 
the Lord. 

"" B. A. Abbott well says in an article in the Chris-
tian Century: 

"The right of liberty is inalienable. No man has 
a right to sell any part of his body. Any philosophy 
that proceeds on such a principle will sooner or later 
bri~g its ,professors to grief. 'Labor has no rights; 
capital has no rights. Rights belong to men. Laws 
should be made for the sake of manhood and not for 
the sake of business." 

This is the keynote of the whole question of human 
rights. 

"Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey 
Where wealth accumulates and men decay; 
Princes and lords may flourish or may fade; 
A breath can make them as a breath has made 
But a bold peasantry, their country's pride, ' 
When once destroyed, can never be supplied." 

"" The question of rights is not one to be settled by 
majorities. No majority, however large, has any legit
imate power to deprive the minority of any natural 
right. 

"" No man can answer for another at the bar of God ; 
therefore no man ought to assume to be conscience 
for another. 

"" Civil government has done its whole duty when it 
has secured the ends of civil justice. It has nothing 
to do with preparing anybody for a future life. 

Religious Liberty Literature for Germans. 

Do you want to assist in distributing some good 
religious liberty literature among your German 
friends? If so order at least a few copies of the special 
number of the Christlicher H ausfreund, of Battle 
Creek, Mich. The regular price of this paper is five 
cents per copy, but this special number can be secured 
at $2 per hundred. You can find nothing better for 
those Germans who prefer to read their own lan
guage. 
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Since civil government pertains only to this world, 
it can of right have to do only with the affairs of this 
world. ~ 

~ ~ 

Mora1 duty is defined only by the moral law; and 
since God himself is the sole judge of that law, only He 
has any authority to enforce moral duty. 

~ ~ 

The state deals not with right and wrong, but only 
with rights and wrongs. The state has no right to pri
hibit anything because it is sinful. 

~ ~ 

No human government however strong has any 
power to abate one jot from the claims of the divine 
law; therefore no government ought to attempt to 
control the individual in his service of God. 

,Jl ,Jl 

The mission of Christianity is to proclaim "liberty 
to the captives" and "the opening of the prison doors 
to them that are bound." Isa. 6r :r. Who can har
monize this truth with the shutting up of people in 
prison by means of the Sunday laws, in the alleged in
terests of the "Christian Sabbath" and for the promo
tion of "Christian morality"? 

The great problem in the laboring world to-day 
is not to find rest for the employed, but work for the 
unemployed. 

~ ~ 

Physical and moral debasement, against which 
Sunday laws are assumed to guard, are more likely to 
result from idleness than from labor. 

~ ~ 

The more the advocates of Sunday laws try to 
maintain the day as a civil institution, the less will 
Sunday appeal to the minds of men as a religious in
stitution. The day cannot be both civil and religious, 
and to advocate its observance from a civil standpoint 
can only detract from what is said in its behalf from a 
religious standpoint, and weaken the religious regard 
for the day which the advocates of Sunday laws really 
wish above all other things to secure. The more its 
observance is decreed by law, the more will Sunday 
take on the character of a holiday rather than a holy 
day. 

Another Case of Religious Persecution. 

Another case of religious persecution is reported · 
to us from North Carolina. Again the victim is a 
Seventh-day Adventist, a cripple, who was trying to 
support himself and family by running a candy kitchen 
in the town of Hickory. He sold peanuts and candy 
Sunday, June 24th, and was arrested the next day and 
sentenced to pay a fine of $25, or to go to jail for one 
month. Mr. Vaughn is a poor man, unable to pay his 
fine, and is probably in jail at the present time. 

As usual in such cases, the law seems t0 be only for 
Sabbatarians, since some others in the same town sell 
on Sunday -and are not molested. We are not in
formed whether Mr. Vaughn's arrest was due to re
ligious animus purely, or whether it was because he 
had failed to "see the captain," as they say in New 
York. 
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Of one thing, however, we are sure, namely, that 
there are vast possibilities in Sunday laws in the way 
of making it uncomfortable for dissenters from the 
_popular religion, as well as in "frying fat" from those 
who are willing to pay for "police protection;" or in 
other words, for the privilege of violating a "law" 
which other people are compelled to respect. We do 
not suppose that anything of this sort is practiced in 
Hickory; but in the larger cities "seeing the captain" 
is quite a common thing, especially in those lines of 
business that might better be prohibited every day. 

The iniquity of Sunday laws would certainly be 
seen were it not for the element of religious prejudice 
which enters into the matter. Only bigotry blinds 
people to the fact that Sunday legislation abridges the 
natural rights of the individual. 

But it may be asked, Should not the majority rule? 
Certainly, in all questions of public policy, such as the 
"tariff" or "free trade," "free coinage" or "gold stand
ard," etc., but not in matters of conscience or of indi
vidual, civil rights. No majority, however great, can, 
except by flagrant usurpation, deprive even so small 
a minority as a single individual of a .single inalienable 
right, be it civil or be it religious. It has been well 
said that such rights "are not exercised in virtue of 
governmental indulgence, but as rights, of which gov
ernment can not deprive any portion of citizens, how
ever small. Despotic power may invade those rights, 
but justice still confirms them." 

"Among all the religious persecutions with which 
almost every page of modern history is stained," said 
Richard M. Johnson, in 1829, "no victim ever suffered 
but for the violation of what government denominated 
the law of God. To prevent a similar train of evils in 
this country, the Constitution has wisely withheld from 
our government the power of defining the divine law. 
It is a right reserved to eaeh citizen; and while he re
spects the rights of others, he can not be held amen
able to any human tribunal for his conclusions." 

While not quite so explicit as the national Consti
tution, the Bill of Rights of North Carolina declares 
that "no human authority should, in any case what
ever, control or interfere with the rights of con
science." This just provision is overriden however 
'in the interests of Sunday, and a poor man who is 
endeavoring to make an honest living is fined $25 and 
costs for carrying on a perfectly legitimate business 
on Sunday, one that could not possibly disturb any
body, except as the knowledge of its being done might 
cause mental annoyance to those who regard· the day 
as sacred to rest and worship. But the law can no 
more properly take cognizance of such annoyance 
than it could of the annoyance occasioned to the Pro
testant by seeing the Roman Catholic making the 

sign of the cross or praying before an image of the 
Virgin Mary. 

"Despots may regard their subjects as their prop
erty, and usurp the divine prerogative of prescribing 
their religious faith ; but the history of the world fur
nishes the melancholy demonstration that the disposi
tion of one man to coerce the religious homage of 
another springs from an unchastened ambition, rather 
than from a sincere devotion to any religion. The 
principles of our government do not recognize in the 
majority any authority over the minority, except in 
matters which regard the conduct of man to his fellow 
man." And the State of North Carolina should in 
like mannet: refuse to recognize in the majority, how
ever large that majority may be, any right to dictate 
to the minority in matters of religious faith or practice. 
The framers of the national "Constitution recognized 
the eternal principle that man's relation with his God 
is above human legislation, and his rights of con
science inalienable." North Carolina professedly rec
ognizes the same thing in her Bill of Rights. Her 
courts, from justices of the peace up to the supreme 
bench, should see to it that the recognition is promptly 
made practical in the town of Hickory. B. -

The Prohibitionists. 

Last week the Prohibitionists of Illinois and of the 
United States held their conventions in this city, and 
placed tickets in the field. 

Both conventons professed to adhere to "the sin
gle issue of prohibition of the liquor traffic," but 
neither did it; both declaring also in favor of woman 
suffrage by very large majorities. 

Both the speeches and the platforms of both State 
and national convention, revealed also a strong leaning 
toward that which the readers of The Sentinel of Lib
erty know as National ~eform. The national plat
form sets forth this : 

"The National Prohibition Party, in convention 
represented at Chicago, June 27 and 28, 1900, ac
knowledge Almighty God as the supreme source of 
all just governments, realizing that ·this Republic was 
founded upon Christian principles and can endure 
only as it embodies justice and righteousness, and as
serting that all authority should seek the best good 
of all the governed, to this end wisely prohibiting what 
is wrong and permitting only what is right, hereby 
records and proclaims," etc. 

The Sentinel of Liberty is heartily in accord with 
everything that is in the interests of temperance. No
body in any way .~onnected with the publication of this 
paper indulges even to a limited extent in the use of 
a,ny intoxicant. Tobacco also is strictly tabood, and 
even tea and coffee are regarded as hurtful luxuries, 
to be avoided. 
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But while opposed to every species of intemper
ance, and especially opposed to the liquor traffic as it 
exists to-day, we are not in sympathy with the plat
form of the National Prohibition Party. 

Any party that would undertake to carry out the 
profession of the Prohibition Party, "prohibiting what 
;s wrong and permitting only what is right," would 
necessarily make a record similar to that of the Span
ish Inquisition. 

We do not know exactly what is meant by the 
words, "Acknowledging Almighty God as the supreme 
source of all just government." There is a sense in 
which this is true, since "there is no power but of 
God;" but it is not true in the sense that civil gov
ernment is charged with the duty of administering the 
divine law, as revealed in the sacred Scriptures of the 
Old and New Testaments. And this is probably what 
is meant by it in this platform. 

Again, if by saying that "this Republic was founded 
upon Christian principles" the Prohibitionists mean 
principles of truth and justice, they assert only the -
truth. Never before was any human government es
tablished upon principles so just. Never before was 
the divine principles of government by the consent of 
the governed so fully recognized by man. But this 
is probably not what is meant by these words in this 
Prohibition platform. 

Political prohibition has almost always been bound 
up-as it is in this case-with the idea of "prohibiting 
what is wrong and permitting only what is right." 
This is altogether outside the legitimate sphere of civil 
government. "Right" and "wrong" refer altogether 
to moral qualities ; and with moral qualities civil gov
ernment can of right have nothing to do. 

Every political party ought to give attention only 
to prohibiting wrongs and protecting rights. "Rights" 
and "wrongs" have reference primarily not to moral 
qualities, but to the relations of acts to men and 
women-to social beings having equal rights and 
common duties, growing out of their relations as social 
beings. The just powers of civil government begin 
and end with these rights and duties. To protect nat
ural rights, to enforce natural duties, is the whole duty 
of civil governmenf Only despotism can go beyond 
it, and to come short of it is to fail of the ends for 
which civil rule is established. 

Sabbath-breaking is wrong and Sabbath-keeping is 
right. If the Prohibition Party were in power they 
would, according to their platform, necessarily pro
hibit Sabbath-breaking and permit only Sabbath-keep
ing. But this is altogether outside the domain of le
gitimate civil authority. Indeed it is beyond the power 
Df civil government, for the reason that Sabbath
keeping and Sabbath-breaking consist not alone in 
outward acts but in the thoughts and intents of the 

heart. The same is true of everything to which moral 
quality attaches. It follows therefore that it is impos
sible for any human government to prohibit what 
is wrong and permit only what is right. The Spanish 
Inquisitors sought to do this, hence their resort to 
torture to get at, the secret thoughts of their victims. 

The liquor traffic ought to be prohibited, not be
cause it is morally wrong, but because it corrupts civil 
administration, dethrones reason, endangers life and 
property, robs families, increases crime, fills poor
houses, etc. But these are not the primary reasons 
urged by the Prohibition Party ; they are in favor of 
"prohibiting what is wrong" and "J>ermitting only 
what is right." In other words they propose to ac
complish a moral reform by political methods. They 
must necessarily fail of their purpose. B. 

Morality and Religion. 

There are many people who while assenting to the 
proposition that the state has no right to intermeddle 
with religion, hold that it is the duty of civil govern
ment to regulate morals. Let us see how this is
where lies the truth upon this subject? 

·In its broadest sense, religion is any system or 
method of worship, without regards to what the ob
ject of worship may be. In the world there are very 
many religions, and there are very many objects of 
worship. In this sense the angels are religious, for 
they worship God. 

But in Christian lands the word is used in a more 
restricted sense. He is not counted religious who 
does not believe in God, his Son Jesus Christ as. the 
only means of salvation, and the Bible as the revela
tion of the will of God to man. As the Mohammedan 
counts all as infidels who do not believe in Moham
med, so Christians esteem all as infidels who do not 
believe in Christ and the Bible. 

Christianity is that system which accepts the 
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments as the 
revelation of God to man ; accepts the fact of the fall 
of man, and of his subjection to death as the penalty 
of disobedience, and of his entire inability to recover 
himself from his lost condition. It accepts Christ as 
the Son of God, the sole means of salvation, who died 
as a sacrifice to redeem us, and lives a priest to make 
intercession for us, and to aid us by his Spirit. 

Morality is obedience to the revealed will of God, 
whose law is the moral law, the only moral rule. Man 
lost his morality by disobedience of this rule, but he 
did not cease to be a religious being. Had he retained 
his innocency, he would still have been a religious be
ing, according to the broadest sense of the word. He 
would have held communion with God, and worshiped 
him as the angels now do. But religion in the Chris-
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tian sense would not have existed. There would have 
been no sin, no need of a Saviour, Christ would not 
have died, and Christianity would not have been. 

Alexander Campbell, in his debate with Bishop 
Purcell, said "the ten commandments are a synopsis of 
all religion and morality." Webster's Dictionary de
fines "morality" as "The relation of conformity or 
non-conformity to the moral standard or rule : quality 
of an intention, a character, an action, a principle, or 
a sentiment, when tried by the standard of right." The 
Standard Dictionary defines "moral," first of all, as 
"Of or pertaining to the practices, conduct, and spirit 
of men toward God." These statements are true, if we 
consider religion according to its primary significa
tion. But the ten commandments do not contain with
in themselves the Christian religion; for this is rem
edial, and a law cannot be remedial. No system can 
recover the sinner from guilt and its consequences that 
does not contain pardon. Law cannot pardon, Chris
tianity does. Therefore the law is not religious in 
this sense,-it is simply moral. 

Henry N. Day, D. D., says of morals and religion: 
"In any comparison as to their relative authority and 
importance to man, the precedence must be given to 
religion." But there is difficulty in marking lines 
where things are so intimately blended as are these 
two, as the same writer again says: "A piety divorced · 
from morals is a contradiction or an impossibility." 

The ten commandments are divided into two parts, 
as based on the two great requirements to love God 
with ~ll the heart, and our neighbor as our self. Ser
vice done directly toward God is generally regarded 
as more strictly religious, while obligation rendered 
toward our fellow-men is more properly moral. But, 
as before remarked, these intimately blend in the ten 
commandments. In the first four precepts the relig
ious element predominates; in the last six the moral 
element predominates. But though one element pre
dominates in one, and the other element predominates 
in the other, the two elements cannot be separated in 
this law. No man can be a moral man and violate any 
one of the first four precepts, though they are strictly 
religious. Neither can any man be truly religious and 
violate one of the last six precepts, though they are 
more strictly moral. No one is a moral man who is 
profane, an idolater, or a Sabbath-breaker; and no 
one can be truly religious who is covetous, who is a 
thief, and an adul~erer, or a murderer. These propo
sitions need no argument ; they are evident to all. 

Every precept of the ten commandments is moral, 
and the whole ten we call the moral law, because they 
are of original obligation. By this we mean that they 
directly eminated from the will and mind of the Cre
ator, and depended upon no human contingency. The 
relations which they recognize, and upon which they 

rest, are those that inhere in the truth that God is 
our Creator, and man is our fellow-creature. Men 
could not originate these relations, nor cause these 
precepts to become duties. Hence, they are essentially 
primary; no obligation of any nature can take prece
dence of them. The religious element in this law 
takes precedence, as our duty to God comes first. One 

· must love God supremely, with all the heart, and ):llind, 
and soul, and his neighbor only as himself. And this 
order is not reversed· or changed by the gospel; as 
the angels sang at the birth of the Redeemer: "Glory 
to God in the highest ; and on earth peace, good will 
toward men." Glory to God is the first note in the 
song of the angels, as it should be the first object in 
the lives .of men. 

How does Christianity-"the only: true religion"
stand related to this law? We have said ·that the law 
is primary, and as the nature and object of Christian
ity is essentially different from that of the law, they 
cannot stand on the same plane. The gospel, or the 
Christian religion, is secondary. Man could not orig
inate, nor can he control, his relations to God as his 
Creator, or to man as his fellow-creature. But Chris~ 
tianity does not grow out of these original or primary 
relations. It is wholly based upon the fact that man is 
a sinner; and this relation man himself originated. It 
was not 'SO originally ; it did not grow out of or emi
nate from; the mind or will of God. 

And in all the systems of ethics of all mankind, this 
priority or precedence is given to the moral law. Each 
and every one of the ten commandments is of obliga
tion, and obedience to each is duty, at all times and 
under all circumstances. And the importance of this 
obedience is not lessened by any contingency. Noth
ing justifies violation of the divine law. · 

We all hold that, if the two may be separated, it 
is much more important that a man obey the sixth or 
eighth commandment, that he abstain from murder 
and theft, than that he obey the requirement to be 
baptized and partake of the Lord's Supper. And for 
the evident reason, that obedience to the gospel is 
neutralized by disobedience to the moral law. Obedi
ence is and always was better than sacrifice. Of what 
account is baptism to a thief-to one who continues 
to steal? Of what value is the Lord's Supper to a 
wilful murderer? The law would have been forever 
binding had Christianity never existed. Its relation 
antedates Christianity. But Christianity never would 
have existed had there been no moral law, or if the 
moral law had never been violated. And Christianity 
even now is not and cannot be of any benefit to a man 
who wilfully or negligently violates the law of God,
the ten commandments. Therefore while religion and 
morality are not identical, they are so blended as to 
be inseparable; and for this reason and also because 
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morality refers not alone to the outward acts but to 
the invisible ·operations of the mind-even to "an in
tention," or "a sentiment"-it is beyond the jurisdic
tion of civil government and wholly within the juris
diction of the divine Author of the divine-the moral 
law. B. 

Church and State. 

What is a union of church and state ? 
A union of church and state exists wherever the 

church and state unite and work together to secure 
the same end or object. 

Just as truly as a man and woman are united in 
the bonds of matrimony upon their declaration of com
mon interest and the authority of the officiating mag
istrate, so are the church and state united when they 
avow a common purpose and the officiating represen
tatives of both seal it with their authority. 

The church is the body of Christ, the embodiment 
of Christ and all that he is to the sinner inl his mxssion 
of salvation. The dispenser of grace and mercy. 

The state is a worldly body, the embodimen,t of 
the world in its efforts to secure civil order among
men, a dispenser of justice by means of the sword. 
"He beareth not the sword in vain." Rom. 13 :4. 

The field of action for the church is the hearts and 
minds of men. "I will put my laws in their minds and 
write them in their hearts." 

The cry of David, "Create within me a clean heart 
and renew a right spirit within me," "then will I teach 
transgressors thy ways ; and sinners will be converted 
unto thee," expresses fully the field of operation for 
the church, which is the body of Christ. 

The field of the state is the outward conduct of 
men with reference to the civil rights of other men. 

The work of the church is to save men from them
selves. "If any man will come after me, let him deny 
himself." The white robes of Rev. 3 :5 and the right 
to reign with Christ is not promised to the man who 
overcomes his neighbor or is victorious in the con
flict with his enemies, but to the humble soul who 
by the grace of God overcomes self with all its evils
the evils of this world. 

While the church of Christ is in the world, it is 
not a part of the world. John 17: 15, r6. The result 
of Christianity received into the heart is to make men 
the frierlds of God. "Whosoever therefore will be a 
friend of the world, is the enemy of ~od." 

Christ said very plainly, "My kingdom is not of 
this world; if my kingdom were of this world, then 
would my servants fight." Hence it is impossible for 
a man to fulfill the purposes of the gospel and be· 
joined to the world or the kingdoms of this world. 

The work of the state is to save men from each 

other and is well defined in the Scriptures. "The 
kingdoms of this world," which are products of the 
world and are necessary in the world because of the 
wickedness of the world, belong entirely to the world 
and will end with the history of this world, belong 
alike to every citizen of this world, no matter how 
entirely worldly he is. The state has no right to un
dertake anything which will restrict or debar the 
worldliest of men from the fullest participation in all 
its workings. The state can ·never rise to a higher 
sphere than the regulation of man's conduct so as to 
secure order from a worldly standpoint. 

The civil government is a revenger to execute 
·wrath upon him that doeth evil. But Jesus told Peter 
to put up his sword "for all they that take the sword 
shall perish with the sword." Matt. 26 :52. 

When it is the business of the state to use the 
sword and the followers of Christ are plainly told not 
to use it, how can they unite? "The weapons of our 
warfare are not carnal." 2 Cor. ro :4. "Wherefore 
take unto you the whole armour of God," and no 
sword but the sword of "the Spirit," "the Word of 
God?" Eph. 6:13, 17. 

"Y e adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that 
the friendship of the world is enmity with God? ~ho
soever therefore will be a friend of the world ts the 
enemy of God." 

How then can those who claim to be Christians de
sire to unite the church, the body of Christ,-Eph. 
r :22, 23, and 5:31, 32-with the state, the embody
ment of this world, when it is said to be adultery? 
In doing this act the church (professed Christianity) 
becomes guilty of the crime pointed out in Rev. 
r8 :2, 3· Babylon is fallen because she has committed 
fornication with the nations. 

Keep the ch~rch and state forever separate, that 
the church may be pure and the state just and impar-
tial. H. E. GIDDINGS. 

What Kind of a Sabbath Does He Want? 

Sunday, June 24, the 1,280 letter carriers of this 
city and their families to the number of probably three 
thousand persons, attended a picnic at Santa Fe Park. 
That night Rev. Kittredge Wheeler at the Fourth 
Baptist Church, Monroe street and Ashland boule
vard, scored severely all "who do not respect Sunday, 
but especially the thoughtless or selfish persons who 
make conditions so hard for toilers that no time for 
recreation and amusement is possible for their em-

. ployes except the day set aside for rest and religion." 
It will be news to many people that this describes 

the condition of the letter-carriers. As a class they 
have more time for recreation than almost anybody 
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else who has to labor for a living; and it is scarcely 
just to say that they are "compelled" to take recrea
tion on Sunday or else not get it at all. 

But this we maintain, that they have a perfect right 
to take it then if they want to do so. And people who 
take their recreation on Sunday ought to be no more 
subject to attacks by the pulpit than those who take 
it upon some other day. Those who keep Sunday 
have no more right to abuse those who do not keep it, 
than those who do not keep it have to berate those 
who do. 

"Are we to have any Sabbath at all?" demands 
Mr. Wheeler. Well, that depends upon what he 
means by a Sabbath. If by that question he means 
are all to be required by"law to keep Sunday whether 
they want to keep it or not, we sincerely hope that we 
are to have no Sabbath. But if he means, are such 
as wish a Sabbath to have it? we reply, Certainly. 
N otbing on earth can keep any man who wants a 
Sabbath from having it. The Lord made not only a 
Sabbath, but "the Sabbath for man," and nobody can 
take it away from those who will keep it. The only 
trouble with Mr. Wheeler is that his is a man-made 
Sabbath; and what man has made he can unmake. 
Hence, while the Lord's Sabbath is secure to all who 
will keep it, the Sunday bewailed by Mr. Wheeler, is 
dependent upon the will and acts of men. B. 

In Ten Years. 
(From the Springfield Republican, June 26.) 

To see how fast we are moving, it is necessary 
sometimes to cast a short backward glance. One 
grows so quickly accustomed to daily news of war that 
it is easy to forget how new a thing it is in our time. 
To-day it seems hardly believable that only a few years 
ago the world was at peace, and peace-lovers were not 
without excuse for believing that a brighter, sweeter 
era was at hand than any this blood-soaked planet had 
ever known. War seemed a remote possibility; peace 
seemed the normal and natural thing. To see how far 
we have moved from that tranquil time, it is only 
necessary to turn back to a newspaper of, say 10 years 
ago, and compare it with one of to-day. The contrast is 

OVERWHELMING, APPALLING. 

The Republican of Wednesday, June 25, 1890, was 
not so large as the paper of the present day, but it 
gave in compact form the news that was of most im
port. Much space was given to college commence
ments, several columns were devoted to the speeches 
of George M. Stearns and Attorney-General Water
man on the West-end street railroad case. From 
Washington came the news that Wyoming was soon 
to be admitted as a state. There was but one para
graph of military news, to the effect that appropria-

at the Boston navy-yard had been struck out by the 
committee of Congress! Tranquil domestic news was 
not lacking, and peace prevailed, even in the brief an
tions for navy-yard improvements and for extra tools 
nouncement that the men on the Canadian fishery pro
tection cruisers were to be armed with batons, instead 
of cutlasses. The sugar trust was already making 
trouble, and Quay was pulling the strings for the 
Pennsylvania convention. A new record for baseball 
throwing was made, and John L. Sullivan was fined 
$500, no doubt very properly. The only item of old
world news which was sufficiently important to be 
given a place in a crowded paper, ten years ago yes
terday, was a four-line paragraph to the effect that 
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt had accidentally taken an over
dose of chloral. Nor did any of the editorials mention 
any foreign topic, except the action of Newfoundland 
in regard to the purchase of bait. How dull and dis
appointing such a day's news would be to the reader 
of to-day, whose appetite is whetted with daily horrors 
from all quarters of the world! 

TO COMPLETE THE CONTRAST. 

It is only necessary to analyze the contents of yester
day's Republican. The principal news page was given 
up almost exclusively to war-to four different wars. 
We read of "North China ablaze," of Minister Wu's 
opinions on the war, of the supposed safety of our peo
ple in Pekin, of the rise of the Boxers in Canton, of the 
rumored killing of a missionary, of the shipping of 
vast stores of ammunition to China, of the departure 
of marines from Washington, of the part of England 
and the United States in the war, and that of Germany 
and Russia, of the sailing of the 6th cavalry, of the 
killing of four Americans in an ambuscade, of the sail
ing of the cruiser Brooklyn, of the transfer of the 
headquarters of the Asiatic squadron, of the plans of 
the war department, of our ex-minister's views on the 
war, of the rescue of a missionary, of the sailing of a 
Russian cruiser, and the augmentation of the Indian 
army bound for China, of pressure brought to bear on 
Turkey, of England's war with the Ashantis, of Gen. 
Buller's progress in South Africa, and the raids of the 
Boers, of the departure of Boer envoys, of the war with 
a mob in St. Louis, of Gen. MacArthur's dealings with 
the Filipinos, and the movements of American garri
sons in the island of Samoa. There is barely room in 
this appalling record of bloodshed for a brief statement 
to the effect that some 19,000,000 people are starving 
to death in India. There is much peaceful news, too, 
baccalaureate sermons, sermons from local pulpits, the 
happenings of the day-but the dominant note is war, 
one sensation topping another. 

'Whatever views one may have as to the justice or 
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necessity of any particular war, it must be agreed that 
the e:ffect of living in 

A CONSTANT WAR ATMOSPHERE 

Is not likely to be conducive to peace. It kindles the 
passion for fighting, and it makes war instead of peace 
seem the natural and normal thing. This effect has 
been vastly intensified by the multiplication of news
papers and the use of telegraphy, which plunges us all 
daily into the midst of every war going on. A century 
ago the progress of a war was a matter of slow rumor; 
foreign nations sometimes hardly heard of one till it 
was over. The world has now been knit into a nerv
ous organism, every part of which is thrilled by a local 
disturbance. A morbid appetite for horrors is devel
oped, not unakin to that found in the amphitheaters 
of the Romans, and a day without a battle, a massacre, 
or an ambuscade at the very least, is disappointing. 
It is not hard to awaken the primitive passion for 
blood; the difficulty is in quelling it. It is a time for 
peace advocates to redouble their efforts, while apos
tles of the "strenuous life" may well rest for a season 
from their labors. 

THE CONTRAST 

Between the two snap-shots of the world in 1890 and 
1900 throws a strong light on the pace at which the 
world has been moving. The view 10 years ago 
showed a placid, smiling river ; now we see the boiling 
rapids of a torrent plunging toward what abyss no one 
knows. War has followed war with swift succession, 
the scene shifting from Greece to Cuba, from Cuba to 
the Soudan, from the Soudan to the Philippines, from 
the Philippines to South Africa, from there to China. 

. What the next stroke will be, who shall say? In the 
tumult of new sensations it is hard to realize how far 
we have come, or how short a time has elapsed since 
an era of peace on earth, good will to men. 'Many 
a hater of war and cruelty has thought silently of the 
poet's bitter awakening from his dream of the golden 
years:-
0 cease ! must hate and death return? 

Cease ! must men kill and die? 
Cease! drain not to its dregs the urn of bitter proph

ecy. 
Yet the chief cause for disquietude among thought

ful men, who love the arts of peace, and look on war as 
wicked and hateful, is not that its baleful conflagra
tions are breaking out in so many places, but that 
so many reputable men should be found to 

POUR OIL ON THE FLAMES, 

Teaching the young that courage and manhood and 
honor decay unless they periodically go out and shoot 
each other, that it is the duty of strong races to crush 
the life out of weak and backward nations and reduce 

all civilizations to one type. What more efficient ally 
could the cold, selfish greed of commercialism find? 
What force could so aggravate the craving for war 
which the world's daily butcher's bill creates? It is 
easy to talk lightly of "pessimism ;" are the millions 
of people who 10 years ago hoped that the reign of 
peace had begun . exactly satisfied with the situation 
since imperialism has got into the saddle? 

The record of 10 years ago was dull and humdrum, 
but the world was moving steadily forward toward the 
ideal of the wise men of all ages. Can as much be said 
for the record of to-day? 

An Instructive Contrast. 

The following paragraphs, the first from Benjamin 
Franklin, the second from Senator Lodge, illustrate 
well the wide difference between the spirit of the Rev
olutionary Fathers and the spirit that now animates 
not only the rulers of this country but of the world. 
Franklin said: 

"To me it seems that neither the obtaining nor re
taining any trade, how valuable soever, is an object 
for which men may justly spill each other's blood; that 
the true and sure means of extending and securing 
commerce are the goodness and cheapness of com
modities, and that the profits of no trade can ever be 
equal to the expense of compelling it and holding it by 
fleets and armies." 

Speaking in the Philadelphia convention, Senator 
Lodge said: 

"We do not mean that the Philippines shall come 
within our tariff system or become part of our body 
politic. * * * We make no hypocritical pretense 
of being interested in the Philippines solely on ac
count of others. * * * We see our duty to our
selves as well as to others. We believe in trade ex
pansion. By every legitimate means within the prov
ince of government and legislation we mean to stim
ulate the expansion of our trade and to open new 
markets. Greatest of all markets is China. * * "' 
Manila, the prize of war, gives us inestimable advan-
tages in developing that trade." . 

It is the same spirit that is waging war in South 
Africa. Not long since Mr. Cecil Rhodes spoke of 
the English flag as "the most valuable commercial 
asset" of which he had any knowledge. It is this spirit 
which now, as never before, dominates the world. It 
is simply one of the signs of the rapidly approaching 
end of the age. 

A recent London dispatch says: "Russia's primary 
ambitions are territorial and inordinate ; she covets 
Northern China, Corea, Turkey, Persia, and India; 
her diplomacy is the ablest and the most unscrupu
lous in Europe; ber military force is numerically the 
largest." 
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Roman Catholics and the Boxers. 
(From the outlook..) 

The statement has been made that the Boxers are 
opposed to all Christians in China because the priests 
of the Roman Catholic Church, by treaty between 
France and China two years ago, now hold ceremonial 
and civil powers not enjoyed by Protestant mission
aries, and that the Roman Catholic Church has been 
using this power as an inducement to the natives 
to embrace Christianity. Some of the priests were 

. even suspected of going so far as to defend criminals 
and evil-doers who promised to join "the church" pro
viding they were acquitted. 

Some Protestants declare that the present Boxer 
fury is but a just punishment for the flagrant abuse 
by the Roman Catholics of the special power and 
authority thus invested in them. 

On the other hand, the Roman Catholics declare 
that the imperial decree simply regulated the inter
course of their missionaries with the mandarins-for 
instance, by its provisions, bishops were placed equal 
in rank with viceroys, rural deans with tao-tais or de
partment directors, and priests with prefects; that 
personal communication, which had been before .al
most impossible to obtain, is now possible, and con
sequently justice between Christian and non-Chris
tian is easier of accomplishment. 

In any case, it is not improbable that, basing their 
belief on treaty rights protecting all Christians, native · 
Christians may have presumed that they were really 
independent. of Chinese authority and, through for
eign protection, might escape the punishment which 
an ordinary Chinaman would receive. · 

It is not extraordinary that the Roman Catholic 
Church has been so successful in China, and now 
numbers there thirty bishoprics and a million adher
ents. For it should be remembered that she began 
her work in the far East more than five centuries be
fore the Protestants began theirs. Even Marco Polo 
found an Archbishop of Peking. 

No one has estimated Protestant Chinese adher
ents as numbering over 30o,ooo, and most estimates 
fall below this figure. In North China the Presbyteri
ans have the largest number of American mission
aries-nearly two hundred-and nearly six hundred 
helpers. The Presbyterian printing-press at Shanghai 
is the largest mission press in the world, issuing sixty
seven million pages a year. The Methodists have over 
a hundred and fifty American missionaries and nearly 
seven hundred native helpers. The Congregational
ists (American Board) have over a hundred mission
aries and over three hundred native helpers. These 
are the principal American religious bodies in North 
China. Important American Protestant mission sta
tions are situated at "Kalgan, Paoting, Lin Chang, and 

Pang Chang. The Church of England is also strongly 
represented, having in China nearly two hundred mis
sionaries and over five hundred native helpers. In 
all China religious and educational work is now at a 
standstill. Church services are impossible. Schools 
have been disbanded and school buildings made into 
barracks, and the daily life of all the people is inter
rupted through dread of the Boxers. It is a satis
faction to add that, though some of the weaker Chi
nese have fallen away, as a rule the natives have stood 
firm in loyalty to their faitli . 

The report that the" trouble in China originated in 
the claim of Christians to immunity from burdens 
borne by natives generally, simply because they were 
Christians, is not as improbable as it might seem at 
first sight. If true, history is simply repeating itself 
in China. Too often have missionaries gone into 

1 heathen lands carrying, not peace, but war; trusting 
not to the power of the gospel, but to the power of 
the state. It is to be feared that this is true in large 
measure in China. 

-------
"The purpose of Sunday laws," says Rev. J. B. 

Davison, of the Wisconsin Sunday Rest Day Associa
tion, "is not to upbuild any church, or all churches, or 
religion in general, but to protect liberty, health, 
home, character, and general prosperity and thus up
build true manhood, the main element of strength in 
a republic." 

True manhood is the main element of strength in 
a republic; but Mr. Davison errs in assuming that 
true manhood can be fostered by laws for Sunday ob
servance. The individual who has true manhood will 
not lean on the laws ; and the more an individual de
pends upon the legislature to ,secure for him liberty, 
health,.home and character, the more dependent and 
iacking in true manhood will he become. Laws pro
tect rights, but they cannot foster manhood; that 
must be born in an individual, or he must be educated 
to it. And he who believes in a God and in the bind
ing claims of the divine law, will show his manhood by 
observing the Sabbath independently of human cus
toms and laws, simply because he believes it to be his 
duty ; this he will do if he has true manhood, and if 
not, his want of moral backbone cannot be supplied by 
a civil enactment. No man can learn to walk ere~t 
by leaning on a crutch. The more Sunday laws there 
are passed to enable people to do right, the more will 
people depend upon the law for their right doing, and 
that true manhood which is the main element of 
strength in the republic will be weakened rather than 
built up. Let the people be taught to do right be
cause it is right, and to depend upon themselves for 
"health, home and character" rather than on the laws, 
·; t-. .4- t .f-t. ....... ,. • ... 4-- he _.. .... :n.f-.... :-a.A h tue prosperlt..y o, t..ue repuv,lC 1~ t..v u ~.ua.J. J.Lc::uu.wu.. 
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NEws. NoTEs 
f\ND COMMENT 

An effort to secure a more rigid Sunday law in 
Louisiana has apparently failed, the legislature of the 
State refusng to act. The law was sought professedly 
in the interests of temperance. . _ 

* * * 
The net results of the St. Louis strike thus far are 

14 persons killed, r6o wounded and an estimated loss 
to the company of $1,20o,ooo. The loss to the city in 
a business way has been very large. 

* * * 
Investigations show that the Cuban service is hon

eycombed with fraud. It is now said that many Cu
bans have been receiving large salaries for merely 
nominal services in connection with the University of 
Havana. 

* * * 
The St. James Gazette thinks that "China is teach

ing the United States the impossibility of a great trad
ing nation avoiding ·imperialism," and adds: "Amer
ica's experience will teach her it is not the desire to 
grab distant lands, but unavoidable destiny that drives 
Great Britain ever forward. Washington has no 
choice but to protect the imperiled American citizens, 
and having once interfered in China to protect her in
terests, she shall never be able to shake from her 
shoes the dust of the celestial empire." 

* * * 
A correspondent of theN. Y. Independent, writing 

of saloons in Manila, says : "I do not believe our ad
vent to the Philippines has yet caused any appreciable 
increase of drinking among the islanders ; this effect 
may possibly come later. We have brought our own 
vices to this land, and up to the present time we alone 
indulge in intemperance. When the Filipinos consider 
the matter at all, they say our men are fools not to 
realize their excesses will eventually kill them, and 
they marvel at the American lack of self-control in 
the matter of drinking as exemplified by our army." 

* * 
The Inter Ocean's London correspondent thinks 

that "Germany dreams of an empire to rival Great 
Britain's; at present she seeks a great share of the 
world's commerce; and soon she will be willing to use 
her guns to get it and to defend it ; she avows no terri-

torial aspirations, but if the opportunity arises she will 
exploit South America as England has exploited 
Africa." 

* * * 
Recently a bootblack in Springfield, Mass., was 

fined five dollars, not simply for "shining" a pair of 
shoes on Sunday, but for "shining" them after ten 
o'clock on Sunday-"shining" shoes at the very hour 
he ought to have been at church, or at least on his 
way there. If a part of Sunday is more "sacred" than 
another part it would seem that it must be the portion 
usually devoted to public services in the churches. 
This is no modern innovation invented by the modern 
preacher to induce people to go to church. No sir; 
it was so in the time of Constantine and subsequently. 
It was so in England as much as two centuries ago, 
and it is becoming more and more apparent in our 
own country. We suppose that this is one reason why 
some people think that the prime object of Sunday 
laws is to encourage attendance at church by discour
aging everything else. But perish the thought! Any
body who wants to .can easily see that in demanding 
a law prohibiting the "shining" of shoes on Sunday 
the preachers are actu::tted only by the d'esire to pro
mote the bootblack's physical good. Anybody can 
see from the haggard look on their faces that they 
need rest, and if they won't take it voluntarily they 
must be compelled to take it or to pay roundly for 
their wilfulness. 

* * * 

One of the conditions upon which the Filipinos 
propose to submit to the authority of 'the United 
States is the expulsion of the friars. To this it is 
stated that General MacArthur made reply that this 
rested not with him, but with. the Taft commission. 
"But not even the Taft commission," says the Spring
field Republican, "can decide that issue. Congress is 
a higher power than any number of gentlemen the 
Ptesident may send to study life in Luzon. And when 
friars are involved, even Congress will find itself bound 
by the Paris treaty, if not by the Constitution of the 
United States. Into that treaty the Spanish negotia
tors succeeded in writing some clauses which will give 
the policy of expelling the friars, or confiscating their 
property, an immense amount of trouble. The Fili
pinos may cry 'Expel!' Expel!' and even Senator 
Lodge may say that expulsion should take place, yet 
expulsion is not likely to take place while William 
McKinley remains President of the United States and 
ruler of the Philippine Islands. The Filipinos by 
themselves would have cut the knot, as the Mexicans 
did under Juarez, but the United States can do noth
ing radical, without raising a religious issue at home." 
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And we very much doubt if either of the great par
ties has the courage to raise such an issue. Rome has 
an influence in the United States to-day that is not 
generally realized. 

Former Congressman Brigham H. Roberts, of 
Utah, was convicted recently in the District Court in 
Salt Lake on the charge of sustaining the relation of 
husband to each of two women at the same time. He 
was sentenced to pay a fine of $150 or to be impris
oned in the county jail for one bundred and fifty days. 
''Notice of an appeal to the State Supreme Court was 
given on the ground that the information upon which 
the defendant was tried charged that the offense had 
been committed in Salt Lake county, while one of the 
women lived in Davis county. This practically 
amounts to contending that a man is not guilty of 
polygamy or kindred offenses provided he only has 
one wife in each of the twenty-seven counties in the 
State." 

The New York Herald, hitherto credited with 
strong leaning toward imperialism, now says : 

"Imperialism is a military, not a commercial am
bition, and is one that, by a strange fatality, destroys 
those that cherish it. The republics of history lie 
buried in the ashes of empire. Is the United States 
getting ready to be added to the heap?" 

Nevertheless we believe that the imperialism that 
now afflicts the United States is commercial rather 
than military. It is inspired by the greed of the classes 
rather than by the mistaken "patriotism" of the 
masses. 

June 21st General McArthur, acting under orders 
from Washington issued in the Philippines a general 
proclamation of "amnesty, with complete immunity 
for the past and absolute liberty of action for the fu
ture, to all persons who are now or at any time since 
February 4, 1899, have been in insurrection against 
the United States in either a military or a civil ca
pacity, and who shall within a period of ninety days 
from the date hereof formally renounce all connection 
with such insurrection and subscribe to a declaration 
acknowledging and accepting the sovereignty and au
thority of the United States in and over the Philippine 
Islands. The privilege herewith published is extended 
to all concerned without any reservation whatever, 
excepting that persons who have v-iolated the laws of 
war during the period of active hostilities are not em
braced within the scope of this amnesty." 

Concerning the Chinese imbroglio the New York 
Tribune has this to say: "Whatever may be the pur
poses of the European powers will not matter. This 

country is not to be drawn into their schemes. If after 
the restoration of peace it shall be found possible to 
leave the government of China in Chinese hands, 
either with or without a protectorate, well and good. 
The United States would hail such an arrangement 
with satisfaction. But if the powers, or any of them, 
shall proceed to a partitioning of the empire among 
them, the United States is not likely either to join 
in that work or to oppose it, but is likely rather to 
insist upon the maintenance in the partitioned empire 
of the commercial and industrial rights it has enjoyed 
in the integral empire. That is all it wants, and less 
than that no friendly power could expect it to accept." 

But already Europe has "served notice,'' through 
certain influential papers, that unless the United States 
shares the burdens of restoring peace, or in other 
words, unless the United States becomes a party to the 
agreement to be entered into by the powers, she can 
expect none of the benefits. 

The Sabbath Question in Raratonga. c...J 

The following is from the Boston Sunday Journal 
of June 17: 

If it were not for the war in South Africa the 
strange rebellion in Raratonga would be attracting at
tention. Raratonga is a Pacific island under the Brit
ish flag, whose population has been evangelized by the 
London Missionary Society. Most voyagers are ac
puainted with the disturbing effects of the 18oth de
gree of longitude, and the first missionaries to Rara
tonga forgot they had passed that important imag
inary line. The consquence was that the first Sunday 
they announced in Raratonga was in reality a Satur
day, and the mistake was perpetuated until quite re
cently, when the Legislature corrected the blunder and 
put the calendar right. 

Then came the trouble. The evangelized natives, 
furiously Sabbatarian, refused to recognize the change. 
They deserted the churches of the London Missionary 
Society and kept the old Sunday (now Saturd~y) re
ligiously in their homes. In the words of a special cor
respondent of the New Zealand Herald, who has 
visited the scene, "the greatest excitement is being ex
perienced over the change. All the business houses 
and government offices have adopted it, but large num
bers of the superstitious natives are in rebellion.'' 

The truth· is that these islanders· were keeping the 
very day specified in the divine commandment, which 
says, "The seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy 
God." Moreover, a goodly number of them were 
keeping it not as Sunday, the first day of the week, but 
keeping it intelligently for what it is-the seventh day, 
the Sabbath·of the Lord. This explains why some at 
least are unwilling to surrender this day at the behest 
of the civil authorities. 

But the scornful tone of the foregoing quotation 
shows how utterly impossible it ts for many to appre-
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ciate what it is to have a genuinely conscientious con
viction regarding the keeping of any particular day. 
It illustrates well the truth of the Scripture which says, 
"The natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit 
of God ; for they are foolishness unto him ; neither 
can he know them, because they are spiritually dis
cerned." 

Canadians Fear Militarism. 

A Canadian journal, The Westminster, sees cause 
for alarm in the spirit of militarism that has been de
veloped in Canada from the connection of that country 
with the fortunes of the British Empire in South Af
rica. It says: 

"One of the signs of the times is the marked and 
quite dangerous development of the spirit of militar
ism and disregard of its dangers on the part of the 
public. A species of military mania has manifested 
itself among us, and the distinction won by the Cana
dians in South Africa has fed this war spirit until it 
threatens what is best and most worth while in the 
character of our people. There has become common 
among us a way of speaking about war which is sug
gestive of a very marked lowering of the moral tone. 
* * There is being fostered in this city a false spirit, 
the wicked spirit of militarism, which unless it is 
checked will spoil wl!at is best and fullest of hope in 
our national government." 

But what especially stirs The Westminster is the 
observed effect of the military spirit upon Sunday ob
servance. "It has come to be so," it says, "th11t neither 
the fear of God nor regard for man is esteemed of im
portance as against the supposed interests of militar
ists. We are gravely told by a military officer that the 
Sabbath should be devoted to rifle practice by our To
ronto volunteers, in order that their marksmanship 
might be improved. 'Killing the Boers' is held up 
before our school boys as a laudable ambition. The 
Lord's day is being degraded from a day of rest to a 
day of military parades, and the desecrating influence 
of these parades is not a whit lessened by the hollow 
pretense of a religious service. Is it not time some 
strong, earnest voice were raised in determined pro
test against these efforts to make Canadian nation
hood after the pattern of the militarism-cursed nations 
of Europe?" 

The Westminster's fears for the preservation of 
"the Sabbath," and for "what is best and most worth 
while in the character of our people," are certainly well 
founded. It is the very nature of militarism to crowd 
out or override every other sentiment in the mind 
where its spirit finds a welcome; so that even regard 
for "the Sabbath," so strong in most parts of Can
ada, becomes entirely subservient to the display of 
that which glorifies war, with only the "hollow pre
tense of a religious service" for its justification. Mili-

tarism, in short, becomes both the business and the· 
religion of the individuals who fall under the spell of 
its fascinating and bewildering influence. The alarm 
which is now felt in Canada on this point ought to be 
instructive to the people of the United States. 

Christian Endeavorers and Sunday Travel. 

The influence that is wielded by the Christian En
deavor Society in secular as well as religious affairs,. 
was shown the other day by the action of the man
agers of several leading railways, in deferring to the
wishes of the society at the cost of completely altering 
the time schedule of their trains. There was also 
shown, in connection with the same, the inconsistency 
that seems to be naturally born of devotion to Sun
day observance. The facts are thus stated by the 
Chicago Chronicle : 

"Members of the Society of Christian Endeavor 
have compelled the officers of the three big railroads 
between Chicago and Boston, the Nickel Plate, West 
Shore and Boston and Albany, entirely to rearrange 
their time cards to avoid starting a special train bear
ing a delegation to the organization's convention at 
the Hub from Chicago on Sunday. 

"A party of· Endeavorers numbering rso from 
Chicago and points west of here recently arranged for 
a special train to take the members through to Boston. 
By the schedule made out by the transportation people 
the train was to have departed from Chicago at ro :30 
p. m. Sunday, July r. 

"All details for the trip had been agreed on on 
both sides when the Endeavorers in charge of the 
affair discovered that the train was scheduled to de
part from Chicago Sunday night and that the first 
hour and a half of the journey would be on the seventh 
day [first day] of the week. The consciences of the 
leaders of the party rebelled, and the railroad men 
were quickly sought. After a long conference on the 
question the transportation officers agreed to arrange 
a new time card that would start the train from Chi
cago at 12 :or o'clock Monday morning, July 2. 

"Though the train for the east will not start from 
Chicago until after the last minute of the Lord's day 
has been consumed, many of the party from points 
outside who will go on the east-bound special will ar
rive in the city on the morning and evening trains 
from the west Sunday.'·' 

Of course, it is perfectly proper for the Endeav
orers to refuse to travel on any part of a day they be
lieve to be holy time; but the average mind will be 
mystified in trying to distinguish between the sinful
ness of sitting in a train that is in motion on Sunday, 
and that of making the necessary preparations, on the 
part of both travelers and train men, to begin the 
journey one minute after Sunday is past. That is keep
ing the day in the sight of men rather than in the 
sight of God. Still it is to be remembered that men 
have had vastly more to do with making Sunday a 
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religious day than God has had, as may be learned 
both from history and from revelation; and from this 
fact it naturally follows that custom rather than con
sistency is regarded in the observance of the day. But 
consistency is ever associated with truth and right. 

The World Movement Toward Denominational 
Union. 

"The question of denominational union," says the 
Literary Digest, "is fast becoming one of the most 
important questions of the day in all Protestant lands. 
In Germany, as we have lately pointed out, a strong 
movement exists for the federation of the state 
churches, amounting to nearly fifty in number; and 
federation is one step on the road to organic union. 
In Scotland, the Congregationalists and the churches 
of the Evangelical Union-sometimes called Morrisa
nians-amalgamated their forces a short time ago ; 
and the Free and United Presbyterian churches are 
to become organically one next October as already 
mentioned in these pages. In South Australia the 
three leading Methodist denominations and in Canada 
all the various Methodist bodies, have for some years 
been one. This is an encouraging record. 

"Besides this measure of union already attained, 
there are promising movements under way in Eng
land. All the great Protestant churches outside the 
Establishment have for some years had a strong fed
eral organization, as we have several times pointed 
out. During several years past an attempt has been 
made to unite organically two of the Methodist bodies 
-the Princeton Methodists and the Bible Christians. 
Both are off-shoots of the original Wesleyan parent 
stock, but separated from it on questions of church 
government. According to the London correspon
dent of The Advance (Cong.), the consummation of 
this event will be delayed for some years, however, 
since the two bodies can not agree on the subject of 
lay representation in the conference. 

"In America, the recently organized Federation of 
Churches reports substantial progress, and will begin 
the new century with bright prospects. The recent 
success of federate mission endeavors in the great 
Ecumenical Council in New York, and the deliver
ances of the Methodist Episcopal General Conference 
in Chicago last month on the subject of Christian uni
ty, are also regarded as favorable signs pointing to 
greater comity between the churches. It is significant 
also that the Protestant body which has made br_ far 
the most notable gain in membership during the past 
nine years is the one which refuses to be called by 
any other name than ChristiaJ:l or Disciples of Christ. 
This body, according to Dr. Carroll's latest statistics, 
in The Christian Advocate, gained 477,345 members 
during that period-a gain of seventy-one per cent
and has now advanced to the sixth place among the 
Christian denominations in numerical strength." 

Were these churches what churches ought to be, 

merely organizations for evangelistic work-if their 
object was purely gospel work,-there could be found 
in these facts nothing but cause of rejoicing. But 
when we remember that the church of to-day is be
coming more and more political continually, we can
not close out eyes to the danger that lurks in this 
movement. The testimony of history is that gigantic 
religious combinations to effect political objects are 
always dangerous, and since the church is using her 
power more and more continually in this way there 
is danger to liberty of conscience in church federation. 

B. 

Do the European Residents in Turkey Provoke 
Conflicts? 

(From the Literary!Digest) 

Complaint is made in the Correspondent (Ham
burg) that the Christians resident in Turkey have 
not yet learned to restrain themselves, especially when 
they believe themselves protected by the consuls ot 
foreign powers. "Christians," in this case, refers not 
to the missionaries, but to any citizens of a country 
under the sway of Western civilization. The Corres
pondent relates the following: 

"The Christians on the coast of Palestine have 
the foolish custom of celebrating Easter by the con
tinual firing of pistols and guns. This almost led 
to a massacre at Haifa. There has been bad blood 
between the Christians and Mohammedans of the port 
for some time past, and the kaimakan (governor),_ to 
prevent an outbreak, prohibited this useless burnmg 
of powder this year. On Easter Sunday the order 
was respected but on the second day several hundred 
shots were fir~d. On the third, when the French con
sul dressed in his gala uniform, left the Greek church, 
a ~ob of 2,500 to 3,000 persons accompanied . him, 
yelling Vive la republique de France! and a regular 
fusillade ensued. 

"This behavior irritated the Mohammedans, and 
they made up their mind to celebrate the Mohamme
dan All Souls' Day, which fell upon April !9• in the 
same way. The kaimakan proh~bited .shootmg; and a 
parade, but the sheiks came to hu~ to mform h1m that 
they could not prevail upon thetr young pe?ple to 
abandon their project, as they were determmed to 
show that they had as much right as the Christians. 
The parade took place. The Christians, fearing vio-
lence had bought the day before all the arms they 
could get hold of, and had garrisoned a house on the 
road of the parade with I50 men, detertJ.?-i?ed to accept 
battle if occasion offered. The authontles, however, 
were on the alert, and no fight occurred. It c~ml~ 
have ended only in a general massacre. But the met
dent shows how provokingly the Christians act upon 
occasion taunting the Mohammedans. They are en
couraged in this by the influential and ambitious con
suls. When passion has been aroused to fever heat 
in this way, very little is needed to cause an outbreak 
of fanaticism." 
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A dispatch from San Juan de Porto Rico, under 
date of June 27, says: "At a teachers' conference, 
held here yesterday evening, Dr. Saldana, a member 
of the insular board of education, during the course 
of an address ~emarked that the Catholic religion 
should again be introduced into the public schools of 
Porto Rico. 

"Dr. Campos Valladares, a Portuguese Presbyteri
an, superintendent of public instruction in Brazil, took 
exception to Dr. Saldana's remark, and, turning to 
Bishop Blenk (the bishop of Porto Rico), he said, in 
substance, that the Catholic church had been negative 
in results in all the South American countries, assert
ing that the illiteracy prevailing there was due entirely 
to the church's influence. This remark caused great 
excitement. No sooner were the words uttered than 
Bishop Blenk jumped to his feet, and, striking the 
table with his closed fist, shouted: 'It's a lie,' adding, 'I 
will not sit quietly and hear the church of which I 
am the representative in Porto Rico traduced in such 
language.' 

"After a painful silence, by a common impulse the 
adherents of the bishop shouted as with one voice : 
'Long live Catholicism,' and the incident was closed, 
though it has aroused much feeling." 

This is a point upon which Rome is very tender. 
It was very inconsiderate, to say the least, for Dr. 
Valladares to give utterances to such a distasteful truth 
in the prese~ce of a Catholic bishop. Possibly, how
ever, he did it to give the bishop opportunity to show 
what manner of spirit . he was of. 

The Koloniale Zeitschrift (Berlin), one of the jingo 
members of the German press says: 

"The Americans no longer connect ideas of liberty 
with the views expressed by Monroe. Materialism, 
imperialism, and low selfishness are their predominant 
motives, as the annexation of Hawaii and the Spanish
American war have shown. The Monroe doctrine is 
a mere phrase, which does not find approval in South 
America or in Europe, But phrases frighten nobody, 
and it is doubtful that the Yankees want war for the 
sake of phrases. The power of the United States is 
not overrated in Europe as much as in America. The 
Americans should remember that t:teir offer to take 
part in the settlement of Crete was met hy a pitying 
smile, and that their hero Dewey became silent when 
Admiral v.on Diedriches ordered his ships ready for 
action. If the United States were actually to uphold 
the Monroe doctrine, the answer would come from the:: 
mouth of cannon." 

The St. Petersburger Zeitung remarks that "the 
United States government is reported to have ordered 
its consuls in South America to report on the numbers 
and attitude of the German settlers in South Ameri
ca," and then adds, "It is hardly to be believed that 
the Washington government can be so foolish as to 
meddle with matters which are absolutely no business 

of theirs. Germans have a right to settle where they 
please, as numerously as they please;" "It is notable 
that the· French press,'' says the Zeitung, "also aims 
to make Germany and the United States enemies. The 
French have not forgiven the disaster to Spain, and 
they are anxious to involve the United States in a 
quarrel with a real power." 

josiah Allen's Wife Goes a Visiting. 

"Josiah Allen's Wife" has sharpened up her pen 
again, ana with her patient, amiable, unobtrusive hus
band "goes a-visitin'" for the Ladies' Horne Journal. 
Every one, knowing that Josiah's wife is "obsarvant" 
and "critikal," can anticipate that in laying bare the 
shortcomings and mistakes of those she visits she will 
have abundant opportunity fo.r the exercise of her 
quaint humor and homely philosophy. In the course 
of her "visitin' " she finds many things to set right, 
and there is a definite purpose underlying all her 
sketches. "Josiah and I Go a-Visitin'" is perhaps 
the best series that Mrs. Holly has ever written-su
perior even to her description of the Centennial which 
established her reputation as a humorist-philosopher 
of the first order. The first sketch of this new series 
will be published in the August Journal. 

Why jefferson Wrote the Declaration 

of Independence. 

"It has always been a curious puzzle why Franklin, 
the man of ripe age, of commanding distinction and of 
approved literary skill, was not selected to write this 
declaration instead of Thomas Jefferson, then only 
thirty-three years old and comparatively unknown," 
says John Gilmer Speed, in The Saturday Evening 
Post. "It could not be that Franklin was passed by 
because he had done everything within his power to 
avert the war and reconcile the differences between the 
Colonies and the Mother Country, for all wise men in 
the Colonies did all that honor permitted in that di
rection until the die was cast. No, it was not a fear of 
Franklin's earnestness in the cause of the Colonies
it was probably the fear of Franklin's humor. · 

"He was not only the greatest man of his time, but 
he was one of the greatest humorists of any time. And 
so his associates were possibly afraid that he would 
put a joke in the Declaration, and passed him by arid 
selected the lank young Virginian with the freckled 
face. 

"As it was, Franklin did have his joke, for when 
the members of Congress were about to sign the 
Declaration, Hancock, whose earnestness is expressed 
in the bold signature which comes first, said in his own 
earnest way: 'We must be unanimous; there must be 
no pulling different ways; we must all hang together.' 

" 'Yes ' replied Franklin, 'we .must hang together 
' 1 ' " or we shafl be pretty sure to hang separate y. 
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CHICAGO, ]ULY 5, 1900. 

~Any on~ receiving The· Sentinel of Liberty without 
hamng ordered zt, may know that it is sent by some jriend. 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no fears 
that they will be asked to pay for it. 

~ell ow fever has reappeared in a threatening man
~e~ m Cuba, and now the question is being asked why 
1t 1s necessary to maintain garrisons of United States 
troops in the island, exposed as they must be to the 
~an~er of at~ack from the dreaded scourge. The ques
tion 1s espectally pertinent in view of the promise made 
by. t?e Government to withdraw it

1
S forces when paci

ficatwn was established, there b(:!ing as complete peace 
in the island now as there is in the United States. The 
answer to the question must come from Washington. 

A Seventh-day Adventist barber of Newark, Ohio, 
named Dorsey, was arrested for keeping his shop 
open Sunday, June 19, and was fined $13 and costs, 
amounting in all to $17. This was done at the insti
gation of the barbers' union. The Sunday law of Ohio 
provides an exemption for those who observe the sev
enth day, which Mr. Dorsey has regularly done; but 
this did not interfere at all with the prosecution 
brought against him for working on Sunday. And 
this illustrates about how valuable these Sunday law 
exemption clauses are as a protection to conscientious 
observers of the seventh day, when their enemies are 
deter;mined to make them trouble for doing Sunday 
work. This is the third case of prosecution of con
scientious Christians under the Sunday laws that we 
have reported within a month. 

The Toronto World of June 29, reports a meeting 
of the executive board of the Ontario Lord's Day Al
liance, in Toronto, at which "a report was made of a 
government investigation into the question of the ne
cessity for opening the canals on the Lord's day." 
The investigation was not finished, and the question 
will be argued before the government at an early date. 

The new secretary of the Alliance, Rev. J. G. 
Shearer, is to begin on August 15 a five or six weeks' 
tour of the Maratime Prqvinces and Quebec, accom
panied by Rev. F. A. Cassidy, of Guelph, Ont., and 
together they will organize Lord's Day Alliances in 
that territory similar to the one that is no\v prominent 

in Ontario. Evidently this move is intended as a 
step toward securing Sunday legislation by the Do
minion parliament. 

. A pyramid of whiskey in barrels on the steamship 
pters at Hoboken, N.J., was responsible on Saturday 
last for th~ loss of several hundred lives and the de
struction of $1U,OOu,ooo worth of property, including 
se_veral ~ce~n .liners, by fire. The catastrophe began 
wtth an lllptgmficant blaze in a cotton bale, which was 
comm~nicated to the whiskey pile, and the resulting 
exploswn spread the flames over a vast area with the 
most incredible rapidity. In any case this whiskey 
pyramid would have caused the loss of a number of 
lives and of considerable property before it was all 
dispose_d of, but on this occasion an appaling penalty 
was patd for the manufacture and intended use of this 
noxious mixture that has ever been so great an enemy 
to mankind. 

The attempt to enforce Sunday in the island of 
Raratonga, one of the Cook Group in the South Pa
cific, has finally led to most tragic consequences. 
Latest advices from the island received by way of 
Seattle, Wash., report a general uprising of the na
tives against the whites, and that fifty of the latter 
have been killed. ·The Europeans are retreating to the 
seaport towns, which they are fortifying in expectation 
of attack. This uprising of the natives with its terri
ble loss of life is the direct result of the attempt to 
enforce Sunday observance upon them, they having 
been accustomed to observe the seventh day as the 
Sabbath,-the day observed until recently by all pro
fessing Christianity in the island. It has long been 
known that, owing to its position relative to the day 
line, the day observed as Sunday in the. island was 
in reality the seventh day; but when it began to be 
taught that the seventh day is the true Sabbath, an 
influential party of the whites set about to secure the 
observance of the first day in place. of the seventh, and 
finally secured from the British governor a law mak
ing Sunday observance compulsory. Now scores of 
people are dead, much property destroyed, and the 
cause of Christianity in the island indefinitely set back, 
all because of that most obnoxious thing-a religious 
law-for which there was no necessitywhatever. Every 
man, civilized or savage, naturally revolts against com
pulsion in religion; and those who have instituted this 
in Raratonga are responsible for the situation that is 
now reported as existing there. 

A board has been appointed in Cuba to consider 
the question of the ownership of church property. 
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Liberty is the birthright of every man. If anyone 
does not have it, either he has been robbed of it, or 
else, like Esau, he has sold his birthright. 

.J1. .J1. 

The civil law caimot "protect" a religious institu
tion and at the same time protect the liberties of peo
ple who hold a multitude of opposing religious views. 

$ $ 

Every man who is honest with himself knows deep 
down in his heart that every other man is justly en
titled to the free exercise of the same rights as he him
self. 

.J1. .J1. 

The man who fails to govern himself, invites there
by either anarchy or despotism; for one of these 
must inevitably result from the failure of self-gov
ernment. 

.J1. .J1. 

The essential feature of the Sabbath institution is 
rest. God rested on the seventh day, and blessed the 
.day and sanctified it; but he ble.ssed the day ''because 
that in it he ltad rested from all his work." The Sab-. 
bath is a religious institution, and rest from work is 
its essential teature. Hence' the rest that is enjoined 
,on the Sabbath,day .has a reHgious f;ignifh::ance; it is 

a religious act. And because it is such no human 
power has any rightful authority to require it of the 
people. 

.J1. .J1. 

It has been said, "that government is best which 
governs least." This is true; but no people can have 
such a government who have not. the faculty of self
government. 

.$ $ 

Men are not possessed of rights because of birth ~r 
station, of wealth or natural endowment, nor even be
cause of being more civilized than others, but because 
they are men. Rights are an endowment by the Cre
ator a~d belong alike to all men. 

The Church Going Into Politics. 

Cable news from London relative to the world's 
convention of Christian Endeavor to be held there this 
month, states that "Christian citizenship as a live 
power in American politics will be advocated by the 
Rev. Chas. lVI. Sheldon of Topeka, Kans." Mr. Shel
don is quoted as saying to a newspaper correspondent: 

"There has never been a more favorable time than 
the present for the forces of Christianity to assert 
themselves in the realm of practical politics. I see 
there a promising field for the effort to throw . open 
not only municipal affairs but state and national gov
ernment as well. The support of the best individuals 
is bound to be coincident with the support of the best 
policies. 

"Christian Endeavorers,as representing theyoung
est and most energetic workers in the religious world, 
must familiarize themselves with the ways and means 
politicians employ, and use them for the ends of good 
government. There is no question that the balance 
of power in many communities can be wielded by 
God's church army as soon as it realizes its strength." 

The Rev. Mr. Sheldon seems to have forgotten, or 
never to have learned, the teaching of early church 
history upon·· tl;lis point. In the history ·of .the. !')arly 
Christjan .church it is pl?-inly set forth that the church, 
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as it grew and prospered, arrived at a period :when her 
leaders saw a most favorable time "for the forces of 
Christianity to unite themselves in the ·realm of prac
tical politics." And they did it. An arrangement was 
made with the emperor whereby the will of. the church 
was embodied ·in the law of the realm ;the church, in 
return for this great opportunity to advance the king
dom of God, merely givtng her influence to secure 
.the emperor in his seat of power. What could be 
more proper or fortunate for the Christian cause? The 
mould of Christianity was put upon all the realm 
through Christian laws, and of course an emperor who 
would thus favor Christianity ought by all means to 
be retained in power, and could most properly ·be 
given all the support the church could possibly com
mand, just as now the political party which would 
enact Christian laws in the United States would de-

. serve the full support of the Christian Endeavorers 
and all other Christian bodies here. That was "prac
tical politics" for that time. 

But somehow the expected good that was to come 
from this great stroke of joining Christianity with 
politics failed to materialize. The church began to 
receive the mould of the state, but the state failed to 
receive the mould of Christianity. The spirit of poli
tics and with it the methods of politics came more and 
more into the church, and the church became more 
and more conformed to the world. The church had 
gone into politics to uplift the world, but instead of 
pulling the world up, had simply pulled herself down 
to the world's level. The result was the full.develop
ment of the papacy, and the longnight of the Dark 
Ages. 

Now again we are told by a leader in the Christian 
church that "Christian Endeavorers * * * must 
familiarize themselves with the ways and means poli
ticians employ, and use them for the ends of good 
government." Now, candidly, in the light of Chris
tianity and in the light of history, will it be a good 
thing for Christian Endeavorers or any other Chris
tians to "familiarize themselves with the ways and 
means politicians employ" ? What is to be gained 
for the cause of Christianity through its adherents be
coming familiar with bribery, intimidation, lying, wire
pulling and hypocrisy, as practiced by the successful 
politician? What is to be gained for the cause of 
good by the study of evil? The "ways and means" 
employed by the politicians to-day are ways that will 
surely corrupt the principles of righteousness. The 
study of them and the practice of them by Christian 
Endeavorers and others in the church will surely 
bring a flood of politics into the church, and produce 
an image of the papacy, just as the first union of the 
church with politics produced the papacy itself. The 
Christian church cannot open her doors to politics to 

save sinners, any mor~. than the ship at sea can save 
the man lost overboard by taking in the ocean with 
hini. He might he drawn into the ship with the m
rush of water, but the ship itself would be sent to the 
bottom. Many a godly church· has been swamped by 
worldliness, through the mistaken idea that salvation 
can come to the world through that which is of the 
world . 

. The Rev. Mr. Sheldon has not hit upon anything 
new in his idea of having "the forces of Christianity 
assert themselves in the realm of practical politics." 
That is an old experiment, and anyone may read of 
the many trials given it from Constantine's day down 
to our own century, with the results that have fol
lowed. Would that Mr. Sheldon and the Christian 
Endeavorers might read history more carefully upon 
this point before proceeding further with their church-
political program. s. 

"Is This a Christian Nation?" 

In Sunday Reform Leaflets for January of the cur
rent year, Dr. E. Thomas, general manager of the 
Sunday League of America, undertakes to answer 
this question in the affirmative. Among the ·arguments 
by which he seeks to sustain his contention that the 
nation is Christian and ought therefore to have "Chris
tian" laws, is this: 

"It is said Congress is prohibited from establishing 
religion in the First Amendment to the Constitution. 
But what was understood by 'an establishment of re
ligion' when that amendment was adopted, was a state 
church, and nothing else was thought of ~t that time. 
That phrase was in common use, and applied univer
sally to the state church, which had recently been dis
established in Virginia. Congress was thus prohibited 
from taxing the people for the support of the 'Church 
of England in America,' or for the support of any 
other branch of the Christian church. 

"But it was not understood as prohibiting the sup
port of Christianity. On the other hand, the facts of 
our history show that Congress is continually ac
knowledging God, and at every session appropriating 
money, out of the public treasury, for the more firm 
establishment of and propagation of the Christian re
ligion. Each house of Congress has its chaplain-a 
minister of some Christian church. He prays at each 
day's session-visits sick members as a pastor, and 
buries, with Christian burial, any that may die during 
the session-performing the functions of a pastor, each 
house of Congress being in a certain sense, a Chris
tian church." 

Again a little further on in the same connection the 
Doctor says: "Only Christian teachers are appointed 
to our Indian schools. Thus every Congress appro
priates large sums of money for the support and es
tablishment of the Christian religion." 

.This reminds us of the story of the camel which, 
being permitted to j:nit its head inside its owner's tent 
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kept getting further in, little by little, until finally the 
beast occupied the entire tent to the exclusion of the 
former occupant. 

Like all National Reformers, Dr, Thomas argues 
that the language of the Constitution which provides 
that "Congress shall make no law concerning an es
tablishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof," means only that Congress should not set up 
any one denomination as the state church. But Mr. 
Madison, "the Father of the Constitution," said: 

"There is not a shadow of right in the general 
government to intermeddle with religion. Its least 
interference with it would be a most flagrant usurpa-
tion." · 

And again in his memorial to the General Assembly 
of Virginia, protesting against the imposition of a 
tax, not for any sngle church, but "for the support of 
teachers of the Christian religion," Mr. Madison said: 

"Who does not see that the same authority which 
can establish Christianity, to the exclusion of all other 
religions, may establish with the same ease, any par
ticular sect of Christians, in exclusion of all other 
sects; that the same authority which can force a citizen 
to contribute three pence only of his property for the 
support of any one establishment, may force him to 
conform to any other establishment whatsoever." 

their attendant train of evils, is to adhere strictly to 
the spirit of the Constitution, which regards the gen
eral government in no other light than that of a civil 
institution, wholly destitute of religious authority. 
What other nations call religious toleration, we call re
ligious rights. They are not exercis~d in virtue of 
governmental indulgence, but as rights, of which gov
ernment can not deprive any portion of citizens, how
ever smalL Despotic power may invade those rights, 
but justice still confirms them.' 

"Let the national legislature once perform an act 
which involves the decision of a religious controversy, 
and it will have passed its legitimate bounds. The pre
cedent will then be established and the foundation laid 
for that usurpation of the divine prerogative in this 
country which has been. the desolating scourge to the 
fairest portions of the Old World.'~ 

This report also declares (for it still. speaks to the 
confusion of all who would undo the noble work of the 
Fathers of the Republic) that "the Jews are as free 
in this country as Christians and are entitled to the 
same protection from the laws." . 

Again, the following year, the House Committee; 
on Post-Offices and Post-Roads presented a report 
on the same subject, in which they declare, "The Con
stitution regards the consdence of the Jew as sacred as 
that of the Christian." And again this report says: 

Thomas Jefferson, a man who certainly knew as 
fully at least as Dr. Thomas the meaning of the Con
stitution, felt that he as President was prohibited by 
the Constitution from issuing religious proclamations. 
He said: "I consider the government of the United 1 

States as interdicted by the Constitution from inter
meddling with religious institutions, their doctrines, 
discipline, or exercises." 

"Congress acts under a Constitution of delegated 
and limited powers. The committee look in vain to 
that instrument for a delegation of power authorizing 
this body to inquire and determine what part of time, 
or whether any, has been set apart by the Almighty 
for religious exercises. On the contrary, among the 
few prohibitionists which it contains, is one that pro-
hibits a religious test, and another that declares that 
Congress shall pass no law respecting the establish
ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof.'' The treaty with Tripoli, written by a Congrega

tional minister and signed by George Washington, 
expressly declares that ·"the Government of the United 
States is not in any sense, founded on the Christian 
religion." 

In 1829 the Senate Committee on Post-Offices and 
Post-Roads presented to the Senate a report which 
was adopted, in which they said: 

''With these different religious views, the com
mittee are of the opinion that Congress can not inter
fere. It is not the legitimate province of the legisla
ture to determine what religion is true, or what false. 
Our government is a civil, and not a religious, institu
tion. Our Constitution recognizes in every person 
the right to choose his own religion, and to enjoy it 
freely without molestation. Whatever may be the re
ligious sentiments of citizens, and however variant, 
they are alike entitled to protection from the govern
ment, so long as they do not invade the rights of 
others." 

And again, the same committee said and the same 
Senate adopted these words : 

"It is the settled conviction of the committee that 
the only method of avoiding these cons,equences, with 

There can be no question that this is the light in 
which the framers of the Constitution and their suc
cessors in the administration of the government 
viewed that instrument. It was not until a generation 
had arisen, schooled in the sophistries of National Re
form, that any other view was entertained. Indeed, 
some of the same men who now make such arguments 
as that presented by Dr. Thomas were wont only a 
few years ago to assail the Constitution as a "Godless 
instrument" because it contained no recognition of 
Deity. But now that a justice of the Supreme Court 
has shown in an obeter dictum how to discover in that 
document something which is clearly not there at all, 
these. men are not slow to avail themselves of this aid 
and to loudly proclaim that "this is a Christian nation," 
and that in a sense widely different from that in which 
Justice Brewer used the term. 

Dr. Thomas' words: "Thus every Congress ap
propriates large sums of money for the support and es
tablishment of the Christian religion," show very plain
ly the purpose of his contention that the nation is 
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Chr~stian. He. would give the widest pqs,sible currency 
t<;> ::he i.dea that the Constitution prohibits qnly the 
settmg .up of a national church, such for instance as 
the Church of England, but leaves Congress perfectly 
free to enact ~y legis,lation des,ired in the interests of 
~he Cl;u:is~ian religion, the. very thing which Mr.l\fq_dt
,son,.~hp.n wh<;>m no_man had more to do in maki~ the 
c;onstitution, designed should be forbidden by that 
instrument. B. 

·;Reli-gious. Exe111ptions ·Then ~nd· Now. 
'J,;he ,e~emptions uspally pr~vided in the Sunday 

Jaws of tQ-:clay fpr. those persons "who conscientiously 
believe in and.r.egularly. observe Saturday as the Sab
bath," have their counterpart in exemptions that were 
provided for conscientious dissenters from the relig
ion ohhe state church in the early days of New Eng
land. 

For example, we may cite the following law* passed 
in New Hampshire in I7I4: 

"Be ,it enacted by His Excellency, the Governor, 
· Council and' Representatives convened in General As

sembly, and by authority of the same, that it shall be 
lawfl.tl for the freeholders of every respective town 
~ithin this Province convened in public town ineet
mg, as often as they shall see occasion to make choice 
of, and by themselves or any other person or persons 
by themselves appointed, to agree with a Minister or 
Ministers for the supply of such town, and what an
nual salary shall be allowed to him or them; and the 
Minister or Ministers so made choice of and agreed 
with shall be accounted the settled Minister or Minis
ters of such town; and the Selectmen for the time be
ing shall make rates assessments upon the. inhabitants 
of the town for the payment of the Ministers' salary, 
as aforesaid,. in such manner and form as they do for 
defraying of other town charges, which rates by war
rant from a Justice of the Peace, with the selectmen, 
or major part of them, directed to the constable or con
stables of the to\Vn, shall be by him or them collected 
and paid according to the direction of the Selectmen, 
for the end aforesaid : 

"Provided always, that this Act do not at all inter
fere with Her Majesty's grace and favor in allowing 
her subjects liberty of conscience; nor shall any per
son under' pretense of being of a different persuasion' 
be excused from paying towards the support of the 
settled minister or ministers of such towns aforesaid, 
but only such as are conscientiously so, and constant
ly attended ~he public worship of God on the Lord's 
Day according to their ·own persuasion; and they only 
shall be excused from paying towards the support of 
the ministery ofthe town." 

In other parts of New England the following law 
was in force in I 784: 

"(I) No person soberly . .and conscientiously dis
senting shall incur any penalty for not attending the 
worship and ministry established by law. 

(2) All persons who belong to the denominations 
* "C'hurch and State in New England" (Jolms Hop~. ins University 

Studies), pp. 43,44. 

lmo":n as Episcopal, Congr.egational (Separatists), 
B?-ptlst, _or. Quaker, and those who us.ually worship . 
w1th soc1ettes of any of these sects, shall be exempted 
from supporting the state church. 

. ':(3) Societies of dissenting sects may have the same 
prlVl~~ge of supp~rting their ministers, repairing their 
mb ee

1
ttng houses, .etc., as thqseof the church established 

y aw. 
:'(4) Allwho do not p.tttend and help to support a 

soc1ety of one of the dissenting sects shall be taxed for 
the support of the ministry of the society wherein they 
dwell." · · 

Of the New Hampshire law, as. r.egards its exemp
tion clause, the historian tells us that "It looked very 
fair," buf a different aspect was given it when it came 
to be construed. "Everybody was taxed, and when
.ever a .. dissenter .clairn~d exemption he was asked to 
furn,ish proof that he was a dis~enter. At ev~~y point 
.his evidence was contested· by the state. One of the 
dissenters, to prove that he. was a Baptist, was required 
to p:rove that he had been immersed. * * * It was 
ass:tJ;med that all wer~ to b~ ·t~:x~d; each individual had 
to fight for his e:xeg~.pt!on."* 

Thus it is evident that .the exemption cla1:1se con
tained in our religious statutes for the benefit of those 
who "conscientiously", dissent from the prevailing re
ligion, is no evidence of any greater regard for relig
ious freedom than was felt in New England early in 
the eighteenth century. It is only such a degree of 
religious freedom as is consistent with the church-and
state legislation of those colonial days, when people 
were compelled to pay taxes to support the state re
ligion. It is interesting to note in this connection that 
such legislation at that time was supposed to be per
fectly consistent with the full "liberty of conscience" 
allowed by "Her Majesty's grace and favor" to her 
American subjects. Americans have grown wiser on 
this point since that time, and there is still room for 
improvement. 

Exemption clauses are not to-day a recognition of 
the right of religious freedom any more than they 
were back in the days of state religions, and they do 
not save the character of the religious laws to which 
they are joined. Such laws are religious legislation, 
and have no proper place in the American system of 
government. As notced last week in the case of the 
Adventist barber prosecuted for Sunday work in New
ark, Ohio, there. is the same tendency to ignore the 
exemption clause to-day that was manifested in the 
cases to which the exemption applied in colonial times. 
That is characteristic of human nature, which is the 
same now that it was then. Real religious liberty 
exempts everybody from compulsion in religious mat
ters. That is the kind of exemption called for by 
American_ principles of government. s. 
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National Reform Logic. 

The Baltimore Methodist has an Epworth League 
department, "edited by the Rev. Joseph Dawson." In 
the Methodist of June 28, Mr. Dawson discusses the 
question, "When Is a Nation Safe?" and under the 
sub-[leading, "Christian Patriotism," he says: 

"Christ was a patriot and loved his nation. He 
sought to teach truths, which, if followed, would lead 
to civic and national righteousness. We are his fol
lowers and must not stand aloof from matters per
taining to the good of our country. The politics of a 
nation are strictly regulated by the character of a 
nation. Your politics will not rise above the general 

· level of national character any more than water will 
rise above its own level. Purer politics means purer 
men; nobler politics means nobler hearts."' 

There is rio evidence that Christ loved "his nation" 
any more than he loved all nations. Indeed we are 
plainly told that "God so loved the world, that he 
gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth 
in him should not perish, but have eternal life." 

Again, the· disciples were commissioned to go 
"into all the world, and preach the gospel to every 
creature ;" and in almost the closing words of the 
closing chapter of the Bible, we find this gracious in
vitation, not to "his nation," but to all the world: 
"And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let 
him that heareth say, Come. And let him that is 
athirst, Come. And whosoever will, let him take of the 
water of life freely." 

It is clear that Christ entertained no such feeling 
as that which is described by the word "patriotism." 
"Is he the God of the Jew only? is he not also of the 
Gentiles? Yes, of the Gentiles also." 

Christian patriotism-the patriotism that is begot
ten by the Spirit of Christ-is love, not of the land of 
one's birth, not love of those of the same nationality 
as ourselves, but love of the "better country" (Heb. 
II :8-r6), and of all men because God loves them and 

' wants to make them all citizens of that country. 
The Christian's citizenship is not here. "For our 

citizenship is in Heaven." Phil. 3 :;20, R. V. 
It is true that the world holds the Christian as a 

citizen of the country in which he lives; and in virtue 
of being a man the Christian has certain rights among 
men; but he is none the less a foreigner to earth and 
earthly things ; being in the world but not of it. 

But note Mr. Dawson's logic. He says: "The 
politics of a nation are strictly regulated by the char
acter of a nation. Your politics will not rise above 
the general level of national character any more than 
water willl ris·e above its own level. Purer politics 
mean purer men; nobler politics means nobler 
hearts." 

In this Mr. Dawson reverses his own order. After 
first stating the truth, that "politics cannot rise above 

the general level of national character" -by which he 
clearly means the general level of the character of the 
individuals who compose the nation-turns around 
and ma:kes "purer politics" the means of making 
"purer men," and "nobler politics" "nobler hearts" ! 

But is not such reasoning "going down into 
Egypt"? It should never be forgotten that in morals 
the individual is everything. All character is individ
ual characttr. And "purer men" and "nobler hearts" 
are possible ·only by the transforming grace of God. 
There is no power in politics to make any man one 
whit purer, or one heart one whit nobler. And what 
the church needs to-day is not "Christian patriotism" 
but Christ-likeness; not the power of politics, but 
the power of the Spirit of God. 

"THE COMING OF THE KING." 

"Are we preparing the way for the coming of the 
King?" asks Mr. Dawson. "Think of the evils abroad 
in the land, and ask, 'Am I doing my part as a Chris
tian patriot?' Drunkenness, gambling and debauchery 
blot this fair land, defiling its young manhood and de
stroying its womanhood. Young people can do much 
to hasten the day when these things shall be no more. 
'The earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the 
Lord,' is the hope for this and every other nation. Let 
us show our true loyalty by abstaining from evil, and 
be baptized with the spirit of Christian patriotism. 
For 

"Breathes there a man with soul so dead 
Who nevet to himself hath said : 

'This is my own, my native land?' 
Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned 
As home his footsteps he hath turned 

From wandering on a foreign strand?" 
What do Christian men mean by such appeals

by such a mingling of the sacred and the common? 
Patriotism is love of country. The Chinaman may 
be just as patriotic as the American. Indeed the Chi
nese are so devoted to their country that no self-denial 
is too great for them to make during life, that after 
death their bodies may be carried back to final sepul
cher in their own beloved China. 

It is "Christian patriotism" of the very kind advo
cated by Mr. Dawson that has made Europe an armed 
camp, and filled her harbors, not with peaceful mer· 
chantmen, but with floating forts bristling with en
gines of destruction. 

The world needs to-day not more love of coun
try-which is only another name for selfishness-but 
more love of souls. It is sad to see "drunkenness, 
gambling and debauchery blot this fair land, defiling 
tts young manhood and destroying its womanhood," 
but no appeal to love of country will ever stop the 
inroads of sin.' The heart of the moral leper may swell 
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within him at the thought: "This is my own, my na
tive land." The Deist may be just as patriotic as the 
Christian ; but only the latter can feel and exhibit in 
his life an unselfish love for souls for whom Christ 
died. 

The rulers of the world to-day are busy stimu
lating "patriotism." The thrones of earth are depen
dent upon it. In America it means one thing; in 
Russia another. Patriotism is not a virtue per se. 
Only three years since, patriotism-love of his coun
try-caused General Weyler to issue his infamous re
concentrado order in Cuba. It is patriotism, love of 
country, that animates the Chinese Boxers to-day. 
Patriotism is well enough in its place. It is a con
servative and preservative force which the world 
doubtless needs in some measure, but let us not mis-. 
take it for Christianity, nor make of it an idol. Fetish-
ism is no part of Christianity. B. 

A Tale of Two Nations.-Christ and the King
ship. 

Empire brought ruin in Israel. "How doth the 
city sit solitary that was full of people! How is she be
come as a widow! she that was great among the nations, 
and princess among the provinces, how is she become 
tributary!" All the hopes of Israel's empire had 
turned to ashes on her lips. 

At last there came "the voice of one crying in the 
wilderness." This was John the Baptist, the fore
runner of Jesus Christ ; in thrilling tones he preached, 
"Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." 
Thousands flocked to hear his words ; many were 
actuated by high and noble purposes and a desire for 
a better life, but others because they thought that by 
connecting themselves with this strange herald, a 
prominent place in the new kingdom would be given 
them. 

At last the Master came-the long looked-for Mes
siah, the One of whom seers had writtten and prophets 
foretold. He "went about all Galilee teaching in their 
synagogues and preaching the gospel of the kingdom." 
All throughout his life Christ preached concerning 
"the kingdom," but the majority of those who heard 
him believed that the kingdom of which he spake was 
a temporal, earthly monarchy. Nothing could have 
been further from the mind of Christ, and his whole 
life-work reveals this fact. 

In the earlier stages of his mission, he was led of 
the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the 
devil. It is written "And the devil taking him up into 
a high mountain showed unto him all the kingdoms 
of the world in a moment of time. And the devil said 
unto him, all this power will I give thee and the glory 
of them; for that is delivered unto me ; and to whom
soever I will I give it. If thou therefore will worship 
me. all shall be thine." 

In the Bible the devil is called the prince of this 
world. What he stated was true, that the power of 
the nations belonged to him. In general, he manipu
lates them as he wills. Most successfully has he done 
this. Looking back over the pages of history how 
clear it is that human governments have been largely 
the instruments in the hands of the. evil one for the 
oppression of the people of God. · 

Here was an offer Irom His Satanic Majesty to the 
Prince of Peace. Satan offered Christ the rulership of 
all the kirrgdoms of this world. This was one of the 
most overpowering temptations which Satan was per
mitted to bring against the Saviour. The Master 
could look down the ages of time and see all the suf
fering of himself and his followers-would it not be 
far better for him personally to take immediate charge 
of the governments of the nations of the world? He 
could then so order events that his servants need never 
suffer persecution or distress. 

But the Master did not so reckon. His kingdom 
was a different kind of a kingdom altogether. His 
kingdom was not to be an earthly monarchy. He had 
come to earth to stand faithful to the same principles 
of government which with his Father he had given to 
Israel in the beginning; he had come to bring to the 
fulness of its birth that wonderful principle of "govern
ment by the consent of the governed." "Let every 
man," he says, "be fully persuaded in his own mind." 
Christ did not see in the temptation of Satan a "spe
cial providence," or "moral responsibility," or an "op
portunity to Christianize all nations," or "manifest 
destiny." With steadfast eye and untrembling voice 
he turned to the arch deceiver with the words, "get 
behind me, Satan." His kingdom was not to be sus
tained by human arms. Force and arbitrary power 
have no place in it. It propagated itself not by human 
power, pomp and pageant, but by the prayers, by the 
sacrifices, by the sufferings and by the blood of that 
noble army of martyrs who "loved not their lives unto 
death." 

But Israel was steeped in the idea that at last an 
opportunity had come to cast off the hated Roman 
yoke, and for Israel to once more become an important 
factor in the politics of the world. 

P. T. MAGAN. 

"The greatest good to the greatest number" is 
sometimes urged in defense of laws which trench upon 
personal rights, such as Sunday statutes. But the 
plea is sophistical. The same logic would justify the 
confiscation of the wealth of the few for the good of 

·the many. It would justify even the hold-up gang, 
who, for the "good" of several, rob the individual. 
But suppose the principle were to prevail in such 
matters, what then? Neither the life nor the property 
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of any one would be safe. In like manner let the 
doctrine be generally accepted that the rights of the 
minority may be invaded for the good of the majority, 
and no one is secure in his rights. 

Sunday Laws Undoing the Reformation. 

Some years ago. the National Reform party, the 
father of all the religious organizations now calling 
for Sunday enforcement in the United States, ex
pressed a desire for union with Rome in the interests 
of "Christian" legislation. They said: 

"We may be .subjected to some rebuffs in our first 
proffers, and the time has not yet come when the 
Roman church will consent to strike hands with other 
churches as such; but the time has come to make re
peated advances, and gladly to accept cooperation in 
any form in which they may be willing to exhibit it. 
It is one of the necessities of the situation." 

And also: 
"Whenever they [the Catholics] are willing to co

operate in resisting the progress of political atheism, 
we will gladly join hands with them." 

These utterances of course came to the notice of 
the Catholics, and in due time came the Catholic re
ply, given at a congress of leading Catholics, as fol
lows: 

"There are many Christian issues in which the 
Catholics could come together with non-Catholics and 
shape civil legislation for the public good. In spite 
of rebuff and injustice and overreaching zealotry, we 
should seek an alliance with non-Catholics for proper 
Sunday observance." 

This leaves no doubt of the willingness of the 
Catholics to join hands with the Protestants for the 
promotion of Sunday observance. When the time 
is ripe for the union this willingness will be openly 
shown. Both sides anticipate some rebuffs, because 
Protestants in general are not as ready as are the 
National Reform party to strike hands with Rome, 
.and Rome must proceed cautiously and not seem too 
-desirous of Sunday legislation, lest Protestants be-
-come suspicious and withdraw their hands from the 
movement. But Catholic leaders have been, from that 
time to this, speaking in favor of enforced Sunday ob
servance, standing apparently on the same ground as 
that taken by Protestant advocates of Sunday laws, 
notwithstanding the Sunday observance allowed and 
:approved by the Catholic church admits of practices 
which would not be tolerated by the Puritans. It is 
well known that the Catholic church places Sunday 
on a level with other feast days which rest upon her 
:authority, and does not enjoin that strict observance 
-of the day which is deemed essential by Protestants 
who base Sunday keeping upon the fourth command
ment. Other church days are of equal importance 
with Sunday in the Catholic view, yet it is of Sunday 
-observance that the Catholic church has most to say 
:at the present time. 

At the Sunday Rest Congress held in Chicago the 
year of the World's Fair, a prominent part was taken 
by Cardinal' Gibbons and Archbishop Ireland, and the 
pleas then made by these prelates for Sunday observ
ance are quoted in leaflets sent broadcast through the 
country by Protestant "Sabbath associations." And 
Catholic spokesmen have not receded since from this 
position of warm support of Sunday laws. 

What then must result from the continued and in,
creasing efforts that are being put forth by the various 
church organizations for a legal Sunday? Is it not 
plain that the Protestant and the Catholic churches 
must be drawn together and become finally united 
upon this point? Sunday observance and its enforce
ment by law is becoming more and more a bond of 
union between Protestantism and Rome. 

It was at the point of Sunday observance that the 
Reformers stopped in their separation from Rome in 
the sixteenth century. They still retained in their be
lief and practice a Sabbath resting upon tradition and 
the authority of the church. To this the Protestant 
churches have persistently held; and now this very 
thing has become active as a power to draw the 
Protestant and Catholic divisions together again, and 
heal the breach made by the Reformation. But in 
this the Protestant world is simply being drawn back 
to Rome, for Rome has not moved at all from the 
position she has always held. 

And thus does Sunday legislation work to undo 
all that was gained by the Reformation, and place 
Rome once more in a position of supremacy over the 
religious world. s. 

Bishop Cranston Again. 

Two weeks ago reference was made in these col
umns to sentiment attributed to Bishop Cranston, in 
a sermon delivered in Denver, June 17. According 
to newspaper reports, the Bishop, after expressing the 
opinion that civilized nations ought to rule in China, 
said: 

"It is worth any cost in money, it is worth any 
cost in bloodshed if we can make the millions of 
Chinese true and intelligent Christians. I would cut 
all the red tape in the world, and break all the treaties 
ever made to place the armies of the United States 
in the fore next to Great Britain. We must not be 
the tail end of everything. The open door must be 
maintained for Christianity as well as commerce, and 
the bigotry of Russia, which now shows so strongly 
in the events taking place in China, must not be al
lowed to interfere with the progress of humanity, civ
ilization, and religion." 

To the credit of Christianity be it said that the pro
tests against the Bishop's sanguinary sentiments have 
been neither few nor feeble. Among the briefest and 
best, however, is this from Rev. George Bedell Vos
burgh, pastor of the First Baptist church, of Denver: 
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~'Is it worth any cost of money or bloodshed to the 
Umted States to force Christianity upon China? 

"Irrespective of the opinion of Bishop Cranston, 
or of anybody else, I should say 'No' and emphatically 
'No.' ' 

"You cannot force Christianity upon any nation 
nor upon. ~ny people no~ i~dividual. You may force 
ecc~esi~s.tlcism, an ecclesiastical system, upon a people 
or :~d1V1du311,_ bu~ you cannot force Christianity. 

A Chnstlan 1s a person who makes a free, delib
er3;te and decided choice of Christ as his personal Sa
vior. A ma,n who accepts the ecclesiastical system 
of Christianity through force can never be at heart a 
true and intelligent Christian. 

:'Ecclesiasticism has frequently been forced upon 
a people by stress of arms, and has always resulted 
disastrously. Any return to such a means of conver
sion would be a return to the barbaric methods of the 
middle ages. 

"The question is at once absurd and abhorrent. 
No Christian will ever take the sword to compel any 
people or peoples in matters of faith, and no man, not 
even a heathen, with a particle of manhood in him, 
would be so compelled. 

"Christianity will conquer, but it will conquer the 
world as the sun of spring conquers the frosts of win
ter-by the power of sunshine and love." 

This is sound, as to the principles involved, though 
we cannot share Mr. Vosburgh's confidence that 
Christianity will conquer the world in the sense which 
he probably contemplates. It is doubtful if genuine 
Christianity is holding its own in Christian lands. 
Moreover, the Scriptures do not teach the conversion 
of the world and a thousand years of peace before the 
second advent of Christ. According to the Bible the 
last days are to be days of commotion, strife, blood
shed and great wickedness, even among those profess
ing. godliness. 

A JEWISH OPINION. 

"Bishop Cranston, at least, possesses the virtue of 
frankness," remarks the Chicago Israelite, "and says 
right out in open meeting what less candid parsons 
think, and what they have always tried and are now 
trying to accomplish. The heathen Chinee must be 
made true and intelligent Christians, no matter how 
much blood it may cost. This is not precisely the 
doctrine taught by him who preached peace on earth 
and good-will to man, but it is exactly the practice 
of Christianity whenever and wherever it has the 
power to enforce its will.'' 
· The sad part of it all is that such things are said 
and done in the name of Christianity. But even the 
Israelite admits that. "this is not precisely the doctrine 
taught by Bim who preached peace on earth and 
good-will to men." And why cannot all men, both 
Jews and Gentiles, see that what He taught is Chris
tianity, and that anything contrary thereto is no part 
of Christianity? 

The Scriptures themselves foretold a great apos
tasy from the truths of the gospel, and the Saviour 

said : "The time cometh. that whosoever killeth you 
will think that he doeth God service." John 16:2. 
Certainly, in view of these facts, nobody ought to say 
that Christianity is responsible for the deeds of Rome 
or even for the words attributed to Bishop Cranston. 

"Roman Catholicism did not regard the Hugue
nots as 'true and intelligent Christians,' so they acted 
upon the identical proposition which Bishop Cranston 
now advances, and ·St. Bartholomew is on record to 
teach us· how to inculcate a religion of love," bitterly 
remarks the Israelite. ''The Protestants did as well 
by their Catholic brethren, and even to each other, 
when powerful enough to do so, and both treated the 
Jews according to the gentle Bishop's recipe-to say 
nothing of other heathens, barbarians, infidels, here
tics, atheists, and similar dogs of unbelievers. The 
Bishop's readiness to break all the treaties ever made 
is also more in keeping with the practice than with the 
doctrine of his religion. Such a procedure would, no 
doubt, inspire great confidence in the good faith of the 
would-be teachers of heathens, who must be saved 
from soul destroying errors of their own belief and, 
likewise, from the bigotry of Russian Christianity." 

The conClusion reached by the Israelite is that 
"Bishop Cranston is more anxious to make Methodists 
than Christians of the Chinamen, and !hat accounts 
for his willingness to spend unlimited blood and 
money-other people's-to accomplish that end. 
Christ or Cranston-which one of them is the Chris
tian?." 

There may be more truth in this conclusion than 
even the Bishop realizes. Intolerance, like hope, 
"springs eternal in the human breast." Even the mild 
John joined with James in the request to the Savoiur 
that he call down fire from heaven to consume cer
tain Samaritans because they received not the Lord. 
And too many to-day, forgetful of the Lord's rebuke 
to his ardent but misguided disciples, cherish the same 
spirit, and utter the same evil sentiment, thus misrep
resenting Christianity. 

"To listen to men like Cranston and his Ilk one 
would be led to believe that Protestantism and Chris
tianity are synonymous," says the writer in the Israel
ite. "It is rather amusing to see a small faction of 
Christianity disown the great majority of that faith. 
Roman and Greek Catholicism are professed by an 
innumerably greater number of followers than is Pro
testantism. Yet the latter minority condemns the 
majority to outer darkness. What Christianity really 
is must be inferred from its predominant branch, espe
cially when the predominance is so great. Judged by 
this standard, which is the only fair one, the peoples 
of Roman Catholic countries will give a fair idea of 
what that religion does for those whom its influence 
has moulded." 
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But this conclusion as to how we must judge of 
what Christianity really is, is utterly illogical. The 
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of 
the United States must be judged not by the words 
and acts of the advocates of military imperialism, even 
though they should in the end be fully sustained by a 
majority of the people and by the Supreme Court, 
but by the evident and expressed intentions of the 
authors of those great charters of American liberty. 
So, Christianity is not Roman nor Greek Catholicism, 
nor even Protestantism, or yet Methodism-it is what 
our Lord Jesus Christ did and taught ; and all the 
world can never make it anything short of that. 

B. 

No Salvage On Lives. 
(From the Chicago Journal.) 

Thomas Hood told the truth when he said that 
bread was dear and flesh and blood cheap. The New 
York tug captains put it in another way when they 
refused to devote themselves to rescuing perishing 
creatures on the burning steamships at Hoboken. 

"There is no salvage on lives," they exclaimed, and 
worked with mercenary enthusiasm toward saving 
merchandise while hundreds of people burned or 
drowned almost within arm's length. 

It is not pessimism, but plain truth, to say that the 
episode was largely characteristic of the materialism 
which pervades our so-called advanced civilization. 
Under the thin veneer of education and religion the 
primeval man still exists. 

The struggle for existence no longer takes the form 
of murderous combats over food. It is a competition 
for food's equivalent-money. And no skin-clad, cave
dwelling men of the stone age ever fought more des
perately over the carcass of a goat than do their en
lightened descendants ove~ the pile of money which 
represents the necessities and comforts of life. 

Fortunately the battles of today are usually
though not always-intellectual rather than physical. 
The modern troglodyte does not attack his neighbor 
with a club and wrest from him the spoils of the chase. 
His weapons a_re cunning, dissimulation and legal ma
chinery. 

But on occasion, as we have seen exemplified at 
Hoboken, the prehistoric man, breaking through his 
veneer, shows his contempt for human life as com
pared with material considerations. He harks back to 
the stone age and hunts his dinner at the cost of his 
neighbor's life. 

"There is no salvage on lives." A fire engine will 
run over and kill or maim people in its haste to save 
not life, but property. Firemen themselves sacrifice 
their lives that piles of brick and stones filled with mer
chandise may not burn. Firemen can be replaced with-

out cost. Buildings and merchandise are expensive. 
It is so in all the aCtivities of human life. Men are 

cheap; there is no salvage on them. The New York 
tug captains merely declared with brutal bluntn~ss 
what is exemplified in one form or another a thousand 
times a da:y in every city in every land under the sun. 

The Army Worm. 
(From the Chicago Chronicle.) 

Dispatches from various parts of the country indi
cate a reappearance of the army worm. It is feared 
that serious injury to the crops may follow. 

Serious injury to the crops always 'follows the army 
worm. The larger the army, the more serious the 
danger to the crops. It was the army worm that de
stroyed the Greek republics. It consumed all the 
crops, leaving too little food for the people who raised 
the crops. 

The army and the army worm maintained inces
sant trouble in the Roman empire, the army precipitat
ing _frequent revolutions to eject unpopular rulers and 
enthrone pets of the army, the army worm consuming 
the substance of the common people. 

Sometimes a variety of the army worm is devel
oped in politics and ravages the moral fiber of a na
tion. It was the army W?rm that instigated Louis Na
poleon to betray France into a conflict with Germany. 
It is the army worm that maintains cruel taxes upon 
the industry of Italy, menacing the kingdom with an
archy and the people with poverty beyond endurance. 

It is the army worm that has brought on the gi
gantic famine of India. To maintain the imperial gar
risons and the native troops the people have been 
taxed to death and have not enough money left to buy 
the necessaries of life where obtainable. 

It is the army worm that has begun eating the 
vitals of China. Her millions can easily be mobilized 
into army pests to prey upon the peaceful vocations 
of the industrious until the empire will be ready to 
fall to pieces from army worm exhaustion. 

It is well to be on our own guard against the army 
worm. 

Prof. Isaac T. Headland, of Pekin University, 
China, says the present Boxer uprising began with 
trouble between the natives and Roman Catholic con
verts. The Catholics having the aid of priests learned 
in Chinese law, usually got the better of their antag
onists before the authorities and secured advantages 
which aroused the jealousy of the Chinese to a high 
pitch. The two parties came into open conflict, and 
on some occasions several Chinese were killed. Out 
of this grew the present effort of the Boxers to get rid 
of the foreigners altogether. 
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NEws, NoTES 
AND COMMENT 

The Washington Post complai.ns that one cannot 
get shaved in Washingtonon Sunday, though there is 
no trouble about getting drun~. 

* * * 
The story is told by a contributor to the Sunday

school Times of a Chinaman who, being converted to 
Christianity, refused to keep his shop open on Sunday, 
despite the danger incurred from anti-foreign sympa
thizers. Some ferocious soldiers demanded admittance 
and were refused ; but, instead of wrecking the store, 
as was expected, they retired, remarking that as the 
man appeared conscientious in his belief-which he 
had explained to· them-they would not molest him. 
Surprised at his escape from the threatened danger· a 
friend asked the newly made Christian how it was that 
no harm had befallen him, and the answer was : "The 
God whom I serve protects his children." And yet we 
are told by the advocates of Sunday sacredness in this 
country, that "the Sabbath" cannot be preserved with
out the aid of civil law ! 

* * * 
A Sunday closing ordinance has been adopted in 

Hillsdale, Mich. It decrees that no meat markets, 
·groceries, or other business places shall be open on 
Sundays, save drug stores, and these only between the 
hours of 9 and IO o'clock a. m. and 6 and 7 o'clock 
p. m. Livery stables are allowed to be open for "or
dinary legitimate business" only. Those persons are 
exempted who "conscientiously believe in and keep 
Saturday as the Sabbath." The ordinance was passed 
without a dissenting vote. Any violation of it is to 
be punished by fine or imprisonment. 

* * * 
A Washington, D. C., telegram dated July r states 

that "Another Cuban scandal has just come to light 
through reports to army officers received at the war 
department. Thousands of poor 'laborers," says the 
dispatch, "have oeen at the mercy of the money 
sharks, who through the favoritism of the civil admin
istration have been permittted to buy up the time 
checks of the workmen." · By this means these "money 
sharks" were "enabled to have the full pay of the 
common laborers turned over to them. The war de
partment has ordered that an immediate stop be put 
to the practice." And thus the unsavory record goes 
on. 

The state fish commissioner of Indiana is a clergy
man, the Rev. Mr. Sweeney; nevertheless it is allow
able, by his permission, to catch fish on Sunday when 
that is the first day followingthe last day of the pro
hibited season, which in Indiana is from March 31 to 
July I. Mr. Sweeney says that a good deal should be 
forgiven a fisherman who has restrained his strongest1 

desire for two months. 
1 

* * * 
And now complaint is made that the elephant at 

the Lincoln Park Zoo is not allowed to rest on Sun
day, but is compelled "to tramp back and forth on a 
park path carrying half a dozen persons on her back 
at five cents per head." 

* * * 
Commenting upon the late , cabinet crisis, the 

Catholic Standard and Times says: 
"There is, seemingly, but one course open to the 

unfortunate Italian monarchy. It may have to 'go to 
Canossa,' as Bismarck had, and seek a reconciliation 
with the Papacy. The Catholics of Italy hold the key 
of the position, and they are seemingly the only force 
that no~ stands between monarchy and anarchy. We 
may have sti_rring events in the peninsula before the 
world is many months older." 

And what is true of Italy is true in large measure 
in every civilized country under heaven. The Cath
olics "hold the key of the position" -that is the bal
ance of power-not only in Italy and Germany, but 
everywhere, and nowhere more fully than in the United 
States. 

* * * 
The past year's growth in Christian endeavor, ac

cording to Secretary Baer, has been remarkable. More 
societies have been added to ·the rolls during the last 
12 months than for several years. There are now 
59,712 Christian Endeavor societies in the world, with 
a total membership of 3,5oo,ooo. Every single nation 
in the world is represented. There are three.thriving 
societies in the Philippines. The treasurer's report 
showed the finances in good condition. The total re
ceipts were $II,263, and the total expenses $II,413. 

* * * ' 
In a recent speech at Exeter Hall, London, Lord 

Salisbury, touching upon the present troubles in 
China, said he wished the missionaries would not get 
themsF.lves martyred, or if this was inevitable, that 
they would get martyred as quickly as possible. The 
English premier very properly regards it a misfortune 
that the martyrdom of Christian missionaries should 
result in serious -international complications. Cer
tainly the Author of Christianity never designed that 
such should be the case. 
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"One thing is sure," remarks the Springfield Re
publican, "that not until the man is set above the 
dollar can there be any successful modification of the 
power of concentrated capital." 

* * * 
The Anglo-Israel craze is again claiming attention. 

A Canton, Ohio, minister is said to be writing a book 
in which he will endeavor to show that an alliance be
tween this country and Great Britain is foretold in 
Biblical prophecy. 

* * * 
"Christ did more for personal liberty in the world, 

when he taught personal accountability," says "Sun
day Reform Leaflets," "than all the political reformers 
that have ever lived." Very true. But why do not 
the Sunday "reformers" follow his example and teach 
personal accountability instead of teaching state ac
countability? 

The St. Louis Strike. 

A reader of the Sentinel of Liberty writes to us 
from St. Louis as follows concerning the strike in that 
city: 

"Editor Sentinel :-I am a resident of St. Louis, 
and having followed the reports of happenings incident 
to the labor situation here, I must acknowledge that I 
was surprised at your article on the last page of your 
issue of June 7th. 

"It is true that several persons have been wantonly 
murdered, mostly by the newly-sworn deputies put in 
by the sheriff. If the outrage you speak of was com
mitted by men or even participated in by men, or by 
any person in any way connected with the strike, it 
did not appear in any of the trials, three girls being 
convicted of the crime. They were all Catholics of the 
lowest class. As usual we find Romanism at the bot
tom of our misfortunes. 

"If the strikers demanded recognition of the Tran
sit Company, and refused to disband as a union, have 
they not the same right to endeavor to dissolve the 
trusts that the trusts have to endeavor to dissolve 
them? Or has the poor man no rights in America that 
the trusts are bound to respect? 

"I am in a position to know that the strikers did 
many things to facilitate a possible adjustment of the 
difficulty, but the Transit Company demanded uncon
ditional surrender. 

"For whose protection was our· Constitution 
framed? And for what reason or on what grounds 
can the strikers be censured because the deputies or 
hirelings of the Transit Company wantonly shot down 
our peaceable citizens? One of our ministers was 
beaten by Officer Nolan because he met him on the 
street. The officer was a Romanist, as his name im
plies. The minister, Dr. G. E. Stokes, is a cripple, 
and at the officer's mercy, being unable to defend him
self had he so desired. There have been too many 
outrages of this kind since the strike here gave cover 
to this low Catholic element. 

"I never belonged to a labor union in my life, and 

do not know that I ever shall, hut I am an American, 
and live under the American Constitution, and am 
most emphatically opposed to these outrages against 
American principles and laws. To me there are no 
classes; I judge only as between man and man, 
whether they be rich or poor, free or bond. And may 
the God of Sabaoth deliver us from the prej~dice of 
ignorance." 

We have no prejudice against labor, nor in favor 
of capital. The Scriptures speak of the very condi
tions which now exist· in the world, and in a way not 
at all flattering to those who are oppressing the poor. 
But two wrongs can never make one right. It is 
barely possible that the violence which characterizes 
almost every strike is committed, not by strikers, but 
by a "low element" acting simply under "cover" of 
the strike, but it does not seem probable. It is not 
reasonable that during nearly every strike there is a 
"low element" standing ready to jeopardize their lives 
and spend their money doing acts of violence, mob
bing nonunion men, blowing up cars, etc. 

In many cases trades unions of various kinds have 
shown themselves quite as despotic as have capitalists. 
We do not know all the facts connected with the St. 
Louis strike, and may have been misled by newspa
per reports as to some of the details, but we are not 
mistaken when we say that trade unionism is not less 
a foe to free government than combinations of capital. 
Both violate every principle of individual rights. B. 

A Presbyterian clergyman at Hamburg, Ia., 
where the question of enacting a Sunday closing or
dinance is being agitated, says in a Hamburg paper 
that "Columns might be filled with quotations from 
the founders of our nation-frqm Washington, Frank
lin, Adams, Jefferson and many others, exhorting our 
people to enact, keep, and enforce such laws" (Sunday 
laws). 

Not one of these many alleged quotations was 
cited, for th.e very good reason that not a line has come 
down to us from any of these founders of our nation 
favoring Sunday laws, while on the contrary J effer
son and Madison gave especial emphasis in their writ
ings to the necessity of keeping religion and the state 
entirely separate, and throughout their career as 
American statesmen took special pains to guard 
against any step in the direction of a return to the 
entanglement of church and state affairs, from which 
the nation had cut loose. 

Yet men who profess to be the ambassadors of 
the God of truth will stand before· the people and say 
that "columns inight be filled with quotations" from 
these men, favoring Sunday laws. Is it any wonder 
that infidelity in the United States finds plenty of rna~ 
terial upon which to feed? 
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Th'~sBoid~·rs and· Other Chinese Secret Societies. 
(By M~rgh~rita' Arliht. Hamm, in New York Independent.) 

A· Chin:es'e riot belongs to the same class of social 
phenomena as a South or Central American revolu
tion. The chief difference is that it is _usually carried 
on against a local official or administration, and very 
rarely against a higher authority. Riots against pro
vincial governments occur about once in twenty-five 
years, while a widely extended riot directed against the 
central government · does not take place more than 
once in a century. * * * 

It must be remembered that China is not uniform 
in its population, language and customs. The Chinese 
from one vast body, and the Manchus, who constitute 
the ruling classes, are different in every respect. Two 
centuries and a half have not yet brought about a coa
lescence of the two nationalities. In his heart the 
Chinaman proper detests the M~nchu, and regards 
him as a usurper and tyrant. The expression Fan 
K wi, or foreign devil, is applied by the conquered race 
much more frequently to the Manchu than to the 
European. In fact, its application to the latter enables 
patriotic Chinamen to express revolutionary senti
ments with comparative impunity. 

After the Manchurian conquest the conquered pop
ulation formed by degrees a great secret society, look
ing forward to the expulsion of their conquerors and 
the reinstatement of the Mings upon the imperial 
throne. With characteristic cunning the leaders of 
the movement disguised their organization as a re
ligious body, and gave it the title of Wan-Kiang, or the 
Incense-Burners, the burning of incense at that time 
as to-day being a religious ceremony of universal use. 
The Wan-Kiang organized and conducted so many 
riots in the last century that it was finally prohibited 
by law. 

The first edict proving ineffective, subsequent and 
severer ones were passed under which many terrible 
prosecutions were conducted by the magistrates. The 
result was that the Wan-Kiang vanished. Its five 
grand lodges Jisappeared, and its very name passed 
away before the end of the century. But there sud
denly sprang up a new organization, known as the 
Pih-Lien-Kiao, or Water Lily Society. Like its pre
decessor it had five grand lodges, and a ritual so 
closely resembling that of the first that many who 
know the Chinese character feel justified in calling it 
the same body under another name. This society ran 
into the present century, and was likewise prohibited 
by the Council of State. Similar prosecutions were 
conducted by the m~gistrates until one fine day the 
Water Lilies vanished. 

Around I82o-182I a new society organized exactly 
as the Water Lily appeared in the Empire. This was 
the famous Triad Society, known in the northern prov-

inces as the Tien-Ti Hwui, m the Middle Provinces as 
San-'Hoh-Hwui, and in the Southern Provinces as 
Sam-Hop Wui. This is the powerful bo'dy whose 
members, under the name of the Hung League, were 
the chief actors in the terrible Taiping rebellion, which 
raged from I8so-I8SI to 1865, a rebellion in which 
anywhere from twenty to thirty millions of human be
ings were caused to perish. The crushing of the rebel
lion and the terrible punishment meted out to the rebel 
survivors kept the Triad for a long time in the back-· 
ground. Not until the seventies did it make any ap
preciable appearance, and even then it was under many 
other names besides the one notorious in the ears of 
the magistrates. In Fuhkien, a rebellious province, it 
took the name of Ghee-Hin; in northern Kwang Tung 
of Ghi-Hing; in southern Kwang Tung, in Hunan, 
Hupeh and Honan of Ko-Lo-Wui or Ko-Lao-Hwui. 

In the eighties it began to instigate riots in China, 
and incidentally to use Hong Kong as a base of sup
plies. The Peking authorities complained to the Brit
ish Minister, and the result was the passage of statutes 
compelling the registration of all Chinese secret so
cieties in the Far Eastern colonies of Great Britain, 
and finally the prohibition of the Triad. 

As might be expected, the prohibition had merely a 
nomirial effect. In 1888, just prior to the prohibition, 
the number of members of Chinese secret societies, 
including those of the Triad, in Hong Kong, Singa
pore and Penang was about equal to the male Chinese 
population of those three cities, while in 1893, with no 
Triad society appearing upon the registersL the regis
tration had kept pace with the popul;:ttion, which was 
thirty per cent. larger than it had been six years be
fore. Between 1891 and the breaking out of the Chi
nese-Japanese war the Ko-Lo-Wui instigated many 
riots, more especially in the central and southern prov
inces. A careful examination of their work showed 
that they were organized the same as the Triads and 
the Water Lilies, the only difference being in the no
menclature. Thus the Triad had five grand lodges
viz., Kwang Tung and Kwang Si, Fuhkien, Hupeh 
and Hunan, Yunnan and Sz'chuen, and Cheh Kiang, 
Kiang Su and Kiang Si. The five grand lodges cov
ered, therefore, ten of the more important provinces 
of the Empire. The Ko-Lo-Wui had, and is said to 
have, five grand lodges-viz., KwangSi and Kwang 
Tung, Hunan and Hupeh, Sz'chuen and Yunnan, 
Kiang Su, Kiang Si and Cheh Kiang, and Anhui and 
Honan, or eleven provinces. The differences are very 
significant to any one familiar to Chinese political life. 
The appearance of Anhui and Honan means that the 
districts controlled by the so-called literati have 
joined forces with the older revolutionaries, while the 
elision of Fuhkien simply means that it has joined 
the grand lodge of KwangSi and Kwang Tung. 



The Ko-Lo-Wui ~ovement does not seem to have 
been conducted vvith the same skill as the Triad. It 
culminated in a.:(i~sco so.pitiable as to be funny. The 
conspirators, thinking doubtless to profit by the ~x
ample of Chinese Gordon, hired a group of European 
mercenaries, who were so addicted to drink that the 
Chinese government, aided by the English authorities 
at Hong Kongand $ing-apore, the Portqguese at Ma
cao, the Spanish at Manila and the japanese at Y oko
hama and Nagasaki, had no trouble in suppressing the 
revolt in the 'bud. This was followed by the war with 
Japan in which, to their amazement, the Chinese found 
themselves utterly routed by a small people who for 
years they had called "the little brown dwarfs." . 

The results of the war seemed. to have dampened 
all revolutionary ardor. There were comparatively 
few disturbances between 1895 ;;tnd 1899. ·Those that 
did occur were piratical or p;edat,ory t~ther than revo
lutionary. In: 1898, towatd the close of the year, a 
new society was regi~tered ,by the British authorities 
under the name of I-ho-Chuun and I-P.o-Tuun. The 
name is essentially Mongolian in its significance. I, 
the first radical, means righteousness or probity, ho, 
peace or tranquillity and chu'un the clenched hand or 
the hand in action. The juxtaposition of the three 
radicals conveys about the same idea as the English 
phrase the church militant. It is on account of the 
last syllable or radical that the mem~ers of the latest 
movement have been termed Boxers. * * * The 
organization is conducted in about the same style as 
masonry in this country. * * * * 

In ~ach lodge or chapter there are grades of mem
bership, and there is a system of representation in the 
prefectural and provincial lodges and the grand lodge. 
Orders are carried with remarkable swiftness, owing 
to the fact that in their membership there is at least a 
majority of the Imperial Mail carriers, as well as a 
small army of compradores and boatswains on the 
many steamers which ply the coast and the larger 
rivers. 

It is from the latter that the rioters obtain their 
arms and ammunition. While the trade in modern 
vveapons is prohibited by the law of China, and the 
importation of such goods interdicted, nevertheless 
every foreign craft is allowed to carry an armory suf
ficient to repel pirates or to subdue a mutiny, and 
nearly every China coaster and river boat has an arma
ment of reasonable size. They have drills, and in 
addition nearly every officer practices regularly so 
as to be prepared for emergencies. Even the steam 
launches which are used to communicate with boats 
in the harbor are often armed, while their European 
commanders are almost invariably supplied with a 
revolver. The revolutionaries purchase these weap-

ons from the ships, paying, of course, a very heavy 
profit to the mariner. He in ,turn has no .. d~:fficuifY in 
resupplying himself at Hong Kong ~nd other ports. 

In this fashion a steady stream of rifles, repeaters 
and revolvers is flowing .Vom the Western werld into 
the interior of China. While the amount is small for 
each boat, yet when it is remembered that there are 
several hiJ:ndred p()ats, al;ld that t;acli bo~t~akes f~om 
four . to thirty a~d forty" trips a montli, th~ s.um · total 
may be and probably is very large. 

No matter how well armed the Boxers may be they 
cannot J?rove fo;rmidable ,foes to .E:uropean soldiers. 
They hilVe no disciplipe and no G>)ncers. Even the 
Chinese soldiers are fictions of the ,most pitiable sort. 
The garrison, consisting . nominally• of five thousand 
troops, has actually a thousand or fifteen hundred. 
On inspection days, when high military officials come 
from the capital, provincial or national, two thousand 
workingmen are hired to play the soldier for one day. 
Their uniform is a red cloak, with a black and white 
ring target in the back. This with a gun, which may 
be an ancient Springfield musket or a Martini-Henry, 
a Winchester or a fowling piece, is all that distin
guishes the soldier from the coolie. 

While these coolies belo!J.g to the secret societies 
and are employedin the riots, they constitute a miser
able and even cowardly mob. All the officers in the 
Chinese war service are Manchus; with a few foreign
ers as military instructors. Scarceiy one of the two 
hundred thousand that appear on the nation's roster 
is a member of these revolutionary bodies. Unless, 
therefore, the Manchus in whole or in part join the 
Boxers there is no possibility of the latter offering any 
very serious resistance to the contingents of the Great 
Powers. 

Nevertheless the Boxers and the Triad Society rep
resent forces which are opposed to modern civilization. 
While they are patriotic from one point of view they 
have no lofty ideals and no genuine love of liberty. If 
they win in the present contest they will organize a 
government as much unsuited to the modern age as 
that of the Empress Dowager. It is therefore to be 
hoped that the Great Powers in putting down these 
tremendous outbreaks will not make the momentous 
error of restoring the Empress Dowager to the power 
she possessed heretofore. What is needed is a pro
tectorate of some sort, which will faithfully and hon
estly administer the cumbrous legal and political sys
tem which is an organic part of the Chinese civiliza
tion. The revolt, be it remembered, is directed not 
against the system, but against the abuses' and wrongs 
committed by those who administer that system. No 
other system is feasible, and none other would pro
duce good r,esults among the four hundredn;tillions of 
human: beings that constitute the Empire:··· · · 
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CHICAGO, }ULY 12, 1900. 

~Any one receiving The Sen#nel of Liberty without 
having ordered it, may know that it is sent by some friend. 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no fears 
that they will be asked to pay for it. 

A Seventh-day Adventist woman at Fletts Springs, 
Saskatchewan, Canada, whose husband was away from 
home, did about an hour's work on a recent Sunday 
upon a wheat-field fence, and was a few days thereafter 
served with a copy of the ProvincialSunday law. The 
penalty for Sunday work in· that province is "a fine 
not to exceed $wo" and costs of prosecution. 

$ 

The question of Sunday enforcement is being 
widely agitated in the United States at the present 
time. Two places where this agitation is reported as 
particularly acute just now, are Hamburg, Ia., and 
Baltimore, Md. At the latter place about fifty men 
are under indictment for disregard of the Sunday or~ 
dinance. 

$ 

For the atrocious insult offered to Germany and 
the United States by the murder of their representa
tives in China, both these powers have declared that 
satisfaction will be exacted of the Chinese; and other 
governments that have been similarly treated are 
doubtless of the same mind. But if satisfaction is 
sought by armed force, what will be the cost. of ob
taining it? This nobody seems to know, or indeed 
can know, and the outlook promises a terrible war if 
the attempt to coerce China is made. The mutual dis
trust and jealousies of the powers over the prospective 
prizes they see in Chinese trade and territory, is a 
further element in the problem that adds much to its 
uncertainty and perplexity. 

$ 

Who but the great powers of Europe can be really 
to blame f~r the terrible situation that exists to-day in 
China? There can, of course, be no possible justifica

. tion for the fiendish work of the "Boxers"; but what 
other feeling than one of intense resentment against 
the foreicrners could be excited by the manifest inten-o . 
tion of the powers of Europe to appropnate the coun-
try and divide it up among themselves \vith no more 

regard to the inhabitants-their claims, their interests, 
feelings, and wishes in the matter-than as if they were 
the "cattle upon a thousand hills"? ·.The . powers 
which have been so coolly proceeding with this selfish 
program should have known that only an intense 
hatred of the foreigner by the Chinese could be the 
result, and that only such deeds as have been reported 
could be expected from a barbarian people thus 
aroused to .fury. 

$ 

"Big guns," says Li Hung Chang, .:'give no. t•itle 
for.the possession of a country. The will.of the p~ople 
is that title." This is :but putting into ether·phrase 
the truth that· governments derive their "just powers 
from the consent of the governed." 

You Want These Maps. 

The eyes of,.-all the~w<:>rld -are ·t-urned- to"d,ay upon 
China, as the theater where is now being enacted the 

. greatest of world dramas, the end of which no man 
can foresee. While these thrilling events of world
wide significance are taking place, no one can afford 

· to be in .ignorance of the great changes which they 
portend, and to pr-operly unclerstand- and follow· the 
events of this world drama as they come, a good map 
of the territery in which they are transpiring is in
dispensable. Just such a map the Sentinel of Liberty 
is now prepared to furnish its readers-in fact, three 
separate maps, printed on the two sides of a sheet 21 

by 28 inches. These maps have been especially pre
pared with reference to this great "eastern question" 
where Europe and the United States are now acting 
together, and for this reason is immeasurably superior 
to the ordinary map. Covering one side of the sheet is 
a colored map of Asia, showing the area, population 
and chief cities of the different provinces and districts, 
and the governing political power, including Japan 
and the Philippine Islands. On the other side are 
two colored maps, one of China and Malaysia, show
ing the convergence of Russia, France, Japan and 
the United States upon the Chinese empire, and an
other giving an enlarged view of northeastern China, 
which is the seat of the present disturbances. In addi
tion, there is a printed description of China, touch
ing upon its territorial divisions, form of government, 
people, religion, foreign commerce, etc., and outlining 
the history of foreign aggression upon the empire, 
and the origin and nature of the "Boxer" movement. 
We might say more, but we have not the space. 

Certainly you want these maps and you want them 
now. The cost is nothing-only 15 cts. for the three, 
sent postpaid. Furnished free with new full-price sub
scrietions to the Sentinel. Send in your orders at once. 
Address Sentinel of Liberty, 324 Dearborn. St.; Chicago. 
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All men ought to keep the Sabbath, but no man 
ou,ght to be forced to keep the Sabbath. Religiops 
s~rvice must rest wholly upon love, not upon force .. 

The "will of the- majority" ih religion is no more 
binding upon the minority to-day, and no safer a guide, 
than it was in the days of Noah, Abraham, or. Elijah. 

"" "" -Christians cannot possibly be the "salt of tile 
· earth" at the ballot box; at such a place a Christian 
counts for no more than the most ungodly person on 
earth," since they staird on a perfect equality in the 
right to vote. One Christian can "chase a thousand. 
artd two put ten thousand to flight"; but not at the 
polls or the primary. Christianity cannot count in the 
sphere of politics. 

"" "" 
The Creator gave the world only one sun and one 

Sabbath, and it is as possible oo create another sun by 
l~gislation as another-- Sabbath, or to maintain one 

; by legislation as to maintain the other. There can 
be only one day st'~ctified as the Sabbath in the same 
.Week,-Only one day set apart from all other days as 
-~d_a:y of rest: 'We tnust take the· Sabbath institution as 
it comes to us from God's hands rather than from 
the legislature. 

The only protection that is needed from the state 
is the protection of men in the enjoyment of natural 
rights. - -. 

_., "" 
Because a certain thing may be clearly for _the 

public good, it does not follow thai: its enforcement 
should be attempted by law. Most people will admit 
that the extension of Christianity is clearly for the 
public good, but few would advocate its promulgation 
by legislation. It is cleariy for the public good 'that 
men should regard the laws of health, but here- again 
law is powerless to secure the end desired: 'And· so 
in a multitude of other cases. 

Tq,e Decline of Sunday Observanc~. 

Almost every writer and speaker in behalf of Sun
day legislation· has something to say about the "in
creasing desecration of the Lord's day." "The Sab
bath is imperiled," we are told, "by a growing ten
dency to secularize it, to neglect its religious privi
leges, to substitute the vulgarities of the Sunday 
press for communion with higher and sweeter themes, 
to devote its sacred hours to travel, to excursions of 
pleasure, and to mere social functions." This is the 
statement made by Rev. R. F. Sample, a leading Pres
byterian; and the like lament is heard everywhere 
from his contemporaries in the work of Sunday re
form. 

There is no reason to doubt that Sunday desecra
tion is increasing. The statements made by the friends 
of Sunday upon this point are no doubt substantia1ly 
true. But those who are calling for Sunday laws as a 
remedy for the evil, as they view it, entirely miss the 
lesson that should be learned from it touching- the 
preservation of the Sunday institution. Th,e very fact 
that public regard for the day is fast being lost, is 
evidence that it is beyond the power of legislation to
stay the decline that has oven;aken it. 

Regard for an institution cannot be put into the 
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hearts .of the .people by law. Hunmn statutes 1i:ndc:a:ets,:J 
·Oi legislatutes are powerless to contt;of.lthose iilflu
·ences by which an instituticin-as'the Sunday sabbath· 
--gains or loses in the belief and affections of man
kind.- Formerly Sunday was much more generally 
observed than it is to-da:y,. ·because there was a more 
general-belief in its claims as a sacred day,'and'a more 
general regard f.or it as such ; now that belief and re
gard are on ·the decline, and rio law c:an. save the in
stitution from the resulting disintegration. 

'fhe only remedy for the situation must be some
thing. that will influence· the minds and hearts of the 
people in favor of the claims made for Sunday as a 
sacred day.' How such a remedy can be found, we 
do not know; indeed, we do not believe it can .be 
found at all. The Scriptures evidently do . not afford 
a foundation for belief in Sunday as against the claims. 
of the seventh day, and while men can' reasonably 
dotibt the genuineness of its claims they c_annot be e~
pected to have any regard for it beyond that which 
may arise from purely selfish motives. With the_ Cath
olics :Sunday rest~ upon tradition and the authority of 
the Catholic church, _and this is the only stable foun
dation upon which the institution can be based. Pro
te~tatits mtlst ~ither go over to this fol,lndation for the
day ~r se~ it lapse into complete decay and ruin .. ':But 
if they. go over . to :Ronie' s foundation they wilf be no 
longer Protestants. . Which course V~ilf they take? 
Will they give up ·sunday or go back to the ground 
of tradition and church authority as the basis ot relig
ious. obligation, which they abandoned at the Rdor.:.. 
mation? Evidently they must soon do either the orie 
or the other ; and meanwhile there is being held out 
to them the alternative of accepting the claims of the 
seventh day Sabbath of the fourth commandment, 
resting upon the . \VOrd a_nd. authority .of inspirati?~ 
alone. s. · 

Sunday Then and Now. 

"Sunday labor must be stopped," says "Sunday 
Reform Leaflets." "It is undermining our Christian 
civiliz~tion ; and, so long as it continues, an immense 
number will be kept away from religious influences, 
preparing for that mental and moral state out of which 
come labor troubles, strikes, and riots ; and worse 
things may be expected under separations from re· 
ligicin." 

This is exactly the argument used in faver· of Sun
day laws ·in the fourth· century. First Sunday work 
kept the people away·from-"religious influences/' that 
is from the churches, therefore work was forbidden. 
Theh. the peciple being idle, they resorted -not to the 
churches, but to the theaters, which kept them "away 
from religious influences"; therefore·the theatres were 
prohibited on Sunday. The result was that the peopie 

a!rrbeGa:U:iiht; 'ftgood!~tha:t bbe empire is called even to
day: the ''Holy R'(!)!hanJEwpire." 

~\hose :who refused to be "good" were killed, and 
this order of things continued for many centuries. It 
is true that the major portion of that time is known as 
the "Dark Ages," but there are· a good many people 
who seem anxious to see the history of the "Holy 
Roman Empire/' the Inquisition, ·and the Dark Ages 
generally, repeated in this:;,iand and in the twentieth 
century, soon to' dawn upbn::the world. 

A Christian Citizenship Evangelist. 

"The National Christian Citizenship League, 
moved by profound spiriWal passion for the coming of 

·the Kingdom of,God on.e.arth, and after prayerful con
sideration," says its organ,, The Social. F<;>ruin, "has 
concluded to add to its other lines, a departm,ent of 
evangelistic work. However much we may realize the 
in~dequacy and deplore the partial failure of pre~ent 
religious effort, we nevertheless know that in the past 
there has been a deep spiritual fire associated with the 
old life. Smoldering and dormant it may now be, but 
as in other times. in response to the soul's intensest 
y~arnings and man's supremest need, the breath of 
God will again fan it into a purifying flame tli~\:" will 
sweep over the land, and pride arid vanity a,nd the 
idols of the heart will be dissolved before it 11ke chaff 
in a furnace. * * * 

"We believe that the .e~sential weakness of present
day methods, both in religion and reform, is _the. failure 
to address the heart as well as the head. We believe 
the heart when powerfully appealed to. and profound
ly stirred will apprehend the right with more unerring 
accuracy than will the head ; that with the h~:J,rt man 
believeth unto righteousness, and when the emotions 
are deeply agitated they will overflow, suffuse and 
compel the assent of the intellect, when confession will 
be made unto salvation. Believing this, the N a tiona} 
Christian Citizenship League propose earnestly te seek 
a revival of spiritual fervor and power, assured that 
only through such a revival can Christ's righteousness 
be realized, 1the Christ-life be incarnated in our own 
and the evils that menace our collective life be abol
ished." 

By "our c~llective l!fe" the Social Forum means 
our political life. And, ~his new movement proposes 
to unite religion and politics, and to appeal to the re
ligious sentiments .and feelings of the people to move 
them to political action. This can I?ean nothing less 
than practical union of church and state,. first of all in 
the individual and then in "our collective life." 

. We are not of those who believe that a.ne can be 
an honest man in private life and a; rogue in pttblic life ; 



or a saint in:ihe. c.h'liqch. and a ·s'i:rlner ~ ·poli~.:,,:T~,, or ev.ehr·toward"arist0craey? . J estls thereby ·does not· 
one's religion is worth having'3:t wiJ.it.make hiin hottest decrease in v,alue for us; but we are not able,to d,educe 
wherever he is. Btit this is quite a different thing from our political tactics from him." 
saying that "when the emotions are deeply agitated "Jesus Christwas not a politidan"; that states the 
they will overflow, suffuse and compel the assent of whole truth of the matter in a nutshell. And because 
the intellect." he was not a politician, he did not enter into the arena 

We want no government by camp-meeting or re- oi political strife, and. his words and example furnish 
vival methods. Government by "the emotions" "deep- no rule by which to guide political activity. And. as 
ly agitated" by fervid appealsto religious sentiment is the life of Christ is Christianity, now as well as nine
just what they had in Spain and the Netlretlands under teen centuries ago, it follows that Christianity ktlows 
the sway of the Inquisition. Another form of it is nothing of politics. The aims of Christianity are_ not 
seen to-day in the Boxer uprising in China; while our to be attaim;d by political means. Christ's kingdom 
American Sunday laws are due to the same cause- is not of this world: 
deep religious feeling rather than sancfffied common We commend the results of Pastor Naumann's 
sense. study of this· subject to all those in this country ;who 

The Christian Citizenship League is pursuing are trying to set up the kingdom o~ God or establish 
either a phantom, or the deamon of church-and-state righteous-ness ·in the earth through political reform 
union. If the first, their efforts must be fruitless of parties or by .any political agency. An earnest and 
practical results ; if the second, their success could candid investigation of the question in the light of the 
bring only wide-spread ruin ; first of American liberty words of Jesus Christ, will, we trust, be the salvation 
and American manhood, and secondly of the Republic of many· from one of the most dangerous of modern 
itself. B. delusions. - · s. 

Christianity and Politics. 
' ' . l 

Pastor Friedrich Naumann, who is a prominent 
figure in the ranks of practical Christian workers in 
Germany, has published a book on "Democracy and 
the Imperial Power," in which he shows that Christ's 
teachings furnish no rule for guidance in politics. 
Consequently the publication- has produced "a deep 
and disappointing sensation" among those within the 
circle of his influence, who were looking for an oppo
site view to be set forth. "The author," we are told, 
"has been one of the most active representatives ·of 
the Christian Socialist agitation, which has seen in 
the application of the teachings of Christ to the social 
and politicalproblems of the day the panacea for all 
the ills that affect humanity." Now the former "Chris
tian Socialist" has withdrawn from the position he held 
as such touching the application of Christ's teaching 
to politics, and states the conclusion at which he has 
arrived, in these words:-

"Jesus Christ was not a politician. -The attempt 
has often been made ·to extract from the never-failing 
fountain of his Word the rules that should control po
litical thought and action. Protestants, too, have made 
such attempts, and in former years the author of this 
book has joined in these efforts. But the result of 
aU these studies has been the conviction that-the moral 
ideas of the Master are of such a general character, 
being int('!nded for application to _all manners and con
ditions of men, and are so purely ethical and abstraCt 
in their nature, that 'they do not furnish a guide to 
conduct in specific cases nor answer such questions 
as, What should be our politics in the period of in· 
dustrialism, or our attitude toward. social d,('!mocracy,. 

,Christians should hold their citizenship on high. A 
country is not safe till the citizens are seeking the Bet
ter Country. The supreme loyalty to one's fatherland 
is lRyalty to· one's Father in Heav'en. As the spirit 
of ma111mon is the ruin of the. land; so the spir,it oi. 
other-worldliness is its salvation. It prevents undue· 
wealth,. It checks ambition. It avoids> friction . be-. 
tween workerand.worker. It makes men faithful. It: 
empties saloons and builds up homes.-Amos R.. 
Wells. 

Duty of Civil· Magistrates Towards Religion. 
The civil magistrate either respecteth that religion\ 

and worship which his conscience is persuaded is true, 
and upon which he ventures his soul, or else that and~ 
thqse .which he .is persuaded are false. 

Concerning the first, if that which the magistrate
believeth to. be true, be true, I say he owes a three-
fold _duty unto it:. · 

First., Approbation and countenance, a reverent. 
esteem and honorable testimony, according to· Isaiah 
xlix, Revelation :x:xi, with a tender respect of truth 
and the professors of it. 

Secondly. Personal submission of his own soul 
to the power of the Lord. Jesus in that spiritual gov
ernment and kingdom, according. to Matthew xviii, 
I Cor. v. 

Thirdly. Protection of _such true professors of 
Christ, whether apart, or met together, as also of their 
estates, from viqlence and injury, according to. 
Rom. xiiL . 



Now, secondly; if it be· a fals; religiop (untti'~hich 
.the civilmagistrate dare not adjoin,. yet)',he owes: 

First. Permission (for approbation he owes not to 
what is ev:il), and this according to Matthew xiii, 30, 
for public peace and quiet's sake. 

SecondlY:. He owes protection to the persons of 
his subjects (though of,a false worship) that no injury 
.be offered either to the persons or goods of any. 
Rom. xiii.-Roger Williams, 

" The Ontario. Sunday Law. 

As perhaps most of the readers of the Sentinel 
·know, the Ontario Sunday h.w has been before the 
~ourt of Appeals of the Dominion of Canada to test 
its constitutionality .. The .most .. of the time May 22-28 

was devoted to the hearing of the case by that court 
.in Osgood Hall, Toronto. Som.e very interesting fa~ts 
w.ere brough~ out during the hearing, and some v~ry 
.strange positions were taken. The question is., wheth
-er the. provincial government of Ontario has the right 
to enact a Sunday law, or whether this power rests. 
.solely with the Dominion gov:ernment (of Canada). 
By the Act of Federation, all criminal laws belong to 
the Dominion government, and the provinces have 
:no right to make or alter criminal laws. Sunday laws 
.have recently been: classed iri Nova Scotia· as criminal 
laws. If this ·decision is correct, then the Sunday laws 

··Of the provinces are evidently unconstitutional So 
:the matter was carried up for a final hearing. 

The Lord's Day Alliance made a very strong effort 
:to have the constitutionality of the law established. 
·Two eminent lawyers argued the case for three days 
:before the court in behalf of the Sunday law. The 
.lawyer for the other side of the question used but one 
half-day. . 

It was very persistently affirmed by the lawyers 
:for the Lord's Day Alliance that the question is notin 
.any wise a religious one, also that it is not a question 
·Of morality. It was stated that the name of the insti
tution as it appears in the law, the Lord's-Day Act, 

·might give to the matter a religious appearance, but 
:that . was misleading. Though the day is called the 
L~rd's day, yet the law concerning. its observance is 

;purely a civil statute, regulating the conduct of men 
with ea,ch other. It was also stated that the violation 

•Of the law did not embrace anything immoral. When 
:asked by the judge how this could be shown, or why 
. the speaker took this position, the reply was "because . 
·there is nothing in the violation of the law that affects 
:a man's conscie·nce." 

This is certainly a very interesting statement, and 
·we wish it might be proclaimed in the ears. of men 
·everywhere, that there is nothing in the violation of 
~Sunday laws that need disturb any man's conscience. 
lBut this would be strange doctrine for Sunday law ad-

~B~a~~ acr~~s: the'iine ft'onh:is,·~urely. But the state~ 
ment is jusfas good there as here. 

J}nother very interesting position that was taken 
by the Sunday law advocates was that it would be an 
impracticable thing to have a national. Sunday law, 
that each province should be allowed to make its own 
Sunday laws. The argument in favor of this p~sition 
was that it would not be fair, for illustration, to ask 
Quebec to conform to the ideas of Ontario people 
in regard to Sunday observance, that these French 
speakin'g' people had very different ideas of Sunday 
observance than we of English extraction have, and 
they should be allowed to have laws in conformity 
with their customs arid 'ideas. On the other hand, it 
would not be right for Quebec to ask Ontario to adopt 
her ideas of Sunday observance, and that as there are 
various notio:J;IS about Sunday observance in the vari
ous provinces, -therefore each province should be' al-
lowed to inake its own Sunday laws. . . · 

This is again very important information for Sun
day law advocates everywhere. Hear, all of you. A 
national Sunday law-the very thing Sunday law agi
tators are Clamoring for-is an impracticable thing. 
Then, forever abandon the project. Different races 
and different provinces· and states differ in their ideas 
of Sunday observance,· and so it would be unjust to 
make a law bringing all to a compulsory observance 
of the same law.' · · 

. But why- stop with the State or Province? Sup~ 
pose in two adjoining counties men differ· in their 
ideas of this matter, why is it any more just to have 
a Sunday law applying alike to' both counties? ·And 
further. Suppose that in two adjoining neighborhoods 
the sentiment is different, 'yes, suppose two families 
living side by side 4iffer in their ideas concerning the 
rest day. Shall we have a law applying alike to both? 
Provinces are only neighborhoods grown large~ The 
.rights of one man are of precisely the sariie nature as 
those of a collective bodyof men. The 'folly' and ab
surdity of any government, state ur nation, p~esuming 
to establish a Sunday law was most dearly evident 
to the attentive listener to the above arguments. 

Let these two points be. remembered, that Sunday 
observance .is not a matter of conscience (of a well-in
structed conscience at least), and that_ the idea of a 

. national Sunday law is a farce, on account of its mani-
fest injustice. F. D. STARR. 

Recently, Lord Minto, Governor-General of Can
ada, was in Toronto on Sunday. ·According to news
paper reports, early in the day he attended service 
at St. James Cathedral, and after that entertained 
guests at lunch. When the time for Lord Minto's de
parture arrived a guard of honor, consisting of the 
Forty..eighth Highlanders, with their band, escorted 



the viceregal partx.,to the train, which -left Sunday 
'):·,.· U < - ', I ' 

evening for Ottawa. 

"The circumstance," it is said, "has caused much 
pain among the strict 'Sabbath-loving' people of Can
ada. Rev. Dr. Milligan, pastor of St. Anqrew's Pres
byterian church, took occasion to administer a rebuke 
from the pulpit, and in many quarters Lord Minto's 
action has been condemned." 

The Catholic Standard and Times on the 

Philippine Situation. 

Mention is made in our "News, Notes and Com
ment," of Bis,hop McFaul's recent utterance concern
ing the duty of Catholics to make their influence felt 
"whenever bigots attempt the invasion of our rights." 

Still more recently the Bishop has written to the 
editor of the Catholic Standard and Times (Philadel
phia), saying: "No Catholic political party is intended, 
neither are we to act as Catholics in obtaining our 
rights, but as American citizens-and employ the 
means guaranteed to citizens. Our people are asked 
to imi'tate representative non-Catholic laymen, who go 
before local boards, State Legislatures and the N a
tiona] Congress in behalf of their rights as citizens or 
for the redress of grievances. * * * This is a 
campaign of education-not only for Catholics, but 
for non-Catholics as well. Bigots have too long 
dragged our religion into politics for their own selfish 
ends. We propose to put a stop to this mixing up 
of our religion with politics, and to prevent discrimi
nation against us as American citizens simply because 
we are Catholics. It cannot be doubted that the griev
ances we are suffering at home and in our new pos
sessions would never have occurred, at least they would 
soon have been removed, if we had made known our 
sentiments in legitimate channels with that strength 
of purpose which would have made an impression up
on those in authority." 

As intimated elsewhere, the Catholics look at such 
things in a very different light from that in which most 
Protestants view them. For example, a few years 
since when the Protestant churches that had been re
ceiving governmental aid for their Indian schools, vol
untarily relinquished it, the Catholics refused to do so; 
and the act passed by Congress at that time, pro
viding that after a certain date no more such appro
priations should be made, is one of the' "grievances" 
of wh1ch they complain. 

Taking Bishop McFaul's letter as a text, the Cath
olic Standard and Times says: 

"The pre?eht is not a time for irresolution .. It is 
not enough that Catholics consider their position, pass 
resolutions and speak through the newspapers. They 
have voi-ces and votes. These they must use with the 
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earnestness of men who know what th_ey are about 
and d-etermined to carry their resolve. They are 
American citizens, and they have the same rights un
der the Constitution as all other classes of citizens. 
When they see other citizens banding together for 
the purpose of making an attack on Catholic institu
tions and Catholic principles and Catholic property, 
they would not deserve the name of American citizen
ship to stand idly by ·while such an outrage on the 
Constitution was being contrived." 

It will be remembered how active certain Catholic 
prelates were at the conclus-ion of the Spanish-Amer
ican war to secure the "rights of the church." These 
"rights" had reference of course to the condition of 
affairs under the church-and-state regime in Cuba,. 
Porto Rico, and the Ph1lippines. 

Referring to this phase of the question, the paper 
we quote says: "There is confiscation in the air. Many 
portents point to an assault upon the property of the 
religious orders in the Philippines, in breach of the 
treaty with Spain." 

The Standard and Times then quotes the Brook
lyn Eagle, "one of the best informed p~pers," which 
"gives, on the authority of its Washington correspon
dent, a statement made to him by 'an Administration 
official high in authority,' to this effect": 

"The friars arc to be gotten out of the Philippines, 
but at this time it is impossible to say how their ex
pulsion is to be effected. Navy and army officers have 
reported that much of the trouble and discontent in 
the islands is the result of the influence of the priests. 
While we know that this sect has been violently op
posed to our government and that efforts were made 
by its members to aid and encourage the rebellion 
against the authority of the United States, we regard 
the friars as more menacing to the interests of the na
tives than to the United States. The whole subject of 
their future is to be decided by the Philippine Com
mission, which has full power to dispose of the mat
ter. Of course, we. are being kept advised as to what 
is being done and the final decision will have approval 
of the Washington authorities. 

"Numerous complaints have been received by the 
American authorities, to the effect that grounds and 
buildings have been seized in the past by representa
tives of the Church in the Philippines. The titles thus 
involved are to be searched by officials at Manila and 
an attempt made to restore tQ the rightful owners ali 
property that has been wrongfully confiscated. After 
this has been done the serious task of determining
what shall be done with the friars in regard to their 
future occupation of the Philippines will still remain. 
Owing to their great number and the wealth of their 
possessions, it will not be practicable to do as Captain 
Leary did at Guam-merely to ship them out of the isl
and. Some scheme will be devised, however, by which 
the power of the friars will be greatly lessened." 

Upon this the Standard and Times says: 

"When we bear in mind the composition 6£ the
Philippine Commission, there can be little wonder that 
Catho1ics should feel the deepest apprehension. Meth-
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odis_t and Baptist and Presbyteri:m :aJe- howJing ·-like 
famtshed . wolves for tpe spoils of the. monasteries. 
* * . * Not one of them a Catholic, notone of tliem 
a !ll.an in whose impartiality a Catholic can have im
phctt confidence. * * * Catholic interests in 
the islands which were until lately colonies :of Spain 
llave no defenders now but the Catholics of the United 
.States. Let the full meaning of this fact be grasped 
. by every Catholic here worthy·of the name. Let it· 
be borne in mind how difficult it is to get any news of 

..a reliable character from those places on any subject, 

.and then it must be seen how little chance there is of 
the Catholics in Porto Rico and the Philippines a~ 
least of getting their voices heard or their wishes re
-spected. We say nothing of Cuba, which is not alto
gether in our power-as yet-like these other terri
:tories. If there were never a howl for confiscation 
.from the disinterested (?) Christian sects, it would be 
.an imperative duty of the free Catholics here to come 
to the aid of the millions of their co-religionists thrust 
-outside the palisade of the Constitution while deprived 
of the protection of the friendly government of Spain. 
'They are groaning under the· evil of taxation without 
representation. They are neither American citizens 
·nor Spanish colonials. They are tongue-tied and re
,duced to the position of the dumb animals without the 
benefit of a philanthropic society such as that wfiich 
interposes between the quadruped brute and the biped 
brute. They cry to their fellow Catholics here to stand 
'between them and an irrisistible power whose force 
is being utilized, and may be still more crushingly util
iized, for the purposes of a conscienceless and hypo
•critical propaganda of bigotry. This is the most im
•mediate subject of concern for American Catholics." 

It must be evident to everyone, that the govern
ment at Washington has some very difficult questions 
with which to deal in its recently acquired colonies. 

The treaty of peace with Spain provides that "the 
inhabitants of the territories over which Spain relin
·quishes or cedes her sovereignty shall be secured in 
·the free exercise of their religion." And again: "Judg
·ments rendered either in c'ivil suits between private in
·dividuals, OT in criminal matters, before the date men
·tioned [Aug. 12, 1898], and with respect to which 
-there is no recourse or right of review under Spanish 
·law shall be deemed final." And yet, again: "The rights 
of property secured by copyrights and patents ac

·quired by Spaniards in the island of Cuba, and in Porto 
Rico, the Philippines and other ceded territory, at the 

·time of the exchange of ratifications of this treaty, 
-shall continue to be respected." 

Much as justice may demand it, we do not see how, 
·under this treaty, there can be .even any review of 
·titles of property in the Philippine Islands; to say 
>tothing of the expulsion of the friars and the confisca
·tion of property held by ·them prior to, and at the 
time of the signing of the treaty of peace. 

It has been asserted that much of the property held 
by the friars was acquired something after the manner 
·of Ahab's acquisit~on of Naboth's vineyar<l (See 1 
Kings 21). "Whenever a man had a desirable planta-

· ·t!ron,•-t:hay would trump .tfpv some :charge against him, 
have him. arrested; and; without investigation, shot; 
and the property was turned over ·to the_ monks," 

But this was done under color of law; and accord
ing to the treaty, which is "part of the supreme law 
of the land," there is now no recourse that did not 
exist under the Spanish regime . 

The fact is that by the war with Spain, and by the 
treaty of peace, the United States have been brought 
face to face with some very perplexing questions. We 
do not impugn the motive of· the Philippine Commis
sioners, nor of the representatives of the United States 
who framed the treaty, but we do seriously question 
whether, within the provisions of that treaty, substan
tial justice can be done as between friars and Fili-
pinos. 

The State as the Protector of Liberty. 
(From "Religion and the State," by A. Hovey, D. D.) 

In the great .natural right to liberty of action is 
included that of public worship, provided the same is. 
peaceful and orderly. This indeed is the highest exer
cise of true liberty. Without it freedom is only a 
name, or, rather, it is a misnomer. 1f men may not 
obey their religious convictions in the worship of G9d, 
ii the highest mandates of conscience may not be ex
pressed in action which does no violence to the 'rights 
of other men, it is useless to speak of liberty; for it 
does not exist. 

When, therefo;e, Christians of any name as~ for 
protection in public worship, they seek for no espe
cial favor or distinction, but only for that which the 
state owes to all, whether Protestant or Papist, Jew 
or heathen. For all men are entitled to pay their 
homage without annoyance, in public or in private, to 
whatever being they please. In fact, every assembly 
of the people, called together for a purpose not crim
inal or seditious, must be protected from disturbance. 

A company of atheists, whether scientific OT philo
sophical, has, in the eye of civil authorities, the same 
right to meet and proclaim unbelief, as any body of. 
Christians has to meet for the service of God. For the 
state is not charged with the duty of ascertaining the 
true faith and supporting it, but with the duty of as
serting the equal freedom of all men to think and act 
for themselves in matters of religion while they pay 
due respect to the rights of one another. 

It is a sad' confession of weakness for any body of. 
Christians to seek aid from the civil authorities in 
maintaining religion. It is a reproach to the Saviour, 
and to the agencies provided by him, when men call 
for the sword to turn the crowd in his favor. Let 
the friends of Christ be protected like oth~r men in. 
their natural rights, and trust to his grace and truth 
for the rest ! Then will they never be put to shame. 
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Must, th~p, -~ :idol . w~.rs.~ip ·-of. the· ChiHese, W!ho 
swarm the Pacific Coast, be ptotec'ted by all the power 
-of the state? Undoubtedly it must, according to the 
view of civil government maintained in these· pages ; 
-or, rather, the liberty of the Chinese to worship thus 
must be defended, unless their worship tan be shown 
.to violate the natural rights of other men. 

The language of Roger Williams is not too strong: 
"''It is the will and command of God, that a permission 
of the most paganish, Jewish, Turkish, or anti-Chris
tian consciences and worships be granted to all men 
in all nations and countries." ("Blondy Tenent," etc., 
,p. 38. See Vol. iv. Publications of the Narragansett 
·Club.) 

But does not the state indorse the action when it 
;protects the actor? By no means; it simply performs 
its own duty in conserving the freedom of the people, 
]eaving at the same time with every one of them the 
t"esponsibility of his own conduct towards God. 

There is no better reason for holding the state to 
· "be implicated in the guilt of an idolator whose lib

·erty it guards, than there is to believe it a sharer in 
the grace of a Christian, whose freedom to worship 
~od it vindicates. Indeed, a course of argument that 
would make earthly rulers accountable for the abuse 

' --Of the religious liberty which they a~sure to the people, 
would make the Creator and Redeemer of men respon

·sible for the abuse of their moral freedom. A proper 
-consideration of this fact would relieve the consciences 
of many who seem to have a sort of confused notion 
that "the powers that be" have some control over the 

·religious belief and conduct of their subjects. 

But this is not all. The view of civil government 
.as an ordinance of God for the protection of men in 
the exercise of their natural rights is the only one 
that will justify Christians in claiming protection from 
cthe state while they preach the gospel in heathen lands. 
. For clearly it is absurd to ask the rulers of a heathen 
-nation to concede to missionaries their rights to teach 
,freely a religion which those rulers and their people 
believe to be false, while the magistrates of a Chris-
·tian nation refuse the same liberty, as a right, to emis-
saries and teachers of idolatry. 

To say that the Christian religion is true, and idol
.atry false, is no reply to this; for if it belongs to the 
rulers of one nation to decide for the people what is 

·the true religion, it belongs to the rulers of every 
other to do the same, and i_t is impossible to deny 

·that, if they decide the matter at all, they must de
. cide it honestly, that is, according to their belief. 
And so, acting by the light which he has, the emperor 

,of China would proclaim Buddhism or Confucianism 
·to be the true religion, and refuse protection to Chris
·tian teachers ; the emperor of Russia would proclaim 
'the orthodox faith of the Eastern Church, and deny 

protec'f:l:on t<Y~Methddist preachers; the king of g:we-. 
den would ert'dorse the Lutheran creed and turn fhe 
p<Jwer of the· state against Baptists living in his cities ; 
and all these rulers would perhaps adopt the words 
of John Cotton, in his letter . to Richard Saltonstall, 
justifying the cruel punishment bf Obadiah Holmes in 
Boston, saying that their "toleration" and "indulg
ence" could not be extended to any person acting' 
"against the order and government of our churches, 
established (we know) by God's law and (he knoweth) 
by the laws of the country." 

It is cause for amazement that any thoughtfui 
American can believe that the state, as such, ought to 
patronize Christianity in one place, if it may not do 
the same for Buddhism in another; or, in other·lan~ 
guage, that a Christian ruler is authorized to obey his 
conscience, while a heathen ruler is not. Let every 
one be fully persuaded in his own mind, and act ac
cordingly, is the lesson of an apostle to the early 
Christians; and the same great teacher inculcates the 
duty of respect for even the scruples of a weak con
science. 

Either, then, Christians have no right to claim pro
tection from the state in preaching the gospel to the 
heathen, or the duty of the state is simply to protect 
men in the exercise of their natural rights, without 
attempting to act for or against any form of religion. 
That the latter view is correct, the writer firmly be
lieves; and believing it would insist upon religious
freedom for ali-in China, or Sweden, a? well as in 
the United States. 

But though human government has no control over 
religious faith or worship, it is bound to conserve 
with sacred fidelity the liberties of the people against 
all persons or influences that would destroy them; 
and, therefore, if any religious sect were known to 
deprive certain members of their personal freedom, 
it would be the duty of the state to restore this to 
them. If there were religious houses in which persons 
who entered them freely, perhaps in early life, were 
believed, on good probable evidences, to be kept 
against their will, the state would be under.obligation 
to make diligent search, ascertain if possible the facts 
of the case, and prevent the use of any physica~re
straint abridging liberty. By so doing it would simply 
accomplish the purpose of its existence; by refusing to 
do this it would, in a measure,· forfeit its right to be. 
For, according to the view laid down in this investiga· 
tion, the sphere of its action is well defined, incl~ding 
the protection of personal freedom, the limits of its 
service clearly e~tablished, and the probability of any 
collision with any pr?per SJliritual authority infinitesi
mal. 

Indeed, the perfect distinctness with which, on this 
the.ory, the ends of civil government can be explained; 
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and the ample scope which it leaves for the spitftual· 
reign of Christ over the minds, consciences, and hearts 
of men, are strong reasons for believing it correct. 
When truth is· discovered, it is commonly found to be 
simple .and harmonious. When the ·various duties and 
relations of men are clearly apprehended they will be 
seen to be self-consistent and indubitable. 

Petition to the Premier .of New Zealand. 
By People Suffering Religious Persecution in. Raro

tonga, Cook Islands. 
The following copy of a petition to the premier of 

New Zealand, by natives of Raratonga, an island of 
the Cook group, has .been sent us by Dr. J. E. Cald
well, who is in charge of the Medical Mission estab
lished there by the Seventh-day Adventists. It is a . 
plea for such aid as the New Zealand premier can ren
der by his influence as a high official under the British 
crown, in relieving a people suffering religious per
secution at the hands of other people under British au
thority. Since it was prepared a great and calamitous 
change has, if reports be true, come over the situa
tion in the island; peace has given place to war, with 
its accompaniments of murder and destruction. How 
far this terrible change may have resulted from the 
persecution inflicted upon the natives, as the petition 
sets forth, we cannot yet say; but it is direc.ty trace
able to the recent innovation of establishing Sunday 
by law in the place of the seventh day, contrary to 
the preferences and life-long custom of the people. 
And most certainly also this armed resistance by the 
natives . has been altogether contrary to the teaching 
and c_ounsel of those who have stood by the natives in 
their adherence to seventh-day observance:-

Raratonga, May, 1900. 
To the Rt. Ron. Richard Seddon, Premier of New 

Zealand: 
Sir:-Ih my possession are a few facts familiar to 

the people dwelling on Raratonga, to which I am 
ready to call your attention, in behalf of humanity, 
for so far as I am aware they have never been reported 
outside of Raratonga either in official dispatches or by 
newspaper· correspondents. 

I have the honor to be a representative of the Sev
enth-day Adventist Mission established in the Cook 
Islands six years ago. I came here in response to an 
invitation of the Parliament of Cook Islands extended 
in 1893 to our society to send to this group a physi
cian. I have no personal grievances which I care to 
mention to you,-no political ambition to serve,-and 
the religious principles which I hold in common with 
those of nearly every member of the society which 
I represent are such that I'" cannot take an active part 
in any political agitation either for or against the pres
ent administration. But Saint Peter tells ·us in his 
first generai epistle that governments are instltuted in 

tl:ie' pi-b~Iaence of·'God fot:Jthe··''ftJunishment -of evil-· 
doers, and for the praise of them. that de welL" It11 
my opinion, this government is not accomplishing that: 
end for the natives, therefore, in order that the peo
ple generally, and our fostering g_o¥ernmerit in par
ticular, may not be in ignorance of real conditions
prevailing in this dependency, and hoping: that, being: 
known, the evils may in some way be corrected, I 
deem it my duty to inform you that for nearly siX.. 
months shocking intimidations and religious perse.,-· 
cutions have been practiced on this island hD such an. 
extent as to make it a discredit-even a cause for 
shame-to the protectorate, in the eyes o£ those who
know the facts. 

I will here attempt to mention only a few isolate<L 
facts as they have come .to my notice. 

A house of worship erected by nati:ves independent. 
of any society, on land. owned by an Ariki who was in 
sympathy with those who· built it, was condemned by 
another Ariki, threatened to be burned down, and, 
afterward had its doors nailed up by the police, as it · 
remains at the present time, depriving its owners o£ 
its use. 

Sbc deacons and one native missionary belonging: 
to the London Misionary Society's church were fined. 
for their refusal to attend the meetings of that church
in its regular worship, and for meeting for worship in
:stead in their own home district prayer meeting houseS
on a day different from that of the L. M. S. meetings. 
These services were entirely independent of the serv
ices of any rival society. That this was religious per-
secution may be seen from the fact that the court. 
discriminated between the deacons and the native pas
tor, fining the deacons four pounds sterling each, an<:r 
the native pastor five pounds, for the s.ame offense. 

Between thirty and forty individuals were assem-
bled in a group by court summons and fined one pound' 
ten each, while a deacon in the same group was fined 
two pounds ten, all for a similar offense to that above·· 
described. 

Two mataiapos (high chiefs) were fined one pound .. 
ten each for giving sympathy and aid to a movement 
to build a house of worship independent of the L. 
M. Society's .authority, though at that time they were· 
entirely independent of any rival society. When one 
of the two yielded and agreed to follow t.he Ariki in· 
matters of religion, his fine was remitted. After sev
eral weeks the other one· was excused from paying his. 
fine upon his yielding to the continued demand of his
high chiefs to forsake the assembly of those who con
tinued to worship according to the long established 
custom of the people ofthe group. 

Three mataiapos were berated by an Ariki not. 
their own (some say that this was without precedent 
among natives) under the charge of hav:ing trampled' 
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in their Ariki,,wh~Jl· the qnly. particular i? wlJ.i~h, they 
.are known to have offended was in their failure to ,at-' 
tend the religious services of the L. M. S. when in
vited to· do so by the Aiiki. 

·More than a score of natives of all ranks were called 
up by their Ariki by means of the police, and ha
rangued for more than half an ho'Ur with threats, and 
slanders, and false statements against members of a 
rival society. The threats were that if they, the audi
tors, there assembled by the police, did 'not cease to 
attend the regular services of the rival society men
tioned, they would be prosecuted, fineo, banished to 
Manuae or to a foreign country, or evicted from their 
own houses, which of course stand on tribal limds. 

There are four misionary societies now at work 
on the Cook Islands. 

The controversy which was th~ occasion of the 
above described persecutions was the change of the 
weekly rest day. 

In May, 1899, the local committee of the L. M. S. 
in meeting assembled at Tereora (so says the Karere, 
the local organ of that society), decided to recom
mend a change of their regular weekly services from 
the seventh to the first day of the week. This, of 
course, they had a right to do. The m~vement was 
not popular among the natives of the group.' Proba
bly more than 90 per cent of them objected to the 
change, many from conscientious scruples, for the na
tive Bibles declare that the seventh day is the Sab
bath (Exod. 20:10). 

Being encouraged by a law which Parliament 
passed at its last session (it is said that there was diffi
culty in persuading the members· to pass it), that so
ciety effected the change named after Christmas, 1899, 
and since that· time' has held its regular services on the 
first day of the week instead of the seventh, as before; 
but for the first few weeks-until the authority of the 
courts.could have time to produce an effect-the num
ber attending in most villages was very small, indeed. 

I have never heard it charged that the natives who 
suffer persecution have broken any law. They have 
simply claimed the right-and still claim it-to rest 
and worship on the seventh day in harmony with 
their understanding of their Bibles, and their practice 
also for more than seventy-five years under the lead
ership of the same society to which all their persecu
tors now belong. Apparently every effort of their 
former teachers to persuade them that the new way 
is the better has only confirmed them in the belief that 
the change rests wholly upon human ·authority. A 
great majority of them have never enjoyed the privi-

. lege of receiving Bible instruction from the teachers 
of any otl:ier society. 

.Thus it is seen that What amounts to a new relig-

ion.ll<*s,;been br,ought to the island and its dogmas 
are being enfgrced by law contrary to. the will· of the 
people ; and that the new religion' includes both 'a. 
new practice and respect for a new source of :J,uthority 
in the realm of religion, not before taught the natives; 
for until their confidence is established in some human 
right and power to change God's law they cannot be 
easily induced to abandon that law as taught them 
for more ·than three quarters of a century, and which 
seems so plain to them as they read it in their native 
Bibles. All they ask for is relief from persecution. 

I have briefly stated facts as I have observed them. 
Should additional witnesses be desired to establish 

the above statements they can be furnished in abun
dance .if the witnesses are guaranteed immunity from 
punishment and annoyances for testifying against their 
Arikis. 

Under the present system of land tenure the peo
ple hold their property at the pleasure of their Arikis. 
Many of them have told me privately in confidence 
that they greatly desire freedom from the serfdom 
they now suffer, by the introduction of English laws, 
that they may enjoy civil and religious liberty as it is 
enjoyed by the English-speaking people and Maoris 
of New Zealand, and this wholly without my intro
ducing the subject or suggesting such a change. 
Without a guarantee of protection it would require 
great boldness for them to testify publicly to any facts 
which would compromise their Arikis. I once knew 
a number of them to be prosecuted for signing a peti
tion to His Excellency the Governor of New Zealand, 
because their Arikis were then under an influence 
which ·did not favor the petition. At that time the 
sentence was suspended, and remains suspended to this 
day, with the warning that if they ever dare to do so 
again their punishment will be severe. 

Though the Arikis are directly responsible for these 
persecutions, I beg leave to say that I have much 
sympathy for them, thinking it probable that since they 
have neither literature nor a knowledge of history, 
they have no proper conception of th-e enormity of the 
wrongs they are doing their people, having been in.:. 
duced, possibly, to adopt that policy from outside in
fluences. 

Hoping you may have a pleasant voyage and reach 
your home again with renewed strength, I have the 
honor, sir, to be 

Your obedient servant, 
J. E. CALDWELL, 

Superintendent of Raratonga Medical Mission of Sev
enth-day Adventists. 

If the "civil" Sabbath were really a civil institution, 
it would not be the source 0f so much unCivil action on 
the part of 'its supporters. 
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NEws, NoTES 
AND COMMENT 

In commenting upon the recent arrest and fining 
in North Carolina of a Seventh-day Adventist cripple 
for selling candy and peanuts on Sunday, the Amer
ican Israelite says: "It is an acknowledged fact that 
these people are the best of citizens, noted for their 
temperance, industry and frugality. In almost every 
instance they have not been arrested because they 
were obtrusive in their Sunday labor, or in any way 
disturbed people who observed that day, but simply 
because they differ in their belief from the predominant 
Christian denominations. There is something besides 
anti-Semitism in this world." 

Yea, truly there is "something besides anti-Semit
ism in this world,"-something radically wrong. It is 
the same spirit of intolerance that killed Cain, sold 
Joseph into bondage, crucified Christ, made millions of 
martyrs during the Dark Ages. And the end is not 
yet. 

* *. * 
"While a minister was offering public prayer at 

the opening of the great political convention on July 
4,'' says the Michigan Christian Adv<;>cate, "a strong 
band came marching into the hall with every instru
ment tooting or clanging. The worldly methods are 
noisy, and too often drown the contemplative moods. 
This is true in the cas~ of all men. In this special in
stance it was a great pity that the devotional moments 
of skilled politicians should be ~t all shortened. They 
are all too brief already in every party." 

We don't want to discourage prayer, but if there is 
a place where it is utterly inappropriate that place is 
a political convention. There is no more reason why 
a political convention should be opened with prayer 
than that the polls should be opened by prayer. The 
idea that "skilled politicians" feel any true devotion 
at such a time, except devotion to party, is absurd. 

* * * 
Baseball playing on Sunday is unlawful in Michi

gan, according to a decision just rendered by the 
supreme court of that State. The case arose over 
a game of ball at Owosso, Mich., and the prosecutor 
was a Methodist clergyman. The Sunday laws are 
not religious at all, we are told ; but for some reason 
it is always a clergyman that is seeking their enforce
ment. The facts of this case are thus stated by the 
Inter Ocean :-

"By statute in Michigan games of baseball are for-

};>*~deJhen Su~day! .. an,~ :\V-fl~ ~, gillij~ :\Mas .announced 
through the paper~sfot:ca ~ertam Sunciay, .the Metho
dist ,clergyman called up the sheriff by telephone the 
night be(.ore and notified him that the game was ad
vertised to take place. The sheriff contends that he 
made an effort to stop the game, but nevertheless it 
was played. Then the clergyman published an open 
letter to the sheriff in two local newspapers, charging 
him, in severe language, with intentional neglect of 
duty. Thereupon the sheriff began an action for libel 
and recovered a verdictfor $r,ooo-$so damage to his 
office and $950 for damage to his feelings. The su
preme court reversed this judgment, holding that it 
was the duty of the sheriff to prevent the game, and 
if the players persisted in proceeding with it it was 
his duty promptly to arrest th~m. The court held fur
ther that a statute forbidding ball games on Sunday is 
constitutional." 

* * * 
"vVe are among those," says the Michigan Chris

tian Advocate, "who believe that an intelligent and 
enthusiastic patriotism is included in our ·Christian 
religion." 

If the Advocate is correct, then the Chinese Box
ers must be, if not Christians at least "not f<l;r from 
the kingdom,'' for they are patriotic to the point of 
fanaticism. 

Patriotism is a virtue only so far as it is love of cor
rect principles. If it means no more than love of a 
certain portion of territory within certain boundaries, 
either natural or political, it is only an animal instinct, 
more strongly developed in some beasts and birds 
than in man. If it means love of the society and in
stitutions of one's country, then it is a virtue only to 
the extent that that society and those institutions are 
worthy of confidence and support. Imagine intelligent 
patriotism in this sense, among the common people 
in Turkey, Italy, or Russia. It is impossible. But 
~en may be just as truly Christian there as in the 
most favored lands. "Patriotism" is too often the 
sentiment of fools and the bulwark of tyrants. 

* * * 
Among the inconsistencies of professedly Chris

tian people which furnish atheists with an opportu
nity to rail against Christianity and in their own eyes 
justify the~selves, not the least is the attitude of most 
churches toward the restriction of Sunday traffic. The 
following illustration is furnished by the Freethought 
Magazine: 

"A convention of Christians recently. passed the 
following resolution, which we clip from the Chicago 
Tribune: 
. " 'Resolved, That we give the weight of our in
fluence to every legitimate movement which tends to 
abolish the sale of intoxicants on the Lord's day, and 
we urge the complete closing of saloons on Sunday.' 

"Now, if saloons are good things they ought to be 
open on all days of the week, and if they are a bad 
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thing they slibJ.tld'fi~ opefi(hn n·o·Uay ofthe weflt:·Fihw 
would a resolution of this kihd sound: 

" 'Resolved, That we give the . weight of our in
fluence to every legitimate movement which tends to 
.abolish highway robbery on the Lord's day, and we 
urge that this crime be entirely prohibited on Sunday.' 
And everybody knows that humanity suffers ten 
'times more from the work of saloons than from the 
highway robbers .... 

The Michigan Christian Advocate has this to say 
-concerning the charges of political methods in the 
late Methodist conference in this city: "One delegate 
to the general conference wants to testify that there 
was no cause to set afloat stories of political wire pull
-ing. He deliberately states that 'these stories origi
nated with persons who fail to get the recognition they 
think themselves entitled to. Everything was open 
.and above board, and the efforts to secure the election 
.of certain men were made in a perfectly fair and open 
way.' Other men give an opposite report. Which 
.shall we believe? Which is right? Believe both. 
Both are truthful. Both bear veracious testimony. 
The only difference between them is that one doesn't 
know and the other does. One neither saw nor heard 
.anything improper, the other did." 

The charge that political methods. were used does 
.not necessarily mean dishonest methods. Political 
-conventions are sometimes conducted in a perfectly 
"fair and open way.'' 

The Advocate is doubtless correct: one man saw 
things the other did not see. He was not a wise 
justice who discharged a man accused of stealing a pig, 
because while only two witnesses testified positively 
that they saw the defendant steal the pig, twelve wit
nesses testified that they did not see him steal it. The 
ignorance of one man concerning a fact, however mon
umental that igno~ance may be, cannot offset the posi
tive knowledge of another man, however limited that 
knowledge may be. 

Some time since we made mention of the move
>ment on foot for the federation of all Roman Catholic 
~ocieties of this country. Recently Bishop McFaul, of 
'Trenton, N. J., has taken occasion to urge that this 
'be done. He says that the influence of such a ttnion 
-"should be felt in our State legislatures, and in the 
National Congress, whenever bigots attempt the in
vasion of our rights." Of course in the Bishop's view 
-''bigots attempt the invasion of our rights" whenever 
..any attempt is made to keep the Catholic Church. from 
.getting whatever she happens to demand. The Bishop 
says that the twelve million Catholics have no influ
.ence in the country proportional to their numbers, 
-that few Catholics can get an office; while the s~cts 
:are so united that if a legislature interferes with their 
:Smallest claim they besiege the legislative halls and 

1 '. ',' f' ' ' k i': ' ; '<. ' .~; " .~ . ' . ..,-, •J < 
"fri~~ the .Ia\Vmil.'Kers into submission. It is time, 
he says, for Catholic13 to "rush to the front," and awake 
from their torpor. 

So far as the reports state, the Bishop did not dis
tinctly state just. what direction this new activity 
should take ; but it has been suggested that one thing 
he had in mind was the American public school sys
tem-including the Indian schools.. They are indig,.. 
nant that Congress should have decreed the end of ap
propriations for religious schools; they think it a 
great wrong to them. 

"Wearied by the useless waiting for assistance from 
the present government, the Catholics of Spain," says 
the Catholic Mirror, "have demanded from the min
istry permission for the foundation in Madrid out of 
their own means of a purely Catholic university, sim
ilar to the one at Louvain, Belgium." 

And this is just what the Catholics of Spain ought 
to have done in the first place. No government on 
earth ought to give one cent in any way either to found 
or to maintain sectarian institutions either educational 
or otherwise. 

It is stated that an order will soon be issued for 
the election of members of an assembly to form a con
stitution for Cuba. The apportionment will be on the 
basis of one member for each one thousand inhabit
ants. The chief justice of the island, two of the insular 
secretaries, the civil governor of Havana, and the rec
tor of the University of Havana will sit in the conven
tion with the elected representatives. 

At a recent meeting of leading Filipinos to con
sider the question of securing a satisfactory peace, a 
paper was prepared stating a number of conditions 
which they deemed essential to that end, one of which 
was the expulsion of the friars. Upon this point the 
whole assembly were unanimous and earnest. In the 
comments elicited by the incident the general opinion 
is expressed that the friars will be left undisturbed 
in their possessions. 

Acc9rding to the latest official Roman Catholic 
census, which is said to have been "very carefully pre
pared," there are in the United States ro,r29,677 Cath
olics . 

The religious journals of India are said to be crit:. 
icizing the viceroy, Baron Curzon, for disregard of 
Sunday. The Church of England papers are consist
ent, however, inasmuch as they criticize him even 
more severely for travelling on Good Friday. 
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Civil and Religious Marriag~s· Again. 

"It is well-known," says the .Lutheran" Witness, 
commenting upon the question of civil' marriage in 
Cuba, "that the Roman Catholic does not recogniz~ the 
vai~dity of any marriage ceremony which has been 
solemnized by any one not a priest of his church. Ac
cordingly, in countries where the Roman Catholic .is 
the state religion, no civil marriages are permitted. 
This was the case, e. g., in Cuba and Porto Rico un
der Spanish rule. The exorbitant fees charged by the 
priests for performing the marriage ceremony brought 
about a great looseness in morals and a prevalence of 
concubinage. When our authorities took charge of 
the islands they, of course, sought for means and ways 
of abolishing this state of affairs. In his endeavors 
in this direction the governor-general of Cuba jumped 
to the opposite extreme by forbidding all except civiJ 
marriages." · 

It is denied, however, by the Catholic Standard 
and Times of Philadelphia, that civil marriages were 
not permitted in Cuba under Spanish rule. Be that 
as it may, however, the Am~rican governor-genera( 
certainly made a serious mistake in decreeing that all 
marriages should be civil. Those who for any reason 
prefer the religious ceremony are certainly entitled to 
it. From the standpoint of the state marriage i~ 
merely a civil contract. But Roman Catholics are 
taught from childhood that it is "one of the seve~ sac
raments of the church." In the eyes of a Catholic a 
civil magistrate might just as well assume to admin
ister baptism as to celebrate marriage. However erro
neous this view may be, there is no reason why the 
state should interfere with it. It is all right to require 
the clergyman to report all marriages to the proper 
civil officer and to safeguard the rights of the con
tracting parties by requiring them to procure a license, 
etc., but to require that the vows be exchanged before 
the magistrate, and that he alone shall have authority 

. to declare the parties husband and wife, is an unwar
ranted interference in religious belief and practice. 

The Lutheran Witness very properly says that 
"the State cannot relinquish its right to superin
tend and guard the institution of matrimony." Nor 
should the State by any means recognize only religious 
marriages. But we cannot agree that "if the govern
ment of our country should see fit at any time. to take 
away from our pastors the right to solemnize marriage 
and restrict it to the civil authorities, we Christians 
with a good conscience might content ourselves with 
holding a divine service in which the divine bles~ing 
is implored upon the already married couple, m ac
cordance with the word of Paul that 'everything is 
sanctified by the Word of God and by prayer.' " While 
we do not hold that the religious ceremony is essen
tial, we do hold that to forbid it or even to make it 

sec'onda:FY to a; ciyil ce,re!llony befor~ a. ,civil officer is
an .tmwarranted abuse of civil power, an infringement 
of re-ligious liberty. The American authorities in Cuba 
should has.ten to correct the wrong they have done 
not only to Roman Catholics but to pious, self-re-
specting Protestants as well. B. 

A New Origin of Labor Troubles. 
The editor of "Sunday Reform Leaflets" suggests 

a new cause of "labor troubles, strikes and riots." 
Strikes are not due to injustice and oppression on the 
r.art of employers, as many have mistakenly supposed, 
but to the low moral state of the working men, due 
to the general laxity of the Sunday laws!. 

When the labor forces come to understand this 
they will of course cease to strike for better wages, for 
the recognition of labor organizations, etc., and . win 
strike only_ and always for Sunday laws that will her
metically seal everything on Sunday except the 
churches, prohibit the Sunday paper, and give free 
rein only to the Sunday preachers. 

NOT OPPOSED TO RELIGION. 

The writer is not opposed to religion, but is most 
decidedly opposed to any and all attempts to force re
ligion upon anybody; and that is the real design of 
Sunday legislation. 

Everybodyought to be religious. Everybody ought 
to keep the Sabbath. Everybody ought to go to church. 
Everybody ought to help to support the gospel,. But 
nobody ought to be compelled to do any nor all of 
these things. The gospel is not force, but love. It 
does not drive men, but beseeches them. It does not 
threaten punishment, but offers pardon from a penalty 
already incurred. In all of which 1the gospel of the 
Son of God is very unlike the gospel of the legally 
enforced Sunday. B . 

Whither Are We Drifting? 
The American Law Review is the leading law pub

lication of this country. In its issue of May-June the 
American Law Review has an editorial that should be 
read by every American citizen. In this editorial the 
editor of the American Law Review paid an entirely
deserved tribute to the character of the queen of Eng
land and_ concluded his remarks thus: 

"Many of us feel that she is in a sense our queen~ 
and whenever she wants. the American boys to fight 
for her honor, or even for 'tier political rights, they will 
embark or cross the Canadian frontier for that pur
pose in such numbers as will tax British resources t() 
arm and equip them-every one of them 'spoiling for 
fight,' and they will acquit themselves as gallantly as 
their Canadian cousins have· done in South Africa." 



Is it nof:signifildtht iEf<tt·such 'sttl.ff'as tlii.s';~nou1u 
appear as an editorial in the' leading law publication 
.of America ? 

· Does it not behoove the plain, everyday American 
to a_51k himself, "Whither. are we drifting?" -Omaha 
World-Herald. 

It is Now a State Affair. 
(From the Chicago Journal.) 

The field secretary of the Presbyterian ·board of 
foreign missions, the Rev. Thomas Marshall, has ex
pressed an opinion upon the Chinese situation tba·t, if 
lacking the goriness and intole-rance of the recent ut
terances of Bishop Cranston, is at least unhappy in 
its _phraseology. "The church believes," says Mr. 

. Marshall,, "that the government should enforce its 
treaty rights, and when it does we shall take advantage 
.of the opportunity to preach the gospeL" 

Religion, standing amid rice fields strewn with 
Chinese stain, calls upon the survivors to· repent ere 
they share a like fate. 

That is the picture suggested by the words of the 
field secretary; and' it is an unpleasant picture. 

Just at this stage of the proceedings "enforcement 
.of treaty rights" means shot and shell. Mr. Marshall 
tell:s us that the church is watching with approving 
.eye the flight of the shells and the smoke of the vol
ley-firing, ready, as soon as a silence 'falls upon 'the 
battlefield, to .rush in and preach the gospel; or, as 
Mr. Marshall puts it, "to take advantage of the op
portunity." 

This attitude of the church militant is not even 
heroic; it lacks even·the courage of the old crusaders, 
who did not wait until the heathen host had been 
soundly thrashed1::a~d cowed by a third party before 
they began their peculiar style of injecting.the gospeL 

Another of Mr. Marshall's sayings is that "the Chi
nese can not s'top th~ work of civilization and evangeli- ·
zation which has stirred up the anti-foreign element of 
the orient." The· church at .large will hardly thank 
·Mr. Marshall for the frank confession contained in that 
defiant sentence. · Indeed, the church at large will not . 
thank him for anything be bas said that we have 
quoted, any more than it thanked Bishop. C~ansto~. 
for his sanguinary utterances; for they reflect d1scred1t 
upon the whole missionary system. 

This is an excellent time for the missionaries to re
frain from offering advi<:;e or encouragement to the . 
.sword of the nation. What was mainly a church affair 
has become wholly an affair of. state. 

It is aimounced that Secretary-of~ War Root will 
:e~ll upon C~rigress at its_ next session for a standing 
~iiny ;f rro(l~~s· than 7s;6oo·men:,:in ·order t'o cope 
successfully with the. situation in eastern Asia. 

Whaf Itnpefialism has Done for India. 
·(From the Letter of a Native Hindu.) 

"God help the people of ·India!" said Donald 
Smeaton a member of Lord Curzon's · council, to 
Reuter's 'agent at Bol1lbay the either day; "G~eat Bri
tain and Ireland owe a debt to the Indian peasant, a 
debt of millions upon millions." We know that India 
annually remits to England a sum estimated between 
£2o,ooo and £3d,ooo for home charges, pensions, in
terest and the like. We know that the people of India 
are virtually debarred from the highest posts in India, 
except a very small percentage, and that £ rs,ooo,ooo 
are annually paid to European officials employed in 
India and sending all their savings to Europe., We 
know that our ancient industries, like weaving and 
spinning and dyeing, have been killed by European 
competition, and that the land is so heavily taxed in 
many provinces that the peasant cannot save in good 
years for years of bad harvest. We know that an army 
is kept in India, and ·paid for by India sufficient for 
England's imperial requirements over the best part of 
Asia and Africa. We know that our finances are ad
justed by e~ecutive cou~cils in India and in England, 
in which the people of India have no seat, and that 
in the taxation of India we have no voice. These are 
s,ome of the burdens we bear in India, and the?e are 
some of the causes of the famines from which we per
odically suffer. Will Englishmen add to the~ the ,bur-

, den of paying for British forts and armies, British 
establishments, and wars in various parts of Africa 
and Asia-from the Suez Canal to Mozambique, from 
the Tigris to the Malay peninsula? Will the English 
conscience reconcile itself to thus proceeding in a year 
when 90,000,000 of people are affected by the worst 
famine that India has ever known, and s,ooo,ooo are 
actually attending relief centers? After the famine of 
r7'7o and the desolating wars-of Warren Hastings, th~ 
great Minister Pitt brought in his Indian bill in 1784 
to give us a ,better government. Is there no statesman 
in England at the present day who will give us a new 
India bill, moderating land tax, reducing expenditure, 
opening up the higher services to the people of India, 
and giving them some control over their finances ? Is 
there no Englishman-of this ge.neration who will stand 
up for justice to India? 

Archbishop Chapelle announces that he has . care
fully studied all points of the religious question iiHhe 
Philippines, and will soon make a report on the' ?Ub
ject to the pope. His report to the Filipinos oi'f the 
same matter seems already to have been niade. 

A- "better enforcei!l~nt of' the, simday law~" '~s re
ported from Palmer, Mass. 
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by app'E!al to force. It is true that conquest has opened 
the' way for missionarie:s to go where ,they could 11ot 
otherwise have gone. But were not the very obsta
des which have been removed . by fbrce, due in the 
first place, in very large ~easure, at least, to the use of 
force? · · · 

t:::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~ The first missionaries of the cross had absolutelyno 
., hum<m power to which to appeal for protection~ They 

CHICAGO, JuLY 19, 1900. 

WAny one receiving · The Sentinel bf Liberty without 
haVing ordered it, may know tluit it is sent by some friend. 
Those who have not ordered Tke·Sentinel need havtt no fears 
that they will be asked to pay for it. 

The Illinois State Epworth League, in session last 
week at Peoria, very sensibly tabled, with only one . 
dissenting vote, a motion to send a telegram of greet
ing to President McKinley. The fact that the Presi
dent of the United States is a member of some church 
should give that church no mortgage on him as a 
public official; nor. sh_ould it. give the. President aJ;J.y 
mortgage on the vote of the denomination to . whith 

. .. I ' . . . 

he belongs. The League did its•elf .credit. ·' 
.· 

.JC 

The presence of a formidable army of U. S. troops 
in China, joining with the.arme<Horces qf Europe in 
putting down the "Boxer" movement and exacting 
satisfaction for the fearful outrages perpetrated in 
Peking, is to be looked for at an early date. It is re
ported that troops are now being dispatched frol)J this 
country and from the Philippine islands, for this pur-

were not followed by traders greedy of gain. No 
·"Christian" nation stooc:I ready to anneX: the territory 
they penetrated. The ships that carried them to for
eign lands in their cabins did not have their holds 
filled with death ahd destruction in' the form of intox
icating liquors. These are a few of the things that 
have hindered the progress of the gospel far more than 
armed force has ever helped it. 

.JC 

The Sunday School Times has a note which states 
a truth that should be borne in mind by every Chris
tian. It is this: "If we could only present .·Christ as 
he really is, how surely men would be drawn to. him 
without the pressure of our clumsy urging! Says 
Mr. Sankey, . out. of his lifelong experience, 'People 
come to Christ, I find, in a very simple way.' Not 
through argument or persuasion, so much as through 
simple presentation of Christ as he is; do men accept 
him." · 

Of cdurs'e that which is hu'~ of '.~the. pres~ure of our 
clu~sy ~·;ging;/' i~ do~bly tru~ ~-f Pt1r bn~t~l ~t~empts 

. to compel. ' . . 

.· "The Jiberti~s, civ}l and ~elig:ious,'' ~ay~ the Vul-. 
pose. The United. States will thus join the "concert can (Colo.) Times, "for which tl,le . founders. of ,this 
of Europe" in China; but will it be as easy a matter 

great_ r~pu_blic insisted, are being assailed to-day· and 
to withdraw from ~hat concert as to.join it? · Is it, in . 

· · often' successfully.' It is the present danger and 
fact, a difficult thing to foresee a time in the near fu- menace of this people. How few see it!" · 
ture when United States territory in Asia will lie side 
by side with that of the powers of Europe ; so that . 
American isolation from the territory qf European 
nations, and from the political strifes of the Old World, 
will be< a thing of the past? 

$ 

"The popular fury," says the Catholic Mirror, 
"which has broken loose in China is expected by some 
to advance the cause of Christianity and civilization 
by the op-ening which it affords to the nations of the 
W estto divide and conquer. Had the dealings of these 
same nations with the heathen empire been founded 
upon principles of equity and justice, religion might 
have had opportuJ;J.ity to diffuse itself by its own sweet 
peryasive . way, instead of relying ripon armed force 
for an ineffectual conquest." 

·Nothing· is· more true than that the progress of 
the real gospel has been hindered rather than helped 

$ 

Apropos of the Indian famine and of the utter 
inadequacy of tlie relief measures, the Springfield Re
publican says: "What a melancholy reflection it is 
that so many millions of pounds sterling and ;Ameri
can dollars should be expended on unrighteous war ; 
instead of in relief of the greatest human distress by 
starvation and cholera." 

JJ 
. Do not forget about those maps offered it). last 

week's Sentinel; illustrating the present "Eastern 
Question," for the nominal sum of IS cents. Send in 
your orders now; the supply is limited. 

JJ 

Truth may be held by a sect, but can never become 
sectarian. 
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. Civil government does· not derive its authority 
from any people's opinions respecting the will of God, 
however conscientiously held. 

.;A .;A 

The Chinese are very patriotic; but the true patri
otism is that which i:s not narrowed· down to the in

. terests of self, or of country, but seeks the highest 
:wdfare of mankind. 

.;A .;A 

· The "Christian" nations cry- for vengeance upon 
China; but Christianity- seeks no vengeance save to 

·heap "coals of fire" on the heads- of evil men by acts 
of kindness; it lifts no sword save the "sword of the 

-Spirit." 

To prove that Sunday laws are right, it is usually 
_necessary for clergymen to pose .as statesmen and 
. physicians, prescribing for the welf;:lre of the state 
and the health of th.e human body. Thjs would bet
ter be.ldt to the real statesmen and the doctors. 

.;A .;A 

If arty act ought to be prohibited by. civil law, it 
ought to be prohibited to all alike. To permit such an 

act by a portion of the community, because "conscien
tiously" done, is a confession that it belongs to the 
domain of morals, and is not a proper subject of civil 
legislation. 

You are not doing the work of Jesus· Christ unless 
you are setting men at liberty (Isa. 6r :1), and you can
not d0 this by seeking their arrest under Sunday 
laws. 

$ $ 

If any act does not infringe the equal rights of 
others, the state has no right to prohibit it, however 
morally wrong it may be . 

Bad Advice from an English Clergyman. 
The following press item of news from the Chris

tian Endeavor convention now in session in London, 
is brief but pithy: 

"Dr. Parker of the City Temple urged American 
Christijtn Endeavorers to nominate the Rev. Francis 
E. Clark and the Rev. Charles M. Sheldon for the 
highest offices in the United States, _as Christian men 
should be at the head of things." 

It is true enough that "Christian men should be at 
the head of things," but to do this they do not need 
to get out of the work to which God has appointed 
them. Indeed, they cannot be " at the head of things" 

· in the nation unless they stay in the place to which 
Christianity has led them and let the .affairs of the 
world alone. 

God is "at the head of things," and God is in his 
church ; therefore the Christian church is at the head 
of things, so long as she maintains her union with the 
Lord. The Christian church points the way of true 
progress in all tpat makes for the betterment of man
kind. So all sincere professors of Christianity must 
believe. In every respe<:t the Christian church shoul<i 
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be far in advance of the un-Christian world. She· 
'should be' "at the hea<l of ~hihgs" in the -h!ghest 'and 
truest sense. 

Therefore let "Father" Clark and the -Rev. Mr. 

from its penalty those who may do any one or all of 
those-things ''conscientiously.'' 

And why. dp not laws against murder, theft, etc., 
contain clauses exempting from their Penalties those 
who. :violate them "conscientiously?" Simply because 
they are purely civil; entirely outside the_ domain of 
conscience, and are designed for the protection, not of 
creeds, cults, or dogmas, but of men. -

Sheldon stay where they are. As prectchers- of the 
gospel they do well ; and it would be a degradation to 
set them in the seat of the politician. And besides, 
what do they know about the administration of polit
ical office? What does Christianity teach a: bout poli-
tics? How does it qualify: -anyone for political ex- _ You have a right to observe the Sabbath, but not 
cellence?- The Christian in political office weuld have -at the expense of some one .else. 
sincerity and good motives ; but he might· make the 
greatest failure in running the affairs of state, for all 

· that. And as a matter of fact, and a matter of history, 
no person of deep religious fervor was ever an em
inent statesman. Oliver Cromwell may be instanced 
as an exception; but who desires to have the states
manship of Cromwell exemplified in the United States? 
Consider for example such men as Washington, Lin
coln, Jefferson, Jackson, and others eminent in -the 
political history of this country; none of them were 
conspicuous as church men, while some of the most 
eminent, as Jefferson and Lincoln, seem not to have 
belonged to any church. On the other hand history· 
shows with equal plainness that whenever the affairs 
of state were run by the church leaders, in any coun
try, civil government became destructive of the~ very 
things it was meant to preserve. Civil and religious 

·freedom were invaded and a barrier was erected across 
the pathway of mental and moral progress. The worst 
persecutions that have darkened history were waged 
by church leaders in command of the civil power. 
They were sincere men, and their motive was to do 
God service ; but the results of their efforts at state-

. craft were such as it may well be hoped will not be 
repeated at this day. · 

Let Christians stick to their calling as ambassa
dors of Christ, and let politics be run by the p~iticians. 
Dr. Parker has said many good things about c~urch 
and state, but his business, and that of every clergy
man, is to call men up from the world to the higher 
plane of Christianity, and not down from the plane of 
Christianity to the level of the world. s. 

Every clause in every Sunday law in all the world, 
that exempts those "who conscientiously believe in 
and who a~tually observe as a Sabbath a day other 
than Sunday;~' is a confession that such legislation is 
an invasion- of the rights of conscience. ·-

Every such exemption is a confession that the 
keeping of a Sabbath is a religious act; which to be of 
any value must be done conscientiously, and should 
not therefore be enforced by the state. 

No statute against murder, or theft, or assault, or 
arson, or slander ever contains a clause exempting 

Is the Church Christian? 

This question is discussed by Rev. Herbert S. 
Bigelow in the Social Forum for July. After stating 
the question Mr. Bigelow says : 

"That depends upon our standard. What is the 
meaning of the term Chrij>tian? Can a church be 
Christian and sanction war? Can a Christian church 
remain indifferent to the menace of monopoly? Is a 
church Christian that seeks to cultivate the private 
virtues to the exclusion of civic righteousness and 
social justice? Is 1that church Christian which is 
reconciled to poverty, which, by practice if not by pre
cept, preaches, 'Masters, be kind to your slaves. 
Slaves, obey your masters and keep sober?' * * * 

"It is the b~siness of the church to save the world, 
not to rescue souls from the world. It is the business 
of the church to redeem, not men, but man.'' 

In the next to the last sentence in this quotation is 
contained THE error of National Reform under what
ever guise it may be found. It is just exactly the busi
ness of the church to rescue souls from the world. 
That is just what Christ did when here upon earth; 
and it is just what he commissioned his followers to 
do after he returned to heaven ; and he promised that 
in the doing of this he would be with them "even unto 
the end of the world." 

Said the Saviour to his disciples, "If ye were of the 
world, the world would love his own;. but because ye 
are not of the world, but I have chosen you out of the 
world, therefore the world hateth you." John IS :Ig. 
A'nd again, in his prayer to the Father, Jesus said of 
his disciples: "They are not of the world, even as I 
am not of the world." John I7:I6, 

Inspiration very clearly differentiates between the 
world and · the individuals that by the gospel are 
taken out of the world. Says the apostle John, "The 
world passeth away, and the lust thereof; but he. that 
doeth the will of God abideth forever.'' I John 2 :I7. 

In Acts 15 :I4 we are plainly told that God's pur
pose in visiting the Gentiles is "to take out of them 
a people for his name." This is exactly in harmony 
with Paul's testimony in the eh!venth chapter of his 
letter to the Romans; wherein he likens Israel to an 
olive tree, and the individuals to branches. The tree 
survives, but branches-individuals-are separated 
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from it ; and branches-individuals-ar·e taken from 
the wild olive tree-from among the Gentiles-.-.:..and be

. come a part of the tame olive tree, partaking of its 
"root and fatness," contrary to nature; since in natural 
grafting the fruit produced is not that of the root, but 
that of the scion. 

In his zeal to arraign the church for its short
comings Mr. Bigelow inveighs·even against the New 
Testament itself. The New Testament is certainly 
Christian. If it is not we have no standard by which 
to determine what Christianity is. 

The Apostle Paul taught masters to be kind to 
their slaves, and slaves to obey their masters. He 
even sent Onesimus, an escaped slave, back to his 
master, Philemon. Thus Paul wrote and thus he did, 
not because he was in sympathy with slavery-for we 
know from his letter to Philemon that he was not, 
since he wrote him to receive Onesimus "no longer as 
a servant, but more than a servant, a brother beloved
but because he was preaching a very different gospel 
from that which teaches that "it is the business of the 
church to save the world, not to rescue souls from the 
world." 

There was probably as great political corruption in 
the Roman Empire in Paul's day as there is in the 
United States to-day, yet we find the apostles saying 
not one word about "civic righteousness and social 
justice." They did not pose as political reformers in 
any sense. Their commission did not authorize them 
to do any such work. They simply preached the gos
pel. They besought men to be "reconciled to God." 
They taught obedience to his law and loyalty to him 
even in the face of death; and every one of them, ex
cepting John, sealed his testimony with his blood; 
and John was banished to Patmos for his devotion to 
his Lord. But not one of them ever undertook to 
change the civic or social customs of Rome, nor of 
any part of it, except by teaching individuals to live 
righteous lives, to obey the Golden Rule, to deal just
ly and to do justic<;. Of course this had a great in
fluence upon civic and social customs. For example, 
from being intolerant of Christianity Rome became 
tolerant, and proclaimed liberty of conscience for all. 
Then it was that there arose advocates of national 
salvation, and in their endeavors to "save the nation" 
by making it "Christian," ruined it entirely by making 
it papal. 

· The world with its institutions is a sinking ship. 
The church should man the life-boat, .not the pumps. 
Inspiration likens it to a burning building: "Some 
save, snatching the~ out of .the fire," sq.ys the apostle. 
Jude, verse 23, R. V. 

The church needs not more political "reformers," 
but more "fishers of.men." B. 

Make the flag stand for the right, and do not try 
to force right to stand by the flag. 

A Distinction Without· a Difference. 
In endeavoring to show a necessity for Sunday 

laws, it is admitted that the state has no right to re
quire Sunday rest on religious grounds; but it is held 
that the state can rightfully require the same thing on 
civil grounds. If the state made an individual stop 
work on Sunday because Sunday is a religious day, 
that would plainly be doing him a wrong ; but if it 
required him to desist from Sunday work because rest 
one day in seven is a physical necessity to man's well 
being, or something of that kind, that would be all 
right. 

Precisely the same thing is required of the individ
ual in both cases ; precisely the same effect is felt 
by the individual. Yet we are asked to believe that 
in the one case he would be suffering a wrong, while 
in the other case there would be no wrong done to 
him whatever. Whether he suffered an injustice or 
not would be not a question of the nature of the 
act or its result upon him at all, but only of the 
motive by which the act was prompted ! Such distinc
tions we confess are altogether too fine for our .com
prehension. 

If the thing prohibited were something wrong in 
its very nature, as murder or theft, the case would 
be different. The state cannot deal with murder from 
a religious standpoint, that is, as a sin, but can deal 
with it as a crime, and as such prohibits it under the 
severest penalties. But honest labor cannot be classed 
with murder, theft, or any other act wrong in itself. 
Honest labor is not a thing to be prohibited as an 
enemy of social peace and order. It would be far more 
reasonable to prohibit idleness on such grounds, since 

· idleness is known to breed disturbance and crime. 
In the one· case the act is wrong in itself, and is 

prohibited for that reason. By its prohibition no in
justice can be done to anyone. In the other case
where labor on Sunday is pwhibited-it is admitted 
that injustice is done the person who is thus restrain
ed, if the reason for the prohibition ~e a religious one; 
and this is an acknowledgment that the act is all right 
in its character and may be for the benefit of the per
son performing it, which could not be true of anything 
wrong in itself. The individual suffers a hardship m 
being compelled to lose one-seventh of his time, which 
is an injustice to him on religious grounds, yet the 
very same hardship is no injustice at all if the reason 
for it is alleged upon civil grounds. Injustice becomes 
justice simply by alleging a civil reason for it in the 
place of a religious one. Verily there is something in 
a name, after all ! 

If it is wrong to interfere with personal freedom 
on Sunday on religious grounds-if such interference 
would in any case be an invasion of one's rights-it 
must be an invasion of rights and an injustice no mat
ter how many changes may be rung upon· the name 
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under. which the action is sought to be justified. The 
act of compelling a man to stop his work and re!Jlain 
idle on Sunday could .not be an invasion of his rights 
under one name, if it were not an .invasion under 
every name ; since the .act its.elf, and its effects upon 
,him, remain precisely the same in eveu case. 

. The admission that it would. be unjust tQ prohibit 
work on Sunday save for the alleged 'civil necessity 
for such restraint, is fatal to the attempt: to justify 
the Snnday Jaws. It is a conf~ssion of their injustice. 

"Anglo-Saxon Drivel." 

This is the heading under which the Baltimore 
News of July 6 prints with bri~f ~omment the foliow
ing from Bisf1op Charles H. Fowler, of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church: · · · 

"The three greatest mi~sion~ry even.ts of the Chris
tian era since- the crucifixion of J e'scis are: First; ·the 
conversion of St. Paul. This opened the door to the 
Gentiles. This was our chance. Second, the firing 
on Fort Sumter. This made the. great Anglo-Saxon 
race fit for· evangelical uses. Third, .tl!e ];>lowing up 
of the Maine. This unified the great Anglo-Saxon 
race, and sent us out about our work. It melted the 
American elements iri fhe furnace of war and made 
all Americans one. The grandson of General Grant 
and the nephew of General Lee marched. side by" side 
under one flag and against a COJ;Umon .enemy ... It 
fused the American and English branches of this race. 
The errand of the united Anglo-Saxon race is to keep 
the world's peace. Together they polite the seas and 
prevent .the other nations from fighting. It soon will 
be true that not a soldier will lift his foot unless the 
command is given in the English,language." 

The News does not vouch for th~ correctness of 
this report, but says if the Bishop "is correctly re
ported, he has been beating the record in that preach
ing .of 'pernicious nonsense' on Anglo-Saxonism 
which has been so conspicuous a fe.ature in English 
and American quartere since the outbreak of our war 
with Spain." 

"Between th_e .conversion of St. Paul, then," says 
the News, "and the. firing on Fort Sumter, the 
world's history was, from the 'missionary' point of 
view, comparatively a blank. The inc_ursion of the 
barbarians and the conquest of Rome, the_ creation 
of the Papacy and the Holy Roman Empire, Charle
magne, the Crusades, the Norman Conquest, the Pro
testant ·Reformation-all these were of no conse
quence in comparison with the firing on Fort Sumter 
and the sinking of the Maine." 

It may be that the Bishop was not correctly re
ported, or that the connection would greatly modify 
that which standing alone is certainly not inaptly 
styled "drivel." But be this as it may, there is alto
gether ·too much of a looking away from spiritual to 
material things to-day on the part of the church. 

. Doubtless evepts such as those menti<;:>ned by Bishop 
Fowler are overruled by the Lord for the advance
me,nt of his qwse ; put the Bishop has <;ertainly read 
history to very little purpose if he considers the fir
ing upon Sumter and the blowing up of the Maine 
as worthy to be compared, in importance and in far
reaching influence, with even such a minor event in 

· the era of the R~formation as the secession from 
Rome of the English Church u:nder the leadership of 
Henry VIII. The discovery of America, the coming 
of the Pilgrims to these shores, the giving of the 
:Peclaratiqn of ll)dependence to the wprld, the adop
tion of the First Amendm~Cnt to the Constitution were 
e;;tch of .more importance in far-reaching influence 
upon the religious history of this world than eithe:
of the two events cited by Bishop. Fowler since the 
conver9ion of t]Je ,Apostle P~ul. B. 

A. Tale of Two Nations- The Monarchy of 
· · · · · the Master.· 
. . 
Chris.t came to his own and his own received him 

119t. He qme as a prin<;:e, king~ monarch. He came 
preaching the gospel of his kingdom. 

. Impatiently all his people watched him, expecting 
. every .moment thctt he ~ould iss11e a proclamation 
declaring himself king, and calling upon the Jews to 
flo~k to his standard. Breathlessly they awaited the 

. gl~dsqme ho~r wpen he would demand their alle
giapce and rally their carn.al weapons to the support 
of his claims to the qeadship of a univ~rsal monarchy. 

But how vastly,· how. infinitely different, was the 
monarchy of the Master. To that pure and holy One 
the power of earthly goyernments was a thing to be 
rejected and c1espised. Be~utif~lly have the feelings 
<;:>f the Lord upon this. gre,at theme been depicted by 
the late Thomas Hew lings Stoc.kton: . . 

"There was. one .sacrifice too great f9r _Christ t? 
make: He was willing to leave the throne of the um
verse for the manger of Bethlehem ; willing to grow 
up as the son of a poor carpenter ; willing to be called 
the friend of publicans and sil}ners; willing to be 

. watched by jealous ey.es, and .slandered by lying 
tongues, and hated by murderous hearts, and betrayed 
by friendly hands, and denied by pledged lips, and 
rejected by apostate priests and deluded populace and 
cowardly princes ; willing to be sentenced to the 
cross and bleed and groan. But he was not willing to 
wear an earthly crown or robe, or wield an earthly 
sceptre, or exercisli' earthly rule. That would have 
been too great a sacrifice ! He did, indeed, endure the 
crown of thorns, and the cast-off purple and the reed, 
and the cry, 'Hail, King of the Jews!' but this was 
merely because he preferred the mockery to the real
ity; so p~JUril:lg _infinite co1:1tez_npt on t~e o~e~ not only 
by rejectmg tt m the begmmng of h1s mmtstry, but 
also by accepting the other at its close." · 

He came as king; he came to a race of rebels 
m insurrection against his rule, but he came not to 
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be ministered unto but to minister. Strange mon
arch ! strange monarchy ! In answer to a question 
from a government official named Pilate, he said, "My 
kingdom is not of this world : for if my kingdom were 
of this world then would my servants fight." In this 
one sweeping statement he renounces for himself for
ever the support of ht1man power, the strength of 
human arms; his was to be a new kingdom, a new 
kind of monarchy, of a nature so different from all 
that had ever preceded it, so infinitely more spiritual 
in its distinguishing characteristics and traits, that 
the announcement of its policy shocked, amazed and 
confounded the nation of the Jews. 

Had the Lord been willing to institute a govern
ment after the pattern of those of earth with Himself 
at its head, the Jews would everywhere have crowded 
to his banners. Many would have been willing to 
recognize him as king had he only been willing to sat
isfy the desires of the natural heart by offering them 
place and position in his kingdom. Even his disci
ples were not altogether free from the idea that his 
kingdom was an earthly one; they were not without 
a taint of selfishness, desiring the chief offices of state. 

"Then came to him the mother of Zebedee's chil
dren with her sons, worshiping him and desiring a 
certain thing of him." "What would ye that I should 
do for you?" the Master asked. "Grant that these 
my two sons may sit, the one on thy right hand and 
the other on thy left in thy kingdom." Tenderly the 
Lord made answer, not even rebuking their selfi;h
ness in seeking preference above their brethren. He 
read their hearts ; he alone knew the great depths 
of their attachment to him. Their love was not a 
mere human affection. True, it was love defiled by 
the earthiness of the human vessel, but it was nev
ertheless an overflowing from the fountain of re
deeming love. "To sit on my right hand, and on my 
left," said the Master, "is not mine to give, but it 
shall be given to them for whom it is prepared by 
my Father." 

In the kingdom of God position is not given 
through favoritism. It is not earned, nor is it re
ceived through an arbitrary bestowal. It is the result 
of character. The crown and the throne are the 
tokens of a condition attained through self-conquest 
by the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ. The monarchy 
of Christ was a monarchy gained by conquest, but 
it was the conquest of self and the monarchy over 
self. His was a monarchy over self sufficiently strong 
to cause him to relinquish the pomp, the splendor 
and the glory of heaven. His was a kingship over his 
own soul sufficiently potent to cause him to leave the 
regal palaces of the better land and to come to earth 
as a homeless pilgrim, without place to lay his weary 
head. His was a monarchy so mighty and powerful 
over body, soul and spirit as to cause bim humbly to 

serve, and cheerfully to minister unto those who 
of right were his o~n subjects but who stood in wan
ton uncalled-for rebellion against his government. 
He came to serve those who. hated him, to bind up 
the wounds of his own sinful subjects. Tenderly to 
minister to those who despised and who rejected him 
was the supreme office of royalty in the kingdom and 
the monarchy of the greatest prince that the earth ~r 
heaven has ever known. Strange monarchy forsooth 
to men of earth, wondrous exhibition of true mon
archical power to angels and beings of ~nfallen worlds. 

So great, so mighty, so marvelous was the influ
ence of this kind of monarchy that every angel in 
heaven followed the wake, and of them the pencil of 
the Holy Ghost has written '.'Are they not all minis-

. tcring spirits sent forth to minister for them who shall 
be heirs of heaven?" The angels of heaven come not 
to the earth to rule, or to exact homage, but as mes
sengers of mercy, nor arbitrarily to force but gently 
to woo the hearts of fallen men and women,-rebels 
against the government of God,-and to seek to lead 
them into a closer fellowship with Christ than they 
themselves may ever hope to know. 

P. T. MAGAN. 

Reformation or Deformation. 
PART I. HI~TORY. 

To all readers of the Sentinel it must be plain 
that it is impossible to legislate either genius or piety 
into. any people. Hence all attempts by legal meth
ods, to produce a renaissance in art or literature, or 
to foster religion, must inevitably faiL It may not 
be as clear to all why such attempts are not only use
less but harmful, and that they invariably work back
wards, producing not a new birth but a death, not a 
reformation but a deformation. This, however, is 
true, and that it is true, and why it is true, this paper 
will seek to show. 

In the fourth century, it was the effort made by 
the church fathers to Christianize the Roman State 
that paganized the church, and built up the papal des
potism. We may not question the sincerity of many 
of those men. Certainly, too, there was no lack of 
religious enthusiasm; for the Christian citizenship 
leaders of the time, in their imaginative zeal, saw vis
ions of angels in the sky leading on the victorious 
armies of the Christian ( ?) prince. Those men were 
simply mistaken, and their mistake was twofold. Their 
method of reformation was by human law instead of 
by the power of the divine love. This was the first 
and great mistake, and the second mistake was like 
unto it, an.d. inevitably followed from it,-it was that 
they were more anxious to Christianize the state, than 
to Christianize the individual. They sought to reach 
the individual through the state instead of the state 
through the individuaL 

All this was a complete reversal of Jesus' methods. 
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Jesus repudiated all legal methods and worked by the from history, showing how all efforts to produce relig
power of the divine love alone, knowing well that ions reformations by law not only inevitably fail, but 
only that power could reach the heart. Before his produce deformation and ·destruction instead. · Men 
penetrating gaze, all forms of human organization are, however, often so controlled by religious preju
were as naught. He saw only the naked human soul, dices as to be unable to see clearly the force of such 
sinning, and so needing a Saviour. His method so illustrations. Let us, therefore, seek to free ourselves 
succeeded as to permeate the whole heathen world from all such hampering prejudices by taking an illus
with the povyer of redeeming faith and love. Before tration apart from religion entlrely,-an illustration of 
its triumphal progress even the mighty despotism of the same principles as applied to literature. 
the Roman eJ!lpire could not stand; and this the The age of Louis XIV. of France has been glori
most philosophical of the emperors saw very well, fied as an age of literatttre and of_art. A p.erverse and 
and so, against their better natures, and almost against short-sighted history, forgetting that we reap to-day 
their wills, they became persecutors. But persecution not what we sow to-day, but instead,. what we sowed 
could not stop the progress of Christianity; on the yesterday and long before, has given much of the credit 
contrary, it was a common saying that "The blood of of this glory to Louis himself, and to his method· of 
the martyrs was the seed of the church." • subsidizing literature. 

Constantine saw all this, and well knew that the A little careful study of the chronology ef the time 
progress of Christianity meant the destruction of im- will show how great is this mistake. Whenever the 
perial power. He determined to subvert Christianity attempt is made to name the men upon the success of 
into the use of force, and so bring it into alliance with whose work the literary and scientific glory of the age 
Imperialism. To the Christians who had been per- depends, invariably the names are given of Descartes, 
secuted for years, and many of whose leaders even Pascal, Fermat, Gassendi, Mersenne, Pecquet, and 
then were maimed as the result, the thought of utter Riolan, and perhaps also of Belon, Rondelet, and Rey. 
security and immunity from persecution by alliance But the work of every one of these men was practi
with a Christian ( ?) state was too intoxicatingly fas- cally finished, and most of the men were in their 
cinating. to be resisted. So the plan of Constantine graves before Louis XIV. assumed the government 
succeeded, and the Christian Citizenship movement of of France in 1661. Surely, not to anything in his 
the fourth century began. What was the result? administration of the Government of France\ can the 

As soon as the movement had progressed far merit of their work be due. The truth is that the 
enough to make it evident to the politicians and office ha!f century immediately preceding the reign of Louis 
seekers that the road to political preferment lay was one of progress and of genius. The Reforma
through the church, they all practiced looking and act- tion had broken the shackles from the human mind. 
ing pious until they could do so successfully; and Everywhere men were thinking. For the first t~me 
then they sought and gained admission to the church. in centuries, they were asking not only the questwn, 
Draper says, "A way was thus opened through the How? but also the question, Why? Draper well says 
church for the lowest men to reach the highest office"; of this age, "On the ruins of its ivy-grown cathedrals, 
and the great church historian, Neander, .remarks that, Ecclesiasticism, surprised and blinded by the breaking 
"All that was corrupt in the Byzanr1ne court thus day, sat solemnly blinking at the light and life about 
found its way into the bosom of the church." Thus it." Under the inspiration of this spirit of freedom 
the church, the representative of the only power that and inquiry France produced men of merit in almost 
can purify the hearts of men and so uplift the world, every department of human thought and effort. Prom
was itself corrupted and its efficiency for g-ood almost inent among them were the men already named,
entirely destroyed. What wonder that the world dar- men who added to the sum of human knowledge and 
kened down into that night of a thousand years left their imprint on the thought of the race. Seeing 
known now as the Dark Ages." all this, Louis was vain or ambitious enough to want 

Men were taught to deny their own consciences, to get to himself some of this honor. He thought 
and the sovereignty of God over the individual soul, to set his crown with the stars of genius, and em
and to submit, in slavish fear, to the dictation of the blazon his name forever in a galaxy of glory. He 
organic church backed by the power of the allied was foolish enough to think concerning literature .as 
state. many even to-day think concerning religion, that he 

Thus repeatedly outraged, conscience ceased to could forward its interests by governmental methods. 
manifest its power, and the voice of God in the soul For fully half a century during his long reign he 
was hushed. The effort to save the world by law, adopted the practice of rewarding literary men with 
however sincerely made, had resulted only in ruin large sums of money, and with many marks of per
and utter defeat. sonal favor. What was the effect of this method upon 

It were easy to produce many such illustrations literature itself? Instead of to advance its interests, 
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the effect was to paralyze its power. Any govern
ment, even a monarchy, to be operative at all,. must 
have back of it the sympathy and support of a majority 
of its subjects. All governments, therefore, must be 
conservative, while truth is ever progressive. Litera
ture is the repository of truth, as true religion is the 
worship of Truth. Truth always enters the world 
by a minority of one, born in a manger, crucified be
tween thieves. After a time there are two who believe 
in it, then three, but the journey is long and perilous 
before the majority opinion, or the governmental 
opinion is on its side. Ere then it has ceased to be 
the advanced truth and there are farther glimpses on 
the horizon of thought. Whenever, therefore, govern
ment touches religion or literature its inevitable effect 
must be to paralyze it. The age of Louis XIV. was 
no exception. After the system of subsidies inau
gurated by Louis had had time to bear its fruit, France 
for half a century produced not one independent 
thinker of note. All the talent of France that could 
be bought was caained to the chariot wheels of state, 
and turned aside from prqgressive lines into merely 
decorating the old idea. There was much that was 
elegant and attractive, even artistic, but nothing pro
gressive. The senses of men were soothed and sat
isfied by palaces, paintings and poems, but the intel
lect and heart were left fallow. 

Even art itself, lacking the inspiration of lofty, 
bold, and progressive thought, soon began to decay. 
It was as if the sum of genius and of progress, that 
bad arisen gloriously, and mounted grandly toward 
the zenith, had suddenly paused midway in the 
heavens, and slowly descending, had set in the east. 
Buckle, in his "History of Civilization", says, "In 
other countries vast progress was made; and New
ton in particular, by his immense generalizations, re
formed nearly every branch of physics. and remodeled 
astronomy by carrying the law of gravitation to the 
extremity of the solar system. On the other hand, 
France had fallen into such a torpor, that these won
derful discoveries which changed the face of knowl
edge, were entirely neglected, there being no instance 
of any French astronomer adopting them until 1732, 
that is, forty-five years after they were published by 
their immortal author." 

"In no age have literary men been rewarded with 
such profusion as in the age of Louis XIV.; and in 
no age have they been so mean-spirited, so servile, so 
utterly unfit to fulfill their great vocation as the apos
tles of knowledge and the missionaries of truth_. . . . 
To gain the favor of the king, they sacrificed that 
independent spirit which should have been dearer to 
them than life. They gave away the inheritance of 
genius ; they sold their birthright for a mess of pot
tage." (Buckle's Hist. of Civilization, Vol. I. Pages 
498 and 501.) 

' : . ; '· : . : 

Such was the effect of government patronage upon 
literature, which it sought by its favors to benefit, but 
this was by no' means all the evil. That money. which . 
was bestowed so lavishly upon literature, was taken 
by taxation .. from the toilers. Thw:; labor was de
graded, and .he who produced the necessities of life, 
was made to feel his inferiority to him who only min
istered to its luxuries. Nor was even this the worst. 
Literature, being the representative of truth, should 
eyer be on the side of the rights of the people, and 
against all despotism .. It should act as a check upon 
the selfishness of monarchy and the corruption of re
publics. But by this means literature was chained to 
the throne and made to soothe and quiet the con
science of the king in his evil way: 

Again I quote from Buckle, "It behooves, there
fore, every people to take heed that the interests of lit
erary men are on their side rather than on the side of 
their rulers. For literature is the representative of 
intellect, which is progressive; government is the 
representative of order, which is stationary. As long 
as these two are separ:ate, they will correct and react 
upon each other, and the people may hold the balance. 
If, however, these powers coalesce, if the government 
can corrupt the intellect, and the intellect will yield 
to the government, the inevitable result must be des
potism in politics, and servility in literature." * * 
"Then it is, that there comes one of those sad mo
ments in which no outlet being left for public opinion, 
the minds of men are unable to find a vent; their dis
contents, having no voice, slowly rankle into a deadly 
hatred; their passions accumulate in silence, until at 
length, losing all patience, they are goaded into one 
of those terrible revolutions, by which they humble 
the pride of rulers, and carry retribution even into the 
heart of the palace." 

Thus it is seen that this effort of Louis XIV. to 
advance the interests of literature by governmental 
methods, resulted not only in ruin to literature, but 
almost, also, in ruin to France, it being one of the 
causes of the French Revolution and of the terrible 
reign of terror. 

People should think soberly of this warning in 
these days, when leading journals pass over in silence, 
or boldly uphold all the misdeeds of the party that 
may chance to be in power, and when even magazines 
of high literary merit are so subsidized by wealth as 
to publish long articles in defense of the trusts as a 
blessing to the people. · 

Such illustrations from history to prove the point 
in question, might easily be multiplied. The moral 
is, that God made the mind and heart of man free, 
and government, however good and pure its inten
tions, cannot touch them by its methods, without pro
ducing slavery, paralysis, and ruin. 

G. E. FIFIELD. 
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The Sunday-closin.-g ordinance demanded by the 
churches of Hamburg, Ia., has been tabled by the city 
council by a vote of five to four. The contest will be 
fought to a fifiish in the municipal election to be held 
next spring. One of the ministers of the place says 
that the present mayor will be defeated because of his 
vote to table the proposed ordinance. Pending the 
spring election an effort will probably be made to en
force the state law. 

* * * 
"Christian Citizenship" must meet with some diffi

culties in France, since the elections there are all held 
on Sunday. But inasmuch as it is held by some at least 
of the advocates of the movement, that it is the duty 
of the brethren to "leave the prayer-meeting with the 
sisters, and attend the primaries" and "pull wires for 
the kingdom of God," it might easily appear that par
ticipation in an election is the highest type of Sun
day observance. 

* * * 
Officially, Germany is one of the most "·eligious of 

countries. It has Sunday laws which are strictly en
forced. Christianity is recognized by the government, 
and its institutions are supported out of the public 
tr~asury. Religion is taught in the public schools, 
which all the children are required to attend, so that 
none is without religious instruction. 

But notwithstanding the governmental support 
given to religion in Germany, the larger towns of that 
country "have a smaller number of churches," says Dr. 
Stocker, "in proportion to the population than those 
of any other country in Christendom." This is a fact 
that everybody, especially those who find themselves 
inclined to trust in legislative acts to reform society, 
save the nation, or revive religion, would do well to 
consider carefully. 

* * 
The American Israelite complains that "in Ron

mania, where religious liberty and political equality 
were pledged by its government as a condition of the 
guarantee of Roumanian independence by the treaty 
of the Powers, the Jew is deprived of citizenship; he 
is exclttded from all occupations bttt the most menial, 
his children are not admitted to the public schools, 
and his life, limbs and property are at all times at 
the mercy of Christian mobs, who frequently avail 

themselves of their power, which their priests teach 
them is part of the reward from heaven for fidelity to 
the church." Aliter so citing the facts, the "Israelite!' 
asks,, "Is there· 'anything worse than this among the. 
Confucians?" 

Certainly not; but it makes a great difference 
whose ox is gored. Besides written guarantees of 
rights either civil or religious ar.e worthless if not sup
ported by enlightened, liberal public sentiment. In 
no country in the world can more ample guarantees 
of rE:ligious liberty be found than in the United ~tates 
and yet there is scarcely a State in the Union that 
does not have upon its statute books and in its court 
reports laws and decisions trenching upon liberty of 
conscienc~. The ideal has not yet been attained and 
just now the forces of bigotry not only in this country 
J:?ut everywhere seem not only to have effectually 
scotched the wheels of progress, bttt to have turned 
them backwarc1. 

* * * 
"A Christian church," says the• Social Forum, 

"must have for its paramount aim 'a new earth where
in dwelleth righteousness,' the reign of brotherhood." 

The church has nothing whatever to do, in this 
sense, with "a new earth wher~in dwelleth righteous
ness." It is true the Scriptures promise such an earth, 
but the church has no more to do with preparing it 
than Noah had to do with bringing forth from the 
waters of the flood the earth that now is. The work of 
the church is to so represent God to men that they 
will become candidates for the new earth ; but that 
earth instead of being, as the Social Forum implies, 
merely a more perfect social state of existence, will 
be just as real, just as physical as the earth that now is. 
No one who will read and believe the second chapter 
of second Peter will have the least trouble over this 
subject. 

* * 
Republican vice-presidential candidate, Governo~ 

Roosevelt, is credited in the newspaper reports of his 
St. Paul speech, with these words: 

"Read the notes isstted by Von Bulow, speaking 
for Germany, and John Hay, speaking for ourselves, 
and see how ab~olutely alike are the policies therein 
outlined. We are taking the only course consistent 
with our national self-interest and our national self
respect, and, above all, with the good of mankind at 
large." 

This was said concerning the Chinese embroglio, 
but is not likely to be generally accepted as reassuring 
by the American people. Mr. Hay is probably acting 
wisely in insisting that the United St~tes are not at 
war with China; and possibly so in insisting that the 
President has ample power to deal with the present 
situation without consulting Congress; but the fact 



that his .utterances upon any subject are so very simi
lar to t]:lose of the German chancellor wiU not com
mend them to a self-governing people. The fact that 
without any very critical examination any one can 
"see how absolutely alike are the policies" of the 
American and European governments is one of the 
most alarming features of the times. The United 
States are becoming too much "like all the nations" 
in many ·respects. 

* * * 
At the dedication of the site of Dr. Dowie's "Zion 

City," six miles north of Waukegan on the shore of 
Lake Michigan, July 14, the Doctor is reported to 
have said: "God made the world, and he made it for 
his people. They only have a right to it. The rule of 
a country 'by the people, for the people,' is not a good 
thing. The right form of government is the rule of all 
things by God and for Go~L" 

Such sentiments are not original with Dr. Dowie. 
From time to time men have arisen who have first 
claimed the earth for the Lord, and then for them
selves as the Lord's representatives. The trouble be
gins when they attempt to take possession. However, 
there are no indications that Dr. Dowie and his fol
lowers contemplate. any illegal acts. 

But the sentiment expressed by the Doctor is no 
leis mischievous because it is not likely to lead to 
overt acts of lawlessness. The assumption of a right 
to rule in God's name and for him, is much more ~o be 
feared than would be any overt act. The self-ap
pointed trustee of God is always an embezzler of the 
rights of men, and there are entirely too many such 
trustees doing business for the Lord ( ?) now. 

It is true that "the earth is the Lord's, and the 
fulness thereof,'' but for the time being he has "given 
it to the children of men." Therefore "government 
of the people, by the people and for the people" is a 
good thing. It is just the way the world ought to be 
governed, and such government has always been im
measurably better, when it was such indeed, ·than 
any government ever established and administered 
by self-appointed trustees of God. 

* * * 
Dr. Dowie and his "Zion" movement are not to 

be feared, but every advocate of the dangerous doc
trine espoused by the Doctor and his disciples, 
namely, that the "right form of government is the rule 
of all things by God and for God,'' adds to the forces 
that are slowly, it may be true, buf none the less surely 
undermining popular liberty in this land. For in 
practice such pretended government is only some 
man or some set of men exercising usurped author
ity, not indeed for God but for themselves, in His 
name. We are plainly told in the Scriptures (Ezek. 

21 :45-:::?7) that with the p-assing <!way of the Jewish 
theocracy such rule was to cease from the earth to 
"be no more until He .come whose right it is," when 
it will be given "tg Him." And it will be given to 
Him, not by any man nor by any set of men, but by 
the Father hi!l;lself, as declared in the second psalm. 

·This particular feature of Dowism is' only one ' 
manifestation of theocratical theory of civil govern
ment whose advocates under myriad names are stea-d
ily drawing together, and who will ere loag make 
mischief in this country, and i~ the world. 

A Cuban correspondent of the Catholic Standard 
and Times, writing from Havana under date of July 
9, says of the operations of Protestants in the island: 

"Inasmuch as Cubans are, almost without excep
tion, baptized Catholics, those missionaries, in so far 
as their work is among the Cubans, cannot be looked 
upon other thanas proselytizers, and, therefore, with 
disfavor; but I have been following their work since 
the first days of the American occupation, and do not 
think there is really cause on the part of the Catholics 
for any particular anxiety on the subject." 

The public schools, this correspondent thinks, will 
entirely supplant the denominational schools now 
maintained by several different Protestant churches. 
He says: 

"I am happy to think, however, that many of those 
children will enter the public school next fall which 
has been organized since the missionaries began their 
labors; and while no religious instruction will be al
lowed in those schools, they will be taught by Catho
lics who will not poison the minds of their pupils with 
error, and, eventually, when the Cubans regain their 
mental equilibrium, which has been considerably per
turbed by passing revolutions, I hope to see religious 
instruction made a part of the public school curricu-
lum." ' 

The conclusion of the Times' correspondent is that 
"considerable money will be spent by our prosely
tizing friends at the expense of their home supporters, 
with little result save that of furnishing employment 
to hungry ministers. The harm they will do will be 
trifling compared to the genuine progress which their 
tactics will produce in the Catholic Church of the is-
land." · 

* * 
Sunday Reform Leaflets for April advocates a 

"civil Sabbath'' because "distinguished economists say 
that men who have only six days' work do better work 
and more of it than those who work seven days;" and 
a religious Sabbath because "popular merrymaking 
on the Lord's day is usually a very accurate gauge of 
popular vice. The distinguished French infidel, 
Proudhon, speaking of France, says: 'Sunday in the 
towns is a day of rest without motive or end; an occa-
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sian of display for .the women and children, of con
sumption in the restaurants and wine shops, of degrad

. ing idleness, of surfeit and debauchery.'" 
This is simply logical despotism.· First, the gov

ernment compels the people to rest .for their health 
and mater:ial prosperity. But as in this their morals 
suffer, they must be compelled also to be religious ·to 
prevent their becoming debased. Thus we have in 

·two easy steps, complete justification ( ?) of despotism 
for the good of the dear people. 

Again, it is said that every government has the in
herent right to perpetuate itself. Stable gcrvernment, 
especially in a republic, is ~ependent in large measure 
upon a vigorous and virtuous people. But vigor can 
be maintained only by proper physical conditions, and 
virtue on~y by religion; therefore, for its own preser
vation the government must see to it that the people 
do not become enervated by unremitting toil,· nor de
based by atheism or by false religion. Thus again we 
liave in two easy and perfectly logical steps, complete 
justification ( ?) of despotism in the interests of stable 
government. 

Sunday Bicycle Racing in New England. 
A mass meeting was held recently at Hillsgrove, 

Mass., to protest against Sunday bicycle races on the 
race track at that place. There was a "large attend
ance from the village and surrounding country." Ad
dresses were made in which Sunday racing was severe
ly condemned as being "demoralizing to the young 
people of the community and the surrounding vil
lages." It was further declared to be a "public 
nuisance." By a nearly unanimous vote of the assem
bly it was resolved that further Sunday racing should 
not be per:mitted, and it was further provided that a 
committee should be appointed to secure signatures to 
a petition to the owner of the track and to the town 
council, requesting that Sunday racing be prohibited. 

Why then is racing on Sunday demoralizing and 
racing on Monday or Saturday or the Fourth of July 
or Labor Day not demoralizing? What is the basis 
of tne discrimination between Sunday and these other 
days? What can that- basis be other than the differ
ence in the nature of Sunday and these other days, 
Sunday being a religious day and the others secular 
days ? What other difference is there between Sun
day and other days of the week? 

Sunday races are therefore held to be demoralizing 
and a public nuisance because Sunday is a religious 
day. They are to be prohibited because Sunday is a 
religious day. Legislation prohibiting them is to be 
based upon the religious character of the day, The 
legislative power is to be exercised in favor of that 
religion which holds that Sunday is a sacred day. 
Some religions hold the seventh day to be sacred, and 

not the first; the civil a11thority is to discriminate 
between religions . 

Why should the civil authority discriminate be
tween religions? If that is proper now, why was it 
not always proper? and if it is proper in America, why 
is it not proper in China? A principle is the same in 
all lands, and the principle that will justify legislative 
action on religious grounds in the United· States, will 
justify it in every other country in the world. And 
the principle which condemns connivance between 
civil government and religion in China or Turkey, 
condemns it in the United States. 

The racing complained of may or may 'not be de
moralizing; but there can be no more reason for pro
hibiting racing on one day of the w~ek than on an
other. Legislative discrimination between r~ligions 
is, however, demoralizing in the extreme. There is 
nothing that weakens mora}s quicker or more surely, 
than state support of religion. In escaping a fancied 
evil, the people of this New England town are in dan
ger of running into a real evil than which no greater 
can threaten their religious and political prosperity. 

s. 

The "Index Expurgatorius" for Public Libra
ries and Public Schools. 

At. a recent convention in . Philadelphia of V!e 
Knights of St. John the appointment of committees 
was ,advocated "whose most important function should 
be to see that all books of an anti-Catholic character 
are kept out of the public libraries and public schools.' 

The writer is not in favor of virulent attacks upon 
Catholics or any other class of people, but the wisdom 
or ~ffectiveness of this policy toward even such at
tacks, is open to very serious question. Books which 
are unjust and which misrepresent and distort the 
truth, are their own best negatives, and the inan who 
cares only for the truth can afford to let them defeat 
themselves. It is to be feared that the move here 
contemplated would not end simply with the exclusion 
of books of this kind. This proposed "index expur
gatorius" for public libraries and public schools would 
no doubt, in its exclusion of "all bool;<s of an anti-Cath
olic character," place the ban upon many books in 
which are faithfully recorded the facts of history. Any 
reference to those acts of bigotry and intolerance 
which have stained with the blood of martyrs the fair
est portions of the Old World, would, of course, be 
sufficient to secure -the condemnation of the book in 
which it was found. 

By no means the least of the tyrannies and op
pressions of which many books tell us, was the sup
pression and burning of books which were deemed 
dangerous by those who placed the interests of the 
church above the interests of truth and human liberty. 



Will such books be allowed t() remain? Clearly. not; 
it foll<;ws, therefore, that the greater part of the his
tory of Europe---from the fourth to almost the nine
teenth century-would be excluded, or at least so 
colored and falsified as to be utterly misleading. Even 
the writings of the apostle John himself, after whom 
this society is named, could scarcely escape. Here are 
quotations from books that he wrote: "If any man 
hear my words, and believe not, I judge him not: for 
I came not to judge the world but to save the world." 
"He that leadeth into captivity shall go into _captivity: 
he that killeth with the sword must be killed with the 
sword." These and many other great truths equally 
plain contained in the books of which John was the 
writer, would be sufficient, we fear, to place them 
among "books of an anti-Catholic character." 

It is chiefly to books that we must go to learn of 
the direful and woful results in all a!i"es of the efforts 
of civil and ecclesiastical powers to crush all opinion 
declared "anti" by them. With such books our li
braries abound, and they will be left incomplete indeed 
if this policy is carried out. If Catholics may exclude 
from the libraries and schools what they deem inimical 
to the interests of the church, why may not other re
ligionists and classes of people do the same with refer
ence to books that they consider against their inter
ests? It is plainly evident that if this policy were to 
begin libraries would no longer be entitled to the name 
and would soon become a thing of the past. Books 
would again become as scarce and as difficult of access 
for the people as they were when the Waldensian and 
Vandois was obliged to carry his precious manu
scripts to the people concealed in the peddler's pack, 
and when Luther during the hours of the nighf pored 
over the' Bible chained to the convent walls of Erfurt. 

The public libraries and public sc~ools are for the 
whole people, not for one class of people. They exist 
not to antagonize any class or any religion, and they 
must not be made to favor any class or any religion. 
Were it not that special religious interests have and 
are being given in this country almost anything they 
demand, we could not take seriously this proposed 
action of the Knights of St. John; for we are utterly 
unable to understand how anyone who has intelligence 
enough to advocate anything and who has the slight
est conception of what public schools and libraries are 
for, should expect them to be conducted with especial 
and exclusive consideration for him and his religion; 
for that 1s what this demand amounts to. 

He who cares but for the truth and hopes that 
right alone shall prevail, will not resort to such weak 
and questionable measures. He will rest assured that 
books that are unjust will prove to every candid mind 
their unfairness; and he will not fear .those . books in 
which· are faithfully r~corded the facts of . history. 
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Some .of those .facts may be against him. or the body to 
which .he belongs. He .will prize them the more high
ly for .that very reason, because they will be his great
est aids and surest guides in making it impossible for 
any such facts ever again to. be registered against 
him. 

Let there be no .return to the methods of the Dark 
Ages in dealing . with opponents in the field of dis
cussion. Let us n()t maintain ourselves and our opin
ions by shutting from men the facts and informa
tion to which they are entitled and must have in f()rm
ing correct opinions, nor by crushing opinions which 
have not been formed in accordance with 0Ur own. 
Let us be more anxious to see and know that we our
selves are right, than to ·suppress those whom we 
deem to be wrong. JoHN D. BRADLEY. 

World-Storm Brewing. 
(The Chicago Daily News, July 17. 

While the fall of Tientsin and the report that the 
legations at Peking are still alive have lightened the 
gloom of the Chinese situation temporarily, there are 
other considerations in the background that ar~ 
weighty and fraught possibly with grave peril. The 
spectacle of Europe, America and Japan arrayed to
gether in the orient on the side of advanced civiliza
tion is in itself inspiring. Nothing like it has been 
seen in all the history of the world. The nearest ap
proach to the present situation is to be found in the 
~rusades, when' the knights and paladins of Europe 
led western nations against the infidels of the east in 
an attempt to gain possession of the holy sepulchre. 

But granting that the allies, as they are somewhat 
loosely called, capture Peking, what then? It is prob
able that this would be only the beginning of a greater 
struggle whose storm area may involve the entire 
world. It has been no secret for several years that the 
European powers have planned the partition of China. 
By one of the uncalculated chances that partition is 
no longer possible on the old basis. At that time 
America had not yet been drawn into even the outer 
edge of the slowly revolving forces which have now 
caught up practically all the nations of the world in 
their mighty grasp. America even yet stands for a 
different principle and policy in China from that of 
the powers. While Russia, England, Germany and 
France and possibly other European nations, together 
with Japan, have accustomed themselves to view as 
a matter of business and as inevitable the partition of 
China, America, already with all the territory it wants, 
stands for Chinese integrity and the fulfillment of 
present treaty rights as being of greatest advantage 
and benefit to her. It requires little knowledge of 
diplomacy to see that even were a new congress of 
nations called to consider the question of Chinese par-
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titian there would be little prospect of reaching a har
monious conclusion. In that case war would result 
and it might readily involve not only the so-called 
allies but the Chinese themselves in a struggle whose 
consequences no one can foresee. 

Official Sanction for "Empire." 
There is no longer any ground for fault finding 

with the charge that the United States has through 
its expansibn policy become an empire; the Govern
ment itself acknowledges the fact, or at least it is 

acknowledged by those who speak for the Govern
ment, acc'ording to the following circular which has 
been issued in .the Philippines:-

"U. S. Military Government in the Philippines, 
"Department Public Instruction. 

"A Department of Public Instruction for the Phil
ippines has just been established, and I ~rite to ask 
if you can aid us in the civilization of this new part 
of our Empire by sending such reports, bulletins, 
school laws, etc., now or to be issued as you may have 
fpr distribution." 

A Catholic journal calls attention to this circular 
as containing "the first official use of ·the word 'em
pire' in connection with the United States," this being 
"a fact which historians might find it useful to note." 
Certainly it is time that the term "empire," referring 
to this nation, should make its appearance under offi
cial sanction. 

Christ's Victory Not So Local. 
At the conclusion of an excellent illustrated tem

perance lecture in this city recently, a clergyman was 
invited to offer prayer. After praying earnestly 
againsf the liquor curse, and seeking the blessing of 
heaven to rest upon the earnest. man so nobly defend
ing the righteous cause of temperance, purity and-hap
piness, he brought in the following sentiment: "De
scend, 0 Christ, and bear aloft to the skies the star 
spangled banner of victory, the devil and all his host 
notwithstanding." 

Such careless expressions may seem harmless, but 
in them are lurking fatal seeds. Jesus Christ never 
will descend to bear away from this sin-polluted earth 
any emblem of any nation. When he comes, he comes 
as "King of kings, and Lord of lords." Every earthly 
power in that awful day shall crumble to dust. In the 
day of his setting up his kingdom "which shall never 
be destroyed," "the kingdom shall not be left to other 
people, but it [Christ's kingdom] shall break in pieces 
and consttme ALL these [earthly] kingdoms, and it [his 
heavenly] shall stand forever." Dan. 2:44. 

While our flag may stand for principles of liberty 
and righteousness in advance of some other nations, 
it does not stand for all that is righteousness and truth. 

All must acknowledge this. It does not follow that 
because our flag represents some advance principles 
that Christ will seize its staff and finish purifying the 
earth under its folds and then hoist it over his throne 
to float forever. Such sentiments are both unscriptur
al and absurd. 

This expression about the flag, remember, was 
made at the close of a temperance lecture in the United 
States. The connection at once is wonderfully broken 
by the reported piece of news from the Phil:ippine Is
lands stating that when the Filipino children play 
American, they "stagger as though drunk." 

Jesus Christ will have a pure and clean kingdom 
in righteousness, in which nothing shall enter that de
files or offends, and upon his banner will be embia
zoned the words for which on earth he fought the 
spiritual battle unto the death, "God's everlasting 
LAw is the TRUTH." 

• T. E. BOWF.N. 

·Rome, N.Y. 

A Missionary's View of the Chinese Question. 
In an interview with a representative of the Daily 

News (Denver, Col.), Rev. Thomas Marshall, an ex
missionary to China, and now connected with the 
Board of Foreign Missions, spoke as follows in de
fense of the Chinese Boxers from a political stand
point: 

"To intelligently study the situation in China one 
must understand that there are two factors-the re
ligious or missionary and the political. These two 

· factors must not be confused, for to my mind the 
Chinese are politically right but religiously wrong. 
Every .question, on account of prejudice, must be dis-
cussed politically first. . 

"The aggres\ions made by the European powers 
amount to littie less than piracy. Russia, as all know, 
has taken Port Arthur, the greatest navy yard that the 
Chinese possess. England has seized the land oppo
site. France has appropriated YunNan and Germany 
has gobbled up Kiao Chou. There is much talk of 
'the sphere of influence,' but the fair mind cannot help 
but see that the European powers are working on the 
principle that might makes right. When the Chinese 
saw that their land was being parceled out little by 
little to these foreigners, they rebelled and strove to 
drive the invaders from their country. Suppose that 
the F:r:ench should seize New Orleans, the English 
Fortress Monroe, the Russians New York and the 
Germans Boston, what wa.uld the American be called 
iVho tried to push back the aggressing foreigners? 
He would be called a patriot, and win honor. and dis
tinction. The Boxers, who are striving to do the same 
thing are the Chinese patriots, who say, the Germans, 
French and the rest are robbing us, and cannot remain 
in our land. 

"There is much misunderstanding concerning the 
Boxers. The Boxers are mostly common people, and 
in their simplicity they have just awakened to the fact 
that their land has been taken from them. It is true 



that they h.ave l:J,~en called the 'Long Knife Society,' 
and mak~ It the~r law to demand that the foreigner 
leave Chma or dte; but what would we Americans do 
under similar circumstances? It must also be remem
bered. that the ~hinese are ve~y superstitious. They 
have had no ram for some· t1me, and their religion 
t~aches them to think. that i~ is because the gods are 
dtspleased at the foreigners presence. 

. "It; is in this conne.ction that they associate the mis
stonanes an~ the Chm.ese Chris.tians. In disturbing 
t~em the:y disturb thetr best fnends, but their irra
tt?nal actiOn has been br~ughf to a. focus by foreign 
disputes as to whether Chma should be divided. * * * 

"The OJ:?-lY way to set}le this serious question will 
?e a very dtfficult one: No matter what complications 
1t would cause, the different powers should give back 
the land they have taken, and Lbelieve that the entire 
trouble would cease." 

Quoting from a Supreme Court decisio~, an advo-, 
cate of Sunday laws says that "laws setting aside Sun
day as a day of rest are upheld, not from any right of 
the government to legislate for the promotion ot 
religious observances, but from its right to protect all 
persons from the -physical and-moral debasement that 
comes from uninterrupted labor." If this is so, why 
are such laws turned against those who regularly rest 
on the seventh day of the week? . They are not the 
victims of "uninterrupted labor," hence whatever phy
sical and moral debaSement there may be from such a 
source cannot exist in their cases ; nor does the law 
aim, in any case, to protect people who work on Sun
day from becoming physically and morally debased. 
It aims to protect the first day of the week against 
desecration, and for this reason it prohibits all persons 
from working on that day or from conducting them
selves in any other way not in harmony with the idea 
that Sunday. is a sacred day.' The Sunday laws are 
designed to protect an institution rather than to pro- · 
teet the people. The whole history of the working of 
.such laws shows that the debasement alleged to result 
from uninterrupted work cuts no figure at all in con
nection with their enforcement; save as a theory by 
which to seck their justification. 

In answering, in the Sabbath Recorder, the ques
tion, "Why dili God permit sin?" W. D. Tickner says: 
"'He knew that voluntary service was the only serv'ice 
that could accomplish the purposes of man's being. 
Inanimate nature obeys his commands by virtue of the 
laws inherent within it. Fire and water, cold and 
beat, light and darkness, were subservient to him, but 
without volition: They reflected simply his power and 
majesty. He desired more, a service of love, a service 
willingly rendered, even amid surroundings that made 
such service difficult. 

"To have excluded the devil from the world; would 

. 
have been to allow- man a knowledge of only one side 
of the great controversy between good and evil, be
tween God and Satan. Obedience to the commands of 
God would, under such conditions, be of little value. 
Man was therefore allowed .to see for himself both 
good and evil, and for himself to decide whom he 
would serve. · Such service. was what God desired. 
Such service alone could accomplish the object sought 
in the creation and development of man." 

The most wonde:dul-thing of our day is that we 
do not seem to be able to learn anything from church 
history as to the real conditions of spiritual conquest. 
The government is one thing, the gospel is another. 
We are to obey government, but not to expect it to 
do the work of the gospel. We only confuse the 
mind by mixing thin'gs. , 

I do not hesitate to say that Christianity to-day is 
w~ak in the Ori~nt because it is so inextricably mixed 
in the minds of the heathen with so many flags. This 

is not the fault of individual missionaries, but is a result 
of th¢' prevailing thought that calls nations "Chris
tian." When Christianity owned no flag it con
quered. * * Do not mix Christianity with your na
tiomilism iri your expe~tation for spiritual religion. 
The whole church is :weak just here to-day. 

I am aware this position is not understood. It is 
thought to lack in patriotism and to lack in hope. But 
circumstances are now fast shaping themselves to con
firm the non-resistant position of the early church, and 
to_ show that we may have a C:hristianity in name 
which is. after all only a part of this world and wield
ing only thi.s world's power.-Rev. Addison Blan
chard (Denver, Col.). 

The chimera of saving men "by nations" is due in 
large measure to the unscriptural idea that the gospel, 
instead of gathering out of the world a people for the 
everlasting kingdom of God, is finally to convert the 
whole world. Nowhere in all the Word of God is any 
such doctrine taught. On the contrary, we are plainly 
told (Matt. 24 :37-39) that the last days will be like the 
days of Noah. Gen. 6 :s tells us what the m~ral con
dition of the. earth was in "the days that before the 
flood." Moreover the Apostle Paul says definitely 
and explicitly (2 Tim. 3 :r-5, qv.) that the 'last days of 
this world's history will be perilous, and this for the 
reason that the church-those "having a .form of god
liness"-will be practicing all manner of sins, seven
teen of which he enumerates. 

If Christians would be in the lead in human affairs, 
they musi lead as Christians and not as pqliticians. 
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Our New Publications 

Christian Patriotism 
A study of the principles that should govern the true Christian patriot in his relation to earthly 

governments. 104 pages. Paper, IS cents; cloth, 40 cents 

Ghe Glad Tidings 
A verse-by-verse study of the book of Galatians. By DR. E. J. WAGGONER 

1 26s pages. Paper, 2S cents; cloth, 6o cents 
Also published by the Review and Herald 

House We Live In 
A book designed to assist mothers in teaching their children how to care for their bodies 

By MRS. VESTA J. FARNSWORTH. 218 pages. Cloth, 7S cents 

Marshaling of the Nations 
How the five great nations of the world-Britain, Russia, United States, Gerniany and France-

are fulfilling prophecy. Illustrated by a special series of maps. Price, 10 cents 

Testimonies on S~bbath=School Work 
A compilation of the writings of MRs. E. G. W:lnTE on Sabbath-School Work 

128 pages. Cloth, 2S cents; limp leather, 35 cents 

Why Are You Not a Christian 
An earnest appeal to those who are out of Christ. By W. N. GLENN 

8 pages. Price, so cents per 100 

Labor and the ·Money Power 
An intensely interesting description of the present relation of capital and labor from a prophetic 

stand~int. By GEO. w. RINE, B. L. 32 pages. Illustrated. '$2.00 per 100 

An Astronomer's View of Our Father's House 
An account of an imaginary journey among the heavenly bodies. By a Fellow of the Royal 

Astronomical Society. 24 pages. Illustrated. '$1.so per 100 

Pacific Press Publishing Co. 
OAKLAND, CAL. ~ 39 *Bond· Street,· New York City 
18 West Fifth J'treet, Kan s a.s City, Missouri 
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The International Religious Liberty Association .. 

The following numbers are now ready: . 

No.1. 

THE.LEGAL SUNDAY. 
This is one of the most faithful and interesting histories of the "American Sabbath' • 

ever written. 
256 pages. Enameled Covers. Price 25 cents. 

No.2. 

Is Religious Liberty Imperiled by Sunday Laws? 
The best thing on this subject ever printed. 

Twelve pages. Price I cent. 

No.3. 

THE NATIONAL W. C. T. U. CONVENTION. 
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 25; 1899. 

Report of Religious Liberty discussion, with prefatory note and conclusion by Mrs. 
S.M. I. Henry, National W. C. T. U. Evangelist; together with other matter bear
ing upon the question at issue, all selected, approved and arranged by Mrs. Henry. 

Thirty pages. Price 2 cents. 

No.4. 

THE PRESENT CRISIS AND OUR DUTY. 
A most timely treatise on a live topic. 

Thirty-six pages. Price 23( cents. 

No.5. 

The National Government and Religion. 
A sixteen page tract ~ontaining both the Congressional Sunday mail reports quoted in 

AMERICAN S'l'A'l'E PAPERS. These reports have never been printed before in cheap 
form. P . 1 t nce cen . 

No.6. 

Primary Principles Distin[nishin[ Between the Spheres of the State and Reli[ion. 
Nothing better has ever been written on this subject. 

Fourteen pages. Price 1 cent.· 

No.7. 

:THE CONFLICT OF THE AGES. 
By GEORGE E. FIFIELD. An excellent tract.· 

Address, 
Fourteen Pages. Price 1 cent. 

INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS LIBERTY. ASSOCIATION, 
3S14 Dearborn. Street, CHICAGO, IJ:~L· 
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lffiiAny one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without 
having ordered it, may· know that it is sent by some friend. 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no .fears 
that they will be asked to pay for it. · 

It is as true in the life of a nation as in that of an 
individual, that one.wrong step leads to another. The 
nation, no more than the individual, can count upon 
or foresee the influences by which it will be led along 
the inviting pathway of error into which it has been 
tempted; it cannot foresee the unexpected circum
stances which will arise and compe"l the setting aside 
of its original intentions one after the other. The 
downward pathway is "paved with good intentions," 
which are abandoned continually under the influence 
of a power that leads the individual on and on, to an 
end he did not foresee or dream of at the start. And 
thus of a nation: A republic never professes· an inten
tion of changing into an empire, or even hold's such 
an intention at the start; but while its professions and 
intentions may be perfectly sincere, it finds itself 
moved by "destiny" in a course altogether at variance 
with them. We must judge from the nature of the 
step itself, rather than from the professions made . in 
taking it, what the results will be that will follow. 

$ 

Among the restrictions placed upon the legislature 
of the Territory of Hawaii is this: · "Nor shall any 
public money be appropriated for the support or ben
efit of any sectarian, denominational, or private school, 
or any school not under the exclusive control of the 
government." It remains to be seen how this will 
be evaded. It seems plain, but it is no more so than 
are constitutional provisions that many people demand 
shall be overridd€n in· the interests of governmental 
religion. 

$ 

In commenting upon the fact that observers of the 
seventh day are not infrequently singled out for prose
cution for Sunday work, while others are not molested, 
a Cincinnati paper says : 

"Macaulay says that bear-baiting was interdicted 
by the Puritans, not because it was cruel to the bear, 
but because it gave pleasure to the people. In the 

ro 1 1 1 • ....-"J...:h:+=rl • .., ........... s- _...~1,.1-,. same way ;:,unaay 1a..:>or ts p,~.v,uuu.-"-u, uvL v lUU\,...U 

because it is wrong, but because the law aga~nst it is 
violated in a heterocloxical way. It is only those who 
acknowledge the binding character of the. orthodox 
S11nday who are permitted to infringe upon it with 
impunity. It is by having absolute faith in the sanctity 
of the first day Sabbath that true believers can secure 
immunity when guilty of its infraction.''~ . 

There is altogether too much truth in this state
ment. It is not so much the fact that work is done 
on Sunday that hurts, as it is the fact that when done 
by observers of the seventh day, it is in the nature of 
a denial of the sacredness of the day. Not that it is 
so intended, for Sabbatarians work on Sunday just as 
naturally as Sunday-keepers work on Monday; but it 
is necessarily so in the very nature of the case. It 
cannot be otherwise. 

$ 

So grave a situation as the Chinese embroglio has 
not confronted civilization since the fan of Constanti
nople and the Turkish invasion of Europe. The pop
ulation of the Chinese empire is not definitely known, 
but is variously estimated at from 38o,ooo,ooo to 400,
ooo,ooo, with a territorial area of 4,2oo,ooo square 
miles. 

The leading nations of the earth, the United States, 
Great Britain (not including India), Austria,- France, 
Germany; Japan, and Russia; exceed the highest esti
mate of the population of China by only rs,ooo,ooo. 
This excess of population would be overcome many
fold, other things being equal, by the fact that in case 
any or all of the great powers declare war against 
China, the Chinese would fight in their own territory 
and close to their base of supplies, while the allied 
powers would be compelled to transport both men and 
supplies thousands of miles, mostly by water. But 
other things are not equal, so that the result of a war 
wherein the world would be arrayed against China 
cannot be ~onsidered doubtful. 

But, the Chronicle of this city remarks, "the time 
of peril [to civilization] is not now, nor is the danger 
from the Mongolians. The znenace to the peace of the 
world will be felt when China shall have been con
quered-when the division of the spoils begins. There 
are already signs of a 'flocking together' among the 
powers. The line of cleavage is partly visible." 

Then follows the statement that from present indi
cations it seems likely that Russia, France, and Ger
many would stand together; while common interest 
would naturally place England, the United States, and 
Japan on the other side. "If these contending forces 
should come to blows," says the Chronicle, "there 

. would indeed be a Titanic struggle." 

"' The Sunday law of Massachusetts has been 
amended so as to allow the sale of cigars on Sunday, 
though not the opening of tobacco shops. 
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Moral obligation can never be the basis of civil law. 

'""' '""' The Lord says: "The seventh day is the Sabbath." 

'""' '""' The ".Christian world" says: "The first day. is the 
Sabbath." 

'""' '""' The Lord enforces the observance of his day by 
the spiritual law of love. 

'""' '""' The "Christian world" enforces the observance of 
its day by the physical law of force. 

'""' '""' A truly "civil Sabbath" could not possibly be 
anything but a holiday. It could never be a holy day. 
Holy things are not civil, and civil things are not holy. 

'""' '""' No country in the world ever established a weekly 
rest-day, forbidding both labor and amusement upon 
it, except from religious motives. 

'""' '""' Civil law is not designed to conserve moral right 
but civil rights. 

Freedom of conscience means not only liberty to 
think, but liberty to do. 

Just government must guarantee not only free
dom of the mind but liberty of the body as well in 
everything which does not infringe the equal rights 
of others. 

Civil Government and Religion. 

The evils of a union of church and state. are so 
well known-or, rather, the more patent evils are so 
well known-that in this country but few are found~ 
who are ready to defend such union in 'pl,ain terms:· 
But a good many declare that they are in favor of re
ligion and the state. But this is a distinction without 
any material difference. 

What is meant by religion and the state is a relig
ious state; that is, a state which recognizes and fos
ters religion, but has no religious establishment, or no 
state church, such as they have in England, and in 
most Roman Catholic countries. 

Of course the state ought not to be anti-religiops. 
To be anti-religious would be to be against religion, 
and clearly the state has no right to assume an attitude 
of hostility to religion. But this is very far from 
saying that the state ought to be religious. It is not 
at all necessary that the state should have any religious 
character whatever. It should be non-religious. A 
state need have no more religious character than a 
bank or a mercantile concern. Nobody ever speaks 
of a "Christian bank," or a "Christian mercantile es
tablishment." Every member of a firm may .be a 
Christian and yet the firm itself have no religious char
acter, and make no religious profession. It is simply 
a business concern organized for purely business 
purposes. And that is just what every state ought to 
be-simply a concern created for the transaction of 
public business. 

. NO CHRISTIAN BANKS: 

A bank may have among its stock-holders, and 
even upon its board of directors, some men ·who are 
Christians and some who are not Christians. But 
the Christian~ do not feel that they have any duty 



to impose their religion upon the nqn-Chdstia:n:s by . '~What shall. :we· do' in Cuba? '· Withdraw our 
·any offieial act·,··.'fhey·~~ay;as·..jndi,vidmcls~·go· just. a;s· ... .foFees~· -t:~call ~·Gener;al-WooeP.~+eave· the-Ettbans 'tO'·· 

far as they see fit in promulgating the tenets o{ their govern. themselves? .•.. T~is ~s the fqrl?ula. B.ut no 
faith; but nobody ever heard of a Christian director sooner ts there some mqt~aflon that thts formula is to· 
of a bank saying to his fellow directors "Now in- ~e <'leted upon by the Umted States, than representa-
·. . . . . . . .. . . . ' , . : . t1v~.men of property, who have everything to lose and 
as much as. a ma1onty of.us ~re Chnsttans: ~nd mas- nc:taing to gain by revolution, appeal to .us not to 
m?ch as. th1s. ban~ was estabhs~e? by Chnsttan men, w~t~d:aw and lea:re them to t_he mercy of the revo
wtth capt tal. mhented from .Chnsttan .fathers, . we m:ust l~!t.~<;>msts. Amenca has promised to Cuba her inde
so a:mend our articles of incorporation as to show that pendence; and so fa! as we can see no one desir:es 
this is a Christian hankY And no body ever heard· of to dca~sd that, prpg~tse, th9pgh some think. it was 

· . . . . . •. .. . . .. . . . , . . ma e too hasttly and, not Wisely.. :But when 1s Cuba 
any sort of. a. busmess·mstttutto~ u~~ertakrng to tm- 'pacified'? h it. pacified because it is at pea<;e -while 
pose t~e rehgt~n of a part of the mdt vtduals who com- our troops remam there to keep order? And who are 
posed tt upon all the individuals composing it. This t~~ people of Cuba to whotp the duties and responsi
idea of collective responsibility for the religious views bthtte~s of government should be handed over by us?' 
and practices of the individual does not obtain any- Are they all the men and all ~he women? or only all 

. · . · . . the men? or only all the whtte men? or only all the 
where e:x;cept m church and state affatrs. It obtams m native-born Cubans? or only the men who have some 
the church because the church exists for the very pur- measure of intelligence or some properly interests, or 
pose of promulgating religion; It exists in the .state both? These and kin <ire? questions come in to per
because of the false, theocratical idea of civil govern- plex the :eal man _of affatrs, w~o has !O c_onsider the 
ment which has come down to us from the days ~f property mterests mvolved, ~he mdustnes JUSt coming 

. . . . . . . mto extstence, the schools JUSt established,. the sani-
Constantme. The tdea ts destructiVe of mdtvtdual re- ta'ry laws reluctantly recogniZed and obeyed for the 
sponsibility and engenders despotism. first time in Cuba's history. Such questions cannot be 

THE STATE AND RELIGION IN ROME. cavalierly dismissed with the formula, 'self-govern

This idea of a religious state is not Christian but 
pagan. It comes not from Christ but from Rome. 
Rome was pagan, but intensely religious. Tlie gods 
were to be recognized in every walk of life and ;:tt 
every' turn. One could not attend a social· function, 
nor even partake of a meal, without either honor,
ing or denying the gods. And to deny the gods was 
to be guilty not only of sacrilege but of treason 
against the state, for the state was the chief god-the 
embodiment of all the gods. Moreover reverence for 
th'e gods was thought to be essential to good citizen
ship. Religion was maintained by the state, not pri
marily for the good of the individual, but because it 
was the bulwark of the state. 

Exactly the same argument is urged to-day for 
the support of Christianity by the state that was urged 
for the support of paganism in Rome. The idea is 
just as pagan to-day as it was two thousand years ago; 
and it is just as much opposed to true piety now as it 
was then. B. 

The Problem of Setf.Government. 
In a discussion of the question "vVhat is self-'gov

ernment ?" The Outlook .labors to give the impression 
that self-government, as applied to nations a!J.d peo
ples, is a very complex thing, and that only when the 
various problems it presents in a given case have been 
solved so that there is dear sailing for the new ship 
of state, ought the privilege of self-government to be 
intrusted. to any. people. 

Thus ·The Outlook proceeds to reason after this 
fashion in regard to Cuba: 

ment.'" 
In like manner The Outlook takes up the case of 

Porto Rico: 
"What shall we do in Porto Rico? The figures are 

somewhat in doubt, but apparently not over five per 
cent of the inhabitants can read and write. Does self
government mean that the ninety-five per cent shall 
be put under the government of the five per cent?' 
Does it mean, on the contrary, that the men of intel
ligence and property shall be put under the govern
ment of the ignorant and the propertyless?" 

SELF-GOVERNMENT A RIGHT. 

Many other like questions may be aske,d; indeed, 
it would be hard- to set a limit to the questions that 
might be anticipated in considering the fitness of arty 
praticular people for self-government. But is it nec
essary to consider such questions at all. Is the right 
of self-government at all affected by the questions that 
may be raised as to the results that may follow from 
its exercise ? 

If King George III. had been allowed to settle to 
his own satisfaction the various problems relating 
to the question of the fitness of the American colonies. 
for self-government, before granting them self
government, would those colonies ever have · be-· 
come self-governing? As any one who will read 
the history of that time may know, there was as much 
doubt in the minds of the king and parliament respect
ing the · colonists' capacity for self-government, · as. 
there is now in the mind of The Outlook editor re
specting th~ like capacity among the late subjects of: 
Spain. Nor was there wanting that which seemed 



ftdly to jJ.lstify their opmwn. Among the rebellious 
people which overturned the king's authority in the 
States, the elements of a stable government were not 
conspic_uous ; and for years after the new nation set 
out upon the pathway of self-government, it pre
sented but a sorry spectacle among the powers of 
earth. It was without finances or .credit, it was torn 
by internal- dissention whiQh ripened into open strife, 
the colonies were jealous and suspicious of one an
other to such a degree that harthot:ty between them 
seemed impossible, and the situation grew worse in
stead of better, until it seemed that the new fabric 
of self-government would inevitably fall to pieces. 
Those who predicted its downfall stood pointing at 
it the finger of scorn, and justifying their own wis
dom: But the republic survived, and out of the con
flict of discordant views and parties, under the in
spiration only of the love of liberty, were developed 
the elements of stability and strength which estab
lished the new nation upon a solid basis of prosperity 
and crowned the experiment of self-government with 
triumphant success. 

But the colonies would never have become self
governing if they had waited for the. British parlia
ment to r;:ise and solve all the problems involved in 
the experiment of self-government for that time; 
and if the like questions respecting Cuba must be con
sidered and settled in Congress before Cuba has in
dependence, it may safely be affirmed that Cuba will 
wait long for self-government. 

The right of self-government for any people is 
an independent right, and not a privilege dependent 
upon decisions made by the finite wisdom of men. 
The problems that may arise from the in?uguration of 
republican government in Cuba, or in any land, are 
beyond the power of any man to foresee. Those 
problems which appear greatest in anticipation, may 
prove to be but minor ones in reality, while really 
formidable difficulties may arise which were wholly 
unforeseen. The American Republic came near be
ing split asunder by a civil war, which no one fore
saw at the beginning; and as the problem of self-gov
ernment is not one which the foresight and wisdom 
of one people can settle for another, so the right of 
self-government is not one to be regulated by the 
authority of one people over another. It is a right in
dependent and .unalienable. 

So long as a colony of ants can mai~tain self-gov
ernment; so long as the bushmen of Central Africa 

· can live and flourish independently of the advice and 
authority of their superior fellow-men, and so long 
as the gospel message proclaims self-government to 
all men as a duty, and pledges the power of God for 
its a<;complishment in any and all in every land who 
will receive that message, let not that right be. de
nied to any under the plea that they are not fit to 

receive the- boon. The only people not fit for self
government are those who do not want it, who pre-
fer despotism in its place. s. 

The Independent and the Cat.holic Church. 
The New York Independent is supposed to be a 

Protestant journaL Nevertheless it contains some 
things that have a strange sound coming from a Pro
testant source. For instance, in its issue of July 26 
the Independent says: · 

"The appointment of Bishop Blenk, an American 
priest who speaks Spanish, as head of the Catholic 
Ch~rch in Porto ~ico, seems to be accomplishing most 
d~s1rable results m the way of restoring the loyalty 
or the people to the Church." 

In capitalizing "church" in this case we have sim
ply followed the Independent. When a Catholic says 
"the Church" he not only means the Roman Catholic 
Church, but he implies thereby that there is no other 
church. Probably the Independent uses the same 
term only by way of courtesy; but it is impossible to 
say, since it regards "restoring the loyalty of the peo
ple" to the Catholic Church as a "most desirable" re
sult. 

However this may be, the Independent waxes quite 
enthusiastic over the work of the new Bishop of Porto 
Rico and says: 

"His appointment as bishop gave the island a man 
who had become acquainted with its condition, and 
who was an enthusiastic American, and who thus quite 
escaped the traditions and suspicions which had ham
pered the Church so long as it was under Spanish do
minion. Last February he issued a pastoral letter ex
horting the people to cling to their faith and to be 
true to the flag of their new country. He promised 
fhem that after a period of testing their power of self
government they might expect to be received as one 
of the States of the Union. This letter was read in 

·all the churches." 

The Independent seems to see no impropriety in 
the bishop's telling the people what they may expect 
from the government. But it may be said that this is 
only the bishop's opinion. Very well; be it so. 
Other governments have found that in dealing with 
colonies largely Catholic, it is sometimes quite neces
sary to have bishops who have opinions in accord with 
the government, or rather to have the government 
in accord with the bishops ; or at least to so far yield 
to the wishes of the bishop as to keep his influence 
on the side of the government. Henry IV. and Prince 
Bismarck are not the only civil rulers who have gone 
to Conossa, nor is there any assurance that there may 
not be yet many others to travel the same road. 

In order to maintain harmony between the civil 
and ecclesiastical authorities, governments have some
times insisted upon a voice in the. appointment of 
bishops. But this can be only when "the Church" is 

' 
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su'pported in· \vhole or in part by the- government. 
·Therefore as this government has no financial inter
est in "the Church," it seems altogether more likely 
that thegovernment will be compelled to yield to "the 
Church" than that "the Church" will yield to the gov
ernment.· 

Of course where each attends strictly to its own 
affairs there can be no clash between church ana 
state; but as "Rome never changes" it is not a sup
posable case that "the Church" will not demand things 
in Porto Rico that are not in harmony with American 
principles. If she don't get what she wants "the 
Church" well knows how to make things very un
comfortable for the civil authorities in such commu-
nities as "our new insular possessions." B. 

Prayer in Political Conventions. 
(From the Lutheran Witness.) 

The incongruity of . opening political conventions 
and similar assemblies with prayer is being discussed 
in the daily press. It has. been found, namely, that 
these prayers are freque:t;ttly applauded when they 
chance to suit the tastes of the members of the con
vention. One of our religious exchanges, while ex
pressing itself as being shocked at such occurrences, 
thinks that such conventions "need divine guidance." 
"The Witness" agrees that such conventions "need"
emphasis on need.,-divine guidance, but denies that 
this divine guidance should be prayed for in the way 
indicated. Prayer is an outflow of faith; unbeliev
ers cannot pray. Prayer is an act of worship, and be
lievers must not make pretense of worshipping be
fore the throne of God in company with those of whom 
they know that these dare not come before Him. 
Prayer is an act of confession, and those who are not 
agreed in doctrine should not make a vain show of 
unity by ignoring, in publc, the differences which keep 
them apart. Christians should pray in private, and 
in cocycert with their brethren, for divine guidance in 
behalf of the State officers, etc., and should insist that 
the public "praying" in secular and mixed assem
blies be done away with. 

A Tale of Two Nations. 
THE MONARCHY OF THE MASTER, NO. 2. 

Thus came the King breaking dawn. for a new 
kingdom and a monarchy of a kind hitherto un
known in the world. When his disciples strove as to 
who should be the greatest, Jesus called them unto 
him and said, "Y e know that the princes of the Gen
tiles exercise dominion over them, and they that are 
great exercise authority upon them. But it shall not 
be so among you, but whosoever will be great among 
you let him be your minister. And whosoever will be 
chief among you let him be your servant. Even as 

trb;e Son·of 1\{fan came n.ot to. be ministered. unto, but 
to·-rninis-1;er-and to-give his life· a -ransom for many." 
This is an utter and entire reversal of all earthly prin
ciples of monarchy. The principle .of earthly govern
ments is that all men shall defend and save the king; 
but in the kingdom and monarchy of Christ it was the 
king who gave his life in the defense and for the sal
vation of every m~mber of the human family. In an
other place he told the striving disciples, "Be ye not 
called Rabbi: for one is your master, even Christ; and 
all ye are brethren neither be ye called 
master: for one is your .master, even Christ; but he 
that is greatest among you shall be your servant." 

In the kingdom of Christ, royal position is meas-
. ured by willingness to serve, instead of a willingness 
to accept service, by a willingness to give up those so
called natural rights, rather than by a willingness to 
maintain .and defend them at all hazards. 

Peter on one occasion came to Christ saying, 
"Lord, how oft shall my brother sin against me and 
I forgive him? until seven times seven?" Jesus said 
unto him, "I say not unto thee until seven times; but 
until seventy times seven." Such was the law of the 
kingdom of God. It should be the lavir to-day with all 
who truly live· in the kingdom of God. A~d again he 
said, "Take heed to yourselves; if thy brother tres
pass against thee rebuke him ; and if he ·repent for
give him; and if he trespass against thee seven times 
in a day, and seven times in a day turn again to thee, 
saying, 'I repent,' thou shalt forgive him." This was 
the law of the kingdom of Christ. -

"Y e have heard that it hath been said,'' he tells 
his people, "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, 
but I say unto you that ye resist not evil; but who
soever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to 
him the other also. And if any man will sue thee at 
the law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy 
cloak also. And whosoever shall compel thee to go 
a mile, go with him twain. Give to him that asketh 
of thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn 
not thou away. Y e have heard that it hath been said, 
thou shalt love thy neighbor and hate thine enemy. 
But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that 
curse you, do good to _them that hate you, and pray 
for them that despitefully use you and persecute, that 

· ye may be the children of your Father which is in 
heaven; for he i:naketh his sun to rise on the evil 
and on the gpod and sendeth rain on the just and on 
the unjust. For if ye love that which loveth you 
what reward have you? Do not even the publicans· 
the same? And if ye salute your brethren only, what 
do ye even more than others? do not even the publi
cans so? Be ye therefore perfect even as .your Father 
which is in heaven is perfect." . 

All of this comes well from the Master's lips, from 



the One wllo'when he was'reviled:teviled )lot again~ 
who when he suffered threatened hot but calmly com
mending his spirit to his God gave birth to these 
glorious words, the light of which has illuminated the 
ages, "Father, forgive them, for they know not what 
they do." 

Such was the monarchy of the Master. It needs 
not to be said that in the human sense of the. word it 
was no monarchy at ali, but in the deepest, truest 
sense, as our better natures will admit, it is a mon-. 
archy of the most noble and lofty nature, a monarchy 
of service and sacrifice, a monarchy of self-surrender 
and self-abnegation, but a monarchy which in the end
less ages of eternity will prove itself more powerfui 
to set up and establish an enduring kingdom where 
rebellion and insurrection will never come than all 
the systems which earth has ever devised. 

"Conquering kings their titles make 
From the captives that they take; 
Jesus from a mightier deed, 
By the captives which he freed." 

P. T. MAGAN. 

Reformation or Deformation. 
PART II. PROPHECY. 

In the preceding paper it was, I trust, made plain 
tbat attempts by government to reform or to foster 
either religion or literature, not only invariably fail, 
but produce the opposite from the desired effect. 
Even were it possible for government to invariably 
lend its influence and support to the right side, it could 
not then produce one impulse of genius or one heart 
throb of true piety. BUt governments are fallible and 
erring; they are also necessarily conservative, and 
so opposed to the progressive truth. Buckle says, · 
"After a careful study I think myself authorized to 
say, that for one instance in which a sovereign has 
recompensed a man who is before his age, there are at 
least twenty instances of his recotppensing one who 
is behind his age." (History of Civilization. Vol. I. 
Page 495.) It was this which Jesus foresaw when he 
forbade his church all appeal to force, "Lest while 
they gather up the tares they root up also the wheat." 
"Almighty God created the mind free, and ali attempts 
to influence it by temporal punishments, or burdens, 
or by civil incapacitations, tend only to beget hab1ts 
of hypocrisy and meanness."-J eff~rson. · 

One of the.cpief values of history is, that through 
it, by means of the past, we may read and understand 
the present and the future. 

There is to-day a religio-political Christian citizen
ship movement, identical in motives and methods with 
that of the fourth century. This movement to-day, 
like that of the fourth century, proposes to. make this 
a Christian nation by law, and to ·so control matters 

that :ill the .. end only Christians can hold offi~e. By 
these mean~ they propose to :usher in the ,fd_gn· ot 
Christ. 

PUTS A PREMIUM ON HYPOCRISY. 

However good the intentions, there can be but 
one result. The movement puts a premium on 
hypocrisy; and as soon as it is seen that the church 
is the only road to political preferment, all office-seek
ers will become externally very pious, and will seek 
and gain admission to the .church. Under those cir
cumstances only an honest man will have the cour
age to stay outside the church. The only possible 
result to the church is foretold in Revelation where 
the prophet says it will become, "The hold of every 
foul spirit, and the cage of every unclean and hateful 
bird." The rule and reign of such a church will be 
the rule and reign of evil, not of good. It matters not 
how good and pure the intentions of the religio-polit
ical leaders now may be, this can not change the 
final result. Jonathan Edwards, I think it was, once 
remarked that, "Hell is pavea with good intentions." 

The leaders of this movement propose to suppress 
bv. law all forms of vice and immorality. Especially 
d~ they propose to stop all Sunday labor and amuse
ments, and to give the monopoly of that dal wholly to 
the church. Exactly this was attempted, and by the 
same methods, in the fourth century, but with a result 
diametrically opposed to the welfare of the Kingdom 
of Christ .. 

WOULD NOT QUESTION MOTIVES. 

We would not to-day seek to question or to an
alyze the motives of the men and women who are work
ing so persistently for religious laws; but in the light 
of history, we prophesy that the outcome of the move
ment will be the ushering in of a carnival of vice, 
crime, and intemperance such as the world has seldom 
or never seen. Let us coolly, and without prejudice, 
study the facts, and see if this will not be the only 
possible outcome. 

One of the very first efforts of this movement to
day, is to see that ~11 saloons are closed on Sunday. 
This is done professedly as a temperance measure, 
though it remains to be proven that drunkenness on 
Sunday is either more harmful or more wicked than 
on other days. It may be that Sunday closing of the 
saloons in some instances does prevent a man from 
starting in on a spree ; yet the Voice, one of the 
leading prohibition papers, says of such closing, ''As 
a temperance measure it has little merit. It is just as 
practical to get the Sunday supply of whisky or beer
as of steak or roast. When the Omaha mayor began 
shutting up the Sunday saloon in that city, men had 
a dry arid dreadful time for the first Sunday u~der 
that policy. They had not dreamed it to be a senous 
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purpo~e of the mayor. They were not caught a second 
__ .. SJJnday, howeY:er_;, .. they got an-abundant--supply the 

Saturday before." · 
ANOTHER EVIL. 

But there is another, and an evil sid.e even to Sun
day closing. Who can not see that a law forbidding 

' murder or theft on Sunday only would necessarily 
sanction and legalize those crimes six dayt; in the 
week? So if the business of selling liquor as a bev
erage, to produce paupers and lunatics, and people 
temporarily insane, and so liable to commit crime,
if this is a crime at all, all Sunday closing laws legalize 
it, and throw around it the respectability of govern
ment on six days in the week. 

But this movement, as far as possible, proposes to 
stop all Sunday labor, and so make what is honest 
work on other days, a cri~e on St;tnday, punishable 
by fine and imprisonment. This is to create a crime. 
by law. Such artificial crimes are much more liable 
to be committed by well meaning young men than are , 
real violations of human rights~ But even such an 
arbitrary law once broken, the young man is treated 
as a common criminal. He is fined and imprisoned 
along with drunkards and thieves. He is disgraced 
before the community, and loses his own self respect, 
and so is st!trted in the downward way. All laws that 
create artificial crimes, tend also to create .real crim-

. inals. 
Again, these lqws inforce idleness on Sunday, for 

all men know that such laws can not reach· the heart 
and inforce those divine sanctions which, to' the true 
Christian, make the Sabbath very different from a · 
day of idleness. All inforced Sabbath keeping, there
fore, is simply inforced idleness, and it is a familiar 
proverb that the Devil always has work for idle 
hands to do. 

WOULD PROHIBIT SUNDAY CARS .. 

But this is not the worst. This movement proposes 
to stop all Sunday excursions, and as fast a:s possible, 
all Sunday trains, and so take away all means of get
ting into the country from the overheated and over
crowded city, on the only day when most people can 
have a. chance to go. Doctor Evart gives their rea
son for this : "The. Sunday train is another great 
evil. They. can not afford to run a train unless they 
get a great many passengers, apd so break up a great 

' . . ,, . "' 
many congregat10ns. 

WO.ULD STOP SUNDAY PAPERS. 

They propose to stop the publication of all Sun
day papers~ This can not be to give those who work 
<:in the papers their Sunday, for the work on .the Sun
day paper is done largely on Saturday, and th~_work 
onthe Monday paper is mostly done on Sunday. Dr: 
Fva~ts here also gives the real reason why_ it is the 

Sunday and not the Morttiay paper ''that is to be 
stopped:- He--says;' '"The labori:ng-das·ses ·are apr~ro 
rise late on Sunday morning, read the Sunday paper, 
and allow the hour of worship to go by unheeqed." 
They propose even to stop the Sunday street cars. In 
Toronto,. Canada, a city of two hundred thousand in
habitants, the church people have thus far prevented 
the running of Sunday street cars; and this they have 
done in spite of the petitioning and the persistent 
effort of the common people to secure this cheap 
means of transit on their one leisure day in the week. 
Because of this fact, Toronto has been held up all 
over the United States, by th'e religio-political work
ers, as the pious and model city, a sample of what they 
hope to accomplish in this country. 

Thus they propose to take from the poor man in 
our large cities eve~y means he has of getting his fam
ily even· to the parks of the city on the only day of 
the week he has for recreation and rest.· There can 
be no denying the motive of this. It is an indirect ef- · 
fort to force church attendance. The writer, with 
rriany other ministers, was present at a hearing in the 
Massachusetts Legislature on ·these very points. 
From the speeches made by nearly every minister, it 
was so plain why they wanted everything but the 
church dosed up on Sunday, that an agnostic arose, 
and in a ringing speech boldly iJ.CCUSed the preachers Of 
wanting a monopoly ~f the day. One of the Boston 
clergymen indignantly expressed his surprise that any 
man in the nineteenth centurY should dare to publicly 
make such an accusation. But before he sat down 
even, he gave his case entirely away by. saying, "I 
maintain that the chur.ch can not compete with the 
theaters and the museums, and the places of public 
resort." The reverend gentleman was reminded that 
the church. once did compete with the circus .and the 
theater, a~d with all the sports of the paga~ world, and 
that she triumphed over them, and went forth as on 
a white horse conquering and to conquer. 

If the church lacks that power to-day, instead of 
seeking a monopoly from the state, she should seek 
more power from God. . 

The great cry to~day is that the masses do not 
want to attend .church. If .the masses ,do not want to 
attend church now, will they want to do so more 
whe~ the church has cut off every avenue of escape, 
and they plainly see that she is trying to force them 
to attend? -Every one who knows ftuinan nature at 
all or who even understands his own l;leart,. must an
sw'er, NO .. Now, thes~.p1en who do not want to. at:.. 
tend church can go to th'~ seashore, and to the coun
try, and, if they' will not of their own free wills attend 
the church there is no better place for them on earth 
than ·the ~eashore a~d the country. God, through 



Nattue, often,spe<tks .to men who W:ill not listen to the 
preaching of his word by the .human voice. 

Out upon the mountains, where the yawning 
canyons are beneath, and, above, the mighty rocks 
thrust up theirthundersplintered pinnaclesintothesky, 
how small man seems l But how near, and how great, 
~nd grand is God ! Down by the seashore where the 
mighty waves come rolling in, and dash against the 
rocks, how the beating of the waves sometimes seems 
but the ceaseless pulsation of His mighty heart, and 
QUe can not but feel that it throbs in sympathy with 
human woe and human heart-ache and human nee4! 
Ah yes, many a man has first come to know God by 
seeing him revealed in nature, and the man who is 
shut up most of the time in a large City is peculiarly 
:susceptible to the beauties of the woods and hills. But, 
take away the opportunity of the masses for going to 
the country or the seashore on Sunday, and what will 
the masses do on that day of leisure? They will not 
attend church, for they will not attend church now, 
and they will be more determined than ever not to 
attend church, when they see that the church is trying 
to coerce them. 

SUNDAY LAWS INCREASE DRUNKENNESS. 
What will they do? The question is not difficult 

to one who knows human nature as it is. On Sat
urday-night, John will say to Henry, and Charles, and 
\Villiam, "Come to my house to-morrow, I will have 
a case of beer in the. back kitchen, and we will have 
a quiet game of cards, and so I think we will be able 
to spend the day." Next week, William or Henry will 
return the compliment, and so on. No liquor will 
be sold, nothing can be done to prevent· a man from 
taking a social glass with his friends in his own 
house. And so innumerable little drinking clubs will 
spring up, and thousands of young men who are too 
self-respecting to go to a saloon for their first glass, 
will thus acquire the appetite for drink. Instead of 
the voice of God in nature, they will have only the in
fluence of the back kitchen, and the cards, and the 
drink. 

Do y~u say this is only a speculative theory? The 
writer admits that years ago he first saw it as such. 
Reasoning from cause to effect, he was driven una
voidably to this conclusion; but since then, he has 
seen his conclusions verified. In that professedly pious 
-city of Toronto, on Saturday afternoon, any one who 
will, may see the s~reets dotted with wine and beer 
wagons delivering drinkables to be used on the mor
row. There are no street cars on Sunday. The mul
titudes can not get away from their hot tenements. 
They do not care to go to the church that has per
sistently refused. them the cheap transportation they 
have so oft.en asked for. So they must de~ise some 
~ay to spend the day. 

If any one still- dcubts the truthfulness of this pic
ture, here is a quotation to the point from Dr. Chailes 
Roads, published in the New York Christian Advo
cate. This doubtless will be an authority to many, 
and it fully proves the point in question. "The 
Brooks High License law of .Pennsylvania was rigor
ously applied in Philadelphia in its first year, 1889, 
by four judge; sitting as the license court. They re
duced the number of the saloons from fifty-five hun
dred to sixteen hundred, and inspired such terror con
cerning violations of the law in the sixteen hundred 
that in one particular-that of 'suppressing Sunday 
selling-there is practically complete success. These 
apparent gains, however, are offset by a steady and· 
alarmingly accelerating increase in the consumption 

·.of beer and distilled liquors, which the internal revenue 
laws show to be far beyond the growth of. the popu
lation; by the great extension of the bottling business, 
which by energetic peddling has introduced beer into 
tens of thousands of homes hitherto free from it, and 
where now, as we know by many inquiries, it is freely 
given to children; by young men's clubs, notoriously 
organized for drinking purposes, becoming very nu
merous and liberally furnished with all sorts of drinks 
on Saturday afternoon, which by the evasion of 
monthly dues are really Sunday saloons, thronged with 
men and boys all day." . 

Now, both by reason, and by actual appeal to facts, 
the dark prophecy, which at first may have startled 
the reader, has been abundantly proven. The writer 
hopes that all who read may take warning, and have 
nothing to do with any method of attempted reforma
tion which will inevitably mean deformation, and de-
struction in the end. G. E. FIFIELD. 

The Puritan Attitude Toward Toleration. 
(From a "Review of the Puritans," by Thomas Coit, D. D., member of 

the New York Histcrical Society.) 

That toleration was excluded from the very idea 
of religion by Puritanism, is evident from the fact that, 
in the Larger Catechism, one of the heinous offences 
against Heaven under the Second Commandment-a 
virtual commission of idolatry-is the "tolerating .a 
false religion." Many will perhaps look into some 
edition of that Catechism, published now [ 1845], .and 
say I am incorrect. Let them know, that the loss of 
the quoted words is only a modern improvement. The 
unexpurgated original reads as I state, as anyone· can 
satisfy himself by examining an edition as early as 
my own, viz., of 1768. When the sin of toleration 
ceased to be a sin, I know not. The edition quoted 
proves, that toleration continued its sinful existence to 
the verge .of the American Revolution. * * The 
Cambridge and Saybrook Platforms virtually entertain 
the idea avowed by the Catechism, when they say the 



civil magistrate is "to put forth his coerc~ve power. as vvam" ~ears away. the palm.. He .makes it so ineffably. 
tP,e t:Il~~t~~_§h<l.JlLegi!ke,:' · BJJt Jhe~.e~i:oo~ b.a:ve. falle1L -r-e-¥OlutiGna.ry-,- that it empties _em-earth the- contents-of
into desuetude * * ~md when they bev-an to give the bottomless pit, and overturns the throne itself of 
"an uncertain sound" it is equally impossibl~ to tell. the Absolute . Supreme. Speaking .in one place -of a; 

It is of little consequence. Suffice it to know what shoal of sects, which toleration would disenthral, he 
gertuine Puritanism has been ; and also,. that its disa- describes it as. "In a word, room £or helL above 
vowal of toleration has been no inoperative· theory. ground." In another he says, iri a figure I never saw 
That this disavowal was no mere idea, is evident from paralleled, "To authorize an untruth by a toieration of 
the fact that Pym once boldly broached it in a P~ri- state;.is to build a sconce against the walls of heaven, 
tanic British Parliamen!. He "asserted that it was -to batter. God out of his chair." 
the duty of the legislature to establish true religion I will giv:e but one quotation mo;e, ;1nd that shall 
and to punish false"; and how cordially they believed be from Hubbard,. the historian, to show how. the Pur
him and acted out his doctrine, history has recorded itans abated their intolerance by the most studious 
with many a sigh and tear. gradations-conforming it carefully to those times 

This, however, is qu,ite enough to show how, in when, as Justice Story has told us, persecution became 
England, Puritanism, though it had once groaned for less frequent because it was less safe. "And indeed," 
toleration, made others afterward groan for its own says he, "let the experience of all reformed chur.ches 
lack· of it. Come we now to. tl).e .land where it was b_e consulted. withal, and it will appear that disorder, 
(po,etically) an exile from the pearl of great price- and confusion ofthe church will not bea~oided by all 
the . enjoyment of an unmolested conscience. Did it the determination, advice, and counsel, of synods or 
there, display no anxi·ety to molest the consciences of other messengers of churches, unless they be a little 
otllers? Let us see. acuated* by the civil authority. All men are naturally 

And first of all, Master Cotton, whom thy con- so wedded to their own apprehension, that unless there 
temporaries esteem so "famous," I call thee upon the be a coercive power to restrain, the order and rule of 
stand. Hear his "awful words," as Shepard truly char- tht: gospel will. not be attended." 
acterizes t)lem. * * "It was toleration that made the And these were the men who thought Archbishop 
world anti-Christian, and_ the church never took hurt Laud "the chief ot sinners" because, esteeming. them
by the punishment of heretics." Again: "The Lord selves too fondly '~wedded to _their own apprehen
keep us from being bewitch,ed with the whore's cup, sions," he employed some of their own beloved "coer
lest while we seem to detest and reject her with open <sive power," and "acuated" church discipline "a lit
face of profession, we do not bring her in by a back tle" by the civil authority, that. they might attend to 
door of toleration, and so come at last to drink deeply what he, as their spiritual guide; deem.ed the gospel's 
in the cup of the Lord's wrath, and be filled with the order and rule! * * * 
cup of her plagues." Such were the·rnen who denounced the intolerance 

Shepard was a worthy pupil of Master Cotton; for of the Church of England. But a few years previous, 
he· goes if possible a step beyond him, and ascribes and you would h1:1ve thought them (in words, that is) 
toleration to th.e F~ther of Lies. * * "'Tis Satan's the most disinterested champions for liberty of con-
poiicy," says he,. "to plead for an indefinite and bound- science the world ever saw. Toleration! Oh, it was 
less toleration; as Chemnitius excellently shows from 

their favorite and ever unworn theme, when they 
those words, Mark I :24, 'Let us alone.' He calls it wanted to infl,ict their "levellisme" in church and 
diabolica machinatiO in conciliationibus r~ligionum; i. e., 

· state upon an audience in a cathedral, whose revenues 
Christ may have his kingdom if he will let Satan alone they might spoil as lawfully as Israelites could 
with his, and so both of theni.live lovingly and quietly 
tog-ether.'' So Shepard not only assert~ his doctrine, Egyptians.· 
but with .the help ·of th~ profound Chemnitius estab
lishes it, with due exegetical ptopriety. * * * 

The very year succeeding I I673)' heard as loud 
thunder against this luckle.ss subject of toleration. "I 
look upon toleration," says President Oakes of Har
vard University, "as the first-born of all abomina
tions." This, too, was . said in an Election sermon; 
and as that, according ,to. Belknap, "may generally be 
accounted the echo of the publicvoice," it is the unan-
imbus dictum :nf a Puritan community. . 

Of all Purit~n classics, how~v~t, on the subject, of 
toleration, the author of the "Simple Cobbler of Agga-

Theocracy in China. 
Hon. Charles Denby, former United St!'tes Minister to China .. in. The 

· Independent. - -

·The Chinese government ·has . been said to be 
patriarchal: In its actual administration it is undoubt
edly patriarchal. The emperor is _sire, a~d his .,offi
cers, down to the head man in every village, occupy' 
the position of father, just as a man does of his 
household. But behind _the patriarcnai system, and 
ci:mtrollir;_g it, is the principh~ of theocracy.. No na:
tlon in the . world in its administration of. the 'law 

*Acuated-the word means, "made sharp as a needle~" 
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acknowledges so dl.re:ctly its responsibilities to thcHiile 
of heaven. Judged by governmental 'acts, nowhere 
does the deity so completely rule and control the des
tinies of men' as in China. In the greatest, as in the 
smallest; affairs, heaven sways the conduct of the 
emperor and all his officials, and the people. When 
Ching Tang, ~ounder of the Shang dynasty, B. C. 
1766, and Wu Wang of the Chau, B. C. II22, took up 
arms against the emperors, it was claimed that they 
had not fulfilled the decrees of heaven, and for that 
reason they had forfeited their right to the throne. I 
saw an altar in the Temple of Heaven, which was 
struck by lightning, burn up. The next day, by an 
imperial decree, punishment was awarded the guar
dians of this great edifice because of its destruction. I 
inquired of a learned Chinese how it was possible 
for any government to punish an official for the plain 
and direct act of nature, or of God, in which he had 
no concern whatever. I was told that heaven would 
not have destroyed the altar unless a sin had been 
committed-that some wrong had been done, and it 
had to be punished by the state. 

It was said that even if the guardians had done 
no wrong, their predecessors must have committed 
a crime, because the deity would not have destroyed 
the temple unless somebody had been guilty of wrong
doing. By the same line of reasoning the law of 
China reconciles with the idea of justice the punish
ment of the insane. It is freely admitted that an in
sane person does not know what he is doing-that no 
moral guilt attaches to his act. Nevertheless, when 
he murders his father, as sometimes happens, he is 
condemned to suffer the punishment of the Ling-Chir; 
that is to say, he is slowly and deliberately cut to pieces 
by severing one by one his members from his body. 
This severity is accounted for by the statement that 
the deity would not have made the _man insane unless 
he, or some one connected with him, had committed a 
crime, and that crime must be punished. 

Among the rulers of the world the Pope alone ap
proaches the Emperor of China in the claim to be the 
vice-regent of Heaven. They alone interpret the de
crees ot the · deity. No senator of the United 
States, who ascribes everything that has been 
done in governmental affairs to the divine command, 
is more eloquent on that subject than the emperor in 
his official papers. His ascending the throne is de
scribed as his "receiving from heaven and revolving 
naiure the government of the world." In the an
nouncement of his ascent to the dragon seat he pro
claims that his predecessor, "the dragon charioteer, 
became a guest on high." He speaks of the divine 
·utensil devolving on his "contemptible person," and 
goes on to say that wfth veneration, "I receive charge 
<1f heaven's great concerns.'' 

.. , --~ 

He· is the high priest; too, of his· natibn. Thr~e 
miles south of the palace in the Chinese city, the Tferi 
Tan, or altar of heaven, is situated. Here the emperor, 
accompanied by the princes of his family and his 
nobles, goes at the winter solstice. On this day the 
houses on the. route are all closed up. The side streets 
are barred with matting, and the foreigners are re
quested not to go on the streets which the imperial 
cortege must traverse. If any one peeps he is shot 
by the guard. In a compound, surrounded by three 
miles of wall, amid dense groves of locust, pine and 
fir trees, there is a second wall which surrounds the 
sacred buildings. As in all t~mples in the East, there 
is a copse of enormous old cypress trees, and in the 
midst of them stands the great south altar. Williams 
says of it: 

"This most important of Chinese religious struc
tures is a beautiful triple circular terrace of white mar-

. ble, whose base is 210, middle stage 150 and top 90 
feet in width, each terrace encompassed by a richly 
carved balustrade. A curious symbol of the number 
three and its multiples may be noticed in the measure
ments of this pile. The uppermost terrace, whose 
height above the ground is about r8 feet, is paved with 
marble slabs, forming nine concentric circles-the in
ner of nine stones inclosing a central piece, and around 
this each receding layer consists of a successive multi
ple of nine until the squar~ of nine (a favorite number 
of Chinese philosophy) is reached in the uttermost 
row. It is upon the single round stone in the center 
of the upper platform that the emperor kneels 'Yhen 
worshiping heaven and his ancestors at the wmter 
solstice." 

Near by is the great furnace, nine feet high, faced 
with green porcelain, and ascended on three of its sides 
by porcelain staircases. In this receptacle is consumed 
at the yearly ceremony a burnt offering of a bullock 
entire and without blemish. Formerly the emperor 
went to the Temple of Heaven in a car drawn by an 
elephant. The elephant was still in Peking when I was 
there, but of later years the emperor is carried in a 
chair borne by sixteen men. He goes first to the 
Chai-Kung, or "palace of fasting," where he prepares 
himself by lonely meditation for his duty. His follow
ers likewise prepare themselves for the occasion by 
fasting, ablution and change of garments. 

In the Temple of Heaven there are no signs, plac
ards, images or memorials. With magnificent sim
plicity, imitating the ancient Jewish rites, as the repre
sentative and high-priest of one-fourth of the human 
family, the ~mperor worships the unknown god, 

· Shangti. Who was Shangti? Here the layman had 
better pause. It is not his business to discuss theo
logical questions: The missionaries have worried for 
many years over this subject. If Shangti was a deity, 
then his worship bears no resemblance to .idolatry, but 
the religious thinker generally asserts that he was not 
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an entity, not the Jupiter, nor the Jehovah, but that 
he repre.sents heaven; that is to say, pantheism. Wil- _ 
liam.s, the great ~issionary, diplomatist and author, 
disposes of the question as follows·: 

"The idea that the Chinese have of heaven seems 
to be pantheistic, and in worshiping heaven, earth, and 
terrestrial gods they mean to include and propitiate all 
superior powers. If, as seems probable, the original 
idea of Shangti, as it can be imperfectly gleaned from 
early records, was that of the Supreme intelligence, it 
has since been lost." 

I cannot see how this idea has been lost. As was 
done six thousand years ago, so to-day the emperor 
performs the ancient rites, and worships Shangti, and 
invites him to banquet with his imperial ancestors. 
Nothing ever changes in China. This is the religion of 
the state. For the people there are three sects, usu
ally called Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism, or 
rationalism. Among the gentry and literati naturally 
Confucianism is the most popular, becaus~ it is no re
ligion at all; it is simply philosophy. Confucius had 
little to say about religion. He confined himself to 
man's -duty to his neighbor, and let the gods alone. 
He did not teach the duty of man to a higher power. 
In our day he would have been called an agnostic. 
Williams says: 

"He admitted that he did not understand much 
about the gods, and that the obligations of man lay 
rather in doing his duties to his relatives and society 
than in worshiping spirits unknown. 'Not knowing 
even life,' said he, 'how can we know death ?' " 

I shall imitate the modesty of Confucius and not 
undertake to discuss a subject that I know nothing 
about-the purpose of this article being simply to show 
how theocratic principles enter into the actual admin
istration of governmental affairs in the C~inese em
pire. 

Among the resolutions adopted at the recent 
meeting of the W. C. T. U. of Manitoba, held at 
Portage la Prairie, was this one touching Sunday ob
servance: 

Resolved-That we guard our Lord's day, and that 
we co-operate with the Provincial Lord's Day Alli
ance in endeavoring to secure better e·nforcement of 
the same. That we do our best to assist trainmen 
in obtaining Sabbath rest by discouraging Sunday 
traveling, Sunday newspapers, etc., and that we aid, 
by all the influence we possess, every endeavor to at
tain this object, not only for trainmen but for mer
chants, mail clerks, milkmen, and all whom we know 
are laboring on this day. ' 

The "Provincial Lord's Day Alliance"' is an organ
ization formed for the purpose of securing the legal 
enforcement of Sunday. It is of the same character 
exactly as the various "Lord's Day" and "Sabbath" 
unions, associations, and alliances in 1;he United 
States. The one dominant thought in all of them is to 
comp'el by civil law the observance of a religious in
stitution. 

*;BU~ww~~wwwwMMww~~ww~~wwwwuu~ I ~NEWS~ NoTES 
I AND COMMENT 
•ttttttnttttttntttffftfttffttffffttttfffftftmm""'"""·mnnlnl'rmi;: 

It is reported that Russian soldiers are perpetrat
ing atrocities on women and children in China. 

* * * 
Recent events in South Africa indicate that the 

Boer war is not yet over. Within three weeks the 
Boers have outgeneraled their opponents in a remark
ably skillful manner. Lord Roberts is calling for re
inforcements from England, and all the seasoned men 
available are being sent out to him. 

* * * 
It is announced that President McKinley's "policy 

will be to cooperate with the Powers for the relief of 
the foreig-ners in Peking if alive, and of punishment 
of their murders, if dead. The United States will fur
nish its full quota of men and warships and bear a 
share in all needed expense, but the United States will 
not be a party to any alliance hereafter for the dis
memberment of China or the acquisition of territory." 

* * * 
It is now announced that within a few months Cuba 

is to have ''independence," but with limitations: 

"I. The foreign relations of Cuba to be managed 
through the American government at Washington. 

"2. Cuba to have no power to declare war without 
the consent of the United States. 

"3. The United States Government to have a veto 
power over legislation increasing the Cuban debt be
yond certain limits to be set forth in the new consti
tution. 

"4. The United States to have a certain well-de
fined supervision over the Cuban treasury. 

"5. The United States to retain for a period of 
years, if not indefinitely, control of the fortifications 
which command the port of Havana and other import
ant cities of the republic." 

* * 
The Houghton County (Mich.) Ministerial Associa

tion has started the boycott on the Houghton Daily 
Mining Gazette. A dispatch to the Chicago Chroni
cle says that at numerous churches in the copper dis
trict, Sunday, July 22, the services were "devoted to a 
plea for boycotting this newspaper, which started a 
Sunday edition four weeks ago and has contuma
ciously refused to suspend the same at the behest of 
the allied preachers. At the. churches whose pastors 
preached against Sunday newspapers prip.ted postal 
cards were distributed for signatures -of subscribers 



.d~deri'rtg the new~{}'ipers ·stopped immediately.. The 
pastors are. now bending their energies toward de
stroying the circulation of the paper and are person
ally circulating papers ordering subscriptions discon
tinued for signatures of all subscribers amenable to 
pastoral admonition. The newspaper is owned by a 
stock company, comprised of the leading bankers, min
ing and professional men of the district." 

* * * 
German newspapers bitterly arraign President Mc

Kinley for his reply to the Chinese request for inter
vention. 

When it was announced that under certain condi
tions the President would accede to the Chinese ap
peals, the most moderate of the organs declared Mr. 
McKinley was presuming too much. · 

For instance, the Hanover Courier declared that 
to treat with China in such a manner was treason to 
the other allies and should result in· the enforced with
drawal of American troops from the international 
force. Had Mr. McKinley not held back the exact 
conditions on which the American government would 
jnterfere, such criticism might not have been offered, 
but as it is, the German papers continue to denounce 
the administration. 

* * * 
The New York Evening Post, speaking of Lord 

Salisbury's address to the missionaries meeting in 
London, in which he practically implied that the im
prudence of missionaries in China was a contributing 
cause to the existing troubles, says: 

"But one at least of the missionary boards has 
taken up this challenge of the British premier. The 
secretary of the China Inland Mission wrote to the 
press to explain how the rules of his society explicitly, 
directed missionaries to refrain from appealing to 
British consuls to 'demand the vindication of real or 
supposed rights.' The regulations add: 'Under no 
circumstances mayany missionaryon hisown responsi
bility make any written appeal to the British or other 
foreign authorities.' The China Inland Mission has 
been in existence thirty-five years, and in that time 
has planted one hundred and twenty-five stations in 
ten of the interior provinces. Its missionaries have 
gone far beyond the reach of gunboats ; yet in all this 
time only one missionary has lost his life through the 
violence of the people. On the other hand, British . 
consuls have testified in the most unmistakable terms 
to the value of the work of the Inland Mission in con
·ciliating the natives, so that they observe a more 
friendly attitude toward all foreigners. If Lord Salis
bury were to apply his cynical analysis to diplomacy in 
China, and to the seizure of Chinese territory, by nom
inally Christian nations, he would come nearer the ex
·Citing cause of the· outbreak." 

* * * 
FourthAssistant Postmaster General Bristow's re-

port detaillng conditions as he found them in the 

Cuban postal servicehas been made public, and reveals · 
the existence of a state of affairs almost without a 
parallel. Mr. Bristow does not spare any of the minor 
thieves like Neely and his confederates. He also 
makes complete exposure of Rathbone, the director 
general, who was suspended last month. 

Mr. Bristow finds that Neely's embezzlements ag
gregated at least $I3I,713, and says this will be in
creased by the discovery of additional sales of sur
charged stamps, but will not exceed $rso,ooo in the 
aggregate. 

Mr. Bristow says he was justified in recommending 
the removal of Director General Rathbone. There is 
no doubt that in the matter of unauthorized per diem 
allowances, personal expenses and warrants cashed 
and unaccounted for he unlawfully appropriated to his 
own use money of the Cuban revenues. 

* * * 
The Chinese doctrine of "public sin," described as 

follows by a writer in the Forum, is based upon the 
same wisdom which moves some people in the United 
States to charge upon others or upon the Government 
the responsibility for public calamities : 

"In China there is a failure in duty known as 'pub
lic sin,' which means the sin of an official in allowing 
calanjties such as floods or drouths or famines to visit 
the people. An officer temporarily deprived of his 
rank until he should repair the breach in the bank of 
a river, caused by excessive rains, said to the writer, 
'It is difficult to escape public sin.' Li Hung Chang, 
viceroy of the province, was deprived of his yellow 
jacket for the same 'sin.' An offi~ial had just been 
appointed to take charge of reparrs on the Yellow 
River, when a more serious breach occurred. In re
porting the matter he humbly acknowledged his sin 
and begged the emperor to fix his punishment. The 
emperor forgave him for the reason that he had just 
entered upon his office, and so was not fully responsi-
ble for what had taken place." · 

"Allies Are Now at Odds." 
Under this heading, a London dispatch of recent 

date says: 
The latest news from China is very disquieting; it 

is said that there is considerable dissension among the 
allies on account of Russia's attempts to control the 
railway between Taku and Peking. It is reported that 
the czar's officers have intimated that they intend to 
control the· lines of communication until the war is 
over. After that they say they will restore the railway 
to the Chinese. 

At the. same time the French are said to be en
deavoring to obtain a monopoly of the tug-boat serv
ice on the Peiho river, with the intention of sharing 
Rus.sia's complete domination of the right of way to 
the Chinese capital. 
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Admiral Seymour and the British residents in Tien- Then will they .be enabled to niak~1 real· progress to
tsin-are~said to be in open revolt of the plan proposed ~ward the. final ~esta:blislnnent of Sabbath~-oos-ervance in 
by Russia, as they consider it a direct menace to Brit- . the earth, though the settlement of. the controversy 
ish interests and calculated to interfere seriously with may not come in the way which they had planned. 
the advance of the Peking expedition. 

The mutual jealousy of the great world Pqwers is The Evils Will Remain. 
the ominous feature of the present situation in the far It is thought by some that the contest now going 
East, -from every standpoint except that of China. It on in the Established Church of England, between 
certainly threatens to plunge the world into war. It Ritualists and anti'-Ritualists is hastening disestab
may result simply in preserving the integrity of Chi- lishmenL "The Ritualists," says. the Outlook, "are 
nese territory. represented by an extremely aggressive militant or

Cannot Be Secured by Legislation. 

It is pleasant to note that among some few at least 
of those who are laboring for the promotion of Sun
day observance it is coming to be recognized that this 
end cannot be secured by legislation. Thus in the re
port made by a committee of the Congregational · 
churches of Massachusetts, at the. session of the Gen
eral Association, held recently, we find the following:· 

"3. It is not worth while for the friends of the 
Sabbath to look to the legislature of Massachusetts 
for help. The tendency of recent legislation is to 
weaken the force of existing Sunday laws. It may 
not be many years before most of them will be swept 
from the statute books. Our chief confidence must 
be in the living God and in enlightened and quickened 
Christian .sentiment. Old, threadbare truths and prin
ciples must somehow be freshened in the public mind. · 
Frequ~11t reiteration in the pulpit, in the Sunday
school, in the prayer-meeting, in the Christian Endeav
or Sodeties, of the claims of the Lord's day upon the 
individual, upon the church, upon the state, and upon 
the community, is absolutely indispensable. It must 
be 'line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little 
and there a little.' The educational process is the most 
potent and hopeful factor in the problem." 

By all means let the battle for the preservation of 
Sabbath observance and for the claims of one day as 
against .another, be fought out by appeals to the in
tellect and the heart, and not by appeal to force. Force 
never settle<i any question; force has no rightful place 
save where the question has been already settled. The 
question of Sabbath observance, as to its necessity 
and the day to be set apart thereby, is an unsettled one, 
save as each individual has settled it for himself. 
When force steps into the arena of intellectual contro
versy it only adds distraCting elements which make 
the situation worse than it was before. Truth asks 
no aid from force. It will win in the end, and the use 
of force in the contest would only delay the hour of 
victory. , , . 

Let the fri-ends of the Sabbath cease looking to 
legislatures, and look to the Lord; let them cease pe
titioning legislatures, and petition the divine throne. 

ganization called the English Church Union. The 
union has just issued a protest against the decision of 
the Archbishops [against Ritualism] and although 
there is in the protest only a veiled hint of what may 
be done in case the protest is of no avail, the uncom
promising members of the union dedare that, if their 
particular interpretation of the Prayer-Book is to be 
denounced by the .courts, it would be better. to have 
disestablishment at once. Though by no means a 
Ritualistic organ, The Outlook agrees to this opinion. 
The Ritualists are really doing what the Noncon
formists have done in other days and are doing to-, 
uay-they are upholding the Protestant tradition, that 
is, the right of private judgment; and that right log
ically involves, sooner or later, separation of church 
and state. The protest of the English Church Union 
is not likely to delay out to accelerate disestablish-
ment." 

But whatever may be true of the legal status of 
any particular ecclesiastical org9-nization in England, 
that country will never be free from practical church 
and state union. It may be that some of the grosser 
features of such union, such as direct financial support 

·of the clergy, will be done away, but the more subtile 
evils will remain forever. 

The Question Answered. 

The Torch of Reason says: "If there is a good 
God he should let honest Freethinkers know that he 
exists; the fact that he does not, proves that he is 
not." 

This question was answered long since, and the 
an·swer the editor of the Torch of Reason may read 
in Paul's letter to the Romans, Chap. 2, verse 20: 

"For the invisible things of him from the, creation of 
the world are clearly seen, being understood by [per
ceived through, R. V.] the things that are made, everi 
his eternal power and Godhead ; so they are without 
e'xcuse." · "The heavens declare the glory of God; 
and the firmament showeth his handiwork." 

To prove that ''one day in seven" is necessary for 
rest, is not to prove that there should be laws for 
rest on Sunday. 



W.oulci. Rr®al>ly Be.,;l?rosecuted .. 

A reader in a State h~ving an iron-clad Sunday 
law without "the usual exemption" in favor of those 
"who keep another· day," sends us several newspaper 
clippings-reading notices of Sunday excursions, 
which he says are well patronized· by many of the 
best church people of that place: "And the ministers 
never say anything against theri1. I do not think they 
~are to. I do not kriow what some of their members 
would do if a seventh-day keeper should do some work 
on Sunday." 

Well, judging by what has been done in other 
places, the Sabbatarian would be prosecuted. It i~ 

true that persons who are not Sabbatarians are some
times prosecuted for Sunday work, but they are not 
half as likely to be thus prosecuted as are those who 
keep the seventh day. The reason is not far to seek. 
Sunday work coupled with Sabbath-keeping is a prac
tical protest against the dogma of Sunday sacredness. 
It is not the Sunday work that "hurts" so much as it 
is the keeping of another day. 

Dr. Crafts On the Army Canteen. 

Dr. W. F. Crafts, not unknown to the readers of 
The Sentinel, has this to say about the A{my canteen: 

"Numerous papers are arguing that the adminis
tration has done a beneficent work in nullifying the 
anti-canteen law on the ground that the beer-selling 
canteen keeps soldiers from whiskey selling 'dives' 
outside. No proof is given .that at any specific place 
the optside saloon has been displaced-in fact they 
have increased-but the sufficient and crushing an
swer is that where most of our soldiers have been 
through all this anti-canteen controversy, in Manila, 
Cuba, and Porto Rico, the President and War Depart
ment have had full control of saloons on the outside 
as well as inside." 

Dr. Crafts, if we mistake not, wrote the anti-can
teen bill, which, after it became law, was "repealed" 
bv the United States Attorney-General. The friends 
of the law, blame the President, not for the decision 
against the, law but for accepting without question a 
decision so clearly without any substantial foundation. 
It would seem that a law could not be made more ex
plicit than the anti-canteen act. 

There are certain duties which men are bound 
to render to "Caesar" -the state-and certain other 
duties also which men are bound to render to God. 
Matt. 22:15-20. If men fail to render to God that 
which is his, they commit a grievous wrong, but this 
does not confer upon the state authority to step in 
and command those things which have been withheld 
from the Lord. If our children fail to .show to us thai: 
love and respect and obedience which is our due from 
them, our neighbor across the street may be shocked, 
but he is not thereby authorized to step in with a club 

and compel our •ungratefut.childreti .. to peFform',,.thcir 
duty, We would tes'ent such an intrusion, ariel no 
more is our divine Parent pleased that the state should 
step in and command from his earthly children, under 
threat of legal penalties, the performance of any act 
showing love and reverence for him. Such an offering 
to the Lord would be only an insult. "He that turneth 
away his ear from hearing the law, even his prayer 
shall be abomination." The most that the state can 
do therefore in enjoining upon men the duty of Sab
bath observance, can result only in their offering to 
God that which is abomination in his sight. 

An Iowa paper says that "the question of Sunday 
baseball playing is receiving considerable attention in 
Des Moines at present, and two or three arrests have 
been made." 

The fact that baseball and other games a:re pro
hibited on Sunday equally with labor and business, 
proves condusively the religious motive back of them. 
The much-talked-of "civil Sabbath" is simply a relig
ious institution enforced by civil law. 

The great objection to the Sunday paper on the 
part of the believers in Sunday sacredness, is not the 
fact that some Sunday work is done in producing the 
paper. The amount of work actually done on a Sun
day paper on Sunday, is much smaller than the work 
done on the Monday paper. The great objection to 
the Sunday paper is that so many people read it in
stead of going to church. It is in this respect a rival 
ot the preacher; and the average Sunday preacher 
feels that he has. a divine right to a monopoly of the 
day. While he does not ask the government directly 
to compel the people to go to church, he does demand 
that civil laws shall be so framed and administered as 
to reduce to the minimum the possibility of going any
where else on Sunday. Of course very many people, 
if shut up to the choice of spending the entire day at 
home or going to church would go to church. 

The Hong-Kong correspondent of the New York 
World, writing to that paper under date of June 12, 
says that "the American troops are practicing in spots 
in the Philippines a policy beside which a bandit law 
is a tame affair." The authorities, he explains, have 
decided that "the rebellion must be 'kept down' and in 
spite of peace proclamations the soldiers resort to 
horrible measures with the natives." 

Continuing his seemingly almost incredible story, 
the World's correspondent says: 

"Since the war was officially declared· to be ended 
we have killed more Filipinos than the Spaniards did 
in both rebellions. Captains ancllieutenants,are some
times accusers, judges and executioners. If half a 
dozen natives, more or less, are shot on suspicion of. 
being our enemies, no news of it reaches the military 
governpr, who wants none." 
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~Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without 
having ordered it, may know that it is sent by some friend. 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no fears 
that they witt· be asked to pay for it. 

The latest report from China asserts that the 
Chinese are holding the European and American .en
voys as hostages, pending negotiation for cessation 
of hostilities. 

.)& 

King Humbert of Italy was shot and killed at 
Monia, last Sunday evening. The king had been at
tending a distribution of prizes in connection with a 
gymnastic competition. He had just entered his car
riage with his aid de camp amid the cheers of the 
crowd when he was struck by three revolver shots, 
fired in quick succession. One pierced the heart of 
his majesty, who fell back and expired in a few min
utes. The assassin was immediately 9-rrested and with 
some difficulty saved from the fury of the populace. 

.)& 

Last week a Negro desperado in New Orleans shot 
and killed a policeman. A mob gathered to execute 
summary vengeance, and the result is that thirteen 
persons are dead, including the policeman, first shot_; 
and about forty are more or less seriously wounded, 
several fatally, it ,is thought. One perfectly innocent 
Negro woman was shot by the mob in her own home, 
and a large Negro school building was burned. The 
Negro desperado wa:s at last discovered hidden in a 
house, which was finally set on fire and burned to dis
lodge him. Before being killed himself, the hunted 
man fatally shot six of his assailants. 

.)& 

It now seems almost certain that the Chinese gov
ernment and not irresponsible rebels, merely, is at 
war with practically the whole world. 

All the Powers concerned seem tobe of the opin
ion that notwithstanding official reports to the. con
trary emanating from Chinese sources, all the foreign 
representatives in Peking have been murdered. There 
appears to be no re<lsonable ground for thinking oth
erwise. 

;A 

As might readily be imagined, no event of modern 
.times has so stirred the world as has this ·monstrous 

crime against civilization. Troops' are bdr~.g sent to 
Chin-a a-s:..n:tpidl,--ascpossible hyA;he-Pow-er-sl:nest--deep
ly inter~sted. Tt). despatching a nu_mber of troops' to 
China last Friday, Emperor William is reported to 
have said to them: 

"If you meet the enemy Y<?U wilL defeat him; give 
no quarter; make no prisoners ; let whoever falls in 
your han,d.s be doomed. Just as a thousand years ago 
the Huns, under· their King Etzel, made for them
selves a name, which to this day is a mighty one: in 
tradition, so may your appearance make the name 
German be feared for a thousand years in China, so 
never again will a Chinaman dare to look askance at 
any German." 
_ Emperor William further explained that eve~ 

heathen cult, even if it were the most beautiful, must 
succumb to the first actual trial of strength. He also 
expressed the hope that this war would carry Chris: 
tendom into all China. 

It is admitted that the provocation is great, l;>ut to 
the credit.. of the European press be it said that .. out
side of Germany ~he Emperor's utterance has oeen se
verely criticized. 

.)& 

One of the most interesting articles in the Ladies' 
Home Journal for August is "Why I Am Opposed to 
Pies," by Mrs. S. T. Rorer. "In my close observa
tion in th_e last twenty years," writes Mrs. Rorer, "I 
find very few people in our common struggle for ex
istence who can for any length of time eat carelessly 
of complex foods. At forty or fifty a man may per
haps have ac~umulated wealth, but not health; and of 
what earthly use is the first without the second? Many 
persons in the generation gone before have eaten pies 
at least once a ·day, but they have not had meat three 
times a day, nor have they rushed at our pace. They 
gave more time to the digestion of the pie. People 
who recommend these rich foods rarely know anything 
of their complex conditions, and still less of the com
plexity of digestion." · 

.)& 

Number 9 of the Religious Liberty Library is now 
ready. It is one of our best religious liberty tracts, 
and ought to have a wide circulation. It is entitled, 
"Christian Citizenship, or the Moral Regeneration of 
Society." This is a topic upon which very many peo
ple are ready to read, and this 'tract is just what every 
one ought to have. It can be had at only 6o cents 
per hundred. Order of the International Religious 
Library Association, or of your Tract Society. 

.)& 

Legislation may preserve the forms pertaining to 
a religious institution, but it cannot preserve the spirit 
of life within them, without .which,. the institution is ·a 
dead letter. T.his applies !o all Sabbath legislation . 
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THE very fact that an individual wants to force 
other people to conform to his standard of righteous
ness is conclusive proof that his standard is not the 
right one. 

·L.A. SMITH, } 
BECAUSE each religion is necessarily intolerant of 

Editors. every other religion in the land, it follows that the 

====================== state cannot be religious without giving effect to re
0. P. BO:LLMAN, 

Gon is the only master of conscience. 

ONLY the individual can truly acknowledge God 

O!>!LY false religions ever ask any favors from the 
state. 

'---

Truth does not ask or need the assistance of force 
in fighting its battles. 

A person may be forced into the way of sin, but 
he can~ot possibly be forced into the path of right~ 
eousness. 

No man can answer for another at the bar of God, 
. therefore no man has any right to dictate to another 
concerning his duty toward God. 

THE gospel forces no person to do what he knows 
is right, and much less should any person be forced 
to do what some ~:me else thinks is right. 

· HE who will not keep the Sabbath in obedience to 
the command of God will find no blessing in· Sab
bath observance at the command of the state. 

ligious intolerance by civil pains and penalties. 

CONSCIENCE-WHAT IS IT ? 

A NEW reader of THE SENTINEL asks fqr $Orne
thing upon the subject of conscience. "Son'le of my 
neighbors," he says, "are threatening to send me to 
the asylum because I be~ieve in th~ perpetual obliga~ 
tion of the fourth commandment." 

In the first place our correspondent should find 
consolation in the words of the Scriptures: "Bles~ed 

are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake ; 
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Bless,ed are ye 
when man shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall 
say all manner of evil against you fd1scly, for my sake. 
Rejoice and be exceeding glad;. for great is your re
ward in heaven." Matt. 5 :II, !2. 

And again: "This is acceptable, if for conscience 
toward God, a man endure griefs, suffering wrongful
ly. For what glory is it, if, when ye sip, and are buffet
ed for it, ye shall take it patiently? but if, when ye do 
well, and suffer for it, ye shall take it patiently, this is 
acceptable with God." I Peter 2: 19, 20, R. V. 

Conscience is· defined by the Standard I)ictionary 
as "the power or faculty in man by which he distin-
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' ' ' ,c 

gufshes~betWeenright and ;rong inconducfartd,l:nar:.L:'-day-an~~tfielllan~~r inwhich'_it~shalfbeobsezyd ;-~~ 
acter, and which imperativeiy com111ands and oq}jges; ·· til ti?-~ :1n~.sses 6£. the~J,?e<:)pl~ have <:.P·r!~ to 4~ve very 
him to do the right and abstain from doing the wrbng; ; ~ax ideas in ·regard to' Sabbath observ~l1c~ .. 
the moral nature; moral faculty; moral sense." .. This evil is due td argumepts put forth .by religious 

"2. Convict.ion qfrig~t QJ:" duty; confqr:t,nity in te~shers toprove (I) that the foufth commandment 
C<:>UdUCt to.,(}:tfe's views'()£ dght aQg, wtdng}:,,Or 'the W~;$pf obligation5:mlyupon the Jews; (z) th'at it was 

, ? , ,' :!'',f' ',' '', · ,1 , .,,,- , , , , ,' ,",; 1•/, :'il~·,, ::•>(· , ,' ' ;·::··, , , , '·',~' ., , ] ·. , , '• · I , , , 

lli.Oral stat;i($~rd; s'C;tupuJo~ity:; as,, ;a· n;ran ;,qf qgtt- dia,~ged; Q) that,c•it applied to.no particular day but 
soi(mce,." 1!:! · <•·:, :s;,: ,:;, · :: :_.: ... . SE- J .. i "i:PJ'!f#;to onedayin seven, etc .... - .· . , 
. ; Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, edition ofrS~I, ~, ... in the presence of these. conflictin'gtheories many 
says of conscience: "':('he faculty, power, o[ -inward .·.· persons ~aye beCOme perple~ed and h~tv'e grOwn care
princip}~ which _de.dd.es as to the char~cter oLone's tess ~s to-we observr.mce ?Lat.1y_4ay., .Ihey"~IJ~~11r
own actions, purposes, and affections, warning against ally fe.el annoyed that others should have scruples 
and condemning that which js wrong, and approving where they have none. It gives them so~~ twinges 
and prompting· to that which is right; the moralfacul- of co~scien~e, and disturbs their pea~e of mind. They 
ty passing judgment on on~'s self; the moral ~etise.'-' aie hcitur~liy not sO much amJ:oyed at the{ coursi o:i 

''C6D.scibte;" says Crudeif, '"i; ihe testirnori/ ~rid those who are-less" strict thanthem!lehces; but when 
. secret judgment of the soul, whiCh givks its appmba:- any . one observes a day more strictly than they do, 
tion to actions that it thinks good or 'reproa~hes 'it:. and can cite ·a "thus sa:ith the Lord'' :in support of• his 
self with that which i.t believes to be evil."· practice-as the Sabbatarian can-this· disturbs them 

Conscience is ofcourse a .creature, o.r x:nore prop- - wonderfully, - It is a' quiet yet pbwerful ~ondemna
erly speaking, a ,product, of educatiop. The mind .~s- . tion ()f tpeir co_ur~e.1 which they do not enjoy; hence 
cepts some moral standard by which the conscience various measures of persecution, in retaliation, as. it 

tests every act? If the m6ral standard is ~rong: of were. 
course any judgment based .upon that standard must To the Saviour one of the lawyers. said on one 
be wrong also. occasion, HMaster, thus saying thoureproachest us." 

Among Christians the_ divine law is the. standard So in effect the Sunday keeper says to the man who 
by which the quality, not only of acts, but of mo- keeps the seventh day "according to the command
tives, is determined. Any act done, or thought in- ment," "Thus doing thou reproachest me. If you are 
dulged, in violation of the individual's understanding right I am wrong; and I propose if possible to 'si
p£ the divine law, is condemned by the co-nscience. lence' your condemning testimony." In those States 
Therefore,.to preserve "a cons~ience void of offense" having Sunday laws without exemption ·clauses, this 
one must do that. which his own judgment appnwes is attempted by prosecuting for Sunday work the ob
as in accordance with the divine law, or with that server of the. seventh day. In many other States the 
which he h~s received as. the standard of right. rebuked Sunday keeper must be content with using 

The man· whose mind has been satisfied that the such weapons as social ostracism, sneers, threats of 
fourth commandment, or any other commandment, is committing to insane asylums, etc. But with the 
,of present obligation, must obey that commandment apostle, the man who is sure that. he is living in obe
or suffer the pangs of a .guilty conscience. dience to the divine law, <;an say, ''None of- these 

Conscience may be violated until it becomes less things mov~. me." B. 

active thcin before. This condition is described in. the 
Scriptures, as "a conscience seated with a hot iron.": 

Unbelief of· the Scriptur~s leaves the conscie~ce 
without any certain standard by. which to judge.· of 
the. moral qu11lity of acts, thoughts, or motives, This 
is why the~e is so little real regard paid to any day 
as a Sabbath. It is because there is no clear-cut set:. 

' ' - ' ' ' ' ' 
tled conviction that any day has the sanctions of the 
divine law. In the absence of settled conviction, cus~ 
tom, convenience, sircumstances, anything almost, is 
permitted to have. its influence in dete~mining the 

The chief hindrance in the way of an immediate 
advance to Peking by the forces <)f civilization, to 
rescue the beleagured foreigners there, if they be still 
alive, appears to be the jealousies and mutual distrust 
of the "Christian nations.'' . 

THERE may be union of church and state just as 
truly without an established church as with one. 
The essential evil of the thing is in attempting to 
propagate religion by force. 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL. TRAINING IN PATRIOTISM. 

AN amusing but instructive article relating to this 
subject appears in McClure's Magazine for July. 
The author, Marion Hill, describes an investigation 
he was. led to make into the nature of the instruction 
derived by young pupils in the public schools from 
various patriotic songs and exercises in which the 
children in the public schools are commonly drilled. 
The surprising results of this investigation, which 
may fairly be assumed to speak for the public 
schools in general upon this point, reveal a radical 
defect in a feature of public-school training usually 
regarded with pride by the school teacher, and from 
which much is hoped by patriotic elders impressed 
with the importance of inculcating patriotism in the 
young. There is evident in the minds of the gen
eration into whose hands has fallen the control of 
public affairs in this country, a woeful lack of appre
ciation of American principles of free governn:ent; 
there is such a failure in this respect as is resulting 
in a transition 'from republic to empire. and who 
can tell how much might have been done to avert 
this dire result if the meaning of these shining prin
ciples of right and justice and the love of them had 
been earnestly taught in the public schools? But, 
as shown by the article to which we refer and from 
which we now quote, the mere empty forms of 
patriotism have been mistaken for the vital sub
stance: 

"A few nights ago, at a home dinner party, orie 
gentleman present, having occasion to quote a few 
lines of 'America,' bungled amazingly, as is· usual in 
such attempts, and had finally to desist through 
ignorance. Seeking for help among his fellows he 
found that they, too, knew but little more of the song 
than the opening lines. Amidst the comments 
aroused by this not unprecedented incident the host's 
ten-year-old daughter volunteered to help the big 
folks out, and did so by correctly reciting all the 
verses. In response to flattering questions, she said 
that she had been taught the song at school. With 
pardonable pride she added, 'I will write it for you, 
if you like.' 

"Of course we liked, and we furnished her with 
quieting paper and pencil; and then straightway 
began to forget her in our vigorous volleys of praise 
anent the whole-heartedness of public-school educa
tion. But she again brought herself to notice by 
shortly presenting us with the following lines, very 
prettily written, and, as may be seen, intelligently 
titled and put into verse form: 

" America." 

" My country, tissuf the 
" Sweet land of libaet tea, 

"Of thee I sing. 
" Land where my father died., 
" Land where the Pilgrims pried, 
"From ev'ry mountain side, 

"Let fridmen ring. 

"My native co!lntry the 
"Land of the noble free, 

"Thy riame I love. 
" I love thy rots and chills, 
"Thy woods and temper pills, 
" My heart with ratcher thrills 

"Like that above." 

"Mingled with our amusement was consternation, 
for this little girl was not only more than ordinarily 
intelligent, but was also a remarkably good speller, 
and when she. wrote ' rots and chills' she most cer
tainly meant nothing less than the indicated putre
factions and ague. 

"In connection with what follows, this point of 
spelling is an important one to note. Had the child 
been stupid and backward, her rendering of ' My 
country' would have been no menace. to patriotism, 
for when a little American bubbles over in hymns to 
liberty, and means liberty even while writing 'libaet 
tea,' the moral exaltation is not impaired in the least, 
but this child knew enough to spell liberty correctly 
had she wanted to use the word. It behooved us, 
then, to find out what on earth she did mean; so to 
that end we questioned her, and in giving her re
plies, we call attention to their unfailing intelligence 
and directness, even where. she was most at fault. 

"'What is " libaet tea "?' 
"'One of our i.mports, I guess, from China.' 
"'And what is'" tissuf "?' 
"'I don't know. 
"'What do you think it is?' 
"'Maybe it is to fill out the line. Poetry has some

thing that is called meter; maybe" tissuf" makes the 
right meter.' 

"'What do you mean by" pried"?' 
"'Why, pry means to come where you are not 

asked to come.' This with a tinge of pity for the 
ignorance that could ask such a question. 

"'Then the Pilgrims pried into America? ' 
'"Yes; I think so. Nobody invited them.' 
"'What is "fridmen "?' 
"'I don't know. I have thought that over, and 

can't tnake any sense to it.' 
"' vVhy do you love "rots and chills"?' 
" 'I don't.' 
"' But you say here that you do.' 
"' Oh, I don't say it; it's the poetry says that.' 
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-- '''Well, what does tne-poefry mean by it?' pose was sustainea untilalast fctp relaxealhe te-nse 
"' I think it means that we must forgive a great muscles and gave signal for the little ones to drop 

many unpleasant things about our country, and say back into their seats: It brought a chokeinto the 
we like them just out of politeness.' _ throat to see it. · 

"'What are "temper pills"?' "But the demon of investigation was abroad and 
"'Pills fqr temper, don't you think?' refused to be throttld by sentiment· 'Children, this 
"'Did you ever see any such pills?' has been very interesting; so interesting that I want 
"'No. Did you? But I'd like to have some.' to ask you some questions abot1t it. -.For il)sta11ce, 
"'"Why?' :you say thatyou give your headi) to your' country. 
''No answer to this except a half-shy; half-wicked Now, will one of you tell me how you do that?' 

little smile toward her parents. . "Not immediately. Smiles faded, anda pall set-
"' What is "ratcher "?' tled over the community. At last one grimy paw 
"'I really don't know.' waved tentatively. · 
"' Haven't you any idea?' "'Well?' 
"'Yes, it sounds like a. disease.' "'We could cut our heads off and give them that 
"'How so?' way.' . . . _ . . _ 
"'It says,'' Like that above"-and there are chills "The. gloom deepened when. this answer turned 

a: few lines above; and thrills are a sort of chills any- out to .he ar;niss, and all thought desper,ately. J}.n-
how. I looked it up· in my dictionary.' otherpaw waved 'What is. your answer, little man?' 

"'This is truly wonderful!' we gasped; and as .a. "'We must keep our heads inside of a car win-
reward for the tribute we were invited to attend her dow.' 
school on the morrow, because it would be' patriotic _ "This answer seemed so to satisfy the class that 
Friday,' and we could hear them 'speak pieces, sihg it was cruelty to disabuse them, but it had to be 
war songs, salute the flag, and talk patriotic things:' done. _Another period of horrified reflection ensued, 

" Her invitation was too rich in suggestion to re- · out -of which ventured two guesses: 
sist entirely, and we did visit a school on the 'pa- "' l could give my head to my country by letting 
triotic' morrow; but deciding that our little friend's some one put a bullet into it.'. 
school had already spoken for- itself, we visited ari- "'I give my head. to my country by putting my 

hand to my head in the s'lute.' other. 
"A class of about fifty dean, bright-eyed, wrig

gling boys and girls appeared perfectly charmed at 
being asked to perform their patriotic exercises, and 
executed them. with a vim and thoroughness very 
creditable to the~selves and to their teacher. They 
sang as- many as a dozen patriotic songs; they knew 
more about Dewey, Sampson, Schley, and Hobson 
than those heroes know themselves; they recited 
more historical facts about George Washington than 
could be beguiled aut of an ordinary man at the 
point of a pistol (one little girl essayed the life of 
Theodore Roosevelt, but being unable to keep the 
lightning-rod and electricity and a kite out of her 
narrative, sat down bathed in tears); they gave quo
tations in prose and poetry inculcating· love of 
country; and; with especial ardor, they uriited in a 
pretty ceremonywhich they called' S'lutin' the flag.' 
The teacher conducted this.salute by successive taps 

· of her hand-bell. Tap one, and a curly-haired lassie 
mounted the platform and unfurled Old Glory; tap 
two, and the entire class sprang to their feet as one 
child; tap three, and every hand made a military 
alute to the accompaniment of the rousing words., 

'We give our heads ana our hearts to our country. 
One country, one language, one flag!' At the final 

·word every little right hand was raised, the forefinger 
pointing to the Stars and Stripes. ·This statuesque 

"The rejection of these advances created such a 
weakness among the children that total dissolution 
was threatened, but a big, handsome boyin the rear 
saved the day. He was a very big boy, the class 
d,unce probably; one of those chaps who promote 
themselves in the course of years simply by outgrow
ing their desks, and who in manhood make fine 
strides toward success uhtr:ammeled by learning. 
This long, lazy youth * * * had been enjoying 
the exercises thus fq.r as ma-tters gotten up for his 
sole entertaiment; but now, wishing a change of 
topic, heput an end to the present foolishness by 
rising suddeniy. unbidden ;;tnd stating, with similing 
decision,' We can't give our heads to our country. 
We only say so.' 

"The children settled back in their seats with im
mense breaths of relief. and we felt to refuse a:n ex
planation so patently incontrovertible would be to 
lower our dignity; we therefore succumbed. 

"The heart being a more mysterious organ than 
the head, which is apt to flourish in memory by be
ing unlawfully tapped by rulers, the second clause in 
the 's'lute' was passed over by the examiner. So, 
picking out a dainty damsel, he made on her these 
easy demands: 

"'"One country "-what country, little maid?' 
"'America, sir.' 



"'Yes,. indeed. And of course you know who dis
covered America? ' 

"'Yes, sir. Columbi.a, sir.' . 
"'Well, nearly. Columbus:-can you tell me his 

first name? ' 
"'Yes, sir.' 
"' Whad,s it?' 
"' Hail.' 
" To offset: this slip, the class was instructed to 

sing the song in. mention, all.d their perfor~ance 
was beyond cavil, so hearty, so musical "\Were their 
fresh young voices, and so inexhaustible were their 
memories~verse after verse rippling spontaneously 
forth, never a book in sight! 

''' Db you like to sing patriotic songs ? " 
"'YES SIR I' this in a thundering chorus. 
"'Better than other songs ? ' 
"'YES, SIR ! ' 
"'Why?' 
" The chorus was silenced. After a pause a 

bullet-headed, philosophical young Teuton said, 
with the slowness characteristic of a deep thinker, 
'For pecause dey makes de piggest noise.' 

"'What do you mean by patriotic, by patriot
ism ? , was naturally the next question. 

"'Putting flags on your house when somebody 
dies~' 

"'.Getting a half holiday and going down town to 
holler at the soldiers as they go by.' 

"'Patriotism's killin' Spaniards.' 
"These definitions were given by boys to the dis

gust of a tiny girl, who jumped up with an indig
nant pipe of, 'Patriotism is love of your country.' 

"The teacher, who, as might be expected, was not 
thoroughly enjoying herself. beamed approval at 
little miss ; but the' examiner felt an unshaken pride 
in his own sex, for the reason that 'the boys' answers 
published the fact that with them patriotism was 
synonymous with action. 

"'What has your country ever done for you that 
you should love it?' was the next question. 

"'Oddly .enough, this simple query was a poser. 
A timid girl remarked that her country had given 
her an e.xquisitivn~something evidently very horri
ble, for she promptly put her head down upon he.r 
desk and howkci with grief, utterly refusing to ex-
plain :herseif. . . ' 

"The blank, not to say terrified, faces of the young
sters forced the teacher from the subordinate part of 
listner to controller, and rising majestically from her 
seat, she commanded, 'Children, mention five advan
tages you derive from being Amercan citizens!' 

"With immediate cordiality they chanted in 
chorus·,· 'Liberty, protection at home and abroad, 
self-government, free sc'h"b'Ols, and public libraries!' 

" We couldn't have topched the .right butfon.· .En-

couraged at such unanimous knowledge, we probed 
it a .little and elicited the facts that liberty meant . 
being out of jail, that yougot protection if you could 
find a policeman, and·· that self-governmept was do
ing as you pleased. 

"We now asked our victims if they would write 
forus a verse or two oftheir favorite patriotic song, 
and they made no objection, appearing even to 
like the employment. · * * * Before comment
ing upon the papers handed in to us, we wish to pre
sent a significant statistic or two: The average age 
of this class was ten years and one niorith; in their 
last spelling review they haa tal<:en a percentage of 
eighty-eight; and they were now allowed to write the 
song of their own choosing. 'The Star-Spangled 
Banner' seemed to be a general favorite, but cer
tainly not through the merit of being understood; 
for, from the very b,eginning, where 'dawn's early 
light' varied from the harmless shibboleth of 'don 
selery eye' to the more sinister' darn surly lie,' every 
line was garbled and twisted into some startling gro
tesqueness, the whole ending with ah agonized ap
peal, ' Oh, say does the star spangled Banner get 
weighed? or the home of the free? or the land of the 
brave?' A simple line in the second stanza, ' blest 
with victory and peace,' appeared once 'less the fig 
trees and peas'; and another tiine, 'bless with big 
trees a.,piece '; while the stanza concluded by asking 
politely,' Does the star Spangled Banner yet wade?'" 

* * * 
While it is natural that young children should fall 

into such mistakes as these more easily than older 
pupils, this 'can be no excuse for the system of train
ing that allows such vital errors of thought to go un
discovered and uncorrected. Such training can never 
inculcate patriotism of a higher sort than that which 
is synonymous with m.ere parade and noise or with 
"killin' Spaniards." This is not the patriotism of 
the American Constitution or the Declaration of 
Indepen,dence. True patriotism, as embodied· in 
these great documents, is the love of right principles, 
the love of justice and freedom for all men, 'the 
spirit of liberty holdingaloft her beacon enlighten
ing the world .. True patriotism i.s respect for all the 
rights of our neighbors and of all other men in every 
place. To this cause the American nation was dedi
cated at its birth, and to .it THE SENTINELOF LIBERTY 
is devoted to-day. 

, Th.e principk~ of this true patriotism are simple, 
self:iev:ident truths; suited to the comprehension even 
of cl).ildren. Let t.hese principles-:-these self-evident 

·trut:M set forth in the great Declaration~be taught 
to the children .. in the~ schools, and not some m,ere 
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.. mpty forms, and .ceremonies~ which. make. th.e chil
dren n~ii:her better nor more intellige~t than they 
were before. We trust this description in this popu~ 
Jar magazine will do something to awaken edue,atbrs 
to a sense· of. the .useless and dangerous character. of 
the system of patriotic training now in vogue in the 
public ·schools, and to inau~urate a much~needed 
reform in this respect, s. 

ATALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

"Our Place and Nation." 

WHEN the Ma:ster-came to earth, the nation of Is
rael bowed the knee to the iron power ofthe mighty 
Rome. The disaster foretold by aNcient seers, swift 
and sure as man''s inarch . to .the grave, had indeed 
come. The chosen ·ones were' a people bruised apd 
broken, scattered and peeled, meted out, arid trod
den under. f<;:>ot. 

This. sad condition was hut the penalty for the ac,.. 
tion of that notable, but dire day, upon which 
they had said to Samuel: "Make us a king to judge 
us like all the nations.'~ The children of Jacobw~re 
sufferi~g from the bite of apostasy, that asp "'hith 
they themselves had willingly cherished in their own 
bosoms. 'This was the cause of their subjection to a 
foreign power. Had it not been for this, no Roman 
ensign: would have waved over Jerusalem, no :Ro
Roman sentinel would have stood at her gates, • no 
R.omail governor would have ruled within her walls. 
• And nowa.tlastthe King had come to bring them 

peace an:d Healing. But him they did not .Warit. A 
kingddrhi b( service was not according to their ttrinds. 
They desired that Chl-ist should establish a tempo
ral kingdom, defended by human arms, and by force 
drive the hated Roman from the Land of Promise. 
Bu·t this was not the purpose of the Prince of Peace. 

The Jews were determined to' make Christ their 
earthly, tem:pbral king; but it is written: "When 
Jesus perceived that they would· come and take him 
by forc;:e; to make him a king, he ·departed again 
into a mourii:ainhimself alone:" 

Little 'by little they began -to perceive that the 
ideas of the Christ concerning earthly monarchy and 
power and their own ideas were widely different. 
The· spirit of arbitrary rule had; since the days of 
Samuel; becoine deeply embedded in the,hea:r-ts of 
the }ews. They .thirsted -to beth~ greatest tempo:i:a>l 
power on the earth.·. Theyhad,hopedto find al~<Uter . 
. in the person of .Jesus of Nazareth .... Now th~t -he 

said. t~em_nay,~the.y':were ... bi tterJy .disappointe.d. Jn · 
their rage they turned upon the gentl~ Lamb of God 
and denounced him to the Roman~ as. an inciter of 
insurrection and' a raiser of rebellion. He had· 
preached the gospel of hi~ kingdom. They declared 
that. this kingdom about which he spa:ke so much 
must surely be an earthly, temporal one, which 'he 
proposed to set up •in defiance of .the authority of 
Rome. In other•·wotds, they· charged the Master 
with the. ve~y'crime which theythemselyes had been 
anxious to perpetrate. 

"Then gathered the chief priests and the Phari- · 
sees a council, and s<;tid, What· do we? for this man 
doeth many miracles.. It' we .let him thus alone, all 
men will believe on him,. dnd the Romans shall come 
a~d take away both our place an¢ nation~" , 

Christ had stedfastly' refused to commit himself to 
the principles of eartlrlf moriarchs and monarchies. 
The imperialistiC! idea of government by force and 
without the consento.f the govern~d found no pl~~e 
in that holy nature, and. because he would. not lend. 
himself .to this sche~e they sought means to de
stroy him. They felt that .it was neces~!lrY .to their 
national welfare to be like all the other powers of 
earth. If they co·uld .not . be like ail of the tithers 
they feared that the .Romans would come and take 
away their place a.nd natio'n. 'That is, they believed 
that ~onarc;hical ideas and principl~~ were necessary 
to their governmental existence. Christ was', op
posed to this policy, so lie m.ust. be made away with . 

For this reason they crueified the Lord ofglory. 
This, was the basal, the nerve tlwught,· that they had in 
the crw;,ifixion'; but.· had. they ~ccepted Christ their 
na1ures~wohld have been iit peace with God artd man. 
Not accepting him, the spirit of rebellion i:an,riot in. 
their hearts, and from that day down to this they have 
had 7l(J place, they have_ been no natiou. From e~d to 
end of the earth they w4n~er a.· homeless, uQorgan
ized people. They failed to give the true light on 
religion to the world, and equally they failed · to 
give the·true light on government among me~-'gov
ernment py the consent of the governed. To'-day 
theyha'<:e no place, they 'a~e no natiori: This has 
been the ,e~d :of that bright dr~am of'being like. the 
nations around a\muL . 

To-day another nation . .is. 'treading, over the· same 
path toward the same .goal; 

' P .. T. 1\t!AGA,N •. 

G€m ,is . the only moral govemor.: 



TH:E ONTARIO SUNDAY LJi.W; 

SOME items concerning the hearing that was given 

to the argumE;nt on the constitutionality of this law 

in Osgood Hall, Toronto, appeared recently in THE 

SENTINEL. A ;few more are added here. 

It has been a very favorite argument: of Sun~ay
law advocates that it was a very benevolent act to
ward the working. man for the law to compel corpo
rations, manufactories, etc., to cease from work on 
Sunday. This argument was naturally used at this 
hearing. The speaker said: The law says to the 
laboring man, If the corporation compels you to la
bor o.n Sunday we will fine that corporation. Then, 
pausing a little, he continued: Yes, and it says to 
him, We will fine you, too. How it would bring so 
much relief to the mind of the poor mechanic to be 
assured that the government would fine him if he 
were found working on Sunday is not very easy to 
discover. Theidea is this: To make a good appear
ance· before the people Sunday-law advocates pose 
as beriefactqrs to the laboring classes in demanding 
that corporations and employees shall be prohibited 
from keeping men at work on Sunday. Very well 
why not stop with that philanthropic proposal ? 
Ah, that will not meet the desired end at all. Sup
pose the poor laboring man finds it desirable or 
necessary to· do some work of his own on Sunday, 
who is oppressing him then? No one. Why riot let 
him alone then? That will not do. His would-be 
benefactors must come around now and oppress him 
for using his own God-given right and volition in 
working on the day just as surely as the corporations 
would oppress him for not working on that day. 
Why fine the laboring man in such a case? The 
only reply that can be given is: B.ecause Sunday 
is a religious institution which it is proposed 
to protect by civil law. Hence tbe governmet 
must say to the laboring man: "Yes, · and we 
will fine you, too." The demands of Sunday would 
not be met at all without that. It was even made to 
appear that the law is at present mqre strict toward 
the laboring man than toward the corporation, for 
corporations could go ahead in cert?in lines of work 
without being interfered with, but those in their em
ploy could be made to pay a fine. Upon this state
ment being made the chief justice remarked: "If 
the. master is not prohibited why shoud the servant 
be?" That is certainly a point well taken. It will 
do to ponder ov,er. for .time to come. Who is the 

Master or Lord of the Sabbath anyway? Christ an
nounced himself to be such. Was heever prohibited 
from work on the first day of the week? Indeed 
not. That was the very day on whic•h he began his 
work 6,ooo years ago, and he has never given us an 
example of resting on that day to the present time. 

_ Then; if the Master himself was not prohibited .from 
work on the first day of the week, why should his 
servants be? And if the Master himself never pro
hibited his servants from laboring on that day, then 
why should his representatives propose to usurp the 
authority to prohibit his servants from working on 
that day? 

Some of the peculiarities of Su~day laws were 
brought out in the explanation of the lawyers that 
the law, in prohibiting a ma:n from following his "or
dinary calling" on Sunday, did not prevent his work
ing at what was not his ordinary calling. For in
stance, the farmer might make a pair of boots. on 
that day if he were making them for himself and not 
to sell. The carpenter might·shoe a horse, the mer
chant might split rails, etc .. providing all was being 
done for the person himself and not for trade or 
traffic. It is very doubtful if these arguments would 
hold good in an actual case of Sunday prosecution, 
but they go to show the caprice upon which Sunday 
laws and all religious laws enacted by civil govern
ment rest. What difference could it make with so
ciety whether a man were working for himself at his 
usual occupation or in some other way on the first 
day o£ the week? 

An item in regard to the alleged infallibility of 
supreme court decisions was brought to light in the 
reference made by one of the speakers to the fact 
that on a certain occasion the supreme court gave 
two adverse decisions in one day. The court de
cided a .certain matter, and that same day a change 
was made by placing a new member on the bench, 
whose opinion on the question at issue was opposite 
to that of the judge whose place he took, and so, 
after taking his seat, the matter was brought up 
again, and his opinion made the majority of the court 
of the opposite opinion from what it was before, and 
so a decision directly .opposed to the one already 
given was rendered the same day. The question,of, 
loyalty to supreme court decisions has been quite a 
live issue in political. circles at times. This transac
ti-on -shows the judges ,to be but men, arid when ~ 
question of right and' wrong comes up our criterion 
should be the wor;d of God rather- than thatof 1t1an_ 



"We oughtto obey Godrather than men," Acts 
5: 29. -The-quesTron at issue on tEe occa~1on men
tioned, it seems, ~as .that of local option. 

F. D. STARR. 

FUNDAMENTAL . PRINCIPLES. 

From "The Inalie~able Rights of Man," by Johri R. Rogers, Gov~rnor of 
· · . Washington·. ·' 'i • · 

Mair's rights 'come from Nature, or the creator:. 
A power greater than that of our own will has pfaced 
us on this earth and in doing so has given tis certain 
tights, powers and privileges. As. the children·· of the 
great All Father we possess rights through inher
itance. · •From these come duties. For. duties· exist 
only as the result. of <Ybligation conferred by the pos
session of rights. Withoitt'rights drtties cannot e:Jdst~ 
Rights are therefore. first· in itnpottance; 

. The truths of the Declaratidn ·of Independence thus· 
rest updn · the facts· of huma~ nature. ·· No one, no 
American, will say that the Creator did not endow 
all men with certain imHienable rights, and all will 
affirm the necessary and the rightful equ'ality of men 
before the law. And this is the only equ_ality sp()ken 
~f;·fot Jefferson wrote of.rights, not abilities~ · · 

As all men recognize the possession of certain 
rights as an inheritance from the Creator it become~ 
matter of• importance that these rights be clearly and 
plainly set forth, for· when this is done if ·it be seen 
that all' men are· not in full possession of 'tha:t inher
itance with which they have been endowed by their 
Creator, it then is made plain that. vrolerice .'1:\.as been 
-done the nature of man. And if this should appear 
to be the case small cause for wonder will exist that 
the· spirit of unrest is abroad in the land. This will 
explain all, for nature has ever her rev'enges in store. 
We cannot ·outwit her. Sooner or later she must be 
obeyed. "Ignorance, neglect or contempt of human 
·rights are the sole causes of public misforttines and 
corruptions of government." 

:In ~ays .Qf , Old. 

'bortg, ;long 'ago it us.ei:l 'to be. sciid thil.f king~ got 
'fheir right to,ttile .. ftdm' God~· He:,hadl specially :or
dained them. Nob'ocly'had seen 'it done or kn'ew ex"
actly :how .it· a:U~ came ·about ; but they. believed~ it; and 
that was ··e:twtigh. ·'It' :Was an age of ignorance and 
credulity; 'th.e people: were ignora'nt and' therefoie 
'credulous. 'Now,' we kt:to\v that t~ was ·a ta1e >tal'd 
by; the kirigs and sw0rri to by their frieiJ.d~ for a pm
pbse. w:e laugh' at 'tll'e' folly 6£ the pOQr; hindS who 

~ere il)1E~$~.e. up();n .by_th~. pre!~I?:~i~~s of r~ya1!Y. J?t1j:_~ 
the proposition was logical enough. Power, rights, 
privileges, do come from the Creator, from Nature. 
The error arose in saying that only kings had access 
to God's bounty. The theory of ;thkt day was that 
the king rightfully possessed all things, ~nd of his own 
goocl plt;ast;lre gaveaway.what he sawJit,,. We laugh 
at :this, hut.let us save our mirth for:o.ur~elv,es.. W.e 
shall need it,., ·.With. all uur pretensions; we. of.the pres;
ent day ar:d~posed upon by a sillier story th~n that 
regarding royalty .. Wait. 

God Has Given tl> All, or He Has Given to None; 

'· Long afterward, kiio'"-'l~dge ofmdn arid his' ;w~ys 
and nature ,and her laws having sorriewhat incr~a~¢d, 
a few here and there began tO: doubn'h~ heaveri~bofn 
character ofthe power,ihaf,;,ule~ftherb to th~if liurt~ 
'tinje p~ss~"( riiany changes 'took pl~c¢, ad~ancei were 
111ad~ ~nd p~dpl{ begari t6 ' dare to think 'for therti
s~lv'es: Finally; a d~claratiqn . of pri~dples was put 
forth a.nct a n:ation founded l.i.Pori certain: :Fun:d.a:illerita1 
Propositions, to-wit: ·* *: * '~All m'en ~re ~r~ated 
equ.aL" , * * * ''They:ire endowed by'th~:lf Creator 
with c¢rtain' inalienable ~ights.'' ·* * * . ''To.setlire 
these iights go~em'rrients ~re inst,it11t~d ·~mon'g mim:' 
. This being interpreted' iri ~o~nectfon: with. the 
thought bf the. time, meant ~imply. this: Kings have 
no speCial privilege in the ~atter ot' rights. · •· These 

' ' ', , I'' ' . 

come. direct from. the Creator to all in en ; and, sec-
ondly: The btisines$ oLgo~ernment is to secti.re t6 
nien the frde ,gifts of Gcx:L: This is th~ ~rim and suh'-
stance of the great DeclaiaHon. . . 

RELI<H9US INTOLERANCE IN OHIO. 

SoME of the good people of·Mansfield, Ohio, quite 
a number, it seems, have allowed their religious zeal 
to get the better of their judgment and their sense 
of justice., an"i have •manifested an intolerance not 
at all in keeping either with Christianity or with due 
respect to civil ;rights:· · 

Some time si.:nce certa'ih " Zionist" missionaries 
from· this dty·werit to ·M'ansfield an<:i were evidently 
meeti:ng wi:th 'S10rhe succesS i'h' niJ.aiktng C<:)rrvetts; as 
they were ·niobhed an:d 'Clriven' £r6.m the ei:t-y. One 
of the eld~rs has~ not. yet recov~i.-ecL from his' in-
juKes. ; ·. . , 
' Suciday; July 30; 'Le£~1Y'isi ofi-H'ehliiig, 'the "Zion
is't '< o'rgari 'piririH~d in' tl:iis ciby,' was widely distribu teO. 
iri Mansfield' · it ris' si:ti~ 'the ''p'aper wis filied with 
violent and hitt'er~attac-ks'llpQn citizen~··'ifcthat:eity~ 



~unday night a ·mob surrounded the private house 
in which the " Zionists" were holding services, 
wrecked the building, destroyed the furniture, and 
broke up the meeting. The " Zionist " elders were 
rescued by the police, and were locked up to save 
them from the fury of the mo]J. 

It does not appear that the "Zionites" had com
mittedany unla~ful act. They had simply offended 
the sensibilities of the people by denouncing popular 
sins and preaching doctrines not generally held. 
Their language may have been violent, but the fact 
that they were mobbed and not prosecuted in the 
courts is prima facie evidence that they were not 
guilty of criminal libel. . Evidently the " Zionists" 
kept within their legal right, hence the appeal to 
"mob law.' 1 

The incident shows by how a slight. a tenure the 
American people hold some of .their most sacred 
rights. Constitutional guarantees are of value only 
so long as supported by the convictions and will of 
the people. This is well illustrated by the efforts of 
the Government to secure equal political rights for 
the negroes of the South. These efforts have failed 
because the people of the South, the dominant race, 
were never in sympathy with tiie XVI. amendment. 
We are not no\V discussing the merits of this ques
tion, sii:nply stating the facts. 

In like manner, only so lqng as the people love 
religious liberty, will such liberty be enjoyed, no 
matter how ample may be the paper guarantees of 
the rights of conscience. 

The people of Ohio ought to be both ashamed and 
alarmed; ashamed; because of the disgraceful acts 
of the mob, and alarmed, because of the tangible 
evidence that their rights rest upon no mo.re sub
stantial basis than the will of the mob. 

The Same True in Other Places. · 

And what is true in Mansfield is true in many other 
places. The mobbing of the representatives of un
popular sects is becoming quite common. A special 
dispatch from Chattanooga to the Inter Ocean, under 
date of July 30, says:· · 

"The sect of Sa:nctificationists by its strange, weird 
teachings and practices hasproduced open rebellion 
at Shoal Creek, North Carolina, a sparsely-settled 
region near the Tennessee boundary. One hundred 
and ten of the citi,zens .o£ that community .met yes:.. 
terday_at tbh ch:utch, demolished. it, and burned it 
up. Tll.e Rev .. Gay Bryant, .. a~ ~ethodist. min~ster, 
preached a. serrp.on to the exc1ted and' 1nfut1ated 
crowd·whilethe building was burning.:· 

·'" About'three years·ago· this doctrine ofsa:nctifit:a·"' 
tion was brought to this corp.munity, and within a 
sport time it had a considerable following. Its ad.
herents erected a church in which to worship, as 
the other denominations refused· them the use of 
their churches. The teaching and preaching o.f the 
sanctification doCtrine created .il great deal of excite
ment and con'fusion. The leaders sdon b~gah,'tO 
teach baptism of fire, the holy dance, the ciyuamite, 
the lyddite, the exite, the selite, and many other 
things never heard of before. They claimed that 
God had revealed things to them in various ways, 
such as total abstinence from the use of coffee, 
meats, medicines, etc." . 

"Last Friday P. E. Nelson, the Rev. Gay· Bryant, 
and Haron. Berrang sent out a request for all the 
people to meet'them at this church yesterday morn
ing for the purpose of destroying it. One hundred 
and ten met them there, and of this number six re
fused to assist in destroying the church, claiming 
that every man had a right to worship God accord
ing to the dictates of his own conscience, and that 
no one had a right to destroy his property or put 
him in fear. The other I04 razed and burned the 
church, and the Rev. G. Bryant delivered a sermon 
while the building was burning. Then the crowd 
passed a resolution notifying the members of this· 
church not to build another church anywhere in the 
country." 

The expressions "baptism of fire," "dynamite," 
"lyddite," etc., do not refer to literal fire and high 
explosives, but are used by the "Sanctificationists " 
as meaning great spiritual power. Doubtless the 
height of the offending of the "Holiness people," 
for this is the name by which they describe them
selves, was in denouncing popular sins, preaching 
" new and strange doctrines," dividing other churches 
and incidentally depriving the regular ministers of a 
portion of their financial support. 

We have little sympathy with the doctrine of holi
ness as held and taught by the Holiness people, but.. 
inasmuch as in holding and teaching the doctrine 
they do not interfere with the equal rights of other 
people they have just as good right to believe arid 
practice their religion as have Methodists, Presby
terians, Baptists, or people of any other denomina
tion, 

With George Washington, THE SENTINEL believes 
that "every man who conducts himself as .a good 
citizen is accountable alone to God for his religious 
faith. and. should be protected in worshiping God 
·according to the dictates· of his own conscience/' 

. . ·a. 
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NEws, NoTES 
J\ND COMMENT I 

·""·"''"""''"''""'"'"''""''""''" .. "''""''·" 
JOHN 'cLA~K RrDPATH, the scholar and historian, 

died in'New York .city on the first instant. 

THE Boston Transcript of July 17 says that "the 
utterly unchristian clamoringsfor bloody retribution 
upon the Chinese, employing the full force of mod
ern sc,ience for the destruction ofhuma'n life, which 
hav,e recently b~en generally heard, furnish a timely 
exposure ofthe thinness of the nominally Christian 
civilization." 

ONLY a few days after the assassination· of King 
Hmnbert, of Italy, an attempt was made in Paris 
upon the life of the Shah of Persia. Bressi, the 
mu~derer of Humbert, has declared 'that" it will be 
th_t: Cz~r~s turn next." It is now believed that there 
is a far7reaching plot "to assassinate all the rulers 
who have rigorously tried to stamp out anarchism.' 

FoiJR'" Zionist "elders who went from this city to 
Mansfield, Ohio, to hold services last Sunday were 
met at the .train by" officers of the law." and were 
not allowed to leave the cars. · Owing to. the action 
of the authorities they were unable to reach Mans
field; and thus by. overriding law and ordyr the peace 
was preserved. 

THE Jewish Times and. Observer says: " Conscience 
is a tender thing and tenderly to be regarded; and 
in the same proportion in which a man treasures his 
own moral integrity, so ought he to regard the con
science. of ev~ry oth~r man." 

This -is .true. The man who sneers at the con
scientious .convicti()ns of an()ther testifies thereby 
that he is goverped qy poli<:y and not principle. 

REFERRING to the Christian Endeavor movement, 
the Phila,d~lphia Bulletin says: "It had its origin in 
a small,.obscureNew England town,a~dits wond.er
ful gro~th is .acJded testl1ll~nyto the w.isdom:pf tlJ.e 

I ,• . • ," ' '-" 

prineip1e of separa~i()~ qf .• chur~h . and state. 'Yhith . 
has obtained.this. Republic.'' Th~re is i.ndeed abun
dant eyictence in the history ofthis CO\llltry ofthe wis-

dom of separation of church and state, bHt it is all lost 
··· ~p;nthe ·leaders~0Ct!:le.Y0l1iliPeople;S:s0<:.iei:y~~I 

Christian Endeavor, for the. association is being so 
manipulated and indoctrinated as to insure its becom
ing ere long one of the mightiest forces in the whole 
country in securing. practical union of .. chJJrch and 
state in our land. It may be c.alled only " religion 
and the stat,e;~' or "Ch~istain citizenship/' or " civic 
reform;" but·~ what's i:n a name!". No matter what. 
it may be called it will hive ali the essential ele
ments of church.and state union. It will be a relig:-

. ious de~potism, paying a high price for hypocrisy 
and filling. aU ~he popular churches with scheming 
politicians. 

IN addition to the other trm-\bles which are .dis
tracting the gneat world powers, the :German. Empire 
is threatened with_ dissolution. · Pripce Ludwig, son 
of the prince~regent,and likely soon. to becom.e king. 
of Bavaria, has again expressed his oppo$i~ion to 
the empire. 

"Germany,'-' says the De,utsche Tages-Zeitung, "is a 
union of states, it will always remain so, .and the 
empir would fall to pieces if the rights anciliberties 
of the states were interfered with.'' 

Prince Ludwig is said to be displeased because the 
emperor, in announcing the presepce ofthe· torpedo 
flotilla upon the Rhine, spoke of it as "my torpedo 
division." 

Nor is Prince Ludwig alone in this fee~ing. The 
Strassburger Post, voicing the·keling of Alsace as one 
of the component parts o(the empire, says: 

"The navy is the empire's navy, notthe emperor's. 
Even ' the expression Seiner MaJestat sc!zijf (His 
Majesty's ships) is not correct. The emperor's ad
visers 'should see to it that- the correct forms of 
speech are not infringed. On the other hand, the 
Bavarians .have no right to complain, for they are 
specially petted by Prussia in. the matter of their 
particularist pride." · · 

Other .papers express similar. views, while <?thers 
of course favor the maintenance of tl!e empire. The 
lndependance Beige, of Brussels, thinksdi~integration 
impossible. The French press of C()Urse encourages 
the discontent. . 

THE organ of the most pro)Jliqent Su~<l~~ leagu~ . 
in the c?unt~ysaysoUh~ organization,thatit "'aims 
to defend and . secure such legis.i~tion as wili maiti~ 
tai!.I a proper. :obs~nra!l~~ 'qfthe Lqrd.;~ day ian'd pre-:
ventthe"strong fi!om qppres~ing the weal< and .the 



imino rat from corrupting the yotirig and inexperi
enced." 

Of course, whatever is contrary to the prevailing 
religious sentiment is " immoraL" Thus in Tennes
see, for example, Sunday work. be it never so unob
trusive, has ·been declared by the courts of that State 
to be "immoral in tendency and~ of pernicious ex
ample." For this reason it is indictable as a nui
sance, am:l- in numerous instances earnest Christian 
men and conscentious observers of the seventh day 
have been imprisoned for " corrupting the young 
and inexperienced " by working on Sunday after re
ligiously .observing the very day specified in the 
fourth commandment of the decalogue. · 

A uSPRERE OF INFLUENCE." 

IN reading of the relation of the European powers 
to the Chinese Empire we observe frequent mention 
of spheres claimed by these natio_ns. Probably all 
the' readers of THE SENTINEL know that "sphere" 
used in tpis connection applies to territory claimed 
by the governments of Europe as. their field of ac:
tion in China. But who. can locate these spheres? 
Our colored map of Asia indicates them plainly. 
This is only one item of information c_onveyed by 
these maps, but this one alone is worth all the map 
will cost you. See our offer, page 496. 

"RELIGION IN POLITICS IN THE FRENCH 
REPUBLIC." 

THE following quot~d paragraphs are from an in
structive article by F. C. Conybeare in the July num
ber of the National Review (London) on the subject, 
"The conspiracy· against the French Republic." 
They are instructive and noteworthy in view of the 
fact that the same religious orders conspiring against 
the French Republic are at work in the American 
Republic with an aim identical with that of their 
co-religionists in France, however ·dissimilar their 
methods. They ·are further interesting in their por
trayal of the religio-political system instituted irr 
that country for controlling the elections for the fur
therance of the kingdom of God on earth, in view of 
the manifest intention of religious o:rganizations -in 
the United States to control elections· here for a like 
purpose. From such facts as these 'presented by Mr. 
Conybeare AmeriCans may well take wa,rhing: . 

"In Italy it is' tir~ cue oflheVa.tiC~n,.i:~ holcl.aibof, 
at_ least in appearance, from politics, and in view of 
the·, general election at t_he beginning of· this month 

4Bl 

of June the' usu'al fiat w~nt forth- to all the f~ithful, 
in elettiini elettori. The object of P-io Nono in impbs-:
ing this rule was to boycott the Italian government, 
which he regarded, and wished others to regard, as 
one of usurpation and sacrilege. The result has 
been to prevent the formation in the I tali an chamber 
of .a Catholic party, thpugh it has not h,indered the 
priests from intriguing with the anarchists and fo
menting discontent and a spirit of riot in the large. 
industrial centers. In France the Vatican has played 
of late years a game different in form, but equally 
selfish in substance. Leo XIII. was persuaded ten 
years ago that the royalist cause was hopeless. * * * 
Accordingly the edict went forth to recognize and 
be faithful to the republic. Not a few honest repub
licans * * * welcomed this step on the part of 
the Vatican, because they believed it would lead to 
a: change of spirit among the clergy, who, it was 
hoped, in becoming loyal to a republic which pro
fesses to base itself on the rights of man, would 
gradually be liberalized. The Vatican, however, had 
other ends in view. It merely wished to capture the 
republic and c1ericalize it, to embrace it in orderthe 
better to strangle and suffocate it; to purge it of 
what the priests everywhere denounce as Freema
sonry, which is clerical slang for the spirit of reli
gious tolerance, coupled with respect for civil rights 
and equality of all before the law, of Jews and Pro
testants, as well as of Catholics. They would sub
stitute for this spirit the principles of the syllabus. 
A party of Railles was accordingly formed, consisting 
of old royalists who have nominally turned republi
cans, yet retain all the prejudices of the ancienlregime. 
Concurrently, the French clerics redoubled theiJ 
efforts to possess themselves of the army and of the 
schools. * * * 

"To a much larger extent than anyone would sup
pose, who has not narrowly scanned the evidence ad
duced by the public prosecutor, M. Bulot, in their 
recent trial, the Assumptionist monks have con
duced to this general reaction in Franc_e. The Pere 
Picard,_ the general superior of the congregation, 
when interrogated, defined its aims to be primarily 
of religious order, but accessorily political also, so 
far as politics depend on religion. ' Other ques
tions,' he said, ' only come within our scope inci
dently, or anyhow as depending from the religious 
. idea, because this latter dominates everything.' 
The notorious Pere Bailly, editor-in-chief of the 
many croix. which circulate in France, made the same 
admission, though some of the other defendants 
* * * had not about them this minimum of ho.n
esty, -and stoutly denied that their ~ssociation ·pur
sued any but strh:tiyx:eligious·.ahns;~ ;* * * 

'" It is well to draw a picture of . the political arrd 
electoral activity of these innocent Assurhptionist 
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monks.dDQ~sLQLWPQII1.PrQf.~~~-tQ_~pJax~ .. ll1er~!:Y:t:.e:- ... the faith of St. Francois de Sales. It is the sum of 
ligi?us part .. We ~re ab~e to draw it ;from ·w~ord~ <;>f ·-a:iT'~goocr~:'Works~promoted ~a'i:ici su.siained~byThris:-~ 
their own setzed m their convents m Novemberqf tJan·.gen~rosity for the glory of God, f,or the welfare 
last year by the French police, and read out in their ·of souls, and the ,salvation ·of -the. Ratrie . . It is in 
public ti:ial in ·the course of last January. short, applied Catholicism. Where~e~ 'there is Jot-

" In Italy, as I have said, it is the policy.· of the ing these caucuses. are to work for the return of 
·vatican to hold aloof from political elections; but 'good ' Catholics. No election is beyond their scope, 

. in France the Assurriptionists. have devised, at the mu11:icipa:l; cantonal, legislative, presidential, and 
.instance of the Pope and his·curia, an electoral or~ even elections of,chamber:s·of corhnier:ce and ofag,
gariization which would put to ishame the; most ex- ricultu~e--:all a,like are to. be watched a~,j rprovided 
pert American bosses. Their motto is :Adveniat for. * * * 
reg;zum tuum ["Thy kingdom come"], their pro- "The ciuties of the Assumptionist .c~ucus are thus 
~essed aim the triumph on earth of the spirit of the defined: It shall occupy itself with revision of' the 
crucified .Jesus. Their methods, however, (lre pain- register of voters, shall studydiligently 'tlie body of 
fully secular, and for the last twenty yeatS: they have electors, their warits, and the . currents. of opinion 
merely centered around the polling .booth. · In. I88o which stir. the'm: With every electdr its members 
they were dispersedasan unauthorized:religious con. must be personally acquainted; so as to set him in 
gtegation, but. in the sa'me :year they

1 
reformed their one of the. th.l5_e.e.~.Classes~YiiJ;Jgoe'd,:bad, or.': doubtful. 

ranks, and in' r883 they' founded the C1"ot%; a ·daily !he 'gq~d' ~l~ctors ,.must bel ffin~prceci, p:ta~sha~ed 
journal, which has for its frontispiece a large wood- m. battahR.n!\encoura.~~cl t9 b~~op1e ap~stk;; of th(! 
cut of Christ on the ·cross. There are, besides. the good cause .. ··The doubtful ones ·and waverers must 
Paris edition of the Croix, nearly one hundred prov- be won (wei .. The bad orie~ had b~tter be left alone, 
incial editions. They are all similar in form and at least to begin with. 
sentiment, and differ chiefly in their local news. "Among the 'good ',• ptopagandism is to take the 
* * * To maintain uniformity among -all these form of' lectures, pamphlets, processions, and, when 
journals there is, besid~s the hundred odd provincial an election is' at hand, of 'crusades of prayer.' The 
committees, a central committee, which edits a 'secr'et lists of cancJidatesmqst be prt:p<~.r.e:cl,J;Iandbills printed 
journal only distributed to members of the local coin- apd distri~uted, Eyery. pplling- boot.h ,must .be 
mittees. This journal is entitled the Croix dei· c;in£,.. Wqtched, .~rauds cllld acts, ;Of pers<;mation followed up 
tes, Itstask is to keep the local editors in step with and pumshed by annullation of the elections .at 
each other, unify and guid~ their policy .. The use of which they w'ere employed; those. polls, however, 
the Croix in all its editions, as well as of some thirty where by use of .such me~ris the vote of the faithful 
other daily and weekly journals edited by the con- wins,mu:st be~ held. agaili,st the i;.(l:dictm:ents .of the 
gregation, is to 'spread the light '-tl}at is, to dis'- enemy. * * ·. * Si,eptlr;a:n::~:!::,without flagging the 
seminate hatred of Jews and ·Protestants,: distrust of committee of ' jl,lsticy-eql,la}ity '. is to pursue in all. 
modern science, a spirit of grovelling superstition elections the .. work so emineritiy desited.by Leo XIII. 
and prostration before the .priests, and,: above all, a and s.o rie~essary to Fr~nce.'.' · · · ' .· · · · 
fanatical rejection of all liberal ideas of. tolerance, of 
lay .education. . Anpther influential committee exists 
to translate into politi<;al action the spirit thus dif
fused among the people. * * * 

"A document seized last year in a monk's cell at 
Moulins gives us a summary of the work carried ·on 
by the Asstimptionists during· the years r8g7 arid 
r898 in Paris and th~ ·provinces. * * * . Letters 
and circulars were scattered all over Fran'~~: ·agita
tors sent down to stir up people,: and piifmarienfpoli
tico~relig!ous ·caucuses fOrmed : in· all Hie· tenters. 
The a:im of these provincbh:aucuses was the same as 

, in Paris, nariidy, 'to'c'olor'aina'te for a common. e'ffott 
··an thembtley groups, u'nitedbynoborid save· a.con1-
mob· hatred ·of well-ordered lib~rtf: * *' *' to 
usti: M; l~aya's 1phr!:!se, an. ~9:e ;, hon.esf gr\H1ps '·have 

'been united ~nd'tli~iiele·6torafprbgranf1s aefine&to 
'be the :sa-h:te as that of. th~· Croix:· 'It is i the s0-b'a11ed 
, program :.of Chrjstian schooJs of. the :p>ropaganda :of 

• c : • ' '.' f: ·~ i . 

"We will .. not .persecute those. who .choose to. ob-
s.erve the .sev~~t~'. daY, for. rest," s~y~ ;Rev. Joseph 
Cook in a pam.ph:let treating on. "n,ew defenses of the 

' ''',. '•' 11.-'., : • ' • ' 

Lprd's day/' ... ;;/~T~h~y ,n,laY work on Sun<fay, ·as .the 
la'iV of ¥a$sach~$~ttS: a~lows them· to do, without be

. ing arrest~9:;' ~gyid-~d; .they can. ;sho~ that. they rest 

.o11e d~ytit?- ~~~~~;'L , , , . . i .·· ·. . .· . ·.· ·.,. . , ; 

An pet:m~:·\Vno;,·~:;tn~ot,.sJ;lo~,•*3:t.·~~Y:£.e~~1 ~~· 
;4ay in: :StY,t!~;·~~l,l ;tl},ere,fpr~, in ~l;lc:!.qpinion of the, Re~ •• 
lv,[r. Cpqk, he:PWJ?er s~bj¢ctS: forper:s~cuti()n., ... 

• . Th~ p~rspn,.;:whq,:wqrks()n ,S~11day apd ,yet r-(!st~ 
one day .ilJ ~~-yen,; does S() ·~l:,tpe qjd;tt~S of ~OnSC~e.nc~. 

:Oply ~ .r~li~~; Yf:Q;U!~; ~tO:tJ:l,Rt •h!IA tO. res~ ~~q, ~ -~y 
when aU peop1e.•ariounq hiin are at work ·He esoap~.s 
pe-rsecution ·therefore·beeat1S!! of his religion. · 1fe is. 



required to be religious, under the penalty of the law 
· demanding: Sunday. re,st: fviis commonly supposed 
that in this ~orintry everybody is free to profess what 
religion he may choose, or none at all, but it is plain 
that so far as the influenced Rev. Joseph Cook ex
tends, a person. will be liaore J() persecution unless· he 
is religious enough to keep sutid.a.y or some other day 
of the week. · 

In the light of this fact, it is evideri.t that the Sun
day law is a religious law, and not merely a civil reg
ulation, as is frequently claimed for it. For as applied 
to those who rest on some other day than Sunday, no 
one will deny that the law operates purely on religious 
grounds. Only religion oould move an individual to 

· incur the disadvantage of being at variance with all 
society around him in the matter of Sabbath observ
ance; and a law which requires an individual to be 
religious in order _to be exempt from its penalties, 
must be a religious law. . 

H the Rev: Mr. Cook spoke only for himself in 
his implied threat of persecution for such as would not 
come under his exemption, the case would not be so 
bad; but he speaks as the representative of numer
ous and powerful organizations who look up to him 
as a leader in the. work they have undertaken of re
forming society and politics. It is plain that the suc
cess of their plans, under the guidance of the spirit 
breathed forth in this utterance of the Rev. Mr. Cook, 
will bring a revival of intolerance and religious per
secution. Such a calamity is seriously threatened, as 
many indications show, and the American people 
should spare no pains to avert it. 

INTENSELY RELIGIOUS MEN FOR OFFICE. 

"To deter men from voting for Judge Yates for 
governor of Illinois," say the Michigan Christian 
Advocate, "it is being circulated that he is 'intensely 
religious,' 'a total abstainer' and does not smoke.' 
Wouldn't it be dreadful to vote for such a man? 
What horror if he were elected! But that's the 
kind whq, by and by, are going to be mayors, gov
ern'ors, legislators and judges." 

It is certainly desirable to have good men for 
office, but should the time ever comes when it is 
gener.illy understood that men must be "intensely 
r'eligious" in order to eligible to office, candidates 
will be ju~t as abundant as they are now, and no bet
ter at heart. No greater calamity could possibly 

.·happen to eii:.her church or state. 
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"IT is a great mistake to send missionaries"tosav:.. 
age and barE>arous peoples," says the ·American 
Israelite. "The wisest plan would be to civilize first 
and Christianize afterwards." 

The Israelite is wrong. The mistake is not in 
sending missionaries· to "• savage and barbarous 
peoples," btil in so '1"dentirying them with. earthly 
powers that the peoples to whom they are sent fail 
to distinguish between the missionaries and the poli
tical power of the countries from which they are 
sent. 

IMPERIALISM AN EVIL PRINCIPLE. 

IMPERIALISM is not simply a policy; it is a prin
ciple. Nor is it confined to any one county. The 
spirit ?f Imperialism is world-wide; and just now it 
is experiencing a wonderful revival. Under the head
ing, "Imperial Protestantism," the English Church
man and St. James Chronicle (London), says: 

"The spirit of Imperialism which, since the celebra
tion of the Victorian Jubilee, has actuated almost all 
departments of English corporate life-in a degree 
altogether unprecedented-is now unmistakably as
serting itself in association with the maintenance of 
the nation's religion-'the Protestant Reformed Re
ligion established by law.' The purity of the faith 
and worship of the people is a constitutional consid
eration, for which paramountcy must be claimed, in
asmuch as it lies at the foundatio;n of all our Imperial 
institutions, it inspires and regulates our national pol
itics, and it insures righteousness and justice among 
all classes of the subjects of the Crown, at home and 
abroad. Decay in the allegiance of the nation to that 
Scriptural faith with which the fabulous growth of the 
British Empire for the past three and a half centuries 
has been intimately connected, would be the certain 
harbinger of disaster and overthrow. On the other 
hand, a deep-seated determination on the part of the 
people to cleanse the national church, and to reform 
its practical abuses, furnishes an augury pregnant with 
hope and promise for the Empire." 

Imperialism is to save the English Church! The 
Church is part and parcel of the Empire and must be 
preserved for the sake of the Empire ! This differs 
from the Papal view only in this that the Papacy puts 
the church first. The truth separates them entirely 
and leaves each to work out its own salvation inde

pendent of the other. 

God is the intepreter and the administrater of 
his own diyine law; 
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_..Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without 
having ordered it, may know that it is sent by some friend. 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no fears 
that they will be asked to pay for it. 

A call for a "national liberty congress" has been 
issued by the American Anti-Imperialist -League, to 
meet in Indianapolis August 15. The call states that 
the congress "is to be composed only of those who 
deny the power. of Congress and the President to rule 
vast territories and millions of men outside and in 
disregard of the Constitution." 

Writing under date of June 12, a correspondent 
of the New York World says of the Philippines: 

"Publicly we are granting amnesty to prisoners. 
Publicly we are most liberal. Instead of executing our 
bandits in public plazas in the presence of the people 
we execute them where they are caught. That keeps 
that fact quiet-keeps the truth away from the people 
of the United States--;-which is considered justifiable 
because they cannot understand the situation and its 
nec;essities. If many actual occurrences were told lit
erally the people would refuse to believe that such 
barbarities take place under otir flag. 'I dorl't want 
any more prisoners sent into Manila,' was a verbal 
order from the governor-general three months ago." 

Among the reasons assigned for the development 
of the "Boxer" uprising which is proving so terrible 
in China, is the statement that railways were being 
projected by Europeans in some thickly-settled parts 
of the country in complete disregard of the feelings 
and natural rights and established customs of the na
tives~ An injudicious policy on the part· of European 
railway builders, in treating the people of the country 
as unworthy of serious consideration, would natur
ally rouse the feelings of the latter to a high pitch. An 
illustration upon this point is given by Mr. D. L. 
Sheffield, in the July Forum, as follows: 

"The good fortune of a [Chinese} family is vitally 
related to the proper location of the family tomb ; and 
to propitious external conditions. A wealthy China-

-man-in-.e~d~eme~distress-olmin<:l-once. call~d~upon--the--
writer, . prosttatip.g himself to offer. his supplications, 
explaining that the strrvey for the .road of the "fire
wheel cart" passed near the tombs of his ancestors, 
and that the rumbli11g and scre..aming of the carts 
.would disturb their. slumbers, and. so bring misfor
t{me on the living. Fortunately his mind was set 
at. ease, a·s the line of the road was changed before 

. construction." 

That the trend of the English church is Romeward 
there can be .no do.ubt. "In no.less than fifty non
Roman Catholic churches in London," says a good 
authority, "one may now hear ma.ss." 

"Any thing f~r human rights," said Charles Sum
ner, "is constitutional. No learning in books, no. skill 
acquired in courts, no sharp!less of forensic dialect, 
no cutting and splitting hiiirs, can impair the vigor 
thereof. This is, the supreme law of the land, any
thing in the constitution or laws of any state to the 
contrary notwithstanding." , 

And this is true. Not the Constitution of the 
United States, butthe. Dedaration of Independence is 
the fundamental law of the ·land; and back of that 
even, and higher than that, are the everlasting princi
ples, of which the Declaration is only .the verbal ex
pression. 

But sin~e the days of Sum.ner a change has taken 
place. The Constitution is by many disregarded; the 
Declaration of !~dependence is scoffed at; the prin
ciples which it enunciates are trampled into the 'dust; 
and law, both constitutional and statutory, is held to 
be for the protection, not of men, but of things. 

AN ATLAS 
Is too expensive for ~any of our readers to possess, 
but no one is foo· poor to own that map of Asia, 
which has been mentioned in these columns. With 
it before you, the scenes of those events now trans
piring in China are pictured to the eye as accurately 
and beautifully as in the most e.xpensive atlas pub
lished. Remember the price is only rs cents, post
paid. If you intend to purchase send in your order 
at once, for our supply is already nearly exhausted, 
and still the orders are coming as rapidly as ever. 

Look at the label oh your paper this week, and if 
your subscription is about to expire send. us one 
dollar and we will extend your subscription to THE 
SENTINEL a full year and mail the triple map of 
Asia to you post free. Thus all our subscribers may 
secur.e this valuable map without cost. But remem
ber how limited our stock is and don't delay. 
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ANARCHY is the worst form of despotism. · 

THE worst enemies of the state are those who use 
it as an engine ofoppression. 

IT is no part of the legitimate business of the state 
to settle religious controversies. 

THE state is not the Creator of rights; neither has 
it any rightful power to abridge them. 

]Esus CHRIST was put to death as an enemy of•the 
state, while in truth he was its best friend. 

THE worst anarchist is the man who, under the 
forms of civil law, overrides the principles of justice. 

THERE are two all-sufficient reasons why there 
should be no law requiring anybody to observe Sun
-day by refraining from anything that might prop-
-tirlybe done on any other day. The first is, all such . 
1egi~lation is wrong in principle .. The second is, 
s:uch law~ foster a vital error in Christian doctrine; 
since Sunday is not, the Bible Sabbath. 

TH~ voice of the people is not the voice of God, 
therefore a government of the people cannot be a 
government of God. 

PHARISEEISM is indigenous to the human heart, 
and in no way is it more frequently manifested than 
in acts of intolerance. 

ONLY by voluntary choice can Sabbath-keeping 
become a part of anyone's nature. God does not 
write his law upon any heart by force. 

RIGHTS are inherent in men. They are independ
ent o( everything on. earth: This -is, in effect, as~ 
serted by the Declaration ~f Independence. , 

A CATHOLIC POLITICAL PARTY FORMING. 

IN the New York Sun of July 30, we note the fol
lowing mention of a proposed "Catholic Federation" 
in the United States, which is to be "permanently 
organized soon: " . 

"The project for the federation of the societies of 
Catholic laymen throughout the United States that 
is now being agitated has received the strong ap
proval of Mgr. Martinelli, the apostolic delegate at 
Washington. In a letter to John A. Kuster, of Co
lumbus, Ohio, one of the most earnest advocates of 
the scheme, Mgr. Martinelli says: 

" ' Believing, as I naturally and sincerly do, that 
Catholic interests are well worth protecting and 
promoting for the welfare both of religion and of the 
civil society, and knowing the value of united effort 
for the protection of any interest, I do not fail to 
appreciat~ the importance and desirability of such a 
movement as you tell me has been inaugurated. If, 
however, it is absolutely necessary that any and 
every Catholic society, however humble,-in order to 
have theapproval and encouragement of the church, 
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-- sl}ould. maintain relati-ons 6Uiliat respeCt, suo-mission ' put lrito the-~ands of Rome a-2ll,e --~nd excuse for 
and obedience to the legitimate .ecclesiastical au- • which she has long peen seekin-g. 
thority for a great cotit~~d-eration of Catholic socie-...: This Catholic federation has an endorsement 
ties, such relations become infinitely more impor- which secures it against all oppos-ition from. Catho
tant an<;! nece_ss.ary .. I hope., therefore, tl;lat as the lic:Sources, and a prospective strength which shows-
movement prdgre_sses ;=t_rid t_he Ca_t_boli.c_ societies I 

· · that polfdtians- Will not dare to .ign'ore it. We grow strong i;n uniqn thi'yw'ill ever reme:JN~~r that I'' . · ,,. • ' 

before numbers an~hbeforr~nion tht;·great sq~rceof ql}\):te again;;fro~,the.Sun;; ·. 
Catqolic st'rength is an ecclesfasticafauthority,' " . ' . Has High Endorsement.· 

'.fhe Object of the Propose.d Federation. .. "Car~inal Gibbons·;· Archbishop Ryan of. Phila-
N otice that this Catholi'c federation is to · be delphia, Archbishop Elder of Cincinnati, and many 

f(;rmed to "protect'' and "prom'o'fe" Catholic In

terests, and that this is "for the welfare, both of 
religion and of the civ:il society." Readers of THE 
SENTINEL inay remember that for a dozen yef.rs, or 
more past, the National Refoxm Association and al
lied Protestant organizations hav:e been almost con
tinually be:fore Congress with a scheme to "protect" 
and "promote" the observ.ance of Sunday· for the 
welfare both of religion and of the civil society, 
as they deem it. These Protestant organizations 
have for years been mov:ing toward a position of 
political power and authority, with a view of exer
cising this power finally for the realization of their 
vision of the purification of politics' and the estab
lisJ:lment of righteous governmer:tt. And now what 
~lse could be expected than that R~me, seeing all 
this, should imitate the example set here and also 
organize for the protection and welfare "of religion 
and of the civil society"? · Protestants have deemed 
thei·~ · d'rifariizati-;n · nece~sary to the:~~if~re· ;f civil 
society, and now, behold, the Catholics deem t,heir 
organization to be necessary to the same end. And 
who can say that the Catholics have not as much 
icense to think the welfare of civil society depends 
o~ their united political action, as Protestants have 
to think the like thing of. themselves ? And who 
can say that the welfare of civil society will be 
more' r~omoted by Protestant church activity in 
politics than by Catholic activity in the same 
sphere? 

Protestants .Should Have For-eseen .It. 

The truth is that Protestants should have foreseen 
that their efforts to get Congress to legislate for the 
"protection " of Sunday and the "promotion" of 
the general interests of morality and Christianity, 
as they view them, would simply and inevitably re
sult in drawing. Catholics into. the same fi.eld and 
adding another point to. the rivalry between the 
Protestant and Catholic bodies. Protest'!,nts have 

other members of the Catholic hierarchy· have· 
warmly endorsed the project. 

"It has been decided to keep up the agitation for 
a Catholic federation for some time yet and then 
hold a national congress to. perfect a perinanenf or~ ' 
ganization. 'J:'his congress may be held in this city. 
Catholic societies with a membership of 6oo,ooo 
have, already announced .their intenti9n to eqter. the· 
fede-ration. The objects of the federation have 
beer. pfficially apnounced as f(\llows: .. 

"'To work for the general welfare of Catholic in
terests apart from the special object of each s6<;iety 
-leaving each society with its own constitution,. 
language, government, and officers, but establishing 
a central board for the purpos~ of better carrying 
out the principles advocated ; to vindicate the 
rigb.'ts of Catholic citizens; to support the Catholic 
press and diffuse CatHolic principles and protest 
against all measures antagonizing them.'" 

Will Hold the Balance of Power. 

We are informed, in ::onclusion, that " the federa
tion will not be a Catholic political party, nor will 
it be affiliated with any political party." No, in
deed! All it will do politically will be sim.ply to 
boss all the parties by holding the balance of power 
between them, just as is done by the papacy in Ger
many, for example. The federation will not con
stitute a political party, but it will secure from the 
poli.tical parties what it demands for the advance
ment of Catho!ic interests in the United States. 

This move on the part of the. Catholics will al
most certainly result in the formation. of a Protestant 
counter-()rganization, and thus both Protestants and 
Catho,lics will be drawn into the vortex of politics, 
and religious controversies will be more and more· 
transfered to the political arena; and all this will be 
against Protestantism and in favor of Rome; against 
republican government and in favor of despotism~ 
against the ne":: 0 rder of things represented by the 
peclaration of Independence and. the Constitutiol1l 
and in c c 1 : c 1 n . ·, I ' ( 
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which the Pilgrim fathers fled to the shores of the 
New World. The lover of liberty and just govern
ment should be admonished that he must seek them 
elsewhere than in this nation or in any of the politi-
cal systems upon the earth. s. 

SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

VERY appropriately, Massachsetts, that some
thing over two hundred years ago hanged witches 
or pressed them to death, is now doing something 
in the way of Sunday enforcement. 

It is true none of the people now living are in any
wise responsible for the acts of those who lived over 
two centuries ago. Doubtless, too, they say, " Had 
we lived in the days of our fathers we would not 
have been partakers with them in the blood of the 
witches," etc., and yet, like the Jews in the days of 
our Lord's earthly ministry, they are in danger of 
acting on the ·.same principle which they now 
condemn in words, but endorse in practice. 

The witch-hanging blot on Massachusetts was due 
to an effort of the civi·l authorities to administer the 
law of the Old Testament. A similar effort to-day 
could have no better results, and yet that is substna
tially what th~ civil authorities of Boston are now 
contemplating, namely, an attempt to enforce by 
civil penalties, not exactly, it is true, the law of God 
touching the Sabbath, but a human interpretation of 
that law, as crystallized into statute by the State 
legislature and the city council. · 

The Boston Globe Gives the Facts. 

The Boston Globe of the sixth instant tells the 
stroy thus: 

"On Thursday last word was circulated among the 
Hebrew shop-keepers of this city that they would 
have to observe the Sunday-closing law, and the an
nouncement created a good deal of excitement. 
The larger part of the dealers on Salem and the 
streets running from it belong to the orthodox Jewish 
church, and are strict 'in .their observance of the Sab
bath. No matter what the temptations of business 
they close Friday evening at 6 o'clock, and their 
stores remain c'loed until the same hour Saturday, 
thus observing the bibical Sabbath. 

"To lose another day and be oblighed to keep 
their places of business closed on Sunday seemed 
very hard to them. But the police had the law with them, 
and theirwarning thatoffinderswouldbe punished meant 
something. The matter was talked over among the 
business men, and they consulted with Representa
tive Borofsky, who counseled patience. 

"At his suggestion a meeting of the principal 
bustness men ot the section was called, and thirty or 
them met Saturday evening; * * * 

"In the meantime Mr. Borofsky visited the police· 
commissioners to lay before them the grievances of 
the North End Hebrews. He was assured that there 
was no intention of doing them any injury, or asking
more of them tlzan was asked of all other citizens of the 
city. 

"The commissioners cited the Sun'day closing law 
for him, and referred him to counsel Bangs. The 
section of chapter 434 of the acts of 1895 was pointed 
out by counsel Bangs, where it is stated that a citi
zen may carry on his ordinary business, if in doing so· 
he does not annoy others. He explained that this did not 
inclttde shop-keepers, and cited decisions of the su
preme court to verify his interpretation of the law. 

The commissioners were again seen, and it was 
shown them that as the legislature had evidently de-
sired to permit those whose conscience would allow 
them to attend to their ordinary business on Sunday 
to do so, and that as the legislature was not in ses
sion an immediate change of the law would not be· 
possible. They only replied that they could ;zot be ex
pected to dose their eyes. to an infringement of the law as 
it stood. · 

''Representative Borofsky then returned to· his. 
constituents and advised them to submit to the law,. 
and at the .same time prepare for action when the 
legislature would meet again." 

Shops Open in Afternoon. 
Sunday forenoon all the shops were closed, but 

word being received that no arrests would be made 
the shops were opened about noon, and ·remained 
open the rest of the day. "The policemen on the 
beat passed through the street," says the Globe," but. 
did not interfere with the dealers. At .the Hanover 
street station the officer at the desk said that it was 
only the intention of the police to keep an eye on. 
those who did business. This was being done, and 
what future ac!ion would be taken he did not know." 

The fact that after mature deliberation the au-
thorities decided to make no arrests, should not. 
blind ony one'to the real issue. 

Suppose that instead of working hardship upon a. 
large number of people, evidently with considerable
political influence, the rights of only one, or of a .. 
few, had been involved, does any one suppose for a. 
moment that the "law" would not have been en-
forced? Certainly it would. 

But the rights of a single individual are just as 
sacred and ought to be just as carefully guarded as. 
the rights of a multitude. Rights pertainto indi-
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-~viduals, and each--individual has just the same rights 
as every other individual. 

But these Jews were told by the police commis
sioner that there was no-intentiqn of doing them anY, 
injury, or of ." asking more of them than was asked 
of all other citizens of the city." 

The Inquisition could have said the same when 
trying to torture into it;; victims belief in the dog-
ma o( the " real presence," as held by the Roman 
Catholic Church. All were required to believe th~e 
doctrines of "the church;" therefore no more was 
asked of the poor broken, bleading victim of the 
rack "than was asked of all other citizens." 

The Real Question. 
The. real question is not, Is more demanded of 

some than of others? but, Is the demand just? has 
the state any right to make such a demand? 

It is claimed that "the law forbidding business on 
Sunday is only for the protection of those who want 
to close on that day, but who can not do so without 
loss while others remain open." The plea is sophis
tical. Not until uniform hours of opening and clos
-ing on other days are established by law, together 
with compulsory closing on all holidays, can it be 
:successfully maintained that Sunday-closing ordi-

. ·nances are not due primarily, and indeed wholly,,to 
·the supposed sacred character of the. day .. No 
.aLQount of denial can ·alter the fact that to compel 
.any man to forego on Sunday anything that he might 
properly do on other days, under the same surrou~d

:ing conditions, is to. compel him to render homage to , 
.a rel,igious institution. B. 

THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON. 

A READER wants to know where in the Bible he 
·can find mention of "the great battle of Armaged
-don." 

The name "Armageddon" occurs but once in the · 
Scriptures, namely, in Rev. 16: 16. 

Armageddon, or " Megiddo," is the name applied 
to the hills overlooking the plain of Esdraelon, the 
place where Barak and. Deborah destroyed Sisera's 
:army ( cir. B. C. 1296), and where .. ~early seven· hun-;
.dred years later (cir. B. C. 610), King J~siah was 
:killed and his army defeated. by the Egyptians 
under Pharaob~N echo. . 

As. used ip. Rev, 16: 16, it does not necessarily re
fer to lo~ality,but may mean rather place of slaughter 
.or defeat: Be this as it ni.a'~, the una,voidable infer-

encefromther6th-chapter-ofRevelation is that the
very last act in the tragedy of this world's history 
will be the gathering of the nations to battle justbe..: 
fore the second coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

The world at large has long anticipated a struggle 
involving all the European Powers over the settle
ment of the Easterr;t question, or, in other words, the 
apportioning among the Powers of the Turkish Em
pire. But until "manifest destiny" landed the 
United States in the Philippine islands, thus making 
this nation one of "the kings " or powers "of the 
East," it seemed impossible, from a human stand
point, that this Government could ever be drawn 
into the impending conflict. But now it seems just 
as impossible that the United States should not be 
involved in the settlement of the Eastern question, 
whether that settlement shall involve merely the 
driving of the Turk from Europe and the division of 
his territory, or whether it shall include also, as now 
seems propable, the partition of China. 

In the light of the prophecy of Rev. 16: 13-16, it 
seems dear that the work of gathering the nations is 
now going forwiJ.rd. Already the whole world has 
been brought together by steam and electricity un
til peoples once widely separated not only by dis
tance, but but by diversity of interests, are now 
brought-as near together as though separated only 
by brooks instead' of oceans. Indeecl the- world is; 
- ' ' . ' so to, speak, n() larger now than was a single state a 
ceil:t~ry ago. And nofonly so, but the unparalleled 
growth of colonization, commerce and general land
hunger is surely and swi~tly bringing face to face in 
the Orient the conflicting interests of the great world 
Powers. For yea~s statesmen and soldiers have fore
seen that a great conflict is only a question of time. 
Often it has seemed that the storm was about to 
burst; but each time civilization has shrunk back 
aghast at the prospect, and peace has been preserved. 
But the storm clouds, though stayed, have ·not been 
dissipated. On the contrary, they have continued 
to gather blackness until their pent-up forces are 
beyond human conception. 

Intensity is seen everywhere. The nations are 
bending all their energies to be prepared ·for the 
conflict which is now seen to be inevitable. The 
lesson is not far to seek. This arming of the na
tions means, as do the strange things taking place 
in our own land-this sudden change from simple 
republicanism to miliatary imperialism, this leaving 
the pursuits of peace for the arts of war, the train-



ing of armies, and the building of navies-it means 
that the end of all things is near. And in view of 

·it all, God's word to all who will hear is, "Be ye 
also ready, for in such an hour as ye think. not, the 
Son of man cometh." ' B.· 

A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

The American. Commonwealth. 

THE fathers of the United States announced her 
birth with sentences of truth which will live in 
eternity. The principles which they enunciated 
were heaven-born, not man-made. They said that 
the colonies assumed their separate and equal sta
tion among the powers of the earth " according to 
the laws of nature and. of nature's God." They 
founded their Republic on eternal verities, not on 
human maxims and theories. 

"We hold," said they, "these truths to be self
evident that all men are created equal: that they 
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalien
able rights; that among these are life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness. Thatto secure these rights 
governments are instituted among men, deriving 
their just powers FROM THE CONSENT OF 
THE GOVERNED." 

The great Alexander Hamilton truthfully said, 
"The Declaration of Independence is the fundamental 
constitution of every State." It is a declaration of 
great general principles, as well as a recital of cer
tain specific grievances. It was never written to 
meet the exigencies of one particular time or people. 
No nation prior to this one had ever declared it as 
a principle good for all mankind that all men are 
created equal, or that governments derive their just 
powers from the consent of the governed. None of 
the great nations of Europe ever taught or ever be
lieved these principles. 

Such doctrines as are contained in the Declaration 
of Independence had, practically speaking, been lost 
to earth since that unfortunate day when the hosts 
of Israel petitioned the prophet Samuel to make 
them a king to rule over them, that they might be 
like all the nations round about. , These truths were 
born again; they were resurrected with a fresh and 
God-given life at the time when the American Re
public came to its noble birth. They constituted 
her christening robe and her birthright, peculiarly 
her own, arid the first infant cry of her' national 
life; 
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The Divinity of These Truths. 

I desire to impress upon every heart the divinity 
of these truths. I desire to. make plain to all that 
the forefathers and some of the great men who have 
lived since, considered them divine in the basic 
thoughts and nerve principles which they present; . 

Well has Charles Sumner said: 
"The words that governments derive their just 

powers from the consent of the governed are sacred 
words, full of life-giving energy. Not simply na
tional independence was here proclaimed, but also 
the primal rights of all mankind. Then and there 
appeared the angel of human liberation, speaking 
and acting at once with heaven-born STRENGTH, 
breaking bolts, unloosing bonds and opening prison 
doors; always ranging on its mighty errand, wher
ever there are any, no matter of what country or 
race, who struggle for rights denied; now cheering 
Garibaldi at Naples as it had cheered Washington 
at Valley Forge, and especially visiting all who are 
down-trodden, whispering that there is none so poor 
as to be without rights which every man is bound to 
respect, none so degraded as to be beneath its 
beneficent reach, none so lofty as to be above its 
restraining power, while before it depotism and oli
garchy fall on their faces like the image of Dagon, 
and the people everywhere begin to govern them
selves." 
And again he says: 

"The Declaration of Independence is the twofold 
promise, first, that all are equal in rights; and, sec
ondly, that just government stands only on the con
sent of the governed, being the two great political 
commandments on which hang all laws and consti
tutions. Keep these truly and you keep all. Write 
them in your statutes; write them in your hearts. 
This is the great and only final settlement of all ex
isting questions. To this sublime consecration of 
the Republic let us aspire." 

In liberty, therefore, was the nation conceived. 
To these two propositions was it sacredly dedicated 
and solemnly sealed in the blood of its noblest sons. 
As the Bible declares that all men are equal before 
the Lord, i. e., that God is no respecter of persons, so 
the Declaration affirms that all men are equal before 
the law, and that this equality is their own inalien
able and primal right. The Declaration does not 
mean that all men are equal in all respects. But it 

. doe~rtneah.and it does say that they are equal in 
thei'r right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness. And in this it recognizes the nobility of man 
as the creation of God, and makes no exception or 

· distinCtion in favor of any human caste or lineage. 
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In summing up his views on America's greatest 
·state paper, George Bancroft, the finest historian 
·which this continent has yet produced, gave utter
.ance to this beautiful tribute to the immortality of 
·the great document: 

"This immortal state paper, which for its com-
·_poser was the aurora of enduring fame, was ' the 
genuine effusion of the soul of the country at that 
time,' the revelation of its mind, when, in its youth, 
~its enthusiasm, its sublime confronting of danger, it 
rose to the highest creative powers of which man is 

-capable. The bill of rights which it promulgates is 
_·of rights that are older than human institutions, and 
:.spring from the eternal justice that is anterior to the 
:state." 

In the Providence of God. 

It was God who brought the United States into 
'existence. It was God who set her secure betwixt 
·the twin oceans that she might work out and de
··velop, untramelled by foreign precedent and pre
-cept, the great truths, the custody and advancement 
·-of which he had entrusted to her hands and heart. 

The King of kings and Lord of lords set the com
-monwealth of the United States in the world just as 
verily as thousands of years before he had set the 

"commonwealth of Israel, and moreover he set both 
'in the world for one and the same purpose. 

God set Israel in the world to give to all the na
-tions of the earth the true principles of the Christian 
-religion. This was the task assigned her in her ca-
pacity as a church. He also set Israel in the earth 

-to give to all the nations the true principles of gov
. ernment among men. She was God''s chosen instru-
ment in the elder day to carr;y heaven's wondrous 

·truths to a world which was suffering for the lack of 

·them. 
_ Likewise in· the latter day God· has·. set the com
: monwealth of the United States in the earth for a 
twofold purpose, and that twofold purpose is the 

·same as was his purpose in the people of~t)le Jews. 
·The true principles of. the Christian religion were 
designed of God to go forth from this:land as from 

:no other in thes'e last days. He provided that this 
:might be so. He ordained that all nations and 
kindreds and tongues and tribes and peoples should 

. be benefitted and blessed thereby; and he also set 
this nation in. het place, and gave to her a charge to 

. carry the truth .·of government by the consent of the 
_governed, and that all men are created equal, its twin 
sister, to everynation on the globe. In this thewm:k 

.of Israel and the work of the United .States are one 

and-the same. And who wi-ll- rise-and say that~God-
has any less interest in the work of. the one than of 
the other, or that the work of the latter is not as 
fully ol!tlined in the sacred Scriptur~,s as the ·work of 
the former? PERCY T. MAGAN .. 

CHRIST'S KINGDOM. NOT OF THIS WORLD. 

From" Religion ~nd the S~ate," by A. Hovey, D, D. 

ALTHOUGH the general duty of subjection to "the · 
powers that be," or the laws and rulers of the state, is 
very sacred it can not be urged as a valid excuse for 
disregarding the Lord's requirement to confess him 
before men. It was, therefore, the duty of the apos
tles to preach the good news of salvation through 
Christ, though forbidden to do this by "the highest 
human authority to which they could have felt that 
they owed allegiance," and even to say boldly in the 
presence of this great court. " It is right to obey God 
rather than men." And this fact of a higher law for 
the Christian, of a paramount duty on his part to be 
a loyal and obedient subject in the Kingdom of 
Christ, affords a stropg presumption that, kept within 
their proper spheres and directed to the attainme_nt 
of their distinctive ends, the authority of Christ and 
that of the state will never come into collision, an.d 
this is equiv.alent to saying that their spheres and 
aims and methods are very distinct; that the king
dom of Christ is on a different and higher plane than 
the state. 

They Looked for an Earthly King. 

It was this fact that made it so hard for the Jews. 
of our Saviour's time to see in him the promised 
Messiah, for they were expecting a restoration of the 
theocracy, a perfect and final union of church and 
state, religion being sustained by the civil power 
and the civil power sanctified by religion. They 
were looking for one to fill the vacant throne of their 
royal line who should unite the heroism of David with 
the wisdom of Solomon, and by an era of conquest 
usher in an age of peace; who, as the favorite of 
Jehovah and the pride of all the people, should bear, 
like the Pope in other days, two swords-the tem
poral and the spiritual-and lead the nation to vic
tory over the Gentiles, as well as to holier worship 
in Zion. It is not, therefore, surprising that many 
welcomed the harbinger of Christ preaching repent
ance, and listened without offense, but not without 
wonder, to the sermon on the. mount, but turned 
away from Jesus with contempt when he refused to 
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wear an earthly crown. Nor is it altogether unac
-countable that the chosen twelve, who were the daily 
-companions of th~ Lord,expected until the very 
hour of his betrayal, that he would yet be a tempo
ral prince, uniting divine authority with human, the 
:sanctions of religion with the power of the sword, 
.and making his kingdom one of this world. It was 
extremely difficult for them to receive the idea of a 
spiritual dominion resting on the power of grace and 
truth. 

On a High Plane. 

But it was such a kingdom, on a plane far above 
that of any earthly authority, that Christ came to es
tablish. It was such a kingdom that he professed to 
:rule in his language to Pilate: " My kingdom is not 
<Of this world. If my kingdom were of this world, 
my servants would fight." "I am a king. To this 
en,d have I been born, and to this end am I come 
rinto the world, that I may bear witness to the truth. 
Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice." 

Pilot was convinced by the divine bearing and can
d.or of Jesus that whatever might be his authority, 
whether real or imaginary, it pertained to religion 
.and not to the state; it rested in no degree. upon 
secular power, and contemplated in no case an ap
peal to the secular arm; and this testimony of Christ 
was in absolute harmony with the whoLe tenor of his 
life and teaching. · He took no step to connect his 
. cause with the state as such. He threw out no hint 
<Of its needing the support of the civil power. He 
provided for no statesmen or soldiers to carry on his 
work, but only for preachers and teachers. Had not 
the Jews been strangely tenacious of their belief and 
:strangely blind to the spirit of Jesus they would have 
·;perceived much sooner than they did that his do
minion over men must ever be spiritual, no imagin
able state of affairs being likely to make him accept 
.an earthly crown. 

Christ's Dominion Not Civil. 

And his apostles came at last to understand this.· 
.By the death, the resurrection, and the ascension of 
.Christ; by the outpouring of the Spirit on the day of 
Penticost and the light of inspiration added to that 
-of providence, they were made to know that their 
Lord's dominion was not civil and national, but 
spiritual and universal; not of this world and sus-
iained by force, but from above, and supported by 
grace, and to comprehend the new and great fact 
that, though engaged in a fearful conflict, the weap
..ons of their warfare were not carnai, but mighty 

through God to casting down strongholds, and, bring
ing every thought into captivity to" the obedience of 
Christ. And one of them, writing to the Ephesian 
saints, utters, in view of their spiritual foes, this stir:
ring cry: 

" Wherefore take .unto you the whole armo'r of God. 
that ye may be able to withstand in· the evil day, and 
having done all, to stand," going on then to enumer
ate in terms of blessed confidence the parts of this 
divine panoply for the Christain. All of them may 
be embraced in four words-Christian character and 
Christain truth. Without the former his readers were 
sure to be betrayed by traitors within, and without 
the latter they were in danger of being put to shame 
by external foes. But armed with grace and truth 
from him who has infinite store of both they were 
able to repel every assault and win from seeini'ng de
feat real victory. 

The Simple Majesty of Truth. 

The records of history justify this language, for 
the rage of paganism, fierce asa bear robbed of her 
whelps; the scorn of philosophy, falsely so-called; 
the sword of the state wielded by the fanaticism of 
a perverted church, and the pride of natural science 
soaring with untried wings into the heights of specu
lation, have been met one after another and put to 
shame by the simple majesty of Christian character 
and Christian truth . 

Indeed, these are the only weapons with which 
they have ever been successfully met. They are 
weapons of celestial origin and temper, not made with 
hands, but given by the Lord of life, and therefore 
are they certain to prevail over those of grosser ma
terial fashioned by the skill of man. 

The lesson from all this would seem to be that the 
kingdom of' Christ is independent of the state, rul
ing in a higher sphere and with a view to higher in
terests, having laws and forces of its own that agree 
in character and work in harmony towards the s·ame 
great end, and that any attempt to unite the two 
must be fraught with peril to the higher, if not to the 
lower. 

Most manifest is it that the higher has no need of 
direct assi!'ltance from the lower in accomplishing 
the ends for which it was established among men, 
and that any admission of the lower into its proper 
domain and work will soil its purity and weaken its 
power. 

Gon asks no man to administer his divine law • 
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THE ONTARIO SUNDAY LAW AGAIN. 
AT the heari!Jg in Toronto, already referred to in 

THE SENTINEL concerning .the Sunday law, a labored 
effort was made by the lawyers who were defend'ing 
the Lord's Day Act to show a great distinction he~ 
tween travelers apd passengers. The act permits the 
conveying of travelers on a journey on the first 
day of the week. . . 

A vigorous and prolonged effort was made to show 
that all local passenger traffic was a violation of the 
statute; that all that was permissible was allowing 
trave-lers to proceed to their destination who might 
not have completed their journey when Sunday 
came. The question was not how long the journey 
was, but when did the man start. So said the emi
nent lawyer. If he started before midnight of Satur
day night, then he should be allowed to go on; if 
after midnight, then he was violating the law and 
must not be allowed to proceed. After listening to 
the lengthy argument of the learned advocates, one 
judge remarked: "It seems, then, that if a man 
starts on a journey on Saturday he is a traveler, but 
if he starts on Sunday he's a passenger." 

One question asked by the judge was: Why not 
·make the law apply to the man who begins a journey 
on Sunday, as well as to the man who end~ a· j~ur
ney on that day? The answer was that that could 
not be allowed. The judge then asked: " But what 
if the man happens to oversleep and so seems com
pelled to take a morning train? " One of the judges 
also asked if a man going from Toronto to Cali
fornia might be considered a traveler and allowed 
to start on his journey on Sunday. The reply was 
in the negative. 

The statement was made by these Jawyers that 
·when the Sunday l,aw was made travel was mostly by 
·stage coach or by boat, and these being slower means 
·of ~ransportation than the railway cars, some allow
ance must be niade for the travelers to reach their 
destination, but that in no case could a stage, boat, 
train, or whatever it might be, legally continue to 
run on Sunday unless it had through travelers (not 
passengers) 'Who were going through to the end of 
the route, and who had started on their journey be
fore Sunday came. 

One of the judges asked in case a boat started 
·out from Hamilton for Montreal, and reaching 
Toronto on Sunday, should find that it had no pas
sengers for Montreal, must it tie up at Toronto till 
after Sunday? The answer from one of the law-

-yers arguing for tlie-Lord,.sDayACt·, ·wa.s-nxarTI:re-·· 
boat should certainly tie up; and then taking another 
thought, he said he supposed it would have to be 
allowed to go on to its destination in order to start 
back on' schedule time; but the judge said, "That 
has nothing to do with the case." 

It was evident from the many questions of like 
nature that the judges asked and the expressions om 
their countenances, .-that they· were somewhat 
amused ·over some of the positions taken; and quite 
likely the lawyers themselves would have been. 
amused at such inconsistencies if they had not been 
defending the Lord's Day Act, and under the 
necessity of producing some kind of an argument_ 
One of . the j4dges asked: " If a man starts 'on a:. 

stage .coach. to go a hundred miles or more and' 
after riding a mile, chaqges his mind and gets out,. 
is he a passenger or a traveler?" 

It seemed that the forbearance of the court was. 
great to listen so long to the intricate reasoning to
demonstrate the distinction between traveler and 
passenger, and a.ll this to show that all the local Sun
day travel in the country is illegal, and mo_re than 
that, that all long journeys on that day are unlawfull 
unless commenced before Sunday. 

They Scented Danger. 
But the judges could see something more than, 

amusement in this matter. They several times' 
made expressions about " the dangerous nature" of 
these views, and of positions taken touching the 
Sunday law. And that is just what everyone shoulct 
see in all· this religious legislation business. Not 
only unfair distinctin between words is the result,.. 
but unfair discrimination between individuals, citi
zens, for whose benefit all laws are supposed to be· 
made. 

One of the counsel for the Lord's Day Alliance 
had occasion to refer to Blackstone, who speaks
of violations of the Lord'~ day, "vulgarly . but 
wrongly called Sabbath-breaking." So be it known 
that by the authority to which this Sunday-law ad
vocate referretl,. Sunday work or amusement is not· 
·Sabbath-breaking. Then let all cease speaking of it 
as such. How much better it would sound if all 
would learn wisdom from Mr. Blackstone and cease 
to call the act by a common but improper term. 

If we could go· a Iittfe further back than Mr _ 
Blackstone ~ent we could . see ample reason for 
saying that Sunday laborwas vulgarly but wrongly
called Sabbath-breaking. · ln. fact it is somewhat: 



recently thatiSunday has assumed thetitle of Sab
bath, but history shows that several centuries earlier 
it assumed the title of Lord's day, which title it did 
not have when our Lord himself was here on earth. 
" From the beginning it was not so." Let us get 
back to fundamental and original principles. 

F. D. STARR. 

Vf.HAT VVE OPPOSE. 

WE are not opposed to the Sabbath, but we are 
Qpposed to Sabbath legislation. 

We oppose no person's right to rest one day in 
seven, but we oppose the idea that any person should 
be compelled to rest whether he wishes to or not. 

We do not oppose granting any person the priv
ilege of resting on the day he believes to b~ the Sab
bath, but we oppose making one man's privilege an
other man's duty. 

We are opposed to compelling people to work 
when they ought to rest, but we are also opposed to 
compelling people to rest when they ought to work. 
There is no law in this country compelling any person 
to work when he does not want to, and there shouli:i 
be no law compelling anyone to rest when he wants 
to work. 

We believe every person should obey the dictates 
of his conscience, but we are opposed to making the 
c.onsci~nce of one person the rule of conduct for an-

other. . 
We are not opposed to law, but we believe every 

statute should conform to the law of justice. 
We are not opposed to any church nor to any state, 

but we are opposed to any union between church and 

state. 
We oppose Sabbath legislation because the use of 

force in religion is contrary to the gospel, contrary to 
conscience, and against the welfare of both church and 

state. 
We are oposed to no man or organization of men, 

but we are opposed to all principles, ·by whomsoever 
held, that work against man's natural and inalienable 

sights. 
We believe in reform, but we believe moral reform 

must come not th;ough legislation, but by the quick

ening of conscience. 
We are opposed to attempts at reform by legisla

tion because such efforts. ignore and often override 
conscience, ~nd because they set up the law of man 
in the place of the law of God. We are not opposed 

to liw, b~t we are opposed to any act by whiCh a 
man or.set of men assume the prewgatives vof God. 

We oppose religious legislatiop.. not b~cause w:e: 
would set aside law, but because such legislation sets. 
aside the law of God. 

we' oppose efforts to reform society' by legislation 
not because we do nbt ''earnestly desire such a re
form, but because we believe it can be accom-:
plished only by a far higher power than any legisla,. 
ture can exercise. 

We desire the reformation of society, but we say 
the appeal must be made not to law, but to con
science; not to the legislature, but to the throne 
of the Most High. s. 

LOVE NEVER FAILS., 

CHURCH and state are separate organizations 
and are controlled by different agencies. The 
state is defended by the sword, the church by love. 
If our treaty with China has been violated and our 
ministers have suffered we must compel the empire 
to respect its honorable contract. But if our mis
sionaries have been persecuted they cannot appeal 
to the temporal power for defense. The Author of 
Christianity suffered death arid triumphed. The 
missionary who welcomes the musket as an aid to 
the extension of missions has no faith which will 
overcome the world. The church is humbled when 
her ministers advocate the musket as a civilizing 
agency. It may punish, it cannot civilize. The 
strenuous life .of the nation and the church will not 
be manifested in battle, but in peace. China has 
been a peaceful nation, but if China's millions were 
drilled in soldiery as they have been in peace there 
would be no more talk of dividing the empire than 
there is of dividing America among the European 
powers. 

Christianity must civilize heathen nations. This 
appeal to Cesar indicates a lack of the heroic love 
which sacrificed all for the kingdom of Christ. Mis
sions founded and carried on with no other motive 
but love must dispel the darkness. Love never fails. 
Hate is the ally of decline and final falL-Rev. 
J. H. 0. Smith. pastor Union Christian Church, Chicago. 

THERE is only one thing as unreasonable as 
anarchy of the type represented by Bressi, the. as
sassin who murdered King Humbert, and that is 
the assumption that some men have a divine right 
to rule other men without their consent. 
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I .. NEWiN~&~~MENT i . . . ~ 
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THE Kaiser's recent speech calling for vengeance 
upon the Chinese because of the murder of the Ger
man amb<;tssador at Peking is noted by Japanese 
papers as one " unworthy of a Christian monarch." 
Even the heathen understand that Christianity makes 
no call for vengeance upon its enemies. 

JuLIAN HAw:rHORNE says: "Commercialism was 
some time since engrafted on Christianity, and 
throve so well that to-day, like a tropic" creeper 
which has sucked the life out of a tree, i.t alone sur
vives. It puts a money value on everything, and 
punishes or rewards by exacting money or bestow
ing it." 

IT is a matter of common rumor that Chief Kipley, 
of this city, has discovered on" the force., a" police
man who, to use the chief's own words, "knew he 
could not make an arrest without a warrant," merely 
on the oral complaint of a citizen. " Doubtless," 
remarks tP,e Daily News, " this man deserves to be 
promoted to a captaincy at least, but he will be 
worth a great deal more to American liberty if he 
is kept on a beat." 

NoT long since, after an engagement with Ameri
can troops, the officer in command of the Filipino 
"savages" sent all the American wounded he had 
captured into the American lines, and with a state
ment that the prisoners he had taken would be well 
treated. Would it not be well to send this" savage 
chief of still more savage men " to Germany to 
secure the revocation of Emperor William's no
quarter order ; and then to ·China to teach the 
science of "civilived warfare" to certain of the 
allies? 

A dispatch from Rome, under date of August 10, 

says: 
" It is the subject of common conversation here 

that a reconciliation between church and state is one 
of the possibilities of the immediate future. Y ester
day Prince Henry, the Kaiser's brother, had a long 

i!l t~ryiew with. the Dow<J.geLQueen MargheriJa,_after _ 
which he paid a visit to the Pope, and through Car
dinal Rampolla, delivered him a letter from the 
Emperor of Germany. 

"It is believed that Prince Henry also conveyed 
to the Pope the dowager queen's ardent wishes for 
a reconcillation between the secular government and 
the Vatican. The plan, it is asserted, is supported 
by the Kaiser." 

FIELD MARSHAL VoN WALDERSEE, the German, 
chief of staff, has been appointed commander of the 
German troops in China. The news of this appoint
ment had a depressing effect on the Wall Street and 
and other stock markets. · 

The only inference to be drawn from this appoint
ment is that the German Emperor forsaw long-drawn
out trouble ahead in China. •. "Six weeks will elapse 
before he can reach the gulf of Pechili," says a most 
careful and ably edited daily paper. "That there 
is an ominous note in this appointment can not be 
denied, and it may mean that Germany intends to 
enlarge her Chinese empire to compensate for the 
murder of her ambassador." 

N OTWITHSTAND~NG all sensational reports to the 
contrary sent out some time since from Shanghai, it is 
now known that all the foreign ministers in Peking, 
with the exception of the German representative, 
were living only a few days ago. · 

All the foreigners i_n the city were besieged, how
ever, in the British. consulate by the regular Chinese 
troops. Notwithstanding this fact the Chinese gov
ernment seems able to exercise some control over 
the situation, and offers to send the foreigners to 
Tien-Tsin under escort. Very naturally the minis
ters refused to trust themselves in the open to the 
keeping of those who have for weeks been endeavor
ing to murder them. 

Nobody seems to fully understand the situation, 
and the efforts thus far made to reach Peking with 
adequate relief forces have failed. Up to the time 
of writing this note the Powers have not been able 
to agree on a command~r-in-chief. So that the 
army operating for the relief of the foreigners in 
Peking is in reality five or six different armies, each 
absolutely independent of the others, so far as recog
nizing any central authority is concerned. All told, 
the allies do not number more than twenty-five or 
thirty thousand effective men. In view of these 
facts, and many others which we have not space to 
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·~(rve, It Is certa!n:1ynot exaggeration -to say that the 
situation in China :is desperate, so far at least as the 
safety of the beleagured foreigners in the Chinese 
tCapital is concerned. 

The Defender., organ of the" New England Sabbath 
Protective League,.,.' c:ites " the better enforcement 
of S\lnday in Palmer, Mass.," as " a type of condi
tions which may 'be •obtained in every village and 
.city if a few earnest men and women so desire and 
<iemand:" 

REv. T. DEWuT TALMAGE, who has just returned 
from a trip to Russi.a, where he visited the Czar, says 
that he'" found as much religious liberty in Russia 
:as there :is ·in New York or Washington." This is 
not at all compEmentary to New York and Wash-
1ngton and America in general. If it is true, and 
Dr. Talmage ·ought to be a competent judge in the 
matter, it ·indicates :a loss of liberty in the United 
States rather than a gain of liberty in Russia, for the 
rigorous persecution ·of dissenters in Russia, and the 
ruthless crushing out of every vestige of independ
·ence in Poland, proda1m the despotism of the Rus
sian Empire to-day. Religious intolerance is a 
natural outgrowth from the roots of the Russian sys
tem of government, but the foundations of the 
American Republic gave a promise of better things. 
There is somethlling r;adically wrong when as much 
despotism can be found in New York and Washing
ton as in Russria, for that is what Dr. Talmage's 
words really mean. 

THE St. Louis Gfiobe-Democrat had a cartoon re
tCently which was qcite significant in its way. This 
-cartoon was entitled, "The Logical Champion of 
Christendom." 

On the left of the picture was a sinister-faced hu
man figure clad in armor and holding in his two 
hands a broken sword inscribed" Selfishness." Upon 
the breastplate ot this figure appeared the name 
"' Europe." 

On the right was the figure of a muscular Chinese 
Boxer, with a torch in one hand and a huge broad
sword in the other, and a look of diabolical ferocity 
•On his face. 

In the center~ confronting the Boxer, and a little 
in advance o£ "Europe," stands "Uncle Sam," with 
atplifted cross in one hand pnd a drawn sword in the other. 
Upon the sword appears the word" JustiCe." 

The cartoon is misleadirrg. in several·respects; In 
the first place, the Boxer uprising is not a movement 
against Christianity as such, but only to the extent 
that Christianity is identified in the Chinese mind 
with the greed and injustice that has driven China 
to desperation. 

Again, if" Uncle Sam" keeps his place he will nat 
pose in China as the champion of anything but the 
natural and treaty rights of American citizens~ The 
United States now has in the Sulus a large number 
of Mohammedan subjects. It would be the duty of 
the Government to extend to these the same protec
tion, in case of need, that is demanded for the mis
sionaries and other Americans now in China. But 
who in such a case would think of depicting'' Uncle 
Sam" with the crescent in one hand and the sword 
in the other? 

The Government of the United States has no duty 
to protect anything but rights. The missionaries 
have claims upon the Government only as citizens. 

CoAL is said to be mined so easily in China as to 
cost only twenty-five cents per ton in some parts of 
the empire. Doubtless this fact will be duly con
sidered by the Power's in arranging their "spheres 
of influence" "after the war is over." The end of 
England's coal supply is already in sight, and" black 
diamonds" are not abundant nor are they easily 
mined in some parts of the continent of Europe .. 

SuRPRISE is expressed in some quarters at the an
nouncement from Washington that Cuban independ
ence is to have not only" a string to it," but a five
fold cord, a sort of "cable-tow," as it were. But this 
need surprise nobody. In the very nature of things 
Cuba can never be indep~ndent. She may have a 
large measure of local selfcgovernment, but that is 
all; and THE SENTINEL professes no prophetic gift, 
either. It is" manifest destiny." 

"THERE are in Japan," says the New York Inde
pendent, " I20,963 enrolled Christians, of whom 53,-
924 are Roman Catholics, 4I,8o8 Protestants and 
2 5,23 I Greek Catholics. If we include their unen 
rolled children and other dependents, this wou 
give about 225,000 souls, or about one-halt of one 
per cent. of the population of Japan outside of For 
mosa."· 

.According to the logic of some people in th · 
country, the Japanese Christians, being in such 
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smaJl ~minority, -have ~o rights that anybody 1s 
bound to respect. 

. But very fortunately rights attach to human beings 
and not to numbers. One man has just the same 
natural rights as a thousand men, and his rights <l:re 
just as sacred and just as inalienable. 

A Jewish paper says: "The 'Paterson Young Men's 
Christian Association have imported what they call 
a converted rabbi, and invite the public to come to 
their hall and hear him tell how he was converted. 
Of course he tells a lot of other stuff about the 
Hebrew church. Naturally, the Hebrews, who are 
numerous and successful in Patterson, object to this 
proce.dure." 

We fail·to see why the Hebrews should "object fo 
this procedure." Certainly it is the privilege of any 
Jew, even though he be a rabbi, to' become a Chris-· 
tian if he wants to; and, having become a Christain, 
it is not only his privilege, but his duty to tell the 
reasons that impelled him to make the change. The 

' vindictiveness exhibited by many Jews toward those 
who become Christians is not becoming in men who 
demand liberty of conscience for themselves. A 
Jew does not forfeit his rights of conscience by be-

. coming a Christian, neither does he' cease to be a 
man. 

"THE little ray of humor," says the Springfield Re
publican," that sometimes penetrates the mos(gloomy 
situation is furnished, in this time ot anxiety over the 
great mystery in China, by the flight of Minister Wu 
in his automobile over the asphalt pavements of Wash
ington, bearing the precious dispatch anpouricing the 
safety of· the ministers. Imagine the representative 
of a nation barbarous enough to murder the ministers 

· of other powers operating an automobile!" 
In the same column and separated from it by only 

one note of seventeen lines, the Republican has this: 
"The right jingo spirit breaks out in a letter to the 

London Morning Post from its South African corre
apondent, Mr, Stuart, who writes: ~Again· I had the 
joy of seeing the smoke of a rebel's house ascending.' 
Unfortunately the colonel of the regiment interfered 
:with his joy: 'Greatly to our sorrow, he forbade any 
more. burnings.' Mr. Stuart was a guest . of Sir Al
fred Milner when he made his tour in the northern 
part of Cape Colony, and concludes that Sir Alfred 
~strikes terror into the hearts of the Dutch.' " 

Now why should it be thought any more strange 
that. the representative of a nation capable =of killing 

-the---envoys of other nations,- should·· use· an-·aut'6--
mobile than that the correspondent of a great London 
paper should deplore the fact that he and other highly 
"civilized" and even "Christianized" savages from a 
great "Christian nat;io~··· shpuld not be permitted to 
burn houses ovet'the heads of. women and children?' 

After all Western <:ivilization is n,ot s.o very many 
''laps" ahead of Eastern civilization; or at least that 
type of it represented by the Post's correspondent is 
but slightly removed from savagery. 

FIENDISH. BARBARITY IN CHINA. 

STORIES of fiendish barbarity continue to come 
from China; and unfortunately they do not all ten 
of the cruelty of the Boxers. The most recent re
cital of acts of shameful. savagery was telegraphed 
from San Francisco by the Associated 'Press, August 
7, and purports to be the story told by Mrs. E. B. 
Drew, wife of the British commissioner .of customs 
at Tien-Tsin; who arrived from the Orient on the 
transport Logan. She says: 

"During the bombardment we lived most. of the 
time in the cellar of our house, which was· partially 
wrecked by big shells. Sleep was out of the ques
tion most. of the time, and so unstrung were w.e that 
little fo<:>d satisfied us. There was·ever present the 
haunting fear of the Chinese triumphing and 
slaugtering every foreigner and convert. 

"Some, probably all, of the women were ·prepared 
to act in case the Chinese effected an . entrance. 
But it appears the allied officers were prepared to 
act. I did not know it at the time, but I under
stood that ten or twenty men had been detailed to 
kill all the foreign women in case the Chinese were 
the victors." · 

"Mrs. Drew, with: much. in~ignation," says the 
dispatch, "then spoke of atrocities committed qy 
Russian troops, sayin'g: . . . . 

" '':fhey pillaged, looted, tortured and murdered 
right and left. There were many infants.and chil
dren killed by bayonet thrusts. And ·many were 
tossed from bayonet points, only to' be caught and 
again tossed time and again. There is ·ample evi-
cence of these· occurrences. · 

"'And about the C~inese women. They were 
mistreated and .. murdered. in hquse.after. house. Jt 
seemed as if nothing could stay the mad frenzy of 
these Russians. 

"'Out from Tien-Tsin, alongthe Peiho ·and Yellow 
· rivers, are numerous little villages. The Russians 
· swept .. through the villages, , destroying life and 

property. In. these places they. also tossed infants 
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:and older children in the air from bayonets. And 
e-very time this child-tossing tragedy was enacted 

_.the dead body of a ffi-{)ther, father or both would be 
hard by. The Russians also drove women and chil
dren into the Peiho and Yellow rivers, where they 
were drowned. 

"'After shooting and- murdering to their- hearts' 
content the Russians would pillage, loot and burn 
every house that caught their eyes. There was 
lllO attempt at ·concealing all of the re_markably 
barbarous conduct. I do not pretend to say how 
:many women and children were butchered by the 
Russians. I never heard the number estimated, 
save that a great many had been bayoneted and 
some shot. 

"'In view of what they had been guilty of in and 
:around Tien-Tsin, none of us were surprised to hear 
of a murderous act by the Russians at Taku. It is 
generally accepted as true at Tien-Tsin that the Chi
nese commander of the Taku forts was murdered 
by the Russians when he was in the act of surren
dering his sword.'" 

Tien-Tsin Looted by Allies. 

"Prof. 0. D. Clifford of the Imperial University 
-of Tien-Tsin, who was one of the last to leave the 
beseiged city, says: 

·""Looting by the allied forces began as soon as · 
they ~g'Ot the upper hand. The Russians led in this 
~nd went to extremes. They are naturaliy cruel, 
;and expecting no mercy, they showed none. I was 
.an eye-witness to eight cold-biooded murders by 
i:hem, The victims were old and infirm Chinese. 
"The Russians stole everything in sight, looting the 
lhouses in the settlement, as the Chinese would have 
.done.' 

"The tales of Russian brutality are said to be 
'<:Onfirmed by the Rev. Frank Haynes, a Metho.dist 
missionary." 

Heart-Sickening. 

Such recitals are heart-sickening. With the 
great British Empire crushing out the life of two 
republics in South Africa; with the United States 
troops hunting down and shooting Filipinos simply 
'because, after being sold by Spain like so many cat
tle, they refuse to recognize their new owners; with 
the R~ssians practicing the most horrible barbari
ties in China, and the Emperor William sending 
forth his soldiers with instructions to give no 
<J.-uarter, it seems almost impossible to regard civili
zation as ·other than a failure. 

PRESIDENT KRUGER says that his men will con
tinue Jhe war indefinitely. 

MAJOR-GENERAL BATES, commanding the Depart
ment of S~uthern Luzon, recently issuecl'the follow-· 
ing order: 

" Rumors having reached these headquarters that 
unjustifiably harsh measures have been employed in 
some instances to extort information from captured 
ladrones, officers of this command are reminded that 
general orders of the War Department provide 
ample and lawful methods for the treatment of 
prisoners, spies and other persons not entitled to the 
rights of recognized belligerents, and all departures 
from the provisions of said orders are strictly pro
hibited. While it is not believed that any-officer of 
this command would, eithe~ ~openly or indirectly, 
sanction any unmerciful acts, and still less that he 
would deliberately order them, all persons in military 
service in this department are nevertheless warned 
that no end can be so desirable or important as to 
justify a departure from the recognized laws of war 
or a resort to any deliberate measures of cruelty." 

This appears .. to substantiate in a measure the re
ports of cruelty practiced by the soldiers, but not the 
complicity of the general officers. 

LIEUTENAN·.t-COLONEL WAGNER, a German war ex
pert, writes to the National Zeitung of Berlin in a 

rather discouraging tone of the situation in China. 
He says that" the defenses of Peking are not to be 
despised. The city can not be taken by storm, and, 
if determined resistance is offered, a smallforce, if 
able to enter, would be caught as a rat in a trap.'' 

Referring to the campaign of I86o, he remarks 
that at that time " the allies started out with 20,000 

men. For the final attack upon Peking they had 
only B,ooo left." 

Colonel Wagner thinks that had the Chinese 
held out longer on that occasion, the allies wo1,1ld 
have been in a very bad way, and adds the warning: 
"To get out of Pekin may be more difficult than to 
get in." 

LAST Sunday Mansfield, Ohio, was again visited 
by two representatives of Doctor Dowie's work. 
The previous Sunday they were not allowed-to leave. 
the cars. This time, as the daily papers tell the 
story, "they secured a rig, driving over. in time 
for an early breakfast. Then they wen t~to the house 
of one of the faithful, E. H. Leiby, to hold services. 
It was several hours before their advent Was known., 
When Mayor Brown, .i}.ttorney J. P. Seward. and 
three officers arrived at the Leiby resjdence they 
found a crowd of 200 pers'ons, and the services in full 
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swing .. The mayor informed fhe elders that their 
p-resence was distasteful to Mansfield, might cause 
serious trouble, and that while no violence would be 
attempted, they would be escorted out of the city 
and placed on a train. The policemen showed the 
Dowieites to a carriage and drove them to Crestline, 
as per promises." 

This seems almost incredible. These men were 
only doing what they had a perfect right to do. 
But the officers sworn to administer the law violated 
it by dispersing a peaceable assembly! 

TR,A-DE EDITION, PRICE $1.,50. 
"Desire of Age.s." 

IN answer to an urgent demand we have gotten out 
an edition of "Desire of Ages" without illustrations, in 
small compass, on light paper, for the conveni€nt use of· 
those who want to carry a copy with them when travel
ing. There is also a class who do not feel that they can 
'afio.rd;IJQ,J)ay $3~5JMor the beautiful subscription edi· 
, tion. To all these.'jihis-plain edit-ion will appeal. ·· . 

. 'It contains all the-text of the sribseription' edition, 
Including General and Scriptural Indexes and Appendix, 
but no illustrations except the frontispiece. 

THE TRADE EDITION is 5~x7~ inches in size, 
and contains 1042 pages. 

' PRICES: 
Cloth, 
F'Ullleather,round corners, 

- $1.50 
2.00 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, Cal. 

39 Bond St., New York City~ 

what is ~t~;I;rs 
~~~ 

THE importance of a correct understanding 
of this question, and the principles govern

ing the true relation and attitude of the c~urch 

and state can not be overestimated. 

Jefferson says, ''The spirit of the~e times 

may alter, wili:alter,'~ and it must be apparent 

to all that religious legislation is rapidly gain

ing favor in the public mind, and is embed

ding itself in the f~ndamental law of the land 

in defiance ofthe Constitution and all Ameri

can Institutions. 
The Re1igious Libei-ty Library Nos. 1 to 26 

will answer the many questions arising in 

your mind on the subject of church and state. 

They are substantially bound in cloth, in three 

volumes; price .for the set, $1.25, postpaid. 

Address 

THE REVIEW AND HERALD. PUBLISHING CO., 
Battle· Creek, Mich. 

THE LEGAL SUNDAY 
By the late 

JAM~S T. Rll'IGGOLD 
•' . . :•· 

of the· BalUl)lore Bar 

This is one of the most 
faithful and interesting
histories of the American 
Sabbath ever written. 

256 pages. Enameled covers. Price 25 cents~ 

Inttrtlational RtllgloU$ ... £1btrtY ·Jiss•n. 
ut Dearborn Strttt, Qicago, Til. 
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THG RGbiGIOUS UBERTY LIBRf\RY 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY 

The International Religious ,Litier~y Associatio~. 

The following numbers are now ready: 

No.1. 

THE LEGAL SUNDAY. 
This is one of the most faithful and interesting histories of the "American Sabbath,. 

ever written. 
256 pages. Enameled Covers. Price 25 cents. 

No.2. 

Is Religious Liberty Imperiled by Sunday Laws?, 
The best thing on this subject ever printed, 

Twelve pages. Price t ceQt. 

No.3. 

THE NATIONALW. C~ T. U. CONVENTION. 
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 25, 1899. 

Report of Religious Liberty discussion, with prefatory note and conclusion by Mrs. 
S.M. I. Henry, NationalW. C. T. U. Evangelist; together with other matter bear
ing upon the question at issue, all selected, approved and arranged by Mrs. Henry. 

' Thirty pages. Price 2 cents. 

No.4. 

THE, PRESENT CRISIS AND OUR DUTY. 
A most timely treatise on a live topic. 

· Thirty-six pages. Price 2;£ cents. 

. No.5. 

'The National Government and Religion. 
A sixteen page tract containing both the Congressional Sunday mail reports quoted in 

AMERICAN STATE PAPERS. These reports have never been printed before in cheap 
form. P . 1 t nce cen . 

No.6. 

Primary Principles,Distin[nishina·Between the Spheres of the State and Reliaion. 
Nothing better has ever been written on this .subject. 

Fourteen pages. Price 1 cent. 

No.7. 

THE CONFLICT OF THE AGES. 

Address, 

By GEORGE E. FIFIELD. An excellent tract. 
· Fourteen Pages. Price 1 cent. 

INTERNATIONAL, RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ASSOCIATION, 
324 I>earl>or%:1. St:ree't. C'UJ:CAG09 J:L:r..,.. 
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hood wherever- it exists, and that while intoleran{of 
error is nevedntolerant ofomen. 

CHICAGO, AUGUST.- 16, I goo. ., 

lfir Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without 
having ordered it, may know that it is sent by sot~te friend. ' 
Those who have not ordered The Sentinel need have no fears 
that they will be asked to pay f.or it. 

THE true test of loyalty is not adherence to any 
party, but to principle. The real patriot is the man 
who loves justice more than he does himself. 

' 
WRITING of the Old-World outlook, from the 

standpoint of the Chinese embroglio, Julian H<!-w
thorne asks, in the Chicago Amen't:an of the first in- · 
stant: " Is not this the beginning of a cataclysm 
which may destroy the world as we have known it, 
and erect upon its ruins a new world whose nature 
no imagination is bold enough to forecast?" 

THE SENTINEL propo;;es to treat every man with 
the respect to which men are entitled because they 
are men .. We -must of necessity:quote the sayings 
of men and must name individuals~ But while doing 
this, and while making such comment as seems to 

, us meet, we shall not intentionally speak disrespect
fully or slightingly of any man nor of any people. 
It is for this reason that we say Thomas Paine, not 
"Tom" Paine; Colonel Ingersoll, not" Bob" Inger
soll; Doctor Dowie, not" Dr." Dowie. 

It is true that two of these men were unbelievers 
and the other does not believe as we do; hut it is 
just as true that we do not believe as he does; and, 
inasmuch as he is several years older than any man 
connected with this paper, it is not improbable that 
he began to believe as he does before we began to 
believe as we do. Of course we would be glad to be 

. able to convince him of what we firmly believe to be 
his error, but we must recognize the fact that before 
God he has just the same right to his faith that we 
have to ours. 

We don't believe in the liberidity that holds that 
it makes no difference what one .believes. It does. 
Every man ought to believe the truth -as ·it i's in 
Christ Jesus. But while this is true, \Ve do admire 

· The late John Clark Ridpath was a Methodist and 
a delegate to the quadrennial conference of I888; 
but such was Dr. RidpaJh's nqhHity of mind and 
liberality of thought, that he ~md the late Colonel 
Ingersoll werewarm personal friends. If there\vere 
more liberal-minded men like Dr. Ridpath would 
there not be fewer unbelieving men like Colonel 
Ingersoll? 

" FRICTION between the Vatican and Washington" 
is reported from London. The caus~ of the fric
_tion is that the Filipino d.emand "that the present 
Spanish. clergy be expelled from the Philippines, 
and their property confiscated, has not been refected 
with indignation" by the Washington authorities. 

Doubtless this Government has an immense 
problem on h(l.nd in t~e settlement of the question 
of church property rights in the Philippines. There 
are vast· possibilities in it, just as there were in the 
Edict of Milan ordering the restoration to "the 
whole body of Christians ". of t\le church -property 
confiscated by order of Diocl,etian . 
.. 'Ihat edict of Milan, just as it was, resulted in less 
than four years in the full offi~ial recagnitron by the 
Roman: Empire ·of the· Rqmqn Catholic· Chuicp as 
the Christian church; and' ea~h step i~ the whole 
transaction from begipning tO. end seeij:led to. be 
absolutely necessary! : ,· 

----
' EVERYWHERE the advocates of " religion and the 

state," which is only another name for cqurch and 
state, are active in promt).lgating their doctrines. 
The friends of liberty of conscience ought to be 
doubly active. 

EvERY lover of soul-liberty ought to be a mem
' her of the INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS LIB
ERTY ASSOCIATION;. but especially is this true of 
every reader of THE SENTINEL OF LIBERTY. 

"The object of the Association is to promulgate 
the principles of LIBERTY, Christian and Constitu-

. tionl." Certainly this is a work- in which every 
Christian should cooperate. If you ar~ not a mem
ber of the Association, 'Yill you not s~nd one d<;>l
lar at once to .the secretary, H. E.- Osborne-, 324 
Dearborn S,treet, Chica~o; and. ask him to enroll 
your name, arid send you a certificate of member
ship? The Association needs your help, an,d you need 
the benefit of the Association~ _ . 
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IT is no injustice to one to prevent his cjoing in
justice to another. · 

THE plumb line of moral rectitude 1s not the law 
of man, but the law of God. 

"PROPERTY rights are most secure," says :Mr. 
Bryan," when human rights are most respected." 

You-are answerable in religion to no power which 
/will not undertake to be answer<J.ble for you at the 

bar of God. 

TRUTH can always afford to be fai1: and even 
liberal. . Only falsehood fears the light. Truth courts 
investigation. 

TRUTH can never -compromise with error, but it 
does not follow that those who hold truth ought to 
be intolerant. Intolerance is an e\iidence' of con-, . 

scious weakness. 

THE early church did irot seek the power of the 
state u~til she had lost the power 6f God:· No more 

do those to-day seek the· aid of civil power who are 
conscious of a living conn~ction with the source of 
divine power. 

THE image and superscription upon the Sabbath 
are not those of Ccesar, but of the Creator; to him 
alone, therefore, is Sabbath ob~e.rvance to be ren
dered. 

THE cause of Christianity is advanced in the earth 
not. by one person triumphing over others, but by 
the individual conquest of self. The Christian con
quers not by making others yield, but by yielding 
up himself. 

PATRIOTISM. 

THE true patriot is.not always the man who dies 
for his country. The countl:y needs men who are 
willing to live for it, no less than it needs .men who 
will lay down their lives fighting its battles. To die 
for one's country is heroic, but to live for one's 
country is to render it even a greater service and to 
di~play a greater heroism. 

H men are not willing to live for their country it 
avails nothing that they may be willing to die for it. 
Spilin had. men who were willing and ready to die . 
for her, but the vi-ces of selfishness had undermined 
her f~undations and sapped her vitality and she 
could not stand the ordeal of war; a.nd because of 
this the many who were willing to die for her threw 
away their lives in vain. 

The nation· may be preserved by the sacrifice 9f 
fhose who die for· it, but it \~ill not be worth pre

. serving if its people live only for then1selves. ·self
ishness is the sure breeder of despo!ism and of all 
that is detestable in government. An unselfish life 
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is the .citizen's best tribute to his country. The na
tion may be preserved in war, but it mustbe built 
up in peace. 

Who Will Live for His Country? .. 

Who; then, is willing to live for his country to
day? Who is willing to live for this great country 
which has been the home of freedom, of civil and 
religio~s liberty, ~he refuge for the victims of des-. 
potism in other lands? Who is willing to live for 
those great principles of justice and respect for in
alienable rights upon which this nation was estab
li'shed? Who is willing to stand by the American 
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence? 

Who will say with that Declaration th~t "all 
men are created equal; that they are endowed by 
their Creator with ce:tain. unalienable rights," among 
which" are life,lib~rty and the pursuit of hapl{iness," 
and that "to preserve these rights~governments are 
.instituted among men, deriving their just powers from 
the consent of the governed"? Who will say this not 
merely by word of mouth, but by embodying these 
principles in. his life? 

Testimony ot Eminent Americans. 
Who will say with Thomas Jefferson that since 

"Almighty God hath created the mind free," "all 
attempts to influen'ce it by temporal punishment~ or 
burdens, or by civil incapacitations, tend only to 
beget habits of hypocrisy and meanness, and are a . 
departure from the plan of the Holy Author of our 
religion, who, being Lord both of body and mind, 
yet ch'ose not to propagate it by coercions on either, 
as was in his almighty .power to do;" that "-.to <;om
pel a mai;l to furnish ~ontributions of money fo.r the 
propagation of opinions which he disbel_ieves is sin
ful and tyrannical," and that " to suffer the civil 
magistrate to ~ntrude his' powers into the field of 
opinion, ai-Id to restrain the profession or propaga
tion of principles on the supposition of their ill 
tendency, is a dangerous fallacy which at once de
stroys all religious liberty" ? 

·Who will say wrfh James Madison that "religion, 
or the duty which we owe to our Creator an_d the 
·manner, of discharging it, can be directed only by 
reason and_ conviction, not by force or violence. 
The religion, then, of every man must be left to th-e 
c~nvidion artd conscience of every man, and it is 
the right of every man to exerci~e .it as these may 
dictate"? Who will hold with Madison that " it is 
proper to take_ alarm at the first experiment upon 
our liberties-" ? 

Who Will Stand by the Constitution ? 
-

Who will say with the CoJ?stitution that " Con-
gress shall ~ake no law respecting and establish
ment of religion or prohibiting 'the free exercise 
thereof or abridging the freedom of speech or of the 
press ; " that "no religious test shall ever be re
quir-ed as a: qualification to any office o.r public trust 
under the United" States;·~ and that there shall be 
no. inequality of rights "on account of- race, color 
or- previous condition of servitude"? 

Who will say with Abraham Lincoln that "when 
the white man governs himself that is self-govern
ment, but when he governs himself and also another· 
man that is more than self-government_:_that is des
potism"? 

Who will say with the great commander, U. S. 
Grant, "Let us all labor to add all needful guaran
tees for the more perfect sectlfity of free thought,· 
free speech and free press; pure morals~ unfettered 
religious sentiments, and of equal rights and privi
leges. to all men, irresp_ective of nationality, color or 
religion. * * * · Resolve that neither the state 
nor nation, nor 'both combined, shall support insti
tutions of learning other than those sufficient ·to 
afford to every child growing up in the land the 
opportunity of a good common school education, 
unmixed with sectarian, pagan, or atheistical te~ets. 
Leave the matter of religion to the family altar, the 
church, and the private school, supported entirely 
by private contributio,ns. J:.;eep the church and 
state forever separate'.' ? 

"Let Us Have Peace." 

'Who will believe that General W. T. Sherman 
spoke truly when he said, "_War is hell"? and with 
General Grant will exclaim, "Let us ha'-:,e peace!"?-
, Who ~ill say all these things not in w'ords merely, 
but in deeds as well? Who will stand for these 
principles? Who will dare to have the true 
patriotism· to 'live them out daily and monthly 
and yearlyfor his country's good? He who will do 
this will confer the greatest benefit upon his coun
try, greater than he could: render on the field ~of · 
battle. And verily there is abundant need for such 
service as this to-day. - The very life of the nation 
as a free republic depend; upon it. N ationallife in 
a republic is vitally related to the individual lives 
o£ the peop1e, and only as the peopLe are willing to 
live for the principles of liberty and justice in gov
er~ment, can "government of the people, by the 
people, for the people" be preserved o_n the earth. 

s. 



'' OHRISTIAiHTY AND GOVERNMENT.'' 

ON a recent Sunday the Chicago American had an 
article under the above heading from the pen of 
Col. W. J. Bryan,· Democratic candidate for the 
Presidency. The possib'ilities of the future make 
Colonel Bryan's opinions on any subject of more 
than ordinary interest. In the outset of his article 
Colonel Bryan says: 

"Standard oil and the water of life will not mix. 
-"'If a man say, I love God and hateth his brother, 

he is a liar: for he that loveth not his brother, i.vhom 
he hath seen, how can he. love God whom he hath 
not seen? ' ' -

"Thus does John in his first epistle denounce those 
who pretend· to love the Heavenly Father whil~ they 
hate the earthly brother. . 

"Christ condensed the Ten Commandments into 
two when he said, 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy 
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and 
with all they mind. This is the first and great com
mandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou 
shal love thy neighbor as thyself.' · 

"The first defines man's duty toward the Al
mighty, the second his duty toward his fellowmen. 
T•he fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of miln 
are parts of the same. gospel and can not be sepa
rated. We have no way of measuring man's love 
toward the Creator except by the good will which he 
manifests toward his fellow-creatures. 

"There is a wide zone between the affirmative 
bellevolence which religion commands and the recti
tude which government compels. Th~ Christian 
can not content himself with a life of negative harm
lessness; ,the fruits of the spirit must manifest them
selves _in positive helpfulness." 

Might Well Have Laid Down His Peri. 

And here Colonel Bryan might well h·ave.laid 
down his pen, for when he wrote the next ,to the last 
sentence he said more that is really to the point than 
in all the rest of the article. 

It is exactly because of this "wide zone between 
the affirmative benevolence which religion com
mand, and the rectitude which government compels" 
that there can be no such thing as Christian civil 
government. The one is natural or earthly, the 
other is spiritual or heavenly. The one is civil gov
ernment by fallen men, the other is moral govern
ment by Him who is perfe"ct in all his ways and 
~ighteous in all his thoughts. 

Civil government can not ·command anything 
simply because it is right. Civil government can 
r.eq~:~ire only justice, "an eye for an eye and a tooth 

for a tooth." Ch-ristianity goes far beyond this and 
says: ·~sell that ye have and give alms." 

Civil government has no right to take sometning 
for nothing. Just government gives to the people 
protection, public improvement:;,. etc., for every 
penny that it takes from them by taxation; Not to 
do this is to practice robbery under color of law. 

It is for this reason that government has no right 
to command any man to be generous. It can re:.. 
turn him no equivalent. When the gospel enjoins 
benevolence it promises future reward.· "Sell that ye 
have and give alms; provide yourselves bags which 
wax not old, a treasure in the heavens that jailet!t not.'' 
Luke 12: 33· 

Civil Government Must Be Just. 
·' 

Civil government can be and ought to be jus~, 
!Jut it can not be Christian because of the "wide zone 
between the affirmative benevolence which religion com
mands and.the rectitude which government compels." 

Of his purpose in writing, Colonel Bryan says: 
· ''The object of this article· is not to point out 

ways in which the Christian may aid his brother, but 
rather to indicate a few ofthe ways in which he may 
be doing injustice to him." 

But the title of the article is " Christianity and 
Government." If the object of the writer was 
simply to appeal to the moral sense of the individual 
the article should have been given a different head
ing. Possibly this was t.he editor's mistake. 

Again, if the object of the writer was to define the 
duty of civil government, still the article should have 
]:>een given a different heading, for, as we have 
shown, government can not be Christian, for it can 
at best be only just, and " there is a wide zone be
tween the affirmative benevolence which religion 
commands and the rectitude which gover~men t 
compels." 

• 
Moral Responsibility. 

Not the least evil of treating civil government as 
a moral person, is that it transfers moral responsi
bility from the morally responsible indiv~dual to a 
moral nonentity, to which of course .no moral re-· 
sponsibility can possibly attach. 

It is true, as Colonel Bryan says, that "the per
son who robs by force or by fraud is no more guilty, 
froin a moral standpoint, than the man who p,ur
posely sec-ures legislation. which transfers to the 
shoulders of others the 'public burden which he him
self ou~ht to bear." 
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It does n·ot fotlow, however, that government ougnt 
to !ake cognizance of the immorality oLsuch an act 
.and endeavor to compel moral rectitude. The im
morality is in the heart. "For out of the heart proceed 
·evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, 
'false witnesses, blasphemies. These are the things 
whrch defile a man~" But the ihjustice is in the act. 
The latter can be reached and· cor'recled by civil 
government; the former can nOt. It can be correCted 
'only by true _rel:igion. Therefore Christianity and 
:government occupy esse'ntially different spheres. 

This is not to say that any .man can be a saint in 
the chu~ch and a sinner in public office. It is on-ly 
saying that all moral responsibility pertains to the 

, individual. The government tleclares and enforces 
civil rights,· Christianity teaches ;nd enjoins "-moral 
duties .. · · 

Civil rights may be respected by immoral men·; 
" they will be respected by truly moral men. ·But 

even the most scrupulous regard for civil rights not 
inspired· by that love that "thinketh no_ evil," falls 
infinitely below "the affirmative benevolence which 
religion commands." "There is a wide zone he-

. twe<m "them. B 

SOME ERRO!tS OF " APPliED CHI~ISTIANITY." 

THE following quotations are taken fro'rn an ar
ticle on "Religion and. Politics," which appears on 
the editorial page of a leading Chicago daily (the 
Chicago American, Sunday editio~): 

"I see nothing strange or unre!lsonable about the 
proposaJ to make the mind of Christ the mind of 
our legislation arid organizatiOllS. * il' . i\< . It doeS 
not seem mystical to me t'o believe that the mind of 
Christ shall become the creative 'spirit of political 
action and express itself in the statutes of the state." 

"Not only must government become Christian, 
but Christianity must .become political. Christianity 
needs the state for its realization as much as the 
state needs Christianity for its redemption and per-. 
fection. The<re can be no adequate actualization of 
Christianity in th_e w.orld except it actualize itself 
in the political life of the nation .. Tbe people can 
never -be··wholly Christian until the state becomes 
the organized Christianity of the ·people. The 
Christian state will be the political re~Iization of 
Christ's qual-ity of right." 

.These are the utterances of Rev. George. D .. 
Herron, D. b., lately professor of ... applied Chris
tianity" in Iowa State College. As ~n e2tponent or 
this subJect_ .Prof. Herr~n has not been taken very 
seriously thus. far by the American people, l:lut it 

would be- a mistake to suppose !h~t his ideas are 
producing no impression. That they are accorded · 
space and pr<?rnirtence in a leading news'paper, is· 
proof to the contrary. Prof .. Herrc\n has persevered 
in reiterating them before the public, and is now 
finding a hearing which, from his .standpoint, must 
be encouraging. The prospect is, indeed, that his 
conceptions of the relation of Christianity to poli
tics and civil governrn~nt will be received with in-

. creasing-favor by the people. For such a result the 
times are prop1t10us. _ Men have bec9me drunkeri 
with the wine {')f false doct'riri.e, lintil _ they no 
longer view things in the ·right of sober CJrnmon 
sense and of the old and tried principles of right, 
but see the truth through a mental haze _which dis
t~rts it into every shape of .falseh_ood. It is a time 
favorable to the rise of new doctrines. Agitation, 
intensity, are. characteristic features ·Of this time. 
People are on the watch to see and to hear some 
new. thing, but not from a love of the truth. The 
times portend a fan1ine of truth, with an abundant 
harvest of ·error. 

Prof. Herron tells us that he sees "in our land 
th.e beginnings of a great political movement, in
spired for the purpose of translating the righteous
ness of Christ in.to the legislatldn of the nation apd 
the making of His mind the national political sense 
of this country." · Upon this point he no doubt sees_ 
tlearly. ·The beginnings of such a "great political 
movement" are apparent to him who will pause and 
obs<;rve what is taking place. Its purpose is no 
doubt, that "of translating the -righteousness of 
·christ into the legislation of th~ nation;" but' such a 
purpose can never be attained. The righteousness 
of Christ is o£ God, for the salvation of man, 'whom 
it rea.cbes· only through fai~h. This rignteousness 
carne not by any law no'r can it be put into the form· 
of law. But it does not need to be "translated" 
i~to any law, even if this were possible. ft is per
fectly adapted to everY n~ed of the human family 
just as itjs, Only just as it is will it do any p~rson 
any good. In· thinking to trarslate this righteous
ness ilito legislation, men will only put something 
of i:heir own devising in the pla.ce of that righteous
ne~s arid put their hus.t in that which has no salva
tion. That is the trouble with every -scheme · 
which would )oin Christianitywith politics; it orily 
shuts aw,ay froin salvation those who trust/in it. 
God's ·plan of salv:ation is not through politics, but· 
through faith and love. · 
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Prof. Herron. is doubtless sincere, bJJt he is fol
lowing the leading ot a great and dan~erous error. 
Nor is he. f~llowing it alone. s. 

"DIVIN,E l{EALI:NG '' AND .THE RIGHTS OF 
CONSCIENCE._ 

INDIC';fl\IEN'rs · have been returned in Mansfield, 
Ohio, against five of the ringleaders in the recent 
anti-Dowie riots in that city. It will be greatly to 
the credit, not only of Mansfield, but of Ohio as 
well, if_these .c~ses are v'igorously prosecuted. The 
Ohio Bill of Rights, after providing that "·no pref
erence shall be given by law to any religious society," 
adds, "nor 'sh~ll any int;rference with the rights of 
conscience be permitted." 

It is true that the followers of Doctor Dowie, the 
members of the "Christian Catholic Church,'' for this 
is their denominat-ional name, not only believe in 
" divine healing," but they believe in no other heal~ 
ing; and herein lies, if not the sum, at least a large 
part of ther offending. But is not this their ab- · 
solute" right? 

Who has any right to say to ari individual that he 
must employ a physician if he dqes not want to? 
Who has any right to dose any man with drugs 
against his will? It may be granted that u"nder cer
tain circumstances the community at large, the State 
or the municipality, maY interfere; but even itnuch 
cases the interfer_ence must be for the. sake of the 
community, not to confer a beJ?efit on an individual 
'Yho i.s unwilling to receive it. 

In, very many y~ses any forced treatrnent would be 
worse than none a.t all. . If an individual believes.in 

wholly to the Lord. To the mind of· the writer the 
use of means is not inconsistent with trusting the 
Lord. · 

In the thirty-eighth of Isaiah is recorded the case 
oi Hezekiah's sickness and recovery. He was-heale<'! 
by the :Cord in aizswer to prayer, yet ''lsai_ah had 
said, Let them take a lump [cake J of figs, and lay it 
for a plaister upon the boil, and he -shall reco~er." 
Is-a. 38: 21. 

But: fhe idea of forcing 'any sort of treatment 
upon anybody is repugnant to the spirit of freedom,. 
not only in religion, but in civil things as well. Bet-'
ter that an occasion'al victim of a misguided faith 
die than th;J_t a whole peo_P.le lose their inalienable 
right to trust in the Lord or in· physicians, as they 
themselves elect. There is something that. some 
people prize more high'iy even than life itself, and 
that is the right to preserve "a conscience void of 
offeQce tow"ard God."_ To. this class we believe be:.. 
long man)! of thedisciple,s of the doctrine of" "di
vine healing." They should be left free to wor~ 
out the problem of continued -physical existence for 
th~mselves in their own way. B. 

WRX ~- OJ?FO,SE- $UN.D4:Y L~G:~~I;.A'l'I9~· 

WE oppose Supday legislation because we oppose 
Sabbath legislation. We oppose· the enforcement 
of any weekly day of rest. 

We oppose Sabbath legislatiqn because tli_e Sab
bath is a religious institution, in the observance of 
which legal mandates can accomplish nothing, but 
'only." faith\vhich worketh bylove,"-as declared in 
the Scriptures. 

prayer and does not believe in drugs, even though We oppose Sabbath legislation not because we do
the drugs might otherwise be beneficia:!, it is more not.want people to rest one day in seven,but because 
than doubtful if they would be of any service if Sabbath rest ough_t not to be and can not be secured 
poured down a protesting throat. by civ.il enactments. 

There have arisen from 'time to time eminent - We oppose Sabbath legislation not because we 
physicians who. have openly declared that drugs do ha~e any sympathy with the. course _of greedy cor
more harm -than good. 'DoubtlesS-thousands die an- porations- or employers 'in" robbing_" the working~ 
nually who might live were it not for the " medi- men of the day of rest, but bec~use we oppose laws 
cines" whic'h they take.. Again, some are undoubt- which rob -Peopk of their right to work upon any
edly benefitted by intelligent medical treatment. day they may choose, and oftheir liberty to choose 
We belie;ve that on. the whole physicL1ns do ·fuuch for themselves whethet they will keep the Sabbath 
good in every community, but it is due more largely or not. 
to the advice they give and the confidence they in- We oppo_se Sabbath legislatiqn not because we do 
spire than to the drugs they admi11i~te~. . no.twant people .to be fre~ to obey the dictates of · 

M~r~~ver ~good many people make it a .matter ·conscience in regard to Sabbath rest, but because we 
of conscience to employ no physicians, but to trust ' wan.t them to obe)l_ the dictates of conscience rather 
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than the dictates of law. They can not do both; 
and just to the extent that Sabbath observance is 
dictated by law it fails to be dictated by cons'cience. 

We are opposed to Sabbath legislation not because 
we want people to be robbed of their manhood, but 
because we want them to have manhood 'enough to 
do right from the love of right, to act from prin~iple 
rather than from policy. The more a person leans · 
on the law to help him do right the more will he fail 
to develop moral backbone. 

We oppose Sabbath legislation, 'in_ short, because 
compul~ion is opposed to freed9m in the service of 
God; because it is opposed to natural rights; because 
it usurps the place of conscience and weakens moral 
independence; because it is against the rights both. 
of man and of God, to wh,om all forced service is 
abomination; because, in a word, it is against the 
highest welfare of man and con(rary to the ordi-
nances of God. -s. 

"THE ARMIES OF THE CROSS." 

A LOUISVILLE dispatch of the 16th inst. reports 
Bishop H; C. Morrison as saying on the occ~sion of 
laying a church cor~er-stone on the previous day: .. 

"I thank God that Allen and Lambeth, over there 
[in China], and the Methodists in this country, are 
responsible· for the present trouble in China. With 
bowed head I thank God that in some small· way I 
am to blame for the unrest in China today. I thank 
God that each and every one of you and all the Meth: 
odists in the country are to blame. It is the itiner-
ary of Methodism." . 

The bishop continued, saying in sub'stance that it 
was that pushing _spirit, that outstretching for the 
beyond, that had sent the Methodist missionaries into 

the far East. 
He· blessed God that the present unrest, as he 

termed it, had come about. It was just a foreshad
owing of the time soon approaching when China 
"would be cut from end to end by the armies of the 
cross, carrying the go_spel to'the heathen." 

due to the unchristial!aggression of so-called "Chris
tian nations." 

The Chinese have seen their principal ports seized 
by the "Christian" Powers ~mtil they have not re
maining for their o~n use a singl~ fortified harbor in 
whi~h to rendezvous their navy. 

They have seen· the carrying trade on all their 
rivers monopolized by Eun;peaps, reducing_ thou
sands of junk owners and native boatmen to extreme 
poverty. 

They have seen their burying-grounds ruthlessly 
violated by railroad gangs, and even by English gol£ 
pl~yers. (See '~Vandalism in China," page 523.) 

They have seen homes d~stroyed and families re
duced to starvation in order that foreign capitalists 

· might add to their millions, and that steam m~ght 
hasten the division of Chinese territory among the 
"Christi?n" nations. 

They have seen their own native manufacturers 
and traders driven out of business by foreign com-

.. petition, the very thing that all civilized nations en
deavor to prevent by prohibitory and tariff laws. 
·· Any one or" these' things forced upon this country 
by foreign Powers and submitted to by a weak ad
ministration at W ashingt<!_n, would produce a state of 
affairs here almost if not wholly as bad as that which . 
has existed in China for the past two months, and · 
for which Bishop Morrison thanks God! 

Turning to 'the reJigious phase of the situation, we 
find _that the Roman Catholic missionaries had se
cured goyernmental recognition ·entitling them to 
rank as mandarins, and that in some cases at Jeast 
they had abused tl;efr power, using it in a ma~ner 
that wo).lld not be tolerated for a moment in any 
civilized. country. 

As before intimated, there is nothing in all this that 
is calculated to be in any way helpful to the spread of 
Christianity in China, but rather the contrary. For 
wh~n the Chinese shall be at last subdued, as will 
doubtless be the case, when they shall at last be com
pelled to admit foreigners into every part of the em
pire, and give free rein to the missionaries, will not 
the minds of the people be so embittered against the 
very name of Christianity that they will be much less 
ready to hear the gospel than they have been in the 
past? 

If the unrest in China were due mainly, or even 
largely to the preaching of the gospel, then indeed 
might not only Bishop Morrison· but all Christians 
thank God for a part in it. But if we are to believe 
the almost if not wholly universal testimony of the 
missionaries themselves, the present unrest is due to 
two causes, neither o~e of which is any credit to 'the 

Christian name. 

\V e have surely fallen upon evil times when minis
ters of religion glory in the crimes that are com

. mitted under the guise of Christian civilization. 
In the first place the present "unrest" in China is B. 
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AN UNNATURAL SPIRIT MOVING THE WORLD. 

THE occurrence of a race riot in the staid metrop
olis of the l_Jnited States, -in this time of d~mestie 
peace, is startling and significant. Yet it is not 
greatly surprising in view of the general character of 
the times upon which we have fallen. It is not out oi 
harmony with the spirit of agitation, strife, and war 
that is so generally prevalent throughout the world. 

There is ust1ally some sort of reason that may be 
cited as accounting for if not excusing tragedies of 
this kind. In New Orleans a race riot is the natural 
outcome of conditions that have long prevailed 
throughout the South. J?ut what reason can be al
leged for a race riot of serious magnitude in New 
York City? 

Verily he is blind or asleep who has not discovered 
that "the times are out of joint"__:_that a spirit is tak
ing possession of the hearts of men which proceeds 
w:ithout reason or sober thought, and is leading them 
to act like men without mental equipoise-a spirit 
which intoxicates men with a thirst for blood. Not 
merely the low element of the population is thus af:
fected, but men of respectability, who would never be. 
thought of as participants in a street riot. Such per- . 
~ons were noticed as leading in the New York riot, 
and even the uniformed officials of the city whose 
special duty is to preserve the peace, seemed rather 
to join with the rioters than to rriake a stand against 
them. The spirit which inspires such actions is an 
unnatural one; it is against reason, against peace, 

· against law and civilization. 
And it is not confined to one locality. The whole 

world seems to have become intoxicated with it. 
From a bi~d's eyQ view of all lands, could one be 
taken, the impression might be gained that the world 
had become an arena of general strife and. commo
tion. This condition of things is not noted alone by 
the Bible student who believes that we have reached 
the stormy scenes of earth's last days; it is remarked 
by thoughtful people everywhere. "What in the 
world is the matter with the world?" was the recent 
exclamation of a secular journal. There is some
thing th.e matter, surely. 

It is not a time of security for any one. Like the 
subterranean forces generated in the bowels of the 
ear:th, the spirit that is moving the world from be
neath is active under the surface everywhere, and no 
one can tell where the earthquake may break forth. 
It is possible only to guard against this spirit in one's 

own heart. If our own spirit is an opposite spi!it to 
this, we shall not be gathered in with the forces that 
fill the earth with war ·and tumult. 

Armageddon is ahead. There is a spirit to go 
forth in the e3rth to gather the nations to battle-to 
a scene of final strife and slaughter. Are not all things 
ready for such a gathering-are not men ready 
everywhere to fall in with such a movement? Is tliis 
spirit not already beginnii).g its fateful~ork? s. 

THE BOXERS OUTDONE. 

THE damnable doings of the New Orleans mob, 
which are enough to shut the mouth of every Ameri
can citizen against the Chinese Boxers, found -a fitting 
climax-in the burnin-g of the Lafon school build
ing and the fine negro residences round about. This 
building was as handsome as any white school build
ing in the city. It was named after Thorny Lafon, 
a negro, who accumulated a fortune of some $6oo
ooo and left it all to charity, p'art going to the build
ing of this school, part to a charity hospital and 
part to two harries for ·aged 'people, ope for the col
ored race and one for the white; and simply because 
the school building was devoted to the education of 
colored people, this hellish white mob fired it! 
Talk about the devilish Chinese Boxers! It is said 
thai: as the flames enveloped the building, placing it 
beyond h'ope of saving, an aged colored preacher in 
the c_rowd raised his hands aloft and cried, "God has 
indeed deserted us," and, turning, he ran away as 
fast as he could go in the energy of his despair. The 
shame and the damnation of it are upon the whol-e 
American people.-Springfield (Mass.) Republican. 

THE man who shot King Humbert, of Italy, is re
ported to have said, "I did not shoot Humbert; I 
killed the King." 

But this is just what he did not do. The instant 
Humbert was dead another became King by the law 
of succession. Humbert died but the King lived. 
And Bressi's foolish and wicked act only riveted the 
fetters of monarchy the more firmly upon the wrists 
of Italy. Assassination m~y possibly "temper despo
tism," but it never made any people free. A Brutus 
may kill a Cesar, but an Antony stands ready to take 
his place. 

THE true Christian never mistakes the voice of 
Cesar for that ·of the Goop Shepherd. 
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I NEWS, NoTES 
i 1\ND CoMMENT 
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IT is reported from Philiadelphia that unusual ac
tivity ·in enforcing the Sunday law prevails in that 
city, and an organization has been formed kno:wn as 
the Business Man's League, for the purpo~e of mak
ing Sunday entorcement an issue in the politics of 
Pennsylvania. 

AT th'e recent State conferen.ce of Maine Congre
gationalists, held in Auburn, a committee was ap
pointed to "make a study of the civil and religious 
observance of Sunday in that State~" 

A PROMINENT London paper suggests the dese
cratio11 of the graves of the ancestors of the impe
rial family at Peking, as a who]esome.'l~sson in civili
zation.· Sho'uld this not be sufficient to impress~ the 
Orientals with the superiority of Western mai?ners·, 
probably they could be fully convinced byshooting 
a- few score of poor wretches from the cannon-'s 
mouth, as was done in India half. a century ago. 
Let the reputation of the great "Christian .nations" 
be maintained at all hazards. 

·"SuNDAY golf," remarks the Springfield Republican, 
".flnd the favorite diversion among the summer 
colony of bridge whist for stakes, were denounced,· 
and the fashionable folk who play them were severely 
arraigned by Rev-. Dr. Braddin Hamilton, of New 
York, in qis sermon at All Saints' chetpel in New
port" on a recent Sunday. It would seem from the 
Repztblican's report that the chief count in the 
Doctor's indictmene·o£ the game was that it keeps 
people from church. The speakersaid: 

"Show the people of this country that the boast
ful, vulgar, brainless spendthrift is not the ideal ci"ti
zeri of -this country. There are a good many 
people who might be excused if they spend Sunday· 
in recreation and amusements; but the people of 
Newport have no such excuse, and· the young man 
or young woman who will desert church on Sunday 
morning and go and play golf have very little re
spec.t for themselves and far less for the community 
which they are leading in the wrong."· 

Mr. Hamilton seems to feel about Sunday golf 
much as the. bishops did in the fourth century about 
the circus. Then the people resorted to the circus 
and allowed the hour of worship to go by unheeded. 
Now the people read the Sunday papers, ptay golf, 
etc. Of course this is bad, but the remedy generally 
proposed, namely, more rigid Sunday laws and 
stricter enforcement of such laws, will n.o"t work any 
better now than it did then. 

A SABBATA-RIAN at Oak River, Manitoba, recently 
received through the mails a threatening letter wain~ 
in'g him to cease "distrib~ting" his " most damna
ble doctrine." 

This " most damnable doctrine " is the doctrine 
that s;nday is not_ the Sabbath:, and that " the sev- . 

. enth day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God." 
That which makes this doctrine so "damnable" 

is the fact that those who hold and teach it -can 
prove it by so many plain texts of Scripture. 

Doubtless if the writer of the letter referred to 
had been able to produce a "thus saith the Lord" 
for his belief an,q practice touching a weekly day of 
rt:st, instead--of writing an anonymous letter he would 
have gone to the Sabbatarian brother, would have 
·asked him to open his Bible, and then and there he 
would have shown him the text which says that the 
seventh day has ceased to be the Sabbath and that 
the ::first day has now taken its plac,e. 

But conscionsof his weakness, of his inability to 
meet the arguments of the Sabbatarian, he attempts 
to frighte-n him into silence by covert threats of. per
sonal violence.· Such meth'ods are unwgrthy of a 
man, to say nothing of a Christian. 

OuR readers wi-Il remember that several weeks 
ago mention was made in these columns of the 
threatened religious persecution in Sas Katchewan, 
Canada. A woman, who is a Sabbatarian, whose 
husband was away from home, did some work on a 
wheat-field fence on Sunday. A few days later her 
husband, having returned home, was. visited by a 
member of. the Dominion police force, who gave 
him a copy of the Sunday law, intimating that any 
further. breach of the law would proba·bly result un
pleasantly, even if-the offender was a woman. 

By inquiry we have learned. that this woman 
thus threatened by the majesty 'of a religious law, 
lives in a rural community· seventy-five miles fro!ll 
a railroad'. It is a new settlement and while the 
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·people are nearly alL .church members,. they are far the league are satisfied that this -\vas orily a pretext 
from being strict Sunday-keepers. Many of them for suppressi~g free speech." 
sp~n~ the day "rounding -up" their cattle, et~ Such o~curr:n_c:s do n_ot benefit an~b?d~. They 

· ~ract1cally everybody does more or less work -on most certamly InJure the cause of Chnst1amty. 
Sunday. \V~y then was this one woman singled . 
out and warned to cease Sunday world Simply be- THE Independent (N.Y.) says that the partition of 
cause her Sunday work, following as it does the re- Chinese territory by Russia, Germany anEl France 
ligious observance of the seventh day, enaphasizes ''is more than we can agree to." The German Em
her dissent from the prevailing religion of the peror has been talking of revenge; but, says, the 
neighborhood. When she rests on Saturday, the hdependent, "Christian principle should control the 
seventh day of the week, arid works on Sunday, the relation between nations as well as individuals; and 
first day of the week, she says thereb)f, "The sev- the language of the German Emperor has not been 
enth day. is the Sabbath, and Sunday is only one of Christian." "In a campaign of this sort [to av~nge 
the six working days." Her fai thfulriess to her the murder of the German envoy] we can take no 
faith is a rebuke ,t~ others, eyen though she says part." "It is not our desire to break up the Chinese 
not a word. Empire; we only wish to make it safe for Americans 

.It is only fair, however, to say that most of the to live and pursue their callings in that countrY-." 
people in the community referred to, are not in sym- Unfortunately for this mild program, other na
pa thy with the idea of singling out this lone Sabba- tions than the United States must be consulted in 
tatian upon whom to visit the penalty of the Sund~y the settlement of the Chinese question. The United 
law .. They are too fair-minde-d for that sort of thing. States, we are told, would like to withdraw and leave 
But so long as the law remains any one who desires 
to do so may set it in operation. As Thomas J effer
son said of religious laws in this country, "A single 
zealot may commence persecution and better men 

. be his victims." 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Sabbath Recorder, writing 
from Garvin, Ia., says of the growth of the papacy · 
in that section : 

"Under the supervision of an archbishop, many, 
many country schools in Jackson and Dubuque 
counties have been. put into the hands of Rome, and 
the Roman Catholic religion is now a part of the 
school course." 

And these schools, remember, are public schools. 
Do such incidents, reader, furnish you any foo!i for 
thought? 

A FREETHOUGHT journal complains that at a meet
ing of theY oung Men's Progressive League, a liberal 
organization, on July 3, one of the speakers, Mr. 
George Ohnstein, was arresteul. "The league. at 
once issued a circular setting forth the facts of the 
matter, and so,ooocopies were circulated. On Mr. 
Ohnstein being put upon trial, July 13, the case was 
dismissed, and that night the accused addressed a 
large audience without molestation. The technical 
charge was obstru:cting the streets, but as street 
preaching is permitted in Cincinnati the members of 

only an "open door" for trade, but unfortunately, 
Russia and Germany intend to remain and occupy 
the chief Chinese cepters, and " this is more than 

· we can agree to." Yet "it would be a very serious 
tas~ to try to defend China against Germany and 
France; almost an impossible one, even for Great 
Britain, Japan, and the United States, if Russia 
should join Germany and France. This," the Inde
pendent adds, "will call for a great congress of the 
Powers, backed by all the moral force which Chris-
ti~nity and the principles enunciated at The Hague 
can offer." 

YEs; it will call for all this, and a good deal more; 
for, looking back fro·m this date at The Hague con
gress which was to do so much for peace through 
the "moral force" of Christian principles, it is cer
tainly a very optimistic, not to say credulous, person 
who would have any confidence in such a "backing" 
to r~strain two powerful nations bent on enriching 
themselves by the seizure of territory. It will call 
for some far more material backing th?-n the mere 
enunciation of principles by the remaining Powers. 

TFiE United States may have gone into China with 
the best of intentions, but unfortunately good inten
tions will play very little part in deciding the ques
tion of withdrawal. It is very desirable to have an 
"open door" into China, but unfortunately Russia 
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'. 
and Germany persist in slamming the door shut.· 
What is t~e United States to do in the face of such 
bad conduct ·from her Asiatic neighbors? If the in
tegrity of China is not to he maintained, and the 
territory of the empire must needs be partitioned, 
must not this country have a hand in the distribution 
of the "slices"? And will not that be jtistifiabh! un
der t9e. circumstances? Thus leads the pathway to. 
empire. 

"IN a political sense Christendom is to-day the 
world," says H. K. Carroll, D. D., L. L. D., in the 
Homiletic Review. "If we take a map of the globe 
and mark upon it the- possessions and spheres of in

fluence of t-he Christia.n Powers there will be little 
or nothi'ng left to the independent control of non
Christian governments. The islands of the sea are 
all:appropriated. The Western-Continent is wholly 
under Christian rule." 

CHRISTIANITY should never be confounded with 
civilization·, as is done in these words of Dr. Carroll. 
If we mark upon this map of the globe the amount 
of territory that has been stoleiJ. by the" Christian" 
Powers, that has been appropriated by them in de
liberate violation of the fundamental precepts of 
Christianity, we shall see that th·e earth is still far 
from being under Christian control. Civilization is 
in itself but a thin veneer over savagery. Christi-

. anity is a change from the savage nature to the di
vine nature: There are Christian " savages" and 
savage "Christians," and the former are infinitely 
preferable to the latter. Christianity blesses the 
inferior races of mankind, bnt mere civilization 
s<:orches and blasts them. This -is the testimony of 
all experience. The weaker races of the earth can 
not copy the white man's virtues and can not 
resist the white man's vices. Without Christi
anity civilization only brings to the ~avage other un
clean spirits to keep company with his own, and his 
last state is worse than the first. The wickeaest 
places of the earth are not in heathen territory, but 
in so-calkd Christian lands. 

Politically, Christianity is not represented on the 
earth at all. 

REV. CHARLES M. SHELDON, the gentleman who· 
wrote "In His Steps," or "What Would Jesus Do?'' 
and who ran the Topeka Capital for one week as he 

thought Jesus would have done, visited England and • 

Scotland re_cently and was much alarmed at some 
things he saw. 

411 "If England goes to destruction in the next cen
tury," says Mr. Sheldon, "it will not be because of 
outside war or dangers from other nations,/but be
cause .she has drunk herself into destruction." 

B 1. . E~-. 1 d "Ch . . " _, ut . et us see; IS not ng an a nsttan na-
tion with" "Christian" laws, and especially a strict 
Sunday law rigidly enforced? The query that nat-
urally arises in view of what Mr. Sheldol} saw is this: 
If governmental recognition of the Creator, and the 
legal enforcement of Sunday does no better than 
this for England, will like measures do any more for 
the United States? 

A RECENT London dispatch says that " only ath
letic· clergymen need apply for pastorates in rural 
English €\istricts. ·One country curate has received 
his order of removal, not because of any objection 
to his theology, but because he is a poor"cricket 
player. The vicar declared: 'What the parish needs 
is a good, fast bowler, with a break from the off.' 

"The vicar evidently considers that the doctrine 
expounded by a clergyman capable of winning the 
county championship is irresistible to the average 
village l~d." 

BISHOP CRANSTON is rt:;ported as saying: "A very 
rich Chinaman, whose business relations with for
eigners a:re valuable and extensive, said to one of them 
in -the frankness of friendly coiwersation: ' I am 
worth to-day ten millions, but I would give my for
tune gladly to see China rid of every foreigner a11d 
the country back where it was before your people 
came. You have brought insatiable ambitions, and 
the discontent and unrest which 'led you to leave 
your own country for ours. Our people were happy 

'in their patriarchal government and simple life. 
You foreign~rs are breaking down the old order and 
making them as unhappy as yourselves, Even your 
women are n~ver satisfied with their condition.'" 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Catholic Standard and 
Times,_writing from Havana under date of July 21, 

describes a" monster parade" in that city upon the 
occasion of the installation of the newly-elected muni
cipal officers. " It is estimated,'' says the correspond
ent, "that over 30,000 persons took part in the in
augural parade, and it was quite different from any· 
parade that I have ever witnessed in the city. As 
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usual, there w~re civic, politi~al and military organi
zations in line, men ort horseback wearing the uni
form of the Cuban army. * * * Every previous 
parade since the American occupation has given a 
prominence to the American flag, the flag being ca,r
ried alongside of the Cuban .colors; but if there was 
one America~ flag in that great popular demonstra
tion I have yet to meet the person who saw it. I 
mention this circumstance as significant of the inner 
mind of tiLe Cubans. The sign.ificance of the ab
sence of the Stars and Stripes was emphasized by 
the presence of the Spanish colors, particularly as 
it is only a few months since the Spanish flag was 
torn down by some hotheaded Cuban and an order 
was issued by Mayor Lacoste forbidd,ing it to be 
raised in Havana. Another fact of a kindred nature 
was the appearance,in the line of the Spanish band,' 
this being the first time it has appeared in public for 
about a year." 

SuNDAY afternoon, July 29, Rev. Thomas Mar
shall, field secretary of the Presbyterian Board of 
Foreign Missions and a Chinese missionary of wide 
experience and more than national fame, delivered 
an address before the Moody Bible Institute in this 
city, in which he charged that Europea~ nations, es
pecially England, Germany and France, are respop
sible for all the trouble typified in the national up
rising against foreigners iR China. "The missiona-

-ries are not to blame," Ire asserted,," at least n9t the 
American missionaries. The 'robber' nations of 
Europe, when caught in the act of despoiling the 
Chinese of their territory and desecrating the Chi
nese graves by run.ning railroads through lhein, are 
trying to make scapegoats of the innocent missiona
ries and are using the Christian evangelizing forces 
for political and selfish ends." He ended by declar
ing that when the European " land grabbers" are 
driven out of China the Chinese rnay be in a mood 
to listen to the Christian gospel. 

"WHo are the Boxers?" said Mr. Marshall. 
"They are simply the patriots of China. They are 
the same kind of patriots that grand old Andrew 
Jackson was-that the American hosts who followed 
Jackson to repel foreign invasion proved themselves 
to be. Suppose the French government should come 
and take New Orleans, the English New York 'and 
Washington and the Germans Boston. What would 
we see? Why, the American cowboy would leave 

his herds on the plains, the farn{e~:. w~uld leave his
plow and the. students of this Bible institute would 
leave their missionary labors, and all would take up 
arms to drive the invaders and _the robbers from our 
shores." 

THE Social Forum for Augus_t has a paper ~on 
•: The State and the Chil<;iren." The first third of 
the article abounds in references to the Scriptures, 
especially to the te\}chings of our Sav}our. "With 
such a lesson from Christ," says the Forum, "it is 
not hard to see the duty of the state to the child. 
The child's first teachers and guardians, espe<;ially 
in infancy, are its parents, b~t the state must see 
that no child b~ neglected, that all have proper care 
and training and instruction." And again: ... " Cqm
pulsorY. education it is _the duty of the state to en-: 
force." 

Of course,· since the Social Forum goes to the -
teaching; of Christ to learn the duty of the state 
to the_ children, it must include his teachings, in 
"the proper"" training and instruction" that" it is 
the Cluty of the state to enforce." The Social Forum 
is certainly entitled to a front seat at all so-called 
National Reforrp functions. 

VANDALISM IN CHINA. 

IN his speech at the Jewish Chautauqua, Governor 
Roosevelt insisted strongly on the right of every 
man to worship according to h~s conscience, and that 
right being respecteO.. Now, the Chinese worship 
their ancestors, and we laugh at their superstition. 
The English in China are not content with laughing; 
they insult. To their constant outrages against 
Chinese sentiment are largely due the Boxer troub
les. Listen to this confession from Black and 
White:* 

"It is probably the knowledge of this fact" [an
cestor worship] "that led 'the foreign devil' to build 
his railways across graveyards in the ·Cele$-tial Em
pire. Knowing that a strong prejudiCe already ex
isted against the introduction of the Iron Horse, it 
was but natural, and in characteristic good taste, that 
the European should choose the shortest cut into the 
heart of the yellow man, with the result, among oth
ers, that certain gentlemen rejoicing in the name of 
'Boxers' are to-day exceedingly anxious to offer the 
retort courteous and. a-ching some of our country
men.. Again, some zea1ous 'sportsmen' lately enjoyed 

lt " Black and, White" is a high-class English pictorial periodical pub-, 
lished in London afid New York. · 
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. themselves immensely at Singapore "by playing a lo
cal golf match over a Chinese graveyard. 'The links 
were very sporty, the tombs serving for bunkers,' 
writes- one of the· players. 'The tombs are being 
slowly hacked to pieces by the wild efforts of the 
players to get the balls out of the crevices in the 
bricks.' " 
- The Vandals, too, _must have been civilized peop~e. 

- Catlzolic Standard aud Tirne:s. 

BRYAN GN THE LOVE OF MONEY. 

IN a recent newspaper article Colonel J?ryan" 
quotes this resolution adopted last year by the Gen
eral Synod of the Reformed Church, at Tiffin, Ohio: 

"The danger, to be apprehended from certain agen~ 
cies, which are slowl')r but sur'ely revolutionizing the -
entire social fabric by the absorption of the wealth of 
the country in, the hands of a few, the steady_ enlarge" 
me-nt of the poor classes of people and the gradual 
diminution of a prosperous and happy midqle class; 
the- hope of every thriving State ; the rapid increase 
and intensification of all those social and indvstrial 
ag~ndes which tend to make human life a burden of 
despair to the many and a material paradise to the 
few-ail these things .cannot but exert a baleful in
fluence upon and prove a constant hindrance to the 
progress of the kingdom of Christ upon earth."-

Colbnel Bryan's comment upon the resolution 'is 
that it "might with ·"propriety have concluded with 
the familiar qtt'ota,tion from Timothy: 'But they that 
will be rich fall into temptation and a snare and into 
many foolish- and hurtful lusts, which drown men in 

. destructi~n and perdition. FQr the love. of money is 

t)1e root of all evil, which, while some coveted after, 
th_ey have erred from the faith and pierced them
selves through with many sorrows.'-" 

·would n'ot James 5: r-g, R. V., have been still 
_more appropriate? It reads thus : 

"Go to now, ye rich, weep and howl for your mis
eries that are coming upon you. Your riches are cor-

. rui)tecl, and yo~lr garments are moth-e~ten. your 
g-old and your silver are rusted; and the1r rust shall 
he for a testimony against you, and shall eat your 
flesh as fire. Ye. have laid up your treasure _in the 
l;st day;. Behold, the hire of the laborers who have 
mowed your fields, which is of you kept back- by 
fraud crieth out: and 'the cries of them that have 
reaped have entered into the ears of the Lord of Sab~ 
baoth. Ye have lived delicately on the earth, and 
taken your pleasure; ye have nourished your hearts 
in a day of slaughter." * * *"Be patient therefore, 
orethren, until the coming of the Lord. _ Behold, the 

husbandman waiteth for the precioU:? -fruit of the 
e"arth, bein__g patient ove;r ;it,· until it receive the early 
and latter rain. Be ye also patient; stablish your 
hearts: for the coming of the Lord is at hand. Mur
mur not,- brethren, one against another, that ye· be 
not judged; behold,,. the Judge standeth before the 
doors."- · 

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE IN PARIS. 

DESPITE the Expqsiti'On, or rather, as some Pari
sians believe, because of it, the- movement against 
keeping shops open-on Sunday in Paris has recently 
gained consideTable encouragement, writes a corre
spondent in the New York Times. ·A few weeks ago 
M. Mil1erand, minister of commerce, -and M. Mou
geo_t, under secretary of state for postal and tele
graph matters; issued a circular inviting an express
ion of opinion from the chambers of commerce as 
to the advisability of closing post offices and stop
ping the work of postal employees at noon on Sun
days, provided that the telegraph offices always re-

. mained open, and that arrangements were made for 
the sale of stamps and postal cards" at telegraph 
counters. The chambers of commerce strongly sup
ported the proposal of the ministers, and adopted a 
resolution in favor of the entire plan. The Times 
correspondent thinks the proposed arrangement 
wiil soon be put into execution, thus stopping the 
affernoon deliveries.. "The scheme finds favor 
amo_ng business ljouses generally, as they consider 
that tfie present system is no longer justified by the 
require.ments of business, and when once the rule has 
b~en put" into. force, those" stores which still Keep 
open oh Sundays will be forced to close." Those 
familiar with Paris know that rpost of the houses of 
any importance already close on Sundays, and 
among the smaller t~ad:espeople even the grocers 
close at noon. The postal service, however' has held 
·out until the present time, closing at four in the 
afternoon.-The Outlook. 

WHEN a cat hates a dog the cat is excusable. In 
the first place, a ca-t can't think accurately, and in 
the second place, it has seen dogs tear up kittens. 

Bu·t when a Jew hates a Christiap,when a Chris-
tian hates a Jew, when a Protestant hates a Catholic 
or a Catholic hates a Protestant, the one that does 
the hating is sure to be a dull, stupid kind of a hu
man b,eing.-Ch!cago American. 



LITTLE BETTER THAN '' BOXE:RS~'' 

WE can 'hardly blame the Boxer if he scouts the 
professedly philanthropic motives of the civilized 
Powers. \Ve, can plainly see that he may ·shout "tu 
quoque" at the Caucasian and proceed to· kili every 
white man in sight, justifying himself by the· Cauca-
sian's own ads. . ... 

When the Russ_ians, like so many wild beasts, 
scoure4 the streets of Tien-Tsin, stabbing, shooting, 
?ayoneting a~d slashing old meh, vvomen atid infants 
in· arms they destroyed any confidence which mav 
have lingered in the minds of the neutral Chines;. 
H ereaft~r when the allied Powers make professions 
.of humanity .and philanthropy the Chinese will point 
to the massacre of Tien-Tsin and that argument will 
silence all pretensions. It is unanswerable. 

Nor will it do to make the Russian contingent ·:t 

scapegoat-to allege. that the Muswvites are more 
bloodthirsty than oth~r white m~n. It is bu~ a few 
days since the G·erma~ Emperor deClared that no 
quarter should be given the Chiriese-dec1an!d it in 
c:;,old blood and without the impelling excitement of 
a battle. · 

If civilized rulers profess such sentiment~ what is 
to be expected of soldi~s in the 'field? Are they 
likely, once the animal is aroused, to display·any less
savage ferocity th:an the Russians? Will not the Tien
Tsin episode be repeated -by other troops if the op
portunity arises? 

Civilization is only skin deep and the veneer comes 
off very quickly, when civilized man engages in war. 
Opposition enrages him, The" sight of blood i~furi
ates him. Met with obstinate resistance, he ~ele- . 
brates his victory, as the Russians did, by massacre 
and loot. He reverts to the animal with a facility 

. which is at once surprising and terrifying. · 
. The Russians did what might have been done by 

the troops of ~ny other nationality if they were given 
license. Not given it, they are likely to take it. 
There is little difference among men .once th•y smell 
blood.-Chicago Chronicle. · · · 

·- ----·~··~·'----

WAR-TIME:" PiWSPERITY." 

IT is said that war makes money plentifu1. Tem
porarily, just as it does f()r a man ~h6 owns. a fine 
house.and slaps a mortgage on it. He can revel in 
"th~ luxuries for a season, but when the·firne to pay 
it, plus interest, rolls alpn·g-well, that's different. 

Fool is he who imagines that the wanton and enor-' 
mous destruction of property and young .men ten'ds .• 
to enrich the world. Reaso_n repudiates the fright- · 
ful fallacy.- Troy (N. Y.) Times. 

' . ' 

THE HISTORY OF BABYLON. 

"\VE may so.on be in a position," remarks the 
Literary Digest, " to study the lost history of ·Baby~ 
lon as we ·can now study that of Greece and Rome. 
In a recent lecture at the Industrial Art Museum at 
Berlin, Professor Delitzch, the celebrated Orientalist 
and explorer, stated his hope, says BibNa (June), 
'fhat in a sl:wrt time it vvill be possible to reconsti
tute the history of Babylon from its monuments. 
Contemporary inscriptions .on monuments show that 
the excavators are unearthing the relics of a prehis
toric epoch antecedent to.the. period to which we 
assign Abraham. The list 0 £ kings wifl furnish an 
excellent foundation tor tht: historical reconstruc
tion of the epoch.' 

"This has been made_possible by the discoveries 
of the expedition sent out qy the German Oriental 
Society under the direction of Koldewey. Nebu.:· 
chadnezza.r's. favorite terpple ha·s already been ex-. 
plored, and the excavators are now attacking 'the 
edifice proper in which Cyrus signed the edict au 
thorizing the return of the Jews to their own. land, · 
and in which Alexander died.'" 

IT is a forcible commentary on the world's condi
tion to-day that, as the Springfield Republican re
marks,'' the revolution in Colombia does not at
tract the slightest atten.tion from the world," al
tho-ugh " the word comes that 2,700 men have been 
killed in fifteen days, a mortality which, in ordinary 
times, would seem sensational' enough." TheRe-

jJztblican advises that "the combatants would do welL 
. to put off their fighting· till they can have a chance 

to get some military glory out of it." And still 
would-be prophets· of the day are crying "peace and 
safety." 
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Agents to solicit subscriptions to THE SENTINEL OF 

LIBERTY. We offer· special inducements during the 
·next few weeks: Address the publishers for further 
infar~a.ti_on if you will devote a portion of your time 
to sohc1t1ng. . But please do not take our time ul)less 
you a're in earnest. We desire energetic: workers 
and not curious. inquirers. International Religious· 
Liberty Association, 324 Dearborn St., Chic.ago. . · 
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THE importance of a correct understandi~g 
of this question, and the principles govern-

. ing the true 'relation and l!-ttitude of the chur~h . 
and state can not be overestimated~ 

"" 
Jefferson says, ''The spirit of these times 

may alter, will alter," and it must be apparent 

'to: all that religious legislation is rapidly gain-. 
irig favor in the public mind, and is' embed

ding itself in the fundamental law of the land 
in defiance of the Constitution ancl all Ameri

can Icstitutions. 
The Religious-Liberty Library Nos. t to 26. 

will answer the many questions arising in 
your mind _on the subject of church and state. 
They are substantially ~und in~cloth,,in three 
volumes; price for the set, $1.25, postpaid. 
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I THE PERIL OF THE REPH~LIC_ 
OF. THE UNITED STATES. 

By PERCY T. MAGAN. 

~~tt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~t~~~tl~~~ 

::1 Oreat Literature, , · _· ::1~ Hundreds Sho~ld Selllt. . ~ 
. ::1 · Oreal History, ::1~ - ~ 
::1 . a;.eate; Prophecy. :n:: Thousands Should Buy It. ~ 
::1 On its ~ges the Old Light of the Prophe~les ::1~ Millions Should Read It; ~ . ::1 blazes up afresh! ~ ::1~ . ~ 
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TF you would touch the hearts of men, you must touch them ove_r the things upon which they are thinking, and 
- in which they expect to act a part. 

Five thousand copies of ''The Peril of the Republic " were sold before the plates left the presses, and 
before any advertising had been undertaken. . 

Here are some of the chapter headings: "A Nation's Birthright," "National Apostasy,'' ''Manifest Des-
tiny," "In the Trail o.f Rome," "Amity or Armageddon." . 

'' If you would l?now this most important history of this time, ·you will have to read ' The· Peril of the 
Republic; ' for the history is given nowhere else."- Review and Herald, Jan. 2, I9oo. 

It contains f f chapters, J96 pages, has a beautiful cover design, is substa.ntially bound 
~ in cloth. Price, $f.OO, postpaid, 

''DESIRE OF A6ES" 
TRADE EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper, making it just the right size 
for general reading, and to carry when traveling. 
Not illustrated, but contains the complete text of the 
large, beautiful subscription edition, including frontis
piece, general and Scriptural indexes, and appendix. 
We publish the trade edition of "Desire of Ages'.' at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons 'who 
desire this newly written account of the Life of the 
Great Teacher in a compact form, and at a moderate 
price. We. believe that these two features are fully 
met in our effort, and that this trade edition is all that 
could be desired ; and the price brings it within the 
reach of the multitudes. It contains r,o42 pages; is 
handsomely and substantially bound. 

·Price, in cloth ....................... $1.50 
Full leather, round corners ......... -2.00_ 

LIVINti FOUNTAINS OR BROKEN 
CISTERNS, 

An Educational Problem for Protestants. 

,.,e 

TN this volume is considered that greatest of all problems, the 
education of the children and youth. It contains the history 
of the two systems of education, Pagan and Christian. 
The cause of the ,.failure and apostasy of Israel, the early 

church, the Reformers, and modern Protestants, also the weak
ness of the remnant church, can be traced to no other source, 
and accounted for on no other grounds than the Pagan methods 
and wrong principles of education instilled into the minds and 
hearts of the children and youth of past ages and the present 
generation. , , - · 

Would you know and understand the true principles of 
Christian Education for to-day? Secure at once a copy of "Liv
ing Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Problem for 

·: Protestants." . Read it, and ponder its teachings in your heart. 
It contains 427 pages, printed from new type, substantially 
bound in cloth. - · 

Price ................................ $1.25. 
$ 

.BATTLE CREEK, MICH., May 29, 1900. 
I have read the MS: of Prof. E. A. Sutherland's new book, 

"Livint;" Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Prob· 
lem for Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the book for 
our churches and our schools. 

Everyone who reads the book must be convinced that there 
are now two systems of education; one Christian and the other 
Pagan. The one leading to the knowledge of God and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. L. A. HOOPES, 

Sec. Gen. Conf. 

-----------SEND YOUR ORDERS TO THE-----------

REVI·EW AND HERA-LD PUB. co., 
BATTLJ:C CRE;SK, ~ICH. 

TORONTO; Ont. CHICAGO, Ill. ATLANTA, Ga. 
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.Any one receiving Tbe se;tinel of Liberty without having ordered it, 
may know that it is sent by some friend. 'Those who have nt>t ord!)reil The 
Sentinel need have no fears that.they will be asked to payfor it. 

THE only crown the world offers to Christ IS a 
crown of thorns, 

THE Constitution was the natural and logical 
result of the Declaration. It is therefore natural 
aQd logical that the scoffs and .sneers at the J)eclad
tion which have been heard in this country for some 
time·should be followed by repudiation of the Con
stitution. 

Tm; Boston Herald calls attention to the extra
or-dinary financial successes of the legal professio·n 
of the day in ~orporatio'n practice, and then notes 
the fact mentioned by Tacitus, that the Roman law
yers in many cases acquired great fortunes af a 
time when th~ methods by which they were secured 
"were slowly but surely bringing abo'ut the degen
eracy of society, the paralyzation of industry, the 
complete foss of political liberty arid the partial ex
tinguishment of civilization." The inference is not 
far to seek. 

THE claim that the national Constitution recog~ 
nizes Sunday by the words " Sundays excepted/' 
where it provides that the President shall have ten 
days in which to return bills passed by Congress, is 
a claim that is made much of, but nevertheless it 
amounts to nothing; The Constitutio~ does not 
re~ognize Sunday. It doep not recog_nize the day, 
.it recognizes a right--the right of the President to 
abstain from business on the day he believes in and. 
observes as sacred, The Constitution says that ten 
days shall be allotted the President to ~onsider a 
bill that comes to him from Congress for- his signa
tur~ ~r veto before such bill shall become a la;\V of 
its own force. Unless Sundays were except~d from 
these ten days, either the Presiclerit would be ob
llged to work as usual on Sunday or a less number 

of days would be allotted to the consideratlo11 of the 
15ill: Tnis is wJw the Constitution contains tfie 
words in question. The object· of the phrase is to 
secure ten days for the considerati-on of bills by the 
President withC?ut obliging him to worK on Sunday. 
~t recognizes his right to observe the day, but does 
not rec~gnize the day itself at all any more than 
legislation exempting- the Turkish ambassador from 
official business on Friday wou1d be a recognition 
of that day in the character claimed for it by Mo-. 
hammedans. T4e Constitution is wholly a secular 
docunient. 

"THE United States is [are J the great armed neu
tral of the world," says Senator Davis, of Minnesota. 
"It will have peace, not as the boon of a suppliant 
non-:combatan( but as the right of a peace-loving, 
a·rmored, pussiant nation whose rights are secured 
by its n1anifest ability to cause other nations to re-
spect them." _ 

This is only another way of saying that this na
tion will have peace even if it has to fight for it, and 
this position is one that always c'alls for plenty of 
fighting. 

THOSE MAPS. 

~WE told-you that our limited supply of the triple 
map of Asia would soon be exhausted, and it was so; 
but when the maps were ~one the orders still came, 
and we therefore ordered a new and larger supply. 
Our patrOJ!S speak highly of this useful map,which 
is sb valuable for ready· reference just noW. Re
nie~ber tbe price is only I5 cents, safely encased in 
a mailing ):ube, post-free. 

Ifyou do not remember what 1s included in this 
map ~onsult our descriptive advertisement in this 
ISSUe. 

EXAMINE THE L.Al3EL. 

THE yellow label on your paper indicates. the 
date on which your subscription expires. Please 
examine it closely, and if it reads ~,s19· you should 
forward your renewal without'delay in order to avoid 
the loss of any pap'ers. . · . 
• Please also bear -in mind that even thou'gh your 
~mbscription may not expire till next month or in 
Odobe·r or N oveniher it will. be safe to renew your 
s;J.Ibscription llO'?tJ, and by so doing secure our map of 
Asia at o-1zd. Vfe senc_l it p9st-free to old subscribers 
who advance their suoscription one year . by the 
payment of . one dollar. See description of map· 
elsewhere, and -if you· desire it, act immediately on 
thissuggestion. · ·· 
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GoD speaks to a nation through individuals, not to, 
individuals through the nation. 

.$..$. 

LEGISLATION can never provide the peoplie' with a 
substitute for moral backbone. The more lar\IW:> there 
are to make it easy for people to do right the' fewer 
people will there be who love right for its ow1m s;ake. 

.$..$. 

A PEOPLE can no more create power within them
selves to reform themselves than a machine c::arr' 
generate the power r~quired to run it. Yet tl:irer~ 

are people who think society can "reform itself by 
MoRAL character is a natural growth; it can not 

be forced. 
, vote and legislation, and there are people who thiin,k; 

they can invent a perpetual motion. 

No scheme of state benevolence can .deliver so
ciety from the evils of individual selfishness. 

EvERY man has a right not only to his own opin- -
ions, but to order his life in accordance therewith, 
limited onlyby the equal rights of others. 

.$..$. 

CoNsciENCE must be left free, because it is the 
avenue between the s·oul and God. In the educa
tion of conscience the only authority is the Word of 
God. 

GovERNMENT has no duty to protect any religious 
institution, however beneficent that institution may 
be. It.s only duty is to protect men in the enjoy
ment of their natural rights. H men are properly 
protected the institutions will take care of them
selves. 

SECURING HAPPINESS BY LEGIS:LATION. 

IN the Independent of August 23 the presidential 
candidate of the "Social Demo·cratic" party, Mr. 
Eugene V. Debs, presents the claims of socialism to 
be the hope of the people for deliverance from pres
ent evils due to social and industrial inequality. 
Among other things, h.e says: 

"The Social Democratic party of America de
dares that life, liberty and happiness depend upon 
equal political and economic rights." 

This is taken from the platform o( the party· 
adopted at their recent national convention. In this 
platform the socialist scheme is unfolded, whereby 
equal political and economic rights are to be se
cured to the people. The workingmen, organized 
into a poliit!cal party, ar~ to "conquer the public 
powers now co-ntrolled by· capitalists." " Coopera
tive industry," by public ownership of "all industrie·s 
controlled by monopolies, trusts and combines," is 
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.to abolish -1' wage-slavery" and a-H "dass rule." All 
people, both men and women, are to have "eq~al 
civil and political rights," etc. 

This socialist program, like some plausible scien
tific theories, is all very good' except that it will not 
"work'." 'It is not true that "life, liberty and hap- . 
pine'ss depe~d upon equal political and econom-ic 
rights," else would the problem of securing happi

WJ.ess in this world be far other than what it is. All 
people have, by birthright, "equal political and 
economic rights," but unless one's rights are re
spected by his neighbors and by those in positions 
of power the possession 9f them avails him nothing. 
And what can make the people respect each other's 
rights? What scheme can possibly be devised 
whereby respect for rights can be put into a person's 
heart? Law restrains /the criminal, but the force of 
law derends upon public sentiment; the law is effec
tive only because the majority are not criminally in
clined. Let the majority lose respect for human 
rights and all law would be powerless to protect 
them. The law depends upon the respect; the re
spect does not depend upon the law; it can-not be 
manufactured by law. It proceeds from anoth~r 
'source tf1an any over which human devices have any 
control. 

Happiness Not a Class Privilege. 

Furthermore, it is not true that happiness is. se
cured evert by'·respect for personal rights. Happi:. 
ness is the great goal at which human effort aims, 
and without 'which life is but a burden and liberty an 
empty sound. But who by any possible manipula
tion of all the privileges and powerslwhich wealth 
and influence can obtain can make himself secure in 
happiness? Who are the happy people in the 
world? Are they not to be found in all classes, as 
proof that happiness is not a class privilege, or de-' 
pendent upon anything by which the division of. the 
people into classes is pro~uced? 

Can the rna? who is not master of himself, who 
is a slave to appetite and passion, be happy? Can 
the path of immorality and sin lead to happiness? 
Scripture declares not, and all J:l.uman experience 
agrees with its declaration. 

But the "Social Democratic" party are appa
rently blind to the force of such considerations. 
They are apparently oblivious to the lessons ofh'is- _. 
tory. They have at iast discovered the great panacea 
for which the world has been waiting six thousand 

years, and which eluded -th-e-search and baffled tlre· 
wisdom of all previous ages. Mr. Debs concludes; 
his presentation .of socialism with this glowing pic
ture: 

"This will mark the end of the capitalist system. 
The factol:ies and rnills and mines, the railroads and 
telegraph and telephone, and alLthe means of pro
duction and distribution win be transferred to tlie 
people in their collective capacity; industry will be 
operated cooperatively, and every human being will 
have the 'inalienable right' to work and to enj 1y 
the fruit of his labor. The hc~us of labor will be re
duced according to the progress of invention. Rent, 
interest and profit will be no more. The sordid 
spirit qf commerciaL conquest will be dead. War 
and ·its ravages will pass into history. Economic 
equality will have triumphed, labor will stand forth 
emancipated, and the sons and daughters of men 
will glorify the triumphs of Social Demot.rac;:y.:' 

Human Schemes Can Not Circumvent Selfishness., 

Great indeed will be the triumph of a scheme 
which transforms this abode of misery and injustice 
into a suburb of Paradise, without elimina6ng from 
men's hearts the selfishness which is ever prompt-:
ing them to disregard the interests of their fellow
men! Great will be its triut?ph~if it. t.riump!zs. 
But will it triumph? What can circumvent selfish
ness? .Can legislation hold it back-;-can ;;my dispo
sition of political and industrial forces keep selfish
ness within bounds, so that ·it shall not work harm 
in human society? No; selfishness is too subtle an 
evil to be barred by such restraints. As well talk bf 
holding back water with a sieve. All schemes of 
huma'n devising are inefficient in deali,ng with the 
forces that flow from the heart. 

"Life, liberty and happiness" depend: for their 
full realization upon the elimination of sel,fishness; 
and the individual must first of all eliminate thjs: 
from his own heart. Then he himself will be happy,. 
and happiness will become general when selfishness, 
is removed_ from all hearts. But the soc~alist pro
gram aims only td restrain it~to hold i-t back withim 
confines where it will be harmless .. Such attempts; 
are' in the wisdom of man, not that of man's Creator .. 
His way of salvation is by the gospel~the power of 
God exercised in the wisdom of God. 

It is necessary that rights should be pr~served'. 
in the earth, 'and human govemments with their 
legislative and exec\1-tive powers are necessary to· 
this end. But they can not be made to serve the: 
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ends of right~ousness and the ble;:;sings that are in
separable from it. Mr. Debs and_ his· party are 
viewipg only a mirage; their present pathway will 
never take .then beyond the desert. ~-

MAKING ANARCHISTS. 

THE mDst dangerous anarchists are not those 
who commit overt acts of violepce, but those who' 
in the name of law and order override natural .and 
constitutional rights. 

The "red" ·anarchist, the anarchist who uses 
bomb, pistol, or stiletto, is less dangerous because 
his methods startle p_eople and make them realize 

more fully than before the really beneficent charac
ter of wholesome laws honestly administered. 

The anarchist who, while professing great loyalty 
to law, overrides the principles of justice, is the more 
dangerous \because he is more respectable, his meth
ods less startling, and his work more lasting and 
vastly more far-reaching. 

Anarchy in Mansfield, Ohio. 

As the readers of THE SENTINEL OF 'LIBERTY 
know, anarchy reigns in the town of Mansfield, 
Ohio. The .facts are these. There is 'in that place 
a church of the disciples of Doctor Dowie, of this 
city. One of the tenets of this sect is "divine heal
ing." Not long since one of the number in Mans
field refused the aid of a physician, with disastrous 
results both to herself and to the child that was born 
to her. 

An outcry was raised against the sect, and cer
tain elders or ministers who had gone to Mansfield 
from this city were mobbed, and roughly and sh<!me~ 
fully handled, and were driven from the town and 
warned not to return. 

A week later they did return,.but were prevented 
by the sheriff and chi~£ of police from leaving the 
cars,· fl,nd were carried to the next town, to which 
point they were followed·. by ,an officer, who pre
vented their hiring a private conveyance by which 
to return to Mapsfield. 

A week later still, the same m"inisters secretly 
entered Mansfield by priv.ate conveyance, and going 
to their regular place of worship commenced r~iig
ious services. A crowd began to gather, and very 
soon the mayor, sheriff, and chief of police appeared. 
Bnt instead of coming to disperse the mob, they in
terrupted the meeting and compelled the Dowie eld
ers to leave the-town.. Commenting' on this occur-

· renee, the Chronicle of this city, a paper far from 
friendly to Doctor Dowie, says : 

"Lawlessness continues to rule the town of M:Oms-· 
field, Ohio, where two of Dowie's missionaries were · 
compelled to seek refuge in the county jail from a 
pursuing mob last Sunday. If the governor of Ohio 
had any backbone he would maintain the rights of 
those men if it took the entire national guard of 
Ohio to do it. The truth or falsity of the Dowie 
creed could be settled later." 

It is said these Mansfield officers took' this course 
to save the followers of Dr. Dowie from the wrath 
of the mob. But if· such a course was necessary, 
what becomes of the constitutional] guarantees of 
the rights of conscience and of free speech in the 
Ohio Bill of Rights? And what becomes of consti
tutional goverrment in Ohio? 

The governor of the State was appealed to for 
protecti9n, but he replied shat he could not act un
less asked to do so by the sheriff of the county. 
But who does not know that had the goveni.or noti
fied the sheriff that he would be held responsible 
for any harm that might come to those men, and 
had the people been told by the officers that the 
right of free speech and of free religious worship 
must be respected, order could and would .have been 
maintained? But the officers • themselves, instead 
of enforcing the law, joined the mob in 'violating 
the law. So that now the highest law in Mansfield is 
not the constitution of the State, but the sweet will of 
the commune. Thumbs up, a man may preach what 
he believes in that city; thumbs down, he will be 
stripped of his clothing, painted blue and expelled 

. from the place. 

Anarchy in New York City. 

It is only a snort time since that anarchy of the 
Mansfield sort manifested itself in New York City. 
A negro burglar shot a policeman, just as many a 
white burglar has sh()t officers. Commenting edi
torially upon what followed, the Daily Chronicle; the 
s,ame paper already quoted, says: 

' "Investigation fully proves that the recent colli
, sion between whites and blacks in New York City 

was a police orgy. . 
"The negro wlio killed the white policeman 

could not have escaped justice if testimony showed 
that he deserved punishment. If' the scales veered 
either way in such a case the accused was not likely 
to be the beneficiary. 

· "There was, therefore, not even the pretext of 
miscarriage of justice to condone the m~rciless fury 
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with which the real or apparent crime of the negro 
was revenged upon hundreds of innocent colored 
women and children. · 

"The helpless, th~ industrious, the sober, w-ere 
maltreated. All law was violated by the brutal club 
swingers and pistol flourishe"rs on the blacks. . 

"Race conflict is at least intelligible below Mason 
and Dixon's line. North of it it is also intelligible. 
In ,the South its causes are historic. In the North 
its cause is the license a brutal policeman feels to. 
use his club or revolver· independently of ,constitu
tional restraints. It is not merely race hatred that 
inspires him, it is a wantonness ·in the use of power." 

A Men,ace to Popular Government. 

So far as being a menace to popular government 
is concerned, the officers who upon an occasion of 
this kind makes common cause with the mob, is 
many fold more dangerous tlpn the 1' red" anarchist 
who would, if he could, overthrow all government. 
That can never be done, but the despotism of un
bridled passion may very ea$ily take the place of 
the orderly a'tld measurably just reign of statutory 
and constitutional law. 

What These Outbursts Show. 

Such outbursts as· these show that as a nation we 
are losing the faculty of self-government. Lawless-, 
ness on the -part of a few is crime. When a com-
munity becomes lawless it is anarchy, and anarchy in
vites despotism. Indeed anarchy is the worst sort 
of despotism; it is so bad a despotism that the peo
ple will presently welcome a despotism of a fey.r or 
of one as better. than the despotism of the mob. 

If government of the people by the people-is to 
continue in this land the people must govern 'them-· 
selves. Failing to do this th.e time must comt;when 
an American Napoleon will arise, "will sweep the· 
streets of some of our cities with cannon and s.eize 
the reigns of government. The politicians a.re hot 
saying as much as they did fol!r years ago about the 
dang~r that the .scenes of the- French Revolution 
will be re-enacted erelong in this country, but the 
danger is greater now than it was then; and this not 
because or the probable election of any particular 

·candidate, but simply because· the people have lost 
in so large a ~easure the faculty of governing them-
selves. .· . . :B. 

THE United States have spent in the Philippine 
. war $186,678,<:;00. · The loss has been 2,394 men 
killed and 21073 wounded. 

THE WE~~AN'D- 'CANAL, THE ONTAJUO SlJNDAY 
LAW,ETC. , 

IN the hearing on the Lord's Day Act, in 'Osgood 
·Hall, Toronto, the question of the right of the prov
ince to regulate· the operation of public works and 
corporations, such as railroads,' canals, etc., was a 
very interesting issue, inasmuch as the entire Do
'minion is intereste~ in th'ese large: corporate indus~ 
tries .. 

The advocates who were urging the right of the, 
province to make Sunday laws were a~ked by the 
court if 0ntario would have a right to prohibit traffic 
through the Weiland canal on Sunday, for instance. 
The reply was that the·province could do this. The 
question was then asked whether the province could 
stop traffic through . the canal on other days of'th~ · 
week, or on every day of the week, if it saw·fit. The 
question was a rather difficult one, but the ~nal re.
ply was that the province could not do that. Then 
the court asked: If the province has no dght to close 
the canal on other days of the week, why has it a 
right to dose it on Sunday? The true motive be,
hind the Sunday-law then had to be acknowledged. 
The reply was that it was bec~use of the reli'gi'ous 
character of tke daY.. 

So, a:'l. much as its defenders may talk about the 
ciyil rest day, and the absence of any religious aspect 
to the matter, and claim that ther_e· is no desire to. 
enforce any religious observance ~hatever, yet when 
the truth \must be told it comes, ~ut that it is_ the re
li'gi'o1JS phase of the institution that furnishes ..the 
real impetus to the whole movement. 

As an example of faithfulness in the obs.ervance 
of the rest day, the c~unsel stated that anciently the 
Maccabees would not fight on Sunday. This is an
other instance of making Sabbath ooservance serve 
the . cause of Sunday-keeping. As to what con
stituted works of necessity, t):(e counsel held tqat i.t 
was a duty for a man to saye his property,' and 'there-

. fore if a farmer . had grain standing out that was 
likely to be injured by storm it was his privilege and 
duty to draw it i~ .• on Sunday. Such people as the 

.·Maccabees would be considered rather too strict. .. 
The Other Side of the Question. . 

As we have already stated, the counsel who spoke 
for the other side of the question occupied but 
about one-sixth of the time those arguing for· the 
Lord's Day Act used; but fhis shorter portion of time 
was well employed in presentingforcible arguments 
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and valuable facts. It was brought out that it ~as 
not until A. D. 1595 that Sunday was put on the 
footing of the ancient Sabbath. The observance of 
a weekly rest day was shown to be a matter of mo
rality and not simply of civil rights between indi
viduals. The fact was brougpt out from Mr. Black
stone that the profanation of th~ Lord's day was 
classed as an offense against God and religion; also 
that the offense of_ Sunday violation was classed with 
izeresy, witchcraft and apostasy. Of course it was 
punished for the same reasons and upon the same 
basis. Let this fact have due weight in the con

--sideration of this subject. Then, if it is now proper 
for civil ~overnment to p·unish heresy, 1oitchcrajt and 
apostasy, it is also proper' for it to punish Sabbath
breaking. But we have passed the days·of tortur
ing and killing heretics; we have passed the -time of 
burning witches and imprisoning apostates, at least 
we all know these practices to be unjustifiable and 
wicked. Why keep up th~ practice (akiri to the 
ot~ers) of fining and incarcerating m~n for laboring 
on Sunday? The glaring inconsistency of this is 
plainly seen in the light of these facts. The counsel 
also stated that if the province had a right to shut 
the Weiland canaLone day in the week it might do 
so every day in the week and thus interfere with .the 
Dominion. . 

As to the distinction between passenger. and 
traveler, the counsel showed that the distinction was 
merely imaginary; that there were numerous cases 
on record, some of which were cited, where men wlio 
were traveling on street cars or otherwise on Sunday 
on secular business, recovered damages for inj~ries 
received in accidents while on such journeys under 
the statute legalizing the CQnveying of travelers on 
that day. It was also stated that even carrying t_he 
mail or going to meeting could not be construed to 
be works of necessity. 

Upon rising from his seat, after listening to the 
argument for nearly a week, his lordship paid a 
tribute to the· ancien! economy by remarking that 
the laws of Moses on this subject·were much clearer 
than ours. F. D. STARR. 

THE London. Globe suggests the pulling down·of 
the -monument to indepengence of the Transvaal, 
erected by the. Boers at Paardskrall. Certainly; why 
should it remain when that of which it is the symbol 
has departed ? 

A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

"The New. Canaan.'' 

IN ancient days the Lord had said to Israel that 
she should dwell alone and should not be reckoned 
among the nations. This .comm~nd was not an ar
bitrary one. It was given for the good of the chosen · 
nation. God knew that it would be impossible for 
Israel to preserve the purity and simplicity of her 
governmental institutions, and at the same time be~ 
come entangled in alliances with the nations of the, 
earth, whose principles of government were alto-
gether different from hers. God knew that the prin
ciples of the other nations only wrought oppression 
on the great mass of the people. He knew that if 

. Israel became entangled with these nations that it. 
would not be long, in the very nature of things, be
fore her people would be suffering ~any hardships of: 
a kindred sort. It was therefore in love, and that he 
thigh t safeguard the ones whom he had brought out of 
bondage, that the Almighty ordained that_ they 
should dwell alone and should not be rec~oned 

among th~ nations. 
There is a touching simplicity about the early· 

history of these United States. The feelings of the 
forefathers who crossed the broad Atlantic in the 
" Mayflower," their ideas concer-ning their own com
ing and mission in the earth, really form a very vitaL 
part of the history of this land. They held to the 
theory that England and the old countries beyond 
the sea were the land of Egypt; that t'he Atlantic was 
the Red Sea, and that Amer.ica was the land of 
Canaan, and that the Indians were the idolatrous. 
tribes, worthy only of devotion to the sword and to 
death. These ide~s can be found in ·almost all of 
the important writings and sermons of the day. 
They form no srnall or unimportant part of the 
bibliography of the period. The term "The New 
Canaan" was freely applied to the country around 
the " Massachusetts Bay." 

All of tbese theories and ideas may appear 
quite fanciful and foolish. Nevertheless there was 
a considerable strata of truth underlying them In . 
all of the contemporaneous records as well as in the 
later histories the coming of the Fathers to this 
country is spoken of as the "Puritan Exodus." And 
when we study into the very depths of tho'se times, 
it is- easy to see that there w~re many really won
derful features connected with this wonderful move
ment. 
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A- long dark nigh_t in the history of earth was , 
brought to an end by the Puritan Exodus and the 
birth of the United State!'. "The Dark Ages" is 
;not a mere fanciful term, nor is it a misnomer. It 
>is the expression of the truth coricerning the time, to 

. which the name is· applied. People had sat in dark 
·.despair, and their inborn sense of manhood and 

·. womanhood had been outraged to such an extent by, 
;the kings who ruled over' them, that at times it 
cSeemed that it would 'become extinct forever. The 
-Great Reformation of the sixteenth century had 
. brought the golden gleams of the better morn; but 
,the,bright effulgence_ of the day was not ushered in 
.until the time of the American Revolution. 

That. Providence was deeply concerned in , the 
founding of the. United States there can be no ques'
·tion. The frail colonies which hav~ grown into the 
asylum for the oppressed otevery land ~ere not too 

. insignificant for-the watchcare of the Most High. 
Whatever may be said about the Puritans no one can· 

· <C!eny that a deep religious f~rvor underlaid all that 
they .did. It is beyond question that they came to 
this land for religious purposes; it is beyoi-d question 
that they fled from religious oppression. They came 
to esta,blish a nation in which principles of truth an<;! 
purity should reign. They carrie to found a new· 
·Canaan where God might be worshipped according 
to the dictates of conscience, and where the op
pressed of every land might find a resting place for 
their weary souls and bodies. . · 

Some of their ideals may not have been realized. 
· Some of their ideals~ may be absolutely impossible 
in this earth of perfect realization.' But this' ~uch 
.must ever be conceded, that, America has become 
through them and those who have followed .a place 

. .of refug-e for the weary and the oppressed of every 
la11d on earth; and to God we pray to-day that this 
n·ation may not now put out its light, for should this 
dire deed be done, . "then unto what' nation can 
struggling humanity l_ook for hope and inspiration?" 

Physically and geographically God separated the 
United States from all the· great powers of earth. 
He did so with a purpose. He set her off alone be- . 
tweed the twin oceans that in spirit and in life, as 

·well as in body, she mig-ht be separated from the age
worn iniquities of Europe, and tha( she might be 
untramelled in working out the good which he placed 

.. her in the earth. to do. P. T. MAGAN. 

WHAT God hath separated let not man·unite .. 

·CHRISTIANITY AND JUD~ISM. 

THE Rev.] oseph Cook, of Boston, in on.e of his 
famous Monday noon lectures, said: "We hear of 
wotection for tin, wqol, coal, salt, etc., but where is 

·protection for Christianity?" As a Christian, Mr . 
Cook ought to have 'known that ·all the protection 
that Christianity needs is .in the almighty power of 
its divine Author. The S:ripture speaks of a people 
in the last days who will have a form of godliness, 
but deny the power thereof. The whole National 
Reform scheme is a fulfillm.ent of this prophecy . 
It is·not always so plainly admitted as in the quota
tion· from Mr. Cook, but admitted ;r .not, it is ever 
the tllought of the religio-politician that Christianity 

· must ha're protection from th~ st;:tte·, and that it can 
not compete with the forces of evil and successfully 

· do its work . without such. protection. What could 
be a greater denial of the power of God l.n Ch~is
tianitx itself than such' an appeal to "a human power 
to enable Christianity to do itswork? 

ChristianitY's Triumph Without ''Protection." 

The veriest beginner· in Christian history well 
knows that for centuries Christianity did do/ its work 
and. triumph gloriously over all.. the forces of evil, 
not only without ,any protection from any earthly 

·state, but with the powers of earth a·rrayed in direct 
hostility to it. .. 

It was in those victorious days that the prophet 
J;epresents Christianity as crowned and seated .upon 
a white horse, going fo~th conquering and to con- · 
quer. Without the aid of any human power, in a 
few years Chris.tianityoverspread the world, and had 
converts everywhere, even in king's palaces. It 
made the mqnarch of th~ Roman world tremble on 
his throne, for he clearly saw that Christianity meant 
the sacredness of individual human rights and the' 
glorifi~ation of manhood, and therefore the dea.th of 
all despotism. 

These facts being well knowH to all, it must be 
that those who believe that· no~ Christianity mpst 
have state protection in order to triumph, either 
deny that . Christianity has now the power that it 
once had, or they assert that ,the forces. that. are. 
arrayed against it now are greater than they then 
were. It were well, then, for all to become familiar 
with the· forces that Christianity . found arrayed 
against· itself in those days when it stood alone. so 
victoriously. These forces were chiefly represented 
by Judaism, Paganism and Orientalism. The conflict 
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<Of Christ'ianity with these will furnish the theme for 
several papers for THE SENTINEL. 

First, we,shall consider the conflict of Christi
anity with Judaism. 

Jesus Did Not Preach a New Religion. 

Jesus was a Jew. Centuri~s before the incarna:. 
tion Christ, the Son of God, the everlasting Word 
Df God, had made tlie promises to Abraham which 
~onsecrated that people unto himself. He it was 
who had led them out of Egypt, out of tlte house of· 
bondage. He spake the law to them from Sinai; he 
led them through the wilderness, and in all their 
wanderings they "drank of that spiritual Rock ' 
which went. with them, and that rock was Christ." 
Disciples were first called Christians at Antioch, but 

. there were disciples long before that. In the olden 
days they called a true disciple as Jesus called N a

. thaniel, an "Israelite indeed." 
All the truth's of the New Testament are found 

·in the Old Testament, and were once understood by 
the faithful. All the spiritual experiences of Chris-

' ' tianity had, through the ever- present spiritual 
Christ, been experienced long before by the devout 

· Israelite. Jesus never professed- to preach a new 
.religion. On the contrary, when he spake on the 
most profound themes. of Christianity, as to Nico
demus on the new birth, he said, "Art thou a ruler 
in Israel, and understandest not these things?" 

'The Divine Revelation Monopolized by the Rulers. 

The new birth and all the other doctvines of 
Christianity are plainly revealed in the Old Testa
ment, but they had all been lost S!ight of by the 
Jews, and because of this the Jewish religion had be
-come ceremonial and formal and utterly lacking in 
the manifestation of the spiritual life and power. 
Traditions had been m~ltiplied till they filled many 
volumes, and it required years of study to become 
familiar with them. The Scriptures, containing the 
words of salvation, it was thought could be under
stood only by being interpreted by tradition, and 
therefore by the priests and Rabbis and lawyers who 
understood tradition. Thus practically the Scrip
ture was taken from the common people and put 
into the hands of the spiritual rulers, who only could 

. understand and interpret it. These leaders of the 
people were therefore given almost unbounded au
thority, and were looked up to with susperstitious 
reverence. "Still the ·basis of their supremacy 
rested on the popular reverence. for the Sacred 

Writings. 'It is written' was the sanction of .all 
Rabbinical decrees, however those decrees might 
misinterpret the real meaning of the law." (Milman's 
Hist. Chris., vol I, page 189.) Thus, to the eyes of 
the people and in their own· eyes also the Jewish 
rulers ha.d a monopoly of the divine revelation. 

Under these c'ircumsfances Jesus entered upon his 
sacred mission. Not having studied in the Rabbini
cal schools, and not having asked of the spiritual 
leaders the permission to preach, he went. forth 
reading th-e Scriptures and expounding their truths. 
Under his touch the old words blossomed anew into 
wealths of meaning and beauty, of which the people 
had never dreamed. · He set· the sublimest trlJths 
forth in axiomatic forms. He did not quote au
thority as the Rabbis did, saying, "It is written." . 
But more frequently he prefaced his remarks with 
the simple, "I say unto you." Is it strange that the 
people wondered and that they went away saying, 
"Never man spake like tJ:lis man,"" He speaks as 
one having authority, and not as the Scribes.". 

Ecclesiastical Jealousy and Ambition. 

Need we wonder that the whole power of the 
Jewish Sanhedrim was arrayed against Jesus and the 
religion he taught? It was their po~er to control 
the prejudices and superstitious passions of the 
people that caused the multitudes, notwithstanding 
the work of love Christ had wrought, to cry" Crucify 
him, crucify him." It was this same priestly power 
that, during the early history of the church, made 
the Jews in every city spy out the. Christians and. 
deliv .. er them to the pagan persecutors, who excuted 
the laws, and so had the power of life and death. 
Of these Jewish leaders Milman well says: " They 
saw clearly that it was a struggle for the life and 
death of their authority. Jesus acknowledged as 
the Christ, the wh'ole fabric of their power and in
fluence fell at once. The traditions, the skill of the 
scribe, the subtilty of the lawyer, the profound study 
of the Rabbi, or the teacher in the synagogue and 
in the schools became obsolete, and the pride of su
perior wisdom, the long-enjoyed deference, the blind 
obedience with which people had liste'ned to their 
decrees, were gone forever. The whole hierarchy 
were to cede at once their rank and estimation to 
an humble and uninstructed peasant from Galilee, a 
region scorned by the better educited for its rude
ness and ignorance, and from Nazareth, the most 
despised town in the despised province." (Milman's' 
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Hist. Chris., vol. r, page 191.) Any one familiar 
with the many methods by which ecclesiastical jeal
ously and ecclesiastical ambition have ever opposed 
truth will know from this simple statement of the 
case, coupled with the inspired record, what Chris
tianity had to meet in its conflict with Judaism. 

The Longing for a Political Messiah. 

But it was not simply the ecclesiastical ambitions 
of the Jewish leaders that Christianity directly op
posed itself to; ifwas the patriotism of the Jewish 
people as well. The whole thought of the age with 
the Jewish people was Messianic. Every heart, in, 
so Jar as there was in it the manifestation o{ any 
spiritual life at all, was surchargeQ with Messianic 
longing. So wholly was this true that every Jewish 
wife felt herself accursed unless she could become 
the mother of a man child, for it was the tender wish 
of every mother that her boy might be the longed
for Messiah, the hope of his people, the desire of all 
nations. But all this longing was for a political 
Messiah, one who should deliver his people from the 

. I . 

Roman, yoke and establish the kingdom of Israel 
again in more than its Davidic glory, making it the 
head over a,ll the nations of earth. As the religion 
of the Jews, by losing·out of it the spiritual truths 
of its divine revelation, had become formal, instead 
of becoming dead and cold it had become political 
and intensely patriotic. Now, Jesus comes pro
claiming. himself the longed-for and promised Mes
siah. Yet he sets himself squarely against all these 
political ambitions and patriotic longings of his 
'people, and so far from seeking to be crowned king 
he refuses the crown when they sought to force it . 
upon him, saying, " My kingdom is not of this 
world." So far from promising them freedo~ from the 
Roman yoke he proph~sies the destruCtion of J erusa
lem by the Romans, and even the overthrow of the 
beloved Jewish temple, so that there shall not be left 
one stone. standing upon another of all the magnifi
cent buildi~g. Worse than all this, Jesus hi;n,self, 
at the _instigation of _the Jewish leaders, was cru'cified 
by the Rqmans, crtJ,cified · most ignominiously be
tween thieves, and yet his disciples persist in going 
forth and proclaiming to the Jews that this de
feated(?) and crucified peasant of Galilee is the 
Messiah their prophets foretold. Insteap of promis
ing them the &rthly power and glory they had ex
pected and longed for, the disciples of Jesus boldly 
tell them that they must take up their cro;;s daily 

and follow Jesus, if n(':ed be, to as ~ign-omimous -a -
crucifixion. In their pride t:he Pharisees had been. 
wont to consider prosperity. and ease and comfort 
in this world as prima facie evidence that a man pos
sessed the favor of God, and so was safe both for the 
h(':re and the hereafter. But now this man who was 
despised and rejected of. men, .and apparently ac
cursed of God, is persistently proclaimed King of 
the Jews. 

:christianity Grandly Triumphant. 

It is .not possible for any truth to be more en
tirely and absolutely arrayed against the aims, am
bitions, hopes, ,longings and prejudices of any people 
and of any age than was Christianity against those 
of the Jews; and the very fact that all this was 
taught the people from the same writings that they 
had been familiar with for ages made the effrontery 
of it all the more unbearable; and. yet, without any 
"protection" from any human power, without the 
aid of any state,. by its own inherent strength, by the 
power of truth and. by the power of the Spirit of 
truth, and of Him who is the truth, Christianity 
triumphed grandly over Judaism, notwithstanding 
its utmost efforts to prevent it, and became a world
wide religion while Judaism is sunk into obscurity. 

True Christianity has. the same power to-day that 
it had then. Jesus' t.~pressly said, "All power is 
given unto me in heaven and in earth; g9 ye there
fore and preach the gospel to every creature, and lo 
I am with.you always,. even unto the end of the world." 
True· Christianity to-day does not need or ask the 
aid of human. laws. Judge Welch, chief justice of 
the Ohio Supreme Court, we.ll said: "When Christi
anity asks the aid of ear.thly government beyond 
mere impartial protection it denies itself. Its laws 
are divine and not human. Its essential interests 
lie beyond the reach and range of earthly govern
ments. United with government religion .never 
rises above the merest superstition; united with re~ 
ligion govern merit never rises above the merest oes
potism, and all history shows us· thatthe more widely 
and cotppletely they are separated the better it is 
for both." (i: E ... FrFIELD. 

IT is stated tQ.at Mrs E. B. Drew, wife of the 
Britiph commissioner of customs at· Tien-Tsin, in
dignantly denies the stories of brutal massacre by 
Russi~n troops credited to her upon her recent ar
rival at San Francisco. 
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THE PASSING OF THE CONSTITUTION. 

THAT the American R~public has fallen upon 
evil times has !h.een evident for some time. And the 
evidence which proves this continues rapidly to ac
cumulate. Tme vision of a seer is not required at 
this time to di1>cover the paramount issuein Ameri
can public lik-the cri.sis which can not fail to 
hold with an ii-rresistible and fascinating power the 
attention ·of e"ery friend of liberty.· Indifference is 
simply impos~ble with him who places any just 
value upon t~. principles of civil and religious 
liberty which have obtained some growth in . the 
world during tihe last two or three centuries. This~ 
issue and this arises· i:s the repudiation of the princi
ples of Americ~n constitutional government; and it 
is an issue which will remain when the presidential 
campaign now r,aging is at an end. 

The Place of the Constitution. 

The Constitution ~f the United States is the su
preme law of this country; the foundation upon 
which rests the whole governmental structure. 

·'Treaties and laws become of force only when made 
iin pursuance of tb:is fundamental law. The C~nsti
tution cont>1ins th(j)se things upon which the Ameri
can people wc;re once agreed ·in regard to their 
Government_:_the tlhings to which theybound them
selves and their representatives. _If ever they find 
thiis law inadequate or '• ~nsatisfactory, they have 
agreed to constitutionally change or amend it. 
Though they should choose not only to alter it, but to 
reverse it entirely, every step toward that end must 
be taken in recogqition of the Constitution and ac
cording to constitutional procedure. Not to do this 
is to destroy and overthrow the Government as it has 
hitherto existed, because the Constitution is the in
strument ~hich gave existence to th·e Government 
of the United States and by authority of which it 
has ·continued tp exist. The sovereignty of the peo
ple, as Lincoln well declared, is not for the overthrow 
of the Constitution, but for the overthrow of those 
who pervert the Constitution. The Constitution 
has this place and this reverence because it was 
made by its framers the legal bulwark o~ the rights 
and libei:ties of the people. How well they guarded 
those rights in it may be judged from _the fact that 
it has been the object ·of attack , of every movement 
in the history of this country which has- attempted 

. the abridgement of any of those rights.. This law is 
in force until it is changed by the people. . 

The Natural Method of Subversion. 

It :is therefore a dangerous thing for the Ameri-
-can Governmenf-a day_ of _more than ill omen-
when public men treat this instrument q.s of no·force· 

· whatever and determine to ignore it entirely. This; 
'is so plain that it would seem that any scheme,. 
however foreign and antagonistic it might be to the 
letter and spirit of the Constitution, would by every 
subtlety and every argument possible be made. to 
appear in. accordance therewith or incorporated as a 
part thereof. This. would certainly seem to be the 
most natural method of procedure; ·and it is a 
method which in most cas,es has been adopted by 
those who in the past have attempted to deny to 
others the freedom so ably guaranteed in the Con
stitution. 

The movement which THE SENTINEL has opposed 
from the day of its establishment, and which for 
half a century has aimed at the ,subversion of the 
religious freedom guaranteed by the first amend
ment to the Constitution, sought for years to attain 
its objeot by an amendment to the Constitution.' 
But at last when the Supreme Court in 1892 decided 
that this country, according to the language and 
meaning of the Constitution, was a "Christian na
tion" and therefore constitutionally authorized to 
enforce all or any part of what was deemed the 
Christian religion, the promoters of this movement 
have virtpally ceased to agitate for an amendment, 
and are proceeding with the enforcement, wherever 
public opinion will allow, of what they deem the in
stitutions and usages of Christianity. They proceed 
now without an amendment just as they intended to 
proceed on obtaining an amendment. So much for 
the overthrow of the constitutional guarantee of 're
ligious freedom. 

The . Doctrines of Civil ~reedom Denied. 

To-day the doctrines of civil freedom with which 
. the Constitution abounds, and which must stand or 
. fall with religious freedom, are denied strongly and 

vigorously by a lar,:ge and powerful element in this 
country. But even in this element are those who 
still have some realization of the true significance of 
the Constitution and who therefore hesitate at its 
complete repudiation. There is a disposition in 

' some quarters to hold that this denial of civil free'-
dom is constitutional, and some journals, not willing 
to appear boldly iri defiance of the organic law of 
the nation, assert that taxation without representa-
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tion and government -without the consent of the 
governed by the United States over distant and alien 
peoples, is authorized by the expt;ession in the CoQ
stitution that "Congress shall have power to dispose 
of and make <;ill needful rules and regulations re
specting the territory or other. property belonging 
to the United State~." 

The Constitution Abandoned-" This Nation Can Con-
quer Like Any Other." · · 

But, one of the oldest and most influential of 
American journals. and on~ which stands at the 
head of this large and powerful element, says that 
'Such an argument will not do, that " to center de-

. ·fense upon that claim is to trust to unstable se
•CUrity,'' and then following this, boldly a.nd une
quivocally declares that in this matter the Constitu
tion must be abandoned entirely. This journal, the 

. I 

New York Tribune, on July 19, discussed tlTDs "de-
fense" editorially, and among other things said: 

"When territority is acquired by treaty. without 
engagement to take it into the Union, the S~nrereign 
Nation has authority to rule it as it will, subject to 
the law of freedom instinct. in· its own bei!ng, or, as 

. the President puts it, Congress has full Legislative 
power, 'subject only to the fundamental safeguards 
of liberty, justice and personal rights.'" 

"That is the view of the Circuit Court [in the 
"recent decision upholding a special tariiff for Porto 
Rico"] which bases our fr~e· hand in the new terri
tories on their status outside the Union under the 
treaty." ' 

The next day it said editorially: 
' . 

"Every theorist who sets out to emasculate Amer-
ican sovereignty by constitutional limitations, gets 
himself into trouble. This nation can conquer, like 
a~y other. It can capture, occupy, and subject. 
'* * * It can exercise sovereign authority over terri
tory not annexed to the Union,. like ,Cuba. * * * 
Anti-imperialism seeks to rob the American citizen 
of the one power in which he has the greatest pride. 
It seeks to strip him·of the one operation which is 
to him dearer than any other-that government by 
the people, for the good of mankind, may one day 
bring the fed,eration· of the world." ' 

These quotations are' a part of the evidence to 
whi'ch reference was made at the beginning of this 
article. From' th~m we learn th,at "the sovereign 
nation has authonty to rule as it will, subject to 'the 
law of freedom instinct in its own being/' that Ameri
can sovereignty to-day, instead· of depending upon 
the Constitution for all its vigor, is of such a char-

acter that- adherence to co!Jlstitutional- limitations
would "emasculate" it; that this nation is now like 

. any other, it "can conquer,"' ""capture, occupy and 
, subject;" that in this ,power th,e American citizen 

"has the greatest pride," and the operation of which 
"is to him dearer than any other." 

No Sovereignty for Su~jugation and Oppression. 

It r'equires no argument to show ·that thes·e pro
positions are in direct conflict with American prin- · 
dples of government and in exact accord with every 
·despotic system that has robbed inen of their in
.alienable rights .. There is no such thing as sov
·ereignty to subjugate and oppress, to "conquer," 
·"capture," and "subject." Ther.e are governments 
in th~ world to-day, it is .true, that have never ad
mitted this; but such sovereignty is opposed to 
the whole genius, spirit- and letter of American 
institutions. ·.At its foundation the American Gov
·ernment expressly repudiated such sovereignty~ 

·Compare the Tribune's doctrine of unlimited sov
·ereignty to conquer, capture, occupy and subject 

· with the American do.ctrine, which was well ex
pressed by John Quincy Adams: in 1837: · 

"The people [of the colonies] who assumed their 
·e.qual and separate station among the powers of the 
earth, by the laws of nature's God, by that very act 
.acknowledged themselves bound to the observance 
-of those laws, and could neither exercise nor confer 
.any power inconsistent with them." 

"All the legislators of the human race until that 
<lay had laid the fcmndations of all government 
.among men in power, and hence it was that in the 
maxims of theory, as well as in the practice of na
tions, sovereignty was held to be unlimited and 
illimitable. The Declaration of Independence pro
claimed another law, * * * a law of right, bind
ing upon nations as well as upon individuals, upon 
sovereigns as well as upon subjects. * * * · In 
.assuming the attributes of sovereig~ power, the colo
nists appealed to the Supreme Judge of the world 
for' the rectitude of their intentions, and neither 
claimed nor conferred authority to do anything but 
for right." 

Unlimited Sovereignty the Law of the Mob. 

A self-governing nation does not do as it pleases. 
A people who govern themselves will abjde by the 
forms anp rules and methods; 'of procedure, which 
experience and wisdom have demonstrated to be 
mo·st. sure and effectual in securing equ;:tl and exact 
justice. The Tribune may not be aware of the fac.t, 
bu~ i~~ tl?ct~iu,e is.· a~'- revolutionary and anarchical 
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:as any that was ever howleq through ·the streets. SUNDAY LAWS IN CQNNECTICUT. 

In 1793 its doctrine of national sovereignty was ex- THE questioQ of enforcing Sunday observance. 
tre;nely popular in the French capital. When the has been brought to the front in Ans9nia, Conn., 
peopl~ formed into mobs to take or destroy public and neighboring towns, by the circulation of a p~
.or pilvate property, to break up the sittings of .. t.ition calling for the closing of business places on 
their owri legislative body, or to massacre the sus- that day: The prosecuting attorney, when inter-. 
pected, they ease'd their conscienc~.s with the argu- viewed by a reporter for the Evening Sentinel, ex
ment that they were the people-the sovereign peo- pressed himself on the subject as follows: 
;nle. What mattere_ d it if they were violating the · f h 

1 r "If it was a question of a violatiOn o t e. aw ·Constitution they themselves had recently adopted? · · ll · h 
· upon which all parties are practlca y a umt, sue. a,s 

What mattered it if they were vioiating the laws en- . cases of an;on, rape, murder, etc., of course I should 
.~ct~d at their instanceby their own representatives? have no hesitation in regard t0 my duty. The Sun-. 
It mattered not at all; they were the people_:.the day law, however,, is one on which there is no unity 
·" sovere'ign nation.~ Nothing could bind them; they of opinion, and it is largely a matter pf individual 
-could .not bind themselves, for to admit that would -opinion or conscience. 
be to" wb" themselves of "the one power," in which "One man holds that he should keep one day, 

· · · another that he should keep another; still another. they h. ad "th_e greatest pride," and to "strip" them-
believes in keeping the day in one way, while an

selves of •• the one operation," which was to them other does not believe in anytning of the sort. To. 
~·dearer than any other "-the right of doing a,;; put the matter briefly, it seems to me as if we as a 
they pleased, sometimes termed the "sacred righ.t whole people, do not want the Puritanical Sunday . 
.of insurrection." any more than we do the German beer garden 

Of cours.e all this proved but one thing, and that Sunday." 

was that they were utterly without the faculty of The prosecuting attorney clearly recognizes the 
self.goverriment. And so to-day, if there are people fundamental difference between Sunday .laws and 
who are unfit for self~government. they are those who, laws for the suppression of those things agreed on 
baving known and enjoyed all the blessings of free- by all people as criminal; yet h~ feels himself bound 
<lorn, persist in violating and overturning the instru- to enforce the law if called upon to do so, as he finally. 
ment which. has proved to be the best safeguard for said to the reporter: 
the rights of all the people of any protection yet set 
up by human legislators. People who do this judge 
themselves unworthy· of freedom, and at the hea~ 
.of such p·eople to-day is the New York Tribune. 

Of course there .is this di~tinction between the 
Tribune and the leaders <;>f the Paris mobs. The 
Tribune ·does not warit such sovereignty for .the mob. 
.It simply ~emands that such so~ereignty be in .the 
bands of a few select men who are perfectly satisfied 
that in themselves resides ''the pr~ponderance of 
wisdom and ability to govern," and who are per-· 
fectly sure: that the inalienable rights of men will be• 
amply protected by the governme~t ~ey'c?n~rol be
cause of "the law of freedom mstmct It ItS OWn 
being." The principle is the sam: in b~th case_s, and · 
is as dangerous in one of its mamfestatwns as In the 

"Certainly I shall not of my own volitio'rt at-
1tempt to settle the question, but if two person·s will 
come before ihe and make complaint regarding an 

·. infractio,n of the law I shall, of course, as I have pre
viously-~tated, prosecute the offenders." 

. .other. JOHN D. BRADLEY.· 
(Concluded nezt week.) 

THEmember!;)of the constitutional convention to 
be elected in Cuba on September 15 will meet in Ha
~ana on the first Monday in December to •· frame 
~nd adopt a constitutio!J for the people of Cuba." 

W~uld it not be very much better if the whole 
force of the civil authority were directed to the sup
pression oLcrime-the protection of society against 
theft, assault, murdrr, etc., which at .best are all· too 
prevalent--;:-instead of being in large part wasted upon 
the attempted enfqrcement of . things concerning 
which people naturally disagree, and which many 
feel even conscientiously bound to oppose? Cer-
tainly it must be true.that the former policy would 
render society more secure than does the latter. 

s' .. 

GovERNMENT has no right to recognize anything 
but human· rights. 

" SIR CHARLES RussELL, late Lord Chief Justice of 
E~gland, :Wi,i~ t, ioman Catholic. · 
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News,- Notes ..• 
and Comment 

_ THE Montana ,State conference of. the M. E. 
Church. held recently at Helena, passed a reso~ution 
commending "the onward sweep of our nation in its 
world-wide leadership," and rejoicing "th.at our do
' main widens and the beneficent institutions of our. 
glorious count~y are. ~arried to the uttermo:;;t parts 
of the earth." The conference, also declared that 
'"we look with aiarm ·at the in'creasing indifference 
of our laymen in the, matter of nominations for 
office," and urged " that instead of a tirade against 
inefficiency in office our offiC'iary be pre"sent at the. 
prima~ies and assist in nominating such men as will 
look to the enforcement of the 1aw against the liquor 
traffic." '' 

.J!,.J!, 

HERE 'is what~ the editor of·a Baptist publicatibn 
in New Orleans-the American Baptist Flag-says of 
the Seventh-day Adventists,_on a basis, presu~ably, 
of some newspape~ rumors tha:t have ;eached him: 

·" On the island of Raratonga the Sev,enth-day 
Adventists have the ascendency, arid it is probably 
theonly place' or country, on earth where they do 
ha'v_e it. Recently they have shown the spirit th~y 
are of by killing about fifty Christian people that 
wanted to use Sundayas the day of _resL In this 
country the Adventists make a great:cry of~persecu~ 
tion when they are not allowed to abuse t"he Chris-
tian Sabbath:" ,. - · ,._ · 

This editor i~ not slandering the J\qventists, for 
everybody knows they have not the ascendency on 

. Raratongaor anywhere else, and arenqt at all bl<>od
thirsty; but he is slandering the Baptists., who have: 

. won and deserve the reputation of being fair-minded, 
truth-lov:ing people: · 

' .J!, .;!. 

PoPE LEo, says a dispat~h from Rome, has w.rit
ten a letter i:o ~he Cardinal:-vicar lamenting the fact 
that the: fre'e propagation of Protestantism is al
lowed:by1aw in Rome, and urging.Catholics to unite ·' 
in endeavoring to lessen the damage from 'such 
" seCtarian propaganda." Such ~letter is character-
istic o-f the Papacy, which has :always appreciated. 
the privileg:e of opposing ideas by physical force. 

Physi6ll force -&as ~o proper place in government~ 
sav(to-preserve the lives, liberties and property of ', 
the people. 

It is further announced from· R~me that the· Pope 
has forbidden Italians to recite a rosary and prayer 
composed byJhe widow of King Humbert shortly 
after his death, which she,-in a. letter to the Bishop 
of' Cremona, had entreated 'might be used in 
churches and in families for the benefit' of her dead 
husband. The ex"queen is a devout Catholic, and 
the Pope's action, which came without warning, has 
occasioned much surprise and- indignatiqn . even 
amorigCatholics. But JVhat is of more practical 
consequence,_ it hqs deeply .in~ensed her son,the 
present king, and_ C<?mpletely CUtoff all prospect of • 
a reconciliation between church and state in ,Jtaly,. 
for which many there' were hopidg. This, of course~ 
is no calamity for Italy, for ,nothing co~ld be worse 

, for the, state than such a reconciliation with the 
church as would suit the ideas of the Papacy, the 
papal system being fundamentally opposed to the 
divorce of church and ~tate. 

.J!,.J!, 

THE following r~ason is assigned by a le~ding 
Hebrew paper for the unu~ually heayy ~Jewish im
migration now. pouring into this country: 

"In Roumi=mia the G"reek Catholic government 
has discovered a new way in which to pe~secute 
Jews. It has ordered the organizing of all trades· 
and handicrafts into guilds, something .like our 

· trade.s-unions. Each of these has the power to de
termine who may or . may not be a member, and . 
they can. be relied ·upor1 to e-xclude 'aliens.' The . 
law in ·Roumania makes all Jews~ aliens,' except a· 
favore1 few who are .r:ich enough to buy naturaliza
tion, even though their ancestors have lived in the 
~ountry for centuries and borne all the' burdens. of 
citizenship, including military service. As the large 
majority of the Roumanian Jews are ·arfizansr the re
sults of this refined cruelty can e<;1sily he imagined." 

Of course the c::mly thing left for these people t~ 
do is to get out_of. ~oum<!-J:lia. They very- naturally 
turn their faces toward the United States. 

--~ ~ 

"DuRING .the decade whic'h is closing tl:\e present· 
century," rernarb the Saturday Evening Post, "there 
have\been over· a·' dozeJ:l wars, and they have cost 
more than 200,ooci lives aiid many hundreds of mil
lions ofdollars. The most important of these a_re 
the war bet~een China art·d Japan in 1894. and £89s. 



the war bt:tween Turkey ~nd Greece in 18g7, the war 
betw~en Spain and Cuba, the war between Spain and 
the Up.ited States, the war between the United States 
.and th~ Filipinos, and the wat: between Great Britain 
.and the South African Republic. At the pre~ent 
time sevei:al wars are going· on and more are threat
·ened. Gre_at Brltian has n~t yet conquered the 
Boers; the United States has notyet conquered the 
Filipinos; Great Britain is fighting in Ashanti, and 
the situation in Ch~na offers all kinds of complica
tions. The nations are spending over a billion dol
Jars a year on their armies and wars:" 

',#. ,#. 

IT was less than two years ago-January II, 

I8gg-that Czar Nicholas issued his famous rescript 
for the limitation of the evils of militatism, and 
on the 18th of May followed the international 
·Conference at the H;1gue. 'the uppermost thought 
was disarmament, or if not that an',' understanding," . 
t.o quote. the words of the Czar's circular, " not to in
.crease for a fi-xed pe"riod the present effective of the 
·a~med military and', navaHorces and at the same 
time not to increase the budgets per~.aining thereto." 
The conference was in session over two months, and 
the chief result of the work was the agreement in 
favor of arbitration with the establishment of a per
ma·nent court of arbitration. Disarmament entirely 
fai'led. 

But since that t~me more money has been spent 
in manufacturing instruments of '\\Tar than at. any 
<>ther, corresponding period in the world's history. 
.Even in the United States, through whose efforts the 
.arbitration victory was won, the war expenditu~es 

have been vastly increased, until now for all pur
poses they amount to almost a million dollars a day. 
-Saturday Evening'Post. 

,#.,#. 

j' W,HAT must be the attitude of Christians to
ward the Eastern-question as it appears in China?" 
asks the Sabbath Recorder. Answering its ow~ ques
tion, the Recorder says: 

" Manifestly this, first, namely: It must l:1e con
considered without any thought of revenge .on our 
part, and, as far as possible, in the light in which it 
appears to the Chinaman. If we .are to prepare the 
way for any future triumph of Christianity in that 
vast empire,·which embraces almost one-quarter of 
the inhabitants of the earth, it must be because at'' 
this time the Christian nations shall give evidence 
that Christi-anity means more than the greed of 
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commerce, and far more than the political aspira
tions of the crowned heads of Euro_pe." 

If the "future triumph of Christianity" in China 
is dependent upon the "Christian" nations taking 
a Christian course from Christian motives, surely 
there is. small hope for any such "triumph." The 
so-called "Christian nations" are not Christi'an, and 
are not governed by Christian' principles. China's 
only hope is in the decidedly non-Christian jealousy 
of the "Christian nations." 

.;!..;!. 

·APPLICATION has been made m New York for a 
charter for an association; the object of ~hich is: 

"The bringing into closer relationship the people 
of the United States and the British Empire by a 
general strengthening of the p9litical, social, and 
commercial bonds which unite the ,two countries." 

The granting.of the c'harter is being opposed on 
the grounds-

" That the object of the said ·Transatlantic So
ciety of America is contrary to the Constitution of 
tht; United States and the principles of the founda
tion of the Government of the United States. 

"That if such charter was granted to the Trans
atlantic Society of America it would legalize acts 
which would otherwise .be treasorable." 

Inasmuch as treason against the Un,ited States 
consists only "in levying war against them or in 
giving aid and comfort to t,heir enemies," it does not 
appear that the object of the association seeking 
this charter 1s trea50nable, but it is . clearly un
American . 

.;~.·.;~. 

' AN ordinance is before the Chicago city coun-
. cil prohibiting " the playing of a grind-organ before 
9 A. M. or after 7 P. M., or on Sunday at any hour." 
Just what the object of the ordinance is does not ap
pear. It is said to have the approval of the Chicago 
Federation of Musicians, and -doubtless also of the 
dive-keepers. 
be sure, but it 
Chicago have. 

Hand-organ music is poor enough to 
is all that a good many people m 

WANTED 

Agents to solicit subscriptions to THE SENTINEL OF 

LIBERTY. We offer special inducements during the 
next few weeks. Address the publishers for further 
information if you will devote a portion of your time 
to soliciting. But please do not take our time unless 
you are in earnest. We desire energetic workers 
and not curious inquirers. Internationar Religious 
Liberty ·Association, 324 Dearborn St., Chicago. 
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THE? importance of a .correct understanding 
. 0~ this question, and the principles govern

ing the true relation and attitude. of fhe church 
and state can not be overestimated. 

Jefferson says, "The spirit of these times 
may .. alter, will liter;" and it must be.apparent . 
to all that religious legislation is rapidly gain
ing fayor in the public' mind,' and is embed
ding itself in the fundamental law of the land 
in defiance of the Constitution and all Ameri
can Institutions. 

, The Religious Liberty Library Nos. 1 to26 
will answer the many questions arising in. 
your mind on the subject of church and sta,te. 
They are substantially bound in cloth, in three 
volumes; price for the set, $1.25, postpaid.· 
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l THE PERIL OF THE REPUBLIC 
OF THE UNITED STATES. 

By PERCY T. MAGAN. 
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~ Oreat Literature, . ~~ ll~ndr~ds Should Sell It. . 1 ~ 
::1 Oreat llistory, ~~ t:; 

~ . Greater Prophecy. ::1~ Thousands SJ19uld Buy It. ~ 
' ~~ 

On Its pages the Old Light of the Prophecies ~E Millions Should Read It. 
o-j blazes up afresh/ o-i ..., ..., . 
::'ITTT'rTTT'rTTTT:TTTTTTT'rTTT'rTTT'rTTTTTTT'rTTT'rTTT'rT'l""'TTTTTTT~ . ' 

I F you would touch the hearts of men, you must touch them over the things upon' which they are thinking, and 
in which they expect to act a part. 

• . Five thousand copies of ''The Peril of the Republic" were sold before the plates left the presses, and 
before any advertising had been undertaken. 

Here are some of the chapter headings: "A Nation's Birthright," "National Apostasy,'' ''Manifest Des
tiny," "In the Trail of Rome," "Amity or Armageddon." 

"If you would know this most imi?Qrtant history of this time, you will have to read ' The Peril of the 
Republic; ' .for the history is given nowhere else."- Revie-dl attd Herald, Ja1z, 2, I9oo. 

It contains t t chapters, J 96 pages, has a beautiful cover design, is substantially bound 
in doth. Price, $t.OO, postpaid. 

"DESIRE OF A6ES" 
TRADE EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper,,making it justthe fight size 
for general reading, and to carry when traveling. 
Not illustrated, but contains the complete text of the 
large, beautiful subscription edition, including frontis
piece, general and Scriptural indexes, and appendix. 
We publish the trade edition of "Desire of Ages" at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons who 
desire this newly written account of the Life of the 
Great Teacher in a compact form, and at a moderate 
price. We believe that these. two features are fully 
met in our. effort, and that this trade edition is all that 
could be desired ; and the price brings it within the 
reach of the multitudes. It contains r,o42 pages; is 
handsomely and substantially bound. 

Price, in cloth ....................... $1.50 
Full leather, round corners ......... Z;OO 

LIVINfi FOUNTAINS OR BROKEN 
CIS_TERNS, 

An Educational Problem for Protestants. 

TN this volume is considered that greatest of all problems, the 
education of the children and youth. It contains the history 
of the two systems of education, Pagan and Christian. 
The cause of the failure and apostasy of Israel, the early 

church, the Reformers, and modern Protestants, also the weak
ness of the remnant church, can be traced to no other source, 
and accounted for on no other grounds than the ·Pagan methods 
and wrong principles of education instilled into the minds and 
hearts of the children and youth of past ages and the present 
genera~ion. 

Would you know and understand the true principles of 
Christian Education for to-day? Secure at once a copy of "I,iv
ing Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Pro):>lenl for 
Protestants." Read it, and ponder its teachings in your heart. 
It contains 427 pages, printed from new type, substantially 
bound in cloth. · 

Price .... , .......................... $1.25. 
.Jt 

,BATTLE CREEK, MICH., May 29, 1900. 
I have read the MS. of Prof. E. A. Sutherland's new book, 

"I,iving Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Prob
lem for Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the book for 
our churches and our schools. 

E'·eryone who reads the book must be convinced that there 
are now two systems of education ; one Christian and the other 
Pagan. The one leading to the knowledge of God and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. I,. A. HooPES, 

Sec .. Gen. con f. 
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TORONTO, Ont. CHJC,AGO, Ill. ATLANTA, Oa.' 
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CHicAc~, AucusT 30, rgoo. 

Any one receiving The Sentinel of Libeqy without having ordered it, 
may know that it is sent by some friend. Those wlio have not ordered The 
Sentinel need have no fears that they will be asked to pay for it. 

CuBA is to have independence if the constitution 
its representatives are about to adopt suits the 
United States-that is, independence, depending on 
the a·pproval of this Government. But how can that 
which depends on ·something ~lse be independence? 

,1.,1. 

AN idea which was strenuously opposed by Gen
eral Logan and other ;;rmy leaders who· had much 
to do with ,instituting Decoration Day, is now com
ing again to the front in the G. A. R. organization; 
11amely,.that of transferring Decoration Day to Sun
·day-uniting .patriotism with religion. This is sig
nificant, especially for those who oppose Sunday. 

A PROPOSED, confer.ence of delegates of Protes
tant churches in ~are1gossa, Spain, has been forbid
den by the Spanish authorities on the ground 
that such a meeting would be a demonstration 
against the ~tate religion. English and American 
residents in Spa:in are reported as being surprised 
and alarmed. But the course of the Spanish gov
ernment is perfectly logical. A Protestant confer
ence would certainly be against the Catholic re
ligion, and the Spanish state being joined with this 
religion is bound to protect it as far as it can by the 
exercise of its power. The state can not be religi
ous without laying its hand upon all religions op
posed to the religion it ha-s espoused. 

.:1-.:1-

THERE is much said about the desirability of a 
speedy withdrawal of the American troops from 
China, but nothing to that end is being done. On 
the contrary, a Washington dispatch to theN. Y. 
Tribune says that the "exp'ectations that all the 
United States troops will be withdra~n from north. 
China before winter sets in are giving way to a be-

lie£ that a considerable force -will have to remaiilll 
there ~ntil next spring in order to properly saf.e
guafd American interests." 

"Until next spring "-,-a~d what will 'be the sitl:l!a
tion in Chiqa next spring? Will it be more fav.0r
able to withdrawal than the present situation, OF l!ess 
favorable? N ?body can tell. Meanwhile it is, evi
dent that Germany and Russia,and possibly ]apan 
are bent on a military occupation of China, wuth war 
if the Chinese resist, and thus the, outlook promises 
more serious complications there as time goes on. 

It is pointed out by t,hose ~ho believe the Gov
ernment can and should withdraw from China at 
once, that when the aflies entered the Chinese capi
tal in r86o, "Lord .,Elgin promptly treated with 
the Prince Kung "-the empe~or having fled with 
his household to. the interior-" and effected a ·com
plete settlement of the war within two weeks after 
the' chinese emperor's summer palace had been 
burned by the all!ed troops." Times have wonder
fully changed since r86o. 

.1-.:1-

"WHAT is called political moraiity ts a delicate 
and, flexible code at best," says the New York Even
'ing Post, "and just now," it adds," there is ~uch 
need of" ~uarding it against an onslaught of pure· 
barbarism." 

Yes; as events frequently show, civilization is 
quite as likely to be assailed by barbarism from 
within as from without. 

A MAN named Hege sends us a post-card from 
Asheville, N. C., stating it has been decided there 
that preaching the gospel on the public square in 
Asheville is a nuisance; that a Methodist clergy
man had been arrested for the offense and put under 
bond. 

It is conceivable that there might be circum
stances under which preaching in a public place 
would be a puisance, and as we are not informed of 
the circumstances bearing on this matter, we are not 
prepared to pass judgment. They must be very ex
ceptional, however, to justify the course reported as 
taken py the Asheville authorities. 

,1-,Jt. 

THERE-are new wars and new rumors of war,-but 
no cessation of conflicts begun within the last year. 
How long is this to continue and -to what will it 
lead? 
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LIBERTY for a class of the people only is license; 
true liberty is for all alike. 

.;!..;!. 

"ALL men are created equal, and are endowed by 
their Creator wit'h certain ,unalienable rights." 

.;!..;!. 

THE possession of unalienable rights is necessary 
to the development of character, without which there 
would have been no purpose in man's creation. 

CIVIL governments are institt~ted among men to 
preserve, their natural righ•ts, th~t th~y inay have 
freedqm to choose 'between good and evil, unre
strained by anything save the admonitions of con
scienc~. 

To preserve naJural rights men must be restrained 
from all actions _that would invade such rights; 
henc.e there must be taws against murder, theft, as
sault, etc. But this does not contradict the _state
ment that the Creator designs men to be free to 

choose either good or evil. To restrain men from 
invading one another's rights -does noLand can not 
hinder -them from opening their hearts to evil-
thoughts and desires; it can not hinder them from 
reading lives which the c're~t~~ condemns. 

.;!.~ 

To attempt by the agencies of civil government 
to make men live righteously before God is to. take 
away from me_n that freedo_m of choice wh1ch he lias 

' given them an:d designs them te have as a condition 
necessary to the development of character~ But to 
use the power of civil government to make men" re
spect each other's' rights is to preserve' their 'free
dom of choice. When civil government gets, into 
the sphere of religion, therefore, it does just the op.,;. 
posite of that which it does in the secular sphere, 
and defeats the very purpose of its existence. 

AN OLD DECEPTION. 

IT is not altogether strange that religious people 
in this age of the world should be seeking to fulfill 
the purposes of God by the use of worldly agencies, 
seeing it is true that so grea~ and righteous a man 
as Abraham, the "father of the faithful," orice com
mitted this same mistake himself; 

Abraham was a man who feared God, and was 
full of zeal for- his cause; and God had chosen _him _ 
from among men and told him that his seed was to. 

. be as· the stars of heaven for number, and through 
him was to come the pr_omised One in whom all 
families of the earth should be blessed. But Sarah, 
Abraham's wife, had- no child, and as. the years 
passed on a';ld no hei~ appeared to point to the. ful
fillment of the cherished promise, the vision of the di
vine agency working out the high designs of God grew - . ' 
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dim in their troubled minds, an' a it seemed than~he 
realization of the promise devolve.d upo~ the~selves. 
-So Abraham and Sarah set to work to fulfill the pro-. 
phecy by the be$t plan they c9uld devise, and the 
result of their scheme.was Ishmael; the son of the 
Egyp~ian bondwoman, Hagac Then Gog arpean~d 

. to Ab_rahani and told him. that theprop1ise Wq~ to be 
'fulfilled not through any human plan or pow.er, but 
only in the power and wisdom of God, through Jaitlz; 
and then, through 'Abraham's faith in God,·c~me in 
due time the child 'that was the true heir, Isaac. 

The purposes of God, the p~ophecies of his Word, 
.are to be realized through faith; never in any other 
way. Tht. agenCies in their fulfillment are spiritual 
agencies working with the children oL faith; the 
power is th~ power of God. The earth is to be puri
fied from wickedness, the saints -of the. Mo:;;t High 
are to inherit it and .exercise dominion over it, and ·· 
it is to be_filled with righteousness and peace. Such 
is the prom)se of the Almighty. But how are men; 
the professed followers of God, working for its ful
fillment? The outlook shows us that they have gone 
tci work to fulfill the prophecy themselves by earthly 
agencies, such as human wisdom always selects--

. legislation, the ballot, politics and even co~quest. 
· T4ey are going tp make the world good and usher 

in the golden age by vote, by grasping political 
power, and by the forcible extension'on the earth of 
the bles.sings of American "Christian civilization." 
In this abortive scheme we see millions of zealous 
'Christian people engaged to-day. 

Friends, leaders in this great effort, it is all a mis
take. It is the same old deception-the substitution 
of earthly agencies and human wisdom for the di~ 
:ine in. the fulfillment of God's high purposes. It 
Is not of-faith; it is not based em the word of God 
o~ the e~am ple of Christ. It can onJy fail and bring 
disappOintment, darkness and disaster. 

Let the yurposes of the Most High be consum- · 
· .mated by the superior agencies at H)s command, in 

thaf way which will manifest to the universe the om-
. niscience and omnipotence of its Sovereign, and let 
those who long. for the realization of these pur
poses study and. believe .. His Word, work in faith, 
and exercise " the patience of the saints." s. 

IF the world could be saved by legisiation o.r con
gu~st,Jhe sacrifice of the crosswould not have been 
necessa.ry. 

CHRISTIAN ENDE,t\VORERS AND "REVERENCE 

FOR LAW." 

THERE is in· Providence,. R. I., an organization 
known as "the Providence Union of the Young :Peo
ple'sSociety of Christian Endeavor.'~ 

'''Some time sine~," says the Providence journal,. 
this " union took up the "agitation for incre~sed re
spect for the law," a~d "the enforcement of law as 
l_a'Y·'' ·.The literature used was" leaflets of th~Lea"gue 
for Social Service, 9f which br. Josiah. St-rong is 
president." 

'' A special . service," says the journal, ".was arc. 
ranged for July I by the citizenship commit.tee of 
the Proyid~n~e Union,_ which is composed of 0ne 
representative from each church society, witli Rev. 
E. T.all~adge Root,of El~wood Temple, as chair
man. There are 43 of these societies, and the total· 
aver-age attendance at their"'meetings is·about z,ooo."' 

" In many of the churches die meeting was ad-. 
. dressed by an attorney. The theme in, each was tlze· 
·divine autlzority of law,· thepr~vailing rieglectof law;. 
that this neglect is th:e main cause of our moral prob=
teins ,· that a strong pub}ic senj:iment demanding the 
enforcement of tlze letter of every statute would prove 
the solution of alltlzese promblems; and that, therefore,. 
the key to tlze whole battle jar civic riglzteo._usness is in
sistence upon tlze rigid enforcement ofliZU!." 

Letters were read in the various meetings from 
ex-Presidents Harrison and Cleveland. 

Mr. Cleveland wrote as follows: 

·" PRr'NtET<;>N, June 2d, 1900. 

· "Rev. E. Tallmadge Root. 
. "DEA~ 5IR: It is not a pleasing thing to. be ob-
liged to concede that at this period of our nation's 
history there should be truth and relevancy in the: · 
proposition: · 'Tqe Great Need of· Our, Country
Reverence for Law.' 

"The difference between barbarity and ci~iliza
tion con~ists in the absence or e-xistence of laws arid 
their enforcement. American civilization· requires . 
that laws.for the safety and protection of persons 
and property should be made and.executed by those 
chosen for that purpose, by the people to be affected· 
by such laws. This circumstance creates the demand 

\ . 
of popular participation and.consent, which increases 

. enormously the obligation of supportand obedience. 
These are included in 'Reverence for Law.' ·That 
this reverence is the great need of .our country re
sults from an inordinate national and individual 
strife to re~ch ends regardless of· all res'traint, and 
fro~ tb•e growth of the notion among our people that 
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ends must be gained whether' the means, employed 
are justified or not. 

"That this tendency is extremely dangerous to 
the well-being, if not the_ perpetuity of our nation, 
there can be no doubt; and when those in control of 
our Government can satisfy themselves in a certain 
course of action by saying if there is no constitu
tional orlegal warrant for it, there ought to be, it i~ 
a short st-ep to a feeling among the people that if the 
laws made for their control and guidance do not 
permit them to_ do everything they de-sire, such laws 
may be despised and disregarded. . 

"In view of impending dangers confessed by the 
s)atments o.f our country's need, no morellofty or 
important work can employ the efforts otCh~istian 
workers, than the earnest revival of ' Reverence for 
Law.' 

"Yours very tr-uly, 
"GROVER CLEVELAND." 

Writing under date of June g, Mr. ·Harrison- re
ferred to a speech made by him at Knoxville; Tenn., 
April14, r8gr, in which he said: 

.~We live in a government of law. The compact 
of our organization is that a:majo~ity of ·our people, 
taking those methods which _are prescribed by the 
Constitution and law, shall determine our public 
policies arid ~hoose ·our rulers. It is ollr solemn 
compact; it can not safely be broken. We may 
safely differ about policies;- we may divide ·upon the 
question as to what shall b.e the law; but when the 
law is once enacted no community can safely divide 
on the question of implicit obedience to the law. It 
is the one rule of conduct for us alL I may-not 
choose as President what laws~I will enforce, and the 
citizen may not choose what laws he will obey. 
Upon this broad principle our institutions rest. If 
we save .it, all the agitations and tumults of our 
ca-mpaigns, exciting thot~gh they may_ be, will be 
harmless to move our Government from its safe and 
abiding foundation.· If we abandon it, all is gone. 
Therefore my appeal everywhere is to hold th~ law 
in veneration and reverence. We have _no other 
king; public officers are your servants; but in the 
august and majestic presence of the law we all un
cover and bow the knee." 

THis ''special service" in)orty-three Providence 
churches, simply iliustrates the way 'in which the 
young people, not of .a singk City but of the whole 
country, are being trained. Instead of being in
structed in the principles of .justice which underlie 
aU· jl.ist-statutes, they a-re taught the enforcement pf 
"law as law;" greater "revere rice for law;" and: to 

·"uncover and bow the knee" "in the majestic pr·es-

ence of/C't):le l~w/' si~ply because i(is law, ~r rather . 
because it is ·statute. 
_ Very much isstatute that isnot law. Law exists 
in~the very-niJ,tUre of things."' Just stat.utes simply 

-declare the-la~ of ·-niture. "This law of 11ature," 
says Bl~ckstone, "being coeval with irlankind, and 
dictated by God himself, is of '' col{rs~ superior in_ 
obligation to auy other. It is binding. over all the 
globe-, in all countries, and at all ti~es. No human 

-laws are of any va}idity if contrary to this; and 
such of- ,them as are valid derive all their force, and 
all their autho;ity, mediately or immediately, from 
this original." -

If more were said to the young aboutthe majesty 
of human rights, if they were taught that rights are 
God-given, thaf they exist in the very, n~ture of 
things, that tights are everywhere equal, -~u1d to be 
r~:;;pected as -~~ch in the humblest man as in the 
most exalted there would be less need to insist , - . 

upon the enforcement of "law as law."-
And this is the instruction that all the people 

_must have if popular government is to be main
tained. It is just as impossibl~ for a community to 
make itself law~abiding by statutes as it isfor an)n
dividual to mak~ himself moral by good ~esoh1tions. 
The individual will be moral Qnly as he is genuinely 
attached. to the principles of morality. In like man
ner and for exactly _the, same reason, a community 
will be law-abiding only as the individuals in that 
community are, genuinely attached to the principles 
of jmtice. , The .pa~sionate man may resolve e-ver 
so sincerely never to swear again, but unless his 
motive is real reverence for the name of God, his 
"good resolution" will be broken under Jht:: first 
provocation. Just _so _with a community; statutes 
will be respected only as the people are genuinely 

'•attached to the principles underlying them. 
In the early history of our country, principles 

were emphasized. Much was .. said of the value of 
liberty and of the sacredness of human rights. As 
a consequence law? were fou~ded upon justice,,and 

·human rights were respected. Now statutes are en
a'cted with little reference to underlying principles, 
human rights are made light of, and as a consequence 
law is disregarded and rights ~re ti"ftmpled _into the 
dust. _B. 

THE application of Chr-istian- principles to na-, 
ti.onal'-affairs wo:u_ld certainly do away with war.-_ 
Mayor !$amuelJtf.Jones, Toledo, 0. 
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. NOT MERE LAW, BUT .fUST LAW. invade the re'aim of ~piritual -things in securin,g and 
- perpetuating human rights. On the o.ther hand po-

lT is not law that the world needs to-day. There litical- corruption in the state and spiritual decline 
h(lS always 9een law enough in th.e WQrid. Despots in the church is a condition that has always been 
never were without plenty of law' for tl!eir subjects. favorable to "the' union of religion and politics;" 
The Pharisees of old fairlyreyelledin•law; tlieyhad and these things have never yet in a single ins~ance 
manufactured it almost without end. George III. failed to attend and follow such union. "In some 
·supplied the colotties with plenty of law, stich asit instances" such union has" been seen to ,erect a 
'was.. ·our fotefathers, in.deed, decided they had spiritual tyranny on the ruins of civil ·authority; in 
more law than they wanted, a_nd were wilJing to take many instances, it ·has •• been seen upholding the 
up arms_ to get ~id o( some of it. _ ':fhe legislative_ thrones of political tyranny; in no Instance" has it 
harvest never fails to yield a surplus. Vastly mOI:e .. -been ·seen the guardian of the liberties of the peo• 
~tatute:s- are t-~;~rn'ed out each year than the- country pie,; or a preserver or promoter of the spirituality 

needs. · of religion.- Surely the professor knows this to be 
No great riform ever began in the world with the the unbroken testimony of the past. ·Why does lle 

enactment of t}1ore law, or even with the enforcing . expect entirely different fruits in thefuture? When 
of more rigid obedience to existing laws; .;"bile, on . the professor is able to point t6 a single instance 
the contrary, reforms. "that have ~aiked-epoc~~ in where a •• union of religion and politics" has not 
the :vorld:s ~!story have led -to~ the re~isting of law, , corrupted the civil administration and robbed the 
as w1tness-u~ great; R~~?r~atton, w-luc-<.h s;nt.,h~sts . chllrch: of its spiritu;;_d:power, there will b~ a force in 
of martyrs tq the stake and dungeon fot'dtsobeytng ·hi~ first' .pt-Oposition~~llat :is ma~Hestly ·Jack-ing at 
the " law of the land." There would never have - · , 

pres~nt. 
been an American Revolution or the Uni-ted States 
of Amerk~ if the colonies had felt bound to obey 
the will oi King George simply because it was "the 
law." 

-A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

The ~Reign of Right. 
No. What is needed tQ-day, and sadly needed, · 

is more resp~d for right, for justice and for truth: 
THE nation of Israel was set in the earth by the 

Almighty to represent RIGHT in things national 
and-governmental. . The Uniteq States was ordained 
of God to clo a similar work Nothing can be more 
clear tha~ this; 'and in the Declaration ~f Independ
ence it is writ. 

It is onlyrespect for .the nght that makes law effec
tive · q[l.ywhere outside of a- military despotism. 
Lacki~g this, mere statutes are of no use; Rev
erence for justice is the foundation -of stability "in a 

. rep_ublic. The. deification of mere " law'.' leads· only 
. t<;> despotism. · · s. 

" THE notion that the union of religion and pgJi
tics can be only evil is as n1orally insane as t\le, no
tion that onl-y: ~vii can -come from the uo_ion o~ God. 
and man.- It i's not the union qf religion and pelt
tics that brings tyranny, but the: false unity o.f un
spiritual religion! and. immoral· politics." 
. . 
~So says Prof: George D. HerrOn in a recent arti

cle on "Religion and Politics.'''. A little reflection 
. on. the professor's second proposition is sufficient to 
demonstrate the entire lack of anything upon which 
~o base the first. The alliance of a purely spiritual 
<l'eligion with politics i.s not possibl~. A spiritual 
church or religio~, the weapons of whose warfare are 
not carna_l, needs. and seeks , no support . from the 
state; a just dvil government neea not and will not 

The doctrine of Europe was summed up in the 
. words, .. The divine right of kings."' One author has 
tritely. said that this was "a divine right to govern 
wrong." In othC'r words, the ooctrine of the nations 
of medieval t1mes was that " might makes right." 
If a nation possess_ed,,enopgh arbitrary power and 

. physrcalforce to accompli~Q a certain end, no mat-
--/>. ' . . . . • 

ter how criminally. a,ggress1ve, ncimatter how tyranni-
cal.or despotic ;that end might be, the pow~r to do 
was alWays supposed to prove the rightfulness of t.he 
thing done7 And back of this time, in the dawn of 

._ European history, in the days of the Rom.an Repub
lic, that nation had, held to the doctrine_ of " Vox 
Populi vox Dei"-" The vQice of the people is the 
voice of G-od." In other words, the Roman doctrine 
was that if the-majority of the people approved of a 

' -thing it must be right. . 
B,ut the Dec!aration of -Independence, with one 



simple yet sweeping statement, disowns, disclaims, · 
and discards both the .Roman ·and the medieval 
theories, and substitutes in their place a principle 
beyond comparison with them for its lofty and holy 
teachings. · .. · 

In the last paragraph of that immortal document 
it is written tha~ these United Colonies, as free and 
independent . States, "have full power to levy war, 
conclude peace, contract allfunces, establish com
merce, and to do all other acts' al)d -thi~gs which in-
dependent States may of RIGHT do." · 

Wrapped in· these words was a new doctrine. 
Here was the enunciation of a principle hitherto un
heard of .. Heretofore sovereignty had been :<>on
~idered ?S being unlimited and illirn.itable. But the · 
Declaration .of Independence brought to. the _birth a 
new prinCiple, that RJGHT IS SOPERIOR TO ALL 

, EARTHLY POWER, whether vested in prince or 
potentate, or ih a ·republican form of go;ernment. 
With the founders 'of this Government it was not a 
ques.tion of whaf the nation was ~ble to do, but co~
trarywise, what was rigkt for the nation to do. I 
quote fror:n the great Sumner:. . 

"But the great Declaration, riot ·content with an-· 
nouncing certain rights as unalienable, and therefore · 
beyond the co.ntrol of any government, still further 
restrains the sovereignty which it asserts _by simply 
declaring that the United States have 'full power to 
do all.acts and things which independent States may 
of right do.' . Here is a well-defined limitatian upon 
the popular sovereignty. The dogma of Tory law

.yers and pampble_teers-put forward to sustain the 
claim of parliamentary omnipotence and vehemently 
espoused by Dr. Johnson· in· his 'Taxation no Tyr
anny '-was taught, that sovereignty is in its nature 
illimitable, precisely as it is now loosely professed 
by Mr. Douglass for his handful of squatters. But 
this doctrine is distinctly diss:-arded in the Declara
-tion, and itis frankly proclaimed that all sovereignty 
is subordinate to the .rule of right. Mark, now, the 

·difference: All existing governments at that time, 
even the local government of the colonies, stood on 
power without limitation. Here was a new Govern
ment, which, taking- its place among tqe nations, 
announced that it stood only on rigki, and cl~imed 
na sovereignty inconsistent with right." 

ln 1837 John Quincy Adams, in a Fourth-of-July 
oration at Newburyport, said: 

"The so¥ereign authority conferred , upon tbe 
people of_ the colonies· by the Declaration of In de-· 
pendence could ·not dispense them, nor any indi
vidual. citizen of them.from the fulfillment of their 

mor.al obligations. The people who assumed· their · 
e·qual and separat~ station arn.ong the powers of the 
earth by the laws of nature's God, by that very act 
acknowledged themselves bound to the observance 
of those laws, and could neither exercise nor confer 
any power inconsistent with them." 

.Still further ·alluding to the seH-imposed re
straints upon the sovereignty which had been esi:ab- . 
lished, he says: 

"The Declaration acknowledged the rule of right 
paramount to the power of independent states itself • 

. and virtually disclaimed all. power to do wrong. 
This was a novelty in the moral philosophy of na
tions, and it is the essential point of difference be
tween the ~ystem of government announced io the 
Declaration -of ·Independence and . those ·systems 
which had until then prevailed among men. * * *' 
It was an experiment upon the heart of man. All 
the legislators of thehuman race until that day had 
la.id the fouqdations of all government among- men 
in power; and henc~ it was that in the maxims of 
theory, as well as in the practic~ of natio-n?, sov
ereignty was held to be unlimited and illimitable. 
The Declaration of Ihdependence procl<;tim:ed an
other law, * * * a law of right, bindi11g tipon 
nations as well as individuals, upon sovereikns as._ 
well as upon subjects. * * * In assuming the 
attributes of sovereign power, the colonists appealed . 
to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitud_e . 
of their intentions, and neither claimed nor' confer
red authority to do anything but for RIG H1'/' 

In a speech delivered in the United States Senate 
.January 6, 1899, Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, re
fers .to Thackeray's comment upon the great picture 
in the rotunda· of the Capitol. So beautifully and 
fo~cibly has he woven-into his argument this incident, 
and another with it, that I take the liberty of giving 
it again in his own words, for they a~e far better than . 
my own could be: 

"Thackeray, no mean judge of noble art, no mean 
judge of noble actions, was one day crossing the ro
tunda of this Capitol in company with Charles Sum-. 
ner. He stopped before the picture where the 
genuis of the great artist of Connecticl\t has de
lin.eated on the imperishable canvass the scene when 
the Declaration of Independence was presented by 
Jefferson to the solemn sitting over whichHancock 
presided, arid the new nation, born on the 19th. of 
Apri1, 1775. was baptized in the faith of our new 
gospel of liberty. He stood for a moment sil~nt, 
and then said to Mr. Sumner: 'That's your painter.' 

"Surely he was right. The foremost action of 
human history is fitly represented by the great work 
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which we fondly hope is to be as enc!ur!ni ?S time, 
enduring as the Republic, enduring _as liberty. It is 

. there, in the foremost place of honor which' can pe 
foundon this earth. No,Parthenon, no Saint Peter's, 
no Palace of the Escurial, no Sans Soud, not West

- minster Abbey itself, can equal, at least to our _eyes, 
_ this spot, 'where forever; a great and free peqple de-

clares its constitutional will.. · 

and wisdom, and. ,streng~h, and honor, and glory, 
and blessing." Says· John the revelator: "Every 
creature. which. is_ in heaven, and on the earth, and 
·under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all -
that are in them, heard I saying, Blessing, and honor, 
and .gloqr, and power be unto him t11at sitteth upon 
the throneand unto the Lamb forever and ever." 

P. T. MAGAN • . "Beneath the great dome, to which the pilgrim -· 
from afar first Tepairs when he Visits the capital of-
his country, hangs the great picture which deli~eates CHRISTIANiTY ANJ:? PAGANISM. 
the scene wizen the nation was first baptized iJJtO im- -
mortal life. It was not only the independence of "The c~nflictof Christianity with Judaism was a 
America which was then declared,it was the dignity civil war; that with paganism, the invasion and con
.of human Mture. ·itself ... - qt;est of a foreign. territory. In the former case it 

"When Samuel Rogers visited the Dominican· _was the declared dGsign of the innovation to pertect 
convent at. Padua an . aged friar showed him the · the'' established constitution on i-ts-. prim.·ary princi
farnolis .picture of' The.Last Supper' in the refectory· pies; to~ expand fhe yet undeveloped system, accor-
of the convent. ·He said: . . ding' to the original views of the divine Legislator: 

"'I have. sat at my meals before it for seven and - · · · -
in the latter, it contemplated the total subversion of 

forty years, and s_uch are the_ changes that have taken 
place among us-:--'-so many have come and gone' in the exi~ting order of things, a reconstruction of the 

-that time-that when I look upon the company there, whole moral and religious being of mankind." * * * 
. upon those who are sitting at that table, silent as "Wjth the 'foreign Jew the servic;e of the synagogue 
they- are, I am sometimes inclined to think that we, .was his religion.; and the synagogue, with01.it any 
not they, are the shadows.' violent change,· was transf~tmed into a Christian 

· _ ... As administrations, terms of presideDtial office church. Tl)~ sa~~ Almighty God 'to w?om ·it wa; 
begirl_~nd end, as senators and representatives come primarily dedicated; m'aintai.ned his place; and the 
an<;l go before the silent figures in that immortal_ . 

· sole diffeence was tha_f He was worshipp-ed through picture, it seems to .me that we are but the shadow:s, 
while Hancock -and Jefferson and Adams and Frank- tne mediation of the crucified Jesu~ of Nazareth . 
. lin and Ellsworth and Livingston are still deliberat- _With the pagan the whole of· his religious obser-
ing, still acting, still alive." . vances fell under th~ unsparing proscription. Every. 

In the Book of books it is written that "-the grass. one 'of the countless temples and shrines, ancl sacred 
. ·withereth, the flower fadeth; but the Word of our groves, and h_allowed .fountains, we·re to be d~se~ 

• · ·· · c;ated by the abhorrent feelings ~oLthose who looked ·God shall ;;tarid forever; '1 and in anothecf>lace that ··· 
th~t· immortal Word-" liveth and abideth forever." back with shame and contempt' upon their old idol-: 

.a: tries. Every image, ·from . the living works of __ And it is even so with the grea''t principles of. the . 
Declaration of Independence and of the Constitution Phidias or Praxiteles- to the rude arid shapeless 

Hermes or 'Ferminus, was.to become a meaningless , of the United States. These principles are ~oeval 
.. mass of wood or stone. 

with time, and_they will be commensurate with 
eternity. The government of God in the beautiful 

·world to come will be a government of love, a gov
ernment founded upon the principle of the consent 
of the governed, for every soul· in that blest home 

. and kiQgdom and in all the infinite universe will de
sire naught else but that God and Jesus Christ shall 
rule. ·This will be the supreme and ever-living desire 
of every one. Heaven's government is indeed one 
deriving its powers, which are only just, from the 
consent of the governed. Every vofce in the right- · 
eous nation blends in that glad chorus: "Worthy is. 
the Lamb that was siain to receive power, arid riches, . 

A Conte'st in Eyery Place. 

"In every city, towq, or ev~n village, there was a 
cont~st to. be main~iried, not merely against the" 
general system of polytheisw, but -against the local 
and tu~elary deity of-the piac~:· Every public' spec
tacle, every procession, every civil or military duty, 
was a religious ceremonial. * . * -* The whole 
life of the heathen, whe1:her of the philosopher who 
despised or the vulgar who were indifferent, to the 
~ssential part of th.e religion, was pervaded by the 
sphit of polytheism. It met him in every .form, in 
t;very quarter, in every act and function of every 
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• day's business; not merely in the graver offices of · self encompassed ~ith. infernal snares in every con-. 
~state; in the civil and military acts of public men; ViYial entertainment, as often as his friends in;oking 
in the senate, which. commenced its . deliberations the hospitable deities poun~d out libations to each 
with sacrifice; in the camp, the center of which was other's happiness. · 
.a consecrated temple. The pagan's domestic hearth "When the :bride, struggling with well-affected 
:was guarded by the Penates, or by the ancestral r~uctanc€:, was forced in· hymeneal pomp over the 
gods of his family or tribe; by land_ he traveled un- threshold of her new_ habitation, or when the sad 
<ler the protection of one tutelar divinity, by sea of procession of the .dead slowly moved toward the 
another; the birth, the bridal, the funeral, had each funeral pile, the Christian, on these interesting oc
its presiding deity; the very commonest household casions., was compelled t~ desert the. persons who 
utensils and implements were cast in mythological were the dearest to him rather than contract the 
forms; he could scarcely drink without being re- guilt inherent in those impious ceremonies. Every 
minded of making a liba_tion to the gods; and the art and .evez:y trade that was in the least concerned 
language itself. was impregnated with constant allu- ·in the framing or adorning of idols was polluted by 
sions to the popular religion." (Milman's. Hist. · the stain of idolatry." "Even the arts· of music 
Christ., vol. I, pp. 436-439.) and pai'nting, of eloquence and poetry, flowed from 

National Worship an Homage to Demons. the same impure origin." "Even the commo~n 
language of Rome abounded with familiar but impi-

N otwithstanding all the frauds of the' pagan tern- · qus expressions, which the imprudent Christian 
-ples_it is now well known that' many oJ the pagan · mighttoo carelessly u~ter or too patiently hear. * * *. 
priests were Spiritualist' mediums, posse.~ing great 
thaumaturgical power.·· So Gibbon says: "The Chris
t-ians, who, by the interposition of the evil spirits 
,could so readily explain every preternatural appear
ance, were disposed and even desirous to admit the 
most extravagant fictions· of the pagan mytholo~y. 
But the belief· of the Christian was accompanied 
with horror. The most trifling act of respect to- the 
national )VOrship he considered as a direct homage 
yielded to the demon and as an act of rebellion 
.against the majesty of God. * * * It was the 
first but arduous duty of every Christian to preserve 
himself pure and undefiled from the practice of 
ido-l.atry." 

Idolatry All~Pervading. 

"The religion of the nations was not merely a 
speculative doctrine professed in the schools or 

·preached in the temples. The innumerable deities 
.. and rites of polytheism were closely interwo~ep. with 
every circumstance of business or pleasure, of public 
·or private life, and it seemed impossible to escape 
the observance of them without, at ·the same time, 
renouncing the commerce of mankind, and all the 

. .offices and amusements of society. Tl:ie important 
transactions of peace and war were prepared or con
cluded by solemn sacrifices, in which the magistrate, 
the senator and the soldier were obliged to pr_esjde 
.or participate. 

"The Christian, who with pious horror avoided the 
abomination of the circus and the theat~r, found him-

The Days of. Solemn Festival. 

"The dangeroust<;mptations which on every side 
lurked in ambush- to surprise the ungll'arded believer .!. 

assailt::-d him. with redoubled violence on the day-s of · 
solemn festival. * * * Some idea may be co~
ceived of the abhorrence of the Christian for such 
impious ceremonies by the scrupulous delicacy which 
they displayed on a muchless alarming occasion. 
On days of gent;ral festivity it was the "custom of the 
ancients to adorn. their doors with lamps and ~ith 
branches of laurel, and to crown their heads with 
garlands of flowers. This innocent and elegant prac
tice might perhaps have been tolerated as a rhere 
civil institutio-n. • But it most unluckily happened 
that the doors were under 1the protection of the 
household gods; th.at the lau~els were sacred to the 
lovers of Daphne, and that garl.ands of flowers, 
though frequently worn as a symbol either of joy or 
mourning, had been dedicated in their first origin to 

. the services of superstition. The trembling Chris-
tian, whowas persuaded in this instance to comply 
with the fashion of his country, and with the com
mands of the magistrate, labored under the most 
g;loomy apprehension from the reproaches of his 
own conscience and the censures of the church. 
* * * Such was the anxious diligence which was 
required to guard the chastity of the g;ospel from the 
infe~tious breath· of idolatry." (Gibbon's "Decline . 
and Fall," chapter IS, par. rs. r6and IJ.) 
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F~rcible as are these quotations they only par
tially show the conflict that Christianity had to fight 
with paganism in the early days. 

Philosophy and Superstition Alike Intolerant. 

,, Those \Vho were educated among the p~gans were 
thorough skeptics. They had .. come to disbelieve, 
aot only in the wonders and myths in their own r~:
ligion, buJ also in the supernatural in ail religion. 
The car~inal doctrines of Ch~istianity. w~re to them 

. utterly past believing for reasoning men. Agnosti
. cism has to-qay few, if any, arguments that were not 
familiar at that time; and all these, Christianity had 
t.o meet. To those ancient unbelievers religion was 
merely a state necessity to enable them to control, 

, • through their superst.itions, the ignorant masses. To 
its outward observances, as such a necessity; taey 
themselves solemnly and punctilliously submitte.d,-

· .. a.nd t.hey determined that th<? Christian should do 
the same. Not being troubled by any conscience of 
their own on such points, they were utterly unable 
to comprehend the con~cience of tl;e Ch~isti.ari. 
'Bis refusai tb offer incense to· the gods was· to therjl 
sheer obstinacy, deserving of rigorous punis-~ment 
by the .laws lest it lead to rebellion in others. Thus 
the philosophicar, who tokrated all other religions, 
p~rsecu-ted the Christians. _ Tlie effort of all Cfirist's 
followers ro show that the-gods of heathenism were 
n<? gods, if it w'as·not impiety to fh,.em; "it was trea· 
son against the majesty of Rome~'' 

On the other hand, the religion of Rome, appeal
ing as aU paganism did to the sensuous nature and 
baser passions of man, had a-strong-hold of them~l
titude. From infancy the masses· had believed un
questioningly in its, myths, a!_ld as a result they 
were very superstitious. To them the Christians were 
atheists, b-ecaus.e they everywhere denied· the gods · 
of Rome, and also because they had no visible 
shrines or temples. Every famine or pestilence or 
defeat in battle was almost sure to give rise to the 
terr-ible mob-cry of paganism, "The Christians to 
the lions:" It-was natural that this 'shou-kl be, for 
the superstitious multitude could butthink tl:iat in. 
all these evils the gods were avenging- themselves ·. 
upon Rome for periJlitting the Christians- to live. 
In those troublous times the emperors, even, were 
often driven from the throne by the sold_iers and 
populace, and, since the rulers therefore held their. 
position by the pleasure of the multitude, they dare 
not deny to the multitude the, gratification· of. their 

superstitious rage. Thus the conscientious Chr,is
tian brought down upon himself .the persecuting. 
wrath both of the supersti~ious an_d the philosophical. 

The Enmity of Tradesfnen, Magicians, and Emperors. 
. ' 

B~t this was not all. There were multitudes 6f 
tradesmen who earned 'their livelihood by building ' 
and decorating the almost innumerable temples and 
shrines apd idols. Gibbon says these included by 
far the greater portion of the community who were • 
employed in the exercise of liberal or. mechanical 
professions. These were· . organized into trade~
unions, and were swayed- by self-interest ~s well-as 
by superstition; like the makers of silver shrines for 
Diana, they were aU actuated by uncompromising 
hatred for the Christians.. Then, too, the jugglers 
and magicians felt their sham wonders outdone' by 
the mira<;les of tile apostles and of the early Chris
tians, and ·so hated them accordingly. The very 
spirit of f_reedom and of liberty in early Christianity 
was uncompromisingly, thm!gh silently, opposed to 
imperialism. The Christian chu,rch, while taking no 
part .in p-ie politics of Rome, was a repubtic within ' 
the emP'ire-a republi<i: having its ownlaws, its own 
courts, and its own traditions of human rights. This 
republic needed only to expand far enough, and the 
empire of Rome was no more. These facts .the 
philosophical emperors Marcus Aurelius· and De~ius 

' Trajao clearly saw; and so, almost aga"inst their 
wills, they became persecutors of the Christians. 

Even the unselfish, love. which bound the early 
Christians so closely together could not be under
stood by the pagar1s; so it was everywhere reported 
that the Christians were held in such close unity by 
the 'fear of ·pupishment-for the horrible c6mes they 
had committed in secret. 

The Mighty Conflict o~ Christianity. 

l,'h~s aU cla~ses were against the Christians-at'} 
dasses, from the emperor on the throne to the low
est ·mountebapk whose loud voice was heard in the 
street. The laws, too, and traditions Of Rome were 
againsJ them, .and on the side ~f the multitude, mak
ing it easy· for superstition and self-interest to drag 
the. Christian before the tribunal and have him ban
ished, burned or "butchered to make a Roman holi
day." Who- can not see that . Christianity had a 
mighty conflict to fight in .taose days? And all 
know· that she fought it grandly and victotiously in 

·the power ?£ the divine Christ, her Lord and Mas
ter, and without the aid of any earthly state. While 



. ' . . 
the Roman state. was "invaded hy open violence, or 
undermined by slow decay, ~ pure and humble re-

-ligion gently insinuate@ itself into the hearts of 
men, grew up in silence and obscurity, derived 
new vigor from opposition, and finally _erected the 
triutnphant banner of the cross on the ruins of the 
capitol." (Gibbon's" Decline and Fafl," chap. IS, 
par. L) · 

The Secret of the Wonderful Triumph. 

The secret of this wonderful triumph is in part 
beautifully given by Draper. With its innumerable 
temples and shrines on which the ~ealth '"of succeed
ing ages had. been lavished, 'With 'au its pride and 
philosophy and superstition, "paganism presented in
herent weakness, infidelity arid cheerless prospects." 
As in all religion save that of the blessed Master, it 
was cold· and formal; leaving the . heart hungry, 
"givin_g itsel-f no concern for the lowly and unfor
tunate." "On the other side was Christianity; with 
its enthusiasm "and burning faith; its rewards in this 
life and everlasting happiness in the next; its p~ose
lyting spirit; its vivid dogmas of the resurrection 
from the dead, the approaching end of the world, 
and the judgrpent day." "To the needy Christian 
the .. charities of the faithful were freely given; to 
the desolate, sympathy. In every congregation 
there were prayers to God that he wo'uld listen to 
the sighing of the prisoner and captive, and have 
mercy on. those who were ready to- die. For the 
slave and his master there was one law and one 
hope,_ one baptism, one Savious, one Judge. In 
times of domestic bereavement the Christian slave 
doubtless often consoled _his pagan mistress with 
the suggestion that our present separations a:re only 
for a little while, and revealed to her willing ear 
that there is another world, a land in which we re
join our dead. How is it possible to ar;est the 
spread of a faith which can make the qroken· heart 
leap with joy?" (Draper's "Intellectual. De;velop-
ment," vol, I, pp. 268, 269:) -

Genuine Christianity has to-day the same truths, 
the same enthusiasm, the same burning faith, and 
deathless hope, and limitless love. Better -than all 
else, it has the same Almighty God back of it, and 
the same divine Christ who has promised to be with 
his children always, "even unto the end of the 
world." The forces which are arrayed against true 
Christianity to-day ar~- only the same they ha~e 
ever been, manifesting. themselves. perhaps under 

;, 
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different for!lis; they a_re the forces of the w~rld, 
the flesh, and the devil. Christianity is therefore 
able to fight its own battles without the help of any 
state. It should seek the power of God; and that 
alone, and, doing this, it is sure to triumph. 

G .. E. FIFIELD. 

THE PASSING OF THE CONSTITUTION. 

( Cqncluded.) 

GovERNMENT limited only by "iht: law of free-. 
dol:n instinct in its own being" has hag already.more 
than its day in the world, for it was carrieq on 
almost without interruption from Nimrod to the rise 
of the American Republic. Then was declared and 
instituted "a new order of things "-N;vus Ordo 
Seclorum. But the old order of things is now 

/rapidly becoming the .new order of things. It is. 
marvelous that in the last year of the nineteenth 
century, and in the American Republic at that, there 
should. be any one so blind to all the les~ons of his-

. tory as to be advocating the administration of gov
ernment subject ·only to " the law of freedom instinct 
in its own being." True, this limitation was suffi
cient for the governments of Charles V., Louis XIV., 
and Napoleon·, and it may answer the purposes of 
the Czar and other autocrats whose "free hand " 
will admit of no restraint upon their authority and 
no constitutional protection for their subjects. But 
for a free people who expect to secure to them'
selves and their posterity the inestimable blessings 
of civil and religious liberty, this proposed guaran
tee is more than inadequate; it is insulting .. They 
will either refuse to subscribe to this doctrine for a 
single day, or their liberties will perish: Let the 
doctrine which the Tribune advocates once become 
prevalent and paramount-and it now seems to be 
the paramount idea with most of the men who con
trol the government and the great newspapers of 
the country-and the way is open for the repetition 
in this country of all the tyrannies and oppressions. 
with whiCh arbitrary and unlimited power has cursed 
the earth. 

The Constitution the Safeguard. 

So "Congress has full lesislative power, 'subject 
only to the fundamental safeguards of liberty, justice· 
and personal rights?'" And yet Congress is not. 
subject to the Constitution, for that would be " to
emasculate American sovereignty by constitutional 
limitations." This is language which the Ameri..:diL 
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people can not understand. The only fundamental 
safeguards Of liberty, justice and perso~<l(. rights 
that they know anything about in connection with 
their Government and which ther have appointed 
for the guidance of their representatives ar:e the 

the Des;lat:a!_iqn and elsewhere, hut which say and 
mean something entirely different. And this is a 
characteristic that is deep w-ith meaning. 

More than a Political Issue .. 

pmvisions of the CONSTITUTION. 'I:_hey. or- _ As was_ said at the beginning of this artiCle, this 
dained that in. order to "establish justice, insure do- grave qu~stron which should now hold the attention. 
mest(c tranquility, provide for the co~mon defense, of every friend of liberty, will not be settled by the 
promote the general welfare," ,and to secure the c~riling elections-at_, least not mo~e than ii: is al
blessings qf liberty to thems-e'lves and theirposteri(y. ready settled. To see this param~unt issue as it is, 
The Constitution is not the fountain of liberty, nor - is- to see that it is a great deal more than a ground, 
is it the foundation_ of justice and personal rights, -of dispute between political parties. It -i$ more 
but it is the instrument by which the American Gov- , tqan a po!itical Issue; Pqlitical parties have been 
eminent secures those things to the people, and forced to take up its discussion almost in spite 6f 
when that is overridden and set aside, so far as the ·themselves; and this has conie that all may have the 
Government i_s- concerned, there are no" fundamen- best possible opportunity to see just what it .is and 
tahafeguards"of liberty, justice and personal rights." . to learn. just what it means .. It is an issue between 
The. only sovereignty and the only fundamental principles as different and·· distinct as midnight and_ 
safeguard of libe~;ty, justice and personal rights per- rwonday. It is a battle between liberty and despo
tainlng to the Government and about which it can tism; a ·battle whkh can best be fought not at the 
know anything is'that of the Constitution.' And so ·polls, but in the minds and hearts· of individuals, 
far as governmental affairs and purposes are con-- where alone is certain ·victory. · - · 
cerne-q, the people have no sovereignty but that There is a w.ay by which this issue may not be 
expressly dec'lared in the Constitution, for the sover- seen as it is, and by which all that it means may be . 
eignty of the people is not effective in the govern- missed. That is to make of it merely a matter of 
mental sense until it is expressed through their politics. There are two Ways by wliich this can be 

·supreme law. done. One is to do as a politician can not fail to 
~ Dangerous Sort of Humanity. _do-make of it simply political capital and an op-

Certain]y a humane procedure should not be op- portunity for politic;;tl and partizan advantage. The. 
posed. ,, It would seem that government" by the peo- other way is to de<;lare it to be nothing but a matter 
pie for the ~ood of mankind" and" the federation of of p_olitics, and therefore nothing in which you are 
the world" should without questiOf1 Qe given the. concerned and with which you will have nothing to 
right of way. But the world will be better off without_ do. The man who follows either of these cours·es is 
that humanity and that government" by the people blind to an event wnich marks"one of the greatest 
for the good of mankind ''which requires the sacrifice backward steps in the world's history . 
. of the Constitution and which is afraid to repeat word He who sees this as it is and realizes e~en in a 
for word the language of freedom either as found in slight degree the terrible consequences with which 
the Declaration or in the language which has been · it is fraught, will not make of it to himself a mere 
held by its supporters throughout the history-of this-- matter of, politi'c-s, either ~y usi~g it for politi
country. "Government of the people, by the peo~ cal .capital and _ treating it as a matter to be 
pie, for the people," in accordance with the Declara- cured by the· ballot, or by declaring it to be some
ration and the Constitution is still a good thing, thing with which he will have_ nothing to do because 
and ·a the "federation of th,e -world" cannot. be of its political~ nature. "He who in the light of 
brought ~bout ori that principle, let the federation Christianity has learned reverence for human liberty 
be postponed. · and rights, who has learneg because of the essential 
· One of the most striking· characteristics of this · eqq.ality of all men before the, common Father, to 

movement which the Tribune is forwarding, and one , respect his race and to reprobate its oppressors," will 
which is quite prominent in the quotations given last use every means that his conscience can approve in 
week, is the use 6£ terms which .sound as nearly as _upholding the Protestant and Republican principles 
possible like the genuine utterances of ·free~om in of the Constitution, and in staying the progress of 



the principles of .ecclesiastical and political despo
tism which are to-day more than _t4reaten-ing the 
institutions which freedom has reared. . 

jOHN D. BRADLEY. 

------~~~-----
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the allJance which had waited upori him to the . re:
cot;der .and the chief of police, in whqse han'ds the. 
matter now rests:- / ' · 

"A Sun reporter saw Recorder Skinner last night 
with referenc-e to the matter. - Mr.-Skinner said the 
supreme court of New Brunswick sustained the law·. 

LORD;S DAY ALLIANCE WORK IN NEW BRUNS-· La;;t sptingChie£of .Police CLark consulted him ~s 
. - WICK. · to what Course he should pursue, and he advised the. 

chief that the law should be enforced. · But then 
THE following, setting for1:h"the activity of the -word came to the effect that an appeal had been car..: 

Lord's Day Aliiance in New Brunswick, appearecf re- ried · t.o Ottawa. It was ·intimated about the same 
cenfly in the St. John Sun._ The secular authorities time th:at it would be well to await the dec1sion of 
.{)f the province, i~ wilL be observed, are inclined to tire supreme court of Canada. He-told Chief Clark 
regard the Sunday laws as dead. letters, experience that if these appeals were bona fide it would be just 
having no doubt shown them, as it has the· authori- as well to wait till the court gave t'heir, decision. 
ties in this country, that such .-laws are not related He was then waitedupon by 'representatives of the 
:tp the proble_ m of preserving th~ rights of the peo- Lord's Day Alliance, who maintained that the chief 

was not doing- his duty. He assured these gentle-
pie, and have no proper place in the modern systems men-that the chief was not to blame, as he was al:. 
-of secular governme_nt. But the clergy, with more ways ready and willi.og to do all he could for..the· en
zeal- than knowledge in such matters, and having forcement of all laws. The recorder advised this 
more in view the interests of religion than the ends delegation to see the attorney-general. On Tuesday 
-of just government, are pusning -the sec~lar officials _ Revs_. Dr. Wilson 'and T. F. Fotheringham waited 
forward to the enforcement of'these ~bsolete statutes,· upon him with a letter from Attorney-General Em
and their .efforts are producing a marl>;ed effect. merson, which s~t forth .that the lo<:algo\ierninent 

was not doing an-ything to, prevent the enforcement 
The Sun say:: of the law. The letter stated that the matter of en-

" A meeting of the executive committee of the f~rcing the. taw lay with the civic authorities i.n· St. 
· St: John Lor'd's Day A1liance was he'ld in the parlor · John. The recoider then advised the chief of pollee· 
-of the Y. M. C. A. on Monday afte_rnoon. . to s.ee that the law is enforced. The Sun man was 

"The secretary reported that ~ince the last mee.t- unable to get any further information from the re-
. ing efforts had been made t'o asc~rtain why the Stl~- corder, except that the chief fhings complained of 

clay law was still apparently a d~ad letter, seeing were the desecrati-on of· the Sabbath by the sale of 
that it had been sustained by the supreme court of soda water and cigars. 
the province. "Chief of Police· €lark' was not willing to talk to 

"It ·w.as found that the responsi~ility rested the Sun. He said he was always ready to do what 
wholly with the city authorities, and upon laying the · he considered his duty. In this matter 'he acted 
matter before the chairman of the safety board, the upon the advice of the recorder, and as they were at 
recorder ane the chief of polke, promise had been present in consultation he had no statements to 
-obtained that the act would be put in force next make forpublicatio_n." · · 

-Sunday. _ , 
"The Rev. J. G. Shearer, field sec.retary of the The same pa-per also mentions the formation of 

Dominio-n L. D. Alliance, who is now in Nova Scotia, a local Lord's Day Alliance at Charlottetown, N. B., 
-is expected to occupy pulpits in St. John on Sunday,· of which the clergY. of the city were made vice-presi
September gth, and to speak at a public convention /dents .. Th·e field secretary of the geflera}, organiza
which is to be held on the Monday evening follow- · tion, Rev. J. G. Shearer, has been actively at work 

_ ing for the purpose of organizing a provincial al- organizing branches of the alliance throughout 
liance. The arrangements will be made public as Canada, arid this activity will certainly not be with-
soon as the use of" the required buildings has been 
secured. · 

"Interviewed by the Sun last e'p'!ning with refer-
-ence to the action of the Lord's Day All-iance to
ward the: more -rigid enforcement of the Sunday law,' 
Alderman Sea!on, chairman of the safety board, 
stated that_ officially he had no jurisdiction ·in the 
matter~ and that he had referred the committee from 

_out results. 

ONE man's rig-hts do not end where another 
man's rights begin, as some have said. The rights 
ofall qegin at the same point, n-amely; at birth, ~nd 

. continue throughout life. ' 
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-United States, in cheapening th~ estimation in which . 
black/ men are helct' by Anglo-Saxons? Do the race 
riots in such cities as New York, and Akron,_ Ohio. 
signify anything of this kind? The supposition is 

I•• . not~ far.,.fetched 9-ne. An~ a contem'pt f~r the colored 
l.b=================;:===!J race is not a proJit:able acquisition for America at. .. 

THE question of alJowing Sunday openin~ of 
stores,has become an issue between Jews and Chris
tians in Boston, says the -Boston Globe. The Jews, 

this time. There "is- material on hand, if that- feel
in~ h<;>lds, sway; for-unlimited rioti~g. North as well 
as South~ 

. ~-~ on the strength of permission they claim to have 
received frornthe city:government~have their stores THE Michigan Christian Advocate calls attention to 
wi<ie open oq Sunday, and the'' Christians'" are. the fact that so far- as the army is co.ncerned the 
complaining that this gives their Hebrew rivals an t:;Jnited St~tes are behind France i_n the matter of 

. undue share of the pr~fits of trade, notwithstan<iing . temperance. - The French ca~teen, instead of sellfng 
th-e Hebrew stores are closed on Saturday: 'The wine and beer, supplies the soldiers with tea, coffee 
polic~ department 'has announ~e-d thaf it will en- . and cocoa. 
force Sunday closing on Jews and Christiaps alike. . 
' It app~ars from tris that the "Christian" store

kee-pers concerned i~ this agitation are desirous of 
observing the· day they believe .to be the S~bbath, 

.:MR. WU'S PERTINENT QUESTI()N. 
From the New York Tribune. 

SENATOR EuGENE HALE; of M~ine,.told recently 
with-amused chagrin ot' a passage at arms he ·had 
with Mr .. Wu, the Chinese minister: 'The treatment 
ol the missionaries in the f~r East was under discus
sion, and the se~ator had trotted out a number of 

· provided it does not involve a sacrifice on their part. 
But that is not Christianity at all; for there. is no 
worship and service ot God acceptable to !Jim with
out. sacrifice. He that regardeth the kingdom o.f 
God as dear at any price, will never get into -if. 

~~ 

- ANOTHER Sunday-closing campaign in Chicago 
.has. qeen organ'ized by the, Butchers apd Grocery 
Clerks' Association' of this city' "A report was re
ceived' from t~e Employer's Association," says the 
Daily Ne~s; ''recommending that'the clerks an<i em
ployers wor¥ together in·· the effort to close all re:. 
tail stores in Chicago Sundays. Statistics were~in
troducec1 showing that the merchants who haye kept 
open Sundays have, as a nj'le, lost by it.'~ ~tis further 
stated that "work will be' started among the labor-: 

· -ing classes' t.o secure an .endorsement of Sunday 
dosing." 

The statement fhat "merchants who have kept 
open Sundays have, as a: rule, lost by it " is worthy of 
note. If it is _not profitable to .keep one's ·store open 
on Sunday surely there is no force in the oft-heard 

- plea that Sunday trading is unfair to the c~nscien
tious shop-keeper who wants to observe Sunday as 
tpe Sabbath. 

~.$ 

Is denial of the doctrine of government by con
sent of the governed, exemplified in tpe conquest of 
foreign territory, alreadyreactingat home in these 

.·instances of maltreatment, and even worse,~~that the 
missionaries had.met ~ith at the hands of their East
ern bre:t_!lern. ·The sena'tor then poi~ted' out t~ the 
ministdthat this was hardly the way in which the 
missionary should be received, and. that aliherty of 
faith should be accorded their subjects by Eastern 
rulers. All through this homily the Chinese minis-· 
ter had grinned, sympathetically, but a tfifle de
risively. 
, ''Liberty of religious thought, eh?" Wu inquired 
t~ntati.veiy, when his chance came. "You not al
ways give liberty' of religious thougnt in this coun-. · 
try; you sometimes persecute the missionary in these 
great United States, I t)link?" T<;> this, needl.ess to . 
say, the junior senatoF from -thtt Pine Tree State i~
terposed a vigorous denial. 

" No, you never do such things here, never! . You 
·never persec-~te the poor missionary!. You ~re too 
high-111inded. 'You have too much freedom of 
thought for that!" ·And here Wu's de_rrsive smile. 
grew diabolical. "How about .that Levantine 
affair? '1 

"L_evantine affair?" was the puzzled inquiry. 
"Yes; Levan tine affair; affair at Levant. What: 

did you do there? '' 



. And_ then the senatot suddenly remembered the cut ller to t~e qurck. And. these,are the things now 
~ate of a Morinon missionary at Levant, Me. Th~ coming. The nations 'are aroused. Their ar!nies 
keen Cel~::stial eye of the Chinese minister saw the and fleets are up to the yellow men, although they 
look: of understanding in Senator Hale's eye, and. be 500 million strong. Before these representative 
he .drove the nail home. · ·omilitary and naval forces retire, the vast empire of 

"Wh. · d'd' d · ' the E<:tst will have been brought to terms in a man-
at · 1 -you o wtth that Mormon missionary ner to stay. The stru. ggle has 'already been practi-

atLevant, eh? You gave him whatds called the tar . ~ally, decided .. ·* * * The Chinese mq$t submit." 
and feathers; is it not so?" But the senator had no. ··i'he representative forces •of Christian civiliza~ 
response at hand. tion are still able . to demonstrate their superiority 

THE DRAGON SPIRIT OF " CHRISTIAN" CIVU.:. 

IZATION. · 

lN more ways than one does tl).e Chinese situation 
serve to reveal the fact that the world was never be
fore so far from universal peace and so close to 
universal war.· The- outlook for peace and civiliza
tion is ce,rtainly dark enough when a ruler of one of 
the grea·t "Christian" nations of the. world speaks 
as did the ,emp_eror of Germany at the embarkation 
of his soldi~'rs f~;i~r China.' .>But the outlook is infi~ · 
Q,itely worse \\Tire*\ ti?-~se \Yho profess to be f~ll~wers 
·Of the Prince .,:~£: Pe~,_~e::,·;~d , to·' h~.fd'. comihiksions' · 
from him whq said, " Bless-~'(f~ie the pe-acemakers," 
are possessed by sucli feelings as ar~ reveale.d by 
the following language which we take fr-om a first 
page editorial in the Michigan Christian Advocate of 
August 25: 

over the sluggish, stunted and fanatical hordes of 
paganism." . . 

In the same issue of the Advocate is this editorial 
note: "Great news from Peking! 'Our God is 
marching o~.'" From all of which the conclusion 
is inevitable that the Advocate thoroughly agrees 
with Napoleon 'that God is on the side of .the heavi~ ' 
est battalions, according to the belief of all the men 
and nations -throughout history who have 'forgotte~ 
God in their desire for revenge and their glorifica
tion of tl;le might and power of earthly co11quest. 

, "If. the ~alt have lost his savor, wherewith shall -
it-be salte<:l?,": If those who are;supposed to stand 
for peabe':'ii;~'{i: gQod will to men, ancLwho claim to 

'· ¢' ' ' ' .' ' .~ ,, • ~ ···-~- ·).:'\) ·,~ ;.' •• ;-::·: • 

be looking:.fpr i:he millennium, are fo"r((most in ad-
~qcating vengeance, how can the world have any-
thing else but war? J. o: B. 

"IT is only since 1894 that foreign ambassadors, 
were allowed in the most sacred part of . Peking," 
says the Daily News. of this city. "That the allies 
have now seized this' purple·' city, and that Ameri
can soldiers had the honor of planting the first foreign 
flag over the imperial palace, greeted ·by English, 
German, Russian and Japanese cheers, is a signifi
o~mt fact." This occurrence is indeed fraugP,t with 

"View 'him as you may; the yellow man of the 
East appears to be inviting his own fate. * * * 
The world cannot afford longer to to-lerate the exis
tence of a people w.ho make themselves a terror and 
a nuisance. China must open up or be opened. up, 
and she is now taking the steps which are leading 
to the opening up process. '* * * It is said that 
the Chinese nation is rich. Shewill need to be rich 
when she comes to settle the present war bills with 

· significance-a .significance that should cause Wash
ington and Monroe to turn in their graves. The 
fact that America is in Asia, cheered on ·by the 
great powers of the world, has in it a significance 
that can ~du;~ely be realized ,now, but which will be 
reali;;:ed more and more keenly as time goes on. 

~ the other powers. And she will have to be yielding, 
too. If the United States has a leading hand, as 
now seems likely, in laying down the conditions of 
peace~ she will have to make guarantees of the fu-. 
ture rights and safety of foreigners that no amount 
of prejudice or treachery can imperiL She is 
rapidly having this truth rubbed through her thick 
skull, too. Recent diplomacy, though largely hid- · 
den from the public eye, is bringing her to her 
-senses. The knock of the allied armies at the gate 
.of her capitol, having passed her strongholds of de
fense, is· alarming her. If these movements meant 
.orily the payment of heavy indemnities and the ex
ecution of a few political culprits, she. would not 
_mind those so mucn, but subjection to foreign dic
tation arid the. ov:erth,-ow of sacred traditions will 

PRESTIGE-how many mean -tricks, what enormi
ties are performed in thy name! ' The white man's 
prestige in China begins where justiCe,· truth and 
logic encl.-Count Leo Tolst~i. 

~~ 

CHRISTIANITY is China's only hope. 
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justiee done to the Filipinos and others by foreign 
conquest. Yet in tl!_e South, where this party is in · 
the ascendency, sotpe o~ these sam.e men and·others 
who are adherents of this party are boldly denying 
the privilege of self-govern·m:~nt to people already· 
recognized as American citizens by the Constitution. 
It)s no.t to .such sources of hypocrisy·that t,he coun
try may look f~r deliverance from itlipending perils. 

~~ 
Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty -writhout having ordered ft, 

may know that it is sent 'by some friend, Those who have not ordered The 
Sentinel nee.I have no fears that they Will be asked to pay for it. 

THE A~erican Bar Association held its twenty
third annual meeting ~t Saratoga Springs, N.~ Y., 

. last.week. In his opening address President Charle~ 
ANARCHY is against government; and as the ob- F. Manderson "spoke of the failure of tlie ·peace 

3,ect of gov~rnment·is ,tolpreserve,.,tll~!J-~~J!Y_ ()( ~~e congress at the Hague. The promise of that con~ 
people whifh't.is ·their unaHenable. ~,-igfi!iJj:' follows .· fer'ence;{P.?-~~"a_id; h'ap-p~oye-9,,-utterl~,tu}Ll~·-·-- W.ith.in . 
tha~ anar~hy ana liberty are opposites~ Anarchy-is the presen~ year Fran;~''had · i'ncreai:ed h,er anN.y 
not a form· of. liberty, hut the. worst form of des- s.o® men, Germany 33,000, Austria-Hungary w,ooo ·· 
potism. and Great Britain 240,oo0." ·"War is in the air," 

THE United States is now figuring in 'tpe "con- · 
certs" of the Old World Powers, having joined with 
Russia in opposing the policy of 'others of the 
Powers in the. matter of treating with the Chinese 
gov.em.me.n~ tk~llgh Li. Iiuag Chang . 

.Jfi.Jfi 

$:EN A TOR DAVIS., in a -weet::h made a few days ago 
in Chicago, said this country would insist that_the 
" open door " in China .shall remain open '' . .under· 
any and all conditions of sovereignty, cession or 
foreign ascendency." This natiop will have to plant 
its foot firmly, in the Chine.se doorway if that is done. 

-~ ~ 

Ho Yow, Chinese consul-genel"al at San Fran-

said Mr. Manderson. "Africa and Asia are wit
nesses of bloody conflicts, and EuroJ>'e, , trembli~g 
w'ith ;nxiety, fears that_her domestfc peace ma:y be 
disturbed and Moloch r_eign." 

Ag.ents to solicit s'ubscriptions to THE. SENTINEL OF 

LtBEWi'Y. We offer specialindu-aments;during. the 
next few W{!~ks. Address :the publishers for further 
information if you will devote a portion of your time 
to soliciting. But please do ~ot take our timt; unless 
you are in earnest. We desire. energetic" wor~rs 
and not curious inquire,rs. International Religious 
Liberty Association, 324 Dearborn St., Chicago. 

cisco, s.aid in a r~cent .address delivered there that EXAMINE THE LABEL. 

1re feared the spr~~~LQ.fJ~hri~ti:anity in China, be- THE yellow labd on your paper inciic<;ttes the 
~a use his countrymen, b~in"g'. q\~ick' to~learn; ;; W"ill he 

, date on' which- your subscription expires. Please 
. able to manufactut.e ... gu'ns -~_rid ··au th_e engines of · · 1 1 d ·f· · d. ,. ·

1
..,. h. ld ·· examme 1t c o~e y, an 1 1t rea s. ,j)l3 v you s ou 

warfare," fJ.nd 'pre<;:ipitfl.t'e a terrible conflict .•. • Ho, · forward ybur ient:wa:lwithoutdel~y in order to avoid 
Yow, like. many people in thi~ coup.try, fails to dis~ the loss·of any papers. 
tinguish between Christianity and civilization. - -

Please also &ear in ·mind that even though your. -
.;!. .$ subscription may not expire until October or No-

A FORCIBLE lllustration is at present before'. the·, vember it w_ill be safe to rep.ew y<;>ur s11bs~ription 
country of the affinity that seems to exist between now, and by so doing secure our map of Asia at once. 
politics anq insincerity .. · One of the two leading We send it post-free to old subscribers who ad
parties is posing bdore tbe country as the cham- vance the1r subscriptio~ o.ne year by the payment 
pions of governme~t by consent of the governed, of one dollar. See des_cription of n1ap dsewliere, 
declaring this to be the mOst important issue before and if you desire it, act itnmediate~y on this sug~ 
the ped'ple. They ha\'e niuch to say about the in- gestion. 
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THE liberty-loving man wants state protection 
only for himself and his fellows; the b1got wants 
protection for his religion. 

TRUTH can protect itself against error without 
the aid of Clivil government. Hence a religion ask
ling for state aid thereby acknowledges itself to be 
false .and :Spurious. 

. 
RELIGious legislation may properly be looked 

rupon as an attempt to establish a fashion in religion, 
:something to which all must conform, without r.e
:gard to belief or conscience. But uniformity so se
·cured is but _a counterfeit of Christian unity. 

THE Creator never gave mankind.a law demand
ring idleness, .and when men enact such a law they 
need not :flatter themselves that they are meeting the 
mind of the Deity. Nature, as God JUade it, abhors 

. idleness as it does a vacuum. No sanction of idle-
ness i'n nature can be discovered by rnicx:oscope or 

telescope. A compulsory-idleness law is out of har
mony with nature .and with. nature's God; and be
cause a Sunday law <;an secure nothing but idleness 

·it stands condemned. It has no rightful place in 
legislation. · 

$.$. 

THE Creator settles no question of right or wrong 
by physical force, although He is acknowledged to 
be ommiscient; and since He will not settle such 
questions by arbitrary decree backed up by His al
mighty power, it is plain that such questions can not 
be settled hy force, and civil governments ha\re 
properly nothing to do with their consideration. 
O~ly when the principles of right and of wrong, of 
truth and of error, have fought out the battle, and 
the right decision is clear to all, does £0trce properly 
come into play to carry the decisiolll i1nt:o effect; 
only for the preservation of natural rights,. the pos
session of which by men is a self-evide-m.t t:mt:fu:. cam 

the force of civil governments be pro,pe·rly exer
cised; 

CIVIL GOVERNMENT NOT RELIG]OOS.. 

· CIVIL government can not be Christiap and i·t: 
ought not to be anti -Christian .. I.t should! s,hn:ply be 
devoid of religious ·character-that is, it Gmght to be 
civil. 

The Scriptures plainly declare that God is not 
only the great moral Governor, but that he i:s the 
only one to whom· moral accountability is due. 
" Every one of us shall give account ·.of himself fo, 

God,"' says the apostle; and again the Lord, by the 
same instrument, issues this challenge to every 
usurper of the divine prerogative: "Who· art thou 
that judgest auiother man:s servant?,; ' 
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The civil law does not _undertake to punish.sin, 
but only to punish crime. Siri is the offense against 
God; crime is the offense:_agai11st our fellowmen. 
All sin is against God. "Whosoever committeth 
sin," says the apostle," transgresseth also the law, for 
sin is the transgression of the law." I This is saiq of 
the divine Jaw. Again in the fiftY:-first Psalm we 
find that Dayid, in confessing to God~the .wrong 
done to Uriah, says: i, Ag~inst thee, thee only have 

. I sinned." The wrong was against man, the sin was 
against God, whose law was violated. 

The violation of all just .human 'law is not only 
crime, but it is also sin, because violative of the law 
of God as well as of the law of men. But human 

c.should be controlled~ by the peop-le oJ God.-'-yh-u.s: 
the Papacy has claimed the right to depose kings. 
and to set up kings, and to hand oveJ:: whole peoples. 
to the rule of a prince not of their own choice. But 
the claim is without any substantial basi's. Civil 
government was ordained of God in theve~y nature 

• I 

of man, and belongs not to a part of the race, but tO" 

_ all men. And the veriest p~ga:ns h~ve just the same 
divine warrant for organizing civil government and 
thus securing this. natural rights· that the most en-
lightened and devout Cnristians have. B. 

CIVIL GOVERNMENT BY· THE CHP'RCH. 

government deals only with the crime. God punishes ; THE idea that the pious people of the earth are 
the sin; "so then every one of us shall give account by reason of their zeal for God the best fitted of all 
of himself to God," both. for our sins ilgainst God people to adcmirtister'fhe aif.,lirs of civll government 
and for our wrongs against our fello~men, for;, God . i~ one that ha~ for centuries back been'powerfu.l in 
shall bring every work into judgment, withevery: the church. 'Being superior to all other organiza
secret thing, whether it be good or evil." · tions on the earth in her standards and aims for 

God mq.de man a social, moral being, and as such mankind, the thought that. the church ought to be 
endowed him with "certain unalienable rights." at the head of earthly affairs seems warranted by 
These rights are conserved by just civil govern- weighty facts. Inspired prophecy, rnoreov,er, seems 
ment. also to justify it, by pn;dictions that the dominion. 

To disregard civil rights or to trample upon them of earth is to be given to "the people of the saints 
is to wrong our fellowme~ and to sinagainst God, of the Most High." To effect such a change in the 
who commands every man to love his neighbor as · political· ascenderrcy as will place the church in the 
'himself. The sin, if not. repented of and forgiven, seat of governmental authoritywiU be therefore only 
God will punish in his own good time. The wrong to fulfill the purpose of the divine Sovereign. Such 
may be dealt with by our fellowmen in their organ- is the view held by many good people to-day. The 
ized capacity as a state. And it is this lat1er fact facts,just as clearly set ~orth by inspir(ltion, that the 
thaLrestrains from deeds of violence and injustice reign of the sai~ts on the earth is t() be realized only 
many -vho have not the fear of God before them. at an appointed .time and through the work of ap-

This safeguard to natural rights the God who pointed spiritual agencies, and that first the judg
" sendeth his rain upon the just and the unjust" has ments of God must sweep the earth, are not taken 
given to 111:_an. Its benefits accrue alike to the right- into account. 
eous and to the wicked. Hence civil government . This idea that the highest welfare of both state 
is not in any sense Christian; it is simply humani- and church is to be attained by placing the reins of· 
tarian-that is, ,it is given, like marriage, for the ' civil authority in the hands_ of the saints_ has borne 
good of the race, given to- all.men regardless of re-- fruit on several occasions in the past, from the rec
ligious beliefs. ords of which a very valuable les~on may be drawn 

The ch1,1rch . of Rome insists that marriage be- for the present hour. It is the purpose of this arti
longs to the church; that it is one of the "seven cle to refer' to one such occasion in Jhe history of . 
sacraments " of religion. This the Protestant de- ·Anglo-Saxon government, an occasion which be-

' nies. Of course the object of tnis claim is that the lo,ngs to one of the greatest periods of. English his
chursh may control marriage; and in Roman Catholic tory-the. times of Oliver Cromwell. In magazine 
countries we generally fi·nd that only religious articles particular attention is just now being called 
marriages are recognized rby law .. For a simi- to Cromwell and the historicdrama in whi~h he was 
lar reason· it is claimed by many that civil gov- the C€JltralfiJ$Hre,whicl).. is cer.tainly well, co~sider- -
ernment, existing-as it does by the ordinance of God, ing the tendenc,y of the history ot his day to repeat ' . 
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itself in the imperialistic and church-and-;tate move
ments of the present time. We- quote the fol
lowing on the point to whicn we wish to-call parti
cular attention from an article in the Century Magazine, 
which is one of a series· on the life of Com well from 
the. pen of Mr. John Morley: 

The "Reign of the Saints." 

, " After the r~de dispersion of the Long Parlia
ment next came the ~eign of the Saints. No experi
ment could have worked worse. Here is Cromwell's 
rueful admission: 'Truly I will come now :md tell 
you a story of my own weakness and folly;· and yet 
it was done in my simplicity, I dare avow it. It was 
thought then that men of our'judgment, who had 
fought in the wars. and were all of a piece on that 
account, surely these men will hit it, and these men 
will do it to the purpose, whatever can be desired; 
.and truly we 'did tl}::ink; and I· did think so,' tpe more 
blame to me; and .. such . a corripany .of. men were 
chosen and did proceed to action. And this was 
the naked truth, that the issue was not answerable 
to the simplicity and honesty of the design.' Such 
was Oliver's ~wn tale, related four years afterwards. 
The discovery that the vast and complex task of 
human government needs more than spiritual en
thusiasm, that to have 'very Scriptural notions' is 
not enough for the reform of stubborn earthly things, 
marks yet another stage in Cromwell's progress. He 
was no . idealist turned cynic, that mournful spec
tacle, but a warrior called by heaven to save civil 
order and religious freedom; . and it was with this 
duty heavy on his soul that he watched the working 
of the scheme tpat Harrison had pressed upon 
him. . . . · . 

"The company of men so chosen constituted 
what stands in history .as the 'Little Parliament, or, 
parodied from· the name of one of its members 

. . ' 
Barebones' Parliament. They were nominated by 
Cromwell and his council of officers at their own 
wilfand pleasure, helped by the local knowledge of 
the. Congregational churches in the nuntry. The 
writ of summons, reciting how it was necessary to 
provide for the peace, safety, and good government 
of the Commonwealth by committing the trust of 
such w~ighty affairs to men with good assurance of 
love ~nd courage for the interest of God's cause, was 
issued in the name of Oliver Cromwell, captain
general and commander-in-chief. One hundred and 
and thirty-nine ·of these summonses went out, and 
presently five other persons were invited by the con
vention itself to join, including Cromwell, Lambert 
and Harrison. . , . 

"Though so irregular in thei; source the nomi
nees of the officers were undoubtedly, for the most 
part, men of. worth, substance, and standing. In-

spired by the enthusiastic Harrison, their whole ex
istence is the high-water mark of the biblical politics 
of• the times, of Puritanism applying itself. to legis
lation, politi<:al construction, and social regeneration. 
It hardly deserves to be described as the greatest 
attempt ever made in history to found a <;:ivil society 
qn the lit.eral words of Scripture, but it was cer
tainly the greatest failure of such an attempt. 

"To the council chamber at Whitehall the chose11 . 
notables repaired on the 4th of July (1653); a day 
destined a century and more later to be the date of 
higher things in the annals of free goyernment. 
They seated ·themselves round the table, and the 

·lord general stood by the window, near the middle 
of it. The room was crowded \vith officers. Crom
well in his speech made no attempt to hide the 
military character of the revolution that had brought 
them together.· The indenture, he told them, by 
which they were constituteG .. the supreme authority 
had been drawn up by the ~dvice or• the principal 
officers of the army; it was himself and his fellow-:
members who had vainly tried to stir up the parlia
m~nt; he had been their mouthpiece to offer their 
sense for thern; it was the army to whom the people 
had looked, in their dissatisfaction at the breakdown 
of parliamentary performance. Now,God 
had' called this new supreme. authority to do his 
work, which ha8 come to them by wise Providence· 
through weak hands. 

" Meanwhile Oliver freely surrendered himself to 
the spiritualraptures of the hour. 'I confess I never 
looked to see such a day as this, when Je-sus Christ 
should be so owned as he is this day in this work. 
God manifests this to be the day of the power of 
Christ, having through so much blood and so much ' 
trial as hath been upon these nations, made this to 
be one of the great issues thereof to have his people 
called to the supreme authority.' Text upon ' 
text is quoted in lyric excitement from proph-ets, 
psalmist, and apostles; Old Testament dispensation 
and New; appeals to the examples of Moses and of 
Paul, who could wish themselves blotted .out of 
God's book .for the sake of the whole people; the 
vers'es from James about wisdom from above being 
pure and peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated, · 
full of mercy and good fruits; and then at last the 
sixty-eighth Psalm, with its triumphs so exceeding 
high and great. 

The Dissipation of the Dream. 

"A few weeks began the dissipation of the dream. 
· They. were all sincere. and zealous, but the most 
zealous were the worst simpletons. The 
impatience that had grown so' bitter a;g;ai)'lst the old 
parliament soon revived against the new convention. 
Just as it is the. nature of courts of .law to amplify 
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th,ejutisdicfioh, so it is the-nature of every politrcar 
assembly to extend its -powers. The moderate or 
conservative dement seems to have had a small ma
jority in th{! usual balance of parties, but the forward 
men made up for. inferiority in numbers by warmth 
and assiduity. The fervor of the forward party in 
the Parliment was stimulated by fanaticism out of 
doors; hy cries that their gold had become dim, the 
ways o~ Zion ~lled with mourning, and a dry wind, 
but neither to fan nor to cleanse, upon the land; 

· above all, by the assurances of the preachers that the 
four monarchies of N ebuchadneziar and Cyrus, of 
Alexander and Rome, had each of them passed 
away, and that the day had come for the Fifth and 
final Monarchy, the Kingdom of Jesus Christ upon 
the earth; and this no mere reign set up in men's 
~earts, bu! a sch:me for governing nations and giv
I~g la':Vs for settlmgliberty, property, and the found
tions of a commonwealth. 

, "The fidelity of the convention to Cromwell was 
shown by the qnanimous vote that plaeed him.on the 
~quncil of state; but the great dictator kept himself 
In the background, and in good faith hG>ping against 
hope, he let things take their course. ' I am more 
troubled now,' he said, 'with the fool than with the 
knave.' The riew· men at once and without leave 
took. to themselves the name of P~rliament. Instead 
of carrying on their special business of a constituent 
assembl~ the.y set to work with a will at legislation; 
and legislatiOn, moreover, in the high temper of 
root-and-b~;anch, for cursed is he that doeth the 
\;York of the Lord negligently. A bill was run 
thro~gh ali it: stages in a' single sitting· for the 

.erectiOn of a high court of justice in cases where a 
jury could not be trusted to convict. . . . Be
fore they had been a month in session they passed a 
resolu.tion that the Court of Chancery should be 
wholly taken away and abolished; and after three 
bi~ls had be:n br.ought in and dropped for carrying 
this resolutiOn mto act they read a second time a 
~ourth bill for s.ummarily deciding cases then pend
In~, c:nd arranging that for the future the ordinary 
smts m chancery should be promptly dispatched at 
a cost of from twenty to forty shillings. They set a 
committee without a lawyer upon it to work on the 
reduction of the formless mas-s of laws, cases, and 
p:ecedents to a code that should be· of no greater 
bigness than a pocket:-book. The power of patrons 
to present to livings·was taken away, though pat
ronage was as D?uch property as land.. More vital 
aspects of the church question followed. A com
mittee reported in favor of the appointment of a 
body of state commissioners with power to eject un
fit ministers and fill vacant livings, and what was a 
rriore burning issue, in favor of the maintanance of 
tithe as of legal obligation. By a m~joritv of tw~ 

the House disagreed wid} the report, and so indi
cated their intention to abolish tithe and the endow
ment of ministers of 'religion by the state. 

The Crisis. 

"This led to the crisis. The effect of proceed
ings so singularly devised for the settlement of the 
nation was. to irritate and alarm all the nation's most 
powerful elements. - The army, the lawyers, the 
cl~rgy, the holders of property, all felt themselves 
attacked; and the lord general himself perceived, in 
his own words afterward, that the issue of hi's · assem
bly would have been the subversion of the laws and 
of all the liberties of th~ir ~ation-in short, the con
fusion of all things; ·and instead of order to set ·up 
the judicial law of Moses in abrogation of all our 
administrations. The design that slrone so radi
antly five months before had sunken aways in clouds 
and vain chimera. 

"The narrow division on the abolition of tithe 
wnvinced everybody thatthe ship was water-logged. 
Sunday, December.II, was passed in the concoction 
of devices for bringing the life of the notables to an 
end. On Mond~y the speaker took the chair at an 
early hour, and ·a motion ':Vas promptly made that 
the sitting of the Parliament was no longer for the 
public good, and that therefore they should deliver 
up to the lord general the powers they had received 
hom him. An attempt to debate was made, but as 
no time was to be lost, in case of members arriving 
in numbers sufficient to carry a hostile motion, the 
speaker rose from his chair, told the sergeant to 
shoulder the mace, and, followed by some forty 
members in the secret, set forth i;n solemn proces
sion to Whitehall. A minority kept their. seats un
til a couple of colonels with a file of soldiers came 
to turn them out. According to a Royalist story, 
one of the colonels asked them what they were do
ing. 'We are seeking the Lotd,' was the answer. 
'Then you should go elsewhere,' the colonel replied, 
'for to my certain knowledge the Lord has not been 
here these twelve years past.' . . ·. Oliver re:
ceived the speaker and his retinue with genuine or 
feigned surprise but accepted the burden of power 
that the abdication of the Parliament had once more 
laid upon him." 

The utter failure of this attempt of the religious 
le"ade~s of Cromwell's day to run the government 
for the good of the commonwealth was not due to 
any lack of piety, zea), or sincerity on their part. 
They were as well qualified for such a task as are 
the church leaders of. to-day. But, as is· pointed out 
by Mr. Morley," the vast a~d complex task of human 
government needs more than spiritual enthusiasm," 
and " to· have ' very S<;ri ptural notions ' is not'enough 
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for the reform 6£ stubborn earthly· things." The 
kingdom of God and the kingdoms of e;;trth are es
sentially diffe~ent, and the rules of government of 
the former will not 'apply in the latter. Earthly 
governments can be successfully administered only 
on a purely secular basis. s. 

A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

Splendid Isolation. 

IT. was the doctrine of the Fathers of the United 
States that this nation should dwell alone, and not 
·be reckoned as one of the great world Powers. I 
do not mean that the Fathers had a narrow idea of 
the wonderful sphere which the nation was to oc
cupy in the grand drama of earth's history. They 
certainly foresaw a great future for their country. 
But for· all of this· it was the i::oncensus of their best 

' wisdom that this nation should not become entangled 
in the liroils, disputes, and alliances of the Powers 
of the Old World. They clearly discerned that this 
would be disastrous. 

As stated in a previ?us article, when the Puri· 
tans first "trekked'' across sea from England and 
Holland they regarded their ~ovement as a religi'ous 
"exodus." They desired to put the " Red Sea," as 
they termed the Atlantic, bdween themselves and 
"Egypt," as they were wont to call the land from 
whence they came. The shores of America were 
the borders of· the Land of Canaan, and in this land 
they determinded to uprear a commonwealth in 
which the principles of the Ten Commandments 
should form the fundamental code of law. They 
were desirous of erecting a state wherein righteous
ness should abound. 

In the doing of this they broke away from a 
great many of the maxims of statecraft in vogue in 
Europe. Europe sneered, and thought that it would 
only be a few short years until the experiment of 
popular government, which discarded the theories 
of ages, would prove itself a failure. 

The Puritan fathers applied to themselves the 
words of the Lord to the people of Israel at the 
time when he led them out of Egypt into the land 

'of Canaan: "After the doings of the larid of Egypt, 
wherein ye dwelt, .shall ye not do: and after the 
doings of the land of Canaan, whither I bring you, 
shall ye not do: neither shall ye walk in their ordi
nances." " And ye shall not walk in the manners of 
the nation which I cast out before you." "There-

fore shall ye keep mine ordinance, that ye commit 
not any of these abo!l}i'nable customs, which were· 
committed before you." ' 

Now, there were many ol the political manners 
and customs and ordinan'ces of the Old World which 
the ·fathers of the new nation felt religiously bound 
not to practice in any way whatsoever. By the time 
the making of the ,Constitution was reached the 
Americans stood upon absolutely different political · 
ground to any that had ever been occupied before 
by any nation. 

The Father.s came saying: "We hold these· 
. TRUTHS to be self-evident." They did not think 
· that they were advancing theories,· they did not be-
. lieve that what they had ,to give to the world were 

mere political maxims,· they did not consider that 
they were exploiting ideas, the preposterous vapor
ings of their own perverted .imaginings. No, no; 
they came teaching TRUTHS. They believed that . 
what they had to say to the world was all-important. 
It was .their. firm conviction that their teachings were 
born from above and were not the product of mere 
human. intellect. 

Truth and conviction lent courage tO'the words 
and deeds of these noble men. They blazed a path, 
through a trackless forest of political doctrines. 
But through it all they were guided by a bright star 
of truth hung out in the heavens to be a lamp to the 
path of their feet. 

. ' Besides the doctrine that all men are created 
equal, and that governments derive their just powers 
from the consent of the governed, the Fathers taught 
th~t this nation should dwell alone and should not 
pe reckoned among the nations. Nothing was made 
more clear than this. It pervades the very spirit of 
their speeches and writings, and in positive and ex
press statements it is made manifestly clear. 

In that suberb state paper, "The Farewell Ad
dress," the "Father of his Country" gave utterance 
to this pearl of great price: 

"Against the insidious wiles of foreign influenc:e 
, (I conjure you to believe me, fellow-..:itizens) the 
jealously of a free people ought to be constantly 
awake, since history and experience prove that 
foreign influence is one of the most baneful foes of 
republican government. · 

"The great rule of conduct for us in regard to 
foreign nations is, in extending our commercial re
lations, to have with them as little political connection 
as possible. So far as. we have already formed en-
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gagements, let them be fulfilled in perfect good faith. 
Here let us stop. 

"Europe has a set of primary interests which to 
us have none or a very remote relation. Hence she 
must be- engaged in frequent controversies, the 
causes of which are essentially foreign to our con
cerns. Hence, therefore, it must be unwise in us to 
implicate ourselves by artificial ties in the o_rdinary~ 
vicissitudes of her politics, or the ordinary combina
tions or collisions of her friendships or enmities. 

" Our detaclred and distant situation invites and en
ables us to pursue a very differ~ntcourse . . If we remain 
one people, under an efficient government, the 
period is not far off when we may defy material in
jury from external annoyance; w'hen we may take: 
such an attitude .fls will cause the neutrality we may. 
at any time resolve upon to be' ·scrupulously re
spected; when belligerent nations, under the possi
bility of making acquisitions upon us, will not lightly 
hazard the giving us provocation;· ·when we may 
choose peace or war, as our interests, guided by 
justice, shall counsel. 

" Why forego the advantages of so peculiar a situa
tion? WHY QUIT OUR OWN TO STAND ON 
FOREIGN GROUND?. Why, by interweaving our 
'destiny with that of any part of Europe, entangle 
our peace and prosperity in the toils of. European 
ambition, rivalship, interest, humor, or caprice? 

" It is our true policy to steer clear of permanent alli
ances with any portion of the foreign ,world." . 

And all of this is simply the human 2tatement of 
the divine truth,." The people shall dwell alone, and 
shall not be reckoned among the nations." -These 
words from Washington are not only politically 
wise; they are more than that, ~hey are divinely 
true. P. T. MAGAN. 

THE COMING STRUGGLE. 

AN exchange says: " There is now a general feel
ing, which can be referred to no particular facts nor 
explained on any rational theory, that we are ap
proaching a period of greater combats (than those 
of the preceding century), a world struggle, in which 
tremendOJ!S machinery which has been organized for 
war is to be put to a full test between the rival 
Powers who are grasping at the earth or all of it that 
remains unattached to the great empires. · Jhere 
has certainly been no period in the past when the 
ambitions for co(\quest were so keen and so wide
spread-as a.t present; when so miWY powers armed 
to th~ teeth were watching with jealously every 
movement. -of their neighbors, and looking about 
with so little scruple for compensations." 

DEAN FARRAR ON THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF 
WAR. 

IN the North American Review for September the 
well-known English clergyman, F. W. Farrar, argues 
in. support of the idea that war is ~ot incompatible 
with Christianity on the ground that 1' the suppres
sion of all appeals to the decision 'of war would in- · 
volve the certain and absolute triumph. of robbery, 
oppression, greed, and injustice." The· conclusion 
reached is that "war waged in the cause of truth and 
right still continues to ·be at times a 
necessary duty, even for the most Christian nation." 
The influence of his words is likely to be widely 
felt in confirming the public mind i.n this belief. .. 

But what is "the decision of war"? The appeal 
to war is an appeal to might. The decision of war is 
the decision ofmight; and to saythat that dec~ion 
is right is only to affirm that might makes right. 
The view that the appeal to war'is a necessity dic
tated by Christianity, demands also that the decis
ion of war .should not be from blind chance, but 
guided by Heaverr, iad to be taken as registering 
the divine will. But the view that the divine will is 
indicated by the outcome of an ordeal through 
which the parties concerned are obliged to p~ss, is 
too distinctly characteristic of paganism to be 
worthy ·of belief by Christians. 

We ma:y well inquire, again, Which cause is" the 
cause of truth and right? " If it be granted that 
war in such a cause is Christian, this question still 
remains to b~ decided, and no judgment- that can be 
rendered will be infallible. Was it the Boer cause 
or the British cause that was just and right in the 
contest now be\ng concluded in SouthAfrica? Was 
either cause, indeed, that of "tru!h and right?'" 
What is t:he caqse of truth and right? Mustit not 
be the cause that is untainted with selfishness-that 
seeks no aggression. upon any? And who dare 
affirm that either Boer or Briton has been fight
ing·for such a cause? And what of Christianity,
is not the cause of Christianity tile one real 
cause of truth and right? Must Christianity then at 
times have recourse to war to extend its sway upon 
the earth? We find no affirmation of it in the gospel 
commission given by the Master lo His disciplej;. 

No; the only proper business of force in this 
world is to maintain that which all men instinctive
ly recognize as just and right-a cause conceniing 
the justice of which there is rio dispute-namely, the 
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-cause of humap. rights. The cause of truth and right 
will b~- vindicated in ~haracter without any appeal to 
might. It will triumph by the inherent power of 
divine truth; :and even the exercise of force that is 
necessary in civil governments for the protection of 
rights does not represent Christianity, for Christi
anity is not a government oL force, and forces no 
one, but only appeals to. all by love. Men readily 
believe that the cause ·of their country is the "cause 
of truth and right," and the idea that war in svch a 
cause is a Christian necessity is only calculated to 
extend the ghastly work of war throughout the 
earth. s. 

CHRISTIANITY AND . ORIENTALISM. 

IT is hoped th~t the battle Christianity was com
pelled to fight with Judaismand paganism has been 
made plain, in so far as it .. was possible to do, so in 
:the space allotted to these papers. Imagine, if you 
•can .• the apostles of Jesus Christ-the tent-maker 
-or the fisherman-en~~ring . as strangers into one of 
the splendid cities of Syria; Asia .Minor, or Greece. 
As they pass along they survey the strength of the 
,established religion, which it is their avowed pur
pose to overthrow. Everywhere they behold tem
ples on which the utmost extravagance of expendi
ture has been lavish-ed by succeeding· generations; 
idols of the most exquisite workmanship, to which 
the people are strongly attached, not only by the 
religious feeling, but also by patriotism,. pride, and 
national and local vanity. "They meet processions 
'in which the idle find perpetual occupaJiion, the · 
young excitement, the voluptuous a continual stimu
lant .to their passions. They behold a priesthood, 
numerous, s8fuetimes wealthy; nor are these alone 
wedded by interest to the established faith. Many 
{)f the trades, like those of the makers of silver 
:shrines at Ephe~us, are pledged to the support of 
that to which they owe their maintenance. ·. 

"They meet philosophers, frequently itinerants 
like themselves, or teachers of new religions, priests 
of Isis and Serapis, who have brought into equal 
discredit what might otherwise appeared a proof of 
philanthrophy, the performing of laborious journeys 

- ilt the sacrifice of ease and comfort for the moral 
. and rel~giousimprovement of mankind 

"There are also teachers of the different mysteries 
which would engross the anxiety 6f the inquisitive, 
perhaps exite, even if they did not sati$ty, the hopes 

of the more pure and lofty-minded. Such the over
powering difficulties which met and confronted them 
wherever they went." (Milman's Hist. Christ., vol. 
I, p. 441, note.) . 

The Deadly Miasma of the East. 

All th!s Christianity met and ~onquered' glori
pusly in the might. of the Lord of. Hosts; but even 
these were not the worst foes of the early church. 
If" the conflict of Christianity with Judaism was a 
civil war, and that with paganism the invasion and 
conquest of a foreign territory," the conflict of 
Christianity with the oriental philosophy or gnosti
cism was a guerilla warfare. It.was fighting an un
known and a lurking foe. It was worse even than 
. this. It was the infant church exposed to a deadly 
miasma which she inhaled with every breath, and 
which only the power of the life within could elimi
nate and exclude. 

'·. 
We need not be surprised, then; when Milman 

tells us tha.t "Asiatic influences have worked more 
completely into thebodyandessence of Christianity 
than any other foreign elements," and that "it is by 
no means improbable that tenets, which had their 
origin in India, have for centuries predominated i~ 
or materially affected the Christianity of the whole 
Western world." "From the banks of the Ganges, 
probably from the shores of the Yellow Sea and the 
coasts of farther India to the Phcenician borders of 
the Mediteranea:n and the undefined limits of Phry
gia in Asia Minor there was that connection and 
similitude; that community of certain element~ry 
principles; that tendency to certain combinations of 
physical and moral ideas, which may be express_ed 
by the term Orientalism." (Milman's Hist.·of Christ., 
vol. II., pp. 35, 36.) The Jews came in contact with 
this philosophy' during their captivity in Babylon, 
and, blending with their religion, it produced their 
mystic .Cabala, and influenced many of the teachings 
of the Essenes and Pharisees. 

It colored Plato's teachings, and was an essential 
part of the New Platonism which had its origin at 
Alexandria. Its foundation principle was the Per
sian Dualism-the idea that there were two supreme 
deities, one the creator of light and pure spirit, and 
the other of darkness and malignant matter. In all 
the oriental sects this primary principle of the ma
lignity of matter haunted the imagination . 

" Many of the oriental specialists, as soqn as 
Christianity pegan to develop,hailed it as the com:. 
pletion of their own wild theories, and forced it into 
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accordance with their universal tenet of distinct in
telligences eminating from the primal Being. Thus 
Christ, who to the vulgar Jew was to be a temporal 
king, to the Cabalist, ·or to the Chaldean, or to men 
of kindred opinions, became a Sephiroth, an Aeon, 
an emanation frotn the one Supreme. While the 
author ·of the religion was still on earth, and while 
the religion was still in its infancy, Jesus was in dan
ger of being degraded into a king of the Jews; his 
gospel of becoming the code of a new religious· re
public. Directly it got beyond the borders of Pales
tine, and the name of Christ had acquired sanctity 
and veneration in the Eastern cities, he became a 
kind of metaphysical impers-onation, while the reli
gion lost its purely moral cast, and assumed the 
character of a speculative theogany.. It 
was not till the second century that the combination · 
of Orientalism with Christianity was ~matured into 
the more perfect Gnosticism. This was perhaps at 
its height from the year I20 to 140 A. D. In all the 
great dties of the East in which Christianity had 
established its most flourishing communities, sprang 
up this rival, which aspired to a still higher degree 
of knowledge than was revealed in the Gospels, and 
boasted that it soared almost as much above the 
vulgar Christianity as above the vulgar paganism." 
(Milman~s Hist. Christ., vol. II, pp. 56, 6r.) 

Gnosticism and Its Speculations. 

It is ~lmost impossible in the space allotted to 
one of these papers to give any adequate conception 
of the many theories, and of the wonderfully imagi
native speculations of this Gnosticism, which took 
its name from its professing to restore the "gnosis" 
or,the lost knowledge of the true God. As all mat
ter was innately malignant and evil, so God, who 
was good, was necessarily immaterial. It was not 
thinkable that such a god ~ould form this material 
world, far less that he would create malignant mat
ter itself. So some believed in the eternity of mat
ter, assigning to it not a creator, but an architect 
merely. Others believed in the Persian dualistic 
theory, that there was a malignant god, opposed to 
thegod of spirits, and ~hat he bad .. created matter. 
As Jehovah, the God of the Jews, was the creator of 
this material world, so he could not be the Supreme 
God. The Supreme God had existed from eternity 
a being full of goodness and wisdom and of the 
other virtues, and of him no mortal could form a 
complete conception. He was a being who is the 
purest light, and he is diffused through the bound
less space to which they gave the Greek appellation 
of "pleroma.'' This eternal beipg, after existing 

alone in absolute repose ·for countless ages, pro=' 

duced out of hip.1self two spirits of different sexes, 
and both perfect resemblances of their parent. 
From the marriage of these two spirits, others of 
similar. nature originated, and successive generations 
ensued, and thus in the process of time a celestial 
family was formed in the pleroma. This divi!!e 
prog~ny, being immortal and unchangable in their 
nature, these philosophe'rs called Aeons, a term 
which signified eternal arid beyond the vicissitudes 
of time. G. E. FIFIELD. 

-------~·----~-

SEE special map offer till October I, pages 574 
and 576. 

GROWTH OF EMPIRE, DECAY OF MEN. 
From the Chicago Chronicle. 

THE leading medical journals of Great Britain 
are printing with some reserve statistics accounting 
for the d~cay of the pe;sonnel of the army. 

Its failure of leadership along the highest line of 
command is matched by the inability of seasoned 
troops to endure prolonged marches and show fight
ing power after exhaustion. These two conditions 
place the British army of to-day in humiliating con
trast to the British armies of the past before the 
frontiers of empire had been firmly established 
or long maintained in tropical. countries. Seasoned 
troops are now described as the feeblest element of 
the imperial forces. . 

The reason is disclosed in the meqical history of 
regiments taken with the reports of their assign-

. ments for garrison and protracted camp duty. Vice 
unchecked, and apparen,tly inseparable from their 
physical and social environment, has accomplished 
more victories over the fighting power of Great Brit
ain than her semi-savage and conquered hordes. 

Africa alone is not the "white man's graveyard.'' 
The British soldier has carried in his poisoned blood 
home froin every quarter of the British empire out
side Europe a legacy whose curse the humaitarian 
science of England shudders at. 

As the boundaries of the British empire have 
been expanded its manhood. has decayed. 

Officialreports of American hospitals to which 
our sick soldiers have been numerously sent care-· 
fully hold back for only official eyes ~~story whose 
shocking truth must ultimately become general. 
War is not without inevitable consequences to make 
mankind halt before entering on it. 
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TOO TRANSPARElil\ 

AN <e>T~<er has been issued from the Bo-ston police 
lb.eadql!larter.s to the captains <Of the various divisions 
giving explicit instructions C·0ncerning the Sunday 
law, quotin:g from the public -statute-s and urging 
them to .see that the law is not violate<;!, commenc
ing with Am·gust the 26th ult. 

The notice sent out was in part as follows: 

'' Act:s of 1895, chapter 434, section 2, provide. a 
penalty. for • whoever, on· the Lord's day, keeps open 
his shop, warehouse or workhouse, or does any man
ner of labor, business or work; except works of nec-
essity and charitv.' · 

'"Whoever conscientiously believes that the sev
enth day of the week ought to be observed as the 
Sabbath and actually refrains from secular business 
and labor on that day, shall not be liable to the pen
alties of this section for performing secular business 
and labor on the Lord's day if he disturbs no other 
person.' 

"Although upon a hasty reading it might not be 
apparent; this exception as to those who conscien
tiously believe that the seventh· day ought to be 
observed as the Sabbath, etc., is limited to the pro
hibition against labor, bt1siness and work, and -does 
not apply to the prohibition against keeping. open 
.one's shop, workhouse or warehouse .. 

"See commonwealth vs. Starr, 144 Mass., 359; 
also commonwealth vs. Hass, 122 Mass., 40-' Even 
if .one conscientiously believes that the seventh day 
ought to be observed as the Sabbath· and actually 
refrains from secular business and labor on that day, 
he cannot on that account legally keep his shop 
open for business on Sunday.''' '· 

, It will be seen from the for.egoing that Boston is 
holding her own on the question of enforcing the 
Sunday laws. 

The point, however, that I wish to notice in this 
connection ·is that the exemption clauses which are 
held up by some Sunday-law advocates, are but 
little more than such in name, as will be seen from 
the above. It is said that there is no desire on the 
part of the Sunday-law crusaders to deprive any of 
their liberties, and in evidence of their sincerity 
they offer exemptio? Clauses to those who observe 
the seventh day as the Sabbath. Were the princi
ple underlying Sunday laws and the offering of ex
emption clauses for those observing the seventh 
day a right one, it could even then be seen how 
transparent thes'e exemptions are by examining the 
one here referred to ~P the Massachusetts Sunday 
law, for ·it specifies those who "actually" refrain 

from secular business and labor on the seventh day,. 
and says further that such an individual can labor' 
on Sunday only on condition that "he ·disturbs. nO" 
other person." I once beard of a person who. was· 
disturbed because another person was setting type· 
in an upper room severa-l squares away on Sunday .. 
It can be seen from this illustration that such ex-" 
emptions only render a person a helpless prey ta 
the prejudices of any who may not agree with him 
religiously. 

But you will_ observe that this Massachusetts 
Sund<l;Y law has been found, on technical examina
tion, to forbid even the "exempted" Seventh
day observer the right to keep open his shop. 
workhouse or warehouse on .Sunday. We can 
but c<:!nclude that such exemptions are but a thin 
veil to cover up the real object of the Sunday 
law movement until the sentiment in its favor be
comes so universal that there will be no policy in 
having exemptions for any, even m name. 

K. C. RussELL. 

THE ~hole tendency of the times is to make us 
act by the standard of what others do. We throw 
over the wall of our character the tangled plumb 
line of other lives and reject the infallible test which 
Amos saw. The question for me should not be what 
you think is right, but what God thinks is right. 

' This perpetual referen.ce to the behavior of others 
as though it decided anything but human fallibility 

. is ~ mistake as wide as the world. There are ten 
thousand pumb lines in use, but ~·~ly one is exact. 
and that is the l-ine of God's eternal right. There is 
a mighty attempt being made to reconstruct and fix 
up the Ten Commandments. To many they seem 
too rigid. My friends, we must have a standard; 
shall it be God's orman's?-Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage. 

$.$. 

THE English Clturchman and St. james Chronicle 
cites the fact· that there are, Dr were quite recently, 
'I 70 .French Jesuits laboring in China, and then says: 

"Wherever the Jesuits ·go they stir up strife and 
quarrelling, not only between Romanists and Prot
estants, but also between Romanists and Romanists. 
Pope Clemen~ XIV., in his bull suppressing the· 
Jesuit Order, declared that several Roman Catholic 
kings had ·previously been compelled to expel the 
Jesuits in order to prevent the Roman Catholics 
rising in the very 'bosom. of their church and mur
dering one another." 
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News, ·Notes ... 
and Comment 

THE Catholic Standardand Times speaks of " tl1e 
astounding impudence of the Protestant sects in 
sending missionaries of creedless disunion and hope
less disagreement among a Catholic people infinitely 
superior to those missionaries in their religious be
liefs and daily lives." And. this is said with ~efer
ence to th~ sending of missionaries to the Philippine 
islands. 

"THE first duty of the hour in China," says the 
N. Y. TribUtze (which more perhaps than any other 
journal speaks .for the Administration), "is to inves- ·. 
tigate these charges [of l~oting, arson, rape, mur
der; etc., by the allied forces] and stop the orgy of 
outlawry i.£ its prevalence is. established: The ques
tion of r.emaining in or withdrawing from Peking is 
an important orie, but it shrinks into insignificance 
by the side of this. If the Powers can not do bett~r 

·in China than to loot and to ravish and to m~rder 
they would best get out in short order, and pray that 
the world may some day forget that they ever Went 
. " In. 

Unfortunately it is not dear how one of the 
Powers-the. United States, for example-is to stop 
anothef of the J?owers, such as Russia or France,· 
from carrying on the orgy, without coming to blows 
with that Power./ The nation mtJst keepi~ bad com-. 
pany and bear the stigma of it if it remains in China. 
The "first duty of the hour" seems destined to re
main unperformed. 

~$ 

A PLAN has been set on foot by the secretary of 
the Indiana State W. C. T. U., which has for its ob
ject the defeat of President McKinley at-the p~lls. 
next November, because of his attitude on the ques
tion of the abolition of the army canteen. The 'na- · 
ture of the plan. appe~rs from the following pledg~, 
whic~ is being sent out bro;;tdcast f.rom Indianapc;>lis 
to the members of the organization: . . 

"Whereas, President. Wilfiam Mc.Kinley has 
shown .that.he prefet:s the favor of the liquor men of 
the nation. to that.of the millions , of the Christian' 
people who petitioned him to blot out the qnteen 

scourge from the army; therefore I pledge myself 
as follows: 

" I. I pledge myself that I will, until election day, 
make it a special subject of prayer to my heavenly 
Father that he w_ill give to the United States a bet
ter man for President for the next four years, one 
who will k,eep wine off the White House table, one 
who will be a totaL.obst<J.iner himsel~, and who wiU 
do what he canto overthrow the liquor traffic. 

· "2. I furthermore pledge myself to make at least 
two copies of this letter, and mail on:e copy to' some . 
s'ister in the State in which I reside, and the other 
copy to some sister in some other State." 

And now some other W .. C. T. U. members who 
desire Mr. McKinley to be retained in 'office have, 
it is said; started a counter chain,-prayer movement 
to· prevent the first one from having its designed 
effect upon the Deity! Are we to ta:ke this as an 
illustration of the utility of woman in politics? 

~~ 

SPEAKING of how to employ Sunday, the Defender 
(Sunday-law organ), qUQting the Cotzg;egationalist, 
~ays tHat "to Jritt~r away the whole d~y:in idle talk 
on hotel piazzas," o'r "to indU:lge in loafing until it 
beco~es wearisome," is not such a use of the day 
"as ought to ·satisfy the- aspiring soul." 

True; and this is just the reason why we object 
to the Sunday laws, which, when enforced, compel a 
person to spend Sunday in just this way .. Honest 
work or innocent sport is better than mere loafing 
on any day. God did not make'men loafers, and w~ 
may be sure he frowns upon any .contrivance of man 
that produces such- a. result, "You shall not work," 
says the Sun9ay l~w," neither shall you play. You 
must go. to church or loaf." . 

The Sabbath is a religious. institution, designed 
for those who would appreciate its religio~s benefit_s 
:-a day for religious activity. .For the loafer it 
profits nothing,. 

$~ 

THE Salem -Baptist Association of Jefferson 
County, Ill., in session at Mount Vernon, Ill., 5ep~ 
tember r, made ,an attack upon the State Normal 
schools because of their secular. character, and 
adopted resolutions declaring these instituti~ns to 
be -un-:.;\merican, and that theyo~ght to be turned 
into insame. asylums and orphans' homes: 

Well, suppose religious teaching we're introduced 
in these State sch00ls, what "religion should it be? 
Whkh sec.ts hould be given the preference? How 
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.Couldreligious teach.ing be introduced without bring
-ing in sectarian controversy? and how would such a 
state of things make the schools Christian? Christi
-anity is something quite different fr9m religious 
·controversy. 

The State schools are secular, but not un-Ameri
·can. Secular.does not mean opposed to Christianity. 
It means non-religious, but not anH- religious. Make 
the State schools religious ahd immediately they 
become anti-religious as regards other religions, than 
that favored by them. If Protestant, they become 
anti-Catholic, and vice versa, and children not con
forming to the religious views adopted must be ex
cluded. How would this make the State schools 
more American than 'they are wheh they admit 
children of every religious connecti?n and exclude 
none? 
, State schools ~re for the public, and have no right 
to exclude any class of pupils from their privileges. 
Jf they do, they at once become un-American. 

$.$. 

A COMMENDABLE series of'" Stories of the Chris
tian Martyrs," by William Elliot_ Griffis, are appear- · 
ing .in the Christian Endeavor World. In theory the 
Christian Endeavorers are as much opposed to re
-gious persecution as any people can be, as the pub
lication of such ~rticles in their leading organ shows, 
but in practice we see them h~lding to ideas and 
principles that lead directly to intolerance; and if 
Mr. Griffis' articles shall serve to awaken a distrust 
-of these wrong principles in the Christian Endeavor 
Tanks they will accomplish incalculable good. That 
ihere is hope of this to some extent at least we may 
.conclude from the fact that the author condemns the 
union of politics and religion as constituting a com
bination from which persecution directly springs. 
Thus he says: 

"After escaping from the dominion of the Pope, 
Scotland had to pass through persec·utions at the 
hands of English politicians, and from that great 
' Establishment,' in which politics and religion are 
yoked together, not -only did King James, himself 
born in Scotland, but the infamous Charles I., at
tempt to make the Scottish' people accept the par
ticular forms of church life which had been fixed at 
London. 

"Let all," he continues, ~·who think union .of 
:ehurch and state a good thing. and that it is sub
lime and beautiful to have uniformity in religion, 

. .and to have politi~ians mak~ laws for th~ g~vern-

ment of churches, remember· the slaughter and ; 
martyrdom which such uniformity cost in Great 
Britain." 

. 
Yes; a.nd let all consider this who think the . 

union of religion and politics a good thing, for all 
this is spoken of that system known as the "' Estab
lishment,' in which politics and religion ;ue yoked 
together." And do not Christian Endeavorers 
largely believe in union. of religion with politics?· 
Have they not been often exhorted by their leaders 

·to make their religion felt at the primaries arid the 
polls? 

Mr. Griffis describes the martyrdom of a girl by. 
"the officers in the pay of the political church;" 
The ''Christian" church had gone into politics to 

' ' elev,ate .. arid purify the government by the union of 
politics with religion, and the result was a" political 
church;" Religion and politics readily unite, but 
the mixture is poiitical and rtot Christian. 

The chur~h in politics means politics in the 
church; church domination of politics means also 
political domination of the church. In politics there 
must be uniformity-the minority submitting to the 
m:1jority, and all conforming to the same civil regu
lations; and when politics and religion are joined the 
result is an enforced "uniformity in religion," with 
the punishment of disS.enters by civil penalties' as 
offenders against the civil government. The union 
of 'religion and politiGs has been ever the foremost 
cause of religious persecution. 

It is a question of vast moment whether this 
mighty Christian organization learns to distrust the 
union of religion with politics, or becomes favorable 
to it with the idea of thereby purifying politics and 
establishing a Christian government. The lessons 
of history can not be too carefully studied upon this 
'point. 

THE .fifteenth amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States, conferriqg the elective fran
chise upori the negro, came as the result of the Civil 
War. The war was caused by negro slavery, and 
the •levation of the negro to political equality with 
the whites was the political expression of the truth 
that the ne.gro was no longer a slav·e, but was like 
uther men endowed with certain unalienable rights. 
Being such a man, the negro was naturally entitled 
to participate in the Government .. The fifteenth. 
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'amendment was a necessary outcome of the war; . lt 
only put into words the truth for which the war had 
been fought. 

Now we are told that this amendment is the 
"most colossal political mistake" the nation-ever 
made. How can this be true if the election of. 
Abraham Lincoln to the Presidency ()n the slavery 
issue, and the war which followed, were not also 
colossal political mistakes? 

The fifteenth amendment is a part of the Consti
tution, and the language quoted is an open a'ttack 
on th~ Constitution. And how· much longe,r will 
there remain in such quarters even a pretence of re~ 
gard for the Constitution as it now stands? 

._!.$ 

THE opening up of China by the forces of civil
ization is likely to result in a great outflow of Chinese. 
into surrounding parts of the world. Already vast 
numbers of Chinese aTe going north into Russian 
territory by means of the new railway system Rus
sia has extended into Chinese territory, anp the Rus
sian authorities are considering what can be· done to 
stop tnem. There are probably no people on earth 
that can compete as laborers with the Chinese. 

._!.$ 

BARON RussELL, of Killowen, late Lord Chief 
Justice of England, in an address to the American· 
Bar Association in r8g6, defined "civilizatian in its 
true, its highest sense," thus: "Its true signs are 
thought for the poor and suffering, chivalrous re
gard and respect for woman, the frank recognition 
of human brotherhood, irrespective of race or color 

DEPARTING FROM AMERICAN-PRINCIPLES." 

What Prominent Americans Are Saying. 

A REGRETFUL glance backward is permissible. 
but the Al(lerican people have cro!lsed the Rubicon. 
of imperial responsibility.-Demetrious C. Boulger, in 
North American Review. 

._!,._!, 

The statement found in the Declaration. of I~ de
pendence that "all men are created equal" is not 
true. The statement that all gov'~rnments derive 
tneir just powers from the consent of the governed 
is not true, and never has been.-William D. Foulke, 
of Indiana; 

._!,._!, 

The truth is, the fifteenth amendment [to the Con
stitution] is the most colossal political mistaKe ever 
made in the United States. In the States where the ne
groes are numerous it is now practically nullified. Ex
periencehas shown the nullification to be necessary. 
It is nothing less than a hideous doctrine that all per
sons have an equal right to participate in government 
on equal terms; or that' self-govern~ent' or' consent 
of the governed' rt>quires the acc~ptance or applica
tion of this doctrine. Our people have practically 
changed their opinions oti this subject since the fif-. 
teenth ... mendment was adopted; for; throughout the 

'Northern States sc3lrcely a voice is now lifted 
against .this wholesale disfranchisement of the ne
groes in the South.-Portland Oregonfan. 

._!.$ 

or nation or religion, the love of ordered freedom, CoNSIDERABLY more than a century ago a certain 
abhorr~nce of what is mean and cruel and vile, cease- notable declaration was made in this country to the 
less devotion to the claims of justice." This is true . effect that alL men ought to be~free and indepen
Christian civilization, and not that civilizatio11: which· dent. This is merely a generalization of the French 
is but a thin veneer over barbarism. school of Voltaire and the encyclopedists. It is a 

THE Catholic Mirror says: " Of wars and rumors 
of war there seems no end. Will the ~wentieth cen
tury begin as did the nineteenth, in carnage and 
s'laughter? The outlo()k in the East, and in other 
points, too, is certainly no( promising for an era 
of peace and international amity." 

._!,._!, 

RELIGIOus· freedom and religious legislation-the 
lamb and the wolf-can not both exist together in 
the same fold. . 

dictum absolutely lacking foundation in history and 
incapable of syllogistic justification. It was,. how
ever, a handy p_hrase for us to employ when assert
ing our right to break away from the mother coun
try; it suited the exigencies of our situation in 1776 
admirably, though in itself hqt a bit of sublimated 
demagogism. The declaration was a serviceable 
means to the'end that was at that time desired. To 
bring forward this declaration in this·· year; rgoo, in 
connection with our treatment of the Filipinos and 
Cubans, is as gross an absurdity as ever was prac-

·ticed.-United States Investors' Review, Boston. 
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THE following notice appeared recently in the 
Mount Vernon (Ky.) Signal: 

appointing them than for the region meeting their 
salaries. 

Spite of the heavy taxes exacted by Spain the 
island always had a surplus revenue, now it faces a 
deficit of a million dollars, due largely, no doubt, to 

"The colored people will have a rally at the 
Court House the fourth Sunday in this month for the 
purpose of "raising money to _build a Baptist church. 
Two ladies, who will be No. I and 2, will run a 
medal race. Everybody is asked to contribute to 
this cause." 

Suppose the rally had been for some " secular" 
purpose, just think what would have happened! 

.;!..;!. 

WHEN somebo,dy commits a crime, which possi
bly results in the loss of a human life, the proper 
course to pursue is to gather the residents of the 
neighborhood and take immediate vengeance upon 
him, at the cos.t of several more lives taken in as
saulting his place ~-f refuge or confinement. This is 
the wisdom (!) of the mob spirit. 

- the effects of the hurricane. Yet Congress voted 
more than two millions to the island when the tariff 
bill was· pending. "We have been granted nothing 
of what we were promised," says the Diario, which, 
making all allowance for exaggeration, is uncom
fortably close to the facts. The grievances of the 
Porto Ricans are set forth as a reason why they ab
stained from joining in the celebration of the anni
versary of the union with the United States. 

-;;, ~ 

AT a recent chur.ch fair in a s_mall city the receipts 
agg,regated over four thousand dollars, which were 
mostly gained in unfair competition with the town 
m7rchants. A dealer who succumbed to solicitations 
to give five pairs of shoes saw them marked at less 
than cost, and affirms that he was afterward twitted 
.over his own counter because .he charged more than 
the bazaar saleswoman. There are several sides to 
church fair~., a1i!d all are bad.-Youth's Companion. 

POOR PORTO RICO. 

From the Chicago Journal. 

THE Diario de Porto Rico tells a melancholy tale 
of the political condition of the natives of that 
island. 

Without knowing whether all of the Diario's 
statements are fact, it may be said that there is no · 
reason for doubting 'them. They read like facts, at 
Least. Portp Rico, it says, enjoys less of civil. liberty 
now than it had under Spanish rule. Formerly 
Porto Ricans elected three senators and sixteen rep
resem;tatives to the ·congress of Spain, now they have 
one delegate in Washington without a vote. For
merly they had a council of secretaries, whose reso'
lutions were always sanctioned by the governor, 
:now they have an executive council, chiefly com
posed ·of persons who were ~ot born in th,e island, 
and enjoy no stand'ing whatev~r in it, and who will 
naturally interest themselves more for the count~y 

.;!.~ 

CrvrLI~ATI01:' puts on the veneer of respectability, 
but Chri;tianity alone can change the character. 

THAT MAP OF CHINA 

Makes known facts relative -to current history-which 
will both interest and instruct you; and you can se-. 
cure it without cost by remitting one dollar for a 

,year's subscription to THE SENTINEL OF LIBERTY. 
Old subscribers are not debarred. We will advance 
you a full year in recognition of the one dollar, and 
will mail the map to you, secur~ly encased in a mail
ing tube, postage prepaid. Hence, whether you are 
a subscriber or not, you can have this map and THE. 
SENTINEL a_full year for one dollar. 

Renew you subscription now, and secure the sub
scriptions of your neighbors and friends while these 
maps can· be obtained. This offer is good only to 
October 1. .See announcement, page 574· · 

Bibles and Bibles 
.;f,.;f,.;f, 

Bagster,· lnternati(lnal, and Oxford Bibles. Also 
Luther's Oerman Bibles. Wholesale 

and Retait 
~ ~-.;!. 

Catalogue Sent Free. 

Pacific Press Pubtishi~g Company, 
18 W. Fifth St., Kansas City, Mo. 
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Showing (I) Asia in general; (2) China, Japan, the 
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THE importance of a correct understanding 

of this question, and the principl~s govern

ing the·true rela:tion and attitude of the church 

and state <;an not be overestimated. 

Jefferson says, "The. spirit of these times 
may alter, will alter,''arid it m~stbe ·apparent 

to all th~t religio~s .legisi~tion JiS,~tapidly gain
ing fa~or . i~ the pul?Iic mind, and is em bid~ 
ding itSelf in the fundamental law of the land 

in defiance of the Constitution and all Ameri

can Institutions. . 

Th~ Religious Liberty Library Nos. 1 to 26 
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THE PERIL OF THE REPUBLIC , 
By PERCY T. MAGAN. 

TF you would touch the'hearts of m~n, you·must touch them over the things upon which they are thinking, and 
in which they expect to act a part. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . · , , 

· Five thousand Copks: of"!~ The ~etiliof the., Republic" were sold before the· plates left the presses; and 
before any advertising had been undertaken. 

Here are ·some of the chapter headings: "A Nation's Birthright," "National .Apostasy,"·" Manifest Des-
tiny," "In the Trail of Rome," "Amity or Armageddon." .. · 

" If you woUld know .this most important history of this time, you will have to read ' The Peril of the 
. Republic;' for the.historyisgiven nowhere else.''-Review a,nd Herald, Jan. 2, 'I900. • 

I 

It contains. l l chapters, l96 pages, has a bcauti£ut·coTer design, is substantially bound 
in doth. Price, $l.OO, postpaid. 

''DESIRE OF A6ES" 
TRADE. EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper, making it just the right size 
for generaL reading, and to carry when traveling. 
Not illustrated, but contains the complete tex~ of the 
large, beautiful subscription edition, including frontis
piece, general and Scriptural indexes, and appendix. 
We publish the trade edition of "Desire of Ages" at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons who 
desire tl,iis new1y.writteii <a:ceoti1rt ofr'the,Life.of the 
Great'T~ache,r in a compaCt form, and at a moderate 
price. We believe that these two features are fully 
met in our effprt, and that this trade edition is all that 
cov.ld be desired ; and the price brings it ~itjJ.in the 
reach' of the multitude.s. It contains I,o42 pages; is 
handsomely and substantially bound. ' 

Price, in clot~ ....................... $1.50 
Full leather, round corners, . . _. . . . . . 2.00 

LlVINfi .. FOUNTAINS OR .. BROIEN 
CISTERNS, 

An Educatiol)al Problem for Protest;mis. 

TN this volume is considered that greatest of.all problems, the 
education of the children and youth. It contains the history 
of the two systems of education, Pagan and Christian. 
The cause of the failure and apostasy of Israel, the early 

church,. the Reformers, and moder~ ;protestants, also the weak
ness of the remnant church, can be traced to no other source, 
and accounted for on no other grounds tha:n the Pagan methods 
and wrong principles of education instilled into the minds and 
hearts of the children and youth of past ages and the present 
generation. 

Woul,d you know and understand the true principles of 
Christian Education for to-day?. Secure at once a.copy 'of "I,iv
ing Fountains or Broken ·cisterns, an Educational Problem for 
Protestants!' Read it, and t;>onder its teacij,ings in your heart. 
It contains 427 pages, ptiufed froD>· .,,.-,~. substantially 
bound in cloth. 

Price ........ : ...... · ... . .$1.25. 
';.,& 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH., May 2<), 1900. 
I have read the MS. of Prof. E. A. Sutherland's new· book,· .. 

'·'Living Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an· Educational Prob
lem for Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the book for· 
our churches and our schools.· 

Everyone who reads the book must be convinced that there 
are no'j"' ~two systems of education ; one Christian and the other 
Pagan. The one leading to the knowledge of God and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. I,. A. HOOPES, 

· Sec. Gen. Conf. 

----'·'---.-----SEND YOUR ORDERS TO THE----'---------

REVIEW AND HERALD ~PUB. CO., 
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of. taxes for the support of the civil government, 
even though some of its institutions may be of n~ 

I I ' • 

direct benefit to him. And in the blessings which 
the public school system confers upon soc.iety, the 
Catholic parent is indirectly benefitted, although hi~ 
own children may all be seqt to the parochial school. 

~~ 

' DE~<::RIBING ano.ther race~· riot th.at took place last 
week in New York City, the Sun says that not a 
.dozen. men in the i:nob .of a thousand persons who 
wen~ hunting negroes " knew what. the trouble was 
about, n,or wh,y they wanted to assault negroes; but 

"THE abolition of all• Si:mday work" is one of the 
J:igl\t \~.in the. air," and on.ly_~he: activity of the 

demands of .a new politiciJ.l party~the ·~· Social.Pro.,-
police prevented probable murder. 

gress League ·,__:_that has been organized in New. . 
York. ·~'Fight is i'nt~e air":_thatisthe right phrasefor 

-~ j. 

"A CONSTITUTIONAL monarchy is probably the 
most desirable plan that we could now adopt,'' says 
the Des Moines (Ia.) Globe. ''Everything-," it adds, 
"is ripe for the clrange.'' S()rne other statements 
that belong with this will pe fou~d on p .. 572.' 

~~ 
' ' 

AND. 1hirikest thou that those five thou~·and, 
·upon wliorri thehurricane and the sea fell, and slew 
them, were sinners above all them .that dwell on the 
earth? I tell yoq; Nay; l:mt except ye repent, ye 
shall all likewise perish. 

~$ 

A PAMfHLET pur,por!ing to set forth the'" Reli
giol,IS Li,f~: of President McKinley," published by 
three M,ethodist clergymen, is being circulated 
through the country, seemingly as a sort of cam
paign document.· The Catholic Mirror well observ~s 
that" the dragging of re~igion into politics in this 
manner can- have no effect except to cheapen the 
dignity of the former." 

.J.j. 

IN iust'ification of the movement for a federation 
of Catholi'c ·societies in America, our· Catholic 

·friends say that 'their rights iue not safeguarded by 
the state, citing as an· 'ill~stration that "the Catho
lics are obliged to bear the double expense of main
t~ining the parochial schools which. their children 
attt;nd, and,the_ public sc)1ools, from_which they de.
rive no benefit.H This of course is no more ... than 
any denomination might say which ma·intains de
nominational schools. No individual~Catholic or 
Protestant_:has any reason ·to ob.ject to the payment 

the.situation; and the reason. t,hat ~'fight is in the 
air': is that \ve are being_ drawn irito the: climax of 
the age-long contest between the principles cif right 
and ~of wrong, of justice and' of de<>potism. And 
with the climax comes the end. 

-~ ~ 

WE owe an apology to the citY, of Toronto, Ont., 
for having recently published the statement that 
street. cars were not allowed to r:un there on Sun
days. 'I:his wa.s true of Toronto until within recent 
times, but about two years ago the city threw off the 
yoke of alleg-l.ance to a system which prohibited 
Sunday travel by public conveyance, and since then 
its citize~s have been as. well.favored as any people 
elsewhere in this respect. Probably there are few, 
if any, large cities, also, where the. prohibition of 
Sunday travel would be attended with less discom
fort fo the people than in Tororito. 

EXAMINE THE LABEL. 

THE yellow label. on your paper indicates the 
date on which you-r subscription expi~es, Please 
examine iF closely, and if it i:eads £tol9 you should 
forward your renewal without delay in order to avoid 
the loss of any papers. · 

Please also beCJ.r in mind that even thbugh your 
subscription may not expire . until October·or No
vember it will be· safe tp renew your subscription 
now, and by so doing secure our map of Asia at once. 
We send it post-free to old subscrioets who ad~ 
vance their subscription one year by the payment 
of one dollar. See description of map elsewhere:, 
and if you desire it, act immediately on this sug
gestion. 
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A ZEAL for "the law" may be only an evidence 
of Pharisaism. 

CHRISTIANITY is instituted to preserve righteous
ness among men; civil governments are instituted 
to preserve only rights. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $z.oo THE Sunday law of a pagan emperor of Rome 
==========:====--=====~===== (Cof1stantine, 321 A. n.), made in behalf of a pagan 
L. A. SMITH, } c. P. BOLLMAN, ~ Editors. institution, was the parent of all Sunday legislation. 

THE Golden Rule can not be made operative 
through legislation. 

IF righteousness can not be esta'blished 111 a na
tion by Christian lives, it can not be set up by 
·Christian votes. 

No law or institution can have a stable equi
librium unless it is founded on a principle that IS 

.eternal. 

IF the civil government should undertake to deal 
with sin it would expend so much epergy in: that 
way that it·would be rendered wholly inadequate to 
deal with crime. 

PEACE and order, .respect for law, and general 
prosperity are the fruits of love of jus'tice and re
spect for natural rights. The despot may secure 
respect for force, but respect for law demands that 
t~e law-conform with justice. 

' 
RIGHTS never conflict; they run in parallel lines. 

In other words, they are equal. The poor man has 
just as many natural rights as the rich man, and 
just the same rights. 

A LESSON FROM ANCIENT HISTORY. 

AN idea which underlies much of the effort that 
1s put forth to-day in the interests of 'moral reform, 
is that people would be good if 'they only had a 
chance to be good. They do not have a chance to 

. be good, ~e are told, because under existing politi
cal and industrial conditions they are held in slavery 
against which the individual will and conscience 
struggle in vain. · It is declared with great positive
ness that in this condition of "Egyptian bondage" 
it is impossible fo'r the people to do right, and that 
what is needed first, therefore, is deliverance frorri 
this state of oppression. This is the first great step 
to be taken in the direction of realizing in society 
the ideals of Christianity, and this deliverance must 
be accomplished by the state. The strong hand of 
the law must be raised to strike off the shackles and 
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overthrow the. taskmasters .and set the people free 'to God that we. had died .by the hand of the Lord in 
to serve the Lord. the land of Egypt, ~hen we sat by the flesh pots, 

One of the foremost advocates of this idea is .when we did eat bread to the fulL" Ex. 16: 2, 3· 
Prof. George D.' Herron, of Iowa, who is widely They began to be sorry that they had ever. been 
known .as an author and lecturer. "Christianity," delivered. The rigorous bondage under which they 
says Prof. Herron, "'needs the state for its realiza- had groaned in Egypt seemed actually to be prefer
tion." "The people can never bewholly Christian," able to their condition a·s a' free people; and this wa,s. 
he affirms, "until the state becomes the organized their sentim~nt on every occas'ion when they were 
Christianity of the people." When the 'state be- put to the test. At Sinai, while Moses was absent 

· comes Christian it will make and enforc('t Christian on the mount, they set out to return to Egypt, hav
.laws, an~ this will be the true remedy for the evils ing first made· them a god to lead them back like 
under which the people are held in servitude. So unto one of the gods of Egypt. And, firtally, out of 
we find Prof. Herron and other would-be reformers the whole vast multitude that experienced the great 
of the day~a large number and representing power- deliverahce from Egyptian bondage, just two indi
ful organizations~turning to politics and legislation, viduals went thr,ough to the land of Canaan! The 
to secure from thence the word of command to the rest all died in the wild~rness, and their deliverance. 
modern Pharaohs, ''Let My people go, that they · great as it was, profited them nothing. 
m~y serve M'e." . How much, then, will it profit the people of this. 

Now, there are certain things reco~ded in sacred day, morally and religiously, to be delivered from 
history which we are told were written fo~ the in- the ''slavery" of which Mr. Herron and his asso
struction and admonition of th~ p~ople of later ciates complain? How .much can polit1cs and legis
times. Rom. I 5: 4· And particularly is our atten- lation do for the people in the way of elevating their 
t~on called t.o the history of the ancient Israelites, lives to the plane of rigHteousness? So far as de
who were the chosen people of God. The Israelites liverance from oppression was concerned, the 'Israel
in Egypt were in a worse condition of bondage than ites had .all the chance in the world to be good, but 
are the people of this day, who, we are told, would they failed completely, and even sighed for their 
be good if they only had .a chance. They were in former state of life. What was· the trouble? Ah, 
actual slavery, and so bitter was it that when Moses they had not been delivered from the bondage of 
spoke to them of deliverance • .. they harkened not sin.. That was the deliverance that they needed,. 
unto Moses for anguish of spirit and for cruei bond- and that is the one. thing needful for the people 
age." Ex. 6: 6-9. And from this bondage they everywhere at this day~ the one thing that will bring 
were delivered, and their deliverance was a's full and them peace and contentment and real and lasting 
complete as God himself could make it. The Om- benefit. Mr. Herron and his fellow-reformers may 
nipotent, ,by a most awful display of his power and as well cease their efforts to promote righteousness 
majesty, bmke ·the power· of Egypt and set his peo- by legislation. They can at most only lead the peo
ple free upon the pathwdy to Canaan, drow~ing all ple out to perish in the wilderness. Their vision of 
of Pharaoh's army in the Red Sea as the final crown- an earthly Canaan is but a mir<;tge in the desert. 
ing act in the drama of their emancipation. No de- This history of the experience of the ancient 
liver:ance from oppression could possibly be more chosen people was written expressly for the benefit 
compil:ete; ,no exercise of power, political or legisla-· of the people of this latter dav, and why will not 
tive, could ever afford a people a better chance to the would-be 'reformers, who are beseiging legisla
be g·ood than was given to that ancient people who t~res and grasping at political powerin the name of 
we:n!l: :up ·out of Egypt. But what was the result? the Lord, be admonished by the lesson it sets before 

... Were the people good be"caus~ they at last had a them? Why will they not cease trying to reform 
.chala .. ce to be g9od? Alas! the. truth was far other- 'society by might and by power and seek its accom
wiis:e. Scarcely had they g9tten out of Egypt before plishment by the Spirit of God? It is their own 
they hegan to murmur and 'complain. First, they fault if they turn away their ears from the truth and 
murmured because there 'Yas a lack of water; and, bec01;ne blind leaders of the blind; s. 
next, ~blecause they were afraid they would starve to 
d.eatt:Thl in the wilderness; and then they said, "Would THE truly free man is he who rules hirn~elf. 
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PURITANISM AND PAPACY. 

AN effort is being made to model this country 
upon the principles of Puritanism as it flourished in 
th~ early days of New England. It is, therefore, a 
matter of considerable interest to know what these 
principles are, anci just how they affect political in
stitutions. 

''The principles of Puritainis;.n," says George 
Bancroft, "proclaimed .the civil magistrate subordi7 

nate to the authority of religion, and its haughtiness 
in this respect has been compared to 'the infatuated 
arrogance' of the. Roman pontiff. In the firmness 
with which the principle was asserted the Puritians 
did not yield to the Catholics, and, if the will of. 
God is the criterion .. of justice, both were, in one 
sense, ill' the right." 

But in what sense were they in the right? Cer
tainl_y not in the sense that the ministersofreligion 
ought to domiqate the magistrates. This is just 
what the bishops did in the 'fourth century, and we 

· know something of the evils that came to both 
church and s.tate. as the result. 

It is true that under the theocracy the prophets 
were frequently bearers of divine messages to the 

. kings; but that was a very different thing from the 
rule of religion insisted upon alike by Puritain and 
Papist. God has a right to send by whom he will 
send, but no man has any right to arrogate to him
self the office of divine mouth-piece to command 
ciVil magistrates in accordance with his interpreta
tion of· the divine will. 

Moreover, while both Puritan and Papist claimed 
for the minjster of religion authority over the civil 
magistrate, each denied the validity of that claim ~s put 
forth by the other. "In the ~oman Catholic Church,'~ 
continues Bancroft, "the office [of interpreter of the 
divine will] was claimed by the infallible pontiff, 
wh~, as the self-constituted guardian of the op
pressed, insisted on' the power of dethroning kings, 
repealing laws and subverting dynasties. The prin
ciple thus asserted, though often produdive.of good, 
could nor but become subservient to the temporal 
ambition of the clergy." 

In its last an<idysis there is, as Bancroft observes, 
a residuum of truth in the papal claim. In the 
realm of conscience religion is superior to the civil 
magistrate, but. no more so in the person of the 
" supreme. pontiff" than in the perso~ of the hum
blest believer. In this realm religion is supreme, 

betaus~ it is territqry that the civil magistra~e has 
no·right to invade, but neither has the ''supreme 
pontiff." This realm belongs to God al9ne, and to 
every usurper of his prerogative he says, "Who art 
thou that judgest another man's servant?" And this 
is only saying that in this realm the individual is 
answerable to God alone. 

But right here both Puritan and Papist erred. 
Each could see that in this realm rdigibn must be 
supreme, 'hut neither saw that the individual must be 
the judge of the obligations imposed upon.him by re
ligion.· Both devised a: scheme which gave one man 
or a few men authority to bind the consciences of 
other men, while the truth is that God alone has 
that authqrity. 

In the Roman CathoLic scheme religion is above 
the magistrate and the Pope is the embodiment of 
religion, and is, therefore,: above the magistrate. I.n 
the Puritan scheme religion is above the magistrate 
and the ch~rch, the visible organization on earth, is 
the embodiment of religion, therefore the church is 
above the magistrate. In the Christain scheme, as 
taught in the word of God, religion and the magis
trate occupy two different realms. The first hasto 
do with all the relations of life: "Whetherye eat or 
drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to. the glory of 
God." But the second, the magistrate or the state, 
has to do only with civil relations. The magistrate 
is only an agent appointed to secure uniformity of 
action. Religion imposes upon the indivi'dual the 
duty of dealing justly with his fellowmen. The di
vine ordinance of civil government empowers the 
magistrate to compel by civil penalties the perfor
manc~ of civil d~ties. Beyond this the magistrate 
has no jurisdiction. 

As already iJttima.ted, the difference between 
PuritanitSm and Papacy was one of method rather 
than principle. It is true that in the Papacy the 
pontiff is supreme, while in Puritanism the church is 
supreme; butthis is a difference in ·degree or kind 
only. for in the Christianity of Christ the individual 
is supreme, so far as any human authority is con
cerned: " One is your Master, even Chri!t, and all ye 
are brethren." 

A despotism of many i'i even worse than a des
potism of a single indvidual, for it is more hopeless. 
No majority, however large, has any legitimate, au
thority over the conscience of any man. The Pope 
of Rome has just as much warrant to bind the con-

sciences of all.men as the General Court of. Massa-
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chusetts had to bind the conscience of Roge{Wil
liams. There is no difference in principle between 
Puritanism and Papacy. Puritanism simply dis
places the despotism of the "supreme pontiff" by 
the despotism of the commune. Christianity offers 
"'the glorious liberty of the sons'of God." B. 

AN EVIL NATIONAL .EXAMPLE. 

law J has no religious bearing whatsoever. It cis the 
physical and moral welfare of the people at large 
whose protection is designed. If 'one man is al
lowed to desecrate the Sabbath others will follow his 
example until there will really be no day of rest, and 
so the whole people will suffer. Hence it is deemed 
expedient that here and there an offender should 
suffer in order that the masses may be saved. Have 
we not a somewhat similar case in this matter of 
prosecuting Chri~tians? If an-ignorant Christian is 

THE influence of the Sunday-law crusade and allowed to marry heathen fashion with impunity then 
aposta~y from true principles in the American he himself will not only be excluded from the church, 
churches is felt even in distant lands, where most of but because of him many others also. The child~en 

and ·children's children of these thus excluded, will, the people know nothing really of what is going on · ll 
in all probability, be s,hut out from the phystca y 

in America. The churches that have been working Ch · · h 
and morally uplifting influeqces of nsttan teac . -

these many years to get control of the.state have ing. A great wrong will thus be d~ne them. Is tt 
been sending out missionaries educated in the prin- not .. expedient, then, th'at we should now'~nd then 
ciples of artificial religion. It was at the suggestion hold our feelings in abeyance and set the law in mo
·Of some of these, and with an idea of following the tion upon offenders against the 'law of marriage in 
plan of American organizations, that a missionary order that the great wrong I refer to. be not done to 
Sunday-enforcement society was start~d in India their offspring and ot.hers within the sphere of their 

d h t · d e ·t h me 1·s urged influence. It is not a spiritual matter.at all, but on~ some years ago; an w a ts on a o 
like that of ~unday observance at home-the pro tec

to justify similar action abroad. Thus the home or- tion of the welfare of the many against the wicked-, 
ganizations, in making in America a likeness or ness of the few. And who are there beside the mis
image to the Papacy, are at the same time, in a very sionaries to guard in this way the interests of the 
literal sense, "saying to them that dwell on the eCJ.rth people who· are to come, and so make the nation_ 
that they should make an image to the beast," the better physically, mentally, and morally?" 

symbol of the papal power. . Your readers will recognize at once the familiar 
Circumstances in mission fields fumish many ways justification for Sunday laws, in phrase almost iden

irl which this idea of man-made religion may find tical with the argument of Caiaphas in urging the 
vent. ,Here is an example: There is a Christian ' prosecution of J es~s: "y e know nothing .at all, nor 
Marriage Act in lndia for the proper registration of consider that it is expedient for us_ that one- man 
marriages between Christians according to church should die for the people, and .that the whole nation 
rites. The heatnen peoples have their own tribal perish riot.:' There is no parallel belj)Yeen the case 
regulations. Lately various missionaries hav'e.been of the man who follows the Bible and is prosecuted 
discussing their experiences in dealing with mem- under Sunday laws and the inan who goes in the way 
hers of their churches who marry ;heathen, and com- 'of the heathe11. But this habit of justifying resort to 
promise by doing 'so in the heathen way~ It was the powers of the l~w to punish 'men who act irre
suggested by sever§ll writers in the Baptist Missionary ligiously has worked ruin in all time. And now that 
Review, of Madras, that the missionary should prose- America is populari_zing the papal methods of mak
CQte s~ch members at the law. Surely the law does ing men religious; the whole world will feel the evil 
not contemplateforbidding the Christian to apostatize influence of it. / 
and ,marry according to the heathen rites. Of course The idea that somehow, or other Christians- can 
the Christian who does so is a heathen at heart, be ~anufactured is all abroad in mission fields. It 
though in technical missionary phrase, arid legally, gives a wholly artificial idea of what the Christian 
I suppose, he would be c.lassed as a Christian. There religion is. The other day I came across the case 
seemed some difficulty in stating the justification for of a preacher for a certain mission who was sorry he 
th~ course urged. So a mi~sionary writes, basing his had become a Christian! But here is a missionary 
argument on the precedent of American laws for (American, too, I think) who wants to compel a man 
the purpose of making men Christians: by law to stop in the churc4 in spite of his desire to 

11 The real raison d'etre [of the American Sunday go into heat,hen apostasy.' The heathen are con-
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tinually confronted with methods which give them 
the idea that Christians may be made by mission au
thority. 

Qf course the Bible rule in the matter of this 
matrimonial apostasy would be simply to recognize 
the fact_ of such apostasy, and then, "Let him be 
unto three as a heathen man." · But the law does not .. 

. allow the missionary to prosecute the heathen for 
being heathen; and the missionary ought to recog
nize the fact that this heathen man needs to have the 
gospel preached to him and not a prosecution to 
compel him to remain in the church, for the quota
tion shows that he is to be prosecuted really because 
he is bent on turning into heathen ways. Along 
with this method of keeping men Christians may be 
placed the flogging of adults converts. -I know of 
eveq American mission stations in which this method 
of discipline is used by missionaries. The whole 
world is ripe for·the message of the gospel of religi
ous liberty. The heathen need to know that some of 
the methods which they see used, and which even 
they ~espise, are not Christian, but directly op
posed to the religion of Christ's free gospel that 
cr~ates Christians by the power of the divine Word. 

Calcutta, India. W. A. SPICER. 

SOUTHERN CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Sunday Law in Louisiana. 

THERE has been renewed effort recently in be
half of saloon Sunday observance in some parts of 
Louisiana. The new mayor of New Orleans seems 
deterrriined to enforce the Sunday law against fla
grant violators, i.e., against those saloon-keepers who 
keep their doors ':~ide open." Accordingly word 
was passed to the police force to keep a strict look
out for open saloons. Arrests were made, and the 
saloons for-the most part were compelled to suspend 
business on Sunday. This forced· the drink element 
to repair to towns across the river and elsewhere in 
an effort to '.~quench their thirst." The New Or
leans mayor had no jurisdiction over these nea·r-by 
towns, and so the rival saloons soon did a large busi
ness, to the detriment cof the New Orleans dealers, 
who made a demand on the governor of the State to 
s·ee that justice was done to all parties. The gov
ernor wrote the following- letter to the· sheriffs of 
Jefferson and St. Bernard parishes: 

. . 
"My attention has been called to recent com-

plaints in the public press of N,ew Orleans and in 
' . 

other qtiarters that while the authorities of that city 
ate earnestly striving to have the Sunday law strictly 
enfo~ced within its limits, certain persons in your 
parish are openly violating this law in plain knowl-
edp-e of, and without interference from, the authori
ties thereof, thereby profiting from enforcement in. 
New Orleans. 

"There are diverse opinions as to the justice or 
expediency of the law adverted to, just as there are 
in regard to other laws, but there can be no differ
ence of opinion as to the duty of the officers charged 
with the execution of the laws. They can not un
dertake to discriminate between laws, enforcing the 
one and ignoring the other. Hence, so long as any 
law remains updn the statute book it is the sworn 
duty of the officers charged with th"e enforcement of 
tl)e .laws generally to enforce such law. 

" I would, therefore, enjoin upon you that you 
exercise the utmost vigilanc~ in the enforcement of 
the Sunday law, so that the violators thereof may
become convinced that it shall be executed as ~elL 
as other laws, and that they will not he permitted to, 
profit from the observance of this law by thei~ neigh.-
bors. W. W. HEARD, Governor." 

The principle involved in the ·matter is further
expt;essed in an ~ditorial of the New Orleans Times
Democrat, which we give : 

"The attitude of the sheriffs of the two parishes 
adjoining Orlearis-Jefferson above and St Bernard 
below-in respect to the Sunday law calls up a num
ber of difficult problems. That law is no more popu
lar in New Orleans than it is in these parishes; and 
if it were submitted to popular vote we have no 
doubt that it would be overwhelmingly defeated. 

. But does this unpopularity authorize the officials in 
· one parish to nullify the law when it is enforced in 

a neighboring parish? Is the latter to be discrimi
nated against and suffer positive injury because its. 
officials believe it their duty to enforce the laws on 
the statute books, as they are.sworn to do .. In other 
words, l.s Orleans to suffer be.cause it obeys the law 
and Jefferson and St. Bernard to be allowed to profit 
by the conscientiousness of our city officials? 

"Whatever may be one's views as to the Sundt.y 
law, or even as to whether an official should enforce 
all the laws or not, ·no one can or ,w:ill questi'on the 
correctness of the governor's declaration that the 
people of no parish will be allowed to take advant
age of the enforcement of a law in New Orleans. 
In other words, no one will assert that New Orleans 
should suffer because its officials obey an act of 'the 
legislature, while St. Bernard and Jefferson make a 
handsome profit at the expense of this city out of 
their nullification of that· statute. The Sunday law 
is one for the whole State, not for certain pari= hes ;, 
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and if the p~ople of· New Orleans are made to ac
cept it against their will, there is no reason why 
Jefferson and St. Bernard should escape its provisions. 
There must be equality in this matter, not discrimi
nation ~gainst New Orleans in the interest of neigh
boring parishes." 

Sunday laws are unjust from whatever view they 
may be considered. S. B. HoRrON. 

A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

Splendid Isolation. 

(Concluded.) 

NOT very long.after the Farewell Address was de
livered Monroe gave birth to the now famous "Mon
roe Doctrine;" From that day to this his thoughts 
on this subject have been a part of the politic~! creed 
of ·all parties. This doctrine was announced by the 
President of the United States some seventy-six 
years ago, and the essence <;)fit is: 

"We owe it, therefore, to candor and to the 
amicable relations existing between the United 
States and those Powers, to declare that we should 
conside'r any; attempt on their part to extend their 
system to any portion of this hemisphere as danger
ous to our peace and safety." 

Arid immediately after this there was enunciated 
the solemn declaration: 

"With th~ existing colo'ri,ies or dependencies of 
any European Power we h<tve not interfered, and 
shall not intei:.fete." 

· The words of the Monroe... Uocfri.ne are wonder
fully deep, and especially significant on the point 
under discussion. Mark it! This doctrine is pro
mulgated against the" system" of r.:uropean statecraft. 
That. system is essentially monarchical and imperial
istic in its fundamental nature and tendencies. In 
its basic, nerve priiJ.ciples it is not founded upon the 
principle that governments derive their just pow~rs 
from. the .consent oJ the governed. 

Now, why was President Monroe opposed to the 
extension of the European principle of statecraft to 
thi~ hemisphere? He tells the answer himself, stat
ing that it would be "dangerous to ou.r peace and 
safety "-that is, President Monroe saw that it would 
not be safe for the two systems of s,tatecraft-thatof 
the United States (government by the consent of the 
governed} and that of Europe (government by the 
consent of some of the go.verned only)-to come into 
too close contact with each other. He discerned 

that close relations between the two -would lead fo 
the destruction of all that had been fought for in 
the war of the American Revolution.. He knew that 
the two systems could not· thrive together on· the 
same soil. He foresa,w that the safety of the Ameri
can principles lay in guarding them with a " splen
did isolation." 

lq all of these doctrines the Fathers of. t;he Ameri
ca.n Republic were only carrying out the mind of the 
great God above in the case of the new nation. They 
may not, and doubtless did not, in all cases and 
things know that they were doing this, but they 
were doing it for all of that. Hence it has been 
mo~~ t.ruly said, that "they .builded better than they 
knew." 

Equally President Moproe bound this nation not 
to interfere in concerns distinctly European: ·He 
was determined that the. United States should dwell 
alone. Providence and nature had set her alone on 
the face of the earth, and this was done that in spirit 
and in life as well as in geographical body she tnight 
dwell in a sacred and splendid isolatiqn. 

"It was for this we bade the Old Word leave 
Us to ourselves, and set the. vacant seas 

. :Between our youth and her age-worn iniquties." 

The Monroe Doctrine was proclaimed at .a time 
when the " allied Powers" of Europe, whose repre- . 
sentatives, assembled at Vienna, took to themselves 
t)le .name of the " Holy Alliance;" were .attempting 
to give, renewed prominence to the thought that 

. kings govern by divine right. "It was intended to 
teach the people that all the liberties they were en-. 
titled to possess were such only as the governing 
monarchs deemed expedient to gral:!~ them; that 
they were entitJ.ed to none whatsoever by virtue of 
the natural law; that the attempt to establish repre
sentative and liberal government, like that of the 
United States, waS' an unp~rdonable sin against God, 
and that the highest duty of citizenship was obedi
ence to monarchical authority." 

Such were the principles of. the" Holy Alliance" of 
the crowned heads of Europe. Its specific object 
wa'> to re-establish the despotism of Spain upon her 
revolted colonies in South America and in Mexico. 
On the other ~and, the essence of the Monroe Doc
trine as then understood by aU the world was that 
"while we forbid the establishment of despotic gov
ernments upon the American· continent, we recog
nize the correspond~ng obligation to refrain from any 
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attempt to force our political systefn upon any part 
of the Old World." 

Be it even so. One voice and one alone is wafted 
down from the days of tile forefathers. The silent 
artill,ery of time has mown the'm down, but from 
their very sepulchres their warning voices s,ay to the 
sons and daughters of the Republic:" THE PEOPLE 
SHALL DWELL ALONE, AND SHALL NOT 
BE RECKONED AMONG THE NATIONS.'' 

PERCY T. MAGAN. 

MUST CHRISTIANS Dm FOR THE GOOD OF THE 
STATE? 

Written by a clergyman of the Seventh-day Adventists. 

IT must be admitted by all that thepower of civil 
government is the sword, and any person who per
sists in rebelling against the law of the state must be . 
banished, imprisoned, or suffa death-.. The law. 
must be sustained regardless of the life, liberty, or. 
happiness of the transgressor. It makes no differ
ence from the state's view-point what the character 
of the law may be; if it remains upon the statute 
books it must be enforced when occasion demands. 

Again, it is conceded by the advocates of Sun
day laws that those who by faith in Christ keep the 
seventh day· or Saturday as the Sabbath, with all the 
other precepts of t.he moral code, are Christians. 
We have been told this many times by our oppo
nents when we were- trying to show them the evils of 
Sunday legislation. "Oh," say they, "we belil'!ve 
you are a Christian people, and that a person who 
keeps Saturday conscientiously is just as good a 
Christian as· one who keeps Sunday,-but then we 
must have a Sunday law to preserve the morals of 
the state." 

, Now, let us note the legitimate result of their 
course of action. You are a Christian, it is admitted, 
if you keep the seventh-day Sabbath and believe on 
Christ. A Christian is one who has Christ formed 
within, "the hope of glory" (Col. I: 27), one in whom 
God works to will and to do according to his own 
good pleasure (Phil. 2: 13). He has Christ abiding 
in him (John I 5: 4). Of all such Jesus says, " Inas
much as ye have done it unto one of the least of 
these my brethern, ye have done it unto me" (Matt. 
25: 40). Then when we punish a Christian, who are 
we in reality punishing? Are we not punishing 
Christ himself in the person of one of his brethren? 
All must admit that we are. Then when one of these 
little ones keeps the Sabbath according to the com-

mandment (Luke 23: 56), and refuses to keep the 
papal Sunday, and our Sunday-law advocates say, 
!'We have a law, and by our law he ought to die," 
who are they killing, according to their own admis
sion? Suppose Christ were here in person and would 
refuse to keep the pagan Sunday, would not the same 
law that would imprision his followers nail him to 
the cross again or dispose of him in some way? We 
all know that it .would. 

There are three pos}tions, o!Je of which our Sun
day-law advocates must take: 

I. They must decide that a person who by faith 
in Christ keeps the seventh-day Sabbath according 
to the commandment, with the other pine precepts 
of the moral law just as God wrote them with his 
own finger and spoke them with his own voice, are 
deceived and led by a wrong spirit and are unworthy 
t'o be recognized as citizen's of any government; or-

2. If they acknowledge such persons to be Chris
tians, then they must take the position that for the 
sake of sustaining a pagan Sunday law to pres~rve the 
morals o.f the state the majority of Christians have a 
right to fine, imprison, banish, or p'ut to death the 
minority of Christians who refuse obediep<;e to a 
law. that deprives them of their inalienable rights; 
or-

3· They must admit that they themselves are do
ing the work of the evil one. 

We leave them to choose which alternative of the 
dilemma they prefer, but we are well aware which 
one of them the majority will choose. 

J. F. BALLENGER. 

THE RELIGION WHICH PERSECUTES. 

NOTHING c~m be more fatal. even to moral growth 
and spiritual progress, than a stereotyped immo
bility--that blind and narrow stagnation in the in-· 

. fallibility of opinionate-d ignorance, which delivers 
brawling judgments all day long on all things, un-· 
ashamed, and which has always been .as character
istic of imperfect and narrow religionists as it was' of 
the "priests and Pharisees and hypocrites'' in the 
days of our Lord. The example of those days, even 

· if they stood alone, would 'be sufficient to show us 
that men, in the name <Df religion-and even while 
they claim to be the soie faithful supporters of true 
religion-are capable of committing in the name of 
the religion which they profess, the deadliest of 
crimes. If any other instances were wanting we may 
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·see them rn. the deadly guilt of inquisitors, who, in 
the name of the Lord of love, blackened the blue of 
heaven with the Toph~t-smoke of their bale-fires of. 
hell by -burning many a dear saint of God who held 
the truth which, to their own perdition, they rejected, 
and who lived lives transcendently holier and purer 
than their own. 

In a milder form we may see the same pernicious 
results of incompetentreligious arrogance in the fact 
that some of the best, ~isest, most earnest, and most 
brilliantly gifted divines of our own day-men, such 
as -Professor Maurice, and Charles Kingsley, and 
F. W. Robertson, and Dean Stanley, and others
were all through their lives the favorite victims of 
the venompwl attacks with.which the so-called "re
ligious,; pr~ss of party church . newspapers is r,ife. -
Like Wesley and Whitefield, like Luther and Me
lancthon, like . Savonarola and. many more, these 
men, owing to the refusal of " priests " to accept the 
new truths which shake their, usurped authority_ and 
expose the ign~rant baselessness of their "infallible" 

,, J . 

judgments,have stood up, "the very butt of slander 
and the blot of every dart that malice ever shot." An 
unprogressiye religion is a decadent and dying re
ligion; a religi6n which refuses new light is a dead. 
religion. Such forms of belief will inevitably sink 
into abject and priest-'ridden superstitions or into the 
cumbersome paraphernalia of ~xternalism, which
thinks that God cares for the murmurin-g of rites and 
ceremonies, whereas he has again and again taught 
us that he requires our hearts, and that without 
heart sincerity all else is but as the small dust of the 
bal~n~e.~Rev. P. W. Farrar, Deall; of Canterbury, Eng-
·fand. ' · 

EMPIRE AND SELF -GOVER~NT. 
. From the Evening Standard, New Bedford, Mas~. 

Among
1 
the sayings..of T~omas Jefferson recently 

brought t9 'ren~wed attention is this: "I am per,
suaded that no con,stitution was ever before so well 
cal.cqlated as ours for exten.sive empire and self-gov
ernment." The sort of empire that goes along with 
self-government was the empire that Jefferson had 

. in mind. He was ta,lking about that kind of empire 
which the poets tell about when they sing of the 
empire',of mind and the empire of affection and the 
empire of freedom. Nobody need have any quar
rel with that variety of imperialism. 

SEE special map offer till October I, page 590. 

-- CHRISTIANITY .AND ORIENTALISM.-=-II;

More of Gnosticism and Its Speculations. 

Beyond the regions of light, where God and. his 
family dwell, existed a rud"e and unformed mass of 
matter, heaving itself ~<;mtinually iQ wild commdtion. 
This the Supreme God would never approach, as it 
was contrary to his n<\ture. But in th.€ peopl-ing of 
the. pkroma, since the divine evolutions of life ,be
come feebler the farther they are removed from ,the 
first link in the seri"es, since their connection with thy, 
first becon:{es more loose- at each succeeding· step, 
out of the last step of the evolution proceeds an im
perfect, defective product which can not retain its 
connection with the divine chain of life, and sosinks 
from the world of Ae<;>ns down into chaos, o·r, what 
is the· same notion differently expressed, "A drop 
from the fullness of the divine life spills over into 
the bordering void." Now first the dead matte~, by 
connection with the living which it. wanted, received 
animation. The wild and heaving mass of matter 
is reduced to order and beauty and peopled with hu
-man beings,- and with animals of different speci~s, 
and, finally, endowed with and enric.hed by some por
tions of the celestial light or substance. This builder 
of the world, who is thus distinct from the Supreme 
God, they c-alled the Demiurge. He is a being who, 
though possessed of ~any shining qualities, i-s arro
gant in his nature and much inclined to domination. 
He therefore claims absolute authority over th~ new 
w'orld he has built, and that he may retain such au
thority he jealou~ly and by every possible means ex
cludes the knowl~dge of the Supreme God. 

Man is composed of a;material, a~d therefore of 
a vicious body, and of a celestial soul, which is in 
some sense a, particle of the deity himself, hence the 
conflict within between good and evil. The nobkr 
part of man is miserably oppressed by' the body,· 
which is the seat of base lusts. By these lusts of the 
body we are not only drawn away from the knowl
edge of the Supreme God and induced to render our 
hom?ge to the Demiurge and his associates, but we 
are filled and polluted with the love of terrestrial 
objects and se~sual pleas11res. 

From this wretched bondage' the Supreme God 
labors to rescue his offspring in various ways; and 
especially by the messengers he sends to them from 
the world of spirits. The mos't powerful-of these 
messenge:_:rs, and one of the Aeons from the pleroma, 
was Christ. But this effort of the Supreme God to 



restore the knowledge of himself -to his offspring, is 
resisted in every possible way by the Demiurge, or 
world-builder. Still God will ultimately prevail, 
and having restored to liberty most of the spirits 
now imprisoned in bodies, he will dissolve the fabric 
of the world; and th'en the primitive tranquility will 
return and God will feign with the happy spirits in 
und.isturbe.d felicity forever. 

Scripture Teachings Overturned. 

Such in general was the theory of Gnosticism-, 
but the variations of it in, different places and by 
different teachers were almost infinite. It wilt be 
seen that this. philosophy puts God the Creator 
practically i-n'to the place of Satan, making him the 
author of evil and the enemy of the Supreme God. 
The serpent, too, was a sacred symbol, the symbol 
of . redemption, for he only sought to obscure the 
k~owledge of the world's creator that he might re-. 
store the knowledge of the Supreme Deity. 

One sect, the Cainites, carried this overturning 
of the Scripture teachings so far as to.exalt all the 
bad €haracters ot the' Bible, with Cain at their head, 
into heroes of the true faith, who were opposed and 
oppressed by the Demiurge because they sought to 
restorethe knowledge of the Supreme God. 

Especially Gnosticism, in all its varied sects, ar
raye<;l itself against the human nature of Christ. As 
all mdtter was malignantly evil, how could Christ, 
who was an emanation from the Infinite Spirit, have 
.a human body, a material body, subject to the same 
temptations as our own? · They generally consid
ered Christ our. Saviour as consisting of two wholly 
separate natures, or even of twq persons, the man 
Jesus, and the Son of God, or Christ. Some denied 
the human nature and the human body entirely, and 
ass~rted Christ to be a pure and divine sp~rit 0nly 
wearing the outward semblance of a body so that we 
might see him. Small idea can be given in this 
paper of the wonderfully imaginative genius dis
played in these sp,eculations; but. as one historian 
has said," Gnosticism was pure poetrv." 

Gnosticism the Pride of Knowledge. 

All genuine reformations begin with the humble 
and lowly and those untaught in the ~chools, and so 
unhampered with human creeds and the pride of 
human knowledge. The early church w;1s no e~
.ception to this rule. Gnosticism was the rea'ction 
.of the aristocratic and philosophical spirit against 
wh.at was te.rmed the narrowness and ignorance of 

early Christianity. It arose almost· simultaneously 
in all the great centers of Christianity. Its progress 
was especially among the higherand more opulent; 
and in their lofty .pretensions, they claimed ·great 
superiority over the humbler Christianity of the · 
vulgar. - ' ·· 

Paul' had warned. the church against this very 
thing when he wrote, "Beware lest any man spoil 
you through philosophy an<;! vain deceit, after the 

· traditions of men, after the rudiments of the world, 
and not after Christ." The peculiar power of this 
deception over the Christia,ns lay in the. fact .. that it 
professed to be "after Christ," and to glorify him 
far beyond the dream of the humbler Christians. 
To these Gnostics the Christian idea of Christ's hu
manity and of his being tempted in all points as we 
are was debasing to Christ, yet it is in that very fact 
alone that the gospel is revealed in Christ to tempted 
souls. 

C4ristianity Triumphant Over All the Forces of Evil. 

All historians agree that Gnosticism did the 
church more injury than all its open conflicts with 
Judaism and paganism. But, though this Oriental
ism has colored many of the teachings of the popu
lar Christianity of the day,yet over this most insidi
ous- foe, as far as any outward organization is 
concerned, Christianity has grandly triumphed; and 
this; too, without any. earthly aid. In the second 
century Gnosticism rivalled Christianity itself in 
numbers and influence. It was of a sublime and im
posing character as an imaginative creed. It was 
adapted to music and poetry, and for two centuries 
the world rang with the mystic hymns of its greatest 
poet, Bardesanes; but. by the sixth century it had 
almost entirely disappeared. ' 

The grand conclusion of this series of pape.rs is 
that since Christianity has met once, and entirely 
unaided, has conquered . grandly all . the various 
forces of evil, it can do it again. The. man who says 
it can not do this alone, and who makes this asser
tion the reason for asking for. some other power to· 
aid it, is, while having a torm of godliness, denying 
to Christianity its pristine power. 

But Jesus said,'' All power is given unto me in 
heaven and in earth; go ye therefore and,preach the . 
gospel tp every creature, and lo, I am with you al
ways, even unto the end of the world." 

G. E. FIFIELD . 

[N OTE.-ln the preparation of these arti..:les I 
have consulted the writings of Milman, Moshdm, 
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Neandh~ Gibbori, Kitto; and all the standard ency-
. clop:::edias, and I .have usedJreely the expressions of 

the various writers, ~ven when lack of space forbade 
a direct and extended quotation. G. E. F.] 

HIGHER CONCEPTIONS CONCERNING SABBATH 
REFORM. 

From the Sabbath ·Recorder. 
I 

" · THE Sabbatl;l must not bt reduced .to a ceremony, 
and Sa-bbath-keeping m:ust not be ma9e burden
some. The evolution along this line finds its most 
prominent ~xpression in the history of the Jewish 
people and in the attitud·e of Christ.. So far as re
corded statements· show, Sabbath-keeping among 
the_ J~ws found highest expression at the lips of 
Isaiah, a~ recorded in the 5Sth chapter. Here the 
spiritual side of Sabbath-keeping, and its mission 

,c' ' \ 

and P,ower to uplift men arid bring them into com-
munion with God, is set forth sharply. It is ;:t glo
rious ideal; and men of all time are blest who seek 
to gain th.e heights on whi~h Isaiah.stood, when he 
wrote the words in tl,le 13th and 14th verses of that 
Chapter. l)uring the century which preceded the 
birth of Christ, Jewish conce:(}tion of the Sabbath 
and of its importance reached a low point, so far as 
spiritual observance was concerned. The Sabbath 
became a ceremo~ial affair, burdened with unjust 
and urisc~iptural restrictiofts. Christ sounded Jhe 
key-note touching the Sabbath as it ought to ap
pear in his kingdom, when he rejected the low 
ground and burdensome restrictions that Judaism 
had placed upon .it; and exalted it for its worth in 
developing the. spiritual life of men and bringing 
them into communion with God. ·The standard 
Christ .set c~ncernfng the Sabbath is the starting 
point from which Sabbath reform ought to radiate, 
and the form by which Christian practice ought to 
be regulated. . 

The position taken by :Christ was so far above 
that occupied by the Jews, .and SO, much deeper' as 
to spiritual. meaning, that neither the Jewish con
vert, nor, at a latt;r period, the converts from pagan" 
ism, grasped it. Whether they could have done sow~ . 

. may not answer, though we be~ieve that they would 
have approached much nearer to a just conception 
but for the sh~upopposition toJudaism, which iden
tified the Sabbath with the narrow views of the Jews, 
and failed to. rise to· the h~ight which Chi-ist occu
pied. This failure, coupled with the theory that the 
law of God, as ~on'tained in the Old Testament, was 

-inferior,-or was-abrogated,resulted in the firstgxea.t_ 
perversion of the Sabbath question under C!uis.,. 
tianity. Rejecting the idea that the Scripture, as 
interpreted by Christ, was the standard in Sabbath
keeping, 'logically and actually, men were forced to 
create a new standard. From the middle of the 
second century. forward this new .standard took 
_rapi,d shape aad development, resulting in the state
chu.rch; after the Roman Catholic model. For cen
turies this model was followed, and all higher fea
tures of the Sabbath question were lost sight ·of, 
while the Sabbath itself, as Christianized by Christ, 
was buried under a mass of hopdays, with Sunday 
at their head. The deep darkness that followed, 
the loss of ,spiritual, power .on the part of the church, 
the comparadve degradation of Christian life, and 
the .numerous eviJs which grew up, form God's an
swer to the state-church ··theory. These results. 
unite to show that under Chri'stianity the Sabbath 
must not be based upon the authority of the state
church, and that it must remain where Christ left it. 
The law of evolution, as shown by the history Gf the 
first fifteen hundred years of. Christianity, has de
clared an infallible verdict on this point. That ver
dict is in accordance with Christ's s~atement: "By 
th.eir fruits ye shall know them." No one can be 
indifferent to that verdict and hope to escape in
creasing difficulties. 

WHERE there is no liberty there can be no tem
perance. The inmates of a State prison are all total 
abstainers, but this. does not make them all tem
perate men: [We believe, too, that they all keep 
Sunday and go to church.] The object of teaching, 
preaching, and example should be to m~ke men 
temperate~that is, self-controlled. The sodal.ex
communications, the rule-making, the legislation, 
which tend to substitute the control of one man over 
anoth~; ¢an, work against teJl!perance because they 
work against self-controi.~The Outlook. 

' ' 

MAr~rY politicians of our time are in the habit of 
laying it down as a self-evident proposition that no 
people ought to be free until they are fit to use their 
freedom. The maxim is worthy of the fool in the 
old story, who resolved not to go into the water un~ 
til he had learned to swim. If men are to wait for 
liberty until they become wise and good in slavery 
they may indeed wait £orev.er.~Thomas13. Macaulay. 
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News, Notes ... 
and Cotntn.ent 

THE effort recently made to commit the G. A. R. 
organization to the project of securing the transfer 
of Memorial Day to the last Sunday· in May, was 
defeated, but a strong minority manifest themselves 
jn its favor. It will be heard from again later. 

/ 

IT is regretfully ackno~ledged' by American 
press writers that American troops in China partici
pated with those of the European Powers in the 
sacking and looting around Peking. The only troops 
that .held· al<;:>of, we are tol<;l, were the heathen J apa
nese. 

IN a letter treating on the present political out
look, ex-Secretary Olney says that "perfection in a 
candidate. or a platform is an idle dream." This is 
true, and this is the reason why th~ plane.of politics 
can never be raised to that of Christianity, and no 
stream .that flows out of politics can reach the king
dom of God. 

NoT much can be said w1th certainty regarding 

the outcome of the .Chinese situation, but the Inde
pendent (New York) is of the opinion that for the 
present ~·a detachment of each army will probably 
remain in Peking" to "watch the Empress Dowager,"
and also "to.watch each other." As ~egat:dsthe lat
ter statement this is quite a safe prediction to make .. 

"THE principles of the Declaration of Independ
ence," says the Independent, will apply to the people 
<>f the Philippines onlywh~n they'' shall be fitted by 
the diffusion of civilization and education to be in
dependent, and 'assume among the Powers of the 
earth ' a ' separate and equal. station,' needing no 
protection." All such talk is good encouragement 
for the men who are trying to n~-enslave the South-

ern negro. .. 
$$ 

A LETTER sent out by the Vatican to the Catho
lic governments with reference to .the change of 

Italian rulers, states that-since 1870 the condition of 
the Papacy has been steadily growing worse, and)n
vokes the assistance-of all Catholics and all Catholic 
states to relieve the Roman pontiff from a situation 
that has become "intolerable." We. do not any
where read that He whose vic.ar the Pope claims to 
be, whose home was not a palace or His raiment 
kingly, who -owned no vast treasures of gold and 
jewels and received no princeiy income, ever sought 
to be relieved from such: all "intolerable" situation. 

$'$ 

S-PEAKING of the complaints of outrages made by 
the missionaries in '{oreign lands, that are almost 
daily received at the State Department in Washing
ton, the Church Stantfard, of Philadelphia, offers this 
commendable comment: 

"It would seem that comparatively few such let
ters ought to _be written 

1
and that many indignities 

should be silently borne. Indeed, we may go fur
ther and admit that there is much force in the con
tention gf the Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, of 'the China 
Inland Mission, that in the long run appeals to 
home governments work nothing but harm. His 
testimony "·as that he had known of many riots 
that had never' been reported and of much suffering 
endured by missionaries in silence, which had 'fal
len out rather to the furtherance of the gospel.' 'If 
we leave God to vindicate our cause,' he said, 'the 
issue is sure to prove marvelous in spirituality;'" 

A RESIDENT of Springfield, Mass., a man named 
McFethries, has drawn up a plan for securing and 
perpetuating general peace throughout the earth, 
which he has subm,it,ted to the ,President and to the 
sovereigns of Europe'; and has also given to Ameri
can and European newspapers for publication.. It 
provides .for a ·<:'ombination of Russia, Germany, 
France, England, and the United States, representa
tives of which governments are to draw 'up a pre
amble "with conditions satisfactory to all," ·agreeing 
to cease from war themselves, and, further, to "use 
their combined efforts" to prevent war between other 
nations. International jurymen are to be named and· 
authorized to decide international disputes, their 
decision to be binding upon all. Th~n the arma
ment.s of the nations are rto be reduced yearly, at a 
great saving of money, etc. 

There is only on<; thlng standing in the way of 
the success of this and similar schemes, and that is
the .fact thc;tt people ai:e selfish, and don't want to be 
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bound by.agreements they_tpay have made when it 
seems to their advantage to disregard them;~ and 
there is always an excuse to be found or invented for 
disregarding obligations when the disposition to such 
.;_ course is in the heart. The whole history of the 
Powers of Europe is full of illustrations of this truth. 
We may read there in the clearest language ,that 
policy and not principle is the deciding influence in 
political affairs. . 

We have the assurance elf Scripture that wars are 
to ct.:ase,even" unto th~ ends of the earth," but this 
grand result is to be sect,Ired only by the interven
tion of Him who is to come and dash in· pieees- the 
kingdoms of earth and destroy .the wicked out of it. 
" He breaketh the bow and· cutteth the spea·r .in 
sunder; he burneth the chariot in the fire."· Ps. 

.. ' $ -

46: 8-IQ. After that gfand but awful consummation 
"the meek shall inherit the earth, and shall delight 
themselves in the abundan~e ·of peace:" 

,$,.,$, 

AccoRQING to the Bosto~ Sunday Post of Sept. 9, 
the strict enforcement of the Sunday law ilt Boston 
has led to an agitation of the questi,on whether the 
sale of beans should be allowed or prohibited on 
Sunday. The Post says: 

" The crusade against the seHing of pork and 
beans on Sunday, inaugur,a'ted last week, has at
tracted much attention, an~d the bakers are indig
nant over the matter. \ The police officials and the 
bakers interpret the law regarding the matter in a 
widely different way. It appears that the law of 
1895· chapter 434, permits the 'making and selling 
on the Sabbath by bakers and their employees of 
bread and other food. usually dealt in by them .be
fore ten o'clock in the morning.' 

'',Now the question se.ems to hinge. chiefly on the 
interp~etation of the phrase, • ()ther food · usu"ally 
de<1.lf ip by them.' The bakers hold that this in
dudes pork and beans; the police officials.hold the 
contrary opinion. The police offiCials, too, believe 

· their view is sustained: by the action of the court in 
the cases which came up last week. 

"At any rate .the police department of Bo?ton 
has s~t its intricate machinery at work to run to 
e;.;trth the suc<;:ulent S~~day morning be.an. ·No 
~aker, ·so it is understood; will be allowed ·to sell 

• pork and beans on Sunday mornings hereafter, and 
this action, the polic_e say, ~s based on a'n intelligent 
interpretation of the law go,verning Sunday selling." 

In these times of riotous outbreaks and general 
inc;ease of cri111e, it'is nDthing i~~s than _ridiculous 
for the gov·e~nment of a great city to c~ncem itself 

and waste its police energy over the question of 
whether- the sale oCbeans ought to- be aUowed·. on 
Sunday. -Such questions have no proper place in 
civil government. Th~y belong wholly to the 
sphere of religious controversy, and are best settled 
by each person for himself by the dictates of his 
own consCience. 

The large cities have enough to do in making 
life and property secure within their limits, without 
giving time anq :attention to questions of theology. 
The matter of Sunday selling of goods is one that 
in "no way affects the life, liberty and property • 

. rights of the people, until the goverdment steps in 
to prohibit it; .then the liberty and property ri-ghts 
of the people are at once invaded, and criminals are 
left more at liberty to prey upon good citizens in 
proportion as the energies of_ the police force are 
expended upon such inconsequent questions. In
deed, if the city government were to try -to establish 
by law _aH the points of morality urged upon them 
by zealous people whose.ideal of government is a 
theocracy, the murderers and other criminals would 
have a very free fi~ld for their nefarious operations. 

There is certainly no call for the manufacture of 
new "crimes" to occupy the attention of the police. 
All such efforts can only detract from the security' 
of society under civil government. . 

,$,,$, 

THis item from the Springfield Republic&n is a 
nut that contains some solid meat: 

"In calling attention. to the Christian sack of 
of Tien-Tsin, the Republican. said that full-reports 
from Peking were not in. Details, however, are be
ginqing to arrive. In an Associated Press dispatch 
it is stated:. 

"'The ministers remain in Peking. The city has 
been entirely looted except the palace, and auction 
sales ()f loot, in which valuable silks, furs and 
bronzes are the principal articles, are held daily. 
'the chief bidders at these 'sales are army 0fficers! 

"Take facts as they are, and you find- that pious 
and civilized Christertdom has. looted two rich Chi
nese cities witfiin two months, while all that can be 
said of the Filipinos in this respect is that they 
11ight have looted Manila, although they actually 
did not loot its sHer city of Iloilo when they had a 
chance. The argument is, of course, that the Fili
pino 'savages' were incapable of self-government.'~ 

• 
,$,,$, 

IN all lands the view is the same to the Christian 
when he looks toward home__:__the world above. 



DEPARTING FROM AMERICAN _PRINCIPLES. 

What :Prominent Am.ericans Are Saying. 

THE axiom that governments derive .-their just 
powers frpm the consent of the. governed is a bas~
!ess assumption.-Lyman·Abbott. 

~~ 

THE Constitution or national policy adopted by 
thirteen· half-consolidated, weak, rescued -:olonies, 

· .-glad to be able to call their lives their own, can not 
be expected to hamper the greatest nation In the 
w_orld.-Franklin Me Veagh. 

~~ 

IT is a favorite notion now to quote the words 
"''governments are instituted among men, der!ying 
their just powers from the consent of the governed,',' 
,as if these embodied a law of application to all in-
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vant is dead"? And so is Thomas Jefferson.-Rev. 
P. S. Ifenson, Chicago. 

THE Declaration of Independence was the great
est campaign document that was ever written, but 
when the colonial representatives argued the ques
tion that all men were created equa~, what. they 
meant was that they were just as good as English
men. · They had no thought of the negro slave:s 
who were toiling on A~erican plantations, or of the 
Indians, whom they de,spised and detested. The 
application was _direct to themselves, and the, sweep-

- ing generalizations wer.e gratifying because they im
parted the nece~sary fervor to the document.-Chi
cago Times-Herald. 

THE framers of the American Declaration of In-
dependence were· inspir:ed by an ardent patriotism 

habitants alike. The Declaration of Inde- and by lofty motives, a~pd their statements embod-
pendence was a formal notice that the inhabitants~, ied ·a sufficient justification of the cause. to which 
-of the. colonies consented no longer to British rule. . 

, they sought to devote their. countrymen; but there 
-New York Tribune. 

THE Declaration of Ind~pendence was made to 
:Suit a partkular existing condition of things. The 
Declaration meant simply th.at the colonies h.ad be
o{:Ome tired of the English domination, deeming it 
-oppressive and intending to set up a government of 
their own, by the right 8f revolution. They were 
not laying down a principle for anybody except 
.themselves.-New York Sun. · 

~~ 

I WANT to say before I conclude, Mr. Chairman, 
that I am not impressed with the argument that all 
government is by consent of the. governed. That 
is a proposition that, however nicely it looks the
~retically, we have never adopted in practice in 
this country. The rule ?oes not apply to 
crepublican representative government.-Speech in 
Congress by Representative Dalzell, of Pennsylvania. 

,.:J. .;!. 

AND so to:day there are those who wave the 
Declaration of Independence in our faces, and tell 
us that the thing to do is to deliver over those is
lands of the archi~pelago in the EasHo the people 
who are their rightful masters; for" all governments 
derive -their just powers from' the co-nsent of the 
governed." So wrote Thomas Jefferson. Do you 
remember that the :Lord ·said tb Jo$l;Hl'a 1 "My ser-

was no revelation of universal and eternal truth in 
the "glittering generalities" with which they pre
faced those statements. On the contrary, they con
secrated to perpetuity some of tne most obvious 
fallacies that were ever promulgated _to mislead 
men. They proclaimed it to be a self-evident truth 
"that all men are creat_ed equal; that they are ~n
dowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
rights; that among these are .life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness." Whatev,er interpretation and 
exegesis may do for this declaration, in 'the sense in 
which it is commonly accepted and used in the 
place of argument, it is n_either self-evident nor 
truth. All men are simply not created 
equal in any possible sense of the word.-Amos K. 
Fiske, in Nortlz Amen"can.Re·view. 

EXAMINE THE LABEL. 

THE yellow label on your paper indicates the 
date on which your subscription expires. Please 
examine it closely, and if it reads £'z7l9 you shoul~=i 
fo.rwar:d your renewal without delay in order to avoid 
the loss of any papers. . · 

Please also bear in mind that even though your 
subscription may not expire until October or No
vember it will be safe :to renew your subscription 
Jzow, and by so doing secure our map of Asia at once. 
We send it post-free 'to old subscribers who ad
vance thetr subscription one year by the payment 
of 9ne dollar. See description of' map elsewhere, 
and _if you desire it, act on this suggestion. · 
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together with a brief Printed Description of 
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. ' 
of Govet:nment, People; Religion, Foreign Ag-
gres·sion, the Boxer Movemel'lt, etc. 

. Price; Post-paid, 15 Cents. 

Yn.til October I this MAP will be 'mailed, post-free, 
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for one year's subscription to THE 
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Only 5 De a Year for Medical Fees! 
HOW .IS IT THAT 

a yearly subscription to 
the Health Journal" may save you a 
number of. medical fees and much val
uable time? Simply because it tells 
how to avoid sickness, and how to cure 
sickness by the u~e of simple home 
treatm<';nts. 
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Special three months'. trial subscrip-
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PACIFIC HEALTH JOURNAL;-
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Wh :t • Religious . a ts · , · ·.· L.h rt ? . ... . .. 1 .e .y. 
~~~-

THE importance of a correct understanding · 
of this question, and the prinCiples govern

ing the true relation and attitude of the church 
and state can not. be overestimated. · 

Jefferson. says, "The spirit of these times 
may alter, will alter," and itm!lst b~ apparent.' 

·.to all that religious legislation is qpidly gain
ing favor in the public mind, and is embed~ 
ding'itselfin.the f!lndamental law of the land, 
in \iefiance of the Constitution and all Ameri
can lnstit!Jtions. 

The. Religious Liberty Library Nos. 1 to 26 
will answer the many questions arising in 
your mind on the subject of church and state. 
rhey are substanti:).lly bound in doth, in three 
volumes,~· price for the set, $1.25, postpaid. 

Address 

THE REVIEW AND HERALD PUBLISHING CO., 
Battle Creek, Mich. 

THE LEGAL SUNDAY 
By the late 

JAM~-S· T •. R-11"-!GGOLD 
. of the Baltimore Bar 

This is one- of the most 
· faithful and . interesting 
histories of the American 

_ Sabbath ever wJjtten. 

256 pages. Enameled covers. Price 25 cents. 
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THE PERIL. OF THE REPUBLIC ·· 
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OF ·THE ,UNITED STATES. 
By PERCY T. M.AGAN. 

:1 .Oreat Literature, · =1t:: flundreds Should Sell It. . 
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:1 Oreat fllstory, :1t:: 
:1 , Oreater Prophecy. ~t: Thousands Should Buy It. t: 
:1 On Its pages the O.Id Light of the Propbecle:Jt:; Millions Should R.ead It t:: 
~ blazes up afresh! , . t:: · • t: 
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.,F you·would touch the hearts of men, you must touch them over the things upon which they are thinking, and 
in which they expect to act a part. 

Five thousand copies of " The Peril of the Republic'' were sold before the plates left the presses, and 
before any advertising had been undertaken. • 

Here are some of the chapter headings: "A Natio1t's Birthright," "National ApostaSJ', ., "Manifest Des-
tiny," "In the Trail of Rome," "Amity or Armageddon." : ' 

"If you would kno,w this most important history of this time, you will have to read ' The Peril of the 
Republic; ' for !he history is given nowhere else."- Review and Herald, Jan. 2, I900. . 

It contains H chapters, J96 pages, has a beautiful CO'\Oer design, is substantially bound 
in doth. Price, $l.OO; postpaid. 

" 
TRADE EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper, making it· just the right size 
for general reading, and to carry when traveling. 
Not illustrated, but contains the complete text of the 
large, beautiful subscription edition., including frontis
piece, general and Scriptural indexes, and appendix. 
We publish the trade edition of "Desire of Ages" at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons who 
desire this newly written account of the Life of the 
Great Teacher in a compact forn1, and at a moderate 
price. We believe that these two features are fully 
met in our effort, and that this trade edition is all that 
could be desired ; and the price brings it within the 
reach of the multitudes. It contains r,o42 pages; is 
handsomely and substantially bound. 

Price, in cloth ....................... $1.50 
Full leather, round corners ......... 2.00 

liVINti FOUNTAINS OR BROKEN 
CISTERNS, 

An Educational Problem .for Protestants. 

~·: 

.lN this volume is considered that greatest of all problems, the 
education of th~ children and'\Youth. It contains the history 
of the two systems of education, Pagan and Christian. 
The cause of the failure and apostasy of Israel, the early 

church, the Reformers. and modern Protestants, also the weak
ness of the remnant church, can· be traced to no other source, 
and accounted for on nonther grounds than the Pagan methods 
and wrong principles of education instilled into the minds and 
hearts of the children and youth of past ages and the present 
generation. · 

Would you know and understand the true principles of 
Christian Education for to-day? Secure at once a copy of "Liv
ing Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational. Problem for 
Protestants.'' Read it, and ponder its te. acWngs,in your heart. 
It contains 427 pages, printed from ,..~-·.""J(>e, substantially 
bound in cloth. 

Price .... , ............. , .$1.25. 
~ 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH .. May 29, 1900. 
I have read the MS. of Prof . .E. A. Sutherland's ne.w book, 

"Living Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Prob' 
!em for Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the book for 
our churches and onr schools. . 

Everyone who reads the book must be convinced that there 
are now two systems of education: one Christian and the other 
Pagan. The one leading to the knowledge of God and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. ' L. A. HoOPBS, 

Sec. Gen. Conf. 

-----------SEND YOUR ORDERS TO THE-~---------

HERALD co., 
BA I'TL~ CR~EK, ::M:ICH. 
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BosTON, the most Catholic city in the United 
States, and Baltlm\?re, the chief seat of Catholic au
thority, are. now foremost in enforcing Sunday ob
servance. 

$$ 

HAVE 'you noticed how the United States to-day 
is'' saying to "them that dwe'll on the earth " that'they; 
should make an "image to the beast" ? Read "An 
Evil National Example," p. 580. 

.;!..;!. 

THE advocates of church-and-state schemes of 
government are not saying as much to the public 
about th·eir work as they used to, but they are doing 
.a great deal more than ever before. Did you know 
that? 

"THE only legitimate prayer m politics," says 
Rev. J.P. Brushingham, p_astor of the Chicago First 

- M~thodist _Church, ":is this: 'Thy ~ill be done,' or 
• May heaven bless the nation and guide those who 
are' in authority.'" If a person, therefore, votes as 
he prays his vote must be too indefinite to count. 

.;!.$. 

IcE~ DEALERS· in Florence, South Carolina, have 
recently been iHdided for selling ice in that city On 
Sunday. The' Charleston 'News and Courier con
demned the . proceeding, o_bserving that the case 
"would excite no surprise or comment if it were re
ported from a town in New England," but was en
tirely foreign to the spirit of South Carolina. 

Methodist Central CQnf~rence of OhiQ incfQrsingtl1_e_ 
Admjnistration~s foreign. policy. Has the nation 
reached a place in·- its political affairs where the. 
political cleavage follows the line of religion? 
There is a dangerous state of things indeed if that 
lS SO. 

AFTER some delay, due to a misunderstanding, 
we are app~ised of the final facts in the case of Mr. 
.G. W. Vaughan, of ·Hickory, Norlh Carolina, who 
was arrested under the Sunday law of that State in 
June last. As our readers will remember, Mr. 
Vaughan was convicted and sentenced to pay a fine 

of $25, besides costs of trial. He took an appeal to 
the superior court of the State, and this court re
versed the verdict, setting aside" both fine and costs 
imposed by the lower court. Thus· a 'stumbling

block has been laid .Jl1 the way of religious intoler
ance in that State. 

"THEY'LL never insult another Christian mission
ary .in China," exclaims the California Independent. 
Perhaps not, but the prevention of' insults is· not 
quite the point in Christian missionary work. It is 
more importanJ to ask, Will the cl;lastised and in
timidated Chinese be 'any more disposed to accept 
Christia!lity than they were before they felt the 
wrath of the Powers? 

THE great coal miners' strike in Pennsylvania,.i-n
augurated to compel the coal. companies .to redress 
the heavy grievances of the miners, really affects 
only the miners the~selves and the millions of peo
ple dependent for fuel upon the product of their 
labor. The coal companies. simply raise the price 

of their stock of coal and lose nothing:. Indeed, it 
.is said they o.ften find it to their advantage to pre-_ 
cipitate a-strikefor the purpose of obtaining a higher 
price for surplus stock. -

$$ 

THE ready response of the whole country to the 
cryof stricken Galyeston, and the exhibition of the 
spirit that refuses to b.e dism'ayed in the· face of 

THE Clev~land Leader S<fYS that "with the Chris-- overwhelming' ruin, but is determined to repair the 
tion people on his side the President should be able disaster, are two things pleasant to contemplate in 
to defeat the forces of repu'diation and national d~s- connection with t~e most appalling catastrophe 
honor easily"-this in view of a vote passed by the known in American history. . 
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THE despot in the seat of power.is first cousin to 
the anarchist in the slums. 

.f. ..f. 

THE political party which bids for the Christian's 
vote ought to have in its platform the Golden Rule. 

.f.$ 

THE legislature can write laws upon the statute 
book, but the heart is the or;ly place for writing the 
laws of righteousness .. 

.,Jt, $ 

THE :Papacy represents imperialism in religion, 
proclaiming that one man must be ruled by a{lother 
in religion in order to be saved from destruction. 

$$ 

_ WHEN a political party poses as representing the 
cause of Christianity it simply repeats the attempt 
made by the ancient people of Galilee to take Christ 
and make him a king by force. 

-$$ 

THE I9ission of clergymen, as representatives of 
Christianity, is to come to wicked men not with the 

stern uplifted hand of law and justice, but withthe 
outstretched hand of love arid pity. 

$$ 

THE best way to uphold law and order is to sta{ld 
for the cause of right against all injustice. 

$$ 

THE man who proclaims th 1t he is too good to 
do wrong 1s the one of all· others to be carefully 
watched. 

A KNOWLEDGE of intricate affairs of government 
is not th~ test of fitness for self-government. The 
true test is the power to resist every temptation to 
invade and encroach upon the rights of others . 

THOMAS JEFFERSON ON POLITICAL SERMONS. 

THE tendency of a class of clergymen to' assume 
a superior knowledge in matters of 1aw, government, 
political science, etc., on the basis of the superiority 
of their calling as ambassadors of God; was not un
known in the days of Thomas Jefferson, as appears 
from the following expression of his views on this 
subject, given in a letter to his friend, Mr. Wendover. 
The words of this eminent statesman are very. per
tinent at the present time: 

"On one question I differ, the right 
of discussing public affairs in the pulpit. 
The mass of human concerns, moral and p~sical, is 
so vast, the field of knowledge requisite for man to 
conduct them to the best advantage is so extensive, 
that no human being can acquire the whole himself, 
and much less in that degree· necessary for the in~ 
struction of others. It has of necessity; then, been 

. distributed into different departments, each of which 



singly may give occupatiQ.n enough_ to the whole 
time an'Q attention o{ a shigle indi\riduai. -thtis- we -
have teacher-s of languf!:ges,Jea¢j:lers of mathematics, 
of natural philosophy, of chemistry, of medicine_, of 
law, of history, o·f government, etc. Religion, too,. 
is a separate dep:artm~nt, and happens to b:€ the only, 
one deern.;ed requisite for aU men, howe.V.er 1:\igh ~r 
low. _ Coll!5'Ctions of men associate un~et th€ n~me 
of corigreg:ations an-ijl enrpioy a reltg'iou~ t~a;thet 'bt 
the particular set of opinions of whi{:h they happen 
to be, and 'COntribute tp make up a sti pen'd aS a COm-

- pensation forth~ trouble of dellverin-g.theln, at such 
'periods as they agree on, lessons'in the religion they 
profes:s. If they want instructions in othe-r ~t-iences 
.or. arts they apply to other instructors, and this is 
generally the business of early life. But I suppose 
the_re is not a single instance ·M a s'ing1e congrega~ 

_ tion: which has . employed the~r preacher for- the 
mixed pur.poses of lecturing them from the pulpit in 

. chemist;ry, in medicine, in law, in- the science and 
pyincipies of g<evenurfent, odn a-nything hut tdigion 
exclusively. -

all sciences into one, common sense draws the lines 
betwe~ui- the;;; ~ufficientiy distinct for the general 
purposes' ot life, aru:i no one is at' a Joss to under
_stand that a recipe .in medicine or· cookery, or a 
demonstration in geometry, is not a lesson in re-
ligion. , -

(<I do no·t d~ny that a congregation .,may if- they 
p~-¢Me, agre·~ withJl):eir.preacber that hesh<ill instruct 
th~m in medicine a:lso, or law, (}r politi-cs. Then, 
lectures in thesefrom th-e pulpit, become riot .on1y 
a rnafter of 'tight, but of daty ai~o. But this must 

_ be with the consent of every individual; because· 
· the association being voluntary, the. majority has no 
rigl):t to apply the. contributions of the minority to 

· purposes unspecified in the agreement of the con.:. 
gregation." 

Let u's hop€ these words of Jefferson wiH ilGt 
. be ~verlooi{:ed hy th~se -clergymen of the present 
day who are so wont ifl their disc6

1
urses and contri

butions to the press to assume 'th-e role of statesmen 
and physicians, for tlie purpose of demonstrating 
the n>ecessHy of Su_nday lawsto national prosperity 
and iwdiv-·itlual physic-al health. 

LOVE OF LffiERTY VS. INTOLERANCE. 

"Whenever, therefore, preachers, instead .o{ a -
lesson in religion, put them off with a discourse on 
the Copernican system, on chemical affinities; on the 
construction of government, or rhe chataeters or 
conduct of those administering it, it is a breach ofcon
tract, depriving their audience o(the kind of service THE history of the colonial period of this coun· 
for which they are salaried, and _giving them, iristead try reveals the fact that it- was settled very ~argely · 
of it, wha-t they -did not want, or if wanted, would by men and wo.m~n who, prior to emigrating from 
.rather se-ek from better sources in that particular aft · ;Europe, had su·ffered persecution for cor;science 
or science. in choosing our pastor we look to his . sake. 
religious qualifications. without inqu-iring into his 
physical or political dogrrias, with which we mean to The pilgrims sought and found in Massachusetts 
have nothing to do. an asylum from the intolerance of the Church of 

I • - h · · ·· Englan_ d. "With few excep6ons.," says Baird, "the " · arn aware t at arguments may ·be found 
wpich may twist a thread of politics into the cord fir~t co1onists were Protestants; indeed Lord Balti-
of- religious duties. So may they for every other more\ was the only Roman Catholic colony, and 
branch of hu.!llan art or science. Thus, for· exam- even in it the Romanists formed only a small mi
ple,_)t is a religious duty to obey the laws of our twrity iong -before tile Revolution of 1775." 
country; the teacher of religion, therefore, must in- - Much credit has been clai.med by Roman Catho-
strud us in those laws, that we may k~ow how to lies for •having established 'in the New World the 
o'bey them. It is a religious duty to· assist our s;ick 

.J:Jxs't colony g:uaranteeing r-eligious liberty.to all of 
neighbors; the preacher must, therefore, teach m 
medkirie, that we may do it understandingly. it is every faith, Protestant ncit rl-ess than Roman Catholic. 
a religious duty to preserv.e our health; our religious It is doubtless true that the fi.rst Lon;! Baltimore, 

. teacher-, then., must tell us \vhat' dishes are whole.: the author of the, tharter of the colo~y· of Mary
some, an·d give us re.cipes, th,at we may le~rn how land, was a liheral-minded man. Reared a Protestant, 
to prepare them. And so i"ngt'nuity, -by generalizing he became_ a Catholic after arriving at the estate of 
more and mote, may amalgamate ail th-e bran.ches manhood. "In ari age," says_ Bancroft, ''when re
of science into every one of them; and the. physi- ligious controversy still continued to be active, and 
ciah who is p~tid to visit the sick, may give a sertrton 

· when the increasing divi.sions among Protestants instead of mediCine, and the m-erchant, :to :whom 
money 'is sent for a hat, may send a handk·er-cbief were spreading a gener~l alar~, his mind sought re
'i:nstead ·of it. _;lief from contr-oversy in the bosom of the Roman 

"But notwithstanding this possible confusion a£-' Catholic Church." 
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Calvert's c'hange o~ faith did not cause. a rupture 
with the king. James cared little whetherhis ... people 
were Protestant or Catholic so long as they respected 
his authority as king. But Catholics had more than 
once tasted persecution under the rule of Protestant 
sovereigns, and it was only natural that Lord Balti- · 
m.o're should desire a charter tha~ would as far as 
possible guard his coreligionists against Protestant 
intolerance. 

The Epis.C·opaJ Church was _established by law in 
England. The king was not only a mernber of that 
church, b'ut s.tood at its he~d. The most that Sir 
George Calvert couid do t'b secure relig1otis liberty 
for Roman Catholics was to secure toleration for ail 
who- held the Chris-tian faith. For this reason 
" Cbri:stiartity was by the tharter made the law of 
the land, but no p1'eference was g·ivert to any sect."-
lNmc'r&ft. · 

This was far in advance of Virginia, tfie charter 
of "{hich, as Baird obs'erves, "enjoined that the ·mode 
of worship should conform to that -of the established 

·.church of England." But it fell very far short of 
the "absolute religious freedom " of Providence and 
Rhode Island; apd of the equally broad .tolerance of 
the Quakers of Pennsylvania, whose eolony was e~s

tablished upo:ri." the principle of unlimited tolera
tion,'' and which was therefore "a resor.t for people 
of all:- creeds and of none:"-Baird. 

The Puritans of Massachusetts, the Quakers of 
Pennsylvania, the Presbyterians and Bap~ists found 
in all the colonies·, and the Roman Catholics in . 
Maryland had· all felt the heavy hand of persec~tion 
in the Old World, and all sought to. secure for them
selves t&at"fr~edom of conscie~ce which ex.r,erience 
had taught them to prize even above civil liberty. 

Experience is a hard school, but it teaches prin
ciples lilot ,so readily learned elsewhere. History 
re~ords no instance of relig!ous liberty being granted 
on the motion of the dominant sect. Freedom 9f 
conscience has ever , been demanded by dissenters 
from the prevailing faith, and has in general bee~ 
~ather grudgingly conceded by the'rriajority: This 
is not because the Ch.ristian religion is .intolerant, 
but because so -few-ever completely yield themselves 
to the benign spirit of Christianity. 

Intolerance is due to lack of faith in the over
ruling'providence of God. The bigot is afra>id to 
trust the management of divine aff;;tirs to the Div;ine 
Being~ 'Lil<:e Uzia'lr, he must needs steady the ark 
by ~ivil ena::tments. The Spirit of God will, he 

feafs,·fai.t to subdue hearts unless His operations are 
re-ehforc_ed by civil'penalties. On the other hand, 
the.di:ss,enter from the prev;;tiling deed has nothing 
]jpon which to l:ean, nothing in which to trust excep!t 
the justice of his. cause and the powe·r uf his God. 
The result has uniformly been the de;velopment of 
a deeperpiety .and a in ore sterling manhood. B •. 

<'· 

TOO .l3USY TO NOT!CE PERSECUTION~ 

A TERRIBLE and bloody perse.cution of Jews is 
in progress ih Roumailia. It presents the picture of 
"honorable men practically expdled from their 
fatherland, helpless women and chil-dreg wandering 
tootsore and ,weary from place to · plac~; hundreds 
not knowing whither to turn." "The descriptions 
by eye-witnesses of the .miseries of these poor crea
tures,'Yhose' ~nly crime consists in their being Jews," 
says ~'Hebrew journal, " makes the saddest readi'ng 
iina-ginabl>e. It seems scarcely possible. that such · 
things ean :be." The same paper recalls the mass
meeting held in tbe Mansion House, London, dur- · 
ing a similar persecution ·in I872, at w_hich meeting 
the Earl of Shaftesbury, the Bishop of Gloucester, 
and others made ringing speeches in behalf of re- · 
ligious liberty, and it was declared by resolution that 
"this meeting protests against the outrages com-' 
mitted on the Jews in Rout~ania as a disgrace agaipst. 
modern Civilization, and deeply sympathizes with 
the unhappy people." 

' But no one thinks of calling a mass-meeting to 
take note of the like -outbreak of persecution .to-:day _ 
S~arcely a thought, indeed, is given to it. _ Scarcely 
a mention of it has found its way irito the-columns 
of the press. .What is th-e matter? Oh, England is 
very busy just now civilizing the Boers and extend-;
ing her em-pire "in China, and the United States is 
also very busy with the tas~of carrying the "white 
man's burden'~ in Asia, and the whole civili~ed world~ 
in fact, is very busy wat~hing the gre4t work of,.em
pire .building and the extension of the blessings of 
'' Christian civilizatiqn " in Asia undert:~ken by the _ 
world Powers-too busy to pay attention .to s'uch a 
trifle as a 'persecution of the Jews in Roumania,-or
of a war in Central America, or of any minor dis
turbance anywhere. England and the United States~ 
moreover, are getting familiarized with the picture 
of human suffering;-that always goes .with the work 
of empire Building. The death lists that come back 
from the Transvaal and the Philippines no longer 
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excite any general interest. Greater things are be
fore the public eye. 

Take note that the. present time is upusually 
favorable for bigotry and intolerance to do their 
work in thi's country. A few years ago the arresting 
and imprisoning of seventh-day Christians in various 
States under the Sunday laws excited no small com
ment in the public press anf aroused no small de
gree .of sympathetic interest in the public mind. 
Should the like movement to prosecute these people · 
be inaugurated now, or even a greater one, it is 
wholly unlikely that the publi_c would either know 
or care anything about it. Times have changed, and 
we are being swiftly carri"ei::l forward to events that 
are to ma~k the final, crowning struggle of Despo,-
tism against Liberty for world mastery. · s. 

' 

had not much of either all1ogg them:"-See "¥any-
Sided Franklin," by Paul Leicester Fot:d. ' 

POLITICS AS A DEPARTMENT OF CHRISTIANITY. 
' 

DR. F. B. MEYER, one of Englaad's most popu-
lar ~vangelists, has just spent a month in this coun
try; during ~hich he attended a large confer~nce of 
ministers at Northfield, M~ss, He is reported as 
saying on his return to Loi?-go~ that " the wide: 
spread inclination manifested by American preachers 
to 9rag sensational t_~pks into their sermons," so 
apparent four years ago, has largely disappeared, 
and instead there has come " a wid~_-spread return 
to· Scriptural e:x:pos.ition, to the unfolding of the con
tents of the Bible, to dealing with the .deepest ques
tions of the soul.n· This is good .. We _would that 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN ON SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.. all that he saw had been of the same character and 
tendency: :J3ut the report continues that" Dr. Meyer 

THE following, addressed by Benjamin Franklin professes to !!ave great faith in the ability of ~hris
to some representatives of New England orthodoxy · tian Endeavorers to purify American politics," upon 

· .as it was in his time, expresses the view of this great which he said: 

American, noted for his clear discernment and prac- "There is a generation of young men growing up 
tical good se~se, regarding the enforceine'nt of Sun- which purposes to make. politics a' department of 
day laws:. their Christianity. When this generation is of age 

"When I traveled in, Flanders I thought of your I believe it will bring local and national govern
excessively strict observation of Sunday, and that a · ments to a': ideal plane-at least to a plane on which 
man C()l,lld ~ardly travel on tl!at day among you will be found the best interests of t]Je common-, . 
upon his lawful occasions without hazard of punish- wealth." 
ment, while where I was every one traveled, if he The faCt that "there is a generation of young 
pleased, or diverted himself in any other way; and · 
in the afternoon both gigh and low went to.the pl~y men growing up which purposes to make politics a 
or opera, where there was plenty of singing and department of their Christianity" is little realized 
dancing. I looked around for God's judgments, but by many people! bu~ it should be known by all. It 
saw no signs of them. The cities were well built, is a fact of such significance that all , the people 
full of inhabitants; the markets well filled with ·should be awake to it, and especially should Chris
plenty; people wel) clothed, fields well tilled, etc., tian people arouse to the situation. Dr. Meyer is at 
which would almost make one suspe~t that the Deity the head of the English Christian Endeavorers, and 
is not so angry at that offense as a New England he doubtless knows whereof he speaks. The fact justice. . · . 

"If .Christian preachers had continued to teach as which he points out bodes no good for either reli-
Christ and his apostles did, without salaries, and as gion or the state. . 
the Quakers now do, I imagine tests would never This will not be the fjrst time that a generation 
have,existed, for I think they were invented not so of people hers arisen with the determination·" to 
much to secure religion itself as the emoluments of make politics a department of their Christianity." 
it, When a religion is good I conceive that it will A generation of this sort came w~th the falling away 

. support itself, and when it cannot support itself, and of the early church from the pure principles of the 
'God does not take care to support it, so that its pro-
fessor re Obl. d· t 11 f th h 1 f th· · .1 gospel. .. The manipulation of politics as a depart-s a 1ge o ca or e e p o e·civi 
power, it is a, sign, I apprehend, of its being a }:>ad ment .of their Christianit'y by that generation re
one. suited in firmly ~addling the Papacy upon the world, . 

"When religious people quarrel about religion, or and from that day to this the principal work of that 
hungry people about their vituals, it looks as if they . iniquitous system, has been to make and keep· poli-
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tics a,departinent of Christianity. This scheme was 
tried by Calvin at Geneva; it was tried by "the 
saints" in the days of Cromwell;. it was tried by the 
Mathers in New England. Becaus~ of this scheme) 
the true church was obliged to flee for refuge 
into the wilderness, and millions of sain.ts were 
"worn 'out " by the fires of persecution and the 
dreadful implements bf intolerance. Because of the 
depa-rtment of politics the history of so-called Chris
tianity is.one of the most melancholy records of past 
tim-es. 

But it would seem that the. important question. 
·for Christian people when· confronted by a genera
tion which purposes to make politics a department 
of .its Christianity, would be, Can politics. be made 
a department of Christianity-of the Christianity 
of Christ} Would the Mast_er have politics made a 
department of his religion? This question should 
appeal with special force to Dr. Meyer; who, in his 
excellent little book, "The S~epherd Psalm," has. 
well written: "We take a long time· ere we learn 
that the place of usefulness apd blessedness is in 
following the lead of Jesus. We are much more 
liable to imitate some scheme which our judgment 
may have passed upon after a hurried hearing of its 
claims than to ask where Christ wants us to be and 
whither he is leading. The one ambition of our 
being should be to be sure we are resolutely follow
ing the Shepherd whithersoever He goeth." 

Let Christians turn to the text-book of Chris
tianity-the Bible-in which Dr. Meyer notes. a re
newed interest, and distinguish between the true 
and the false in the following: 

herita'nce witn him. And Jesus sai<:l to him:. "You 
have correctly divined my mission. The settlement 
of disputes and the apportionment of legacies i:; a 
part of my work. Christianity is to ha~e ~ depart 
ment of politics for the consideration and settle
ment o~ all such affairs, and you have given me a 
good opportunity to start that work." Was this 
the ;;1-ttitude -of the Master toward that appeal? No. 

. He said: " Man, who made mr: a judge or a divider 
over you." And'then, taking the incident as a. t~xt, 
he proceded with the work for which he had come, 
and warned his hearers to beware of the evil of 
covetousness . 

. And again: There was a generation of people, a 
considerab_e company, in the days of the Master 
who were enthusiastic in the determination not only 
to make politics a department of their Christianity, 
but a departme,nt of the 'Christianity of Christ. So 
strong was this determination that they proposed 
that the Saviour .be made a king, and in case of re
luctance on his part they were prepared toforce the 

• honor upon him. Jesus perceived their purpose and 
hastened to assure them that their task was not as 
hard~as·they had anticipated. "_I am glad," hesaid. 
"that so large a company of people i~ so thorou~hly 
imbued with the true spirit of my mission. Chris
tianity is for the good of the world and the salvation 
of mankind, and the sooner Christian people can ob
tain possession of the seats of authority and do
minion the sooner will its blessings be spread 
throughout the earth. Where the kings of the Gen
tiles now exercise lordship Christians should be 
placed. This • will bring local and national govern
ments to an ideal plane-at least to a plane 
on which will be found the best interests of the 

One day as the Sa:viour went forth, a publican 
named :Levi, sitting at the receipt of custom,•gave 
his heart t() the Master, and was on the point of for
saking his t-oll-booth and the business of. tax-gather
ing. But Jesus hastened to say to him, "That is 
unnecessary, Matthew. You can be my disciple 
right here. Politics is to be a department of 
Christianity, and now is a 'good -time to ,begin 
that work The years of experience you have had 

. as a _publican is just what is. needful to make that. 

(; ., ' 

commonwealth.' _ Politics must be made an !m-· 
portant department of Christianity, and the ac
complishment of the purpose which you are now de~ 
termined upon will enable_ me to make this work a 
success. I therefore accept your offer of temporar 
dominion." What saith the Scriptures? "When 
Jesus therefore perceived that they would come and 
take him by ferce to make him ·a king, he departed 
again into a mountlflin himself alone." And again, at work a _success, and you must remain where you are 

. and push the work of that department." , But the 
. Master ~:lid not' spe~k thus. He said, "Follow me .. " 
"And he left ALL, rose up, and followed him." 

Again: Two men, brothers, were in dispute 
over an inheritance, and one of them appealed to 

. the Saviour to c~use his brother to divide tbe ·in-

another time, " Jesus answered, My kingdom is not of 
this world. If my kingdom were of tl;lis world, then 
WQuld my servants fight, that L should not be .de
livered to the Jews; but now is my kingdom tiot from 
hence." , 

. If there is- indeed, as Dr. Meyer alleges, " a wide-
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spread return to Scriptqral exppsition, to the l,ln
:folding of the coqtents Qf the Bible, to dealing with 
the deepest que~tions of the ~~ul," there sho~ld fol-. 
lo~ a rapi<l decre9-se in the ra,nl,<:s of that f{eneration 
of young men _o.r any.other people which purposes 

. making po_litics a department q~ Christianity. S,en
. · sationalism is hy no means 9s gra,ve a, da,~g~r .~s is 
s~ch g. purpo~e with suc.h a, back:irig. ~1.1t .it is 
doubtful if this interest i~ the Scriptures wiV be 
Cleep .~na lasting, fo/'tl:lere ~s every reason to believe 
that the generation of young people which purposes 
to make politics it department of their Christianity 
is constantly increasing. ., . 

The trQth nevertheless remains that Christianity· 
and politics are everlastingly distinct and separate. 
They work in di:fferept spheres by different agen.,
cies for the acc0mplish11J.ent 'of different ends. A 
politici;:m will, if· he has an qm)pvtunity, mak!').what. 
is called 'Christianity' a qepartJ;nent of politics, but a 
Cnristi'ar1 should never desire t(:l m~l<:e politks a de
department of Christi9nity. A politician should 
b~com.e a Christian, but a Christian shou!d never, 
never become a_ pqlitician. 

}QHN ~· BRAJ:)LEY .. 

'THE. SUNDAY I.AW AND THE jEws IN BOSTON. 
. ' ' - / 

THE Sqnday-closing crusade in Boston, con
sidereq w:ith. reference to it~ effect upon the Jews, 
is thus described by the American I~rae#te (Cipcin- . 

pro.prietors used the law as a, subterfuge, closing 
from Friday a,t sunset to ~Saturday afsunset, the ex
tent of t.lle Jewish Sabbath, and then opening Satur
day eveqing, thus obtaining the crea111 of the trade. 

"The courts, however, have never convicted th.e 
Jewish storekeepers where it was shown that they 
conscientiously kept their places closed from sun-
set Friday to sunset Saturday. ' 

· "But the board of police have been dili.gently 
studying th!Y statute with the idea of ·enforcing it 
against the. Jews, notwithstanding tl\e clause which 
seems especially to exempt them. They ·have de
cided to place the burden of proof upon the store

·keepe'rs th_emselves, and make them prove not only 
that they observeq the Jewish Sabbath, but that they. 
'conscientiously believe that the seventh day of the 
week ought to be observed as the Sabbath.' Po1ic'e 
officers· say it :w-ill be interesting· to note the method 
by which the proof .is Sl.lbmitted. . 

"The rule wh-ich. has gqne forth involves soir)e 
1;500 storekeepers. in the South. End, West End, 
North End, an,d Roxbury~ B.esi<:ies the Jewish store
keepe~s it aJ~p-lies to the fruit dealers~ shoeb~etcks, 
and all those who sell.g-oods n9t especially ex-

• erupted by statute l.aw. Baker shops are permitted 
to do business during certain hours, ansi 'so a:re news,
-pap.er: stores: Drug stores also are exempted and 
are 'also. permitted to· sell cigars, while cigar stores 
are interdicted fro~ doing busines~ .. Stable~keepers 
may let horses and carriages, and boats and yachts 
may be hired ·ori Sund~y or any other day of the 
#eek. 

''The Jewish dealers,it was:s~ted at police head~ 
qu'arters,/were willing that a test .c.ase should be . na,ti) : 

. ' . inade. It is, therefore, the inteqtion of the police 
"The statement 111ade in these columns last we.ek. to s,ummon all storekeepers who do bus.irtess on-San

that the Massachusetts law maqe no, prov~sion for day· to appear in courLMo.nday [September IO]. 
'the exemptjoq from the .operation of the Sund~y Then a case ~ill be sdecte{l to be. c;arried to the 
laws ·of conscientious observers of the seventh--day C · f Supreme ourt or adjudication." 
Sabb9,th, was erroneous. The law reads; 

Notic~ tpe Jact that the authorities h;lVe placed 
"''Whosoever conscientiously believes ··that the 

£eventh day- of the week ought to be observed the burden pf proof upon the exempted storekeeper,. 
a:s the Sabbath and actually refrains from secular and require him to 'show not only th<iit he observes 
business and labor on that day, shall not 'be liable t6 the sevenfll. day, but tha! he cons~ientioOJsly be:
the penalties of. the s~ction for performing secular iie\res that day _ought to be observed as the Sabbath. 
~usiness and labor on .tl).e l;ord's day, if he disturbs That)s. th~ uray Baptist~ 'Yere treated under laws 
qo other person.' · h £ · ·b · h ' f exemptlfig t em rom contn 11;t1ng to t e 'Suppo!t o _ 

"Upder this statute law the J ewi.sh stores n~y~ ,the State ·church. They we-re required to fq~nish", 
peen allowed tJ keep open OQ Sunday. But.1he · proof that they h~d been imm.~rsed, et~Z. ~hus· the· 
polic;e have discovered ll1~Il.Y cases wbere the s-tore:- Sunday law ieads the dub~wielding official ot' civil _ 
:keepers didn't oqserve S<1turday and sought to k~~p govern·ment_ i~to' the inrier sanctua_ -ry·of· :con.s_cience ... 
6peri Sunday also:. In th_¢se cases the offenders pave . 
beeri brought .into court when it w'as known they did -_And this is due to "exemption.'' fn S,~ch cases it 
business both on Saturdp.y and Sunday; and fimid as ' will_ be "interesting," tio doubt. H to note the method 
violators 9f the Sunday law. I't has been constantly _ by which. the proof is suhmitteq;'l ' -
charged by t\J:e-Gentile storekeepers that the Jewish . '.As receNtly pi:Jintea .out in these columnst more-



over, those bent on enforcing the law have discovered 
that there is le:gal prec~dent for construrng the ex
et)1ption in a narrower sense, so as to exclude the 
permission to· keep open places of business. Be
tween this interpretation of the law and the neces
sity of proving a conscientious rega.rd for the seventh 
da:y:, "exemption >J does not appear to be any very 
gn~at bless,i ng to the seventh-day people m New 
England's leading city. , s. 

FREEDOM OF WORSHIP IN SPAIN. 

lHE at_titude of that "m_ost Catholic _country," 
Spain, toward religious fre,edom is well illustrated 
by the folle>'wing, which was pJinted in a Spanish 
journal of Zaragoza last. August in view of a pros
pective Christian End<tavor convention which was 
to be held in that city. It may be remembered that 
some year; ago Catholics in .the United States came 

· forward with a "Freedom-of-worship " bill for them
selves, which they sought to have enacted into law 
as though they needed some further liberty, although 
they had as much freedom of worship as any church 
in the land. This journal from which we quote 
states the real Catholic position on this point: 

"If the news which is abroad should be con
firmed, it is proposed to celebrate to-morrow in Zara
goza, in the very land which has been pressed by the 
feet of Mary, in t.he land watered by rivers of blood 
shed by th~ innumerable martyrs of the Catholic 
Church, in that land which has become immortalized 
by its great prowess in its oppositi~n to the foreign 
yoke, an assembly of the most bitter enemies-of the 
worship of the Virgin, of the blood of our martyrs; 
·ot the glory of our ancestors, of all that which is the 
. soul of our life, our existence, and our name. 

"The project of this meeting comes from Eng
land, from that vreat saint of Protestatism; Dr. Cl11rk, 
according to the Esfuerzo Crist£ano, a monthly bulle
tin of the sect, which is published (let us admit it 
with shame) in Zaragoza. • 

"Zaragoza l The Protestants have lost their 
senses, or they do not know us:; dtJ not know the 
people of Zaragoza, the town which has made itself 
famous by its indomitable energy in defending its 
national and religious indepe.ndence, which can not 
be the meeting place of any Protestant <;:ongress, 
much less of the first. The pretense is as audacious 
as it is puerile, and by it the $ectaries of the apostate 
Luther show that they are utterly ignorant of ·the 
giOund on which they stand, and .that their. daring is 
equalled only by their stupidity. . 

"This 'First National Convention' will not be 
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celebrated; and, if it should be celebrated, it will be 
in secret and in the .shape of a most foolish and _ 
ridiculous failure, like that of the project for the pro
gramme, which appears more like a ·railway time., 
table than <'1. programme. · 

"In setting out upon this campaign of opposition 
and protest, coming from the depths of our soul, 
against this projected convention, we are sure that 
we ar~ not mov~d by religious fanaticism of any 
kind, nor by pre.tended intolerance toward the ene
mies of our faith; we are simply Zaragozan Catho
lics, lovers of the lawful right of reason and of all 
the rights of the truth, of that truth which will make 
you free, as the gospel says, and whichflees there,
fore from the bonaage of error. The error o-f free 
study of this Word, after having borne its standards 
through India, Mexico, Japan and China, comes to 
plant them in front of the invincible standard of the 
Virgin of the. Pillar. Fortunately, although it was 

-prepared with caution, the unworthy plot has been 
disc:overed in season. 

"Inhabitants of Zaragoza! Gather round our 
banner, which is that of the Virgin of the Pillar, 
with the tenacity, with the energy, with the prover
bial integrity, of our land. Let every one be in his 
place, and the victory is sure .. They challenge us, 
they provoke us, they wish to stain the blessed soil 
of Zaragoza with a manifestation unworthy of our 
beliefs. In Zaragoza there is no place for other 
rnanitestations than those of the great body of 
Catholics, protesting ~gainst the indignity." 

Nevertheless, says the leading Endeavor organ; 
the conyentit>n \Vas held, and was a great success. -

It is a good thing, we may add, for Christian En
deavor that in some lands it comes into contact 
with religious intolerance. It thus learns to view 
the arguments and claims of intolerance from the 
standpoint of the victim rather than from· the 
side of power and "popularity and the 11 law of the 
land."· The principles of Romanism and the argu-: 
ments of intolerance are the same in America that 
they are in Spain. 

ANNEXATION sentiment is growing among the 
white population of Cuba. 

. .;f. .;f. 

"AusTRIA," says the Catholic Mirror, 11 is the only 
country 'in the world which never put a woman in 
prison. Instead of giving a woman so many ~onths 
in jail she is sent, no matter how terrible her record, 
to one of the- convents devoted for the purpose, al;ld 
kept tlrere dt,uing the tirn.e for which she is sen
ten<red." 
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N ews9 Notes ... 
and Comment" 

IN the ·display of alcoholic liquors at the Paris 
Exposition is to be seen an intoxicant distilled by 
soine Catholic monks, on whos~ flasks a representa
tion of the cross of Calvary appears as a trade-mark. 

$,Jt. 

ought to adopt Chi:-isianity as the state~religion~a 
conventionalism like the dres_s-'coat-but now I am in
clined to sympathize with many of our more though.t
fulpeople who urge that no country can be bene
fitted by playing fast and louse with religionand the 
deeper matters of what they call the soul." 

"Playing fast ·;:md loose with religion "-that ex-= 
presses the charac!er of state "Christianity." Its 
Christianity is exalted or l<iid aside, just as will suit 
the selfish purposes it has. in vie~. 

$$. 

IT is estimated by missionaFy societx officials SuNDAY, June r6, a resi.dent of New Britain, Con-
that from fifty to sixty men, women, and chi1dren necticut, was arrested o~ a charge of fishing in the 
belor1ging to the Protestant missionary force in " Farmington reserv~ir;" near that town .. __ The de
North China hav:e been recently murdered by the , fendant,-at his ,trial, averred that he was not fishing, 

Chinese. but had merely killed a frog. Being c;onvicted and 
"' fined $3, he appealed to the superior court, the judg~ 

of which, in order to sustain the verdict o"f the lower 
COI)rt, decided. that a frog is a fish, not~ithstandif!-g 
proof to the contrary from zoological authorities and 
the dictionary submitted by defendant's attorney. 
The Sunday law does not bother itself with fine drs:-

SPEAKING of things that are being brought t~·light 
in China, the Christian Register says that "it seems. 
to be possible, if not probable, that it will finally ap
pear that the rebellion put down by Chinese Gordon 
contained withi-n it· the elements of the new life · 
which may yet renovate the Chinese Empire." 

$$ 

WE learn from a sermon delivered n:;cently at St. 
Joseph's College, Philadelphia, by a Jesuit " Father," 
that it was Lord Baltimore whD "gave to the Con
stitution of the United States its most precious tehet 
-:-that of religious freedom"! And Catholtcs have 
much to say about Protestant falsifying of history. · 

.$$_ 

A CuBAN correspondent of A~erican Catholi'c 
··journals writes that "nowhere • in history perhaps 

has the union of church and state wrought more evil 
effects than in Cuba, and in their desire to effect a 

·separation the Cubans are going to mqny unreason-
able ·extremes." . . 

People who have experienced the evils of church
and-state union are usually willing to proceed;to any 
necessary extremes to get rid of it. 

tinctions. 
$$ 

THE New York Tribune reports the enforcement 
of the Sunday law of that State upon two Italians 
at Mount Vernon, Sept. r'6. "The old blue laws," 
says the- Tribune, "were enforced in Mount Vernon 
yesterday [Sunday], when poliCeinaJJ ·Kirkeby ar
rested Michael Mispare and A. Ciclime for chopping 
wood. -The men were caught by the officer sawing 
and splitting a log near 'their home in. Fourteenth 
Avenue. They said they wanted the wood to kin
dle a fire, so their wives could cODk dinner. 'This 
is not a free country;' exclaimed one of the prison:.: 
ers. 'If. a man can't cut wood in this country on 
Sunday I'm going back to Italy to live.' 

,Jt.$ 

SOMEONE has sent us the following press item 
relative to the chain-prayer· politi-cal movement said 
to have been started by the Indiana W. C. T. u:, 

I, , - • 

which, it appears from this 5!atement, was far from 
being of the dimensions given iJ in the newspaper 

THE, Marquis I to, one of the foremost· of J apa- reports:-
nese siatesmen, in a recent conversation expressed "I I .. S . Th dl. · 
h

. · f 
1
. . . , . . , NDIANAPOLIS, ND., ept. 10.- e en ess prayer 

t IS view o state re Igwn, on ·whrch. pomt -It seems h ·. · f M M · B.. 1 h t d f t p· "d t M. · .. · -sc erne o rs. .ary a c o e ea res1 en c-
J <!pan sees clearer than ~ost of the "Christian na- ' Kinky ~as turned down at a meeting of the officers 
tions ~: "At one time I held the opinion that if of the Indiana W. C. .T. U., which was secretly held 
)apan was seeking.admission into Christendom she at the r.esidenceo1 Mrs. F. T. McWhirter, president 



of fhe State, organization: Mrs. Balch is secretary 
of t~ Indiana organization, and her $Cherne h3.d the 
appearance of having been a·State movement. Every 
member of the central committee was present at the 
meeting, and Mrs. Balch presented her scheme. She 
was permitted to explain it in detail, arid some 
heated speeches were made against the proposition. 
Mts. Balch was the cmly one to vote in favor of it, 
and the vote decided that the W. C. T. U. W<;mld re
main out of politics." 
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light, the ~reply was made to the ministers that the 
company would not discrimina~e between the run
ning of cars and the manufacturing of light, but that 
if the cars were stopped the entire pla~t would shut 
down, leaving- city and churches in darkness. Upon 
learning this the ministers saw things in a different 
light, and the. cars have continued on Sunday as 
usual. 

It is insisted by the members of the Alliance that 
.;f.$ 

THE Boston Herald reports that the city of Man
chester, N. H., has prohibifed withi~ its limits the 

~ avocations of .palmists, card readers, and clairvoy
ants. "Some interesti_ng questions," says the Herald, 
"will be raised, and it is more than likely that some 

. of them will be settled in court to test the validity 
of the New Hampshire statutes." 

$$ 

~ the law enforcing the" Lord's .day" is purely a civil 
regulation, and _they declare that as such it must be 
served on all alike. The Rev. Mr.Fotheringham (Pres
byterian), on being interrogated as· to its effect upon 
observers of the seventh day, replied that the latter · 
"must get out of the way." This states the real 
purpose for which the Sunday laws are now invoked 
-to get an opposing religion and its advocates 
"out of the way." 

A LQUISIANA court has given a decision in the 
case-of. a girl seventeen years of age .who was in
duced to enter a convent without the consent of her 
parents, who brought action for her r-ecovery. The ~ 
decision affirms that the girl is subject to the will of 
her parents, and can be restored to· them under . 
habeas corpus proceedings, even though she were 
willing and even anxious to remain in the convent, 
and was subjected to no restraint. 

$~ 

LoRD RoBERTS, the British commander in South 
Africa, has shown a disposition to make the occur
rence of the chief acts marking British success there 
fall when practicable. upon important dates in Eng~ 
lish history, and now he is said to have chosen July 4 

·as the date ofhis proclamation annexing the Trans
vaal,. an event designed to mark the extinguishment 
of that republic. l)oes Lord Roberts believe it is 
time to give a different meaning to July 4? 

$$ 

A BRANCH of the " Lord's Day Alliance," the 
Canadian organization for promoting Sunday legisla
tion, was recently:organized in St. John, New Bruns
wick. It~ is, of course, composed mainly of clergy
men. The clergymen, a correspondent writes us,· 
have been showing their zeal for Sunday in various 
w:ays, one of whicl]. was the serving of a notice on 
the electric-car company to stop running their cars 
on Sunday. As it happened that this company also. 
supplied the city and same of the ~churches with 

. 
THE latest news from the Philippines is such as 

leads Washington officials of theW ar Department to 
say they" would not b'e surprrsed-if the Government 
had trouble with the friars." The latter are report.ed 
to be inciting disturbance against the conditions im
posed_ by American rule. 

$$ 
' ~ 

THE ~New York Chrt"stian Advocate gives this con-
densed statement ot the movement for negro disfran
chisement in the South as it now stands: 

"The negroes in North Carolina are to be de
prived of the right of suffrage. The constitutional 
a'mendment which was passed provides that no white 
man and no descendant of a white man who was en
titled to vote in r867 needs to be able to read or 
write in order to be qualified to vote. No negro, 
however, can vote unless able to read and write any 
sec~ion of the Constitution, nor then unless he has 
paid a poll-tax. This is going on in all the Southern 
States, yet it is probable that the Federal Govern
ment will do nothing, though tpe strong presump_: 
tion is that all such enactments are contrary to the 
Constitution of the United States as it now is. The 
candidate of the party promoting this scheme as
sured his audiences that the amendment will not 
disfranchise a single white man, and the most illiter
ate will be allowed to register, even though not en
titled under the -provision popularly spoken of as 
the 'grandfather clause,' and that the ·most rigid 
educational tests will be applied to negro appli-
cants." · 

The disfranchisement of the negro can tend only 
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toward the re-establishment of negro slavery. The 
negro can not stand still in a position of "disfran
chised freedornj" the South would not long tolerate 
him in that p6~ition. · E.ithei he must advance up
ward toward the political and intell@ctual heights 
occupied by the race with_ which he is in contact, 
or retrograde to his for"ll.er position of servitt,Ide. 
"Half slave and half. free," as Linco1n stated. it, is 
a condition less tolerable than the old-time slavery. 

,Jt,,Jt, 

. THE instructions given the Philippine Commis
sion, app-ointed some tin:1e <\go by the Presidt,;nt to 

. ta}{e in charge the task of establishing American 
Government in the Philippines, are now made pub
lic. They were drawn up last- April, but the pres
ent was deemed a. more opportune time for setting 
them before th!'! people. The Filipinos are by these 

-~ . ' ,-

instructions promised all the rights enjoyed by 
Am&rican citizens; except that of trial by jury and 
the writ of habeas co_rpus. They are to enjoy full 
petsbnal liberty and protection of property rights 
under guarantees similar to those ·of the Arrterican 
Consti!utio_n. Qn the point of religious freedom the 
instructions say:· 

''That· no form of religion and no minister-of re
ligion shall be forceq upon any community nor upon 
any citizen of the ·islands; that, upon the other 
hand, no minister of religion shall be interfered with 
or molested in following his calling, an"d that the 
separation· between state and church shall be real, 
entire, and absolute." . . 

Further, it is provided that "·no law shall he-made 
respecting an establishment of religion or prohibit
ing the free exercise thereof,", and "the free exer
cise and enjoymentof religious profession and wor
ship_ . without discrimination or preference shall 
forever be allowed." 

These guarantees of religious freedom are cer· 
t~inly all that any people could aesire. They ~re 

. even stronger than are those enjoyed by citizens of 

. the United States, excepting thOse of Sout~ Caro
lina, for that State is alon.e in having a constitutional 

· provision against ·any State legislation respecting an 
est_ablishment of religion or prohibiting the free ex
. e-rdse thereof. Happy will -it be _for the long-en
slaved people of. those islands if these guarantees 
are carried into effect. 

. lt is -to be. noted, however, that very important 
exceptions ~re.made in. the personal rights to be en-

joyed by the Filipi11os, They ar~ lJQt Jo h.;we tb.e 
right of trial _by jury nor of !zabeas corpus. The 
Pittsburgh Dispatc!z remarks that " these two things 
the islanders have never enjoyed, so they will not be 

. missed" ! But no one can read the history of the . 
events which led up .. to the incorporation of ·these · 
rights in the American system of government with
out realizing that they can not be removed from that 
system without leaving a ruinous gap in its 'g'uaran~ 

. tees of personal freedom. A~d it mp.y .yell be ques
tioned how, without thes~ ri~hts, the guarantees 
made tQ the islanders under the new government are 
to be realized. It is provided, for example, that they 
shall not be deprived of life, liberty, or property 
"without due pr~cess of la~;·, but" due process of 
law" me~ns, in America, the privilege of trial by 
jury; and if the tendency to unwarranted invasion 
of per~onalliberty is so great hen~ in the United 
States as to necessitate for the people the privilege 
of trial by jury and of habeas corpus, how much more 

. must such privileges be necessary to the security of 
persu~al.liberty in the Philippines, where rulers will 

- not feel answerable to the people, artd despotis·m can 
pursue its work with so much more safety and fre~.:. 

.dom. 
The good intentions of the President will come 

to n'aught through the inherent badness of the sys~ 
tern through which they seek to be carried. into 
effect. 

.;!.~ 

A PROPOSITION to license clairvoyants is. before 
the Chicago city counciL This class of persons have 
be·en recently put under the ban in Manchester, 
N. H., and opinion as to the propriety of permitting 
them· in Chicago is not wholly in their favor. One 
resident writes to t.he Daily News advocating the 
prohibition of dairvoyancy as a misdemeanor; and 
opposing license on the ground that it would operate 
in favor of the wealthy clairvoyants and against the . 
poor ones .... The News adds tha£ the pr()posed ordi_
nance should be considered with unusual ca,re, be
cause." to licef1se clairvoyants is to give them q legal 
standing and- tb throw about their· c-alling the re~ 
spectability of Law," whicli,.in its opinion, would be 
practically the· same as kgalizing ;;t fraud . 

Clai-rvoyant~ .are- undou_btedly}rauds, hut 11ot all · 
frauds. can be. rightful-ly prohipited by law. The 
line ;an not be drawn between clairvoyants and· 
spiritualist~, whi<:b are recognized as a rel-igious sect. 
The·-question w~ether a person can hold co;!1'lmuni~· < • 
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cation with or derive information from occult intel
ligences or not is not ..one that a city council .or a· 
legislature can settle. we believe- the best thing 
is for everybody to let clairvoyants alone. 

.;!..;!. 

AMONG the exhibits which make up the di.splay 
at the Paris Exposition an impres~lve but uninten
tional one is that of the dual character-the" Jekyll
and-Hyde" combination-in human nature. It is 
thus described by Mr. Charles ·Wagner in the Out
look: 

" Fr.om the gallery where I stand, surrounded by 
suffering and charity, between the statue'5 of Valen
tine Hauy and Abbe de l'Epee, I look over that al
cohol plain where clerical ;;tnd lay distillers enter into 
rivalry, anc! a heartbreaking contrast takes posses
sion of me. The same epoch that displays such care· 
in solacing that which .is wretched in life has exer
cised its ingenuity in distilling all th~se poisons, in 
opening the worse fountains of evil; and, thto!lgh 
some . curious unpremeditated coincidence, the two 
elements are brought close together, and the devil's 
stills are placed side by side .with the laboratories 
where steep and simmer the salutary drugs ':Vhich 
destroy micr.obes and restore strength. It would be 
impossible in this ;:tge to declare in a more tragic 
·manner that there are two men1 two ·natures, in each 
of us. These two men may be found everywhere
in the m;;td competi.tion existing at the sam:e time, 
and despite itself, with combination; in the conjunc
tion of the serious and the fri~olous, of liberty and 
oppression, of antiseptics and intoxicants. 

"If the reader permits, I will show him these two 
men in still other forms. Bere, at the head of the 
bridge of the Trocadero, there is a heavy red, cupola
like structure, in shape a gigantic soup-tureen cover. 

· From holes pierced in the side come out lqng stems, 
but not of spoons; these are cannon of.,all calibers. 
The firm of Schneider, of Creusot, among others, 

·exhibits these enormous guns. A little further on 
are found the land and sea artillery of all nations
a collection of engines of dest~;uction .such as the 
world has never before seen. As we leave the place 
our imaginations picture scenes of naval battles, 
bombardments, villages on fire, fleets thundering and 
wrapped in smoke. Mankind seems to us mere food 
for ,eannon. Age ·of iron and of fire, of violence and 
blood,. · 

"But while you are thus reflecting, there emerges 
to view from the pleasant shade close. by a pretty 
fittle house in Loyis XVI. style,. as attractive and 
pleasing as the Schneider tower is tnreatening and 
repellent. On the entrance you rea <,I; ' Nursery for· 
InJants.' You e~ter; h.ere are white cradles, nurses 

busy iri tending the bahies,glass,boxes built with ~x-· 
treme care· tG shelter in cotton .the . delicate bodies 
of thQse hor.ntoo soon; the hea"t and amount of air 
are meas~red; in watching an almost fearful te~der
ness is. used, a's with predous .treasures with which . 
no risks must be taken. A moment ago we SqW how 
to destroy at a .blow hundreds of lives of strong men 
in the fl;wer of their· age; now we are invited i:o see 
what may be done to cherish the least hope of life: 
the least germ of human existence. What does this 
mean? What a mad con,tradiction! And ho\V well 
might this age, if it und.erstood itself, sum up all the 
anguish of its divided and tormented self in that sad 
cry of St. Paul, f 0, wretched man .that I am, who 
will deliver me?' " 

.;!.,;!. 

FREE till~ October I! Our map of China. There
after: fifteen cents per copy, post-paid. See p. 6o6. 

BEATING THE AIR. 

·"Is Sunday for God or for golf?" was the' subject 
of an' impassioned discourse by a San Francisco pas
tor on_ a recent Sunday. He pronounc~d a severe 
philippic· against Sunday desecrators, a.nd particu
larly the young women who play golf. It appears 
that golf playing is becoming very popular among 
the leisure-having young- ladies of California, and in 
their enthusiasm for the -game they do not distin
guish between Sunday and other days of the week. 

Among the denunciatory sentences of the speaker 
(Rev. A. C. Bane), as reported in the San Francisco ' 
E~aminer, are the following: 

"·If t!).e women are going th~ same way as the 
men what will become of the Sabbath? " 

"When the Sabbath is gone God's hour and God's 
people are gone." ' 

"When the churches are gone the nation is 
gone." · 

"Ho'Y fast are the women enlisting with the men 
in yielding to temptation! Women at the Sunday 
golf tourney, at the Sunday theater, at the Sunday 
ball game, at the Sunday horse race ! Think of 
that!" 

"To-day the places of worship are not crowded, 
but the places of revelry-are." 

" Thinko.f the unholy spectacle of thirteen yqung 
ladies, h~gh up in California society, actually partici~ 
pating in th~ golf game~ at I}el Monte on Sunday 
last, and for a prize, a silver cup ! " · ·· 

All this · denunciation ·was natural and proper 
enollgh from the stand-point of the Rev. Mr. Bane, 
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who, we may suppose, fully believes that Sunday is 
a sacred day, upon which all persons are solemnly 
bound by decree of Heaven to abstain ftom worldly 

THE RESULT OF.POLITICAL CHRISTIANITY:. 

FROM all the evidence relating· to the c.auses of 
the Boxer outbreak in China thus far gathered it 1s 
clear that among the chief was the system of politi
cal " Christianity" established by- Roman Catholic _ 
missiOnaries. For the ·purely religious part of the 
missionary's ·woi.k the Chinese care nothing. - It is· 
only when religion is made to serve a political pur
pose that their antagonism is!ous~d. The following 
statements throwi·ryg light on the situation in China 
as regards this J:?Oint are mad_e by an English jour
nal, The Bulwark: 

labors and amusf:ments. 'But suppose some one of 
the denounced Sunday golfers should turn on him 
and as·k, Why sho~ld we not play golf on Sunday? 
What is your evidence tliat Sunday golf or oth~J: 
forms of· Sunday recreatiop. are· contrary to the 
mind ang law of God? What could the clergy
man say in reply? CoJJld he point them to 
words of Scripture designating Sunday as th.e 
Christian -Sabbath, and commanding people to ob
~~r:ygc it by refraining from worldiy occupations? 
l'J.ooi he would be obhged t~ admit that O:o text in "After China's defeat by Japan the French minis-

. ~ll th~ Bible commands anybody to stop eitherw;ork ter plenipotentiary obtained the monstrous privilege 
or play on Sund~jr. _ No text designates Sunday as for popish bishops embodied ·in the following regu-

- · lation: ' In the different degrees of the .ecclesiastical 
the Sabbath. The w4oledaim .that is made for Sun- hierarchy the'bishops, being in rank and dignity the 
day as_ ·a sacred day .Of divine appointment.:__the equals of the viceroys and' governors, it is conve-
whole claim upo~ which the Rev. Mr. Ba~e's philip- nient to permit them to demand iht~rviews with.the 
pic against Sunday golfers was based-:re.sts on mere viceroys an<;l governots.' As a viceroy 'in-China is. 
assumption! Jesus Christ rose from the dead, on the . next-to 'the emperor, papal bishops have obtained 
first day of. the week; therefore we assume that the this rank andthe privileges connected with it. Now, 
Sabbath was transferred fro~; the seventh day t~the -even consuls. have n9 access_ to viceroys or gov
first day in- honor of that e;e~t. Th'e chu.;ch in~. ernors, but the papal bishops have. Then priests 

an~· allowed the position and authority· of amandastituted the chang~ from· the seventh to the first day, 
· · riri, and sit and.act as magistrates. And what do 

and we assume that the transfer was in harmony with- they do? ·The Re~. w. 0. Ellerich, of Chefoo, writ-' 
the wql of Gpd. There is no recorded command fGr ing on June 20, says: 'Their businessreally is to look 
su.€;h a change, but we assume that Christ gave sti.ch after lawsuifs, and the training they posses~ is not so 
a comma11d -to his disciples, etc. All this is only much in being able to expound the Sc~iptures, of 
what the advocates of the Jay themselves admit .. · which they are very ignorant, but to carry on a law
The Rev. ~r. Ban~'s de_nunciations, th,ere£ore, are 
shorn of all their force, saVe such as canqe derived 
from mere assumption, which is certainly very ~ittle 
indeed... ' .. 

T_his is the truth, and our friends who are de:
nouncing people for spending Sunday in secular oc
cupations may as well_look it in th~ face. It is a 
fatally weak point in the cause of ·which they are 
the champions. However conclusive in their own 
m\nds may be the arguments based-on inference and 
tradition in su.pport of Sunday as being the .Christian' 
Sabbath, the young men and women of the rising 

,generation are certainly riot blind to the weak and 
flimsy nature of such proofs, and it. is {isele.~s to ;ex
p~ct that they will feel solemnly bound by such ·evi
dence. If clergymen would ha~e their denunciation; 
of Sabbath br('aking take.n seriously by well-inforrned 
people of this day they must .Speak in behalf of the 
day which really has solid support inthe d~clara-
tions of Holy Writ. s. 

suit successfully before the Chinese officials. , . ". 
The foreign priest will back up the case before the 
native official, and if he refuses threatens him with 
the power of his country.•' . A_nother mf~sionary, th~ 
Rev .. F. :)VI. Royal, writes: 'Bishops and priests are. 

. allowed the authority of a rriagistrate or mandarin. 
If of a higher rank than the mandarin, they sit in 
judgment in the case of a convert who is accused or 
is a party to a suit with a heathen,. or if of. equal 
rank ,the ecclesiastic sits with the , magistr~te and 
practically controls'thedecision.' Thus, we are told, 

'in· order to have a: friend in~ court, in order to 
·save law expenses and gain cases .. at. law, hun
dreds . and thot1sands of Chinese turn Roman 
Catholic: 'Unscrupqlous men have j9inE:'d the Ro
manists in thousands here this year. Ih Shantung 
_ten thousand ·persons have been baptized, and' the 
.Romanists claim twenty thousand adherents In four· 
di.stricts. This pplicy is deliberately carried out all 

. over China."'. . . 

The purpose of this rt:ligio-political system, it 
appears, is to facilitatethe getting· of converts from 



the Chinese. It thus appears as an evil syst~m-used 
to. promote hypocrisy, and atten_ded with the most 
disastrous results; and it is no less evil in principle 
when endorsed by Protestant? ip. the United Stafes, 
as it is by the many whose aim is to set up a Chth
tian government. 

"No fewer than 486 Acts of Parliament have been 
passed to cope with the drink ~urse," s~ys .an Eng-
lish magazine, "and still it Hou.rish<;s." · 

RELIGION AND STATE EDUCATION IN AUS
TRALIA. 

605. 

others the Word of God. This preparation can nel.
. ther be given nor demanded by anyearthly govern
ment." 

WHEN duty is taken care of, destiny will take care 
of itself. 

'',UNDER the old the~cratic form of government," 
says a " Sunday reform " feaflet " God made, con
strued~, and executed law through his own instru
mentalities .. We in this l~nd do the ·same thing by 
the will of thepeople." 

But it will not do for the people to put them
selves in the place of God and make and execute the 
same kind of laws that were Ill force under the an-

THE question of state teaching 6f religion is be- cient theocracy. 
ing agitated in Australia. A Melboqrne journal ~ ~ 
says: 

"The effort now being made in Victoria.to intro
duce religious instruction into the state school sys;
tem of the colony has called forth. the following 
protest from the Lutheran Synod. We copy from 
the Age of July 19: 

"'At a ministerial conference at Murtoa or the 
eastern district of the Evangelical Lutheran ·'Synod 
in Australia, the following resolution was adopted: 

"'Resolved that this conference, after due de
liberation, emphatically protests against the in
tended introduction of religious instruction into the 
state schools for the following reasons, viz: 1. That . 
according to Holy Writ, the sacred duty of religious 
instruction does not rest with the state, but with the 
parents and the church., 2. That state interferen·ce 
in religious matters is contrary to the constitution 
of our colony. 3· That there is no necessity for 
religious in.struction in· state schools, since not only 
the Roman Catholic Church, but also our church,· 
although a very small body, support their own .paro
chial schools, which dearly proves_ that the other 
·denominations can do the same. · 4· That it is im
possible to give religious instruction of an unde
nominational and undogmatk character, especially 
in a community of different persuasions. 

"'It wa-; resolved to forward a copy of this reso
lution to the Minister of Education.' 

"These conclusions are certainly logical, and 
must _commend themselves to reasoning minds. 
God has not made the state the exponent of His 
Worq in any way. On parents and the church He 
has placed the solemn duty of teaching His will and 
His Word to the children. No person who does not 
for himself humbly seek wisdom from God, and who 
is not enlightened by ~he Spirit of God, can teach to 

THE C!:ta.fleston- News and Courier remarks that 
"it may tak~ sorpe time to dete.rmine whether tlfe 
looting of Tien.:'isin -:omes undeF the head of duty 
or destiny." 

.;f.~ 

THE Russian government, after solemnly declar
ing it was not at war wi~h China, has confiscated five 
million taels deposited in the Russo-Chinese bank 
bv the Chinese governm~nt. 

~~ 

THERE is no imperialism in the present policy of 
the Government, we are often assure l, but somehow 
it has been necessary for the defenders of this 'policy 
to speak very disparagingly of the Declaration of 
Independence, or interpret it in,new and unheard-of 
ways. 

OCTOBER FIRST. 

As previously announced,. OU·r special map offer 
to old and new subscribers will be withdrawn on 
October r. You can still secure the map by sending 
your subscription or your renewal immediately. All 
orders in the mails before October r. will be honored 
by us, though ~he. letter may be several days . in 
transit. 

We have mailed several hundred of these maps 
to patrons of THE SENTINEl,- during the past few 
weeks and have r~ceived only words of commenda
tion therefor. Our limited supply now remaining we 
shall continue to mail to all purchasers at the nomi
nal price of fifteen c;ents. Order your copy of this 
map of..China before it is too late. 
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MAPS. MAPS. 
THE PRESENT "CHINESE:OQUESTION" 

ILLUSTRATED BY 

Three Maps on One Sheet 
(Size of Sheet 2I by 28 inches.) 

Showing (1) Asiajh gerieral; (2) China, Japan, the 
Philippines, Malaysia and Korea; (3) Northeast

, ern China and Korea_; also the· Population and 
Chief Citie.s and the Governing Political Power, 

·· together with a brief ·Printed Description of 
China foud1ihg on its Terrhorial Di;iSions, Form 

< of Government; People, .Religion, Foreign ,Ag
. gression, the B-oxer Movement,-etc. 

''Price~· Post-paid, 15 Cents. 

U:Util October 1 this-MAP wiB be .mailed, post-free, 

to every person forwarding ONE DOLLAR 
for: one year's subscription to Tim 
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Only 50c a Year for Medical J ees! 
HOW IS I·T THAT. 

.a yearly subscription to 
the Health Journal may save you a 
number. of medical fees and much val
uable time? Simply because it tells 
how to avoid sickness, and how to cure 
sickness by the use of sill!ple home 
treatments. · 

FIFTY CENr:rs A YEAR. 
Special three months' trial subscrip-
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THE importance of a correct undet~tanding 
of this 'question, and-the principles govern

ing_the true relation and attitude of the church 
al:ld sta,te can not be overestimated. 

Jeffersop. says, "The spirit of thesdimes 
may alter, will aiter," and it must be apparent 
to all that religious legislation is rapidly gain
ing favor in the public mind, and-is embed
ding itself in the fundamental law of the land 
in defiance of the Constitution and all Ameri
can Institutions. 

The Religious Uberty Library Nos. 1 to 26 
will answer tlie many questions arising in 
your. mind on the subjeet .of church and state. · 
They are substantially bound in cloth, in three 
volumes;, price for the set, $1.25, postpaid. 

Address 
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Battle Creek,- Mich. 

THE LEGAL SUNDAY 
'. By the; late 

JAMCS T. RINGGO.LD 
of the BQitimore Bar ·· 

This is orie of the most 
faithful and interesting 

~ histories of the American 
Sabbath ever written. 

256 page&. Enameled covers. · Price 25 cent& 
' . . 

J24 Dtarbon Strttt. 
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THE PERIL OF THE REPUBLIC 
OF THE UNITED STATES. 

By PEfiCY T. M)t.GAN. 

r~;:;,·:;;:,~;:.~lUllli;tlll~~r!::~::~~~~··ll.l~ 
::1 - areat fflstory, .· · -
:f rJreater Prophecy. ::U: Tbottsands Shottht ltuy It. f:: 
~ On Its pages the Old Light of the Prophecies :1f:: Millicms Should R,ead lt. f:: 
j blazes up ldreshl :1t: f:: 
;iJTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTn'TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT tT ltt 'tTF; 

1
~ you :would touch the hearts of .men, you must touch. them over the things upo11- which they are thinking, a~.d 
tn whtch they expect to a:ct a part. · . . 

_ FivJJ .thousand copies of ")'he Peril of the Republic" were sold before the plates left the presses, and 
before-any advertising had been undertaken. - , · 

"Here are sonie of .the chapter lreadings: "A N:ation's Birthright," "National .Aposta~)!/' "Manifest Des-
tiny," "In the Trail of Rome," "Amity or Ar1nageddon." - · . 

" If you would know this mdst important history of thJs titne~ you. wiH have to read 'The Peril IDf the 
Re~blic; ' for the history is given nowl>ere else. "--Review and Herald, Jan. 2, I9eo .. 

It tontains J J cna:pters, J96 pag-~s, has a beautiful-cover e:tesigtl, is subltantiatlv bound 
· . in cloth. · Priet, $U)(), postpaid. ~ · 

''DESlRE OF _A6ES" 
TRADE EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper, making it just the right size 
for general reading, and to carry when traveling. 
Not illustrated, but contains the complete text of the 
large, beautiful subscription edition, including if;rontis
piece, general and Scriptural indexes, and appendix. 
We publish the trade edition of "Desire of Ages" at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons who 
desire· this newly written account of the Life 0f the 
Great Teacher in a compact form, and at a moderate 
price. We believe that these two features are fully 
met in our effort, and that this trade edition is all that 
could be desired ; and the price brings it within the 
reach of the multitudes. It contains r,o42 pages; is 
handsomely <tnd substantial1y bound. 

Price; in cloth, ...................... $1.50 
FuJI leather, round corners ......... 2.00 

LIVINii FOUNTAINS OR BROKEN 
CISTERNS, 

An Eduoafronal PrObklm fer PrOtestants; 

l N this vciuiJ!Ie is considered that gr-eateSt·<>.f·a11 probl.e1ns, ·the 
education of the children and youth. It contains the history 
·of the t~o systems ·of ed11eation, Pagan and Christian. 
The cause of the failure. and apostasy of Israel, the early 

church, the Reformers, and mocten• Protestants,. also the weak
ness of the remnant churc'h, can be traced to no other source, 
and accounted for Ol). no other grounds t:han the Paga;n methods 
and wrong principles of education instilled into the minds and 
hearts of the children and youth of .past ages and the prese~~<t 
generation. · · 

Would you know and understand the true principles pf 
Christian Education for tocday? Secure1lt once a copy of ''Liv
ing Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational• Problem for 
Protestants." Read it, and ponder its teac~ngs in your heart. 
It contains 427 pages, printed from ~-·. ~e, substantially 
bound in cloth. · 

Price .................. . .$1.Z5. 

$ 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH., May 29, 1900. 
I have read the MS. of Prof. E. A. SutherJ,and's new ,book, 

"Living Fountains or Broken ·Cisterns, an Educational' Prob
lem for Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the .book for 
our churches and our scbools. 

Everyone who reads the book must be convinced that .there 
are now two systems qf education; one Christian and l·he,ooher 
Pagan. The one leading to the knowledge of God and the other 
to doubt and infid<:lity. L. A. HOOPES, 

Sec. Gen. Copf. 

"--~~--~~~-"---SE;ND YOUR QRDERS TO THE-----'-------

REVlEW AND HERALD - -
PUB. co., 

:BA 'rTL~ oH£-aK, JM:ICH. 
TORONTO, Ont. CHICAGO, Ill. ' .·ATLANTA, Oa. 
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Any one_ receiving The~· sentinel of Liberty without having ordered· it, 
·lliay know that it is sent by some friend;· Tliose who have not ordered The 
Sentinel need have no fe'IU$ that they will b!l asked to PaY for it. 

IT is affirmed upon gooa authority that" the pres
ent year has seena greater number of controversial 
books .against Protestantism issued f~om Catholic 
pres:es _than any preceding year.''", 

~~ 

FRoM the' tim~ of China's war with Jap'!n to that 
of the" Boxer" uprising the Chinese have evidently 
been mal,d~g rapid improvement in the art offight
ing with modern weapons, and if they continue this 
rate of improvement t~e European Powers may ere 
long find that in essaying to " civilize" China they 
have undertaken a larger contract than th.ey can 
execute. 

' $.' .;!. 

' SPEAKING ip. beha1f of Sunday observance, Ron. 
John M. Pattison, of Gincinn.ati, is quoted as warn
ing the liquor deaJers 'tha~ if they pursue a course 
.tending to "the breaking down of the American 
Sabbath"" the people will finitlly shut the saloons, 
not for f:?Ue day in the week, ):>ut for seven.'' 

_If this is. so, then by all means let the S\lloons 
pursuejust that course. 

"THE facts of the Indian school question," says 
the Catholic. Mirror, "con~t!tute an urgent plea for 
Catholic federati·on." _This new federation of Cath
olics is not for political purposes at all, we are as
SJ,Ued, butwe learn from the Mirror that it-will be 
an organization befor~ which politicians and politi
cal partie_s may· be e:l{pected to make obe.siance. 
"No public o_fficial, no political power, can afford to 
scorn so many of .his fellow-citizens when it is 
known that they ar.e- united, and can, if necessity 
arise; stand toge-ther in defense of th.eir rights." 

- The Mirror hopes ·for a resumption of "pleasant 
relations" between the Catholic Indian Bureau and 
the Government, though anticipating ·~bitter oppo-

sition from the bigots." It intimatesthat this Cath
olic agency niig~t·still be getting mopey' out of the 
Government if this Catholic federation .had been 
org~nized years ai'o .. 

So here it is,-in their own words. :The putpo<>e 
of this federation will b~ to enable ~ath9lics. to de
mand Government- aid and recognition for institu;,. 
tions of their church, and 'its politic~l power will'be 
st~o_ng en~ugh to compel politicians and parties to 
.d~ its·bidding. Tn~t is the way th:e federation will 
"keep out of pQ.litics," and some Prote;tant societies 
th,at we ~ight mention are keepi~g out of politics 
in the ·same way: 

.;1.-.J& 

. "I HAVE ho sympathy," says Rev.· Dr . .Talmage, 
s_re?king of the Cl1ines~ situati_on; " \V,~th the sugges
tion that the Powers sh<:mld employf,orce of ar~s t"o 
maintain the .status of -Christianity in, the empire. 
The day for crusaders has gone qy. If China wishes 
to-exclude the Bible from entrance at the' open 
door, then these men and women who wish to carry 

· it to them must· prepare thc:;mselves for the career 
of ·wartyrdom, as has beer; done by Christi~ns in all 
ages.'' 

.J&.J& 

Bv the treaty of 1858 between China and the 
United States the Chinese government is bound to 
afford protection to Chinese converts to Christi-anity 
against physical harm, and now the United States 
Government 'is pondering the question whether to 
.withdraw its troops from Peking and leave the Chi
nese Chris.tians to meet the_ revengeful onslaught of 
their anti-Christian enemies or to take these con
verts along with its army for protection, thus dis
tinguis~ing between Christian Chinese and heathen 
Chinese. The Government does not wish to do 
either one. 

~.$ 

RELIGIOUS despotism denies a man the righfto 
thiril<, and civil despotism denies him the right to 
act. 

REMEMBER 

That your opportunity to secure our map of China 
without cost w~ll pass with the passing of this 
month. Mail_,. your order for Tim S~NTINEL, one 
year at one dollar, before the first day of October, 
and you will re.ceive the map p9st-free. · This ap
~lies to both old' and new subscribers. Don't delay. 
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MERE good intentions are no hinderance to the 
outgrowth of despotism. 

$$ 

THERE is no man on eartH or set of men good 
enough to be intrusted with arbitrary power. · 

' ' -
$$ 

HE is the least fitted for self-gov~rnment who 
has the least regard for the dictates of conscience. 

$$ 
'• 

THE platform of the Christian's party, as defined 
in Script)lre, is " the commandments of God and the 
faith of Jesus." 

$$ 

IF a person has no natural right to civil liberty it 
can not logically be claimed that h.e has any right to 
religious liberty. 

THE character of a scheme of government is to 
be judged not by the good things that may be pro
bable, but by the. evil things that may be possible, 
under it. 

A REPUBLIC which undertakes 'to enforce the 
"will of God" upon its. own or any other people, 
is essentially the same as a government in which 
kings or czars give their commands by "divine. 
right.:' 

. 
As the gospel, with its teaching of the brother-

hood of all men, is the strongest defender of human 
rights, so a false system of religion, which puts des
potism in the place ?f love, is the strongest enemy 
of such rights. 

THE RIGHT TO THINK. 

_ IT may seem the tamest of platitudes to assert a 
truth so self-evident as that every person has the 
right to think; yet, looking at the logical deductiqn~ 
based upon this axiomatic truth, it is evident thatin 
the practices of men its truth is far from being .uni-

. versally conceded. 
The right to think is the logical starting point of 

liberty and the. logical stopping pofnt of 'despotism. 
The gospel is the· strongest advocate of man's 

right to thi~k. It asserts the right not only as 
a right, .but as a duty. It points man to faith
the individual exercise of belief without regard to 
any other man-as the only means of .salvation: It 
shows him, further, that ''faith without works is 
dead." 

The religious system known as the Papacy de
nies that man can be saved throug·h his own belief 
independently of _the belief of others, but declares 
.that men must a-ccept the word of salvation .as un
derstood by pope 4nd prelate and as receiv~d from 
tradition. This is to deny man's right to think for 
himself; and fhis right being denied, it· follows of 
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necessity that man has no right to act for hims~lf, 
but can act only as the power to which he yields in
tellectual submission_ may direct. . Hence the papal 
system has always claimed, and still claims, that 
-the Pope is the civil as well as the religious ruler of 
the world. 

. Under the -rule of the Papacy dissenters were 
punished by the civil authority, whose ci.uty, as de
clared by the church, was to root out heresy. The • 
civil power, it was held; existed to execute the will 
of the church. But the Reformation, proclaiming to 
all men that salvation was by faith, denied the ne-

-cessity or the right of such exercise of the civil au
thority. As the Reformation doctrine was· received 
by the people it was perceived that civil govern
ments must exist for some different purpose than to 
execute the decrees of the church. It was perceived 
that not only was salvation by faith inconsistent with 
the absolutism of the Pope, but with that .of king 
and ~mperor as well. It was seen that absolutism in 
civil government had never been.ordained by the 
Creator, and that the right form of-civil government 
was not a monarchy. 

·· Eollowing this came the declaration to the world 
that the true-purpose of dvil government is to pre
serve individual rights, and that the just powers of 
civil governments are derived ·from the consent of 
the. governed; and with this came the rise of a new 
nation~ in which the governmental power a~d au
thority represented the will only of the people them
s~lves. 

But neafly forty years ago there began a move
ment in th.is country which squght to substitute what 
its leaders held to ,be the will t>f God for the will of 
the people in:the fundamental law of the land. This 
would force all the people to accept a human inler
pretation of the will of God, which is the ·essential 

. feature -Of the Papacy. Civil government would be 
placed back again upon the principles Of the papal 
system;. and that movement has been steadily grow
ing in the United States, wearing the mask of be
nevolence, by which the multitudes have been led t6 
consider it worthy of their support. The pr~mary 
party in this movement, which furnished the. leaven 
for the vastly greater lump of its_ adherents to-day, 
is known a~ the National Reform rarty. 

It is not strange, iherefore, that it was a c·onven-. 
tion of this party· w~ich first declared in this coun
try that civil· governments do riot derive their just
powers from the consent of the governed, an<;! stig-

matized that assertion of our forefathers as " that old 
Philadelphia lie." The_ doctrine that civil govern
me-nts should execute the divine will rather than the 
will of the people; that the will of God should there
fore be enforced upon the people by the civil power; 
that the individual c6n-science must yield to the 
"national conscience;" and therefore that the indi
vidual has no right to "think for himself-is the start
ing point of the despotism which. denies the right of 
tbe people to se!.f-government. It is the starting 
point of the doctrine that the people must be gov
erned, not by themselves, but by the Lord, through 
his divinely-appointed agent, in the person of Pope. 
or king. And when it was proclaimed in Congress, 
as the sentiment of. that body and the voi'ce of the 
nation, that governm:ents do not derive their just 
powers from the consen_t of the go'verned, it was a 
proclamation of what had beeri from the first the un~ 
derlyin~ principle of the National Reform scheme, 
and what the advocates of that schem.e had, as far 
back as 1889, at Se:lalia, Mo., and at the Chautauqua 
Assembly in New York, openly declared in words. 
It is entirely logical, moreover, that in repudiating 
th.e doctrine of government by consent of the' gov
erned there should be much said about the leadings 
of Providence and performing of the divine -will. 
This "divine-right" system of civilcgovernment and 
the National Reform scheme will reach a point 
at which they will coalesce, and that point Is the 
Papacy.· 

The right to self-government is inherent in the 
right to think~ and the leading enemy of the whole 
system of human rights is a false system of teligion. 

s. 

THE OPENING OF :I'HIBET. 

The Roman Catholic Bishop Biet, vicar-apos
tolic of Thibet, is autl:writy for the statement that 
the strict l~ws which have clos€d that country hith
erto on pain of death against all white men, and es,. 
pecially against missionaries, have been repealed, 
and that henceforth religious liberty is vouchsafed 
in the land of the Grand Lama. The "~ew York 
Tribune explains this astonishing news on the basis 
of the hostility which for centuries has existed be
tween Thibet and China, holding that the Thibetans 
see in this move at this juncture a fine opportunity 
for injuring their hereditary foes, one of whose chief 
defen_ses has been the position of "the forbidden 
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land," guard-ing against intrusio-n their western fron
tier. : If Thibet has thrown in her lot with civiliza- · 
tion, the control of China by the great world forces 
will be doubly easy. 

Whatever mav have been the cause, this event, . - . 
if it has really happened, is one of the most impor-
tant of the closing century, since it signifies that the 
last hermit nation on earth has thrown down its 
walls.-Clznstian Elldiavor World 

SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT IN ARKANSAS.· 

THE spirit of Sunday legislation appears to be 
reviying in the State of Aakansas, which was the 
first to become prominent in the modern crusade to 
enforce Sunday observance in this country. There, 
after s'everal conscientious observ.ers of the seventh 
day had been prosecuted under the Sunday law, an 
eloquent plea for religious freedom, made by Senator 
Crockett in th'e legislature, stayed the hand of legal 
oppression, and the spirit of intolerance has since 
given few signs of life up to the present time. . Now, 
however, the city of Searcy comes forward with the fol
lowing ordinance against" Sabbath-breaking," which, 
as the reader will observe, pl'ainly exhibits the reli
gious nature of the law and the hollowness of the 
exemption accorded the religiou~ minority: 

"Be it ordained by the city council of the city of 
Searcy: · 

"Section I. Every person who shall on the Sab
bath or Sunday be found laboring, or shall compel 
his apprentice or servant to laborer to perform other 
services than ·customary hous~hol_d duties of daily 
necessity, comfort, or charity, on conviction thereof, 
shall be fined one dollar for each separate offense. 

·· "Section 2. Every. apprentice or servant com
pelled to labor on Sunday shall be deemed a separate 
offense of the master. . . 
·''Section 3· No person who,fFom religious belief 

keeps any other day than tlfe first day of the week 
as theSabbath shall be required toQbserve,the fir~t 
clay of the week, usually callecf the Christian Sab· 
b~th, and~hallnot be liaqle to the pena:ltiesenacted 
.against Sabbath-breaking: Provided, no stdre or sa
loon shall be k€~pt open .or business cat;ried oi} there 
on the Christian Sabbath; and, provid!'!d turtner, no 
person so observing any other day shall disturb any 
r~ligious congregation by his avocations or employ~ 
ments. · · · 

to afford ingress Of egre5SJ or retail or S-ell any spirits 
or wine, shall, on conviction thereof, be fined in any 
sum not less than twenty-five dol~rs, nor more than 
one h~ndred ·dollars"' , 

"Section 5· Charity or necessity on the part of 
the customer may be shown in justification of the 
violation of the last preceding section. · 

"Section 6. Every person who shall on the Chris
tian Sabbath or' Sunday be engaged in any game of 
bragg, bluff, p9ker, seven-up, three-up, twenty-'one,· 
vingtun, thirteen cards,· the odd trick, fo.rty-five, 
whist, or at any other game of cards known by any 
name now known to the laws, t:>r with any other new 
name·, for any bet or wager on such games, or ~or 
amusements without any bet or wager, shall, on, con
viction thereof, be fined in any sum not less than· 
twenty-five dollars nor more than fifty dollars. 

"Section 7· This ordinance to take effect and be 
in force from and after it~ passage and publication. 

"Adopted February 20, rgoo. 

"J. J. BAUGH, Mayor. 
"R. S. RoGERS, Recorder." 

This report is from the Searcy Daily Citizen of · 
September 21. 

The prohibition of minor games an~ amusements 
on the ~·Christian Sabbath " can be for no other pur
pose than that of guarding its religious ch.aracter:
Under this pr~vision of the ordinance .two young 

. girls' sitting at home on Sunday could not play a game 
of" authors" without being liable. to arrest and a 

. fine of fifty d,ollars. Certainly: it will be the wisest 
course for parents in 1:hat city to .take their children 

· to church on Sunday, for the temptation to seek · 
re~reation in some form in .preference to idleness is 
very s.tron.g in young people-; and might easily tinder_ 
the watchfuL vigilance of those zealous for the law 
involve the patents in finarrcial c!~saster; and Wilen 
some person is. arrested and brought into court for 
amusing himsei£ or_performing secular labor on the·. 
alleged sacred day it ·must be proved that the offerrse 
was tomm.itted on the. Chr'istian Sabbath-that)s, 
the ~o~rt -or the j~ry ~ust decide what dav of the .. · 
week is the Christian ~abbath! Such a proceeding . 
sandions the whol~ principle of. the unio~of ch~rch 
and state. . . s. 

A'SA.LT. LAKE CrTY paper says that the Mormon· 
Chnrdi:. will · support the political party: now .i~ _ "Sectjon 4· Every person who shall on Sunday 

keep open any store or retail any goods, wares, and 
rrierchandise, or keep- open any dram shop or gro
:ce:r~, or who shall keep the cdoors of the's,ame so as 

· ·power: Can this de_cision have any connection wit]J 
the flying of the American flag over the harems of 

; " ' •, '·-
the isl<1nd of Sulu? . 
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PEACE THA:t' MEANS WAR. 

··TRULY hope ;;prings eternal in -the human breast .. 
Th_e century is going out-. in war, and still th_e cry is 
peace, even by tho~e who, unconsciously or other
wise, are doing the most to bring about those condi

. tions which can have. no outcome but world-wide. 
war. In striking proof and illustration of this is the 
following with which Senator Beveridge, of Indiana, 

'closed a speech to an audience of six thousand peo
.:ple at the Auditorium, in this city, l~st week: '. 

. " Men-patriotic,_ brave, and wise_.:.have sought 
to stay that tremendous purpose of destiny, but their · 
opposition was as the finger of a .babe against there-
sistless pour of the 'Gulf Stream's mig-hty current, 
for God's hand was in .it all. His plans were work- · 
ing out their glorious results; and just as futile is' 
resistance to the continuance to-day of the eternal 
movement 'of the American people toward the mas
tery of the world. · Th-is is a destiny neither vague 
nor undesirable. It is definite, splendid, and :holy. 
When nations shall war no more without the consent 
of the American Republic, what American heart 
thrills not with pride at that prospect? And yei: 
our· interests are weaving themselves so rapidly 
ar~:mnd the world- .that that time is almost here. 
When governments stay the slaughter of human be-. 

- ings, because. the American Republic demands it, 
what American heart thrills not wjth pride at that 
prospect? . And yet to-night there s'its in Constanti
nople a sovereign who knows that that time is nearly 
here. When the comm'erce of the world on which 

tion of the earth, arid inst~ad ohts making fur peace 
.it keeps her in war almost continually. Th~. folly 
of'this delusion. is that it takes account .of nothing 
but itself; and it· sees itself only with the eyes of 
pride and vanity. It forgets that the peo.ple and 
nations of the earth will ·not agree to and are well 
able .to dispute the supreme mastery of America or 
any other. Power in world affairs. It forgets that all 
the inhabitants of the world are not enraptured with 
the sentiment that Ameri~an mastery means the end 
of war and slaughter, and that all hearts do not 
thrill with pride at the ·prospect of. that" high and 
holy destiny " for the American RepubliC. lt for
gets that there are other equally powerful nations 
who think with equally as good reasons that their 
mastery of the world is the best thing 'that could 
possibly come to pass. What nation is then~ indeed 
that will not be ~illing that slaughter shall cease and 
that-war shall be no more when all the inhabitants 
of the earth bow unquestioningly to its sway? This 
is the peace that all" the conquerors of the earth have 
longed for ~nd _fought for. Surely this delusion 
must spring from those spirit.s of deceptio~ that· 
prophecy declared were to go forth to deceive the 
nations and to . g-athe; them to 'the battle of Arma-
geddon. JoHN D. BRADLEY. 

THE TRIUMPH OF TRUTH. 

·the world's peace hangs, travelling every oce~n high:- ALL truth is'immortal, for God is the truth," Who 
way of earth_shallpassbeneath the guns of the great ·only hath imriwrtality." Each truth i; one of the 
.Republlc, wliat American heart thrills not at tha.t" thoughts of God, and all truth is harmonious, since 
prospect? When ariy changing of the map of earth God's tho·ught~ a-re not conflicting. . ·. 
reqllcires a con£eren¢e of. the Po~ers, and when, ~.t, · · · Truth rot only-possesses the immortality of Go_d, 

- any congress of the nations, the American Republic 
wip preside as the· mo&;t powerful of Powers arid but also inherent in itself is the almighty power- of 
'most righteous .of judges, what American heart . its divine Author. There is one strong thing and 
thdlls not at that prospect? And yet that prosp~ct 'one. enduring. thing in this universe, and that is 
is at hand even as. I speak. · It is the high and holy truth. Still we must not from this conclude that 
destiny of the American people, and from that des- truth is always· in this world openly.-and apparently 
tiny the American bug-les will never SOl)nd retreat. triumphant. On f)le contrary, it is often down in 
'_Westward-the star of empire. takes its way.'" theutmost apparent defeat; but it is-through these 

A d~lu~ion more fatal to the P.eace of the wo~ld apparent. d~feats in time th~t truth triumphs f.or 
it would be hard to imagine than that contained in eternity. Jesus said," I am th,e truth." His lifeand 
the above. The thrilling of the heart with that pride death reveal how the truth is regarded in this world. 
which attends the prospect of world-mastery is a He. was born',in a manger because there was no room 
stimulus that will make war sure and certain. N a- fochim in the inn. Throughout life he was a home
tions warring no more and slaughtering no more be- less wanderer without where to- lay his head; cruci~ 
cause the American Republic forb.ids them! ! fied as a malefactor, ignominiously crucified between 

There is no such thing ~s peaceful mastery of the thieves; he was raised-again the third day and taken 
· world. Engla~d -has sovereivnty over a good por- up to heaven glorified forever. ~his is the history of 
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truth in this world. And yet, while the world has 
no room fot: truth in the inn, but only a cross ar
ranged for it between thieves, God, when he hringeth 
this truth into the world says, "Let all tlte angels of 
God worsltip !tim." In heaven truth is 'always wor:
shipful as it will be in this world when it is fil).ally 
triumphant and "The hail has swept away the refuge 
of lies." 

~es, truth is always worshipful in the world to
day, though not always worship_ed. It was not 
simply nineteen hundred years ago that Truth was 
crucified. Lowell well and grandly says: 

"Truth forever on the scaffold, wrong forever on, the 
throne, · 

Yet that scaffold sways the future, and behind the 
dim unknown 

Standeth God within the shadows, keeping watch 
above His own." 

Another poet has truly said: 

"Truth cru-shed to earth shall rise again, 
The eternal years of God are hers--; 

But error, wounded, writhes with pain, 
And dies amid her worshipers." 

Truth to-day, as of old, entersfhe world unknown · 
and unrecognized by th,e self-styled great of earth. 
It -com-es in by the minority of one, and that one 
only a babe in the eyes o'f the world. It is still per
secuted and ?ften ignominiously crucified, and its pil
grimage is lqng and perilous before a majority believe 
in it. But still it is ever triumphing thn;mgh apparent 
defeat and. crucifixion. Yo~ may crucify it to-day 
ignominiously between thieves and ere three days it 
will rise again;. and full soon it will ascend up to 
heaven glorified. 

All the world wiU shout themselves hoarse with 
enthusiasm at the heels. of th~ truth triumphant, and 
instantly enter their claims for a share of its honors 
and emoluments, ·but the Christian worships the cru'
cifieg truth, and in self-forgetful Jove -is willingly 
crucified with it for the truth's sake, and the Chris
tian thus ~riurriphs with the truth with a triumph 
eternal. 

·On the other hand, if there is one lesson better 
taught by the history even of this world than almost 
any other it is this, that a lie can not eridure forever.' 
Put behind it all the .authority of all the l~gislators 
of earth to enact it int~ laws; back of these all the 
courts with their leaf~ed decisions, -all the executive 
p.ower, ~11 the policemen with their- ·billies; all the 

militia with its muskets, all the army with its guns, 
all the navy with its floating enginery of death; 
back of these nev~r so many editors to write leading 
articles to- make the lie' popular, never ~o many of 
the plumed knights of music 'to blow the lie to the 
winds in harmonious notes, never so ma-ny execu
tioners to put to death all pissent~rs from the lie, 
and still it )s only a lie. It may starid its day or 
two, its century or two, doin_g evil while it can, but 
it ever approaches the time of its utter extinction. 
Its triumphs are transient and its· defeats eternal. 
The truth unaided, save by its own divine inherent 
strength, is mightier than the lie with all the powers 
of earth behind it. ' 

The world is full of' illustrations of this fact~ A 
£ew centuries ago. men believed that this world was 
the most stationary thing in this universe. They 
thought it was flat, and that it rested on the shoulders 
of a gigantic man, and the man stood on the back 
of a turtle. Where the turtle stood they had not as 
yet discov.ered. The. blue sky was a canopy ce
mented to the edges of the world, and the stars were 
holes punched in this canopy to let the glory shine· 
through and so give man glimpses of heaven. The 
sun and moon were h;:mled across_ the _sky by invisi
ble angels who got them back always in time for a 
new trip. Ail this the worldb~lieved arid the church 
believed. Moreover the church taught that the 
Bible taught this, and that any one· was eternally 
damne.d who dared to deny it. For fea.r that God 

-would not do the work to suit her she proposed to 
begin to damn him here herself. Back of this great 
church that then held the world in her hand were 
all the kingdoms and courts and congresses of earth, 
and all the armies ready to do her bidding. Under 
these circumstances, one man, Galileo by name, in
vented a telescope by putting some l~nses into a 
piece of lead p~pe. With this 'he dicovefed the 
moons of Jupiter and the motion -of Jupiter upon its 
axis. He said this was a miniature Copernis;an sys:-

. tem hung up in the sky to show us. the plan of the 
univers~. He asked the other philos0phers to look 
throtigh hi:s tel€scgpe and see for themselves and 
they"rehised to look, afraid that they wo'uld be p-os
sessed with the philosopher's' magic and see things 
that never were. Galileo began to teach that the 
world' was round, and tllat it tu;rned on its a~is in
steac!of the sun going arou.nd it. For this the chu-rch 
shut him upin the ·dungeons of the inquisition and 
subjected him to t-he tortures o( the rack;. Under 
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'these .tortures he weaken~d. and sajdhe guessed the 
wprld did not move. They let him out beGause he 

LEGAL CHRISTIANITY. 
From the" Bible Echo," Melbourne, Aust. 

Hed thus, just <is theychad -previously shut him up . GoD's message to humanity is," If ye love me 
because he told t~e truth. · But when he got out and keep my commandments:;" but man's message to hi.s 
tb.e free air of heaven once more fanne<:l his feyered . tellow1s, '!Love or no love, you must keep -our-Sun-
cheek, he said,-" Still she ·moves." And she' d}d day laws." · 
move; and to_-day. the .whole world knows th?t she ·Now, .when a man-desires to obey religious laws 
did move.. ' . he may be made better for both. earth and h~aven, 

The truth 'held in the heart of one man·, and but but wh~n .a man is C?mpdled to obey religious raws 
tremblingly even there, and that man in a dungeon 
and aH the world against him, was stronger than the 
lie with all the. combined powers of the church and 
the world behind it. Could there ever be a harder 
show for the triumph of truth? Yet even here it 
has triumphed gloriously,arid so it continues to 
triumph through persecution ardthrough crucifixion. 
It Is conscious-of its own inherent strength, and .so. 
asks no other power. Truth is almighty,.for truth-
is divine, as God is the Truth._ 

It is always the lie. that, conscious .of it? own in
herent weakness, is ever beseeching the state for the 
power of legislatures and comts and arm~es to.en
able it to compete with truth. It is a lie to.:day 

. that in the form of Sunday asks for legislation to en
able it to put dow.g the truth of the Sabbath of the 

.. Lord~ It is a· corrupted, apostate, and . therefore a 
false form of Christianity that to-day is asking for 
force to enabl~ it to triumph over the truth of 
God for this time. But still the defeat of the lie is 
certain, for" The hail shall sweep away the refuge 
of lies, and the waters shall overflo.w their hiding 
place." 

He who does not believe that the truth will con
quer the lie on a fair field does not believe that God 
is as·stnmg as Satan, for God is the Truth and Satan 
is the father ·of lies, and lying is still his principal 
weapon. ThQs the church is now denying the power 
of God, and confessing _her .own weakness before 
the world by asking the aid oftlre civil power. B~t 
l~t Satan and evil men do their worst, the triumph 
of the truth is still certain, and those who are cru
cified with it will surely triumph withit. 

G. E. FrnELD. 

AMIDST the .almost unexampled turmoil and strife 
that has filled the world since the Hague " Peace 
Congt:ess.'' the solemn farce of coilclt,Iding treaties 
based on its decisions is still carried o;n by t_he na
tions. 

he is only forced into being a hypocrite, and thus 
rendered more _unfit f<?r either earth or heaven. 

It is very natural for the mind of man to,say, 
"You must think and believe and act as I. dictate." 
But this natural spirit is the one that blossomed into 
the Papacy, and brought forth a harvest of death i~ 
the slaughter of 50,ooo,ooo of martyrs. Yet just so 
far as dissenters lay hold on methods of coerc!on in 
matters of religiqn they ~re actuated by the same 
spirit as that.which made Rom~ the terror of the 
ages; and, if gran ted opportunity to develop, it must 
bear the same kind of fruit. . 

No man can be mai::le better-by any outward ob
servance of a religion that he does not recognize and • 
accept with his mind. The state has a right to -say 
.to its citizens, "You must not injure the life of your 
neighbor. You must not defile his home relations, 
steal his prope-rty or steal his character." The5e 
things stand between man and man, and are the o_nly 
four rules-sixth; seventh, eighth and ninth com
mandments-of the decalogue that human legisla-

. tion can touch; and even these can not be imposed. 
by earthly powers as the law of God, but simply as 
civil requirementsbetwee~ ~an. arid man. · Anythiqg 

. mo;e than. this in the line of religipus legisl~tion 
cometh of evil, and also brings eviL 

All legal forms grip outside the man, and thus 
inv,itethe man to wage war against their interfere~ce. 
Lov~ works from within arid transforms the man 
until he is in harmony with the law .. But r.w earthly 
power can generate love in man-that is the work of 
God's Spirit-co~sequently can- not transform- t,he 
man. The man who does not do the wrong because 
nine hundred policemen '!tep in to preverrt him is 
just as bad as th~ man who does the wrong whenever 

. he has the chance. · 
·The true servant of God has nothing. to do with 

all this busines·s·. "If you love me keep my com
mand~ents," is God's message still. The police
man's club may make a ·man take his hand off his 
neighbour's goods, but 'it can. never make him a 



Chri;;;tian. There is no such thing as legal Chris
tiani-ty with God .. The only service that he asks or. 
can accept. is a willing service. The wrath of man 
can never work the.righteousness of God. 

COMMON SENSE ON THE SUBJECT OF SAimATH . 

ENFORCEMENT. 

Plain Words Spoken , hy a Cana~ian Journal. 

From " Saturday Night," Toronto, Ont. 

THAT good Presbyterian newspaper, the West-
·minster, is exce-edingly and, I am afraid, .unduly con
cerned with regard t; the continued existence of the 
Sabbath day in Canada. Last week, in an article 
enquiring" Is the Sabbath Worth Saving?," it ~ays: 

" It (the Sabbath) is beset behind and before, under
mined and honeycombed by secularizing forces 
working for its complete destruction. If no stand 
is. made, 'deliberate, unabashed, and unyielding, the" 
day of rest will be transformed within this genera
tion to a day of pleasure and toil. Let there be no 
mistake about this thing. We raise no alarmist cry. 
It is not a question of Sunday cars in Toronto or 
Hamilton. It is not a local affair at all. It is at 
bottom a question involvi11g every industry and 
every community. Mills, factories, and ·shops in 
every county of Ontario,. as well as electric .cars in 
every town, a.nd concerts and games at every resort, 
may, within a decade, demand the services of wo~k
men and attendants if the friends of a rest day for 
toilers and a worship day for the devout are not 
vigilant, determined, and strong. . . . · Toronto 
seems of late to be set upon 'destroying its world
wide reputation for Sabbath quiet, The traffic in 
·soft drinks in the city, the lawlessness on the Island 
and the general demoralization of the parks and 
gardens are significant signs of the changed condi
tious." 

I wonder where the editor of the T..Vestmt'nster h·as 
been spending his Sundays, for if he has witnessed 
these evidences of degeneracy he·has been frequent
ing places which the ordinary citizen of Toronto 
either a~oids or has not seen. If we hunt for" tough 
joints" we can find them in· Toronto or in any other 
good-si~ed town, both on Sundays and week days, 
and it has ·always been so, and probably until the 
end of the chapter it will not be different. It may 

· b~ true that the S~bbath ·is an institution that is 
·badly'' beset by secularizing forces," as th.e West
minster describes. but are ~ot the 'churches in the 
same pred.icament?- Are they not.assailed "behind 
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. -
and before, undermined and honeycombed:by secu-
larizing forces," and are they not working as swiftly 
and certainly for th~ir own destruction as -for the de
struction of the Sabbath day itself? Is it. not be
cause of the- weakened influence and worth of the 
churches that the people are seeking in the parks 
and waterside resorts the rest and enjoyment which 
life is not unreasonably expected by"the ·average 
hqman beings to have in store .for them.? We can 
not expect a.ny but the most ·devout or the most 
superstitious to continually go .to church, and ask for 
bread and be given a stone. The intellectual are 
disappointed because they so often find in the pul
pit neither zeal, eloquence, nor thoughtfulness, some
times not even piety. The weary are becoming tired 
of putting on their best clothes and walking through 
the hot sun to hear students preach while the pastor 
is away to play. The poor shrink from the doors of 
the fashionable edifices and are almost surprised 
when they enter that they are not ejected from the 
soft cushions of the pews. They look at the raiment 
of those arrayed in purple and fine :linen with eyes 
of envy, or turn, shamefaced, from the critical gaze 
of those who stare at their worn and hded garments. 
Those who want peace, naturally enough weary while 
listening to dogma, denunciation, and platitudes 
about divine love, which find no counterpart in the 
lives .of those among whom theysit. We hear the 
Protestants berating the Catholics, and unfortunately 
sometimes we hear the, Catholics endeavoring to 
prove tbat'there is <)nly one gate into heaven, and 
that Peter is th~re to keep out all but those whose 
souls have been shrived by priests on earth. They· 
take away from these edifi_.;;es, dedicated to God,. no 
sound vyhich lasts so long in 'their ears as the jingle~ 
of the coins _in the collection-box, and there. is no 
cry whic.h thei remember so·· well ~s. the appeal· to 
them to give, give, give. They hear more about' the · 
mortgage on the church, the debt, the interest ac
count, foreign missions, hoille missions, and. enter
tainments at so much per head t'han they do about · 
the love of Christ, and more pain~ are taken to show 
them how they can spare a little more .. of their stipend 
than how they can save thdr souls. 

It is not so much the sec~larizing influences of 
those,wh~, for profit, desire to lead/ people to park';; 
and pleasure resorts,as the secularizi'ng influences· 
within the church itself, which threaten to destroy· 
the devotionctl character of the first day. of the week. 
Going to church h~s become more or less of a busi-
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ness· proposition, and "the ch~nge from devoutness shut up in workshops, clerks in warehou?es, ·and 
to habit, and the departure from habit·in favor of a women have been within doors drudging for their 
Sunday outing, has not more than kept pace with·· families. Jn the bright sumrrier, on the only day 
the degeneracy of preaching or the lofty ideal -of . they have you woufd make them march to a hot and 
carrying the Word of Life to the ears of air people stuffy church from which even the regular preacher 
and all nations, into ;;t business-a business ~hich is has fled for a summer!ng, or else they must lose all 
paid for as the services of a lawyer or. a doctor are the pleasure of contact with a more or less desirable 
paid for. Lacking the example of 'the real godli- crowd of their .fellow-beings. Going for a walk is 
ness of church members apd church -ieaders, the just as bad as going to the Island or going to a· 
people have naturally, and it Cioes not appear to me . park, and it is much -more tiring and less-interesting. 
altogether unreasonably, decided that there is so I believe that people are much ~etter off if they go 
much that is secular in the church, and so much that to church at least once on a Sunday, fo'r it keeps • 
is beautiful in nature, and restful and changeful in fresh the memory of the teachings of youth and all 
an outing, that they have de~ided that one is per- that is good in their nature, unless the man in the 
haps quite a~ elevating as the other, and that the out- pulpit preaches the good all out of them in trying 
irtg is perhaps the more healthful and restful of the to get doCtrine into them. But· if they see fit to 
two. That there are occasional exhibitions of rowdy- stay away it is their business, it is their souls that 
ism in the parks a,nd on the Island is to be expected, ar~ to be saved or lost, and the Lord's Day Alliance 
for where a large number of people gather together can not by ~ny legal means drive them in.to heave.n 
the· conspicuously ill-behaved person will always be through the portals of a~ church. The Lord's Day 
found. In churches this conspicuously ill-mannered Alliance practically denies the doctrine of free will, 
person is also found. He may not swear or. try to and then must fall back upon Calvinism, which I 
'fight, but he treats people badly; he sneers at his. presume is still held as a sacred dogma by the edi
brethren and treats with coqtempt or igiwres with tor of the- Westminster. If so, wpat matters it? If 
cheap hauteur the poor and the anxious. Rowdy- they are eJected to be saved, they will be saved· any
ism, consequently, though of different varieties, is how, and if the are predestined to be damned, they 
to be found in both places, and probably the sort will be damned anyhow. 
which 1,1tters no uricleiuJ. word or strikes no physic.al The editor of the Westminster need not fear that 
blow is the worse of the two. No doubt so-me · th~ workers of the civilized world will yeld up the 
churches make everyone welcome, ati.d probably franchise which gives them a day of rest. The 
some preachers are always seeking' to m;lke an im- whole tendency of o'rganized labor, and for that mat
pression on the hearts of their listeners, but the fact ter, to a certain extent, of organized capital is tore
should. never. be overlooked that you can not have . duce the. number of hours of work p_er week_.' Ten 
the common people orl. the first day of the week if hours a day_ is now considered too long for any man 
~ou ignore, starve or overwork them the other six. or woman to work, and almost universally in Anglo-

The- remedy .that the Westminster proposes _is to Saxon workshops it has been cut .down to 11ine. In 
aid the Lord's Day Alliance by" co-o.peration and Canada the clamor for an eight-hour ·day is growing 
financial support." 0 blind leaders! Have you greater every year. 'Phe Saturday half-holiday, par
been taught nothing by the lessons of the past? ticularly in the summer, is an established institution 
Why would you try again by the enaetion of laws as well.· These reforms have been brought about 

· which the people will deJy, to fill· your pews t.o over- without impinging in the slightest upoQ: Sunday as 
·flowing by forcing those who seek a change of a day of complete rest. The economics of laoor are 
scene and circumstan'ce to worship with you because proving that men can do as much work in nine hours 
they have nowhere else to go? The world years ago as they formerly did in ten, and that it may be pas
rolled ·away from that idea of godliness. Are you . sible that they ~an do as much work in eight hours 

· i~ such desperate straits that laws must be endcted as they are n·ow doing in nine, though I doubt it. 
practically compelling people either to stay at home, The fact remains, however, that-labor is now organ
go for a perhaps wearisome walk, or else at~end. ized as it never was when the churches held their 
church? The majority of people are physically . supreme sway, and that working~en hav~ obtained 
weary on Sunday., All week ar.tisans have been for themselves in the matter of rest what the church 
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never sought tG obtain for them. Go into an as
sein};)ly of artisans and talk about the- church hav
-ing obtained for them additional rest or easier work
ing hours,'"and the majority of the men will laugh at 
you. One ~eason that the working classes have so 
little sympathy with the churches is. because the 
churches have had so little sympathywith th~m. 
What the workingmen have obtained they have 
fought for as workingmen, not as Christians. In 
fact, the capitalists who support the _big churches 
have been slowest to yield to the demands of the 
toiler. It is because of this that the masses, who 
would be downtrodden were it not for their own 
exerti~ns, have little or nothing to thank the churches 
for in the matter of a reduction of the hours of toil, 
and they know they can keep Sunday as a day of 
rest without the help of the ~ord's Day AUianG:e. 
Thus thanking the church for nothing they _are leav
ing the church to mind Its own business, which is, 
unfortunately, largely that of running ·a sort of a 
religious club of a more or less exclusive character, 
and they are taking their enjoyments when and 
where they see fit. My esteemed brother of the 
Westminster, when he next makes an appeal on b,e
half of the Lord's Day Alliance, would be wise not 
to use any of the pharisaical expressions which no 
longer appeal to the real workers, but instead openly 
declare that he fears that his cra;ft and that of his.fel
low-ministers is in danger. 

EDMUND BURKE ON THE DOCTRINE OF ARBI

TRARY POWER. 

THE quotations from prominent Americans re
cently given in these columns under the_ h'eading 
"Departing from American Principles,'; when siftea 
to their .real essence, a.re an avowal of the doctrine 

/of arbitrary power for the American Government. 
The principles of the Declaration of Independence 
are jeere.d and Sf:Offed at because they maintain the 
equality of all men in their right to civil and reli-

. gious freedom and can not be made to harmonize 
with the assumption that dominion is the natural 
and necessary prerogative of so~e men and. sub
jection the natural and necessary portion· of other 
men. 

All legislation based upon such assl1mption is an
assertion and exerci_se _of arbitrary power-that. is, 
government solely by the wiil and pleasure of the 
governing. All religious legislation_ is based upon 

this assumption, for' in enacting and enforcing such · 
laws- it is assumed by the governing power that it 
can legislate without delegated autB.ority, and 'can 
enforce laws which have absolutely no function -in 
the protection of human rights. The power to en- · 
act religious laws can not be ddegated, because no 
human being h~s an iota of authority in such mat
ter!$ over any other human being. Therefore all 
such legislation, not being necessary for .the pro tee-

. tion of human rights and having no authorityor -
.support but the will of those in power, is necessarily 
an assumption and exercise of arbitrary power. 

. Those who jeer at the Declaration and declare its 
principles to be without foundation in history and 
_incapable of syllogistic justificatio11, .and who assert 
that the nation has crossed the- Rubicon of fmperial 
responsibility, hold that the per.~ons occupying the 
places of responsibility and authority in the Ameri-· 
can G9vernment are warranted in the -exercise of 
absolute and arbitrary rule over masses of men and 
countries of peoples. 

The claim to such authority and power is by no 
means originalwith_ those who now make it.< On a 
certain notable occasion the exercise of this power 
for. very similar purposes and under very ,similar 
,circumstances .was claimed in very similar terms: 
Tl;le answer made at that to this -claim w51s ample 
then arid it is ample now. It was an arraignment 
of-the doctrine of arbitrary power that_ will be suffi
cient and 'unanswerable 'so tong as truth and justice 
shall endure. In brief, the circumstances which 
calle<;} forth this language were these: 

In extending ·the commerce .and trade of his 
-country and introducing the blessings of Anglo
Saxon civilizati·on the first governor-general of Eng
land's greatest dependency proceeded to govern 
without reference to the principles or constitution of 
the country of his birth. After a dozen x.ears of this Y 

humane (?) dominion outside of law and co-nstitu
tional principles his administration had become so 
corrupt and so oppressive that his countrym~n who 
cared for liberty and for human rights without par
tiality for .race or "color, though separated by 
oceans and continents from the ·scenes of his·· 
desolating tyrannies, could endure it no longer 
and demanded his impeachment. And· notwith
standing the -personal favor and friendship of the 
sovereign (George III.) and the almost irresistible 
influem:e and power secured by the possession of 
millions of rupees accumulated' during. his· rule, 
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he was at last arraigned by the· _representatives of naturally aris@ on the part of the sovereign; that 
his countrymen,befoce the High Court of Parliam.ent. . the government is everything and the subject noth

His defense. when conffonted with the shocking ing; that the great landed men are in a mean ·and 
details of the enormities of his administration was, depraved state. 
in words and in substance, the arguments that the "But nothing is ·more false than that despotism is 

the constitution of any: country in Asia that we are 
· American people have listened to now for sometime, · · 

acquainted with. . It is certainly not true of any 
and to which they are still listening. I::Ie de.;:lared_ Ma]lomedan ~onstitution; but if it were, do yo_ur. 
that in the country in which he governed an entirely lordships really think that the nation would hear, 
different set of·rules and of pri~ciples must be fol- that any human creature would bear; to hear ari 

· lowea; tha_t the people over whom he ruled were of English governor defend hims-elf on such princi pies? 
a " most depraved state," and incapable of enjoying , or, if he can defend h_imsel£ on such principles, is it 

. anything but oppression, and that he was authorized possible to deny the conclusion that no man in India 
in ruling them arbitrarily because that was the kind ... h"as a security for anything, but by being totally in
of rule they had always been used to. . dependent of the British government? Here he has 

Edmund Bi.trke, at the trial before the. Lords declared his opinion that he is a despotic prince; 
that he ,is to use arbitrary power, ana, of course, all 

in W_ estminster· Hall, replied in part as foilows:· his acts are ·covered with that shield. 'I . know,' 
" My lords, you have now heard the principles on says he 'the constitut~?n of Asia only from its prac

which Mr. Hastings governs the part of Asia sub- tice.' Will your lordships submi.t to hear the cor~· 
jected to the .. British empire .. You have heard his rupt practices ()f mankind made the principles of 
opiniop. of the meaQ and depraved state . .of those government? No; it will be your pride and glory 
wh9 are subject to it. You have heard his lecture to teach meri intrusted with power that, in their use 
upon arbitrary power, which he' states to be the con- of it, they are to conform to principles, and not 

. stitution of Asia. You hear the application he makes to draw their principles from the_ corrupt pra:c
of it, an,d you hear the practices which he employs tice of any man whatever. Was there ever heard 
to justify it, and who the persons were on whose au- o-r could it be conceived that a governor w·ould 
thority he relies and whose example -he professes _to dare to heap up all the evil practices, all the cruel
_ follow. ln the first place, your lordships will be as- ties, oppressions, extortions, corruptions, briber
. tonished at the audacity with which he speaks of his. ies, of all ~he ferocious usurpers, desperate robbers, 
own administration as if he was reading a specula- thieves, cheats, and jugglers that ever had office from 
tive lecture on the evils attendant upon some vici.- ~ne end of Asia to another, and consolidating all 
Ol-!S system of foreign government, in which he had this mass of the crimes and absurdities of barbarous 
no sort of concern whatsoever. And then, when in domination .into one code, establish it as the whole 
this speculative way he has established, or thinks he duty of an English governor? . I believe that till this 
has, the vices of the' government,. he conceives he tiine so audacious a: thing was never attempted by 
bas found a sufficient ap.ology ~or his ovy-n crimes. man. 
And if he violates the most solemn engagements; if "He have arbitrary power! My lords, the East. 
he oppresses, extorts, and robs, if he imprisons, con- India Company have not arbitrary power to give 
'fiscates, banishes at his sole. will and plejtsure, when him; the king has ·no arbitrary power to give him; 
we accuse him for his. ill treatment of the people your lordships ):lave not, nor the· Commons, nor the 
committed to him as a sacred trust, his defense is,- ·whole legislature. We have no arbitrary power to 
,;Tobe robbed, violated, oppressed is their privilege; giv~, because arbitrary power is a thing which neither 
let the constitutionof their country answer for it; I any man can hold nor any man can.give. No man 
did not make it for them. Slaves I found them, and can'lawfully govern himselfaccording to his !=JWn will, 
as slaves I have treated them. I was a despotic much less can one petso.n· be governed by the will of 
prince; despotic g<;>Vernments are jealous and the anorher. We ate all born in subjection, all born 
subj~cts prone to r:ebellion. T.his very proneness of equally, high and low, governors and governed, in 
the subject to shake off his aHegiance exposes him subjection to one great, immutable, pre-existent law,'
to continual danger from his sovereign's jealousy; prior to all our devices, and prior to all our con
and this is consequent upon the political state of trivances, paramount to all our ideas and all our sen
llindostanic governments." He lavs it down as a sations, ant~cedent to our very existence, by which 
rule that despotism is the genuine constitution of_ we are knit and connected in theeternal frame ofthe 
India; that a disposition, to, rebellion in the subject universe, out of which we cannot stir. 
~r dependent prince is the necessary effect of this "This great law does not arise Hom our conven
de.spotism, and that jealousy and its consequences tions or compacts; ,but, on the _contrary, it gives to 



Ot1r. G<>nventions .and compacts all . the force and
sanction they can have; it does not arise from our 
vain institutions. Every good gift is of God; all 

. power is of God, and He, who has given the power,_ 
and from whom alone it originates, will never suffer 
the exercise of it to be practiced upon any less solid 
foundation than the power itself. If, then, all do- . 
minion of man over man is the effect of the divine 
disposition, it is bound by the eternal laws of Him 
that gave it, witb which no human authority can dis
pense; neither he that exercises it nor even those 
who are subject to it; and if they were mad enough 
to make an express compact that should release 
their magistrate from his duty, and should declare 
tl:i.eir lives, liberties, and properties dependent upon, 
not rules and laws, but his i:nere capricious will, that 
covenant would be void. The accepter of it has not 
his authority inLreased, but he has his crime doubled. 
Therefore, can it be imagined, if this be true, that 
He will suffer this great gift of government, the 
greatest, the best, that was ever given by God to 
mankind, to be the plaything and the sport of- the 
feeble will of ·a man who, by ·a blasphemous, absurd, 
and petulant usurpation, would place his own feeble, 
contemptible, ridiculous will in tht:; place of the di
vine wisdom and justice?" 

J· D .. B., 
(Concluded ne:rt week.) 

''INTERESTING LORD'S DAY CASE." 

· Sunday Street-Railway Work in Canada. 

"LoNDON, 0NT., September . 19.-Police Magis
trate Love gave a decision this morning that will be 
of interest to Sunday-observance people. Three 
.street-car employes were charged with· profa-nation 
of the Lord's day, having spent last Sunday in 
' steeling' switch points. The defence was that the 
work was one of necessity, a.s. it could not be done 
during ordinary week days, owing to the frequent 

· rupning of the cars and could not be properly done 
at night. The defense l'ield good, and the defend-
ants were discharged." · 

The above item was taken from the Evening News, 
Toronto, Ont., Sept. I9, Igoo. London has no Sun
day street cars,.so the company have Sunday to 
ma]te repairs ah d do other necessary' ( ?) work. _There 
should be no occasion in l,ondon or any other city 
in Ontario for such a defense. Th.e law that _)Vould 
prosecute and convict_ any citizen for honest labor 
performed ov any day of the w,eel< is bad; T}lat a 
man should be brought to .the police c6urt and there 
dealt with, and made to feel as a criminal (a police 
cour_t i~ ever a crimin~l c-ourt)for simply "steeling;~ 

switch points seems an absurdity .. Why do the good 
people of Ontario continue to grope on inblindness 
to the faCt that every such law is_ a relic of barbarism, 
and belongs not on the statute books of this c_hris~ 
.tian land? 

All honor to the good judge who lil;>erated the· 
poor men who were simply doing nothing more tha~ 
ChristJesus himself did while a man on earth. He 
worked at the bench every first -day, and by his life 
of industry forever set the seal of righteousness to 
honest labor. Doubtless many who are engaged in 
the work of spying out and causing the arrest of such 
offenders of the Lord's Day Act think they are do
ing God's servke. They are even yet ignorant of the 
fact that the papal church resorted to all such means 
to make ·Christians obey her dogmas, and millions 
were caused to perish from off the earth. 

The' Lord's Day Alliance of Ontario is even now 
prosecuting its Wo(k of educati'llg all the provinces_ 
up to that point where Parliament will be compelled 
to make a Dominion law so strong that every branch 
of industry will be stopped on Sunday. 

Even if it were a fact that Sunday were the Sab
bath, ·would it be pleasing to God to en.act such a 
law? Can we find in the Bible any account where 
a nation ever was instructed to make a Sabbath law? 
"The ~orks were finished from the foundation· of . 
the world. For He spake in a certain place of. the 
.seventh day on this w~se: And God did rest the 
seventh day from all his.works." (He b. 4: 3; 4.) Only 
the Creator co-u~d inake a day of rest. . This work He 
performed' at the foundation of the world as soon 
as he made man, so the Sabbath (tl).e seventh 
day) was made for man.. Now, if man will only 

. keep holy this day which Christ as God has made, 
he will "see no reason for ever wanting any human 
statute to compel his neighbor to keep it. If all the 
good Christian people of Ontario wotild keep the 
Sabbat~ (the seventh day) ·h.oly, they_would see n,o 
place for any law other 'than the fourth command
ment f'or-S~bbath keeping, and al! Sunday laws ever 
ma.de to compel the people _to keep it as a rest day· 
would be rep~aled. · - · ' · 

Vain is the help of man. Sunday laws are papa1 
~aws enacted over again. Let all the people . of 
London and everywhere over all the/ fair land. of 
Canada re(ld Isaiah s8: I2, I3: 14· ·,Should the Al
liance succeed in securing the law they want, the 
"image of 'the beast "·(Papacy) will be made.' The 
prophecy of Reve1ation thirteen w'iil thenbave beell' 
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fulfilled in Canada. The papal principle of church
and"state union will be fully reestablished. What 
then will be the r:eward of ,every Protestaq(who has 
in any way aided in this wicked work? The Bible 
answer is: . "If any man W'orship the beast and his 
image, and ._receive pis mark in his forehead or his 
hand, the same shall drink of the wine .of .the 1yrath 
of God." (Rey. -14:9, IO.) The only sure way toes
cape is to keep the "·commapdments of God and the 
faith of Jesus." (v. 12.) P. M. HowE. 

Bartonville,· Ont. 

·1 · News9 ·Notes •.... · 
and .Cornrnent 

EIGHT young men of Corunna, Mich., were re
cently-arrested. for playing ball.o'n Sunday, the arrest · 
oei_ng instigated, of COllfSe, by a clergyman. At the 
trial, says the Detroit Free Press, the point was made 
h?r the attorney for the defense that the boys were 
not playing base-hal~, but only a game of toss up, 
~nd therefore the "Sabbath" had not been legally 
violated. The jury, says the report, puzzled over 
this point till midnight, and finally stood half for 
conviction and h~lf for acquittal. Would it not be 
more in the interests-of·consistency, common sense, 
and good government if human legislators would let 
the subject of the Sabbath' alone? 

.Jf..Jf. 

As, illustrating the trend m which things are 
rapidly going in this country, a·nd the wild l~ngths 
to which some are carried by the spiri.t of th.ese 
things, is the following utterance which a few days 
ago was received with tremendous applause by an 
immense audience in this 'ci!y: "The great Ameri
·can Ocean, hitherto known as the Pacific Ocean." 
This carries with·. it a significance and a meaning 
th9-t the "eloquent orator" evidently did not re'ckon 
on; for it is certain that if the attempt is made to 
give this idea any practical effect it will be no 
longer fitting to designate ·that oce~n by the name 
that it has borne from the days _of Balboa and · 
Magellan. It will probably become the rendevous 
of the. far from peaceful fleets and squadrons of 
Powers that will consider themselyes as having as· 
good claim to that ocean as any body else, and if 

they are not each and all at least secured fn the con-. 
tinuance of the "open door" ~nd the possession of 
a satisfactory "sphere of infl"u~nce," they will be 
-mo~e than likely to bring to pass upon its surface 
some· scenes that will render the name Pacific very 
.inappropriate indeed. 

. .Jf. $ 

THE blessings(?) of militarism for the soldier, to 
say nothing of those who bear the burdens it im
poses, were illustr~ted recently b)r the s~icide of 
three soldiers of one regiment in the French army 
in one week. France is a republic w-ith a big· army. 

THE United States having joined the "concert" 
of the Powers in China fin,ds· itself in an embarrass
ing position. At almost the first move it makes it 
is accused bx some of. the other Powers of having 
spoiled the program. If the United Sta.t~s is to stay 
in the "concert" it must, of course, not sound a note 
of discord in the music, but must pipe to the tune of 
the European monarchies. 

. How easily and· unconsciously do men betray 
themselves and their schemes when advocating the 
impossible. A great orator a few days since, wax
ing eloquent on the rule of dep~nd~ncies by .the 
American Government, declared: "Who khows but 
what in the orde~ly .and perfect administration we 
are sure to give these possessions and their cities 

,. ' ~ 

wesha11 fi'nd the remedy anci the means of reform-
ing the corrupt admin.istrations of our own St;;1te 
and municipal governments here at home?" 

· Cpmment on this is almost spperfluous. When 
rivers can flow up hill, when muddy streams c~n be
come at their mouths more clear and. tr~nsparent 
than are the springs of the mountains from whence 
they, flow, tlien may the the promise. of liberty by 
those who are themselves the servants of corruptiq'n 
be received as capable of fulfillment. 

. . . 

IT is now bluntly declared by a leading spokes
man for the imperialistic program of the Govern
ment, .that the declaration for. Cuban liberty and 
independence-with which this .nation. through Con
gress announced to the world its intention to step · 
between Spain and the do~n-trodden Cubans, was a 



grea,t mistake-that the promise of independence 
gi~en to the Cubans ought n:~ver to have been made~ 
b_ecause they ought to be ruled by the United States . 
Thus spoke Senator Beveridge recently to a .vas.t 
and applauding audience in this city. ·"Forcible 
annexation" of Cuba, which but tw:o years ago was 

. "not to be thought of" because it would be "crimi
nal aggression," is now, according to_ this spokes
man, entirely justifiable and proper. The point t' 
be noted is the rapidity with which the old Ameri
can ideals of government are giving place. to others 
of an opposite character. 

$$ 

REFERRING to the report's, now well authenti
cated,~that the looting of Tien-Tsin and Peking was 
authorized by military authority,..the Christian En-

. . , " -~ 

deavor World inquires: 

" What can the ·so-called Christian nations ex
pect after this horrible exhibition of 'barbarism? 
They have sown the wind; they will surely reap the 
whirlwind. The excesses of the Boxers in their 
maddest moments were apparently no greater, if 
they were as great, as the rapine and destruction of 
these barbarians from civilized lands. Who cari 
blame the Chinese for any reprisals which they may 
hereafter make. u'ppn these hordes,of white bandits 
who have. overrun their country?" 

Tile possession of a w:hit-e skin and a knowledge 
of the ways of civilization are no proof that an in-: 
dividual. is not as pure a. barbarian a's ever lived. 
And of such individuals the " so-calle.d Christian 

• -, I - ' • 

natioris" are i-n large part comp·osed. 

$$ 

WE commend the following thoughts expressed 
by the Orifntal Watchman, published in Calcutta, 
India, in reference to the Chiriese situation as }twas 
a few weeks ago. After describing the perils by 
w~ich. the missionaries were surfoJ.Inded, the Watdt~. 
man says: 

''There is a· lesson to be learhed by these calami
ties, and missionaries need to· study it How often. 
have we seen the spectacle of missiorfary bodies call-
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pointed out the spiritual weakness that musfresult' 
from associating religien with political power. AncL 
now, it is to be feared, the innocentwill have to 

. suffer with the guilty. Whenever a missionary makes 
himself a party to calling for t~e sword to punish 
anti-Christian .violence l}e forgets Christ's warning, 
'They that take the sword -shall p'erisn with the 
sword.' 

"Of cours·e governments, from their point of view, 
must protect their citizens, the missionary as well 
as others. And some say, ' Ought not a mis- -
sionary-to be protected .the same as any dtizen? ' · 
If the missionary wants to place himself on the same .. 
level as citizens o-f the kingdom~ of this world he 
may do so. But the true missionary is a 'man senl 
from God,' not from England, or America, or Ger
many. ' His 'citizenship is in heaven,' and when he 
gets into trouble over the discharge of his duties as 
an ambassador of heaven he appeals to the court 
of heaven for protection. In the realm of the gos
pel'the Lord said, 'Vengeance is mine, I will repay,' 
and as for protection;' Lo, I am with you always.' 

For years missionaries have penetrated to the 
.remotest corners- of China. There have been 
local tumults and violence, but when persecuted in 
one city the missiopary has, usually beeh able to flee 
unto another,.as Christ commanded. It is undenia
ble that the gravest dangers to missionaries have 
arisen through the hatred stirred 1::1p by the actions 
ofpoliticill_po~ers. Sorpe .missionaries 'have called 
for it, and so.me have protested against it Now we 
can only commend all alike to the only protection 
that can •save hundreds of mission' stations in the 
Chinese interior.". 

TH~ ,MAP OF. CHINA. 

We have:= mailed. several hundred of thesernap!i 
topatrops of • THE SENTINEL duri~g the past fe\V 
wee~s. and have received only words of commenda- .. 
tion therefor. Our 1\mite.d supply now remaiping we 
shall continue to mail Jo all purchasers at the nomi-: 
nal price of fifteen cents. Order your5=opy of this 
map of "China before if is too late. ·· 

. .GoD never ordained that any man _should. go in 
the way of unrighteousness, npr th;:.tt any nation 
should. go in. the path of injusti~e. 

. ing for political intervention, and; if not ·calling for 
it, allowing themselves without protest-to be treated 
'just like .other citizens;' when difficulties with the• 
non'::Christian pe~ples pave ari~en. AlL this has 
gjven people the iQ:lpression that Lord Salisb11ry in- Tms nati.on has l:)ecome a giant who is no longer 
{;l:icated 1n · h1s. war-ning to missionaries·. ' He <,llso, a · cont~nt with the nurseryrip1es that were sung around 

· politician, :Seff<;)rth a spifitl1altruth that_most m1s-- ,his dadle.-President Northrop, of Minnesota Univer-
· .. ~~onp.ry h99ks ..• ha:V¢ .•been to{> blind to· ,.see •• He ·. sity .. . : 
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Three ·Maps on 10ne Sheet. 
(Size of Sheet 21 by 28 inches) 

' lLLUSTRA'l'ING 

THE PRESENT" CHINESE QUESTION" 

. Showing (I) Asia in .general;. (2) China, Japan, the 
Philippines, Malaysia and Korea; (3) Northeast
ern China and .Korea; al~O· the Population and 
Chief Cities and the Gov_erning Political Power,_ 
together with' . a brief· Printed Description of 
China touching on its Territorial Divisions, Form 
of Government, Peppie, Religi~n, Foreign Ag'
gre.ssion, the Bo;xerMovement, etc. 

Price, Post-paid, 1 5 Cents. 
ADDRESS 

SENTINEL OF LIBERTY, 
324 Dearbom St., Chicago. 

. P" A' ·GAN' ·.cou· ·N· T.ER'. F~·r-s.· in the Christian church . . t.J By C. A. S. TEMPLE. 

/'>.vivid presentation of the paga11. festivals, rites, and us;tges w:hich 
the author finds in the Christian churches of .to-day; .together With 
two chapters on Freemasonry, whit?h ought to be read by ·every 
Mason who professes . to be a Christian. :r87 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address Ho~se nearest to you. 

PACIFIC PRE.S.S PUBLISHING CO., , 
39. BoND ST., N~wYoR:K,N. Y •. 

O.&XLAND;. CAL, 
K.u!SAS Crl'Y, Mo. 

HOW IS fT THAT · 
. a yearly subscription to 

th.e Health Journal may save · you a 
number of medical fees and much val
uable time?. Simply because it .tells 
how tb avoid. sickness, arid how to ·cure 
sickness by the use 'of simple home' 
treatments~ · 

. FIFTY CENTS A YEAR. · 
Special three. months' tr~al subscrip~. 

tion, 10 cents in stamps.. .. 
Sample copy seht free on receipt of 

postal. Address · / 

PACIFIC HEALTH JOURNAL, . 
St. ·HeleM, California. 

Wh t . Religious 
. · a ;as Liberty? 

·~~~· 

· THE importance. of a correct understanding 
of this question, and the principles govern

ing the true relatio~ and attitude of the church 
and state can not l?e overestimated. 

Jefferson says, ''The spirit of these times 
may alter, wiU.al~et," and it ~ust be. apparent 
to .all that religious legislation is rapidly gain
ing favor in the public mind, and is embed
ding itself in the fundamental law of the land 
in defiance of the Constitution and all Ameri
can Institutions. 

The Religious Liberty Library Nos. 1 to 26 

will answer the many questions arising in 
I . 

your mind on the subject of church and state. 
.. They are substantially bound, in cloth, iri three 
volumes; price for the set, $1.25, postpaid. 

· Address 

THE REVIEW AND HERALD PUBLISHING CO., 
'- ~ ' ' ~ ' ,, ' 

Battle Creek~ Micb: • 

··THE1LEG4L SUNDAY 
By -t,he late 

Jf\MfiS J'~ RINGGOLD 
of t.he. Baltimore ·oar. 

This is one of the most 
faithful ·and interesti:&g · 
histories of the American 
Sabbath ev~r written. 

256 pages. Enameled covers. Price 25 cents. 

1nttnt4tlonal RdfgJ~us £fbtrty Jl$$'11. 
324 DearbOn Str«t. · Sbl~o. DL · 
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THE PERIL. OF THE REPUBLIC 

l 

OF THE UNITED STATES. 
. . 
By PERCY T. MAGAN. 

mnnnnnn.u...u..t..t..I.~l...U.l.u..u.u.u..u.u.uu.t u u.t u.urt 
::1 ·areat Literature, . .::U: Hundreds Should Sell. It. . ~ 
:1. Oreal History, ::U:: · t:: 
:1 Oreater Prophecy. ::U:: Thousands Should Buy It. ~ 
:1onJtspsgestheVIdL/ghtofthePropbecies :n:: Millions Should Read It t!. :1 blazes u~ afresh! . :1l:: . • t: 
:'ITTTTTTT"rrrTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTl'TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT'l"Tf;: 

l F you would touch the hearts of. men, you must touch them over the things upon which they are thinking, and 
in which they expeCt to act a part. · · ' 

Five tbpusand copies of ''The Peril of the Republic '•' were sold before· the.plates left the presses, and 
before any advertisirtg had been undertaken. · · • 

Here are some of the chapter headings: "A Nation's Birthright," "National Apostasy,'' "Manifest Des-. 
tiny," "In the Trail of Rome," "Amity or Armageddon." 

" If you would know this most important history of this time, you will have to read ' The Peril of the 
Republic;' for the history is given nowhere else. "-Review and Herald, jan. :?, I900. 

It contains H chapters, l96 pages, has a beautiful cover design, is substantially .bound 
in doth. Price, $~.00, postpaid. . · · . 

''DESIRE OF A tiES" 
TRADE EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper; making it just the right size 
for general reading, and to carry :when traveling. 

·Not illustrated, but contains the complete text of the 
large, ~utiful subscription edition, including frontis
piece, gen_eral and Scriptural indexes,. and •appendix. 
We publish the trade edition of "Desire"of Ages,· at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons who 
desire: this newly written account of the Life of the· 
Great Teacher in a compact form, and at a moderat~ 

·price, We believe that these two features are fully. 
met in our effort, and that this trade edition is'all that 
could be desired ; · atid the price brings it within the -
reach of the multitudes. It contains I,o42 pages; is 
handsomely and substantia~ly bound. 

. - '" 

Price, in cloth ........................ $1.50 
Full leather, round_ corners ..... , ... 2.00 

LIVINti FOUNTAINS OR BROKEN 
CISTERNS, 

An Educational Problem for Protestants. 

I N this yolume.is considered that greatest of all _prol:>lem_~· the 
educatiOn of the ch1ldren and youth, It ·con tams the hlStory 
of the two systems of education, Pagan and Christian. 

· The cause of the failure and apostasy. of Israel, the early 
church, t.he Reformers, and modern Protestants, also the weak
ness of the remnant church, can be traced to no other source, 
and accounted for on no other grounds than the Pagan methods 

·and wrong principles of education instilled into the minds and 
hearts o_f the' children and youth of past ages and the present 
generatlon. . .. 

Would you know and understand .. the true principles of 
Christian Education for to-day? . Secure at once a copy of-" Liv
ing Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Problem for 
Protestants;" Read it, and ponder its teacqings in your heart. 
It contains 427 pages, printed fran>- ,...--,~. substantially·· 
bound in cloth. 

Price ..... -. , ............. , .$1.25. 

$ 
. BATTLE CREEK, MICH., May 29, 1~00. 

I have read ·the MS. of Prof. E.· A. Sutherland's n:ew book 
"Living- Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Prob~ 
lem for Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the book for 
our churches and our schools, 

Everyone who reads the book must be convinced that there 
are liow two systems of education ; one Christian and the other 
Pagan.· The one leading to the knowledge of God-and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. I,. A. HooPES, 

Sec. Gen. Conf. 

-"----------SEND YOUR ORDERS TO THE-'--'-~--------

"REVIEW·· AND HERALD PUB. 
TORONTO, Ont. 

BA 'rTL~ CR~~K, 1\o:I:HjH• 
CHICAGO, Ill. ATLANTA~ Ga. 

co., 
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. .· Without castin'g any reflection-up;Ii the sincerity 
· of the. assertion that tnis is not meant to-favor any 

political party, the fact remains that no. one will 
'have ~ny difficulty i:n knowing which -one of the p.ar" 

· ties the voting Methodist must sustain i'f this ad:: 
vice is follow·ed. But if the saloon ~vii ought tobe 

· cast O'QtJiy vote, why should not other national evils 
~- . . . 

be _q.ttacked in the same way, and why should no.t · 
the representative men of the clmich ~ecord· their 

Any one receiving The s~ntinel of LibertY without having ordered it,· · "deliberate judgment" concerning· these also? . 
·may know that·it is sen:t by some fiiend. Those who have. not ordered The 

CHICAGO, OCTOBER s,· rgoo .. ' 

Sentinel need have no fears that they' will be asked to pay for it. . ~ $ 

' REP,EATED outbreaks of religious intolerance In 

Mansfield, Ohio, have redently ~ccurred, following 
UPON the date indicated by 'the yellow label at- various aftempfs of· certain elders of the Dowie 
tached to yoiJr paper. lf it indicates October, rgoo, "Zion" church to hold religious servic:es with the 
as the month in which yo~t subscription expires be. :few followers of the sect residing in that place. 
sure to renew ·promptly in order that you may avoid The conduct of the city government in permitting 
the los.s of any numberof.T:HE SENiiNEL OF LIBERTY, these repeated outrages is rightly characterized by 
and that we may be saved inconvenience at this leading American journals as pusillanimous in the 

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRES 

office. 

· "Two adherents of :• Christian Science" in Mil
waukee, Wis., were recently found guilty of _practic-· 
ing medicine in violation of the State medicaflaw, 
which forbids such practice to any person not a 
graduate of a mediCa( college. This is a very proper. 
legal provision, but the judge in giving his decision 
declared that a person's religion is subordinate to the 
laws of-the larid, citing as evidence a decision of the 
United States Supreme Court against Mormonism. 
This judge's, decision is a precedent which will 
probably be ~bea~d from later. 

~~ ~ 

THE Michigan Clzristian Advocate, in giving some 
~dvice to "the voting Methodist," C:i!es this para
graph from th~ chapter on temperance in .the l,\ietho
dist discipline: "We record- our. deliberate judg
ment that no political party has a right to expect, 
nor ought it to receive, the support. of Christian meri 
so long as iJ stands committt:!d to the license policy 
or refuses to put itself on record in an attitude of 
operi hostility to the saloori. But, the· foregoing ' 
must not be .. ~onsidered as in the interest of. any 
poli ti.cal party." 

"The voting Methodist," adds the Advocate, "4_as 
::s <l guide the 'deliberate judgment' of the repre
sentativemertOf ·his church that no political party 
which is tolerant toward the saloon i~ entitled to. a 

extreme and entirely without ex'cus'e. "What," 'in
quires the independent, "can Ohio say about South
ern lynchings when Mansfield thus' flouts the laws 
and t.he constitution of the-State and the country?" 
and the question is altogether pertinent. 

C:ouNT ToLSTOY, the famous Russian, has been 
excommunicated by th.e Russian state church 
(Greek Catholic), which has undertaken further to 
see that the Count does not get into heaven, by for
bidding him "absolution" in the hour of death. l.n 
view of the fact that Tolstoy does not believe in 
war, arid is opposed to every principle of tyranny, 
and does not hesitate to say. so, this attitude of the 
Greek Catholic Church is readily comprehensible. 

$~ 

THE following •: speciaL cable·~ from Paris to the 
New York Tribune gives "the latest" on the Chinese 
situation: 

"PARis,September zg.-A veneer of purely for-
mal and conventional c.ermonial is all thaUs left of 
thefarrious European concert in China. The politely
worded official disclaimers from St. Petersburg of 
any desire for territorial acquisition are accepted 
here ·as at Berlin and Loridori with the same ex
quisite courtesywith which they are proffe~ed. The 
m'ask has fallen, and in diplomatic circles not a 
doubt is entertained but what Gennany's vigorous 
initiative, keenly b<:tcked by Japan, marks the first 
step towards the- dismemberment of the Chinese 

Methodist vote." . ' ,, 
.. empire, 
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THE moral tone of society can be improved only 
by elevating the moral tone of the individuals who 
compose society. 

THE despotism of the mob, is even more hateful· 
because more hopeless than the qespotism of a 
single individual. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRI,CE, 

L. A. SMITH, } c: P. BOLLMAN, 

THAT government .is best that guarantees the 
Editors. greatest possible freedom. on the part of all without 

trenching upon the liberties of any. 

CHRISTIANITY is not a cult; it 1? the life of_ God 
in the soul. 

THE gospel and the gospelonly "is the power of 
God unto ,salvation to every one that believeth." 

.ff,.ff. 

GoD in Christ Jesus reconciles the world unto 
himself. Civil law has no part in the work of sal:. 
vation: 

.$.$ 

RIGHTS being God-given and inherent can not be 
destroyed ·nor cease to be though their exercise may 
be denied. 

$..$ 

Two things are :'e-ssential to the 'formation of 
moral character, first, moral law, a~d, second, free- . 
dom of choice; One 'who always did right simply 
becaus~ he could .not do wrong would never develop 
mQral character; and this is tpe ever and alksuffi
cient answe-r to all cavils as to the wisdom of God in 

· permittiJJg sin. 

·---·,.._.......~---

THE SPHERE OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT.. 

THE theory that civil government must have 
something to do with religion, and thCJ.t it must in 
some degree at least enforce the divine law, is radi
cally opposed to the teaching of Divirte Revelatio_q, 
The Scriptures plainly dedare that " every one of 

.. us shall give account of himself to God," not to civil 
government. 

Our accountability to God includes everyact of 
our lives. It in~ludes every relation of life. The 
divine law not o'nly requires that we love God su
premely, but also that each soul shall love his 'neigh
bor as himself. Hence any disregard of the rights 
our fellowmen is a violation not only of just civ:illaw,. 
but, first of all, it is violative of the divine law, 'and 
is sin. But civil law does not, or at least should not,
undertake to punish sin, but only crime. 

S~n pertains not only, to the outward act, but has 
its beginning in the· secret thought, in tne hidden 
motive, deep_ down in the heart. And whik the act 
affects our fellowmen,. while it may be an invasion 
of huiJ]an rights, 'the ~in is :without qualifiqtion 
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against God, for it is his law that is ~violated, and 
it is He who "shall bring every work into judgment, 
:with every secret thing, whether it be good or whether 
it be evil." 

God is the only moral governor. To him, and to 
him alone, every soul is morally responsible. In the 
very nature of things this could ·not be otherwise, 
because J;o permit any power whatever to come be
tween the soul and G~d would .be to destroy indi
vidual responsibility to God. 

But' man is a social as well as a moral being, and 
as su.ch he is endowed with ".certain unalienable 
rights." To him God h~s committed the preserva
tion of these rights by means of civil government. 
This truth is thus expressed in the American Dec-
laration of Independence: · 

"We hold these truths to be self-evident that all 
men are. created equal; that they are endowed by 

. their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that 
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap
piness; that to secure these rights governments are in
stituted among men, deriving their just powers from 
the consent pf the go'Yerned ..... " 

To disregard these rights or to trample upon 
them is to wrongour fellowmen and so to sin against 
God. The sin, if not repented of and forgiven, God 
will punish in his own time; the wrong may be dealt 
with by ot,lr fellows in their organized capacity as a 
state; and it is this fact that restrains from deeds of 
violence and injustice many who have Bot the fear 
of God befor.e them. This safeguard to liberty and 
natural rights the Gqd who sends. his·,rain upon the 
ju.st and upon the unjust has given to the race. Its 
benefits accrue alike to t?e ~ighteous and to the 
wicked. The powers of civil government are exer-·· 
cised alike by and for Jew and Gentile, pagan and 
Christian. · Hence civil government js not in any 
sense Christian, but ·is humanitarian-that is, it is 
given, like marri~ge, for-the good of mankind. 

Man has been made the guardian of·his o'wn civil 
rights, not by an ·arbitrary arrangement on t,he part 
of the Creator, but for wise and. beneficent reasons· 
which we can readily discover and comprehend. 
G.od committed to men; not the ~dministration of 
his law, nor any part of it, but the maintenance of 
those rights which reason teaches. that all intelligent 
moral beings should enjoy in common, those self
evident rights enumerated in the Declaration of In
dependence. 

Had God made civil government Christian and· 

commi~sioned men to administer his law, and tore-
. quire of their fellows the discharge of duties due to 
the DivineBeing, or even. t6 adminis,ter the·divine 
law as regards the duties which, as social beings, we. 
owe to one another., it would necessarily have de:-. 
stroyed moral responsibility to God. 
. ~Again, it is obvjous that had God not committed 
to me·n the power to regulate to som'e extent their 
social relation in order that their natural rights might 
be preserved, but had himself administered' civil 
justice, either vengeance would have been so swift 
and certain as to defeat the very desi,grt. of God in 
making man a free moral agent, or else punishment 
would have been so long delayed as to afford no. pro
tection to those in need of it. It was absolutely 

.. necessary that man should be the guardian of his 
own rights in this world, and for the temporary con
cerns of this world, but that this should in no way 
affect his individual . mor~l responsibility to th_.e 
Creator. Nor should. men make it a pretext for as
suming to exercise authority which belongs alone to 
God. 

That the principle here stated is the correct and 
spiritual one is clear from the words of Christ when the 
Pharisees sought to entangle him ·in his talk. They 
asked him the question: "Is it lawful to give tribute 
unto C;:esar or nqt?" But he, understanding their 
purpose, said: "Show me the tribute money. And 
they brought unto him a penny. And he said unto 
them, Whose is this image and superscripiion? And 
they said unto him, Ca:sar's. Then said he unto 
them,,Render therefore unto C;:esar the things that 
are C;oesar's, and unto God the things that are God's." 
.In this Christ plainly. separated between civil and 
moral duties. The paying of tribute was simply a 
civil matt.er.. They were livin'g under Ca:sar's,gov
ernment and it .was right that they should contribute 
to the support of the government; and yet this was 
riot an absolute .moral duty, but rather one. growing 

out of the surro~ndings, and in some cases even 
something to be done merely to .avoid offense. It 
was for this reason that Christ himself pdid the tem
ple t~x, as we learn from Matt. 17: 24-27. 

Civil g:wernment is . not Ch.ristian, neither is it 
anti-Christian; it simply has no religious character, 
and,. like other men, the Christian must live under it 
and is privileged to enjoy its protection. 

'Qu~etness and peace. are essential to the enjoy
ment of life and liberty, and to the pursuit of hap
piness_, which the D-eclaration of Indep_endence 



enumerates as among those unalienable rights which 
governments are instituted to preserve. This truth 
is inculcated by the apostle when he exhorts that 
prayer be made for those who are in authority" that 
we may lead quiet and peaceable lives i~ all godli
ness and honesty." 

It follows. as a logical conch1s1on from the prin
ciples laid down that the Christian's true attitude 
toward civil government is submission i~ all things 
civil; rendering to Cesar the things that are Cx
sar's, and to God the things that are God's. But to 
do this, that is, to render to God that which belongs 
to God, he who would render it, must, in the things 
rendered to God, be absolutely independent of any, 
human authority. In thos'e things his allegiance 
must be· to God alone. As a matter of history, we 
find that this has always been the attitude of the 
servants of God. This was the case with Shadrach, 
Meshach, an~ Abed-nego, who, for refusing to bow 
before the great image in the plain of .Dura, were 
cast into the fiery furnace. It was also the case 
with Daniel, who, though prime minister of the em
pire., disobeyed a "law" of the k1~g. It was also 
the case with Peter and John, who, when com
manded by the magistrates contrary to the word of 
the Lord, answered, "Whether it be right in the 
sight of God to hearken unto you more than unto 
God, judge ye. For we 'can but speak the things 
which we have seen and heard." 

In all these cases the civil rulers sought to usurp 
authority which belonged alone to God, and the 
servants of God refused obedience and submitted 
to the punishment inflicted, protesting, however, 
against the inju~tice, and maintaining their inno
cence while declaring .boldly their purpose not to 
yield to Cxsar the things that belong to God. 

The same course was pursued by Christians until 
apostasy began to ~orrupt the primitive simplicity 
of tile gospel. The followers of Christ ever yielded 
cheerf~l . obedience to an in authority in all .civil 
matters, hut they went to the block and the stake 
rather than yield an iota of their soul-liberty. So 
persiste~t were they in maintaining -individ'ual re
sponstpilit;y directly to God, that their teaching 
updn this subject so permeated, the Roman Empire 
tha.t by J:he year A. D. 3I9, the most perfect religious 
freed~m that. ever ex-isted under any government 
~xce.pt our own, was granted in Rome, and was en
joyed by all, both pagans and C:hristians·, until apos
tate Christians themselves sought to established in 

'I ' ' '" / ' 
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Rome a man-made tl:l.eocracy and denied to others 
the very right~ which only a kw years before they 

· had claimed for themselves. And in so doing they 
violated not only the principl~s for which they had 
formerly contended, but. they set at nought the fun
damental law of Christiapity itself, as laid down by 
its Author: "All things whatsoever ye would that 
men should do to you, do ye even so to them." 

B. 

ENFORCING THE SUNDAY LAW IN CHICAGO. 

ON a recent Sunday two m·en. were arrested in 
this city for selling horses on that day. Why the 
arrests were made is not clear. The selling was done 
in a Jewish quarter, ~ence it would be difficult to 
make,it appear that the public peace was disturbed; 
and according to the Supreme Court of the State the 
·sunday statue derives what little validity it has 
only from the inherent right of a commonwealth to 
preserve the peace. 

In delivering the opinion of the court in the case 
~f William S. Eden vs.The People of the State of 
Illinois, at Springfield, May 12, I896, Mr. Justice 
Craig said: 

"The common law of~England, as adopt~d in this· 
State as a part of our jurisprudef!Ce, does not prohibit 
the citizen from pursuing his ordinary labor on Sun
day, nor is a contract entered into between t\yo par
ties in this State void because executed on Sunday. 
(Rex. vs. Brotherton, I Strange, 702; Drury vs. De
fontaine, I Taunt., 13I; Sayles vs. Smith, 12 Wend., 
57; Richmond vs. Moore, 107 Ill., 429.) On the other 
hand, at common law Sunday has always· been re
garded dies non juridicus-a .. day upon which courts 
could not transact other than necessary or minis
terial business. In England, however., the law which 
permitted the transaction of business and the pursuit 
of one's ordinary labor was changed by statute (29 
Char. II), which provides that 'no tradesman, artif
icer, workman, laborer, or other person whatso
ever shall do or exercise a:ny worldly business or 
work on the Lord's day,' works of necessity and 
charity being excepted. 

"~This statute h<J,S bet;n s_ubstantially adopted by 
the legislatures of many of the States of the Union. 
This State lias· not, however, followed the other States 
in the adoption of the English statute, but we have 
legislat~d on this subject -for ourselves in a man~ 
ner thought to be for the !;>est interests of 
our people. Th£'t legislation will be found in 

·paragraph 261 of our Criminal ,Code as follows: 
'Whoever disturbs the peace and go,od order-of sQ.;-
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ciety by labor (works of charity and necessity being 
excepted), or by any amusement or diversion on 
Sunday, shall be fined not exceeding$25. This sec
tion shall not be construed to prevent watermen and 
railroad companies from landing their passengers or 
watermen from loading, or unloading their cargoes, 
or ferrymen from carrying over the water travelers 
and persons moving their families·on the first day of" 
the week, nor to prevent the ·due exercise of the 
rights of conscience by whomever thinks proper to 
keep any other day as Sabbath.' The preceding 
paragraph (260) provides: 'Sunday shall include the 
tim"e from midnight to midnight.' 
. "There is a wide and well-marked distinction be
tween the English statute and ours. The English 
statutt; prohibits labor and business on Sunday, while 
our statute. merely prohibits labor and amusement 
which disturbs the peace and good order of society. 
In Richmond vs. Moore, supra, in speaking of the 
difference between the two statutes it. is said (p. 433): 
'A mere glance at that and our statute will show · 
that they. are materially different. That prohibit; 
labor and business; ours only prohibits labor or · 
amusement that disturbs the peace and good order 
of society. The offense by this statute is the per
formance of labor or amusement against the peace 
and good . order of socie'ty. The offense by that 
si:atute is the per(ormance of labor or business, and 
by ours it is the disturbance of the peace and good 
order of society. The British statute is much more 
comprehensive in its ,purposes and language than· 
ours. Ours ·only prohibits labor that disturbs the 
peace and good order_ of society, not naming busi
ness, whilst the British statute renders the mere act 
of labor or business penal.' 

"Under the law of this State, as it existed prior to 
the passage of the act in question, each and every 
citizen of the State was,left perfectly free to labor 
and transact business on Sunday or refrain .from 

.labor and business, as he might choose, so long as 
he did not disturb the peace and good order of so
ciety." 

The " act in question" was the barber law, which 
provided that it should ''be unlawful for any person 
or perso'n.s to keep open any barber-shop or carry on 
the busines·s of shaving, hair-cutting, or tonsorial 
work on Sunday." . . 

This act the court declared unconstitutional on 
the ground that it affected one class of ·laborers only. 
Directly upon this point the court said: 

" Is the act in question a law binding upon all the 
members of the community? A glance at its provi
sions affords a negative answer. The act affects one . 
class of laborers and one class alone. The merchant. 

and his clerks, the restaurant-keeper and his em
ployes, the clothing-house proprietor, the black-

. smith, the livery stable-keeper, the owners of street
car lines, and peopte engaged in every other branch 
of business, are each and all allowed to open their 
respective places of 'business on Sunday and .traqs
act the-ir ordinary business, if they des1re; but the 
barber, and he alone, is required to close his place 
of business. 'the bar.ber is thus deprived of prop
erty without due process of law, in direct violation 
of the Constitution of the United States and of thi_s 
State." 

It is somewhat difficult to understand just why 
the act is unconstitutional because it deprived the 
barber of property" without due process· of law," 
when the implication is that had it been a general 
law it might have been sustained~--that is, had it de
prived all of property" without due process of law." 
In. other words, had it been an act confiscating in 
the interest of religion one-seventh part of the time 
of all the people in the State it might have been sus
tained, but ~s it applied only to a class it is uncon-
stitutionaL ' 

But be that as it may, the fact remains that the 
Supreme Court of the State of lllinois has held (r) 
that the general Sunday law leaves every citizen of 
the State "perfectly free to labor and transaCt busi
ness on Sunday" so long as he does not "disturb the 
peace and good order of society;" and (2) that the 
barber bill is unconstitutional. Then what law was . . 
violated by the Sunday horse sellers.? · Cleady no 
law whatev~r. But the idea that Sunday~keeping 
must be enforced by law obtains to that extent in 
the rninds of some people that they can not get rid 
of it, and so insist upon an effort to enforce a statute 
that has no legal existence, or that at least does not 
requir~ the observan~e of Sunday, or forbid either 
labor or business upon that day. B. 

ONLY those who love liberty for humanity's sake, 
and who are consequently as jealous for the rights 
of others as for their own, really know what true 
liberty_is and are fitted to enjoy it. 

.,t$ 

A JUST government is one in which not men, but 
principles rule. Not the will of the majority, but 
right should prevail. The despotism of one is no 
worse no~ can it be a~ bad as the despotism of many. 
Better a single tyrant than a whole community of 
nation of tyrants .. 
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DEGRADING THE PUB~IC SCHOOL SYSTEM. 

TuESDAY, September r8; the public schools of 
Lowell, Mass., were dosed on account of the funeral 
of a·Cathol.ic priest, "Father" O'Brien. The action , 
w.as taken by vote of the school board on the even
ing of the previous day, and pupils and teachers in 
many iJ?.stances did not know that the public schools 
were to be made to do honor to one of their chief 
enemies until they learned the fact from the closed 
doors which debarred them from the buildings. · 

One clergyman, the Rev. S. T. Ford (Baptist), 
dared to speak out from his pulpit in condemnation 
of this un-American procedure, and, in language 
temperate yet forcible, p~ese~ted the principles by 
whi ::h the school board should have been governed. 
The Lowell Citizen quptes him as saying: 

for the public schools to honor their antagonist is in 
itself an admission that they ought not t~ exist .. 

s .• 

CATHOLIC DISSENT FROM' CATHOLIC FEDERA
TION. 

REv. THOMAS H. MALONE, memb~t of the- Colo-· 
rado State Board of Charities and Corrections, is a 
Catholic who sees no necessity for the federation of 
Catholics for political purposes, .and who dissents 
entirely from the positions taken by Bishop McF;~ml 
of Trenton in his recent articles written in justifi
cation of . this movement, entitled "C~tholii::s 
and American Citizenship." In the October North 
American Review, under the heading " Catho
'lic Citizens and Constitutional Rights," Mr. Malone· 
considers the article of Bishop McFaul, which he 

"Because an ecclesiastic dies the State has no says "breathes a spirit hostile to this modern prac
right to. divert its funds to an:y memorial service, tice [the separation of politics and religion], and 
.for that rs what was done. It costs a great deal of his recommendations could scarcely claim J·u t"fi _ 

h 1 T d . · f · . s 1 ca 
money to run our sc oo s. ·here was a rversron o _ tr"o e e' on th r ·d th t th d" 'b"l"t" h" h . . . . n v n e g oun a e rsa 1 1 res w 1c 
the public funds Ill the Interest of a memonal serv- . . . . . . 
· t d "th th h. h W ht · , he alleges Catholics suffer, have undemable exis-Jce connec e .wr e c urc . e oug Ill. our · . . 
public institutions to be very ca~eful that there shall tence: Even. on s~~h an e_xtreme supposition, it is 
be no intermingling of c~urch and state. . questiOnable If political umty, having religion as its 

"Another. thing. I noticed in the report in the basic principle, would not accentuate, rather than 
newspapers that the vote to close was unanimous, ameliorate, the disagreeeble conditions.'' 
and it w'as said that Father O'~rien was a prom_inent As to the contention that Catholics are not per
educaFtorh. I Ow'aBn~ to ask youd_If. you_ ahredcondvmced mitted in the United States to enjoy their Constitu-
that at er nen was a IstmgUJs e a vocate f 1 · ht "· 'th · · · t . "t ,/ M 'M 1 and supporter'·· of the public schools. There is wna ng s Ill err In egn ~· r .. a o~e says 
the vital question. He had in connection with there can be but one answer, which he gives rn these 

. his own _parish a private school. He had the wo.rds.: 
right to dp it. It was said in the address at his "In America, more than in_ any other couhtry in 
funeral that he had been zealous in this work in other' the world, Catholics are peq:nitted to enjoy, wjthout 
Cities. He then represented a movement which, if interference or molestation, their full Constitutional 
I understand it correctly, is, to speak it mildly, not' rights, while they are guaranteed the. freest exercise 
in sympathy with the public schools. Now, for the of their religion in every State in the Union." 
public schools of a city to close to pay tribute to a , As to the complaint, endorsed by Cardinal Gib
man who believes that there is a better way, and who bons 9-nd Archbishops Ryan and Kain, at the discon-
himselfsought to build up schools at the sacrifice and · 

tin~ace of the Government subsidy< for Catholic 
to the detriment of the great p\lblic schools of our 
cou~try, was an unjustifiable tribute." Indi'an schools; he S<tys that ''it is difficult to un-

Such action on the part of· the school board of 
Lowell is consistent only with the idea that, the pub
lic schools ought to be closed altogether and the 
parochial school system instltuted in· their place. 
cTl).ere is no difference in prinCiple betwe~n closing 
the schools one day out of deference to this priest's 
system of education and dosing them the, whole year 
rouqd·for the same reason. That system is just a:s . 
~o;thy: oJ.de.fer:ence <Lt one tiJ?le ~s at another; and . 

derstand how any one c.ould find reason to conclude 
that the- Government 'would not· reverse its recog-· 
nized and successful '[he is quoting here the lari- · 
guage of the complaint] policy of subsidizing these 
schools.'" He regar~s th_is conClusion as especially 
unwarranted because of the fact that the Goveriurient 
'gave five years' notice of its intention' to hik~ this 

I . 

action. On this point of Governme_nt support, Mr:.-
Malone 'well-says: 

"As 'long' as CathDlics, are not. discriminated 
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against in this matter, we certainly have little cau~e 
to complain. I quite agree with a distinguished 
Catholic author that it would be much better if both 
Catholics and Protestants would cease accepting 
money from the state fot any purpose. It is iJ. habit 
hot calCulated to strengthen the religion that makes· , 
a practice of leaning on the 'state for support."' 

In concludi'ng his pape.r Mr. Malone says -that 
whatever may be the intentions of Bishop MrFaul; 
his efforts can t,esult only in "a Catholic political 
party,'~ and that the charge of" political unity along 

- . 
religious lines," which these efforts have called 
forth,- has been justified. 

- . . 
Catholics and Catholic Principles. 

This article of dissent is good, and, coming from· 
the 'source it does; it affords especial pleasure. If 
Catholics as a general rule spoke such words and 
took -such positions it would only be fair to agree 
with. tht. statement made ):>y Mr. Malone in his art'i
cle that Catholics have kept up with the· advance-' 
ment of the world and are no more dangerous to 
free institutions than are other people. Indeed no 
fair-minded persq.n would contend that a Catholic 
i~ any different " under the skin" from any other 
pet~on, or that the people constituting the great 
body of- the Catholic meml:rership a~e by nature 
more inclined to b1gotry and intolerance than peo
of other persuasions. But, unfortunate as it· may 
be for many liberty-loving <;:atholics, every fair-

-mind~d , person· knows that the principles of the 
Catholic Church are more intol·erant and oppressive 
than .. ar~ the principles of 'any other organi;mtion, 
religious or political, in the world. And i.t ·follows 

. that those who are constantly engaged in support
ing and propagating these principles-the Catholic 
-~lergy-can not as a body be 'rioted for any great 
fercvor or affection for popular liberty. On the con
trary, with very few e,xceptions, among which it is 

. a pleasure -to note that of Mr. Malone, they have 
been found in abundant' instances to be the most 
dangerous and subtle enemies.·of civil and 'religious 
freedon;;t. -

The Real Situation. 
' 

No fair-minded person will oppose Catholics be-
cause they are. Catholics, nor will he hold the pres-' 
ent codtmunicants of that church responsible ~or 
deeds of violence and blood in which .they had no 
participation. But the real situation is this-the 
article . of Bishop McFaul, and not that of Mr. 

Malone, reveals the actual and consistent Catholic 
position. A few years since Pope Leo announced 

·to this country that t_he church "wq,uld bring forth 
much more abundant fruits if, in addition \to liberty, 
she enjoyed the favor of th1e laws and the patronage 
ofthe public authority/' Now, Bishop McFaul and 
his asso~iates are simplyproceding- upon the boJdly 
avowed policy of Leo as contained in his ency~ 

clical made public early in I89S· Equal{ty before 
the_ law is not sufficient; they must have "the favor 
of the laws and the patronage of the public au
thority," in order that abundant fruits may app'ear. 
What Bishop McFaul and others mean when they. 
say that Catholics do riot enjoy their Constitutional 
rights "in their integrity," is that they are· not al
lowed to have everything that they demand. When 
they are allowed free acces~ to the public treasury 
and are in full control of _legislation, they will then 
b~; enjoying.their Constitutional rights" in their in
tegrity," And this is the fruitful liberty which 
Leo has so long ardently wished the church might 
enjoy in this country. . 

H would seem to· be in order, <;!nd especially so . 
since the appearance of this excellent article of Mr. 
Malone's, for those Catholics who have not been en-

. i 

1"oying their Constitutional rights to· begin the ex
ercise at once of this privilege in which they are 
fully protected and out ~f . which they have been 
cheated only by their inordi~ate desire for uncon
stitutional privileges. Be happy, gentlemen, in the 
session of your liberties; do not allow the enjoy
ment of Constitutional rights by others ·to s'poil 
your enjoyment of the same: 

The _Basis of Federation and Politica:l Activity. 

The plain truth is that the present political ac.
tivity of Catholics iri Am~rica and in France, as 
shown bv Catholic federation for political purposes 
in this country and the organizied arid -systematic 
efforts for control of elections by the Assumptionist 

·monks of France, while on the sur:face appearing to 
be the result,'o~ local and particular conditions, has 
far deeper inspiration. It naturally and inevitably 
follows from ~he underlying and unchanging princi
ples of the Catholic system, and is strictly in accord 
with the avowed policy of the present head of that. 
church toward the .two countries in question. In 
1897, writing in the Revue dt>s Deux Mondes (Paris) 
on the question, "To what extent can the Roman 
Catholic church accept the republican principles on 
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which French institutions have been based since the 
Revolution of 1789?" the Due ?e Broglie .said: 

"It is evident, for example-as the least reflec
tion is sufficient to warn us~that the church can' 
never give her approval to the principle of ap abso
lute equality between all forms of religious thought." 

"Without ever loweri~g the standard of her ideals, 
-she-has always shaped her demands within the limits 
·Of what it was possible to hope for, or even of what 
it would be useful to obtain. On two points only 
has she been immovable-liberty to preach the gos
pel and freedom of consience for the faithful." 

" Peace can be made between modern France and 
the church when it pleases France to accept the con-
ditions." ·· 

"I kno~ of nothing more significant than the 
sati ;'faction which he [the Pope] has several times 
publicly expressed on learning of the growing 
strength of Catholicism iQ the Uni,ted States. ·As" 
suredly he is far from approving, the principles of 
the American Constitution, with its absolute separa
tion of church and state in ~atters of religion." 

The Due de Broglie is well informed on this sub
ject, and it is not at all likely that he misrepre
sented the position of the church, for he is a distin
guished Royalist and .in years past has rhade more 
than one attempt to force monarchical government 
upon France. He says, speaking with especial ref
erence to Fr-ance and the United States, that 'the 
church can never give her .approval to the principle 
ot an absolute equality between ··all forms of relig
ious thought, and that her yolicyalways has been 
to shape her demands only within the limits of what 
it was possible to ·hope or useful to obtain. · This 
makes perfectly plain the outcry of Bishop McFaul 
.and others who ~re pushing Catholic federation · 
They have been made, in a few instanc,es, to 
recognize th.at to which their ch'urch "can neve~ 
give her approval"-" the' equality ?f all forms 
of religious thought "-and it grieves them ter
ribly. They. know that it will be "useful" to ob
tain the · r~moval of this outrage, and no doubt 
believe this to be "within the limits of what it· is 
possible' tci hop~ for." · Herice fed~ration and the 
shaping of their demands. 

The One Aim of the Catholic Church. 

An eminent batholic writer has· declared in the 
United Statts that religious liberty is .merely en
dured .until the e>pposite. can be carried into effect. 
That church has but one aim in every country, and 
that is to gain supremacy. This is her fixed policy,_ 

and she adopts any met;hods that promise this result. 
This is her pla?n and avowed policy to-day as it has 
been throughout her history. She may be incon
sistent as tp h~r means, but never as to her aim.' 
Michelet, writing upon the conduct of tpe ch1,1rch in 
France, says .that "in one single ceu"tury, the six-

.. tee nth, Rome changed three times, throwing herself 
now to the right, now to the left, without either prl1-. 
dence or decericy. First, she gives herself up to the 
kings, next she throws-herself into the arms of the 
people; then again, she returns to the kings. Three 
lines. of policy, but one aim." This aim is " the 
.standard of her ideals" which is never lowe.red. 

Until the Catholic Church becomes satisfied with 
the fruits of liberty, and approves in ~ery word and 
deed "the principles of the Am'erican Constitution, 
with its absolu-te separatiOn of church and state," it 
will be necessary to conclude 'that such men as Mr: 
Malone, are far, very far in advance of the organi
zation with which ·they are identified, and that he is 
mistaken in supposing that the church has ·made ad
vancement commensurate with the enlightenment 
which has for a time removed the ,world from the 
intellectual and moral darkness of church-and-state 
a'bsolutism. JoHN D. BRADLEY. 

THE 'TRIUMPH 'oF TRUTH. 

(ConCluded.) 

LAST week we.-sought to make plain the fact that 
truth ·triumphs in this world only through persecu-

, tion and crucifixion; that it is sometimes down in 
the-utmost apparent defeat, but that it. inevitably 
triumphs at last, ifnev~r fully before, at least in the 
final day when the "hail shall sweep away the refuge 
of li€s, and the waters overflow their hiding place." 
It follows from this that he who stapds by the truth 
when it is down iri the utmost apparent defeat, when 
the multitudes are crying ~ ... Crucify him,/ crucify 
him," he only is J,"eally a truth worshiper, and entitled 
to any share in the glory of the -finai triumph. All 
others are like those of old who forsook Hiin and 
fled i-~ the hour of his crucifixion. The only hope 
for them is that they'also, like those of old, return 
repentant, and stand faithful\y by rejoicing even in 
th~ ignominy of the cross till it triumphs. 

In the fourth century the truth of the gospel was 
subverted~a!1d trucified, the r;epublican brotherhood 
of the early chu~ch was gradually transformed into 

' \ 

the papalimperialism,' the spirit of sacrifid!l'g; Sei'V-
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ing love was lost out of the church _organization and 
only lingered in the hearts of the faithful, persecuted 
few. In .the multitude of professed Christians this 
spirit was succeeded by the _spirit of proud and ar
bitrary dominion. ,Speaklpg of this time Draper 
~ell says: "To the reign of Constantine the Great 
must be referred the commencement of those dark 
and dis~al times which oppressed Europe for a 
·thousand years." 

Powerful Voices Heard in Protest. 

It must not b~ thought, however, that all this 
change took place without a protest. · D'Aubigne 
truly says: "There is always a protest in the human 
heart against evil." 

Neander says: " It is true powerful voices were 
heard protesting against this confusion of political, 
and spiritual interests, as, for example, Hilary of 
Poitiers, who remarked well and beautifurly to. the 

_ Emperor Constantius: 'It. is for this purpose that 
you govern and watch that all may enjoy sweet 
liberty. The peace of tht: church can no otherwise 
be restored, its distractions can in 'no other way be 
healed than by permitting every man to live wholly 
according to his own convictions, free from all 
slavery of opinion. Even though such force should 
be employed for the support of the true faith, yet 
the bishops would come before you and say: God 

·is the Lord of the universe; he requires not an obe
dience which is constrained, a profession wl).ich is 
forced. He does not want hypocrisy, but sincere 
worship."' .(Torrey's Neander, vol. II, p. 134.) 

It was the, council of Nicea which laid the foun
dation for all this superstructure of tyranny, oppres
sion, and darkness. .This council condemned Arius 
as the arch heretic. There is reason to believe that 
this man, whose history has come to us only through 
the hands of his bitterest enemies, whose teacfiings, 
like the teachings of Jesus, were afterward per
verted by his professed· followers, was not ' only 
not a heretic, but that he was the one who' in that 
cou"ucil made the mighty stand for primitive Chris
tian truth which made the council tremble. The 
very fact that that council which subverted the truth 

· condemned him. as· the greatest. heretic is evidence 
that he was the one man who made the greatest and 
most telling protest against the iniquity of their pro-
~eeding. · 

There were other warning voices besides those of 
Arius and Hilary, but Neander says: "These isolated 

vbices could accomplish nothing in opposition to the 
great mass, and they proceeded mainly from those 
who had been made sore by oppression." 

The Protest Continues. 

THE SENTINEL to-day has to ma)s:e just such 'an 
apparently hopeless 'protest. ·· It is said also to-day 
that those who make this protest are only the few 
"sore heads," who, being in the minority, are op, 
pressed by the enforced will of the triumphant ma
jority. It is easy to .see that, should the system of 
intolerance now forming in this country control his
tory for a thousand years, as it might if Christ did 
not come to cut it short, those who are making this 
protest would go down in such histpry as the 
greatest heretics of the age. But still the worshiper 
of truth and right must not flinch or draw back. He 
knows, too, that his honest protest against the evil 
will not be lost, but that it will be made powerful by 
the divine Spirit to \he salvation of the honest iri 
heart. The protest in the fourth century was not 
lost. It was that faithful protest, that noble stand
ing by the crucified truth, that kept the truth alive 
in the hearts of the honest, faithful ones through all 
those centuries of_ darkness and oppression, await
ing the time when_ it again found expression in the 
fearless, burning words of Luther, who said:" Chris
dans fight not with sword and musket, but with suf
ferings and the sross." " If truth was of the nature 
to triumph by force God would never have <;om- . 
mitted it to fishermen." Tht> fact is no honest word 
spoken for the truth is ever lost, no life crucified 
with the crucified truth ·is without its glorious vic
tory. 

Truth Triumphs in Apparent Defeat. 

No life, in all earth's history ever went out in more 
utter aqd hopeless apparent defeat than did the .life 
of Jesus. After all his speaking "as never man 
spak!:," only a few. fi~hermen believed on him, and 
these all f~rsook him and fled in the hou'r of his trial: 
1t was the very people for whom he had labored 
most who mocked him at the foot of the cross. Yet 
that life was a victory which is to prove the salva
tion of the world. It is not always a disgrace to die 

I 

on the scaffold or in jail. In Mt. Auburn cemetery, 
near Boston, lies buried a young man on whose 
simple tombstone is recorded the, fact that "He 

· died in jail." At first the writer wondered at this 
inscription. Could not hatred or vengeance be sa tis

- fied without following their victim thus· openly -b.e-
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yond this life? l:lo I sought the facts, and found that 
be was a Boston boy who, in the ante-bellum days, 
having weak lungs, went to live in Maryland to es
cape the severe winters of the North. He found a 
poor colored man, a slave, struggling for that liberty 
which was hi;s by divine right. He assisted him to 
liberty, and for so doing was cast into jail. He was 
kept there until his health failed and he was about to 
die of tuberculosis. His parents and friends in the 
North made every effort to secure his release. They 
said: "If he has done wrong he has already suffered 
enough for it; let him come home and die with his 
loved ones; he is only a 'boy." But the governor of 
Maryland said," No, let him die in jail." So there he 
died, and the fact was recorded on ·his tombstone, 
not, as a disgrace, but as an honor.· No such li,fe is 
wasted if the purpose was sincere and honest. God 
makes the death more potent than the life could 
have been to bring about the triumph of truth and 
right. 

The " Abolition " Truth; 

In those old days when the "abolition" truth was 
pers~c_~-ted and crucified, a young minister of the 
gospel left the State of Maine and went to I_llinois, 
securing a charge there in one of the growing towns. 
He had somehow b~en trained that it is the duty of 
the minister of Christ to speak the plain truth, and 

. to cry .out against oppression and wrong sanctioned 
by the church. So he spoke of the terrible wrong of 
slavery, and presented the truth that all men by 
divine right should be free. He was waited on by a 
committee who told him that if he presisted in say
ing su1ch things he would surely be killed, and they 
besought him, for his life's sake, to be silent. The 
noble answer of Lovejoy, for this was his 'name, was, 
" I can die, but I can not refuse to speak the truth 
formy Master." So, as ·he continued to sp~ak the 
truth, one night they murdered him, and he was 

- buried in an unmarked grave on· the silent hillside. 
above the town. The unbeliever may say~" Ariother 
wasted life. What had he accomplished? · Who had 
believed on him?" But wait. _ Wh~n the news of 
his murder and dishonorable •. burial reached Boston 
the citizens of Boston assembled in Faneuil Hall to 
enter· their protest against such crimes and such 
methods of silencing the voiCe of truth. The mayor _ 

. · __ of Boston sent a protest against that meeting, and 
. requested that they quietly disperse, saying tha_t it 
wouid not do to hold such .a meeting' as 'that eve'n in 
;Bos,tqp,for it might lead to ~ob violence. . In that 

hall, listening to thatprotest and request from the 
mayor and- city council. of Bostop., was a young man 
till then unknown. He had just graduated from 
college. He was t,alented, educated; refined,- and 
cultured. His soul was full of noble purposes and 
lofty, holy ambitions. He was just looking around 
to find a life work worthy of him .and of his :Master. 
As he, heard that protest of the mayor, and knew 
the huth of this murder in Illinois, his soul was 
stirred within him. He reflected that here was a 
truth that was being crucified a~ had been liis Master, 
a truth in the succ_ess or failure of which was wrapped 
up the destiny of a race. He said in his heart, 
"Here is a work worthy of t~e .consecration of my 
life." He arose to speak, and so that night the peo
ple heard for the first time the wonderful eloquence 
of Wendell Phillips; the" silver-tongued orator" of 
abolition. Who says now that Lovejoy died in vain 
when his death secured the consecration of such. a 
life to so holy a cause? The world well knows now 
how well and nobly WendellPhilli.ps gave his life to 
that cause. At first he was persecuted and hooted 
at and rotten_-egged ~heneve'r he attempted to speak, 
and then the world listened, and finally the truth to

1 
which he had given his life was triumphant, and 
through a terrible baptism of blood the slaves were 
freed. 

When Phillips died his body lay in statein Fan':: 
euil Hall for days, and ·multitudes thronged to do 
.hopor even tQ the lifeless clay of tpe fallen hero. 
Such i.s the- way of the world to crucify the dawniqg 
truth of its ow~ age, and at the same time glorify 
the now triumphant truth of the age before. Yet, 
grand as Phillips always· was, _he ,was never so noble 
and heroic as when, in the early days, he was giving 
his life for the crucified truth. · Th,e wo.rld .needs .. 
men to:.day who dare to consecrate their lives to,'the 
crucified truth. God graqt these simple but truth
ful words may be an inspiration to such lives, teach~ . 
ing- them that n~ such sacrifice is ever in .vain. 

. _G. E. FIFIELD. 

What shall it profit a republic to gain the whole 
world and lose its devotion to liberty and justice 
for all myn in all climes?-:Farm, Stock and Home. 

·~-~ 

THE true patriot is the man who loves );lis fellow
men and does by others as he would-_ have~ others do 
by him. 
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·EDMUND BURKE ON T:f[E DOCTRINE OF ARBI

TRARY" POWER. 

(Concluded.) 

MEN, professing to be the representatives of re
publican government, are ast9unded to-day when 
told.that they can notsucceed to arbitrary power by 
treaty, pur~hase and conquest witfto~t tlze consent of 
tlzose wlzom tlzey are to rule. How much greater'would 
be their astonishment should they hear such words 
as these ·of Mr. Burke: ,-

"The title of conquest makes no difference at 
all.· No conquest can give such a right; for con
quest-that is, force~can not convert its ·own in
justice·into a just title by which it may rule others at 
its pleasure. . 

"Nq, my lords, this arbitra,ry power is not to'be 
had by conquest. Nor can any sovereign ;have it qy 
succession, for no i:nan can· succeed to fraud, rapine, 
and violence, neither by compact, covenant, or sqb
mission; for men can not covenant themselves out 
of their rights.and their duties, nor by any other 
means can arbitra·ry power be conveyed to •any man; 
Those who give ,to others such rights perform acts 
that are void as they are given,,goC:>d indeed and 
valid only as tendiqg to subject themselves and those 
who act with them to the divine displeasure, because 
morally there can b'e no such power. Those who 
give and those who .receive arbitrary power are alike 

' criminal, and there is no man but is bound to ·resist 
it to the best ofhis power wher('!ver it shall show its. 
face in the world. · It is a crime to bear it when it 

· can q_e rationally shaken off. Nothing . but apsolute. 
·jmpotence can justify 'ffien. in not resisting it t,o the 
utmost of their ability. · 

· "Law and arbitrary power are in eternal enrp.ity. 
Name me a magistrate and I w~.JJ n.ame property; 
name me power and I will name protection. It is a 
contradiction in terms, it is blasphemy in religion,· 
it is wickedness in politics to say that any-Irian can 
have arbitrary power .. In every patent of offic'e the 
duty is included. For what else does a magistrate 
exist? To suppo-se for power is an absurdity in idea.· 
Judges are guided 'and gov(:!rnedby th'e eternal laws 
of justice to which we. are all subject. We may bite 
our. chains If ~e wi11, but·we_ shall be made to know 
ourselves, and be tapght that man is born to be gov
erned by law; and he that will substitute will in the 
place of it is an enemy of Go(:.i. 

" Despotism does. not in the smallest degree 
abrogate, alter, or. lesseri ·any one duty o.f any rela
tion of life or weaken ,the force or obligation of any 
orie engagement or contract whatever. Despotism, 
if it means anything that is at all defensible, means 
a mode of government bound bv no written rules 

and coerced bv ·no controlling magistracies or well• 
settled orders in the state. But if it has no written 
law, it neither does nor can cancel the primeval, in
defeasible, unalterable law of nature a·nd of nations, 
and if no magistracies contwl its exertions, those 
exertions must derive their limitation and direction 
either from the equity or moderation of the ruler, or 
from downright revolt on the part of the subject by 
rebellion, divested of all its criminal qualities. .The 
moment a sovereign removes the idea of security and 
protection from ·his subjects, and declares that he is 

· everything and th~y nothing, when he declares that 
no· contract he makes with them can or ought to 
bind him, he then declares war upon them. He is 
no longer sovereign; they are no ·longer subjects. 

"No man, therefore, has a right to arbitrary 
power." · · 

· · "Arbitrary power never did in any case, nor ever 
will in any case,. produce any one of the ends of just 
government." 

As to the value of pre<;:edent in this matter, 
which was set up 'in justi'fication then as now, Mr. 
Burke 's(lid: 

"My lor(:.is, we all knowthat there has bec;n arbi
trary power in India; that ,tyrants have ~surped it, 
and that, in some insta.n.ces, princes otherwise meri
torious have violated the liberties of the people,and 
have been lawfully deposed for such violation. I do 
not deny that there· are robberies on Hourislow 
Heath; that there are such things as forgeries, bur
glaries, and murders, but I say that these acts are 
against law, and that whoever commit them commit 
illegal acts. When a man is t9 defend himself 
against a charge of crime .it is not instances of similar 
violation of law that is to be tire standard oj his de
fense. A):nan may ~s well say I robb~:O. upon 
Hounslow Heath, but hundreds robbed th'ere before. 
me. To which I answer, the law has forbi·dden.you 
to rob there, and J will hang you for having violated · 
the law, notwithstaQ.ding the long list of similar vio
lations whish you have produced as precedents. No 
doubt 'princes have violated the law of this country; 
they have suffered for it. Nobles have viola.ted the 
law; the.ir privileges have not protected them from 
punishment. Common people have violated the law; 
they have been hanged for it. I know no human 
being exempt from the law. The law is the security 
of the people of England; it is the security of the 
people of -India; it is the ·security of every person 
that is .governed and of every person that governs. 
There is but one law for all, namely', that law which 
governs all law, the law of our Creator, the law Of 
h11manity, justice, equity, the law of nature .and of 
nations. So far as any laws fortify this primeval 
law and give it more precisio~, more energy, more 
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effect by their .declarations, s~ch.laws enter into the 
:sanctuary and participate in the sacredness ()f its 
.Character. But the man who quotes as precedents 
the abuses of tyrants and robbers pullutes the very 
fountain of justice, destroys the foundations of all 
law, and thereby. removes the only safeguald agaiQst 
-evil men, whether governors or governed-the guard 
which prevents governors from becoming tyrants 
and the governed from becoming rebels." 

Wha,t may be le~rned from the words of Mr. 
Burke ?-Side from the truth that "it is a contradic
tion in_ terms, it is blasphemy in religion, it is 
wickedness in politics to say that any man can have · 
.arbitrary power"? Comparing them with the utter
ances of those who sneer at the Declaration of Inde
pendence, this may now be seen: That in the cl~s
'ing year of the nineteenth century the claims and 
.arguments of men, speaking for a republic and from 
the. standpoint of. republicanism, are such as were 
arraigned in a monarchy more than a century ago 
by statesmen, claiming to speak only from the 
stantlpoint of just monarchical governent, as beyond 
. the rightful claim of any earthly authority. That is 
to say that the English monarchy was more republi
·ca~ in its fundamentat principles and laws a cet1tury 
ago than is the_ American Republic to-day accord~ng 
to the utterances and claims ot those who profess to 
~speak for it. , 

\ 

By' way of illustrati:on: Mr. Burke said that ~o 
m:an or any number of men could rightfully govern 
others according tu their will and pleasure. Within 
the present year it has been declared in the Con
gress of the United States by men speaking ol peo
ple for whom they were at the time framing a gov
-ernment in disregard of the protests of that people, 
·•: We will govern .them as we please." 

Mr. Burke declared that not only was it impos~i
ble to receive or obtain arbitrary power by conquest 
o0r compact,·but, taking his stand squarely upon the 
<ioctrine of inalienable rights, said that such power 
·could not .be had over a people even though they them
.selves were perfectly, witting that it be exercised, for 
"''·men can not covenant themselves otit of their 
rights." For simply going so far as to say that 
it was.unjust and tyrannical to receive or claim such 

gone the length that Mr, Burke went, and. the 
length that the Declaration .goes, their conduct 
would no ooubt have. been deemed flagitious beyond 

_the power of language to describe. · 
From the f~ct that the true principles of ·the 

English monarchy in the closing-years of the- eight
eenth. century were more liberal and tolerant of 
the rights of men; than are the principles avowed 

.for the American Government as it statts on the eve 
of the twentidh century on its career as a "world
power," it is petfectly plain-that as far-as republican 
principles are concer11ed in this country a time of 
retreat. and repudiation. has arrived. To-day in the 
Republic of the United States the. principles of Pro
testant,- republican, and constitutional government 
are of far less value in the ·estimation of the avowed 
friends of republicanism than were those principles 
more than a ~entury ago in the estimation of the 
citizens of a monarchy. 

]. D. B. 

THERE ARE NO. MORE SELF-MADE MEN • 

At Least They Must Conceal the Fact if They Are 
and Claini High Descent. 

· ·power as Jhe result of compact and conquest United 
'States senators have been denounced as " traitors 
in law and traitors for whom no 'sentimental sympa
thizers would go bail," and with others as" rebels,, • 

. and "fomenters of armed rebellion." . Had they 

"FROM the highest home to the lowest in America 
this idea of caste has entered, destroying our old, 
high ideals and making us pretentious'. and ~ulgar," 
writes ''An American Mother," of "Ho~ We Can 
Lead a Simple Life," in the October Ladies' Home 
Journal. " The idle rich man covets high social place 
with a hunger' that is both' ridiculous and tragic: If 
he has. money enough he buys a titled husband for 
his daughter. He tries to establish a precedence for 
himself over his neighbors by claims of high desce~t. 
Nor is thisappreciation of rank confined to the leis
ured class in this co.untry. It is universal. No can
didate for office finds it necessary now to pose as a 
self-made miln or to put his respectable ancestors 
out of sight. :rhe self-made man is no long~r. the 
popular h.ero. On the contrary, n<Jble apcestors are 
in such demand that if we do not ha~e them we in
vent them as we do air-brakes or motors, or anything 
else necessary to our well..:being and 'comfort. The 
rich American finds it as easy to have a coat~of-arms 
and a pedigree as to have a dress-coat. He seJdorrt 
g9es to Burke or the Heralds' College fo; th_ese 
things; He p}ant~ ~nd grows his qwn family tre!=as 
d_?es his maple at. t]:}e front door .. " 



' ' ' ,, 
:News, .. N·o"tes .-- •• 

.-
RECENT elections m England show large gains 

for the Conservatives or war party. 

.l-ei-

THE Ladies' Home Journal for October has an ex~ 
cellent article upon the educational question that 
ought to be read by parents everywere. The article 
is en ti tied "The First Blow." It alone is well worth 

the price ~f the journa~. . 
.I- .l-

IT is stated upon good authority that among th~ 
grievances of the striking Pennsylvania miners is that 
of being compelled to pay $2.75 per keg for powder 
when it could be b0ught in the open market for less 

,' 

~hen '/f,r per keg. 

IN the Rock ,River Methodist Conference, sitting 
in this city()ctobe( 5, Bishop Hartzell sa_id that 

, President McKinley should place the young emperor 
of China upon th~ tprone and keep. him there. Pos
sibly the bishop did n_ot take into con~ideration the 
size of the army that would probably oe necessary 
to discharge what to him appears to be " only our 
plain duty." 

.I- .I-

Ii is said to cost $2s,ooo;ooo to elect a President 
in the United States. Most of the money i~ pro-· 
vided by protected interests. and office-holders, or 
by those who, in event of a change of administration, 
hope to_ become· office-hblders or dispensers of offi-_ 
cia! patronage. Much of the money is, ·of course, 
used in a perfectly legitimateway in paying 'speakers, 
pripting. and distributing literature, etc. 

~~ 
FoRCEIJ out of the colleges and universities en-

·-. , ',.I 

dowed by tlie rich, as they express it, several leaders 
. of Socialistic thought in the lJnited States and Eng
lq.nd have determined to organize educational insti
tutions of their own, and in ~onn,ection with them 
settlements ~re to be established where the believers 
in ihe, ideas of Social.ism may make their homes. 
Pl~ns were dis.closed a few .days. since fo.r such a 
school in Yorkvi:lle County, 'Michigan. The settle-

ment is to be known as Golden Rule Park. ·'The 
edm~ational institution is under the direction. of 
ProL George D_ Herron, formerly of Iowa College 

.. at Grinnell, Ia. The college is to be called "A 
.£chooL:of Applied Christianity." Behind the move-. 

- ment and working in conjunction with the National 
Christian Citizenship League, with headquarters in 
this city, are Mayor Samuel Jones, of Toledo, Ohio; 
N. 0. -Nelson, the St. Louis manufacturer; Mrs. E. D • 
Rand,· who endowed the eMir formerly filled by 
Professor Herron at Iowa College, and A.M. Todd. 
"the peppermint king" of Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
Leaders of Socialistic ideas from all parts of the 
world will be invited to attend the opening sessionv 

. of (his school. , 

While Professor Herron doubtless means weH 
enough, his applied Christianity is only applied 
paganism. It is a fit companic:m of "Christian 
citizenship." 

A RoMAN Catholic paper charges that the new 
king of Italy, Victor Emanuel III., if not an out-and
out atheist is at least an agnosti'c or freethinker'. It is 
also said that the queen has no real sympathy for the 

. Catholic Church. " But, then," suggests an exchange. 
~·anybody is an 'atheist' or 'freethinker,' from a 
zealous Catholic's stan!ipo~nt-, who does not concede 
the right of the Pope to temporal power." 

.I-$ 

A PROMINENT paper asks: "W:hy doe~.n't Italy 
pro~est to England against the 'excessive liberty' 
accorded to anarch,ists? The most flamboyant ''red ; 
may enjoy the freedom of Hyde park of a Sunday 
and talk anarchy till he is black, in the face under a 
red flag and the prot~ction of the police. The same 
apostle caught spoutini in New York or Chicago or 
Pater.son,, N. J., would be locked up before .he could 
declare war against a single monarch." 

L. S. HALL of Hartford, Conn., died some time 
since leaving a will, whi,ch; after making some minor 
beq~ests to the amount of about,· $3,qoo, lett the 
residue of .his estate, about $IO,ooo, to ·.the Advent 
Christian Publication Society of Boston, for the pur
pose of comoating the doctrine of natural im~or
tality of the soul. The heirs CJ.Sk that the will beset 
aside on the ground that it "would be contrary to 
public policy to allow a bequest to stand which is 
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made for the purpose of attacking a doctrine uni
versally believed by Christian peoples, and which is 
.a cornerstone in civilization.'' This is the same 
ground upon which the will of Stephen Girard was 
.attacked in. Pennsylvania S~"venty years ago, but 
without avail. The result in the present case will 
be awaited with interest hy lovers of religious liberty 
·everywhere. 

Besides the pr'inciple involved in this Hartford 
-case, it is a mistake to assume that the belief in 
natural immortality is universal among Christians. 
Besides indiv;iduals in nearly all denominations who 
do not believe this drctrine, it is rejected not only 
by the Advent Christians who number about 25,000 

in this country, .but by other bodies of Adventists 
numbering all told probably in the neighborhood of 
IOo,ooo souls. 

IN an article in the October Century, Bishop 
Potter expresse's the opinion that there could not 
be a more stupid or shameless policy than the par
tioning of China among the great Powers. A na
tion, like a man, the bishop says, has a right to be 
until she has demon~trated her incompetence to ad
minister her own affairs with equal justice to all; 
.and· this China has not yet done, in spite of the 
stained record of her dishonored and corrupted 
officials. 

IT is stated that" over ten thousand persons visi
ted the French Catholic Church of St. John the 
Baptist in New York in a. single day to view' what 
purports to be a bone from the arm of' St. Anne." 
Most of these persons were there seeking relief from 
ills of various sorts and of course there were many 
so-called wonderful "cures." Commenting upon 
these facts 'the Ch,r£st£an Advocate says: 

"But a great many Protestants are unable to 
point the finger of scorn at this perforamce. There 
is Simpson, a past master in this kind of quackery, 
~md Dowie, the difference between the two being 
that the 'former has magnetic persuasiveness and 
the latter overwhelming bumptious domination; and 
Schlatter, with his head, hair, and· face resembling 
the traditional portraits of Christ, and Sanford, of 
Maine; and the Mormons, all curiNg diseases and all 

·having the same limitations a.nd relapses, and all 
their performances perfectly explicable u~on natural 
pr,inciples. And th~re pe the <;:hristi;:m Scientists, 
the inost supers~itiqus of all. Th\lt God'may heal 

".>~ ~ ( 

diseases in answer to prayer can not be successfully 
disproved by any one, but to reject the use of means 
is an ins1,1lt to the God who established the .relation 
of cause and effect." 

'' 
. THE HAND OF ARCHBISHOP . CHAPE'LLE IN THE 

PHILIPPINES. 

From the Michigan Christian Advocate. 

THE Philippine Commission has been g1v1ng a 
final hearing to the Filipino Catholics, on the one 
hand, and J ... rchbishops Nogaleda and Chapelle and 
the Catholic friars, on the other, on the ve:x-ed ques
tion of title to properties held by t~e friars and their 
future status in the islands. The findings of the 
commission have not at this writing been.given out. 

Hawld Martin, th·e representative ~f the Associated 
Press at Manila, gives some valuable testimony in a 
letter to the Independent. Twelve months' residence 
and touring in the .islands has not bro~ght hirh. in 
contact with a single native who does not wish the 
friars expelled. "They do not ask for the curtail
m.ent of the friars' power, nor for their regulation, 
but always emphatically fortht:ir expulsion," he says. 
Yet Mr, Martin admits that qnder the treaty of 
Paris, ~hich he says Archbishop Chapelle claims 
that he shaped, the UnHed States can not bodily ex
'pel the friars; but he Claims that it can prevent their 
return to their former parish.es and limit their work 
to the larger cities of the' islands. He reports that 
the natives, though as loyal Catholi~s as ever, look 
upon Archbishop Chape.lle as" one friar more," so 
ardent an advocate of the friars' claims has he be
come. 

In this connection an extract from a letter in the 
New Yo{k Even£ng Post is valuable, as showing the 
spirit and course o.f Archbishop <;:hapell~. Says the 
correspondent:!' Archbishop Chapelle is taking an 
active ha~d in affairs, and now claims that he se
cured the recall of Otis. He has warmly cham
pioned the side of the friars, but church matters 
have not progressed except for several decrees from 
Otis depriving the priests of imm.unities and privi
leges they had enjoyed under Spanish laws. He and 
Chapelle had an animated correspondence, Chapelle 

· reminding Otis tha.t it was most important 'to Presi
dent Mt:Kinfey that matters be adjusted satisfactorily> 
to the Catholics before election, and Otis replying 
(the bestthing he ever did); 'You are a pPiest and 
I am a soldier. 'I did not know that it wa,;; the busi-
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ness of either to concern himself about elections.'" 
If this be true, it should raise Gen. Otis measurably 

, i·n public esteem. 

OUR MAP OF CHINA. 

We have mailed several ·hundred of these maps 
to patrons of THE SENTINEL during- the past few 
weeksand have received only words of commenda
tion therefor. Our Hmited supply now remaining we 
shall continue t~ mail to all purchasers at the nomi
nal price of fifteen cents. Order your copy of this 
map of China before it is too late. 
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Wh t . Religious·· 
a ts Liberty? 

THE importance of a correct understanding 
of this question, and the principles govern

ing the true relation and attitude of the church 

and state can not be overestimated. 
Jefferson says, "The spirit of these times 

may alter, will alter," and it must be apparent 
to all that religious legislation is rapidly gain
ing favor in the public; mind, and is embed-

. ding itself in the fundamental law of the land 

in defiance of the Constitution and all Ameri

can ·Institutions. 
The Religiot,~s•Liberty Library Nos. 1 to 26, 

will answer the many questions arising in 
your mind on the subject of church and state. 

They are substantially bound in cloth, in three 
volumes; price for the set, $L25, postpaid. 
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THE REVIEW AND HERALD PUBLISHING CO., 
Battle Creek,· Mich. 
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Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without havlng ordered it, 
may know that it is sent by some friend. Those who have not ordered The 
Sentinel need have no fears that they will :6e asked to pay tor ~t. 

EXAMINE THE LABEL. 

THE yellow label on your paper indicates th-e 
date on which your subscription expires. Pie~se 
examine it closely, and if it reads 1!1sl9 you should 
forward your renew~l without delay in order to avoid 
the loss of any papers. 

~$ 

A RECENT Methodist conference in the State of 
New York passed a resolution in favor of clo-sing the 
Pan-American Exposition on Sunday. There is sure 
to be a strong effort 'made in this direction iJ! due' 
season. The agitation of the matter will afford an 
excellent opportunity to place the truth concerning 
the principles involved before tens of thousands of 
interested people. 

"BISHOP POTTER," it Is said," aided a~d backed 
by. many others, has opened a campaign against the 
bribe-taking ofthe New York City,police, which is 
sa:id to cover $S,0()6,ooo. a year." Certainly the 
\bishop has undertaken a large task. If bribe taking 
should cease. in New York, how would the political 
m~chines be sup'pqrted? Why, the political" boss" 
would have to ret-ire from busi•ness, not only in New 
York, but in a good many other cities also. 

.;!.$ 

\VRITING for the Saturday_ Evening Post, Leonidas 
Hubbard, Jr., while commending the teaching of 
patriotism in ,the public schools, makes th_is excel-
h-;nt suggestion: . 

"Care must be taken tha't the right sort of pa
triotism be taught. The young American must pot 
come to believe that patriotism consists solely in the 
ris_king of life to repel invaders. He must be taught 
th.at it consists no less in guarding the interests of 
the state in time of peace. That"it consists not so 
much in physical courage as in -unselfishness and 
honesty.:' 

JT is dear that government can not become .the 
judge of men's consciences, and that the plea of con
scientious conviction can not Qe accepted as a final 
and sufficient defense in all cas

1

es of vioJation of law. 
What rule, then, can be adopted w:hich will preserv·e 
the authority of the state and yet not treir-ch upon 

. the rights of conscience? 
. . The que~tion thu~ raised is well answered by a 
.clause in the constitution of the State of Maryland: 
"No person ought by any law to be molested in his 
person or .estate on a~count of his religious pe.rsua- · 
sion or profession, or for his religious practice, unless 
under color 'of religion, he shall disturb the. good 
order, peace, or safety of the state, . . · . or injure 
others in their natural, civil, or religious rights." In 
this the line is .drawn just where it should be, namely, 
.at tlze equal rights of others. Under this provision tbe 
courts are not called upon to judge any, man's con
science, but only to judge whether or not his con
science leads him to infringe the equal rights of his 
fellowmen. That <3:, man's conscience is just what he 
s~ys it is no man has either right or occasion to 

deny. . ·. 
A man's statement of his conscience is an end 

of controversy; but it does not follow that one 
has a r-ight to do whatever his conscience tells him 
is right for,., him to do. There is a differenc~ be
tween c~nscien~e and the rights of ,conscience. No 
man, howev~r conscientious, has any right to in- . 
fringe the equal right of another; and at this point 
civilgovernment has a right to take cognizance, not 
of any man's conscience, but of the relation of the 
actto the rights of others. . 

The prinCiple briefly stated is-this: No man should 
be either required or forbidden to do any act con
trary to conscience, however err~ne'ous that con
science may be, unless the doing or forbearing to do that 
act trenches on the equal rights of otlzers. This rule 
would ( 1) abrogate all civil laws requiring the ob
servance of Sunday or of any other day; and (2) it 
~ould leav~ the courts free, not to judge men'scon~ 
seiences, but to protect all men against wrong in the 
name of c~nscience. But this is "only saying, in 
other words, that which we have said many times 
before, namoely, that civil governments are instituted 
not to create or to:" grant" rights, but to guarantee 
the free and unttammeled' exercise of equal, natural', 
God-given, inalienable rights, and that of these the 
highest and most sacred is perfect freedom in mat
ters of religious. belief and pra~tice. 
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·W:Fi':eRE ·prip.ciples of justice are vi:O·la,ted· no one 
-,1s secure in the,-possessi6n of his rights. 

Tii:E true_ patriot demands no favors for himself 
-or for his class, but only equality before the law. 

STATT.JTE may, and in fact often does, cou~tenance 
wrong, but law recognizes only justice. 

.J'' $- .. 

IT is the duty ot. every one· wlfo-}1as truth to .. com- . 
munic:ate it t'o thos.e who have it hot. To this ex; 
tent every man.is his brother'_s. keeper. 

JI..J' 

THE state can not be religious witho~t a:ntagoniz
. ing Christianity -by .interfering with ·the right~ of 
, conscience,.for every .religion is necessarily against 
some 'other. religio,n, and if the state joins with one 
it must necessarily oppose some oth~r. 

: THE SOURCE OF CIVIL }>OWER .. 

T!IE Declaration of Indepenclerrce sets forth ,as 
a self-evident truth: the proposition (hat go'vernments 
derive "theirjust powers H-om the consent of the 

j, .It governed "-that is, from the people. 

T:H:E state in its· proper sphere is not against re- ., But to this s~me se-~k to oppose- the B,ihlical dec-
.. ligion, but outside its sphere it is necess.ai-ily against _ laration that "there is, ~o 'power but 9£ God; the 
' t.h - · 1 · · · · · ··powers that be ,.are ordained of __ God. Whosoev_er e gospe. -.. 

j, ._~, 'th~refore resisteth the po~er ~esisteth the ordinance 
--'ofGotl; an,d·they th~t resist s.hall receiye t~ them-

To:att~mpt to elevate 'the mo_r_al tone of s<idety ·. · - ·. 1· · selves danrq-stion." 
by civ:if, law is 1-i~e t[ying to make a man physically There j·~ lao.t, however, tlie.slightest conflict be_-
strong 'by th~ admi-nistration o'f stimuJants. _The _ twe.en the · Dec~aration of Indepen<;ience and ::~he 
patient may a'ppear be~ter for the· moment, but col~ Wprd of God. There is, and t~en~ can be," no:p,o_w~r 
lapse is sure to. follo,w. ' - · 

buf of God.'; I-J-e is· the, source alike· of life. and 
,It .J' power,a~d he has ordai~ed both-that is, it is by his 

. THE t!ue office 'of civil government is nQt to willth~ttheye;.is~. . ' . ·. . . . ' . 
make people better; nor even to ke~p t~epi frotH' NQr i~ this -the ouly; sense.in which G:od -haitOr

,,becomirtg ;moraily /bad; but' to . safeguard known dained both life and power; he has endowed' man 
-·rights,. 'and. to. enforce. the discharge ~f. those: dUties . ~ith lJOtll, and.' h~s ()fgain¢g . ,h:o..y ,pq)Ve;r ., is-pall 
which individilals owe to soci~tf. . oe exer'dsed 'and' how life: s'hall be ~~ed ~nd 
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transmitted; for with life God gave. to men and . cause govem1J1entalpower is-·:~ot of God, but'be
women the· ·power to transmit iife to offspring. cause, first of all, .God vested this power n.Qt in the 
For this purpose God . ordained · the marriage man-made thing which we call " Fhe governJ:Uent,"' 
relation. But though ordained ·of God .this relation but in the peof>le-that 'is, in the indivi4uaL / The 
is nevertheless dependerrt upon the consent of the people then delegate to their own c'reature-to the 
parties to it. But the power t9 transmit life, to . government of their own making~~uch power as. 
bring ·into existence morally accountable 'beings.. they see fit. The government has ·no. just powers 
made i~ the image of God, exists independently of the ·and can have no just powers that the people did not 
.God-ord.a)J:}ed limitations put upon its ex~rcise by have ~as individuals before they made the govern-
the Divine Being himself; and eve·rybody' knows ment.. . . . ' 

some,thi-ng at least of how shainefully that power is The text relied upon to prove the _divine rig~t of 
misused, and that by this mist:~se God-g:iv~n life is governments apartfrom the people, and consequentlyt!te 
t~ansmitted to beings that, but for the violation of divine right of kings, 4oes not speak of men in power,, 
the divine law, would never have an existence. · but·of power vested. in men. It speaks not of fear-

The powers of ·government like the power to ing· men, but of fearing power, and warns against re
transmit life ~ere ordained of God in the ';erycon- sisting that p~werbecause it (the power) is ordained 
stitutio~ of the human. family. These po""ers God. of God. For this reason, became i't is ordained of 
ordained when he made ,man.· They were writ.ten in God, "whosoever. resisteth, the power resisteth the 

, every fiber of the race, and though so ·shamefully · ordinance of God." And this one can do just as 
misused, God suffers them to remain and to be exer- wdl where no organized government exists as un?-er 
cised by men at will, subject only to the laws of' hu- the best civil system ever devised by men. ·The Bed
man existence and to :the overruling providence ·of ouin: who in ·the heart of the Sahara 'strikes down 
the Creator. and robs the traveler, as truly resists the God~or-

It has beeil truly said that he a~one is fit to gov:. 'dajned power, of government as doe5 thethug whq 
ern, others who knows. how to govern himself. This ·plies his nefarious vocation in .the most populous 
faculty of self-government, self-control, was given City. 

to man in, th.e beginning, and it is the fo\lndation of Only tyranny fears to leave the power of govern,. 
all just government, for no· man has a shadow of ment .with the p·eqple; where God, placed it in the 
right to impose upon another any restriction . to beginning, and only tyrants care to deny that the 
which he l).imself is unwilling to s.ubmit.·, only divine right civil government has comes to it 

The faculty of self-government or self-control through the people, and that it is held subject to the 
implan~ed in mim by the Creat9r leads men. to set ~ill of t,he people and the demands of justice, and 
bounds for th~mselves whi~h they may ,not pass to not independently ofthe people or of justice. 
trespass' vpon the rights of cithers. 'Persistent dis
regard of these rights by those ~lfo will ~ot govern 
themselves l~ads naturaily to co.ercion, so far as is 
necessary for tile protection of .the common rights 
of all. .And to.this even the lawless ones. co.nset{i by as
serting for themselves the rights which l;y their lawless
ness they de71y.to others. . 

StJch is the government ordained of God, for it is . 
the govemment which naturally grows out of the very J:Ut

ture:ofman. Arbitrary, de?potit government stands 
in exactly the. same relation to this God-ordained 

·exercise of governmental p'owers that the wanton, 
lustful. use of the God-ordained power of reproduc
tion does to the God-ordiotined exe~cise of that God
ordained power. 

G~v~rnments periv~ their just. powers from the 
consent of the gove~hed. or-from the'~~ople; rioroe~ 

As the individual has no divine,warrant fo.r doi'ng 
injustice. so the government cart: have no suc.h war-' 
rant; there·fore our fathers were rlgnt in claiming 
for the colonies only " full power" to 9o all ".acts 
and thing,s .which independent states may ofrigltt 

.do." For since the individual' has no right to do a 
wro.ng the creature of the individual 'ce'rtainly can 
bave no such right, for the people can confer only· 
such powers as they possess. · · B. 

THE possessio,n of natural endowments greater 
· thaq those of other men is 'not a warrant for im

posing upon them and depriving them of the bene
fit~ of th~ little that they have.· On the contrary; it 
is. an ob'ligation. to helpthem add to and multiply 

·;·~he· few talents that they .pqssess. , , . 
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" CHILDLIKE PEOPLE~" 

IT is becoming quite common now .to hear the 
inhabitants ofthe colonies of the United States re
ferred to with those terms which are applicable to 
the state of childhood. The Outlook, of New York, 
in its issue of October 4, speaks of the people of 
the Philippines as. "childlike people." The writer 
recently heard an address by a well-known public 
man, who is himself sometimes spoken of as "a 
beardless youth," which was liberally interspersed 
with such terms as "our wards," " these children," 
etc. A few d<tys afterwards my eyes fell upon ~hese 

·words of Thomas De Quincey, written in 1821: 

"Those nations whose upper classes speak pater
nally and caressingly to the working classes, and to 
servants in particular, do so because they speak from 
the lofty stations of persons having civil rights to 
those who have none. Two centuries back, when a 
military chieftain addressed his soJdiers as 'my chil
dren,' he· did so because he was an' irresponsible des
pot exercising uncontrolled powers of life a~d death. , 
From the moment when legal rights have been won 
for the_:.poorer classes, inevitable respect on the part 
o( the higher classes extinguishes forever the affec
tionate style which. belongs naturally to the state of 
pupilage or infaritine bondage." 

Jhe conclusion is obvious: Th.e use of such terms 
marks a conditio~ of affairs approathing that which 
existed two t..enturies ago when irresponsible despots 
exercised uncontrolled powers of life and death. ·It 
is .the natural language of men toward those whom · 
they regard as far below them in rights and privi
leges. 

Now, it may not have occurred to those who are 
fond of using these paternal expressions, but~ never
theless it is true, thal children are by no means the 
most lawless and unmanageable beings in the world. 
The qualities and attributes of childhood are not the 
dangers against which societ~ must protect itself by 
the- maintenance of. government. 'It is not for chil
dren that c.ourts a:re instituted and prisons erected. 
I venture to ,say that if so-called full-grown nations 
were less " civilized " and more childlike there would 
be far more self-control an.d self-government mani
fested within' their borders and in their actions. 
There would be no assumption of arbitrary power 
with the eXCI,lSe fl:',at it' is to be exercised only over 
"childlike peopl~." 'Self-goverrirrient .. and. the iri-: 
alien~ble rights ot meri have little to fear frorl1 
-'': c:hikllike people."·-. ·T·h~y ·have "much to fear,· how-. 

ever, from those ','grown-up" people who insist that 
other people are children to be ruled by them at 
their pleasure. J. D. B. 

WEALTH IN MONEY vs. WEALTH IN INTELLECT. 

II>~ a recent lecture before his class, Dr. Oscar L. 
Triggs, professor of literature at the University of 
Chicago,said: . · 

"I am tired of hearing America criticised for its 
lack of artistic sense and creative power. Hereafter 
when people ask me who among Americans have 
shown a really wonderful creative genius and stan-d 
out head and shoulders above other men as Shakes-

. peare does, I shall point to John D. Rockefeller and 
George M. Pullman. 

"With their own individual intellects they have 
. performed herculean tasks, and to-day their power 
is felt throughout the. world. Shakespeare pictured 
to himself a scen,e and put it into words; thes<l: men 
conceived great industries, where thousands of men 
might :find employment in producing what millions 
of people need. Who shall say that their genius 
was less than the geni~s of Shakespeare? It has a 
far-reaching, practical influence, and in my opinion 
jt will be just as lasting." 

Concerning trusts the pr.~fessor said:-. 

"The trust; what is it? It is the produCt of 
evolution, and as such is a· patt of the 0rd~r of 
things. It has been coming for rhore than a· hun
dred years, and seems 'to have reached its culmina-:
tion in men like . Rockefell(::r. Everythings tends 
toward organization, and· as soon as people have 
adjusted themselves to the new conditions they will 
be better than . before. In my opinion the time is 
only a few years off when a few nations wil.l rule the 
world:" - · ' 

Doctor Triggs is quite right when he cites the 
gentlemen named as men of. genius, but. that they 
are entitled to.rank with.Shak~speare, Homer, and 
Dan.te is not ~lear. ' · 

Abjlity to accumulate property, to .get and to 
keep, to lay under tribute tho'usands a:nd tens of 
thousands of one's fellow~en; is not of a high orde.r, 
nor does such an example he.nefit the race. Life is 

, not all lived in this world. ..The few brief years al
lotted to each man here are o·nly p~;obationary-the 
germinating time as it were of the mind which may· 
go on expanding to all eternity. Creature comforts 
are n~.edful, but they are only for a day compared 
with the eternal treasures of i well-stored mind. - ' ,, •:' . . ' . 

Material things are only transient, they endure: b.ut 
" " ' ' ' \ 
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'for a moment, but truth is eternal, and a high ideal 
caught by the mind and crystalized into language, 
is as enduring as ete'rni'ty. 

The great literary lights of the world h~ve been 
in advance Of the ages in which they lived, and their 
work has been an incentive and a~ inspiration to 
-generation after generation. But what lasting serv
'ice did Cn:esu~ render the world? Who of all· suc
,ceeding generations Wqs better for Cri:esus' having 
lived? Then, too, the mighty fortunes of. to-day 
:are as much, yea ~ven more, the creation of circum
stances than .of the men who control them. They 
are the product of ~odern civilization, and the very 
civilization that makes the trust possible m'akes, if 
not impossible at least improbable, the development 
of such, literary' geniuses as Shakespeare, Homer, 
~and Dante. · 

Trusts can never make anybedy better, and they 
-can Jllake orily a few richfr. .·.·Under the. tru~tsystem 
;no one can hope to becom(': more than a c~g i~ 1 a 
great machine. When the people shall "have ad
justed themselves to the new conditions," instead' 
of being better than they were before, they will find 
themselves the helpless, hopeless slaves of organized 
gre~d. B. 

':THE LORD'S DA~. ALLIANCE iN ONTARIO. 

A CORRES~ONDENT writing from Oil Springs, On-· 
·tario, gives a very interesting account of the recent 
. .organization at that place of a branch of the Lord's 
Day Alliance._ Our correspondent says: 

"It was really amusing to note_ the contradictory 
'statements made in the meeting. The question was 
.asked, 'What form of Sabbath-breaking is 'most 
prevalent in this place?' The answer given by one 
<of the ministers was in substance that many of the 
people were in the habit of going -to the :River St. 
-Clair to spend the day, while others wen( visiting 
.itnd allowedthe hour· of worship to go by unheeded, 
.and the chu~ches were '"'ell nigh deserted. 

•• Mr. Shear~r,' t~e organizer, said that it' was 'iwt 
their place to say\how the people should spend the 
4 Lord's day' so long as they did not work I on that 

·<lay. But in almost the· next sentence he de
nounced Sunday cars, Sunday plays, Sunday parks, 
.and Sunday excursions because they take so many 
_p~ople away from the churches. 

"Mr. Shearer alsosaid the Lord's Day Alliance 
would not persecute fpr conssience sake, but added. 

. that its. members would not be idle, but \VOUld go 
·.about like a man he met Qut West who always car-

ried a loaded gun. He asked this man why he al~ 
~ays carried his gun, and was told that it was to use' 
in case anything happened .. The speaker advised . 
all members of' the Lord's Day Alliance to follow· 
this example and to always carry a gun loaded with 
the Sunday law ready to use it whenever they saw 
an infraction of the law. 

"The speaker further said that this was a civil 
question. This seems strange since the prayer 
meeting of the church was given up that the Al
liance meeting might be held. The church. people 
were all urged to attenc;l, and the ministers of the 
ptace, and the church deacons an took. an active 
part in the, meeting, 

"Another stettement made by this organizer was 
that the members were not to be spies, and then pro
ceeded to relate ;:tpprovingly how one of its mem
bers, a minister, near the ~t. Lawrence, went ~ut 
one Sunday morning to see if any men were work
ing on the canal. He found about twenty-five men 
at work and gave them five minutes to quit or be 

;\a[Pested. 
"After tl;J.e meeting one. man, was heard to re

mark that hereafter if he saw any one doing any
thing on Sunday he would ,. put him through.' He 
was ask.:d what he would do in case he saw one 
workirg on Sunday who observed the seventh day 
-Saturday. His answer was: 'Then he, had bet
ter kave the country. We have a law, and if he· 
does not' op~y th~ law of the land he must suffer 
for it.' Whether civil or religious this .is the spirit 
that the Lord'-s Day Alliance has arqused in this 
place.'~' 

And.such is the spirit that is always aroused. in 
every place by kill efforts to enforce religious ob
servances or institutions. by civil law. It can never 
be otherwise. B. 

CONSCIENCE NOT A TEACHER. 
From the S'!nday School Times. 

CoNs~IENCE tells us that we ought to do righ:t, b~t 
conscience does not tell us what is right. Cdnscience 
is .a monitor in, the spiritual school; conscience is 
riot a teache~ in that st<,hool. I{ we were shut up to 
the instructions of conscience we should be ever in' 
doubt as to duty an<;! often going astray. Therefore 

·it is .that God has give.n to us a specific revelation of 
his will and law, so that we may know our duty when 
conscience tells us that we ought to do our duty~ 
If, indeed, conscience were a teacher to tell us our 
duty we should have little need of the Bible to give 
US instruction; then every perSOn, ,the WOrld OVer 1 

~otild have the same standa~d of right doi~g ~~d 
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holy living. But, as it is, we need the Bible and 
,conscience, neither alone 'is sufficient. Conscience 

s given to all. A revelation is known to all, either 
y its record or by its transmission from parent to 

child, as from the beginning. Let us prize ~right 
the God-given promptings of conscience and the 
God-given teachings of revelation. All of us need 
both. 

the Stoics and the Epicureans. ~Both these systems 
made the happines,s of. the individual the finaJ goal 
of moral conduct as well as the standard of morality,. 
i. e., they taught that man ought to strive to do those 
things at all times that tended to make him happy, 
and that if h,e succeeded in this he had fulfilled the 
object of his existence. But the two systems dif
fered in this, that the ~picurean sought happiness 
in the enjoy!pent of pl~asures, while to- the. Stoic it 

TEACHING MORALITY ON A NON-RELIGIOUS consisted in an inner self7sufficiency, i. e;., in such a 
BASIS.· high degree, of satisfaction with yourself .that you 

From the Lutheran Witness, can afford to despise enjoyment and even endure 
IN- all ages of .the world, as far as history dates suffering with equanimity. This" happiite~s princi-. 

back, there have been·men-who ha~e sought to in- ple" prevailed with more or less variation until, iq 
culcate morality, i. e., the duty of doing right, apa,rt the· last centpry, the German philosopher Kant 
from religion. And the present age is no . excep- brought forward the proposition that obedience to, 
tion to this rule. Right here in our country this duty, regardless of happiness, is. the first andfore~ 
question of teaching morality on a non-relivious most demand of morality. This was supplemented 
basis is being forced to the front, of late, by the cir- later by, the theory- of utilitarianism, which_ define~. 
cumstance that a good many people ar~ beginning duty as consisting in doing that which brings the 
to see the evil fruits of an education devoid of relig- greatest benefit to society. 
ious Iiioral training, such .as the majority of our This hurried outline of the history of moral phi:
children are receiving in the public schools of our losophy will suffice to show that the teqch~ng of mo-,_ 
country. This leads many to conclude_ that in or- rality on a ~on-religious basis has not .beefi o~ a very
der Jo save our people from becoming a nation of stable character in the past. One system has an7, 

-infidels and profligates it will. be necessary to intro- tagonized and supplanted the other, -~nd to-day, 
duce the teaching of religion into our public schools. philosophers are as far fro~ agreeing what morality 
Several attempts have been made to introduce some really corisists in as they we~e thous;:mqs of years, 
kind of religious instruction to suit the tastes of all · ago .. This, it ,wcmld.seem, 

1
does no): offer' ve;.y'l;lluch;: 

the various Christian and non-Christian patrons of the encouragement t0 those who advocate a m,oral train-. 
public schools, but as there are, as a rute, among ing in:"our public sch~ols divorced from religion._ 
these, atheists and freethinkers who will have no, There is to . this day no foundation upon wH-ich to .. 
religious instruction, even of the most "broad " . base .such a training, and to judge by paS;t experi
and liberal kind, for their children, this attempt has ences, there never will be any. So long as .a tria~ 
always E>ndedin f~ilure, and is boynd to end thus in refuses to accept ,the moral teachings of the Bible 
the fu'ture. There is only one way left, then, in the his conception of morality will always remain hazy 
opinion of these people, to ward off the awful danger and indefinite, because then h~s only moral guide is. 
that is threatening our nation from this quarter, and ·his· natural conscience,' which is corrupted since the_ 
that is to lay m~re stress on the teat~ing 'of morality fall, and therefore often errs in distinguishing be• 
on a non-religious basis in our public schools. We tweenright and 'wrong. . . > 

may weU ask the question,_ therefore: . Will any bene- Nor will. the advocjtes of this non...:religious train-\ 
fidal results be likely to accrue from su<::h a method in g. in mo~ality' be able tq de~ive· much encourage-. 
of teaching l!lorality? . • ' ~ent for their ca~se front the successes of moral 

Perhaps it will help u~ to find an answer to this philosophy iq. the past. No doubt it has, in imii-. 
question if we g~ back and _revfew the effects tn'at vidual cases, produced character::; which, in the eyes. 
thi-s manner ot teaching· mo1ali ty has produced in of men, were models. ,But, upon the whole, it is _sa£~ 

·the pasL What is commonly· ~ailed "moral phi- to say that it has done bu.t little for the uplifting and 
losophy" is. exactly what is expressed by the' head- betterment-of humankind. The .Stoic system of phi
'ing~ 9£ this article: ,. This. phJlosophy had its Origin losophy produced a set O:f men that were un2(i)nceiti~d. 

: ~~ 'G~fece, ~ere-tnete,\vere erincipafly two scho?ls, ll.b9'ut~hei'r 0wn or their neighbor's ~elfare:. beciuse. 
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it was their belief that the greatest hq.ppiness c;on
sisted in bearing unconcernedly whatever f.ate might 

·bring to a person. T-he Epicurean system soon .de
generated into a mere practice of the well-known: 
motto: "Let us eat and d.rink, for to-morrow we die," 
and there is no doubt that it contribute~ in no small 
degree to the licentiousness and profligacy of .,the 
Roman Empire during its last declining years, and 
that the final collapse of Rome was .largely due to 

f.or morality s~ve that furnished by the divineWord, 
as Doctor Luther has stated so . admirably in his 
"Small Catechism," in his explanation of the com- · 
mandments. This one foundation for true morality 
is the fear and love of God. 

THE ENGLISH RITUAL CONTROVERSY. 

From the Literary Digest. 

the debauching_influe!lce of this syste~. THE fires of the ever-threatening ritual contra-
As for the utilitarian system, which has ,of late versy in the English Churcp, after a. short period of 

s·uperseded those just spoken of, it must ind~ be comparative quiescence,, show signs of renewed ac
admitted th~t its tendency is of a more elevating··· tivity. After the successive pronouncements of the 
character, but in spite of this it has been compara-· archbishops against the use of ceremonial incense, 
.tively barren of re'sults so far, chiefly for the reason,. moving lights, and, la!est of all, the reservation of 
n:o doubt, that its own adherents are still dissatisfied the: Sacrament, a proposal was made that a " Round 
with the .system and are cc;:>ntinually striving to per- Table Conlerence" on ritual be convened, represent
feet it by applyingto it the process of evolution, and ing all parties in the 'church, in the hope .of an ami
as. there is. little hope of ever completing this proc- . cable agreement. Now, however, such. hopes of 
~ss, the. prospects for deriving any benefits from compromise seem to have become slighter than ever; 
this system for our rising generation in the way of At a recent meeting. of the English Church Union
inculCating morality in the public schpols of our which represents the High-Church element-official 
country are meager enough indeed. declarations were passed which condemn the opinion 
· It will also pay us here to cast a glance at China, of the archbishops on reservation, and once more 

whe;e the renowned moralist Confucius inaugm'ated make evident the width and depth of the chasm which 
·a system of morality~ on a non-religious basis thou;- divides/" Catholic" from Eva!lgelical in the Church 
sands of years agci, which is clung to with 'remark- of Engl~~d. The· declaratiort~states that it is the 
able tenacity by his nation to this very day. Con- teaching of" the whole Catho!~ faith " that "in the 
fucius incul•cated as the chief precepts of morality, Sacrament of the Lord's Supper the bread and wine, 
verier~tiori for ancestors and their customs, and filial through the operation of the HolyGhost1 become, in 
obedience ·on the part of children to their p~rents and by consecration, according to our Lord's insti
an,d on the part ·of subjects to their government.· tutiori, verily and indeed the Body and Blood of 
What ha~~ been .~he effects of this system upon the. Christ, and that C~ristour Lord, present in the same 
Chinese people? It has inade the Chinese a.bigoted, · most Holy. Sacratnent 0f the Altar under the form 
self~satisfied people; hating bitterly every reform 
that would bettertheir condition. ' It has made them 
a race of slaves and cowards, easily kept in humili
ating bondage. by a tyrimnlc~l gover~nment, whose . 
rapacio.us · officials regad the people merely as a 
source from which to extort as much money as pos
sible for their own b.enefit. 

yes; teaching morality on a non-r~ligious basis is 
an. experiment that has been tried again and again 
in various ages and> secdons of the world, and thus 
far every attempt has ,proved. Q. failure, and those 
who are now advqcatirig its beingt~ied in our p~blic 
schools are not li~ely to· .have 'ariy bett~r suc<;:ess with· 
it. It is still true what the wise man said three thou-

, ' ' I ' ~ ' 

sand years ago., that " the fear of the Lord is the 
~eginni!;lg .of wisdom.", There is no true found<ttion 

of bread and wine; is to be wo~shiped and adored." 
A great cry has· aris'en from the Protestant ·party 

in the church over these words, which, however, ~nly 
amiounce a doctrine of· the Real Presence held by 
many in the Anglican Church for a long time, af 
thopghprobably never asserted with such publicity 
and empressement before. Roman Catholic papers say 
that this stateme~t is by no m.eans the doctrine 
of transubstantiation, since it is not asserted that 
the whole. elements of the bread and w.ine become 
the body andbloo'd ofChrisL ::8ut for tpe ordinary 
English Protestant the goctrine of the Real Presence 
in any form ·is abhorrent, and the columns of the 
Times. and of the leading religious papers contain 
many protestations, interrogations, and explanations. 
The extreme press of either side is urging the iQtro-



duction oi the que~tion into the· coming general 
-elections. The Guardian (High Church); however, 
thinks this ;ould be a mistake, and that churchmen 
should deprecate the choice of violent partizans as 
-candidates. T.he Church Revtew (High Church) says 
that its party would .not meet with any success in 
proposing a campaign of religious propagandism, 
yet it. deplores the divorce of religion and good citi
zenship. Passive resistance is no longer the true 
policy of the church, and some organization should · 
exist that can. present the High-Church side with 
weight to the political parties as an offset to the 
deputations of Evangelicals· who from time to time 
wait upon the politicians with proposals bf pers~cu
ting policies, The Pilot(High Church), too, advocates 
.a mo€lerate alliance of the church with politics for the 
present emergency. I~ the meantime the Earl of 
Portsmoutl}, a leader of the Protestant party, has 
given notice that at a given date he will call atten
tion in the House of Lords to the " increasi,ng lawless
ness" in the church, and demand that immediate 
effect he given to a like recent resolution of the 
Commons that "if the eff~~ts now being made by 
the ~rchbishops and bishops to secure ci"ue obedience 

I • 

-of the clergy are not effectual, further legislation 
. will be recqti~red .tD mairitain the existing laws of 

church and re~lm." At this declaration, according 
to. the words of ~an Hole, i11-a recent letter," Rome 
sneers, Geneva growls, the High Churchman dis
trusts, the BmadChurchman smiles." The earl tfied 
hard to engage the services of the premier for his 
purposes, and, begged him to brin.g in a bill "with. 

. the sole object of making th:e clergy ob~y the law," 
hut the marquis declined the. invitation. 

. . ' 

RIGHTS NOT PEPENDEN-T UPON NUMBE}lS., 

THE ide_a prevails to quite an extent that num
bel"? have something to do with rights; that a large 

.. number of p<:!ople have more rights or greater rights 
than a sm~llel' number of people. But this. is an 
error. 

Rights;are God-given ;;tnd attach not to numbers, 
but to individuals. One man has just as many rights 

. .and just as much of each right as it is possible for 
any numb~~ of men to have. We speak Of rights, 
not of privileges.· 

It is tr.ue that a largg number of men are ·more 
. likeiy to sec~re recognition of .their rights than a 
·-smaile~nutrtber of .h,,e~; but this is. not because the ' ' ·.· '' . ' . : 
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larger number have more rights, but because they 
have rp.ore influence. When they combine to enforce 
their rights they have more power, hence their rights 
are more likely to be respected·. 

. 'But rights do not belong tq men because they · 
are associated together in communities, in states, or 
in nations, bu( because they are men.· ."All men are 
created equal, and are endowed by their Creator 
witq certain unalienable rights." 

God has ·given rights to individuals for a purpose. 
Indeed it could not be otherwise. Individual rights 
are necessary to individual responsibility. The rt:Ian 
who is to be held responsible for his choice must be 
free. to make that choice. 

Communities, states, and nations have rights 
only because the individuals that .c~mpose those 
communities states and nations have rights. The·. 
individual is first. He existed first, his rights are 
first, and to him alone does moral responsibility 
attach. 

~A FAMILIAR TONE. 

IN the Monjzng Star,' a. 1\~assachusetts journal, 
under date of May 24last, the,re ·appeared an art,icle 
entitled, "Our National Constitution· Should Ac
knowledge Christ the King," by Rev. J. M• Foster, 
'of Boston, Mass.; from w~ich I quot~ the following: 

"The history of this ,c-ountry points to the estab~ 
lishment.qf ~ true Christian st~te that shall embody 

, the principles of the mediatorial government. . 
"This country was settled by Christian men with 

Christian ends in view .. One of the regulations of 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony was that if a ma.n was 
absent from church one Sabbath without a cause he 
was find five shillings. If absent a month he sho'uld 
pay twenty pounds .. .I£ he worked unnecessarily on 
the Sabbath he was fined. For a second offense h¢ 
was imprl~onecl. Jf he flag~antly and blasphemously 
defied the Sabbath he was executed. The~e regula-

. tions obtained in Connecticut, Virginia, and among 
other colonies. They gave tone to our nationallife. 

· We can not have a C.hri'stian nation without a Chris-
tian-Sabbath:~ . · · . 

Thel'~;eal eriq that the author of the. foregoing 
and those of. his class are working to attain by get
ting Christ acknowledged as king in our national. 
Constitution, is made so plain in the statements 
which we have quoted that no . drie can misunder
stand ·It. -Again, it is also eVident from the favor 
' I . 

with, which such <:wful ideas are being received, a~ 
·shown, ~'hen a persom dare without any disguise'a:tl'-



vocate such things. It will be noted thal he says, ,The" Tone" of wour Natianal Life'' Determined by 
that the,fines which were impo~ed as the result of Immortal Principles, 
the reg~lati~ns of the· Massachusetts_ Bay ¢olony .. 
for being absent from. church on Sundays, and, The prindples which have really" given tone tCJt 
further, the pe~alties which were inflicted upon. those our national life" are dia,metrically opposed tq those' 

which are .'advocated in the forego(ng, a~ will be who did not observe Sunday, reached their climax· in 
the ·infliction of the death penalty; and then he ad<fs · seen from the 'foJlow.ing -quotations: 

that these· things "gave 'EONE to our ~ational ,life." • '!.Congress shall make tfo law re~pecting an- es~ 
Let us n<;>te the familiarity of this tone, and what . tablishment.of religion, or prohibiting the free exer-:-

did really give tone to our national life. · cise thereof."-~.:Ft"rst Amendment to the Unz"ted States 
· ·' · Constitutz"on. 

This "Tone" Familiar to 'All the Worthies of ·the 
Ages. 

. This "tone:' that ,has been so clearly defined, 
was one with \vhich. the three :Hebrews were -famil
iar, when they heard the mighty roar of the fiery 
furnace .which was heated seven times hotter than 
usual_; and into which they were cast because of 
th-eir loyalty to their Maker. 

Daniel recognized this familiar tone-in the roar 
of the lions as he was•thrust into their den because 
he dared to obey" the la\f of his,.God" il) opposi
tion to a governmen-t whose laws were nev~r re-. 
versed.' 

] esu_s Christ _heard this tone as the angry .,mob 
exclaimed, ·~·CrucifY him!" ~~_Crucify him!"; and_ 
again, as the nails were driven thro11gh his tender 
flesh into the cross upon <which he gave his life. 
The apostles heard it in the clanking of the chains 

-with which they wert;: bound in dolesome prison cells.' 
From fifty to seventy-Five milJi,ons of martyrs 

have heard this awfuJ tone i'n the crackling of the 
fire that. burned the ~agots that -w;er~ placed about 
the stakes on wh'ich/they were bound and burned, 
because they refused to renounce their faith in the 
gospel of Cl).rist. . , 

The same tone was also heard in the drop·o'£_ the 
executioner's. knife on theguillotine block, that sev:
ered the heads of those saints who chose rather to 
forfert their li~es than to yield the truth that had' 
made the'll free. Roger Willia.!lls :M,;:J.rd it in_ the 
cold and lonely blasts of .winter, d.m)ng which he 
was banished for his faith. ' 

This sanie familiar tone has ,been heard in the 
click of the prison· door and the rattling of t[te 
chains and balls ·on the hardened '.criminals in 
the chain-gang, by .those who, in this land of so~ 
called fret;:dom, dared observe the seyenth. day Sab
path, and work on Sunday according to the law of 
God. 

"We ho.ld these truths to be self-evident, that all 
men are created ~qual; ·that they are endoweq by 
their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that 
among these are life. liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness."-Dedaratioiz of Inae~endence. ' -

That which inspired.the founders of our Govern
ment to embody these im~_ortal principles ·in its 

·very foundation was that at that time 'they were just 
emerging from the religious bigotry a'nd oppression. 
of papal and colonial times that had stained· the 
history of the past. · · . . 

It should be evident to every American citizem 
that otir nation's prosperity in the past has been ·dtie 
to the principles of religious liberty and freedom;. 
permitting every man to worship God·' a~cording to· 
the dictates of his ()Wn consciencet; bUt noW; there' is. 
a revival of the same old spirit of religious intoler
ance, and it is sweeping over the wuntry like a' 

tidal wave.· There Be ems to be . rio q11~stion as. 
to its ultimate success when one .. reaUzes, that 
the mo'-:ement has, as ~its supporters, the -great re~ . 
ligious. organizations which are .wor-kirig with all 
the enthusiasm and p·~wer th~yhave "to place all 
Christian laws, i~stitutions, and usages of our Gov-. 
ernment on an undeniable legal basis in the funda
mental law of the land." May every liberty-loving· 

citizen ~rouse himself and. labor to rescue-som'e _one 
from the sinking" shjp-of state." 

K.. C. RussELL. 

"THE Roman Catholic priests of Lima, ·Peru,',.. 
s~ys the Lutheran Wz'tness, ·:• are stirring up their aq-
herents against evangelical missions., Protes.tants. 
were accused .of being respon~ible for the burning 
of the famous cloister of O,c_apa! and alt.I,.ough the 
enmity of . the people. is. ;directed primarily agai11~t 
certain sectarians, the small.Lutheran congregations.. 
in Lima and Callao are also made to suffer/'· · 
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THE WRONGS OF· THE COAL MINERS. 

AccoRDI~G to the Citizen, of Archibald, Pa., the 
coal mi11ers certainly have serious grievances. The 
Citizen claims to give the facts just as they are. 
The con.ditions which it describes exist in collieries 
employing 75,090 ~orkers .of all grades .. 

There i!l, accordingto the Citizen, no uniformity. 
At some mines the men are paid by the ton, ,at 
others by the car, and there is no uniform ton or 
standard car. The ton; it says, ranges from 2,800 
pounds to •3,600, while the .car varies in its capacity 
from one, and a half to four tons. ' Ther.e are, also, 
differences in th~ P?·Y for rock work, for the open~ 
ing of chambers, etc. 'At some mines the men are 
well paid for certain kinds of work, while at others 
they receive no pay.at all. Again there are other 
inequalities and injustices. , The coal before it 
leaves the mine for the breaker is weighed ·and 
credit given to the miner for tonnage, the latter, 
however, to be revised at the breaker. If the stan
dard at the breaker is different from that at the 
mine,, which is sometimes the case (and generally it 
is greater), the figures have to be rectified. Again 
the\" aecking boss" inspects the coal and/ he is at 
liber~y to dock the men according to his own wpim 
from f:i\re hundred to one thousand pounds per car 
for dirty-coal, and this .dockage is said to amount at 
certain breakers to forty tons. daily. Even then the 
process is not complete. Says' the Citizen: 

said, from 2,86o to 3,6oo pounds: Do the· t'neq g-et 
credit fpr the additional tonnage( Oh, no. There 
is nothing .si:ti'd about it: A few years ago the men 
got credit for an overplus, but they havenot lately. 
It is estimated that in thi's so-called 'balancing the 
scales! the men lose about four per cent of th·e coal 
they mine. . 

"At s~me of the minc:!s where coal is paid for by 
the. car there QJ.ust bf a certain ao:ount of 'topping' 
on It. If the car shouldbe an inch below. the stan!. 
dard height the miner is docked a quarter of ~ car'. 
It may readily be seen that this is an item of con-· 
siderable consequence. Another innovation at 
mines where coal is so loaded , is the 'bony boss.' 
It. is th'e duty of thi~ man to examine the coal before 
it is taken out of. the mine. If the car contains dirty 
coal or tre 'topping' is not of the required height 
he has the privilege of docking the car or el~e send
ing it back to the miner from whom it comes, to be · 
filled again." 

"LIBERTY c?ilsists in the right to do. whatever is 
not contrary to the rights of others." 

THE powers of gevernment that God ordained 
he copferred upon the 'creature of his, own hand, the 
crowning work of . creatiqn-mim;- an,d not upon 
the creatures of man~cliques, combinations, con'
.federacies, and mon.arc;hs and' ·~mperors. 

"The coal is then ground into various marketa- "BffiLE TEXT-BOOK." 
ble sizes. At some breakers, when there is a de-
mand for sizes smaller tha!l chestnut, the .sizes Br,BLE students will be interest,ed in the "Bible 

. larger than chektnut are diverted into specia.l chutes Text-Book" just issu~d by the. Review & Herald 
and these ~izes are again conveyed to the top pf the Publishing Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Tgis book> is 
breaker. Then, they are run through again· and · of convenient size to carry in the pocket, measuring 
ground into smaller s'izes. For all the sizes small'er only 3Yz X 6 inches, with a thicknes~ of only ~ of 
than chestnut, and there are five, the men do not an inch, and weighing only' 33{ ouuces. Notwith
get one cent of pay. About . one-fifth of the coal . standin.g· this book is so sm' all, 1't' covers a· wt'de 
run through the breaker is ground into those sizes. · 

"The coal is then loaded into the big cars and is range of Bibli'c.al subjects, introducing.and ·develop-· 
ready'to be shipped to m.arket. Before it leaves the ing each in itsnatu'ral order, giving proof texts, etc. 
breaker it is weig.l\·ed again. This tirne the. standard The" Bible Text.:Book "·also contains~five charts 
ton is 2,240 pounds ~nd the operators are paid ac·- illustrating "The Typical Ordinances," !! The Week
cording to t~at, standard. The weight of· all the' ly arid Yearly Sabbaths," "N'ariles of the •Da~s of 
sizes smaller than chestnut is deducted from the net the Week,"" Se~en Seals, the Seal of' God and. the 
tonnage as shown, by' the 'small. scaies :at the top of ' . . . ' . Mark of the Beast," and "The Day ·of the LoFd."'. 
the .breaker. It generally happens that even after . . This book has ~lso a Table of Contents and very 
ded.uCting ~he' smaller sizes .the tonnage is gt;eater 
on the large scale than it is bn the s~all scale. complete Index. The "Bible Text~Book" sells }n 
This is due to the. fa.d that th\'! coal on· the large cloth for 30 cent~ and· in leather binding fo·r s=o · 
s~ale ~is weighed according to the to the 2,240:.pound cents.· . Every.B~hle student ought tohaye: a C:O>PY~ 
ton, while on the SJ11<lll sc<1le it varit!s, as w~ have Order of the publishers. · · · 
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I News9 ··Notes ... 
L_and Cornrnen1 

Two judges in New Jers,ey have recently decided 
that negroes can _not be: natura.i_i~ed in the United 
S}ates. One of these deciSions was ~y J11dge Kirk
patrick, in a United States court at Trenton. The 
other was by a State judge. 

.· .$ .Jf. 

be ")Jressed to .a third trial, and a fourfh; and as illany 
more as may be nec~ssa.ry. to vi~dicate .the law in- . 
valved in it, ~ccording to the evidence aQd the judg
inent of the court." 

$$ 

THE n'<:iw capital of China is nearly f;ur~·huadred 
miles from a railroad. Thus ta:r all efforts to in-' 
duce the imperial family to return t~ Peking. have 
been futll~, and ~o far as easy communication ~ith 
the 1 Chinese government is: c6ncerned, the Powers 
are not as well off as before they took Pekin~. : 

~$ 

· · A COMPL_ ETE list of Protestant missiona.ries known IT is said tha..t there are now.m China 108,166 
foreign tn:>ops. and 326 guns, while 124,500 men an~.: to have been killed from the beginning qf the Boxer 

. movement ·in China ~~ September 5, ha~ been 
I 72 gun,s are en route. 

$$ 

SPEAKING of the case referred to in thes~ columns 
. ' ~ 

last week the New York ClzristianAdvocate defends the 
right of any one to leave his .propettyt.o be used in 
combating .the doctrine of.the immort~lityof the soul, 
if J-le chooses s"a to· ?o. After st~ting the gro~nd of 
the .. contest, with which our readers are already 
fami}iar, the Advocate says: ~'Thi-s-isno ground for 
bfeaking a will.. This· wing of A'<iven.tlstss.implybe-

. Jie've this: that immortality i-s a gif~ to the tru~ be- . 
liever; that without this gift pe9-ple are exti-nguished 
by the dissolution of. the physical body,· but Christ 
gives the principle of. immortal life to thos.e whop~:.. 
lieve ih him." 

$'.;!. 

·THE \.m~ssibility of $:king a conim,uniiY,; b~etter 
by law or of· even· con1:Reiling a lawless coninu:inity 
to be law-abiding. has_bee~ illustrated in Solith..Caro
lina by the failure of the law giving damages to the 
heirs·of any person ly:nclred in that State. 

Suit wasbrought by the son ot' a: negro who was 
lynched .. TQ:e chqnge of the judge was as n~arly as 
possible ihthe natme of. i.nstruction to the jury to 
find fo.r.tne plain'tiff .. A 'verdict was, neVtrtheless, 

' returned .in favor, of the county. . . . . . 
So. determined, howe:ver,was the jildge that jus

tice srrat;lcl be done ahd th('! law <;atriecl out to the 
letter, that lie set aside the verdi~t and ordered a 

·new trial,. but again a verdict has <bee~ retumed for 
the comity. To the credit of the press ·of the St'!-te, 
be it said\ that promineht·papers·a,re demanding th~t 
the law be' el)forced. The NetifJs, and. Courier of 
(:har.lestbn says: "It is·to be hoped that the case will 

received by the American .Bible · Society frortr its 
agen_t in Shanghai. The list n urn hers 178 names, 66 
men,: 73 women, and 39 children. Amotig them an: 
69 Americans, 25 men, 24 women and 20 children. 
"Singularly enou~h," says the Michig~n. Clzristiqn · 
Advocate," nota single missionary of our ownMetho
dist Episcopal Church, according to Doctor Le()n
ard, was killed." 

$.;* 

IT has' been arranged to introduce the readihg of 
the Bible ihto th.e public schools of this :city .. For 
this purpose a book of Bible· extracts has been com
piled by .a cpmmittee, one member- of whiGh is a 

'Catholic. Of cours; the purpose is to supply " un
sectarian " religious iristructionfrom original sources, 
and incidentlly to give the pupils ~the benefit of 
famiii'arity with Bible literature; a!fid this last ob
j('!ct ls the only one that will be at all rriet, and that 
only tery. imperfectly, pecause no really intelligei)t 
idea can J:>e formed o:f the B.ible by si~ply reading 
exc~rpts from it. 
. Tpe principal obje~t, namdy, that of giving. re
ligious instruction; will also fai_L Religion can n9t 
be taught in that way. Upon this subject the testi
mo~y of I?oct6r Conrad, edHor. of th~ Luth;ran Ob
~~rver, is of value. After· spending thre~ years. in 
Germany' the doCtor said: "There is no real religion. 
Religion is tu.rned .over to tlie school~aste;. The 
pa:re.nts say:.' The schoolmastdr teaches religion; I 

-am not responsible .fqr that.'·" 
· Tl"\e expt;rience o£ ·Germany . ip attempti11g to 

· teach religion should be a warning to all the world. 
ln no country, prOe><!bly, are all the Walks of life SO 
permeated with infidelity ~sin Gerq1any, and yet in 
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no eountry in the world, is·. so mw:h attention paid to 
the teaching of religion. Religion ought to be taught 
to every child, and the Bible ought to be. read· by 
everybody. • Every individual, man, woman, . and 
child, ought ~o be familiar with the., language of 
the sacred Scriptu,res, but the necessary instruction 
can not be given in the state schools. The misera
ble makeshift of reading selections from the Scrip
ture will not only fail of it.s purpose, but it will de
.ceive unthinking parents with the 'thought that their 
children are receiving religious instruction when they 
are not. 

~~ 

R:Ei.IGrbus agitation in Austria has reached a 
point where the discussion has been taken up by the 
press of the Roman Catholic Church. Most of these · 
papers assert that the agitation will result beneficially 
to the Catholic Church. The Reichspost says: 

"It has shaken hundreds of thousands of Catho
lics out of their lethargy, while the 'Away froin 
Rome' agitators can report only 'ten thousand' 
apostates to their cause. The whole movement is 
beginning to aw_aken a wide and Sfeep excitement in 
favor of the church throughout Catholic Austria. In 
many places where it has hitherto beeri impossible 
to secure the. funds for the Catholic Church, money 

. has been given in abundance. Missions have been 
started where none before existed. Thousands of 
men n'ow come to the communion who had not at
tended-for years. In short, the Catholic Church of 
Austria is .being shaken frOJV center to circumfer
ence, and will only gain by the agitation." 

. As showing the loyalty .of the Cubans to the 
Roman Catholic Church and religion, a correspond-
ent of the Catholic Mirror says: . . . . 

"The most ignorant negro that ever drew his 
machete for Cub~n liberty will order a foreigner to 
remove his hat when a statue of our mother of God 
is borne by a religious pr.o~ession. Are not these 
the acts of loyal Catholics? " - · 

. Certainly, but 1,10t of men who, know and respect 
religious l_iherty .. To compel a Pr_otestant to remove 
his hat to "a statue of our mother of God" is to re
quire of him an .act of idolatry scarcel-y second to 
that for refusing which the· three Hebrews were. con- . 
signed to the fiery furnace in. the days of king N ebu~. 
chadnezzar. 

THE utter inability of many people to think of 
our civil institutions as purely civil is well illustrated 
by the following from a Protestantjournal: 

"A Catholic lady complained bitterly against a 
teachers' employment agency because she could 
get no position in a public s~hool on account of her 
religion. . But why should she compli:lin? Does any 
one suppose for a moment that Catholic directors 
would employ a Protestant to teach Catholic chil
dren? Not a bit of it. Cathplics are too selfish for 
that, and yet they would love. to have the privilege 
of te-aching the 'chi}dren of other people who have 
as little use for Catholicism .as the Catholics can 
possibly have for other religions." . 

Referring to this .a Jewish paper suggests that it 
"is inspired bv a wide-spread presumption that the 
p~J.blic schools are Protest(lnts institutions." And this 

/ This may a'rl b~ true, but Ron)e never welcomes 
this sort of a" shakirig up." 

J!.~ 

SPEA:l(ING of the new constitution to .be framed 
for Cuba the Havana correspondent of .the Catho
lic Mirror says: "There is little· doubt but that. 
every draft .of a constitution agre(.ld upon by the 
various parties will provi?e for freedom of worship 
and ail entire separation: of church imdstate. H~rein 

··is t~e simple truth as to the pTesumption, but legally 
the {lublic schools are purely secu,lar, having no relig
iqus';Character whatever, and, of course, po sectarian 
bias: Doubtless, in m<1ny cas,es, .color is given to the 

" -" - '' ''-
instr,uction in such schools by the religious views of 
bot~ ,teachers Hp.d. text-book writers; buqhis is un~ 
avoldable as. long as human beings are human. The 

the Cubans will buildwi'sely." . 
- onlyreme<;ly idpr those who .object to tl)is to have 
' their children e.d.uca:t~d· in their 'own denominational 

~~ 

THE result. of the n~cent · electi_ons ip. England 
.has alarmed France, Tl;le emphatic endorsement 
.of the South African waF by the voters is regarded 
.:as .a' personal triu~ for Joseph Chamberlain,· and 
~he. French_ 'fear that this mean~ .. _ tl)at "an. era of 
jingoism will be. inaugurated whi'ch. will seri0u~ly . 
threat~n the p~ac~/ of .Europ!;_;': 

schools. :B~t certainly n() effort should b.e made by 
. anypo<;ly t6. make· state~suppQrt$!d ~chools ·in any

wise se~taria~. They should be kept as purely secu:-
.· , \ I 

Iar.as possible . 
~~ 

_ A,N editorial cprr~spondentof.-the Catholic Mirror 
comfqrts .h\nJ?e.lf w,i.th. tb~ tb~tfg:,l;lt that :while ~'.t.he 
t~~dency of tl-~e Cqpau ,polificia;n of''this. gener.a:tioo 
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will be to putas wide a separation between church 
·and state as pos2ible, and the church will have to 
rely upon its own resources," yet "with all this th,e 
outlook for religion is infinitely brighter than it was 
under the Spaqish regime. ~ess is to feared from 
open antagonists than from false friends." 

.• .j, ~. 

THE Christian Advocate (New York)' n,etes that 
(~eneral Wood's report on Cuban affairs contains ·an 
argument in favor Of the army canteen. 

~~ 

. I11 is stated that Menelek, Emperor of Abyssinia, 
has issued an order forbidding the importation of 
intoxic~ting liquors into his dominons, and forbid
ding also the use of tobacco by .his subjects under 
heavy penalties. He has. also informed foreign · 
l>owers that he expec~s the support of ·friendly na
tion::: in saving his people from the influence of in
toxicants and narcotics. We fear he will be disap
·pointed. 

-~-~ 

IN a recent letter from the capital to the Chicago 
Record. ?fthis city, William' E. Curtis says: 

. . "Washingtq.n, is rapidly becoming the center of 
Catholicism i~ America. The apostolic legation is 
located here. In addition to the ancient Jesuit. uni
versity, which was established at Georgetown dur
ing colonial days, we have. now. what is kno\:V~ as. 
the Catholic University of Washington, a more ex
tensive and wealthy' institution, whose faculty r~J?
resents the liberal element in the churf;:h. A year. 
ago an ,enormous mona~tery, of · the Order of St ... 

. !!ran cis was occqpied by several hundred monks, and 
is now the headquarters of the greatest foreign mis
sionary agency of the Catholic Church, the Francis
can Brotherhood. Alltheir missionary work for the 

. coritinf)nts of America·, Asia, and Africa is directed 

. from here; The 'monastery, one of the ·most impo
. sing ecclesiastical edifices in this nation,··and which 
. 'cost over $roo,ooo, is situated a mile or,two beyond 
the Catholic U'niversity, near the Soldiers' Home. 
There is a good deal of mystery about the institution 
which gives it additional interest. Tile monks are · 
seldom seen, e':Xcepfwhen they caine or go through 
the little village .of Brookland, wQ.ich' is their rail-

, way station;" . . .. . . . . •. ' 

0~ a magnificent n~w convent just dedic~ted iri 
Washington, Mr. Curtis says.:. ''It was p,ullt .. by 
M.rs. Thomas-F. E.yan, wife of a New,York con
tractor and. an associate . of Whitney, Elkin~,· a:nd 
Widener in the control .of the street railways ,of N~w 

York. This is an entirely new.instil:ution, and has 
been established for headquarters of ·the mother~ 

-superior of the Order of Perpetual Adoration, which 
heretofore have peen in Brussels, but have been in
duced to come to this country by the prospect .of 
extending their usefulness. The order is cloistered 
and contemplative; the sisters wear white robes- and 
cloaks of velvet. They are mostly women of wealth· 
arid aristocratic conn·ections, ind in Europe their 
convents, are the retreats for richsociety women who 
wish to seek temporary seclusion ·from the world. 
A novitiate is to be· opened in this city, and several 
daughters of rich families, 'religiously inclined, have 
already applied for admission. Thus far Mrs. Ryan 
has paid all the expenses of erecting the conve~t 
and bringing the sisterhood to the United States, and 
as a reward for her generosity her tomb is to be 
placed under the altar in the chapel." 

Mr. Curtis further says that Cardinal Gibbons 
will soon "dedicate Trinity College, the first Catho
lic institution to provide a higher educ~tion for 
wo~en. Its curri~ulum will include all the classics, 

. the sciences, and the humanities which the Catholic 
Chutch has sanctioned for. culture or scholarship, and 
its standard will be as high as Bryn Mawr or any 
other u~ive~sity for women in the wo,rld, · 

''The establishment• of Trinity College is the 
direct consequence of the_ refusal of. the· Catholc 
University to adni.ft; woinen to its le.ctures; and it re
quired a great dea1 ·of p.ersuasion and a p_ersistent 
effort to secure a sanction of the. holy father 
for the new institution.·' This was secured, how
ever, by Mother Julia, sup~·rior of the Sisters of Notre 
Dame de Namur, -with the aid of Cardinal Gibbons, 
ArchbishC?P Ireland an&Arc~bishop Keane. Hav-
ing obtained the permission of Roine, Mother Julia 
purchased a beautiful tr~::t of twenty-seven acres of 
land adjoining the campu~ of .the Catholic University 
·avd near the Spldiers' Home, where a handsome build
ing _has_ been erected and will be ready for occupation 
on the 1st of November. :t\1gr. Martinelli will repre..: 
sent the Pope and Cardinal Gibbon:j will preside at 
the ceremonies." · · 

~.~ 

RECENTLY three hundred_ministers of the Meth
odistCe~tr~l Conference., in s.essio~ at Fostoria, Ohio, 
adopted, with ~h~ers, according to· the Columbia.n, a 
lo_ng report on the state of the nation, which report 
exulted in the political ,achievements of the 'admin-
istration and stated in part: ' ' 

. "We. are the eustodiaqs of the- Philippin~s 
wh~ther we desire it·or not. Not for empire, b_ut for 
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humanity's sake. We must be faithful to our trust 
to civilize and Christianize. these new possessions. 
We are not to be. turned asi.de by. the cry of • impe
rialism,' but,:standi:ng with the sword i~ one hand 
.and the olive branch Qf peace in the other, we say to 
:all concerned: 'We are doi9g a great work and. can 
not be downed.' * * * God means that the 
American Govern~ent shall . shine oqt as a light
. house among the na.tions.. He is turning and over
turning that he, whose right it is, may reign\ King of 
nations as he. is King of saints. ~o nation 'lives to 
itself; we are our brother's keeper. America has 
been in training long enough. The clock strikes the 
hour and we must marshal our host for the great 
'battle. * * * We deprecate the .·salo~n curse 
which is 'blighting our new possessions, but under the 
conquering reign of our Emmanuel, rum, Romanism, 
.and idolatry are doomed and the· final victory as.
sured." 

The closing words of this paragraph have given 
great offense to Catholics: The Standard and Times 

: d Philad¢lphia says: 

" ' Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion 'was the slogan 
.at atimewhen a crisis like the present was at hand, 
and the cry had a boomerang effect upon the fools 
who resorted to .it. Those .who paraphrase it now 
-ought to be left to the tender mercy of the Prohibi
tionists and. the Women''s Christi.an Temperance 
Union. But here we see the most barefaced merg-

. ing of religion and politics and no Babbits stand,ing 
up in their pulpits to denounce the howling der
vishes who seek to place Christianity on the same 
,plane as the hideous doctrines of the impostor of 
Arabia." 

It is probably true that the Catholi<;s, if united, 
would hold the bal;:mce of power as between the two 
great parties in this country,and that tl).ey have the 
power to defeat any man or party particularly obnox
ious to them. It remains to be seen whether" runi, 

· Romani~m, and idolatry" will have as great an in
. fl.uence on the present. c~inpaign as did Mr. Burch.:. 
. .ard's " Rum, Romanism, and .Rebellion " sixteen 

~ I' 

. years ago. 

MARQUIS ITo, premier of Japan and a statesman 
of acknowledged. ability, says Peking ·should be 
evacuated, the empress and court 'perril'itted to re
turn, and negotiations should come afterward . 
Otherwise, he says, further aggressive measures 'Yill 
plurlge the whole empir~ into war arld chaos will 
reign for years. It is thought that this view of the 
situation will _prevail. 

GENERAL ANDERSON, who commanded the first 
military expedition•sent to the Philippine Islap.ds,in 
discussing tile standing of the mendicant orders in 
those islands, says: "I think our Catholic fellow
citizens make a mistake in giving. t~e}r sympathies 
to the friars and not to their simple-minded yet sin
cere coreligionists who have been badly treated by 
them .. There a,re some good men among them, but 
many, I· fear very many, have not led edifying 
iives." G.eneralAnderson makes an exception, how
ever, of fhe Jesuits, whose conduct, he says, com
mands respect. · 

IT was Thomas Jefferson who, in a letter to 
·"" Francis W. Gilmer, said:." Our legisla~ors are not · 

sufficiently apprised of the rightful limits of their 
power; that their true office 'is to dec~are anc\ en
force only .our natllral .rights and duties, and to ta}<:e 
none of them from us." 

.;f.$ 

A GOOD BOOK. 

Do you want to read a thoroughly good book, 
one that will be 'immeasurably he1pful,fo you in yqut · 
Christian life? If so, get the " Po'wer for Witness
ing,"by A. F. Ballenger, published by .tfie Pacific 
Press Publishing Company, Oakland, Cal. 

"Pow·er for Witnessing" is_ a handsomly bound 
cloth book of over two hundred pages;. price, 75 
cents . 

.;t..;t. $$ 

. ·.. .. OUR MAP OF CHINA. 
CoNSIDERABLE alarm continues to be expres.sed 

because of the triumph in the late elections in Cuba We have mailed several huhdr~d of these maps 
·Of the Nationalists, who are stigmatized even by such to patrons of THE SENTINEL during the past few 
p~peFs as the fndependent as •• r-evolutionists.'~ And weeks and ha~e received only words o£ commenda
why "revolutionists"? Sim.piy because they demand tion therefor. • Our limited supply now remaining we 
.apsolute. independence' of· the United States. It is shall continue to mail to all purchasers at the nomi: 
;e(>J}ceqe,d, ho\V.e~ei-,:that a m.aj~r!ty ~-fthe delegates . nal price of fifteen cents. Ord'er your copy of this 
to 'ili6•,to11~ihttti9q~l :yonvention. eire men· o(~hmty. map 9£ China: ~efore it is too Iate. 
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Christian Patriotism •. 

A study of the principles that 
should govern the true Christian 
patriot in his relation to earthly 
governments. A thorougl:!Jy Bib
lical treatise of this subject. ' It 
is of vital interest to evet"y'SEN
T~NEL n;ader, 96 pages. In full 
cloth, 40c .. 

Bible St)l.deni:s; Library, No. rsg. 
Paper ,cove~s. rsc. 

'Addres~ B.ny of our. agencies, or our 
.nearest Hd'usS • 

• 
PACIFIC .PRESS PUB. CO, 

39 llond St., Nc:w York. · 
l{ansas City. Mo. 
Oakland; Cal. 

·Bibles·. and· -Blbles 
.;t..;t..;t. 

_Bagster, nternational, and Oxford Bibles. · Also 
Luther's Oermari Bibles. W.holesaJe 

and Retail. 

Catalogue Sent Free. 

;Pacific Press Publishing: Company, 
. .1' . ' 

IS W; Fifth S~.~ ,Kans~s City, Mo. 

\ 

,Onty~Oc a '¥e~trfqf Medical Fees! 
.· __ HOWlS. l''t TH~T 

, , :a ·yearly subscription. to 
(he .Healtk .!our'!Jill may, save- you a 
number of hiedka] .fees and much va1"
uaote ;t:ifu¢l Simply because H: t(!lls 

· how fo ivoid sickness, and how to cure 
sickrie'ss. by the ·use of simple home 

· treatments. 

FiFTY CENTS :A:.'¥EARr 
Special three months' trial· subscrip-. · 

tion, 10 cents in stamps. · · · . . . 
. Sample copy seri.t fre~ 'on receipt 6( 

postal. Address , 

PACIFIC HEALTH JOURNAL, 
St. Helf1Ul, · ·ca/t"t~ia. 

What is. Religi()llS 
. -'· ·. · ·· .· Lib.erty? 

~~~-

THE importance of. a C,orrectu~derstanding 
of this question, and the principles govern

ing the true relation and attitude. of the· church 
and state can not be overestimated. 

Jefferson says, "The spirit of these tim~s 
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Sab_bath. we_wo~ld_po!~t oqt_onlyt~is, t1ow foolish 
it is. for the state . to try to enforce' (he _obligations 
which man owes his God." · .· · · 

The Witness ha~ hit it exacfl:s;:. Not only is that 
·teaching false which seeks to instil-into the rriind 
the thought "that Su~dayhas taken the place o{the 

t==~~~~~~~~~§3~~~~~~::=:J. :$;:tbbath,'; b~t it woul!i maJ{~ n'crdifferen.ce if the 
. ~.octrine were true. Th . 'ate :hat no. rig-_ht tben
:>torce a~yreligio1,1s .instit . ion1, either ~rue or fa~se. 

CmcAGo, 0cTOBER,I8_, 1900. . .· 

Any one receiving The .Sentinel of Liber1;y '\Vitpout having ordered it, 
may .know that ·it .is sent by some friend. Thgse who b,ave not ordered The 
Sentinel need have no fears that they will·'be asked 'to.pa.y f?r it. · 

.ANOTHER movement for Sunday dosing of shops 
has been inaugurated. in .the stockyards district of 
Chicago. .. 

THE advocates of compulsory Sunday obseryance 
are ~ow pointing:to the· Paris Exposi_tion as a "sad 

:. financial failure," which they allege is due to Sunday 
opening.; and are inquiring whether the great. fairs 
projected for Buffalo. and st. Louis are to be kept 
open on Sundays. " Pastors, churches, and Christian 

'Endeavor societies,"· we are informed, are givi~g 
their ~ttention. to· t~is matter, and· the.·q~Jestion of 
'Sunday enforcement is. not· likely very so.on. t~ be-
come quiescent in th1s co1.mtry. . · 

' Tl.IE Canadian parliamentary campaign IS now 
officially declar~d; the electi~n day being fixed for 
November 7.; the d~.· afte; our own.· The Lord's 
D~y Alliance will doubtless. n;_ak:e a strong effort to 
secure from the next p~rliament a Sunday lclWctOr 
the. Domini.on, as . the provincial laws have been 
found inadequate to .accomplish what is :clesired by 
the friends of the legal So.nday. The Sunday· ques
tion is nott'however, an issue of the campaigQ. It 
is said that the Liberals uhdei• Premier Laurier ;seem . . ' 

to have excellent prospect~ of t!eing again intrusted 
with power. 

~ . .J!. 

WE ·S-Ometimes hearcet:tain civil st~tutes spoken 
of as "Chris-tian .la·ws." There is, ~o such thirig as 

,/ ' ' ' 

Christian civil law. Tru~,...t-irere a:re ·~civil laws 
tl~at are in perfect harmony. with· the. ptinciple~ of 
justice, and thus in harmony ,With tb: principles of 

IN a re\:ent editorial ·note the Mz"cltigan .C!tristiaiz Christianity, but they are n:ot',Christian. · 
Advoc.ate says: 

,; I:.·fr. S.,theinitials of 'Jeius kominuin !:>.'alvatof,' ~ ·~ · 
·Jesus 'savipur of.me~;.'ar.e,often written. in a mono- . "MY MoTHER's LIFE,'~ by Mary Henry Rossiter; 
gram.· Seeing lt9n ,the corner-stone of a chUrcq the with an introduction byBisJ:top John'H. ViQcent of 
-other' day, we· were for an in'stant start1ed .. The thee Methodist EpiscopaL Church, is. a most inter
monpgmni lOpk~d. so, ilike another thing that for a esting sketch of the life and work ~f .Mrs. s: }\{.I. 
m6~eci·fwethougbfthe· United States dollar sign($) Henry by. her daughter. The book contains· over 
was ca~v'ed on that)t~n:e." . three hundred and' fifty pagt;~, is.haridsomely bound 

Well,' th~ 'donar sign.($) W.OIJld no_t be greatl~ in cloth, arrd is published. by Flemfng H .. Revell 
out of. place .on many ·~hurche~~ ~t kasf it might' Cd'rnpany of this city.\ It ·is a mos~ helpful bo~k 
witlr ·great propfi~ty -be placed,.QH the corner of w~U \vorth reading. Pri~e·; '$r .. 'sq. F~r particulars 
th~· b~ildlng.jn .Which "is loc~ted. tlie. kitchen in . address the pqblishers, . ·· 
:whkh .. oyst;;.r .~up,pel.-s and· other retr(!?.hm~~t~ · ~re . ~ '$ 
pr~pared.· '· · . , 

·.EXAMINE THE LABEL . 
. ~~ . . 

. . . . . • TaE yellqw -lab~l. on.· y~~r paper indicates the 
IN 'quoting and co~me_nting ut?on a~ editorial. date on which your subscription expires. Please 

note from 'these columns the Lutleeran Witness says: ! examine it closely, and if it reads B,sl9 you should 

"0£ COU~~e,' W.e have no sympathy with. the false ~{O(Wa(d your renew~lwithout delily in order to .<l-VOid 
reaching- that. ~~nday has }aken th9 place of the the loss of any papers. 
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Gon created men, but men make governments. 

~~ 

THE divine law cannot be administered 9Y men. 

~.Jf, 

·IF- 'Sunday is the American Sabbath it is pot the 
Lord's Sabbath. 

~~ 

"THE king upon, his throne has no greater natural 
rights than has the meanest subject in his kingdom. 

~-~ 

THE Lord does not ask civil government to deal 
with: offenses against Him,." for God is judge him
self." 

~~ 

IT is blasphemous assumption for any civil gov
ernment to arrogate to itself authority to reenact 
'the divine law or ·any part .of it. · 

~~ 

THE state can not stand betwee.n the divine law 
an_d the sinner in the day of judgment; therefore it 
it ought not t9 assume to put itself betwf~n the soul 
and'G.od now" . . -

PATRIOTISM asks only equal rights;. greed se_eks 
special privileges. 

THE Christian must have faith in Christ; a .state 
can not have faith, therefore a state _can not be Chris
tian-: 

. CIVIL government can not be Christian, neith'er 
can it be anti'-Christian while confined to its legiti
mate sphere; and since it can not be Christian it 
necessarily becomes anti-Christian the moment· it 
takes on any religious character whatever. 

CHRIST'S KINGDOM AND SlJBJECTS. 

THE utter futility of attempting to establish the 
king-dom of Christ by political methods is clearly 
seen ~henever the nature of that kingdom is under
stood. 

The nature of the kingdom of Christ is clearly 
revealed in the Scriptures,,npt only by what is said 
of the kingdom itself, but by what is said of the sub
jects of that kingdom. 

That Chfist's kingdom is not a temppral, but an 
everlasting kingdom is plainly taught in the words 
of the angel to the Virgin Mary: .!'Behold~ tho11 
shalt conceive i~ thy womb, and bring forth ·a son, 
and thou shalr call. his name Jesus. He shall bf 
great, and shall be called the Son of the Highest; 
and the Lord God _shall'give unto him the throne of 
his father David, and he shall reign over the house 

·of Jacob forever; and of his kingdom there shaH be 
no: ~nd.'' · Lu]fe I: 32, 33- Of this same kingdom the 
prophet· Daniel says: "In the days, of these kings 
[the last earthly kingdoms] shal1 the God of heav:en 
set tip akingdom, which shall ·never be destroyed; 
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'and the kingdom shall not be left to other people, fore Felix, he said: "This I confess unto thee, that 
* * * but * * *. it shall stand forever:" Dan. after the way which they call heresy, so worship I 
2: 44. ·the God of my fathers, believing all things which 

This latter text sho,ws not only that the kingdom ar'e written in the law and in the prophets; and hav
is eternal, but that £ts subjects are £mmdrtal, for " the ing hope toward God, which they themselves also 
kingdom shallnot be ,left to pther people." In this allow, that there shall be a resurrection of the dead. 
mortal.state one generation passes off the stage of both of the just and of the unjust." Acts 24: 14, 15. 
action and leaves its possessions to the succeeding And, finally, before Agrippa, the apostle plainly de
generation; but in th~ immortal ~tate it will not be dared his hope, the hope of the resurrection of the 
so. "The righteous shall inherit the lana, and dead, to be the hope of the fathers; he said: "And 
dwell there£n fore'ver." "The Lord knoweth the days· now I stand and am judged for the hope of the prom- · 
of the upright; and tlzeir illlteritance shall beforevet:." ise of God made unto the fathers; unto which prom-
Ps. 37: 29, IR. ise our twelve tribes, instantly serving God day and 

· New Testament Testimony. night, hcipe to tome. For which hope's sake,.king 
Upon this subject the New Testament is, of course, Agrippa, I am accused of the Jews. Why should it 

in harmony with the Old.. Said bur Saviour, speak- be thought a . thing incredible with you that God 
ing of his future, glorious kingdo~: "They which should raise the dead?" Acts 26: 6, 7· The apos
shall be accounted. worthy to obtain that world, and· tie's questi~n, "Why should it be thought a thing
the resurrection from the dead, neither marry nor incredible with you that God should raise the dead?" 
;ne given in

1 
marriage, lle£ther can they dieally more, connects this unmistakably with his words already 

for they are equal unto the angeis, and are the ch)l- quoted from Acts 23: 6, and shows that the "promise 
dren of God, being the children of th~ resurrection." of God made unto the fathers," could be fulfilled only 
Luke zo: 35, 36. by the resurrection .a£ the dead ... 

The words of our Lord show that the subjects of "If Ye Be Christ's." 
his glorious ).<ingdom will, before inheriting that The promise rc;ferred · to by the apostle was the 
kingdom, be accountedwortlry. This,places that king- . promise made to Abraham and to his seed, namely, 
dom after the final judgment of "the great day:" "the promise that he should be the heir of the world." 
And with this agree the words of the apos.tfe: ·"Be- Rom. 4: 13. And that this was not a promise of a 
hold, I show vou a mystery; we shall not all sleep.' temporal inhentance to mortal men is made clear in 
[that· is, die], but we shall all be changed,.in a ,rim- tlie IIth chapter of Hebrews, for there we learn that 
ment, in the twinkling of 'an eye, at the last trump, tl:\ose to whom the promise was. made "all died in 
for the trumpet shall sound •. and the dead shall be "faith, not having received the promises [or, a~ 6ne 
raised incorruptible, and we. [the li\;ing] shall be version has it," the promised blessings"], but having 
changed." r Cor. 15-: 51, 52. seen theni afar off, and were persuaded of them'.and 

The Hope of the Fathers. embraced them, and confessed that they were. 
As already seen from the quotations .made from 

the.3Jth .Psa:Im, the etema1 nat~re of the kingdom 
of God was not a new truth, nor was it a truth re
vealed for the first time through the apostles, neither 
was the immortal nature of thesubjectsof that king
dom a .new thought. As already seen, the psalmist 
had declared that thyy sh<)uld " d~ep therein for
ever," and in the Acts of the· Apostles we learn that 
the "fathers " did not expect; to .inherit this everlast
ing kingdon in this mortal state, but that they looked. 
to the resurrection as the time when they shquld 
epter upon the promised inheritance." Wh.en before 
the Jewish 'council Paul decl~red: "Of the hope of 
the ;resurrection of the dead am I called in question." 
Acts 2.3: 6; And again, when deClaring hi's faith be-. 

strangers and pilgrims on the earth." 
The promise was, as we . have seen, the earth as. 

an everlastz'llg·inheritance. The·promise to Abraham . 
was. that he should be" the heir of the world." .. 
"Now to Abraham and his .seed were the promises. 
made. He saith not, And to seeds as of many, but 
as. of one, And to thy seep, which is Christ." .. ''And 
if ye be Christ's, then are Ye Abraham's seed, and 
heirs according to the :promise." Gal. 3: I6, 29. · 

So, then, every one who belongs to Christ is a 
joint heir with him to. this world; qot this· .. present 
evil world," sin-cursed and marred by violence, but 
as it will come forth the second time from the hand 
of the Creator, when. in the presence not only of the 
~ssembled hosts of heaven, but of the throng of the 
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redeemed as well, that promise shall be fulfilled: 
"Behold, I make all things new." 

How the Promise Will Be Fulfilled. 

And this promise will be realized not by govern
mental action, but by the power of God, as graph
ically described by the prophet Ezekiel: 

"The hand of the Lord was upon me, and carried me 
out in the spirit of the Lord, and set me down in the 
midst of the valley which was full of bones, and 
caused me to pass by them round about: and, be
hold, there were very many in the open valley; and, 
lo, they were very dry. And he said unto me, Sop 
of man, .can these bones live? And I answered, 0 
Lord God, thou krwwest. Again he said unto me, 
Prophesy upon these bones, and say unto the.m, 0 ye 
dry bones, hear the word of the Lord. Thus saith 
the Lord God unto these bones; Behold, I will cause 
breath to enter into you, and ye shall live: and I 
will lay sinews upon you, and will bring up flesh upon 
you, and cover you with skin, and pu,t breath in you, 
and ye shall live; and ye shall ·know that I am the 
Lord. So I prophesied as I was commanded: and 

·as I. prophesied, there was a noise, and behold a 
shaki'ng, and the bones came together, bone to his 
bone. And when I beheld, lo, the sinews and the 
flesh cilme up upon them, and the skin covered them 
above: but there was no breath in them. Then said 
he unto me, Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son 
of man, and say to the wind, Thus saith the Lord 
God; Come from the four winds, 0 breath, and 
breathe upon these slain, that they may five. So I 
prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath 

. came into them, iJ.nd they lived, and stood up upon · 
their feet, an exceeding great army~ 

"Then said he unto me, Son of man, these bones 
are the whole house of Israel: behold, they say, Our 
bones are dried, and our hope is lost: we are cut off 
for our parts. Therefore prophesy and say unto them, 
Thus said the Lord God; Behold, 0 my people, I 
will op~n your graves, and quse you to come up out 
of your graves, and bring you into the land of Israel. 
And ye shall know that I am the Lord, when I have 
opened your graves, 0 my people, ~nd brought you 
up out of your graves, And shall put my spirit in 
you, and ye shall live, and I shall place you in your 
own land: then shaH ye know that.I the' Lord have 
spoken it, and performed it, saith the Lord." Ezk. 
3]: I-!4. ' 

This promise is not to literal Israel, but to sprn
tual I~raeL •: Neither because they are the [literal] 
seed of Abraham, are they all children, but in Isaac 

· shall thy seed be called. That is, They which are 
the children of:the flesh, rhese are ~ot the · ~hildren 
of Goo;'b'ut th~ children of promise;areco1mted for 

" 4 ' ' -

the seed." "If ye be Christ's, then are ye Abra
ham's seed; and heirs according to the promise." 
"And so all Israel shall be saved." 

So, then, the kingdom of Christ is an ever
lasting kingdom, and its subjects will be men 
and women saved by divine grace, and changed 
to immortality in that hour foretold by our Lord, 
wherein "the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of 
God, and they that hear shall live," and come fortn 
clad in immortality. "And there shall.be no more 
death, neither sorrow nor crying, neither shall there 
be any more pain, for the former things are passed 
away." Rev. 21: 4· B. 

SUNDAY LEGISLATION FOR ILLINOIS. 

THERE is a possibility, if not a probability, of 
new' and more stringent Sunday legislation in the 
State of Illinois at an early date. As noticed in 
these columns last·week, an agitation is now being 
carried on for Sunday dosing of business places in 
this city, and while persuasion has been the rrieans 
employed thus far .for its accomplishment, the natu" 
ral tend~;:ncy of such efforts is to seek recourse to 
legislation, This ~gitation has been conducted in
termittently in this city for severaf years, and the 
failure to attain the desired end:. by moral suasion 
must strongly suggest to its promoters the expedi
ency of securing legislation as the only way of ac-
complishing practical and lasting results. . 

Considerable prominence is given to the move
ment by the Chicago Record, which, in an editorial 
on'' Seven-day Slavery," says: 

. "With few exceptions the members of the gro
cers', bakers', butchers', and .milkmen's associations 
which are .e~deav9i:ing to secure Sunday closing niay. 
count on the support of the public. The wotk in 
whi-ch they are now engaged has been prosecuted 
under discouraging circumstances for years, but its 
failure in the past has been due chiefly to the attitude 

· of• a few dealers and storekeepers who insisted on 
taking, advantage of a,ll opportunities' for Sunday 
sales. ·These do not compri-se a large proportion crf' 
the whole number, but the menace of their competi
ti()n has broken the force of the Sunday-closing 
movement, the dealers in a given neighborhood 
being reluctant to shut their stores if thereby a con
siderable amount of trade is to be diverted to one or 
two compet;itors.~' 

·The Record ai:g11es in favor of Sunday dosing as. 
being;necessary1q prevent ''slavery" ~among 'those ·.· 
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:affected by Sunday business. ''Conceding," it says, It is to be observed, finally, that this "seven-day 
·"that a majority of those who are engaged in these slavery,'' which is so prominentiy put forward as a~ 
industries d'esire a day of rest in the we.ek, itis ob:- argument for Sunday closing, only balances up 
-viously unjust that they should be compelled to work . against a slight financial loss -which might be in-
-on Sundays simply because a few of the number insist curred under the present optional arrangement.' The 
.uponremaining ope·n. Not only the s_tore proprietors, storekeepers are not 'Yilling to dose because they 
butthe employes have to be considered, and of these believe they might thereby suffer some pecuniaw 
there are many in' Chicago who now sufferthe evils of loss; so .they remain in "slavery" because they are 
~seven-day slavery. The clerks who work .hard from not willing to take the chances of making as large 
Monday morning until late Saturday night, only tore- profits under the Sunday-closing plan· as they make 
·sume their employmep.t Sunday, getting only a short with Sunday opening, o~ are not willing to bear the 
;half-day for rest, and sometimes not even that during small loss which might thereby be incurred. As an· 

·the week, have rights to be consiqered. On the argument for legislation which would deprive pea
whole, there are probably but. few thinking persons ple of the rightto self-support by firsFday labor, this 
.among the c~nsumers who wo~ld not willingly ag~ee attitude of storekeepers and other business men. is 
to.make all the necessary purchase;; Saturday even- clearly 'not entitled to much respect. s. 
ing if they but stopped to consider.what the Sunday . · 
purchasing habit entails upon thousands of hard-
worked 1lJen and women.'' . ' 

The Record is entirely right in deprecating a week 
-of. continuous labor, but in its statement of the case 
-it commits two errors. First, it designates a~ '-'slavery". 
work which .is entirely voluntary, for neither shop
keeper nor clerk is fc>rced to work on Sunday against 
lii:; conpent. Slavery is not voluntary w~rk, but in~ 
voluntary servii:ude. Second, _it assumes that Sun
:day opening of sto\es is an invasion of personal 
rights, which is ·not true, since every person thereby 
employed has an undisputed right-· ~o Sunday -rest: 
And here is flO importantpoint that should be noted: 
while Sunday opening of business places can never 
·interfere with person_al rights, Sunday closing, when 
it is by lawi always does interfere with such· rights. 
In the one case each individual is free to either work. 
or rest as he may choose; in the ot~er case he is 
forced to rest, be his choice in the matter what it 
may. In this as in ~very other matter the sole duty 
of the law is to preserve rights. 

The Record hints, in conclusion, that legislation 
is being sought to. suppress theffflwwho have per, 
.sist~d in" Sunday opening of their stores, thus secpr
ing an ~nfa'ir business advantage, it is asserted, over 

·those who would observe the day. It observes that 
·"whether or not the advocates of Sunday rest suc
ceed in securing legislation whiCh will enable. them 
to attain their aim_s they should be assured of the 
support of public sentiment. Seven-day slavery is 
obnoxious to American institutions and to Ameri-
can ideas as to' what constitutes fair industrial con

·. diti6ns.'' 

.NATIONAL REFORM AND THE BASIS OF GOV
ERNMENT. 

IN the Outlook for October 6 appeared the follow
ing very· pertinent inquiry from a reader of that 
journal-pertinent in view of the teaching ()f this 
leading American journal on the subject to which the 
inquiry relates: 

"To the Editors of the Outlook: 
"In yours editorial columns of September I 5 you 

say: 'The Outlook does not believe that governments. 
rest upon -the consent of the governed.' May I ask, 
in this conneCtion, upon whom or upon what you do 
believe go,;ernments justly rest? If the people do 
not and should riot control in framing and maintain
ing the governments designed to rule over them, 
then it. must be that the 'the divine right of kings,' 
or, what is the same thing, the right of a class,· 
to' rule is the true theory of government. Theo
~etically speaking, - there is not a government 
~nder the sun, except dependencies, from a despo-
tism to a republic,,where the ruler did not get his 
power primarily from the people. It is true that in 
many instances the chosen ruler has usurped powers 
not originaUy granted, and on the ruins of a once free 
country faun qed a despotism; and this is the dan
ger to aU free people-is the greatest danger to 
A~erica to~d~y." .' · .. · .,_ 

To this the Outlook replied after the following 
manner: 

"Just government rests neither upon the edict of 
a few strong meri nor upon the consent of the many; 
if rests upon the law of God. No government is 
just whiCh does not conform to the law of God. No 
edict of one, or few, or 1pany or all can serve to 
make it just if it does not so conform.'' . 
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In this strain the Outlook proceeded at tonsidera
b!e length. 

. But note the significance of the Outlook's reply in 
~he light of the work of the National"Reform party 
and its .allies. Civil government, says thg Outlook,. 
must rest not upon the basis of the consent of the· 
governed, but upon the basis of the law of God. It 
s.ays also in the same connection : 

Notice how the Outlook, in thi~ reply, evades the 
question put by its correspondent. He inquires 
upon whom• or what the editor. of the Outlook be
li~ves governments ''justly rest." The Outlook re
plies by defining the basis of "just government." 
The difference between the two is the difference be
tween recognizing and ignoring the rights·. of the 
people. Justly, civil government must be by the 
consent of the governed, because the people have 
individually a natural right to do as they please, save 
that one must not infringe the rights of another; 
and civil government is , bound to recognize this 
tight. But if civil government does this i! by no 
means follows that "just government" will be the 
result. It will be just in the sense of allowing civil 
and religious freedom; but In the broad, true sense 
of righteous, ideal government it will be as far from 
being just as the people are from being righteous. 
The only perfect government must be, of course, 
government which rests upon the only perfect law, 
which is the law of God; and this is "just govern
ment" in the broad, unqualified sense. So the Out
look can say truthfully enough that just government 
''rests upon the law of God." No one can say that 
government which rests.upon the law of God is not' 
just government. But at the same time it would be 
altogethe,r unjust for men to atte~pt to institute civil 
government upon the basis of that law. ' God alone 
can set up a government upon the basis of his law, 

"History abundantly confirms De Tocqueville's. 
sentiment, and disposes of the sentiment borrowed 
from Rousseau, that just governments rest upon the· 
consent of the governed. * * This re.Iic of an ex-

. ploded philosophy is no better worthy of our rever
.ence because it is found· inserted in a paret?thesis in 
the Declaration of Independence. An age which 
refuses to regard the Bibte as a final and infallible au
thority will not consent to regard inGidental phrases 
in the Declaration of Independence as final and in
fallible. Just government rests on conformity with. 

' and he will do that when he shall have finished the 
.work of gathering out from the world a people per
fect in character-a truly ''righteous nation "-to 
live under that government. . That will be the ideal 
government, which is altogether impracticable rn 
this far-from-ideal world. There can pe no govern
ment of the people upon the basis of the law of God 
while the people themselves do not conform to the ·. 
law of God; Here, the people have a right not to' 

conform to the law of Gqd, and it is by th~ will of 
.God that they have that right. God gives every 
person the right to do wrong; for without freedom 
to do wrong there could be no development of char
acter; So it is the will of God that civil govern
ment should protect all in the exercise of their nat
ural. rights; and civil -governments "j1,1stly" rest 
upon the basis of the consent of the governed. This 
is as true in a Mohammedan or in ahy pagan country 
ca; in' .the Unit~d States: · · ·• . 

the laws of God." (Italics ours.) · 

So then, In defense of the pqlicy of foreign con
quest-of government without the consent of the 
governed-the Outlook riow boldly states just what· 
the National Reform party have all along declared, and 

. takes its posit~on squarely with them in oppos(tion .. 
to the system of government set up in the American. 
Constitution. ' 

This must indeed gladden the hearts of the N a-· 
tional Reformers; they must rejoice exceedingly to 
see the American people thus readyt:o concede all 
that the National Reform movement has been con
tending for during the years 'it has been in progress~ 
-to see the American Government thus being 
shifted fro!Jl the basis of the Constitution, which 
they have Jendunced as "godless," to the basis of 
the Bible and the law of God, humanly interpreted,. 
where they have all along wanted. it.· But it marks. 
the end of civil and religious freedom, ahd the com
plete downfall of the rights of the peopl~. 

Such is the situation that exists m th€se United 
States to-day. s. 

AccoRDING to Rearsorz's Magazi'ne, the con~ersion, 
of one native Chinese costs about $450. Fifty yt;ars" 
of missionary work on ·the part of the Protestanf 
churches has resulted in the conversion of about 
6o,ooo Chinese, at an annual outlay of $z,ooo,ooo~ 

. necessary to. maintain: the thousanc;I missionaries .so 
· employed. The Roman Catholics lay claim . to 
nearly 200,000 converts, but this number seems a 

' . - . . ' . 

trifle l.arge, T!lis preponderance of Cat]:wlics i!? que 
to a treaty negotiated by the Frenc.h governp1ent by 
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~hich ·Roman Catholic dignitaries rank equal with 
mandarins, gqvernors of provinces, and· other -Chi
nese officials. While this does not bestow temporal 
power upon the clergy, it lends great d\gnity to 
them in the eyes of the office-worshiping natives. 

THE GUARANTEE OF "GOODNESS.'; 

THROUGHOUT all history those who have sought 
to us~rp clominion over their fellows and to over
ride the inalienable rights of men have .in the last 
extreme resorted to one common excuse. When 
.the mask has been t?rn from their designs and the 
baldness of their claims and usurpations placed 
~ven beyond dispute by themselves,they have never 
yet failed to come forward with the most mi_.,erable 
of all defenses and the last resort of the guilty. As 
long as possible they strenuously ·deny that they 
c~vet any unlawful dominion over their fellowmen. 
But when at last their claims are shown to be with
o~t warrant in reason or in justiCe, and it is· made 
plain that they are attempting to bring men under 
their Gwn unlimited and arbitrary authority, sud
denly their position and. line of argument is al
tered, and the language of phil;;mthropy and benev
olence flows froin their lips in unceasing streams. 
They seem to overflow with love for the· human , 
race, and especially for that part of it over which 

the .oil of liberty and the annointment of civiliza
tion. The joy of this precludes all oppression;" we 
could not hurt anybody if we wal}ted t~," say they. 

Religious leaders who have sought" the favor of 
the laws ~nd the patronage of the public authbrity" 
inorder to silence all dissent and. to i~crease their 
power over men, have invariably set up thjs defense. 
"We are the successors of the prophets,~' say they. 
"We are too kind and too religious to: hurt any one; 
our religion enjoins us to love men; we seek only 
the best interests of men. We are the friends of the 
workingmen; we desire to save' them from the tyr
anny of Sunday labor. We are anxi~us for the 
preservation of property, and would save car~wheels 

-from t.hat rapid decay and dissolution that is sure to 
follow continuous revolution seven days in the week. 
We woulci dose up everything on Sunday but the 
churches, because we w.ould make it easy for men to 
do that which it is best for them to do .. 'vVe desire 
to give menperfect liberty to do right, and to sup-

. press everything that would injure their souls. Like 
Richard Baxter, we will. tolerate everything that is 
in the right and prohibit only those opinions that 
are 'shockingly in the wrong.' Men may well trust 
to us their temporal and eternal interests; we are so 
good." 

A Hollow and Worthless Pretense. 

Th~ utter h~llowness and worthlessne~s of this 
pretense of goodness by men holding arbitrary . they have been ~xtending their usurpations.' They 

consider it marvellous that no one has seen be
fore that they are the very impersonations of 
goodness and benevolence. They wonder that peo
ple have bt:en and· are so blind as' no't to~see that 
they a're surcharged with all 'the blessings that th'e 
hun1an race needs and craves; that it has been left to 
them to make the great discovet:Y that in themselves 
the sources of freedom, of liberty, of )ustice, of 

. power over their fellowmen is brought plainly to 
view by the great French historian·, Jules Michelet, 
in "An Historical View of the French Revolution."' 
The following selection is from sectiop IX, part, II, 
Qf 1the Introduction: 

civilizat1Qn, and of every good thing that can lighten 
the heart and brighten the countenance of man, are 
so inexhaustible that they are fully capable of sup
plying all these things in abundance to all the peo
ple of th,e earth, They are so good! Their anxiety 
to obtain supreme 'control .of men is thatthey may 
the more· readily spread this goodness far and. wide. 
The greatest blessing that can come to men is 
rule and control by them. They are too good to in
jure any one; it ·is so delightful, knowing that ~hey 
have the power C?f life and death over people, to hug 
them with beneficent arms, and to ·pour 'upon them 
from the vessels filled undertheir own supervision, 

"The illustrious Quesnay, physician to Louis ·xv. 
and to ~Madame de Pompadour, who lived in the 
house of .the latter at Versailles, saw the king one 
day rush in suddenly, and was alarmed. Madame 
du Hausset, the witty femme de·chambre, who bas left 
-such curious memoirs, inquired of him why he 
seemed so uneasy. 'Madame,' returned he, 'when
ever I see the king I say to myself: There is a man 
who can cut my head off.' 'Oh,' said she,.,' the king 
is too goo'df' . 

"The lady's maid thus summed up, in one word, 
·the guaranties of the monarchy. 

"The king was too good t6 cut a man's head off; 
that was no longer agreeable to custom. Bl}t he 
could, with·one word, send him to the. Bastille, and 
there forget him. 

"It remains to be decided which is best;-to 
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perish by' one blow br to suffer a lingering death for clerb-almost all nobles, fashionable men, all oc~ 
thirty or forty years. cupied with their pleasures-that they never had 

"There were some twenty Bastilles in France, of th.e time, when once the poor fellow was. shut up, to 
which six only (in 1775) contained three hupdred thinkof his position. 
prisoners. /,_t Paris, iri '79, there were about thirty "Thus the government of grace, wHh all its ad~ 
prisons where people might be incarcerated without vantages-descending from the king to the lowest 
any sentence. An infinite number of convents were clerk _in the administration-disposed, according to 
subsidiary to these Bastilles. caprice or fancy, of liberty of life. ' 

"All these state prisons, toward the close of the "Let us understand thi~ system well. W.hy does 
reign of Louis XIV., were, like everything else, con- such an one succeed? What does he possess that 
trolled by the Jesuits. They were, in their hands,_ everything should thrive with him? He has the 
instruments of torture for the Protestants and the grace of God and the king's good grace. Let him 
J ansenists-dens for conversion. A secrecy more who is in disgrac_e, in this world of grace, go 01,1t of 
:profound than that of t)Je leads,and wells of Venice, the world-banished, sentenced, and damned, 
the oblivion of the tomb, enshrouded everything. . "The Bastille, the lettre-de-caclzet, is the . king's 
The Jesuits were the confessors- of the Bastille and excommunication. 
qf many other prisons; the prisoners who died were "Are the excommunicated to die? No. 'It 
buried un'derfalse names in the church of the Jesuits. would require a decision of the king, a resolution 
Every means of terror was in their hands, egpecially painful to take, which would grieve the ·king him
those dungeons whence the priso.ners occasionally selt It would be a judgment between him and his 
came qut with their ears or noses gnawed away by conscience. Let us save him the task of judging, 
the rats. * * * . of killing. There is a middleJerm between life and 

·''The lieutenant of police went from time to time death: a lifeless, buried life. Let us organize a 
to breakfast at the Bastile. That was reckoned as a world expressly for oblivion. Let us set falsehood 
visit-a magisterial supervision. That magistrate at the gates within and without, in order that life 
was ignorant of everything, and yet it was he alone · and death be ever uncertain. The living corpse no 
who gave an account to the minister. One family,. longer kr1ew anything about his family, -'But my 
one dynasty, Chateauneuf, his son, La Vrilliere, and wife?' ·'Thy wife is dead-1 make a mistake-re
his grandson, Saint-Florentin (who died in 1,777) married.' 'Are any of my friends. alive? do thev 
possessed for a century the department of the state ever remember me?'_ 'Thy friends, poor tool, why; 
prisons and the lettres-de-cachet.· For this dynasty they were the persons who betrayed thee.' Thus 
to subsist it was necessary to have prisoners; when the soul of. the miserable prisoner, a prey to' their 
the Protestants were liberated their places· were filled ferocio-tis merriment, is fed on derision, calumny, 
up with the Jansenists; next, they took. men of and lies. 
letters, philosophers, the Voltaires, Frerets, Di- · "Forgotten! · 0 terrible 'word! That a soul 
derots. The minister used to give generously blank . should perish among souls! Had not he whom God 
lettres-de-cachet to the intendants, the bishops, and had created for life a right to live a( least in the 
people in the administration. Saint-Floren:~in alone, mirid? What mortal shall dare inflict, even on the 
gave away as many as so,ooo, Never had man's most guilty, this worst .of deaths-to be eternally 
clearest treasure, liberty, been more lavishly squan~ forgotten? 
clered. These letters were the object ot a profit- " No, do not believe it. Nothing is forgotten-

'.able traffic; they were .sold to fathers who_ neither man nor thing." 

wanted to get rid of their sons, and given to pretty Thus was abundantly verified what has been said 
women who were inconvenienced by their husbands.· 

more recently, that "a government administered on 
This Ja7t cause of imprisonment was one.of the 
most common. arbitrary and irresponsible principles is t~ be judged 

The Government of Grace. not by the good deeds that a good man may-do, but 

. ."And till through good pature. The king w;:ts too by the evil deeds that an evil man may do." 
good to refuse a lettre.-de-caclzet to a great lord .. .The· JoHN D. BRA,DLEY. 
'intendant was too good-natured not to grant one at 
a lady's request. The government clerks, the mis-

. tresse5 of the clerks, and the friends of these mis
tresses, thro~gh good nature, civility, or mere polit~
ness~ ol)tained, gaYe, or lent, those terrible orders by 
which a man was buried alive. Buried-for such 
~~s .the car~lessness and levity of those amiable 

TH~E most conspicuous service that civil govern
ment can render the cause of moral reform is to guar
antee to the individual the· greatest possible degree 
of libe~ty in developifig character\ consistent with _ 
the equal rights of others~. 
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THE DANGER OF MODERN MlSSIONS. 

By the Rev. HenryS. Nash, D.D., in rhe Churchma'.'. 

BY the daQger of missions is not meant the peril 
of life and limb into which our foreign missionaries 
must from time to time run themselves. So far· is 
that from being a real dang~r bf missions that it <;on
tributes mightily to their health and well-being. 
The apostolic exhortation, "Beloved, think it not 
strange concerning the fiery trial which is to try ::rou, 
as though some strange thing happened unto you". 
(1 Pet. 4: ·12), applies in full force to the foreign 
field. It is not strange that now and then in heathen 
lands heroic: missionaries lose life in. order to find it. 
It w,ould rather be strange if nothing of this sort be-. . 

. fell them. 
The blood of the martyrs, has· always been the 

seed of the church. For the blood that the marty~s · 
gladly shed expresses the depth of faith, the strength 

·of will, and the exclusiveness of purpose which are 
the church's mainstay. Indeed, one is tempted in 
the~e days to think that missions have lost something 

· of their nobility by reason of the telegraph, the steam
ship, and all those modern inventions that keep the 
missionary so near home and makeescapefrom petil 
'so easy. A foolish thought, no dol}bt. For the 'times 
'and the occasions of ~ur work a!"e all in God's hand. 
Yet in ourgladness over the escape of missionaries 
from peril, we need to remember that something far 
more precious than the lives of 10,ooo Christians is 
at stake in. the foreign field. The singleness . and 
purity of the' missionary motive .is the great issue. 

The Danger Not Imaginary. 

That the danger to foreign· missions· is very far 
from being imaginary, a glance at China will ·show. 
Nowhere else can the issue be made so plain. The 
storm-centre of our times is there. For a long while · 
to come, the break-up of the old and the making of 
the new frame of life out there is sure to be one of 
the. world's chief concerns. And since China is the 
one ·~nd sole heathen power ~hich stands out against 
the 'influence of Christianity, som'ewhat as the Ro
man Empire stood out of old, it is the one place 
where the commercial and political and religious mo-. 
tives may -most easily become confused . 

. "The flag" of one country .. or ano.ther has al
ready, to all appearances, been substituted for the 
cross. The· most flagrant case is the'" monstrous can

, tie·, th'at Germ~ny has cut out of China as inde~
nityfor the murder of G~rman missionaries. rt looks 

as if the old Germ~n law of fines for bloodshed had 
suddenly come to life in time'to help out Germany's 
expansion. A Christian missionary is ill:urdered~ 
and the crime is paid for in land. The blood of the 
martyr is no longer, then, the seed of the 'church. 
It has just-the same significance as the blood of a 
German soldier shed in Sedan. It hel'ps on the glory 
of the Fatherland. The '" flag " . has stolen a march 
on the cross. 

No matter whether such an action lies inside the 
r.ange of America or not; and no matter what the 
church connections. of the. missionary may be, an 
affair like this touches us all. Is not the purity of 
the missionary motive in serious danger? It is cer
tainly worth while to put the question. 

Keep the Cross Far From the Sword. 
Let · us clear our minds by· going . to the first 

sources-of our religion. When our Lord permitted 
himself to be crucified, and when by his resurreCtion 
he authenticated and verified his death as God's 
deepest word to man, he purified and transformed 
the idea of God, cle;1nsing it once and for all from 
the idea of force. Philosophy had not be~n able to 

·do this. Neither was Judaism able. Even the pro
phets had not wholly succeeded. But the cross of 
Christ commended to men as God's greatest deed 
brought this to pass. Thus religion was taken out 
of politics. Before the Master died he 'took all pains 
to make dear the meaning of his death. " Put up 
they sword," he .said to the apostle Peter, through 

· whose veins the blood of the Galilean peasant and 
patriot ran hot. Arid he did not forget in his own 
agony and distress-he did not forget to touch and 
heal the ear that Peter's. clumsy sword had wound~d. 
He would not permit the ·spotless purity 9f tqe cross 
to be so much as touched by the finger-tips ~f force. 

·Our Lord, then, bids us see to it that in the mis
sionary -field the cross be kept far from the swo~d. 
In his QWn temptation he gloriously withstood the 
pressure put upon him by the Messianic ideal of his 
people. He refused to Ca=sarize hi.mself in the 
slightest degree. The church, imitating his life. 
comes ffom time to time under the same te~ptation 
which he met and o~ercame, and her word to he,rself 
should be: "Look to it that thou be not Ca=sarized." 

The apostolic· age teaches us the same lesson. 
The noble Jewish legend regarding the Benedicite
that it was sung by the three children in the fiery 
furnace-is a true parable of the church's victory 
over the wor~d. From the death of Stephento the 
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martyrdom.of James,)he bishop of Jerusalem, Chris
tianity was in sore peril at the hands of the Jews. 
And no Christian, eyer dreamed. of opposing force 
to force. From the days of Nero down many a per
secution befell. our religion at the hands of the 
heathen. And no Christian dreamed of drawing the 
sword. Happily there were no Christian " Powers " 
to deflower and degrade the purity of Christianity, 
no Chris.tian "flag" to wrap around and conceal the 

cross. * * * 
" The Fifth Evangelist;" 

. But when Christianity conquered the e111pire and 
became part and parcel of a great imperial establish
ment a tragical change began. Force commended 
itself to Christians as a fifth evangelist. Ccesar pat
ronized Christ. We all know how quickly a treaty of 
alliance was made between the orthodox faith and 
the power of the eJ:tlpire.. Thelegionary undertook 
to make the sple~did argumentofAthanasius pointed 
.and resistless. Constantine and his successors took 
the confutation of heresy to be a part of their prov:
mce. 

After awhile force came upon the field of mis
sions. Charlemagne "converted" the Saxons with 
fire and sword. The Grand Duke of 'the Russi.ans, 
having taken his religion from Constantinople, pro
,ceeded to club his people into the river that they 
might be baptized en masse. The "secular arm" had 
come in to misrepresent and belie the news that the 
cross of Christ brought from God. 

We lo~k down upo~ the middle ages. We thank 
God that we no longer think of handing heretics 
over to the" secular arm," piously· commanding the 
?aid " arm " to deal with them "without. shedding of 
blood." But a brief study of recent events'in con
. nection with foreign missions may moderate our 
. pride by suggesting that our Christianity is still en-
tangled in that hideous confusion between the spiri
tual and the secular principles .. 

Our Gover11ment, whenever it has time and op
portunity, presses upon Turkey the question of pay
ment for the damage done to the property of Ameri~ 
can .missionaries in A~menia. At first blu;h this 
strikes us favorably. It even thrills us to think of 

tians to rebuild, tweqty tirqes oyer, !he buildings 
which the "unspeakable Turk" has destroyed rather 
than make the" Oregon" and the" Kears'age "agents 
of the Lord Christ, of him who died for pure love of 
men? We do. well to say that the deadliest error of 
Mohammedanism is its complete identification. of . 
church and state, its adulterous connection between 
force and religion, its perpetual alliance between the 
Koran and the scimiter. But is our shield altogether . 
clean? Damages for missionary property des~royed, 
collected by the· state·, perhaps at the cannon's 
mouth! Is this the ptire.gospel of Christ?-

Example of V~cious Consequences. 
The present situation in China has brought to 

light another striking example of the vicious conse
quences ensuing upon an unclear conception of the 
missionary motive. A recent lette~,.signed by m~ny 
of the missionaries in China, urged upon qur Gov-

1 

ernment the duty of strenuous exertions in defense 
of all Americans in China. Thousands of letters 
from the friends and kinsfolks and supporters of 
missionaries have been. sent to Washington to press. 
the same duty. Just a little while ago a prominent' 
official complained that· the Government was e~
p.ected to send a regiment or a battleship to .defend 
every single merchant and missionary whO might bt> 
in danger. Observe the fatal association-" mer
chants and missionaries." Men who have gone out 
in search of gaih are put on .a footing with th<,>sewho 
have gone forth in search of souls. And apparently 
Christians at home will have it so, for with one voice 
they ·demand tl~at the Goyetnment shall protect the 
missionaries. * * * 

But are not our missionaries . Americans? Are 
. they not under the flag wherever they go? Is it.not 

the bounden duty of America to protect them and 
all her· citizens at all costs? Not so.. Our missiona
ries go forth not as Americans, but as Christians. 
The.ir only flag is the cross. To demand of the state· 
that it shall prot~ct them by force g.f ~rms is to. de
grade and abase the missionary motive and to rob· 
missionary efforts of their chief glory. 

·. an American. fleet in a quarter of the world where our 
flag'has too tong been unfamiliar. Bombard some 
Turkish pqrt! Teach that pious liar; the sublime· 
Porte; that he can not trifle. with the lives and prop-

'·erty.of American citizens 1 But let us take a second 
thoU,gh,t. Mig\lt it not be better for Americq.n Chri?-

What a humiliating situati'op in China with Eng-· 
fish missionaries pnder the E~glish flag, German 
missionaries under the Germ;:tn flag, American mis
sionaries under the American flag, and so on. If the 
sublime Porte will but rouse himself and send one of 
his srazy warships to defend. the Mohamme::lan mis-
sionaries in China-if the;e be any such~our sham:e: 
will ~ comple;te. 
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. The climax of tragic inconsistency is achieved 
M>hen it is seriously assertec;I that the American forces 

. should not lea've China until assurance is given that 
the converts of American missionaries shall be pr()-

, I ' 

· tected. In this case the flag not only steals a march 
. 'on the cross,· but practically captures it._ . "Blood of 

the martyrs," indeed! A Chinaman converted by·an 
American becomes in some sehse an' Amet:ican~an 
American by brevet_! And the "flag,; ~~st cover 
him ! A short and easy way of laying heroic foun~ 
dations for the future church in China. 

. America occupies a point of great vantage. 
_Church and state are'here so· clearly separated that 
it should be easy for American Christians to cle~r 
their min.ds of the fatal confusion between the spiri
tual pr-inciple and the secular arm. It should be easy 

· fo~ us to see that we can better afford to lose many 
millions of missiona_ryproperty and many thousands 
·of missionary lives than to take a single step which 
shall lead the people of China to mix up the idea of 
force with ~hristianity, to confound Ccesar with 
Christ. 

WASHINGTON'S REBUKE TO A· PREACHER. 

AN interesting incidel)t is. relat,ed by Rev. J. B. 
Wakley in his. work entitled "Anecdotes of the 

- Wesleys," which contains a rebuke-to every Meth
odist preacher or any other who has and is becom
·ing absorbed in politics (Christian .citizenship move-
ments) ... It reads.-as follows: . . 

"Martin Rodda was an Eng fish· preach_er ·in 
America during the war, and by incautiously' med
dling with.politics exposed himself _to the displeas

-ure of those in power;,·· At a certain_ time he was. 
brought before General Washington, who asked who 
he ·was. Rodda told him he was <?ne of John Wes
ley's preachers. 'Mr. Wesley,' rejoined hi~ e_xcel-
lency,' I respect; but Mr. Wesley; I presume, never sent 

·you to America to int'erfere with political matters, 
·but_ to preach the gospel to the people~ Now· go and 
· min4 ' yo9r 'own proper work and leave politics 
~lone.'" · 

The rebuke given. in the foregoing by General 
Washington sho'nld· be prized not only because .it 
was administered by him, but because it accords with 
th~ life and teachings of the Author of the ·gospel, 

· for wh~n asked,,on a certain o~casion to occupy the 
plac'e of a judge .in dividing an inheritance between 

. two brothers,- he quickly-replied: "Who made me a 
judge or a divider over yo:u?" On an?ther occasion, 

when he was going to be taken' by force and made a 
king," He departed again into a mountain himself 
alone." These incidents in the life of Chri~t stanl 

i as -everlasting rebukes to any minister of the go'spel 
who would leave his -'sacred calling a~d engage in 
politics. 

The charge thatthe·greatapostle to the Gentiles 
gave tQ Timothy as he was embarking in the ·gospel 
ministry is another rebuke along the same line: Said 
the apostle: " No man that warreth entangleth 
himself wi'th the affairs of th.is life·, that he may 
pl<';ase him who hath. chqsen him' to qe a soldier." 
May the rebuke of the father of our country, which 
is' in harmony with these examples that have been 
·referred to, not go unheeded. ''GO AND MIND 
YOUR OWN PROPER. WORK AND LEAVE 
POLITICS ALONE.'' K. C. RussELL. 

Mr .. Edward Atkinson; editor·-of ..the Ant~~Imperz'al
ist, has issued a final number of his paper, in which 
he expresses the opip.ion that .the fight against im~ 
perialism is already won. Mr. Atkinson does not 
base his cpndusion upon a conviction that Mr. Me- 1 

Kinley wil,l be defeated for re~elec-tion, but upon 
these· assumed facts: 

" 1. The r.eoognition of the ,faCt that the con
science of the country has been stirred and will not 
permit .warfare upon the people of the Philippin~ 
Islands to be continued. · 

"2. The physical condition of the army now in 
the Philippine Islands forbids a third campaign, even 
if the greater part of these troops were not soon en-
titled to be brought holt)e and discharged. . 

"3· The p~esent law does nof permi,ti new enlist
ments in excess of an army of about 28,ooo men-no 
army qill can probably be passed before March 4· 
If such a:n act could be passed, no drilled force could 
be organized to .take the place of. the troops now in 
the East be.fore their return, and, finally, even if the 
law should p~rmit enlistments, the ghastly condi--', 
tions of service in the Philippines are now so well 
known as to _prevent the enlistment of few, but dead 
beats oi: degenerates." · · 

The Springfield Republican takes iss.ue with this 
view o.f the case, and think tJlat imperiali'sm will con
tinue, which it doubtless will. The Word of God 

_forte lis tqat this nation is to go in the way of Rome, 
and it is now .well started on that road. There will 
be· no turning back. 

j.j. 

THit only representative or substitute that any 
one can ha\'e in.religion is the Lord Jesus Christ. 



News, Notes .... 
and Colll.lll.ent 

KINGSTON, ;N.Y., has fallen into lin'e with the 
Sund;;y-closing movement. The order given out for 
the closing· of all business places on Sunday was 
obeyed by the larger-houses, but quite generally dis
regarded by the small shops and .several arrests fol
lowed as the result. The Kingston Freeman gives 
this account of "the first' arrest under the blue laws": 

"Tuesday was a busy day in the recorder's court. 
Four cases were disposed of. The first case called 
was that of the people against Henry Butler. The 
prisoner was arraigned on a warrant procured by 
Charl_es Brock, charging him with violating the Sun
day law. Brock claimed that on Sunday last Butler 
shined the shoes of a man at his place of business on 
the Strand. The defendant pleaded guilty and was 
fin~d $3, which he paid." 

"Who ever thought this would happen here in 
Kingston? " is the com!Jlent of a Kingston resident. 
Things are happening to-day/which it was declared 
a few years ago would not be possible under this free 
Government, for the germ of such developments has 
been lying dormant, but not dead, in all the Sunday 
laws, however obsolete and apparently' innocuous 
they may have seemed heretofore. The Sunday re
form movement now in progress' is causing these 

· 1atent seeds sown far back in church-and-state times 
to sprinv. up and bear the fruit, of religious intoler
ance. 

The city authorities of Kingston say that the 
·sunday-closing ordinance there will be strictly en
forced. 

OFFICIAL reports have been published in this 
<:ountry of the conviction by court-martial of two 
American officers for torturing Filipino prisoners at 
Mariguina. ·They were sentenced to be reprimanded 
merely. In passing upon the finding of th~ court, 
General McArthur said: 

" It is obvious that a cruel and illegal ass.ault was 
perpetrated by these, accused officers upon certain 
native prisoners-an ass~lllt not duly criminal in its 
effect under the laws of war, but in the remote cpu
sequences well calculated to inflict permanent ip
]uryupon essentiaLinter.ests o~ the nation. * * * 
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It is believed that the.sentenc('! of the court wifl be 
sufficientlyexecuted by reminding Captain Brandle 
and Lieutenant Perkins that, by reckless defiance of 
the ethics of ~heir profession,· they !)ave inflicted in
calculable injury upon the interests of their country, 
and have ·also cast unwarranted aspersion upon the 
reputation of the United States army for sentiments 
of honor and humanity." · 

"We confess," says the Outlook,," that 'this sen
tence appears to us unwarrantably light. W-e hesitate 
to critici~e without, fuller knowledge,' but it appears 
to us that a 'cruel and illegal assault' upon native 
,prisoners inflicts a. more serious blow tipon the 
American cause than any act of cowardice, and on 
this ground, no less than upon the more sacred 
ground of humanity, deserves far more serious 
penalty than a mere reprimand." 

J.$. 

THINKING a few days since that the efforts of one 
ot the leading politicians of the country to settle the 
great coal strike had been successful, the Springfield 
Republican threw out these suggestions which are 
none the less pertinent because the supposed settle-· 
ment had not been affected: 

"Everybody believes that the successful ending 
of the great coal strike has been due to polities. 
Everybody believes, if everybody does not know, 
~hat if _ther~. had been no. presidential election pend- · 
mg, thts str:tke would have gone the way of most 
other strikes in recent years-the, mine owners 
would have stood their ground, the. st-rikers would . 
have resorted to marching ~nd intimid'ation tq keep 
others away from the mines, the troops would have 
been called in, there would have been the usual col
lisions, and finally a rushing back to work in squads 
and the collapse of the strike. Indeed, troops were 
early called to the scene in this case, and there was 
marching and also the usual threatening 9emonstra
tions against those who .remained at v·ork, but from 
the time when the politicians took hold of the mat
ter the troops appeared to lag superfluous on the 
scene, while· the marching of the strikers went on 
without let or hindramce. Thus in Jhe popular mind 
a precedent had been made, and it may· prove a, 
troublesome one to the party now in power. Strikers 
hereafter will begin to expect presidential interfer-, .. 
ence on their behalf also, and if it is not forthcom-

. ing, woe then be unto that party among the v~tes of 
workingmen. Presidential campaigns especially are 
likely to become seasons of general strikes· which 
the patty in. power must settle in a Sfttisfacto;y m.an-
ner or take the consequences." : 

.. The very fact. that this strik:e has pee~ condu~ted 
' ' . ' ' ~ 
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as quietly as it has is. evidence of the truth of 
what the Republican says. The strikers have not been 
les-s demonstrative than during former strikes, but 
through fear of je_opardizing the party in power the 
authorities have taken an entirely different course 
from the one pursued in the past; and it is not at all 
~nlikely .that. should the strike continue ~ntil after 
the election threatening demonstrations againstthose 
who desiredto work would no longer be permitted. 
The whole thing simply en:iph'asizes one of the dan
ger~ which threaten popular government. 

·.;~. .;!. 

IN a lengthy review of a recent book, "The Evan
-gelization of the World in this Generation," by John 
A. Mott, the Sunday School Times says: . · 

"There is no lack o:€ hindrances to the evangeli
zation of the world in. this generation. The un
evangelized are numerous and widely distribqted, 
arid in a few cases inaccessible. Oriental govern
ments are suspicious, and.so.:.called' Christian powers' 
are most uh-.Christiau in · their treatment of alien 
qces. For¢igners are frequently the leading ~ource 
.of corruption in Oriental cities." -

This only .emphasizes the, folly of cailing:nations 
"Christian." There never has beeu and· ther~ never 

. can be- in this present world any such thi-ng as a 
·truly Christian nation. . 

.;!..;!. 

NoTWITHSTA~DING all the efforts. put forth in 
Austro-Hungary even by the government itself to 
correct the erroneous i'mpression, thousands and 

· tens of thousands of people in that country still be- · 
lleve that the murder of Christians and the offering 
oHheir blood is a part of the Jewish ritual worship. 
lt is charged by Count Von Hoensbroech, of Berlin, 
that" orthodox Protestant and the Ultramontane 
Catholic are ·z,ealously at work to make use of this 
lie to scare " the people, and to incite them to deeds 
of violence again'st the Jews. Count Von Hoens
broech, is a member of one of the leading families 
of the Germana:ristocracy. He was a member of the 

.Jesuit order, but, dissatisfied with its principles, he 
left the order a few years ago. His brother is still 
a me'mber ot the Centrum, the Catholic or Ultra-

· montane party in the German Reichstag. , 

.;!..;!. 

THE following from the Catholic Columbian is go-
iqg the rou~ds of the. Catholic press: . , 

"A young man of Elkhart, Ind., recently received 

fr()m a brother, who is a soldier in the Philippines, a 
package of 'loot' which has a peculiar interest for 
Catholics. The package contains two richly gold
embroidered vestments., a silVer figure about six 
inches-long, which seeins to have been taken from a 
crucifix, a rosary, a large iron key of disti11ctly fo~
eign make, probably a church key. That the relics 
are genuine beyond doubt is proved by the fact that 
the package bears the approv:al of a commanding 
officer, Captain J. W. Porterfield;CompanyM, Thir-
tieth Infantry, U. S. V." · 

, This item, which is rather too circumstantial to 
be wholly a canard, seems to bear out at least in 
part the reports of the looting of churches in the· 
Philippines by American soldiers, notwithstanding 
official denials. 

.;!..;!. 

THE secretary of. the New England Sabbath Pro
tective Leflgue, who has been iictive in Rhode Is
land for some time 'past, states that Sunday base
ball- and bicycle races have been prevalent there of 
late, and that "mass-meetings" have _been held to 
awaken public sentiment agaiq.st them.· But p~blic 
sentiment, which mass-meetings are supposed to re
flect rather than to cr\'!ate, is evidently' not opposed 
.to these Sunday sports, since it is upon public pat
ronage that they depend for success. The main 
tro~ble with the Sunday cause is that it affords no 
ground for an appeal. to revealed tru.th . 

~.;f. 

IN New York,.O~tober 20, just before starting for 
his hqme -in. ~t. Pauf, Archbishop Irelapd reiterated 
the statemenfl1e made before sailing for America, to 
the ~ffect that the Pope is well pleased with the re
lations of the American Govemment to the church 
in the Philippine Isla_nds. . 

.;!..;!. 

IT is said that a Russian general. in cop1mand of 
troops ordered to China, but afterwards recalled, is 
reported to have said that his men were requir~d to 
meet another foe. Press correspondents suggest 
that "the fo~" mean~ Germaf\v. · 

.;!..;!. 

IT is said .information has been secured by the 
police to the effect that Anarchists have condemned 
the Pope to death. These misguided men should 
remember that w?ile they may kill Giacchino Pecci 
they can not kill the Pope. True, for_a fe.w days the 
the papal chair :would be vacant, but the papal sys
tem would sqrvive, and while men die the Pope liveS. 
in. the system. 



WE shall be glad when the present political came 
paign is over and it again becomes poss!ble to state 
a fundamental principle of just civil goyernm~nt, or 
even to refer to the Declaration of· Indtpendence, 
without b~__lng regarded as fa~oring one Qi: J~he other 
of the great political parties. THE SENTINEL is not 
in politics and does not discuss any question from a 
political standpoint. 

$$ 

"THE ethicat" _definition of politics," says the 
Catlzotic Standard and Times, "is 'an enlarged mo
rality.' The practical definition, as most frequently 
illustrated, is 'a condensed and systematized ras~ 
cality.'" 

THE "AMERICAN SABBATH;'' 

AT a recent W. C. T. U. Convention at Do'Yns, 
Kans., as noted by the Logan Republiccm, one.of the 
questions discussed wa~· "Shall the American Sab
bath Be Preserved?" Strong ground was taken in 
favor of the legal enforcement of Sunday, but none 
of the speakers even attempted to explain the' incon
gruity of coupling the words "American" and" Sab
bath" together, thus making th.e term "American 
Sabbath." ' 

As. only the Lord has power I to command men 
under penalty of sin there can certainly be no moral 
obligation resting upon anybody to pay any regard 
to the·" American Sabbath.'' Indeed it is not clear 
that -Ameri'ca has any " Sabbath " peculiarly her 
own. 

There is, it is Uue, the Lord's Sabbath or the 
"'Lord's day," as it is callep in Rev. r: 10, which is, 
as everybody knows, the seventh day of 4;he week. 
But surely America has no claim on this day. Then 
there is the first day or Su~day, whi~h c<1;me to us as 
an inheritance from the English Puritans, but it is 
no ·more American than a coat made in London, 
but worn in America, is an American

1
coat. 

But laying all this aside, and granting that it is 
well understood what is meant 'by the term the 
•:• Amer.ican Sabbath," what right has America or any 
other country' to have such an institution? If a 
weekly rest day is des~red, why call it a Sabbath? 

We all_ know somethingof the purpose of the 
Sabbath of the L.ord. ltwas made for man, i.e., for 
all men, Am_ericans as well as others, and was given 
to the race as a meffi:orial of God's work ofcreation 
a!).d of his res't at the close ofc:eatioh week. But what 

has America done that deserve~ to be commemorated 
by a weekly Sabbath? And even if some event 
could be found that could b~ fittinglycotnmemorated 
by a. weekly rest, would it bejust the proper thing for 
America to seiz.e upon the Lord~s:-- idea and set up a 
counterfeit of his Sabbath, which rm;st in the very 
nature of the case detract from the regard paid to 
His memorial? 

But if it be said t-hat the 'day so generally J)b
s~rved is called the "American Sabbath " only be~ 
cause it is the cu;tom of Americans to obser~e it, 
then this name which is supposed by so~e to greatly 
add to the prestige of the day amounts to no more 
th~n saying that the tning is good ~nd ought to ob
served because we Americans observe it. 

. Now, seriously, would it not be much better to 
drop all talk of the "civil Sabbath," t~e "American 
Sabbath," the " Christian Sabbath," etc.,. etc., and · 
speak only of "the Sabbath of the Lord," or of "the 
Sabbath," as do the Scriptures? 

.But, then, to adopt this suggestion mightresultin 
confusion as to the day referred to, since, as beio.re 
stated, in the Scr.iptures these terms always mean 
nof the first day of the week, but the seventh day; 
and so we shall probably -::ontinue to hear these 
various qualifying words coupled with the word Sab
bath, the me of which is, however, itself a confes

. sion that the day thus designated is- not tlte Sabbath, 
B:: 

APPRECIATED. 

A SUBS<;:RIBER who receqtly secured_ a copy of 
the map of. China, acknowledges its receipt in the 
following language~ "Your fine mBp .of Chin.a re
ceived, .fl.nd certainly arrives at a.n opportune tinie,, 
in view of the stirring, world-important events t'ran
spiring. in that country. Ple~se accept ·my hearty' 
thanks." 

·. This gentleman is one of several· hundred persons 
who have received this ·map during the past thr.ee 
months, and like appreciation ,is entertained by hun
dreds of our subscribers. · 

Perhaps ~ou anticipate securing the map, and; if 
so, we wish to state that it will be necessary t,o a<:t 
pr.omptly. Only a fe,w copies remain, and since we 
shall not order a new supply, we shall cease to men
tion the map with t~is issue of THE SENTINEL. Hence 
your order shou\d be sent at once in order to ins.ure 
the qelivery ofthe,map: . . · 
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Any.one• receiving The Se~tinel of. Liberty with~ut·J1aV:ing ordered it, 
may ,kD,ow tliat it is sent by some friend. Those who have not ordered The 
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and sinful are- to be visited on Sunday, by all means 
let it be by some one s'eeking t~ do tbem good,<).rid 
not by the policeman with his. billy. · 

,;!. . .;!. 
' , I 

THE Rev. Charles M. Sheldon makes thesugges-
ti<:m, in the .interests of. Sunday .e·nforcement; that in 
t()wns and ~mall citjes ·. ;, a corps of workers' from 
different churches," or from" diff~rerit Endeavor .so
cieties:' " could gath~r statistics concer_ning the Sun.,
day work being c<mied on" in alH departments of 
lapor that could be found in the place," in orderto 
see- who is doing "necessary" and who " unn·eces-

A RECENT' letter from . a representative of the sary" work on Sunday. The distin.ction b~tween 
In.ternational Religious Liberty Association who necessary and unnecessary labor is to be made" from. 
k~ows wQ.ereof he. speaks says: a Christian point of view." He me~tions that in 

"The co~rt recor,ds oj the cityofJ~aJtimore, Md., one place where this suggestion was adopted if was 
. U. S. A., show that from March r6,· I~,\~ O~tober found that :out of 1,500 persons do·lng Sund.ay wqrk, 

" ' • t 

2 .of tlle sam.e year; there have ·been 503 ·arrests for "at lea<:>t 1,200 '' were doing work that was unneces-
Sunday sellil]g and.fottr for 'Sunday labor' in that sary. · The possibilities contaim!d in this suggestion 
:city: The first.. ,fifty of these d~fe~dants were de- when it is put into effect with a 'view' of S\lppressi~g · ' 
dared guilty ;;tnd w~re parol~d, some on their o'\\\n "unnecessary" Sunday work, are obvious. The 
recognizance, others on bond of $wo each. Five courts would speedily be filled with discussions and 
-out of this fifty have broken their parole and have argu.rnents as to what work is necessary and what is 

-heen.fined, two ofthem'$25 and costs each, the others not, and arbitrary lipes of distinction between the. 
. . . I . 

$25.50 each and cos~s. One person was fin:ed $5 for.· two would be . drawn by. court decisions, while 
• Sunday labor.'" . question is' ~one that could. neve.r be satisfactorily 

Sixty~_fiy(! cases were dismissed by the State; seven. · settled. Such a qu~tiori is\ not one with which the. 
w~tr~ recorisider,ed by the grand jury; The remainder courts of law cari properly or profitably med.dle. 
-of the'origi,11al503 rem~in'still oil the docket. Nobody wants a church committee to visit him and 

• . I 

~,;!. 

·"CHRisT's example teaches us 'that idleness as 
:well as busin_ess is Sabbath .. breaking," says the Rev. 
W., f. Crafts, in the qrgan of. the .New England Sab

, b~th Protective Leag~~~; and yet Mr. Crafts is labor-
ing strenuously, as h_e has <;lone for years, for tlte 
enforcement of the Sunday iaws, which would CO~" 
pel, people to spend the day he alleges to be the 
Christian Sabbath in .·idleness. "Sabbath-h~ping," 
he says further,'" r.equires such work as visiting the 
poor and sick and sinful, to. do them good,'' and yet 
be, would. have the pee-r a'nd sirlful visited on the 
Sabbath by; th~ poli~~-ofE<;er and dr~gged -to the 
jail for doing' honest work It is very true that the 
Sabbath can not be kept· by idleness, hut demands 
activity in Christian work; in this Doctor Crafts 
speaks trtily; hut i~n this position he, is altogether out 
of hat;mony with the idea of compulsory Sunday
keeping embodied in the _Sunday laws. Honest 
work: is always preferable to idleness, and if the poor 

· inform him as to what he may or may not do on Sun-
day as a work: of necessity; but unfortunately there 
can easily be !found people who wpu1d be pleased to 
s.erv:e on just such committees. ' Mr .. Sheldon's .sug
gestion will probably bear fruit in due time, 

.;!.$ 

Tim Spri'ngfidd Repnblican, one of the ~ost reliable 
papers published anywhere, s~ys that the death r,ate 
from disease of Amer-_ican S?ldiers in the' Philippine 
Island$ .is .n()w in the vicinity of thirty-per 1000, or 

. nearly doubl(! that'of the British army in' India. 

.;!..;!. 

AccoRDING to a careful estimate made by Mr. 
Eugene .Smith; a New York lawyer, crime costs this· 
country $6oo,6oo;ooo every year. · 

~- .;!. 

T,HE continental European 'pr~ss .a·re discussing 
I the probability of the speedy end of COnsti.tutional 
government in Austria. 
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RIGHTS belong to individuals, b~t not to govern
" ments. 

.J!..JJ. 

THE wor'st kind of •criminals In the world -are 
criminal ideas. 

GovERNMENTS exist not to perp~tuatethemselves, 
b~t to perpetuate the rights of the people. , 

~.;!. 

, THE Papacy maintains tnat not freedoJiD of con
science, but the religious d1ctation of .a Pope, is for 
"the greatest good to the gr~atest nu~ber." -

.;!..;!. 

To say that a mar{ has no natural, inalienable 
rights is only another way of saying that 'the civil 
powe• may properly step in between an individual 

·and his Creator. 

'IT is easier'to d~termine what is for the greatest 
goo.9 of the individual' tha.n what is for the "great

. est good of the g-reatest numb~r," and when the 
- foim~r problem is -taken care of the latter will take 
'care -~f itself. 

''WE have a-- law; and by our law he ought to 
die" has ever been the bulwark ,of intolerance. 

.J!..J!. 

THE time- to protest against an invasion of rights 
is when the principle is assailed. He who waits un
til his own rights are actually invaded will find him
self placed at great disadvantage. 

.J!..J!. 

}Esus CHRIST died 'not to save men by govern
ments, or by nations, or 'en masse in any other way, 
but as individuals; which means that individual wel
fare is the true basis of human welfare. 

------~~·------

THE PASSING OF THE DOCTRINE O.F NATURAL 
RIGHTS. 

LAST week we called attention to the ground 
taken by a leading American journal, the Outlook, 
editl d by Lyman Abbott, in declaring the straight 
National Reform doctrine that the proper basis _of 
civil government is not the consent of the governed 
but the law of God. And now comes another leading 
American journal, the Independent, and declares that 
the doctrine of natural rights must be set aside as 

I ' 

an outgrown tradition; that, in fact, it is "likely to 
gasp. out its last breath in the pe-p.ding ca,mpaign," 
and that the ol}lY rule that can be followed in' gov
ernment is that of_" the greatest good to the greatest 

·number." -

Such avowals from leading American fou'rnals 
are s.tartling, and-would be so to Americans every:
whete but for the teaching assiduously put forth by 
influential 1\.mericans. the past two ·years, leading 
away from the ideals of republican government. 

, '.'One of .th,e tht;ories which has ~uffered most. .in 
these critical days," says the Ind~pendent, " is that of 
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· • natural rights.' It is true that it has been reiterated 
in very recent times and by a man conspicuously 
learqed and able, the~ philosopher Spencer. And. 
yet," affirms the lnde{Jetl:'dent, "though buttressed by 
so eminent a na¢e, it has failed to make any distinct 
impress o·n· the age, and the revolt against it grows 
apace.'' 1 The Intkpendent seems not to recoilectthat · 
this. doctrine of natur;:tl rights has all through the 
cenhiry been standing in the Declaration of Inde
·pendence, than which there has. been no higher 
politicaf authority for Ameri~ahs, and is strangely 
oblivious to the fact that· the Declaration of Inde
pendence has during this whole century most pro
foundly affected the political ideals and ambitions 
of men throug-hout the civilized world. 

No Such Thing as a Real Rigl;tt. 

"The f)Jndamental principle in social conduct, 
according to Spencer," continues the Independent, "is 
this: 'Every man has the right to do that which he 
wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom 
of any other man.' So stated," s~ys ~helndependent, 
"it meets with well nigh universal approval. But," 
it s·ays, "the moment it is sought to determine what 
constitutes infringement, there p.rises a world of in- . 
terpretations so diverse and numerous that if orde~ 
is. to be maintained on the planet, organized society, 
the state, must step in and compromise. As for 
particular 'rights,' to be fundamental, to be real 

rights, 'they must be of universal applica~ility." 

Then the Independent inquires, "Can any one point 
to a postulate of a 'right' which for any consider
able time, by any-considerable .number. of men, has 
been held to be.absolute, unq~alified by time, pl~te • 
or circumstance?" The conclusion is that -there is 
no such thing- as a ... real right." "What one man 
declares to be a 'right'," it says, "another declares 
a ~rong; that which one generation holds to be nat
ural and inalienable, the next generation considers 
unnatural and promptly alienates." "No society 
finds it . possible to acknowledge an ' inalienable 
right' to life. * * * In every part of the world 
societ-y finds it neceesary to deter~ine the conditions 
u,nder which its members shall live, not on the basis 
of univeJ;sal moral law, but on that of social justice, 
which is but another name for social expediency. 

· 'Rights' thus resolve themselves intf9 postulates 
born of particular times, piaces, and conditions." 
Such is the Independent's conclusion, which amounts 
to saying that there is no ·such -th'ing as a. natural 

right; that is, a right which aperson has byvi~tue of 
his creation. 

The doctrine of government by consent of the 
. governed, the Indepen,dent finds, very naturally, to be 
equally far from being- a." self~evident truth." "Ex
amined judicially," it declares,·this principle" is seen 
to be impossible, since it violates the fundamental 
assumption of every state-the assumption of power 
to determine what is best for the' continuance of· its 
own life. Examined historically, it is seen thp.t no 
people has ever acknowledged it in practise." The 
Independent does not be.lieve that " the fathers who 
promulgated it" could have "entixely meant it.'~ 

If they had been of "an exacter turn of mind," they 
· would have specified many exceptions to the rule, as 

in the case of females, minors, slaves, inhabitants of 
the· territery not yet admitted into the union of 
states, etc. 

1 A New Basis of Government. 

From all. this the Inrfependent arrives at the con
'clusion b.efore stated, which it puts as follows: "This 
absolute generalization reg-arding consent, disre-
-garded by its formulators, and prac;tically disavowed 
by every state that has ever existed, is likely to gasp 
out its last breath in the pending ca~paign. The 
progressive democratic philosophy of to~day is 
building the coming state in the light ,of cons,ider
ations of social ends. It postulates nothing, it an
alyzes and decomposes old principles and theories, 
·it concerns itself not with 'rights' but with duties, . 
with social adaptations, with an ideal of 4 the greatest 
good to the greatest number,' as that greatest good 
may be de.termined by experiences of fact:" 

This sweeps <il.Side at once the whole system of 
American republican government set up a century 
ago upon the L>eclaration of Independence and .the 
cConstitu.tion, and which has continued unquestioned 
by Americans down to· the time of the capture of 
Ma~ila. No more natural rights, no more consent 
of the governed, neither in the Philippines nor in 
Amert'c.a, but only the principle of "the gr~atest good 
to the "gteatest .number," to be operated according 
to the dictates of expediency,- such is the b,asis to 
which American free government is being rapidly 
shifted .before our eyes. 

How will this affect the America~ people? This 
is simply to ask how it ';Yill "affect an individual to. 

· deny that h~ has·any natural rights, that his consent 
is necess?.ry to his government, and to hold every 
interest that he may have subject to what men may 
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consider" the greatest good to· the greatest number." 
Let us consider a case for illustration. 

An' Illustration. 

Here is an individual who observes the seventh 
day as the Sabbath, -according to the specifications 
of the fourth com·mandment. A committee of his · 

' . 
neighbors, headed by a clergyman, visits him and in
forms him that he must keep Sunday. 

"But," he says," my cons:ience tells me that the 
seventh day is the Sabbath, and I can not keep two 
days in the week. I can not sanctify the seventh 
day without regarding the other days of the week 
as working days." 

"The Christian Sabbath is not the seventh day 
of the week but the first day," is the reply; "and 
you must observe it. This is a Christian nation and 
yo~ must observe the rest day fixed upon by the 
majority of the people. That is the law of the land." 

"But it is my right," says the seventb-day 
Christrarl, "to be guided by my own conscience in 
the matter of Sabbath observance. The constitution 
of the State declares that 'every man has a natural 
and indefeasable right to worship Almighty God 
according to the dictates of his own consci5!nce.'_" 

These words only provoke a mocking laugh. 
" Ho, ho, here is a man who clings to that old theory 
of natural rights! Why, my friend,that theory is 
all out of date. The progressive democratic philos
ophy of. to-day has exploded those old notions of 
our fathers about natural rights and the consent of 
the governed. They were well enough in theory 
but they weren't capable of application to existing 
conditions in thisgovernment. If m,en were.allowed 
to claim that they have natural, inalienable rights 
which tbe governmei?J must respect, some. men 
would claim one thing and some another, and society 
a?d the gov~rnment would be thrown into hopeless 
confusion. We have got to be guided now by what 
is expedient." 

"And," adds the clergyman," the constitution of 
. the statejs wrong- in allowing that men may do as 
they please in. matters of religion, That was the. 
work of political atheists and it must be. changed. 
Civil government, it is now recognized, rests ·not 
t;Por ~hat men may will, but upon the law of God." 

''But," persists the obs'erver of the seventh day, 
"I am bound·bythe law of God,· which says that the 
seventh -day is the day to be observed as the Sab
bath." · 

"The seventh day is not the Sabbath," rejoins 
the clergyman, sharply. "In this country it is settled 

. . \ 

that the first day Is th~ Sabbath; public opinion .and 
practise are overwhelming upon this point. The 
courts have declared it, Congress has· declared it,· 
and you 'cannot be p~rmitt~d to set up your opinion' 
against the authority of the, na.tion. You can not be 
pern1itted .to teach anarchy." 

"But my conscieqce..__have I no right to that?" 
exclaims the one thus addressed. 

"Y au have no right to set up your, individual 
conscience again~t the national conscience," is the 
reply. "As we have.said, it is not a question of 
your rights. That doctrine can not justify you, for 
it has had its day and been set aside. What must 
be secured in this nation is the greatest good to the 
greatest number. All are now agreed upon this, and 
the greatest good to the greatest number requires 
that all observe the first day of the week. We 
must have uniformity in this matter. So' I repeat, 
you must hereafter observe the first day of the 
week. The public good demands it, and the state 
must see that this rule is firmly enforced." 

So, instead .of being able to •claim ·the individual 
right of conscience in the matter of Sabbath observ
ance, the dissen~er from popular religious custom 
has nothing left to stapd on but "the greatest good 
_to the grt>atest number," and when he tan pr<:w~ th.at 
his freedom in religion is for the greatest good of 
the greatest number he will be allowed to worship 
differently from the majority and not before. But 
how long will it take an rndiv,idual to prove that it 
is for the greatest good to the greatest number that 
he be allowed to observe the seventh day of the 
week instead of the first, in the face of popular teach
ing and custoll) touching this point? 

As the result of such teaching as that we have 
quoted from .the Outlook and the I;,_aependent, the 
fundamental American doctrine of natural, individual 
rights is being swept from under the feet of the, 
American people;. it is passing rapidly away before 
our eyes, and who is amazed or , alarmed at the 
~pectacle? It is high time indeed that the peol?le 
everywhere should see and know what these thinvs 
mean.' s. ' 

THE spirit of liberty is not merely. a jealousy of 
our particular rights, but respect for the rights of 
others,.ahd an unwil.lingness that any man, whether 
high or low, should be wronged. 
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" ON BEND ED KNEE." s,tickler for kissing the flag, but I would like a sim
ple act adopted that would show reverence to the 

AcCORDING to the Chicago Amel'jcan, ot October . country's banner." 
20, Hon. Howard Ferris, judge of the Probate Court 
of Hamilton County, Ohjo, expressed himself re
cently in favor of adopting a uniform naturalization 
ceremony calculated to suitably impress the candi
date for American citizenship. The~judge is re
ported as saying: 

"I think that there sho·uld be a ceremony ac
companying the matter of naturalization. ·It ought 
to be of the most ·impressive i.:har;lCter possible. 
The n.an ought to be impressed so that he will never 
forget the fact that he was o~ that day the recipient 
of an honor the like of which was never conferred 
upon him before. 

" Legislative action along that line is not possi
ble for the reason that the Federal statute leaves 
such a wide discretionary power with the court ad
ministering the oath, and seeing to it that the con
ditions of naturalization are present, that it is entirely 
within the discretion of the trial .judge as to what 
cerem<;>ny, if any, shall accompany the oath. 

" My idea is that inasmuch as the applicant for 
letters of naturalization is required to take upon 
himself the oath o'f allegiapce, the oath should' be 
explained to him. It should be made plain that 
hereafter. the country from which· he tome's has no 
claim upon him whatever, and that he now swears 
fealty to new institutions, tnat he will follow a new 
flag. -

" In New York and in other States the ceremony 
accompanying the taking of an oath makesit neces
sary for one to kiss. 'the Bible to impress upon .the 
party taking the oath the sa~redness of the obliga
tion.. I see no 'reason why an obligation· of the char
acter in question should not be impressed upon the 
party in every possible manner, and if in token of 
sincerity and of love it would add the, slightes~ 
to the impressiveness of the entire ceremony that 
one should .kiss the flag, I see no reason why this 
should not be insisted upon. . 

"It would bea beautful and patriotic thing for 
-everybody to kiss the flag occasionally. When I 
administer the oath I give the subject a talk to the 
effect that that 'blessed symbol of freedom is the 
flag of his adopted country. I explain its meaning, 

·and it should be impressed upon him .on bended 
knee that his alleg-iance to the flag necessitates love, 
'admiration, and respect under all circumsta.nces, and· 
that 'wherever that flag floats he may be assured of 
the fullest protection in every right. 

" I hope to conceive a ceremony simple and 
patriotic, which will more fully impress upbn the 
recipient the ideas expressed above. I am not a 

The thoughts thus expressed by Judge Ferris are 
right in line with the flag salute introduced in many 
places in the public schools·. In this salute the 
pupils are required to say: "We. give our heads and 
our hearts to God and our country! One country! 
one language! one flag! '.' 

In some respects this salute goes even further 
than the naturalization ceremony suggested by Judge 
Ferris, ·for the salute requires each pupil by repeat
ing the words of the salute to make a profession of 
conversion, for giving the heart to God means that 
if it means anything.· But while the contemplated 
naturalization ceremony does not, like the salute, 

. propose to 'require a profession of' conversion, it 
does ·propose to require the candidate for citizenship 
to pay divine honor to the flag. Bending the knee 
in reverance is an act of worship; hen,ce it is arr act 
that might very properly be refused on religiou~ 
grounds. 

The Romans held that· the state was divine; in
deed, the Roman state was the chief divinity from 
which all the other gods of Rome derived their 
dignity; but God forbid that a like idea should ever 
attach to this Government in the minds of Ameri._ 
can citizens, either of such as are to the manor born', . . 
as it were, oi of those who become citizens by 
naturalization. 

There is nothing divine about the flag. Only as 
the flag stands for liberty and justice is it worthy of 
respect. ·Blind devotion-to one flag as the symbol 
of governinen,tal power merely is no more praise~ 
worthy than_ is blind devotion to another flag. If it 
is the power that i.s to be revered, then the flag that 
represents the most power is worthy of most devo-. 
tion. Estimated in this way, Russia's might e~slly 
stand at the head of national emblems, but esti-
mated. from the standpoint of correct principles how 
different would be. the conclusion. 

· Instead of being required tO''kiss th<; flag or to 
swear ailegiance to it on bended knee;· the candidate 
for American citizenship should be required to fa
-niliarize himself with the Declaration of Independ
ence and the Constitution of the United States·, and 
to s-wear allegiance to the principles of equality and 
justice therein set forth. Were this done, and were 
the Government ever true to these principles, there 
would be no lack. of devotion to the flag of the 
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c'oLmtry, and no necessity to require an expression· 
of it -in meaningless forms or idolatrous acts. Judge 
Ferris' suggestion is full of mischievous possibilities. 
He should advocate a policy of education, not one 
of meaningless form and hollow profession. B. 

THE DOCTRINE OF EXPEDIENCY. 

"AND one of them, named Caiphas, being the 
high priest that same year, said unto them,·Ye know 
nothing at all, not consider that it is expedient for 

·us. that one' man should die for the people, artd that 
the whole nation perish not." John II·: 49, 50. 

In these words the doctrine· of expediency was 
.proclaimed upon a certain notable occasion i~ the 
past. The argument seemed very conclusive to 
those who heard it then, but to us its heinous cha~
acter is made manifest by the facrthat it was spoken 
by an enemy of Jesus Christ for the purpose of 
justifying his crucifixion. 

Yet the same wicked sophistry, in different words, 
is repeated over and over to-day. " It is expedient 
that one man should die for the people, and that the 
whole nation perish not.'' What is this but one way 
of stating the doctrine of "the greatest good to the 
greatest number"? 

To be sure, it was not for the good of the Jewish 
nation that they crucified Jesus Christ; and it is not 
actually for "the greatest good of the greatest num
ber" that one pen: on should be. deprived of his God
given rights. But this is• not the point. The Jews 
believed that the welfare of their nation demanded_ 
Christ's death, and they acted on their belief, and 
people to-day wili act on their belief, just as did the 
Jews in the time of Christ. They will be led to believe 
that in ~orne cases, compar:atively few, the individual 
must surrender what has been considered his natural 
~ights ir:i order that anarchy 'may not break ih upon. 
soeiety and th<:~t the whole nation per}sh not. 

- The doctrine of expediency has Its place,'but 
it is wholly out of its place when it is used to de
prive a person of h_is natu;al right to Ffe, liberty, 
ancf the· pursuit of happiness. The law of God 

be preserved inviolate, and if througha:ny theory of 
government it is not so. preserved, then the greatest 
harm to the greatest number will be the inevitable 
result. s. 

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY; WHAT IS IT? 

According to Webster's International Dictionary, . 
"religious liberty· is the free right of adopting and 
enjoying opinions on religious subjects, and of wor~ 
shiping- the Supreme Being according to the die., 
tates of consci~nce, without external control." The 
Standard's definition is "freedom of' religious opin
ions and worship as one''s conscience may dictate." 

Mr. Madison's memorial to the General Assembly 
of Virginia in I 785, protesting against "A Bill Estab
lishing a Provision for Teacher~ of the Christian 
Religior:," s_ets forth this: " We remonstrate against 
the said bill: I. Because we hold it for a 'fundamental 
and undeniable truth, 'That religion, or the duty 
which we owe to our. Creator, and the manner of dis
charging it, can ,be directed only by reason and con
viction, riot by force or violence.' The religion, 
then, of every man must be left td the conviction 
and conscience ~Levery map; and it is the right-of 
every man to exercise it as these may dictate." · 

The "Act Establishing Religious Freedom in 
Virginia" passed after the defeat of the act against . 
which Mr. Madison and hu.ndreds of P~esbyterians , 
and Baptist~ protested, provided, "That no man 
shall ~e compelled to frequ~nt or.support any relig
ious worship·, place, or ministry whatsoever, nor shall 
be enforced, -re~trained, molested or burthened, in 
his body or g~ads, nor shall he otherwise suffer on 
account of his relig:ious opinions or beliefs; but all 
men shall be-free to profess and by, argument main
tain, their opinions in matters of religion, and the 
same shall in no way detract, diminish, or affect their 
civil capacit~es." 

'knows pothing of expediency, and as surely as every . 
man. is amenable to that law so surely has he the 
inalienable, right to that freedom necessary to the 
development of righteous character. In the sacred 
domain of conscience the individual stands alone 
with_ hi'S <;iod; the rest of mankiu'd are necessarily 
~nd rightj~lly excluded. This sacred do~ain must 

Agaip., in the memorial already referred to, it is 
said: "Whilst we asseFt ~or ourselves a freedom to 
embrace, to profess, and to observe the.religion which 

. we believe to be of divine or~gin, we can not' deny an 
equal freedom to them whose minds have not yielded 
to the evidence w_hich has convinced us." 

These quotations show clearly that religious 
Liberty means not only the right to hold, and to ob
serve one's own religion, free_ from all restraint and 
compul~ion, but ljkewise fr.eedom from all compul
sion to~uching the religious views, institutions. and 
usages of others. B. 
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THE EVIL OF ·MISUSING WHAT IS GOOD. be the direst failure, and out of that failure aris_es 
. . .· ' the' rankest forrm of injustice. The evil which·fol-

There are no worse evils in the world than those 
. ' .lows from the perversion of an institution is· in direct 

·which arise from th~ perverted use'of that which is 
proportion to ·the ·importance of that institution to 

good. human ,welfare. in the place its Author has assigQed 
The tendency to pervert•the use of what is good to it. 

seems to be inherent .in human nature. Men are 
The church, religion, and the law of God have .. 

·prone t9 forg~tthat the excellence which anything ' their proper· place in the .divine economy, but that 
· n)ay possess in itseH may he no justification at all · place is the government of G9d and not the govern-
forth~ use they have in mind to make of i't. · ments of men. Men must receive the· benefits of 

Religion is the best. thing in the world, in ·itself, religion thro~gh their connection with ~he divine 
but this is no reason why reli_gion ~h~uld be joined government a_nd not throug_h their connection with 
with the state. When used to serve the ends of huma9 g9vernments. Human g~vernments are not 
politics, religion becomes a curse to mankind in- ' designed to make men better in character,and whe.n 
stead of a blessing. History is full of illustrations they attempt to <;lo this they only pervert the instru-. 

of this ·truth. mentalities of. the divine government and work 
Lucifer was an exalted angel in heaven; he was havoc in the spheres both of civil government and 

perfect in his place, but he got out of his place' and all of rel~gion. 
his perfection col!-nted for nothing. He put himself ·Let civil governments then keep in their ap
to a use never intended !:>Y his ~reator, and from a pointed place and. leaye the moral welfare of the. 
perfect being of the most exalted type he became . world to the X:are of' those spiritual agencies which 
the worst of all beings-the devil. · . pertain to the government of God. And let it be 

The law. of God .is a perfect law; must it not · remembered that the more essential to human wei
therefore be the ·proper basis of civil government?. f~re an iri.stituti~n is in its pro~er place, t~e mo·re, 
Must not that government be the best which con- ·dreadful are the consequences of pe~vertingit from' 
forms' to the perfect l,aw of the Almighty? Clearly, its appointed purpose. s. 
this.must be so, and, the'refore, men have reasoned, 

. the law of God and his revealed wiH, the Bible, 
ought to b~ made the fundamental law of the land. 
Men are so reasoning to-day and they are actually 

leading the nation to this co~clusion. But was the 
law of G:od ever designed to be enforced -p.pon men 
.by civil governments? · 

The law o{ God performs an indispensabl!=! office 
'in the gover~ment of God, but' when. men try to 
make this law the basis of human.governments they 
pervert it to a use from which only untold evil can 
result.· The law of God cary be administe;ed only 
by its Author: Civil governments are administered 
by men, and in such governments the law' of God 
would be whoUy out of place,. This' is not to say 
that civil goyernments must be contrary to the l<,lw' 

·of God, but only that finite man is incapable of doing , 
justice when he tries to use other ~han fin~te means. 
Man's law is finite and suited to. the uses of govern
ments administered by man.; Go.d's law is infinite. 
and suited ·only to a government which God admin
isters. When the finite .and erring hand cif"man at
tempts the task of administering the government of 
which the divine law is the basis, t~e result can only 

A TRULY CHRISTIAN UTTERANCE~ 
Present-Truth, London, England. 

WHAT was indeed a most remarkable address was 
deliveled rec,ently at Hamburg to the General Prot
estant Missionary Association' by Professor Adolf 

. ' 
Harnack, of Berlin. Deprecating the idea of crusades 
iri China, and protesting •against the invoking of 

. secular assistance by missionaries,. h~ said: 
"Protection should neither be asked by mission

a.ries nor·given to them in certain lands. It must be· 
)'ecognized th.a( missionaries give up their rights' as 
subjects _of their owp countries. The missionary 
ougpt not tb go to regions where he feels he can nqt 
remain duringtimes of persecution. If the co~rse 
of political events makes the prosecution of mission'..: 
at:y work impossible the missionaries must withdraw, 
even if they lose all they had gained. State churches, 
as such, should never engage in missionary eJ1terprise. 
This should be a private undertaking. ~Missions 
should leave no doubt in the mind of the Chinese 
that they are a purely spiritual power. They should 
never be recognized as identified with worldly power. 
They should make it clear that they do not repre
sent the interests of Europeans or Americ;ins, but 
the interests of the native~." 
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Sad to say, Professor Harnack stood alone in this 
view. The association passed a. resolution in favor 
of the full protection of missionaries by the secular 
arm, ·and sent a telegram to the Kaiser ~sking his 
assistan~e. Thus the members deliberately _classed 
themselves as emissaries of the state and not mes
sengers of GoJ. · 

SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT A STUPENDOUS FRAUD: 

A Scene in Court. · 

JuDGE BAILEY (addressing the prisoner): You have 
been summoned here, Mr. Jones, to answer to the 
charge of violating the Sunday law. Do you ]?lead 
guilty or not guilty? 

1 

MR. JONES: I confess, your honor, to having la
bored on Sunday, the first day of the week, as charged 
in the indictment, but I deny having labored on the 
Lord's day, or of having committed any crime 
against any of my fellow-citizens. 

JuDGE: This is no place, Mr. Jones, to discuss 
fine-spun theological distinctions, but we are here to 
see that the laws . enacted by our legislature are 
obeyed and to punish t~e transgressor. 

MR. JoNES: Do you claim, your honor, that it is 
your duty to enforce a law that punishes an inno
cent man? 

JuDGE:· I am not here to decide as to the )ustice 
or injustice of the law. The lawmakers are respon-. 
sible for the character o(· the law. If the enforce-

• ment of the law imposes pains and penalties upon 
innocent persons it is the duty of the people tope
titian the legislature to cpange or abolish the law. 
So long as the law remains upon the statute books 
it is my duty as judge of this court to see that it is 
obeyed. 

MR. JONES: Theri.! understand, your honor, that 
-if you knew that a person. who had broken the Sun
. day law was innocent before God, and that he had 
not trespassed in 'the least' deg-·ree upon the rights of 
his fellow~.citizens{you would punish that man by 
fine and imprisonment. 

JuDGE': I. am not convinced, Mr. Jones, if it is 
ptoven that you have violated the Sunday law that 
you· are innocent before God and that you have not 
trespassed .upon the rights of others. Perhaps if I 
were convinced that the law was wrong, and to en..: 

. force 'it, would impose ·unjust punishment upon an 
·innocentman I might act differently. I-certainly 
~ould feel loth to· punish an innocent man.· 

. MR. JONES: Would you be ·wilfing, yoqr honor, to 
listen to the reasons why I believe that I am inno
cent of the charge brought ag-ainst me; .not so much 
that I may escape the punishment you mi.ght inflict 
on me, but that justice and right may prevail and the 
people of this community may see the -injustice of 
Sunday laws. 

·JuDGE: Of cours~.·Mr. Jones, that. is what we are 
here for; to try your case a~d. see ~hether you are 
guilty or not; and as you prefer to plea.d your own 
case you a,re at liberty to do so. However, we would 
like you to state . y'our reasons as briefly as pos
sible, as our time is limited. 

MR. JONES: Thank you. I will endeavor to be as 
brief as.I can. 

When the officer arrested me I was digging some 
potatoes in .my garden. Does 'your honor belie~e 
that the act of digging potatoes is in itself a crime 
against the state? Would you consider it such if 
done on any other day of the w~eK'? 

JUDGE: Of course,. no one thinks that domestic 
labor is in itself a crime against the state. 

MR. JoNES: The~, your honor, if there is any 
crime in Sunday work it is not in the wotk itself, but 
because of the character of the day on which the 
work is done, and you ~-ill agree with me that'there 
is nothing in which the Sunday differs fro~ other 
days of the week except in its religious character.· If 
the day <:liffers from the rest of the days of the week 
in its religious character, and that only, Jhen for the 
state to compel the observance of that day. is for
cing the religion that is in the day upon the people 
and nothing else. And this· is positively contrary to 
the spirit of our free institutions. T~e nati~nal Con-· 
stitudon provi.des that "Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of religion Of prohibit-. 
ing the free exercise thereof;" and in harmony with 
this p'rovision nearly every State constitution con
tains,· seemingly; ample guarantees . of liberty of 
conscien-ce. 

JuDGE: But, Mr. Jones, there is a civil phase to 
. this question, and that is wha:t the legislature had in 
n1ind and . not the religious phase, I can hardly 
think that our legislators would intentionally make 
laws enforcing religion upon the people in direct op
position to the Constitution of the Government. 

MR. JoNES: As to tne motives thelegislators bad 
in passing the Sunday law 1 can not say .. But this 
I do know, that if the religious element of the coun
try had not urged it upon· the legislattue they nc;:ver 
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would have,thought of'making such laws .. But that 
it \Vas at the solicitation of the clergy and the church 
leaders that they passed tl:le Sunday law ca:n be 
,ptoven .beyond a doubt. However, you must see, 
your honor; that there can be;' no such thing as a 
civil Sunday. law. You understand, of course, the 
mea:ning·of ciyility and 'incivility. To be ynciv:il is 
to disreg-ard or trample upbn the dghts, of another. 
But you admit t~at to do common labor on any day 
of the week is not trampling upon the rights of an:. 
other, and theref<)fe can not be uncivil; and if the 
m~re act of labor on Sunday is not uncivil, then how . 
could a law punishing a. man for doing a civil act be, 
a civil law? 

JuDGE: Go on, Mr. Jones; we will consider that 
point later on_. 

MR. J o~Es: In regard to my being irtnocent be- ' 
fore God, your honor will agree with me, that tl).e 
Sabbath commandinentsays, "The seventh day is the' 
Sabbath ~f the Lord. thy God; in it thou sh~lt do no 
work." Now, if God commaqds me to keep the 
seventh day under pain of the second death, has any 
legislative body any right to stel? in and say that I 
shall not keep that day? 

JunGE: Oh, no., Mr. Jones, the legislature does 
not claim the right to say that you shalL not keep 
the seve~th day. _No such thing is co,ntempl.ated in 
the law. Far from it. And, further, Mr. Jones, if 
yo.u an~ conscientiously convicted in your own mind 
that you ougJit to keep the seventh day as the Sab
bath, I honor you for doililg so. I hold that it is 
every maq's duty to act out. his conscientious con
victions, so long as. his convi,ctions do ·pot prompt 
him to interfere with the rights' of a~other. 

MR. JoNES: i am glad to hear yo~u: honor so de
cide. It is an evidence to me that you desire to be 
just in your rulings. But please bear with me~ 
You admit· that because the co.mmandment says, 
"the seventh day in ·the Sabbath of t.he Lord thy 
God;' in it thou shalt not do any work," rio legisla
tive body has any right to override the authoritv of 
the great God an<i say that I shall keep it. 

JunGE: Indeed I do, Mr. Jones, and I should be 
the last man to decide otherwise. 

MR. JONES: Very well, your honor. Does not the 
sam~ God in the same command say, "Six days shalt 
thou labor a~d do all thy worK " ? · 

JunGE: I believe He does. 
MR. JoNES: Then, when God says," The,seventh 

day isthe Sabbath: in it thou shall do no work," no 

legislative body has any right to· ::£ay I shall not keep 
the seventh day, and if my conscience' tells me it is 
my duty to keep the seventh day I should do so re
gardless ot'any'human intervention to the. contrary. 
Then when the same God says in the same co~mand 
"Si~ days shalt thou labor," what right has any legis
lativ~ body to say I must rest the first day and thus 
dep.rive me of one day's i'ncome contrary tt> the com
mand of God? 

JuDGE:. I do n,ot understand, Mr. Jones, that that 
clause of the divi'ne law is imperative, and that every 
one is compelled to work six days. We all know 
that many good people are unable to work. There
fore we understand .that the cla4se to work six days 
is only a permission to fabor if we are able and de
sire to do so. 

MR. JoNEs: Very well, your honor, we will ac
cept your understanding o~ that clause in the com
mandment. But is it not true that the law gives me 
a divine riglzt to work si:t days,· and, if so, has any 
legislative body the authority to prevent m~ from 
exer.:ising a divine riglzt.'l Would not that be put
ting human authori,ty in place of the divine, an<;! thys 
exalting man above God? 

JunGE: We must confess, Mr. Jones that' vour 
reasoning is logic~l throughout. Do you wish to' 

. make any further defense in your case? 

MR. JONES: There are many more re;sons I might' 
lay before your honor, but I will not occupy any 
more of, your valuable time, but, thanking you for 
granting me permission to state my reasons, and 
hoping you will consider them in the light of truth 
and justice to all men, I cl9se. 

Juncm: As it is about time to adjourn this court 
for to-day, and as I wish some time to consider your 
case, you can go, Mr. Jones, and. await our decision. 

A Private Conversation.'Next Morning. 

STATE's ATTORNEY: Good ~ornipg, Judge. 
JunGE: Good morning, Mr. Marsh. 

- ATTORNEY: Well, Judge, what do you think of 
Jones's defense yesterday? " 

JunGE: Think of it! The man doesn't live that 
can pick a flaw in a single point he made. The 
principles of civil and religious liberty as presented 
by Jones in his dPfense are the principles advocated 
by all the noted jurists and statesmen since this Gov
ernment was founded, and .for years before. 

ATTORNEY: That is my opinion exactly, Judge, 
and I have about made up my mind .that Sunday 
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legislation and Sunday enforcement are, on the whole; 
a stupendous fraud, and if continued will. work evil 
and resu-lt in persecution to some of our best citi
zens. But what will you do, Judge, with this case? 

JuDGE: You may depend upon it, Mr. Marsh, I 
will never play the role of a Pontius Pilate and con
demn· an' innocent man, for I am fully convinced 
that'J ones is no more guilty of a crime against the 
state in lifting out some potatoes in his gard~n on 
Sunday thari I was in examining some legal papers 
in my office on the same day. If the c.hurch leaders 
want to impeach me for refusing to sentence an in
nocent man, I am willing to step down and out. I 
realize that I am to be summoned before a higher' 
court than I have presided over, and I do not want 
the blood of innocent men found on my garments. 

ATTORNEY: Good; I honor you, Judge, for the 
noble ~tand you take and will stand by you. 

JuDGE: Thanks; good day. 
J. F. B4I..LENGER. 

FOR AN ILLINOIS STATE SUNDAY LAW. 

IN line with what was said· in these columns last 
week touching the · prospect for a Sunday-closing 
law in Illinois is the following from the Chicago 
News of October r6: 

"A wide interest in Sun9ay closing was awakened 
last year in different parts oi the city, and the good 
effects of the movement are still in evidence, as shown 
by the agitation of the grocers, butchers, milkmen, 
and other tradesmen in favor of a State law enforcing 
Sunday rest. Several meetings for this purpose were 
held at various places in the city last Sunday after
noon, and the various. clerks' and retailers' associa
tions propose to appeal to the pulpit in aid of their 
pli:ms, and also to distribute handbills and notices 
calling upon people to patronize only stores that ob
serve Sunday closing.· 

"Logically this. movement for a State law is the 
only hopefor anything like a permanent and s'atis
factory solution of the Sunday question. It is ex
tremely difficult at times to procure the assent of all 
retailers in a given neighborhood to an agreement 
for Sunday closing, and as long as there are excep
tions their qumbers are likely to be increased by re
cruits from Sunday closers who fear rivals will gain 
their trade. * * . * 

" Laboring men and clerks and small retailers are 
~specially interested in this Sunday question, aside 
even from any religious scruples.or beliefs they may 
-have. The rich man c.an rest when he pleases. The 
poor man, under conditiohs that a~e in danger of 
hardening into custom in many great cities, is often 

compelled to work seven days in the week or ' lose 
his job.' As wages now are generally·adjusted to 
the labor week of _six days,.labor would simply· add · 
to its toil without increasing th,e remuneration, should 
the seven-day week become the cu-stom. It would 
also by this act cut off an opportunity for social 
converse, moral and religious ·instruction and de:.. 
velopment, and, in general, make life a monotonous 
vista of working days; broken only by a rare holi
day. * * * 

"Whether, therefore, the enforcement of Sunday 
rest be regarded from either the Christian or the 
pagan point of view there is .the authority and cus
tom of practically all the past history of the werld 
in its favor. Man is not a machine. He needs 
periodical rest to recuperate and to store up vigor 
for work. As a matter of fact, in the long run, any 
man will do far more and far better work working 
only six days in the week and resting the seventh 
than he will working all the time. Illinois should 
follow the example of many other States and enact 
a Sunday-closing law, and having enacted it should 
see that it is enforced.'' 

TROUBLE AHEAD. 
From ,the Flaming Sword. . 

The signs of the the times, when accurately read 
and s~ientifically interpreted, indica:teJhat the great 
culmination .of the age is at hand. . The world en
tered a vortexof war when war was declared between 
America and Spain; when the United States stepped 
into recognition as a world power and began action 
upon the Oriental stage close to the mouth of the 
dragon. We have passed through an age of war; 
and the age must culminate in war and revolution
the curse must ultimate in woes. Tire whirlpool 
widens in its sweep and must· ultimately involve 
every element .of the old order_:_every church aad 
state, every organization, every great power, every 

. civilized nati'on, 'and every departm~nt of industry, 
commerce, and political economy. We see millions 
of soldiers drilling for war, and hundreds of warships 
ready for action; we see the massing of capital for 
the purpose of protecting its interests against organ
i~ed labor, a~d we hear the threats of the labor lead
ers that ere they surrender their cause they will 
command upon the field of action the millions of 
working-men. The affairs of the world are reaching 
the critical stage; the storm isapproaching and its 
force is irresistiBle. There is no hope of escape from 
the de.struction of the present order of the world; 
it is inevitable, for the way• must be cleared for the 
n~w world! 
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News, Notes ..... 
and · Com.rrie~t 

the purpose is not to build a city,.nor establish a col
ony, nor to found a college. It is simply to conduct\ 
a summer school on the definite lines of present-day 
social problems in the lig-ht of the teachings of J esu:? 
of Nazareth. In its physical features it will resem
ble some of the Chautauquas which are already es-
tablished. . . .. .. 

THE ,progress of the agitatation for Sunday "The purpose is no_t t; provide a place wh~re a 
closin'g in this city is indicated by the following, · few theorists can withdraw themselves from a 'wicked 
printed in the Record of October 22:- world,' but rather where earnest men and women 

of all shades of opinion may spef!d two· months ·of 
"The fight for a state Sunday-closing law was for- the year in conference, so that they may be the bet-

mally opened yesterday in various parts of the city. ter able to place the imprint of the Nazarene upon 
In fmnt of many churches pamphlets and circulars public affairs during the other ten months. The 
were distributed urging people to uphold the. efforts teachers in this summer school will include the lead
to secure the passage of the law. Counter pamphlets . mg thinkers of this and other countries, the general 
and circulars were· handed out at the same places, arrangements in this department being in charge of 
some containing· the statement: 'We sell goods on Prof. George D. Herron, of Iowa." 
Su.nday.' · 

"At Robey and Division Streets retail clerks held This is the same school referred to in these col-. 
a mass-meeting in the afternoon. Dr'uggists joined umns in our issue of the I Ith ult., as being located 
the ranks. of the advocates of ·the Sunday-closing. at Yorkville, Mich. It meanssimplyaNational Re
law yesterday." form Chautauqua. We shall doubtless hear more of 

.THE "New York State Conference of 1\elig-ions " 
will, it is announced, hold a se'ssioil in New York 
City November 29-22. I.n ·giving the reasorr for 
holdjng such a conference the. Evangelist says that. 
"the solid front presented .by irreligious forces re
quired religio·us forces to present an equally solid 
front, and th~t for this it was necessary' to give 
prominence to our agreements rather than our dis-
agreements." . 

Since prominence .is to be given. to " our agre.e
ments," we may look for pro11Jinence to be gi.ven to 
Sunday and to SundaY, laws, since thi« i.s one of the 
very few points upon which there is anything like 
agreement among the various· sects. This agree
ment· refers, however, ·to the question -of the en-. 
forced observa~ce of the day rather than·· its au:. 
thority. As soon as that point is touched there is 
great diversity of opinion, for since the Bible fur
nishes no authority fo.r the institution every one 
must fix. up ~ theory of his own. B~tnotwithstand
ing this hct'tlie~e is gteat u~animity in.the opiniQn 
.that Sunday -keepin~ ought to be enfo·rced by civil 

law. 
$$ 

MR. EDWIN D. WHEELOCK, in a letter' to the Daily 
News of this city, says: 

"In the e·nterprise established .by the National 
Christian Citiz enship ~eague at Gull Lake, Mich., 

this enterprise in the future. 

$$ 

· ARCHBISHOP IRELAND is credited with the state
ment recently made that "as a plain matter of fac;t 
the only safety which , the Catholic Church at the 
present time· has in the Philippines for the posses 
sion of her properties arrt:l for the lives of her priests 
is the protection afforded by the American flag, and 
all this is fully understood and fully recogni;ed in 
Rome." 

So great is the papal appreciation ··of the sery
ice rendered to "the church" by the Government .of 
the United States that the archbishop was authorized 
to thank the President in the name of the Pope. 

C?mmenting upon the archbishop's statement, 
the Michigan Christian Advoca(e says: "In view of 
the fci~t that the Philippine revolt was as much 
against the abuses of the Roman Catholic. Church as 
against Spanish oppression, all this information is 
more calcuJated to gratify Catholics than Protes
tants .... ,.· 

,Jt,~, 

EvERY little while we hear something about how 
Roman ·catholics established religious liberty in 
America, an.d how "the church has ever stood as 
the champion of liberty," etc. · But be it known that 
when a Roman Catholic speaks of religious liberty_ 
he does not mean thereby what is g-enerally under
stood by the term; he means simply liberty for Cath-
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olics .. ' In " Faith of Our Fathers," pp. 264, 265, Car
dinal Gibbons defines religious liberty thus: 

A man enjoys religious liberty when he posses
ses the free right of worshiping God according to 
the dictates of a right conscience, and of prac;ticing 
a form of religion most in accordance ~ith his duties. 
to God." 

Of course "a right conscience" is a Catholic con
science. That tbis is what. the cardinal means is evi
dent from thf fact that on page 269 of the same book 
he quotes .hom that eminent Catholic theologian, 
Becanus, the statement that "religious liberty may 
b~ tolerated by a ru.ler when it woul~ do more harm 
to the State or to the community to repress it." 
"This," the cardinal says,'' is the true Catholic teach
ing on this point." 

. The cardinal uses the present ten·se ,advisedly, for 
such is still the attitude' of the Catholic Church__:.re
ligious liberty not from principle, but from policy. 

$.$. 

" TH~ Baptists of Germany are stalwarts," says 
the Canadian Baptist. "They have had to suffer 
persecution, and have in the past ~ad to endure 
social ostracism, The editor of the English Baptist 
attended their Triennial Conference. He writes: 
'There are no ":open~· Baptists in Germ~ny. We 
explained the distinctions in England, and were al
ways met at the end of our statements thus:." We. 
then, are close Baptists." ' They have made grand' 
progress in the fa<:e of what might appear insupera
ble obstacles. Baptists who think their. principles 
worth suffering for, ever do make rapid .advance." 
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. pany wherever it goes, and a soldier can get both 
beer and whisky. Drinking .is killing-Jots of good 
men. Taking everything into consider;:ttion, I 
wonder that every man h.ere is not crazy. Last 
Sunday one hundrea barrels of beer came. I had to. 
work all -the afternoon helping unload it, and at 
night I, was ori. patrol. Well, the whole company 
has be'en drunk ever since. J'll bet there has been 
fifty fights. Monday night about I 1.30 the c,aptain 
came over with his pistol drawn. to s_top'one: It's a 

. sight and a shame that thf'y should send beer and 
whisky into such a country-as this. We left camp 
Meade with 128 men arid two months ago we got 
eleven more recruits, but at present we have only 
seventy-eight for duty.': 

These facts are not calculated to make converts 
to the army canteen. 

AN _English journal, Reynolds' Newspaper, prints 
the f.ollowing a"nent the "glorious victory" gained by 
England•over the· late Boer republics, now crown 
colonies: · · 

And· it is equally true of any people" who think 
they have principles worth suffering for". that they. 
will prosper; but, sad to relate, there are many in 
these ·clays, and some of them Baptists, who, what
ever they may think of the value of their principles, 
are not willing to suffer for them. Thousands and tens 

"Mr. ·John Haggert has received letters from his 
son, Trooper Qs. Haggert, of Bethune's Horse, dated 
Platrand Station, July 18 and 22, in which he states 
that a post-office official at Dur[)an has been sentenced 
to six months' imprisonment for opening letters from 
the men at the -fron.t._ He continu~s: 'Probably you 
saw.in the papers that in one case we ordered the 
women and children "out 'or their houses and set the 
buildings on fire. It was a terrible sight to see the 
women and children 16oking at their homes being 
burped down and crying. We read the orders out 
to th~ Boer women statin"k_that if they gave food or. 
shelter to the rebel Boers we should commandeer all 
their stock and b11rn their houses down. The women 
are sent down to Natal. I. do not care a-bout this job 
of burning down houses and withessipg~'t;he grief of 
the women and children. It almost q}·ake's o-ne shed 
a te.ar." 

Comment is unnecessary .. The simple facts cry 
of thousands of religionists everywhere must even 
be protected against a little financi~lloss or they 
can't keep the day they profess to belive they oughf 

to Heaven. . 

•t• • 

to keep holy unto the Lord t · 

.;J..;J. 

THE ar~hbishop of the . sta~~' 'ch\uch )9 Sweden 
. having made charges -of immorality again~t dis

senters in that kingdom_, especially the Baptists, 
A PR.IVATE soldier, writing from th'e island of Peter.Waldenstrom, one of the most. influential mem

' Panay, one of the Philippine group, to a friend in > hers of: the Swedish- di~t and ~ p~~mi~e.nt Lutheran, 
Portland, Maine, says: has <;orne to the defense Df the Bapt~sts against the 

. " I enlisted :]O that I could stop drinking and I 
·have succeede-d, but d.o not .. think that it is.beqiuse 
I can riot get it, for the canteen follows the. com~ . 

charges of the. archbishop. Among other things~ 
Mr. Waldenstrom ~tat~s that he visited all: the dis
reputable places iri Si(?ekbolm,.such. as saloons, rum 
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holes, the registry for lewd ~omen,and:prisons~ On the naked eye, the11 sutdy they ~ight be allowed 
asking how many Baptl~ts there were amopg the to repose in. the quiet of inconceivability." 

frequen~ers -~nd clenizel?-s _ o{ those places, with And why does the Standard and Times talk in this 
la,ughter and surprise,, the answer always w~s: "B;:q:i- vein?. Simply because a Catholic priest has been 
-tists here, <;lear sir? There are . no Baptists here! . reminding ];lis coreligionists of some of the histo~y 
This is no plac'e tortbem:" 'In the crowds frequent:- · of the Middle ~ges, and contra~ting that period with 
ing the lo:-v dives they told him if h"e thought' them · the present era of equal rights for Catholic and 

. Baptists they could· show hi~ their certificates en- Protestant. It is to make the contrast less sharp 
. titling tfl.em;to the iord's.suppei' in the state church. that resort is had- to the subterfuge that " there were 

"Mr. Wald~nstrom's letter," r.~marks the Canadia;,_ no non-Catholics." . There were none orily because 
Baptist, "has pulverized the archbishop's charges, Rome suffered them not to continue. ' 
and has revealed the c0rrupt condition of the state 
church,:' 

THE Catlzolic ~tandarc( and Times says: " There 
. were no embitterments between Catholics and non

Catholics until they were begun by Luther in the 
period which followed the Mi,ddle Ages-the Re-

. " narssance. 
. . ' I . 

Very true, and that for. the reason that, as the 
same paper s?-ys, ''there were· no non-Catholics." 
Until the Reformation all Christendom wa~ Catholic. 
Rome had for centuries kept it so by making it ex
c,eedingly l)nsafe to be anything. ~lse .. True, t.her~ 

-arose in the twelfth century the Waldenses and the 
Albigenses.. Early in the. fif~eenth century Huss 
and Jerome dared to dissent frQm the doctt:.ines· of 
Rome, and just before the ·close of tliat century 

·.Savonarola gave his li'fe for ,his faith; but until the 
. ,, little monk of Wittenberg" led Germany out .of 
the church of Ro~e almoS-t h~-~ily there were, in a 
•'. ' ' .• .' '' - ' : ,• ' ,', .. ' ' 

·· .. ·sense, within ._the bounqs· of Christendom,no ·non-
·cath;olics. Howeve.r much individuals or communi
ties may hav-e desired to be non-Catholic in religion, 
Rome nev~cr.ecognited• them as outsfde her fold. 

. They weir ~t most" erring children," .to be. disci
plined and subdued by any. means necessary, It is, 
in view of this' that the Catholic Sta11dard and 'Times 
says:. · 

" If there were. any non•Catholics m those ages 
capable of dciit1~ an-ything in~micalto ~he establisl:i.~d 
Chri.stian religion, after the downfall of Arianism, 
then surely we are behind in that grand march of 
progress to' which' he so strikingly refers, since we 
know not of _these .thirigs." . . . 

"The rights of non-Catholics in the Middle Ages 
are entitled to some respect, if the rights of real 
Cath;lic.s in this, one be deserving _of .little considera- · 
tion. If the former did not exist, for the plain rea~ 
son that there were no non-Catholics perce.ptible to . 

A NEW JERSEY PREACHER AND THE MAINE. 

LIQU~R LA~. 

THE story is told by the daily press of the coun- · . 
try, of a New Jersey preacher who, desiring to know 
the.real tru~li concerping the practical workings of. 

. the Maine liquor' law, recently visited that" State dis
guised as "an up-to-date man, of the world." The 
story is as follows: .· 

The Rev. J. Ward Gamble, pastor of the First 
·Methodist Episcopal Church of Vineland, N.J., has 
just returned home and resumed the<charge of his 
large congregation, after having successfully ac
complished one of the most remarkable. undertak
ings ever devised and executed ·by a· clergyman. 

Disguised as · a:n up-t<:>-clate ma:n of the world, 
with swell _outing ,suit; white duck trousers, radiant 
shirt waist of varied hues, and -light russet shoes, he 
left Vineland about ten days ago, with. the purpose 
of going to Maine to gather dafa concerning the 
celebrated·lair of the Pine l;'ree State which fqrbids, 
the sale of intoxicants within its borders. br. Gam
ble adopted 'this di:sgulse to more e~sil>;, anCl effec-·. 

• tually 'collect the information wh,ich he desired con
cerning th·e law in question. 

"I am really·glad I ·made the journey, as l fully 
satisfied myself that the celeb~ated Maine prohibi

. tion law is a farce," said Dr. Gamble on his "return. 
. " For years conflicting reports have come from 

Maine as to the enforcement of the liquor law, some 
stating that the law was fully enforced, others de
nying it ... 

·Bribes Less than· Licenses. 

"Fjnally I became inter·ested in the subject and 
I made up my mind that I wanted· to see how the 
law was working. l;:here was but one way to ac-

i corriplish this purpose-by a personal visit to Maine. 
Of course, I reali2led the fact that if I went as a 
minister of the gospel I would retutn without the 
desireq data, Consequently I determined upon my 
disguise, which ~orked like ~ charm, ;;ts I was en-
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abled to see for niyself the full operation of the law. 
"Without fear of molestation I took pains to 

cover a pretty good range of country, and. I believe 
I got a reliable insight. I did the detective work 

· myself. Some took me for a dude, some for a dunce, 
and others for a card sharp. I was offered drink by 
all. I went into hotels,·restaurants and saloons, and 
now I am back home well informed on the subject. 

"The result of my discove~ie~ is interesting. I 
soon discover~d that to intimate to the Maine peo
ple that the law is enforced draws a smile or a sigh, 
simply because every one in the State who has 
taken the trouble to look into the matter knows 
that it is not enforce~d and that little or no attempt 
is made to do so. 

"The politicians and officeholders favor the law 
as it is; because they can say to the· good people 
wh~ want pmhibition: 'We are for the la.w,' while 
the liquor interests do not object. as the fees and 
fines they pay' to police and sheriff are considerably 
less than low license. 

"Only occasional raids are attempted, and then 
only for the sake of appearance and to exto·rt money 
from the saloonists. 

Easy to Obtain Ifiquor .. 
. "Without the. slightest show of secrecy I visited 

a saloon,· that is, a saloon in all but the ·sign 
above the door, located in a prominent positio.n 
on State Street, Portla,nd. Upon my arrival from 
Boston I innocently passed this place at the first 
glance, never suspecting anything out of the way 
until my eyes were opened a day or two later, when 
I finally 'discovered the true nature of the place and 
entered it. I asked for a lunch, whereupon t_he bar~ 
tender sized me up for a dunce and replied: 'We 
have none, but I can serve you with anythiri~ y6t,J 
want to drink, old man.' '·But you have no right to 
sell here,' l,said. '0, yes, I have,' he replied. ~How 
do. you work it?' I questioned; 'tip politicians?' 
' No, I pay my fines.' 

" He spoke as confidently as if a thousand-dollar 
license hung on the wall. When 1 left the place 
two ·policemen were standing near by and I ask'ed 
them how often they fi!Jed the saloonkeeper in 
question, but they ·co.uld give me no satisfactory 
answer. The place was free and opep to all comers. 
Even women were c-onstantly running in and out, 
carrying pails conta'ining beer and ale. 

"This is the state of things in all· the large towns 
of Maine. Of course1 if one wants to be ·blind to 
the facts and simply walks up and down the streets 
of the town looking for. signs, he' can .easily go out 
of the State and still: believe that prohibition pro-
hibits iri Maine. ·· 

~ar ill a Dr~g- Store. " 1 

"The day after my arrival in the ~tate -I began 

my investigations unaided and una~companied, de-
pending tipon' my disguise to. carry me through. 
Not a soul was in my confidence except those in my 
boarding placr-. My object was to ;see if a .stranger 
could get liquor. . . ' 

"As I was amdous to heiin my investigations as 
soon as possible I entered the first restaurant I en
countered ahd asked for beer. · The waiter replied, 

·'We have none, but you can get all you want at the 
hotel across the street.' {.went over there 'and was 
acGommodated. 

"Next I ente~ed d drugstore, so called, and found 
a bar, with all the usuaL fixtures of the modern sa

. loon. The bartender, in a nonchalant manner, d-rew 
me off a glass of beer, for which I paid five cents. 

"Later I entered several 'restaurants. All had 
bars, which were conducted quite as openly as if the 
place had been-licensed. · 

"The Republican party is for retaining the -law 
as a venerable institution and honorable name, The 
Democrats. are for edorcement-:-at least, that is 
their platforfi.1. The:r; accuse the dominant party of 
treachery and dishonesty. The Prohibitionists are 
discouraged and weak, while the chur~h appears to 
be either indifferent or discpuraged a-nd waits to act 
until there is a better state of things in Maine. 

"In conclusion, I might say that I believe that 
no more 'flagrant vi'olation of liquor laws can be 
found in the Unite;d .States than in Maine.- The 

. good old State is dishonoring' the illustrious name 
. of her great prohibitio.n reformer, Dow, whose P.ome 
was in the very town wnere the laws are most fre-
quentLy set at naught-Portland." · 

Mr. Gamble's experience and the facts~which he 
states bear witness that in morals as in other things 
"a stream can not rise above its source." It is im
possible for the people of Maine, or any other State,. 
to make themselves any b~tter by law. 

It is lik;ewise true that statutes in advaoce of the 
moral sense, of the people, cannot be, enforced
that is, such laws will riot be enforced except spas
modically. There can be no .uniform operation_ of 
such a law. It is more than likely to be used for 
purposes of blackmaiL It places te!Dptation in the 

. way of officers of the law and so corrupts the ad
ministration of justice. 

That the liquor traffic ougqt to be abolished ad
, mits of no question,. but itisniore·than ?oubtful if 
. prohibition~can be made effective unless supported 

by such- an overwhelming public sentiment as to 
.make it unnecessary; for-a people who are at heart 
oppos~d to liquor drinking will· not drink. Saloons 

- would starve to death among them. The failure of 
the Ma!ne law only empb~sizes the truth that" th~re 
. h. 1 . " )_s no . e p 1n man.· B. 
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THE importance' of a correct understanding 
of this question, and the principles govern~ 

'ing fhe true relation and attitude of the church 
and state q.n not be over.estimated. 

Jefferson says, "The spirit of these ti~es 
may alter, will alter," ~nd it must be apparent 
to all tlia(religious legislation is rapidly gain-

.· ing favor in the public mind, and is embed
ding itseifjh the fundamental law of ·the Ilmd 
in defiance of the Constitution and all Amen
can In~titutions. 

The· ·Religious Liberty Library Nos. 1 to 26 
. will: ,answer the many·: questions arising in 
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MEN talk of the flag as though it were divine, but 
it is not a god, thoqgh in the providence of God it 
stands as the high-water mark of human liberty. It 
were infinitel)'hetter to preserve it as such rather 
than to let it become a thing before which to doff 
the hat while t.he heart is full of bittetne,ss at the· 
thought of wrongs perpetrated under its ample folds. 

$$ 

IN considering- our relations to "the powers that 
be," it ought never to be forgotten that we must dis
tinguish between the " powers" and the· men who are 
in power. The "powers" are ordained of God, and 
are always g-ood and to be respected, but rulers are 
often bad, <lnd demand that whic:h ·is unjust and un
righteous. Th~ Christial). is ever to be subject to 
the right, but never to eviL 

$$ 

WHEN a colonial policy was inaugurate_d under 
this Government, and it was officially proclaimed 
that self-gpvernment is·n0t a naturai right of certain 
people _dwe~lirig outside· the United States, we sai~ 
it would not be long until the right of self-g-overn~ 
meht .would be questioned as applying to people 
within the United States. In, other words, that this 
·nation could not long deny the principles of the 
Declaration of Indepe'ndence .abroad and maintain 
them at home._ And now, in confirmation of this, 
hear this editorial utterance of the New York ln
~depend(I;Ii: 

"This abs()lute generalization regarding consent 
.[government by consent of the governed]. disre
garded by its formulators and practically disavowed 
by every state that has ev~r e_xisted, is likely to gasp 
out its last breath in the pending campaign. The 
progressive, de~ocratic philosophy of to_-day is 
buildipg the coming state in the light of considerations 
of social ends. It postulates nothing; it analyzes and 
_decomposes oldpn'nciples and theories; JT. CONCERNS IT-

• " 1 

SELF NOT WITH 'RIGHTS,' but with duties,. with social 
adaptations, with an ideal of. the ;;reatest good to the 
greatest number,' as that greatest good may be deter
mined by experiences of fact.'' (Italics and sm~ll 
caps ours.) · 

Where will you stand, ref!der-what security 
will you have for life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness, when the Dovernment under which you 
live no l0nger concerns itself with rig~ts--;-your 

rz'ghts-bu.t tries to be guided by the hazy principle 
of "the greatest good to the greatest number''? What. 
";'ill become of your right to worship God according 
to the dictates· of your own conscience when the 
Govemment shall have dropped the theory of natural 
rights alto_gether, and the claim is set up that it is 
for the gre?test good to the greatest number that 
your worship should be directed by the " national 
conscience '' or the conscience of an ecum-enical 
Christian council. or some other con~cience not your 
own? And the Independent said thi<> not to present 
something new and strange, but to sum up the pre
vailing teaching of _the 'last two years on this vital 
subject. 

$$ 

WE hear much said at the present time about the 
"civic duties of Christians.'' .The phrase is mislea,d
ing: It conveys the idea th~afthere are certain civil' 
duties whi~h pertain to Christians as such. This is 
not the case. The individual is the unit of civil so
ciety, and civil duties pertain not to Christians, but 

'to men. A Christian sustains exactly the same re- · 
lation to civil society as does one who is not a Chris
tian. In other words, the prof~~sion or nQ.n-profes- · 
sion of Christianity does not affect one's relations 
to the civil. po,wers at. all. All persons, whether 
Christians, atheists, Jews, or pagans are eqqally 
bound to contribute to the support of the civil power, 
and to abide by the laws of justice; These are theiF 
civic duties, and the " civic duties" of the atheist 
are exaetly the same as the "civic duties" of the 
Christian. 

$$ 

"lF he be a god, let him plead for himself," was 
the noble answer of J oash to those who were de
manding the death of the young man who had over
thrown the altar of Baal. This is the answer of the 
friends 'of religious freedom to-day to eve~y de! 
mand for the enforcement of law in behalf of re
ligion. ·. If a religious institution 'be not qf God it 
should fall; if it be of God it can not fall~ God is · 
able .to plead for' his. own. 
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COMPULSION, when applied in the domain of con
science, only drives men to wickedness under the 
cloak of rCiigion, and thus brings disgrace upon 
both religion and the church. 

~~ 

THE gospel aims to make a rpari act like a Chris
tian by converting him; legislation, when in the do
main of religion, aims to inake a man act like a · 
Christian without converting h\m. 

~~ 

THE Christian church ought to be unlike the 
world, and should -not complain if the practices of 
·the world are in marked contr:Ist with her own; this 

, in the matter -of Sabbath observance as in other 
things. 

CHRIST does say, "Go ye therefore into all the 
world and preach t~e gospel to every creature," but 
he nowhere bids anybody to control the politics of 
the world. The mi~ister who gets into politics gets 
outside the gospel co.mmissio-n. 

HowEVER free one may· be from interference by 
his fellow-men, he only has liberty who is free in 
Christ Jesus. 

~~ 

EVERY man should know hj_s own rights as a man; 
f-or then and then only can he know the rights of 
his fellow-men, for they are just the same as his 
·own. 

~~ 

THE divine principle of self-government, self-con
trol, makes unneces~ary a po.pe in the church or a 
monarch in the state. " He that ruleth his own 
spirit" is greater" than_ he that ,taketh~- city." 

POLITICAL ATHEISM. . . 
IT has been often charged against the framers of 

the national Constitution that they were. political 
atheists, because they made the consent of the gov
erned rather th~n the law of God the foundation of 
civil governmei:It. Those who make this charge l:?e
long to the class of individuals who put darkness for 
light and light for darkness. It states just the 
reverse of the truth. 

Our forefathers who founded this nation said 
that civil governments are instituted among men to 
preserve the unalrenable rights which all men have 
as their birthright; and in this they make adistinct 
acknowledgment. of the Creator, Not to have acknowl- · 
edged that me71. have thr.;se rights would have been to deny 
t/te Creator. 

It was not by accident that the Declaration of 
Independence was made to say that "all men are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable, 
rights." Leave .the Creator out and there is. no basis 

. left for the qpctrine of rights. 
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If there is no Creator to whom every human be
ing owes allegiance and to whom he must ~nswer 
for himself independently Of all other persons in the 
world, the problem of human government has only 
such obligations to consi~er as arise from the rela
tion of each man to his fellow-men. In that case 
the only rights that could .exist would be such as 
would arise out ofsociety and no.~ those descending 
from a Creator. It would remain merely for socl'ety 
to ordain the rrianner in which it_ shou1d exist, with

. out being under obligation to any higher source of 
authority than itself. Men might claim that they 
possessed individual rights, but the answer would be 
that society Is above the individual, as the mass is 
greater and more important than the unit. And if 
there were no higher authority in the. world than 
human authority this answer would be wholly true, 
and the individual would be bound to submit in all 
things to the rule of society. 

Recognizing man's relation to his Creator, civil 
·government is obliged to consider men as individuals, 
each man having. a sphere in which he stands by 
himself, apart from all other individuals that com-.. 
pose society. But ignoring the existence of man:s 
Creator, civil government considers men not by 
themselves as individ"ua1s possessing rights which 
even the governme~t inust not disturb, but only as 
component parts of the political whole; and then 
the question to be considered in their government is 
not what rights- do men haye as individuals which 
civil government must preserve, but what is for the 
general good of the whole? In other jVOrds, "the 
greatest good to the greatest number." 

And this shows the real meaning of this phrase 
as a rule of civil government: it means political 
atheism. It stands for a system which, instead of 
honoring God, really denies h~m altogether. 

The noble me,n who ordained the Constitution 
of the United States, by making that instrument the 
embodiment of the doctrine of inalienable human 
rights_, recognized the Creator from· whom alo=ne 
such rights could come. And the men wh~ to-day 
call the Constitution a· Godless document and de~ 
mand that it contain a "recogr;tition of God" which 
would ignore tht. rights of those for whom the Con
stitution is the fundamental law, thereby deny the 
doctrine .of inalienable individual rights, deny the 
Creator, and become themselves the authors of the 
political atheism which they charge upon Wash
ington, J effersori, and their co-patriots. 

The doctrine that man is the possessor of certain 
inali,,nable individual rights is.fixed unalterably and 
eternally upon the doctrine that man is the work
manship of a sovereign Creator. To deny this doc-
trine of rights is to proclaim atheism. s. 

IMPERIALISM-WHAT IS IT? 

Now that the campaign is over (as it will be oe
fore this comes under the eye of the reader), it may 
be well to stop and candidly consider the meaning 
ot the term "imperialism," so very familiar, and yet, 
it is to be-feared, but little understood. 

Imperialism is the opposite of republicanism, and 
republicanism, as defined by Abraham Lincoln, is 
"government of the people, by the people, for 
the people." And. this is exactly what the Ameri
can Government was designed to be and what it 
still professes to be. That it has always been ex

actly this, or that it now is exactly this, probably 
nobody will assert. Indeed, this is the ideal concep
tion of government, and the ideal is difficult, if not 
impossible, of attainment in things human. 

But the fact that things human are of necessity 
imperfect is no re~son why me.n should not strive 
after the ideal-in government. Touching the purpose 
of the fathers of the Republic in giving to their 
countrymen and to the world the Declaration .of In
dependence, Mr. Lincoln said: 

"They mean.Uo set up a standard maxim for free 
society, which should he familiar to all and be re
vered by all-; constantly looked to, constantly la
bored for, and even though never perfectly attained, 
constantly approximated, and thereby const((ntly spread
ing and deepening its influence and augmenting the hap
piness and value of life to all people of all colors every
where." 

This and this alone is genuine republicanism. 
Adopt any other idea, lose sight of this ideal and 
settle down content with something else, admit, for 
example, that there are some people who have not 
the inherent right of self-government and who must 
be governed despotically by others, and the high 
"maxim" has been abandoned, the principle vio
lated and genuine republicanism relegated to the 
realm of the impracticable. 

Bt1t in truth there are but. two ways in wh-ich 
people can be governed: they must be governed 
either by themselves or by others. The firstis self" 
government-republlcanism; the second, , govern
ment by others-imp-erialism. 
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To depart from the principles of republicanism 
and adopt the principles of impenalism it is not 
ne~essary that a people shall conqu~r and make 
subject ·to themselves other peoples. The principle 
of self-'government may be repudiated just as fully 
in domestic affairs as in the arbitrary government 
of dista~t provinces. . 

Prior to the gre~t civil war of r86r to r865, Abra
ham Lincoln showed very clearly that the principles 
of the Decl~ration of Independence were violate.d 
by this nation in the maintenaqce of human slavery. 
With that incisive logic of which he was master, and .· 
with a grand eloquence due not so much to rhetoric 
as to truth, Mr. Lincoln, standing upon the Declara
tion of Independence, plead with telling effect the 
cause of- .the oppressed and down-trodden. The 
world knows the result. 

And now again this same questio'O of the right 
and nature of self-government is before the Amer
ican people. Ere this paper falls from the press 
the pt>ople may have voted to su.stain the. policy of 
imperialism as applied to the islands recently ac
quired from Spain; or it may be that they will have 
repudiat(!d the imperialistic policy as applied to 
those islands. But in neither case will the duty of 

·those who w_ould be true to their fellowmen and to 
' .. 

themselves be done. 
In the contest to be decided before fhis paper 

is off the press, one party has in effect declared in 
favor of imperialism, and the other _against it. ·But 
.wh~ does not know that so far as the real principle 
is con<:erned, honors are. practically even as between 
these parties? The very machinery of the. parties 
themselves, with "-boss rule," which so completely 
dominates not simply the paTty caucuses and con-· 
ventions, but through these the whole governmental 
machinery from the smallest• municipality to the 
Federal Governmen!, is thoroughly imperialistic. 
Who believes that Tammany really represents 
Greater New York ~r that the corrupt Republican 
~achine in Philadelphia is representative of the 
people of the Quaker city?-Nobody! 

Philippines. Thus, as touching the. real principle;· 
there is little to hope for from either of the ~great 
parties, nor indeed from any party. 

If the rights of the people are to be preserved, it 
must be by the people themselves. And it is a sad 
fact that as a people we are r<tpidly losing the fac
ulty of self-government. Self-government is only 
another name for·self-control, and when the people 
fail to exercise self-control, when a whole com
munity, or even a large proportion of a community, 
so far loses this faculty that they must be governed 
by force, there 'remains for that people only impe
rialism. Hence this is not a political question but a 
question of vital principle whichtouches, even If it 
·does not shape, the character of every man. 

THE SENTINEL OF LIBERTY is not only non
partizan, but it is non-political. We deal n~t 

with party. questions or platforms, but . with 
great underlying principles of justice. We seek 
not to~mold national but individuallife. It makes 
bu_t little difference what party platforms ai:e; 
they are made for campaign purposes and are not 
generally taken very seriously after they have se.tved 
their purpose, but it makes a great deal of ·difference 
what the people are. We want the people-each in
dividual for himself-to be loyal in his own heart 
and in his own life' to the principle of right and 
justice, which is the principle of ·self-government, 
of self~control, not license for self and.arbitrary con
trol for the other man. · This .is where we believe 
God wants every man to .. stand, and it is .where no 
party does consistently stand. B. 

WHEN the church forsakes the power of the gos
pel for the power of the state, ·she forsakes the 
blessed ministrations of the olive, the fig tree, and 
the vine for the_ thorns of the unfruitful bramble. 
She has no longer for men the fat fruit of the olive, 
the -sweet and good fruit of the fig tree, and the 
cheering wine of the vine, She has only the lacera
tions, and bruises, and tyranny of the bmmble, and 

Again, the very party which. in this campaign 
poses as the champion of self-government denies in 
several States the identical principles advocated in 
its national platform.. The open, wholesale disfran
chisement of the negroes of severaf of the Southern 
States is as certainly a _violation of the principles 
of the Declaration of Independence SJ.S is anything 
that fhe Government has done ·or can do in the 

· instead of· preserving men's lives, devours them. 
She deprives men of the substance of good things 
and leaves them no support but her own shadow.-

"THE natural rights of men, civil and political, 
are liberty, equality, security, property, social pro
tection, and resistance to oppression." 
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GOVERNMENT AND RELIGION. 

A-PROMINENT National Reformer, Rev. J. M. Fos• 
ter, of New York, a minister of the Reformed Presby
terian Church, has recently given his reasons for not 
supporting the United Christian Party, even though 
its platform recognizes" God as sovereign, the Lord 
Jesus as King, and the Bible as the supreme law in 
national affairs." Of the party in question Mr. Fos
ter says: 

''They act within -the political body that has ac
cepted of authority under the Constitvtion of the 
United States, and their candidates, if elected, would 
be required to swear to support the Constitution. 

"The national Constitutional is the supreme law 
of the l<i.nd and not a party platform, and while their 
sentiments before election day are good, their con
duct in administering the Government would be 
regulated by a Constitution that does not mention 
God's name nor acknowledge Christ nor refer to the 
Holy Word. The sentiments of their platform reach 
to heaven, their conduct in office would be chained 
to earth by an immoral Constitution which t~ey 
swear to support. -

, "Covenanters. refuse to support the Constitution 
of the United States, either personally as officers or 
representatively at the ballot-box. They are not 
indifferent to politics, but there is a higher law to 
which we owe our allegiance. We take this positron 
not from sentiments of unpatrfotic disloyalty to our 
country, but from motives of patriotic loyalty to 
Christ. We can not take the oath of allegiance to 
the United States." 

Doul~tless Mr. Foster is entirely conscientious in 
this me1tter. The Scotch Covenanters, of whom the 
Reformed Presbyterians are the lineal descendants, 
witnessed to the sincerity of their faith by the things 

·they suffered; but sincerity does not prove that its· 
possessors are right; it simply entitles men to re-

. spe.ct not due to mere pretenders. 
Inasmuch as Mr. Foster imd his coreligionists be-

.. lieve in moral' reform by politic~l action it is not 
easy to see why they refuse to act politically until 
the reform they seek has -been accoll:l plish6d. 
Whether they participate· in the affairs ofgovern-

. merit or not, they are part and parcel of the people, 
and with us the people are, theoretically at least, the 
governing power. Therefore, if, as Mr. Foster 
ntaintains, the-Government has an !ndividuality and 

·a responsibility apart from tbe individuals who com
pose the nation, we confess that we ·ca,n not see how 
a~y one is gOing t{) escape his share of that respon
_sibility simply by ref~sing to act his part. 

It is not, however, the thought of the writer that 
any one is under moral obligation either to vote or 
to hold office. Quite the contrary, but this is only 
because we do not believe with Mr. Fos-ter that 
moral reform m.av be accomplished by vote of Con-· 
gress or that moral responsibility can by any possi
bility attach to anything except to moral persons
-that is, to individuals. -

Anybody may swear allegiance to the Constitu
tion of the United States and go to work the next 
moment to secure the most radical changes in that 
instrument without violating 'his oath, provided al
ways he proceeds according to constitutional 
methods. If, therefore, it is Christian duty to agitate 
for political reforms or for moral reforms by politi
cal methods and through political channels, then 
Mr. Foster and his1fellow-reformers are clearly with
out excuse in their refusal to participate in politics 
simply becaus_e the Constitution is not now what 
they believe it should be. 

But we are not of the number of those who be
lieve that Mr. Foster and his coreligionists are ad
vocating a real reform; They demand, first of all, 
that the national Constitution shall "acknowledge 
Almighty God as. the author of the nation's exis
tence and the ultimate source of its authority, Jesus 
Christ ;:ts its ruler, and the B'ible as the supreme 
rule of its conduct, and thus indicate that this is a 
Christian nation, and place all Christian~ laws, insti
tutions, and usages of our Government on an unde
niable· legal basis in the funde1menta1·1a:w of the 
land." 

Let us see what is involved in this, or rather- let 
us examine briefly one or two things involved in it. 
First, if it is designed to be rriore than merely com
plimentary; if it is to be practical, and Jesus Christ 
is indeed to be kitTg, and the Bible the supreme·· 
;ule of' govern~ental action, then as Jesus Christ is 
not here in person~ as he would n0t himself sit UPQn 
the throne, there would necessarily be a vicegere'nt 
or one to rule instead of Jesus Christ and in his 
name. But this would be. nothing short ~f another 
papacy, an exact image or likeness of the Roman 
Papacy .. 

,Aga~?, if the Bible were indeed to be the su
preme rule of governmental action it would of neces
sity be judicially interpreted either arbitrarily by the. 
pretended vicegerent o~ Jesus· Cl.}rist or by the 
courts,- just as the Constitution and law!1 ef Congr-ess 

-are now construed py. the . courts. ·-AQd· this "Was 
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' 
boldly ·avowed before a committee of Congress by 
Rev. Dr. McAllister, a prominent National Reformer, 
March II, IR96. At that time Doctor McAllister said, 
"We must interprtt tpe Bible." And aga,in, .at the 
same hearing, Doctor McAllister said: 

"In such cases the ind-ividual conscience must 
yield to the conscience of the whole people, which 
is over him, a:nd should be over him in order to en~ 
force what is right, but which can li>e ov'er him only 
by recognizing the- Lord's supreme authority over 
the nation." 

Much more might be quoted, both (ro"m the two 
gentlemen named and·· from other representative 
National Reformers, bu~ enough has been given to 
show that Mr. Foster and those who are of the same 
way of t-hinking regard the Constitution as immoral 
solely because it recognizes the right of every man 
to relatehimself to God as he deems most fitting, 
and does not- cbnfer authority upon any' man nor 
upon any set of men to dictate to others in matters 
of religious faith or practice. These men ·h.ave a 
perfect right not to' vote, but they ought to be able 
to give a mo~e rational and more liberal reason for 
their course than that given by Mr. Foster. B. 

THE PAPACY AND PROGRESS.-!. 

dia many things which their coreligionists would 
not do now, a,nd appreciate. clearly' that Catholics 
have not been left o~t in the grand march of prog
ress, which has. brought with it new ideas, new in
terests, and new ways of looking at things. 

"In the Middle Ages and the period of the 
Reformation politics and religion were almost a'ne. 
To-day men, whether Catholics or Protestants, sepa
rate their politics and religiop. * * * 

"At the present time * * * the best of our 
citizens, those who have helped-to make this coun
try what it is and will continue to assist in her prog
ress on broad humanitarian lines, have no fear of 
·the Catholic element Qf:-our citizenship, which has 
been with us since the beginning and has thrown 
itself nobly into the common struggle. 

"These people know that \Ve are all 'brothers 
under the_ skin,' and whatever has happened,in past 
ages,_ both siaes were to blame, and both have 
learned the lesson of ,tolerance, liberality, and na
tionality, and it· is not for us, to throw into each
o1:her's faces the blood they then spilled; and which 
has long since cried to. heaven for vengeance." 

Some Questions. 

Now the writer has no desi~e to quarrel with 
Mr .. Malone, nor to make any attacks upon Cath
orics, "groundless'' or otherwise. He does not de
sire to question the loyalty of Catholics nor to say 
that they have "been ·left out in the grand march of 

REv. THOMAS H. MALONE, in hi<> article of dis- progress." The statements of Mr. Malone may be, 
sent from ·Catholic federation in the October North and <loubtless are, true with reference to great nom
American. Review, to which attention was called in hers of Catholics as individuals, but certainly he is 
these column~ recently, while declaring such action mistaken if he means that his language- shall .be 
to be " pernicious in itself," puts forth as his chief taken as applying to the-Catholic Church itself, 
objection that it .will '''Prove injurious to Cath- Has the J;>apacy "learned the lesson o.f toler~nce"? 
olics," and- is •; likely to 'react upon Catholics Has she lea-rned to" separate politics and religion"? 
eyery'Yhere." He considers the loyalty of Catholics Has she kept up . with "the grand march of pro
to American institutions <!S beyond question, but in gress "? Has she learned "new ways of looking at 
view of the fact that" ruthless al'ld malign has been things"? Will she not do now what she did in the 
the misrepresentation in certain quarters of the Middle Ages?· These are vital questions that are 
spirit of Catholic citizens," such movements as that suggested by the language of Mr. Mal()ne. 
b-eing forwarded by Bi-~hop-McFaul are very unwise - In. securing satisfactory answers to these ques_. 
because they g-ive excuse for certain "fanatics" to- . tions it is unnecessary td go l:>ack to 'forquemada 
continue their "groundless attacks."· In discussing and the Inquisition, to St. Bartholemew and there, 
this point Mr. Malone says: _ joicings of Gregory XIII., to the Duke of Alva ~nd 

· the wholesale murder of Protestants in· the Nether
" Catholics owe it to themselves to avoid giving, · . lands; to th,e Dragonade and Louis XIV., or to the 

by their attitude or their acts, even the semblance 
ofprobability to the statements Of those who, when thunders of the papal pontiffs against the Albigen-
talking about them, argue from i:he viewpoint of the ses and and Waldenses. These are, indeed, things 
Middle Ages, and picture Catholics doing now what that can not be blotted from human memory, but 
Catholics did then. · Enlightened non-Catholics re- we turn elsewhere f9r the attitude of the Papacy 
alize full welL that non-Catholics in the Middle Ages ·to-day. 
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'' Pope Leo Speaks to America.'' 

It would be easy to pile up quotations from 
Catholic authorities showing that the church to
day stands where she has always stood, and that she 
is not only not asha~ed of her record during the 
Middle Ages, but stoutly insists that she was right 
then and would be right in doing the same things 
now. But it is sufficient for the present purpose to 
go directly to the present head of that church and 
ascertain from him-the greatest living authority
the present attitude of the church. This he has made 

·very plain Qn many occasions, but on none _more 
plain than in his encyclical published in this country 
e~rly in 1895· This document is recent and author
itative, and the writer will confine himself in this 
article quite closely to it in its bearing upon the 
questions enumerated above. 

This encyclical has not received the attention 
that it deserves. Some stir was made over it befo_re 
its appearance, but there has been little reference to 
it since. It came shortly after the appointment of 
an "apostolic delegate," to this country and the 
announcement from Catholic sources that the Pope 
had elevated "the United States to the first rank a~ 
a Catholic nation." The attention of the whole 
country had been called to this forth-coming docu
ment months before its appearance in the press on· 

· the morning of January 29, r8gg. We shall quote 
from it as it appeared in the New York Herald . ' 
where it was published under the heading, " Pope 
Leo Speaks tb America." A brief glance at the 
openfng paragraphs ·is sufficient to show that no 
more appropriate heading could have been given it, 
for the Pope, while ostensibly addressing" our Ven
erable Brethren, the Archbishops. and Bishops of 
the United States," was really speaking to the 
American people themselves m their national .ca
pacity. 

The· Pope's Regard for " Christian " America. ' 

In the opening paragraph the Pope expresses · 
his high esteem and exceeding love for" the young 
. and vigorous American nation." In the second 
paragraph he tells how he" commemorated together 
with you v the c.elebration by "your whole nation " 
of" the completion of the fourth century since th~ 
discovery of America." So greatly did he share in 
these rejoicings that he could not be .. content with 

offering prayers at a distanc~ for your welfare and 
greatness;" but wished to be " in some manner pres-

--------------- __ . ____ . ---

ent with yot.t in your festivities."- .. Hence," he says, 
"we cheerfully senf one who would represent our 
person." Satolli was the person s~nt, and he came 
not alone t0 represent the Pope at the World's Fair 
and in that way alone to show the Pope's interest i~ 
the affairs of the American people, but with his 
coming to this country there ~as establish~d "by 
-th: Apostolic See" "an Americ<!.n Legation.'' " By 
this action,"' the. Pope says at another place in the 
encyclical,-" as we have elsewhere intimated we have 
wish~d, first of all, to certify that in our jud;ment and 
affictzon ./tm~rica occupies the same place and rights as 
other states, be they, ever so mighty and imperial.'' This 
action, he says farther, "accorded with the usage 
and policy of the.Apostolic See. For it has been; 
from earliest antiquity, the custom of the Roman 
Pontiffs, in the exercise of the divinel~ bestowed 
gift of the primacy ir:i the administration of the 
Church of Christ, to send forth legates to Christian 
nations and. peoples." Thus the pope responded to 
the declaration of the Supren.e Court but a short 
time before that "this is a Christian nation." And 
let it be noted that that response, in the language 
of the Pope himself, was but the carrying out of 
"the custom oj the Roman Pontiffs" "from the earliest 
antiquity.'' 

In the next paragraph the Pope declares that jt . 
was with "good reason" that he took part in this 
celebration of the whole people of this cozmfrJ!, and gives 
as one reaspn that ''when America was as yet but a 
new b?rn babe, uttering in its cradle its first feeble 
cries, the Church took it t9 her ~osom and· motherly 
embrace." Continuing yvith these "reasons," he 
says: 

"The 1 · v~ry na~es newy given to so many of 
your towns and nvers and mountains :ind lakes 
t~ach and clear]~ wi~n~ss how deeply your begin~ 
m?gs were marked with the footprints of the Cath.: 
ol1c Church .. Nor perchance, did the fact that we 
now relate take place without some. design of Divine 
~rovidence. Precisely at the epoch when the Amer
I~an colonies, having, with Catholic a:id, achieved 
liberty and independence, coalesced into a constitu
·ti:mal repu?lic, the ecclesiastical heirarchy was hap
pily, established among you, and at the very time' 
:"hen the, popular suffrage placed the great Wash
mgton at the helm ?f the Republic, the first bishop
was set by apo'!tohc authority over the American 
~hurch. The welt-known frieiidship ana familiar 
mtercour~e which subsisted between these two men 
seems to ~e. an e~idence that the-United States ought 
to be conJoined m, concord and amity with the Cath-
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olic Church. And not without cause, for' without 
morality the state ~can not endure." 

It is interesting to note how ml-lch the Pope finds 
in common between the voung republic of the New 
World, the gn~at distinction of which has been the 
tact that it has in principle and largely in practice 
utterly divorced church ~md stat.e and repudiated 
arid denied the use of f9rce in matters of opinion 
and religion, and the old sOrceress of tyranny'ofthe 
Old World whose .:hie£ distinction is that of occu
pyi~g the highest' place "among the contrivances 
which have been devised for deceiving and oppres
sing mankind." And it is interesting, too, to note 
with what care he manufactures the basis fqr tl}e 
cOnclusion that this republic "ouxht to be _conjoined 
in concord and. amity with the Catholic Ch7-t.rch." This 
concjusionis tke key of his encyclical; and the quotations 
thus far made are a fitting intrOdqction to the para
graph to which especiai attention should be given. 

The Papacy and the Fathers of the Republic. 

But first, we can not forbear a few remarks re
l<Hing to the quotation just given. There may have 
existed the utmost friendship between John Carroll, 
the first bishop of Baltimore, and Washingt-on and 
other great Americans of that day, but it does not 
follow by any means that the Catholi~ ·system was 
especially in favor among them, or ,, that they 
felt at all the need of the "motherly embrace" of 
the church or that "'the United States ought to be 
conjoined in concord and amity with the Catholic" 
Church" in the sense in which the-Pope uses these 
words._ When, in 1783, the Pope, through his nuncio 
at ~aris, made overtures to Franklin on the subject 
of appointing an apostolic vicar_ for the United 
States (extending, as it were, the arms of_ the church 
for the " motherly embrace"), 'he was. informed 
that the subject, being purely sp-iritual, was not ~ · 
matter with which the American Government __ could 
properly have ·anything to do. James Madison and 

·others- in Virginia considered it of: the utmost im
portance to oppose a measure because they saw in 
it that which would "lead us back to the church of 
Rome." The first Continental Congress, in its me
morial addressed to the people ()f Great Britain, 
written by Jo~n Jay, used these words in speaking 
of the e'stablishment of the Catholi_c religion by the 
English government in a portion of the Dominion 
of Canada: " Nor can we suppress our astonishment 
that a. British parliament sho.uld ever consent to 

establish in that country a religion that has deluged 
your isla~d in blood, and dispersed impiety, bigotry, 
persecution, murder, and rebellion through every 
part of the world." Honor should be given to-whom 
honor is due, and it may be and doubtless is true 
that John Carr"oll is entitled to the credit and honor ' 
of having done what he could to aid the colonies in 
securing their independence, but it will never be 
possible for Leo XIII. or any one else to show that 
the Catholic Church is entitled to any credit or any 
honor for the Declaration of Independenceilnd the 
setting -up of a government on its principles. 

The conside~ation of these things shovyin'g the 
real, drift-of the encyclicaJ makes it necessary to 
leav~ until next week the important paragraph. 

JoHN D. BRADLEY. 

---------·------
A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

The Fathers: The Consent of the Gov~rned, and the 
- . " Party Spirit." 

No one can read the history of the infancy and
early childhood of these United States and not be
come deeply impressed with the sacred reverence 
in which the Fathers held the pillars of priceless 
pfinciple upon which the sheltering roof to so many 

·millions-the Constitution of the United States, was 
u2reared. 

In the speeches, the letters, and the state papers 
o( the time this everywhere appears. There is a 
rich fervor of righteousness and truth i~ them all. 
'There is manifest a WS!alth of honesty and robust
ness of true -life which is indeed refre'shing. There 
is an entire absenc·e of cant and catchy phrase mak~ 
ing, and in its place a steady stream of loyalty 'to· 
those principles of government to which they had 
pledged "their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred 
honor." 

"It would be unbecoming," said PresidentJohn 
·Adams wher} Congress first rriet at Washington',. 
"the r~presentatives of this, nation to assemble for 
the first time in this solemn temple without looking 
up to the Supreme Ruler of the universe and implor-
ing his blessing. , 

"May this territory be 'the residence of virtue 
and happiness! _ In this city may that piety and 
virtue, that wisdom and magnaminity, that con
stancy and self-government which adorned the great· 
character whose name it bears be forever held in 
veneration! Here and throughout our contry may 
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simple manners, pure morals, and' true religion You can not shield yourselves too much against the 
ftou'rish forever!"-Fourth Annual Address, November jealousies and heartburnings which. spring from these 
2 2 , I8oo. misrepresentations; they tend to render alien to 

Mirrored in these words are the innate desires of each othe~ those who ought to be bound together by 
fraternal affection. * * * the founders of -the nation. Their love for their 

country was not in word only, "but in deed and in "All obstructions to the execution of the laws, 
all combinations and associations, under whatever 

truth." And we can truthfully say of them, as was- plausible charact~r, with -the rea1 design to direct, 
fittingly said of George Washington just after he control, counteract, or awe the regular deliberation 
had passed away: and action of the constituted authorities, are de-

" Ancient and modern names are diminished be- structive of this fundamental principle-and of fatal 
fore him. Greatness and guilt have too often been tendency. They serve to organize fact-ion; toogive 
allied, but his fame is whiter than it is brilliant. it an artificial and extraordinary force; to put in the 
Th-e , destroyers of nations stood abashed at the place of the delegated will of a nation the will of 
majesty of his virtue. It reproved the intemperance a p~rty, often a small, but artful and enterprising 
of their ambition and darkened the splendor of vic- minnrity of the comm(inity, and, according to the at
tory. The scene is closed, and we are nd longer ternate triumphs of different parties, to make the public 
anxious lest misfortune should sully his glory. He administration the mirror of ill-concerted and in
has traveled on to the end of his journey and car- congruous proje~ts of (action rather th~n the organ 
ried with him an increasing weight of honor. He of consistent and wholesome plans, digested by com
has deposited it safely where misfortune can not mon counsels and modified by mutual interests. 
tarnish it, where malice can not blast it."_:_Address " However combinations of associations of the 
of Samuel Livermore, President of the Senate protem- above description may now and then a~swer popular 
pore, to John Adams, President of the United States, in ends, they are likely in the course of time and thipgs 
behalfoftheSenate, on theocct!lsionofthedeath of George to become potent engines by which cunning, ambi
Washington. tjous, and unprincipled men will be enabled to sub-

vert the power of the people, and to usurp for them-
-The jealous care with which these great men selves the reins of government, destroying afterwards 

guarded the inviolability of the "consent-of-the the very engines which have lifted them. to unjust 
governed" principle is illustra~ed to a remarkable dominion. . . . ' 
degree by the . manner in which they feared the '·Toward the preservation of your Government 
"party spirit." - and the permanency of your present happy state, it 

Primarily it must be borne in mind that the found- - is requisite. not only that you steadily discountenance 
ers of the· American Republic did not anticipate in irregular oppositions to its acknowledged authority, 

but also that you resist with care the spirit of in no-
the beginning that America would ever be ruled by - . -vation. upon tts principl~s, however specious the pre-
political parties. They-regarded political parties as a texts. * * * 
menace to free government, and as a factor in events "I have already intimated· to you the danger. of-
possessing a tendency to make null and void the parties in the state, with particular reference to the 
consent-of-the-governed system in theN orth Ameri- founding of them on geographical discriminatipns. 

- ! ·can Union. Let me now take a more comprehensive view, and 
These thoughts are admirably se( forth in the. warn you in the most solemn manner against tlze baneful 

famous Farewell Address of George Washington, as effects of the sp~·rit of-party generally. 
·well as in the state papers of some of his immediate !'This spirit, unfortunately, is inse_parable from 

our nature, having its root in the strongest passions 
successors in the presidential chair: of the human mind. It exists under different shape·s 

· "In contemplating the causes which may d'is- in all governments, more or less stifled, controlled, 
turb our uri ion it occurs as matter of se.rious concern or repressed, bu-t in those of the popular f-orm it is 
.that any ground sh~uld have been furnished for seen in its greatest rankness, and is truly their worst 
characterizing parties by geographical discrimina- enemy. 
tions-Northern and Southern, Atlantic and Western- . "The alternate domination of one f<:tction over 
whence designing. men may endeavor to excite a another, sharpened by the spirit q1 revenge natural 
belle£ that there is a real difference of local interests to party dissension, which, in different ages . and 
arid views. Orre of the expedients of party to ac- countries, has perpetrated the most horrid enorrili
~uire influence within paiticul<J;r districts is to inis- __ ties, is itself a fright-ful despotism. Butlhis le<ids at 
represent the opinions and aims of other district?. length to a more fprmal and :permaneirt despotism. 



The disorders and miseries which result gradually in- D. C., that in Alaska grants of money al_ld live stock 
cline the mind_s of men to seek security and repose in the are being systematically paid to Protestant missions 
absolute power of an individual, ·and sqoner or later ·the in Alaska through the Rev. Sheldon Jackson. Alaska 
chief of some prei!aili'ng faction, more able or_ more for- stands in relation to the United States in much: the 
tunate ·them his competitors, ·turns this disposition to the sarhe position as th~ Indian Territories. Recently 

'pzirposes ofhiso_wn elevation ontheruins of public liberty. -it was stated, publicly and emphatically, that the 
·•·without .looking forward to an extremity of Government had oh<:e for all made up its mind that 

this ki-nd -(which nevertheless ought not to be en,.- no more money would be paid to contract schQois 
tirely out of sight) the common and continual mi:.:. of any denomination, and it has rigidly carried out 
chiefs of the spirit of party are sufficient to make It its stern decree in regard to the unhappy Catholic 
the inter~st and duty of a wise people to dis.courag.e Indians. 
and restrain it." - "As for those who are not Catholics, so far as theit 

"It serves always to distract the public councils material interests are concerned, they are in po way 
and enfeeble the public administration. It agitates affected by the decision. Practically the' change of 
the community with ill-founded jealousies and false policy means the coer-:ion of the Indians to accept 
alarms; kindles the animosities of one part against the Protestant.religion or starve. The methods by 
another· foments occasionallVriot and insurrection·. _which this insidious scheme is being worked are 
It open~ the c_!oor to foreign influence a'nd corrup- graphically described in a number ot' letters now 
tion, which finds a facilitated access to the govern- -given to the world in the November issue of the 
ment.itself through the channels of party passion. Messenger of the Sacred Heart; One of them tells how 
Thus-the policy and the wi)l of one co.untry are sub" in a certain agency nineteen public schools have . 
jected to the policy and will of another. been erected under cove1· of 5eing non-seCtarian. 

"There is ah opinion that parties in free coun- All these are simply Protestant schools, and open 
tries are useful checks upon fhe admrnistration of and undisguised Protestant teaching is given in 

· the government and serve to keep alive the spirit of some. This is exemplified in the fact that Bibles 
liberty. This within ce~;tain limits is probably hue; are being given in them by Protestant clergymen 
and in governments of a mona·rchkal cast_ patriotism and the children are bdng compulsorily baptized in 

. may look with indulgence, if not with favor, up·on the the Protest.ant faith, even against their protests. _ 
spirit of party. But in those of the popular character, "Th~se flagrant violations both of the Constitu
in governments purely elective, it is a spirit not to be tion and the Government's stern declarations :1gainst 
encouraged. From their natural-tendency it is c·er- the sectarian principle are being perpetratecj, under 
tain there wlH always be enough of that spirit for circumstances which make the pr_oselytism a thou
every salutary purpose; and there being constant- sand· fold mo-re intolerable and galling. In the faCt 
danger of excess the effort ought to be'by force of that it is.the Indians' own motrey that is being util
publi<: opinion to mitigate and a~suage it._ A fire ized to paganize or Protestantize them is found the 
-not to be quenched, it demands a uniformv.igila_nce to very cynicism of arbitrary wrong. The Indians in 
prevent its bursting into a: flame lest, inste_ad of warn- soriYe.· of those places have- petitioned that their 
ing, it should consume."-Fromthe FarewellA0dressof children be sent-to Catholic schools 51nd the expense 
George Was-hington, September. I7, I796. Vzde The be deducted from the allowance made to them, 
Messages and Papers of the Pr.eszdents'by Hon.James D. u_nder covenant, in, lieu of the lands they handed 
Richardson, of Tennessee, vol: I, pp, 2 IJ et seq. over· to the Government. But these petitions the 

PERCY T. MAGAN. rigidly· impartial State . Department has stoically 
(Continued next week:) refused. The Indians must not do as· they please 

with their own money, but m:ust have it bestowed as 

CATHOLIC. INDIAN_ SCHOOLS. 

Tms article which we reprint verbatim, including 
the heading; from the Catholic-Standard and Times_ of 
Philadelphia, shows most conclusively that the 
question of Catholic Indian Schools is not settled. 
-Depend upon it, we shall_very soon hear more upon 
this subject. The Standard's article is as foll€>w~: 

-_,, Non-Sectarianism Spells- Protestantism. 

" Recently we showed bv the terms of official re
ports from the Bureau of Education, Washington, 

martinets in Washington and in Congress w:ish. 
" Meanwhile the pall of starvation hangs over the. 

the Catholic schools. Nothing more pitiable than 
-the present condition of the schools thus left dere
lict ever appealed to the hearts of the just and mer
ciful. The teaching staffs in many cases are in a 
state ~f absolute famine, and the few poor Indian 
charges whom they have left. suffer the pangs of 
hunger as well. The children pine under • half 
rations,'. while the religious who teach them half 
starve themselye's in order to spare their slender 
store for their more tender charges. Think of itt 
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Forty days and nights in the wilderness with naught 
but spiritual sustenance to uphold the brave hearts 
who thus devote their lives to the service of those 
miserable • wards of 'u.e nation '-fhe most pitiless 
guardian that was ever seJ over brother as his 
keeper. 

"We can add nothing to the pathos of tliis story.
It must go straight home to every noble heart, Cath
olic or Protestant, and waken the generous impulses 
of the better part of the people. But for Catholics 
it can have but one message. It must rouse them 
to instant effort for the relief of the stricken Cath
olic .Indians and their teachers." 

ROME AND THE BIBLE. 

From the Lutheran Witness, 

THE bold statement has lately been 'made that 
the Romish Church fostered the circulation and 
study of the Bible in the vernacular even before the 
Reformation, and that she has not opposed the 
spreading of the Scriptures. In searching for his
torical truth in this matter it is necessary to bear in 
mind that the Romish Church has not always been 
and is not always in harmony with herself. Her his
tory is /notoriously of such composition as to 
admit of being adduced either in the affirmative 
or in the negative of many questions. All that 
is ;{eeded is to know what is to be proved 
()r disproved, and the "painstaking" Romish 
historian will find -the history to · fiJ the case. 
Besides, Rome is very shrewd iq a~c()mmodating 

herself to ~urroU:ndings, and is never worse, from an 
evangelical viewpoint, than the times and other cir
cumstances will permit. To judge of her position 
on any point it is necessary to know her express 
doctrine in connection with her practice when she 
felt free to carry out her will. 

The Testimony of History. 

The testimony of trustworthy history proves that 
Rome r~gards the Bible as a dangerous book for 
Christians, especially when read by laymen in their 

"--WU language. The rule is that laymen are not per
. mitted to read tlre Scriptures. In exceptional casc;s 

laymen may have the Word in a Rom ish· translation 
if the r.e~pective bishops will give written, permission.; 
but the bishop must give.this permission only when 
the father confessor' certifies that the respective ap
plic-ant is sufficientlygr~unded inpapistical do~trine. 

, Whoever, without such permission, is found in pos
ses5ion of a Bible in the vernacular lays himself 

' ' 

open to the suspicion of heresy, commits a great sin, 
and can not recieve absolution until_ he has sur
rendered the book. The book dealer who sells a 
Bible to a Romish layman who has not the permis
sion to read the same, ls taken under disc-ipline.· 
This, we find, is fhe attitude in which history, past 
and present, finds Rome against the general reading 
of the Bible. 

The Bible Placed on the " Index;" 

In proof, a few references. The great Pope, 
Gregory VII., wrote in ro8o that God was pleased to 
have the word reniain unknown in some localities 
in order to save th~· people ·from error. The Coun-

. cil of Toulouse, in 1229, prohibited laymen from 
possessing the two Testaments, and even from read
ing the Psalter in the vernacular. Similar action 
was taken by tht Council of Tarracona, 1234: In 
I 564 Pope Pius IV. approved the following decree 
of the Council of Trent: "Whereas experience has 
taught us that the reading of the Bible in the vernac
ular has do9e more harm than good, be jt resolved 
that the permission of the bishop or of the inquisi
tion must be procured by the priest for such person 
as desires to read the Scriptures in the vernacular 
and is known to be sound in faith and in piety. This 
permission shall be given in writing., On the other 
hand, if any; one desires to possess and to read the 
Bible without such permission; _ _he shalL not receive 
absolution from sins until he has placed the. Bible 
in the hands of the officer sent by the bishop." 
Sixtus V. (I585-1590) amended this rule by ordering 
that even a bishop is not allowed to grant such per
mission' to a laym'an, while Urban VIII. decreed in 
1631 that not even a bishop himself is allowed to 
read a vernacular Bible without permission from the 
Pope. It is said that in the." Jesuits' Confession," 
called the" Hungarian Formulary of Damnations," 
is contained the blasphemous expres~ion, "We c:on
fess that the reading of the Holy Scriptures is the 
origin of all heresies· and sects and a source of blas-

·phemy." In the beginning of the nineteenth century 
Dr. Leander Van Ness, a R..omlsh professor of the
ology in the·University of Marburg, finished a trans
lation of the Bible which"was at first received with 
approbation by the Romi-sh auth<;>-rities; but when it 
began- to. b~ distributed too generally among the 
people it was placed on the "Index'' or list of books 
with which fai~hful Romanists must hkve nothing 
to do. 
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The Gospels Suppressed in France. 

In 1~86, Henri Lasserre, a faithful Romanist, pub
lished a translation of the Gospels ~nto French: He 
was known before that time as the author of a suc
cessful book on Lourdes and . the miracles wrought 
there, of which he claimed to haye proof in his own 
person. Turning to the study of Holy Writ, he de
rived so much benefit from the reading of the Book 
of books, that he determined to share this blessing 
with his fellow-believers, .of whom hundreds, he said, 
who partook of the sacraments, had never open,ed a 
Bible. His translation, fairly correct and dedicated 
to "Our dear Lady of Lourdes," was received with 
the greatest approval by the highest Romish ati
thorities, when, all of a sudden, on December 19, 
r887, a decree of the "Congregation of the Index " 
appeared by which the book was unreservedly co~
demned, its publication forbidden, and those in pos
session of copies ord~red to surrender them to the 
ecclesiastical authorities. To-day the book belongs 
to the rarities. 

Must ·Read 'in a Corrupted Text. 

In order to stereotype and perpetuate error the 
Council of Trent placed the Apocryphal books-un
inspired human products-on equal rank with the 
books of God's Spirit-inspired revelation.. Besides, 
that council decreed that "our Holy Mother, the 
church, possesses the sole right to define the true 
meaning and sense of the Holy Scriptures," and that 
the "holy Catholic and Apostolic Roman Church is 
the mother and mistress (regent and teacher) of all 
chunohes." To this, Card.inal Betlarmin, who lived in 
the seventeenth century a'nd is the great expouen't 
of popery as constituted unde.r the Jesuitic system, 
adds: "Inerrancy is not found with a council of 
bishops; it is found only with the Pope." The 
Jesuits' Confession teaches: "All and everything 
taught, ordained, and instituted by the Pope, whether 
it is contained in the Scriptures Qr ·not, and what
ever he commands must be accepted as saving and 
divine truth, and must, therefore, be held in higher 
e~teem by the. laity then even the commandments 
of the living God." And, lastly, when for good rea
so:O.s it becomes necessary to' allow the laity to have 
a Bible in the vernacular, the translation must be 
one "approved by the church," and must be read 
"with submission. to the interpretation and .au
thority of the church." This means that the Word 
must be read in the t~xt_::::corrupted as every one 

may know-that the Romish Church furnishes, and 
must be understood in the sense in which t~afchurch 
understands the Word. Thus the machinery for 
perpetuating error and superstition is perfect and 
efiic1ent in either case, with or without the laity's 

,.having access to a Bible; and how cruelly in earnest· 
the Romanists' have been about quenching the light 

, that would -stream from an open Bible is evidenced 
by the dying groans of tens of thousands of martyrs, 
whose damning crime was loving andbelieving their 
Bible too well. 

"Rome Never Changes." 

But has not, perhaps, Rome changed? Rome! 
Changed! The Reverend. Burry, writing in the Lu
theran Standard, quot_es from a Romish catechism 
written by a Romish bishop and used in the diocese 
of Columbus, 0. It teaches that the laity may read 
the Scripture in the original Hebrew and Greek, or 
in the Latin Vulgate translation, or iri .an approved 
modern version; but always with due submission to 
the interpretation-and authority of the church. This 
hatred for the Word manifests itself to-day in the 
priest-ruled republics of our hemisphere in persecu
tion of t-hose who would introdu.ce the op~n Bible. 
Pope Leo XIII., the present "liberal" pontiff, is ri.otone 
whit behind his-predecessors in fulminating against 
Protestant Bible societies and against the spreading 
of the Bible as "a pestilence, the ruin of faith, the 
great danger for souls." True, the Romanist will 

"lay much stress on the fact that it . is " Protestant" 
translations and "Pn)testant" societies for the 
spreading of the Bible which t_he popes . coridemn. 
.But history proves that even a ver?ion from a Ro
mish •SOUrce, issued by episcopal authority, may find 
a place on the index of prohibited books. Besides, 

. if it is fear for the supposed errors in Protestant 
versions that has called forth the denunciation of 
Bible societies, .why has the Romish Church never 
used a vanishing. moiety of its all but limitless re
sources to spread its vers_ions broadcast am~ng its 
people? Where are the Romish Bible societies and 
where does the Romish clergy, except where forced 
to it by conditions over which they have no con" 
tr9l. where does this clergy encourage the people to 
search the Scriptures in order that they may prove 
all things? 

Dr. De Costa Answered. 

, Dr. De Costa, in his tirade against Protestants 
fo_r maintaining that the. Romish Church opposed 
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the spreading and popular reading of the Bible, 
" makes much of the fact that there were iri Germany, 

for example, versions of the Bible before Luther's 
translation. It has never occurred to any one to 
deny this historical fact. Between the years 1466 
and r 522 there were printed in Germany as many as 
seventeen translations "of the Bible into _the vernac
ular. But the circulation was very ·limited for 
various reasons, prominent among which were the 
facts that the work of translation was so bunglingly 
~done as to make • the text well .nigh unintelligible; 
and that the versions, made from the Vulgate, were 
replete with errors. Not until he was twenty years old, 
in I 507, did Luther, born of faithful church mem
bers, a diligent student and investigator, see a com
plete copy of the Bible. When, in I 522, he published 
his translation of theN ew Testament, the first edition 
of 3,000 was sold, at a comparatively high price, in 
the first three months. Afterwards edition after 
edition of tl:ie whole Bible was issued, and one hun
dred thousand copies, or more, were sold in forty 
years. Do these f~cts seem to· bear out De Costa's 
statements about an "unchained" Bible, and that in· 
"I 507 small and cheap pocket editions were in cir
culation"? That Luther's translation was largely 
plagiarized from prior versions is one of those flings 
in the face of history and fact of which no one but 
a Romanist-preferably a newly converted one
could make himself guilty, and is altogether in line 
with the ~tatement that in. the "King James Version 
the Word of God was deliberately mutilitated." 

The translations of the Bible into the vernacular 
in the Middle Ages prior to the Reformation, were 
due largely, if not exclu_sively·, to the dawning knowl
edge of the corruption and errors .. of the Papacy. 
Time and again men arose who/ saw more or less 
clearly the anti-Christian character of the Pope and 
his doctrine, and they sought for weapons in the 
Scriptures, "as far as these were c:ccessible: True, 
these tr.anslations fell far short o! what they should 
have been, but they were far better th;ui. nothing and 
their effects were such as to rouse the murderous 
fury of the Ro~anists, who sought to .root out these 
versions with fire and sword, and to offset them with 
translations from papistic sources .. Since theRefor
mation the Romish Church ~as been largely on the 
defensive, and has geen Dhliged to ,do, especially 
here in OUT country, wba't she would never think of 
doing in her day of uncontested~slipremacy. What- ; 
ever meas~re of ehcour~gement and freedom fot the 

stu.dy of the-Bible is given to Romanists here OT else
where, is due largely to the spirit of the Reformation 
and the power with which God crowned this His 
work. Even for the followers of the Pope the Bible 
has .been loosed from chains by the hand of <;iod 
working- through Martin Luther. 

l 

News,. Notes ... 
and Comrn.~nt 

'I HE Defender, the organ of- t,he " New E'ngland 
Sabb~th Protective League," notes in its November 
number that" the Synod of New York, which em
braces all New England, took a decided position at 
its annual meeting with reference to Sunday closing
at the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo. The 
clergymen and laymen- making up that influential 
body," says the Defender, "were unanimous in their 
expression of opinion and their vote against Sunday 
opening." The Defender adds th~t ''a committee 
of prominent business men of Buffalo was appointed 
by the Synod to further the movement .for Sunday 
closing." "It will be a nation~l disgrace," asserts 
the Defender, "if this great exposition, which will 
receive help from the United States Government, 
shall disregard the fundamental principles and prac
tices of our national life." We would be pleased to 
be informed how long since Sunday observance be
came one of the "fundamental principles of our 
national life." 

"'WE shall be pleased," says the organ of the 
"New England Sabbath Protective League," "to come 
into contact with aJl friends of the Lord's day in 
New England who believe that there are abuses 
which can beand should be re~:pedied." We are not 
in New England, but we can p~int out one abuse 
that should be remedied; r1amely, the one very com
mon in many places of invoking the civil law to. 
compel all the people to keep Sunday simply be
cause some o{ the people believe that keeping tnat 
day is a ~eligious duty. 

IT was openly charged at the time of the great 
r~Ilroad strike in this city in 1894 that the bur.fl~l!lg 
of freight cars was not the "::ork of the mob, butthat 
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is was done by men in the employ of the railroads. 
The object, it wa~ asserted, was to bring about Fed
eral interference, which was finally secured. This 
charge seems to be sustained in large measure by 
evidence brought out in civil suits for· damages 
brought by the railroads against the city and county. 
Ever since the great strike, attorneys for the labor 
·unions· have declared that the companies dare not 
allow these facts to be broughf out in court, but re
cently one of these suits ·was tried and resulted in 
a verdicU.n favor of the city on the ground that the 
railroad compani~s, through their own employes, 
destroyed their own property, expecting, of course, 
to ~ompel p·ayment for it after the strike. 

' . 

!'THERE are those who deplore the fact that no 
Worla's Parliame~t of Religions was conducted in 
connection with the Paris Exposition," says the 
Lutheran Wuness. · "To make up in part for this 
seeming defect there has recently been held what is 
called the International Sunday. Rest Congress, 
similar to the one at Brussels in· r8g6. Now we are 
riot all dear as to what is. what in this matter. It is 
announced that the assemblage was tQ consider 
'only the physical ·and industrial gains arising from 
the .. week-day rest,' and yet; in the same breath, this 
congress is called' an evidence .of religion in •its in-' 
stitutional form.' The very fact that religious jour
nals attach' any importance to such a ·project indi~ 
cates that it is after all ~ly an ill disguised attempt ., 
to further' the cause of. the 'Christian Sabbath.' · If 

' ' 
such is the case the Sunday Rest Congress is just as 

· much out of place, and will do. just as little real 
good as the World's ·Parliament of Religions did.'' 

SPEAKING of the results of the eighteenth an
nual session of. the Indian Conference, just held at 
Lake Mohonk, the Imlependent says: "For the ln-

. dian problem there is but one solution and con
d~sion,-the treat_ing of the Indian just like the 
white man, giving him the same protection by law, 
the same privileges of citizenship -and education . 
~nd self-support, the same right and the same risk 
i)i paddling his own canoe in whatever waters. he 
may· choose. ' . 

Then the Jndian will no longer .constitute an ex
ception to the rule of government by consent of the 
governed. 

A RoMAN Catholic writer of some note takes a 
rather gloomy view of the future of" the church" in 
France, and predicts that " a day will of necessity 
come when-they [the Protestants] will drive the cu~e 
from his church, the bishop fwm his cathedral, imd · 
every Catholic from public office." 

If this is the tre~nd in France the conditions are 
very unlike those in this country. Here Romanism 
is .making very rapid progress, and is every day in
creasing its political influence. According to the 
best authorities, the same is true in other countries, 
notably England and Germany. 

~~ 

SuNDAY golf is said to be causing much discus
sion among golf plar~rs themselves at the present 
time in New England. The. Defender suggests that 
"some timely, forceful sermons on 'amusements, 
their legitimate. place, and the time for enjoying 
them,' delivered from pulpits, might have a re
straining and healthful influence just now, if ministers 
would only preach them." 

~'""' 
" MRs. CoNGER, in a letter to her neice," says the 

Christian Endeavor World, "tells how a Chinese bul
let made a hole in the Declaration of Indepeqdence 
in the American legation at Peking. The hole will 
·be mended when an American is as safe in China as. 
at home.'' It will take more than safety in China 
to repair the injurydone to the Dtdaration 9£ In
dependence, not by Chinese b'ullets, but by Ameri
can politicians. 

' CAPTAIN LEARY, until quite recently governor
general of Guam, one of the islands acquired from 
Spain during the late war, is reported as sayirrg in 
an interview that "if he had his way he would hang 
ever>: American citizen who presumed to pubiicly 
express 'dissent from the present foreign policy of 
tlle Government, as it is being worked- out in our 
'dependencies.'' It may well be doubted whether the 
captain made the statement quite as strong as is re
ported, but the. sentiment attributed. to him is in 
perfect keeping with the spirit of imperialism. 

~~ 

MANY people have evidently grown tired ~f wait
ing for the coming of the kingdom_of Christ, when 

· war shall be learned. no more, and so are declaring 
that the kingdom of Christ is war!--Farm, Stock and 
Home. 
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THE OLAD TIDINGS. 
A verse by-verse stu.dy of 

the book of Gal11,tians. By 
E. J. WAGGONER. 

"'l'he Epistle to the Galatians, 
together "'ith its companion, the 
Epistle to the Romans, was the 
source through the Spirit, of the 
Reformation of the sixteenth cen
tury: The reformation then be
gun is not yet complete, and the 
same watchword-the just shall 
live byfait11-needs to be sounded 
now." You will find this book a 
"feast of good things," even the 
"glad tidings of salvation:" 265 
pages. Cloth, 6oc. ; paper, 25c. 

AddreRR any of our agencies, or our 
nearest House. 

PACIPIO PRESS PUB. CO., 
39 Bond St., New York. 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, La!. 

LABOR AND THE MONEY POWER. 

By Prof. G. W. RrNE, B. L. 

Says a well-known editor in a 
recent 'edrtorial notice of this 
tract:-

HTHE PRESENT CRISIS 

AND OUR DUTY," 

No.4 of 
"Religious Liberty Library,,. 

is a tract for the times. 
Everybody ought to read 
it. The following sub
headings give a good idea 
ofthe contents of the latter 
half of this publication: 

"Shall We Remain True to the Principle?" 
••Principle, not Politics., 
"At the Parting of the Ways." 
"What Shalf the Answer Be?, 
"Some Representative Utterances/' 
"The Flame of Life Burns Lower and Lower:• 
"National Destiny." . 
"Why We Discuss this Question." 
"The United States 

One of the Kings of th~ East.". 

Thirty-four pAges, price. single ,copy, three 
cents, postpaid. Liberal discounts on orders 
of 100 or more to one address. 

"It prf'sent~ in a m-ost stt•kingo wAy I' t ..,. "t• 1 ~ l'g' u '· 'b +~ty II . ti n 
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as loretold Ly the Scriptures Col•C•·r:- 32 Dear orn reet, JCago, • 
ing th" Jnst days. It onght to be iu 
the hands of every pctson in th~ 
nation." · 

This tract contains 32 pages and 
is il:ustrated. It is issued as 

Bible Students' Library No. r6o 
Price, $2.00 per roo. 

AddrEJFS -nnY of 0ur agtncies, or ou1 
neuretjt II oust•. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUB. co:, 
· 39 Bond St., New York. 

Kansas City. Mo. 
Oakland, Cal. 

MARSHALLING OF THE NATIONS. 

Have you not been impressed ============t 
with the thought that· the move
ments uf the'_great nations of to
day are moverne"ni:s that affect the 
whole world? Read this· little 
booklet_ and see how the five 
great.nations of the world-Britain, 
Russia,· United State~; Gennany, 

· and France, are fulfilling proph
ecy. Fully illustrated by a spe
cial series of 5 maps, ·including 
one double-page map in 5 colors. 

Bible Students' Library No. r6L 
· · Price roc. · 

Address any of our agencies, or our 
--near{'st Hons~. , . 

. PA:CIFIC PRESS PUB. CO., . -' 
39 Bond St., Ntw Yor.k. 

rKansss. City . Mo. oakland.:c.u .. · · 

PAGAN COUNTERFEITS in the Christian churdl 
By C. A. S. TEMPLE. 

~vivid presentaticm or the paga:tl festivals, rites, and usages whicll 
the authqr finds in the-Christian churches of to-day, together-With 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
M~on ·who-professes to be a .Christian. xS] pages, paper covers. 
Price :zs •. cents. Addre_ss House nearest to yo:u. _ .. 

PAVIFlC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., . 
' 39 BoNo-ST., NEW Yo.JtK, N.Y. 
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Any· one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without having ordered it, 
may kii.ow that it is sent by .some friend. Those who have not o~dered The 
Sentinel need have no fears that they will be asked to pay for 1t. 

THE secretary of the " New England Sabbath . 
Protective League" reports through its organ that 
he has spoken seventeen times in the interests of 
the league the past month [October], and his en
gagements reach into February of 1901. 

IT is stated that an apti-Sunday-e~cursion bill 
will be presented at the the next session of the 
Maine legislature. Most of the religious bodies in 
the State have appointed strong committees "to 
watch over the bill." 

THE Bible will not be r~ad in the public schools 
of Chicago. This decision was reached recently by 
the school board by a vote of thirteen to six. The 
vote was upon a book of selections made by a com
mittee of which Professor Swing and Cardinal Gib-

church property in California has been hxed, but 
now, as the result of persistent agitation by church 

. leaders, a constitutional arnendm.ent is before the 
people "to .exempt from taxation aJl buildings used 
solely and .exclusively for religious_worship, and so 
much of the real property as is required for .their 
convenl.ent use anJ occupation.'~ 

.$.$ 

THE. State Christian Citizenship League of Illi-. 
nois ·has sent te> ~very candidate for election to the 
Illinois legislature a list of questions, with a request 
for an answer to the same. The attitude 'of the can- 1 

didate toward these questions, it. is understood, will 
in each case determine the attitude of the Christian 

.Citizenship League toward the candidate at the 
polls. The questions in this case relate principally 
to the saloon; but if they related to Sunday enforce-. 
ment and other religious measures it would not be 
beyond the scope of the Christian Citizenship move
ment, as outlined in its literature. We are unques
tionably rapidly approaching the time when candi
dates for political office will have to pass a religious 
test in order to be sure of the church vote. 

.;J..;J. 

- bons were met;J~ers._ Tfie book is in use in the . 

THE liquor dealers' organization in Lexington, 
Ky., is lending its influence in favor of Sunday clos-, 
ing of the saloons, so as to render these disreputable 
institutions "law-abiding." .. The saloon, however, 
being a natural breeder of crin:e,·is a natural outlaw, 
and its character is not changed in the leasf_by its 
observance of Sunday. · 

-schools of a humber of American cities. 

A RECENT London despatch says: "The Sultan of 
Turkey continues to oppress the A~menians in the 
most heartless manner, according to a report of 
Bishop Mush to the Armenian Patriarch at· Con
stantinople. He says everything in the way of 
crops, sheep, cattle, and furniture has been carried 
off QY the Kurds·. arid that many Armenians have 
. died of starvation. The report concludes that the 
despair of all Armenians .in tpe.se districts' -is such 
that they have come towish that a general massacre 
~ight te;minate'their sufferings." 

·-•''$.~ 

'' . THE election in Califoniia. lhis week decides 
x-fi;~{State's rJtU:re .. policy toucl.fjng~the question of 
the taxati?n 0f cljurdf property .. Up to this_ time 

This attitude of the liquor organization is pleas
ing to some of Lexington's clergy, one of whom, in 
commending 'Sunday closing, said that "the con
tinual strain op. nerve and brain is too severe without 
such refreshing, invigorating, and elevating in~ 

fluen~es as come from one day_ out of every seven 
devoted to moral, intellectual, and physi:cal repairs." 
This is a poor argument for Sunday closing as ap
plied to the saloon. If the strain of keeping open 
and doing business seven days in the week would be
come so severe as to wreck the institution entirely, 
by all means let the saloon be kept open. the we~k . 
through. We are not anxious for the liquor busi
ness to experience a periodical recuperation by the 
observance -of Sabbath rest. 

,·.$ .$ 

THE state deals. with crim,e, l:mt Goc! alone --:has 
the. au-thority ~o deal with sin. 
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IT is better to worship than to work onthe Sabbath, 
but better to wor\<: tnan to spend the day in loafing. 

$.$. 

WHEN the civil govemment takes care of individ
ual rights all other interests which concern individ
als will take care of themselves. 

$.$. 

THERE can be no surer way to take away from a 
man the Sabbath which was "made for man," than 
to. compel him by legislati_on to honor.as a Sabbath 

-a day he does not believe to be sacred. 
. $. $. . 

THE .civil power can not uphold any church 
against the power of the Spirit of. God operating . 
against that church, nor stay the. progress of any 
chtp:ch which is moving by direction o£ that Spirit. 

$.$. 

CrviL. govern.ment guarantees to the individual 
its protection against the invasion of .his ri-ghts by 

. others. The government of God does not gua~an1:ee 
fo any of its subjects protection of life, liberty, or 

.· proeer.ty,: but do_es gu?rante.e to them a better char
~cter apd protec'tion from the ravages of si.n. 

AUTHORITY to rule over others that is claimed in 
the name of· the Lord is always self-assumed au
thority. 

CIVIL government has no authority to define sin, 
·and neither the authority nor the wisdom to deal 
with an act as a sin. No sin can be rightly dealt 
with save by the universal and all-wise Sovereign. 
And as the transgression of the moral law 'is always 

. sin, that law does not come within the scope of civil 
government. A sin is a blow struck at God's gov
ernment, but civil government is not ordained to 
look after tbe things of God. Its purpose is to se
cure. life, liberty, and property to individuals in so
ciety. 

"ALL men are created equal, and are endowed 
by their Creator with .certain ·unali'enable rights." 
These rights qelong only to individuals; they do not 
belong to the civilgovernment nor to the church. 

The reason tliese rights- belong only to individ
uals is that they 'co,me from the Creator, who be
stowed them upon · man-the individual. God 
created th_e individual, but the existing organizations . 
of individuals are the .,work of m<J.n himself. 

It might seem that since individuals have these 
rights they must belong to the government which 
the indh:idualS compose. But to make these rights 
inherenLin the government would be to take them 
away from the ones on whom the Creator bestowed 
them. If, for exq.mple, the· government had an un
alienable right to existence it might; if necessary, 
sacrifice the_lives of-all the people under it merely 
to perpetuate itself, thus depriving the people of 
their o'wn unali~na!;>le right· to life, whicl1 it is. the 
very purpose of the gov~riurient to preserve. . j t 1&--

, '/ ' 
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often assumed, indeed, that the <Sivil government 
does have the right to sacf,ifice aay number of hu-
man lives for' the sake oi' pr~?'~rving its own IHe; 
but such an assumption rever~es the truth which ex
presses •the pt,Jt:P,GSe of human gpvernmeats-. The 
goverament' exists Jo ser,ve tl:ie. people, not the peo-
ple to serve' the g-o;vernmen:t. . 

Nor has. a church an u-r1alienabl~ right_ to exist~ . 
ence which -the civil power is bound to preserve. 
Individuals fnay and shourd live at pe.ace with one 
another, but religions are 'necessarily .at. war with 
one another,- and two churches, -representing dif
ferent religions, are necessarily opposeq to ea.:h 
other. Christianity is opposed to paganism, Prot~ 
estantism is opposed to the Papacy, and each religion 
would if it could .exterminate all the others. Prot
estants would gladly convert every Catholic in the 
world to Protestantism, and Catholics would as 
gfadly turn back every Protestant to the fold of 
Rome. Protestants would thus, if they could, de-

. stroy every Catholic church in the world, and Cath
olics would likewise destroy every Protestant church. 
And with it all the civil government could not in 
any wa:y properly interfere. , 

If the civil government did interfere to perpetuate 
any church it would ~f necessity exercise its power 
against the church or churches which might be stand
ing in opposition to the th1uch thus favored. If, for 
example, the American Government should exercise 
its power to preserve the "rights" of·" the church" 
(Catholic) in the Philippines it would necessarily 
uphold that church against· the Protestant .church~ 
which is there, ;:ts everywhere, contending against it. 
The Gov.ernment would necessarily set itself against 
.the spiritual agencies by which Protestanism is seek
ing the overthrow of the Papacy in the Philippines, 
as it is in all places where the two· religions come in 
contact. .Such a thing would be utterly at variance 
with the ordained. purpose of civil government. 

Therefore the civil power can not undertake 
to maintain the "rights" of church. If it does it 
will inevitably fail to maintain the rights of individ~ 
uals opposed to that church. The one thing that 
civil government can_ and should do is to maintain 

. the rights of the individual. And when it does this .. 
it can not fail to pursue a just course with respect to 
the church. When the government protects the 
rights of every, man ~o man will have a,ny just cause 

. for complaint, and when no man complains no com
plaint will be heard from the church. 

THE NATION AND THE R,INCIPLES OF l"(ATIONAL 
REFORM. 

EvER since 1863 the National Reform Associa
tion has been at work in.this country trying to undo 
the work of the founders <i>f this Government. Very 
naturally the special objects of. their attack have been 
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitti-' 
tion of the l)nited States. Touching the first of 
these documents, at least it would seem that their 
work is done, their warfare accomplished. 

All these years these Reformers have denied that 
governments derive their just powers from the con

. sent of the governed. In a convention. held in 
Sedalia, Mo., M;:1y 23 and 24, 188g, Rev. W. P. Gray, 
the· secretary of the corrven tion, 'said: 

" I for o'ne do not believe that as a political 
maxim governments derive their just powers fr~m 
the consent of the got·erned. And so the object of 
this movement is to change that feature .in o.ur funda-. 
mental law. * * * And I see in this reform a 
providence teayhing us the neceS'sity of recognizing 
somethi'ng else besides the will of the people as the 
ba:Sis of government." 

· ·This doctrine was most industriously taught for 
years !Jy pulpit and press, in sch-ools and colleges; 
taught notonly as sound political doctrine, but as 
Christian doctrine, until it becam'e familiar to the 
ears of the me~ now prominent in public affairs, and 
proper conditions only were want'ing to bring to its 
full fruitage this evil seed-sowing, 

. The proper conditions cam.e as a consequence of 
the Spanish-American· war. Without any special 
design, merely as one of the Incident~ of war, this 

'Government found itself in possession of the harbor 
of Manila, the capital of a l"arge and rich group of . 
Pacific islands. The natives were in revolt against 
their former masters, the minion.s of Spain. Like 
the American colonists of a century and a quarter. 
ag-o, these people w~re trying ~o throw ?ff a foreign 
yoke and establish a government o.f the1r own. The 
generous impulses of a free people inclined Ameri~ 
cans to second this effort, and from ,the archives of 
state wa;; heard a voice saying: 

•· We hold these truths to be self-evident: that 
all men are createc\ equal; that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain unalienable ri~h ts; that 
among these are life, liberty, and the pursUit of hap-

. pi ness; that to secure these rights governments are 
instituted among men, deriving their just powers 
from the consent of the. governeq." 
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Never befo-re had the Declaration of Independ
ence spoken in vain, but now its voice falls upon 
ears deaf to the plea of justice. Ambition said: 
The young colossus of the West must be like all the 
nations-a 'great world-power. Greed. pointed to 
the rich lands, to the undeveloped mines, to the vir
gin forests, to the teaming p1illions ready to ex
change gold, and pearls, and various rare but rich 
materials for the products of the forge and factory 
of the busy West. 

Other voices, too, were ht!ard in excited and 
angry denial of the principle of government by the 
consent of the governed. The National Reform 
<:foctrine that governments do not derive their just 
powers from the consent of the governed, suddenly 
found many advocates. It was voiced by press and 
pulpit, by clergymen and statesmen. The clergy
man pleaded the spiritual needs of the natives and 
the g~eat advantage that would accrue to the church 
from American .rule in the Philippines, and urged 
that it was a sacred duty to follow the "evident 
leading of divine Providence." The plea of the 
statesman was the difficulty of withdrawing from 
the islands, the need of coaling stations and fortified 
harbors in the far East, the obligation a great nation 
is under to civilization, and the duty of the Govern
ment to open to commerce every avenue that prom
ises fair returns on invested capital; and last, but not 
least, that the possession of this Eastern empire, to 
be had for the taking, was " manifest destiny." 

But, whatever the argument, all the advocates of 
the.new imperial policy united in denying the doc
trine of the fathers of the Republic that govern
ments derive their just powers from the, consent of 
the governed. And then, after the question was 
fully discussed, the people spoke upon it in a general 
election, and by their votes sanctioned the doctrine 
that governments do not derive their just powers 
from the consent of the governed. 

And now what is the next step in this apostasy 
from the principles of republicanism? Clearly this; 
to deny at home and as applying to American citizens 
the doctrine of equal~rights as it has been denied as 
applied to ~·inferior" races in distant islands. It 
was Lincoln who said: "This government cannot 

·endure perma~ently half slave and half free." The 
same principle exactly is stated by Froude when he 
says: "If there is one lesson which history clearly 
teaches, it is. this, that free nations can not govern 
subject <pro.v:inces. · If they ate unable .or' unwilling 

' 

to admit their dependencies to share. their own con-
stitution, the constitution itself will fall to pieces 
from· mere incompetence for its duties." 

The spirit of arbitrary power has posessed the
people. It manifests itself not alone in the dealings 
of the general Government with the Philippine 
Islands, .not alone in the usurpations. of the trusts,. 
nor in both of these, but in the readiness of the 
people themselves to disregard the very foundation 
principles of free government ·if, perchance, such 
principles stand in the way of c.:arrying out the 
popular will. 

The National Reform attack upon the doctrine 
of equal, natural rights has· been successful. The 
people have been educated away from the Declara
tion of Independence and into the doctrine that 
men are entitled only to such rights, or more prop
erly, only to such privileges, as the state sees fit to 

.grant them. This i's where we as a people stand to
day. Are we individually ready for the issue? 
"Ye can discern the face of the sky: but can ye not 
discern the signs of the times?" B. 

UPHOLDING THE "RIGHTS " OF THE CHURCH. 

CARDINAD RAMPOLLA, papal secretary of state, 
says that" the church needs in Cuba and the Philip-, 
pines the cooperation of the American Government 
for the protection of its rights and liberties, as, in
deed, the American Government needs the coopera
tion of the church for the pacification of those coun
tries." 

And Archbishop Ireland says: "As a plail}. matter 
of fact, the only safety whi<;h the Catholic Church 
at the present time has in the Philippines for the 
possession of her propertie5 and for the lives of her 
priests is the protection afforded by the American 
flag; and all this is fully understood and fully recog-
ni~ed in Rome.". · , 

This means that the American Government is to 
maintain the" rights of the church,'' as defined~ by 
the church,'in Cuba and the Philippines. But the 
true purpose of civil government is not to protect 
ckurckes, but individuals, and this Government can 
secure the Catholic Church in the enjoyment of 
what she claims as her rights only by recognizing 
the well-known claim of that church to be superior 
over all other churches, and that she is divinely or
dained to rule over men in both spiritual and tem
poral affairs~ These are'" rights" always uphesita
tingly claimed by the church ofRome. 
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And as to the question whether the American 
Government will uphold these'' rights" of the church 
in those countries, it is to be noted that the Pope 
said to Archbishop Ireland in a recentinterview: 

"We are well pleased with the relations· of the 
American Government to the church in Cuba and 
the Philippine Islands .. The American Government 
gives proof of good will, and exhibits in .its acts a 
spirit of justice and of respect for the liberty and 
rights of the church.· The reports we receive from 
bishops and others indicate this. * * * Under 
the American Government there will be due respect 
for rights of property and of conscience. 

"You will thank in my name the President of the 
Republic for what is being done." s. 

A SUNDAY BILL IN ARGENTlNA. 

A SuNDAY-REST bill has been introduced in the 
legislature of the province of Siinta -Fe, Argentina, 
South America, which contains the following pro~ 
visions: 

''ARTICLE I. The legal working day in the 
province shall not exceed a maximum of twelve 
hours, Sunday being excluded. ["This sentence," 
says our correspondent,· "is quite blind in the 
Spanish. _I· suppose it means that on Sunday no 
amount of work shall be done."] 

"ART. 2. The townships or: in their stead, the 
ex~cutive power, are authorized to arrange the de
tails of this precept and to enforce it, making the 
Sunday rest effective, as also the resting hours in 

·the summer months." [The resting hours are from 
I I A. M. to 2 .or 3 P. M, Some townships enforced 
them last summer during the excessive heat.] 

For a copy of this bill we are indebted to Mr. 
John Vuilleumier, a Protestant missionary now in 
Argentina, who sends us also some extracts from a 
.speech made in favor of the bill by its author, Senor 
Ramon Lucero. It is interesting to !lotethe ground 
taken in support of Sunday legislation in this Cath
olic country of, South Ameri~a, the ,province in 
question being, we are informed, a stronghold of the 
Jesuits. The senor said: 

" Rest is a physi~al a~ci moral necessity; where 
it is not granted, it must be enforced; where it is 
not used as a privileve, it must be enforced as 'a 
·coercive measure; human solidarity commands 'us 
to deferid the weak not only ,against the strong but 
also against themselves. * * * 

"J'nus is explained the fact that from the most 
remote times, we find rest established in the legis-

lation of all civilized nations; either as a religiou~ 
duty or,more ge!Jerally, as a favor granted -to slaves 
who in this way had a day of rest each week. [He 
here quoted Plato.] 

"This precept is also practised in modern civili
zation, and it is noted that the most active, prosper
ous and free nations are those precisely who keep 
Sunday most strictly1<1nd who devote a larger part 
of this day to rest and sport. [Italics ours.] 

"Nothing is so impressive as the spectacle pre
sented on this .day by the English people and the 
people of the Unitt'4l States. Nobody works; in
dustry and commerce close their doors; theatres and 
concerts are empty; museums, and even international 
expositions, remain closed, while railroads stop their 
march." 

The_ senor quoted from a speech by Macaulay 
in a debate in the House of Commons where an im
mense majority rejected · a motion to <;>pen the 
museums on Sundays. Also, from Gladstone, to 
whom he attributed the statement that "it is neces
sary to secure for the people by all available means 
the benefits of a c;lay of rest." He said further: 

"In the North American Union, the mother of 
our own institutions, this matter has always been sb 
considered. During the Revolutionary War, Wash
ington gave his army the following order: 'In the 
future, the general leaves the troops free from duty 
on each and every Sunday, so tqat they may·attend 
to-their religious duties and take some rest.' _ 

"Lincoln, while President, gave the army the 
following order on the ISth of November, I862:· 
"The President, commander-in-chief of the armies 
of sea and land, would recommend to the officers, 
soldiers and marines under the flag, the observance 
of Sunday. Should we desecrate this day and the 
nam-e. of t~e Almighty, we might endanger the dis
cipline and the reputation of our armies and jeop
ardize the' cause which_ they defend.' 

"And finally, a law of the North American Con
gress says: 'The sanctification of Sunday is. an i~
stitution _of public interest, a special means of 
honoring, in the house and church of God, the 
Creator and Providence of the Universe.' As a con
'sequence, it is prohibited under fine to open gro
ceries on that day or to attend any concert, ball, or 
theatre." -

The author of the bill then talked of-" rest .as a 
physical and moral necessity," and clai'med that the 
legislature has power to legislate in matters of " hy-
giene, public health, and public order." ' 

In his quotations and statements relating to the 
United States the senor draws. heavily on his imagi

. nation, as in general speakers in behalf of Sunday 
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legislation are prone to do. It r is to be noted also 
that 'in Argentina it is assumed that the legislature 
ha? the same right to decree: and enforce hours of 
rest on any day that it has to enforce rest on Sun
day, and truly ~he one proceeding is no less arbi
trary than the other. The people of Argentina ac
cept such arbitrary measures because they. have riot 
known the liberty enjoyed by the people of North 
America: The idea of devoting a considerable part 
of Sunday to sport, as advocated by the author of 
this bill, is quite in keepi'ng with Roman Catholic 
teaching touching the manner m which the day 
should be observed. s. 

THE PAPACY AND PROGRESS.-II. 

THE paragraph of the Pope's encyclical "to the 
Americans" which has the most direct bearing on 
the questions suggested by the language of Mr. 
Malone, is as follows: 

"The church amo~g you, unopposed by the Con
stitution and Government of your nation, fettered by 
no hostile legislation, protected against violence by 
the common laws and the impartiality of the tribu
cnals, is free to live and act without hindrance .. Yet, 
though all this is true, it would be very erroneous to 
draw the conclusion that in America is to be sought 
the type of the most desirable status of thechurch; 
or that it would be universally lawful or expedient 
for state and church.to be, as in America, dissevered 
and divorced. The fact that. Catholicity with you 
is i~ good condition, nay, is eyen enjoying a pros
perous growth,,is by all means to be attributed to 

'the fecundity with which God has endowed his 
church; in virtue of which, unless men or circum
stances interfere, she spontaneously expands and 
propagates herself. But she would bring forth more 
abundant fruits if, in addition to liberty, she enjoyed 
the favor of the la~s and the patronage of the public 

·authority." - . 
It .would seem that this language needs no 

comment. Blind indeed must be the person who 
can nof see at the first reading of this para
graph that the Catholic Church has not "learned 
the lesson of tolerance;" that she has not learned to 
"separate politics and religion;" that she has not 
learned "new ways of looking at things;" that she is 

·~titutional rights in their integrity." He knows 
nothing of the things that it is claimed give rise to 
Catholic federation. He sees that the church " is 
free t~ live and act without hindrance," and that 
she has, in the enioyment of such liberty, "from 
scant and slender beginnings, grown with rapid(t_v: 
to be great' and exceedingly fl.ou·rishing." But, 
" though all this is true, it would be very erroneous to 
draw the conclusion that in America is to be sought the 
type efthe most desirable status of the church J. or that it 
would be universally lawful OJ' expedient for state and 
church to be, as in America, dissevered and divorced." 
" She would bring forth more abundant fruits if, in ad
dition to liberty, she enjoyed the favor of the. laws and the 
patronage of the public authority." Let it be noted 
that the position of Leo, which is the position of the 
Papacy, is that perfect freedom and protection 'to 

.live and act without hindrance is not enough for the 
church to-day; she must have from the stat.e,and from 
the United Sta~es at that, "in addition to liberty," 
favor and patronage. Favor is "an act or course. of 
kindness or generosity, as distinguished from one th;:tt 
is inspired by a regard for justice, duty, or right." It 
is ,, kindness bestowed upon one to the exclusion of 
others; partiality; preference." Patronage is" favor, 
aid, protection, or. care extended to a perso~ .or 
work by a patron; special countenance and encour
agement; guardianship!' 

The attitude of the Catholic Church to-day, and 
especially her attitude with respect to the United 
States, is stated in the paragraph given, just as it is, 
and so plainly that there is no possibility of its being 
misunderstood. The Roman pontiffs in their palm
iest days, with all their arrogance and presumption, 
were never more bold in their statement of the 
attitude of the church toward the civil power. But 
the encyclical froq1 which this is taken is astou~ding · 
beyond any papal document of fhe Middle Age;; for 
these reasons~ (r) In view of the" grand march of 
progress" of the last few centuries, ~f which Mr. 
Malone speaks. (2) In view of the claims of Cath-

. olics that the church has kepi. step with this prog/ess. 
(3) Above .all else in view of the fact that it was ad
dressed to the people of a nat·ion which has stood 

· perfectly ready to do now just what she did in . the 
Middle Ages. Notice, Leo does not want the favor 
of the laws and the patr~nage of the public authority 
because the church is restricted in her operations,· 

· before the world for more than a century on prin
ciples which forever forbid to any church or any re
ligion "the favor of the laws and the patronage of 
the public authority." · 

This encyclical allows no esqr,e froJJ!. the fol
lowing .conclusions: (I) The church has not changed ,-and_C~i1J1o1ics afe not allowed "to enjoy·their-eon-

/ . 
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•or advanced in the slightest degree from her position 
:in the Middle Ages on the relation of church and 
:state. (2) She is withheld only by lack of oppor
·;tunity and power from completely dominating gov
·ernments and nations as in the Middle Ages; and 
;she stands ready to do as she cfid then _whenever she 
<an do so- without endangering her interests. (:~) 

She considers that the times are auspicious in· th\s 
·co@try-the classic land of ·liberty-to claim the 
favor and support of g<:wernment that she was ac
•custl'>med to have on demand in the Middle Ages. 

If there is a tendency to look at the churc~ from 
"'the view-point of the Middle Ages," the cause is 
not far to seek. She takes her stand on the principles 
of the Middle Ages. An investigation of her po
sition to-day shows that the Papacy is one of the 
very few institutions· that it is perfectly proper to 
judge from "the view-point of the Middle Ages.'' 
There is a sense in which she should crave such a 
view-point. ·The principles of th~ Middle Ages 
will appear more acceptable from the view-point of 
the Middle Ages than from the view-point of the 
present age. 

When Leo calls attention to the "abundant 
fruits" that the church would bring forth were she 
-in her " most desirable status,'' he points directly to 
.all the fiendish atrocities of the Middle Ages that 
.are attributable to state support of the Catholi: 
system, for these were the fruits-the "abunda~t 
fruits "-of such a status. It might be possible to 
forget-at least in the sense of connecting them with 
the ch,urch of to-day-those deeds which blacken the 
park Ages, did not the church by, her present con-

. duct and claims force them upon qur- attention. 
The most desirable status of the church, according 
to Leo XIII., is the status that she enjoyed·under 
Jnnocent III. an·d Gregory VIL It is a status that 

·in no sense· ac'cords with the standards of the age 
. and co~ntry in which we live. The declarations of 
Leo can not be reconciled with the principles of re-

~ligious and civil freedpm which this age is supposed 
·to endorse. 

In 1897 the Due de Broglie, writing for the church, 
declares that the Pope "is far from approving the 
principles of the American Constitution, with its ab
solute separ~tion of church and state, in matters of 
religion," and that "the church can never give her 
approval to the principle of an absolute equality be
tween all forms of religious thought.'' At the pres
ent moment the Pope is mourning over the-.. pain
ful " situation in which he finds himself because he 
can not oppose the free propaganda of Protestantism 
in Italy, especially in Rome. As in ISJS, he sor
rows that "there is no restri'ction on the press," and 
that" here [in Rome] Protestant churches are built 
even in the most populous streets as if to insult us." 
The Due de Broglie says that the church is in1Il~ova
ble on the .. point of freedom of conscience for the 
faithful, and he might have said w.ith more truth that 
she is equally as immovable on the point of no free
dom of conscience for those who are not of the 
"faithful." 

The church may dilate upon her progress, she 
may loudly claim to h~ve been the first to establish 
religious freedom in the New World, 'and to have 
nurtured the American Republic from its birth, but 
in spite of all her fair pretenses there appears across 
her front in bold and unmistakable characters the 
legend, STATE SUPPORT, SUPREMACY IN 
CIVIL ADMINISTRATIONS, THE FAVOR OF 
THE LAWS AND THE PATRONAGE OF THE 
PUBLIC AUTHORITY. And even while her 
words are most plausible and fair there co-mes from her 
throat another voice, deeper and inore authoritative, 
saying: "The church can never give her approval to 
the principle of an absolute equality between all 
forms of religious thought." ''It would be very er
roneous to conclude that in America is to be sought 
the most desirable status of the church.'' "Shewould 
bring forth more abundant fruits if, in addition to 
liberty, she enjoyed the favor of the law3 and the 
patronage of the public authority." "What the church 
has done in the past for oth~r nations she" will now 
do for the United States.'' 

What matters it, even if :it were true, that Cath- ' · The same arrogance and presumption which 
-olics established religious freedom first in the New marked the church in a day of great intellectual 
W~rld, and that "-when America was as yet but a darkness are the very same characteristics that she 
new.:.born babe, utteri'ng in its cradle its first feeble manifests in this day of great intellectual light. 

·:Cries, the church took it to her•-bosom and motherly The Papacy has indeed made progress within re
-embrace"? In th,e year 1895 Leo XUI. asserts all cent years, but n-ot progre'ss that iadicates that she 
·the powers the· church has ever daimed, and says · has learned the lesson of tolerance, or that she has 
·that' she should hold such power in the'Uriited States. learned to separate politics and religion. It ·is. the 
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progress mentioned by M;gr. Satolli in his letter 'to 
the New York World in March, 1895; following 
closely upon the publication of the encyclical "to 
the Americans." At the close of a review of the 
career of Leo XIII. he said: 

"During the seventeen years of his rule nothing 
has been more remarkable than the incessant growth 
of his benignant moral influence. To-day his words 
are listened to with deference by every court, every 

. government, every people. On every question touch
ing universal human interests his counsel is sought 
eagerly and welcomed gratefully. Despite, then, 
all the adverse trend of mundane circumstances, 
despite the loss of the external symbolS of its high 
authority, the Papacy has gained in power and 
splendor since the accession of the present glorious 
pontiff. As Macaulay says in one of his most noble 
essays: 'The Papacy remains, not in decay, not a 
mere antique, but full of life and youthful vigor.'" 

The fact that the encyclical of Leo was received 
with scarcely a protest in this country demonstrates 
that the language of Satolli is too well~founded in 
actual conditions. When the American people 
listen with deference-as they have listened-to 
such 'a document as that sent them by Leo in 1895, 
an evil day has come for human liberty an.d "the 
grand march of progress.'' The American peopl~ 
should be the first to protest against such assump
tions and e'ncroachments up~n the principles for 
which tlieir nation has stood sponsor .. But it appears, 
now that they will realizf! only when it is too late to 
escape the snare; the meaning and purpose of the 
policy of Rome which is given with such Jesuitical 
adroitness i~ Leo's encyclical "to the Americans." 

And now, in conclusion, the writer will say,-as 
when he began, that he has had no desire to attack 
Cq_tholic individuals from the Pope to the humblest 
peasant who contributes his "Peter's p·ence." The 
Pope is but an old man,_ not more dangerous or more 
cruel b"y natur.e than other men, and is soon to pass 
from the pontifiical chair to the grave. The people 
of the Catholic commbnion are, as Mr. Malone says, 
much like other people; and they, too, come and go. 
But "the Papacy remains not in decay, not a niere 
antique, but full of life and yo~thful vigor," and al
ways the same in her-principles and policies; and it 
is with the Papacy that the writer has tried to deal. 

. JOHN D. BRADLEY. 

GOVERNMENT can not make·right wrong nor wrong 
·-right ... 

A TALE OF tWO NATIONS. 

The Fa,thers: The Consent of the Governed, and the 
" Party Spirit." 

(Concluded.) 

GEORGE WASHINGTON was foilowed by John Adams, 
who, in one terse paragraph, set forth his mind on 
the menace of political parti~s: ' 

"In the midst of these pleasing ideas we should 
be unfaithful to ourselves if we should ever lose 
sight of the danger to our liberties, if anything par
tial or extraneous should infect the purity of our free, 
fair, virtuous, and independent electinns. If an elec
tion is to be determined by a majority of a single vote, 
and that can be procured by a party through artifice or ' 
corruption, the Goverument inay be the choice of a 
party for its own ends, not of the nation for the national 
good. If that solitary suffrage can be obtained by 
foreign nations by flattery or menaces, by fraud or 
violence, by terror, intrigue, or venality, the Gove~n
ment may not be the choice of the American people, 
but of foreign nations. It may be foreign natiqns 
who govern us, and not we, the people, who govern 
ourselves; and candid men will acknowledge that in 
such cases choice would have little advantage to 
boast of over lot or chance."-Inaugural of John 
Adams, Philadelpi!ta, Pa., March 4, I797· 

The manly honesty of the foregoing citations is 
touching in its simplicity. They breathe lofty ideals 
for the new-boin Republic. Instinctively our better 
natures turn to them as we whisper a prayer over our 
present lot, and s_orrow that the wishes of the 
Fathers have not been realized in their sons. 

We think of the picture of things as Washington 
and Adams hoped they would be, and contrast it 
with events as they now are. We hear on every side 
the ·jangle of cheap. political talk. We see the 
"spirit of revenge" natural "to party dissension." 
Once again it perpetrates "the most horrid enormi-· 
ties,:' and is itself a" frightful despotism." And we 
know only too well that a.ll of this will lead at 
length "to a more formal and perma,nent despotism." 
The result can only be as it has been so many 
times before, that men will "seek security and 
repose ·in the absolute power of an individ:.. 
ual." Then the last sad act in the failure of self
government will be. enacted: "The chief of some 
prevailing faction, more able or fortunate than .his . 
competitors, will turn this disposition to thf' pur
poses of his own elevation ON THE RU1NS OF 
PUBLIC LLBERTY." Aad the:ii1"e 0f"partyspfrit,'~ 
ins,tea:d of "warming," wiH in-deed l'ton.smne." 
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The men who framed the Constitution thought 
that they had devised a scheme for the election of 
the chief magistrate· of the Republic, which would 
make him Olympian in his administr,ation, and raise 

. him above all party fa,cti.qn. They adopted the de
vice of a double election. 

The Constitution directs each State to choose a 
number of presidential elector~ equal to the number 
of. its representatives in both houses of Congress. 
These electors are directed to meet some weeks 
la~er in their respective States, on a day fixed by 
law, and give their votes in' writing for President 
and vice-President. 

It was thought that this plan wo.uld secure the 
choice by the best citizens of every Stat!'!, in a quiet 
and deliberate manner, of the. man whom they in 
their unfettered discretion shhuld deem most fitted 
to . be chief executive of the Union. The votes 
were-not to he counted by States, so that the yote 
of each and every elector would have its full weight. 

No part of the Constitution has so utterly belied 
the expectations of the framers as this. The Presi
dent of theUnited States is not elected by a compara
tively .small body of men, the best citizens o.f all the 
St.ates. He is not ele.cted by such men ·sitting- in 
quietude in their different State.s, undisturbed by 
par'ty orators and popular influen<c:es. The presi-

. dential electors have become· a mere cog-wheel in 
the ~achine; ;:t mere contrivance for giving effect to 
the decision of the peo.ple. "Their personal quali
fications are a matter of indiffere~ce. They have n~ 
discretion, J>llt are chosen under a. pledge." They 
are bound to vote f<;>r a ·particular candidate. In 
choosing them the people virtually chose the ·Presi

dent. 
That all of these things are not as the Fathers 

intended them is very -evident. That the founders 
of th~ nation designed this double election in order 
to eliminate the influence of party is also patent. 
But their hopes )lave not been fulfilled, and in noth
ilig does party and party machinery control to a 

· greater extent than in th.e chosing of the President 
. of the United States. 

Party spirit now dominates, and party spirit, ac

cording to the thought of the Fathers, -is destructive 
.of a really free and. popular form of government. 
But be it so.· The ideals of Washington, ~nd Adams, 
and J effer~on, and Madison have not been realized. 
The ideals of Christians, as far as the things of this 
world are concerned, are not realized. ·Nevertheless 

we must labor on, pray on,, and ask the great Dis,., 
penser of events to ble.ss our rulers and those in au-

. thority. PERCY T, MAGAN. 

APPLYING THE GOLDEN RULE. 

A WRITER on the solution of a certain question 
recently said, "We have committed ·the Golden 
Rule to heart: now let us commit it to life." Some 
may think this does not mean very much\ but if once 
considered in all of its force and power it will be 
found to be the very best solution of every difficulty. 

Let us g-et this rule before us that we may study 
it: "All thing-s whatsoever ye would that men should 
do to you, do ye even so to them." MATT. 7: 12. 

This command has been usually called the Saviour's 
Golden Rule, a name given to it on account of its 
g-reat value. . 

All that you expect or desire of others under sim
ilar circumstances, do to them. Act not from self-.' 
ishness or injustice, but put yourself in the place of 
the other, and ask what you would expect of him 
then: This brings the living principle of the rule 
tnto the life and causes one to respect .the ~ights, 
the privileges, and the honor <;>f every other one. 

The Golden Rule com.mitted to life inakes one 
i~partial and just in all things. It destroys envy, 
false conduct, unkindness, slander, theft, adultery, 
and murder. It. has been well said that this law is 
what the ·balance wheel is .to machinery. It would 
prevent all irregularity of movement in the moral 
world, as that does in. a steam-engine. 

Its application is easy, and. its justice is seen by 
all· men, and when inwroug-ht in the heart and re
duced to deeds, all will ackn'owledge its force and 
value. 

. -
While reasoning together upon the quoted words 

above, an ancient rabbi said to a man: "Whatever 
is hateful to .you, do .not d~ to anot~er." All ex
isting difficulties could be settled by this rule, and 
obedience to it would prevent'further difficulties; 

The application of this rule, committed to life •. 
would enlarge the sphere of justice for all men; but 
the principles .must b'e applied in Christ's way. The 
Golden Rule must be applied in the individual life 
before it can be. applied in the collective .life. Its 
power must be the Spirit of God received by faith. 
Politics, human science, afld man-made theories ar~ 
all powerless, but the Golden Rule is all powerful in 
all meR who commit it to life. Does any man. wish 
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to be deprived of l_lis right .to worship God accord
ing to his own conscience? Does .he wish to be 
~ompeiled to serve God as some one else may die~ 
tate? Then will he in any way lend his influence to 
deprive others of this right or compel the.m to adopt 
certain forms of worship? Certainly not! Com
mitting this rule to life, then, guarantees perfe~t 

liberty, perfect freedom, and perfect equality. In 
this rule we find persuasion, not compulsion; free
dom, not servitude; love, not hatred. 

Jesus of Nazareth is the Saviour of the human 
race. In his principles of justice, in his principles 
of brotherhood we firtd the. solution of every diffi
culty, the settling of every question, for a question 
is never settled until it is settled right, according to 
truth. "Not by might, nor by power, but by my 
Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts." 

" If any one knock at the door of my heart," said 
. Luther, "aad ask, ' Does Martian Luther live here?' 

I would answer,' No; he has moved out to mak_e 
room for Christ to move in.'" Committing the 
Golden Rule to life is Christ moving .. in, and the 
Golden Rule committed t~ life is God working in you 
both to will and to do of his good pleasure. 

It is one thing to study a lesson to recite it; but it 
is quite an ·o'ther thing to study a lesson to know it. 
Committing the Golden Rule to mind is of little 
value to ·any one, but- committing it to life is of 
great vaiue to the ib.div.idual and to all who have to 
do with pim. It makes home happy, communities 

· peaceful, churches Christ-like, and, finally, gains an 
entrance through the gates into the city of God. 

W. H. T~lJRSTCJN. 

GOVERNMENT PROTECTION OF MISSIONS. 

By Rev.]. T. Gracey: D.D., President of the.International Missionary 
· Union, in the Missionary Review of the World. 

THE utterances of Lord Salisbury about the 
triumphs of missionaries in ear~y church history, 
without government protection', may b~a diplomatic 
hint of a change of policy in government patronage 
of the modern missionary. But Lord Salisbury 
need~d not. to go back ~0 far to find illustrations of 
the success of non-combative evangelism, and there . . . . 

is little ground for his intimation that Protestant 
·. missionaries .rely unduly on the arm of flesh. 

pose he would like to see a syndicate of these 
powers combined for their protection? Membe,rs 
of that mission tell of_riotous persecution, involving 
imminent peril to ,their own lives, without a hint to 
government about redress, which adverti-s-ed the 
mission and provoked investigation of Chinese hith~ 
erto indifferent to it, and this resulted in conver.,. 
sions, and from among these specific converts. came · 
som.e of_ the most efficient evangelists and. leaders 
of the native church .. Bishop Ridley, of Caledonia, 
tells of his being spat upon, knocked down, and 
kicked_ about by savage ruffians, without any thought 
of appealing to his own Br,itish government to keep 
the peace in British Columbia. The brute who 
abused him after.ward clasped his feet and begged 
his pardon, and at last died a triumphant Christian. 
The inherent might 'of -this non-combative love has 
won victory for hundreds of modern Christian con
verts from heathendom. It is the native Christians 
that have to bear the brunt of persecution without 
redress from civil or political source. 

Bishop Ridley tells of a heathen band who en
tered the church of Indian Christians and ·forbade 
their reading the Bible to the people. Because they 
would not promise to comply with this demand the 
sav;:1ges tore down the edifice with axe~ and bars 

' and because it was too great a· task to pull do'Yn the 
tower, set fire to it and burned it up. One young 
Christian said," Shall we not fight for the. ho.use of. 
God?" An older. Chri'stian replied, ''No; J esus--c 
never. fought, he died.· We will rather die than 
fight!' There _was no appeal to government for re
dress; no requisition for' punishment of the crimi· 
nals. They bore it all meekly and lovingly, declin- · 
ing to "put up a good fight in the name of the 
Pdnce of Peace," and the result was the conversion 

·of the tribe to whic~ ,the men of the mob belonged
the strongest tribe on the Pacific coast. " From 
that night onward," said one of the rioters,. "1 

. dreaded the Spirit of God. * * * When I hunted 
among the mountains the Spirit of God hunted me, 
and I was afraid~" · Another man was one day hold- · 
ing the tape._-meastire_.while the bishop was measur'-' 
ing out the best site in the town to begin a nttw 
church; when h·e said, " Bishop, do you know that 
that' hand set fire to the· church·? It did; and until 
I heard the native. preacher say that the blood of 
of]esus .Christ Cleanses· from .all sin, I never· had I{ev. J .. Hudson Taylor, of the China Inl.and Mis

sio~-• has under hi's leadership missionary subjects of. 
several of the western powers." Does anybody .sup- .. · 

peace in my. heart, ~t when I heard that my .fear· 
went away.''' 
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Triumphs of Grace. 

All mission lands have furni~hed such illustra
tions of the triumphs of grace. 'Chinese Christians 

- c1re eminent in these ranks. The case of Ling Ching. 
Ting Is well known. Persecuted, falsely accused, 
and sentenced · to two thousand bamboo stripes, 
which left him almost ·lifeless- and his back a jelly, 
his first words on being able.to speak were, "Teacher, 
this poor body is in great pain just now. * * * 
Jesus is with me. I think perhaps he is going to 
take me to heaven, and I will be glad to go. But 

·if I getup from this you willletme go back to Hok-chiang, 
won't you.'P" Back to thy men who had fals~ly in
criminated him and beaten him almost to death,. 
wjthoul any civil protection or other assurance of 
his safety, his Christian zeal carried him, and he won 
these enemies to thrist. · 

, N 9; Lord Salisbury nec;:ded not to go back so far 
to point the moral of the triumph of the principles 
of Christianity without government patronage. Nor 
will he be likely to have to wait long -for similar 
illustrations. The most perplexing problem likely 
to confront· missionary boards in China is not how 
to procure indemnity, nor how to secure civil and 
political guardianship for missionarie~, but how to 
deter missionaries from re~entering fields where the 
danger is most imminent. lf the missionary societies 
were to make the call for volunteers to enter the 
most perilous· place in China a score of men and 
women would proffe_r .their services to one that 
they could send, men who would spurn the sugges
tion that-they must have government guaranty fo~ 
their saf~ty. Lonemissionarywometi have notbeen 
regardful of the restrictions• of consuls from re"en
tering is~laied stations near the locality of the mas-

- sacres of the Foochow provinces. Missionaries ,in 
Uganda have not asked the powers to avenge their· 
person~l injury, and elsewhere they have braved the 
dangers which the governments have superadded to 
thp:se of the heathen .condiHons.. Tte missionaries 
were notresponsible for the Indian mutiny. It was 
the "but tax" innovation in Sierra Leone that re
sulted jn the massacre of missionaries; It -is the 
abo.minations of the ''concessions" that create peril 
for missionaris in other African colonies; The South 
African war is. not a ''missionary" war. Mission
aries. did not suggest" treaties" with North Ameri
can ·Indians nor with Chinese. Hon. William B. 
R~.e.d, as minister plenipotentiary, put the mission
ary cla~se into the treaties with China. Missionaries 

did not solicit it. Even French, Roman Catholic 
.missionaries did not take the initiative in this com
pact. They come under '',the most favored nation" 
clause. 

It was not missionaries, but United States Pleni
potentiary Ron. Anson Burlingame, who put into 
a tr~aty with China the axiom that one of thefunda-· 
mental rights of mankind was the privilege to 
change one's residence. If that was a fallacy the 
United States was the first to override it by Con
gressional act; the Chinese government did not dis
pute the proposition then, nor has it since done so. 
It is not missionaries, but John Barrett, ex-minister 
of our Government to Siam, and who, it is rumored, 
is a possible successor to Mr. Conger, who says: "We 
can not recall our missionaries unless we are ready 
to recall our merchants." 

Indemnities for Missionaries. 

Of what use has the treaty with Turkey been to 
restore values destroyed in the Armen,ian massacres? 
Has the /;_merican Board ceased its operations while 
waiting for a paltry hundred thousand dollars, for 
the collection of which a "naval demonstration " 

' . ' 
costing far more than that sum, is reported as im-
mineny 

Missionary indemnity for damage done Ameri
can missions in this present uprisingin China would 
not figure at all, except in name or principle-it 
would scarcely, at the utmost, reach one three-hun
dredth part of the money indemnity which bas been 

mentioned as a probable sum to be requisitioned by 
the Un)te? States from China. If money indemnity 
is to be demanded from China it must be too long a
coming to be of avail for missionary .rehabilitation. 

China cares nothing for demand of blood; life 
is too cheap. Somebody dies when this is insisted 
on, but generally not the person who committed the 
crime. The punishment of officials by degrading 

. them is .a temporary farce; the deposed officers 
· being reappointed to some ot~er office, and pres
ently advan~ed higher than ever. Chinese are 
amenable to but two kinds of punishment-loss of 
territory and cash indemnity. But any c~nsiderable 
cash indemnity, such as the two hundred million 
dollars to Japan in the late war, means outrages 
of "squeeezing," and corruption, and oppression, 
against which, when pressed too far, the ordinary 
Chinese rebels, and the native Christian seeks pro-
tection of the missionary patronage. · 
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·To appeal for" indemnity" is, therefore, a course 
whi~h. complicates the missionary situation, and it 
is probable the boards i~ America may forego their 
technical claims in the case of China. The United 
States is not likely to take a territorial indemnity, 
and· she may have to administer .some form of Chi
nese imperial revenue, if evet: she gets a cash equiv
alent. The whole situation is so complicated that 
missionary societies and missionaries may pause be
fore reaching any conclusions as to the course they 
should pursue. 

But what governments are to do is quite another 
question. It was, perhaps is," in the air," that Lord 
Salisbury's speech was a manifesto, indicating that 
the allied powers might withdraw all government 
protection from missionaries hereafter. But Franc;e 
is not likely to consent to that. She has always ex
tended her protection oyer Roman Catholic missions 
as a matter of state policy. With a million 6£ ad
herents in China, and her "chief priests" advanced 

That the protection of missionaries ·as s~bjects 
or citizens' has its own perplexi!ies is conceded, but 
it is not a missionary problem, it is a state question. 
They would find that Lord Salisbury's appeaLto 

· return to primitive practice would not afford them 
any relief. There are men who would -face the an
tagonism of. their own governments as qukkly as 
they would that of a heathen one to preach Christ 
in the regions beyond. \The. Moravian missionaries 
to the Iroquois were imprisoned in the city of New 
York because they would not desist. When' Dr. 
Schauffler was told by the Russian minister at_ Con
stantinople, " My master, the C~ar, will not let you 
put foot on that territory," Schauffler's immortalized 
reply was," My Master. the. Lord Jesus Christ, will 
not ask the Czar of all the Russias where he shall 
put his foot." 

"REPRESENTATION WITHOUT TAXATION." 

to 'mandarins she is not likely now to retreat from THE present is .a time of the heaping together of 
her precedents, and especially when precedents are vast treasures, and a time when the just dues of those 
pretexts for her meddling with politics through who reap-the common people whose labor makes 
missions for five hundred years in the far East. wealth of the raw materials of nature-are kept back 
The Russian Empire is inseparable from the Greek by fraud. Many are the ways in which 'this is done 
Church, and it is n'ot likely she will attempt the im- and new ways are. continually being devised. One 
possible, and tell her bishops and other ecclesiastical of these methods of fraud was quite thorbughly ex
functionaries in her missions in .Peking that she wiH posed at a mass-meeting held in Central Music Hall, 
not protect them. Great Britain's policy of coloni- this city, October 29. 'The m~eting was called by 

· zation includes the missionary as advance courier the Chicago Teachers' Federation, and the following 
of commerce, and she is not lik'ely to begin a differ- .facts were brought to its attention, 
entiation . against the missionary as .a · .. subject," The State Board of Tax Equalization of .this 
when she spent two millions in Egypt to defend a State has for years, contrary to law and to the_ de
" subject" who was a Jew. The United States would cision of the State and United State.s Supreme Court, 
brook no discrimination between classes of her allowed the franchises and capital stock of a 'great 
"citizens." number of large corporations located in Chicqgo to 

But gov¢rnment patronage and protection is not . go untaxed. According to the arrangement of fhe 
a missionary question; it is distinctly a government board the county of C<>ok must pay a certain pro
matter. Missionaries would differ among them- portion of the State tax, so that the escape from 
selves as widely as any other citizens would, as to taxation of so. much property held. by theseJarge 
how the government's action would affect missionary corporations has greatly increased the burden of ' 
or political interests. The_ writer asked an ,expe- taxation on the property .of the ordinary.pe0p,le: 
Fienced missionary of Constantinople what would-be . This increase has. been from twenty to fifty per cent • 

. ·the effect on missionsdf the government withdrew For twenty:-three years no railroad in this State has 
from them their protection in their civil capaci~y, been assessed on. its franchises., In 1875the fran
and 'he replied, " I would not like to see it tried in chises of the railroads were assessed .at twenty
Turkey." Another missionary fi:om the interior of two millions . of doHars. In 1899, as for ll}any 
China replied to the same question, "The only ·years previous,•no valuewas given to their .franchises . 

.. :effect -en .the Chinese millil:d 'would ·.be tha:t they woulct_ . ~In, 18,74 ·two . sma~l ·stre~t~car. :lines iR :Chi~ag(> -were 
attribute i_t to we.akness/' ·;pa<Ving .taxes ?D' ,franchis~s :v,alued at .e,ver :a ntiHion 
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dollars. · In 1899 seven hundred miles of electric 
and cable car lines paid no tax whatever on their 
franchises. In 1874, three years after the Chicago 
fire, the board of equalization assessed the franchises 
of two gas companies in Chicago at a half million 
dollars. In 18gg, whe,n the gas trust had almost ex.: 
elusive occupany of hundreds. of miles of streets in 
Chicago, there was no franchise tax, though the 
company had informed its stockholders that its 
franchise was worth fifty million dollars. 

The Teachers' Federation finds that twenty-three 
corporations alone in the city of Chicago are escap
ing taxation on franchises and stocks to the amount 
of $235,82g,ooo. Only one street-car line in Chicago 
pays taxes on its franchise, and it is ·only two or 
three blocks in length. The other companies own
ing hundreds of miles of street railways pay no tax 
whatever on their franchises. 

These corporations are required to fill out blanks 
and submit -them to the board of equalization. In 
the plac.es were the value of stocks and franchises 
are required by law .to be given they write "Un
known," and this is accepted by the board. In a 
number of instances it has been found that com
panies making such report have within a few weeks 
of the time of makingthe report given to their stock
holders the exact statement of the value of such 

. properties. 
Speeches were made on this matter by prominent 

m~n. On~ speaker said. that "no taxation without 
representation was the principle of the Revolutionary 
fathers, but now the tendency seems to be represen
tation without. taxation." 'It was pointed out that 

. those who own the most valuable and paying prop-
erties, on which there is scarcely any taxation, are 
the very ones who have most influence with boards 
of equalizers and legislatures. 

The closing speech was .made by John L. Spal
ding, Roman Catholic bishop of Peoria, whose word's 
are always marked by deep thought, and seem in 

. this case ·to be inspired by the highest considerations 
' of justice and morality. His sp~ech dealt not so 
. much with the particular matter under consideration, 
but with the state of affairs from which it springs 
and of which. it is a symptom. He declared that 
notwithstanding the fact that the people of to-day 
.are accustomed to congratulate themselves that the 
world is getting better than it used to be, and that 
they can bring statistics to prove it, the-power of 
moral indignation seems to be gra!iually creeping 

away.from men. They stand silent in the pres-ence 
of great wrongs. This he declared to be the sure 
forerunner of moral death. Greed seems to be in 
complete control. It is th,e dominating motive in 
almost everything. It seems to be more important 
to have great commercial interests than to sustain 
manhood and womanhood. Gold is thought to sup
ply every human need. The things that men.make 
are considered of more value than the men them
selves. The truth that happiness and virtue have 
their springs within and not without, seems to be 
passing from the minds of men in .the mad accumu
lation of material things. Greed and commercialism 
are domi.nating all 'the organized institutio11:s of so
ciety. 

Speaking directly of trusts, he said: "Corpora
tions which use franchises given them by the people 
to defraud the people are worse than highway rob
bers. By their oppressions they make the condi
tions of human existence almost unendurable to 
great numbers of people, and drive poor men and 
poor women into crime. The trusts urge that they 
act in self-defense. Competition is fierce and their 
existence depends upon their supremacy. Well, 
men may fight in self-defense, they may go so far 
as to kill men in self-defense, but they must not cor
rupt and debase men in self-defense; and the self
defense of the trust must stop when it comes to cor
rupting and debasing society. It is said that a 

·corporation has no soul. Well, a trust has a soul; 
it has the soul of a devil, and it goes about seeking 
whom it may devour. The organized powers of so
ciety seem to be gradually developing into govern
ment of the trust, by the trust, and for the tr~s~ more 
than one of the people, by the people, and for the 
people .. If things continue as they are at present, 
within fifty or one hundred years there will be a few 
great corporations, and most of the people will be 
servants and slaves." 

. The bishop declared that one of the most erro
neous and dangerous ideas that seemed to have at 
the wesent time the strong endorsement of public 
opinion was that legality is justice. I' All the great 
crimes· of history," he declared, "have been legal. 
The Christian martyrs were executed and .the hor
rors of the Inquisition were carried on according to 
law." J. D. B. 

"Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for your 
miseries that shall come upon you."-St. James. 
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!News. Notes ... 
-1 and Cornrnel).t 

THE SENTINEL OF LIBERTY is not an organ of any 
political party, and consequently is not affected one 
way 6r- the other by the outcome of the political 
election. It has the same truths to present, the 
same principlec; of justice to advocate now that it 
had before. 

$.$. 

·THE principles of just government are as et('!rnal 
as the government of God, and are bindi~g in all 
countries always, whatever may be the fate.of the 
political parties that may champion them. 

$.$. 

THE Defender, a paper devoted to the advocacy 
of the legal enforcement of Sunday, notes with evi
dent approval that "most of the Jews who have 
kept their stores open on' Sunday" "in the Jewish 
section of Boston" " have been fined by the lower 
court." "One man has appealed to the higher 
court." 

$$. 

THE, president of the League for Social Service, 
Dr. Josiah Strong, has written a book dealing with 
the subject of " expansion," in which he &ays that 
new conditions .have rendered necessary a revision 
of Washington's Farewell Address. " Reduced to 
its simplest terms," Doctor Strong says, "Washing
ton's advice amounts to this, 'Let us. mind our own 
business.' Admirable advice for that age and 
equally good for this. Then our business was con
fined to this continent; now it is in the ends of the 
earth. By all means let us mind it.'' 

In this Doctor Strong voices the sentiment of 
most of the modern " reform '' leagues and societies. 

$.$. 

SPEAKING of the proposed Catholic federalion 
the Catholic Mirror .says it is essential to " remove 
polities from the contemplated sphere of action," · 

_ .and then shows how this expression is to be taken 
by referring to Windthorst, the noted leader of the 
Catholic party in.the German Reichstag, as '' a states
man and polifiqrlleader," who "·is to be admired," 
·~pel.'~ .to b$! _ comtp.el}ded . as an examplt;! to every 
Catholk youth;" Herr, Windthor_st apd his "Party 

held the balance of power in the Reichstag, and 
the government could' pass its cherished measur.es 
throygh that body only by making great concessions 
to the Catholic Church. 

' )\lith this federation standing behind it and hold
ing the balance of political power m this country 
the Catholic Church says: "We want and demand 
the removal of all disability arising from sectarian 
bigotry and hate, whether in the minds of the 
leaders of one. party or the bosses ot another." 

~$ 

'A WRITER in "Arnold's Practical Sunday School 
Lessons " says that there are in the. United. Statesi' 
"about 225,000 liquor dealers and I,2oo,eoo bar
tenders/' ".l\1ore )iquor is sold in one year than 
there is pork, wheat, and corn combined." "The 
drink ·bill of this Republic is $I,025,ooo,ooo.'' . "The 
phy-sical and moral results of this condition of affairs 
are shown by the fact that in the State of Ohio alone, 
out of 9.430 insane people, 5,186 cases were traced 
to liquor; of I6,335 criminals, I2,596 were drunk 
when they brol~e the law.'' Nevertheless it is a mat
ter of record in the Supreme Court of. the United 
States that" this is a Chris'tian nation." 

~$ 

THE Catholic ·Mirror reports that "the Catholic 
societies of Peoria, Ill.. are forming a federation, f\i.e 
movement having been started by the German Cath
olic Bund., All thy societies in the city are inter 
este:l in the movement, and a prosperous organiza 
tion is expected." 

' ' 
OF the States which at the late election gave an 

increased plurality for the dominant party over their 
vote in 1896, the foremost is Utah, with an increas.e 
of 41,000 votes. 

$.~ 

GENERAL THO¥AS M.ANDERSON, who commanded 
the first expedition !Jf soldiers sent to the Philip-

, pines, d,enies t}:le charge- made recent!y by ;Bishqp
McFaul in the North American Review that Catholic , 
churches were desecrated by American soldiers, 
The general says: "While our American soldiers a~e 
not altogether saintly; it is not true that they have 
looted and desecrated churches." · 

.$.~ 

RIGHTS exi,stindependently of. government; ~es.
potic powdmay invacle them, but justice still con
firms them. 
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" THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES/' 

·MosT of our readers are doubtless familiar with 
the Signs of the Times, published in OaklaJ:;~d, Cal., 
but probably all have not seen the "Outlook" num
ber, bearing date of November· 28, and now ready. 
This is a double number filled with most interes
ting and timely articles. The paper is most hand
somely illustrated with original drawings. The fol
lowing are among the importan.t articles in the 
''Outlook" number of the Signs: "The Gospel Out
look,"" A Nineteenth Century Review,"" The Eu
ropean Ol\tlook," "The Church and State Outlook,". 
"The Papal <9upook," "The American Outlook," 
"The Protestant Outlook,'' "The Mission's Out
look," "The Christian's Outlook," etc. There are 
also two excdlentoriginal poems,'' Columbia, Where 
Leadest Thou?" and "The Bridegroom Cometh." 
This latter is set to appropriate music. Th~ Stgns is 
always good, but this number is· especially so, and 
ought to have a wide circulation. 

This will be a double number-36 pages, includ
ing the· cover. Single copy, IO cents;· 5 to /20 copies, 
5 cents; 25 or more copies, 4 cents each. Sent 
si.ngly to lists of not less than five names, 5 cents 
each. 

Address Signs ofthe Times, Oakland, CaL 

OUR OVERFURNISHED HOMES. 

Health, Comfort, and Good Taste are Sacrificed for 
Display in American .Houses. 

"MoRE simpliCity in our homes would make our 
lives simpler," writes Edward' Bok in a plea for the 
exercise of b~tter taste iQ fur~ishing our homes in 
the November Ladigs'Home Journ4!. ''Many women 
would live fuller lives because they would have more 
time. As it is, ·hundreds of women of all positions 
in life' are to-day the slaves of their homes atJ.d what 
they have crowded into.them. Comfort is essential 
-to our happiness; but with comfort we should stop. 

· Then we are on the s"afe side. But we get on and 
over the danger line when we go beyond. Not one· 
tenth of the things that we think are essential to our 
happiest living are really so. fn fact w~ should be 
an infinitely happier and healthier people if the. 
nine-tenths were taken out of our lives. It is as
tonishing how much,. we can do without and be. a 
thousand times the better for it, and it doesq't re-

. quire much to test this gospel of wisdom. We need 
only .to be natural; to g~t back to our real, inner 
selves. Then we are simple. It is only becau.se we 
have gbt away from the simple and the natural that 
so many of <;mr homes are cluttered up as they are, 

and our lives full of little things that are not worth . 
the while. We have bent the knee to show, to dis
play, and we. have lowered ourselves in doing it; 
surrounded ourselves with• the trivial and the· use
less, and .filling our lives with. the poison of arti-. 
ficiality and the unnatural we h·ave pushed the real, 
the natural, the simple, the beautiful~the best. and 
most. lasting things-out of our lives." . . 

LIVINti FOUNTAINS OR. BRO~EN 
CISTERNS, 

An Education&! Problem for Protestants.· 

TN this volume is co11sidered that greatest of all.prohlem_s, the 
education of the children and youth. It contatns the htstory 
of the two systems of education, Pagan and Christian.·· 
The cause of the failure and. apostasy of Israel, the early 

church, the Reformers, and modern Protestants, also the weak
ness of the remnant church, can be traced to no other source. 
and aecounted for on no other grounds than the Pagan methods 
and wrong principles of education instilled into the minds and 
hearts of the· children and youth of past ages and the present 
generation. -

Would' you know and understand the true principles of 
Christian Education for to-day? Secure at once a copy of •'l,iv
ing Fountains or Broken Cisterns. an Educational Problem for 
Protestants."' Read .it, and ponder its' teacJlings in your heart. 
It contains 427 pages, printed frow .. p-· ~.-substantially 
bound in cloth. 

Price .... .$1.25. 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH .. May 29. 1900 
I have read the MS. of Prof. E. A. Sutherland's new book. 

"Livin-g Fountains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Prob
lem for. Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the book for 
our churches and onr schools. . · · · 

E'·eryone who reads the book must be convinced.that there 
are now tWo svstems of education: one Christian and the other 
Pagan. The one leading to the,knowledgeof God and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. 1,. A. HOOPES, 

Sec. Gen. Conf .. 

''D:ESIRE OF AtiES" 
TRADE· EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper, making it just the right size 
for general reading, and to carry when traveling. 
Not illustrated, but contains the complete text of the 
large, beautiful subscription edition, including fron~is
piece, general and $criptural indexes, and appendix. 
We publish the tra.de edition of "Desire of Ag.es" at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons who 
desire this ,newly Written ·account of the Life of the 
Great Teacher in a cOJ;npact form, and at a moderate 
price. We believe that these two features are fully 
met in our effort, and that this trade edition is all that 
could be desired; and the price brings it within the 
reach of the multitudes. It contains r,o42 pages; 'is 
handsomely and substantially bound. · 

·Price, In cloth ....................... $1.50 
Full leather, round corners .......•. 2.00 

Send Your Orders to the 

Reviewa~d Herald Pub. Co., 
Battle~ Greek, Mich. 
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THE GLAD TIDINGS. 
A. verse-by-verse study of 

the book of. Galli.tians. By 
E. J. WAGGONER. 

"'the Epistle .to the Galatians; 
together with its companion, the 
Epistle to the Romans, was the 
source through the Spirit, of the 
Reformation of the sixteenth cen
tury. 'the reformation then be· 
gun is not yet complete, and the 
same watchword-the just shall 
live by faith-'-needs to be sounded 
now." You willlitid this book a 
"feast of good things," even the 
"glad tidings of' salvation." 265 

-pages. Cloth, 6oc. ; papc:r, 25c. 

Address any of our agencies, or our 
nearest House. 

PACIFIC PRESS P.UB. 00., 
39 Boncl St., New York. 

Kansas City1 Mo. 
Oakland, Cw. 

LABOR AND THE MONEY POWE.R. 

By Prof. G. W. RINE, B. L. 

Says a well-known editor in a. 
recent editorial notice of this 
tract:-

"It presents in a most strlklnp: way 
tb~ facttJ as to 1 he enormous at·t·umu· 
!arion of wealth, ~specially in the 
hands Of a f~W, and the In Paning Of it 
as foretold l)y the 8criptures cc.Hicern· 
ing th" lnHt days. It OlJght to be iu 
the hands of· every person in the 
nation.'' 

'this tract contains 32 pages and 
is illustrated. It is issued as 

Bible Students' I,ibrar-y'No. r6o 
Price, $2.oo'per roo. 

Addri?FS Any of our agencies. or ou;. 
nearest Houst>. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUB. CO., 
39 Bond St.,- New York., 

~!\~~"i,sd~ld!LMo. 

MARSHALLING OF THE NATIONS. 

Have you not been impressed 
with t):le thought that the move
ments A the great nations of to
day are mov•·ments that affect the 
whole world? Read this -little 
booklet and st>e how the five 
great patiorts of the wor}d-Britain, 
Russia, .Unfte<l ·_State~. Germany, 
and France, are fulfilling proph-. 
ecy. Fully illustrate<} by a fpe
cial series of 5 maps, including · 

, one double-page map in 5 colors. 

Bible Students' Library No. r6r. 
Price ro~. 

Ad_dre~s any of our a.~Pneies, or our 
~~art:~~ I,Iou~e. ,. · _,. 

' ;I' ~CIFIC PRESS PUB. CO., 
· · , .• .39 Bond St., NewYotlt_. 
Kans.is.~lty:-Mo. · 
Oa.llla.ndAJal" ·· , 

"'THE PRESENT CRISIS 
AND OUR I)UTY,'" 

No. ·4. of 

"Religious Li~e:rty Library,-

is a tract for the- times. 
Everybody ought to ~:ead 
it. The following sub
headings give a good. idea 
of the contents of the latter 
half of this publication: 

"Shall We: Remain True to the Principle!" 
·~Principle, not Politics.'' 
"At the Parting of the Ways." 
"What Shall the Answer Be?'' 
"Some Representative Utterancet!l." 
"The Flame of Life Burns Lower and J..ower:• 
"National Destiny.u 
"Why We Discuss this Question.'' 
"The United States 

One of'the, Kings of the EasL" 

Thirty-four pages, price. single copy; three 
cents, postpaid. Liberal discounts on orders 
of IOO or more to one address. 

Intettnational ~eligioas hibettty .llssoeiation, 
324 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill. 

PAGAN· COUN fERfEITS in B~~-~~t~~~~~cla 
A. vivid presentatton of the paga~ f.-stivals, rites: and'-usages whicla 
the author finds in the Christian churches of to-day, together with ' 
two 'chapters on Freemasonty, wbh h ought t.o be read by every 
Mason who' professes to be a Christia!t.· x87 pages, paper -covers. 
Priee 25 cents. Addr~$8 H~use nearest to_y~u. · ' 

P AIJIFIC PRE~S PUBLISHlNG CO., 
39_B:0]1DST., NEw ¥oRK,N• Y. 
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, Any one receiving The Sentinel of. L1berty without having ordered it, 
may know that it is sent by some friend. T-hose who have not ordered The 
Sentinellie~a, have no fears that they will. be asked to p~y for it. 

"WASHINGTON leaders," we ar:e now informed, 
"are preparing a most imposing ceiebration" for the 
next presidential inaugural. ''We should strive," 
says one member of the inaugural committee, "to· 
excel in the glory of -that day the splendor Of the 

. jubilee ofEngland's queen." 
These ~ords are' suggestiv:~, but not of repub

., -·I 
.:-·a';: 

sermon delivered_ in NewYork City. '~The 'averag-e· 
politicia~," Dr. Sheld~n says, "r~mi,nd; 1~e of. th(\! 
Pharisees,- whom Christ likened . to whited sepul~ 
chers," .. ·- · · · · 

If Dr. Sheldon-~ill note what history has to s~y 
on the subject of "Christian politicians:" we= thin:k 
candor will f?rce him.· to _admit that such perpons; 
were never obiny great .benefit to ,their' own of.t,ci: 
later generations, but quite the-contrary; The men 
who· liave tried to administer Christianity tJ-i'rou:gh 
dvil gov~l'~ment ·have succeeded 'only in disco~nt
ing both civil government and <Shrstiian•ity, and 
this not because they were lacking' in_ skill, but be
cause the· two are fundamentally different ·i.n char
acter. Of course the official. Q~ civil g_9verv,n:u~nt 
should be an hone_st man'; but it takes more than 

_mere honesty to make an individual a Christian .. 

' A " S]?ECIAL"' SENTINEL. -
lic.an government. 

.$. $ THE SENTINEL- OF LIBERTY of December 6 will be 
a spec_ial ill.ustrated number, containing seyen or· 

THE chief of the navigation .bureau, admiral ' 
- eight half-tone illustratiol}s. It will be printed on 

Crowninshield, now tells us that the United States 
an extra fine quality-of paper, and .will pre.sent a· 

navy must be m=1de four times as strong as it is, in. 1 • · 

very attraCtive ,appearance. 
·o_ rder t.o be in conqition "to fight a first-class Euro- · - · 

The general subject of .this ''special" issue will · 
pean power;" and Senator Proctor, of the senate 

be the movement now on foot to secure the Sunday-
committee on military affairs, says_ that the regular · · · · ·· 

· closing o.hhe Pan-American Exposition to·be held 
army we have heretofore maintained is "absurdly 

at Buffalo, beginning riext May. · . 
smatl," and''that no doubt c_ ongress will at its next. . 

The agitatio,n of this question and the interest in 
session increase it 55,000 \or 6o,ooo men, and au-
thorize the 'President to increase it to wo,ooo if he it wiU be second only to that concerning the do-
thinks best. . sing of the Columbian Exposition in I893· Tb_e ad~ 

.;!. ;$. . vocates of enforced Sunday observance are already at 
work:, and as this matter will be settled long before 

A CORRESPONDEN'r in· Arg· enti11a, £~om whom we the exposition opens, there is no time to lose. 
quote elsewhere in this. issue,_ writes that "most of Literature treating upon the ·principles involved 
the_ provincial'constitutions, as also the .federal c~n- in compulsory Sunday observance shoutd be scat
s~itution, he(e in Argen~ina make definite provisions tered br0 adcast now while the minds of the .people 
in favor oL liberty of conscience, but at the same are directed to this subject . 
.time they state that the Roman CathoHc religion is ThougJ::! it will cost much more than usual_to pro~ 
the religion of the state, to be by it devoutly sus- • duce this copy of THE SENTI_NEL;we will supplyit at 

tai:_n~d ano Pr:otected." . th~~u~rual ra,~e of. one cent p~r copy,, or $fLoo per 
You may smile at the inconsistency of this ; but thousan<;L · 

· is it any more so than for a North American State · · · · · . ,, W'e will send a limited number at the rate of one 
to as_sure liberty of conscience to its citizens and at 

. and a quarter c.ents per copy in single wraps to lists 
the sam_ e time to require all of ,them to do h_on_or, to · · ·· . · PI · d of names furntshed to us. ease wnte n.ames an 
a day it designates as the.~' Christian Sabbath~'? . - address~s .very plainly. . 

' '.J\ ,$ Ordendor this number should be sent in 'as soon 
"OH, for a good Ctf~istian · politi~ian! '''·ex~lalins as :possibt~:' so. that· we shall know how .ma,ny to 

t~e '~ev_.Charles M. Sh~ldbn, as quoted in a rec~nt print. 
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AN institutior1 of religion cah never be a proper 
·subject of human kgislation. 

~$ 

THE only reform which reforms is tl:at w:hich be
gins in the heart. True' reform works fiom within 

• outward, not from without inward. 

; 

THE l'aw of God is suited alone to the govern-
ment of God. The law of the Infinite cannot be ad
ministered by finite man. 

.$~ 

FROM the Christian point ofvie~, justification by 
fai-th is the only basis of true reform. 

AccORDING to Christianity, every man has the 
right to work six days in every we-ek, and also the 
right to' determine his working days by the Word of 
God and his own conscience. 

THE law of God is perfect in itself, but as inter-
; 

preted and applied to human affairs bv men.,-as by 
·Congress or a State legislature~it could not c.on
stitute a rule of righteous conduct. ·The office of 
interpreter of the law of God belongs to t]Je Ho!y 
Spirit. 

---·~----

\ ' . 
THE LAW OF GOD AND THE PUBLIC CONSCIENCE'. 

SoME weeks ago the Outlook, a prominent east
ern journal, replying to a ~orrespondent's query 
as to what, basis civ.il government rested on if not· 
on the consent of the gove'rned, said that the proper 
basis of civil'government is the law ofGod. Reply
ing to this, an&ther correspondent inquires: "Who 
is to say what the law of God is? The Pope at 

IF on'e government must not attempt to ~nforce . Rome? He claims that right. The Czar in Russia? 
tbe-·laws of another government, then certainly no . He crowned himself with the phrase,' Dei q.ratia '
earthly government has any business try-ing to en- 'bY the Gras:e of God.' 'Ihe Kaiser. in Germany? 

·force the laws of the country and governm~nt of He says he is the vicegerent Df God on earth, and 
Heaven. 

'fHE only government that will never do. injustice 
must be based on the law of. God, but such a govern~ 

'ment must have God himself to administer it. With 
only>n:ian to administer such. a government, it would 
;be·t~' \\:orst of all g0vetnm~nts: 

will interpret God's law to his subjects~ Will it be 
in your opinion an adstocracy? Such was the des
potism of the old, regime in France. * * . * Or 
would you turn over ~o a plutocracy the power of 
sayipg what is the 'law of God?, Plutocracies are 
claiming the power now pecause they say they rep
resent the~ i:n telli~ence and will, the executive power 



. . . 

and .. brains; oJ the com~unity.,-----.:hence, they should ciety, as an organic whole,· speaking'by,the voice,. of 
do the directing .. * * * · . the majority, has a right to say thar this qr tha't is· a 

"If you. ask me to answer this que,stion; -I will social matter, and ·to it the individual must submit 
becau;e it is not · ari individu. al matter, but it con-. say,that there is .. no infallible d1scoverer and stater 

of t):le. law o£ God on this earth. Nb proph,et, no cerns the whole." 
book, no priest, no king-, no class of men, ilo matter Has society a right to say that Sabbath obseni
how well porn or highly trai.ried, no parliament, no ance is a ;, social matter" and not an individual 
!matter how skillfully _chosen;. not even the m"<ljority maver? a1nd' must the individual subn{it -in this :to 
of the people, no matter·how ca!rrily and deliber-·, the dictates of. the majori~y? ;B~t still stronger 
at.dy their voting is taken, 'Yill .always tell us aright . 
what the law of God is, and always applyit.aright." than this is the following quoted by the OutlookfrOrri 

' ' · theSpringfield Republican: . 
This is manifestly t~ue, so far as human apthor- • · ·· , . 

ities are Gon·cerned, because no rna~ is i'nfallible, and "Is then~ any other way within reach·o.f human -
, therefore no number of men can be_ infa,llible, and society of so perfectly consulting God as .through 

t~e conscience of the· people, not one or several, hut 
only an infallible authority can oe trusted to define all-the· generai consdence, freed, as far as it ever 
the will of. God. ' And this is ju/st the reason why can be found, of the individual warp and' twist. of 
the law of G.od cannot be the proper basis of civil interest or pride. or prejudice or sin. or hereditary 

, go'vernment. Not that there is ·anything faulty,in defect?" 

the law of God, but man is finite and fallible, and as Now put with .. these quotations the following 
the authority in.all civil government is necessarily statement made by Rev. Davi<;l JyicAllister, editor 
-human. th~ l~w of God, as' interpreted and applied by of the Ch~istian States'man and chief spokesman of 
civil government. would not constitute a correct stand~ the National Reform party, made at a hearing be
ard of righteousness to which men could justly be ·fore a committee of' Congress in ·behalf of a. bifl · 
held amenable. 'But manki~d must b~ held strictly to" Christianize" the Constitution: ' 
accoLmtable to the divine law if the government of · 

· · "I say it comes .to this: This matter of conscience · 
. God is to be upheld before men,_ arid befor,.e the uni-. · · is one that gQes back to the moral sense of the peo-
verse, and therefore an .infallible authority to reveal' ple. It isnpt simply an individual conscience. *.'~ 
to mankind the will of God is. ]~dispensable to God's Here is the nation which gives its decision ac:c6rd.., 
eternal purpose for mankind-; and.th~re e.xists just ing to its sense of·right and wrong. That is ~he na-. 
su~h an authority, namely, th.e Holy Spirit The Spirit tional conscieQce, and when the nation thus gives its , 
interprets to '.men theJJ?.eaningof the word of God, decision, individuals whose.consdentious views may 
the Bible. This enlightenment of the Spirit being conflict.:_,* * * in' such .cases the ind,vidual con-
conditioned ,on the exeKise offaith, it fo,llows that science must yield to the conscience of the whole. 

· ' people which is over him~ an.d should.'be over him 
each individual mus~ be enlightened by himself a1;1d in order to enforce what .is right, but which can be, 
for himself alone; and therefore ·that the. only gov- 'over him only by re<;ognizing /the Lord's supreme 
ernment which can proP.erly have the law of .God . authority over ·the nation." · 
for its basis is one whose fuqdament~d law .is made 

Th.e essential harmony of these three quotations 
known, not by. a supreme court or by decree of pope 
or ,king or the vote of a. majority, b~t by the Spirit is apparent, The Outlook says that the proper basis 

· of civ·il government is ri'ot the consent of the gov-
o.f God. The law of Gad, in other words, can be t~e erned, but the law of God. Some of its readers and' 
ba?is oniy of the government of God. 

· exchanges give expression to a different view, but 
, But the correspondent before quoted believes _ 

.all agree in saying that the individual conscience' 
that the voice .of the majority, while not infalrible, · . 

inust ~submit to the "public conscience" ot the .. 
,?lust in any, case prevail over the. voice of the in- ,, state conscience ",which must bt;: over the individ-
dividual or over that of the minority. He says: · 

ual to "enforce what is right." And if civil govern-
~· Far. superior to ahy minority is the voice of th, e , . . ment c!Des not rest on the consent of the governed, 

majority of the people.·· The )ndividual has a~rig,ht · 
the la~ of God .. is the on!Y. other basis on which ,it, to his own opinion as to what is the_ law ofGod. · · 

He has the right to advocate it even unto his own can be alleged ,to rest. As surely, therefore, as that 
death'if he deems that necessary or wise .. He has the doctrine of government by consent of the gov-, 
not the right to ir:npose hisopinion on others.. So- , erne d. is qeing ahandoned in •this countrY,, we are 



comi'ng. to the . time when the "conscience of the 
pe';;ple,'' the "voice of the majority," will decide for 
tbe individual what are the requirements of the 
law of God; not questions of political economy and 
national prosperity in secular affairs as heretofore, 
but ·qu~_s.tions of religion, in which an individual is 

-bound by conscience toward God. This is tlie N a
tiona! Reform scheme whicn that party h.as long 
been seek;ing to have realized in the nation. To 
this false and ruinous ideal of civil government we 
a~e now hastening. s. 

THE WISCONSIN SUNDAY REST DAY ASSOCIA
TION. 

/ .. ·. 
THE tenth annual convention of tJ;le Wisconsin 

Sunday Rest Day Association was held in Sheboy
gan, Wis., November 15 and 16. The president, 
:E>erry Millard, D.D., presided. The several meetings 

' held in two of the largest churches and in the largest 
hall in the city were well attended by an excellent 
class of earnest Christian people. 

The first p:1eeting was held in the German Re
forn~ed church, and the first address and a portion 

-of the devotional exercises were in the German 
language. 

The addr~ss in German was by Rev. H. C. N ott, 
pastor of the German Ref~·Hmed church of Milwau
kee. His subject was "Der buergertiche .Sontag und 
persoenliche J1reiheit," or" The Civil Sunday and Per
sonal Liberty.'' 

Evidently Mr. Nott was deeply impressed with 
the importance of his subject, and with the danger 
the American people 'are in of allowing liberty to 
degenerate into license. 

Mr. N ott seemed to entertain not even ·the 
shadow of a doubt as to the divine authority for 
Sunday. To him the." day when' my Lord arose" 
arid the di)y "blest at creation's close" are one and 
the same, and he plead eloquently for' the preserva
tion of Sunday as a d'Cly of worship, taking substan
tially the same position, as Rev. T oseph Cook, of 
·Boston, that " the ~abbath [Sunday] can not be long 
wain tained as a day _of rest unless it _is maintained 
as a day of worship." The argument is- an admis_:_ 
sion that the Sabbath is essentially a religious_ insti
tution, dependent for its very existence upon its re
ligious features. Therdofe to ask the_ .state to 

1 maintain the Sabb~th is to ask if to rnaidtain relig
ious_,~orship, for the latter is absolutely essential 
·to th~e_ for:mer. 

· ~r.Nott was at time.s f'loquent; ahd again, as he 
reviewed the desecration o:( the day he holds sacred, 
his tone became pathetic. "It seems to me," he 
said~ ~·that the ·sun shines brighter upon Sunday 
than on othe.r days; and aU nature unites in thanks- -
giving and praise to the Creator." 

--One thing, however, Mr. Nott forgot to tell his 
audience, namely, that while' it is true that sin en
slaves, and that .in righteousness only is there liberty, 
let tbe people once -admit-the principie become 
established:___, that the state may for any reason under-· 
take to maintain religion, and personal liberty be
comes only a memory. The Word of God teaches 
and all history testifies that religion, to be pure and 
uplifting, must be preserved separate from the civi'l 
power. The union of the two is corrupting, and' in 
the Scriptures is called adultery. -

" The Epidemic of Crime." 
.The second address of the evening was by Rev.· 

Judson Titsworth, of Milwaukee, and was in English. 
Mr. Titsworth's complete subject as assigned to him 
by the committee of arrangements was," The Epi~ 
demic of Crime the Nation's Peril." 

The speaker found fault with .this phrasi~g of the 
subject, and spent not less than fifteen minutes in· 
showing that "there is 110 epidemic of crime,'' an.d 
that the subject should have been described as 
":The Spirit of Law,lessness the Nation's Peril." 

In Mr: Titsworth's opinion the woild is rapidly 
growing better. This besought to prove, not by 
statistics; but by glittering gJt:neralities aud pe~sonal 
reminiscences. Forty years ago, he said, drinkjng 
W<itS very common among ministers. of the gospel. 

•His own pastorate 'w~s separ;ted by two pastorates 
from that of a highly esteemed' old minister who 
habitually returned from his· pastoral visitation_, 
"not a little, but a good deal the worse for· flap,''" a 
mixed drink common .only· two generations ago. 
But drinking is now practically unknown am~ng 
ministers, and while still too common; in polite so
ciety drunkenness is everywhere disreputable. 

But while looking upon the bright side of things, 
,and cherishing as a sacred thing the. belief that_ the 
world is growing better,· Mr.Titsworth- declared that 
there is a growing spirit of lawlessness which does 
constitute a menace to the n~tion. .This lawless 
spirit is manifest in the failure and even' refusal of· 
civil officers to enforce the laws they are ~worn to 
administer. Holding up the' Sunday law of Wis.con-

, si~, he said: 
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"Go to-morrow morning to 'the mayor of the city 
9r-to some police jus tic~ and say· to him, 'Here,·so 

-'and so is. violating _this law; I want a warrant for 
hi_m.' ·:Do. you su-ppose you "would '.get it? No; he 
would laugh in your face.'' 

This condition of affairs the speaker character
ized as "anarchy."· 

That there is a 'growin'g spirit, of lawlessness in 
this country, and that it is a menace to fl;ee institu~ 
iions, there can be no doubt. But it is not due 
primarily to disregard of Sunday and to the f~ilure 
and ,tefusaL of civil officials to enforce the Sunday 
laws. The root of the trouble is much deeper than 
this, and the fault lies not at the doorof the magis
t~ate, but at the door of the preachers, as any one 
cari readily see who will ~andidly consider the facts · 
for e'ven a few ~oments. 

·Revere rice for God and· hi's law lies at the foun-
:. dation of reverence for all l~w and regard for our 
fellow-men. Anything that undermines reverence· 
for God and for his .law destroys in like measure re
spect for all law. 

For years the ministers of the country have been 
discrediting not only the law of God, but his entire 
Word, and this very largely. in the interest of the 
Sunday institution. The 1'\w of God says plainly, 
"The seventh day 'is the Sabbath of the Lord thy 
God." · The ministers say, ''Not so; .the first day is 
the Sabbath,'' and stigmatize the ancient Sabbath as 
"Jewish," s-peaking of jt as "that -old Sabbath," 
calling it and the whole law in which it is em bosomed 
" a. Joke'of bondage," etc. Thus the mi'nisters h.ave 
educa:ted the' people to despise the law of God. 

_Is._ it any wonder that :they despi'se the laws of' 
men? 

Agai-n, men have' come to know their rights as· 
meh better than they used to know them, and all 
attempts to maintain and enforce so-called "la":'s" 
tha:t trench upon personal rights serve 'to increase 
contempt for law in generiJ,l. , Of no class of laws is 
thi~ more true than· of Sunday "law,s." Men feel 
and know inherently th~t the J<eeping of a ddy asa 
Sabbath is a matter with which the state has of right 
qothing to do; they feel that every att'empt to com
pel them to render su~h a se.r:vice is flagrant usurpa
patiOI}, as it is, in fact, and thus feeling they, one 
·a:nd all, disn:!glud in greater or· less degree all .such 
' laws." Few in,deed can be found who do not dis
regard, more or less, the letter of tlie various Sun~ 
·day laws. 

Those wQ.o are really alarmed at the growth of. 
lawlessness, inst~ad of urging as· a c~rtain -pa~ac'ea 
the maintenance - and enforcement of religious 
"laws'-' against which the better sense of all right
thinking meh re·volt, should favor onlY the main
tenance and enforcement of such law~ as appeal to 
the common sense ·of mankind as being just and 
necessa:y to the preservation of equal rights. But 
Sunday "laws " do not belong to this clasS/. 

B. 

THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATIONS. 

THE President of the United States and ,th·e gov
ernors of the several States have i~1sued the usual 

Thanksgiving proclamations calling upon the people 
to .lay aside their usual vocations on Thursday, the 

2gth day of November, and, assembling in their 
usual places of worship, give thanks to God for the 
blessings of the year. Of course no two of these 
proclamations are identical in phraseology, but 
while some are more devotional in tone than others, 
they one and all call upon the people to engage in 
acts of worship. 

There is scarcely anything in our political sys
tem that affords a better illustration than qoes this 
ctistom~ of proclaiming days of thanksgiving, of how 
a wrong custom· may come in til1}e to have all the' 
force of law. 

. Speaking of the principles of complete sep~ration 
of church and state, Mr. Madi~on said: "There has 
been another deviation from the strict principle, in 
the executive proclamations of fasts and festivals." 

Mr. Jefferson, while President, wrote to ~ev. Mr. 

Miller, saying: 

"I consider the Governmen't of the United St<1tes 
as interdicted by the Constitution from intermed
dling with religious institutions, their doctrines, dis-
ciplines, or exercises." · . 

This letter wa~ written July 10, 18~2. Seven 
years previous 'Mr. Jefferson,, writing of an address 
from Baptists, said: 

"The Baptist address, now enclosed, admits of a
condemnation of the alliance between church and 
state under aut]10rity of the Constitution. It fur
nishes an occasion, too, which I have long wished 
to find, of saying why I do not proclaim fastings and 
thanksgivings as my predecessors did:" 

Mr. Jefferson's reason, briefly stated, was: "The 
Constitution has directly precluded them [the {Jnited 

' ' ' 
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States] from n assurrri~g ariy'authority. ove·r ieligious'. 

exercises. 
"B4t," said' Mr. Jefferson,'' it is only proposed 

that I should n:commend, not pre-scribe, a day of fast
ing and prayer:-that- is, that I should indirectly as
sume to the United States an authority over ;elig
ious exercises which the Constitution h~s directly 
precluded them from. It must mean, too, that this 
re::ommendation is to carry· som<· authority, and 
to be sanctioned by some penalty on those who dis
regard it, not, indeed, of fine~ and imprisonment, but 
of some deg,ree of proscription, perhaps. in p~blic · 
opinion. And does the change in the nature of the 
penalty make the recommendation less a ·law of con
duct for those to whom it is dire~ted?" 

Mr .• Jefferson's reasonmg is sound. It is mani
festly improper fo,-. a civil ruler to issue religious 
proclamations .. His recomm~ndations must ofneces
sity have somthing of the force of .. law, however 
much he may seek to make it app~ar otherwise, and, 
in the very nature of the case, they come in time to 
be clothed in moi:e imperative language. 

It is interesting to contrast the. lang4age of 
President McKinley's, recent Thanksgiving proCla
mation with the idea of simply recommending such 
observance, which seems to have prevailed among 
all classes of citizens a century ago. Mr. McKinley 
designates Th,ursday, N <;>vember 29, "to be ·observ,ed 
by all the people of the United States, athome and 
abroad; as a day of thanksgiving and praise to Him 
who holds the nations in the hollow of his hand." 

Observe that the day is appointed and ''set apart" 
"to be ·observed," riot that it may be observed. The 
language is not permissive, bu,t mandatory;'and ·for 
this, not Willian1McKinley, but custom is to blame. 

,The recommendation" of to-day becomes the com~ 
_inand of to-morrow .. A century ago the President 
was asked. merely to recommend a day of religious 
observance; to-day he appoints and sets apart such a day 
"to be observed by all the people of the United 
States at home and abroad." 

Nor did Mr. J effeison object to religious procla
m'at~on:.s solely from the standpoint of the Constitti
'tion, He<maiqtained not only that such proclama
tions were inimical to religious libertJ:, but that they 
were also injurious to the best interests of 'religion. 
He sa\d: 

"I do not believe it is.for the b~st interests of 
·relig_~()n t() invite the civil I:Qagistrate to direct. its 
·exerc-ises,_ its d\scipline, or its do~trines, nor ·of the 

' 

religious, soctettes that the general Government 
should be invested with the power of effecting any 
uniformity of time or matter among them: Fasting 
.and prayer are religious exercises; the enjoining of 
them an act of discipline. E\rery religious society 
has a right to determine for itself the times for these 
exercises, and the objects proper for them, accord
ing to their own particular tenets; and this right·tan 
never be safer than in their own hands where the 
Constitution has deposited it." . B. 

A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

The Bible and the Nations. 

FIVE times in two short chapters in the book of 
Daniel it is written: "The Most High ruleth irt the 
kingd'oin of men." No other statement of fact in 
the Bible is repeated so explicitly and so often in 
such a brief space. The. fact that this truth is so 
often and so plainly stated ought to make it abun
dantly clear to' thinking people that 'God wishes to 
impress mankind, and especially the :rulers of the 
earth, with the idea of his kingship over all. The 
very words were spoken to' two of.· the kings of 
Babylon, N ebuchadnezzar a~d Belshazzar, and their 
empire was the rnost brilliant of the old time · 
monarchies.' . 

Moreover the same inspired record states tnat 
this truth is recorded "to the intent that thdiving may 
know that the Most High ruleth in ~he kingdom of· 
·men." 

In this elder hour of time· in the governmental 
affairt of earth we see only. the strife of.nation with· 
nation and party with party. We see two powerful 
political facJors struggling tor the supremacy. W.e 
discuss; their platforms and their principles. We 
praise, <Criticize, or condemn ~ccording to the prompt~ 

· ings of judgment, habit, or taste.. But h'ow seldom 
dQ we stop and consider that God is behind it aU, 
ruling and overruling in it all. · 

"God ruleth in the kingdom of men." . •Forever 
let these words sink into, the ears of citizen and sub
ject .. They are worthy of an hour's .. thought. Our 
better natures owe thein- this. 

But the bad king comes to the throne just. the 
same as the good. A wicked magistrate takes the 
reins of civil rule. Nevertheless God's wordstancl
eth fast forever. ''The Most High ruleth.i~ the king
ddm of men. and giveth it to whom~oever he will. 
ana setteth up over it the basest.of men." Y€s,.God 
may set up the basest of men over a nation. to pun-
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ish that nation fori~s evil deeds and to qring- it to 
a~ end. 

Babylon was a great empire: fn pride Nebu
chadnez~ar ruled· over it. He was humbled by the 
Almighty, aQd made to eat grass like a beast for 
seven. y~ars. He repented ands'?ught the

1
Lord and 

commanded all of his people to do the saine thing. 
Then his kingdom flourished'.· He died; and after
wards Belshazzar, his'graridson, came to the throne. 
He knew the experience that· Nebuchadnezzar had 
passed through. Nevertheless ··he did · wi~kedly. 
The figures of national guilt climbed ·higher 'and 
higher. · And then God brought him and the wicked 
nation over which he ruled to an end. 

The empire of the ·Medes and Persians followed 
. next. In the beginning the rulersinclined ·t~ rig-ht

e,ousness. They ;;opg-ht the Lord apd a~sist~d in the 
promulgat'ion of th~ knowledge of the tr\le God in· 
the earth. Rulers and people alike:were temperate 
and frugal. But ere long things changed an(! God 
brought this na:tio~ also to an end. · 

The empire of Greece followed with Alexander 
at its head. His career was meteoric. In the cour~e 
of his travels and conquests it is certain that he lpd 
abundant opportunity to learn of God and know of 
his ways. But these were neglected; his empir~. was 
humbled to the dust ancj. the -~Omans s~cceeded to 
the first place as a great world power. 

Of all the ancient nations none had such ail' op-
. portunity to be taught of God as the Romans. It 

was during the days~£ their prowess and po~er th~t 
Jesus Christ was bq,rn · intq the· world. They had 
already conquered the Jews, and were· •in c.Onstant 
communication and business intercourse with them: 
The greatest of the ap9stles preached in the capital 

;. city, and -the churches of the simple Christians dot
,ted the empire from ea~t to west. Yet Rome· per-_ 
· secuted the Christians, and the rugged Germans 
came and swept the once world-conquerors away. 

, · So itohas ever~een and will ever be .. As· nations can 
ncit b~ punished in the· w9rld to come they receive 
their punishrt\ent here. An account is just as surely. 
kept by the Almighty with a nation as with ;n in
dividual. And when the figures of crime and trans-

. gression reach a certain -li:ffiit which God has fixed 
there, is no more mercy; disaster,. disg·race,. and dis-

. integration quickly' follow. . P.. T. MAGAN. 

So far as his fellow-men are concerned,every man 
has a right to do moral wrong. 

SUBJECTION TO THE HIGHER POWERS. 
I':' 

. PAul. says," Let every soul be subject unto the 
higher powers. Forthere is tio power but of God: 
the powers that be ar~ ~rdained of God:"· The 
words, "higher powers," do not· here · me.an civil 
pow·ers, but heavenly powers. · Heaven is high.er·. 
thqn. earth; pod's law is above all earthly or civil 
laws. Man's first duty is to obey God,.that is, the 
"higher powers." Man should also obey the,; pow
ers that be," that is, the' civ]l powers, when those 
p?wers are in perfect harmony with the "higher 
powers" t.hat be, the kingdom of Heaven, the gov
ernment of G9d. The law of God is made for all 
tpe universe, ;=tB\i ·every being that obeys. this-law is 
subject to the higher powers. This ·obedience and 
subjection ·exists .in every inhabited world but 
ours, and Paul was desirous th;t it should exist in 
this one, therefore the injunction, •:• Let every soul 
be subject unto the higher powers." We should 

. honor God's law before the highest earthly powers, 
and )\'hen we do so we show that we .. are subjt>ct to 
the higher powers. We should do this althoug.h 
the powers that be command us, under penalty of 
death, to do otherwise. 

This test will soon be brought to bear upon those 
professing gqdriness, as 'it was upon the .Hebrew 
captives when they refused to b~w down to a .grave11. 

· im~ge at the cbmmand of Nebuchadnezzar the king 
of Babylon. They were subject. to the nigher pow: 
ers, but were not in this instance subject to the 
powers that be. We may ask, Why did. they not 
obey the king of Babylon? Why were they not 

subject to the powers that be? We answer, they 
' disobeyed the king and were not subject to the pow

ers that be, for one reason and for only one; and. 
fhat is, if they had n~t .done so they would not have 
been subject to: the higher powers. So the only 
right thing for them to do was to. be not' subject to· 
the powers that be, but at the same time be subject 
to the penalty_that must foll.ow the violation of the 
~ivil statute. This is exactly what. they' did, and 
God signally justified them in their course. If th~y 
had obeyed the king in this instance, they ~ould 
have disobeyed God. . 

This shows us how f~r we can be subject to the 
powers t;hat bt;. It must be in everything .that does· 
not conflict V~fith the hi·gher po~ers .. It is 'evident 
that this point is not 'well understood. Why. so? 
Because we are often asked, Shall we not obey the 



powers "thaf be? · Our answer ahyays has been and 
must be, Yes, when the· commands of the • pow
ers th~t b~ ar~ in harmony with the. higher powers 
that be. In so doing we shall recognize Gad as the 
supreme ruler, and thus honor the law of his king
dom. This the meek and humble Jesus did, and 
this the meek and humble follower of Jesus will do. 
From the course events have taken in our nation 
the past few years, we may conclude it will not be 
long before the test that was brought upon the 
Hebrew captives win be our test. Rev. 13: 10-!8. 
May we endure as they endured. 

B. W. REED. 

CAN THE WAY BE FOUND? 

ToucHING the merits of the controversy between 
the Filipinos. and the friars, the American Israelite 

·says: 

"The question of the right of the Un-ited States 
to rhake some sort of an arrangementin the Philip
pin~s by which in an equitable manner its people 
C£.n rega\n the vast properties wrung from them by 
the ecclesiastics can be answered in only one way. 
Almost, jf not every nation in Europe and many, on . 
the Western continent, have replied in the affirma
tive. It is not ' confiscatiop,' as the Roman Catholic 
Church call7 it1 but s_imple restitutiqn of what has, 
been stoleH. The kings and nobles who drove the 
serfs from their cultivated lands to turn the soil into 
fo~ests for the ch.ase, were no more guilty than the 
friars 'who .filChed' from the peasantstheir little hold-

. ings to make their freeholders slaves, upon·whose 
labor their taskmasters grc:w fat. ' 

"Of ali the curses that the people of the Philip
pines have labored under, none. is greater than the 
domination of the priestly caste. lt is no won~er 
that the friars want the strong arm of the United 
States to replace that of Spain to protect them from 
the just 'wrath of an enslaved and long-suffering 
people. It remains to be seen whether this country ' 
will lend itself to thy iniquity that .flourished so long 

. underthe protection ofpriest-ri<;lden Spain. If this 
·country inteQds to govern the Philippine Islands. it 

· .. must find some way bf r~turn.ing to the people the 
.lands of which they have been robbed by the friars, 
·and• tne.n relegating the latter to the position which · 
all oth:Cr priests occupy under the Constitution of 
th;e United States." 

_N'o man h;:~.s ~by right to commit any aggressi'on 
whatever upon the equal rights of a~otb:er, rio mat
t~rJ~,o:w.e~alted he may be. nor however humble his 
' • ', •. ! 

V(CJJm. ·:. 

.. · SUNDAY: FI~IDNG 'APPROVED. 

~'IT is all right to .fish on Sunday," declare,s the 
rector of the· Episcopal Church at Lake. G~~neva, 
Wis., whose. congregation 'includes many prominent. 
society people, with a numbe.r of millionaires who 
have summer· homes at Lake: Geneva .. The pro
priety o~ Sunday fishing is, however, according t'o 
this authority, limited by circumstances. If a m~n 
is busy through the week working to. suppprt his 

family so that be has no time. to go. fishing it is' all· 
right he says for him to. engage in this spo~t on Sun- _ 
day, '1 provided he has. done his duty to his Maker 
by attendance upo11 divine service at some place of 
worship." .. But "whel). a man can fish any and all 
of the six days of .the week it is wrongfor him. to do 
so on Sunday." While fishing is in-itself an iimo
cent pastime on any day,,says this Episcopal clergy
man, it is made "sinful when we indulge in it to the 
neglect of our religjous obligations." 

This opinion touching this popular form of Sun:
day sport is quite in harmony with the R"orh~n Cath
olic conception of· proper Sunday observance, and 
as history shows us no authority for Sunday observ
ance other than the Roman Catholic Church, we see 
no reason why the propriety oLSunday fishing should. 
be questioned, although the rector's statement is 
said to hav~ given something of a shock to the 
larger. part of the congregation· to whom it was 
spokyn. Fishin-g is not af all in harmony with. the 
Bible idea of Sabbath-keeping, it is tr'utc, but while 
authority for Sabbath-day. fishing is wanting in the 
text-book of Christianity it is' equally wanting for 
the obligation of Sunday, The Bible idea of'.Sab
ba:th-keeping belongs with t.he day Scripturally 
designated as the Sabbath, which is not the first day 
of the week, but the seventh. The Roman Catholic, 
conception of Sabbath~keeping, on the other hand, 
belongs with. the clay set ·apart. by decree of that 
church, which is Sunday. And the longer the Prot
estants churches hold on to Sunday th!= more wi.Il 
they app~oxim'ate to the Roman Catholic idea of r~
ligious ·obligations and the mote completely will th.ey 
be drawn back to the ground occupied by the church 
from which they drew away in th~ sixteenth century. 
In short, Protestants must either give up Sunday as 
a: religious Clay or give up Protestantism. To this 
decision they are held by a logic that is inexorable. 
And of tliis- the Papacy is well aware. 

s .. 
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NOT . JUST GOVERNMENT, BUT .. THE JUST BASIS 
OF GOVERNMENT. 

CIVIL government niay o; ,may not be just, and 
we can not reasonably.expect that any form of civil 
~overnment alway~ will be just; but it is po.ssible 
that civil gpy:er_nnient ·should· always rest. upo!J a 
just b~sis, and-the people have a ·right to expect an~ 
demand that-this shall- be true of' the government 
under which they Ji_ve. 

'The- United· States has not a1ways been a just 
Government, .. hut. i-t has'always r~sted on the just, 
basis of civil. governmene. The Government was 
for a long period unjust to the negro-it maintained 
the system of negro slavery .. Othe·r acts of injustice 
might be cited. Btit all the time the, basis of the 
Go~ernment has been a just one-the consent of the 
governed. The . basis of this Government is the 
principles announced to the world when the natio? 
had its birth~ July 4, 1776 .. Those- principles are 
.stated in the Declaration of Independence. The 
. r~ason why the colonists separated from Great 
Britain, as there stated, is th~t Gr'eat Britain did not 
recognize the "self-e\rident truths" that " all men 
are created equ·ai,". that, the Creator has endowed 
all with "·certain. pnalienable rights," and that the 
purpose of. civil go.vernmentsamong rilen is to "pre
serve. these rights,'' and therefore that civil govern-

. . ' ' 
ments_ derive "their just powers from the consent of 
the governed." The colonists separated from Gteat 
Britain in order that they mig-hf establish a govern
ment which· should recognize .these truths~which 
should ·be .ystablishedupon th'isbasi~. In the Con
stitution, however, !here ,was a reco.gnition of the 
system of negro slavery; the Goverqment was not 
true to its own basi~ principles, and the Civil War 
was the terrible price it had to pay for its inconsist
ency and its injustice. 

The consent- of the governed means always the 
just basis of government, but it cannot always_ mean 
justice 'in government. And· an act ·of in'iustice oi: 
incompetency on the part of a republic~n govern
ment cannot properly be used as an argum~nt for 
dispensing with the consent of the governed and 
setting up a different form of government. Nor can 
the fact that the only governmer:t that would never 
do injustice would necessarily be bas-ed Qpon the 
law of God, be taken as an argument for making 
that law the basis of civil government in'the United 
States. The government of God is based on the law 

• ' 'I ' 

'of God-. .and is nevex unjust; but shoul<;l men try to 
administer th_e Civil :government on. that basis, they 

-would do terrihle injustice:' to some' of the people all 
the time~. · · . 

Touching this distinction between just &'overn
ment and government on a just basis, the following 
st~tement~, address.ed to the Outlook by one. of- its 

· c-orresponder\ts, ate to the point: 

"When. you :deliberately reject this mora( b·asis 
of government [the consent of the governed], and 
treat as illusive the central ide~ of o'ur national life, 
not a few of your read~rs are shocked. A favorite 
illustration with you is the sanitary gain t; Santiago 
under General Wood. Supp0se, if· Maximilian had 
established his throne, that he would have cleansed 
Vera Cruz of yellciw fever, would that justify his 
forcible government of the Mexicans.? . Your illus.
trations of the -rule of Quay a:nd of the Tammany 
Society would be to the po'int if the Declaration 
said that all governments res.ting in consent of the 
governed are just. Instead, the principle deClared 
is that the t~st of fitness of a government to ds:> its 
~ork and be rightly administered is the moral basis, 
the support of a majority of the citize~s. None 
maintain that such a government is necessa,ri:ly j~st; 
but tl:).at, when SJJstained- by the po.pular will, its er
rors are, on 'the whole, less than its effect if enforced 
from a power without, a'cting against that will. · . 

·~. Tne i~justice and mistake's of gove~nments con
stituted by the people are inevitable. But we do 
not question that the Supreme Court at Washington 

, is a just and right depository of judicial power be
.. cause. of its errors in. the Dred Scot case, or in it~ 
last decision ag::tinst the income rax: Compared 
with the slow 'but pervasive and n-atural groWth of 
public sentiment leading to an enlightened consent 
of the governed, the arbitrary and forcible rule
even, if benevolent, hygienic, a~d purita~ic-is 
plainly against nature, and is not less tyranny be
cause it has go.od ends in view. Sureiy this 'grad
ual process of education and consent is the ethical; 
moral way-the method of divine rule and revela
tion in the world; and the readers of the Outlook 
have lea,rned to lo'ok for enlightened spiri,tual theo
ries of government, and not· to expect there aigu--; 
inents. for the obsolete, ·materialistic, and specious 
doctrine of so-called DiV'ine Right as a· basis of 
ruling others against their consent." 

THE reason why civil government can _no"t qe 
based on the law ofGod is ttiat no man or'ass~mbly 
of men-;king, emperor, or a majority of the people"-
-are competent to apply the law of God to human 
affairs with infallible correctness. ' 
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APPLIED CHRISTIANITY. · 

, WE ar~ heartily infavor of ap{5liec(Christianity, 

to requir~ a Christian to obey and h'elp eiiforc~ t·h~ 
laws and to aid in the punisfirpent of crime. While 
we in:ay rejoice, for many reasons, that it is seldom 
necessary for' a mini~ter to .ru~ th'e risk of getting 
drunk in order to discharge his duty to the state, we 
must confess that the risk,' in cases of ne:Cesslty, in-· 

'because. we believe in· Christianity and know from 
observation' and from the testimony of othds that . 
·the application of its principles to the affairs and 
conditions of human society tends to elevate human 
character ~nd alleviate human misery. 

volves no' moral turpitude. · . 
. "Mr. Allen unq'uestionablyli~its his example'in 

But we do 'not believe that in· order to apply 
Christianity i(is ever necessary for a Christian to do 
that which in itself is wrong or to put on an appear
ance of evil, si:rice both these things are contrary to 
express injunctions of Scrip~ure. · And, therefore, we 
can;ot agree with the idea of applied Chri~tianity 
presented in the following editorial by a leading 
Chicago paper, the Inter-Ocean, and pril)ted under 

. the heading given this article: . 
"The Rev .. H .. M. Allen of this city offers the 

late.st novelty in applied Christianity. In the dis
trict where Mr. Allen lives the sale of strong .drink 
is forbidden .. Sundry persons constantly seek to 
violate this prohibition. ·Few. of the citizens who 
stand. for temperance thereabouts are fitted bv ex
perience to get the. evidence necessary to convict 
the law breakers. Many of them never took a drink 
of any alcoholic liquor. Hence, they find it diffi
cult to go into court and swear that any beverage 
which happens to be in qQestion is of the forbidden 
kind. · 

"Now it occurred to the Rev. Mr. A1len that cer- · 
tain experiences 'o£ his youth, long since repented, 
might be made profitable to righteousness. So he 
did not. thund.er in his pulpit over the blighting in
fluence of the dramshop, but went quietly -to the 
suspected places, bought and consumed their illicit 
merchapdise, and then appeared as a witness in 

. court against the sellers. 
"When asked how he knew that he had bought 

beer from th,e acc'used, Mr. Allen answered that 
when a college student he was· in the habit of drink
ing beer. and had not forgotten its taste and effects, 
'although he had ceased1 to indulge. in its use. As a 
result of Mr. Allen's efforts, the.' bli~d-pig' business 
on the South Side is proving deCidedly unprofitable. 

"Many people doubtless felt a decid~d shock 
· ·when they read of a minister's visiting saloons, even 

fdr the purpose of obtaining evidence akainst viola
to:rs of the law. Upon reflection such feeling will be 
seen to have but little justification. While many 
worthy people consider beer drinking a sin, they will 
'admit it is nQt a crime. But the selling of'liquors 
In c~itain plaFe.s an9 to certain persons is a ·crime. 

"'Now, the duty of every good Christia'n to the 
·commonwealth( is plain.< The. injunction, ''Render 
unt<1:C<esar,' <pid otheFs like it, are u·niversally held 

beer drinking to cases which he deems of absolute 
ne~essity. Any man, no matter how high his moral 
standards, feels j~stified in taki.rrg human l·ife under 
certain cortcl'itions. The ,end does not justify the 
means, but it often justifies unusual activity. ' In · 
taking an unusual method to protect ~is parishion~ 
ers from the evil "Of grog-shops at. their doors Mr. 
Allen doubtless. feels entirely justified. And the _ 
·common-sense Christian, while he may-not applaud 
Mr. Allen's course, will think fong before .condemn
ing his application of Chri~tianity :" 

The trouble with the" applied ChrLstianity'" of 
this day is that men want to apply Christia.nty in 
some other way than was shown to the· world by ~ts 
divine Author. The life of Jesus of Nazareth, who~ 
"went about doing good," is pur.ely a re~ord of ap

plied Christianity, and that record was written in 

order that the men of this day might apply Chris
tianity recording to the perfect example set them. 
long ago in Judea. But many who professfaith in 
Chdstianity to-da:y 5eem to havs: lost faith .in Christ's 
way of applying it to .the heart of the individual· 

, sinne~ through his £aitn 'in its au tho}, and want t6 ap~ 
ply it to society e'n masse through the ci vii govern
ment. It is sufficient condemnation of this kind of 

. " applied Christianity" that it finds no warrant .for 
its claims in the teaching or ex'ample of Jesus. · · 

l AM not of opinion to think the church a vine in 
this respect, because, as they take it, she can not_ 
subsist without clasping about the elm of worldly 
strength and feli<i:ity, as if the heavenly city cou.ld 
not support itself without ·the props an·d buttresses 
of secula~ authority . ...:.}ohn Milton. 

~•.ff..J!.' 
-

THis }s the masterpiece of a modern politician, 
how to qualify and moqldthe sufferance and subjec
tion of the people to the length of that foot that is 
to tread on their necks;"how rapine may serve .itself 
with the fair and ho~orable pretenses of puplk gbod; 
how the puny law may be brqug'ht urider 'the ward~ 
ship and coritrol of_l~st 'a:nd wili.--John Milton: 



f"News. Notes .... 
I -~. . · and Comment 
l . 

AMONG the topics announced for discussion at ' 
the " New York State Conterence of Religion," to 

' , , , ' I 

be held iri New York City NoYember 20-22; we 
note, "Political Ideals of the Bible," "Dangerous 
Classes in .a Republic," "Religion Vital to Democ
racy," "Religious Education ih the Public Schools," 
·~The Ideal Comn1onwealth as the Kingdom of God," 
"The. Unused- ·Power of the Church in· PoliticsY 
The announcement circular states that the'purpose 
of the "Conference is "to. prop1ote the largest practi
cable jun~tion of religious forces for the fUJ,;therance · 
of these fundamental religi,ous, moral, and social in

. terests, which are vital to- the stability of the com-
mon~ealth.~' 

This gathering is not designed to be a "parlia
ment Of religions," but a H COnferenCe Of religion," 
No effort at contrasting·or ·comparing· the views 
of different denominations will be made, but the 
effort of the meeting will be in the opposite direc
tion. Every point upon which u~itv of action is 
possible will. be emphasized aqd . its importance 
magnified. That Sunday observance will b.e one of 
these it is easy to foresee. . · 

. A special report of the proceedings of this con·~ 
ventio~ ~ill be given in THE; SENTINEL. · 

··.;~. .·.;!. 

· · T!i,E following item is from Harper's. Week?J of 

November IO: 

"'The Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, the author of 
'In His Steps,' had lately an interesting experience 

_ of Sabbath-keeping in this exaggerated dty. He 
thinks that no one should work on Sunday but 
ministers, and disapproves the running of street cars 
and all pYblic and private conveyances, except, 
doubtless, .. on errands of necessity or mercy .. His 
Sunday engagements a fortnight ago inch.1ded morn
ing service at Carnegie. Hall: and 'eveni?g ~ervi~e at 
Sterling Place in Brooklyn. He was staymg H1 Brrok
lyn. He walked from there overtoN ew Y?rk to ~he 
day service and back :to Brooklyn for the evenmg 
service, arriving an hour lat~ for thelatter and keep~ 
ing-500 persons waiting. Som~ ofthe bret~ren, who 
are less sweeping than he in t,heir Sabbath-:keeping 
convictions, are disposed to smile at ):lim. N everth_e-

·1 ess he did well. There is nothing so instructive to a 

. preacher, and :especially a rigid Sabbatatian;:as to
practise regularly what he- preaches. Nothing-else 
will help him so' much to arrive at a conclusion as 
to the precisf point at which Sunday work should 
stop." ' · · 

This indicate~ that Mr. Sheldon is determined to 
be cqnsi;tent at. any cos~. But "~-man who is s~ 
severe with himself is not likely to spare others when 
he is able to invoke the law in behal~ of his ideas of 
"Sabbath-keeping." 

Is it not barely possible that there is something 
the matter with" our civilization" and" our political 

, system" when such a journal as the New York In
dependent feels obliged to' speak of the government 
of our leading city after this fashion: 

"A center of learning, of art, and of ethical en-
•'. \ 

thusiasm, the home of 'a multitude of the strongest 
intellects and most forceful mor,al persbnalities of 
the New World, endures a governme'nt unspeakably 
vile, conducted by men mqre brutal. than the beasts 
of the field, and who excel the Patagonian savages 
chiefly in their knowledge of the <trts of wickedness. 
New York City, with brains and energy enough in 
it to create the tnost efficient, the cleanest, the wisest 
and the most progressive administration whiCh the 
\\ orld has ever seen, has a ·government that smells to 
heaven worse than the murders of Macbeth." 

Is it not barely possible that "our government"· 
is not so essential to the happiness and prosperity 
of the less civilized races as certain poli ti~al orators 
would have them and us believe? Is it not barely' 
possiole that these less civilized peoples, less skilled 
in the arts of wickedness, would 'be just as well off 

. under,some governmental system of their own de
vising as under one thrust upon them from the coun
try where boss rule has .. risen to such infamous pre-
eminence? 

FROM the date when the barons of England com~ 
pelled King John to sign Magna Charta, down t9 tb~ 
time when,negro slavery was abolished in the United· 
States, the• civilized world in general made ,steady 

. progress in the direction of the recognition of in
. dividual rights. Following Magna Charta, the peo
ple of England secured from the British monarcli"y 
the. h:titions of Rights, next the Bill of Rights, and 
later the W;it of Habeas Corpus, all of which were 
bulwarks erected between the common people and 
the arbitrary t;xercise of gpvernmental power. Fol~ 



luw:ingthes.e came, in America~. theD~claration of ln
-depe,ndent<7, proclaiming to the world the pol'iticial 
eqbalitjT'()f all me.n and setting up an'ideaJ of gov
ernment to which even the people who gave it birth 
never pt;rfectly attained. Now, however, a reaction 
has set' in, a retrograde movement has begun, in-

' dicated by the·· growing tendency to dis·parage the 
Declaration, the Constitution that .grew out of it, 
and to.disrega:rd the rights of the inJerior races of 
meri. Where .will this reactionary movement find a 
sto)l>ping place? This is the important question, and 
it will become' a more se.nous question as the days 
g~ bv. 

"THE soldier sl).ould not have a will of his own, 
but all of you should have one will, and that is my , 
will. There. ex'ists only one law, and that is my law; 
and, now go and do your duty, and be obedient to 
your superiors." So sa.id the. German Kaiser to his 
soldiers on one occasion, according to a writer in 

' (. '\. 

McClure's Magazine. This writer continues: 

" So the German soldier waits . patiently for 
. orders, and when. they come he obeys, no matter 
; what obstacle lies in the way. ·And in the next 

European war he will be next to invincible if he is 
· well led." 

From this it can be seen why mil~tary excellence 
has nothing in common with Christianity and ex-

·.· ceHence of manhood. It means that men must have 
no minds and consdt;:nces of their own; that they 
must become mere brute machines, subject to the. 
will ·and law of another. This would be bad 

. enough of itself,. but the purpose for which 
men are thu? degraded-to slaughter their fellow" 
men against whom they have no grievance-is so 
much worse than the p~rposes of ordinaryslave~y. 
that it hides and excuses as it were this great wrong; 
for l)ow can men' carry out such a purpose on t.he 
part of others unless· they are first hypnotized and 

· <lrille.d into machines{ 

Monroe doctrine a. thing ofthe past. .The aband:an
ment of the famous doctrine i.s thought to ha.ve bef'!n 
fully indorsed. by,the a,pproval gJve;:n: by th~ popular 

.vote to an imperialistic American policy. The 
·weser'Zeztungdechires that all i·s now clear saill!lg 
· fqr Germany, which, in the pursuance of its own ~x
pansionist ideals, rieed not fear a confl.iet with the 
United States." 

The naval program for the coming year, it is · 
stated, calls for art expenditure of over $8o,qoo,Qoo. . 

~ ~. . 
THE attitude of the courts of law toward tpe 

practice of "faith healing " is indicated by ·the fol-
'lowing statement made by a Cleveland (Ohio) judge 
in passing sentence .upon a "faith healer" in. that· 
city who had. failed to report to the. health depart-. 
ment a fatal case of diphtheria. After the pubJic 
prosecutor had declar~d that the act of treating the 
case. by" faith healing',' was close to murder, the 
judge said: · ' 

"There is more in this case than the mere viola
tion of an ordinance, and the sooner we get rid of 

· these faith-cure people the better it will be .for so- · 
ciety in generaL I am going to impose a heavy fine 
in order to deter others froll? practicing a doctrine 

. without medicine, which is absolutely necessary:" 

'J. ~ 
AN iflustrated lecture, entitled "The Passion 

Play," was adverti13ed to be given {n an opera house 
in 'fr~nton, N.J., on Sunday _evening, November I I,,··· 
The pastor of the First Methodist church of that 
city " charac.terized the production of the lecture on 
a Sabbath· and for pay .as an outrage," and a painted 
sign was displayed in his church, reading as follows: 
"Don't go to an opera house show on the Sabbath. 
Come and hear the word of God." 

Of cou.rse this minister has a right to speak. his 
mind on this matter, and ·certainly his method .of 
preventing "Sabbath-breaking" is far more com
mendable than the method that is frequel,ltly re
sorted to. It is better to invite people to coj:ne .to 
churcn and hear the word of God than to corrimancl 
· tllem under penalty· of the law not to do something 

... .PRESS dispatches S{ate that the· recent presi- • 
else that they :wish to do. 

-ckntial election is taken in Germany to mean the 

AccoRDING to the NewYork Tribune's Philippine 
· cor.respondent~American control in those islands has 

b. een .too l~nien:t, and there is· to be c~mmenced . ' 

abandonmentof the "Monroe doctrine," which ·has 
heretofore st~od in the way of. German colonial 
".s~hemes in $outh America. A dispatch from Bre
.m~n: to the Cllic;ago Record states the ·following-; . 
... <• Br~me~l.;Nov. I I.-The p_an-Teutonic· yiew ()f at once a" drastic" ~::ampaign against those who fight 

·Mr, McKinley's" re~electioh is that it makes the · f~r ·'liberty a~d loot." He :epO:rts a$panish fri;J.r.as 
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saying: "You could stop this revolution at once if 
you wanted to by taking drastic m~'asure~- again~sl 
the leaders:; shoot, them on the 'Lurteta,· or bii:nish 
th,e.m, and the people will believe you a:re in earn~st 
in your efforts to ~tamp out re-volt." This is 'ex
actlx·what a Spanish fri~r might be expected to say .. 
It was the tyranny and " d~astic. me~sures '' of the 
friars 'that' drove the Filipinos to war in the first 
.place. 

A CONVENTION is' soon to meet in Cuba to adopt 
a constitution which will be the basis of government 
in .the rsland. We note on this point so~e interest
ings words in the Catholic Mirror of November ro: 

. ' 
"HAVANA, CuBA, October 3 r. 

. -."There are indications of stormy times for the 
Cuban Constitutional Convention and its b-reaking 
up in a row is not an impossibiUty. It appears now 
that there will be at least three factions, and it is 
·doubtful if either one will hcl:ve a: very st;ong 
working majority. The cause of the trouble and the 
danger of the failure of the convention lie in 1 the 
fact that it has virtually become k~own th~t the ad
ministration is coaching a clique of delegates with 
the object of l?resentil}g the convention with a con
stitution carefully qrafted in Washington. This was 
suspected from the. first. WQ.ether or not the coterie 

. with .the intervening government back of. it will be 
strong enough to carry its ·point and give Cuba an 
American-miJ.de ~onstitution remains to be seen." 

There can, of course,never be real self-govern
ment und~r .a constitution w~ich the people have 
not themselves made. 

' . 

TFIE fol-lowing good reasons for keeping religion 
separate fr~m politics were given in a sermon de
livered the Sunday before ele~tion bv a Methodist 
Epi~copal clergyman of Phcenix, Arizona: 

"We legislate as citizens, not as church members 
or L:hristians. Religious convictions may constitute 
the highest citizenship and the cit.izen may enter the 
field. But why not the Christian, as such, enter this 
field? Because it is_ opposed to the spirit of our 
institutions, which have been so delicately poised 
on the qt~estion of religion. · ·' · 
. "The church can not health'fully espouse any 

political method.. First, because political methods 
are not first in importance, being rather resultant 
than cau.sative. Second, because the church needs 
equal evangelic~li"nfluence over men of all political 
creeds. It is the mission of the church to save all 
clas::;es in all parties. 

"It is UJlwise for".· .a church, to take any political 
attitude that .would produc.e a-~ong:o.rganized classes 
any irritation against it.. There is but one step from 
hatred of a church to hatred of religion: · 

"Whenever a religious organization voices itself 
ori t?e political exigencies it goes ,beyond itself. and 
blunders. 

"The infection is abroad. These are times .of. 
more or ·less ecclesiastical tinkel'ing , with politics. 
Many of our people a:re not drawing the line. There 
are . preachers and churches ·unconsciously in the 
double business of. politics and religion. A pon- · 
sectarian state can not exist in harmony with a 'par-

. tisan state." 

The subject of" good citizenship" is making rio 
small stir among religious people of all churches' 
in that Western sity . 

$$ 

THE past century of British domination in Iqdiq. 
·has been marked by t~enty-four famines. 

SUNDAY REST CONGRESS AT "THE PARIS FAIR. 
From the New York Independent. 

ONE of the most significant facts of the time is 
the atte.ntion being given in Europe to the que~tion 
of Sunday rest for employees. Three yeats ago an 

. International Congress on the subject was held at 
·Brussels, followed this year by another in ~Qnnection 
with the Paris Exposition. The attenti'on giveq to 
it. by the Paris journals and the membership indicate 
the hold the question has on the public mind. The 
presiding officer, Bereng~r, was a member of the 
French Senate and Institute, and among the dele
gates were ~epresentatives of vario!JS associations 
and industries, as well as of several Of 'the states of 
Europe. 

The discussions took up the various phases of 
the question in relation to manufactures, commerce, 
transportation, public service; but the point that oc
cupied far more attention tharrany other ill the con
gress was that of legisl~tive ihter":ention for the pro
tection of the Sunday rest. On th~ on'e hand,. 
delegates from Belgium1 G.ermany; Austria, Gre~t 
Britain, and .Switzerland, where Sunday laws are 
now enforced to .a greater or less extent, urged the· 
justice. and necessity of such intervention to protect 
the rights of the great majority in any bran'ch of . 
business aga'i'nst the selfish competition of the few,. 
on the principle so generally accepted in this coun
try that tile liberty of rest for each depends upon a. . " 
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law of rest for all, while, :On the other hand, all such 
legislation was earnestly opposed,' especia1ly by the 
French , me in hers'. of the congress, as involving in
fringement c;:>f personal i.iberty. It was urged by 
.them that after all such laws could not be enforced; 
except so far astheyaC<;orded with the customs and 
con;ictions of the people, ana that reliance for the 
procuring of Supday r~st must be placed upon the 
good will of employers. 

It was conceded, 11owever, by both sides, that it 
was the dutyof the'state to set the example of ac
cording . Sunday rest to all engaged in the public 
service, save in cases of real neces~ity. This ques

' tion (which seemed for a' time lilkely to divide the 
congress) was finally settled by the adoption of a 
resolution affinningthe right of ~he ciV'iUaw ~o in
tervene in favor of the Sunday•rest, buf refraining 
from ~xpressing any judgment 'as,to th'e application 

of this principle iri different countries; the circum
stances of each country must be left to decide as to 
whether and to what extent the State should thus · 
intervene. 

THE DESTRUCTION OF PEKING. 

FROM the Michigan Christian Advocate of Nov. 17, 
we take the following description which pictures 

· the present. state of the former Chinese capital, after 
having 'fallen a prey to tne armed forces of the 
"Christian nat?ions:" 

"Peking has bet>n airpost as thoroughly destroyed 
as 'Jerusalem of old. In t,he northern city were four 

' allied banks supposed to be as s1fe as the Bank of 
England. All are destroyed and the bank bills 
thrown into the streets, burned, or carried off as 

·souvenirs. The- city gates and towns have been 
burned or leveled with the gromnd. The temple of 
heaven.has been turned into a military camp. The 
palaces of princes and the handsome dwellings of 
the rich have either been razed oi tran~formed into 
dwelling places for foreigners and headquarters for 
officers. The sacred temples and altars where 

. mighty. pagans worshiped, have be~n tur:ned into 
· stables for horses, doors to sacred retreats-have been 

. 'thr.owri ,open wide, and tablets to deified ancestors 
have been ~asf down or sent to museums in foreign 
lan.d.s. Around the base of the marble altars rinder
pested cattle .have been cremated in .the very urns 
.,that were used for Imperial sacrifice. Surely .the 

1 
departeq sages will turn,, in 'their graves if they know 
.that tl;lose azure d?rne~ have been blackene<;I by the 
smpk€ 'Cif burning beasts u:n·fit for the table of foreign 
devif~! · 

Tqe emperor''s hall of fasting i~ a storage room . 
for the army, an·d cart-loads of loot. are sold at auc
tion for a song in its courts. -Th.ew6rld:-faqieo libra:-: 
rie~ h<:we been torn to pieces, costly volumes wl::iich 
can ne\rer be replaced dest,roy'ed, and inn~merable 
essays .and documents thrown to the .four winds or 
turned into firewood for troops. The famous Han~ 
Lin Univ~rsity is- so completely demolished that 
only two of its spacious halls out of twenty-five re
main.' In the southern division,~£ the city, where 
the anti-foreign sentiment has always beeri more 
pronounced than 'elsewhere, and where. nick-names 
for all persons ·not Chinese reached the lowest line 
of the vocabulary, the. encroachments of military 
'devices and modern' inveptions are- conspicuous and 
complete. 'The hated railroads, electric <drs, and 
telegraph lines penetrate its spacious squares and 
thread its ancient streets, and large portions of its 
sacred soil, no foot of which could ever be purchased 
for missionary purposes, will hereafter be ,obtainable 
for foreigners' uses as foreigners .niay desire or ask, 

''The 'forbidden city,' too, which no foreigner was · 
ever allowed to enter, has been made as common as 
any other part, the British field artillery having 
three .months ago penetrated its inmost recesses.and 

. fired a salute of one and twenty guns to indicate that 
'tht: occupation in force of ,the innermost shrine of 
Chinese exclusiveness was now cdmpletely accom
plished. Thus was added the last touch to the pun
ishment of Peking." 

THE Catlzolic-Mirror reports that an informal con
ference was held in Philadelphia, Sept. 16, to con
sider steps to be taken for the formation of the 
proposed Catholic f~derat-ion in this country. A 
committee was appointed to issue· a call to the va
rious national Cathol,ic ~rganizations to select dele
gates to a preliminary meefing, which is to be held 
Thanksgiving day in New York. City. 

$,~ 
/ 

A COMMITTEE of Congregationalist ministets has 
be.en appointed to ~ait on Jhe Chicag~ Board of 
Education and request that the recent order given 
by the board, opposing. the reading of the Bible .in 
the public schools, be reconsidered . 

~~ 

"IT is the church and not the b.allot-box that will 
' ' ' 

decide the nation's future," says the MiChigan 
Chrt'stian Adv~c;_te. The future of the natib.n de
pends upon the kiBd of education the people have 
received and. not ppon the ballots by which their 
sentiments. are carried into effect. 
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BATTLE CREEK, MICH., May 29, 1900 
,I have read the MS. of Prof. E. A. Sutherfand's.new boo,k, 

"I,iv.ing" Fountains or. Broken Cisterns, an Educatwnal Prob
lem for Protestants," al'ld I am convinced that it is the book for 
our churches And our Sc;hools4 ' . : 
. .Everyone who reads the book must be convinced that there 
are now two svstems of educ3.tion; o:ne Christian and the other 
Pagan. The oi:te leading to the knowledge of God and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. .I,. A. HOOPES,· 
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"The.Epistle to th~ Galatians, 
together with its companion, the. 
Epistle t() the Romans, was the 
source through the Spirit, ·of the 
Reformation of the sixteenth cen-

. tury. The refm;tiiation' ·then be
gun is not yet complete, 'and the 
same watchword-the jusf.shall 

" live by:faith.:,.,.~eeds to be soundecl 
now." You will find this ·book a 
"feast of good things," even the 
"gl<~,d tidings of salvation." 265 
pages. ' Cloth, 6oc. ; vaper, 25C. 

Address· any of our agencies, or our 
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LABOR AND THE .MONEY POWER. 
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By Prof. G.' W. RINE, B. L. 

Says a well-known editor in· a 
recent' edttorial .'notice of this 
tract:-

"It.prf'sents in a most'S,tr.iklnp.: wny 
th~ fact~ as It~ 1 he enormoUM a•·· uwn
lation of W~>'alth: PRJiecially i;l ·1 be 
han.ds of fl, f...,w, H~nd the mPaning of lt 
~s iort>told hy the ~criptnrt->~ couct-rl•
ing thP ]»st days. It o,nght to be h1 
the hAuds o! every pe1•on \u the 
nation.»• ' ·· · 

This tract contains j2 pages and 
is illustrated. It is issued as 

Bible Students' 'I,ibrary No. r6o 
Price, $2.0() per roo. 

' AddrPFR r>ny of nur ogt>ncleE!, or otH 
nevn•t·:t IIoust•. 

'MARSHALLING OP THE NATIONS. 
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wifh the thpught. :that the move
ments of. the great nationq of to
day are-ma'vements that affec:t the· 
whole ·world? Rh<l this little 
booklet and' see how the five 

' great natiotisof the world-Britain, 
, ~11ssia, :t;rnJted St:.lte•, GeiJ:;lany, 
· ari:!I France, are ~ulfilling proph
, ~cy .. Fully. illustrated by a Fp~
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. THE. recent lynching of a' color<'d crimi~·al .j~ 
: Lin~o-ln c'6urity, Colorado, is generaiiyadmitted 'to 
, be the worst exam pit! .,of this3orm of l-awlessness 
that has occljrred in. a~y part of 'this co~n,try. 
Terrible as was the. crime for' which this criminal 
was put to death (by burning at the stak~); the', fad 

rem_ains· ,that lawles.sn~s~· -2a~. 'r~:t~~J:>'6':suppres~ed b)C 
' I lawless,n.r:ss; fire. C?n not be ~xdn~uished w!th fire .. 

The educati<;>n the publii: mind r~ceives £~-~ such 
occ~rrences is ~<~ecessarily of the most bakh1~ kintL 
What othe6conclusion can b~_Jrawn from th~in but 

Any one r~ceiving The Sentinel of Liberty without having ordered it, · 
' may know that it is sent by s6me friind, Those who have not ordered The 

· Sentinel; need have ·no ·fears th~tt they will 'be a~ked to pay for it.,·· 

WE print this week a :partial report of the pro
ceedings of the Wi~consi~ Sunday Rest Day Asso
ciation; more will ap~pear later. And immediately 
follo~ing this convention in Wisconsin ~omes the 
"Conference of Religion'" in New York City, oC 

· which we will also give a special report. The next 
few issues of THE Sm~rriNEL win be among the best 
that have .everb.een is;med. Nowi~the.righttimeto 

circulate a few copi:e,s amon,g your friends. 

,:!.,:!. 

"I DON'T understand all this THE SENTINEL says 
about nat~r~l rights apd religious liberty," some . 
peoJ;>le are saying. WeU, dear reader~if you are 
one of these~ the subject of in an's proper relation 
to the' civil power, and of the distin~tion between 
the ·things of Ccesar and 'the' thing~ of God, is·rather 
; deep subject, and we can't help that; b~t it .is ap. 

' intens,ely practical subject. It is one you can not 
separate from your ,own ex.periente, and' that you 
will be called upon .some d·ay to explain_. We do - \ ' ~ ~ ' 

not ask: you to study these things fo1: our benefit, 
but for your O'fn1• The themes" of, the Scripture are 
d~ep, ·but we caq not afford to skip them, neverthe
less. 

HAvE you_s~en the" World's Outlook" number 
ohhe Signs oftlzeTimes, published in Oakland, Cal.? 
If you have pot,_send for a ~opy right away and. see 
·if it is not 'the :best 1nyestinent you can possibly 
make of ten cents. The publishers do m:>t ()ffer-you 
in this tep cents' worth of amusement or mere enter-

. t-;_inrrient, but,s'et before yo':!- information that is.in~ 
teresting because of its tremendous importance to 
the people at this tirne.. They are not .aiming to 
benefit then:i;elves;-- but to beneW, yo!:!: Five to 
twenty copies, 5 cents each; over twenty copies, 4 
-cents each. Address Signs of the Times, Oakland,· 
Cal. 

that.the peopl~are losihg:tha\regard for their o~n. 
constitutional· fonn5 of justice. which indicates the· 

• •• • 1= I " 

faculty of self-goyerrtment? 

.,:~.-.,:~. 

THE importance of _the Sabb~th to tht;' ha-ppiness_ 
and prosperity of mankind 1s riot a reason-why rlien 

"should take charge of the instituti~n, but i-s a-reason 
why men should ·keep their hands <:>ff 11. · Th?t 
which comes from the hand' of God can ri~t be. i·m
proved by the hand of man. 

DEC~:M:BER SIX~H. 

As announced last week, THE SENTINEL. of 
Dec~mber 6 will be speci~ally adapted t~ ,~ducatio~~l 
effort in connection with the agitation for cl"osi:ng 

- ·' . .. - ' . - . . 

the Pan-American Exposition ·~n Sunday: 'Dq; not 
forget the date, and do riot fail to share this .'eff9rt 
with us, by circulating a g<;>odly num-ber of th,is 
special ~ssue. · 

This nu.nrber w.ill be profusely illustr~ted witl;l-half~ 
'tone cuts, and printed upor\ supbcalenderd: stock,· 

. thus ma\<:ing the pap~r at~ra~tive as well a§ in'si:ru~tive. 
The price ~ill be one doll,;;tr per: h·u~dre~,or ~~ig~t 
dollars per thousand to tract_societies. 

It will be remembered how far-reaching were the
results of the Sunday.closing agitation in connection 

' ' /• 

with the World's Fair., when our nat.ion took so·im.,_ 
portant a step in repudiating the pr-inciples of Prot
:estantism by enacting a confessedly're!igious law,'. 

making as a'-condition of governmental support the 
closing·.of t~e gates o~ sund~y. we now have .or.., 
portunity to reca]l the tr~mend.ous si'gnific~nce of 
that leg~slative action under circu_mstances. that ~ill 
at once add interest and lend force to that bit .of 
Am~_rican history. We are confiden~ tb:atfriends of 
religious liberty everywhere will gladly embrace this 
opportunity to sow tl:!e seed of- truth under condi
tio~s so favorable. 
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THERE is no moral value in forced obedience. 

THE political atheist is not merely he who does 
not acknowledge God in the heavens, but he also 
who will not recognize God in the conscience of his 
fellow-man. 

JusT government does not favor one class above 
another. Indeed, government should know only 
citizens, each of whom has rights equal to the rights 
ofeach of his fellow-citizens. 

$$ 

WITHOUT a Sunday law everybody is free to 
rest or to- work on that day as he may ·choose. 
With a Sunday law nobody is hee, but ali are com
pel~ed to stop work. Thus Sunday laws do not 
operate to promote human freedom. 

.$..$. 

-:(o enjoy Sabbath rest means something more 
tha,n m.erely stopping work. Because an individuill 
stopswork on the$abbath, it does not follow that 
,h~ f!i\· gQif1g to feel rested a·t the close 9£ the day, or 

be physically -benefitte,d by the intermission. The 
Sabbath without religion is neither restful nor bene
ficial. 

.$..$. 

THE declaration of Scripture that "every ~:me of 
us shaH give account of himself to God," constitutes 
an unanswerable reason why every one of us sh,ould 
be free from coercion in religion by a power which 
can say nothing to God in our behalf. 

THE one sure antidote for intolerance is loye. 
No.one can be intolerant towa-rd any person whom 
he loves; and as Christianity fills an individual with 
love for all men, in Christianity lies the world's hope 
of the long-sought era of upiversal peace and good 
will. 

THE TWO SYSTEMS. OF GOVERNMENT. 

THERE are in the world to-day, and have been 
more or less fr-om earliest times, two general theories 
or systems of government. One of these systems 
recognizes a sphere of thought and activity belong
ing .. solely to the individual, independently of any 
and all other persons in the world. The oth_er sys
tem sees the individual as a mere unit in the aggre
gate of human society, having no proper sphere of 
action· save. such as pertains to the whole body of . 
the people among whom he is politicaliy'·included. 

The one system holds ~p the doctrine of natural 
rights; the other system cares not about rights, but
only about·what is'expedient . 

The' one system declares that just government 
rpust be by consent of the governed; the other· 
declare~ that a.n ihdivid\!al rriay justly be governed 
without his. c,onsent. 
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The one system recognizes_ that man came into 
being through the act of a Creator, to whose author-
ity the _individual must be ·always amenable; the 
other system makes the individual amenable-always 
to a human authority, either that of a monarch or 
th;;it expressed by the will of the majority. 

The one. system is based on Christian principles; 
the other system Is atheistic. 

God _endures Christianity must endure;_ and while 
Christianity endures individualism has a sure 

. suppor.t. It may stand discredited among the 
ephemeral systems of time, but it is the chosen 
government for eternity. s. 

HAVE PROTESTANTS A RIGHT TO MAKE SUN
DAY LAWS? 

To admit that all men have "certain ~nalienable 
- To this question THE SENTINEL OF LIBERTY 

rights," is to admit, as did the founders of this Re-
public, that there is a Creator from whom all men gives, as it has ever given, a negative answer. It 

denies that any class of people, Protestant or other
derive their existence. To deny that all men have 

wise, have the right to use compulsion UP.On others 
such rights, on the other hand, is to assert that all 
men derive their existence from some other. source. in the sph~re of religious observances. But it is 

· interesting to pote the fact that the right of Prot-
The National Reform scheme of government, by 

estaots to say h9w Sunday shall be observed is 
denying that· all men have " certain unalienable - -

boldly denied l:iy the Church of Rome._ That this·is 
rights," represents polifical atheism; and those who 
confess themselves to be atheists, by de~ying the a fact is plainly stated in the following from the 

Catlmlic Press, the leading organ of the Papacy in 
existence of a Creator, likewise deny that men have 
unalienable rights. Both these parties belong, po·- Australia, the occasion of its utterance being an 

agitation which has been going on in New South 
litically, in the same class. They uphold the same 

Wales regarding" Sunday desecration:" 
general system of government .. One party, repre" 
sented by the National Reformers, claim that the "But there is something still wanting to a full 
government is from God through themselves as his ~tatement. of the unten~ble position taken up by 

- those sticklers for "Sabbath" observance. What 
chosen servants, and they ignore the rigbts of such right, anyhow, have these gentlemen as Protestants 
as differ from them upon- -the plea' that. all must be -to lay down the law as to what is to be done or not 
subject to the will of God. The other party; who doii'e on Sunday? Sunday is a Catholic institution, 
openly. deny the existence of a Creator, have nothing and its claims to observance can be defended only 
to say about the will of God, but hold that the will on Catholic principles. H the 'Bib!~ and the Bible 
of the people must always prtvail over that of the only is the religion of Protestants.' if 'whatever is 
individual. These two parties· assume different not read therein nor may b~ proved thereby' has no 

claim on their -faith .or observance, what scrap of 
premises, but arrive. al the same conclusion; their · 

title can they show for all their dogmatic iQsistence 
schem~s of government amount to the same thing as to the requirements of the Lord's Day? From 
in the end; starting from different points of belief beginning -to end of Scripture there is not a single 
they ultimately come together On a C0mmon politi- passage that warrants the transfer of weekly publi_c 
cal platform-they find themselves united in main- worship from the last day of the week to the first. 
taining that an individual must be· governed in all Thus Sunday observance is an incongruou,s adjunct 
things by the will of the majority-united in doing of the Protestant faith, utterly out of keeping with 

·away with the individual conscience, the one party its fundamental principle, and strong1y suggests a 
- - rel1" !!t"on that suffered sadly rrom too much hurry in 
by affirming that it must. be subservient to the state ~ 'the making. -
conscience, and the other by denying the relig'ious "If any Sabbatarian wants to know the proper 
foundation upon which conscience rests: me-thod of spending the Sunday, the Catholic 

The s~le foundation o~ the i1ther ~ystem of gov~ Church is the natural source to apply to for in for-
. ernment, which exalts the individual by recognizing.- mat ion. Under her direction the Sunday supplanted 
-that it.exists to serve the ind(vi_dual and not to be the Jewish Sabbath, a'nd she is, therefore, the best 
served by him, is Christianity.· Men may scoff at -fitted to settle any dispute as to its claims." · 

inaividualism as an outgrown theory; but Chris- These are statemerils which should ca·use .Prot
llanity upholds iL Christianity represents self- estants to do ~ome serious thinking hefore proceed
go.vernment in its perfect form, government in ing further with the enforcement of Sunday ohserv- . 
which individual freedoh1 attains its acme. While ance; Does not the Church of Rome know what 
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she is talking about m this matter? We have not 
o~ly her own word, but that of· hi story and of Scrip
ture, to assure us that on this_ point she speaks 
the truth. 

THE TREND OF THE TIMES. 

ONE of the ·most significant things a?nounced 
recently is that it is gravely proposed to. authorize 
the President of the United States to maintain "a 
regular army of such size as to him may seem fit." 
This proposition is supported by no less influen~ 

tial men than Senator Hawley, chairm'an of the Sen
ate Committee on Military- Affairs, and Senator 

. Proctor, ex-Secretary of War. . 
Probably there is not a man in the country who 

would. use this power ri1ore wisely or more moder
ately than Mr. McKinley, but he is only human, and 
even were he more than he is, according to the un
written law which governs the presidential succes
sion he can be President only four years from the 
fourth day of next March.· Then an~ther will take 
his place whose ambition may be tempered by less 

/sterling moral principles than seem at least-to gov
ern the life of the present chief executive. 

Th~ King of Prussia and Emperor of Germany, 
"war-lord'' though he be, has -riot as much power 
either as king or emperor, nor as both together, as 
it is :'eriously proposed to put into the hands of the 
President of the United States. The Prussian Diet, 
more jealous of the rights of the people than some 
American statesmen at least, refused as far back as 
1862 to give such power to the king, than whom few 
statesmen an·d soldiers in Europe have ever stood 
higher in the estimation of their fellow-men. In 
1886, the Reichstag in passingJhe army bill guarded 
with jealous care the rights of the several G~rman 
States, giving the emperoronly certain well-defined 
powers. 

vVe can not believe that an American Copgress 
will enact the proposed legislation, but equally 
strange ·things have happened. Indeed, this that is 
proposed is only one of the straws showing the di
rection of the w-ind. The people are becoming 
careless of their rights on the one hand, while on 
the side of government the drift is toward despot
_rsm. We are not alarmists, but we can n;t close 
our ·eyes to patent facts. -B. 

Dq~''t forget the ,; special" for ne;xt we.ek. 

PURPOSE OF THE CATHOLIC FEDERATION. 

AccoRDING to the Catholic Standard and Times 
(Philadelphia), one object ot the Catholic federation 
now being organized in this country, is th~ protec
tion of Catholic interests in the territory taken by. 
the United States from Spain. "vVe must never 
forget," says the Standard and Times, " that the 
Catholi<; population of those islands have bee-n de
liberately placed outside of the American Constitu
tion, and subjected to the principle of taxation 
without representation. They have none to look to, 
then, in the whole world, for the protection of their. 
interests, spiritual and material, but their fellow 
Catholics of the United States." 

But we have from Bishop Messmer, who un-· 
doubtedly speaks with authority on the subject, a 
full outline of "the objects and methods of organi
zation" of this m0vement, as regards both the 
religious and the 'civil fields of its activity. The 
Standard and Times copies it from the Catlzolic 
Tributre: 

"The. aims of the federation in the religious 
field, Bishop Messmer thinl<s, should include these 
subjects: Education (Catholic schools, colleges, 
universities); literature (periodical press, books, 
Catholic literary societies, Catholic Truth So.ciety); 
Catholic societies; Catholic emigration, homes, col
onization, homes for Calholic sailors; Catholic con
ventions and d~tmonstrations, Catholic .congresses, 
State and national; secret societies. In the social 
field: The poor c{nd orphans (St. Vincent de Paul 
societies, Catholic aid societies); the laborers (labor 
unions, strikes); marriage and d-ivorce, the Sunday 
observance, the drink problem, the theatre, gambling 
and prostitution, obscene literature. 

" In the civil sphere the Bishop proposes these 
objects: Religious rights of Catholics in State in
stitutions (reformatories, prisons, workhouses, or
phans' and insane asylums, etc.); in the publi.: 
schools (sectarian exercises and Bible; anti-Catholic 
text-books, discrimination against Catholic teachers, 
Catholic candidates for graduation and diplomas; 
compulsion in State schools, etc.); chaplains in the 
army and navy; veterans' homes; the Cat·holic 
Indians; tax~tion of church property; State sup
port of sectarian (Protestant) institutions; corruption 
in politics (bribery at elections, in the legislature)." 

Did yori notice that Sunday observance is men
tioned as one of the things this federation is de-· 
signed to push forward? .. Thus one more great 
organization is to be ad<:led to the others already In· 
the field, whose whole energies may at any time be 
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·turned in the direction of enfDrcjng the Sunday 
jnstitution upon the people. 

From .the statement of· the objec~s of tqis feder
ati.on induded in its "civil sphere" of activity, if is 
plain that questions touching the relation of church . 
and state, and ,also inatte~s involving the antagonism 
of Catholicism- against Protestantism, are to be 
agitated and pushed to the front in this country,by 

. this CaJholic organization. · In all this the Papacy 
sees much to be gained. s. 

A TALE OF TWO NATIONS. 

The Bible and the Nations. 

ATHENS was the capital of ancient Greece. Once 
when he visited that place the Apostle Paul de
livered a remarkable .sermon to its idola~rous inhab
itants. As he stood on the Mars' Hill he spoke a 
Classic on the relation of nations to the God of 
heaven. That classic is just as much truth for the 
nations of the present day at it was for the kinJ<s of 
ancient time: 

"God hath made oi one blood all the nations of 
men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, and 
hath determined the times before appointed, and the 
bounds of their habitation. ·That they should seek 
the Lord, if haply they might feel after him a1;1d 
find him, though he be not f~r from every one of us. 
For in him we live, and move, and have our being; 
as certain also ofyour own poets have said. For we 
are also his offspring." · 

The rise and fall . of nations are not t~e mere 
happ·enin_gs of chance .9r fortune .. Increase or dimi
nution of national domain come not a~together as 
the resulr of success' or defeat upon the battle field. 
It is God who appoints the time when, and the place 
wl1ere, a nation shall arise. ft is he who says when 
·it shall fall. It is the Almighty who decrees the 
enlargement ?r the straightening of its territory. 
"He hath 9etermined the times before appointed, 
and the bounds of their habitation." An? all of 
this is arranged by the God of heaven '.'.that they 
might seek 'the Lord, if haply they should feel after 
him, and find him." Then everytime a nation rises 

'or falls, w·ins or ·loses territory, there is a lesson in 
it for the children of God, for these things are in 
some way connected with the seeking of the .Lord 
by that nation.. Hence it is that matters of national 
importance are not to be passed over by the Chris
tian as matters of indifference. He shoqld study 

·them prayertully, not as politics, but _as prophetics. 

They are all of momentous weight in the history of 
the children of God on earth. 

To every ·nation, as to every man, God has cotil
mitted its work. The Captain of our salvation sets 
the course of the man, and bids him steer the- bark 
of his life for a port of spiritual and reli~ious per
fection, wherein is immortality and everlasting peace. 
On the chart of the ocean of time the haven which 
he is to gain is faithful_ly marked. Happy 1s the 
man who knoweth and obeyeth his Creator in this. 
With the. individ1.1al man, the goal pertaineth to· the 
things ofthe soul. to the things of spi1:ituality. ' . 

So also it. iS' with nations. The King of kings . 
sets the co~rse for every ship of state. Happy are 
the legislators who hold thereto. For the nation 
God appointeth a harbor of perfection in things civil, 

. just as verily as for man he appointeth' it in things 
"religious, Should the nation turn as~de· and steer 
another course, naught but the rocks of de~truction 
await it. 

All this is clearly brought to view in the great 
Book of books. It was Job who said: "He leadeth 
away counsellor's spoiled, and maketh -the judges'
fools. He looseth the bonds of kings, and girdeth 
their loins with a girdle. He leadeth princes away 
~poiled, and overtl).wweth the mighty. · He re
moveth away the ryeech of the trusty, and taketh 
away the understanding of the aged. He poureth 
contempt upon princes, and weakeneth the strength 
of the mighty. He discovereth deep things out of 
darkness, and bringeth out to light the shadow. He 
increaseth the nations, and destroyeth them: he en~. 
largeth the nations, and straighteneth them again. 
He taketh away the heart of the chief of the people 
ot the earth, and causeth them to: wander in a wil
derness where there is no way.. 'They grope in the 
darkness where there is no light, and he maketh 
them to stagger _like a drunken. ma.n." 

-P. T. MAGAN. 

VERY SIGNIFICANT. 

DuRiNG the annual convention of the Missouri 
W. C. T. U., held in Kansas City, Dct. 31 to Nov. 2, 

· H)oo, part o1 the program for . the forenoo~ of 
Oct. .31 w~s devoted t~ Sabbath observance .. Dur
ing the afternoon the president's address, a very able 
pape~ on the livirig issues of th_e present time. made 
a very favorable comme~t on the work of Spiritual- · 
ism as a potent factor in the present reform work. 



Thus we see that. those who" are cxpecfing_.to see question.·and creating· a g~ne:ral .sentiment agai-F!-s-t 
··the 6me soon come when religious laws shc_tll be en-. patronizing Sunday trains. . 

forced are beg·iiiriing to tum their eyes favorably The resoluti~n h?- make a strong effort to get 
. t?w~rd Spit:itualism, Satan's masterpiece of last-day_ the Sat!lrday half-holiday established by }aw was 
deception, as an aid in the accomplish!Tlent of their warmly advocated; also to ·compel ail places of 
purp{tse. ·Truly the Wmd of God is a light that business to close by nine or ten o'clock Saturday 
'sh~neth in a dark p1ace. The wise heed its warning · ·night. The object of these measllres is to enable 
and are safe. 

R. C. PORTER. 

MORE LAW AND LESS LIBERTY. 

, .A PUBLIC meeting of the "Lord:s Day Alliance," 
of the Dominion of Cana,pa, was held in Toronto, 

Nov. 9· 1900. 
In a short opening address, the cha,irman stated 

that the Alliance is engaged in a work of " stupen
dous 'diffic'ulties." T~is assertion was · repeated. 
T.he fundamental principle of the organization, that 
its object is to retain existing legislation for Sunday 
observ·ance and secure m'ore, was also announced. 

Quite a number of resolutions were passed in 
regard to various ·forms of Sunday desecration. 
The subject of railway traffic received considerable 
attention, and when the resolution in ~_egard t6 it 

·was cons!CH~r~d, ~ri~- member remarked that the 
Alliance is not yet able to combat such a powerful 
evil, so for the present that form of Sunday desecra
tion would better be let alone. None of the other 
members seemed to share this sentiment, however, 
and it was stated that while we are lopping off the 
br~nches, we ·need to take care of the trunk of the 
evil. The matter of succe~sfully combating this 
form of Sunday labor was a matter of considerabl~ 
perplexity. It was proposed to obtain petitions 
from the citiz.ens of the sections of the country 
through which such offending lines rufl~ remonstra
ting with the officials in regard to the matter. But 
then it was stated that experience had shown that 
rail:ways considerec;l such petitions as so much waste 
paper. The idea of obtaining stricter legislation 
w;s met with the assertion that it would be iml?ossi
ble to get any legislation through which a railway 
would riot run an express train at the rate of sixty 
miles per hour on Sunday, if it could ~ake moriey 
by so doing. It was very much regretted· that dur-. 
ing the past. year Sunday traffic,. freigbt and pas
senger; locaL as well a·s throug:h travel, had greatly 
increased. The on-ly successful \¥ay of !iccomplisli~ 
iiig Ute 'PtiTpos:e seemed to be. bf agitation 9f the. 

the peopl~ to have opportunity to take necessary 
recreatiod, and finish their work in -ample time so 
they may not be so tired out that they arenot dis
posed to attend meeting on Sunday, the arm of 
civil law being thus invoked to interpose in behalf· 
of the churches so that they 'may .be better filled 
with worshipers at the Sunday services. 

As to the evil of the Sunday newspaper, it was 
stated by one member that the recent efforts of two 
leading dailes in London, Eng., to establish Sunday · 
issues were met by defeat so that th~y discon
tinued these Sunday papers after a few weeks' trial, 
a~d that this was no! done because of any law inter
fering with their ~ork, for there was no law there to 
interfere with the publishing of Sunday papers; but 
the Sunday issues we,-e discontinued simply because 
the sentiment of the people against them was so 
strong that they were a financial failure. 

The Women's Christian Temperance Union was 
mentioned as the strongest ally of the Alliance. It 
was also stated concerning the contact of the Al
liance with the saloon, that it is not fighting the 
saloon only so far-as the saloqn violates the Sunday 
law. This would indicate that the W. C. T. U. had, 
to some extent, left its high and holy calling and 
come down to give its strength to enforcing a relig
ious observ.;tnce on unwilling citizens. 

A resolution was passed that called for a change 
in the law-so that those who are convicted in the 
the lower courts of violating the Sunday law; may 
not be allowed to appeal their cases to the higher 
courts. This resolution met with some opposition 
in view of the fact, which must be plain to all, thar 
this would greatly abridge the right of the ci'tiz~n. 
This would be a very evident return· to the tactics 
of the Dark Ages, as indeed all religious legislation 
really is. But in no other way can religious oo~erv
ances be enforced upon the people, but by depriving 
the~ of their rights,<both. civil and reflgious. -

The necessity for increas~d funds f'of c~myfng o~ 
the work of the AIIiarice was strongly urged,· the 
statement £ei~g 'imide that ii if Hie p_e6pie ·kA&W th~t 
we have sevetal tliousirnd ddHars and' the' law to 
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back us up, we can carry through almost any project 
we. un-dertake." Money is power, <l;nd law is power, 
that is true; but there is still another power with 
which the Christian ministry is supposed to be best 
acquainted, that is the power mentioned ~n Rom. 
I : 16, the power of the gospel. How would sucl) a 
declaration as this do as a substitute for the one
advanced? "If the people know we have the love 

·_of Christ al}d the power of the gospel to support us, 
all our _eft'orts to do them good will meet with suc
cess"? Would not' this be more in harmony with 
the principles of Christianty? 

As already stated in the convention, the Sunday 
newspapers were most successfully brought to an 
early extinction i~n London, Eng:,. witho·ut any law 

_ to interfere with them, merely because tpey did not 
have the support of the sentiment of the people. 
Why not take that as an object lesson; and labor 
not for the _enactment and enforcement of law on 
this purely religious question,· but to "persu~de 
)11en" as the apostles did? And again: If law is 
.secured, how much oCa barrie.r is it against mighty 
corporations, in view of the statement that any rail
way company: :would run an express train fight 
through such Sunday legislation at the rate of sixty 
miles an hour, if it wished to doso? 

As ~was admitted in the meeting, the influence 
of many ministers in riding on the cars themselves 
on Sunday has a_powerful influence in favor of Sun
day trains. Yet the avowed object is still main
tained- to retain aU existing Sunday laws and 
and obtain more. At the same time a movement is 
set on foot to greatly res_tl:ict the liberties of the 
citizen by taking from him the fight to appeal to the 
higher co11rts when conyicted of Sunday violations 
in the lower courts. So the object before the Lord's 
Day Alliance and its adherents is really: More law 
for religious organizations or ·establishments, and 
less Iibert)! for the individual citizen. 

As did the Papacy of old, so do these now, dis
claim any part in arresting Sunday violators. They 
simply claim to act as jnforlT,lers, and turn offenders 
over to the- dv:il authorities, thus assisting those who' 
make the arrests. This basis of operation, adopted 
by the Alliance,. is the same screen behind which 
those who caused the apprehension of so-called 
heretics hid in days gone by. 

·Without doubt these ~movements are intended 
by their promoters to work for the ultimate good of 
society and of citizens; but, like Saul of old, they 

seem ,to be moved by a mi,staken zeal. It is to be 
hoped that many of them will imitate his e.xample of 
abandoning carnal we.apons and civil and ecclesias-· 
tical indictments, for the spiritual weapons of faith 
and love. , 

Oakville, Ont. F. D. STARR. 

IT OFFENDS THE JEWS. 

WE reprint the following from the Jewish Chron
icle (Mobile, Ala.), not bec~use we have any disposi
tion to criticize the expression "Christian ch-arity," 
as does the Chronicle, but because it illustrates the 
impropriety of a religious address to the people by 
a person acting in a political capacity. Such. proc
lamations must needs give offense to some class of 
the people on religjou; grounds. A proclamatjon 
from the chief executive of a State 'or of the.natio'n. 
is necessarily addressed to all classes_ of people in 
the State Or' the nation, and it is discourteous, to say 
the least, to address an atheist as though he believed 
in God. But either the Thanksgiving proclamation 
does this, or else it ignores th~ atheist altogether, 
and treats him as a political nonentity;· and this 
from the person (governor or president), who, in his 
political capacity, represents the· atheist-as fully. as. 
he does the Christian. Of late, also, the Thanks
giving proclamations have shown .a tendency to give 
offense to the Jews. It is so in the present instance, 
and it will be remembered that one issued by Presi
dent Cleveland did the same, by making a direct 
allusion to Christ. The Chronicle says: 

"President McKi~ley is out with. his Tha~ks
giving proclamation. In speaking oft" the grand 
united effort made by all the citizens of the lan.d to 
alleviate the distress in • the tragic . visitation that 
overwhelmed the city of Galveston,' he refers to the 
'sympathy-and Christian charity,' which proved that 
'we are. one united people.' The President in speak
ing of the sympathy and charity shown by the 
citizens of the country might haveJeft off the ~quali
fying term attached to the word charity. Charity 
knows no creed. It is neither Christian, Jewish, 
Mohammedan, nor any other of the numberless 
creeds that make up the religious world ... ·It. is sim
ply charity. I am well aware of the sense in which 
the President and our neighbors generally employ 
this term in this connection. But it is a wrong use, 
and it is about time that the world should know it. 
There is no such thing as Jewish virtue or Christian 
virtue. Virtue is virtue the world over. Honesty 
is honesty, truth is truth, justice is justice, whether 



Jew execute it -or Christian perform, it, and the 
s()oner our neighbors learn this. the more apt they 
will be to rerider that justice and that charity which 
they are -accustomed to-denominate Christian, but 
\Vhich. in reality is nothing more nor less than 
charity without the qualifying term." 

MEETING ·_oF THE TORONTO (ONT.) BRANCH OF 

THE ,, LORD'S DAY·· ALLIANCE.'' 

A MEETING of the Toronto branch of the Cana
.. dian relig:ious organization known as the "Lord's 
. Day Alliance," was held in that cify, November 13. 
The following report of the procee,dings was made 
by the Toronto World, a paperwhich does not look 

· with favor upon the Alliance, and is inclined to be
. little its work and influence. That this organization 
is accomplishing much work, however, and has the 

. zeal necessary to success in what it aims at, is quite 
clear.· We quote from the World's report: 

, ·"In his annual report the secretary, Rev. J. C. 
Tibb, pointed out that the branch has, during the 
year, made more or less successful efforts to stop 
the sale of refr-eshments, ice-cream, and cigars on 
Sunday. They had not been so successful with the 
street-cars to Munro Park or Mimico. The Sunday 
entertainments at the Island, it was observed, had 
ceased' to be sacred, as comic songs had been sand
wiched iri. Great difficulty has also been encoun
tered in obtaining witnesses to pro~e the sale of 
liquors in parks on Sundays. 

Sunday Ice-Cream Parlors. 
. "Rev. J. G. Shearer, the traveling secretary, said 

that Montreal and Toronto would have to settle the 
kind of Sabbath we are to have in Canada. He 
would not like to say· how often in his travels 
throughout the province he had had the remark 
thrown in his face, when, appealing for funds: 
'.Well, you can not keep the Sabbath in Toronto. 
You had better go back there.' 

· · "'The Sunday ice-cream parlor,' he continued, 'is 
·an established institution.' 

"·Rev:]. C. Tibb: 'No, no! It is not!' 

. pained with the development along the?e lines.' 
'Montreal,; he continued; 'was even further .ad
vancep in these things than Toronto, but through 
the efforts of the Roman ·Catholic authorities in that 
city, the poliee had ordered the theatres to close on 
Sunday.' . [Hear, hear, and applause.] 'There ~;ill 
nut be,' he said, in conclusion, 'any arresting of 
these thing in Toronto until. there is a mighty-edu.
cational campaign inaugurated here.' [More • ap
plause.] 

Mr. Tibb Speaks of Great Work. 

~ "Rev. J. C. Tibb contended that th{ ice-cream 
and soda-water fountains were not allowed to go 
unmolested, therefore they were not established. 
Fourteen convictions were obtained for selling ice
cream on Sundays this year, and the Alliance vir
tually closed the largest places until the Exhibition . 
The offenders had. been find $15 and $20 each. 
With regard to the druggists, he declared that two
thirds were· as mud: opposed to. Sunday sales as 
were the members of the Alliance. 

Ice-Cream. is Legal. 

''John A. Patterson then got up and stated the 
law upon the subject. 'A restaurant,' he said, 'can 
legally sell ice-cream on Sunday. 1 t has been held 
that a restaurant is entitled to sell food, and ice
cream contains food nutdment. But unless it is a 
restaurant the proprietor cannot sell food on Sun
day. The result is that a great many people are 
getting restaurant licenses. Everybody is' hungry 
or sick on Sundays now.' [Laughter.] 

"'Drug clerks,' he added, 'were instructed in some 
instances to drop the e'yelid and ask customers, 
''Are you sick?" before serving a drink. If they 
were sick it was all right. These facts had been 
sworn to in the Police Court.' "" 

"J. K. Macdonald, who had come in late, got up 
and said an effort should be made to regain the 
Sabbath in Toronto in its pristine purity. · 

"Mr. Shearer: '1 take exception to the secretary:s 
opinion. It is established here, as in some other 
places. I myself saw' it sold in this city on more 
than one occasion this summer, and I must insist -
that the secretary is in error. ·And the Sunday soda
water fountain,and the tobacco.store, and the candy 
shop are here.' , 

"'Where are the pastors of the city churches toe 
night,' he asked. 'when a matter of such importance 
is discussed? I only see1hree. [Hear, hear.] For 
the state of things that is pictured 'here to-night the 
responsibility lies at the doors of our ministers. 
[Hear-, hear.]. I know that to be the case. The 
claims o£ the Sabbath have not been presented to 
the worshiping people of Toronto as they should 
have been. Had they been, there would have been 
no Sunday street-cars. [Hear, hear.] vVe -want 
our spiritual leaders to take a deeper interest in this 
matter than they, have up to the present t_ime.' · 

"A voice: 'And the Sunday concert.' 

The Sunday Concerf! 
"Mr. Shearer: "Oh, yes; ·the Sunday concert. 

Everybody knows about that. I have been deeply 

Church Goers Use Sunday Cars. 

"'The street-cars are here,' he continuecj., 'and 
any one can see that there must be a large number 
of church-going people-possibly those who voted 
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against them-using_ them to-day, and this is work
tng a vast amount of mischief. We ought, as men 
0pposed to this thing, to go-on our hands and knees, 
even roll our bodies over and over, rather than use 

. the Sunday street-cars. [Applau~e.] These are 
questions we want to face, and w~ want our Chris
tian ministers to live up to the principles they pro-
fess.' [Hear, hear.] · . · 
. "The following officers were then elected for the 

ensuing year, one each for ~he different denomina-
tians .represented: _ 

"President-Rev. W. H. Hincks. 
"Vice.-presidents-John Aitken, Rev. Dr.Thorrias, 

J. C. Copp, Rev. Mr. Ryan, and Rev. L. H. Wagner. 
"Secretary-Rev. J. C. Tibb (re-elected)." 

THE LIBERTY OF CHRIST. _ 

CHRIST is the executor of the divine pia[! of. sal
vation. Self sacri.fice is the secret of its power. 
With his own life Christ bought a world of sin, and 
ratified the contract with his blood. Adam traded 
the world to the devil for the privilege to die. _ The 
L'ord shouldered the responsibility of death, and by 
death bought the right to let man live. And. this 
right of life the Redeemer is pledged to bestow 
updn all who will recognize his authority as the Life-
giver. This is life- by virtue of a gift. In the gift 
is bound up the p~ivilege of growth. In Christ· no 
-restriction. is placed .upon life, conscience, or action; 
this is liberty, the liberty of Christ. For, "If the 
Son shall make you free,' ye shall be free indeed." 
Sin is the only element of bondage on earth, and· 
Satan is the inv~i1tor of sin, and all who are sla~es 
to sin. are in bondage to the devil; for "know ye 
. not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to .. 
obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey; whether 
of sin unto death, or of ob~dience unto righteous-

. ness." For, "Of whom a man is overcome, of the 
same is he brought into bondag-e." 

The Purpose of God. 

The inhabitants of he.aven are free; they are free 
from "one another, and free from themselves. Their 

. ' 
pleas:ure is good, and their profit is the glory of. 
God. Befor~ man sold his right to live,he enjoyed 
the liberty of Christ; but he traded the liberty of 
life for the. botidage of death: he gave himself to be 
a slave to· a taskmaster who~e onJv pleasure would 
be the suffering aad €h~atb of his · subiects. His 
treatment of the· human race stirr~d the pity of 
heive:n, and God'~ -own ·nand held· out a release. for 
.iU. He:.. hao compassion for a t1:tce of sia_ves, and 

offered them the -best his universe contained, the 
gift of liberty, liberty in his Son. ·r f love ~onld 
win the human fami-ly the world woult:f be con
verted. For this the eternal God is willing, and 

. this is in-finite love. 
Living I!>sues. 

Liberty lives, and will live forever. It will 
triump over bondage as. certairilv as principle will 
conquer passion. The /issues of life are battles 
waged in the human heart, of liberty or bondage, 
victory or defeat. Christ is a revelatio_n of liberty, 
and during his earthly ministry his life was a battle 
royal; and the lesson taught the universe was liberty 
in death. 

The tr.aditions of the elders taught that the 
chur~h is the source of pow~r, therefore they de-: 
manded of the Lord his credentials. Spiri't/ual 
usurpation is the most dangerous element .that can 
fall into the hands of man. It is as much more 
dangerous than temporal usurp-ation as the power 
of Satan is greater than the power of man. The 
Pharisees were usurpers; their claims to power and 
authority were glaring assumption·s that could not 
stand the. test of truth. Christ is .heaven's repre
sentative of power and authority. He is the genu
ine, all others are counterfeit. As usurpers, the 
Pharisees could only demand; as the rightful heir, 
who alone possesses power and ~uth~rity, Christ 
could command. 

Tlie Climax. 

Iron-hearted Rome could subdue armies and 
waste kingdoms, but it could not resist the· unjust 
demand of a Jewish ·rabble. Before its rribunal 
innocency c.ould not plead his outraged .. ca)Jse, . 
Purity and virtue were crushed beneath the feet of 
cruel passion and· revenge. Upon the- block . of' 
human injustice, with a Roman Pilate on the jud~
ment seat, the Son of God was made to suffer at the 
hands of an impassioned church mob. T'~e power 
of the chu~ch was greater than the soverei-gnty of 
Rome, and the guiltless was condemned to die. If 
us'lirped power, could. triumph then here is victory, 
the·greatest that usurpation can bestow. But from 
the ashes of apparent defeat arises the flame of vic
tory. The pathway of liberty may lead thremgh the 
garden; the judgtpent hall, to the c..ross; and into the 
tomb; but priestly plotting and worldly powej can 
frame no law, can hoH()w nu tomb,and can make no 
s·eal that can restrain its power~ An4 eV.<in now. 
wliil'e the vesper bells of time ar~ tolTfng the death .. 



ltll~Il:·of the world, the saints -o£ tbe eternal God - "'This-data-of the illustrious abolitionist,' _says. 
{VHtwasll their robes in t-he blood of the LainQ (not Senor Brau, 'is corroborated bv -the license

1 
granted 

in-'- th~ blood ~f- th;ir ·fellow men). and in a little by the Catholic king to I:Iernando de Peralta, in 
while ·s_hall Shine as the stars forever and forever. Burgos, July 2, 'IS q, to take to San Juan two white 

Christian sl-aves; this confirmation is- stren.gthened 
Montrose, Cqlorarjo. BARTON W. MARsH: 

PERSECUTION UNDER SUNDAY LAWS IN 'l'HE 
-SIXTEENTH CENTURY. 

THE records of slavery in_ the island of Porto 
:Rko, Investigated by the United. States commission 
appointed to examine into and report upon the con
dition of that country and its people. yield testimony 
showing how it fared w.ith people who differed from 
the majority In the matter_- of Sabbath observance 
under Spanish Catholic_ rule three centtiries ago. 
The following report is made by Mr. Charles E. 
Buell, secretary to the head of the commission, Dr. 
H; K. Carroll: 

· "Prior_ to the establishing of negro sL~very, the 
slavery of the Indhns, who were cleclared to be 
rebels of Porto Rico, was decreed by Don Fernando· 
the Catholic, pursuant to the Ley de Partidas, or law 
of the ancient_ Spanish Code. It seemis also that 

• white sLivery existed to some extent in the island 
: during the early days of colonization .. ' From the 

most trustworthy accounts, there were \\~bite female 
slaves sent to Porto Rico from Spain and her depen
dencits, and the more important fact appears th~t 
these white female slaves were so sent on account 
of their religious faith; they were victims of a relig
ious persecution; these white female slaves were 
forced into slave-ry and deported, banished to a far
away island, as a punishment for a belief that was 
contrary to the belief of the then state· church of 
Spain. The most probable cause of the punishment 
of these women was theiF- belief in, and obedience 
to, the commandment of the Decalogue regarding-, 
Sabbath observance; they were keepers of the 
seventh day as the Sabbath, and for this they were 
sold into slavery, and w~re sent thousands of miles 
from their native homes to an island which was then 
considered as a most undesirable -place to be held 
in bondage. 

"According to the historian, Don Jose' J. Acosta, 
there were sent from Spain to Porto R-ico duri_ng 
the period from ·rsu to ISIS, for sale, white female 
slaves, cristainos vil_jas (old _Christians). This classi
fication implies that these Christian women were 
belie,~ers in a creed older than_ the then- Catholic 

_ belief; namely, the belief of the primi~ive Christian 
- sect, -which differed mainly in theobservance of the 

Sabbath day, ·i'nstead of Sunday (Sabiid'o instead of 
· f)omingo). 

by "the fact that bon Fernando declined to 
he§J.r the petition which- the authorities of Porto 
Rico add.ressed to him askin·g tha-t the introduction 
of these slaves to the island should be prohibited, 
h'ecause the inhabitants _.preferred them in marriage 
to the other women, who were held -in less esteem 
on account of their being cristainos nuevas (new 
Christians) or better said, tainted with Moorish and 
Jewish blood.';, · 

Of the degradation of the people in general', 
-caused by the forcing of slavery upon the island, , 
Mr. Buell says: 

"The competition of slavery with the free- labor 
of the island was sufficient to pauperize the free 
laborers-, and to-day the mass of peons that live 
scattered throughout the island bear testimony to 
the dire necessities_ which held the free laborers in 
a bon-dage that was worse than slavery.:' 

''The poverty of the people, growing out of the 
condition due to competition with slavery; has led 

·to a desire to live isolated, -to ·seek seclusion. One 
gentleman, speaking of the scattered condition of 
the peons, say-s: 'If the planters could be prevailed 
upon to allow the peon class to live on the estates, 
and not emp!oy those who have to walk three ·or· 
four miles to work, the owners would lose nothing, 
and the peons would become sociable and form 
villages, in which schools could be gradually estab
lished.' 

"The result of slavery in Porto Rico now raises 
one Df the most difficult problems: how to educate 
and elevate the scattered peons." 

_ WHAT the grounds and causes are of single hap
piness to one man, the same ye shall find them to 
the whole state.-John Milton. 

~$ 

IT is to the everlasting renown of the founde~s 
of this Governn'lent that at the very outset they left 
religion to the wisdom and folly of the individu·a:I, _ 
and said as between the state and the church, there 
shall never be any union. The men who to-day 
wish to pu_t God into the Constitution, and the men _ 
who to-day would, if they could, determine- by stat
ute what we should and ,should not do _one clay ih 

- seven, are the men that belong to the a14e- when the 
[Catholic] Churt.h was supreme and · ilie sc1f<5ol 
house di'd':nm exist.~J. E. Roberts. 
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THE REFORMATION AND CIVIL LIBERTY. less heritage of personal religious liberty, and the 
' · idea set him in motion to blaze his way among man-

THERE can be no doubt. that the political liberty kind with this axe of truth.-~ He led men to worship 
which the people of civilized lands· enjoy to-day is at a new s11rine. In a word, Luther led the church 
one of the fruits of the great Reformation of the bqck to God. Not only dissenters were iqfluenced, 
sixteenth century. The connection of the two can but the Roman Catholic Church, from which he had 
be plainly traced 'in ,history, and is plain from the been cast out, felt the reaction and became better. 
deductions of iogic. The fundamental Christian 11 Luther taught and preached in mo,deratio~, but 
doctrine of justific'ation by faith could lead to no with great power. Calvin was a follower of Luther, 
other result than that of the recognition of a sphere - but lacked Luther's moderation and, worldly wis-

dom. The Reformation penetrated the 
of thought and action in whi.ch the individual is w,hole religious system in England and wrought a 
free from the dictation of any other man, whether complete change. . The spirit that was in 
king or pope, that sphere being the_ sphere of his Martin Luther has, like a fine ether, penetrated. ~he· 
_n~tural, unalienable rights. The recognition of established Church of England. 
these rights in government led to the substitution of "The Pilgrims' theory was, reform the individual, 
republican government in the place of the absolute and then _the individual will reform the nation. In 
monarchies under which-men had hitherto iived. r6zo .a company of these Pilgrims sailed from Delt-

haven and' in December landed at -Plymouth. They' 
The following thou€'hts on this subject .are ex- brought to this continent and planted in New Eng-:-

pressed by a writer in the Chautauquall, who give?, _ land soil the idea of Jhe Reformation-justification 
however, entirely too much credit to Martin Luther by faith. That was the beginning of religious lib- · 
for the work accomplished· in the great reform in erty here. More than a hundred years Iat'er J Qhn 
which he w~s the central figure. Luther was but the - Wesley and Whitefield carne to this country declar
instrument employed by the Auth~r of liberty to ing the same view, making a plea for the sarpe sort 
bestow the blessing of liberty upon the down-trodden of liberty.. . · . The Reformation WC!S the basis 

race. His teaching was not his own,, but that of his of Wesley's movement. In this count_ry 
the lioerty which every m·an enjoys to worship God-· 

Master who centuries before h<!-d taught throughout - , - according· to the dictates of his own conscience so 
Judea. The Reformation simply turned men back long as he preserves good order and the public 

·to the divine truths ~hat had been' hidden under the peace, is a fruit of the Reformation, and American 
accumulated :rubbish of tradition, back to the pure Christians are debtors to Luther and the Reforma
gospel as the Saviour taught it, and civil liberty was tion for a great deal of the momentum giveu_ to the 
the natural result. cause of religiops liberty." -

·~Another fr~it of the Reformation was personal ''We now come_ to the consideration of politic~=tl 
liberty in religious b-elief. ~ Christ gave liberty, which we regard as one fruit of the Reform
men perso!Jal yberty from the ceren-\onial . laws ation 'that, in one form or another, has come to all 
under which the Jews had lived for hundreds of Civilized nations." . . 
years. Luther gave men liberty from the religious "When Luther struck the blow that gave men 
customs of Rome. . . . Justification by faith was , religious liberty, it gave them political liberty also. 
the idea upon which Luther rested his reform. He He did not -presume to serve as a states
~omid thi_s thought in_ the great mine of truth and man, and yet he commenced a political reformati;n 
then found, its meaning in his own heart. -His un- that has through the centurie':; run almost parallel 
derstanding_ of it was comprehensive and it has with the religious reformation, and the polit-ical 
never been corrected to this' day. fruits are not the ·least among the great blessings 

"With the searchlights of science, philosophy, that Luther~s Reformation has conferred upon the 
arid history, and the experience of individuals in world." 
the ·church, all directed upon Luther and his w:>rk, Luther engaged in the only reformation that 
we look back at him and say that he understood really reforms men, and that wa§ ·a reformation 
justification by faith." - based on the doctrine of justification by faith. And 

"Luther shook the whole world and moved it to this is the only basis of true reform work in our 
1
think about God·, to search tor a new meaning in the 
Scriptures, until to~day Christian people in all par-ts world to-.day. 
of the world are dominated by Luther's interpreta
tion of tl}e Scriptures. Luther was awakened first. 
He was the first man reformed. He saw the price-

' -

IF you are s-earching for a place ·to begin refo.rm 
work look into your own heart first. . 
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A CANDY peddler in New York City was arrested 
on a recent Sunday, says a New York paper, "for 
the heinous offense of selling his wares to children 
on their way to Sunday school." 

$$ 

SuNDAY, the rRth inst:, the Sundaylaw was strictly 
enforced in West Superior, Wis. A press dispatch 
states that "Superi~r never saw such a quiet Sab
bath. The rr{ayor's order to the chief of police was 
obeyed to the letter, only such places as livery 
stables, street-cars. restaurants, and others expressly 
excepted in the city attorney's opinion, being per
. rnitted to run." 

$$ 

THE C!tristian Endeavor World reports that 11 it is 
no dryam that the Hyde Park, Chicago, Christian

. citizenship committee has begun an aggr~ssive cam
paign to secure Sunday closing, to publish a list of 
grocers selling wines and .liquors, and to induce 
people to abstain from patronizing department 
stores that sell liquors in their grocery department 
or restaurants. They are toni~g themselves up 
for t,he work by -having' Elijah Tone,' and Dr. Mar
tyn's 'Christian Citizenship' read at their ruon~hly 
meetings." 

$$ 

CoNSIDERABLE agitation was recently stirred up 
in Asheville, N. C., by an effort of some of the 
·people, headed by several clergymen, to prevent a 
Sunday concert announced to be given in that place. 
The concert ,was given, whereupon those opposed 
announced that the manager would be prosecuted 
under the Sunday law, which, while silent on the 
subject ~f concerts, does prohibit Sunday "labor." 
This, however, required a warrant, and as the war
rant could not be legally served on Sunday, the 
manager escaped by taking an immediate departure 
from the town. 

$$ 

THE Cat!tolic Standard and Times characterizes as 
a "cock-and-bull story" the newspap~r report ex
tensively circulated, that the Pope had receQtly said: 
"I pray God to so illumin~ President McKinley'_s 

mind that he maY avoid the dangers of imperialism." 
"When the authentic version of the matter comes 
to' hand," says the Standard and Time~, "we s:hall 
most certainly find that if such words were used by 
the holy Father at aH, they- were accompanied by 
qualifications which would give them a w1dely dif
fe'rent -meaning from that which, taken by them-. 
selves, they would seem to bear;" 

A POLICY similar to that adopted by the Spanish 
General Weyler in Cuba for enforcing submission 
of the people to Spain has been adopted by General 
Kitchener in the. Transvaal for the purpose of eli
forcingsubm.ission to Gre~t Britain. In Europe and 
even in some parts of England the system is con-

' ,. 
demned as inhuman. 

THE American commander-in-chief In the 
Philippines ascribes the persistence of the inhabi
tants in resisting American rule, .to 11 ethnol<?gical 
homogeneity, ·which induces men to respond for a 
time -to the appeals of consanguineous leadership, 
even when such action is opposed to their own in
terest." We fail to see how this throws more light 
on the subject than would the simple statement 
that the Filipinos are fighting from love of liberty. 

$$ 

SoME Idea of the difficulties in which the English 
state church. has become involved through .its con
nection with the ciyil power, may be gathered from 
this statement in the Engtish C!turc!tman of Nov. 8: 
· .. For some time ·past the desirability or other
wise of instituting legal proceedings against some 

. well~known London vicars, who are alleged to be 
conducting the services of their churches in a man
ner at variance with ecclesiastical law, has been 
under.· the consideration of leading Protestant 
churchmen." 

The offending vicars are guilty of using incense 
- in th'e, cJmrch services,, and in various other ways 

imitating the worship of the Church of Rome. 
Legal proceedings can be taken to oust these 
Rom ish vicars from their "livings," under the 
Church Discipline Act, passed by Parliament tn 
1840._ 

It appears, however, that the vicars have no 
intention of leaving, but will, as one of them said, 
"resist to the very utmost" the attempt to re-
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establish Protestant forms of worship- in their 
churches. The· resl!lt is, as stated_ by the St. James 
Gazette, that " the Bishop of Londo~ is on the 
horns of a dilemma. If he exercises his Episcopal 
veto, he will be greeted with a howl of execration." 
On the other hand, if he "allows the prosecution to 
proceed, ·vicars of numerous churches who recently 
curtailed their exuberant services at the Bishop's 
request, have arranged to. reintroduce their ·for
bidden ceremonies. This," says the Gazette," would 
entail complete a'narchy." 

A Protestant state church is at best no further 
away from Rome than the border line between 
Protestantism and Rome,_ and naturall!Y presents an 
inviting field for the" missionary'' work of disguised 
Romanists. This is the trouble to-day with the 
Church of England. 

~~ 

The following words, uttered by a prominent 
Methodist clergyman from South America, to an 
immense audience of Methodists in New York City, 
on the occasion of the General Missionary Confer
ence in that city, are worthy of note.: 

"A former speaker has said a condition where 
half of the world is pagan and the other half Chris
tian can not .endure long. The same can be said 
with as much truth of a state of affairs where 
Christendom is divided into two great camps, with 
Protestantism on one side and Greek and Roman 
Catholicism on the other. The time is upon us 
when anew the questions which appeared in the 
Protestant Reformation will begin to agitate the 
world, and demand to be. pushed to their final 
issue." 

Several severe arraignments of the Catholic 
Church were made by this speaker and others, which 
were received by the audience with "tremendous 
applause." 

"ARE we all savag-es?" inquires The Independent 
in .an editorial alluding to the wholesale massacres. 
perpetrated by certain of the "Christian" powers 

. in Chi~a. "Can-·nooe of us," it asks, "bo~~t that 
our Christian culture has- taken the brute out of us? - - . ' 

We fear tl)at even among us in America a Il1ob of 
·mea cati become a .pack of wolves. Such savil,ge 
mobs have we Stolen in New York, in Mansfield, 0:, 
i~ many a labor riot, and . many a lyaehing crowd. 
'(hey bave· ch;is~d negroes through.tlfe 'streets deter~ 
mined to ki:H; !ney have-stripped and coveted w¥th 

t-ar a harmless preacher; they have cried 'scab' and 
tried to murder workingmen; they have stripped 
women naked and then shut- the doors against them; 
they have stormed jails and taken out their vict.ims 
and hanged them; they have seized men suspected 
of crim·e and burned them at the stake. We can 
shrink in horror· from the incredible tale of Russian 
barbarism on the Amur; but it is not incredible, for 
we have millions of Cossacks right among us in this 
Christian land, who would do the same thing, or 
who have done as horrible things, if not on so larg-e 
a scale." 

And why is this so? Simply because, we answ;:r, 
civilization does not mean Christianity. The trou
ble with the perp~trators of these outrages, and with 
the men who perpetrate the fearfully corrupt rule 
in our great cities, against wh.kh T!te Indepr;ndent 
and other papers so l-0udly protest, is not that they 
are not civilized, but that they are not Christianized. 
Civilization alone does .not take the "brute" out of 
anybody; indeed, a civilized brute is the worst kind 
of a brute, because he is the most intellig-ent kind. 
Mere knowlege of the truths taught by civilization, 
or of truth in any realm of science, does·not confer 
power upon an individual to do right. If it. did, the 
devil would be one of the best beings in e:;Kistence.-

The truth which this points <;mt is a v'ery impor- · 
tant one. The people need to distinguish clearly 

·between civilization and Christianity. This done, 
they will see that not civilization, but Christianity, 
is that' which is to bl~ss and uplift the inf~rior races 

-of mankind. Not the soldier, but the Christian 
missionary, has the "right of way" in the Philip-' 
pines, in Cuba, and in every benig-hted quarter of 
the earth. 

"AWAY FROM ROME" MOVEMENT SPREADING. - . ' ,/ ' 

From the New York Independent~ 

THE agitation in Austria against the Roman 
Catholic Church, which began_as a: distinctly Ger
man ~ovement, a:nd has been confined chiefly ·to the 
German pr~vinces, is no'Y spreadjng among ftr'e 6~tier 
natidnatities of that empire. · Fdr several irioritlis 
already the crusade has been gaining gro-und a~ong 
the Slavs. In .the Catfiolit"proyince 9fSlavonia. the 

'newspapers. ate ~!}gaged i.n a determ!'Re4 attalf.k. o!l 
_the church 9f Rome, chiefly f0vits~~u:ltagmri~m-lotlie 
best efemertts ot Mdd'efficu~rtrre. 'Oife'~f't'tfe·l'i~rat 

' - • • • /-- ' -- '-. " ' '-"'·""•• •o • 

~aPeris<lys that if the peopk e£5lattoil'i~ilad"e~<itea 
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t)leir c;:fviliziltion on the basis of Protestant principles 
they woutd now be a powerful nationality: "Show 

_ us a clerical poet~ or author, or artist, or savant who 
has done any permanent.good to our people. Cath
olicism and culture are mutually antagonistic." 

Among the Czechs the movement is also steadily 
spreading·, being under· the special leadership .of the
indefatigable Doctor Ishka, whose program includes· 
the organization of a national Czech Church entirely
independent of Rome. This leader is really a11 Old 
Catholic, ariaalthough refused acknowledgment as 
such· by the Old Catholics of Germany only last .year. 
has found a warm advocate in Ignaz Kutshern, the 
~ditor of the Old Catholic Volkruf, the official or:gan 
of this body in Austriq, who warmly indorses the 
agitation of .Ishka and an anti-Rpme movementside 
by side.with _that of the Germans, T.he organization 
of an Old Catholic National Church of the Czechs 

\ . - . 
is also declared by leading Protestant churches of · 

.Austria as a healthy antidote to a: radicalclerical re
action which is believed to be f)n the way. 

Ishka's ptopaganda has been-so pro~ounced that 
the authorities of the st~te r.ecently arrested him in 
Prague while deliv~ring ~n address, on the ground 
that he was plotting to estrange the Czech people 
from t~eir old faith, and that he was in complicity 
with Russian protagonists of the Pan-Czech move
. men( having also received funds for his work from' 
St. Petersburg._ So far, however, the "Away from 
Rome" cry among the Czechs seems ·to partake 
som.ewhat of an academic natuie, and has not 'pene-: 
trated the mass~s~ This latter the· church: authori
ties very_ much fear, on a~cou_nt of the. :well- known 
reyerence the Cz:echs .maintain for the memory of 
Huss, which could readily be made a battle-cry. In 
the meanwhile the movement is constantly growing 
in the G-erman provinces, and is now almost entirely 
<! religious and non-political movement. 

The total number of conversions to the Protes
tant Church in· these German provinces for ·the 
twelve months eridin·g April, I900, as officially. re
ported by the state authorities, was 7,665, of w)1om 
7,224 came from the Roman Catholic Church, which, 
however, gained 975 converts from Protestantism 

.during this period, making a gain in favor of the 
Protestant Church of 6.'690. The total increase so 
far has far surpassed the ten-thousand line.- The 
,, A~ay from Rome "'propaganda has eviqently come 
to stay, and is one of the fixed :facts of modern re

_ligi<?us life. 

li:' is impossible to have and enforce· a Sabbath 
l<iw without some degree ·of- iJ;Iterfetence with per.: 
sonal freedom in Sabbath-keeping. 

-~ .J& 

IT is stated that " Oom Paul" will, on his _arrival 
in Holland, issue a proclamation to the w~rld for 
the justification of his cause and with the hope that 

.. I 

arbitration may yet come to the aid of the Boer 
republics. 

---·~---

SPECIAL ARTICLES ON INTEMPERANCE AND 
DRUG HABITS. 

BEGINNING with the issue of January, I90I, The 
Lzfe Boat will contain a series of special artiCles 
prepared by its editors, on the subjects of intemper-
ance and drug habits. . 

The_se are subjects with which every person 
~hould be familiar, as the use of alcohol~ ·morphine, 
opium, and >Cocaine are- greatly on the increase._ 
These articles will dea1 with both the scientific and 
·spiritual aspects of the subject, giving special_ atten
tion to the phys·ical and spiritual treatment of the 
unfortunate victims of drug habits. 

T~e following subjects will be considered: 

Causes /Jj Intempenpice, I. Influence of Heredity. 
2. Drugging in Infancy. ~.·'Dietetic Errors. 4· 
Small Tipplin·g. 5· Relation of Tobacco Using to 
Intemperance. 

- Mental, Moral, and Physical Effects of Intemperance. 
I. General. .Effects of Use of Alcohol. 2. Effects oil 
the Body. 3· Effects on the Mind. 4· Effects on 
Spirituality and Morals. 

Periodical Inebriety. _ 
Cure of Intemperance. I.- Spirituar Remedies. 

2. Physical Remedies. 
Tobacco Habit. I. Increase of Tobacco Habit. 

2. Striking Effect of Tobacco. 3· Relation" to Other 
F.Qrms of Intemperance. 4· Rational Cure of the 
Tobacco Hab_it. - · 

How· Drug Habits are Contracted. __ I. Habir-Pro
duc'ing Drugs. 2. Invariable Tt:ndency to lncrea&e
.the Dose. 3· The Baneful Result of these Habit.:. 
Producing Drugs. 4. Unsucce§sful Methods of 
Treating Drug Habits. 5· The R.ational and Suc-
cessful Method. · 

The subscription price of The Life Boat is but 
twenty-five cents a year. Order -it now. These 
articles al~ne will be worth many times the price of 
a year1s subscription. Address Tlze Life Boat, 1926 
Wabash Avenue, Chicago_, Illinois. 
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LIVIN6 FOUNTAINS OR BROKEN 
CISTERNS, 

An Educational Problem for Pro!esla.nls. 

"(N this volume is considered that greatest of all.problerus, the 
·~ education of'the children and youth. It-contai11s the history 

of the two systems of education, Pagan and Christian . 
The cause of the failure and apostasy o_f Israe:l, the early

church, the Reforn1ers:and modern Protestants, also the weak
ness of, the remnant church, can be traced to no other . .source:, 
and account~d tor 911 no other grounds than the Paian n1ethoci.s 
~nd wrong principles of education instilled into the nlindS find 
hearts of the children and youth of past ages and the present 
generatiOn. · ., 

Would yon know and understand the true. prfnciples ·of 
Christ,ian Educatioll for to-day? Secure at ot1ce a copy of •'I.,iv
ing FOuntains ~r Br-aken Cisterns, an Educational Prob1e·n1 for 
Protestants." Read it, and ponder its .teacl;lings in your heart. 
lt ·contains 427 pages, printed frow ,.,.~·-· '")'?e, substantially 
bound in /cloth. · · 

Price ................. . .$1.25. 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH., May 29, rcoo· 
I have read the MS. of Prof. E. A. Sutherland's. new book, 

H Living· Fquutains or Broken Cisterns, an Educational Prob~ 
lem for Protestants," and I am convinced that it is the book for 
our churches and our schools. 

EveryorJe who reads the book must be convinced that there 
are now two systems of education: one Christian and the oth'er 
Pagan. The one leading to the knowledge of God.and the other 
to doubt and infidelity. I,. A. HOOPES. 

Sec. Gen. Conf. 

Send Your Orders to the 

Review and Herald Pub. Co., 
Battte. Greek, Mich. 

''DESIRE~ o·F A6ES 
TRADE -EDITION 

Is printed on thin paper; rnf!king it just the right size 
for general reading, and to carry when traveling. 
Not illustrated, but contains-the complete text of the 
large, beautiful subscription edition, including frontis~_ 
piece, general and Scriptural indexes, and appendix. 
We publish the trade edition of "Desire of Ages" at 
the earnest solicitation of our many patrons who 
desire this newly written account of the Life of the
Great Teacher: in a compact form, and at a moclerate 
price. .we believe that thes.e two features are fully. 
nietjn our effort, and t~atthis trade edition is aU th.at 
coul<l be desired ; and the price brings it within the 
reacli:, of the 111ultitude~. It contains r,o42 pages; is 
handsomely and substantially bound. 

PriCe,, in cloth ... · .................... $1 .. 50 
PuH leatb~i"~ rou11.d corners ..... ..-. 2.00 

Sen-€! Your,Orders to trre 

Review ~nd Herald Pub,. Co .. ,: 
Ratti~ Cree~, Mr~h • 
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THE GLAD TIDINGS. 
A- verse-by-:verse study of 

the book of Galatians. By 
E.J. VV~GGONER. -

"The Epistle to the Galatians, 
together with its companion, the 
Epistle to the Romans, was the 
source through the Spirit, of the 
ReformatiOn of the sixteenth cen
tury ... The reformation then be
gun is not yet complete,. and the 
same watchword-the just shall 
1ive byfait·1-needs to be sounded 
now." Ycu will find this book a 
"feast of good things," even the 
"glad tidings of salvation." · 265 
pages. Cloth, 6oc.; paper, 25c. 

AdiJresR any of our agencies, or our 
nearest House. 

PAOIFIO PRESS PUB. 00., 
- 89 Bond St., New York. 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Oakland, ..,a.I. 

-LABOR AND T~E MONEY POWER. 

By Prof. G. VV. RINE, B. L. 

s;ys a well-known edit~r in a 
recent edrtorial notice of this 
traet:-

"It prPsents in a most strikin~ wny 
th~ factt-~ fts·to 1 heenOriDOU~ fi,";., UOill
larion of wt·alth. f'~p~cially ill 1be 
bands of n,f*"'w;·Hnd 1he nwaning of if, 
3A ton•t0Jd }1y. the ~criptUN'S COJICt"rr:
ing tb' · lust <fays. l t onght to be in 
tbe. lonnds of every peJJ!on in the 
nation." 

This tract contains 32 pages and 
is W ustrated. It is issued as 

Bible Students' Libr;ry No. r6o 
Price, $2.oo per roo. 

A.ddrPFA Pny of nur f:gf:'J:!Cies. or· Ot'll 
nevt•·bt llous•·. 

~ARSHALLING OF· THE NATIONS. 

"Have you not been impressed ========== 
with the thought that the move
ments ,f the great nation" ,,f to
day are movements that affect the 
whole world? -Read this llttle 
booklet arld see- how the five· 
great nations of the i·orld-Dritain, 
Russia, United State•, -Gern:iany, 
and France, are fulfilling proph
ecy. -Fully ill11strated by a spe

-cial series of 5 maps, including .. 
pne double-page m:ap in 5 colors. 

Bi:-ble Students' Librarv No. r6r 
· Price roc. • . 

Addff>FZR any of onr a,.rt>ntie£:~, or our 
llPart ~:;t II oul:'-e. 

P·ACIFIC PRE"-S PUR co., 
39 Bond St., Ntw York, 

Ka·DS"~R f'ity Mo. 
Oa.klund. Cul 

HTHE PRESENT CRISIS, 

AND OUR DUTY,'' 

No.4- of 
"Religious Liberty Librag.• 

is a tract for 'the times. 
- Every body ought to read 

it. The· following sub
headings give a good idea 
ofthe contents of the latter 

.. half_ of this publication: __ 

"Shall We Remain True to the Prineiple?"
"Principle, not Poli~ics." 
"At the Parting of the Ways/' 
"What Shall the Answer Be?" 
"Some Representative Utterances/' 
••The Flame of Life Burns Lower and Lower." 
"National Destiny." 
"WJJ.y We Discuss this Question.-" 
"The United States 

• One of .the Kings of the East." 

Thirty-four pztges, price. ' .single copy, three 
cents, postpaid. Liberal discounts on orders 
of roo or more to one address, . 

!ntettnational Religious hibettty Assoeiation, 
324 Dearborn Street, Chicago,- Ill. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGII!S 

. COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whethe. an 
Invention is probably patentable. Coinmnn.ca
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent freee Oldest agency for securing patettts .. 

Patents taken throug-h Munn & Co. receive 
. special notice, without charge, in the 

$(i~ntifit Jfmerican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. virf!'est cir- . 

~~t:~~~! ~~Kt"n"J~$f!6g~1?J.u6;:\i n~!~~:a~~ .. 
MUNN & C0.-3618roadway. N_ew Y·Ork 

Bt'!li>ch Office, 625 F St.. Wash!ngtoll,. D. C. 

PAGAN COUNTERFEITS in the Christian churcli 
By ·C. A. S: TEMPLE. 

h. vivid presentation of the pagat:. festivals, rites, and usages whicli 
the author_ finds in the Christian churches of to-day, together with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
M~son who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper covers, 
Pnce·25 cents. Address House neare,st to you. · _ 

• P AUIFIC PRE~::;\. PUBLISHING CO., 

OAKL'Alm, C..u., -
KA.NSA.S CITY. 1110 

39 .BOND ~T., NEW ~ORK, N.Y •. 
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CHicAGo, NovEMBER 29, I goo. 

Any 'One receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without having ordered it, 
may know that it is sent by some friend. Those who have not ordered The 
Sentinel aeed l;la ve' no fears that they will be asked to pay fo_r it. 

:fHE "special" SENTINEL comes next week. 
Don't forget what we have said about it, and don't 
fqrget to order a supply for missionary use. 

$.$. 

LOOK this paper through carefully, and see ·if 

you i'lre not con~inced of the 
joJrnal in this country to-day. 
worthy of7our support? 

.;t..;t. 

necessity of such a 
And if so, is it not 

ONE of the announced objects had in view by 
the promoters of the Catholic federation is "the 
Sun<iay observ.ance." See page 739· Upon this 
commo~ ground J>rotestantismand Rome a-re being 
drawn tog,ether. 

.;t.~ 

·THE best <,:onsci~nce is a iio·n.,elastic one that 'th.e 
o_wner can not stretch over the condutt.'oi som~ one 
else.· 

.Jt. $- -

"STRAWS show. which way the wind is blowing-," 
and for some ye;;trs there bas b~en a· win d.-blowing 
in this country . from- a direction which always 
indicates a storm. Read THE SENTINEL a few weeks 

' and you will be convince~r'l:hat this is so. 

$.}t. 

THERE is only o.ne generation between us and 
the Dark Ages; that is, the coming generation 
would repeat the scenes of that peri~d of histoiy .· 
if tlzey were educated ~o it. Everything depends OJl

the kind of education the people are getting. 

$~ 

SuNDAY laws and ordinances can not do very 
much against the powerful corporations that do 
business on Sunday, but they will have' less trouble 
in deaiing with unsupported individuals who make 
Sunday a working day . 

$$. 

. THE question as to whether or not the Constitu
tion follows the fl?g, is to be argued before the 
United States Supreme Court next mo~th. The 
question has, however, been settled so far as the 
p~opkcan settle it, by th~ recent election . 

$,$ 

CAL~FORNIA, the only State-in the Union that did 
secure a law which will take away froin the- person - not favor the churches either by a Sunc!:ay law or . 
convicted . of Sunday desecration the. privilege of by exempting church property from taxation, aFthe 

·appealing to a. higher court; in other WQ.rds, to deny recent election reversed its p·osition on the taxation 
to him what is granted to the worst crimi_na-ls. ·See of church p-ropertvbya "large majority." Church 

IN Canada the "Lord's Day Al:lia~ce '' i~tends ~to 

page 74I. .. property will hereafter be exempted th.ere as:. in 

$. $ _other States; in oth_er words the people will b~ taxed 
THE Sm-rrrNEL does not want anybody to be a by the State to help main'tain the churches .. This 

pessimist, bur it does want ~very body .to -hi~ vigilant, , vi<,:tory will no doubt "encourage the peopLe:who are 
for "eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." calling for a Sunday la·w in that State, and a det<::r
Ignorance may be l;>liss, but it is not folly to be mined effort to t~at _end may be expected jn . the' 
wise w~~en -peril is approat:hing .. You may not see 
it-_corning, b~t that is no evidence that it will over-
loc;k, you. ' 

WHAT will you do, re3,der,_when the "-law of God': 
is ~et·up in this c-ountry as the ba,s!s ~f government, 

i:n?te<ld of the co~sent oJ thegovern~d? . Will Y9U 

·be s,wept along with th<! current of popul~i-;lcqui
es,ce'nce in the new system i . If not, what i~. to h~id 
you ~gainst it?_.. · · - , 

dear future. 

~ . . . 
ONE FARE 'FOR THE ROU.ND TRIP. 

THE Grand Trunk RailwaY- System will run iJ;s 
Annual Canadi-an 'Excursion from Chic:ago on 
December 13, • 14, · IS,·and I6; Returnl~g_ tic.kets 
will be go.od to leave, destin.ation until Jq.nu~ry s .. 
rgor. For information as to rates and traiQ...:serv-: 
ice, apt)ly to j. M. B4rg-is, G. r.· and 'i. ~;/_~·;:;;: 
S. Clar~ Stfeet, cor: Jackson Boule5'ard, Cb1c~<). - -



man hear my word8; and helieue not; J judge hil1? not"-Jesus Christ. 

CHICAGO, DECEMBER 6, ·. 1900. NUMBER 48. 

THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION .. 

WITH ten thousand flags waving a welcome to 
all, and with fitting display an'd stately ceremony, 
the first great Exposition of the twentieth century 
will be opened at Buffalo, N.Y., on May I, 1901. 
The initi,al events will be of stirring interest, and 
the·rising curtain will reveal a scene of unexampled 
beauty. 

Architectural works, mammoth in proportion 
and gra~eful in outline, brilliant with color and fin

. ish,ed with intricate and infinite detail, will have a 

setting of rare foliage and vivid bloom, amid pleas
ing fountain·s, placid pools and rippling lakelets, 
making a fairyland of undreamed loveliness and un
imagined possibility. The work of preparing this 
splendid Exposition is moving forward at all points 
with such speed as to insure the completion of all 
plans before the opening day. 

The enterprise received official endorsement by 
the Federal Government when Congress in July, 

· 1898, by resolution declared that "A Pan-American 
Exposition will undoubtedly be of vast benefit to 
the commercial interests of the C(\untries of North, 



~South, and Central Ame~i<;a, and: it ;mefii'~ tiT~ ap-;',, • I~v{~~tion~ ~ere.·i~:~~:e.~ by the.n:;ldqDal Goverh
proval of Congress and oft he pe,opl~,6i ·the D~\ted_:"1' m~At through:. ~he, D~partmen{ -~f ~tate;:, in J uh'e, 
States." . ~. : : . ., rs~~. to alFthe' n•~fi~ns oi the Wesi.en1 Hemisphere 

March 3, r8gg, Congress appropriated $5oo,ooo, tq .participate in 'the Expbsitibn. 'official acce!~t
and declared that," it is desirable to encoutage the a'Qces have been received from Canada, Mexi:cb, 

;holding '0f::;~"Pan-J\mer{c'an .~xposil~on 6~s~e Nl;g- H~nduras(Nitar~ugua, Salvadoi, Guat~mala, Gukd
~ra frontie~ in the city ofJ}3'~ffaloi.fn th-~: y~ar ·igoi, a;l4~pe, D~t~~: _Qdi.ana, B.oli'(i~, ArRentine Repub)i(c, 

. fittingly t?·· illustr~te th-lf·'!harveiotis::de~~lo;illen:t ofn ·Chili, Costa Rica, Brazil, :Peru~Ven~zilela; and Ha;iti. 

·the Western Hemisphere during the nineteenth cen
tury, by a display 'Cif the arts, industries, manqfac
tures and the products· o.f the soil, mine, and sea," 
and .also declared that "the proposed~Pan~Amt:rican 

·Exposition being .cQnfined. to the Western r Hemi
. sphere, and being held in the near vicinity o£. the 
great Niagara cataract, within a·day's journey. 9f 
which reside forty milli'on people; would uii'gues
tionabl,y be of vast benefit to tb:e.ccimmercial inter
esis, 'not only cif this country,' buv of. the .entire 

''herhisphere, and should·· therefore h3:ve th~ '.sancti6n 
·'~:if fhe Co'n'grbss"'of the United Stii'tes.'' · 

There are some twenty independ~nt governmeh!ts 
. and as many more 'dep~;Jdenc.ies in the We5't~rn 
Hernispher.e.' r't is expected;that 1Jearly,: all oUhese 

· countr!es anq island groups will be represented at 
the Exposition. 

Site of the Exposition. 

The site chosen for the Exposition consists of a 
plot of 350 acres, inclu.~ing 133 acres of improved 
park latids and lakelets, in the northern part of the 
city. , The site is about one. mile long from north to 
south by half a mile wide, of somewhat irregular 
s~ape. The main approach from the city will be 

. "ti:J.ro'Ugh one of the most beautiful parks in the 
{voricL ; The site has not alone the merit of extra-

·-''" - . ' 

oroi'ti;:J.iY: btauty but is the most accessible ,of all 
. those ~~~ilable; Its northern boundary is the New 
york Cen,hal Railway's double-track belt line 'which 
enc:irdes. the city. The entire twenty-six steam 

. ~aihv.ays which . enter Buffalo will have access to 
these tra'cks and to the great Exposition s;tation. 
On !hree s'ides 'of q1e Exposition grounds are elec-
tric trolley lines connecting with 300 miles of city 
and suburban tracks, and a'five,.'ce!lt farewi'H can:y 
the passenger to the most remote. points within the 
~ity limits. . . · 

' ' Classification: of J;:~l:Iibits. 

The ~cope of . the Expositi;11 is yery broad, in
tending • to show to the world in a most interesting· 

·way the prbg:ress of .all the ... nations .of the three 
Americas during a century of marvelous develop
ment .. The exhibits wi:11 have groupings as follows: 

Electricity and Electrical Appliances. 
Fine Arts: Paindrig;'Sc~lp'tute, and bewration. 

· Gr'aphic Arts: 1'yp6:graphy, {Lithography, Steel 
and Copper~ plate Printing, :Photo-MechanicalPrbc
esses, Drawing, Engraving, arid Bookbinding . 

Liberal Arts: · Educafio'ri; Engineei:iilg; ·Public 
.. Works, Constructive Architecture, Music, fl:lld the 
Drama. - . . . . 

Ethnology, Archce~logy, Progress of. Labor and 
inv'entlor1, ISolated' a'nci tone dive Exhloits. ·· .· 

.AgricUltlir~/ Food ~rid ibf 'Accessories, A~-rrcul-
turaF'Ma:chihery and Appliances·.: · · 



Hortkulture,\Titic.u:ltu~e,·Flori~unure. 
uv~ 'stock. · ' · · · 
For'e'stry ahd Fof~st 'Products. 
Fish, Fisheries, "Fish Products and Apparatus for 

Fishing. 
Mines and·Metallurgy. 
l,Wachin~xy. 
Manufactures. 

. Transp~rtation Exhibits, ~<;lilways, yessels, Ve-
'hicles. 

Exhibits from the H:awaiianlslands, Porto Rico, 
and the Philippine Islands. 

, Tq. this . classification will be added n1,1merous 
special exhibits. in buildings of their own, and the 
many State and foreign exhibits in separate build
ings. About fifteen acres of ~pace have been set 
apart for the St~te and £~reign buildings. 

1landsd{pe ; Features. 
The lands~ape architects have been commis

sion~d t() P!epare the most '1-~tistic setting for the 
Exposi.tjon. thaJ a lib.eral expengiture can, secure. 
Tl).ey,have the aclvantage, as a, beginning, of 9~e of 

. th~ finest p~rk~ in the. ~ode( u pou which hundreds 
. of thousa11ds of dqllars have bee~ expended, ~nd 
·which time has. ~elped. to l;>eautify by addj~g si,ze 
arid symmetry to the many rare trees that give 

spade and richrie:ss to this nObl.e. pkas~re gro~nd. 
. UJ?on thd £33, a,bre~ of· I).flaware ·Park the la~dssape 
artists .are grafting 'with p:erfect ,skill the }ro~d 
g~ounds thatwill contain Hie main group of 'Exposi-
tion buildi~gs. · · · ' · .. · ·. ' · ·· 

The main Exposition btrilditi~s are ranged around 
'a broad' coi.l'rt over' z;ooo feet lohg;ihe'same 'having 
a· transverse ctitirt, the Esplanade; about I,Jbo feet 
from 'east to west. From the Approach the'vi•sitor 

comes to the Fore-Court (E), thence crossing the 

Triumphal Bridge (G) to the Esplanade (K): The 

Court of the Fountains (Q) is 500 feeCWide by I,Qbo 

feet long, and the Plaza (Y)is soo by 350 fe~t. th!s 
great cOurt is richly et'nbelli'shed with aquatic pools, 
friuntains, statuary, balu~trades, shrubs, trees, 'rawns, 
and 'formal florf-1 'ciispl~ys. Th~ Mall (W-W)'is 
partly shaded wi.ih 'tall poplars. A grand ~~~al, 
~ith Mirror La,h:s (I-I) supp'iies a me~ns of cir~um
navigating the ~~in gr()up of b~ildings in elec~·ric 
launches, gondolas and other· small craft.. Beyond 
thecanal in all directions the grounds are laid out 
, ~ith I;:t~ns, trees, §h~ubs anp . flow~rs .. The large 
n~mber of buildings for isol~ted exhibit~, public 
comfort, etc:, are in these parts of the grqumls. 'The 
M~sic Gardens(F), we~t of the Fore~Court, c~nsti-
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tute a feature of much importance and interest. 
East of the Fore-Court about fiftee,n acres are d~
voted to the State and foreign buildings, ranged 
about a court that is made gay with fountains, flow
ers and other suitable exterior embellishments; 

Exposition Buildings. 
I 

The largest buildings of the Exposition are those 
devoted to manufactures and liberal arts, and ma
chinery and transportation. They are marked Nos. 

'• 
ro and I I respectively on the diagram. Each of 
these covers over four acres of land, the dimensions 
being 500 by 350 feet. In the center of each is a 
broad court, in which is a· long pool of water with a 
central fountain. Winding paths are bordered with 
shrubs and flowers, and. sodded banks_ reach down 
to the water's crystal edge. S~tt'ees for the comfort 
of visitors will be liberally supplied. The central 
fountain will be visible from 'any of the fopr main 
entrances through broad aisles that lead to the court. 

The Agricultural Building, (I2) and the Elec
tricity Building (I3) are companion structures in 
size, each being1500 by I 5o feet. They front on the 
Mall, which passes on· the south side. Betwee11 
·them is the tall electric tower. 

The Government group (2~2-2) cons-ists of three 
buildings, forming the eastern boundary of the trans- ' 
verse court or esplanade. The main building is 6oo 
·by I30 feet, with a central dome 250 feet above the 
floor. Two curved colonnades w,ill extend from 
near the middle of the west side of the main build
ing I62 feet to the two lesser buildings, forming a 
semi-circular court. The two smaller building-~ will 
be I50 feet square. They will contain the aqua
riums and exhibits of the United States Weather 

I . 

Bureau and the new collections from Porto Rico, 
Hawaii and the Philippine Island~. The large num
ber of other exhibits belonging to the Federal Gov
ernment will find a place in the main building. 

At the opposite or western end of the Esplanade 
are the Horticultural (7), Forestry and Mines (5) and 
Graphic Arts (6) buildings, conneCted by curved col
onnades, forming a semi-circular court similar to that 
~nclosed by the Government group. The Horticul-

tural Building is 220 feet square with a central Ian
terri 236 feet high.· The others of the group are 
each I 50 feet square with pavilions ninety-eight feet 
.above ground. Large conservatories are entered 
through the colonnades. 

The Stadium (0) will be the grandest sporting 
·arena ever erected on the Western Continent. Its 
circumference, covering about ten acres, will be 
larger than the colosseum_ of Rome .. The top row 
of seats will be sixty-two feet from the ground and 
the seating capacity is estimated for.25,000 specta
tors. It will contain a quarter-mile racing track and 
abundant ·space within for all sorts of athletic 
games and contests. The space beneath the seats 
will be used for exhibiti~n purposes, . being the 
equivalent of a'vevy large building. The main en
trance to the Stadium (2) will be from the Plaza, 
at the west end, through an ornamental building 
24_I feet long and fifty-two feet ~ide. 

The Live Stock buildings (I8) will. cover about 
ten acres, and are east of the Agricultural and Man-
ufactures buildings. . 

The Albright Art Gallery, the gift. of J. ].· Al
bright, costing $350,000, will occupy a site in the 
park, and will be a permar;tent 'edifice. It will serve 

the purpose of an art building for the Exposition, 
and the fine collection of paintings and sculptures 
belonging to the Buffalo Fine Arts Academy will 
be transferred to it, there to remain. A mainte
nance fund of $IOO,OOO is being raised by private 
subscription and is nearly all subscribed. 

A Famous Carillon. 

The largest and finest chime of bells in the Wes
tern world, belonging to St. Joseph's Cathedral, 
Buffalo, will contribute their music to the grandeur 
of the Exposition. This splendid carillon consists 
of forty-three beiis and cost $25,000. _The beiis 
weigh from twenty-five pounds up to s,o68 pounds. 
A special campanile will be built for them at the 
Exposition, and a new arrangement will permit 
their proper ringing by means of an electro-mechani-
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cal· device. They will add a very interesting and 
important feature to the great E~position. 

Buffalo is one of the greatest commercial cities 
of North A~ eric~, ranking as the fourth in impor
tance of all the cities of the world in its marine 
business. Within one _night's ride of Buffalo ~re 
the homes of 44,00o,ooo people, or more than .half 
the population of the United States. The sity is 
preparing for the entertainment of a vast number of 
visitors throughout the Expo~ition season. 

WHY WE OPPOSE SUNDAY <::LOSING. 

IN all seriousness THE SENTINEL ·oF LIBERTY 
would respectfully enter a strong protest against 
any State enactment to close the gates of the Pan
American Exposition -on the first daJ: of the week. 

Why? Not because we. are opposed to Chris
tianity, for we do not believe Sunday closing by the 
State would represent Chris_tianity at ·all, but rather 
the opposite~ 

_Nor is it because we are opposed to any church · 
or organization which demands Sunday closing, for 
we are opposed to no church, and maintain the right 
of every man to hold and advocate whatever re
ligious opinions he may choose, restrained only by a 
proper respect for the rights of others. 

We oppose Sunday closing by the State because 
the Christian churc:J:l can not ma.ke any alliance with 
C~sar without practically denying her alliance with 
the Omnipotent. 

We oppose Sunday closing by the State because, 
as nobody is forced to work on Sunday against his 
consent, such action by the State will preserve no 
person's rights, while it necessarily will invade the 
rights of those who would visit the Exposition were 
the gates not closed. 

We oppose Sunday closing by the State because 
such a proceeding would involve the whole principle 
of church-and-state union, and would establish a 
precedent upon the strength of which further legis
lation for Sunday .or for _any other religious observ
ance might be demanded. 

We oppose Sunday closing by the State because 
Su~day observance is a matter to .be decided by the 
individual conscience and not by decree .of the civil 
power. If the directors of the Exposition feel that 
they can not sanction an open Exposition on Sun
day, if exhibitors feel that they c~n not consci
entiously display their exhibits on that day, if the 
people feel in conscience bound to stay away from 
the Exposition on the first day of the week, that is 

their right; and we have nothing to say against it. 
But for the good of the Exposition, for the good of 
the State, and for the good of religion and the 
church, let the question of Sunday observance be 

Nor do we oppose Sunday closing because we do 
not want the working-men, whom the decision of the 
question may affect, to enjoy the privilege of resting 
one day in the week. We have nothing to say 
against the right of any man to observ.e the first day 
of the week as a sabbath. Nor is it that we oppose 
Sunday, for legislation favoring any other weekly 
day of rest would be quite as bad as that enjoining 
Suqday observance. 

- settled by the people individually, each one for 
himself, and not settled by seeking to' force the 
decision of one person upon the conscience of 

We oppose Sunday closing by the State because 
the State can not show favors to religion without 
injuring both its own interests and those of the 
Christian church. 

another. s. 

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY MORALITY? 

Tms question was asked at the New York State 
Conference of Religion by a Hindu. It is little 
wonder that this representative of paganism asked 
the question, for conflicting theories had been pre-



sented touching this subject, and. one of the pap~rs 

. r~.~a.:h~.a.aif~~J?<ed~.~ ,t;~at. ~b~alWf: as·;~~e:t,liin~ 
q~jt~ ap~~(ffo'in.' re]~gi?~·- $ut this· Hi.ridu,' said of . 
morality: .. · H has a n:iuch. deeper mearii~g. It lies 
within the spiritual, apd the true basis· o"f ethi'c~ is 
no'tutility; it 'lie~ deep in" the sour of:c;>ur. souls, 'just 
asjesu~ t~.e Ch~ist expr~~.sed the idea)n th~· sen
t~nce, ; Loie fhv neighbor as thyself.' . It is the . 
u~ity ~f .the soul: Ther~'Iies' the -s~li.ition, the tn1e 

' "' ' ' -' 

ba.sis' 6£ ethics." 

No man ever said. a truer thing, .whether p~gan 
or Christian. M~rals must have. a sanction, ~nd 
that' sa'~.dion can be nothing else tha.n the :will of 
God, the divine. l~w. Therdore he who advocates 
go~ernmental supervision of l11orals ad~ocates go.v~ · 
ernmentai supervision of tdigion, because. it is 
impossible to sep;uate thet~o. . ' · ' . 

Dtil.itarianism may furnish a sufficient ·1Jasis for 
I m.ere ~i~i<;S. n may be SUfficient tO regulate/({ a 
c~rt:Zin extent the daily intercourse of man with rnan, 
in business a~d iri political life, upon the bas'is d 
utilitariariisrri; but there is that in every soul which 
def,n;mds something better,something higher; a~d' 
that higher thing is that' which was defined soa,ptl.y 
by this Hindu .. It would be well if Christians could. 
di~cern as clearly that ethics can not be dissevered 
from religion nor religion separated from ethics. 

---·-:''·.··~. -·-· -. 
A DOUBTFUL REASON ~FQR SUNDAY CLOSI.NG. ' ' ,., "'., ,, .·.,..- ' . 

<'_,>·~,.·-;:: 

~ As. r~~ortee;Un;·th~; Buffflo. Couri~;: of .. ~~"~mbe~ 
20, ti~e.;]\¢idisters' A,ssod'ltion M the l\1:eth()dis(Epis
cop~}P;h:~rch i~ Buffalo tpe( th~:·preyioy~/;e~~~j_ng 
and df~~0~s~d th~ question ~£Sunday closi·~.g oJ the 
Expo~ition. Rev. W. F. Crafts.,. with whb'di ;the 
Sunday. closing idea has long b~en a hobby, was 
present and addressed the meeting, "After con~ 
side:rable discussion," says the Courier, ".the follO\~·
ing memorial was unanimously adopted: 

. "To the Directors of the Fan-American Exposition;· 
"The following re~olution h.a~ been unanimously 

adopted by the Methodist ministers of Buffalo. and 
v.kinity;: , 

" .. Whereas, It has always been the A111erican 
policy to observe the American Sabbath at national 
and iqte~n11tiot1<!l f;1.irs t:Jy epti_re Sunday closing 
when a £iii ·l:las' b'cieri 'hei'd iri; this countryO, and by 
tb~ .. cJosiag: o~ the Ameri¢~n: exhibit in· fore~g.n f~irs; 
aQ.d 

.· )J[lzere~ .. )g., g,r,ap,ting, .~.t9. Jo . th~ (:o,lum,]Jia,.q 
W?.r}~'s ·:~a1~;)h~ J?,!p~d5.~~\ J?~?gk by ~c~ of Co~;. 

gress secured through petjtions~. estim,ated by Sen a~ 
l·-~ ··., ._,_· ..• ,.>·_,-,,~_-," 1 ,~,,~, ~-··~;''f';,.··f ·";'~>,.··.-. •''~! 

tor'Hawley_and CongressrilaJ! Dingtey tq represent. 
an overwHe'lm'fng' riiajdrHy of 'out jjeople, anri2t o"f• 
Congr.ess copdi~i9~ipg,t]le ;:tPJ?;~opdetioq op;SI,lnclay 
closing, which should be regafded as mor.all)rbi.nd.; 
ing oi{ similar' use 6i the ·p~opl~'s~ n;6rief' i~--~ii1 of : 
tcye'Pan~Americarr;' and'.. ·' '·· 

" Whefetis, The disregard of thif cQ'ndition by 
the Chicago di'i'ectors in the os:upposed; interest· of: 
increai~.ed: :revenuesi' tli"e:y.: i confessed, ::by.J ;:re\lie.~~ing! 
tbeir . action, qn)sed Loss .. inste~~-' bi:!Ci~,U:Se, o{ ~be, 
great numbe,r w hp ref\lse.d .t() a~t~n<:L py way, pf pro-;
test against that trampling on an Ameri'can Christian 
insti~ution; therefore, be it 

'' Resolv~a, In the name of consfie,l1E¢{.¥i~~\~~om
merce, that we p~tition and ask all good'i¢itizens 
to joib. us in petitioning the directors noJ tg.dp~n 
the Pan:Ameri~an Exposition for any pai:tiJ>£:%ul,l-

··.c '. ·• • ),,"" 

day .6r1 any pretext: lest the;e sho'lildresL1lt, in spite 
of aH attein pted -ri:strci:ints;' in.C:reas~d vioTatioirs ·of· 
the lett~r arid spirit Df the Sabbath law through the 
incoming 0£, , Sunday excursions; bringing• vast 
throngs o:f people,. ap,d so making the day .one of 
toil, traffi<:; and tJ.1rmqil.:' · . . . . . . • 

.To u~ this.appea.rs to be very doubtful r;ea?qning. 
"Whereas,'' it says, the opening of tl;le Chicago 
World's Fair gates .on Sunday resulted. i"n a loss to 
the exposition because the people :would pot attend,·. 
therefore., "Resolved,''that the :Pan-American .Ex7 . 

position shot,Jl4 pe clqsed on Sunday for fear .that 
"vast .throngs·of, people" will. c:ome:to .. it ()n that·.· 
day, making the,. day one. of "tr;affifi:, a1;1d turmoil.'~ 

. Such inc;on.sisten~y iu speechjs,a,lways ~ssocia,ted 
with insincerity :in .the thing pliofessed. Is there 
not, back. of. th,is s~a.tement. by the der;gy, a,no.the;t;, 
an.d mort:: real reason, for th.eir 9ppositi<tn to 
SJ.Il'lsJ<:tY . openi.Qg? )s~, -it, p9,t, qec<tus.t~:::S.ul).d;!Y,: js.; a;, 
re:,ligiqu,s d.ay,. anp its, exaLta,t~on a .part. of th,ezr;, 
re,ligious calling? Candid!y, is n9t this .the tn.Je 
secret of th~lr ~ttit!:lde in the matter? 

AN act can. not .be dem·o.ralizing merely be~~us~ 

~,'~!>o:~,:\~t,Jt;ft[~1r7&J; ~=~~,i~~~~~J{; 
question'dependlng foi-.ii:s imswer upog,:tl}e qlfesti?!f;. 

' < ".,',j"' ">', ,::.·,).'·_,; 



Whi<;h .E\ay; of the .w:eek i~ th) ,Christi.an Sq_lJ.bath?:., 
But what has a legislat,ure: or' other; political body to, 
do.' 'IV'ith the conside•ration of such. q'uestions? One 
pe>r~6n ··~an not' det;fde ·Christian duty for another 
p~·rson; '· E<'tth 'individual must decide.· Chris fran 
du\Y~ for l:l~self. · · '·' · 

SUNDAY LAWS AND THE WORKING-MAN. 

TH:ouGH primarily religious in their natun~, ori~ 
· gin, and purpose, Sunday ·laws are often ·lJ.rged· in 

thi:(interests of the working-'rtlail. It is argued 'that 
I suth laws' a'te nec~ssary to secureto.Iabc\r the bless~ 
ing of periodical. rest .. · Btit it is open to. serious . 

ql,l,e,stion wh~ther the working~man is realiyben~fited 
bY, :sl)ch leg,i~l~tion. . I • . • • • . • · • • ' ' 

The demand· for Sunday legislation comes pri· · 
ma\ily froti1therdigioiis forces of· the nation. Were 
it nut. for the i~flu~pce. of the churches, there ~ould . 

,' '' • '.,,' ,,. ' ' I' ,! ' ' 

be no Sunday legislation suclr as we now have. 
The working-m'an' asks only freedbm from' tbil' 

on' S.ui:id:iy. ·The churches demand protection pri
marily, not for the man but forthe day. Hence, the. 
ord;~ary Sundaylaw not only close~ £~dories, etc.,' 
bl).t it clo.se~ .also places .of. ~mus.ement, induding' 
p)J.bli,c li.braries, musemns, and ip son:e places s~ops 
street"cars and public, excursions ... Therefore, the 
man who asks for a Sunday J:aw in order that he· 
may rest, indirectly asks for a law that will greatly 
restrain his' own liberties on that day. 

The rich. man can use his carriage on Sunday and · 
go where he will, but stop street-c~rs and excursio~ 
trains. and b9ats, and the poor map is ~;;on'fined to 
hi.s 'own. home or.~t most within walking.distance of 
his .home. 

The ri~h man has· a well~stocked librar.y and all 
the latest" rriag-azine.s and papers, but the pqor man 

. mList. obtain these in a public library or content 
himself with the Sunday paper; and the friends of· 
Su~day iegislation declare that the Sunday paper. 

must go . 
. :The ~i~h man can ta!<e his family to vis.it th~ art 

galleries and n1wseums at any. time, but the .working
man must see these things on Sunday or· not at all.~ 

~ T·he rich mah can take his family into the country 
or. 'to the·. seashore When he will, but the poor man · 

ancJ, his fa,t?JiiY musttake such outings ~n Sunday or 
not, ~t a,l,L · · 

• The te~d~ncy , of Sunday legi;>lation. is,. to be
co;;J:)e .n;wre, apd more, restrictiye .. Thos<f ~ho are. 

urgipg, it prpcee9 ppon, the t\1eo\y, ~h~t .~uqd<J.;y,,,q;;tp 
no~ be .. preser;vecl, ?S a d,ay, of. re:st unles!', ·it, ~s':p~e;,, 
served alsp as:a· ,d,;,w of ~o.r,shi.p. Th~ir ,real. ppm?o~f .. 
is .t0 ,fill ,tile <;h.urq~es ou,SJ.1Pc\~y, ;.u1,q,, tlpt, tQis,IPf1:),'1, 

be d,one, ,theY seek to .<;~ps~ ~verything els.e. , T1hey1 , 

would s,uppr,es~ .not,o~ly the $unpa.y .pa.p,er, th~,SPGi ,· 
day:.excursion; CJ.nd the Sund;;ty .s.treehim. but they 
wq~ld .. ab<;Jlisl~, t~~. Su~c;i~v .c'q~ce;t a~,d ·~J~se, t,he:. 
Supday, libraryjln,d the S~nday muse1Jfl}-.e:vexythi.ng; 1, 

in, fact,that
1 
C9!!1,es in corppetit.ion with the, churc1hes.,. 

. Pe,rsonaU;y,1 >ye .. do: 1,1ot belie,ve)n at,te~<;ling ;~?;irs,, 

etc,., ou.t~e.day ;.ve regarf=) as the Sabb,at,h, ,\Y,e be:::. 
lieve that every, man ought to have conscientious 

• I ' ' ' • , ; ' ' j , ' I 1 , : • , : l ~ j ' , , ' , ' 

convictions upon this subject, 11nd that he oug,J:lt tq,, 

be trueto those convictibri~, but if any rhan'has not 
such convictions 'i't, is vaih to':compel hii:n to act as 
though' he'· had such • convictions. · The m,an who 
does not go on 'an exc'ursion on Sunday, but 'remains. 
at '11ome sirriplybecailse he must, miiht just as well-' 
go so far as rilbfal'cohsiderations are concertied, and' 
if that is .practicillly his' only opportunity, he· cer..:: 
tainlv wo'uld be physically better off were 'he ·to go; 
Nothing but 'dissipation is any more des'tructi've to 
either 'physical or. moral power than thafihg under 
enforced idle~ess and restraint. Only volurttary 
Sabbilth~keeping- can be' Of any value physically or 
'morally. 
. A gre~t fair afford's ~n opportunity of a li.fetime 
to thou~a.nds of working-men' arid women. They. 

• ,' , ; I , , , ' l - , 1 

can ill dfford both the time and the money to visit 
it, but. 'ifit 'is open on Sunday 'Yith, perhaps, reduced 
ad~ittance fee; they can afford to attend. They . 
f~'el that thcbTought to have the opportunity. N'o-' 
body need~ t() go who does not wish to. It beco'mes 
a ~ery serio~s question, the'refore, whether those who' 
do not believ~ in Sunday fairs have \ii1y' right t6· in~' 
sist that the gates shall be dosed simply because 
their consciences· are tendefon the suqje'ct. 

In 'tqe case' of thd World's F'air' In this city q' 
18g3, tho.1J'sa~1d~ and tens of tho~sands ~ho did: no{ 

visit t~:~ Fr/r ,<f~ .<dl,aryd wpo h~~:L !!~ · e,~P,~~tati~~. qj) 
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visiting it, were counted as petitioners for closing 
' the gates on Sunday, thus becoming in a m.easure 

€onsciences for other people. Doubtless the same 
will be true, though not to so great an extent, with 
the Pan-American Exposition next summer. We 
are. among those who believe that the question of 
Sunday closing should ,be settled, not by those who 
do not care to attend on that day, but by the man
agers and by those who coul~ attend b~tter on Suii_
day than at any other time. In short, the matter 
should be allowed to adjust itself without resort to 
the tactics adopted with only partial success to 
secure the Sunday closing of the Columbian Ex-
position. B. 

HOW THE " SENTIMENT OF THE PEOPLE " IS 
OBTAINED. 

lT is represented that public sentiment is strongly 
in favor of closing the Pan-American Exposition on 
the first day of the week. This impression is sought 
to be given by means of "petitions " and memorials 
forwarded to those in charge of the Exposition, 
from churches, Sunday-schools, various religious 
organizations, "mass-meetings," etc., pmying that 
Sunday be observed at the Exposition by closed 
gates. There is something peculiar and interesting 
about these petitions for Sunday closing, as they . 
are n.ow gotten up, and it will be worth while to re
peat a short chapter of modern history touching on 
the question of the extent to which such memorials 
are really indicative 9f public sentiment. 

We have but to go back eight years. to the 
World's Columbian Exposition held in Chicago, to 
obtain the desired information. At .that time 
Congress was deluged with petitions from all sorts 
of religious and some secular bodies, calling for 
closed-'gates on Sunday, and purporting to express 
the sentiment of an overwhelming majority of the 
people. Upon analvsis, this claim of the Sunday 
petitioners was found to be of a very hyperbolic 
·nature. As showing how this fact appeared, we 
quote the following which was written on this point 
at the time these petition~rs were claiming the 
attention of Congress: 

" Champion Repeaters. 
· "THE Congressional Record of May 5, under pe-

. titions and memorials presented in the Senate the 
d~y previous, contains a record of memorials pray::: 
ing that Congress take some action to close the 
World's Fair on Sunday, and that no further appro-

priations be made for the World's Fair except upon 
guarantee of Sunday closing, from. 9n.e church of 
Missouri; four churches of Virginia .and West Vir-, 
gmta; thirteen churches of Michigarr; thirteen 
churches of Nebraska; twenty-seven churches of 
Indiana; thirty churches of Illinois; two hundred 
and fifty-ope churches of Ohio, an Evangelical Alli
ance representing all the churches in Cincinnati; a 
District Epworth League; and a County· Sabbath 
SchooiAssociation; and petitions from the Woman's 
Christian Temperance Union, containing 2Z3 indi
vidual signatures-all these last also of Ohio. 

"This style of memorializing Congress, by whole
sale, is what the Christian Statesman boasts of as 'the 
new method of petitioning,' and says: . 

"'The old method of petitioning by miscella
neous signatures, obtained hastily at the door and 
on the street, is not only slower, but more likely to 
r~sult in mistakes than the new method, by deliber
ate vote, after explanation and discussion, in citi
zens' meetings, labor lodges, and church assemblies. 
These indorsements of organizations also show, by 
the name of the 9rganization, just what sort of 
people are favoring the movement.' 

"It certainly is a much easier Way, to count up 
supposititious petitioners-for the presiding officer 
in a public meeting to have the resolution adopting · 
the memorial read, and say, 'You hear the resolu
tion. Is there any objection? I hear n.o objection. 
The resolution is adopted,' and then sign himself as 
representing a hundred, or a thousand, or ten thou
sand, or more, according to the size of the organiza
tion, and his official position in it. 

"This looks like a very easy way of rolling up 
immense petitions, does it not? And so it is, for it 
involves the most stupendous system of repeating 
ever invented. Take, for instance, to exemplify 
this, the_ results obtained from the deliberate(?) 

. vote of the gatherings named in the descrip
tion of the 'new method.' A citizens' meeting 
will be representative, and composed ,of men 
from all_ the different churches, all the different· 
labor lodges and organizations, young men from all 
the different Sunday schools, Christian- E.ndeavor 

"Societies, Epworth Leagues; women from the Wo
man's Christian Temperance UJ;Iion, Christian En
deavor, Epworth Leagues, King's Daughters, Sunday 
schools, etc. Here in this. citizens' mePting they 
have all petitioned once. That is one- vote:. But 
the matter is presented before a labor lodge; and if 
a vote is taken, those who were present at the citi
zens' meeting are counted again._ The repeating 
has begun.· Different meetings and councils of this 
organization are called, ·and each one of these votes 
is c.ounted asnpresented by the authority of the offi~ 
cers or delegates present at their different councils, 
grand councils, etc., up to the highest t;epresentative~ 
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body of the organization. But the repeating con
tinues. Many of those who are members of labor 
lodges are also members of churches. Their church 
sends in a petition; they vote again. The ministers' 
meeting of· their town sends in a petition; they are 
rep·resented again. The repeating goes' on. Their 
Sunday school petitions; they vote again. The 
county Sabbath school association memori,allzes 
Congress; ~gai'n they are counted. Their churches 
convene their different presbyteries, synods, ·confer
ences, ecumenical councils, etc.; in them all they are 
represented again and again, over and over. The 
n.ultiplicity of the repeating becomes bewildering. 
But the Evangelical Alliance may vote them agai'n, 
and scattering congregations ;£ repeaters may be 
gathered at almost any extra religious service, re
vival or union meeting. Through the organizations 
of the Christian 'Endeavor Society and Epworth 
League the same process is followed." 

Some very astonishing things were disclosed in 
these ''representative petitions" which came before 

·Congress at that time. It was found that more pe
titions for Suf1day closing came in from some States 
than could be made from the signatures of every 
man, woman, and child the State contained. This 
was brougbt to public attention by the Washington 
Post of May s, 1892, which in the same connection 
asked some very pertinent questions. This is what 
the Post said: 

"In their efforts to close the World's Fair·on 
Sundays, the good peqple who are so careful of other 
people's motals seem to have temponrily forgotten 
their own. They have been working the various 
States with petitions, and .getting signatures with a 
zeal that is literally appalling. The Michigan pe
tition has just. reached the Chicago managers, and 
upon examination is found to _represent 8oo,ooo 
more people than the last census discovered in the 
State. The inference is that the propaganda, so far 
as Michigan is concerned, at least, includes not only 
the grown folks, but the babies, the yellow dogs, 
the wolves, and th~ catfish. There is no other way 
to acccmn t for the size of that petition. 

"A similar growth is indicated in Ohio, and per
haps in other States. But the feature of real inter
est is the astonishing disclosure of ardor on the part 
of persons who constitute themselves guardians of 
their neighbors' consciences. It suggests a great 
many ideas which we cannot fully catalogue in the 
limited space at the disposal of a daily newspaper. 
It occurs to us to inquire, however, whether it be 
worse in morals to look at an industrial exhibit on 
Sun :lay than to concoct and utter falsehoqds during 
tnc week?" 

Such is the way in which these petitions for 
Sunday closing are made to represent the "prevail
ing: s;ntiment" of the people. Such representations. 
are certainly not entitled to much re~pect. s. 

WHAT THE COURTS SAY ABOUT IT. 

SHOULD the Pan-American Exposition be closed 
Sundays on the ground that Sunday is a religious 
day which the· people are reli.giously bound to 
observe by refraining from work? Is this the. reason 
why the State should decide in faYor of Sunday 
closing? "Oh, no;" say the advocates of enforced 
Sunday observance, "we only ask for Sunday clos
ing on civil grounds. Laws enforcing Sunday rest 
are not religious laws at all, but civil laws;· they 
enforce a civil Sabbath." 

But is this true? History gives no such answer. 
The fountain head of the stream of Sunday legis..: 
lation was wholly religious; at what point did the 
stream change its character? The courts of law 
have spoken over and over again upon the character 
of Sunday laws. What have they said on the sub
'ject? Let us note some of their decisions. 

In 1824 an English judge said: 

"It seems to me that the object of the statute 
was to prevent persons keeping open shop and 
disregarding tlze decency of the Lord's day by the public 
show of their ordinary trades and occupations." 
-Littledale J ., in Bloxsome vs. Williams; 5 D. and 
R., Sz. 

In I8II, in the State of. New York, Judge Kent 
said of the Sunday law: 

"The statute has, for over a century, recognized 
the, sanctity of the obligation and punished its vio-, 
lators."-Ruggles' case, 8 Johns, 290. 

In Bo.ynton vs.: Page (rz Wend., New York, 57) 
the decision speaks of "the public order and 
solemnity o£ the day." 

Twenty-five years later (1R59) anpther New York 
judge declared that the Sunday law of New York 
"explicitly recognizes the first day of the week .as 
ho{y time."-Campbell vs. International Soc., 4 Bos., 
N.Y., 298. 

A Pennsylvania decision (Jeandelle's case, 3 Phil., 
509) affirms that "the day [Sunday J is clothed with 
a peculiar sanctity." In Moore vs. Hogan (2 Duv., 
437) two statutes of Kentucky are contrasted, the 
decisi~n stating that "one applies to Sunday as 
sacred, and the other to holidays as secular." An 



ther, it says that the day has .been '5 set apart by> Iowa decision (Davis vs. Fish, Green, 406) affirms 
thatSunday is "sacred, set .apart fo,r rest/' etc .. 

·A North Carolina decision (Ricket's. case: /'4 
N, C, 184), referring ·:to the Sunday law, says that 
"All religious and moraL codes permit works of ne
cessity and- charity_on.-their§acre£idays_.'' A Georgia 
decision, uses still stronger languag_e: "All courts 
should abstain from· the transaction of- ordinary busi
ness o-n t!tts Jioly day."- Gholston vs. Gholston; 3r 
Ga., 625. Another Georgia decision says: "The 
Sabbath is regarded as the Lord's' day, and it is pr6:. 
tected from violation by so many guards, that the 
courts should· not be allowed to invade i'ts sanctity." 
-Bass vs. Irwin,· 49 Ga., 436. In Weldon's ca:se 
(6i Ga., 449); Sunday is declared to b.e a "hoty day.;? 

· divine command and human legislati:on 'as; a day· of· 
re.st. * * . * n ha:s cdme dbw:n.'' to '\is iritl( the ' . . . 

most solemn sanctions both of. m'an and bf Goa:;,::_. 
Joh.nston'sca;;~,22Pa.,I~2 .. • '··· . .·· 

. An Arkansas decis-ion inforrns .. citizensp;of, that 
State who play cards on Sunday that• the day "is 
set·· apart by divine appointment; as 'Well as by the 
law of the land·, for other ancl behe'r engag~merits."'.• 
-Stockden's case: r8 Ark.,' r86. . . . 

' . ' .; . ' .>·: :.· : 

An Iowa court dedared, in. the c.a:se of Davis vs . .. 
Fish {I. Gre~n, .406),· that SU;nday b)J.se,rvan~e. ha~'., 

One class of decisions is based on the idea that 
the state has power to consecrate Sunday. Of this 
class of decisions, Mr. Ringg-old, author of the "Law 
of Sunday," says: 

''These are cases which hold that its sanctifica
tion was accompli~hed by statute. Thus· one reason 
givert for ' separating' the day as a 'holy' one in 
Massachusetts is the fact that the legislative power 
has exacted the observance of -it as such.-Pearce vs, 
Atwood, 13 Mass., 324." 

. been "established by laws both human. and divine, 
for public worsh~p and prt~'tite. devotion --'-a tim'e-. · 
honored and heaven-appointed instit-ution." MaryL 
land has ~aid likewise: "The Sabbath is emphatic
ally the day of rest, and'the day of res(here is th~ 
Lord's day or Christian Sunday. Ours• is a Chris
tian community, ;;nd the day set apart as a day'of 
rest • is the day consecrated by the resurrection of .· 
our Sav'iour."--:Kilgour vs. Mills, 8 G: and'J., 268. · 

In the case of People vs. Ruggles (New York), 
Judge Kent affi.rined that" thestatute for prevent
ing immorality consecrates the first day of the week 
as holy time.:'-8 Jphr1s, 290. In Moore vs.Hogan, a 
Kentucky report,. the judge speaks of the Sunday 
law as" the statute consecrating the Sabbath."-2 Duv., 
437, In Weldon's case (62 Ga., 449), it is laid down 
that Georgia courts and magistrates are. to regard 
Sunday a,; the Lords' day "as a mere matter of 
law, irrespective of religious ·obligation and duty." 

· Another ciass of decisions is based on the idea 
that Sunday is. sacred. by both divine and human 
authority. A decisien by a N·ew York judge in r86r · 
said that " It does not detract. from the moraJ or 
legal sanction of ·the law of the State that it con-

. forms to the law of God, a~ that law is recognized 
by the great majority of the people."-Linden Mul

ler's case, 33 Barb., 548. 
~- In a Pennsylvania decision (Eyre's case, S. and R,, 
347) it is said that" $abbath breaking is the violation 
of ~ divine as well as a human law:" Another 
Pennsylvania decision uses this language: "It may 
not be essential, but it is far from being irrelevan·t, 
to the decision of the pres~nt case, to sustain the 

.di"v'ineauihority·'bf Its iiistitutiop:"·(Sunday), ·Fur-

· Georgia has gone furthest in recognizing the re'
Iigious character of ;Sunday laws, by speaking thus:· 

"The law fixes the day recog~ized: as the Sabbath 
day all over Christe~dom, and that day by divinr ' 
injunction is' to be kept holy)' on itthou shalt do nd 
work. The Christian Sabbath is a civil institutiqrr' 
older than our. Gov,ernrn~nt."~Ka:r;Yi~ch's cas,e, 44 
Ga., 204. And ag;;tin: 

"Independently of the moral obligatioi:r resting . 
upon all rnen to obey the law of the Lord, and to;· 
observe by abstaining from all secular business o~ 
the day set apart for his worshiv throughout Chris
tendom. the -rest of one day. in , seven from -all. 
physical and mental labor is a great conservative, · 
refreshing;· invigmating ,rneans, .. designed byAlmighty 
wisdom £or:.the preservation of health and. the rec- · 
reation of our mental a.nd bodily .faculties.. But 
neither the lqW of. God nor the law of man .forbids 
us to do good on the. Sabbath day. * * 'IF When : 
the State of Georgia, therefore, .e:Xcepts works .of.·, 
benevolence. and charity from the operations of this 
pen.a,lstatute, it b:ut r-eenacts the la'l!! of t!tt-;4itl'Zig!ft)': 
as 'a.nnounced by the Saviour.. and beautifi.e-d ... py ,p-i,~., 
example."-Salter vs. Smith,, 55 Ga . ., 244. 

Most of these decisions were· tendered prior· fOe 

I87S· . Iri 'them the courts have w~;ouiiced with 
unmistakable clearness. th<.:tt Sundily. la.ws ar~: re-, 
11-gious laws, based .~pan;.; the s.upp9~~cL ,~aC,r~d. ~,~.~~:., 
acter .and. divine. obligation o.L tl.}.t;, d,ay, .. Ba.~~ il}!; 
that earlier period of American history ~h<bel{ef iJ:l.;:; 
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Sunday' as a sacred day was almost universal. But 
wit~inthe last quarter, of the century, and especially 
tow:ard. the dose of"t the daims of the seventh 

.,:'' • ' j ,, ,. - ' ' ' : 

d;;ty as th.e true Sabbath have been widely heralded, 
in this coqntry, and.the old belief. in. the sanctity of 
St:tnday has been greatly lessened. So widespread 
has become the religious indifference to the day 
that it. has been foun:d necessary to devise a new 
support Jor the Svnday l~ws, and. this new-found 
support is the idea that such laws are not religious, 
but. civil. But the necessity for a new support did 
not create a new fact; it. did .not in the least change 
the character of Sunday legislation. What it was 
in character before this new claim was putforth, it 
remained afterward,. Tts character can no more be 
·changed. thap can the spots of the leopard. 

Sunday is a religious institution, and Sunday 
laws .are religious laws; so says history and so say 
the courts. In. the face of such testimony there is 
nothing .left to do but to admit the fact. 

'NATIONAL REJ?ORM I'N JAPAN. 

i).,ND no;w we. have a Sabbath Union in the Island 
·of Japan. Duri~g the month of October, this pre~
·ent year, abo,t;~t. fotF hundred, and fifty. representa- · 
ti'-:es of the Christian church came together at the 
c.apital of that country to consider questions of 
interest in connection with the adva.ncement of the 
interests of the church among the Japanese. Among 
·othe;r things it was decided to organize a Sabbath 
U:nion. A. pr.oposition was made to call it "Lord's 

, Day': or Sunday Union, but this was rejected. Deep 
regrets were expressed by Audrey of the Church of 
England and others, that the Greek· and Roman 

·Catholics were not represented in the conference, 
but many were the expressions of confidence that 
these bodies would cast their influence and support 
in, £avo!: of the union. 
· . Judging ·from the work of Sabbath unions in 

other lands, we. may look for a demand upon the 
·Goven1ment of Japan for a Sabbath law, for this is 
. the sole object of Sabbath unions. 

Japan is a heathen country, and until recently the 
·enti.re. people worshiped heathen gods. and ob
:serv~d h~athen institutions in obedience to the laws 
·of the ~6untry .. The time came when Japan admit
ted the .missfon<\ry to teach her people a knowledge 
·of the Creator of' th~ universe a'nd the gospel of the 
:$~n of. God. C~n it be possible that the church of 

< ' ' ., •'' ::. ,, .• • 

the living God is so dependent on the powers of 
earth th~t it must seek the aid of a heathen go~ern
m~nt in upholding the' very. instit'l,ltion ''that' is 

s~pposed tb 'distinguish th~ true G~d from ail 
false gods? . ' ' · ' .· 

Jesus~after his resurrection, said: "All power i8 
given unto 111e in heav~n and in earth.'' "Goy~. 
therefore into all the world and preach the gpspe! 
to every creature." If these men in Japan are the 
ambassadors of Jesus Christ, they have no" need 'of 
any power save th~t ~f the King whom they se;v·e.' 

It is a shame for the church that calls itself· 
Christ's to invoke the aid of any govern,n~ent, ~1uch 
less of heathen governments, in the furtherance of 
its work. ALLEN MooN. 

THE ~OGIC OF INTO~ERANCE. 

• "Tms, the best republic in the world," declared 
one of the (speakers at Jl:e Sheboygan meeting of 
the Wisconsin Sunday Rest Day· Association, "Is 
built upon that 'rigid Puritanical observance of t.he 

Sabbath. DestJ'oy that .and you destroy the repubc 

lie; and another band of Pilgrims 'will be found 
hunting some· sp~t on which to found a Christian. 

republic." 
It is by such declarations that. men attempt to 

identify religion and 1;el'igious institutions with the 
state, and to make heresY .synonomous with disloy
alty. A notable 'example of this is 'furnished by a 
tract, "The Ame;ican ·sabbath," published by the 
Presbyterian Board of Publication, wherein Rev. 
Robert Patterson; D. D., says: 

"It is the right of the state to protect by law, 
such a fundamental support of government. This 
attack on the, Sabbath is tre-ason against the very 
foundation of government.' As such, let it be re
resisted by every American citizen. The American 
Sabbath is essential to American liberty, to our re
public, and to God's religion." 

On the same subect, Dr. W. F. Crafts says in his 
book, "The Sabbath for Man ": 

"It is the conviction of the majority ·that the 
nation can not be preserved without religion, nor 
religion without the·.Sabbath', nor the Sabbath with
out laws; therefore Sabbath laws are enacted by the 
right of self-.preservation, not in vi.olation of liberty, 
but: for. its protection."-•-.Pagi 248. 

It is the same old argument in justification of 
religious intoler.ance. '"It is expedient for · us,"' 
saici caiaphas, "that on.e man: should die f~:>r th.~ 
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people, and that the whole nation perish not." Said 
De,metrius: "Sirs, ye know that by this craft we 
have our wealth. Moreover ye see and hear, that 
not alone at Ephesus, but almost throughout all 
Asia, this Paul hath persuaded and turned away 
much people, saying that they be no gods, which 
are made with hands; so that not only this our craft 
is in danger to .be set at nought; but also .that the 
temple of the great goddess Diana should be de
spised, and her magnificence should be destroyed, 
whom all Asia and the world worshipeth." 

Truly both the language and the logic of intoler-
ance differ little from age to age. B. 

NEW YORK STATE CONFERENCE OF RELIGION. 

NovEMBER 20-22, there was held in the' city of 
New York the second annual session of the New 
York State Conference of Religion. According to 
the program of this meeting, this conference "was 
organized in r8gg by a, large number of persons 
belonging to eleven different denominations. Its 
General Committee now includes members of 
fifteen denominations. * * * · Its bond of union 
is not in a common formula, but in the one spirit 
which is· variously expressed in different r~ligious 
forms. Its purpose is to promote the largest ·prac
ticable junction of religious forces for the furtherance 
of those fundamental ~eligious, moral and social i~
terests which are vital to the stability of the com
monwealth." 

It will be seen at on'ce that the object of this 
organization is political rather than religious, since 
it is "for the furtherance of the fundamental re
ligious, moral and social interests which are vital to 
the stability of the commonwealtlz." 

This thought was emphasized by many utter
ances .during the progress of the convention. Fot: 
instance, in speaking upon "The Ethical Progress 
of the Nineteenth Century," Rev. J. M. Whiton, 
Ph. D., of New York, said: 

"In the strong regard given by these teachers to 
civic obligations and duties, they barred the ex
tre_me individualism of the Jeffersonian period by 
declaring, 'Without rights without duties, and no 
duties without rights.' And yet this doctrine of the 
nineteenth century is that the permanence of civil 
duties is the end for which these common rights ex
ist, and is entitled to be called progress only so far 
as it succeeds in connecting the existence of free
dom with the truth proclaimed by philosophy and 

ethics, that the freeman is here only that he may 
better serve the commonwealth. In view of these 
signs, !dare declare that there has been more eth
ical progress during the nineteenth century than 
during all the preceeding eighteen centuries." 

The same speaker contrasted the American the
ory of thy primacy of the individual and of individual 
rights with the Greek idea of the primacy of the 
stqte and of the right of the state, and declared the 
Greek to be the correct theory. "Rights," he. 
declared, "exist, but they exist that the individual 
may the better serve the state." 

This is the very opposite of the grand and 
fundamental truth' enunciated in the Declaration of 
Independence; namely, that governments exist to 
secure individual rights-to serve the people, ~nd 
not that the people may serve them. 

And this is the idea that every government of 
whatever sort it may be inclines to naturally. This' 
has been the theory of every despotism the world 
has ever known; and the gpvernment that proceeds 
upon this theory can be nothing but a despotism. 

It is only by constant ~igilance and jealousy on 
the part of, the people, however, that any govern
ment can be restrained or. preserved from adopting 
and acting upon the theory of despotism. Every 
right which the people relinquish, either by direct 
grant or by careless indifference, the government 
gathers to itself, and the jurisdiction it takes it 
keeps. 

It is an ominous fact that now the Government 
and the federated, or federating, churches are at one 
in advocacy and support of this despotic theory 
that the people and their rights exist to serve the 
state. Admit this premise and it is impossible to 
deny that nothing which does not strengthen and 
build up the state is a right. The individual be
comes simply a cog or a spoke in the great car 
which, emerging from the temple of imperialism, 
crushes in its triumphal progress not only the bodies 
but the souls of men. 

Other points of interest in connection ~ith the 
Congress of Religion must be noted in future 
papers. B. 

" BEASTS, birds, and fishes," says The Defender, 
"come under the generic title ' man,' for whom J esils 
said the Sabbath 'was made,' and they should not 
be hunted and slaughtered on that day." 

It is a pity that innocent creatures, enjoyi~g the 
life the Creator gave them, should be hunted and 
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slaughtered on any day. ·But would The Defender, 
which desires laws to prohibit "man" from taking 
recreation on the Sabbath, also restrain the beasts, 
birds, and' fishes from unnecessary roaming, flying, 
and swimming on that day? Sometimes we se
riously wonder to what lengths, these zealous people 
would. not go if they h~d the power. 

$$ 

THE working-man who favors Sunday legislation 
for the sake of larger liberty will find that he has 
sold his liberty for a mess of pottage. 

. THE FORCE OF INDIVIDUALITY. 

ONE of the best thoughts suggested at the New 
York ·State Conference of Religion was by Prof. 
Walter Rauschenbusch, of Rochester, N.Y. Much 
emphasis had been laid upon the thought of unity 
in worship. Professor Rauschenbusch said: "There 

. is something that we must bear in mind. We must 
not deceive ourselves by ignoring the fact that the 
whole man and every part of his soul life does not 
find full and satisfactory expression in any service 
wherein all distinctive and characteristic elements 
of worship are reduced to a common ritual uniform
ity. The Creator himself has distinguished human 
beings in races, in tribes, in families, in individuals. 
To attempt to destroy these differences is to attempt 
the impossible. More, it would be a decided loss 
to level down all distinctions to the humdrum medi
ocrity of uniformity. The most vital force of the 
world .is the force of individuality." 

I 

Another speaker emphasized the same thought 
by saying, "'Remember that all persecutors in re
igion have be.en communists. The logic of tb.e 

persecutor has been communism in religion." 
God has not cast all men in the same mold. In 

the works of the divine Being we find uniformity 
in diversity. There are myriad forms of life, beauty, 
and individuality, and yet perfect harmony. The 
same should be true and will eventually be true in 

' the great domain of morals. Indeed, in the great 
hereafter, when the redeemed of all nations shall be 
gathered home, God's great spiritual temple, which 
he is riow rearing, will reflect perfectly all the per
fections of the divine character, and yet no two 
living stones in that great temple will be exactly 
alike. There will be perfect unity in diversity. All 
will be different, each having his own individuality, 
and yet all will be like God. 

This· truth and the importance of individuality 
are lost sight of by the persecutor and by the com
munist in religion, who would cast~ in a single mold 
all human souls; who would bind to, his own con
ception 9f the divine law his fellow-men, and force 
them into reluCtant conformity to his own moral 
and religious ideals. B. 

CIVIL OR RELIGIOUS ? 

SuNDAY is the first day of the week. This is 
proven by the Sunday laws, and is admitted by 
those who are engaged in a warfare upon those who 
see fit to enjoy themselves in their own way upon 
t:hat day. 

The Sunday laws are not called religi.ous laws, 
but •• civil laws." 

Then Sunday must be a "civil," not a religious 

day. . 
If Sunday is a "civil" day, then those things 

which are lawful and right on Monday, Wednesday, 
or Friday can not by any possible stretch of the 
imaginatio·n be wrong on Sunday, for a thing that 
is wrong at all· on one. day, must in the nature ,of 
things be wrong at all times and in all places by all 
people. 

Now is Sunday, the first day of the week, a civil · 
day or a religious one? There are seven days in the 
week, and in Genesis I, where the weekly cycle of 

. time is first brought to view, the days were num
bered first, second, third, etc., down or up to the -
sixth; on each of these days work was performed; 
but on the following day, the seventh, God rested 
and. sanctified it or set it apart for the use of man- ' 
kind. Now God did not rest on the first day nor 
the third, but on the seventh .. If he had rested on 
the third day it would have been a seventh part of 
time just as .truly as the seventh day was. But. he 
was not through working on the third day; he 
finished his work on the seventh day. 

By this we see that God used the first day as a 
civil day; but, let us see if it is a civil ·day for man. 

"Six days shalt thou [man] labor and do all thy 
work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the 
Lord thy God, in it thou [man] shalt do no work." 
Labor is permissible for six days, beginning to count 
with th.e first, but labor is prohibited on the seventh 
day; so we see that God says Sunday (as man calls 
the first day), is a civil, not a religious day. 

c. H. HARRIS. 
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' SABBATH observance, to be of value phy'iica:Ily or 
m'orally, must be voluntary. 

'.$. ~ 

".THERE is no doubt," says The Defender, organ 
of the New England Sabbath Protective League, 

"that Thank~giving day sprang from the same an
cestry as the Lord's day." This is but putting in 
other phrase the words of the historian Neander: 
"The festival of Sundfty was always only a human 
ordinance." Now that The Defender has confessed 

the truth, it ought to cease quoting the fourth com

mandment in support of Sunday. 

~~ 

AT the recent meeting of the Wisconsin Sunday 
Rest Day Association, at Sheboygan, the president 
said: "If a man must work on Sunday, he ought to 

have some other day to rest." Then, instead of de
manding Sunday laws, .why does not the Wisconsin 
Sunday Rest Day Association become simply a Rest 
Day Associjltion, and direct its energies toward se
curing regular weekly rest for each man instead of 
demanding Sunday rest primarily?-Simply because 
the prime object. is not to protect the man but the 
day. 

.t",; 

~~ 

THE question of prime importance in Rhode 
Island, says The Defender, is: ''Shall a'n honest effort 
be made to remedy the demoralizing conditions 
which prevail in some of our public resorts on the 

. Lord's day ? " 
This illustrates the difference between the posi

. don taken by TBE SENTINEL OF LIBERTY and that 
o(papers 'which are laboring for Sunday enforce
~ent. The latter. say, These demoralizing things 
must he stopped on the Lord's day. THES!mTINEL 
says·, Let demoralizing practices be stopped on 

. ' ·' ' ' /. l 

eve,ry day, if they are such as c9'me w,ithip. tpe s<;ope 
of legar' prohibitions. · N-.0 do~bt many ~f. the "9e
moralizing ~~nditio~s ,, her~ spoken ~f ar~· suer as 
o~ght to b~ prohibited b)r'l'aw; but when w~ ealJJ<?r 

·laws to prohibit the~· on the '' ~~m:f',~. da,y" o~~y,. 
we virtually sanction them on other days of the . 
week. The saloon, for e'xample, by ~beying- a la~ 
for Sunday closing, would by that very law be made 
a ·law:-al?iding instituti'o·n. • We do not want a law 
which upholds, such an institution as the saloon sfx 

. days out of every seven. · ' 

THE SENTINEL would have lawlessness sup
pressed because it is lawlessness; ·not be¢ause it is 
done on a day some people, reg-a,rd as sacr'ed. 

..~-~ 

IT is :allowed by the Sunday raws that' a' person 
may on Sunday perform such work as is ·of "neces
sity" or "mercy;" Is it allowable, then, Jor a ntan 
to work six days in the week when he must do so to 
support his family? Here, for example, is a man 
who conscientiously observes the s~venth day; Will 
he be all9wed to work the other six days in order 
to provide adequate food and clothing and a com-. 
fortable home for his family? Is it necessary for 
little. children to have these things? ·Does· mercy 
require that they have them? Most workingmen 
are too poor to support their families and lose two 
days out of every we.ek. 

"Oh," says some one, "the law :does not require 
any man to lose two days in the week; let him rest 
on Sunday and 'work the othev six days." This •is 
asking that a man give up his conscience in order 
to comply ·with the law arid support his family. 
The same law which recognizes the "necessity·" of 
certain things compels a man to surrender his con
science. Is. conscience, then, a necessity? 0r is it 
something that can just as well be dispensed with? 

We believe religious liberty~freedom. nf·choice 
in all religious observances-is a necessity. We 
b~lieve all persons ought to have it, and 'that'no 
human law ought to interfere with it. Don't you? 

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP . 

T.HE Grand Trunk Railway Sys'fe\n will run ''i'fs 
Annual Canadian ·Excursion: from' Cnicago' 6h 
December I3, I4, rs, and 16. ·Returning tickeits 
will .be good to leave destination until Janua•ryi,5, 
rgoJ.,, .,For inform;:ttion as to rates; anci t:r:ain serv
ice, apply to J. M. Burgis, ,G. P. a9d :"::,'.;A.;, ·t49 
S. Clark Street, cor. Jackson Boulevard, ChiG:ago. 
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and France, are fulfilling propli- · 
ecy. Fnlly illustrated by a spe
cial series of 5 maps, including 
one double-page map in 5 colors, 

Bible Stude1;1ts' Library No. r6r: 
Price roc, 

AddrPRR any of our ag:encies, or o·ur 
, llear~ st Hoube: , , 

PACIFIC PRE.SS PU]3, CO., 
· 39 Bond St., New York. 

Kans"" l'lty Mo. 
0aJ<land. Cal 
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CHICAGO, DECEMBER 6, I900. 

Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty without having. ordered it, 
may know that it is sent by some friend. Those who have not ordered The 

. Sentinel need hav? no fears that they will be asked to pay for it. 

\ 

GRANTED that the. Buffalo Exposition ought not 
to be open on Sunday, it by no means follows that 
it should be closed by act of the State. It is one 
thing to observe Sunday by act of conscience, which 
affects only the individual possessor, and quite an
other thing to s.ecure Sunday observance by act of 
the legislature, which affects all persons irrespective 
of personal belief. Leave every person free, we say, 

to follow the dictates of conscience in the matter; 
and let the result· decide the question· of Sunday 
opening or closing of the Exposition. 

~$. 

AMONG the resolutions adopted at a recent mee.t
ing held in Sheboygan und~r the auspices of the,. 
Wisconsin Sunday Rest Day Association, was one 
demanding the Sunday closing of the Pan-American 
Exposition at. Buffalo next summer. The action 
authorized the secretary to transmit a copy of the 
resolution to the managers of the Exposition "in the 
name of the convention." Of· the two hunqred or 
two hundred and fifty people present at the meeting, 
scarcely one in ten voted. Yet this resolution has 
doubtless been reported' ere this as voking the sen
timent of" a large and enthusiastic mass-meeting of 
the people of Sheboyg~n." . 

.;!.~ 

So far as Sunday or any religious institution is 
concerned, we believe in the course advocated by 
.Gamaliel, when he advised the Pharisees not to 
molest the disciples: "Refrain from these men and 
let them alone; for if this counsel or this work be 
of men it will come to nought; but if it be of God, 
ye can not overthrow it." 

Leave the Sunday institution alone, to survive or 
petish as its character may merit. If it is of men it 
will come to nought, spite of all the decrees and· 
enactments <;>f all the legislatures on earth. And if 

·it be of God, if it is backed by th'e arm o{ Omnj.no
tence, it will prevail without the aid ?f the arm of 
flesh. Let the Sunday stand or fall on· its own 

merits. 
.;!..;!. 

THE spirit of religious intoler~nce i; not dead in 
Iowa. The postmaster of .the town 0 £ Hillsdal~, 
Mr. J. C. Haney, was recently arrested and fined 
because \"le sold some stationery from the post-office 

· newstand on Sunday.· The prosecution .was con
ducted by a .town councilman, and seems td have· 
been warmly supported by the mayor. What the 
partjcular animus of this prosecution is we are not.· 
informed, but it is stated that Mr. Harley has of late 
become inclined to the belief that the seventh day 
of the week, and not the first d~y, is. the · true.: 
Sabbath. 

Why should any person .be molested for such an· 
act as the· selling of stationery? The act is a good 
one six days in the week; how d0 es· it become paq, 
and to be prohibited, on the first day alone? It is 
held to be bad on Sunday because Sunday is a 
religiou's clay. That is the difference, and the only 
difference, between Sunday and Monday or Tue~
day. Then is not .this prosecution based directly 
on religion? And is not religious prosecution only 
another name for persecution? ' ' 

..~-~ 

AN incident which occurred recently in New 
York City illustrates very clearly and forcibly both 
the quantity and the quality of the moral sentiment 
th~t is behind Sunday legisl~tion. The inciderh was 
this:, On Sunday evening, November 25, of this nine-

. teen-hundredth year of grace, a reporter in search 
of news visited ·that section of New York known 'as 
the "Tenderloin," the home of gilded vice.' Not
withstandin'g the crusade now in progress to purge' 
the city of open wickedness, the saloons of the 
"Tenderloin" were "wide open" on this Sunday eve
ning, and both men and women could be seen:' 
el!tering their front and side doors. A policeman, 
one of "the .finest," stood complacently on a corner 
in plain sight of at least half a dozen open saloons. 
The reporter approached the officer and inquired ' 
where he might find an open barber shop. Tqe po::'' 
lieeJ;llan straightened himself to his greatest height, 
put on his most virtuous look, and in a severe tone 
made reply: "Young man, you won't find a barbet· 
shop open in this city Sunday eveping. It's again.st'' 
the 'law." 
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Cr~r~ government can best serve God by leaving 
man' mos.t fre~ to serve him. 

~--~-

THE. vast, majority of the wodclr's m.~rty·rs ha:v;e. 

suffure.d d~ath by the sa:adion of th.e ci:vil govern,., 
" , , , . I I , I 

me:mt.;· 

AccORDING to Christianity, the g-reat re.£p.rm~ag
a.Jl·d saving agency. in the W,ol';ld is. not ~aw, bt;It. the. 
go~pd.~ 

THE decalogue is the only moral cod<;: fo;r, which 
" the· :Wor;ld :has any need, an-d 0rily He who gave that 

l-aw ~as : pow'er to ,en£M-ee it. 

$~ 

. W'HEN, th:e Creat(:)r ~poke the ten. c:ommR..ndmel.lts 
olt. Mount·Sina.i and "adidecl·no more,'' he lei.Et .no 
roohl for any additions to be made by man. 

~ ~-

THE Crea~or does not c.ast. me,n ~n the same 
J:J;LQld, and men c.an not be made to think. see, o,r 
believe alike by an:y act of civil governm.ent. 

. lT. is I?o.gsible for an individual to cpnform. to 

every, r.equirement of human law, while violating 
every <;ommanq of the divine law. The greatest 
leg:<JJists_ of old were the ·Pharisees.. · 

.$./< 

1)1: is hu.rnam n.atuTe to. f>e more Q,11 les~, desp0tic, 
a!1d cles¥otism has 4;1wa.ys L0:U~Gt nel;tg~on an i.l)viti:ng 
fidd. Hence there is. alway-s aB;~;o.rn.g Qi];e.n a teJ:J,del{l;cy 

to. i!I;l-v:ade the· cle>main. of o0nscienc:e w,i th leg-a-l pr<i>- . 
Ii..{bi,t:icH:lS and penalties. · · 

CHRISTIAN GOVERNMEN~S· .. 

C~LU·STI:~J:'ll'Y ts Cliljl; . i1Ild~i~v.~d.tial 1ljl;9{t~er. '' H;a;S,t 
th0-u ~&i:th? have irt to, thyseH before God," SCJ<ys tbe 

Scripture; and a:lso, "Who art thCi>l!I that jruHil:g;es.t 
another man's serv~nt? to his own master he stand
eth o.r· falle.th.'' · An.@ agaiu: ' 1 So them•, .e,very one 
of us sh~ll give aco0-unt·of himsdf to God." 

MatJil., tl;le iacli·\fiql:¥l,l, WqS · .crectted ·· t<i> ~9v;~, be
lieV<e, <md obeyh~s Maker. ·c;~vU g9Vietnm;¢.lil,ts wet;e 

cre.a.ted not to lov:e: any.~Qdy M~ to e~ge_rJe#G<# 
em0;tions ot aljl)' k1Ji1id. T.~.<t g.o&J?el message t<:> ffiSJilj 
is, " He t.ha;t beli.eve.dJ: at;~:<;!: is bap;ti~p,<i, the ,s$J.my 

sb;:ttl be: sa;v,;ed," b1;1.t n0 d¥~1- gove~nw.e;Ht q,au. ~-e.
li~:ve, be bap:til'-:e<Cil,. aq@ -he "sayec\c." <;iv-il g~~W::Jil~ 

m€'J.'llts .are t~m.pora;J:;; ~he S:akwl-tioo -of the- go,sper\ .~ 
f0:.f et;e~a~t)). 

The sphere of , the im:diivi;dual l!urnatJ< ~~~~ i!:l 
th\{]!S, aJ,tq,g~!~r -di:E€~F~nt fro~ th:a,t qf ~ ,pqli#:cal 

e.nt~ty qreated by ind-ividt~als a<>~ing Q<i>~.l~~t~v~ly;, 
knQJ.wn as the g-Q;ver:nm~fit. Civil gqyerqmeQ:ts e..xi:s;~ 
to p.re:s.tn)e r~gh ts.; to g~ye 0,1id~li and ,peac~ tq ~:Q§i.~:~,Jy 
in the place o{ an,archy. That i-s their ::;p.h:er>€, <il<.ljl,:Q 

so fgr' as. Christianity: ca.n a:pply ;to ~t; dvil g,qvfJ:rr~
m.en:ts oan be Chri~:~~i<\\ll, ~J:Lt mani.{~stly,thegoy<;;F111-t-· 

. '' . 
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ment to be Christian must at least do what it ~s 
cre·ated to do; it must preserve the rights of the 
individuals who live under it. And if it does 
this, it will preserve the right of religious fre~dom 
-the right to be guided in religion by the dictates 
of one's own conscience; it will frown upon any 
measure that would ·compel the conscience. 

The very way, therefore, for a government to 
manifest its Christianity is to compel no one in · 
religious matters, to have no laws that would force 
the consciences of any, but to leave every one free 
to follow the dictates of his own mind. In other 
words, the civil government must be neutral; it must 
have 'nothing to do with religion one way or the 
other. This may at first glance appear like an anti
Christian attitude; but it is not so. It is the attitude 
which expresses as nearly as any civil government 
can express it, a Christian character. The govern
ment can not be religious without also being anti
religious, and interfering with the 1iberty of religious 
dissenters; to espouse one religion is necessarily 
to oppose some other religion. Jesus Christ said: 
"Render to Ccesar. the things that are Cesar's, and 
to God the things that are God's." All religious 
service belongs to God, arrd therefore Cesar can 
claim nothing in religion without exceedi~g his 
right; and while Ccesar acts in harmony with these 
words of Christ he comes nearer to being Christian 
than when. he violates them, and demands religious 
obedience unto himself. s. 

THE WlSCONSIN syNDAY REST DAY ASSOCI
ATION AGAIN. 

AMONG a number of interesting facts gleaned at 
the recent convention of the Wisc~nsin Sunday 
Rest Day Association were these: I. The Associ
ation is "in touch with fifteen hundred churches." 
z. The Evangelica1 Association, composed of 
eighty churches, supports the work of the Rest Day 
Association by regular annual donations, running 
from fifty cents to $5.50 per church. 3· "Men who 
never go inside a church are deeply interested in 
the ~ork of the Associati~n." · 

Just what is meant by being "in touch with 
fifteen hundred churches" is not clear, since not 
nearly all of these churches contribute to the 

·Association. Last year the secretary of the Associ
ation received only $480 salary, which sum was 
practically all the donations received by the Associ
ation. Quite a quantity ·of literature is printed and 

·-circulated, but this is .made to pay for itself largely; 
while the special printing, such as programs, etc., 
for conventions, is' paid for by special collections. 
Evidently the organization is notin a very flourish
ing financial <;ondition, but the prospects are 'that 
its receipts will be considerably larger the coming 
year than during the past year. Many churc:hes 
failed tO COntribute only becaUSe the matter WaS I 

noUhought of at the proper ti111e. 
The Evangelical Association, a branch of the 

. Lutherans, seems to be really the backbone of the 
Sunday Rest Day Association, since most of its 
support must have come from the eighty churches 
composing that body. It is significant that while 
one branch of the Lutherans is opposed to drastic 
Sunday legis1ation, many have so far forgotten the 
principles of the Reformation as to look to the 
state to support a religious ip.stitution. 

As the statement that men who never go inside. 
of a church are deeply interested in the work of the 
Sunday Rest Day Association is wholly unsupported 
by any definite statement of facts, it can be treated · 
only in general terms. We suspect. that the wish 'to· 
have this so is father to the thought that it is so. 
Certainly substantial evidence is lacl,i:ing that such 
men are at all nume·rous. 

However1 there doubtless are irreligious men ~ho 
art interested in the success of Sunday legislation. 
We have in mind now such a man in a Southern 
State, a confectioner, who, desiring to close his 
own shop on Sunday but not willing to make any 
financial sacrifice, prosecuted a poor, crippled Sab
batarian,. who was doing his best to support his 
family by keeping a small candy and fruit stand, 
cJosing of course on the seventh day of the week, 
and keeping open on Sunday. Of course his more 
prosperous neighbor's motive was wholly selfish;' 
yet he was "deeply interested" in maintaining the 
Sunday law. 

The test of every movement and of every institu-
. t!on ought to be not the number interested in its 
success but the real merits of the movement itself.· 
The questio~ to which ministers· of the gospel ough:t, 
to apply themselves is: "Ought the church of Christ 
to turn to worldly men and to the state for support, 
or should she rely wholly upon the power ~f the 
Holy Spirit promised by her .divine Lord?" · The 
Scriptures call the former course spiritual adultery, 
while the church . which depends· wholly.· on. her 
Lord is depicted as ·a pure 'woman faithfulto b'er 
marriage vows. B. 

' 
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POLITICAL IDEALS IN THE SCRIPTURES. 

AMONG the subjects considered at the New York 
State Conference of Religion was ,; Political Ideals 
of the Bible." A paper was read on this subject by 

find him finally simply surrendering himself to that 
hostile force, and this was done without any great 
protest." 

' . 
Jesus' Silence Under Bad Government. 

Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt, of Cornell University, and Con,tinuing, the speaker said: "We must not 
an extemporaneous address delivered by Professor forget that Jesus lived under a government that was -
Batten,ofNewYork.· InhispaperProfessorSchmidt ·probably just as bad as any government in.any 
set forth quite clearly the political ideals of the American city or State. It was a mass of corruption. 
Jews, dealing principally with the Messianic thought Now what was Jesus' attitude toward all that? It 
prominent in the. mi11ds of the Jewish people who was that of humble submission. His silence was 
expected in the person of the Messiah a political something extraordinary. You remember when 
deliverer. they brought a message to him from Herod; and we 

Professor Batten said, after introducing his sub- understand what was back of it all. The messengers 
ject: "It may be disappointing to some, but the fact were those very willing people, the Pharisees. They 
is, there is no political j.deal in the New Testament. said, You ought to get out of this country because 
It is utterly impossible under the circumstances Herod is going to destroy you. Jesus answered 
that ther.e should be any such ideal." with a word that is generally interpreted as being 

Professor Batten then sketched briefly the con- essentially contemptuous; 'Go ye; and tell that fox, 
ditions that existed not only at the time that Christ Behold, I cast out devils and I do cures to-day and 
was upon earth, l?ut for five hundred years prior to to-morrow, and the third day I shall be perfected.'" 
that time, and said: "Now it was impossible {ruder The speaker explained that while the Saviour's 
such circumstances that there should be any politi- words were generally understood as being an ex
cal ideal.'' He spoke of the attitude of the political pression of contempt, they were not necessarily so, 
power toward religious systems, and of the change '.as the originaLgave rather the idea of cunning: Go, 
which was brought about with the introduction of" tell that cunning ruler. But however this may be, 
Christianity, and of the struggle. which took place our Lord w~:mld not turn aside from his work be
in the Roman Empire when it became "Christian.'' cause of the opposition of the political power. He 
"There seemed to be," ne said, "an opportunity of had a mission, and it was his duty, a duty from 
taking on the old form of Jewish theocracy, of uni- which he would not swerve, to fulfil that mission, 
ting church and state. There was a great struggle and he did not recognize the right of any earthly 
going on.. There was an attempt on the part of the power to interfere with his work. But neither did 

·great men to build up ~ political actuality founded he claim the right to use any force or compu'lsion. 
upon the New Testament, but they found in the whatever in carrying forward his own work. T}fis 
New Testam~nt scriptures no political ideal. he carried so far as to teach the doctrine of non-

Jesus Did Not Appeal to "the Powers that Be." resistance. Upon this point Professor Batten said: 

"You remember when John the Baptist w·as 
apprehended and put in prison, our Lord did not 
appeal .to 'the powers that be.' Then· when the 
news was taken to him some time later that John 

. had been beheaded, Jesus r~tired into the desert. 
He shows the same feeling again toward the ~tate 
when telling the apostles that in carrying on the 
work co·mmitted to them they would suffer persecu
tion, not only at the hands ~f 'their brethren, at the 
hands of their 'friends,' at the hands of the Jewish 
church, but above aU at the hands of the Roman 
state. And he shows from beginning to end the 
recognition of this condition of things, that the 
state was a power that was hostile to him, and we 

" On the negative side toward the state there are: 
some· striking instances, for example, 

The Doctrine of Non-Resistance 

that our Lord preached. Some of us do not 
like it, but it takes a good deal of interpretation 
to destroy the force of it. There was a time 
when Jesus seemed to show that he might for a, 

moment depend upon a strong human arm in the 
time of danger. But whatever may have been his 
meaning, Jesus h~d no intention. whatever to influ
ence any man to trade his coat for a· sword. It was 
evident he was not counting on any such thing, for 
when one of his disciples mis.understood his mean
ing and started to use the sword, he was promptly 



-
rebuked and· told that such ·was not his miSSIOn. 
~For all they that take the sword shall perish with 
the sword.' 

. " My l{uigdom Is, N-Qt of This Wotld." 

"'There was• another occasion when Jesus showed 
most unmistakably his attitude toward the state; 
it was when he said, 'My kingdom is not of this 
wodd, i.f my kingdom were of. this world then 
would my servants. fight that I should not be, de: 
livered to the Jews. But now is my kingdom not 
from hence.' 

, "Now the reason for this position that Jesus 
takes. has been incidental~y alluded to. It is stated 
in the words already quoted, ' My kingdom is not of. 
this world.' Jesus came here to establish the king
dom of heaven, and. his teaching shows from begin
ning to end that the kingdom of heaven is not the 
!kingdom ot this world. The Roman state had ab
solqtely nothing to do with it whatever. After his 
.death and aJter his resur.rection you. remember how 
the people came and a.s.ked him if at, last his king
do.m should. be restored. His answer showed that 
:he. had. no intention whatev;er to restore· the tem
poral kingdom of Is.rael. The king!lo)TI he came to 
establish is entir.ely, distinct from the state .. Some". 
thing, that may have indirectly a great influence 
upo.n the state, but something th~t is.' not of the 
:s.tate; 

The Christian?s D.uty to the S~a~e. 

"Jesus showed, however·, that every citizen owes 
acduty to the state, when h.~ said, ' Render to C~sar 
the• things that are a~sar's.' Jesus recognized the 
worst government that ever was, a bad· government1 

that was soon, to take his own life, as holding its 
pos-ition by virtue of the powerc of God, · You · 
remember also· that Paul and Peter e~horted the 
Christians to obey the civil poweP, that: power that 
was hostile to. them: Those to whom t·hey .wrote 
acknowleged allegiance to Jesus of Nazareth, but 
the anostles nevertheless counseled them to be 
.obed~ent to the state:. This does not mean that we 
can sweep the whole. thing.out"'9f'existence. Jesus 
,came to establish the kingdom of heaven." 

Dr. Whiton!& Opinion. 

It, w~s- evident that, the thoug:tlts exf)liessed by· 
Pro.f.essor Batten were .not such,a,s ·the: projec .• to.rs.-, oJ, 
tf1e Confel.'ence ho.p,ed:. to ca!t o,u.t when. they deter.,-· 
minecd.upon• the, progJam .. 'J.. .. M:. Whiton,, fK.D!~ .. 
.c·hairt:n;an.,. of~ the. eK{)ClJ,tiv.!'Y committee, was· up0n: 

- ·'4., 

the platform, and. hastened to break as far ?'s. possi
ble the force of Professor's Batten's remarks. He 
said~ · 

"I think that there were very clear conceptions · · 
of responsibility- for the realization of political 
ideals among the prophets of Old Testament history; 
and that Jesus in his ministry quietly set his seal 

·upon. these prophets., * * "!' It has been said 
that we have no Christian sources. at all. But the 
Christian ideals in that respect ar.e to be found in 
the Old Testament, not in the New. It is to Israel · 
that we must go for 'political ideals, and the books 
of the Old Testament are just as truly Christian· 
Scriptures as the New Testament." 

What Are the Political Ideals of the Old Testament? 

The answer to this question must dep~nd upon 
what is meant by "Old Te~tament ideals." · Does 
the question refer to the ideals of the people, re~ 
corded and preserved in the histori~al portion of · 
the Old Testament? or does it refer to what "holy; 
men of .God" taught upon the subject of ideal 
government? Judging from Professor Sch!flidt's 
paper the former was intended, for he dealt almost 
entirely with. the historical phase of· the question, 
telling what the people aspired to, what they asked 
.of Samuel, and wh'at the Lord in response to that 
demand instructed the prophet to give to tlie:rn. 

, From this, the historical standpoint, on,e of the 
political ide,als of the Old 'I:estament, that is df the' 
people whose history is there recorded; was mon:
archy, that they might "be like all the nations.'' 

Si:ill later, after the kingdom had been rent in 
twain and had become subject in turn to Syria, to 
Baoylon, to Medo-Persia, to Grecia, and· to Rome, 
the political idealof the people was the restoration 
of the temporal monarchy that Israel might again . 
"be like all'th·e·nations." It was t:lie· prevalence of 
this,. ideal; wide-spread and delusive as it was, that 
led.the Jews.to reject the Messiah when he came as,. 
the babe of Bethlehem, the carpenter of Nazareth.;. 
the. teacher of Galilee, instead of coming to seto up· 
again-the thron~ of. Bayid in the city ofJerusaletn.. · 

· Bl!t such was not: the p~?Ylitical ideal oL the·Ol.cll 
Testament; The:. p0litical ideal of the OM Test~;; 
ment. was Theocracy-g.overnment of a w·illing; 
people by God himself: 'And.had.sin~never entered; 
th-ere: never would have· been any other. kind· of guv:,.· 
ernm:ent, for Adam. 9;S thie head of' thie race would 
have administered only the will of.God; 

. But man·.rebeUed against. God's, government ,a:l;l'cb 
would .. have. none. of it. Israel demaJJ.ded a:.l,{i~g;~ 
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.wnd the Lord said to Samuel: "Tll.ey have not 
rejected thee, but they have rejected me, thai: 'I 
·should not reign over th.em." 

But notwithstanding Israel's rebellion, the Lor:d 
did not forsake them utterly nor give them .over 
.entirely to their enemies. The promise was: "The 
scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor the ,ruler's 
staff from between his feet, until Shiloh come:" 
Gen: 49:10, R. V. 

Jewish independence ceased more than six cen
turies before the beginning of the Christian era, but 
not until A. D. 70 did they lose their national exis
tence, a~d Jerusalem permanently cease to be their 
capital. There was the complete end of the Theoc
racy as foretold by the Prophet Ezekiel: 

"And thou, ,profane wicked prince of Israel,· 
whose day is come, when iniquity shall have an end, 
thus saith .the Lord God; Remove the diadem, and 
take off the crown: this shall not b.e the same: 
exalt him that is low, and abase him that is high. 
I will overturn, overturn, overturn it: and it shall 
be no more until he come whose right it is; and I 
will give it him." Ezek. 21:25-27. 

This was spoken in the days of Zedekiah, The 
kingdom was then tributary to Babylon, but it was 
overturned and given to Medo-Persia, then to 
G-recia, and then to Rome, under which power 
Jerusalem was utterly destroyed, the site of the 
temple plowed as a field, and the last vestige of 
Jewish political power was destroyed-taken away 
to be no more "until he come whose right it is," 
when it will be given to him. 

The Bible Ideal. 

· The realization of this promise to Christ is the 
only "political ideal" known to either Testament. 
The Jewish Theocracy only dimly foreshadowed 
the everlasting kingdom of God to be established 
upon the ruins of all ear.thly, temporal kingdoms. 
Our Lord has gone '''into a far country to re
ceive for hiJ:!lself a kingdom, and to ~~turn." Luke 
19: 12-27. 

What the Scriptures Teach. 

As THE SENTINEL has many times shown in the 
past, the misdirected efforts of many well-meaning 
people are due to a misapprehension of the teach
·ing of the Scriptures of truth concerning the king
dom of Chris·t. But there should be no confusion 
or misapprehenS:ion upon this, point, for the Scrip
tures are very plain upon the subject. 

The Scriptures speak of two thrones, and con
sequently of two kingdoms (for a throne neces
sarily implies a kingdom), namely, the throne 'Of 
grace and the throne of glory. 'Says the apo-stle; 

. "Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of 
grace, that we may obtain mercy and find grace to 
hdp in time of need." He b. 4:16. 

This throne of grace is the throne from 'whiCh 
grace or favor is dispensed. Says the Scriptures: 
"Now of the things whic:h we have s•poken this is. 
the sum: We have such a high priest, who is set on 
the, right hand of the throne ,of the Majesty i'n the 
heavens." Heb. 8: r. 

Christ is now a priest-king, not upon his own, 
but upon his Father's throne. He himself makes 
a dear ·distinction between the throne he now occu
pies and that which he 'will one day take. He says: 
"To him tha:t overcometh will I grant to sit with 
rn.e in my throne, even as 1 also overcame and am 
S'et down with my Father in his throne." Rev. 3: 21. 

When Christ Will Take His Throne. 

:Christ also :tells when he will take this throne; 
it is "when the s.on of man shall come in his glory, 
and all the holy angels with him, then shall he sit 
upon the throne of his glory." Matt. 25:31. 

The kingdom of grace, over which Christ now 
reigns, and the kingdom of glo.ry, which according 
to the word of God is still future, are of course very 
closely related. The purpose of the kingdom of 
gr~ce is to prepare subjects for the kingdom of 
glory. 'Tpere is, however, this important difference, 
that while the kingdom of grace is temporary, span-· 

I 

ning only time from the fall of man to the close of . 
human probation, the kingdom of glory is coincident 
with the future eternity. The promise to Christ is, 
" The Lord God shall give unto him the throne of 
his father David; and he shall reign over the house 
of Jacob forever; and ofhi:S kingdom there shall be no 
end." Luke I: 32, 33· 

But it will not be so of the throne of ~ercy; th~ 
time will come when Christ will leave that throne, 
and t_hen will go forth the decree: ":He that is un
just, let him be unjust still: and he which is, filthy, 
let him be filthy still,: and he .that is righteous, let 
him be righteous still; and he that. is holy, let him 
he holy still." Rev. 22: II. 

How Christ Takes His Kingdom. · 

Then follow the e':cnts so graphically foretold 
in the word of God. Christ will then appear havi·ng 
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"on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, 
KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.'' 
Rev. Ig: I6. "The Lord himself shall .descend from 
heaven with a shout, with the voice of the arch
angel, and with the trump of God; and the dead in. 
Christ slzall rise first." I Thess. 4: I6. "And he shall 
send his angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and 
they shall gather together his elect from the four 
winds, from one end of heaven to the other." Matt. 
24:31. "Many shall come from the east and west, 
and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and 
Jacob in the kingd<;>m of heaven," Matt. 8: I I. 

"And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness 
of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be 
given to the people of the saints of the Most High, 
whose kingdom is an· everlasting kingdom." Dan. 

7= 2 7· 
But what then will become of the nations of this 

earth, and of their wicked rulers and people? Let 
the word of God answer. To the Son the Father 
says: "Ask of me and I shall give thee the heathen 
for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the 
earth for thy possession~ Thou shah break them 
"'ith a rod of iron: thou shalt dash them in pieces 
likea potter's vessel.'' Ps. 2: 8, g. 

· The Destruction of Wicked Powers. 

The Revelator thus describes this de?trucfion: 

"And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, 
'and the-ir armies, gathered together to make war 
ag:1inst him that sat on the horse, and against his 
army. And the beast was taken, and with him the 
false prophet that wrought miracles bdore him, 
with which he deceived them that had received the 
mark of the beast, and them that worshiped his 
image. These both were cast alive into a lake of 
fire burning with brimstone." Rev'. Ig: Ig, 20. 

Describing the scenes that come in connection 
with the destruction of all things earthly and tern-

The glory. of this new earth, this everlasting 
kingdom prepared for the people of God "from the 
foundation of the world," is thus described by the 
pro.phet: 

"The wilderness and the solitary plac~ shall be 
glad for them; and the desert shall rejoice, and 
blossom as the rose. It shall blossom abundantly, 
and rejoice even with joy and singing: the glory of 
Lebanon shall be given unto it1 the excdlency of 
Carmel and Sharon, they shall see the glory of the 
Lord, and the excellency .of our God. * * * A.nd 
the ransomed of the Lord shall return, and come to 
Zion with songs and everlasting joy upon their 
heads: they shall obtain joy and gladness, and 
sorrow and sighing shall flee away." Isa. 35· 

Again, in Revelation 2I: I-8, we read: 

"And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for 
the first heaven dnd the first earth were passed 
away; and there was no more sea. And I John saw 
the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from 
God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for 
her husband. And I heard a great voice out of 
heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God is 
with me.n, and he will dwell with them, and they 
shall.be his people, and God himself shall be with 
them, and be their God. And God shall wipe away 
all tears from their eyes; and there shall be 1}0 more 
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there 
be any more pain: for the former thing-s arepassed 
away." 

Could Folly Be Greater ? 

Such is the description which the Bible gives of 
Ch:rist's everlasting kingdom, and of the time and 
manner of the setting up of that kingdom; and yet 
mortal men propose to usher in 'that kingdom by 
political action; they would bring Christ to his 
throne by acts of parliaments and of congresses; 
they would take him by force and make him king! 
Could folly be greater, or presumption more pro-. 

poral the Apostle Peter says: ' .. 
', · nounced? In the very presence of eternal realities, 

. h" Th~ dayh' of th.e Lord will come as a
11 

thief in t~he . nd in view of, the plain te~timony of the Scriptures 
mg t; In t e which the heavens sha pass awa · · . " . 

'th · t · d th 1 t h ll lt .. · of truth, should not men the rather stand still and WI a grea no1se, an e e em en s s a me w1 tn 
fe-rvent heat;· the earth also, ·and the works that are s.ee the salvation of the Lord"? 
therein shall be burned up. * * * Nevertheless 
we, according to his promise, look for new heavens 
and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness." 
2 Peter 3: 10-I3. 

The' promise to which the apostle refers• is re
corded in ,Isaiah 65: I?: 

"For, behold,. I create new heav~ns and a new 
earth." 

B. 

. As Sabbath-keeping is a duty which every indi
vidual owes to God, and for the· . performance ·of 
which every individual must· give account, it is .a . 
matter in which every individual must be fr.ee to; act 
for himself, and not one in which. a majorit.0;~an 
govern the'conduct of the minority. . 
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ROGER WILLIAMS AND THE QUAKERS. 

THE b,iography ot Roger Williams is an essential · 
part of the early history of Rhode Island.: Then', 

'too, to· all who believe in the total separation 'of 
church and state, and in the sovereignty of the indi-

- vidual conscience in> matters relating_ to religion; aU' 
.fads concer~irig Mr: Williams and his struggles arid 
conflicts concerning this doctrine must ever be of 
absorbing interest. .. 

.It is well known how he was banished by the 
theocratic magistrates of Massachusetts from the 
Massachusetts Bay Coloay, to become; in the pro vi-· 
dence of God, the founder of ihe colony of Rhode 
Island. He first made himself unpopular with. the · 
authorities in Massachusetts by decl~ring that the 
charter of the colony was invalid. He contended 
that, a~ the land belonged to the Indians, it should 

·be purchased from them, and that the king of 
Englan<:fhad no right to give it away and to author
ize· his subjects to take forcible possession, and to 
murder the Indians if they refused to- vacate. Thus 
it was his high prin.ciples of honesty and integrity 
that . brougljt him. ililto disrepute. He discovered 
that the world, which is ever run on conventional 

. stan'dards, has no place 'in its galaxy of glory for a 
life of unswerving principle. Such lives .are fre
quently glor.ified or canonized- in after _generati-ons, 
but never while they are a standing rebuke· to the 
shallowness and hypocrisy of t~eir contemporaries. 

The final cause of his panishment, however, was 
his views on the question of soul liberty. He taught 
that neither bishop n~r king has a right to proscribe 
religious. faith, holding that man is responsible for 

. his religious opinions and practices to God 'alone. 
He denounced the law which compelled every man 
to contribute to the support of the chur~4.~ and he 
denied the right of the magistrates to enforce any 
bf the precepts of the first' table of the decalogue 
'which, he asserted, related to man's duty to God 
alone. · The magistrates would not brook such limi-

-tations to their powers, and Williams was driven out 
in the dead' of winter into the wilderness inhabited 
only by beasts and savages. To use his own- words, 
he was "sorely tossed for one fourteen weeks in a 
bit,.ter winter. season, not kno,wing what bread or b,ed 
did mean." Having previously, while in Plymouth, 
made the acq;1aintance of the chiefs of the Wampa
noags and the N arragansetts and learned their lan
guage, on reaching thei; country on the shores ·of 

t~e Narragansett Bay he was kind-ly received by 
them. From them he purchased territory, and he 
became the fourider of the State of Rhode Island 
and of the city of Providence, which city he name~ 
in commemoration of God's merciful kindness to ' . ' . . 

him in his distress. , 
Williams designed that the colony ·of Rhode 

Isl~nd should be a haven of rest for all those who 
were oppressed for conscience sake. There · were 
some fiv-e or six men who came with Williams from 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony and settled. with him 
pn the Narragansett. In the original agreement be
tween these men it was stipulated that there should 
always be in the territory they possessed p~rfect 
fre_edom of conscience. 
- , Later, to .protect the purchase he had made from 

the Indians from others who might seek to have the 
same territory granted to them by the king, Wil
liams visited England and · secured a charter ·from 
the king for the colony of Rhode Island. At this 
time, without regard to the will of the king, Massa-

. chusetts was independe~tly oppressing, on account 
of their religion, even those who in the mother 

· countr'y might have lived peaceably and quietly. Mr. 
Williams made this one of the reasons for seeking 
of the king a charter .for Rhode Island, and, at his 
request, tpe principles and guarantees of religious 
lioerty wer~ so clearly stated in the charter itself -
that Williams seems to have understood that, should 
these rights ever be· violated in the colony, the 
charter itself would thereby become invalid. 

That -the effort to carry out these high prin
ciples at that early day was not without its diffi
culties is evident: We get a glimpse of this in the 
records, thus: "The 21st day of May, 1637, it was 

· agreed that Joshua Verin, upon breach of covenant 
for restraining liberty of conscience, shall be with
held from the liberty of voting till he shall declare 
the contrary."-Rhode Island Colony Records, Vol. I, 
page I6. 

It seems that Verin had refused to let,his wife go . 
to meeting to hear Mr. Williams' preach as often as 
-she wished to go. . Of this occurrence, Governor 
Winthrop of Massachusetts writes as follows: "At 
Providence, also, the devil was not idle. For,whereas, 
at their first coming together, Mr. Williams and the 
rest did make an order that no man should be mo
lested for his conscience, now men's wives and 
children and servants claim liberty hereby to go t,o 
al,l religious meetings, though never so often,· or 



though private, or upon week days; and becao;se 
orie Veri-n re~fused to kt his wife go to Mr. Williams 
SO ooft as. she was Calted for, th~y required him 1t0 be 
censured. But there stood up one Arnold, a witty 
man of their o'wn cqmpanie, and withstood it, tetiing 
them that when he consented to that order, he never 
intended-it should extend to the breach of. the ordi
nance of GGd, such as the subjection of wives to 
their husbands. 'Then one-Green. replied that'if fhey. 
should rest>rain their wives, all the women in the 
co-untry would cry out against them, etc Arnold 
answered hi.m thus: ''Did you pretend to leave Mas
sac:husetts becaHse you would not offend Good to 
please man, and now woold you break an ordinanoe 
and commandment of God to 'Please women?' In 
conclusion, when they would censur:e Verin, Arnold 
told them it was against their own order, for Verin 
doid what he did out ·of conscience, and their order 
was that no man should be condemned for his con
science." Still Verin was censured and temporarily. 
disfranchised, and he left Providence and went back 
to Salem. While there may be displayed some 
sense of humor in these words of Governor .Win
throp, they can hardly have been written in bitter-· 
ness or sarcasm, for long after this Williams wrote 
of Winthrop that "he~ loved me as a son to the end 
of h.is life." 

This was doubtless only one of many incide~ts 
in the early history of religious liberty in Rhode 
Island, but these were only incidents. 

The real test that came to Roger Williams ·and 
to his principles of soul liberty was over the question 
of the Quakers, as they were then called. It was 
natural that the Quakers, proscribed in all the other 
colonies and persecuted to the death in Massachu
setts, should rendezvous in Rhode Island .. This the 
records show that they did .in large numbers. It was· 
natural, too~ that Roger Williams .and the Quakers 
should mutually misunder~tand each other. This 
is almost always trqe to .some degree of both partie-s 
to a present controversy. It requires the perspective 
of after years to make some things perfectly plain. 

Roger Williams abhorred .the teachings of the 
Quakers, and considered them not only perversive 
of the gospel,.. but. also subversive of all order and 

. of all authority both ecclesiastical and civil. While 
r~stricting civil authority strictly to civil things, Mr. 
,"Williams believed in civil al}thority and in the priv
il~ge <1;nd duty of ev~ry (~hristian to take part in 
civil government· arid thus to restrain the ungodly 

from tHeir· incivhTitles. Rrgiht or wrong, this was · 
\ 

his belief, and it was never his na~ure to believe 
things byhalves.' 

. He als-o believed in the au'thority ancl· discipline 
of the church bver its members. One of the reasons 
why, in his estimation, the union of church and state 
was so evil, was that it inevitably resulted in th~ 
lowering of the standard of the church to the leve1 
of the state. When the church consisted of onlv 
those wh~ voluntarily associafed themselves for re
ligious purposes, the authority of the chu-rch could 
maintain the discipline at Cl. high standard without 
wronging any one, since he who dissented was free 
to withdraw. The Quaker doctrine of the "inn·er. 
light" seemed ·to Mr. Williams to be subversiv:e of 
all such authority and discipline of the churcn. It 
was undeniable, as the Quakers taught, that church 
authority as well as the authorlty of the state, had 
often been used to hinder and persecute the truth. 
So there "':as truth in their teaching that one man 
with the inner light·:--one man under the immediate. 
guidance and inspiration of the Spirit_:was higher 
in authority than a whole united church without this 
Spit;it. On the other hand, it ·was doubtless true 
that there were those among the Quakers who pro
fessed this inner light who did not possess it; and 
who, by• their a-ction;; in taking unwarranted liberties. 
gave p'ith and point to the argument against them. 

The Quakers were also non-combatants, and be
lieving that a Christian could not bear. arms~ and 
fight, many of them believed and taught that the 
citizenship of the Christian was cin heaven only, and 
that he could therefore take no part in earthly gov-' 
ernments. They believed also that these concLu
sions of. theirs were the only iogica1 conclusions from . 
Mr. Willi.ams' own premises, and that Mr. Williams 
was d~nying him;:;elf in not receiving them. Al1 
this Mr. Williams reje,cted with indignation, and· 
considered as nothing short of sheer anarchy. Sci,< 
as we have already said, he considered their teach
ings as subversive of all authority, both ecdesiasti·cal 
and civil: When all this is remembered, tog-ether. 
with the fact that the Q,uakers.were becoming nu-' 
merous in Rhode Island, and that the other colonies 
were beseeching aJmost threateningly that Rhode 
IsJ.and unite with them in theirbanishment lest tb.eY . 
bring law and orde~ into disrepute, it. will l:le seeri' 
that in tl).is matter Williams' principles of religio~s 
liberty were put to the Utl\lOSt test. ' . . . .. . . 

·It is. the accusation . .of the Quakers, first made by 
. ·' 
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··George: Fo-x; himself, that.inth:is,m~Her Mr.Wifliams 
w'a;s umtrue to his principles,.and. that he:,. to som'e 
exte:n•t, sa•Mti0n€.d fheir persecution. I;rr another 
pape'v )Ve s.fiall consider this accusation.' . · 

G. E. FIFJ:ELD. 

THE SPI1~1T O'F TY:RANNY :RA:MI;l ANT IN ()U':R 
R~Pu:auc: 

. THE following by £lla Wheeler Wilcox in the 
Chicago~ American is a cogent comment upon the 
trend of th~ times. The incident related may seem 
trivial in it~elf, but it' is only one of a great many 
things of like character whiCh f/:0' to make up a very 

' large part of Ameriean life .¥s; it~ is, now lived. The 
writer we quote· says: 

. "What is the use of ta1]{ing about living in a 
Ch'tistian democracy, when every day of our lives 
we, .are silent witnesses to m aidets· and abettors in 
'acts of petty injustice and t\Yranny which belong to 
a 11eathen monarchy. 

"For instance, you occupy the seventh 'floor of 
a large apartment house. You prefer to be high up 
above the dust and noise, and near the air and light. 

· "You have many telegrams and C. 0. D. parcels. 
There is but one .elevator for passengers, with a 
freight basement compartment, and in the rear of 
tne house a dumb-waiter: , . 

"The owner of the building has· instructed the 
elevator boys to bring ~p no messengers and no 

. parcels in the passenger elevator. 
.''This is understood to be a rule forq1ed. for the 

comfort and convenience of tenants. 
"But why has he not had the humane thought 

to say to. these elevator attendants: . 1 

,"'Tell· boys who hav~ collections to make .to 
send parcels up by the dumb-waiter, and to return 
and take the freight elevator;. treat all who come 
.to this house with consid~ration and politeness, 

. whether drivers of . wagons, laundrymen, or the 
President of the United States?' 

"The man who would make. one· request of his 
employes of this. kind would' be aiding the march 
of Christian civilization far more· than by large sub
scriptions to church and mission· wotk 

"I· called recently at an. apartment house ori 
Fifty-seventh Street, New YorK-. A pale, aricemic, 
ill;-fed and delicate looking, white boy, with a basket 
of groceries, was being berated: by a lusty colored 
elevator. attendant. 

"' Just.you ring 'the be11 on the sixth fl,oor, and 
see if the lady is home,'; the small boy was saying. 
1 i went up all them stairs ortct, artd couldn't get no 
answer.' 

"• Go up yetsel£:-there's the· s:ta:irs/ responded 
the bronze lord. of the elevator: 'I'm. not here to 
do your wo{k.' . 

_"'But just ring der bell-it won't take a.minit;' 
pleaded the boy .. 'If she ain'tin sure, I'll take the 
basket back! · 

',,'Why don't you take the boy, up?' I asked~ 
'Ptit his basket in. tl:ie dumlf.>-waiter a.nd let him ride 
up. Five flights is a long climb for- the littlefellow 
to take again.' . 

"~'them's my orders, lady,' the eleva.tor king 
repli~d. 'No dflivery boys allowed 'in heah.' 

"He seemeq to feel the vast difference in his 
soC'iai. status as he referred to the delivery boys. 

" That is one of the worst features of this 
thoughtlessness on the part of the proprietors of 
such buildings. Not only is there no c-onsideration 
shown the army of deiivery ·men an'd mes·~eag.er 
boys, but the spirit of the sycophant and· bully is 
fostered in the apartme·nt attendant. He is taught 
to bow and scrape and be courteous to tenants and 
callers, · but allowed to be br~sque and brutal to 

. people whom he looks upon as his inferiors. 
"It is the spir-it of the old world of monarchical 

tyranny, from which America revolted, set fr~e arid 
rampant again in our Republic. 

"It is all wrong~un~democratic~un-Christian:
uncivilized. 

"It is on a par with the inhuman architecture· 
in most of our houses and apartment· buildings, 
where the room intended for the prop of the home, 
the domest1c, is only fitfor a dog's kennel-cramped, 
uncomfortable and unv·entilated. · 

"And all these unjust conditions, placed in 
app~lling contrast with the princely lu-xury of the 
wealthy and idle dasses, are little streams which 
flow into the great river of 'righteous discontent 
which is swe~ping through our land. ILit rise arid 
inundate the whole social struCture some day, whose 
faultwill'itbe? . 

" So many gods, so many creeds, 
So many paths that wind and wind·, 
While just the art of being kind 

Is all the sad world needs." 

BrsHOP THOBURN (Methodist), of India, think~
that within ten years the United States will be 
governing a. hundred millions of Chinese .in their · 

own land. 

, "If evet the policy of an administration was in
dorsed by a people, the course of this .administration
in the Philippines has been indorsed.'' So say~ 
Senator Lodge. 
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rNews. Notes ... 
1· and Comment I , 

THE clergymen of Red Bluff, California,· are 
seeking by means of a petition to secure the closing 
of- business places in that town on Sunday. The 
petition is _signed by business men who agree to 
close 'upon Sunday and by citizens who endorse the 
movement. There is no Sunday law in California; 
otherwise it is likely an appea.l would be made to 
the law. 

The clergy have, of course, a perfect right to 
work ·for Sunday closing by this or any other form 
of moral suasion. 

THE coming Catholic £~deration "is not," 'says 
the Catholic Mirror, "to be sectar-ian in a narrow, 
bigote~ sense, which would exclude in a principle 
all cooperation with non-Catholic organizations or 
individuals." There is to be cooperation, says the 
Mirror, "wherever our field i; the same as theirs, 
and wherever we can join our efforts with theirs on 
the basis of a common Christian principle of mo
rality." "There is no reason why a Catholiofedera

, tion should not exercise its - powerful influence 
where non~Catholic organizations have been tqring 
to do good l-ong before an organized effort had been 
made by Catholics." 

This drawing together of Catholic and Protes
tant organizations is for a purpost;: that will be more 

. clearly seen later on. 

A RECENT press dispatch, dated at Washington, 
~tates that t~e European Powers are now inclined 
to the policy of partitioning China, arid that, if this 
is done, the United St~tes "can consistently pursue 

. one of two courses. She can withdraw absolutely 
from China, or she can join the ' concert ' and be 
one of the beneficiaries when the territorial leases 
are secured as security for, the payment of the in
demnity." The dispatch adds that "to withdraw 
from China ~ould, ip th.e a'dministration's opinion, 
be inglorious," a,nd that to join in the partition act 
,;.with as. gr~at a degree bf consistency as possible 
is the problem to be solved by this Government." 

As regards the Roman Catholic claim that the 
United States Government ought .to ,give money 
to Catholic- Indian schools, ·it is pointed out by 

. "excellent Catholic authorities," says The Irulepen
dent, that "more Italians come to the United States 
in one yeaz: than the total number of Catholic 
Indians, and' ~hey are sadly neglected· religiously." 

,Why show more interest in the spirifual welfare 
of the Indians than in tpat of the Italians? Is it 
not because the Papacy is anxious to maintain· 
relations with the United St-ates Government? 

.:1- .:1- ' . 

A CANNON has lately been planted on the French 
side of the English channel at a point where the 
English coast is only eighteen miles distant. The 
cannon is one that can throw a projectile .twenty 
miles, which would be two miles inland on English 
territory. - A London paper has expressed some 
concern over the situation. 

It is apparent- that at the rate the throwing 
power of cannon is· being increased it will not b~ 
very long before France can bombard England, and 
vice-versa, without the use of any fleet at all. 

~.;~. 

"BY taking the Philippines the President has 
made us an Eastern power," says Senator ,Lodg~. 
In the prophetic Sctipture,s the Eastern powers are 
denominated "the kings of the East." Rev. 16: I2. 

.;I.$ 

THE "Christian Citizenship" movement has 
spread_ to Australia. ·A Melbourne journal, l-ately 
received, mentions.that "a meetin~ of the :National 
Christian ~itizen's League~ was held in that city 
October I I, at which the League spoke its mind on 
the question of Sunday enforcement by this declara
ti_on: 

"Inasmuch as God has given the seventh day as 
one of rest from labor, and that day is being vio~ 
lated by unnecessary Sunday toil in many trades, it 
is determined to rigorously enforce existing Sund~y 
laws, and, if ,necessary,' seek for additional legis-
lation.'' · 

This moves the Melbourne paper to inquire how 
the seventh day can be violated ·by" Sunday toil;' 
since "every school boy knows that Sunday is the 
first day of the week, while the seventh day comes 
at the other end of the week." "The-- two d~ys,".:it 

' observes, " are just as far apart as the weekwir{·~l:: 
low them to be, yet we are gravely told by these 
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Teligio-politicians that the seventh day is being 
violated by Sunday labor." 
_ A good cause has no occasion to deviate from 
the language of truth. 

of Stanford, in fact it has more students there th:an 
in any other course except plain 'English.' 1t 
seems ,odd that none of the hundred and twenty
four who are devoted to historical lore should be 
found to venture on , an opinion regarding -the 

THE idea that the world is growing better finds 
. Declaration of our national independence." 

Dne of its. strongests supports in the Darwinian the
Dry of evolution. The evolutionist derives his 
hopes fo~ the future from his Ideas of the past. 
While it is evident to him that the condition of so-
-ciety to~day is any thing but. promising, so that, as 
one evolutionist says. " men fear to face the future," 
and "no one has the hea~t to prob.e the next · 
decade," still he believes that ~omehow mankind is 
bound to rise higher and higher in the plane of ex
istence; for did he not rise to his present height 
from the plane of the lowest animal life?. If it be 
frue that man did ascend from the lower animal 
species in ·this way, then the belief i"n his furthet;, 
evolution to greater heights follows of necessity; 
and this ·evolutionary theory is now held almost 

. universally in both the church and the world. 
Gu,ided by what he does not kn;w-by that which 
pertains only to an infinite, impenetrable past-the 
evolutionist goes contrary to every conclusion that 
is to be drawn from the things that he does know
that he learns from history and sees around him in 
the world to-day. Yet he fancies himself led by the 
highest wisdom. 

THE secretary of the Wisconsin Sunday Rest· 
Day Association claims that the Sunday law of that 
State would have been repealed a year ago, had it 
not been for the work done by the Association. 
Having. learned something of the extent of its in
fluence, the organization has . now assumed the 
aggressive and will demand of the 'legislature, to 
con'vene Ill January, more stringent Sunday legis
lation. 

.JI,$. 

A SAN FR"A:Ncr'sco paper says that "the late Dr. 
Stallard left a fund to "provide an annual prize for 
the best essay on the principles of the Declaration 
of Independence. The competition is limited to 

. j • 

the students of Stanford and Berkeley Universities. 
The amount is one hundred and fifty dollars. This 
year's competition drew out exactly five essays from 
the two thousand Berkeley students and none from 
Stanford's eleven hundred .. History is a specialty 

"JuDGING its fruits by their melancholy experi
ences at the hands of the soldiery of the Chris.tian 
powers," says the Mon{tor (Ro,man Catholic), "the 
heathen Chinese can scarcely be blamed if they 
manifest a reluctance to- exchange their present 
religious faith for Christianity." 

.JI,.JI, 

THE Cubans have from the first opposed the ap
pointment of a foreign prelate to be head over them 
in religion, and the latest word from Havana is that 
"the fight now being waged against Bishop Sbare'tti, 
the head of the Catholic Church in Cuba, and spe
cial representative of the P.ope, continues to grow 
in bitterness."· The Cubans want a religious leader 
chosen from one of their own number. Such a re
quest, of course, savo~s too much of independence. 

.;fo$. 

DISCOURSING upon the "sadness' of 
The Independent, David Starr Jorda~, 
Leland Stanford University, makes 
worthy statements. 

science," in 
president of 
some note-

Lool<:ing at "things as they really are;" he says, 
"there is much to discourage in human history, in 
the facts of human life. The common man, after 
all the ages, is still very common. He is ignorant, 
reckless, unjust, selfish, easily misled. All public 
affairs bear the stamp of 'his weakness. Especially 
is this shown in the prevalence of wa,-. The boasted 
progress of civilization is dissolved in the barbarism 
of war. Whether glory or conquest or commercial 
greed be war's purpose, the ultimate result of war 
is death. Its essential feature is the slaughter of 
the young, the brave, the ambitious, the hopeful; 
leaving .the weak, the sickly, the discouraged, to 
perpetuate the race. Thus all militant nations be
come decadent ones." 

"That there seems no way out of this," he con
tinues, "is the the cause of the boundless despair 
of the thinking men of Continental Europe." He 
then quotes from one of these, Dr. Ross: 

" Progress seems .to have ended in. aimless dis-
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cont~nt. The forces of d.arkness are sti.ll strong, 
and it seems sometimes·· as if the Middle Ages 
would swallow up everythi-ng w<ii•n by modern strqg
gles. Many alarms prove false, but it is the steady 
~train that tells on' the mood. It ~s pathetic to see 
how men fear to face the future. No one has the 
heart to probe the next decade. The outlook is 
bounded by next Sunday in the park or theater. 
The people throw themselves into the pleasures of 
the moment with the desperation of doomed men 
who hear the ring of the hammer on the scaffold." 

One can not help b~ingo reminded of those 
words uttered in Judea by the chief Prophet in the 
presence of His disciples, as His eye res.ted upon 
an age of the world then future: 

"Distress of nations, with perplexity; * * * 
men's hearts Jailing them for fear, and for lo~king 
after those things which are coming on the earth." 
Luke 21: 25, 26. 

Can it be that we have reached the period of 
human history to which these prophetic words 
relate? 

' $. .;~. 

THE women o.f theW. C. T. U. are de'termined to 
destroy the army canteen,or military saloon. Dur
ing the recent session Of the National W. C. T. U. 
at Washington, the House passed an act abolishing 
the canteen, and an earne'st effort is being made to 
secure favorable action in the Senate. Something 
of the nature of the contest and of the feeling that 
is being engendered by it may be gleaned from the 
following from the Washington correspondent of 
the Record o£ this city: 

"The ladies of the W. C. T. U. have invaded the 
Senate and made earnest ple~s for the abolition of 
the canteen before the committee on military affairs 
last Saturday. None of 'them had ever seen a can
teen, but they had plenty Qf statements from others. 
A man of .the name .of Crafts, the same who says 
that he witnessed an orgy of the President and his 
cabinet over four bottles of appolinaris water in the 
President's room at the capitol on the closing night 
of the last session of Congress, testified that he had 
visited a canteen at Newport du~ing the Spanish 
war and witnessed horrible scenes there .. He said 
the soldiers were all drunk and that half of theni 
deserted that night. The records of the war de13art
ment show that Crafts must have been mistaken. 
There was no cauteen at Newport during the Span
is_h ~ar;- there was no camp of soldiers there; there 
.was·- no such desertion as_ he .. des~ribes from any 
company or regiment at any camp during ,the war; 
hp;Ht .js :fl<?t a ma;t-ter .of- any cQ;nsequ:e-nc:e, ·because 

Crafts has been before congressional committees 
repeatedly, and no attention is now .paid t.o his 
statements." 

It is doubtless true, as charged by Mr. Curtis, 
that Dr. Crafts was unfortunate, or he may have 
been ~ven reckless in some of his statements, but 
certainly in this fight against the army canteen he 
is on the right side. The Government has no right 
to be in the saloon business. It is to be hoped 
that a good cause will not be injured by unwise 
methods. 

"TOO HUMANE.'' 

CAPTAIN-GENERAL CAMPOS was "too humane H 

to bring the war against the Cubans to a successful 
conclusion, and so he was recalled and General 
Weyler was placed in command. Our own war de
partment it is said found fault with General Otis 
because he. was "too ·humane,~' and he was suc
ceeded by General McArthur, who is· being urged 
to adopt more drastic measures against the Filipinos. 
Lord Roberts was also " too humane," and has be.en 
succeeded by Lord Kitchener. But as long ago as 
last September Lord Roberts took the position that 
the Boers were no longer waging a legitimate war 
and had. no right, moral, natural or other, to perse
vere in their struggle for their nationality against 
British authority. So he served notice: ' 

" First, That 'the farm nearest the scene of any. 
attempt to injure the railroad line or wreck a train' 
(that is, break British communications) 'is .to be 
burnt, and that all farms within a radius of ten miles. 
are to be completely cleared of their stock, supplies, 
etc.' 

" Second, That all women and children of Boers 
in arms against Britain, who may be living in towns 
occupied by the British army, will be expelled from 
those towns and compelled to 'seek protection where 
they may.'' · 

Lord Rqberts defended this latter measure as 
necessary iq order to. prevent the transmission, of 
incteHigence to "our enemie,~.". He notified G-eneral 
Botha to warn his burg-hers who had wives and c-hii":" 
dren in towns occupied by the British, to prepare 
to receive. them, and·h~ continued: · 

... As nearly all the passengers' vehicles belonging 
to the Netherlands railway company have been ~e

. moved eastward * * *. the families must * ~-vsJI" 
travel 1in trucks. I w111 endeavor to _pr,ovid-e ~~:· 
Kruger, Mrs. Botha, and as many other Iadie$ as 
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-possible, with closed carriages, but I arn not sure 
that J shall s.ucoeed' in finding'- any." 

Kgainstthis 6;eneral Botha protested, saying: , 

"'I sincerely regret-to see that the d~terminatioh. 
of myself. and burghers to persevere in the strug-gle 
for our independence: wilt be avenged by. you on 
our wives and children. 3in0e it is'the first -instance 
of this kind known * * * in civilized warfare,' 
nothing. elSe remains f;r me to do but to protest 
against your proposed intentions, it b.ein& against 
the principles of civilized warfare and extremely. 
cruel to women and children. It is especially cruel 
* · * * to the wife of his honor, the State president, 
who, as you are aware, can not travel without fear 
of losing- her life.". 

Arid this mode of warfare, wherein the women 
and cbildren were driven from their homes because 
the men would not ,cease fighting, wa? inaugurated 
under a genera:l who was "too. humane,'' and· who 
has•-been succeeded ~y one wlTo is at least· expected 
to be less humane; arid. yet the. world prides itself 
upon its Christian dvilization which has <?one so 
much to· mitigate the horrors of war. B. 

THF( FRIARS AND THE STARS AND STRIPES •. 

THE Catholic Mirror of December I gives promi
nen-Ce to a letter from a Roman.><::;atholjc .. in Manila; 
descriptive of a ''grand. civ-ic and·mligidus' parade" 
conducted there by the Dominican friars in honor 
of "our Lady of the Rosary." The writer lauds 

. the friars in the- highest terms, and does not. Scee 
why such a magn,ificent pr.oc;,e.ssion, which· carried,: 
six statues .on whiah were over $'2oo,o'oo worth. of; 
jewels and: v.estments, should. not "fore~er silem:;e 
the critics of the Dominicans." 

Thewrite.r Sfiysthat "everybody thaLis·any:body 
in Manila turned out" to.·s:ee tha: procr€rssionc, bu~t h·e 
regrets that it did not make the impression that was 
desired· on the America.n commissioners, and. on the 
offi~er.s of the army and navy. He. beli_e\?'es-; _h,aw.-· 
eve11; t):lacL" these ohjeot:J~ssons to those wllo have 
eye~; t~ see will no dkll;l·b:i do away with; ~uch fli'Bju
dicei ctgll'inst the friars.'1 

••The., stars; and strip,es;''- he says furtHet, ... _mean 
libe•rt:y. of worsli.ip at. home and abroad; so those 

· wh;o a;re its. chcrlll'pions:~Il see that. it is not defiled
an~:kthat. the. fa;ia;rs• maY' c~ntinue to work in these 
islands:" '*Wlfa:t'tite·'frhit.~-did.-in- M-anila-la-st- su-n, 
day they can do in any town in these islands. Let 
the sta-rs'q;n;d stril'esdloat:in:e::ver-~toWn and; *'· * *" 

give protection to the friars, and all will be peace 
and prosperity." 

From which it is evident that the friars in the 
Philippines .ar:e supported by the Catholic authori
ties in America, and that from all indications the 
rule of· the friars- is not. likely to be curtailed under 
the sovereignty of the United States.. 

Incidentally the· Mirt:or's correspondent touches 
on the system of justice that is in vogue in the 
islands, by mentioning that "the native' pastor of 
Malolos is now serving'a six year's sentence for be
ing an accomplice in the murder of a United States 
soldier. He was bound with ropes and led througp 
the streets and country, places t'o prison in some is
land, where he and others are being starved by head-

- quarters' orders, until some information is obtained in 
reference to the crime for which he and they have 
been sentenced;" (Italics ours.) In America they 
do not as yet starve criminal::;, and the finding of 
some i~formation about the crime precedes the sen
tencing and deportation of the prisoner to the jail. 

s. 

Ir. was stated at the late meeting of the Wiscon
sin· Sunday .Rest Day Association that some of the 
German churches in . that S:tate .hold their regular 
'services Sunday morning and attend picnics i:n the 
afternoon. 

KRUPP, the German iron manufacturerwho tur.r:ts 
out the big- guns for Emperor William, the Sultan 
of Turkey, and whoever else has the cash to pay for 
them, is said to be the l~rg-est employer of labor in 
the wo-rld; having on his' pay' roll;] an, I, last, 4I,750 
men. It is significant, also, that this floudshing- firm 
is eng;1g-ed rather in supplying the implements of 
w:ar than those of. peace. Wars. have always l:ieen 
more·or les's•populiu,· and, notwitnstan:ding ourprog;,
ress in civilization, there· is no indicati(!u of- any 
waning: of this popularity.-'Chicago New~. 

ON£ FARE. FOR ~H$ RO;rnfD • TRIP •. 

THE Grand.- Trunk Railway System wilt run. its 
Annual Canadian Excursion from Chicago on 
Decemben( 1'3;- I41 IS, and I6. Returning; tickets· 
w111. be- good to leave destination until Jan,uar:y 51 
rgo:n For- in.ror-mation as. to rates and train serv
ice, apply to J. M. Burgis, G. P. and T. A., 249 
g~ li:lelir* Stneet\ c6r .. Jacks0!11 Boulevard, Chicagp1 
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£bristmas ls £omingl 
.BOOKS ARE THE MOST APPROPRIATE HOLIDAY UIFTS 

For old and young. A child of five enjoys a bo-;k as much as' the philosopher or the sage. 

Some of ·our App,.opriil.te 
Holiday Books • 

...,.. 

"STEPS TO CHRIST," by Mrs. E. G. White, is a seasonable 
book to present to a friend at any time. An excellent book for the 
Christian ·or the unconverted to read. 

Presentation edition, laney covers and gilt edges ................. $0.85 
Bound in fine cloth, with cover design embossed in aluminum . . . .60 
Paper cuvers ........................... :. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .25 

"THOUGHTS FROM THE MOUNT OF BLESSING," is a 
companiO!l volnm:: to "Steps to Christ," by the same author, and. 
makes a m:Js.t appropriate holiday· gift. 209 pages. 

Bound in hall-cloth, marhled edges ............................. $1.00 
BGund in cloth, embossed in gold . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. • 75 

~=~~~ "GOOD' FORM AND CHRISTIAN ETIQUETTE," by Mrs.· S. M. I. Henry, 
twep.ty-five years National Evangelist of the W. C. T. U. A practical treatise n. 
etiquette from the Christian standpoint. 

PACIFIC PRESS P\!8. CO., o4ktand, C4 

EASY STEPS 
Uoii'T'll'!l.ll!. 

BIBUSTORY 

Bound in cloth ............................................................... $0.50 
Bound· in paper .................. , .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .25 

"BEST ,STOR.IES~FR.OM T.HB BEST BOOK," by J. E. White, is new and 
up-to-date in every particular. A most acceptable gift for children of all ages. 

1 

Heavy paper,' cloth back covers ... : .......................................... $0.75 
Heavy ~aper, board covers ...................................... :. . .. .. .. .. .. ~50 
Thin paper edition, limp paper covers ................................... : . ., .25 

"MAKINO HOME HAPPY," by Mrs. L. D. Avery-Stuttle, tells the story Jf 
how a once unhappy honie was made happy. Is written in story form; .pleasing a..!d 
entertaining to old and young. · 

Cloth, cover design in three colors ...................... -: ................... $0.60 
Paper covers, same design .......................... : ........ :. : .. .' ... : ..... ·:.. .25 

"NAOMI, A FRIEND OF JESUS," by Florence 
Delight McGrew. The' author, in a.clear, forcible, and 
interesting manner, gives a vivid narrative of the birth,
early life, home surroundings, travels, and education of 
Jesus. 

Substantial cloth binding, artistic cover design .. ._: ... $0.50 
.Substantial paper binding, artistic cover design.: ...... 25 

"EASY STEPS IN THE BIBLE STORY," by 
Adelaide Bee Cooper, editor of the Youfh1s Instructor. 
One of the best books for children ever published. New 
and beautifully illustrated. Artistic and pleasing to 
the eye. · - ' 

Price, in cloth ....................................... $0.5~ 
Price, in paper......... . .. .. .. .. .. ... • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .26 

-,-------ORDER OF-------

.~REVIEW AND-HERALD PUB. CO., Battle Creek, Mien~ 
571 Younge . .St •• Toronto. Ont. 

~ ' . ' . 
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.. THE PRESENT CRISIS 

AND OUR DUTY/~ 

~o. 4- of 
"Religious Liberty Librag:• 

is a tract for the times. 
Everybody ought to t;ead 
it. The following sub
headings give a good idea 
of the contentS of the latter 
half of this publication: 

"Shall We Remain True to the Principle?" 
. ••Principle, 'not Politics." 
''At the Parting of the Ways.n 
''What Sb'all the Answer. Be?'• 
"Some Representative Utterances." 
uThe Flame of Life Burns Lower and Lower.'• 
''National Destiny:• . 
••Why We.Discuss tllis Question.." 
"The United. States 

·One of the Kings of the East.'' 

Thirty.:foui pi!iges, price. single copy, three 
cents, postpaid. Liberal discounts on orders 
of roo or more to one address. 

l ntettnational neligious hibettty 1lssoeiation. 
324 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

. COPYRIGHTS &c. 
·Anyone sending !L sketch and description ma.y 

quicklY ascertain our opinion free whethe llll 
invention is probably patentable. Commun•ca
Uonsstrictlyconlldentlal. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing·patents. 

Patents taken .ttirou!<b Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, In the · 

Stitntifi( Jlmtrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J,ar!<est cJr. 
aulation of any scientific journal. _Terms, $3 .a 
year; four· months, $1.. So1d by all newsdealers .. 

MUNN & Co.3sturoadway. New York 
B~ch Office, 6'Jli.F St.. Wuhingtou, D. C. 

PAGAN COUrtTERFEfTS inB~~.~~~~t~::M;~:~c~~ 
A vivid ,Pfe.sen:tation of the pagan festivals, rites, and usages which 
the aut1ior finds in. the Christian churches of to-day, together with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address House nearest to you. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

O.t.KLAND, C.u., 
~NJUS CITY. Mo 

39 BONU ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 

THE OLAD TIDINGS. 
A verse-by-verse study of 

the book of Galatians.. By 
E. J. WAGGONER. 

' ''The Epistle to the Galatians', 
together with its companion, •the 
Epistle to the Romans, was the 
source through the Spirit, of the 
Reformation of the sixteenth cen
tury. The reformation then be
gun is not yet complete; and the 
same watchword-the just shall 

·'live by faith-needs to be sounded 
now." You will find this book a 
"feast of good things," even the 
"glad tidings of salvation." 265 
pages. Cloth, 6oc.; paper, 25c. 

Address any of our age:D.cies, or our 
~~~~~~~~~~ nearest House. ·, 

PACIPIO PRESS Plffi. CO., 
39 Bond St., New York. 

Kansas City, Mo; · · 
Oakland, t;al •. 

LABOR AND THE MONEY POWER. 

By Prof. G. W. RINE, B. L, 

Says a well-known editor in a 
recent edttorial notice of this 
.tract:-

, ult presents in a, most s':trik]ng war 
·the facts as to the enormous at:t·nmu· 
lation of wealth, especially In the 
hands of a few•, and the meaning of it 
as toretold by the Scriptures .. concern· 
ing the 4Ist days. It ought to he in 
the hands of every person in the 
nation." 

This tract contains 32 pages and 
is illustrated. It is issued as 

Bible Students' Library No. I6o. 
Price, $2.ooper 100. 

A..ddrt>~s a:q.y· of .o\1;r 8gencies, or o~r 
J;Learest Ho~se . 

. PACIFIC PRESS PUB .. CO., 
39 Bond St., New York. 

iiri'""'-o;=--'-' ·Kansas City. Mo.' ·· 
Oakland, Cal. 

~ARSHALLING OF THE NATIONS. 

Have you net been impre·ssed ========:::::::=:::::;::=:::, 
with the thought that the move
ments of the great nations of to
day are movements that affect the 
whole world? Read this little 
booklet and see how the fiye 
great nations of the w:orld-Britain, 
Russia, United States,, Germany, 
and, France, are fulfilling proph
ecy. Fully iU.ustrated by a spe
cial series of 5 maps, including 
one double-page map in 5 colors. 

Bible Students' Library :No. 16r. 
Pri<;e IOC. 

AddreRR any: of our_ agencies, or our 
lleart-st Hou::,e. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUB. CO., 
39 Bond St., No:w York. 

:KansA • l'ity Mo. 
Oakland. Cul 



CHJ:c.AGo; DECEMBER 13, 1900. 

Any one -receiv-ing·tfhe >Sentinel-of Li)>erty without having ordere'd it, 
·may•know that it is Sl\nt by some friend. Those who. have not ordered .The 

. Sentin.el -ne~d have no fears -that they will be .asked to pay for it. 

THE SENTINEL OF LIBERTY is published to advo
cate liberty :of CO>I\1-science as a Chds·tian pri'nciple 
of government, a:u-d to oppo.se ::the us.e .of force
coercion-in religion. 

.$$-

Ttt'ERE ;u.e ·j;n tl:i-i·s •C0<untry. to.,,:ay ca number of 
powerful religio~s organizations which are actively 

. ~orking to secure the em'forcem.en:t of religious 
obJ.servance-s--part.icularly Sunday .obser:vanoe-by 
1aw; and to oppose them in this wor'k th.eu~ exists 
one orga_nization standing for rel-igious fre.edo.m., 
with this paper as its organ. THE SENTINEL o•F 

LIB'E~'TY is the ,on1y _paper to be had tpat is devoted 
entirely to the exposi.ti.on of the truths pointing out 
the danger ~n this growing tendency to co'&fuse the. 
sphere of religion wtth that of politics. Is tbis not 

. a good n:!ason, reader, why you ·an:d ycmr :fr·ie:nds 
~nd neighbors should take THE SENTINEL? 

.;!.$ 

A PRESS report of the n-ational convention 0f the 
W. C. T. U;, held in Washington, D. C., December 
3-6, states that an amendment to the constitution of 
the organization prov.iding tha_t nothing should .be 
i,n.corp9rated into any plan of W. C. 'f. U. work 
which !ntght ·become the occasion of sectar-ian con- · 
~QV:~;t'sy.,:<•was ,rejected by a vote of 3 I2 to. IS;'~ 
'·"'\., th'e ~T:Xthor of this prpposed arnendm,ent was 

. S. M;;,l:'Heory, on,e of the founder~ ?f theW. 
;;;t, u: ~rill f-6r some years its national evangelist. 

: ,._-~,. " - ,. -~ ,.,.: . ; ' : ' - --· ... _. \ '- -' 

~~:e .qbject' of fhe,arfieBdrnent wa:s to pn;venf any 
, -' ; ' ~ ' ' . - , '" ' . \-

~:ncti~m being" given py thew. c. T. u~to the prO?-
~ution·of- sev~~th-da-y observers under the Sunday 
k~~~ ~· Notice. that ;;gch an amendment wo~ld · be 
~ff~~~d. ~t this· )neet.ing . was given by Mts:. Herlty 
, ~ • ·'· ' ·._ ', ' '• ·' ' ' - '' 'r ~ l '· ' 

·OJ;J:~~year~go;, _ . . .... · _ _ _ _ . . / -~w~ 'b.~ti:e~e~'th'a't ·m.:;~;ny menihers·ofthis _arganh~~ 
·tiQ'n·\~.iifye{ s~e thaf a "·Ch~'istian Tellip~rande 

Union" has nothing to :gs:iufor.its ~ause fro:m joi.~~ 
ing with those who • in~oke . the aid of the civil 

. power to_ decide the ·religious controversy over the 
day of .the week to be .,recognized as the Sabbath. 

' . ~ ,.1-

RECENTLY a moveme.nt against the "dives," con
stituting the· resorts of the criminal and vkious 
classes, lias been in progress in this .city, and some_ 
of these places have been compelled' to e:1o-~e up •. 
One of the worse of 'these, smarting un&!r tpe 
penalty infli<;ted on it by the friends, of de~enc;y, 
sought for.a weapon .o.f r.etaiiation, and now ,comes' 
out with a threat to -secure'the -enfOrcement of the 
Suoday-d@s.ing ordinance. In this case the,execu
tion of the threat may prove impossible, owing to 
the fact that Ch~ca:g.p, unlike most cities, ha;; no 
clear Sunday-closing ordinance, and the law of the 
State merely provides t'hat no one shall pn Sunday, 
by labor or amusement, "disturb the.; peace and 
good order of society." 

We call attention to the incident, howe'::er, as · 
affording a comment upon the nature of such ordi
n.anc..e.s. What must .one think of .the character of 
an ordinance wh,ich amounts to a dead' letter so far 
as good dtizelJl's are concerned, and is invoked only 
by vicious people. bent on using if as a w~apoa of 
retaliation, or by one class of religifmists to make 
trouble for members o.f a rival sect?. Christian" 
clergymen w'il:@ tal~<:)":\' to l!tfh-.olccl wth ordinan'ces 
should rem~~be;r that the ·Chn~tian'.s weapons o£. · 
warfare fo;r the reformation of society "are not 
carnal"- not such· as the vicious element of society 
ever feel inclined to u-se. 

A VALUABLE IJISTORY. 

WE have just made arrangement~ with oi:Je of the 
best publishers in fhis city whereby we are enabled 
to offer our readers .an excellent illustrated history 
of the· Chinese Ernpir~ for only ·25 :cents. This 
history is a pa:p.er~hound volume -of o\l;er 240 pages" 
pr.inted in long prhMer':type, on good paper. The 
a,':lth?rs ~re General 'Jcheng~Ki-Tong, 'i:nilita~~ 
attache of Imperial Legation at Paris, and Job:rt 
!Jenry Gray, M.A., LL. D., Archdeaco!J of Hog;~;:. 
kong-. It is a book that we can recommend. ·sent 
post-paic!' ;on receipt .of .price. . ; 

A!;irli¢ss all·orders to lNTERNA'TlONAL' REUG{~is 
LIBE·R~¥ ASsociATioN-, 3-24 .Dearb9rn$tre-et:,Cb,i.;:,~p .• 
IIJfndts. · · 
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THE more you compel an individual t'o "respect 
the Sabbath," the more disr,espect he has for it in 
his heart. 

THE Sunday law b!=gan its career as a !;;1w against 
heresy, and while it may have changed its professio~, 
it has n~ver changed its character. 

,;!.,;!. 

SHALL we condemn a man for following the ex-· 
ample of the God ,of heaven'? '\.No," you say, "of 
course not." Then why arrest and firie any person 
for working on the first day of the week? 

,;!.,;!. 

No man should be either required or forbidden 
to do any act contrary to conscience, however 
err:oneou's that conscience may be, ztnl~ss the doz'ng 
or forbearing to do that act trenches· on the equal rz'ghts 
.()/others. · 

,;!.,;!. 

IT has been said that "th~ liberty of the'' indi
vidual ceases where the rights o.f society begin." 
But this is an error. Rights never come in conflict 

Governmen.ts are for the preservation, not for the 
deprivation, of rights. It is for this very purpose 
that governments are instituted. The rights of so
ciety do not conflict with the liberty of thi individ
ual. The liberty of the individual does not cease 
where the rights of society begin. The· liberty of 
the individual ceases only where the rights of so
ciety are z'nvaded. 

PUBLIC SENTIMENT AND THE CONSTITUTION. 

IN a recent article in the Independent (New York), 
Hon. John W. Foster, ex~Secretary of State, says 
some very significant things. Rderring to the 
''necessity to find rtew and enlarged markets for 
our agricultural and manufactured products," Mr. 
Foster says: 

"It is this condition of affairs which has secured 
the general support of the country to Secretary 
Hay's statesmanlike policy of ' the open door' in 
China. The same sentiment has operated, although 
possibly in a subordinate degree, to vin<;Iicate the 
unprecedented act of our Executive in sending a 
considerable army into a country with which we 
were nominally at peace, without the constitutional 
warrant of legislation by Congress, and aiding in 
taking possession by. force of that nation's capital. 
And upon this sentiment more than any other the 
President must rely for support for his act of break
ing with all the precedents of our foreign relations 
in joining a· concert of European nations to arbi
trarily determine the destiny of a great empire with 
which we have heretofore maintained the most 
friendly relations. I do not write this to criticise 
the conduct of our Government in the Orient. Far 
from it. Its conduct up to the present in Chinese' 
·affairs has been wise and prudent: and has com
manded ·the approval of all good citizens. My 
object is to emphasize the fact that the public senti-
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ment of the country is prepared to indorse such 1 Like Mr. Foster, we have no disposition ~·to · 
extreme and even violent measures to keep the criticise the Government." The President ;:,tnd his· 
markets of the world· open to our farmers and advisers have only done what the peo·ple demanded 
m~nufacturers." that they should do. It is .the people who haye, 

It shot,Jld. be borne in mind that these are not estiil1ated the relati~e value of money and of liberty, 
the words of a critic of the administration, but quite and they have put the dollar above the man. In 
the contrary. The circumstances, in Mr. Foster's harmony with the Dedaration of Independence, 
view, fully justified the President .in ''sending a the Constitution was framed to safeguard human 
considerable army into a country with which we rights. In harmony with the spirit o.f commercial.: 
were nominally. at peace, without the constitutional· ism, ''public sentiment" demands that the Govern
warrant of legislation by Congress, and aidi~g in ment shall safeguard first of all the avenues of trade 
taking possession by force of that nation's capital." and the dollars that circulate thereil). 'the times 

In so saying Mr. Foster does not of course intend are upon us foretold by Jefferson when of ·the 
to .question either the constitutional right or the people he said: "They will forget themselves, but 
bounden duty of the President to rescue if possible in the solejaculty of making money." 
the members of the United States leg(ltion; but there 
his ordinary power under tlze Constitution end~d, and 
his extraordinary power under "_public sentiment" 
began. True, the President had power to call Con
gress together, but he did not, so all the proceedings 
of this Government in China since the rescue of 
Minister 'conger, have been extra-constitutional, 
that is, outside of and beyond the Constitution. 

It matters not, so far as the principle is con
.cerned, that, as Mr. Foster s.~ys, the. action of the 
Government "up to the present in Chinese affairs 
has been wise an·d prudent." The fact remains, as 
Mr. Foster also states, that it is.upon "public senti
ment" rather than upon the Constitution that "the 
President must, rely for supJ=!ort for his act of breaking 
with all precedents of our foreign relations in joining 
a concert of European nations to arbitrarily determine 
the destiny of a great empire with which we have here
tofore maintained the most friendly relations." ' 

And what is the source of the "public sentiment" 
that is back of these extra-constitutional measures? 
The same thing exactly that is back of the senti
ment which sustains the English ·government -in its 
war upon the South African republics; namely, the 
commercial spirit. "My object," says Mr. Foster, 
"is to emphasize the fact that the public sentiment 
of the country is prepared to indorse such extreme 
and even violent measures to keep the markets of the 
World open to OU'Y farmers and manufacturers." 

There was a time when the Americap people 
. were too jealous of their liberties to brook any 

departure from the strict letter of the Constitution; 
but t!mes have changed, ap.d now "public se,ntiment" 
wiU n0t suffer so trifling a thing as the Constitution 
to. ~tand in the way of " material progress." 

B. 

THE POPE'S TEMPORAL SOVEREIGNTY. 

IN a recent discourse in Washington, D. C., Arch
oishop Ireland touched on the subject of the tem
poral sovereignty of. the Pope, which he· predicted 
would soon be restored by "the Italian people ·and 
Christendom at large." 

In attempting to show t,he necessity of temporal 
sovereignty for the Roman pontiff, the Archbishop 
said: · 

"If the Pope is a civil subject of an. authority 
outside of himself he has. not the necessary freedom. 
The ruler or government would interfere, make laws 
impairing his freedom of action, or strive to impose 
methods more serviceable to. the state than the 
church. The Pontiff's words must bear no possible 
suspicion that they were imposed by men who have· 
no authority in things moral and spiritual. If the 
sovereign Pontiff be the subject of the King of Italy 
what guarantee is there for other peoples ang other 
rul~rs that, whether thro,ugh fear or favor, Italian 
influences have not pen.etrated int0 the Vatican, and 
that Italian interests are not to be served? The 
peril of national· jealousies would be the greater 
were the foreign countries at the time warring with 
the King of Italy. We, in America, are willing 
inde~d to hearken to the words, of Peter, but it .. must 
be plain th.at they are not the words of a f~~~ign 
ruler, whose sole purpose is the interest of a foreign 
nationality, not of the church. 

''The dependence of a bishop upon the· civil 
ruler severs him from union, with Chris.tians in other 
cou~tries, reduces his chur~h to the condition:' of a 
national church, and 'disrupts the . oneness. 9f (he 
universal church. Other churches than the Cathoi~~ 
do not demand civil independence and terrip9ra1 
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'pow~r for· their chieftains because no other church 
thq.n' tlie Catholic is a world church:' 

From th~ assu~nption that the Pope is the head 
. o.f the c'hurch; and is its infallible guide in faith and 

ri:iorflls, aU thfs that .,the A;chbishop says· follows 
ndtl]rally enough. The asSU!llption of the. Pope to 
be rthe spiritua1 kader of th.e. church demands that. 
he be also a temporal sovereign, for the .reasons 

·here stated. He who supports 'the papal system is 
·logically bound. t~ advo~ate the r~storation, of :the 
temporal sovereignty. . 

No man: in the Prot€stant ·.church claims to be 
the church's head and spiritual. gui·de; hence the 
Protestant systein 9f ·religion ,calls for no tempo'!:al 
sovereign and has no occas,iori to contenp for sov
ereignty with e<rrthly powers. The head of the 
·Protestant, church,,is Jesus Christ, whose liberty is. 
untramnieletl by earthly sovereigns, arid wl:ose 

·action is altogether above any suspicion of being 
influenced n~t only by . fear or favor, but by the 
ignorance and prejudice which are more or ,less 
characteristic of every hum31n mind. s. 

DISREGARD OF LAW. 

MucH is said upon every side about "the grow
ing. disregard of law," ~nd the necessity of inculca
ting "reverence for law 'as law." 

Who is responsible for this condition-this grow
ing disregard for law? and how can "reverence for 
law as such" be instilled into the minds and heart's
of the people? 

.That the ,disease~disregard for law-is wide-
, spread ;nd deep-seated no one can doubt who. will 

rf!ad with even a modiCum of care and. th.ought the 
daily .newspapers for even a short time .. Nor do we 
refer merely to the records of violations of law by 
private individuals. These are frightfully'common, 
but far· more alarming are those violations of law 
which are participated in by whole communities, 
and even by officials sworn to .administer and eri
,force· the law, m~nicipal, State, arid national. 
. · 'Not long since a mob of men and women in this 

. City drove from thei~ w~rk a gang of str~et-deaners, 
pelting them with all manner of missiles. But why 
this exhibition of lawlessness? Simply became the 
city authorities, by failure to enforce the· la:w regu-

. lating street~sw.eeping, set an example of disregard 
of law. · 

The law provides that the streets must be sprin
kled befo're they are swept by machines; and that 

the ;revolving bro.oms or . brushes must do their 
work inc1osed by side curtains to control as far as 

·.possible the necessary dust. But, utterly disregard
ing these wise· sanitary provisions, the city officials 
not only set an example of lawlessness, but. they 
gave the people just cause for compl;:iint. The r~
s~lt was mob violence. , True; this incident ;was only 
a tempest in a teapot, as it were, but it serves to 11-

.lustrate many very much larger tempests with inuch 
• r ~-more senous consequences. 

we ne~d only refer to the lynchings, which are 
no longer confined to any one sectiol} of the coun~ 
try. To what are they due? First, to the "law's 
delays," or in other words, the failure of the au
thorities to apply promptly the legal remedy and 
inflict merited punishment on evil doers. Other· • causes there doubtless are, but this wa~ almost the 
only one referred to fifteen or twenty years ago. 
Others have come in later. The people simply . 
ceased to reverence laws which through the failure 
of those who were sworn to enforce them ceased to 
command respect. 

Then the political "boss," .who is ever ready to 
exploiti both the people and the law, has done much 
tobring law into disrepute. , 

The giant corporationswhich manage in a thou
sand ways to evad_e th~ law, have had ~ large share 
in causing distrust and even hatred of law to take 
the place of reverence for law in the minds of the 
masses. 

And last, but hot least, the geqeral Government 
itself, by disrtgarding the Constitution-the funda
mental law of the land-simply 'because." the end" 
seemed to "justify the nwans," and because, as 
ex-Secretary Foster explains, as noted in an article 
·in a~other column, "public sentiment" demanded 
it in the interests of the extension of trade. 

If officials do not respect the law it is tn vain to 
expect that the people will do so. Reverence is 
impossible for "laws'; that are made only to e~able 
the rich to exploit the poor, or that are made to be 
enforced only against the poor and uninflue~tial. 

If the G0vernment can set aside the Constitu
tion or disregard' its provisions because "the end 
seems to justify the means," is it any wonder if the 
mob assumes the same attitude. toward the statute 
that stands in the .. way of the carrying out of their 
will ?-Certainly not. '~Like rulers, like people" is 
just as true as the more familiar saywg, "'Like 
priest, like people." B. 
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ATLANTA. CLERGYMEN PROH~BIT A SUNDAY 
CONCERT. 

THE Strauss Grand Orchestra, of Vienna, now 
touring the United States, recently ca~e in contact 
with the "American Sabbath" and some of its zeal
ous defenders·. · The itinerary of the orchestra was 
such that it could be in Atlanta, Ga., only on Sun
day, December 9, and arrangements were made in 
advarice for a concert to be given in the Grand 
Opera House in that city o~ the evening of that day. 

·Atlanta has an organization known as the Evangel-
ical Ministers'. Association, which ·determined that 
the concert should not be given. Accordingly, a 
fevJ. days preceding the above date, it adopted reso
lutions condemning Sunday concerts: and appointed 

·a committee on "Sabbath desecration" to deal wi~h 
this particular concert. The chairman of this com
mittee at once prepared the following memorial to 
the board of police: 

"To the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners oj 
the City of Atlanta: 

"The Evangelical Ministers' Association of At
lanta respectfully petitions your honorable body 
that you will interfere in the holding of the Strauss 
concert which is advertised for next Sunday night 
at the Grand Opera House. 

"Believing as we do .that such a concert held on 
the Sabbath is a desecration of the Lord's day and 
an open violation of the State law, and will prove 
an entering wedge to the further desecration of our 
Christian Sabbath." 

As the regular meeting of the police board would 
not occur until aft~r the time appoi~ted for the_ 
conc.ert, the chairman of this committee, Dr. Hoi
derby, went in person to members of the board and 
secured the signatures of a majority, to an order 

· instructing the chief of police to prevent the giving 
of the concert. Notice to' that effect was then 
issued fr9m the police department to thf' owner of 
the opera house. The business manager of the 
orchestra at once came to the city, :md made every 
effort to conciliate the ministers and to secure per
mission to fill the engagement. He declared that 
the action of the ministers and the police was un
precedented in the experience of his company, and 
that it had never en'tered his ~ind, in arranging for 
the. concert on Sunday evening, that it would be a 
vi~lation of any city or Sta\:e law. He explained 
that thtr qmcert wh-ich Mr. Strauss proposed to give 
was ol .selections from " the most famous and ele-

vated of the world?s_ musical composers;" and 
offered finally to arrange. the program so as to 
present only such compositions a.s would' be" appro
priate to the sacred character of the day.~' .·The 
ministers held another meeting and determined not 
to recede from their demand. The concert was 
then given up, although expense in arranging for i.t 
had already been incurred, previous to the action of 
the ministers, of more than $zpoo. 

The incident brought .out the fact that on a 
recent Sunday evening a musical entertainment-was 
given by a local band in th\s sanie opera~house, and 
that in the parks qf the city b.ands frequently play 
on Sunday afternoons. Tl:le music at none of these 
entertainments could •be called" sacred," yet nothing 
has been done to prohibit them. The ministers of 
Atlanta evidently intended that. the "strangers" 
from Europe should be made to respect 'their "Sab
bath" whether those who sojourn permanently in 
the city do so or not. 

If there was any reason why the city authorities 
should have forbidden the giving of the concert, it 
does not appear in the memorial prepared by the 
ministers ... Their demand is based wholly upon re
ligious grounds, and does not cite a single reason 
that justified police interference. It appears also 
that neither in the State Sunday law nor in the ordi
nance of the -city wa.s there anything that could 
apply to the proposed concert. The law is very 
stringent iri regard to· keeping open places .of busi
ness and following one's ordinary calling, but no
where is it intimated that a concert. is unlawful. 
The ministers insist~d, however, that it was' not "a 
work of charity or of necessity." The manager for 
the orchestra, while expressing himself as ready to 
comply with the law, said that he was convinced 

. that the action of the ministers was far from being 
either a work of charity or of necessity. 

It seems that the authorities concerned them~ 
selves very little about the language of the law, but 
acted simply on the demand of the ministers. This 
dictation to police officials by ministers whereby 

. they are epapled to force respect for their ieligiou~ 
convictions from people who are violating- no la~ 
and infringing upon no right of others, is an enter
ing wedge far more dangerous than a Sunday con
cert can possibly be. 

Jo:HN b: BR~!)LEY. 
• J . 

l?ERSUASION, not force, wins meri to truth< 
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INVESTIGATE THE SUBJECT. 
~ 

ROGERS WILLIAMS AND THE QUAKERS. 

.1\MONG the resolutions passed at the annual · (Concluded.) 
meeting of the Lord's Day Amance, recently held As already stated, it was natural that the Quakers, 
in T~roilto, Canada, was one in reference to the proscribed in all the other colonies, and persecuted 
people known _as Sevel}th-day Adventists.. _ to the de"ath in Mctssachuset_ts, should rendezvous. 

It was recornmeli).ded that earnest efforts be :made in Rhdde Island. The records ~ay: "·The number 
by the clergy t9 war~ the people against t4e teach- of Quakers in Rhode Island constantly increased. 
ings of this denomination, and that ministers them- Horace .. Gardner, who was flogged and imprisoned 
selves study the subject o.f the S~riptural and by the authorities at Boston in May, 1658, was an 
historical basis of Sunday observance more thor- inhabitant of Newport in Rh~de Island. Thomas 
oughly. !farris, who was imprisoned and repeatedly flogged 

The latter part of this recotnmendation is cer- the following month, had moYed from Barba<;Joes 
tainly right to the' point. In this a great many to Rhode Island. Catherine Scot, who was im
persons among the laity as well as the clergy are pr!soned for two weeks and publicly flogged in the 
very remiss. Investigation o'f the subject has led autumn of the same year, ·was·the wife of Richard 
many to the clear conviction that there is no Scrip- Scot of Providence. William Robinson, the first 
tural proof whatever for the observ;;mce of the first Quaker put to death, had been 'moved by the Lord 
day of the)Veek as the Sabbath, _and history shows to go from Rhode Island to bear witne~s iri Mas
clearly that thr:: chjlnge from the observance of the sachusetts.' His companion at the gallows, Marma
seventh day to that of the first was made by human duke Steve~son, came by way of Rhode :Island from 
authority; Th'is subject seriously needs investiga- Barbadoes. Mary Dyer, the only woman put to 
tion on"the part of the people in general. It is to ' death, was wife of William Dyer, secretary of 

, be hoped that the resolution will be he~ded in this • Providence plantation."-Page 8, Introduction to 
respect. . "George Fox Digged out of His Burro~s." Under 

It is. somewhat· noteworthy that among all the these circumstances, we might expect some protest 
religious organizations in the land, Severith-day would come to Rhode Island from Ma'ssachusetts. 
Adventists should be the only one thus prominently It came' in the form of a "Letter from- the Commis
mentioned. Why should this be? It must ~e be- sioners of the United Colonies to Rhode Island, 
.cause it is recognized that this denominatio~ stands concerning the Quakers.'' We wil_l_g_iv:eitco11Jpl_et~ __ 
by -i-t-sel-f--in--eal±ing--the attention of the peopl"e"to "in-its quaint spelling-and p~nct~ation. 
this important suqject with the purpose of getting 
all the p,eople to investigate the question.·· 

Will not the matter bear investigation by the 
laity or common people?_ Have the clergy jurisdic~ 
tion over the literature of the peGple? The remark 
was made that the common people could not stand 
it to read the literattue of the denomination in 
question, that they are not competent to do this, 
and ministers are at fault who allow their members 
to read this literature. This savors too much of 
papal interference with personal rights. We have 
mo-re c-onfidence in the intelligence of the people 
than that. Let all read up on this subject. · 

Oakville, Ont. F. D. STARR •• 

HE who would observe the Sabbath out of fear 
of the law, or fear of public opin-ion, would do 
homage not to the Sabbath, but to the slavish prin
ciple of fear. Real homage to the Sabbath must 
proceed not from fear but from love. 

tetter of the Massachusetts Commissioner?. 

"The Commissioners' being informed that ~ivers 
Quak~rs are arrived this summer at Rode Island; 
and entertained there, which may. prove dangerous 
to the Collonies, thought meet to manifest theire 
minds to the Governor there as followeth: 

"Gent: We silpp?se you have understood that 
_the la:st yeare a companie of Quakers arrived at 
Boston upon noe other account than to disperse 
theire pernicious opiniens had they not been pre
vented by the prudent c;ue of the, government, whoe -
by that e'xperience they had of them, being sensible 
of the danger t"hat might befall the Christian 
Religion beer professed by suffering such to be 
r~ceived or continued in the country, presented the 
same unto the Commissioners at theire meeting in 
Piymouth, whoe upon that occasion commended it 
unto the General Courts of the United Collonies, 
that all Quakers, Ranters, and such noted heretiques 
might be prohibited coming among us; and that if 
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such should arise from among ourselves, speedy care 
bee taken to remove them (and as we are informed), 
the several jurisdictions have made provision ac
cordingly. -But it is by experience found that means 
will fall short without further care by reason of your 
admission and receiving of such, from whence they 
'may have opportunity to creep in among us, or 
means to infus~ and spread theire accursed tenets 
to the great trouble of the collonies if not to the 
subversion of the laws pn1fessed in them. . 

"Notwithstanding our care which hath hitherto 
t~ken to prevent the same, whereof wee can not but 
bee very sensible, _and think noe eare too great to 
preserve us from such a pest, the contageon whereof 
(if received) within your Collonie were dangerous, 
&c., to be difused to the other by meanse of the inter
course especially to the place of trade amongst us. 
Wee therefore m~ke it a request that you as well as 
the rest of the collonies take such order herein that 
your neighbors be free from that danger; and that 
you remove those Quakers that have been received, 
an<:! for the future prohibit them. coming amongst 
you; where.urito the rule of charity to yourselves 
and to us (we conceave) doth oblige yot:r, wherein if 
you should, we hope you will not bee found want
inge; yet wee could not but signifie this oure desire; 
and furthe~ dedare that we apprehend that it will ' 
bee oure duty seriously to consider what further 
provisions God may call us to make to prevent the 
aforesaid mischief. And for oure further guidance·. 
and direction herein, wee desire you to impart your 
mind and resolution to the General Court of Mass
achusetts which assembleth the 14th of October 
next; wee have not further to trouble you att pres
ent, but to assure you wee desire to continue your 
loving friends and neighbours, the Commissioners 
of the United Collonies, Boston, Septe_mber 12, 1657. 

"SIMOI;I BRADSTREET, President." 

Points of Interest in the Letter. 

This lette~ is of interest, not only because of its 
quaintness, but also because it betrays their genuine 
anxiety, and their absolute ignorance of the fact 
that the truth itself has power to defend itself 
against error. Incidentally it reveals the fact that 
the spiritual truths which the Q.uakers taught did 
have power in contrast with the stiff formality of 
the old New England worship. The letter' contains 
a covert threat of friendship withheld and the privi
lege of trCJ~ denied if the request was refused. It 

/•.-
makes p~ctin the fact that Roger Williams, _hating 
the Quakers as he did; and earnestly desiring the 
trc:~<;le and friendly relations of all the colonies, had 
his principles, of liberty put to the strongest pos~ible 
test. 

To thi's letter the government of the Colony ~f
Rhode Island replied in a quite lengthy epistle., 
First they stated their. desire to_ live on ten11:s of· 
peace and loving correspondence with all the colo-

1 

nies, and "to return to the other colonies sulh as 
fly from the hands of justice for matters of crime 
done or committed again~t :you." "And as coi:i
cerning'these Quakers which are among us, we have 
no laws whereby to punish any for only declaring 
by words, &c., theire minds and under~tandings con
cerning the thin~s and ways of God, as to salvation 
and eternal conditions. And we moreover finde -. 
that in those places where these people aforesaid in 
this colonie are most of all suffered to declare 
themselves freely, and are· only opposed by argu~ 
ments in discourse, there they least of all desire to · 
COI?Je. * * * And yet we conceive that their 
doctrines tend to very absolute cutting downe and 
overturninge relations and civil govern/ments among 
men, if generally received." Th-en follows a state-' 
ment of their intentio~s of bringing the matter i:o 
the attention of the General Assembly of the_ colony 
to meet the next March. 

Rhode Island's Reply. ' 

This letter, in contrast to the one from Massa~ 
chusetts, shows plainly the belief of Roger Williams 
and his associates in the fact that truth itst=lf is king 
in the realm of thought, and thatit can conquer all 
opponents. The General Assembly of Rhode Island, 
considdred the matter, and here is their reply: 

"Honoured Gentlemen: There hath been pre
sented to our view by our Honoured President, a 
letter bearing. date of September rzth last, sub-' 
scribed by the Honoured Gentlemen Commissioners 
of the United Colloneys concerninge a co_Inpanie 9f 
people -(lately arrived in. these parts of the world) 
commonly known as Quakers, who are generally 
conceived pernicious, either intentionally, or at 
leastwise in effect, even to the ~.Corrupting of good 
manners and disturbing the cofninon peace and 
society of the place where they arise or resort:unto, 
&c. 

"Now, whereas, fr~edom of different con~ienc~;t, 
to be protected Jrom enforcement was the principa.l; 
ground of our Charter, both with respect, to our 
humble suit for it, as also to the true intent.of tl:te 
Honourable and renowned Parliament of England in 
granting of the same unto us; which freedoffi.te still 
prize as the greatest happiness man can po~sess in 
this. world. Therefore we:shaU, fqrthe pres~.rvq.,(!,<?n 
of our civil peace and order,the more serio~sly,t'ake 
notice that these people an'd any others ffiat are 
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here, or shall come amongst us, be impartially re- • 
quired, and to our utmost constrayned to perform 
all duties requisite toward the mainetaineinge the 
right of his Highness, and of the government of that 
most. renowned Parliament of Engtand in this .Col
ony,. which is most happily included under the same 
dominion, and graciously taken unto the protection 
thereof. And in case they, the sayd Qual{ers which 
are here, or who shall arise or come amongst us; doe 
refuse to subject themselves to all duties aforesaid, 
.as trayninge, watchinge, and such other engage
ments·, as other members of civil societys for the 
preservation of the same in justice and peace; then 
we determine, yea, and we resolve to take and make 
use of the first opportunity t6 inform our agents 
residing in England that we may humbly pre'sent 
the matter unto the supreme authority in England, 
humbly craving theire advice and order how to carry 
ourselves in any further respect toward this people 
so that therewithal there may be 1zo damage or infringe
ment of that chief principle in our Charter concerning 

. freedom of conscience; and we also are so much the 
more encouraged to make our address uri to the Lord 
Protector his Highness and government aforesaid; 
for that we understand there are or have been many 
of the foresayed people suffered to live in England; 
yea even 'in the heart of the nation. And thus with 
our truly thankful acknmyledgements of the honour
able care of the honoured gentlemen, Co!lmissioners 
of the United Collonies, for the peace and welfare 
oLthe whole country, as is expressed in theire most 
friendly letter, we shall at pr.esent take leave and 
rest. Yours, most affectionately desirous of your 
honour and welfare. 

]oHN SAFFORD, Clerk ofthe Assembly." 

They Needed No Government. 

shall we take with them?' Then George Cart-
wright, one of .the commissioners, asked him ~hat 

· maimer of persons they were? 'Do they live quietly 
and peaceablY. amongst you i' This they could not 
deny. Then he made this answer: 'If they can 
govern themselves they have no need of your · gov
ernment.',- This is a true indication of the attituqe 
of Williams towards .the Quakers. Though they 

·became so numerous that in r66r, when the General 
Meeting was established in Rhode Island, in Mas
sachusetts grave apprehens.ions were .aroused "that 
the Quakers. were gathering together to kill the 
people and fire the town of Boston," yet:, though 
~ating them as he did, Williams never invoked 
against them the dvil power. 

Williams Debates with the Quakers. 

When George Fox was in Providence, Williams 
did not attempt to meet him, for on a previous 
occasion he had gone into the Quaker meeting to 
speak against their teachings, and one of the 
Quakers was "moved by the Spirit to sing, and an
other to pray, and a third to dismiss the meeting," 
and so Williams had no opportunity. After Fox 
had gone. toN ewport, Williams sent him a challenge 
to debate, and he paddled his own canoe the thirty 
miles to meet the champion of Quakerism. But. 
Fox had gone before the challenge arrived. The 
debate was held, however, with others of the chief 
men among the Quakers, and, as is usual in such 
cases, both sides claimed the victory. Williams 
published an account of the discussion under the 
somewhat humorous title, "George Fox Digged 
out of His Burrows." One reason given byvVilliams 
for this debate was his desire to vindicate the col
ony from the charge of being in alliance with the 
Quakers-a charge which would naturally be made 
by Massachusetts, because so many of the Quakers 
resid~d in Rhode Island undisturbed. Still, when 
William Harris, who was a prominent ~awyer,. and 
one of the original settl~rs, sided with the Quakers; 

This letter is a masterpiece of diplomacy; It 
'boldly declares their determination that all things 
shall be done so as to maintain, and .not. to infringe 
their chief and dearest principle of liberty of con
science. It admits that the problem is a grave one, 
and asserts the intention of falling back for advice 
upon the mother country, of which, at that tinte, 
Massachusettts was tacitly asserting· its independ
ence. 

There is no record that the Quakers were ever 
"constrayned to take part in the trayninges and 
watchinges." At one time when a number of the 

·commissioners' of Rhode Island Colony were ·at 
Providence, in the house of Thomas Olney, Roger 
Williams propounded to them the following ques
'tion: "'We have a people here amongst us who will 
not act in our government with us: What course 

· and taught that the logical outcome of Wflliams' 
doctrine, and also the teaching of the Scripture, was 
that a Christian could have no part whatever in 
civil governments, 'Mr. Williams considered t~is 
'teaching thus saddled on to him and presented by 
one of so much influence, as subversive of all author
ity, and anarchistical in the extreme. So Williams 
had Harris indicted for high treason, and committed 
to jail. 
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Why Harris Was Indicted. 

Here is Williams' own account of· it. "William 
. Harris', for politic reasons, turns Generalist, and 
writes against all Magistrates, Laws; Courts, Char
ters, Prisons, and Rates, &c., pretending himself and 
his Saints to be the Higher Powers, and in public 
writings he stirred up the people most seditiously, and 
most desperately, threateniqg to. begin at Massachu
setts and to cry out no Lords, no Magistrates. This 
cost myself and the colony much, trouble.. Myse.lf 
by speech and writing opposed him, and he was 
committed for writing against his Magestie's Honor, 
Prerogative, and Authority. He lay for ,some time 
in prison until the General Assembly, where the 
Quakers (by his wicked, ungodly, and disloyal plots) 
prevailing, he by their means gets loose, and leaves 
open a door for any ~an to challenge the King's 
Magesty." 

This, it i's admitted by all authorities, is an un
fair statement of the case. Williams evidently 
misunderstood Mr. Harris. Harris was a man of 
undoubted probity, and was often trusted with re-. 
sponsibility in the colony. Williams often spoke of 
the king's charter granting them liberty of con
science. William Harris, }¥ith that higher idea of 
Christian liberty which he got from the Quaker 
doctrirte of the :'inner light," wrote against this: 
and declared that no king could grant liberty of 
conscience by his laws. His dealings with William 
Harris brought upon Williams much .adverse criti
cism, and this is the origin ;f the charge first made 
by George Fox, himself, that Williams denied his 
principles, and justified t)l.e persecution of the 
Quakers. The descendants of \!Villiani Harris of 

' 
the seventh generation, still live here in Providence, 
and are personally known to the writer. They still 
reiterate this charge, and this led to this investiga
tion. Williams was passionate sometimes, and 
partial. He had his share of the usual faults of 
great m'en, but, though his principles were tested to 
the utmost, un)ess this be an exception, he ever 
rt::m?ined true to the doctrine of absolute liberty of 
conscience. . G. E. FIFIELD. 

SUNDAY PROSECUTIONS IN MARYLAND. 

THE spirit of religious liberty does not seem, to 
lra:ve .wholly triumphed in the State of Maryland 
yet. On the twenty-seventh day of November; Mr. 

,J. ~H, Rhodes a~d Mr. Harry Curlett (Seventh-da; 

• Adventists) were summoned to appear before a 
magistrate to answer the charge of working on Sun
day. These men were resid~nts of Winchester Md . 
But as the local magistrate' was a brother-in-l;w to 
Mr .. Rhodes, he requested that the men be, tried 
before the magistrate in Queenstown. 

When ·the time came for trial the 'defendants 
presented a request that their cases be waived for 
trial at the county court next May. This the magis
trate granted, but in so doing said that in order to 
do this the costs must be paid. This they did, ana 
the c~ses were carried over. It is probable that the 
cases will never be ·called up again, for the law of 
Maryland states that charges for Sunday labor shall 
be tried before a magistrate. 

These prosecutions were. started by opposing 
religious factions. A minister of the Methodist 
Protestant Church tol<:l his members that if they 
did , not take. steps to stop this Sunday work h.e 
would have to take it up himself. And so spies' 
went to work and soon found Mr. Rhodes, who is 
the elder of the Seventh-day Adventist clwrch in 
Winchester, or Ford's Store, and who had sacredly 
kept the seventh day, at work painting· on his house, 
and making no more noise than the s~ish of h.is 
paint brush, and they immediately hastened off to 
the constable and led him around to where he could 
see with his own eyes that Sunday was being dese
crated. 

But how to sustain a charge against Mr. Curlett. 
was a puzzle till a man stepped forth who said he 
did not want any thing to do with the case, but he 
could not lie, and he could witpess to having seen . 
Mr. Curlett assisting Mr. Rho~es. "All right," said 
the magit3trate, "I summon you as a witness." 

So these ~en, honest in their conviction of duty' 
to fulfil the command of God, "Six days shalt thou 
labor and do all thy work, ,but the seventh day is 
Sabbath of the Lord thy God, in it thou shalt not 
do any work," are now under bonds to answer to 
the county court for having faithfully followed the 
command of God. No one was disturbed for no . •, •' ~ ' 
noise was heard. So that religious intolerance is 
at the foundation of the whole thing. When will 
professed Christians learn to show the spirit of the 
Author of Christianity, who said, "If any man hear 
my word an<) believe not< I judge him not 7 .1\gair:t 
the same divine Spirit asks ~he question~. "Who 
art thou that j~dge~t another man's servant? to his 
own master he standeth or falletli.". . · 

' \ ,, ' ' ·- ' ~ '• 

. 0. 0 . .FARNSWORUiK, 
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THE "LIBERALITY, OF THE PAPAL CHURCH 
' 

UNDE~ LEO ~III. 
Doctor Burt in Christian Advocate. 

'AN approved biography of Leo XIII. contains the 
. following statement: "lt is an old and barefaced ac
cusation, which the enemies of the church have con~ 
tinually repeated, that she does not give. sufficient 
attention to education, and that eve~ her priests are' 
ign~rant. But the reign of Leo XIII. has given a' 
positive deni_al to all such assertions." The author, 
j1owever, attempts to prove his statement by simply 
showing- that the Pope has caused to be published a 
tine oclition of the works of Thomas Aquinas, has 
erected a statue to l1im in the Vatican, and. has made 
the study of this learn(>d philosopher fo be introduced 
into all the universities, colleges,· seminaries, an.d 
schools in the Rom art Catholic world. But do these 

'facts constitute Leo XIII. a leader among- educa
tors? 

'It is well known that Leo XIII .has always been one 
of the most zealous disciples of Thomas Aquinas. 
While he was bishop of Perugia he founded an 

. J 

p!cademy for the special study of the " angelic doc-
to~." In 1875, as cardinal, he presented to Pius IX. 
,a request that Thomas Aquinas might be proclaimed~ 
upiversa:I patr_on of all studies in the universities, 
-~cademtes,·and seminaries of th~ world. 

In harmony with his views as bishop he issued an 
encyclical August 4, I879· recommending the teach
ing of the philosophy of Thomas Aquinas in all the 
schools and s.en)inaries. This he confirmed by an
other letter w·ritten October I 5, 1879· . 

On Janua\y IS, I88o, the Pope placed at the dis~ 
posal' of his editors sixty thousand .dollars for the 
publication .. of a new edition, of Thomas Aquinas, 
and again, on November 21, I88o, another sum of 

: r , 
fortythousartd dollars. On August 4, J88o, Leo XIII. 
declared his favorite philosopher to be. the patron 
saint of all Roman Catholic universities, colleges, 
and seminaries throughout the world, The Pope 
then recommended a thorough education for those 
~hose special duty it might be to confute the doc
trines of the Reformation," which education can be 
obtaine<f.only in the. philosophy and scientific the
ology of which Thomas Aquinas was master." * * * 

EverY,. book and pamphlet written by Roman 
Catholic~ during the reign of Leo XIII. which has 
contained a li-ne or wbrci expressing the right of free 
.-thou,ght or of private judgment has been imme
diately placed. on the "Index," while the writers 

ha~e been compelled to choose between retraction 
and absolute submission or excommunication. Some 
time ago 'the bishop of Cremona and others were 
called to account for a certain liberal t,endency in · 
their writings. The Pope gave them to understand· 
that they were to believe and hold all that Thomas 
Aquinas taught and nothing else. Their letters .of 
retraction were ·as follows: "I deplore what your 
holiness peplores. I desire what you desire and 
condemn what you condemn. I rec6gmze no party 
but the Roman Church, and no father but the. head· 
of that church." 

In a letter to the vicar-general of Rome, dated 
June 26, 1878, the Pope s'ays: "In the midst of many 
reasons for rejoicing we have much sorrow because 
of the. general condition of the church, especially 
here in Rome, the center of Catholicism and the se?t 
of the vicar of Christ. Here there is no restriction 
on the press; here Protestant churches are built even 
in the most populous streets, as if to insult us." 

Again, on July 12, 1878, he wrote another letter 
to the v,icar-general, complaining ot the liberty given 
to Protestants to build churches and open s,chools, 
by which means they " spread the poison of their 
errors." Then he issued the follt>wing decree: "The 
supreme excommunication, reserved as a special 
prerogative of the Pope, is hereby pronounced 
against all those who give t.heir names to the heret
ical sects, of whatever denomination, who take part 
in their religious services or listen to their preachers, 
who print the 'invitation to these services or the sub-

. ject of t_he discourses. They commit mortal sift who 
go to sing or playin Protestant churches, the pub-; 
lishers who print Protestant boob:, and the ?-rchi
tects, contractors, masons, and laborers who work 
in the cons'truction, repairs, or decoration of any 
Protestant church. Parish priests are he'reby in
structed to see that no one will w,ork for Protes
tants." This 1s not a document of. the Middle Ag-es,· 
but one that emanated from Leo XIII. * * * 

In'his encyclical to the bishops of Hungary, .Au
gust 20, r886,_which is really a political progrant for 
the Catholics of Hungary, the Pope spe~ks of the 
"modern sects as being more terribly fatal than the 
ancient Moslem." With the modtrrn Moslem the 
Papacy seems to be in most cordial relations. * * * 

The authorized b'iographer of the Pope says: "In 
his glorious pontificate Leo XIII. has g-iven special 
attention to the religious orders, has encouraged 
them, and helped them to rise up into their former 
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position and power in the church." On Septemb;r 
17, 1882, he recommended the cult of St. Francis of 
Assisi, and on May 30, 1883, he constituted- the third 

' order of Franciscans. He himself wished to be 
known as the protector of Franciscans, but the 
Jesuits have been specially favored by him. He was 
at·first their pet disciple, and then became their 
willing servant. In his brief of July 13, 1886, the 
Pope pronounced a eulogy on the Jesuits,,whom he 
declared to be worthy of great honor in the Catholic 
Church, and he abrogated the brief of his predeces
sor, Clement XIV., giving back to the Jesuits all the 
privileges and immunities which they once enjoyed. 

On October 12, 1892, Leo XIII. addressed a letter 
to the new general of the Jesuits, in which he greatly_ 
praised 'the order, and on July 30, 1895, he gave into 
the care of the order the direction of all the colleges 
and schools in Egypt. 

, It is a contradiction of terms to speak of Leo 
XIII. as liberal _and the friend ,af free institu
tions, whether they be ecclesiastical or 'civil, when 
by his every act he has proved himself to be the 
friend of the Jesuits. By restoring them to power 
he struck a dagger into the heart of liberty. This in
stit71tion, porn ·in SJ'ain, soon spread over all nations, 
but becausr:: of its politkal intrigLies, its immoral 
teachings, and its crimes, Clement XIV. was obliged 
to abolish the order. But a secret society of· that 
kind, proportions, and-power could not be destr?yed 
by a p.a:pal decree, and hence the Jesuits, casting off 
for a time ~heir distinctive garb, remained the same 
in heart and intent. They lived for a time in the 
dark.until they got rid of the Pope who had decreed 
their death, .and then came forth more heinous than 
before: After the death of Clement XIV. the Jesuits 
returned to enjoy many of their rights and privi
leges. They became the confessors and counselors 
at courts and the favored educators of the aristoc-

-racy of the nations of Europe, but it was reserved to 
Leo XIII. to recognize them officially and place 
th.erp in power. Now the Pope remains prisoner, 
and ,the Jesuits are directing affairs as they please. 

The Jesuits hate our ConsJitution and our free 
in~titutio;s, and secretly seek to undermine the Re
public. "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." 

Let me conclude by quoting another line from 
the Pope's authorized biographer: "Leo XIII. has 
absolutely continued the work of Pius IX. and faith
fully sustained his principles since he is verily his 
- ' 

successor," 

News, Notes ... ·
and Commenf 

', 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC paper says that "those 
'prominent' C~bans who have put the~selves on 
record as not approving of Mgr. Sbarretti, as Bishop 
of Havana, belong to a class which is constitutionally 
averse to all bishops, priests, and to religio~ itself." 
This may be true, but -it is well to remember that 
it has long been the habit of Rom.e to brand as 
"infidels'~ all those who oppose "the church." 

CoMPTROLLER CoLER of New York very truly 
says: "All of our bad citizens are not among the 
uneducated classes; in fact, the most dangerous 
person in the community is the highly educated 
man of great ability who l}Ses his talents not 'tor the 
good of tj1e community ~s a whole, but to advance 
the private interests of himself and those he repre
sents at the cost of the public rights of the people." 

This is right in line with the couclusion reached 
by Dr. Wines and President Gates in their. papers 
on "Dangerous Cla,sses in a Republi'c," read before 
the New York State Conference of Reli~ion. 

~~ 

IN connection with a Methodist revival eff-ort at 
Titusville, Pa., a move is being made to close all 
business· places in that city on Sunday. It is de
clared to be the intention of the leaders in this 

' . 
move to enforce the Sunday law upon ;;t_ll classes of 
Sunday desecrators. ·This is taken to mean troub-le 
for. some people .living there who observe. the 
seventh day, as the Sunday law of Pennsylvania 
makes no exception in such cases~ 

It strikes us that the arresting and locking up of 
people in jail is a curious proceeding to acc()mpany 
a .revival of Christianity. In all Christian revivals 

' -~ 

tha,t we know of therr:: has never been m<l:nif-est a:n~ 
such thing as ~his. ' There has beeh no -ispi~it toi' 
demand such a thing. On the contrary, the spirit 
that took possession of the people . at such times 
has been one o.f gen'tleness and. 'love, as" was the 
spirit manifested by Him from -whom Christtanity 
takes its name. The effort was not,. to cast h:!e:P iAtQ, 
pliysical bondage, but to set them fh:e from s~~!tual 
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· bondage-not to give them less liberty, but more 
liberty. And if we know anything. of the spirit of 
'Cpristia~ity, it is the spirit of the fullest libe~ty, 

, alw~ys. . 
. We fear there is somethingiwrong w'ith a revival 

.effort which calls upon the civil power to supplement 
.·. its work by inflicting h~gal penalties .upon those 

regarded as sinpers. A t~ue revival seeks not to 
conde-mn men, but to save them. 

$$ 

SPEAKING of the impractical 'methods of the 
chu,rch in politics, 'Bird S. Co_ler says: 

"The politician begins down among the people, 
1n a barroom or the open air, and works up to a 
club. The ch-urch too often begins with a club and 
works down to a failure." 

1 But this is only because the ~burch is not com
missioned to do political work. The wor~ of the. 
church is to mak:e· good men, not to exploit them 
in the field of politics after they are made. The 
.preacher who carries the vote of his church: in his 
vest pocket is not less dangerou~, nor is he probably 
much better, than the war.d "boss." To. state it as 
mildly as possible, he is OUt of his place and ()n 
dangerous ground. 

A PORTION at least of the Roman Catholic press 
. of the country has taken alarm at one passage in 
the President's .message. ,The Mon,itor says: 

"President McKinley, in his message· to Con
g-ress, speaks of a thorough investigation into the 
subject Df .the property holdings of the religious 
orders in tl;le Philippines. This is a ne'edless and 
unw9-rranted reflection on the religious organizations 
in question. There is vastly more property owned 
by the Catholic Church ip ·this country, in propor
tion to the number of its. adherents, than in the 
Philippines. The property in both cases has been 
acq1,1ired ·and accumulated in substantially the s,ame 
way. . 

· ."Suppose bigots here .should set up a hue ·and 
cry anent .the 'wealth' of the Church in America 
and iriipute its ownership to dishonest methods? 
Would the administration deem it ~xpedient to 
investigate such charges? Under the terms of the 
Paris· tr'egty the property rights of the Church in 
the Philippines stand precisely on the same ba'sis as 
those in the United States. The Government tre?ds 
on dangerous ground. when it oversteps :the con
ditions of its own compact, which, in common with 

all trea.ties, becomes the fundamental law of the 
land." 

We do nbt pretend .to kno-..y the facts relative to 
this property. It would seem that under the Paris 
treaty the laws under which ·the property is held 
by "the church" must settle the question .. If the 
property was acquired by "due process of law,'' 
however unjust that law may have been, the G()vern
ment .will find itse.lf powerless to touch it under the 
treaty which is a part of "the supreme law pf the 
land." . Rome foresaw the difficulty and prpvided 
for it in the treaty. 

" THE UNUSED POWER OF THE CHURCHES IN 
POLITICS." 

I 

IN speaking before the New York Sta~e Con- · 
ferente of Religion on "The Unused Power of the 
Churches in Politics," Rev. Alfred W. Wishart of 
Trenton, N. J., made this statement: 

"Our warfare is not agai'nst political candidates, 
but against a low state of social apd political mor
als expressec! i? a corrupt political system. The 
overthrow of Croker in New York and of Ash bridge 
in Philadelphia .will be followed by the rise of other 
bosses just as bad, if that is possible, unless we go 
to the root of the difficulty. 

"For the churches to. mistake the vital issue by 
taking sides in the quarrels of bosses for political 
patronage and power, is to invite confusion, dis
trust, anq a positive loss of influence.· In some re- . 
spects, in the cities at least, there are not two great 
parties. There is only on_e-' The American Mas
querading Pa(ty.' This party is composed of so
called good citizens, blinded by partizanship and 
marching shoulder to.' shoulder with the most vulgar 
rascals in the community." 

Mr. Wishart's thought is the true one. He be
lieves that the work of the church is educati'onal. 
Good men will be good. citizens .and go.od 'citizens 
make clean politics. This is the theory; the prac
tice is that th~ really good men .are so hopelessly 
in the minority. that the rascals generally get the 
offices, or a large share of them. The fact is that 
just as some diseases i_n the individual must be 
treated by toning up the whole system of the pa
tient, rather than by tryi;g to remove. the disease 
by treating the symptoms, so the piseases of the 
body politic must be treated, for the most part, by 
raising the moral tone of the commu-nity .. 

This work of moral ref~rm propedy belongs to 
the church, but the church must not e.ngage in it 
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for political purposes .. The work of the c'~urch is 
to save men, to fit them ~for eternal life. This is the 
purpose of the gospel, and. to use it for anything 
short of this. is fo prostitute it, and to fail of the 
very object for which it was given. The object the 
·minister and the church should always have in view, 
is the salvation of men fwm the guilt and power of 
sin. This accomplished, such men will be honest 
wherever they may be placed in the providence of 
God; and not only so, but they will exert a saving 
influellce. In this way the church not only can, but 
must necessarily, exert an influence not alone i.n 
politics, but in all human affairs. But this is not 
what is generally meant ~ythe church in politics. 
Too often the church undertakes by political 

· methods to "turn the rascals out," and generally 
succeeds only in installing another set of rascals no 
better than the first. It is well that Mr. Wishart 
has called attention to this fact and to the failure 
due to it, and has suggested a better way. B. 

" DANGEROUS CLASSES IN A ,REPUBLIC." 

THis is one of the subjects co.nsidered at the 
New York State Conference of E.eligion, and pa
pers were read upon it by Dr. Fred. Howard Wines, 
of the C~nsus Office, Washington, D. C., and Presi
dent George A. Gates, D. D., of Iowa College. 

Such was the agreement between these papers 
that the second gentleman felt called upbn to re
mark that Dr. \iVines' paper rendered some portions 
of his unnecessary, but that each had writteri. with-
out any knowledg-e of the views of the other. In 
view of t!?.is fact the agree~ent was certainly re
markable. 

The gentlemen agreed that the dangerous classes 
were· not the poor, the unemployed; not the pau
pers, nor even the "criminal classes," but the mon
eyed and landed aristocracy thatis rapidly gather
ing to itself the great bulk of the wealth of the 
country .. Not only immensely wealthy men, but 
gigantic.· corporations are pooling their is,sues until 
well.,.nigt\ .every industrial· ~nd commercial interest 
is controlled by them, and not only the pe_ople, but 
even the la\\ls.are exploited in the interes~s of the 
trusts. 

The result is first .discontent, ~nd then contempt 
and· even hatred of law. So that at the doors of' 
the wealthy must ·be laid the respon~il:)ility for the 
unrest, the ,spi~it of lawlessness, and for much of 

the crime of to-day; and to find the dang.ero1:1s 
t 

classes we must go not to our asylums, our jails, 
our State's p-risons, but to \iVall Street; to the, ~tock 
exchange, to the board of t(ade, to the ch~mber of 
commerce, etc.· The dangerous classes are the men 
who exploit the people for gain. B· 

THE CHURCH IN POLITICS. 

HoN. BIRD S. CoLER, Comptrolkr of Ne~· York 
City, read a paper at the recent New York State 
C_onference of Religion on "The Unused. Power 
of the Churches in Politics." Among other things 
Mr. Coler said: 

"There is a place for the church in politics and 
public affairs. That fact will not be denied except· 
by those politicians who fear that good influences 
would crowd them out before they could reform .. 
In my opinion the place for the church as an or.,
ganized force in temporal affairs is not in the ward 
meeting, the political conyention, or the party 
council. Its influence should be exerted beneath 
and beyond those partizan and facdonal units in 
our political system. ' . 

"When conditions become unbearable we have 
. in the past followed ~the simple rule of turning out 
one party and putting in another. This method 
has never reformed a party or a politician, an·d it 
never \fill produce pennanent good government' in. 
city, nation, "or State. When our political condi
tions are bad and our public service corrupt or in.:
competent, the real fault lies beyond partizan poricy 
.or factional organization, deep:rooted in untaught 

. and misguided public sentiment. .In that. broad, 
neglected field of public opinion, perverted by 
false teaching, or its moral sense blunted by pre
cept and example-there is the place for church in
fluence in politics. 

. "To improve civic and political conditions the 
church must reach the masses, and reach them in 
the guise of a patient, praCtical agency for material 
improvement. I intend no disrespect or levity 
when I say that I do not believe you can win one 
vote for good government by telling a .m'an. hi~ 
chances oi goirig to heaven will be improve<;! if he. 
votes a certai11 ticket on election day. But yo.t,J, .ean 

.in time win unlimited·thousarids ofvotes when.you 
convince the masses Of the .people that horfest and. 
intelligent city government means better material 
conditions for them." 

In brief, Mr. Coler's idea is that tn.e cnurd:i has 
no place "in politics" as the term is gener~lly l.l'Ii
dersto()d: And i1,1 this the ~ompt;ollet is tiJ:!~il~s;;~ 
tionably right. The appropriate ·wofk of the ctfur'th 

. ' - ' -,,,:-/ 
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·'is to make ·good, clean inen~men who will be bon- eases," carry off their victims at1d no questions are 
est in all the walks of life; in the home, in private asked, and very often there is not even· suspicior;i.· 
busine.ss and 'in public office. And this is only in~ But tl}e known facts are bad enough, to .say 
cide~tai.; 'it comes not as th.e end, but as an adjunct · qothing of what a more Tigid system of supervision 
of character-building. · - . would almost certainly disdose. Human, life is 

The real work of the church is to bring men inJo held far too cheaply. The crime of murder. has 
harmony witli God; to restore in the human soul ceased to be regarded with that horror with whiCh 
the image of God. The primary object. is to pre- it w;:ts viewed half a century ago. As one contem:
pare citizens for the evel;lasting kingdom of God. plates such an array of figures as that presented by 
Of course the more good men there are in any com- the Times-Herald statistical table; one instinctively 
munity, the higher will be the moral tone of that couples together the Saviour's prediction: "As the 
community-;: and thus the church necessarily and in- days of Noah were, so shall the coming of the Son 
evitably e~erts "political" influence; but a t.htirch of man be" (Matt. 24: 37), and the statement_ of 

. .in politics.in anyother sense-than this is a ~burch Gen. 6: 13, that in the days of Noah the earth was 
-outside its legitimate domain, acting outside of the "filled with violence." 

. gospel commission, and conseqt~entty without divine The 'wo[ld is lookin~ for an era of peace, when 
warrant: B. 

STARTLING STATIS:l'ICS. 

FoR several years the Times-Herald of this city 
has been co1lecting criminal statistics, and. has just 
published a table showing the average number of 
murders committed in eqch State and Territory in 

"the 'Union during the last ten years. 

The awful ,total of recorded murders for the 
~ ' _. ~ ' . 

<iec_ade is g8,7go, an annual average of g,879~ or 
-?7·?4 (plus) per day, which is _more than one murder 
for each .hour of the twenty-four .during the entire 
year, or, in other words, g8,790 murders in 87,660 

·hours. 

'Texas heads this horrible list with an annual 
:average of I,O~J murders, or nearly three per .day; 
whileVermo·nt occupies the pl<1ce. of honor, in this 
-instance, the foot 0f the column, with. an .annual 
.average of _only six homicides. 

Nor do these figures tell the whole sad story of 
the taking of hu~an life.. There are doubtless very 
many murders in the country' each year that are 
never reported as such. It costs money to investi-

. ·gate. the cause- of death, and for this rea:·son, ·it is 
frequently not dope. The individual dies. Some 

'.accommodating physician gives a .death certifi~ate 
v 

b~sed <i}n a description of the "symptoms"; the 
·l?ody is buried, and there th~ matter ends. Not in
fr<::quent!y "murdered;, ought to be written into the 
space where appear? the name of some disease. In 
many country places.a physician's certificate·of the 
-cause of death is not even required, and· heart 

. failure, apople1>y, ,acute gastritis, and. kindred "dis-

all men will be c0nverted. The Scriptures tell of 
"perilous times." 2 Tim. 3:-1-5. The" nations" are 
talking of a time when " they shall beat their swords . 
into plowshares, and their spears into pruning~ 

hooks," but the Lord says of that sam~ time: 
"Proclaim ye this among the Gentiles; Prepare war, 
wake up the mighty .men, let all the men of ~ar 

. draw near; let them come up< beat your plowshares· 
into swords, and your pruninghooks into spears: let 
the weak say, I am strong. * * * -Let the heathen 
be awakened, an'd come up to. the valley of ] ehosh-

. aphat: for there will I. sit to judge all the heat~en 
round about." Joel 3:9, 10, 12. 

"A prudent man seeth the evil and hideth him
self; but the simple pass on and suffer for it." 

B. 

CIVIL injustice and religious intolerance have 
ever intrenched themselves behind mere statutes, 
misnaming' them laws. ''We have a law, and by 
our law he ough't to die," said the ] ews when accu• 
sing the Saviour of men. It .was civil'" law'' that 
cast the three H~brews into the fiery furnace, that 
consigned Daniel to the lion's den, that put-to death 
the apostles, that gave to the wild beasts 'the early 
Christians, that clothed with authority the· Inquisi-

. tion and carried out its cruel decrees, that burned 
Russ and Jerome, and tortured and put to death 

.·millions of martyrs in the Dark Ages, that whipped, 
banished, and hange'd Qua.kers and Baptists in New 
England and Virginia, and th~t even to-day fines 
and impfisons in various places honest, God-fearing 
men for practical dissent from the prevailing prac
tice touyhing proper Sabbath observance. 
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£bristmas ls £omi,ng!. 
• I • • • 

BOOKS ARE THE MOST APPROPRIATE HOLIDAY GIFTS 

For old and young. A child of five enjoys a book as much as the philosopher or the sage. 

Some of our Appropriate 
.. Holiday Books. 

">-

"STEPS TO CHR.IST," by Mrs. E. Gt. White, is a seasonable 
book to present to a friend at any time. An excellent book f()r the 
Christian or the unconverted to read. 

Presentation edition, fancy covers and gilt edges .......•.••....... $0.85 
Bound in fine clot!\, with cover design embossed in aluminum . . . .50 
Paper ~overs .... ·...•..........•.........•......•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 

"THOUGHTS FR.OM THE MOUNT OF BLESSING," is a 
c()mpanion volume to "Steps to Christ," by the same author, and 
makes a most appropriate holiday gift. 209 pages. 

Bound in hall-cloth, marbled edges................ .. ........... $1.00 
Bound in cloth, embossed in gold . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... . .. .. . .. • 75 

~==~ '•OOOD FOR.M AND CHR.ISTIAN ETIQUETTE," by Mrs. S. M. I. Henl'y, · 
twenty-five years National Evangelist of the W. C. T .. U. A practical treatise u 

PAGIFJC.PA:ESS P\.>B. CO.,Qaklanoi,CCL 

etiquette from the Christian standpoint. · 

Bound in cloth ...................... : ........................................ $0.50 
Bound in paper .... \ ..................................................... ,.,... .25 

' , I 

·"BEST STOR.IES FR.OM THE BEST BOOK," by J. E. White, is new and 
up-to-date in every particular. A most acceptable gift for children of all ages. : 

Heavy paper, cloth back covers ............................. ' .................. $0.75 
Heavy paper, board covers..................... .. .. .. .. ........... .. .... ..... .60 
Thin paper edition, limp paper covers ..... ·... ........................... .... .25 

"MAKINO HOME HAPPY," .by Mrs. L. D. Avery-Stuttle, tells the story .:~f 
how a once unhappy home was made happy. Is written in story form ; pleasing a::1d · 
entertain~ng to old and young. 

Cloth, cover design in three colora .......................................... $0.60 
Paper covers. same design ......................... .-..... .' ............... , .. , .26 

"NAOMI, A FRIEND OF JESUS," by Florence 
Delight McGrew. The author, in a clear, forcible, and 
interesting manner,. gives a vivid narrative of the birth, 
early life, home surroundings, tra~els, and education ~f 
Jesus-. 

Substantial cloth binding, artistic cover design ....... $0.60 
Substantial paper binding, artistic cover design...... .25 

"EASY STEPS IN TiiE BIBLE STORY," by 
Adelaide Bee Cooper, editor'of the. Youth's Instt;uctor. 
One of the best books for children· ever published. New 
and beautifully illustrated. Artistic and pleasing to 
the eye. ' 

Price, in cloth ....................................... $0.5~ 
'Price, in paper ........... ,.......... .. ........ : .. ,.. .25 

----------~---ORDER OF--~----~-----
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UTBE PRESENT CRISIS 

AND OUR DUTY,'' 

No.4 of 
"Religious Liberty Library, .. 

is a tract for the tinies. 
Everybody ought to read 
it. The following sub
headings give a good idea 
of the contents of the latter 
half of this publication: 

"Shall We Remain True· to the Principle?'' 
"Principle, not Politics.'' 
"At the Parting of the Ways." 
"What Shall the Answer Be?'" 
"Some Representative Utterances." 
·"The Flame of Life Burns Lower and Lower." 
"National Destiny." 
"Why We lliscuss this Question." 
"The United States 

One of the Kings of the East." 

Thirty-four pages, price. single copy, three 
cents, postpaid. Liberal discounts on orders 
of xoo or more to one address. 

X ntetrnational Religious Idbetrty Association. 
324 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill. 

·-'===-c:c·-=--------·------·----

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
qttl~Ji~n:s~~~r~M g~;c~~1~i~~df~:~c~h~~~ne m~~ 
invention is probably patentable. Communtca
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 
sfec%~~t~t~:~~~t~o~~~1~r~~¥~ t~e Co. receive 

Sti¢ntifie Jlmtritan. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J,argest cir. 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & Co. astoroadway, New York 
Br9.n~h Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

=====~·~======================== 

PAGAN .COUNTERFEITS i\t:~.~~r~~t~~nM~~:~c~~ 
A vivid pres~ftt~.tion of the pagan fe;ltivals, rites, and usages which 
the author finds "in the" Christian churches of to-day, together with 
two chapters on Freemasonry, which ought to be read by every 
Mason who professes to be a Christian. 187 pages, paper covers. 
Price 25 cents. Address House nearest to you. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., 

OAKLAND, CAL, 
KANSAS CITY, Mo 

39 .BoNn ST., NEw YoRK, N.Y. 

THE GLAD TIDINGS. 

THE 
GLAD 
TIDINGS 

BY 

A •erse by-verse. study of 
the book of Galatians. By 
E. J. wAGGONER. 

"The Epistle to the Galatians, 
together with its companion, the 

· Epistle to the Romans, was the 
source through the Spirit, of the 
Reformation of the sixteenth cen
tury. The reformation then be
gun is not yet complete, and the 
same watchword-the just shall 
live by faith-needs to be sounded 
now." You will find this book a 
"feast of good things," even the 
"glad tidings of salvation." 265 
pages. Cloth, 6oc. ; paper, 25c. 

Address any of our agencies, or our 
nearest Rouse. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUB. CO., 
39 Bond St., New York;. 

Kan•as City, Mo. 
Oakland, Lal. 

LABOR AND THE MONEY POWER. 

By Prof. G. w. RINE, n. L. 

Says a well-known editor in a 
recent ed1torial notice of this 
tract:-

"It prPsents in a most strikin,:r,wny 
tho faet~ as to the enormouR at·, umu~ 
lation of WPalth. pspecially ill the 
hands of o, few, nud the meaning; of it 
as foretold by tl1e Scripturf'.Y coucortt
ing tbP lnst days. It ought t(~ be in 
the hands' of every person m the 
nation."' 

This tract contains 32 pages and 
is illustrated. It is issued as 

Bible Stnclents' I.ibrary No. r6o .. 
Price, $2.00 per roo. 

AddrPPS nny of nur ag~ncies, or oPr 
lleu.l'Ctst II OUSt', 

PACIFIC P'RESS PUB. CO., 
39 Bond St., New York. 

Ko,neas Cit,·. Mo. 
Oakland, Cui. 

MARSHALLING OF. THE NATIONS. 

Have yon not been impressed 
with the thought that the move
ments of the great nations of to
-day are movements that affect the 
whole world? Read this little 
booklet and see how the five 
great nations of the world-Britain, 
Rnssia, United States, Germany, 
and France, are fulfilling proph
ecy. Fully illustrated by a spe
cial series of 5 maps, including 
one double-page map in 5 colors. 

Bible Students' Library No. r6r. 
Price roc. 

AddreRR any of otir agencies, ,or our 
:n.earf'st House. 

PACIFIC PRESS PUB. CO., 
39 Bond St., New York, 

KansRR nity Mo. 
Oakland. Cui. 
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Any one receiving The Sentinel of Liberty -without having ordered 'it, 
may. know that it is sent by some friend. Those who have not order~d The 
Sentinel need have 1\0 fears that they will be asked to pay for it. · 

NO PAPER NEXT WEEK. 

As a volume of THE SENTINEL consists of fifty 
numbers, the prese'nt paper completes the issues for 
the year rgoo. N u.m ber I of Volume 16 will bear 
date of January 3, Igor. 

J..JI. 

" THOSE missionaries," says the Monitor (Roman 
Catholic), "who are represented as demanding a11d 
insisting upon the wholesale de~apitation of promi
nent Chinese officials.' in the interest of Christianity 
.in China,' are supplying the celestials with a very 
poJent argument against future toleration of foreign 

. . . ,, 
nusswnanes. 

:Oo you thi,nk we are making a big fuss about 
nothing. in what we are saying ab?ut threatening . 
p<;;rils in this Republic? Well, that is just what th,e 
anted'iluvians thought about the things said to them 
by N,oah. Remember that so great an event as the 
destruction of the. world once came upon the people 
without their perceiving its coming; till they found 
themsehes actually involved in it. 

. J. ""'"' 
TH~ News, of Salt Lake City, has thi.? to say 

about attacks recently maqe upon the Roman Cath
·olic Church by leading Methodists:. 

"There is no need of us [sic J taking up the 
.defense of the Romari Catholic Churc!1. That body 
.is strong enough to fight its own battles. But the 
principle of religious liberty is involved, and an 
assault upon that principle should not go without 
rebuke. Those who would deny others the privilege 
o,f worshiping God according to the dictates of ·their 
conscience, are ignorant of one of the fundamental 
principles that has, attained recognition through 
long contests and many-sacrifices on the part of the 
noblest m~n and women the World ever saw .. · Their 
.agitation m,ay be1come a menace to free institutions., 

When religious liberty is broken dowa •· there· is no 
·,barrier between politic.al liberty and its assailan'ts: 

One '"ill perish wi~h the other." · ·' · 

We do not understa!')'d. fully the nature of .the 
"as'sault". rder_red to, bu~~ if i.t consii'\tS ol)ly in 
attacking by v~ice and peh the. dogmas and p,r:a1c~ 
tices of the Catho~ic Church, or of any other .:h'ulch; 
it is certainly not in violation of religious lib~rty: . 

' ' ', ' " 

"AT a meeting of m1n1sters representing .. three 
different denominfitions-'-'-Congregational, Method
ist and Baptist-held recently in the Y. M . A. 
lecture-room,". says a daily paper, "·itwa~ decided 
to hold three Sunday afternoon mass,meetings_ tq · 
rouse the city to the importance of making provisio'tl 
for the unfortun~tes who are affected by the recent 
orde•r of the mayor, which clos~s det1s and basemenf 
diVies in response·t0,the crusad~ for,p'urlty.'' This 
action speaks well for. the ministers ~oncerned. 

Many of the poor creatures driven from the dives 
are more unfortunate than vicious, and to simply: 
drive them to the st;eets will do neither thefn nor 
the city any good. If Christian peopl~ will. on!y~ 
extend to them a helping hand they wiH be· dojng: 

, real reform work. · . . , . 

j,J. 

SPEAKING for Sunday do~ing of the Ran-A!llerica~ 
Exposition, a Buffalo clergy~1an says: 

. . . l ,,· .,\ 

"We have but to allow our great expo~iti6ns and. 
other special features to lead the way, and ali:other 
money-makin'g institutions will fall into. line.'' . ": 

If this is true, as we· believe- it is, it constitu"tes 
' a good reason why the Pan-American 'ExpopitioQ 
should not l~ad the way in the· matter of £unda;y 
closing by law. The people of this courttry should 
not be educated to believe that Sunda:Y obseryance 
by decree o( the eivil p~wer is in keeping with the 
principles of republicap government. ' . 

As regards Sunday, let. every man ,b~ . .fully p<;(
suaded in his own mind'whether or n'ot it'ls his duty · 
to ob~erve the day1 and act ~cc;:o~dingly~. If this is 
done; the question, of opening the e'xpo~ition will 
take care of itself. 

NOTICE. 

WE can fill no more orders for our Pan-American\ ' ' ' ', 

special, date of December ,6, as o·ur stock is ex~ 

hausted.~ . ' . 
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